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Our Pirat Monthly Issue.

This first number of the California ARCHHECTrAND Builders' Review, introduces for public con-
sideration and patronage the first issue of the first
subscription journal ever published on the Pacific
Coast devoted to Arcntectural, Building, Mechan-
ical, January, and other kindred matters and sub-
jects. The simple assertion, without stated reasons
that such a. publication is a necessity in San Fran-
cisco, would be a declaration without proof, and
reasonablj induce an inquiry as to the propriety and
correctness of the presumption of necessity. The
answers to this question are as follows

:

First.—Th&t all interests, avocations, callings
and pursuits in life, whether scientific, professional'
mechanical, artistic, commercial, literary, or oth-'
erwise, must necessarily be more correctly and in-
telligently represented through the columns of a
journal of special character, devoted to the special
purposes of its publication. Such journals, also
provide a medium through which the fundamentai
principles, practices, theories, and governing rules
of the interests represented, can be properly pro-
claim^, and important issues, principles, and ques-
tions discussed. And while they furnish reliable
information to the general public, they induce bet-
ter understandings, encourage harmonies, awaken
ambitions, correct irregularities, inspire generous
confidence, and lead to a thousand beneficial resultsamong those whose special interests are represented
through their columns.

^econd/2/.—That erroneous opinions, impressions,
ana beliefs, greatly at variance with the truth inmany regards, exist in many parts of our own and
otner countries, in reference to California and the
i-acific OoMt generally, is a well-understood feot.
At IS neoeesary that a« far as possible, all these
sftorUd be eorreoted ; and this journal, with a cir-

culation already extending to every State in theUnion, and to cities in Europe, with a rapidly in-creasing subscription-list, give assurance that it
will enjoy and exert a very extended influence in
correcting wrong impressions, and placing this
coajt in a proper light before the world. And aseach succeeding issue will the more fully establish
the fact, that ^rM^A, accuracy, and reliability are the
governing rules of its management, its illustra-
tions, statements, and representations, will be ac-
cepted a« correct, and by them, opinions and judir-
ments abroad will be formed and established. In
this special view of the case, every citizen of Oali-
fomia should subscribe for it, and support it by
every influence in his power, so as to render it an
unerring and permanent representative journal

ryWrdZy.—Such a Journal is especially necessary
in San Francisco, for the reason that in connection
with the architectural profession, and the buildinir
business on this coast, there has always existed
greater diversities, divergencies, and opposinjr
views in reference to matters generally, and less of
weH-understood, regulated and established rules of
proowiure, than exist in older and longer-estab-
lished communities—where apprenticeship experi-
ences are considered necessary to prepare for the
practice of the profession, and mechanics, as a rule
develop as such, through regular terms of appren-
ticeship service. But on this coast things are dif-
ferent m these respects. For while there are many
able and competent gentlemen in the profession, as
heretofore stated in the Quarterly Review, arch-
itects have gathered on this coast from alrao.st every
quarter of the globe, each bringing with him, and
practicing the architectural ideas, pre-conceived
notions, national prejudices and pride, inculcated
and matured under systems and circumstances pe-
culiar to each several section of country or com-
munity represented. The natural consequence of
all this is, diversities of views and practices, not
calculated to insure entire harmony in general op-
erations. In addition to these special features, it
may also be 8tate<iAS a fact, that many architects
in California have' entered into the practice of the
profession, without having received any architect-
ural education, other than that obtained from ex-
periences in practical building, and from personal
studies and application. These suggestions are not
made to disparage or question the competency or
abilities of any gentleman in the profession, but to
indicate the peculiar surroundings. Although
every architect in the State may be fully qualified
to discharge correctly, the duties and responsibili-
ties of the profession, in the light of his own con-
ceptions, the fact nevertheless remains, that there
are those sectional and national interventions,
which to a greater or lesser degree, must create a
less evenly regulated state of things. And so far
as this journal is concerned—while its theories and
recommendations may not meet the approval of
those, who, from studied and set practices and hab-
its, are persistent in the advocacy of their individ-
ual opinions—the aims and purposes of its manage-
ment will be to present such statements, and sus-
tained arguments and views of matters generally,
as will receive the approval of those who accept
the doctrine, that while men live, they may con-
tinue to learn, and that outside of themselves, there
are fountains of information and knowledge, from
which they may derive instruction. The intelli-
gent reader will, from all this, readily comprehend
the peculiarities of the situation, and the necessity
that must exist for a journal of this character, de-
voted, not only to the discussion of matters of gen-
eral information and interest, but to subserve the
purpose of creating uniform systems of practice and
good understanding in tbe profession.
Fourthly.— li is also a necessity, as far as the gen-

eral public are concerned, in giving reliable in-
formation in all matters connected with the im-
provement of real estate, furnishing suggestions as
to proper methods, advising for and against the
uses of things, beneficial or injurious, as the case
may be, and in various ways, establishing correct
opinions and conclusions at home and abroad, in
all matters connected with architectural and build-
ing pursuxtfl on the faoific Coast,

Illustrations.

We expected to present in our first issue, for the
double-plate illustration, the design of a public ed-
ifibe, but the drawings failed to come to hand in
time. If our good patrons will exercise a little pa-
tience, arrangements will soon be completed, -which
will render excuses unnecessary, in this or any other
connection. One of the illustrations appearing
represents the front elevation of Messrs. Sol. Wan-
genheun & Co.'s building, situated on the east side
ot Davis street, south of Sacramento. The comer
section, 33x117 feet, was erected in 1877-8, with
the intention of completing the block at an early
day. The building erected, together with the re-
maining portion of the lot, and theoU building stand-
ing thereon, have been, and are now used by the firm
in their extensive hermetically-sealed preserve-can,
^uits, meats fish, etc., manufacturing business,
ihe double plate presents th^ design of a building
intended for erection on the west side of Frapklin
street, northof Sacramento street. The lot was how-
ever, improved with a less costly edifice. A buildinjr
erected m conformity Vith the design shown, will
make a very handsome appearance for a moderate
cost house. In the hands of any of the competent
architects m this city, it can be modified or im-
proved to suit. Its costaroriginally contemplated
some three years ago, was about $13,000, including
grading of the lot and fence-work. _

:i
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Apologies.—We dislike them, and hoped we
would have been spared the necessity of offering
any in connection with this journal. But painful
personal interruptions have materially interfered
with intended promptness and completeness in our
first monthly issue. We simply state this on our
own behalf, leaving it with our many kind readers
to sympathize or censure, as they may feel inclinedWe hold as a rule, that in the publication of a
subscription work of any sort, its patrons have^
claims for promptness, regularity, and fair dealing

;

and innovations upon these, from any cause within
possible control, is a wrong committed for which
there exists no right of excuse. Consequently,
short of occurrences over which human powers are
helpless, there will be no interruptions hereafter.
And if difficulties fall in our pathway, we shall
encounter them quietly, and carry our own burdens
without drawing upon the sympathies of our pa-
trons.

A Card from Architects.

It is certainly most gratifying to us to be able to
present the following, signed as it is by so ma-
ny leading and prominent architects in this city.
We can add nothing to its force by comment, and
will only say that each signature was freely and
cheerfully given, accompanied with expreasions of
good-will and wishes for the future success of this
journal. And having secured the good opinion of
so many prominent gentlemen in the profession,
some of whom have demonstrated their more than
ordinary abilities in the erection of some of the
finest and most costly structures in this State, both
private and public, and all of them enjoying an un-
impeachable reputation as qualified architects, it
will be an incentive to us to put forth every effort
to render this journal not only worthy of their con-
tinued indorsement and support, but that also of
our many kind readers generally.

Card.—Believing that a well and ably conducted
journal, devoted to Architectural, Mechanical,
Sanitary, Scientific, and other kindred matters and
subjects, is a necessity in this city, and judging
from what has appeared in the Quartekly Archi-
tectural Review, published by Messrs. Wolfe &
Bumham during the current year, both in illustra-
tion plates and reading contents, we are led to the
belief that the California Architect and Build-
ing Review, proposed to be published by the San
Francisco Architectural Publishing Company from
and after January, 1880, will be worthy of general
support and encouragement, and that it will supply
a long-existing want on thia coast. We therefore
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pledge our cordial sympathiespersonally , and hope that

the enterprise xrill receive kindly recognition and lib-

eral support from all Architects and Builders on the

Pacific Coast^ andfrom the public generally.

David Farquharson,
\VllIGHT & SANDKltS,
S. U. Williams,
Tnos. J. Welsh,
P. HUKRNE,
John MAiti^ns,
P. J. O'CONNOlt,
Theo. a. Eisen,

John

B. McDouGALAND Son,
|Wm. Mooskr,
|Wm. CURLEIT,
•H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
W. C. Hoa(;lani),
S. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.

A. Rkmkr. «

Society of Architects.

Why is it ? Are architects as a class, everywhere
entirely selfiBh in their views and feelings, or so
full of self-conceit in their individual ahilities that
they fail to discover any possibility of further im-
provement? Or is it the spirit of indifference to
anything not immediately connected with their

ofhoe duties and daily engagements?
We are led to these remarks from three causes :

- F^rrxt. That there is no society- among the archi-
tects of this city at the present time, but shoiild be.

(Secondly. There have been three attempts to estab-
lish such an organization, each of which enjoyed
but a limited existence, through lack of interest on
the! part of members. Thirdly. Surprise at learn-
ing that ^similar lack of interest, to a certain v^*.-

tent, exists in other parts of the country, as shown
by the following from the Plumber and Sanitary
Enijineei' : "The meetings of the American Insti-

tute of Architects deserve to be better attended
than they have hitherto been. Barely a score were
present at several of the sessions of the Institute
just ended. It is idle to expect any but the most
self-sacrificing persons to prepare papers, often at
great pains, and then read them to a beggarly ar-

ray of empty benches. A great and advantageous
opportunity for enlightening the public as to the
services of the profeasion was lost at these meetings,
which ought to be attended by hundreds of hearers,
and exert a positive intluence upon the community.
* * * » * « «

There is no good reason why the sessions of the
Institute should not be as well attended as those of
the Social Science Association, if proper effort was
made. The public need enlightenment on many
points regarding the profession. Too many per-
sons have an impression that an architect is a"

superfluity—very useful, perhaps, to draw a pretty
picture for those who can afford the luxury of his
services ; but not necessary to any one who is will-
ing to sujxjrvise the erection of his own building.
That ati architect can save money to his client by
his skill and experience, or that he can protect him
from loss through ignorance or the frauds and
blunders of other?, is very little understood or ap-
preciated. The simple fact that so few buildings
outside of our large cities are designed or erected
under the superintendence of architects, shows how
little the profession is appreciated.

" How is this ignorance to be removed, and how
are people to be taught that it is to their interest to
employ an architect, just as it is to their interest to
employ any other professional man ? By organised
and united effort to diffuse knowledge on the sub-
ject.

" Wealthy and successful architects, with an as-
sured position, backed by social influence, with nu-
merous i>liont8, may ignore these facts ; but to the
struggling architect in many parts of the country,
who has none of these powerful aids, it is a differ-
ent affair

: competitions are close ; clients are un-
appreciative

; fees are few and far between; and
the architect has nothing to sustain him in his
professional work but his own pluck and the neces-
sity for gaining a subsistence.

" What is needed most of all to secure these re-
sults is, that the Institute shall be conducted in a
*broad and liberal spirit which will attract every de-
serving member to its ranks ; it may thus become at
once a powerful agency for enlightening the public,
and also an agency for stimulating and encourag-
ing the members of the profession. Like the leg-
endary bundle of reeds—united the profession are
strong, but disunited they are weak and powerless."

There is sufficient in the foregoing extract to
stimulate an active interest and effort among the
architects of this city in rearing a permanent soci-
ety-structure to last for all time. Of all plaoes on
earth, such an institution is needed in San Fran-

cisco, where but few of the many architects prac-

ticing the profession have been reared and trained

under corresponding circumstances. The .world's

diversity of teachings are prominent in this city

;

and a well-organized institution would do much
to harmonize views and surround the profession

with deserved respect and appreciation. Its influ-

ence would be great in breaking down personal and
business jealousies among architects; and if good
rules were established and adhered to, the members
of the profession would assume that dignity of call-

ing which of right belongs to everyVompetent and
qualified disciple of the noble and beautiful art.

None are more to blame than architects themselves
that the profession is degenerating in public esti-

mation, and the presumption gaining ground that
almost any school-boy can "make a plan," and
that contractors who are unable to draw the lines

of a square box correctly, are sufficient for all the

purposes of planning and erecting buildings. If

for no other reason, that of self-protection should
induce a combined and united effort, and a deter-

mined purpose to establish a Society of Architects in

this city, which would exert a wholesome influence

upon all concerned—owners as well as well as archi-

tects. ' ^- _ - _ -' ~- :?^:j^ ;- _

There are successful men in the profession who
may sneer at the proposed organization ; but even
they, if they would remember the time when their

hands were hard and callous from, the daily use of

tha trowel and handling of britko, or by contact

with the handle of the jack-piano—or, still worse,
before the sun of " good luck " cast its golden rays
around them, could only by the exercise of the

strictest economy manage to pay their way—might
render valuable service, and more adorn their pro-

fession by the exercise of generous sentiments than
by acts of self-importance and financial independ-
ence.

Toe building business still continues exceed-

ingly dull in San Francisco, with very little activ-

ity in any direction, although during the three

months preceding December 1879, more buildings

were commenced than during any previous nine

months within the past two years or more. In the

months of October and November, the indications

were much more favorable than they are at pres-

ent, with considerable work then offering. The
general feeling, however, is hopeful, in anticipation

of "better times in the spring," which thought
and hope alone gives courage to the waiting ones

during present depression. The fearful stagnation

in this direction, which has continued uninter-

rupted during the past two years, is without prece-

dent in the history of California. Hundreds of

contractors and mechanics hare been compelled to

seek other fields of operation. Many remained un-

til they could no longer stand the pressure, and
departed under a cloud, leaving unsettled accounts

and suffering creditors. A large number of our
oldest contractors have remained absolutely " with-

out a stroke of work" on hand for months, with
next to nothing offering at present in the archi-

tects' offices, a large number of which are almost

entirely idle. There have been seasons in this city

when as many buildings have been under contract

in two or three offices as there is at present in the

whole number of over fifty. The cause of this con-

dition of things is not from the scarcity of money
available on mortgages at moderate interest, but
mainly frbm a disposition on the part of owners to

doubt the propriety or advisability of additional

improvements at the present time, to which may be

added that very many who desire and would have
erected new buildings are unable to do so, through
losses sustained in mining-stock operations during
the year.

I

Some architects may entertain the opinion that

they do not require the benefits to be derived from

a society formed for mutual interchange of views,

and professional fellowship. They may feel that

they can "paddle their own canoe," and sweep
down the stream of life single-handed. This cold

and contracted view of matters illustrates an ab-

sence of broad and generous sympathies, and is in

strong contrast with the fundamental principles of

refined natures. The great fact is well established

that the number of men, if any^ who have gathered

in themselves the perfection of knowledge, is ex-

ceedingly limited, and difficult to point out. How-
ever wise a man mtiy be, there are still things of.

stupendous magnitude lying beyond the scope of

his inrestigations and attainments, worth his seek-

ing. A single drop of water is as pure in its isola-

tion as when added to other drops, but the commin-
gling of drops create volume, and from drops comes
springs, from springs rivulets, and these in their

multitude, flowing on, form lakes and rivers, which
in turn flow into seas and oceans, and so make up
the great volume of the mighty deep. And so

with great men. From infancy of thought in

themselves, they commingle their own with the

thoughts of others, and this continued, develops

into the great oceans of mind which have mdde
some men truly great. As the single drop of water
would soon evaporate and pass away unnoticed, so

do men of small, isolated minds pass away from
earth unblessed and unknown. Sometimes life's

successes swallow up all the good that may have
\tQQn the natural gift to some. The weight of

wealth or accidental position often sinks true man-
hood, leaving on the anrface the bnbblea of oonoeit

and arrogance. - - -=
^
— ^_, _ .. __ .^ _

way, I presume that I have the right to express my
opinion of the transaction ? *

Boss—Yes, such is your privilege.

Preacher—Then it is this: If I owed the devil

a hog, and he would not accept you in full settle-

ment, and return me all the lard he could render
out of your carcass to boot, I should consider him
a hard customer.
This is no trumped-up story. We know both

parties well. The cdhtractor is now operating in

this city, and the last time we saw the preacher was
at Calistoga Springs in this State, of which he was
then proprietor. The preacher's statement was
made to us at the time of the oc«urrenoe.

The TS^ro Startling Uzplosions

ll|i Mfr-\

A Methodist' Preachert Zbcperlenee. ^

While we were operating in the Colony of
some eighteen years ago, there came alon g

a Methodist preacher who had in his younger da ys
learned the use of carpenter's tools, and finding

that there were more preachers than necessary for

the field, he, like a prudent and industrious man,
threw aside his clerical coat, and went forth in

search of work. Finding a brother-Methodist con-

tractor, he asked for **ajob," which was given

him by his good brother ; and as the preacher was
somewhat out of practice, with hands soft and
tender, he requested, as a favor, that light work
might be assigned him until he '* got used to it." .

The light work at which he was set was *' ripping

up" two and three-inch plank, which is about as

trying to a man's muscles and strength of endur-

ance as any other department of labor in connection ^
with the building business. We passed him a nura-

"

ber of times as he, with trestles spread upon the

sidewalk, toiled and sweated in the then-prevailing

scorching sun, plying his saw industriously through
the heavy plank. But there was no respite until

Saturday evening arrived, when with the rest he
was summoned to receive his wages. He observed

the fact &at four dollars per day was the ra,te of

wages received by his fellow-workmen, and he nat-__

urally supposed that he too would be paid a like

sum, nntil his Christian brother informed him thatz"

three dollars per day would be his allowance. To
this he objected, when, as he afterward stated to

us, about the following dialogue passed between
him and his employer :

Boss—Can't pay you full wages, you have no-
tools.

Preacher—But I found tools to work with, and-
worked faithfully.

Boss—But you borrowed them
;
you have none of

your own. . .: . _
Preacher—^Yes, but I did not borrow them of

you ; and it appears to me that it should not con-

cern you if I did borrow the tools used by me, so

that I performed a proper day's work. ^

J5o»s—Can't helj) it, it is against my rule to pay
full wages to men who have no tools of their own.^

Preacher—And you propose to deduct from my—
wages one dollar per day because I borrowed a saw—
and chalk-line from some one other than yourself ?

Boss—Yes, that is what I propose.

Preacher—Then your proposition is to collect toll^

on other people's property ?

Boss—Call it what you please, this is my rule. —
Preacher—Do you know what a saw and chalk-

line is worth ?—that being the extent of tools used
by me during the week.

Boss—I do.

Preacher—And so do I. A saw would cost me
two dollars, and a chalk-line two bits ; and you
now propose to charge me out of my wages six dol-^

lars for the lise of tools which would only cost me
two dollars and twenty-five cents to purchase out-

right ?

Boss—It makes no difference ; my rule is to de^_

duct one dollar per day from those who have no
tools of their own.

Preojcher—All right ; if that is your determina-

tion, pay me the amount.
Boss—Here is your money.
Preacher—Now, Brother , we are all square

according to your rule and sense of right ?

Boss—Yes, all square.

Preacher—Then as you have had it all your own

— Which have recently occurred, one in this city and
"the other in the City of Oakland, each presumably
""

in connection with either or both the street-sewers
and gas-light mains, afford opportunity for some
practical suggestions beyond the well-understood
fact that aeriform elastic fluids of various charac-
ters will explode from causes, and by spontaneous
combustion, under certain conditions. In the cases
alluded to, appearances sustain the theory that ow-
ing to defective sewerage, or vents in the mains, a
volume of gas escaped from one or both of those
conduits and distributed itself through the ground,
lurking in such cavities as existed below the sur-—^ face, forming a sort of gas magazines, which, in due

^ time, vented themselves in both cases by explosions
_ which produced fright and alarm, but happily in

^:— neither instance caused loss of life, or any consid-
erable damage to property, as the ruptures occurred
mainly ak)ng the ccctCi^'lines of the streets.

Whether there were but one or several leakages in

_ the conduits, the fact is certain that the ground for—
^ a considerable distance was surcharged with the
explosive fluids, which were feebly held below the
surface of the ground by the more compact condi-

__ tion of the roadways. But had the same amount
nz of gEises been confined in a strong receiver and ex-

plosion occurred, the reports and results would
77" 'hfcive been much greater, if not fearful. But the

^ loose character of the earth formation furnished no
sufficient resistance, and the explosions vented

"~=^ themselves in the open air, as particularly illus-
—r:r trated in the Oakland affair, where buildings at

_1_^ considerable distance from the point of explosion
-^ were greatly discolored by the heated fluids. Men

'- pass along the avenues of business and social life,

enjoying the thoughts and appearances that all is

well, because the surface of matters and things gen-
erally present no signs of evil ; while in fact we
are surrounded with more or less of dangers on

_^ every hand, and while in the enjoyment of imme-—^ diate pleasures and fancied security, there may be
beneath our feet accumulations of destructive
agencies possible at any moment to destroy both
our lives and property. It is not impossible, but

- we hope improbable, that like events to these
noticed may happen at any moment wherever thdse
dangerous forces exist under ground. These con-
siderations should stimulate greater and deeper
interest in these oonneotions, and stir up the judg-
ment and energy of all good citizens to a full and
proper understanding of all the involvements in
connection with sewerage, sewer-gases, and other
matters of a sanitary character. Every aperture,

__ break, crack, and crevice in sewers and gas-mains
send forth a certain quantity of gases, which dis-

tribute themselves through the earth formation
and work their way to the surface, intermixing
with, and polluting the atmosphere, and vitiating

~ the air breathed by those dwelling upon or passing
over such localities, until blown away by the free

winds that blow around us, or are otherwise con-
sumed. Gases passing through limited orifices

have greater force at their immediate point of—^ escape, but are in fact only more terrible than
when more wide-spread by diffusion in the earth
formation, because of their concentration. Wher-
ever present, they contain the germ of disease and
inherent explosive characteristics.

The lessons to be drawn from these well-estab-
lished facts should awaken a large degree of inter-

est, if not alarm, in the minds of those who have
control over sewer-works, whether as owners of
private 'property, or officers of city governments.
Too much exacting care cannot be exercised in this
class of work, both public and private, and the two
recent occurrences should serve to illustrate the
dangers whioh lurk around and beneath us ; and

while they have passed, doing but little damage,
there is no certainty that a casuality attended
with sad consequences may not happen at any time
or place where explosive gases accumulate in suf-

ficient quantities.
**

Their occurrence under certain conditions, are

as natural as that inflammable matter will consume
when fire is communicated. Intelligent people are

not surprised at the effect produced, but wonder
that the warnings which always precede such ex-

plosions, are not regarded.

Improperly constructed street-sewers, imperfect
cesspools at street-crossings, bad connections of

side-sewers to street mains, and all similar errors,

are each an agency or means calculated to create

disease and cause explosions ; and those who have
it in their power to prevent, yet tolerate and disre-

gard suth irregularities, do a wrong to themselves
and their fellow-men. Purity in the earth upon
which men dwell is as necessary to health as the
observance of any other sanitary law ; and to ex-

pect freedom from disease and security from danger
when the ground on which we walk is surcharged
and impregnated with foul and destructive agencies,

is preposterous.

The unpardonable neglect and gross carelessness

attending the laying of sewers in connection with
buildings is of serious magnitude. There is not
one case in ten where proper and intelligent care is

practiced in making the joints and connections, and,
in former years more than at present, not one in a
hundred of the side-sewerr traps, as inserted, pos-

sessed any value as such. This is not stated upon
conjecture, but as the result of practical experi-

ences. Owners often delude themselves with the
impression, when they have paid for the inser-

t?k»j''*f acrooked piece of pipe, that ifeerefore thato
sewer must bo trapped. Forty pieces of such pipe

might be laid in line, and if not properly made and
set, not one of them actually afford any protection

against the sewer-gasea. Architects are often

called in to detect the causes of gaseous smells
under or in buildings, and when they express doubt
as to the perfectness of the sewer-work, they are

met with the assurance that "it is all right and
perfectly trapped,^ ^ therefore it cannot be the fault

of the sewers ; while in fact the whole secret of the

difficulty may exist in next to no joints at all at the

sewer connections, and a trap worth not a farthing

as such. Almost of necessity sewer-pipes are in

part run under buildings, and if in these the least

leakage occurs, the vapors rise and linger between
the ground and floors, from whence they largely

work their way up in the walls of the structure,

distributing themselves into the apartrAents

throughout, insinuating themselves more freely in

such parts of the house as afford the greater facility

for their ingress. All these effects are increased or

diminished by certain conditions. When strong

winds or storms prevail, blowing into mouths or

outlets of street mains, the noxious gases are

forced back and driven with greater fierceness and
volume through every escape under buildings and
elsewhere.

In this view of the case, does not a large degree

of culpability rest upon fathers and husbands who
permit the execution of this branch of work in

connection with their homes, where devoted wives
and loving children are required to remain almost
constantly subject to the consequences of any mis-

take or oversight that may exist? And those who
build houses to rent are scarcely less than criminal

in any neglect practiced in sewerage. Some men
are so lost to every right and ennobling consider-

ation, and so in love with their purse and coin, that,

for the sake of saving a few dollars, but little care

and attention is paid to the sewer and sanitary

features of their tenement property, although the

money thus saved to them may to their tenants

cost health and life itself.

We hope the time will come when the full mag-
nitude of this whole matter will be fully compre-

hended in detail by the masses, so that men will

not only exercise proper judgment and care in the

sewering of their own home premises, but that

when men aspire to official positions, wherein in

any manner is involved the health and safety of

the community, they will be required to possess an
intelligent understanding of the nature and prin-

ciples of conditions and elements, vaporous and
otherwise, and the great fundamental basis of

human happine«««», sanitary laws ; for upon them
rests all that makes life desirable—health. God, in

nature, has provided health-imparting and pleasur-

able things, and others opposite to these. If by

bad judgment or carelessness the good is disre-

garded, the evil only remains ; and this must be
accepted as the result of our follies, if we neglect

or refuse the better.

Determination, energy, and induswy, con-

trolled and governed by good judgment, are con-

comitants necessary to any fair degree of success in

life. Through lack of these, millions of men have
lived out their days an'd passed from earth unno-

ticed, who possessed innate capabilities and qualities

of nature and intellect sufficient to have placed

them in the fore ranks of conspicuous men, and
made their lives a grand success. It is not so much
what a man really is in and of himself, what tal-

ents or accomplishments he possesses, as what he

develops and makes appear to others. A man may
be endowed with powers and abilities of far more
than ordinary character, and possess faculties and
qualities of heart, mind, intellect, and genius of_

the highest order, which with proper use and ex-

ercise, would insure brilliancy ; but for want of

energy, tact, and perseverance to make them known
to others, and bring out those dormant natiiral en-

dowments or acquired attainments, life is wasted in,

seclusion, and he finally passes from earth, leavings

it, his fellow-men, and himself none the better for

his forty or four-score years spent amidst the sun-

shines and storms of time. The richest diamond
that sparkles in imperial nrowns or adorns the neck
or hand of queenly woman, remained valueless so

long as they continued buried in the soils and sands

of earth. It required first their finding, and then

the manipulations of the lapidary to bring out-

and establish their magnificence and worth. The
masses of gold and precious metal distributed

through the bowels of the earth, al*hOughin them»«i.

selves precious, remain practically valueles-s, until

through the hard toil and labor of strong and
sturdy hands and arms, they are wrested from their

deep secretions and produced in bullion and forms,

to give them commercial value. So with many
men possessed of great natural, scientific qualifi-

cations, mechanical skill, intellect, genius, and
masterly abilities; through stolid inertness they

permit the hours of time to flit away unimproved
and themselves to die unnoticed and unknown

;

while others far less qualified to fill important po-

sitions in the affairs of life, make their influence

felt, and, by diligent application and energy,

secure to themselves honorable names and memo-
ries, enjoying while they live the fruits of their

earnest work, and in passing away leave to others

the benefits of their labors.

Hztremely Unwise.

Some economizing owners, when they determine-

upon the improvement of their real estate, pursue a

very unwise course in the procurement of plans. Des-

titute of any proper knowledge of the architectural

business, they run from office to office, or otherwise

hunt around to find the cheapest man, whether he be an

architect or contractor, who will agree to spoil a certain

amount of paper for them, for the least amount of

money, far below any sum noticeable by any qualified

architect. Plans procured under such circumstances

are but little better than the goose-quill scratchiugs of

an old grandmother with spectacles. Too many owners

fail to realize or understand that competency as an

architect can only be acquired by years of close study,

application, and experience, and not even then, if the

student lacks the proper mental gtialifications, and me-

chanical perceptions to master its difficult and diversi-

fied principles, lines and problems. As well might it

be expected of a "quack doctor" to perform a diffi.

cult surgical operation, or a " shyster" or " pettifog-

ging lawyer " to prosecute or defend an intricate suit

in law, as to suppose that every one who displays the

sign " Architect," and so designates himself, or con-

tractors whose architectural ideas are only incidental,

are competent to prepare full, accurate and correct

plans for any sort of a building. And thousands of

owners have reaped the consequences of their folly

in this connection, and paid dearly for their '* penny

wise but pound foolish " course. A man may save

five, fifty, or five 'nundred dollars in first cost, by the

employment of a cheap architect, only to pay out in

repairs, or lose by diminished rents yearly, ten times

the amount saved by their economical discriminations.

It would be wiser in any case, for an owner to pay a

^od architect four prices, rather than accept the serv-

, . I.'
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ices of some gratuitously. Too much care cannot be

exercised or practiced in the planning of buildings, for

the pay and profit of improved property is always af-

fected and regulated by the character and complete-

ness of the improvement. Any sort of a structure

wiU rent for some amount, while the rental profits from

one unexceptionally well planned, will be very much
greater.

Nor does it follow, as a necessity, that extra cost

must be involvecf in the production of better-planned

buildings. There are hundreds of edifices in San

Francisco most wretchedly designed throughout, and

which rent unprofitably or not at all for long periods,

which have cost more in their construction and infin-

itely more in incidental repairs, etc., than would

have cost to erect every way better more desirable, bet-

ter-paying, and handsomer buildings, with a competent

architect. The matter of first cost, of architect's

charges, should not be held paramount ; for a moder-

ate additional first outlay often secures ten'fold inter-

""est on the additional sum. The essential question,

that which involves the greater amount ot interest to

owners, is not (cheapness of architectural services, but

the selection of the best at reasonable, paying per-

-OMitage. An architect who is either ground down to,

or of his own accord proposes or accepts starvation

prices, cannot aflfoid to be honest. They, like other

people, must live. Office and living expenses must be

met, and the means must come from some source.

Conjpetent and strictly honest architects will not

perform professional services for insignificant and

nominal compensation, any more than other qualified

professional parties, who have spent long years of

laborious study and diligent application to perfect a

knowledge of their profession. The very fact that a

professed professional party offers to perform services

dL^d^y-lafjor€7's' <<iff}/€;s» establit-hes tha.iither fact that

there are other compensating sources m view, or that

ne ther M^ services nor productions possess any real

value or merit. -^ _
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Etery human being dislikes to be stigroatized as

being mean in either principle, purposes, or acts,

and feels the degradation which attaches to the ac-

cusation. The natural inclination of human kind
is to admire and applaud munificent and liberal

things, and commend their practice in others,

although in themselves no germ of the better ele-

ments exist. Yet, strange as it may appear, a ma-
jority of men practice meanness in its worst form,

by indulging in personal prejudices against others,

without warrant or provocation. The ungoverned
and uncontrolled tendencies of the weak or bad
qualities of their natures, lead theni to cherish and
indulge in unrestrained virtual enmity, doing
secret and sometimes mischievous injury, unjusti-

fied by a single existing fact. There is a depravity

and vileness in all this which should justly cause

those who are so feeble in moral sentiment and de-

termination to be ashamed of themselves, and seek

to cast off the imputation when brought home to

them. Men of pure and di^fcriminatiug minds rise

above this base condition, and regulate their con-

victions from examined facts ; while those who as-

sume for themselves the spirit of justice and fair-

ness, yet those allow in themselves J5)'e-judgment

of others, assumes a virtue not possessed. These
thoughts and reflections are awajrened by the

knowledge of the too-common fact, that men in all

the walks of life, from the paths within sacred

edifices, to the least favored of our race, are guilty

of the condemnable practice. By unjust prejudices

against them, thousands of men, better in every es-

sential of true manhood than their persecutors,

have been crowded to the wall, and made to suffer

from this iniquitous and by far too-prevalent dis-

position. Why will men defile a nature—gift of

the eternal God—by polluting and degrading it to

so base a purpose? The voice of human mercies

cries: What sin, what deed of guilt, what crime
has thy neighbor committed against thee, that just-

ifies thee in harboring evil toward him ? Remember
this : Personal prejudice entertained without un-
questionably good and sufficient cause, is the

dwarfed and meanest offspring of hell—the con-

juring of an impure, weak, or wicked mind—the

deformed and hideous monster of moral depravity.

If to thee and against thee a man is innocent of sin,

he deserves thy respect and fair opinion, and their

withholding by thee stamps upon thy brow the guilt

of dishonesty. For that which to thy neighbor be*

longs, whether of glittering gold or lesser values,

or thy own mean recognition are his of right

;

and unless against public, moral, or social law, he

has commitU'd offense, there is no law of God ox
among men that will uphold thee in the guilty act

of personal prejudices. Nay 1 Pergonal prejudices,

unsustained by causes, is a meaner crime than

hatred or revenge, for it is the concealed and sneak-

ing outgrowth of mean natures. The man who
hates another for an offense committed, or who,

from feelings of revenge, pursues to severe punish-

ment the man who has inflicted an injury, may be

tolerated if not commended. But there is no place

in the catalogue of human charities or considera-

tions for the creature who yields his mind and

nature to the control of personal prejudice. It is

HO unnatural and debasing that it should never find

lodgment in human hearts ; nor does it in the bet-

ter and nobler kind. If you are disposed or inclined

to feel ugly—for personal prejudices are monstrously

w^\j—go to him whom thou wouldst hate and injure,

and assure thyself well whether thy ugliness arises

from the vileness or weakness of thyself, or is in-

deed justified and deserved, lo hate or dislike

where, of thyself, thou knowest or have suffered no
wrong, is a mean and guilty act. If thy prejudices

are the result of sayings and assertions uttered by

slanderous tongues who seek revenge in false accus-

ings, not bravely in the presence of him who is

sought to be slandered, but treacherously where
the accused can make no defenne, be manly, and
purge thy soul from its corruptions ; nor until of

thy own knowledge a man merits thy disfavor, do
thou dare to risk thy honor and thy manhood by
accepting and indulging in personal prejudices

against him. Good men often suffer from false

tongues, and the embitterments of time come more

JSg^ this than any other source. It is an old say- i

ing that children grow fat' Bj^'pf&ying and plun-

ging in the dirt. So do corrupt minds feed and
strengthen by indulgence in the foulness of mis-

representations. But because dirt fattens it is none
the less dirt, and the pure in heart and nature pre-

fer leanness with cleanliness to fatness derived from
flth.

This journal dares boldly to raise the standard

of honor, justice, and fairness to all, even to the

greatest enemy of its managers, and it is hoped that

none will be so unkind as to exercise any feelings

of prejudice toward anyone connected with it un-

til, by personal interview, the fact appears reason-

ably conclusive, and that there is good ground for

it. In the recital of stories, one side is always good
until the second is related, and generally the least

sustained by fact is the first and loudest to state

grievances, upon the principle that the greatest

rogue is the fiercest in his calls of "stop thief."

We therefore say to all, be fair and just with us, and
blast not thy own staikding in the realms of purer

life by soiling thy soul with the uncleanness of per-

sonal prejudices, if any such exist in thy nature,

not only toward the management of this journal,

but to thy fellow-men. Ever and always act fairly

and do justly, that life to thee may be pure, and
death bring thee no remorse.

"The Quarterly Architectural Review^

For October, comes to us crisp and fresh in style

and matter. The proprietors, Wolfe & Bumham,
announce that from and after January, 1880, it will

be published monthly by the San Francisco Archi-
tectural Publishing Company. It will be found to

supply very valuable information to architects and
builders, and should command a large patronage."

S. F. Daily Evening Post.

The California Architect and Building Mevievo
makes this its first appearance, as promised, under
date of January 1st, 1880, to supersede the Quartei'ly.

The effort of its managers will be not only to make
it valuable to architects and builders, but to the

general public, who should as much, or more than
architects and builders, read its contents. Its col-

umns will by no means be confined to the lines and
limits of theories in the science of architecture in

their technical senses, but with these, furnish such
valuable information and suggestions upon all

practical points and questions involved in archi-

tecture and house-building, as current experiences

^all present.
"•

One of its chief subjects of review and discussion

will be the great and essential one of sanitary laws
and necessities, in which we shall not only avail

ourselves of the many intelligent sources of inform-

ation at our command, but draw from our own
practical experiences in this connection. We shall

be very careful to fortify ourselves thoroughly in

all things as-serted, advocated, or proclaimed, so

that our patrons may be safe in accepting the views

advanced. It will not, perhaps, bo possible to avoid

conflict of opinions in all matters, with others who
have enjoyed and practiced certain lines of expe-

riences ; but differences of opinion between intelli-

gent parties can be discussed to mutual advantage,

whore each is willing to yield his own to a better

system. And wherein differences may arise, the

columns of this journal will always be open to the

views of others; and we invite every architect,

plumber, artisan, and other qualified person to avail

himself of the privileges suggested, and by free

interchange of ideas render service to each other

and the general publiOs. i 'zi

—

*' It comes to us crit^p and fresh in style." So we
intend it shall always be, with this difference :

When we first began the work, we knew nothing
about editing and publishing books, papers, or jour-

nals, and if during our greater inexperience we
have produced so acceptable a journal as has been

accorded to us by our contemporary named, and
others, and by hosts of friends, there is every rea-

son to believe that when we get well into the work,

the good will become better. There will be no " dry

rot " in its columns. Its construction will be all

of ** new timber, well seasoned," or ''sound old

timber " re-used.

Leaky Buildings.

There are but few things more annoying or less

excusable. They always result from either care-

lessness or incompetency on the part of some one.

If the architect fails to provide against them by
his plans, specifications, and details, then the fault

is his. If such proper provisions are provided,

then the fault lies with the mechanic. But in no
case is there any defense. If a leak occurs, the cause

can generally he ascertained and a remedy applied.

This being the case, how much more easily could

they be prevented by proper execution of the work
in the first instance. Sometimes they result from
reckless indifference on the part of subordinates,

who, claiming to be " first-class workmen," are in-

trusted with certain parts of the work with confi-

dence in their ability to do it properly. Journey-

men mechanics are supposed, and ought to, under-
stand necessities in all connections, and those who do

not are not competent men. And if the contractor

happens to intrust work to men who are either in-

competent or careless, and leaks follow as the result,

the contractor receives the blame—he being the re^
sponsible party—while the immediate cause may be

in the man to whom he has paid coin for causing the^

trouble. Contractors as a rule, aim to avoid leak-

ages, knowing that if any occur the blame will fall

upon them, and to remedy a leak after a building is

completed costs ten times more than it would have

done to prevent it by proper care while the work of

building was in hand. Still, there are contractors who
are as stupid in reference to proper construction as

the second-class men employed by them as journey-

men or sub-contractors. The experience of all archi-

tects is, that competent contractors aim at proper

execution, even if loss on the work is apparent, while

the opposite class care but little how the work is done
so they get it off their hands, and secure the contract

money. Sometimes leaks result from design and in-

tent, just for the "fun of the thing," or to "get even

upon the owner or architect," who may have given

offense by being "too particular" in some special

matter. " Revenge " on owners and architects often

influences bad work, which does not develop itself un-

til some time after the completion of the building.

Sometimes leaks occur from unintentional oversight

or accident with the best of mechanics, where willful-

ness and intentional neglect is absent. But if damage
result to the plastering or furniture, or otherwise, the

effect Is the same. It matters not as to the manner
of killing, if a man is killed he is killed ; whether by
the knife, pistil, poison, or any other means, life is

destroyed. And so with leakages, where they occur,

and damage follows, the damage and lo88 is the same.

But of this owners may rest assured, that every good

and competent architect and builder as much depre-

cates a leak or any other defect in a building as does

its possessor. And where good and qualified men are

engaged because of their reliability and qualifica-

tions, insteag^^of the " cheapest man," simply because

he proposes to perform the work for the least amount

of money, leaks and all other defects would be less

likely to occur, and better building be a certainty.

Owners would better subserve their own interests by

letting their contracts to the best and most reliable

men, even if first cost should be greater. In the long

run it will prove to be money profitably expended.

Mother.

Death of Mr. Charles L. Bugbee.

It is an endearing name, around which in every
happy family, clusters innumerable never-to-be-
forgotten memories and recollections. Whether it

be true in fact, or simply fancy's teaching, that
angelic spirits hover around loved ones on earth,

and guard their sleeping hours, there is no fancy in

"the thought that a true mother's love and anxious
solicitude is ever in exercise toward those to whom
she has given birth; and he or she who loves and
honors not a good mother, is unworthy of being
and existence. What would no^a pure and devoted
mother do or endure for her children ? What would
jshe not suffer to save them from harm, or to in-
Hjrease their happiness ? As gushes and perpetually
flows the crystal stream from the mountain's rocky
heart, or rising from the depths bga^th. tFaflfr th<»>-

-rivulet's course, stimulating growlh and verdure in
its passage to the great ocean, so a mother's devo-
tion and watchful care never cease to swell up
from the depths of her heart, and in streams of

smiles, and words of kindness and love, spread hap-
'piness through the rivulets of family relationships,

—-beautifying and rendering verdant and lovely the
garden of home, until in the great ocean of death
her soul is absorbed in the unfathomed mysteries of
the great hereafter. Loss of sleep and rest, fatigue,
hard toil, watchful interest, and ceaseless ^lic-
itude, are the experiences ojE every fond mother.
And the being who returns ingratitude, disobedi-

—ence, and waywardness, deserves not the blessings
of life or peace of mind. Devils there must be,
not with traditional pitchforks of steel, and fumes
of liquid fire gushing from their mouths, but spirit

devils, who infuse into the human mind the poison
of their own nature, causing to be hated that
zwhich should be loved, and the abuse and dishonor
of that which should be honored and defended.
Mother ! Her picture adorned with silent smiles,

and the expression of a loving and devoted heart,
hangs above the pen that writes this, and the heart
of him who guides it melts in love, deep, earnest
and true, in recollection of her who was so truly
loved in life. Death bore her away years ago, but
only her mortality—not the immortal of the endear-
ments she established in life, never to pass away
until the last of her offspring shall cease to live.
And although the cold earth encompasses her ashes,

=::her memory remains fresh and green with her
"children, nor have the fires of true and earnest love,
kindled and fanned by her in life, ever for a mo-

-— ment diminished, nor the long years of separation
worn away the happy recollections of family joys
and happiness inspired by her presence, counsel,
and influence in life. So good was she, that if

there be in heaven one brighter, better, holier
spot, it is where her spirit rests.

At the late Annual Meeting of the American
Institute of Architects, President Walters remarked

:

The demands of the hour are great in the direction
of domestic architecture ; and questions relating to
sewerage and sanitary appliances should be regarded
by architects as the objects of study that demand
the most serious attention." Unfortunately, in
California these important matters are too little ap-
preciated. Every fellow ** knows all about it." As
a general thing, a common understanding of how
sewers should be put in exists, and the work being
done by contract, at the lowest competitive figures,
the great concern of the successful bidder is to get
through with the work with as little expense to
himself as possible, so that his profits may be the
greater. If sickness or death result from his neg-
lects or hasty work, it entails neither sorrow nor ex-
pense on him, although he be practically the party
causing both. In time, we hope, through this
journal to create a public sentiment which will
produce a decided change of opinion and interest in
this matter ; for it is an important one, and its im-
portance is an additional argument in favor ot, a
Society of Ajrchitects, where the important questioh
can be fully discussed.

It is with feelings of sincere and heart-felt sorrow,

that in the first monthly issue of this journal, we
should be called upon to record the death of so es-

teemed, highly respected, and honorable a member of

the arhitectural profession in San Francisco, as Mr.

Charles L. Bugbee. We knew him personally for

many years, but time and acquaintance only served to

increase and enlarge our esteem and appreciation of

him, who has passed from among us in the prime of

his manhood. Had he lived his allotted time on earth

without an error or mistake on his part, he would have

been more than human. But we know of nothing

that can be said of him, that would reflect discredit

upon his memory. In his death he leaves a record

worthy of emulation. Honest in his transactions
;

honorable in his intercourse with fellow-architects;

alike just to those who confided their interests to his

abilities and integrity as an architect, and to those

over whom he from time to time exercised the con-

trol of his professional authority, secured to himself

a good name and reputation, and hosts of warm and
true-hearted friends. Cut down in the prime of

life—how sad ! yet life to none is assured but for the

immediate present. Even while we live in the enjoy-

ment 0^ apparenti Health, the slayer's fingers may be

piaying upwu -ouc nea/^-Strtngs, to land us, ere another

sun shall chase away the gloom of night, to meet the

realities which are hidden from mortal sight, by the

light of life and time Whether joys perpetual, or

slumbers eternal fill up all there is of the future, we
each for ourselves shall know, when our final destiny

shall be reached, through the dark portaU of the

tomb.

Our Sanitary Depcurtment.

We invite physicians, scientists, plumbers, and
others, to furnish us loith brief articles for this de-

partment of tfie Architect and Review.

Health and life being contingent upon the sani-

tary conditions f> encircling every individual, this

journal will, from time to time, contain such state-

ments, advice, and recommendations as our practi-

cal experiences and contacts have established as

good and best, and such as shall be culled from the

many intelligent sources of information at our

command. We hope to make this one department
so valuable to the general public that it alone will

compensate a hundred-fold the cost of each year's

subscription.

In the erection of every building, whether in-

tended for a private residence, tenement house,

hotel, or any other purpose, where human beings

dwell cr meet, the first consideration should be the

sanitary conditions of the locality. The exercise of

intelligent, prudent judgment should begin with

the selection of location ; for it matters not what
degree of care and mechanical skill may be em-
ployed in the erection of a building—if the sur-

roundings are zymotic or pestilential, all other

efforts will be unavailing to secure healthfulness.

Sewer-gases may be guarded against and good ven-

tilation secured, but if the elements of disease

exhalate and vaporize from the earth formations

upon which a building may be erected, intermixing

with the atmosphere breathed into the body, or if

wafted from approximate localities, poisoning the

air, neither the strength or vigor of manhood nor

the skill of physicians will be sufficient to resist or

counteract their deadly effect.

The second great and important consideration is

the matter of sewerage. Its essentiality to health-

fulness is such that the man who is careless in its

proper execution deserves punishment, whether he

be knave, not caring for the consequences of his

neglects and omissions, or & fool, not understanding

the nature of the work in hand, nor the fearful

results likely to follow from his stupidity. The

mad folly of owners, supposing that every man who
can use the pick and shovel is competent to insert a

sewer, is monstrous. There are thousands of men
who make pretensions in the art of laying sewers

who are no more qualified for the purpose than a

jackdaw is to sing a song. Thousands of feet of

sewers are defectively laid every year, which has

brought business to doctors and undertakers, and

yet owners are willing to let their sewer-work to

the cheapest man, for the sake of saving a few dol-

lars of expense, only to pay out many times the

amount saved in medicines and funeral expenses.

It requires skill and intelligence in performing this

work properly, and a wise owner will not intrust it

to unknown hands, but seek the best and most ca-

pable to perform the work, and pay a fair price for

it, 80 that every principle connected with sewerage
may be observed and put in practice. The fact is

here stated, with proof at hand, that hundreds of

traps in the side-sewerages of this city are entirely

valueless, and afford no security in the matter for

which they are intended, and but seldom are the

joints properly put together and connected. As a

rule, the cement—which is as often only common
mortar, or the intermixture of cement so indiffer-

ent that it amounts to but little for its adhesiveness

or strength—is placed in the ring of the female

connection, and the dry end of the male connection

inserted, and the joint then completed with the

cement on the outside ; while, in fact, the band
should be well filled all around with strong cement
before the connection is made, so as to make
an absolutely water and air tight joint. Still,

with all the momentousness of this class of work,

very gross neglects are practiced by those execut-

ing it, and overlooked by those having the matter

in charge. If the unwritten history of sickness,

disease, and death could be known to the living,

the record would be appalling in the extreme, in

connection with defective sewerages.

Where the joints are not made absolutely aif
tight, the sewer-gases will force their way through
them, and if prevented from entering the building,

they distribute themselves through the earth or

sand, corrupting and poisoning che earth, and
working their way to the surface, to intermix with
the atmosphere around the premises, to be taken

into the system with every breath. People some-

times wonder why their children become ill—why
pneumonia, diphtheria, etc., seizes the fond object of

affection and passes it into the embrace of death.

Loving parent: perhaps, covered up in the play-

ground of your child, there may be a badly-made

joint in the sewer, which emits a flood of vicious

gas daily, and while your little ones are at play

they may be breathing a corrupted atmosphere,

which is sure to result in sickness. Perhaps there

may be no smell sufficient to attract attention ; but

the source of disease is nevertheless present, and

disease diluted is still disease. We warn ovmeni

and parents to observe the theory asserted in this

connection, for there is fact in it ; and we say to

every tenant, as well as to every owner, be careful

in this matter. Of what consideration is cheap

rent, and cheaply-built houses, and cheaply-laid

sewers, if the total of the bill of costs and expense

foots up with the loss of life as a finale.

lilmeatone.

Common limestone is a carbonate of lime, more or

less pure. It is exceedingly soft, and readily acted .

on in the state of chalk. It is harder and more
stony in the oolites and other building-stones, com-

mon in England and elsewhere. It is exceedingly

hard atid often barren, in the carboniferous or

mountain limestone, and in numeroi|s varieties of

marble. All pure limestones work up into soils

having peculiar properties ; they are often red in

color, from the oxidation of the iron commonly
present in the crevices; they are almost always

cracked and broken by weathering near the surface
;

and often, in hilly or mountain districts, the soil and

rock to a great depth consists of fragments of stone,

not water-worn, but quite angular and confusedly

heaped together, obtained by the breaking-np of

the surface beds of hard stone, by the action of rain

and weather. Such accumulations are not of ne-

cessity infertile. The vine and the fig-tree, and
some other trees, whose cultivation is very im-

portant, find abundant nourishment in soils of

this kind. In the island of Cephalonia, where tiie

currant-vine is cultivated to perfection on the flat

lands and valleys, the best soils are entirely com-

posed of limestone fragments, the interstices be-

tween large stones being more or less filled up by the

finer and smaller fragments of the same material.

Not far off, on the hill-sides in the flanks of the'

mountains, the grape-vine bears admirable fruit,

when planted on heaps of stone •lith no perceptible

soil of any kind, the stones lying at the natural

angle they assume when thrown together. So in

the south of Italy, the vine and fig-tree are grown

on lava, with scarcely any intervention of soil. In

the south of Spain, and in the north of Africa,

stony soils are by no means infertile for certaim

crops, even when the stone is nearly a pure limestone.
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Indian Summer.

.>

A
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The origin of the words "Indian summer" is

disputed. We have heard Mr. Webster say he was
satisfied it came into general use from the autumn
fires of the Indians kindling the wood and pro-

ducing the "smoky" atmosphere. But the most

satisfactory explanation was that of a man whose
love and observation of nature were inferior only

to Thoreau's, He said that the x^ame dated from

the earliest settlement of the country. The colo-

nists, warned by the early frosts of September,

began to fear an early winter, and made every prep-

aration. But the Indians assured them that winter

was not at hand, and that there would be warm
weather or summer yet. When, therefore, the mild-

er days came, in late October and November, the

colonists said: "Here is the summer predicted by
the Indians **—the " Indian summer." If it is not

true, it is well imagined. It is a natural and plaus-

ible explanation, and ought to stand until a better

one can be offered.

—

Harper^ s Weekly.
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- The encouragements received in subscription and
advertising patronage, and the good-will and com-
mendations expressed on every hand, are of the most
gratifying character. We refer with pleasure to
" A Cardfrom Architects ^^^ appearing in this issue,

signed by a connidorable number of the leading

architects in this city. Others would have added
their names, had the opportunity been offered.

Those who have declined to do so, have exercised

their individual rights, for all men enjoy the right

to do just as they please, so long as the exercise of

that privilege does no wrong to others. But the

grounds of declination may be stated thus : One is

wealthy, having been more than ordinarily success-

ful, and his financial successes, together with his na-
^ ~ tional prejudices, have so affected his views and opin-

ionsof men and things thafhe conceives nothing wor-
-—'-—izi thy of indorsement, which does not emanate from ^/'j

—_ - -
- skillful hands or prolific brain. Another of those

declining, has been very successful, and the finau-

cial elevation attained has so swelled and enlarged

_ his views and opinions 0/ /limseJ/, that he conceives,

_. .,^^_i_ and exhibits in his general intercourse with men,
that the concentration of all greatness, wisdom,

~~'
I. - and intelligence, is always buttoned up in the coat he— wears. Men who have reached this state of mind

and feelings, have attained a moral condition, when
they should quit this mundane sphere, where acts of

kindness to their kind is a duty, and pass to those in

harmony with their own natures, if such a place ex-

ists in the great imnunsity of spacCy or in the realms
'' ~ where fires perpetually burn. Others expressed

themselves in full sympathy with the enterprise,
' but " feared it would be conducted in the special

interest of the office in which the Quarterly Arch-

itectural Review originated," thus showing in

reality, that their objections were founded upon bus-

iness jealousies. In answer to this, we here state,

that this journal will be published independent of

all and every special interest. Its managers, as such,

have no professional axes t4) grind through its col-

umns. The broadest, most generous, and univer-

sally independent course will be pursued, and no
man, whose intellect is not deformed by contraction,

in which liberal opinions and just conclusions would
cause distress, will have any reason for complaint.

To sustain this, we again invite and earnestly de-

sire, that every architect in this city, and on this

coast, forward to us line drawings for publication in

pur illustration pages, representing buildings con-

templated or erected, diagrams of construction,

principles in geometry as connected with architect-

ure, or any other possessing practical merit and
adaptation to our columns. If architects generally,

really desire to have a liberal journal, the columns
of which shall be free to all, the opportunity is

offered in this. All drawings and matter will be

duly accredited to their authors, and if gentlemen
of the profession will interest themselves to a rea-

sonable degree, it will become their journal of rep-

resentation in fact. And if this is not done, the

charge of "special interest" should not be made.

We prefer publishing illustrations other than our

own productions, so that variety and generality of

ideas may be presented.

The time has arrived, when the architects of

California may, if they will, sustain an enterprise

calculated to elevate the profession to its proper

standing among the high arts and sciences, and

weed but the errors which hftve too long existed.

"At swords' points," is a bad rule. "Playing
with edge tools," generally results in cuts and sores.

Unity and good-will strengthens all and hurts

none. If a man enjoys special, excellent ideas of

his own, he becomes greater by making them
known, than by locking them up in his individual

"knowledge-box," where they are sure to rot for
want of ventilation. And he who conceives an idea,

which contains the germ of merit, does not always
reach perfection, and a gain to himself is often se-

cured by seeking the opinions of others equally

qualified to comprehend the value of the thing pro-

posed.

EdITOU CaIJFORNIA AltCHITECf AND BUILDINQ
Review : On account of the late improvements in

artificial stone, perhaps the following notes of ex-

periments will be of use :

Artificial stone has recently been made in Ger-

many by using colophony (common rosing in the

mixture. The proportions given vary somewhat,
the following formula being about the average :

sand, 20 ; colophony, 4 ; caustic lime, 1 part, thor-

oughly mixed and pressed into molds, and heated

to about 300 degrees Fahrenheit. By the use of

different colored sand, or with powdered carbonate

of lime, various-tinted stone will be produced.

This stone is said to withstand atmospheric influ-

ences to a very considerable extent.

«.Ia..l871 and 1872, I made a large number of

exi)erimenta in the same direction, in order to de-

termine if it was possible to make an artificial

stone which would have a composition requiring

little or no moisture in the manufacture, and when
finished have no hygroscopic qualities. Common
rosin was selected, on account of its cheapness, and
as it was not soluble in water, a stone mass made
with this material" would remain unaffected by
dampness. The stone made in these experiments

was fully as strong as the average sandstone.

Such stone is not proof against fire, as heat will

cause it to become soft and pliable while hot. The
mixture giving the best results was composed of

plasterers' gauge-stuff, (plaster of Paris and caustic

lime) and mixed with finely powdered rosin,

formed in molds and kept at as high a heat as

pos.<ible, and not destroy t^^e rosin. The exact pro-

portions of the ingredients was not fully deter-

mined, in order to attain the best results.

At times earth or mineral colors were incorpo-

rated in the mass, and when the stone was hardened
and removed from the mold, and poli^hed, pre-

sented the appearance of variegated marble.

These compositions could probably be made into

a suitable fininh for vestibules and wainscoting,

where washing would be reported to for cleaning.

How this material will be affected by other
atmospheric intiuences, is at present not fully deter-

mined, as some recent experiments show that sun-

light produces considerable change in the character

and solubility of colophony, and it is premature at

this time to arrive at a correct conclusion as to the

good or ill effects of such influences.

This line of experiments was carried still further,

and common bricks were operated on by burning
rosin into a well-dried brick with a hot iron, so as

to saturate the pores and completely cover the

brick. Bricks so treated were very slightly af-

fected ^fter soaking in water for a considerable

time, and bricks treated in the same manner with
paraffine gained nothing in weight by soaking in

w>*.ter.

Plastered walls were also experimented on by
burning the rosin into the pores of the plastering

by passing a hot iron over the same. These walls

were sometimes colored before the application of

the rosin, and with good effect. The result was a

wall impervious to moisture and quite hard and
smooth.

It requires considerable practice to obtain a

smooth and evenly-tinted wall by this means.
Paraffine can also be burnt into walls in this

manner with better results than when applied in

solution, as generally recommended. Either of

these modes are excellent where it is desired to

have dry walls in damp situations.

Plastered walls can also be prepared by using
the colophony in some solvent that will entirely

evaporate. Make the varnish as thick as conven-
ient to apply, and use one or two coats, and when
dry bum in with a hot iron until the pores of the

plastering absorb the material. Walls prepared in

this manner can be varnished with a tinted var-

nish if desired, or they can be painted in oil, but

they will not take water-colors readily. Other
resins may be used in place of the colophony or

mixed with the same, and in some cases are to be
preferred. -»

As colophony is at present a comparatively waste
product, and can be obtained cheap, it opens up a
wide field for experiments and for inventors, which
will ultimately benefit all concerned.

H. T. BE81t)Rr~

Dead Letter, or Unequal Ordinances.

There are some very singular, find not only singu-

lar, but unjust and discriminating things in connec-

tion with the city ordinances and municipal regula-

tions of San Francisco, that is, as far as their admin-
istration is concerned. Some of them may be good
and wholesome enactments, and such as should ex-

ist : can as much be said for their practical enforce-

ment? Some of them are even more than farcical

—they apP'oppigBsi ve to worni^, aiid mere bubbles to

others. One man is permitted to ride over or through
them at will, and meet no official hand or tongue
to interfere or oppose, while another citizen, for at-

tempting the same liberty, is promptly held to

strict accountability, and receives punishment in

one form or another, unless he can produce and
bring to bear Bome solid arguments—some sufficient

influence. Is this fair ? Why shall not every citi-

zen enjoy the same immunities and privileges? And
if one may disregard the written law, why may
not all? But this equality of rights does not ex-

ist. If the whole story could be told, and every

incident, event, and transaction analyzed in full—
detail, it is altogether likely that the discovery^

would be made that there are means used, other than
those written down in the law-books, by which some
men obtain permissions and privileges, not accordei-^^

to others, who either do not understand the process

necessary, or are too penurious to subscribe to them.
Law-makers are elected for the purpose of enacting

good laws and regulations, and law-executors to

see that they are enforced. Yet some of these elect-

ors, who are properly learned in the art and science

of controlling matters, virtually set aside and repeal

the law creations of those whom they elect to make
them, to suit individual purposes and interests^

Wonder how the fishermen of Judea, who lived at

the commencement of the Christian era, and who
proclaimed, '^ silver and gold have I none,^^ would
fare in this enlightened age in San Francisco ?

They used to preach the doctrine of truth and jus-

tice, and so do some folks now-a-days, but \^& prac-

tice of that doctrine is old and fossilated, and don't
apply in these times of enlightenment, in all cases.

Official I
urity is a nice thing in theory. It lookf.

well on paper, and sounds beautiful in oral procla-

mation ; wonder how it would appear in strict ««i-

versal prat tice f We would not advise its sudded
adoption, as sudden shocks sometimes do harm, and
an abrupt change to universal integrity and pure
honesty, might frighten some into the belief that
the millennium had come, and that the winding-up
time of human events had arrived. Clean hands
and "pure hearts are excellent virtues, and covetable
things to claim and preach about, but they are not
virtues of common heritage, nor generally distrib-

uted among mankind ; nor always practiced by
those who have pledged their honor under the so-

lemnity of an oath, to administer laws and ordi-

nances with strict impartiality and jiiatice. La-
mentably, the question is pertinent, whether such
virtues are not the exceptions, and not the rule ?

There are, doubtless, many pure-minded, honest
men from time to time elected to public office, .who,

with all good citizens, abominate the corruptions
which so largely abound in official circles. But
they are like the righteous men in SoHom of old, so

few in number, that they do not exert a saving in-

fluence, and hence, to occupy an official position,

is to place one's self under the shadow of suspicion. _

There is no good man on earth, who does not regret
the conditions of matters political and official, and
who would not rather have it in his power to speak
or write words of praise, than pen or utter reflec-

tions upon those intrusted wi^h making and en-

forcing our laws. But the condition and manage-
ment of public affairs are such, that it would be at

the risk and violation of truthfulness to say that
honesty, purity, and impartiality even predomi-
nated, much less to assert their universality.

And the discouraging features of the case are,

that there is no apparent prospect for improvement.
With the tumult of each successive election, comes
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the cry of reform, retrenchment, and improvement,
the echoes of which soon die away in the recesses

of official position. Men promise and pledge all

sorts of better thinjj^s before their election is as-
sured, after which, all is forj^otten, and the new re-

formers, as a rule, settle down into the slimy grooves
in which their predecessors have run, not gener-
ally to cleanse them, but to increase their filthiness,

by yielding to those temptations which, year after
year, have surrounded others with suspicion of offi-

cial dishonesty, until the opinon is almost universal,
that all men are naturally corruptible, requiring
only a knowledge of their financial value

—

\\\q price
at which they hold themselves—to secure their in-
fluence in behalf of any scheme or project, however
suspicious or dishonest it may be. Our late local
election was run upon the reform hobby, but thus
far it has developed a very pigmy and questionable
8hape; either incompetency, or scheming dishon-
esty, equal to any that has preceded it, very clearly
manifests itself; and nothing has yet appeared,

"^hich justifies the hope that the citizens of San
Francisco will, in any regard, haVe aught more to
be satisfied with at the expiration of present official
terms, than they have had in former years. The
commencement looks bad. The great hue and cry
has been about, and against, real or imaginary
"Big Thieves," "Official Robbers" in high sta-
tion, etc. Yet the guardians of the people's inter-
ests go not after these, but begin the work among
gardeners, janitors, school-marms, etc., wlio have
had no hand in the *' Great Robberies " which have
made tax-payers groan, and brought reproach to the
doors of every man holding office under our corpo-
rate laws. This going after the small fish, netting
and skinning them, while the leviathans of the
financial depths are allowed to swim in deep water
undisturbed, presents the appearance, that the re-

' formers would like to do some great things, but are
ut a loss to know whereto begin ; or, which i8"quite
as likely, beginning where they have, to create the
impression that they mean reform, simply to de-
ceive the public mind, while in other matters in-
volving large amounts and greater interests, they
play a double part, with a sneer at the masses for
their duplicity. The attempts to fortify the city's
financial walls with pebbles, while the strong cur-
rents of questionable manipulations are undermin-
ing the great stone-work of the construction, con-
firms the reasonable doubt as to the capacity or
honesty of tbo^e who have secured places of trust.
Another feature of the reform manifests itself in

the opinions that have been enunciated by the legal
oracle of the city government. The rule of law em-
anating from that source, seems to be, that the city
should evade, and refuse to pay any and all claims,
where the pos^jible shadow of escape exists. Quib-
bles and technicalities appear to be the rule. When
parties furnish materials or services, to or for the
city's uses and purposes, at the instance of those in
power, the common right of compensation is in-
volved, and individual citizens should not be made
to suflfer, becau^ of mistakes or defects on the part
of the representatives of the people. And if our
municipal governmenthasreached the point, where
contract obligations cease to be binding, and men's
rights are to be set aside upon technical grounds,
in cases where the powers, more than the producers
and performers, are at fault, the sooner its corporate
charter terminates the better. If the government
of the city or State receives^services or merchandise
and the same is used for its purposes, payments ac-

.
cording to right values are due, and evasion upon
mythical or constructive grounds, is by no means
creditable to a great city. If the city, by popular
vote, selects parties to provide for public necessities,
and error is committed by them, the burden should
fall upon the city or those who perpetrate the blun-
der, and not upon individual citizens.

We Are Not at All Dismayed
At the contemplation of the peculiar difficulties

attending the wilting and publishing of a journal
in California, where so large an amount of energy
and diligent application is required, with so few
advantages and aids to assist in the work, par-
ticularly in a case like our own, where the field is

entirely new and unexplored, never before having
been worked by the publication of a similar jour-
nal. And whatever of dormant, latent features
there may be, they are to be searched for, discov-
ered, and utilized. The spirit of self-sufficiency
and opinionated individual judgment is almost

universal. From the unclean urchins that ramble
around the streets and wharves, sleeping wherever
they can find places to stow themselves away, up
to the very bewt circles of society, each and all ex-
ercise their individual opinion in matters and
things generally, as they appear to each, and are
by them respectively received and understood with-
out any regard for established theories, facts, or
principles, or the opposite or qualified views of
others. Nor is it an easy matter, by any system or
chain of argument, however forcible or conclusive,
to modify or change opinions once formed upon
individual judgment untrained by proper instruc-
tion and study. This peculiar disposition of mind
is largely manifest in mechanical pursuits. Men
who have "picked up " their meager knowledge of
any particular trade, or who may have passed
through their apprenticehip schooling under the in-
struction of some fraud of a mechanic, never
receive proper instruction, and yet generally are
very obstinate in their set opinions because founded
upon an uneducated judgment; while the qualified
and competent mechanic will listen to arguments
and reasonings, and gather from them such in-
struction as they impart, the opposite class, as a
rule, are disposed to reject everything not in har-
mony with their own mistaken conceptions. Again,
many *' master mechanics" scarcely ever look be-
yond the limited circle of their own conceptions
and conceits, except to disagree with others who
entertain views differing from their own; nor is it
any uncommon thing to see men who make pre-
tention to competency practicing that which is un-
supported by any proper mechanical rule or princi-
ple. " Jumping at conclusions," and " sticking to
them," are of too common occurrence.

Consequently, a journal which advocates right
methods and practices, while it may and will be
supported by all intelligent and qualified classes,
nltiat enedunter the opposition of the other very
large class, who are not disposed to accept any-
thing not in harmony with their own perverted
notions. And this class of men, in all the affairs
of life and business, are always the most loud-
mouthed and expressive. The political demagogue
will prate and bluster where and when honest
statesmen would be ashamed to speak, and the
humble-hearted Christian seek his closet and in
whispf TH make his supplications known to his Maker,
while the blatant hypocrite kneels at his open win-
dow that the passer-by may listen to his mockery
of the Deity. -,- -

Still, with these and numerous other consider-
ations before us, we begin fhe year 1880 with no
regrets that we have undertaken the publication of
this journal, hoping that we may be able to meet
the highest expectation of our good friends, who
have so cordially wished us good-speed, and that at
the close of the year the Architeci' and Review
will have established itself so thoroughly in the
good opinion of its patrons, that none will be un-
willing to renew their subscription.

The Invisible Creation.

In the remarkable paper of Prof. Pierce, on the
" Meteoric Condition of the Sidereal Universe," an
outline of which was given in the New York Tri-
bune^ occurs the following :

*' The aggregate mass
of these invisible meteors probably surpasses that
of the visible celestial objects.

'

'
" This bewildering

conjecture," adds the Tribune^ "is not altogether
a new one ;" and it recalls an eloquent passage writ-
ten nearly fifty years ago by Isaac Taylor, whose
works, replete as they are with science, philosophy
and poetry, are strangely neglected in these days.
In the work entitled " Saturday Evening/' Mr. T.,

in discoursing of the vastness of the material uni-
verse, says: "The invisible material creation,

therefore, probably vastly outnumbers the visible,

and it may justly be thought that the worlds made
known to us by their inherent splendor are to the
unseen only in proportion of the chiefs of an army
to the thousands that fill rank and file. It is as if

from the summit of a tower we were looking by
night upon a boundless plain filled with the array
of war, and could discern nothing but the gemmed
crests of the captains gleaming amid the countless

and unseen multitude they were leading on.

CoNUNDKUM.—If the devil should lose his tail,

where would he go to obtain a new one P To the
cheap comer
spirits.

gprocery, where they re-tail bad

Fifty-Vara.

This term is used to designate the one-sixth size
of the regular blocks, bounded by any four streets
in the city of San Francisco, north of Market street.
A " vara" measures 33 inches, fifty of which each
Afray constitutes a " fifty"-vara lot, which in feet
and inches is 137 feet 6 inches. In arithmetic cal-
culations fifty is the one-half of one hundred, and
two halves, as a rule, make one whole. But this
does not apply in calculating one-hundred-vara lots,
which requires four fifties to make one one-hun-
dred-vara lot, upon the principle that there are
four square inches in each four inches square. A
two-hundred-vara lot contains four one-hundred-
varas, and sixteen fifty-varas.

\
—.

'

A Strong Mucilage.

If to a strong solution of gum arable, measuring
8^ fluid ounces, a solution of 30 ifraiaj^of^sulpbttri^
alumina, dissolved in two-thirds of an ounce of
water, be added, a very strong mucilage will be
formed, capable of fastening wo<^ together or mend-
ing porcelain or glass.

OvRU THK VAST AREA, consisting of nearly three-
fourths of the whole surface of the earth, now oofc.
ered by the ocean—an area of U5,000,000 of square
miles— there is ever present an atmosphere of aque-
ous vapor, which, with the Jother air, is constantly
being carried along by the winds, and at length
reaches land. In passing over the land the air be-
comes changed in temperature and in its electrical
state, and ceases to retain thetiqueous vapor mixed
with it. From vapor the water passes into clouds,
and from clouds to rain. Water, or rain, falls on
the 50,000,000 of square miles of land—this water
having previously been sucked up from thrice that
area of sea—and the rain that falls in the course of
a single year on the land would, if accumulated,
cover its whole surface to a depth of nearly three
feet.

** Bay Rn>GK was at one time ravaged by mala-
ria. Messrs. Culyer and Adams, the Brooklyn en-
gineers, examined the locality, and found that the
surface-water was retained in pockets in rocky soil
which could be easily drained. This done, the ma-
laria was materially lessened. This is an instance
of how simple remedies can effect great and import-
ant results."—^/ttW(5«rr and Sanitary Engineer.

The above sustains our oft-asserted theory, that in
many localities where the surface surroundings are
beautiful to the eye, the sources of disease may lie

beneath the green grass on which we walk. We
have heard many people wonder why malarious
diseases often exist to a considerable extent in lo-
calities on our hill-sides and tope and elevated po---

sitions, as much or more than in the flat portions,
subject to greater moisture and dampness. Our
answer has always been, that on the hard formations,
where stratifications or shelving underlyings do
not carry off the rains and other waters, that the
percolations settle down to the dished sub- strata,
carrying with them a certain amount of vegetable
and animal matter, which in time decomposes and
again returns to the surface by exhalation in a
vicious and poisonous condition ; while in the
lower parts of the city, filled in with sand to
a considerable distance, the waters sink to a greater
depth and do not again return by exhalation to
the surface. In the Mission District of San Fran-
cisco, Oakland, (Alameda County) and all other
similar places where the sub-strata \& impervious to
water, the rains and washes must operate as above
stated. A partial relief is, however, obtained by
the insertion of street-sewers. But between these
there may be "dishes" in the under formation,
and perfect safety is not secured unless these are
relieved by drains of some sort—the best of which
for this purpose are those formed by hard, broken
rock, through the interstices of which the water
passes off.

" Commissioner Eaix)N estimates that over eight
million children are enrolled in our public schools.
It is safe to say that one- fifth of our population
spend a large portion of their time within school-
buildings. These ought, therefore, to be the best-

constructed edifices in the country. Unfortunately
they are among the worst. Let every one, there-
fore, give his beat thoughts to the problem, how to
design a model school-building, and public opinion
will insist upon its adoption."
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Water In Stone.

ifh,

'f,

I

The quantity of water capable of being" held by
coininoti loose aaud amounts to at least two gallons

in a cubic foot. In ordinary sandHtones nearly half

that quantity would be contained, and in the best

buildinj^ stones belonging to the sandstone group

from four to five pints of water are contained in

each cubic foot of the stone in its ordinary state.

It will give a better idea of this quantity to say

that in an area of such sandstone, in its oi-dinary

state, occupying ten square miles and ten yards in

thickness, the (juantity of water contained is from

four to five hundred millions of gallons. This

would fill a reservoir of a hundred acres to the

depth of ten feet. If, then, there be beneath the

surface, at any depth and between impermeable

beds, a space ten miles square of sandstone ten yards

thick, this sandstone would be capable of contain-

ing bt^tween forty' and fifty millions of gallon.*) of^

'water ; and if these lands were fed from above by
the rainfall of a district of a hundred scjuare miles,

on which the rainfall was twenty-six inches per an*

.jiuuk^of which one-third entered the earth, it would
need three years to accumulate the tjuautity named.
It is evident, then, that the underground store of

•water miist generally be greatly in excess of the

annual supply. It will be imjwrtant to remember
this in estimating the value of an underground
source of springs fed by a drainage area of measur-

able extent. The underground store, though really

dependent on the rainfall ultimately, is rather de-

pendent on the average than on any particular sea-

son.

—

Anstgd.

appreciation is a necessity on our part. Tlie

greater portion of the joys and discomforts of life

are reflected from our own acts. Kindness to others

generally returns to ourselves with interest, and

the pathway of time is lighted by the shining back

upon ourselves, of the golden rays of good acts and

pleasant words to others. When the sun sinks be-

neath the western horizon, there would be perpetual

darkness upon the face of the earth, until its east-

em appearance again dispelled the gloom of night,

but for the reflection of its light upon the orb of

night, and through its silvery rays sending moon-
beams to earth. So may we, by kindness and the

absence of growling, distempered dispositions, ren-

der our lives more pleasant to ourselves and agree-

able to others.

The Gro-wler.

I'

n
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"~*Troin time imrne'morial, the species of human-
ity known by the name of "growlers" has ex-

isted, and as long as the earth continues they are

likely to exist. There are worse characters than

the mere ordinary "natural growler," but none
smaller or more annoying to sensitive people. They
are the little torments which worry life and make
tl^ousands of others unhappy. A small splinter

inserted in the flesh is not as painful as a broken

limb or a severe toothache ; but it is a source of

perpetual annoyance, and if allowed to remain,

will produce festering and perhaps aggravated

sores. " Growlers" are the human splinters in the

flesh of social and family life, and many are the

bad sores caused by their presence in home circles

and business connections. I have tried to call- to

mind some large-hearted, liberal-minded persons

addicted to this weakness, but fail to recollect any.

Men and women of better impulses and good judg-

ment do not indulge in the offensive habit. It

requires a crooked, dwarfed, soured mind to ha "ever

on the growl." The remark has been repeated

millions of times, that So-aud-.so would be a very

nice person if he or she was not such an *' everlast-

ing growler." And as many times thrice told,

children have left parental presence, with '* Mother

or father is always yrowUng about something!^'

Such people do a vast amount of harm—perhaps

innocently on their part—by souring the tempers

of their children and others, and destroying peace

of mind and comfort to themselves and those whom
they really love

—

viechanicMlly ; not with that love

which causes the fires of true responsive affection

to bum brightly ; but that lesser kind

—

affection

without a soul. The practice is in effect like eat-

ing unripe fruit, which "sets the teeth on edge,"

destroying the taste for every good thin^. In some
it is an inherent defect, resulting from some natu-

ral physical cause— a lack of full development in

some of the organs or faculties—while in other

cases the disappointments and adversities of life,

and contact with unscrupulous men, may sour and
contaminate the mind and judgment to the extent

• of producing a complaining, "growling" disposi-

tion. The peculiar feature of the case is, that those

addicted to the practice are oblivious to the fact,

and the meanest growler that lives will swear that

he or she never growls. If one of this sort sees

another prospering more than himself, he begins to

complain and growl because he is less successful

than his neighbor—failing to realize that his lack

of success arises more from the errors in himself

than superiority in the other. He might have won
that which his neighbor has secured, but for his

own peculiarities, which drive people from him,

and then he growls because they go. To secure the

appreciation of others, the exercise of the spirit of

•* The absorptive power ofcharcoal is well known
in the arts. The capacity in this direction is most

remarkable. Accurate experiment has proved that

in twenty-four hours it would absorb twenty times

its own volume of ammoniacal gas, eighty-five times

its volume of muriatic acid gas, and sixty-five times

its volume of sulphurous acid gas. It is this re-

markable quality which makes it so valuable in

destroying odor, taste in many substances, and pro-

serving meats, vegetables, and fruits from rapid

decay. Its use as a filter in cisterns is well known
;

and its value hero depends upon the same quality.

It separates and appropriates to itself the decaying

matter and other impurities in water—rendering it

pure and sweet. If placed upon the surface of the

soil, it will gather from the air moisture and gases,

and impart them to the growing plants. On the

same priftcifik J^8«ya^»<i ;a.tJ3.e, Wrarya^d, 8t»i?le,

and hog-pen, as an absorbent agent, is incalculable.

When used for this purpose, to form the basis of

manure, it should be in the powdered state." Char-

coal dust is also equal, if not superior, to all other

materials for the purpose of deadening sound in

floors. .",
:

.
.

We hope that every subscriber to and reader of

this journal will exert himself to increase its sub-

scription list, for as prondsed, so we earnestly mean,

that increased patronage will insure improvement in

every department. It is our determination to omit

neither expense nor labor to bring it to a high stand-

ard of excellence ; and we respectfully ask our

friends to help us by extending and increasing its

circulation. Every iatelligent person understands

perfectly well that a work of this kind cannot be

sustainod without a sufficient number of subscri-

bers. We have stated that we intend to secure ten

thousand subscribers, and have so determined, al-

though some may doubt the sincerity of the propo-

sition, and others even wish that such a result may
not be possible. But if earnest work, untiring ex-

ertion and honest effort will accomplish it, it will

be done. We shall close our eyes and ears to all

songs and signs of discouragement, well under-

standing the great labor before us, and will work
earnestly and perseveringly until the shadows of

the setting sun of life fall about us, or other greater

prosperity come to us. This journal should be sup-

ported by every good citizen as a home production,

being the Jirst of the kind published on this coast.

So far, it has been excellently well received, and its

future improvements will of certainty render it

still more worthy of support. As resources come to

hand, its columns will contain matter full of in-

struction and valuable information.

Zymotic Contagion.

Professor Tyndall asserts that diseases are propa-

gated, not by effluvia or sewer-gas, but by solid

particles discharged into the atmosphere by cur-

rents of air or gas. This he proved by the follow-

ing experiment : He cut up a piece of steak, steeped

in water, hearted it at a little above the temperature

of the blood, then strained off the liquid ; in a short

time this fluid became turbid, and when examined
through a microscope was found to be swarming
with living organisms ; by the application of heat

these were killed, and when the solution was fil-

tered he obtained a perfectly pure liquid, which,

if kept free from particles of dust, would remain
pure for an unlimited period ; but if a fly were to

dip its leg in fluid containing living organisms and
then into the pure liquid, the whole would be

swarming with animalcula in forty-eight hours.

i H

Building Intelligence.

The following report and statements, in reference

to building improvements in this city, very clearly

presents the condition of the markfet in connection

with the building business in San Francisco. The last

report appearing in the Quarterly Architectural Revieio

was made up to the 17th November, 1879, and in-

cluded all improvements reported to this office. But

at that time there were improvements under way in

the western and southern parts of the city of which

no return was made, to the number, perhaps, of twenty

to thirty buildings. We should like to make our re-

ports full, complete, and exactly correct ; but until they

are overcome, we labor under four special difficulties :

First. Some architects are reluctant to expose the

amount of work in their hands, unless the showing

represents a large amount of business. When clients

are few and engagements small, they prefer to with-

hold all statements. But as these reports are of gen-

eral interest to the public at large, and the fact that

any particular officp is "running light" does not re-

flect to the discredit of its proprietor, but simply

shows the restricted condition of operations, we thinl

the delicacy or pride which induces a withholding of

statements an error ; and we hope that the architects

of this city will so consider it, and kindly furnish all

information in their possession.

Secondly. Others are reluctant, because, as they

say, that letting it be known that they were sketching

certain improvements, other parties have stepped in

and "cut them out " of the work. To have anything

of this kind happen is certainly very aggravating, and
by no means creditable to the guilty parties. We
have good reason for believing that such things have

been done in this city ; and as far as the influence of

this journal may-tfXtend.iiwill-tfeek-Wcorrect this

and all other unprofessional practices. But as our

request is only for information in cases where im-

provements have reached contract conditions—a point

where interference by others is impossible—it is hoped

that reports will be sent to us promptly, with this re?. .

newed assurance that perfect faith will be observed

by U8 upon all points and matters of information not

intended for publication.

Thirdly. A very few refuse to extend any informa-

tion, with expressions as gruff and ill-favored as their

own natures. " It is nobody's business what I am
doing." " I will give no reports to anybody," Those

who prefer feeling and acting so are welcome to the

indulgence. Our satisfaction is to know that the

number of this kind is the vei^ small exception—so

far as known to us only two of all the architects in

this city.

Fourthly. Irregularity of procedure—that is to say,

quite a number of contractors prefer to build houses
" without an architect,* upon the grounds that

when a man enjoys absolute control, there can be no

dispute as to quality or quantities. And defects are

less apparent to a pair of eyes in the head of one who
is financially interested in his own behalf, than when
the ** prying eyes " of an architect arefiround to detect

faults and correct errors. And when opportunities

present themselves, they secure engagements with

owners and fix up plans as best they can, from tracings

or plans withheld by them, remaining in their posses-

sion after the completion of buildings, in cases where

the architect has been neglectful in calling in all draw-

ings, specifications, etc , at time of settlement ; or ;

from what they may hav&" picked up " in the course

of their building experience, they may venture to pen-

cil out an original plan of their own. And owners,

ignorant of the numerous involvements and the jeop-

ardy in which they place themselves, consent to such

arrangements—often to " pay dear for their whistle."

If architects, with all their special application, study,

and experience, sometimes make mistakes, is it not

almost certain that those who spend no time in special

study of the profession, and whose interests are cen-

tered in the most economical manner of erecting

buildings, will commit gross blunders in planning, and

of certainty in defining and executing the many im-

portant sanitary features, so essential to health and

life itself? Such cases, of course, are not reported,

but must be otherwise ascertained. .

r *

BUILDINGS IN PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION, SAN FRANCISCO.

Brick warehouse, Brannan and Fifth sts. Owner,

Thos. Bailey; architect, P. R. Schmidt; contractors.

Walker & Grant. Cost, $8,600.

One -story frame, Capp and Twenty - second sts.

Owner, Geo. Marsh ; architect, P. R. Schmidt. Cost,

11,000.

«,

t

Three-story frame tenement, Folsom and Twelfth

sts. Owner, E. Kromode; architects, S. & J. C. New-
8om; contractor, Wm. McDonald. Cost, $3,500.

Four frame tenements, South San Francisco. Archi-

tect, H. T. Bestor ; contractor, John McCann. Cost,

$4,000.

Two frame dwellings. Hyde near Geary at. Archi-

tect, H. T. Bestor. Cost, $7,000.
' Two frame buildings, Washington near Devisadero

St. Owner, Wm. Warner; architect, H. Geilfuss;

Contractor, W. Pluntz. Cost, $4,500.
Brick building, 30 x 40 feet, three stories, north

side of Washington St., between Dupont and Stockton

sts. Owner, Whi Men (Chinese)
; contractors, Smith

& Downs, Cost, $4,600.

Brick building, 35 x 65 feet, three stories and cel-

lar, Stockton near Geary st. Owner, Mrs. Lucy Wat-
Jerman ; architect, John Marquis. Cost, $20,000.
~ Fraine residenpe, south-west corner California and
Gough sts. Owner, Jos. Brandenstein ; architect,

; contractor, Messrs. Mahoney. Supposed cost,

$40,000 to $50,000.
~ B:ick building on O'Farrell St., near Stockton st

n31 ft., 6 in. frontage
; total depth, 137 ft, 6 in. ; con-

tains large hall, 64x96 ft. in the clear, with 36 ft.

height of story ; four lodge-rooms above ; large hall,

32x46 ft.; 20-ft. Ptories, with ante-rooms; stores in

front, with 40 rooms above the stores ; cellars under
all, 14 ft. in the clear. Owner, Wm. Shields

;
general

superintendent, A. M. Gray. Cost, $40,000.
Brick building on south side of Mission St., near

Third. 86 ft. frontage, 95 it. depth ; 8 stories in

front, including stores on main floor and moderate-
size hall on upper floor ; a large hall on second floor,

in the rear, 68x82 ft., with 28 ft. h^ght of story. No
C4»llar. Ow^niel^ G60. Dlck^Ofl'^^^general superintendent,

A. M. Gray. Cost, $19,000.
Brick building, north-east comer Stockton and

O'Farrell sts., with cellar, and three stories above.
Brick building, west side of Stewart St., 46x90 ft.,

two stories. Owners, Wright & Boone; contractor,

Brown. Cost, $10,000.
Brick building, north side of Pine St., near Kearny,

Kong Chow (Chinese) Asylum, two stories. Front-

age, 17 ft., depth, 36 ft. Architect, Bayless ; con-

tractors. Smith & Downs. Cost, $3,260.
Frame building, 28 ft. 9 in. by 60 ft., Ritch St., near

Townsend. I Owner, E. Barry ; contractor, John Mc-
Cann. Cost, $3,200.

Chapel, Post St., bet. Buchanan and Webster,
36x46 fL Superintendent, H. G. Pratt Built by day
labor.

Frame dwellings, east side Folsom, near Twelfth st.

Two stories and basement.
Frame building, north side of Folsom, near Harriet

St. Store on first floor and tenement on second floor.

Two frame buildings, rebuilding, damaged by fire in

November last, Howard St., near Sixteenth. Owner,
John Hogan. Cost, $2,600.
Frame building. Clay st, bet. Devisadero and Brod-

erick st. Owner, W. S. Lawton ; architect, E. Swain

;

contractors, Girvin & Sylvester. Cost, $6,000.

Three frame buildings, Sacramento st., bet. Steiner

and Pierce sts. Owner, B. Moore : contractor, A.

Jackson. Cost, $7,000.
Four frame buildings, Post st, bet, Gough and

Octavia. Owner, Dr. D. Yandenberg; contractor, W.
H. Wharflf. Cost, $16,000. ^- -^

.

OAKLAND.
Masonic Temple, brick, 66x106 ; north-west corner

Washington st. and Twelfth. Architects, Wright &
Sanders; brick contractor, Geo. Nagle ; carpenter

contractor, Farnell ; stone-work, Pfeiffer; granite-

work, Griffith; iron-work, John Sims. Cost, $76,-

000.

Two-Btory frame, Webster and Durant sts. Owner,
P. Thompson; architects, Mathews & Son; con-

tractor, McDonald. Cost, $4,000.

Two cottages. Gough and Eighteenth sts. Owner,
A. M. Wachs ; architects, Mathews & Son ; con-

tractor, McDonald. Cost, $4,000.
Two cottages, Gough and Eighteenth sts. Owner,

A. M. Wachs ; architects, A. Mathews & Son ; con-

tractors, Hill & Hichcox. Cost, $3,600.

Frame cottage, Twenty-first ot, near San Pablo
road. Owner, Mrs. A. Smith ; architect, Otto Klee-

man ; contractor. Bundle & Ohme. Cost, $2,000.

ALAMEDA.
Residence and stable. Central and Broadway sts.

Owner, Mr. Barton ; architects, S. & J. C. Newsora

;

contractor, Kendle
;

plumbing, D. Bush
;
plastering,

H. Fisher; paintmg, Cal. Paint Co.; elaborate iron

Totaloresting and fence-work, Bigelow & Morris,

cost, day-work, $25,000.

Two-story and basement frame, Buena Vista and
Sohiller sts. Owner, Wm. B. Rand ; architects, S. k
J. C. Newsom ; contractor, McDonald. Cost, $6,000.

VALLEJO.

Brick building, two stories, 25x76 ; architect, Wm.
Patton. Cost, $10,000. Numerous "contemplated"
jobs have been reported to us ; but we do not propose
to publish any but those under contract

SACRAMENTO.
We condense the following from the Sacramento

Bee, showing the extent of building improvements
made in the Capital City during 1879 :

Under the superintendence of A. A.
Cook, architect

—

Seventeen improvements in the city,

at a total cost of .i..._.^.^. $69,890
Outside of the city limits.. ^^..•. .

.

18,100 .-
, _

Nine improvements, no value stated. ^

Under the superintendence of N.

D. Goodell, architect

—

Twelve improvements in the city,

total, ."zm"^* . »... $46,800
utaide city limits. County Hospital 40,^00

" two imprbvem'ts 6.960

$ 77,990

((

~$ 92,750

58,746

Under the superintendence of Jos.

Ough, architect

—

Six jobs in the city. . , ,>v»^. ^ .

.

. . $17,200
Twenty-four improvements, no archi-

Iffiptovemeh'ts With no value stateli,

eighteen. Placing the cost of

these at an average value of the

twenty-four where no architects

were engaged, gives the sum of

Grand total.

44,064

....... .... ^Z Jo, |447

BERKELEY.

Frame residence, one and one-half stories, Dwight
av. Owner, Mrs. Foreman ; architects, S. & J. C.

Newsom ; contractor, Scott Cost, $2,800.

Market Report.

The Glass Makkki\—Stock on hand sufficient

and in excess of demand. Prices lower in this than

in the Eastern market. Present demand very

light.

Hakdware.—Former quotations in last number
of the Quarterly Review fully maintained, with

an upward tendency. The rise in pig iron, the

base of all hardware products, strengthens the

prices of everything made from iron ; but at present

rates, which are largely in advance of those ruling

up to November, 1879, prices are considerably below

those maintained in 1872 and '3.

Lumber.—The following list of prices firmly

maintained. The demand is light ; a usual thing

at this season of the year, but all are hopeful for

the spring trade.

Oregon Pine.
Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet. . .$18 00

40 to 50 " •* .... 19 00
** 50 to 60 " " .... 20 00
'* 60 to 70 " " .... 21 00
** 70 to 80 " " .... 22 00

Refuse Rough ...* " ....14 00

Common Rough, sized with planer, $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-

ping per M feet 26 00

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^

X 6 Flooring per M feet 27 50

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above

rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per

Mfeet ^. 21 00

Ship Plank, rough per M feet 25 00

planed 1 side.... "' ....28 00

planed 2 sides ... . " ....3000
Deck Plank^ rough * * .... 28 00

dressed " .... 32 50

Laths .•.«.^per M 3 50

Cedar Shingles ....

Redwood.
Rou jrh Merchantable per M feet 18 00

•« Refuse " H 00

Surface, No. 1 " 26 00

Surface, 1x8 M 25 00
" 1x6 «« 24 00
" No. 2 '.. *« 18 00

Rustic, No. 1 •« 27 50
*• No. 2 «< 22 50
" short, 8 to' 10 feet •* 20 00
" " under 8 feet ** 14 00

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .
'* 24 00

•' •* 7 to 11 feet .... " ^2 50
" •' under 7 feet " 18 00
" " No. 2 " 16 00
*• Beaded, 12 feet and over '* 26 00
" " 7 to 11 feet ....

" 22 50
" ** under 7 feet ...

.

" 18 00
Half-inch Surface ** 25 00
Pickets, fancy " 20 00

•* rough, pointed " 14 00
•* ' square " 14 00

Siding, J -inch . ., .^„ , ., .< n ..ii _ —^—--^20 00
Shingles i,,,. ,vi .^. . . .perlH[' 2 00
Battens, J^-inch. , .T'.. .. ^. .t;.^^.-.^
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Californla-manufaotured 'Wliite Lead.

We intended to avail ourselves of offered oppor-
tunities to visit and examine the extensive * 'Pioneer
Lead "Works," located in this city, in time for

notice in our first monthly issue ; but have been
unable to do so. ^:—

^

It will always be a pleasure to us to visit and
notice manufacturing and producing establishments
of all kinds, and greatly so when their success is

demonstrated beyond doubt or question. There are
no interests of more permanent value to the State
than successful manufactories, particularly those
which consume the crude product of our hills and
valleys, in the production of articles of common or

special uses. Nor can it be leas gratifying to every
good citizen than to ourselves, to know that manu-
factories on the Pacific Coast can successfully

compete with those of the Eastern States and
Europe, in producing the things we need for use
in house-building and for general purposes. And
we doubly admire the good sense of those "^^ho

enter into such operations with the determination
to produce '* the best article of its kind manufac*
tured anywhere."
The reputation of blankets manufactured in this

city is world-wide, and so we hope it may be with
all other manufactured productions of this State.

BRICKNELL& CoM8TOCK'8 PUBLISHING HOUSE.
Any of the numerous and excellent publications

emanating from this well-known establishment can
be had at New York prices through the office of

this journal, where catalogues of their extensive

series of works, embracing everything in the archi-

tectural, building, mechanical, and other lines of

operation, and endless other works on various sub-

jects, can be seen.

The Hottest Spot on Earth.—One of the hottest

regions on the earth is along the Persian Gulf, where
little or no rain falls. At Bahrin the arid shore has

no fresh water, yet a comparatively numerous popu-

lation contrive to live there, thanks to the copious

springs which break forth from the bottom of the

sea. The fresh water is got by diving. The diver

sitjting in his boat, winds a great goat skin bag around

his left arm, the hand grasping its mouth ; then takes

in his right hand a heavy stone to which is attached a

strong line, and thus equipped he plunges in and soon

reaches the bottom. Instantly opening the bag over

the strong jet of fresh water, he springs up the ascend-

ing current, at the same time closing the bag, and is

helped aboard. The stone is then hauled up, and the

diver, after taking breath, plunges again. The source

of the copious submarine springs is thought to be in

the green hills of Osman, some five or six hundred
miles distant.

Population op the Globe.—It is estimated

that this little globe of ours has a poptilation of

1,421,000,000, and that 35,693,350 worthy men,
women and children die annually, or about 97,790

persons each day. It is gratifying to add that about

70 new beings are opening their eyes to the sun-

light every minute, which gives 104,800 per diem,

showing that the doctors are busier than the under-

takers.

Why is a man's bald head like the North Pole ?

Because it is a great White Bear place.
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A New Field for Water Gas.—The increase of
rabbits in New Zealand has been so great that it has
been seriously proposed to introduce the weasel and
the polecat to keep down their excessive numbers.
An "exterminator," however, has been invented,
which seems to be effective. It consists of a ma-
chine for generating and forcing into the burrows
carbonic oxide gas. On reaching the burrows, a
flexible tube, about five feet in length, is inserted into

the hole, and the gas is forced into the aperture.

ThlB entrance to the burrow is then stopped, as well

as all holes and fissures that can be found. In a few
seconds, a great hubbub is heard inside ; but this

quickly subsides. The burrow is dug open after a

short time, when the dead bodies of the rabbits are
found, huddled together in every corner. The exter-

minator has been pronounced a perfect success.
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. I)EADENiNO OF Walls TO SoDND.—The report of a

committee of a Wurtemburg association of archi-

tects upon the deadening of ceilings, walls, etc., to

sound, gave rise to considerable debate, after which
the following conclusions were reached : The propa-
gation of sound through the ceiling may be most
effectually prevented by insulating the floor from the
beams by means of some porous light substance, as a

layer of felt, a filling of sand, or of stone-coal dust,

the latter being particularly effective. It is difficult

to prevent the propagation of sound through thin

partitions ; but double unconnected walls, filled in

with some porous si-tc.ial, have been found to an-

swer the purpose best. Covering the walls and doors
with hangings, as of jute, is also quite serviceable.

Heliotfpic Printing Plates.—Take of glue {Keel-

ner leim) one kilogramme ; allow it to swell for

twenty-four hours in some cold water, and then
liquefy the pieces at a temperature of 25° R., adding
twenty grammes of potassium bichromate. Pour this

solution over a suitable square of plate-glass, prev-

iously coated with ox-gall, and provided with a rim of

putty, and allow to dry in a dark place. After the

lapse of two days, the glue tablet can be readily de-

tached. Now place on the smooth surface the trans-

parent negative, drawn in bold lines and strong
contrast of lights and shades, or made of perforated

card-board, and expose to the sunlight for from one to

three hours. After the exposure, glue the tablet, with
its back side, to a smooth wood block, moisten the

face with water, and finally remove, by means of a

moist cloth, all glue not hardened under the influence

of light, when the cliche will show the drawing in

perfect relief, with^a smooth printing surface. After

completely hardening the cliche in the light, it is

ready to be used in the printing-press. Galvano-
plastic copies of this plate may also be taken in the
usual manner.

American Overwork.—One need not dwell upon
the desirableness of calm and seclusion for the pro-

duction of the best literature. With individuals, as

with nations, stirring periods of^ action are not favor-

able to idealistic art. There is much unfairness,

however, in the blame to which public men in this

country are subjected for their overwork. This is

rather a matter of necessity than of choice. People
in the Old "World largely inherit their means and
methods frofn their forebears. New men, even thew,
often have the habit of overwork fixed upon them by
the time their footholds are secured. But the states-

men and thinkers of Europe start with assured in-

comes more commonly than do our own, and are not
forced to earn their bread as they go along. Our
Wilsons, Evartses, Curtises, have had to consider first

the means of living, and to be statesmen or writers in

addition. Our Eastern Brahmins, happily, have had,
for the most part, resources, which they have en-

larged by the help of such gentle, scholarly pursuits

as the service of a university affords. They have
shown themselves quite willing to indulge a spirit of

restfulness and calm. So long as Americans who do
not inherit estates have the Anglo-Saxon pride and
domestic tenderness, they will be tempted to do work
elsewhere than in a garret, and rarely be able to

drive from their minds the thought of its effect upon
an income-paying constituency.— E. C. Stedman on
Bayard Taylor^ in Scribner for December.

"Words of the "Wise.

Great thoughts originate from a large heart.

—

F.
W, Robinson.

Inspiration always waits upon the busy.

—

Josh
Billings.

The more gross the fraud the more glibly will it

tro down, and the more greedily will it be swal-
lowed, sinoe folly will always find faith whenever
imposters find impudence.

—

Colton.

A great man under the shadow of defeat is taught
how precious are the uses of adversity ; and as an
oak-tree's roots are strengthened by its shadow, so
all defeats in a good cause are but resting-places on
the road to victory at last.

—

Chas. Sumner.

The grand difficulty is so to feel the reality of
both worlds as to give each its due place in our
thoughts and feelings—to keep our mind's eye and
our heart's eyes ever fixed on the Land of Promise
without looking away from the road along which
we travel towards it.

—

Hare.

** History is the test of time, the light of truth,
the life of memory, the rule of life, the messenger
of antiquity,">>

The spirit of liberty is not merely, as multitudes
imagine, a jealousy of our own p)articular rights,
but a respect for the rights of others, and an unwil-
lingness that any man, whether high or low, should
be wronged and trampled iinder foot.

—

Channing.

We will not accomplish much without zeal and
enterprise. But the mistake is often made of sup-
posing that zeal is hurry, rush, recklessness, and
indifference. It is not so ; steady momentum is

often more effective than iinrestrained vigor.

Men trust rather to their eyes than to their ears
;

the effect of precepts is therefore slow and tedious,
whilst that of examples is summary and effectual.—Seneca.

It often seems more difficult to preserve a bless-

ing than to obtain it.

—

Demosthenes,

Requirements for the Drainage

House.

of Every

In the light of present knowledge, the following

seem to us the essential requirements for the drainage
of every house. Time and further experience may
suggest other features or modifications of these :

Every vertical soil or waste-pipe should be extended
at least full size through the roof. No traps should
be placed at the foot of vertical soil-pipes to impede
cii'culation. Traps should be placed under all sinks,

basins, baths, wash-trays, water-closets, etc , and as

near to these fixtures as practicable. All traps under
fixtures, wherever practicable, should be separately

ventilated, in order to guard against syphonage.
Such vent-pipes should not branch into a s6il-pipe be-
low where any drainage enters it. In some cases it is

preferable to carry it to outer air independently.
Rain-water leaders should not be used as soil-pipes,

and when connected with house-drains they should be
made, of cast-iron in preference to galvanized sheet-

iron or tin, *there being less liability of corrosion.

Joints should be gas and water tight, to preclude pos-

sibility of drain air entering open windows. No safe

waste should connect with any drain, but it should be
carried down independently to a point where its dis-

charge would indicate the existence of a leak or any
overflow above. No waste from a refrigerator should
be connected with a drain. Unless the water supply
is ample, so that it will rise to every part of a build-

ing, insuring at all times the proper flushing of fix-

tures and traps, a cistern should be provided into

which the water will rise at night, or into which it

may be pumped. Said cistern should be large enough
to hold an ample daily supply, be kept clean, covered,
and properly ventilated. The overflow-pipe from it

should never be run into any drain under any circum-
stances. The supply for drinking-water should not be
drawn from it, hut from a direct supply

—

i. e., direct

from the street main.

Water-closets should not be supplied direct from
street pressure, or by a pipe from which branches are
taken for drinking-water. Where the valve closets

are preferred to those that are supplied from a small
cisterti immediately over them, then the supply should

be taken to a storage-tank, from which it can be con-

veyed to the valves on the closets, thereby insuring an
equable pressure, and securing more reliability in

their working.

All drain-pipes within a house should be of metal

in preference to stone-ware, owing to the liability of

the latter to crack, and the difficulty of keeping the

joints tight. It is best to run them along the cellar

wall or ceiling with a good incline. -'They should'

never be hidden underground as then leaks will not

be perceptible. In some places it is common to paint

pipes white, so that any leakage will show itself to the

most careless observer. All drains should be kept at

all times free from deposit; and if this cannot be ef-

fected without flushing, special flushing arrangements
should be provided, so as to effectually remove all foul

matter from the house drains to the public sewers.

All drains should be laid in a straight line, with

proper falls, and should be carefully jointed and made
water-tight. No right-angled junction should be al-

lowed.

A drain passing under a dwelling-house should be
constructed of cast-iron pipes, with lead-caulked joints,

laid so as to be readily accessible for inspection.

Whenever dampness of site exists it should be reme-

died by laying subsoil drains, which should not pass

directly to the sewer, but should have a suitable

break or disconnection. Water supply and drain-

pipes should be concentrated as much as possible, and
not scattered about a building. Horizontal pipes

are objectionable. Plumbing fixtures should not be
hidden behind walls and partitions where their condi-

tion is never apparent. They ought to be made
"''''feaBtly fliccessTMe^and so situated that any leak will be

readily'detected.— Carpentry and Building.

And by the way, there is no class of people so ut-

terly stupid about dwelling-houses as these very farm-

ers. If one of them acquires wealth—and nearly all

of them do—and he sets about building a house worth
from ten to fifteen thousand dollars, he is at once both
architect and builder. He looks back at the time
when his mother spun, wove and made for him a suit

of clothes; which feat of industry and ingenuity was
very commendable in her, considering the time in

which she lived. He has inherited her genius ; there-

fore he can design a dwelling. He designs and builds

the house, hiring his workmen by the day ; and truly

the house gives evidence that the man inherits his

mother's genius. In looking at it you think of the
time when this would-be architect was a boy, dressed
in his suit of " linpey-woolsey," the pantaloons and
the sleeves of his coat too short for him by several

inches, and his entire dress bearing evidence that his

mother, however industrious and economical she may
have been, was not a tailor. It is not the outward
appearance of the houses erected by these men that

is so condemnable. It is the utter lack of fitness, in-

ternally, for that which they were intended. But the
farmer is not alone in this matter. Not many weeks
since it was our privilege to make the acquaintance of
a wealthy resident of Jersey City, who exhibited to us
his possessions with a good deal of pride. Coming
in front of two houses which we had never seen sur-

passed for ugliness, not even in Central or Eastern
Pennsylvania, we inquired the name of the architect.

"Oh," said he, "I drow the plans myself." The
truth is, that everywhere, even in cities and villages,

men utterly ignorant of the principles of architecture

are acting in the capacity of architects in erecting

their own houses. Not one of these fellows would
attempt to cut a pair of pantaloons for himself, and
if he did, he would not be persuaded to wear
them. If sick, he sends for a doctor ; and if in legal

difficulty, he consults a lawyer; but when it comes to

designing a house, why, that he understands by a kind
of inspiration. Because of this general practice, we
publish designs for cheap houses. We hope no man
will ever duplicate one of them ; not because the
design is not in itself a good one, but because the

chances are that it is not just what he wants. But
we beg him to duplicate any one of our designs rather

than to undertake getting up a plan of his own. No, if

you are about to build a house of any kind, call in a
competent architect. Act like a man of sense in this

as you do in everything else. When you can cut and
make your own clothes, shoe your own horses, be
your own physican and lawyer, then you may be com-
petent enough to design a house, and not until then.

—

American Builder^ 1870.
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A Card from Architects.

Believing that a well and ably conducted journal,

-devoid to Architeotural, Meohanioal, Sanitary,

Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjeote,

ia a necessity in this city, and judging from what
has appeared in the Quauteuly Arcbitecfukal
•Review, published by Messrs. Wolfe & Bumham
during the current year, both in illustration plates

and reading contents, we are led to the belief

that the Caukoknia Akchitect and Building
Review, proposed to be published by the San
Francisco Architectural Publishing Company from
and after January, 1880, will be worthy of general
support and encouragement, and that it will supply
a long-existing want on this coast. IVe therefore

pledge our cordial sympathiespersonally, and hope that
the enterprise will receive kindly recognition and lib-

eral support from all Architects and Builders on the

Pacific Coast, andfrom the public generally.

The Situation.

David Farquharson,
Wkight & Sanders,
S. H. Wllliams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HUERNE,
John Marqutb,
P. J. O'Connor,
Theo. a. Eisen,

John A.

B. McDougal and Son,
Wm. Mooser,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
W. C. Hoagland,
S. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.
Remek.

It is always more pleasant to review the bright
and hopeful side of every question, and if need be
a little pressing on the line of facts, in favor of the
cheerful and encouraging, is justifiable. But
sometimes unfavorable circumstances and condi-
tions crowd so hard in the opposite direction, that
it is difficult to resist them, and a yielding must be
submitted to. We most heartily wish that existing
facts would sustain us in reporting •* lively times
in all directions," but instead of this, we are com-
pelled by the state of the case to say that never in
the history of California, has there been such an
entire and decided prostration in the building busi-
ness in Ban Francisco as exists at the present time.
During the past two years or more, great depression
and dullness has prevailed, with intervals of mod-
erate activity for a short space of time. But the
year 1879 will be remembered by architects, con-
tractors, mechanics generally, and dealers in house-
building materials, as by far the dullest ever known
on this coast—except a little break in the clouds of
stagnation during the mouths of October and No-
vember, which gave promise of better times coming,
only to dash to earth the hopes so raised, by a fall-

ing off'and settling back of building prospects, into
the condition of inactivity which had marked the
earlier months of the year. It is safe to say that
the gross receipts of the architects of this city for
1879 will not, on an average, pay office expenses.
So great has been the pressure that many have dis-
missed their draughtsmen and assiatantrt, and some
have even vacated their offices, rather than keep
them open at a monthly loss.

The present year has been looked forward to
with hopeful anticipation of improvement, which
we sincerely hope may be realized, but if the
amount of work offering in the past month of Jan-
uary is accepted as a criterion for the balance of the
year, the winding up of its twelve months will pre-
sent a worse condition of things than the past, or
any preceding year. Still, with this unfavorable
showing, there is promise for the future in the fact
that a great many owners talk of doing something,
and business talk is generally the forerunner of
business action ; and it may be, that in our next
issue we shall have a more pleasing recital to pre-
sent our readers.

We have stated matters just as they appear at
the present time. Tt would be a much more agree-
able task to have it in our power to write up a
glowing account of great business prosperity in
San Francisco, but we cannot do so now, but shall

hail with delight the time when the condition of
things will justify it. Under all circumstances we
shall adhere to our established rule, of relating
facts just as they exist, always preferring the
cheerful and hopeful, but when dark days and
gloomy times surround us, we shall accept the situ-

ation, and regulate our statements accordingly.
Most cheerfully and gladly will we chronicle the
appearance of better times in California, in the
architectural and building business, realizing that
dullness in this direction indicates general dullness

in all branches and lines of trade and business, at-

tended with scarcity of money among the masses,
and corresponding discomforts in common life. For
when there is general activity in trade, and mer-
chants and dealers are making money, many of

them employ their surplus profits in the erection of

homesteads, business or tenement property, from
which the laboring classes and dealers in building
materials derive benefits, and the money thus cir-

culated, still further enriches those who cause it to

be circulated, by increased trade and profits. For
when contractors and working-men are employed,
and receive their pay and wages, they generally
spend their money freely ; but when idle, with no
resources to fall back upon, they must of necessity,

economize in all possible ways.

From the Facts

Stated under the head of ** Our Sanitary Depart-
ment," is it not high time that the professional
men of this city and ooast^architects, physicians,

engineers, and others—should inaugurate a move-
ment of similar character to that appearing in ex-
tracts quoted under the head referred tor The
vital importance of the question is as great upon
the western as upon the eastern slope of our coun-
try and in Europe, and the communities of this
coast are daily suffering from the evils so fully set
forth in said article, as much as the inhabitants of
any other similarly situated and populated State.
And it is altogether proper that architects should
be the first to move in the matter, as into their
hands is committed the great trust of providing
against the evil under consideration, as far as the
homes and dwelling places of mankind in San Fran-
cisco are concerned. And they, of all men, should
fully and correctly understand every feature and
principle involved. And if a concerted and organ-
ized movement is made by gentlemen of the archi-
tectural profession, upon broad and liberal grounds,
with open doors to all other professional and intel-
ligent parties, it is safe to say that the physicians,
civil engineers, and others, will gladly lend the in-
fluence of their experience, education and learning
in the discussion of questioi^ that may arise. It is

not presuming too luuch to say that no member of
the profession has acquired a knowledge and under-
standing of the wjiole subject-matter so thoroughly
that he needs no further information. If the
learned and able men of the Eastern States feel the
necessity of combined, intelligent discussion,would
it not be extreme arrogance in us to say that we,
individually and collectively, "know it all," and
need no further light upon the subject ? And if,

through a lack of proper knowledge on our part,
sickness and death should result to others, do we
not thereby become the authors or causes of sorrow
and grief in families, and ourselves virtually crim-
inal in fact, if serious results occur through ignor-
ance or lack of proper care on our part ? Architects
generally dictate what shall be done, and the man-
ner of its doing, in almost all respects, and is it

not a cruel outrage toward owners to be compelled,
by the order of things, to accept such dictations
while somewhere in them may be hidden souroes of
great evil, from which loved ones may be made to
suffer. That "best judgment " was exercised, is no
sufficient excuse for a wrong in this connections
Ignorance of law is never admitted as an excuse
for its violation, and as there are natural laws con-
trolling animal and human life, and material things,
men who suiminister them should be thoroughly
conversant with their principles. To attain this

knowledge, no better way can be suggested than
that an assembly, convention, or properly organized
society be formed, \«;ith liberal rules and regula-
tions, and the great questions of sanitary import
freely, generously and fully discussed. If this is

done im passionately, with the view of arriving at
right conclusions, great good will be effected. We
shall be happy to report in our next issue that the sug-
gestions herewithmade have culminated in a health-
ful movement in the right direction. We hope
that Messrs. Remer, Wright & Sanders, Williams,
McDougall, Welsh, Mooser, Marquis, Uueme, Cur-
lett, O'Connor, and others of the leading men of
the profession, will issue a call for the purpose, and
succeed in forming an organization which will be
permanent, and of great benefit to all members of
the profession, not only in this city, but on the en-
tire Pacific Coast, so that, should our Eastern
friends effect a "National Health Organization,"
California may be prepared to co-operate with them,
and send representatives who will fitly, wisely and
intelligently represent this coast.

A Learned and Prominent Physician

Answered our request for an article for this journal,

of sanitary import, with : "It is only a waste of
time and paper. The public mind is at ease on the
subject, and entirely indifferent and unwilling to

accept the best and wisest that can be said or
written, and manifest a stoical indifference to the
most startling recitals of facts. Physicians, sci-

entists, and all the architects in Christendom may
write until their eyes become blinded, and still the
public will pay no attention, and practically treat
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i."-^- -" the whole matter as an often-told ptory, posHessing

no interest worthy their consideration."

There is too much truth in the foregoinjf state-

ment. A spirit of unconcern seems to control the

masses, and when facts are stated, clearly demon-
sirating the dangers which lie in certain directions,

instead of being warned by and avoiding them, they

pursue the opposite course, and place themselves in

the way of the very dangers against which they

are advised. We have no desire to create any un-

due excitement or alarm, or cause a rush of public

sentiment in reference to sanitary matters. But
the volume of testimbny which is daily accumu-

lating in subatantiatioi of the injurious effects of

defective sewerage and plumbing work, through

which means the foul gases are forced or admitted

into dwellings, should awaken an intelligent and

-deeply interested concern in the minds of all heads

'of families. It is a singular fact that when archi-

tects, or intelligent contractors, are called in to de-

Jfermine the cause of certain effects, and they rec-

ommend the doing of some certain thing for the

-purpose of removing the cause complained of, the

^rst question asked then is, "How much will it

k.

«-! T
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I ; f^'

cost ? " and if the expense is stated to be more than

^=B. nominal srnn, the reply follows i
** Well, I guess

~~we will let it go for a while." Consequences are

"^overlooked, and rather than make the necessary

change to produce entirely healthful conditions,

without considering the cost, the chances are ven-

tured upon for present economy's sake, and the re-

sult not unfrequently occurs that a hundred times

the amount saved is paid out in medicine and doc-

tors' bills, if the undertaker does not come in for a

sharp of the -money thwa^ unwisely reserved. Peo-

ple become offended when a laugh is indulged in at

their expense ; but physicians often enjoy laughter

at the expense of patients, or exclaim :
" It served

him right ; because he would not be advised." If

I>eople are warned of dangers, and still persistently

rush into them, there is no one but themselves to

blame ; and it exhibits no unfeelingness on the part

zzoi those who manifest the absence of sympathy for

people who obstinately provoke trouble, which
might have been avoided by heeding good counsel

and advice when extended to them. Think of all

this, kind reader, and see whether these sugges-

tions do not contain aomething worthy your atten-

tion. —-1 '-1-

Sleeping Apartments.

L_

^Independent of all individual considerations

^nd interests, a journal of the character of the

Cat.tfornia Arthttect and Building Review,

should be heartily and universally supported and

sustained on this coast. There are interests and
questions of the most vital importance to every
man of family, which cannot bo so well revealed

through any other ordinary channel. Those ques-

tions and interests require special handling by
parties familiar with their import and character,

so as to present them in their true light. It is

not well that entire communities continue in ig-

norance of the great principles of organic life,

and the injurious and destructive elements which
are unceasingly at work in their midst, fulfilling

the great laws in natural things which produced
their existence. It is not for mankind to mur-
-n»ur and complain because of certain existences.

\
"

1^

and attempt to interpose objections to those secret

natural agencies which so materially affect human
health and life ; they exist, and that which is is

right, and the duty of mankind is to accept in-

evitable things, just as they are given to them

—

not seeking to change the established order of

things in nature, but conforming to them as

beyond change by human power, and striving to

7 understand and avoid or counteract their demger-
ous character and effects. There is no seeming or
positive ordinary evil which may not be overcome
by proper effort and appliances ; but when success-

ful remedies are accomplished without a fair or
perfect knowledge of causes and effects, it is merely

^accidental. There may sometimes be a blind
stumbling in the right direction, but ordinarily

a proper and full understanding of principles are
imperatively necessary to any consistent and uni-
form result All information is derived from some
certain source, and the better the source the more
perfect will be the information obtained, and as

perfection is more nearly secured by constant
study and application, it is fair to presume that
a journal of special character will best meet the

^requirement.
.

Of all the rooms in buildings, those appropriated

to sleeping purposes should be the most perfect

and complete in their arrangements for ventilation,

sunlight, and in all other regards conducive to

health. One-third the hours of human life are

spent in sleeping apartments, where the air is still

and motionless, except as moved by its own innate

forces while the inmates sleep ; and unless contin-

ually refreshed by the introduction of new air from
the exterior, paases rapidly to decay or deteriora-

tion, and soon assumes an impure character, ren-

dering it unfit for the sustenance of human life.

This is true in all oases, but when human beings
remain in rooms where there is no ventilation, the

deterioration becomes the greater and more rapid,

as respiration consumes the life-sustaining proper-

ties of the air, by consuming the oxygen, and sup-

plying its place with narcotic poison. The im-
purity of air twice breathed is great, but when it is

considered that the volume of air in a small apart-

ment, where two or more persona sleep, is breathed

over several times during the average hours of rest,

it becomes clearly evident that it reaches a very
vitiated condition indeed. And were it not for the

purer atmosphere which forces itself through the

cracks and crevices around windows, doors, base-

boards, etc., to in part replace and replenish the

foul air within, life could not be sustained for any
considerable length of time. Human life is sus-

tained in its freshness and vigor by pure air, while
physical sufferings and mental enfeeblements result

from its impurity. Silly people will reply to this

:

" I am not so particular about ventilating my
room, and yet I enjoy good health." This is sim-

ply ignorance, or the mockery of the divine order

of things, for there is nothing more fully and
clearly established in the great system of the or-

ganic laws of life and nature, than the undeniable
facts stated. And while there may be some whose
physical organism may be able to endure more than
others, still the immutable organic laws of life are

working on just as their great Author intended and
ordered they should. And those who stand before

the wheels of destruction will surely receive the

reward of their folly. The work of decay and re-

plenishing is progressing every moment of our
lives, and after nature has extracted all that is

of use to it from that which is within the human
system, and throws off the worn-out matter in the

form of poisonous gases, is it not presumptuous
folly to attempt to force back into the channels
of life that which has been expelled from them
as no longer of any value ?

Pure air is the fountain of life to any one, and
no one is true to his own health interests who
does not secure it at all times, and under all cir-

cumstances, to the full extent of possibilities.

And in no connection should more care be prac-
ticed than in rooms where people sleep. We might
fill the columns of this journal ten times in dis-

cussing this question, and presenting statements
and facts in illustration ; but it is not necessary.
Every intelligent person understands the general
principles involved, and the object of this article

is not to discuss established facts ^ but simply to at-

tract some attention to a too often forgotten ne-

cessity : That of securing good ventilation in sleep-

ing apartments. In rooms used during the day
time, the air never reaches that deteriorated condi-
tion found in chambers, for the reason that the

opening and closing of doors provide a renewal of

pure air to a large degree, and the mere moving
around of the inmates create disturbances in the

currents within the room, and the friction and
commotion created insures a degree of rarification

and renewal. Still, it is well that every room
and apartment should be provided with proper
means of ventilation.

Laying and Nailing Floors.

The fact that the floors of buildings are scarcely

secondary in importance, as a feature of strength,

their being properly laid and nailed becomes a ma-
terial matter for consideration. No one who under-
stands the science of construction will undertake
to question the value of floors in buildings as a
means of bracing and stiffening, either in brick or

frame constructions. And this fact being admit-
ted, the question of the best method of laying and
nailing them becomes important. Yet there is no
portion of the work, as a rule, more carelefwly exe-

cuted, except where care becomes an obligatory and
imperative necessity In special cases. To lay floors

properly, they should fill out snugly to the walls

at all parts. The more solidly this is done, the

more complete will be their bracing effect. Every
piece of timber used in a building has a proportion-

ate strengthening value, and that value is increased

or diminished by the manner in which each piece is

applied and secured. Every single nail driven is

one part of the general strength obtained, although
one nail is very insignificant, considered in connec-

tion with the thousands used in a building. One,

or two, or a hundred may be omitted, and appar-

ently, no harm result ; but still their support

and strength, whatever that might be, is taken fi*oni

the whole. This is particularly applicable to the

nailing of floors. Each and every floor-board should

not only fit snugly at the walls, and the joints be
driven up solidly, but they should be nailed with two
nails at each and every nailing, driven from the

face, or "through-nailed," and the nails set in —
with nail-sets. This is the best method of nailing

floors, with a view to their solidity ; and when so

laid and nailed, the full strength of the flooring is _
obtained, and their entire value secured, as a princi-

ple of strength, as well as their utility. This
*'^lhrough-nailing " proposition will, however, be

met with the argument, that " it makes many
holes in the surface, and detracts from neat appear-

ances in the face of the floors." But the argument
is valueless, except in ball-room, kitchen, and other

similar floors, not intended to be covered by carpets,

oil-cloths, etc. No argument is possible, that

through-nailing does not give greater strength and ^^^

solidity. These are fixed facts ; and if so, then the

method of through-nailing is the better in all cases

where floors are covered, as nail-holes do* no injury,

and are unseen when covered up.

The "tongue," "blind," or "secret-nailing" __
process, was unknown in the boyhood days of those

who have lived a half century, and when first

adopted, the nails were driven into every timber,

with due regard to the angle at whiph they were ^-
driven, and the heads of the nails were Hot bruised

into the wood, but when sufficiently driven by the --•

hatchet or hammer to touch the wood, a nail-set

was used to complete the driving ; and many a

journeyman received his discharge and boys were
kicked for driving the nail too far, and bruising

the edge of the flooring. But of later days, par-

ticularly in California, the nails are bauged into

the wood, without any regard to the bruising of

edges, and not much in reference to the angle at

which driven, although the proper slant of the nail

is of the highest importance. The nearer possible

perpendicular they are driven, the greater the draw,
and the more solid will be the floors. But often

they are forced in at so flat an angle, that many of

them bolster up the boards, and the result is a di»- —

=

agreeable, creaking sound in walking over the

floors, with very little strength from the nailing.

There would be less objection to concealed nailing,

if proper care was practiced. But it is a more ac-

ceptable method to '* floor-layers," as a greater

number of squares can be laid within working
hours ; and if there is no one watching, and the

work is being done "piece-work," it is an easy —

matter for the workmen to omit one-fourth or one-

third of the nails, and no one be the wiser after

the following board is driven up. The labor of

secret nailing is not more than one-fourth that of

driving two nails from the face and setting them
in with nail-sets. In wide flooring, concealed nail-

ing is by no means good, even if carefully per-

formed ; and as far as strength to the building from
the floors and their solidity are concerned, by two
through or face nails in each and every board at ^:z::z

each nailing-place, it is much more than doubly in-

creased. As before remarked, in uncovered floors,

the secret nailing provides a more perfect face, and
this is the only recommendation for this system of

nailing. r r—-:^

Gold and Silver

are practically as valueless to the masses as cob-

ble-st-ones, when and so long as stowed away
in vaults, or by any other means withheld from
general circulation. The fact that there are

ten or ten thousand millionaires in San Fran-
cisco is simply a positive curse to the city, so far aa

they hoard up their accumulated millions from
common uses and purposes, or dispose of them in

ways profitless to the masses. It is not the great

abundance and colossal magnitude of wealth within

which can

a State or city that makes it prosperous, but a good,
healthy, and sufficient circulation of coin and
money values. As a rule, great personal wealth is

drawn from the masses in some form or other, and
when retired from general circulation, the effect is

always detrimental to the interests of the com-
munity. Ten millions of dollars, thrown into
business channels, is of immensely greater value
to the public at large than a hundred thousand
millions hidden away in secure places and shut up
from circulation. The curse of Califomia to-day
is found in the very fact that capital is too much
concentrated. A certain number of men have ac-
cumulated great wealth, ^while the multitudes
remain comparatively poor. Had we fewer mil-
lionaires, it would be a blessing to the State ; for
the wealth concentrated in a few hands is the natu-
ral product of this coast, and if more generally
distributed than it is, the masses would be oompar-
-atively better off, and a more healthful condition of
things generally exist. Nor is it a fact in all oases,
that this individual accumulation of wealth is the
result of special moral worth and personal recti-

tude. Quite as often it is the reverse of this. More
men become rich by schemings, circumventio
and shrewd ma-yvty--^ ^\* ^^
ficrupaiotur correctness. That
under the law however, must be accepted as legiti-

mate, however questionable it may be, viewed
under the moral code. But whether men acquire
wealth legitimately or otherwise, is not so much a
matter that concerns the masses as the disposition
made of it by them. The money of the honest
man and the rogue alike possesses equal value for
all purposes of trade and commerce ; and in a
financial sense, the dishonest man who throws in
circulation his ill-gotten gain, if such it be, is bet-
ter, as far as the general public is oonoemed, than
the purest-hearted man on earth, who withdraws
from common use the gold most virtuously ob-
tained. The life-blood of State, city, and business
life is their money circulation, which flowing
freely through all the arteries of trade and com-
merce, gives health, vigor, and prosperity, but when
coagulated in concealment under massive bolts and
bars, or otherwise stultified, deadnesa and sufferings
ensue. We repudiate communism in all its shapes
and forms; but when a comparatively few men secure
excessive shares and proportions of the wealth of
the land, while the masses groan under the burden
of poverty, it is the most natural thing imaginable
that the multitudes clamor for relief. It is not be-

cause men possess great wealth, that the less for-

tunate cry out against them, but because they
become moneyed tyrants over the comforts and
necessities of the many ; becoming human ice-

bergs as it were, upon the ocean of life, crushing
every feeble human bark that perchance may fall

in their way. It would matter but little if all the
wealth of the world rightfully belonged to but one
man, provided the flow of gold from his coffers

was sufficient to supply the wants of mankind.

unless the architect is as keen as it is possible for him
to be, and as faithful as a house-dog, advantages
will be taken of him, as well as the owners. And
it is demanding extraordinary, and seldom suffi-

ciently paid-for services, to carry work to completion
satisfactorily in all respects, wheu inferior men are
intrusted with oontracta. - r .-^ ^ ^^

Competitions.

The Tay Bridge Disaster.

The Question is often Asked,

Is it possible to avoid the dangers arising from
sewer gases, etc. ? We answer yes, by avoid-
ing mere pretendeni as architects, builders,

and sewer layers, and entrusting those im-
portant duties to none but thoroughly qualified
and capable men, who understand the necessi-

ties of the case, and possess the integrity to per-

form the work as it should be. When owners become
as anxious to find and employ good men to do their

work, because they are good, as they ^re to find the—
* cheapest men " because they are the cheapest, bet-

ter work will be the rule. But so long as fierce

competition governs and controls the letting of

work, and all classes are allowed to figure, and the
lowest bidder accepted, defective work may be ex-

pected. For men who figure down to non-paying
prices, calculate to secure themselves in every possi-

ble way against loss ; and in whatever way a dollar
can be saved, it is done, with no solicitude or regret
for probable consequences. But the answer to all

this is, " let the architect see that slights or omis-
sions are not practiced." To do this would often
require incessant attention, at the sacrifice of all

other engagements ; for many of those who under-
take contracts are wholly incompetent to execute
proper work, and need an instructor constantly,
even if they are disposed to do the best they can.
But quite as often, this class of men knowingly seek
to omit, hide, and cover up all tliat is possible, and

Except in the erection of the more costly class of

buildings, where the competition is confined to
" leading contractors, " who have mastered the sit-

uation, and secured a position and standing beyond
the point of doubt as to their responsibility, skill-

fulness, and competency, the rules governing com-
petitions are by no means free from serious objec-

tions. It is sometimes said that comparisons are

odious, and the same may be said of competitions.

To render them entirely fair, the parties thereto

should possess about equal or relative qualifications

and merits to justify the expectation of equal re-

sults as a whole. The fact is not sufficiently ap-

preciated, that the qualifications of men making the

same pretensions to skillfulness and competency in

T^~'jq^''the same lines of profession or mechanical pursuits,
^"**

differ materially. One may modestly claim for him-
self mechanical experiences and abilities, and
another declare as much in expressive and boastful

terms, while in fact the former may be the better

and more reliable party, and vastly the superior of

the latter. But it is no uncommon thing that own-
ers reject the former as being ** too tame and dull,"

and accept the latter because outspoken and declar-

jytive. He, J*, a live man .;, iff^UUe in .fact hg.^qaay

simply be using the force of his expressive nature,

to gild over secret and hidden purposes and designs.

The fact that these positive degrees in qualifications

and pretensions exist in all branches of mechanism ;

no fair or reasonable minded man will contend that

it is an equal contest to place in competition judg-

ments and real merits, so extremely opposite, with

any reasonable expectation that comparatively equal

conclusions as a whole will be reached. It is against

this indiscriminate method of bunching competition,

that well-founded objections are raised and justified.

Nor is the assertion that the "cheapest man m as

good as any," sustained by facts and exjjerience.

It might happen so in exceptional cases, but as a

rule, men who figure extremely low, study every

possible means to avoid or diminish losses, and every

art and device that will produce a saving is resorted

to. Two nails are never driven where one can be

Tr,ade to answer, although two would secure better

work, and would be driven by the more scrupulous

man. If a brick mason, the cheaper man will be

sure to omit every barrel of cement possible, while

the dearer man would act more honorably, and use

all that might be required by the specifications. If

a carpenter, savings are secured through *

' piece

work " when possible, the omission of braces, the use

of less costly materials, the employment of third-

rate sub-contractors, the purchase of inferior glass,

doors, hardware, etc., while the better man would
pay an advance on all these, and in reality give the

owner greater value in return than the cheaper man.
So in reference to painting work. One furnishes

the best of stock, and applies it of greater consist-

ancy, while the other uses base admixtures reduc-

ing quality and last, and applies it in sparing quan-

tities. This is not unsupported logic, but facts

known to all architects ; and owners simply deceive

themselves with the supposition that cheapness in

house-building is always the most prudential. And
in reply to the ever uppermost intervention, that
" the architect should see to it that such things are

not perpetrated," the answer is substantial, that it

is difficult to discover all the tricks of a rogue. He
is apt to circumvent the most diligent attention of

all watchers that may beset over him, and men who
will act unfairly, and scheme to do a wrong, will

deliberately falsify to make their deceptions sure, and

it is doubly difficult to watch both a rogue and a

liar. In the experience of every architect who has

enjoyed any considerable extent of practice, he has

heard men " swear to God," with uplifted hand,

that certain things'were true in reference to their op-

erations, which they then and there unmistakably

knew to be false. Still the architect is expected to

understand all this, and by the magic of superior

art, discern every poncocted stiheme intended and

planned to deceive—none of which would be neces-

sary, if competitions were goufiaed to f^ men of

known integrity.

The most appalling of railway disasters occurred
on the evening of December 28th, at the bridge
over the Frith of Tay, on the railroad between
Edinburgh and Dundee, Scotland. At this point
an iron bridge two mil«s long crosses the Frith on
85 spans, ranging from 18 to 88 feet above the
water. Of these spans, six were 27 feet, fourteen

of 67 feet 6 inches, fourteen of 70 feet 6 inches, two
of 88 feet, one of 162 feet, one of 170 feet, and thir-

teen of 245 feet. The long spans near the center of

the bridge were the highest above the water.

On the evening of the disaster a train from Edin-
burgh to Dundee, comprising locomotive and ten-

der, four cars of the third-clas^, one of the second,

and one of the first-class, and a brakemau's van,

entered upon the bridge near seven o'clock, a high
wind blowing at the time.

In the bright moonlight the train was seen ^
reach the middle of the bridge over the navigable
part of the Frith, then, suddenly, with a flash of

fire it disappeared. Subsequent examination found
that a section of the bridge half a mile in length,
comprising a dozen or more of the longer and high-
est spans, had fallen, and the train had been pre-

cipitated into the gult The railway oflicials report

that the falling girders made a very clean break
from that portion which remains standing. Almost
the only signs of the catastrophe are in the ends of

^

the rails where they were torn asunder. The rails
"

remaining appear wrenched out of their chairs for

a few yards.

For some hours the furious gale prevented boats

from reaching the scene of the disaster. By that

^Ame no vestige of the wreoked traia fiuold be f«.»uAd4

and for a long time divers were unable to discover

any traces of it in the quicksands of the bed of the
Frith.

The first report of the managers of the railway

.

said that there were nearly three hundred passen-

gers on the train besides the train-men. Not one
survived. Later the authorities estimated the loss

as low aa seventy-five. The exact number will'

probably never be known.
It is impossible at this writing to obtain any clew

to the cause of the disaster. The gale is said to

have been the severest experienced in Scotland since

1868. It is most probable that the bridge was
blown down. That its fall was occasioned by a

derailment of the train by the wind, does not seem
likely in view of great length of bridge destroyed.

That the foundations of the piers were not under-
mined seems probable from the circumstance that

one report speaks of the piers as still visible. What-
ever the cause, the disaster remains the most re-

markable and terrible in the annals of railroading.

A detailed account of the construction of the

fatal bridge, with illustrations, was printed in the

Scientific American Supplement ©f April 7th, 1877,

and an account of the completed structure and its

inauguration in the Supplement for July 20th, 1878.
—Scientific American.

r
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Long Distance Telephoning.
V „ f

An interesting trial was made with Bell tele-

phones, December 26th, between Dayton, Ohio, and
Indianapolis, Indiana, a distance of one hundred
and eight miles. The wires of the American Union
Telegraph Company were used, and the experiment
proved conclusively the utility of Bell telephones

for distances within one hundred miles. Conversa-
tion between the exchange offices of the two cities

was maintained throughout the day. A circle of

one hundred miles radius, with New York as a cen-
ter, includes all the western part of Connecticut ae

far as New Haven, with its numerous largo and
growing towns and cities ; the Hudson River cities

as far as Hudson, taking in Poughkeepeie, New-
burg, Sing Sing, aad other large places ; all the

cities and towns of New Jersey ; Wilmington in

Delaware ; and Philadelphia, Heading, Easton,

Scranton, and other large places in Pennsylvania.

A slight addition to the radius, still without much
exceeding the distance between Dayton and India-

napolis, includes Hartford on the northeast, and
Baltimore on the southwest. All these great cen-

ters of population and trade are thus already within
possible telephonic reach of New York ; and it is

quite within the limits of possibility that the end
of the current year may see business men in this

city dealing directly, by word of mouth, with cus-

tomers scattered over all this wideJMach of country.

-Scientific Amerioan,

T
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The Late Architect of the New City Hall.

The debut of Mr. John Cliiford before the people

of Shix Francisco, in the role of City Hall Archi-

tect, from the time of his appointment until his

retirement from the position, attracted extraordin-

ary interest and attention, intermixed with nearly

-universal Buri)ri8e, that he, an almost entire

stranger in San Francinoo, without one particle of

sufficient proof as to his qualification for the posi-

tion, should have been appointed, or that under the

circumstances which surround his career as an arch-

itect, he should have aspired to the office, and
pressed his claims—whether by the logic of his

grandilotjuent tongue, or by ^rewd and crafty

manipulations and combinations.

^ Had the gentlemen composing the commission

^making the appointment, exercised good judgment
^^xA discrimination, paying no attention to the

_
'• powers behind the throne," and rejecting all per-

_«onal influences and considerations in behalf of an
unknown man in professional circles, Mr. Clifford

^ "would have continued in the quiet walks of pri-

vate life, seeking engagements in ordinary business

^channels. We venture to affirm that no thi-ee bus-

Tiess men in this city, posseftsing qualifying expe-

riences to make so important an appfuntment, act-

ing upon their uncontrolled judgment, would have
commited so great a mistake.

, We state in all candor and sincerity, that we re-

gret that Mr. Clifford should have been so unfor-

tunate as to secure the appointment—unfortunate

for him, because it led to the exposure of matters

and facts which otherwise might have passed into

forgetfulness by the lapse of time. But the re-

sponsibility <^ all that resulted from the consum-
"mation of his vaunlmg ambition, rests upon "himsefT.

We have said that the appointment was a mistake,

and this we hold to be true. It was so on their

part, if the appointing powers exercised their best

judgment, without any overpowering intluence en-

forcing them to the act. It was also a mistake on
their part, if they permitted themselves to be con-

vinced against their judgment, for personal or

political reasons, that the appointment was a proper

one ; and it was also a mistake on their part, in ac-

cepting testimony such as was presented in the card

purporting to have been signed by Mr. E. Welby
^ugin, which in its language and expressions

of admiration, should have convinced any in-

telligent man, that there was also some mistake

regard to it, as its extravagant wording alone,

involves a doubt as to its value as a recom-

mendation. Men of intelligence and culture are

more likely to be discreet and cautious in their

statements, rather than to almost exhaust the English

language in their commendations of others. It was
also a silly mistake on the part of the appointing

powers, to suppose that they could place in so re-

sponsible a position, just who they please, without

any regard to the qualifications of the party ap-

pointed, or his claims thereto by right of local cit-

izenship, without giving great dissatisfaction, and
stirring up a fierce opposition. It was not only a

natural but fully justified resentment that mani-
fested itself so generally, and the play that weis at-

tempted upon the rights and privileges of resident

architects, has received a merited rebuke. Had
there been no gentleman in the profession in this

city, qualified for the position, it would then have
been right and proper that some new-comer should

have been appointed, and if need be, some one from
abroad invited to come and fill the position. But
in the face of the fact that there are in San Fran-
cisco in the architectural profession, many gentle-

men of well known and fully established reputa-

tion, eminently qualified to fulfill the trust under
consideration, the affair assumes the aspect of in-

tended insult or disrespect to men who had a right

to expect that the selection would have been made
from their numbers ; and had the appointing pow-
ers exercised even a moderate degree of good judg-

ment, they would not have risked the chances of

appointing an unknown party. It was also a

mistake on the part of Mr. Clifford, to commence a

system of slanderous criticisms against a large

number, if not all the architects in San Francisco,

almost immediately upon his arrival in our midst.

His visits from office to office, under the pretense of

professional courtesy, while from all appearances,

Xii»real motives and purposes were to pick up mate-
rial for gossip and traduction, fixes upon him the

reproach of deceit and hypocrisy, and his conduct
in this city should be understood throughout the

profession, not only in this country, but in all

parts of the world, for the purixjse of defeating any
attempt on his part, to duplicate his movements in

San Francisco in other places. For, as he has had
neither the good sense, modesty, nor rectitude, to

act honorably toward those pursuing an honorable

profession, of which he claimed to be a member, he

should be made to feel and realize that his absence,

more than his presence, is g^'^atly to be desired in

any office. Mr. Clifford also made a great mistake

in aspiring to the appointment. It was presump-

tuous in the extreme, and his presumption has re-

ceived merited rebuke. His statement that the

exposure which caused him to step down and out,

was a preconcerted and maliciously concocted

scheme among the architects of this city, or a por-

tion of them, is on a par with all else that he has

uttered—the emanation of his own diseased brain

or corrupt nature. We are willing, however, to

believe that his errors arose from an impaired or nat-

urally demented intellectuality, for no sane man,

endowed with a fair degree of common sense, could

be induced to pursue a course so at variance with

all rules of propriety.

That there was and is, a strong feeling of preju-

dice existing against him, cannot be denied. And
why ? Because he incited it by his own acts and

words, as it is clearly eyident from all the proofs

made public, that he was well received, and kindly mous letters to architects in this oity, couched in

in the Eastern i>4^tes and alsewhere, who do not
receive the daily papers of San Francisco, we will

state the case in brief. Mr. Clifford arrived in San
Francisco during the year 1879, perhaps during the

spring or early summer months, and immediately
following his arrival, he introduced himself in the

various architects' offices, and from some of the gen-

tlemen of the profession, received extended courte-

sies and introduutions calculated to assist him in

business engagements and acquaintance. It appears

that he also, early made the acquaintance of Denis
Kearny, and it -is stated as a fact, wrote some of the

most violent and abusive speeches delivered by the

agitator during the year. This secured him the

friendship and influence of Kearny. The Mayor, Au-
ditor, and City and County Attorney constituted the

commission empowered to appoint an architect for

the New City Hall of San Francisco, and these three

officials being of the Sand Lot party, appointed Clif-

ford as architect soon after their induction into office,

iu December last. The appointment created an in-

tense feeling of surprise among the architects of

San Francisco, and the general public, who failed

to realize the propriety of the appointment—Clif-

ford being a stranger in the city, with nothing to

sustain his qualifications for the position. His in-

capacity soon became apparent, and several anony-

oompared to the many other financial requirements'
necessary to a complete and comprehensive work.

With increased patronage^ we shall certainly in-

crea83 facilities, and gather around us all available

aids necessary to insure completeness in every de-

partment sparing no expense required to place it

among the most instructive and acceptable of its

kind published. ^

There is nothing we desire more, not even wealth

and fortune, than the permanent establishment of a

journal in California, of such high character and
standing, and such intrinsic excellence, as to re-

ceive and merit general support and approval from
the masses of our fellow-citizens on the Pacific

Coast, and recognition from other parts of our
great country.

All Men are Borrowers and Iienders.

=c=r As a rule, the intellectual and moral strength of

~"inen and women are shaped, and increased and en-

larged, by the surroundings and circumstances of

life, outside of their individuality. True, the his-

tory of mankind presents cases where men have

treated by the architects of this city upon his ar-

rival in our midst, and the strangest feature of the

case is, that instead of profiting thereby, he passed

from office to office, traducing the abilities of the

very men who had extended civilities and kindness

to him, thus demonstrating that he was either a

simpleton or bad man.
It is uQ^cessary, however, for U3 to pursue the

subject furtlTer in detail, as the merits of the case

have been fully presented in the daily local jour-

nals. A statement from us appeared iu the San

Francico Chronicle of January 18th, in which we
are correctly represented as using the term "fraud "

toward Mr. Clifford. This expression means a

great deal or nothing, and no man should make
use of it without go^ and sufficient reasons, and

ours we give as follows : When some months since,

Mr. Clifford called at this office, he was kindly re-

ceived, and left our presence without any other

feeling on our part, than kindly. Soon after his

departure however, we were shown a print repre-

senting the Schweitzer building in Chicago, ac-

companied with a statement of facts in connection

with it. This informaticm was received from a

gentleman well known to us, and in whose integ-

rity and veracity we had the most implicit confi-

dence. This statement very naturally inclined us

to less favorable conclusions toward the gentleman

under notice, but it went no further for the time

being; and had nothing more occurred, we should

have allowed Mr. Clifford to pass without further

notice. But when upon his second call, and in

personal conversation with us, he attacked the

architects and architecture of this city in general

terms, reflecting upon both as failures, there was

forced upon us the feeling of utter contempt for

the man, presuming that as he had no good word

for others to us, in conversation with others we
would receive the same indiscriminate raking that

he had so liberally and unasked for, dealt out to us

concerning other architects. Naming successively

several prominent gentlemen in the profession, he

voluntered his opinion freely that they were each

and all great failures architecturally ; not one of

them, according to his notions, enjoying even pass-

able abilities as architects ; and pointing to the Ne-

vada Block, denounced it as a failure, possessing no

architectural merits. The same reference was

made by him to the Bank of California, the Bald-

win, Grand, and Palace;Hotels, and other prominent

buildings. All this followed by extravagant ad-

miration and praise of drawings in this office, es-

tablished very clearly to our mind, that Mr. Clif-

ford was a man to be shunned more than courted,

and the old saw, that **the dog that will bring,

will carry a bone," seemed to us applicable in his

case. Had his unfavorable criticisms been confined

to the Nevada Bank building, there might have

been some show of excuse for them, upon the sup-

position of non-appreciation of the design in that

particular case, or from feelings of personal un-

friendliness toward Mr. Farquharson, who designed

it. But when his denunciations included everything

architectural in the city, it was impossible to avoid

the conclusion that the man Clifford was a positive

fraud in his judgment, morals, and manhood.

For the information of t^jpeadeys of this journ^

the vilest and basest language, stirred up a strong

feeling generally, until the matter was taken up by
the San Francisco Chronicle^ which resulted in an
exposure of terrible character, and the identifica-

tion of Clifford with the anonymous missives. The
pressure became so great that Clifford tendered his

resignation on the 20th inst., with a most inglo-

riou^^fecord.

Disinfectants and How to Use Them.

The National Board of Health, consisting of a

number of our loading physicians and chemical ex-

perts, of which Prof. C. F. Chandler is chairman,

have issued the following instructions for disinfec-

tion, intended especially for the guidance of physi-

cians and nurses in the yellow- fever districts, but

which are equally applicable in other classes of con-

tagious diseases. In submitting this report the

chairman says :

It has been the aim of the committee to prepare

concise directions for disinfection, so simple and
clear that they may be easily followed by any per-

son of intelligence.

In the selection of disinfecting agents the aim
has been : 1st, to secure agents which can be relied

upon to accomplish the work ; 2d, which can be pro-

cured in a state of comparative purity in every vil-

lage of the United States ; 3d, so chfiS^ Jjb^ they

can be used in adequate quantities.

It is extremely important that the people should

be instructed with regard to disinfection. They
must be taught that no reliance can be placed on
disinfectants simply because they smell of chlorine

or carbolic acid, or possess the color of permangan-
ate, and that, in general, proprietary disinfectants

with high-sounding names are practically worthless,

as they either have no value whatever, or if of

value, cost many times as much as they are worth,

and cannot be lised in sufficient quantity.

Almost a Thousand Inquiries
~

Have been made in reference to the future special

or general character of this journal:—whether it is

to contain this, and that, and the oth«r information.

To gratify all wishes and requests, would necessi-

tate a book of twice the number of pages that we
now print, and a corps of draughtsmen, engineers,

geometricians, mathematicians, encyclopedians and
learned men and scholars, requiring a large amount
of money to provide for their daily wants and ne-

cessities, to say nothing about the surplus that

should accrue for such services. We answer in this

way :—If our subscription list is increased to a suf-

ficient number, nothing shall be wanting to make
it a first-class publication, containing a large

amount of valuable information and instruction.

But good things cannot be obtained without money.

Gems and jewels do not lay around promiscuously,

to be picked up at pleasure. Neither can really

meritorious journals be published without heavy
expenses. Persons with no experience in journal-

ism imagine that the great cost of a publication is

the expense of paper, composition, and press-work,

wl^ile iij f%Qt, these are merely incidental outlays,

""'""Arisen from low and degrading conditions, and
made for themselves an enviable record. But more
frequently the human mind conforms to the condi-

tions of life and education, and if not sustained by
better influences, the baser will be developed. One
has well said—" When education has been entirely

neglected or improperly managed, wo see the worst
passions ruling with uncontrollable and incessant

sway. Good sense degenerates into craft, and an-

ger rankles into malignity. Restraint, which is

thought most salutary, comes too late, and the

moat judicious admonitions are urged in vain."

""^TThis is fully sustained by Common experiences ; but
—^aside from this special view of the case, there ex-

'-"^^^ts the other fact, that the masses of men gather

^from each other, influences which control their ev-

eryday life. Ah we see others act, we seek to im-

itate their better qualities or avoid their errors.

"In dress, deportment, manners, business habits, so-

^^^^Oial life, and in almost every other regard, we bor-

row from others, while they and we, each and all,

lend the force of individual example.

In respectable circles, there is that ever existing

desire to dress as fine or act as handsomely as oth-

_; era, and we refuse to do this or that, for fear that

=^=^tt will not appear well in the opinion of our neigh-

bor. And we thus strive to have our acts and ap-

<'^ pearances please somebody else. In this way we
borrow our conceptions of others' opinions to regu-

late our own conduct. If our neightjor appears to

be very good, we borrow the influence of his good-

ness, by at least avoiding the violation of any rule

of life that would place us at a disadvantage. If

—the habits of another are condemnable, we are

warned by them, and borrow their influence to reg-

ulate our pwn acts. Many do well, and perform

excellently good acts, because others have done so ;

and multitudes do evil, because the avenues of

wrong are crowded with willing votaries. And so

— we borrow and lend, to and from each other, weav-

ing out the net-work of life with many beautiful

.
threads of priceless value, but not unmixed with

_ others of coarser kind, so that in the Jend no man's
life can be looked upon as faultless.

In most cases where great men have appeared be-

fore the world, they too, while borrowing some,

have loaned more. Perhaps in the years of infancy

and childhood they received sweet and loving influ-

ences from the heart of hearts—a mother's—which
laid the foundation of all after -greatness; or other

loving influences have played their part, in tapping

and keeping clear the springs of honorable life,

which in after years, have broken forth in crystal

streams of pure thought or mighty conceptions.

. Whether or no we realize and accept it, the fact re-

__ mains the same, that all men are borrowers and
lenders. We each and all, good and bad, borrow
in some degree the influence of our surroundings

.^^in life, and in like manaec4apd our ftwa. to the ben-

efit or injury of others.

"What Will such a Building Cost?

This is the first question asked by owners, when
they have determined upon the erection of any
sort of a building. Architects always expect to

meet this inquiry at first consultation in reference

to plans. Sometimes an approximately correct esti-

mate may be made by some one or more of the us-

ual methods of cubing or otherwise, but accuracy

is never assured until the plans and specifications
are completed, particularly the latter; as the cost of
an edifice may be varied from ten to a thousand per
cent., by the manner of construction and the intro-
duction of certain finishes and fixtures. And until
all the features are determined, attempts to define
cost are speculation, except in ordinary buildings
intended for tenement purposes, or the moderate
and uniform class of houses. The great difficulty,

lying in this direction, is the too general one of
owners fixing their minds upon a certain class or
plan of house, and then setting apart a sum inade-
quate for its erection. The fact is too generally
overlooked, that buildings, like goods and merchan-
dise, may be immensely varied in cost by quality

;

and as people generally are willing to pay more
for a better article of any sort, the same disposition
should influencje in reference to buildings. If own-
ers would first determine the amount which they
can afford to expend in a building improvement,
and then be content to accept a bunding worth tha
sum designated, it would be simply fair and equi-
table; while to adopt plans of a certain kind and
character; and then insist upon its cost conforming
to one's bank account, is not an equitable proposi-

tion. If an owner secures the erection of a build-

ing at less than its actual cost, it is at the expense
of some one else, and is just so much value obtained
without an equivalent, a proposition to which no
business man would consent with the deficit bal-

ance against himself. We all like to obtain what
wo want with as light a demand upon our purse as

possible, but in all fairness between man and man,
dealing with others as we desire to be dealt by,

is not a bad rule ; and if owners would consent to

this, and encourage men by fairly liberal prices,

they would receive in return ^tter buildings and
workmanship, and there would be less complaining
on all sides. And we recommend that instead of

owners pursuing the common course stated, that

they first determine their financial condition, and
then seek to obtain the best they can for the

amount. The squeezing process is all well enough
when apples or lemons are the things squeezed, but
when men are pressed to a loss, they are certain to

resist the pressure by all possible means, and own-
ers often suffer damage by too great an attempt to

economize.

Our Sanitary Department.

Almost eixrxpahere than in California, more earnest

efforts are being made to arrive at a proper and intel-

lij:;ent understanding of the great sanitary problem in

all of its ramifications, and to determine the most
effectual means of remedying and preventing the stu-

pendous evils which have so long existed, and been

the means of so many thousands of human beings pre-

maturely leaving the avenues of time, to enter that

bourne from whence no traveler ever returns.

It seems that it requires destruction in some tangi-

ble form to attract and alarm public attention. When
the scourge of snoall-pox, yellow fever, and similar ter-

rible visitations appear in any section of our country

or the world, the hearts and sympathies of the whole

nation are at once aroused, and men rush at risk of

life, to render aid; and tens of thousands of glittering

gold is poured out to afford relief. But the still, slow,

sure and perpetual slaughter of thousands daily ^ fro]^

the effects of inhaling and breathing deadly sewer

and other vicious and health-destroying gases

and airs, and taking into their systems polluted

fluids in various forms, receives but little attention.

Parents generally punish their children for disobedi-

ence of established rules, or the committal of wrong-

ful acts ; and yet those same parents, more inconsis-

tent than their offspring, because more matured in ex-

perience and judgment, live hourly in disobedience of

established laws in nature, which God has decreed,

those who violate them shall suffer. The follies and

freaks of childhood may be punished or pardoned, but

there is no excuse for those who willfully resist the es-

tablished facts and principles involving life and health
;

and the folly persisted in always receives the punish-

ment decreed by imperative laws—the laws of nature

and nature's God. We may play with these for a

time, and disregard their warnings, but the penalty of

their violation is as certain as that our lives will sooner

or later end.

The following extracts from the Plumber and Sani-

tary Er^ineer will be read with interest

:

"The sanitarian is abroad. As Emerson says,

'Things are in the saddle and ride mankind.* Sani-

tary events are multiplying so fast that it is difficult to

keep pace with them. Since our last issue, in New
York city several plans for model tenement houses
have been published, a voluntary sanitary association
has been organized under excellent auspices, a sani-

tary tract society has been begun, and a bill for or-

ganizing a State Board of Health has been drafted.

In New Jersey active measures for local and State im-
provement have been set on foot, the report of the
Memphis Sanitary Surveyy has attracted wide and de-

served attention, while in Milwaukee, Buffalo, Wash-
ington, Philadelphia, and a score of localities, sani-

tary discussion is going on, and sanitary reforms are

proposed. In short, the public are everywhere awak-
ening to the great question of the hour, and we may
anticipate that during the coming year vast arid po-

tent results will have been accomplished in this di-

rection. Our only fear is that some mistakes may be
made from over-zeal and rash enthusiasm. The motto
of the sanitarian should be Goethe's, ' Without haste

and without rest,' or, translated into the Western
vernacular, ' go slow.* We cannot afford to make
mistakes, and it is better that reforms should be re-

tarded rather than that the public confidence should
be shaken by crude and unwise experiments."

Another extract shows the character and standing

of the gentlemen who are so deeply interested in this '

important subject

:

"The Sanitary Convention, held at Trenton, Dec.
12th and 13th, was a pleasant and profitable affair.

The attendance was not as large as it should have
been, but the audience comprised intelligent men of

many professions, physicians, teachers, engineers and
clergymen, including Bishop Scarborough, of the

Southern Diocese of New Jersey, who set an excellent

example to tbe^cl^^by bis -OGra^st^ialerest in-all the -

proceedmgs.
'' The most important feature of the meeting was a

report on the relations of soil and drainage to the

death rate in Jersey City, Hoboken, and vicinity, pre-

pared by a committee comprising Messrs. L, B, Ward,
E, W, Harrison, A. Speilmau, Charles P. Brush, J. S.

Hilton, and A. W Rogers. This was illustrated by a
number of carefully prepared diagrams embodying
much valuable information very clearly presented.

The report, with these illustrations, will be pubHshed
by the State Board of Health of New Jersey, when
we shall have occasion to refer to them in detail. Their

value as a contribution to exact sanitary science can-

not be over-estimated.
*' The danger of alarming the public mind by over-

talking and sensational statements, together with the

risk of too much legislation, was clearly stated;

while the positive benefits of agitation were demon-
strated.

" The discussions of the different papers.and reports

were full and fertile. '.

" Special reference was made to the dangers which
threaten the health of Atlantic City and other sea-

side resorts, unless sanitary precautions are introduced.

School hygiene was also considered. In short, the

meeting was extremely practical, stimulating and sug-

gestive.
" Our only comment is one of regret that our own

State appears so backward in comparison with New
Jersey in these matters. We have neither a State

Board of Health nor a Sanitary Association, and it is

greatly to the discredit of the Empire State that it

.

should be thus distanced by its sister State.

" Dr. Billings read before the N. Y. County Society,

an admirable argument for a National Health Organ-

ization, which was referred to a well selected commit-

tee," for the purpose of drafting a plan of a Sute
Board of Health

:

" Since this paper was read, the committee of the

National Academy of Sciences, appointed to confer

with the National Board of Health, have unanimously
recommended to Congress nearly all of Dr. Billings'

suggestions, which it is to be hoped will be adopted,

and that the National Board will be sustained, not

only by Congress, but by the whole commercial com-
munity, who are really interested in its maintenance.

"The commission appointed by the National Board

of Health to make a sanitary survey of the City of

Memphis have made a concise and able report The
composition of the Board was such as to be in itself

a guarantee against all attempts at whitewashing, and
showed that something earnest and real was sought

for. The report briefly describes the condition of the

city, and recommends certain radical changes, and
ends by saying that 'few places possess greater
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natural advantagea than the City of Memphis for

drainage, removal of excrement, garbage, etc., to se-

cure that healthfulness so necessary to commercial

prosperity.'

" Among the evils found are : first, a limited water

supply from cisterns and wells, which are largely con-

taminated by privy vaults and other foul collections
;

iecondy considerable collections of old bedding and

clothing in junk shops and similar places, the ante-

cedents of which are more than doubtful, and which

contain an uncertain amount of infection ; (kWd^ a

considerable number of old shanties and sheds, to-

gether with a smaller number of large dwellings in the

heart of the city, which are foul past redemption,

and which should be destroyed by fire; fourth^ the

prevalence of wooden pavement in the streets in such

n|-bad state of repair as to be an absorbent of un-

wholesome vapors
; fifths the absence of efiicient san-

itary police regulations as to removal of garbage and
excrement ; sixth, absence of sewerage -

and sub-soil drainage.

-^ ** The recommendations are briefly

as follows : Jint^ a supply of water
from the river or some more remote

source, and the cleaning out and filling

with clean material of all privy vaults;

the abandonment of all cisterns and
wells as sources of water supply

;

atfconJ,the destruction by fire of various

collections of clothing, bedding, etc.,

supposed to be infected, and of a con-

siderable number of buildings of like

character; third, the substitution of

gravel for wooden paving and sand in

many of the streets, and the enforce-

ment of rigid rogulations as to re-

moval of garbage and excrement, to-

gether with the appointment of an
efficient head sanitary officer, with

large powers
;
fourth^ the construction

of sub-soil drains and sewers —the

latter to exclude all rain water, sur-

face water and ground water, and to

serve for the removal of sewage only
;

and to be constructed of glazed earth-

enware pipes, of such size as to insure

their carrying the sewage when half

full, with ample arrangements for flush-

ing at frequent intervals.
** This system of drainage is esti-

mated to cost only $225,000—a mod-
erate sum, considering the importance

of the end to be gained, and certainly

within the means of the taxable prop-

erty of an enterprising city like Mem-
phis.

- " We congratulate her citizens upon
the apparently clear path before them
in these fundamental steps in public

improvement."

A Novel Clock,

We copy from the Scientific American the cut and
description of "a handHome clock of Austrian mau-
ufacture, which makes no pretense of being anything
other than what it is, and in which the design and
omamt^nt are studied with due reference to the use
for which it is intended. The simplicity of the

design is offset by elaborateness in the detail of the

decoration, which is rich and well conceived. In
the panels of the dome is some very fine work.
Above the dome is an open belfry, containing a bell

and hammer. With this arrangement the vibration

of the metal, when the hours are struck, is not
muffled, but rings out clearly and with distinctness.

Another feature, companionable or distracting,

according to one's mood, is the pendulum, swinging
across the face of the dial, attracting the eye by its

mute motion to the ever-advancing hands and to the

significant legend inscribed above them."

ri iii f i Hu!

- f-The FamUy Phyaician.

The bealth-ofificer, the sanitarian

and the paragraphist may do much in

the slow work of awakening public

opinion ; but the family physician
speaks with the voice of authority.

His prescription for the removal of
the sources of foul air will produce an
effect which can be produced in no
other way so surely.

It may seem at first sight as some-
thing beyond thelimit of a physician's
duties, to do the work which should
have been done by the architect and the city
engineer ; but if we consider that his first and greatest
duty is to exert himself to the utmost for the preven-
tion of diseases, we shall see that he ca« no more
transfer his responsibility to the architect, than in the
curing of disease, he can transfer it to the apothe-
cary. To continue the comparison, it is no more im-
portant that he should understand therapeutics for the
direction of the apothecary than that he should under-
stand sanitary construction for the direction of the
plumber and the mason. He need not, of course, con-
cern himself with the mechanical processes by which
they do their work, but he should know the objects
their work is to serve, and be able to determine the
efficiency with which these are secured.— CW. Geo. E.
Waring,

CLOCK OF .AUSTEIAI^ .DESIGK
Tragical Incident in the Early History

of Odd rellowship.

One of the most foul and deliberate murders ever

perpetrated occurred in the City of Baltimore,

some thirty-five or forty years ago (more or lees)

the attendant circumstances of which came under
the personal observation of the senior editor of this

Journal, and we have often wondered that the case

has not assumed a prominent feature in the history

of the order, inasmuch as it was one of the very

first special occurrences which led to the breaking
down of the then prevailing prejudices against

secret orders.

It is ft well-known fact to those who can run
their individual recollections back to the period of

time mixitioued, that amunjj the church organi-

zations generally, excommunication often followed

membership in a secret society, and the advance-
meiit of the orders in point of membership was
greatly retarded by the religious and social prej-

udices of those days ; and men were retjuired to

choose between the probable advantage of secret

society affiliation, and church membership.
The incident referred to, was as follows. We re-

late from individual recollection, and may err in

some of the details, but the general facts are as

stated.

A man by the name of Alexander Howe, (or

Roe) was inhumanly murdered by a room-mate
named Henry McCurry. Rowe was a southern
merchant, who, having completed his purchases in

New York, Philadelphia, etc., arrived at the city of

Baltimore, by the late train, on the night of the
murder. ^ Stepping from the cars at the Pratt-street

depot, he saw and spoke to McCurry, a stranger

to him, and inquired whether there was a respec-

table hotel near by—he intending
to pursue his journey south, by the

morning train. McCurry referred

him to the Hotel, on Charles

Street. At the request of Rowe,
McCurry assisted him in carrying

his trunk to the hotel, and soon

they joined in a social glass at the

bar. Rowe inquired for room ac-

commodations, and was informed

that all single rooms were full, and
that accommodations could only be

had with another party. Rowe con-

sented to join occupancy *' with any
gentleman,^ ^ and was referred to Mc-
Curry, who occupied a fine room
with two beds in it. Both parties

retired for the night, one to rise no
more from slumber, and the other to

perjjetrate a deed of death. Rowe,
in disrobing, laid his elegant gold

watch and chain upon the dressing-

case, not knowing that his doing so

doomed him to death. McCurry
looked upon the shining object, and

at once conceived his terrible design.

The parties occupied their respec-

tive couches, and Rowe from fatigue

soon fell asleep, to wake no more on

earth, and McCurry to abide his

time, and perfect his murderous in-

tentions. As soon as it became evi-

dent to McCurry that his victim was
firm in the embrace of slumber, with
cat-like tread he passed out of the

room and procured the merciless

wood-ax from the cellar of the build-

ing, with which he again entered the

chamber where his unconscious vic-

tim slumbered on. The work of the

succeeding few minutes was terrible.

With ax in hand, McCurry passed

by the foot of the bed and slowly

around to its head, where he stood,

assuring himself that Rowe still

slept; certain of which, he raised the

selected instrument of death, and by
one savage blow with the pole of the

ax across the temple and cheek, sent

his room-mate into eternity. This

one blow terminated in instiuit death,

as from the position in which the

body was found, it was evident that

death was instantaneous. But the

fiend intended sure work, and dealt

another blow Jupon the cheek, after

which he laid aside the ax, and with

knife or razor cut the throat of the

murdered man. McCurry then took poftsesnion of

Rowe's valuables and keys, and managed to enter

the baggage room and extract from the trunk of

his victim, all that his wicked eyes coveted.

The next morning, upon leaving the room where

the murdered man lav, McCurry locked the door, re-

taining the key in his pocket, and reported to the

clerk of the hotel that his room-mate had concluded

not to leave the city that day, as intended by him
tie night previous, and that he had gone to visit

a sister on Howard Street. McCurry jumped on

board of the first train for Philadelphia and left.

Nothing was known of what had transpired, until

late in the forenoon, when at an unusual late hour

one of the chamber-maidw found the room still

locked, and the key not in thedo<jr, nor on thy key-
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board, which led to the forcing open of the door.
What waa dibcovwe^d aipou eutering the room may
be clearly imagined from what we have written.
Suspicion waa at once directed to McCurry, but he
wa« gone. The service of the police was called in.

No one knew the murdered mau, and all was sur-

mise and doubt, until cleared away by the discov-
ering of his Odd Felloxo's curd, which aroused the
order to a high degree of excitement, and as one
man, and in the true spirit of its teaching, every
member was alive for the occasion.

A reward of one thousand dollars was offered by
the city authorities for the arrest of McCurry,
another thousand by the governor, and a third
thousand by the order.

The then far-famed detective firm of Hayes, Zell
and Ridgely were in existence ; and that veteran
Odd Fellow, P. G. M. Ridgely, a member of the
firm, started in hot pursuit of the villain.
Meantime the order took matters in hand, re-

jnoved the lifeless remains of the murdered brother
to the ** Egyptian Saloon^'—the elegant hall of

_the Odd Fellow's temple on Gray Street—where
-it was laid in state, surrounded with everything
then known to render the affair grand in its sad-

_2ieaB. Member seemed to vie with member, and
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^-garlands, wreathn, and floral tributes profuse, not
only beautified the casket, but filled the chamber
of death with sweet perfume. The doors of the
temple were thrown open, and thousands viewed
the remains, and thousands more lined the side-
walks, as a devoted brotherhood followed them to
their last resting-place. The grand exhibition of
brotherly love and devotion to sacred principles
displayed on the occasion, taught sceptics and big-
ots a lesson in Odd Fellowship, which up to that
time was not understood.
And following this melancholy affair, and as

the result thereof, hundreds joined the order, who
might not otherwise ever have afldliated. And from
that time the order was greatly relieved of the
pressure that had rested upon it, by sentimental

. persecutions, and religous dogmas and bigotry.
While all this waa going on, Ridgely was in pur-

suit of the offender. He tracked him to Philadel-
phia, where the traces disappeared. He then went
to New York, where, joined by the police of that
city, an unsuccessful search was continued for days,
until it was finally determined that Ridgely should
return to Baltimore, and leave the matter with the
New York detectives. With this intention deter-
mined upon, Ridgely walked around to see what
waa to be seen, and passing down one of the " slips

"

jof the city, and by a low groggery, he saw three
men standing in front of the counter or bar, and
from some movement on the part of the man who
stood with his back to the door, he felt assured
that he had found his man, and at once entered the
shop or gin-mill, and joined in familiar self-im-
posed introduction and conversation with the sus-
pected individual, pretending old acquaintanceahip,
etc.; and becoming fully convinced that,||(e had met
the party he was in search of, Ridgely reac/ied for
the fellow's watch, and arrested him then and there.
The small matter of Rowe displaying his watch,
led to his death, and the small matter of McCurry
topping where he did, to get his last drink of whis-
ky in New York, caused his arrest and final execu-
tion : for he had secured passage to Europe, and the
vessel upon which he was to sail was anchored in
the harbor. But the firm hand of the detective
waa upon him, and escape was no longer possible.
Fiery indignation, and fuming protestations of in-
nocence and insult were of no avail, and he was
taken to the "Tombs."
When the afternoon papers were issued, no-

tice of the arrest app+^ared, and a statement of
what had been found ou his person giving, and with
other things, the number and maker's name off the
watch. This attracted the attention of Treadwell
& Co., jewelers, then under the Astor House, who
at once identified the watch as having been sold
by them to Rowe, a short time previously. This
clinched the chain of circumstances, and McCurry
waa taken to Baltimore, tried, and hung.
We relate this incident because at the time, it

produced a decided public sentiment and feeling
toward Odd Fellowship, and was one of the prom-
inent causes of greater aftei^success in the order,
growing out of the splendid management of the
affair by the order.

The DiflScultiea

Attending the eatabliMhrnent of a journal of this

are far greater thaucharacter in San 1" rancirtco

people generally imagine, and ten-fold greater than
that experienced in the older States, where a thou-
sand resources and facilities are at command, while
in California the field is new, and the work of
breaking the soil and sowing the seed is all to be
done before the rich, ripe fruit can be gathered. If
our patrons could be made to comprehend the many
obstacles that we have had to encounter, they
would scarcely credit the possibility of what has
been accomplished. All things considered, we are
satisfied with what has been achieved, although
our past and present showing but faintly illus-
trates what the future will be. The assurances
given in this and the Quarterly Review will be
developed as the people ot this city, and the west-
em slope generally, rally to our support by sub-
scriptions and advertising patronage. This done,
improvements in matter and illustrations will fol-
low, and in a short space of time we will present
a publication that will challenge criticism, and
compare favorably with the best journals of its

kind published anywhere. But all this will cost
large sums of money, and we appeal to our fel-

low-citizens generally, and the people of this and
adjacent States, to demonstrate their appreciation
of so important, necessary and valuable a journal,
by sending in their sube<!riptions by thousands.
Patting us on the shoulders, and congratulating

us at the sucaesa accomplished, is all very ni<',e in
its way, and pleasant to experience, but it re-
quires hard coin, to meet costs and expenses, and
we hope that every well-wisher of the enterprise
will be prompt to prove their good wishes by
sending in their subscriptions forthwith.

The ''Eatabllshed Grade" of San Francisco.

There never was a city founded on the face of
the globe where the natural advantages for a thor-
oughly perfect system of grades and drainage was
more complete ; and with this fact consider^, but
few, if any, where a more imperfect system exists.

To remedy the terrible blunder now would be al-

most too gigantic a work to include within the
possible things, and the expense so great that the
thought of doing so is simply frightful—still, it

might be done. We propose by the use of figures,
to sustain the assertion that a ifreat and serious en-
gineering blunder was committed in defining the
official grade of this city. In the first place, the
"base grade " is declared 6 7-10 feet above ordinary
high tide, which would indicate that cellars might
be made full six feet deep in the base grade districts,

with nine inches to spare at ordinary high tide.

But the practical fact is established that cellar
floors which are not over five feet below base grade
are overflowed, as a rule, at every high tide that
flows in ; so that theory and practice, in this par-
ticular, by no means harmonize. Then taking
Sacramento street as the line east and west, the
official grade stands in this shape : Commencing at
the eastern water front of the city, the base grade
continues in toward the city 1,000 feet; that is to

say, 1,000 feet cityward from the front, the grade
is dead level. This ends at Davis street. We will
now continue by blocks, from street to street

—

412ft. Gin.—to give the grades at each croesing.
With Davis street at base grade. Front street has
an elevation of nine inches; Battery street, two
feet six inches ; Sansome street, four feet three
inches ; Montgomery street, six feet nine inches

;

Kearny street, twenty-eight feet ; Dupont street,

sixty-eight feet ; Stockton street, one hundred and
twenty-eight feet ; Powell street, two hundred and
five feet ; Mason street, two hundred and sixty-

aeven feet ; Taylor street, two hundred and eighty
feet ; Jones street, three hundred and thirty-eight

feet, the highest point of grade on the line, from
which the descent is westerly to the sag at Polk
street.

Then taking Sixth and Taylor streets as the north
^nd south line, we find the grade at base for a dis-

tance of 2,400 feet, ending at Bryant street. It

must be remembered that the blocks south of

Market street are double the size of those north of

said street. At Bryant street we find the grade
at base. At Harrison street, two feet above grade;
at Folsom, five feet ; at Howard, ten feet ; at
Mission street, thirty feet ; at Market street, thir-

ty-four feet ; at Turk street, thirty-three feet, show-
ing a pitch of one foot toward the hill three hun-
dred and thirty-eight feet high; at Eddj; ptreet,

thirty-five feet ; at Ellis street, fifty feet ; at O'Far-
rell street, sixty-five feet ; at Geary street, eighty

feet
; at Post street, one hundred and five feet ; at

Sutter street, one hundred and thirty-five feet ; at
Bush street, one hundred and seventy-one feot ; at
Pine street, two hundred and thirteen feet; at
California street, two hundred and seventy-eight
feet

; at Sacramento street, two hundred and eighty
feet, from which point on this line the decline is
toward Russian Hill. If a worse showing than
this can be made in any other city, with similar
natural advantages, we should like to kn^w of it.

The whole system is wrong, and shows exceedingly
bad judgment. The excessively steep grades render
the blocks in which they occur anything but com-
fortable for pedestrians, while in the more serious
particular, they are fearfully injurious to the lives
and health of the inhabitants. Thousands of our
female population in particular, have been laid on
sick beds by over exertion in climbing those terrible
inclines, and until wire cable roads were established,
property in such localities, and on the hill-top, was
not desirable. Comment as to what a beautifully
graded city San Francisco might have been is un-
neceaaarv, nor is there any defense for the mistakea
which have been saddled upon the community.
To talk of the expense of cutting down the higher
elevations, when there was a " fill " to receive
every ton of material removed from the *' cuta," ia
simply absurd. And when all the thousands of
daily occurring extra expenses involved by the
steep grades are considered, and which will con-
tinue for all time, the absurdity becomes still
greater. On the line of other streets there are nu-
merous instances where the grade pitches toward
the hill, some of them as much as ten feet. The
statement has often been made that San Francisco
is one of the muddiest places on earth during the
wet season. It it any wonder ; when hundreds of
blocks lie at dead level, and as many more with
but a few inches or a foot fall from crossing to
crossing of streets. Take Market street, for in-
stance, the great business street of the city, and
the following figures appear: 1,000 feet at base,
and at Fremont street, 1,725 feet from the water
front, a rise of three feet ; at First street, five feet;
at Second street, twenty feet ; at Third street,
thirty-five feet ; at Fourth street, thirty feet ; at
Fifth street, twenty-four feet ; at Sixth street,
thirty-four feet ; at Seventh street, thirty-two feet;
at Eighth street, forty-threo feet, at Ninth street,
fortv-ei^ht feet ; at Tenth street, forty-four feet

;

at Potter street, forty-two feet ; turning the sweep
into Valencia street, with a grade at Herman street
of forty feet. On Kearny street we find, at Market
street, thirty-five feet grade, and running north to
Post street, thirty-nine feet; at Sutter street,
thirty-nine feet ; at Bush street, thirty-nine
feet ; at Pine street, thirty-nine feet ; thusj pre-
senting a level grade through Kearny street for
a distance of three blocks. On Montgomery street,
at Market and Post streets, twenty-four feet ; at
Sutter street, twenty-four feet; at Bush street,
twenty feet ; at Pine street, thirteen feet ; at Cali-
fornia street, seven and one-half feet ; at Sacra-
mento street, six and three-fourths feet; at Clay
street, six feet ; at Washington street, six feet ; at
Jackson street, six feet ; at Pacific street, thirty
feet ; at Broadway, seventy feet ; at Vallejo street,
one hundred and fifteen feet ; at Green street, one
hundred and seventy feet ; and at Union street,
two hundred and twenty feet.

From the figures presented, it must be evident
to every one that great mistakes have been made
without a single feature of defense. With high
hills in the center of the city, pitching both ways
toward the bay, there ia no good reason why per-
fection of grade, aa near as it is possible for the
human mind to oonceive, should not have been
secured.

We shall pursue this matter in future numbers of
this journal, in which we shall present conclusive
arguments showing that the error complained of is
of serious consequence as far as health and life is
concerned, to say nothing of the tremendous sums
of money that this great mistake has rendered nec-
essary on the part of the citizens of San Francisco,
and the city itself, and which will be continued
yearly, so long as the city stands.

The Irishman and the Hair.

A very condemnable habit exists among the plaster-

ers^ and brick masoDs' laborers and others to a great
extent in this city. Many thousands of dollars have
been paid out by owners aud architects in response to
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hints suggestive oC "the price of a glass of beer, if yees

plase." It is sometimes amusing to hear Pat say, when
the owner or architect show themselves, "This mortar
ia very dhry," and he at the same time throwing pails

of water into it, or supplying the necessary fluid through
the end of a hose. liut it is not the mortar that is

meant, but the man who is manipulating it. It is a

bad habit, and if not appeased by a cash deposit of one,

two, or five dimes, the work sometimes suffers, for when
the appetite of a burly hod-carrier is worked up to a

point where he expects, and imagines he ought to

receive a "schmall cunsideration," it is to him a very

great vexation not to receive it, and if possible, he is

sure to be avenged for the "wee bit ov a schlight." If

he finds the opportunity, he is almost sure to "git aven
wid him," while the deposit of a dime or two into Pat's

hand makes the bricks wetter, the cement mortar
stronger, and that for the plastering work much more
hairy and better manipulated. On one occasion, sonr.e

years ago, we paid our usual daily visit to a building

under our charge, and met Pat's gentle hint satisfac-

torially to him. A few days afterward, we were
accosted by the same knight of the hod and shovel,

with—"Gude morning, Mr. Architect, yees a foin mon;
yees the foinest architect in all the city, yees is." We
acknowledged the compliment good-naturedly, and
awaited the sequel. "Now be aisy, and I'll be after

telling you the whoul story. I was making the mortar
to plaster a hoose just forninst, and the ouwner come
along, and I just thought he was a foine mon loike

yeeself, and I give him a schlight hint that the mortar
wus dhry, but niver a bit did he mind that, but whaled
on his hales, and oflf he went widout so much as saying

"gude morning"—do yees moind that now ? and it wus
mane in him. it wus; but, by the pouwers, I got aven
wid him." In answer to our inquiry as to how he
obtained his satisfaction, he replied, "Well, now, yees

know, Misther Architect, that gude mortar ain't worth
much when there is no hair in it, and, by the pouwers,

I dug a hole in the ground and buried the hair, do yees
moind that, now?" We asked whether he made the

whole of the mortar without any hair in it, and he
replied, "No, sur, 1 put some hair in the mortar, about
as much as the mon, hisself, wus wurth." "And how
much was that?" we asked 'Not tin cints, and, be
jabers, I did not put tin cints wurth in all the mortar
I made, when he wus too mane to gi' me the price ov
a glass ov beer. ——^- -

-

It is stated that the sewers of London discharge
annually, 153,000 tons of suspended matter into the

Thames, from which about 88,000 tons of manure

—

including 2,000 tons of phosphates and 8,000 tons of

water—could be made. The above figures are gathered
from a paper, "Suggestions for dealing with the Sewer-
agax)f London," read by Major-General Scott before
the "Society of Arts" in London. The writer stated

that the sewerage of London still contaminated the
river, and urged that operations could be profitably

. carried on to utilize all this matter. He estimates that

$600,000 would erect the tanks for making the manure,
which would sell for $660,000 yearly.

1

To the Ladies.
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==^ The ladies, particularly those who have families,
sliould read this journal attentively, for six reasons.

First, nothing offensive will ever appear in its

columns to offend the most sensitive and refined
natures.

-^ Second, we hold that mothers and daughters are
much more subjected to the effects of unwholesome
conditions than the male members of the family,
owin>f to their more constant presence at home.
Consequently the important lessons which appear in

this journal, in relation to sanitary matters and
health regulations, should be read by them, so that
they may intelligently understand the unseen yet
ever present possibilities of daily life, as existing
in sewer-gases, impure atmospheres, and unhealth-
ful surroundings in their multifarious forms. We
believe that ladies are competent to comprehend
and fully understand the natural laws, principles,
and forces governing all these, and they should con-
sider them well, and seek those channels of informa-
tion best calculated to impart correct and practical
knowledge.
Third, many ladies have excellent husbands, as

far as relates to the obligations and responsibilities
of common life in a general sense, but who may be
ignorant, if not stupid, in matters affecting the
health!ulness of their homos. And it ia well that

the equally good wife should be well informed, so

that she may be able understandingly to direct her
excellent husband's attention to matters requiring
remedies. Apd if she is thus well informed, she

will be able to argue points, and assist in arriving

at right conclusions.

Fourth, it will contain many excellent sugges-

tions in reference to closets, pantries, and other
essential niceties so much valued by all ladies, and
which is so important to the complete comfort and
conveniences of a well appointed home.

Fifth, on our account we should like every lady
on the coast to read it and become interested in it,

for we have often found in the practice of the pro-

fession, far better judgment in the lady than in the
master of the home ; and we should like to have a
host of subscribers among the gentler sex, whose
interest would be so great in search of correct in-

formation, that many of them would send us com-
munications for reply or publication. We know the
fact that there are many intelligent women in San
Francisco who are fully competent to express their

views in admirable shape, and deal with difficult

questions and problems involved in home building.

Such will always be welcome contributors to our
columns.

Last, aside from all this and the special character

of this journal, gems of thought will be found in

its columns, which should be read by every lady
and youth in our midst.

The Real Estate Market.

The real estate market remains dull. With the
opening of the spring months, dealers predict that
there will be greater activity ; but at the present
time, buyers dictate prices in many instances. ,

The following noticeable sales have been made
during the month of January ; Lot on south side

of Market street, 150 feet west of Seventh street,

75x165 feet ; consideration, $1. The lot was sold
at a very low figure, said to be $48,000.
The Southern Pacific Kailroad Company have

purchased a large lot on the north side of Herman
street, 174x192 feet, in Mission block. No. 14. The
company owhi the adjacent property. Price paid,

$24,500.
The brick building and lot on east side of San-

some street, 66 feet south of California street, 23x
71.6, was sold by the Reese estate, some four months
ago, for $34,000, is now resold for $35,000. It is

leased for four years, at a rental of $300 p3r month.
The two 50-vara lots on the north-east corner of

Clay and Buchanan streets, and 50 vara adjoining,
having frontages of 275 feet on Clay street, have
sold for $19,000. This property is to be built upon.
Some eight or ten frame buildings for residence
purposes, are to be erected this summer.

It is stated that the old Merchants' Exchange
property, on Battery street, has been, or is about to

be sold, the parties having agreed upon the price
—$80,000. The frontage on Battery street is 137
feet 6 inches, by a depth of 137 f«et 6 inches, on
W^hington street. The rental of the property is

at present about $2,000 per month ; but as the
United States courts will remove shortly, the in-

come will be somewhat reduced.
A block of land, bounded by Fell, Oak, Baker,

and Broderick streets, facing the entrance to Golden
Gate Park. Price in deed, $30,000; but it is

scarcely possible that this property was sold for the
sum named.
The 50-vara lot, south-east comer of Washington

and Webster streets, sold by the Masonic Bank.
Price, $8,000.
That desirable residence property known as the

Satterlee estate, north side of Clay street and south
of Jackson street, between Polk and Gough streets,

has been divided among the heirs, and the property
will either be improved or disposed of when purchas-
ers present themselves. It is the choicest residence

property in the city.

The " American Sugar Refinex*y Company " has
purchased the property on the south-west corner of

Battery and Union streets for $75,000, including
buildings and machinery. The new company in-

tend to make extensive improvements on the prem-
ises.

The Lick estate controversy has been settled,

and the trustees will now proceed to carry out the
trust. The conveyance of the Lick House prop-
erty and eight other pieces by John H. Lick to R.
S. Floyd et al., being the deed of settlement, was
recorded in January.

EorroR California Architect and Building
Review : The following contribution in reference

to a common and well-known article—"India ink "

—may be of use to some of your readers :

Articles in common use are too often passed over
without that full consideration their importance
demands, A more careful study of the special
qualities and characteristics of such articles will,

in some instances, reveal mysterious properties, of
incalculable benefit, if properly applied.

"India ink" is a mixture of extremely fine

black with a cementing material more or less solu-
ble in water. When albumen is used as the cement-
ing material, the ink is freely soluble in cold water,
while boiling water coagulates the albumen and
renders the ink insoluble. This I have found to
be the case with some of the best ink.

When gelatin is used, warm water dissolves the
ink quite readily, while in cold weather it thiok-L_

ens, clogs the pen, lacks intensity and does not take
hold of the paper, but runs over, as if the paper
was greasy. Gelatin that has been boiled and
cooled a number of times loses its sotting qualities,

and remains fluid in cold weather. Where this
preparation of gelatin has beeic^used, the ink works
more freely.

When gum arable is used in the ink, it becomes
brittle, and scales off when the piper is folded. If

glycerine is mixed with the liquid ink in the cup,
it does not dry so rapidly ; neither will the lines

set so quick on the paper, and it is liable to blot

;

but the ink will not crack or scale, glycerine hav-
ing such a strong affinity for water, the lines are
liable to run with the least moisture; therefore
due caution must be observed in using it.

Some of the acids and alkalies assist the solu-
bility of the inks, and it is quite a difficult matter
always to select those best suited to each particular
case. Acids, on account of their oxidizing proi>er-

ties, have a destructive effect on the instruments,
and should be used with caution. A weak solution
of acetic acid is the best to use, being easily ob-
tained sufficiently pure for this purpose in the form
of vinegar, by uwing the vinegar in place of clear
water to " rub up the ink " with. As vinegar re-

tards the drying, consequently it is more liable to

blot. Alkalies are preferable to acids in some
respects, but are not entirely free from objections,

as the caustic alkalies, such as soda or potash, have
a destructive influence on the cementing material
of the ink, rendering it weak and brittle. Am-
monia seems to have the least injurious effect;

while at the same time, it renders either albumen
or gelatin easily soluble.

Ammonia being volatile, it can be used in the
water for grinding the ink, and the dish being
left uncovered for a time, the ammonia passes off

;

and whenever the ink runs greasy over the paper,
a few drops of ammonia in the ink remedies the
difficulty, and most inks worked in this manner
will have a dead black, and any degree of intensity
can be obtained.

"

,

In mixing colors with the ink, considerable care
and study is necessary in order to -obtain the best
results. All stains, such as aniline colors, should
be discarded, as the porous nature of the paper
takes the greater portion of the staining compound
from the ink. The lakes should also be used with
caution, as the alumina of the lakes will sometimes
form other compounds in the presence of acids or
alkalies. The best colors to mix for toning the ink
are the more permanent mineral colors, and the
ochres and umbers that have been burnt.
When drawings are made with the inks prepared

in the manner already described, the lines will
"work up" when a damp sponge is applied^ or
when brushed over with color. This can be cor-
rected, and lines made to 'resist the action of boil-

ing water by mixing a few drops of a strong solu-
tion of bi-chromate of potash with the liquid ink
in the cup, or by nsing a weak solution of the bi-

chromate in place of water to grind the ink. Am-
monia in the ink does not interfere in this case, and
any intensity and strength of line may be obtained.
When the drawing ia dry, expose to the action of

sun-light for ^fifteen to thirty minutes—the lines

can be washed over with water without ** working
up.
This procedure is founded on the well known fact

that the bi-chromate of potash or ammonia, mixed
with organic matter like albumen, gum, gelatin,

etc., when dried and exposed to light, becomes in-

soltlble in water. As simple as thui, may seem,
many details will have to be carefully attended to

THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW.

in order to succeed. As before stated, ink the is

composed of finely divided particles of carbon, or

color held in place by an organic cement, which,

after being applied to paper, can be made insoluble

in water ; it follows that sufficient of this cement
should be present to bind its particles, therefore a

few drops of gum or albumen added to the ink will

increase its binding strength ; but to obtain intense

lines it is better to use as little in addition to that

already in the ink as possible.

This compound of bi-chromate and organic matter

ifl not in any great degree sensitive to light while

wet, but must be thoroughly dry, that the light may
have its full effect ; and furthermore, the action

of the light goes on for some time after thfr draw-

ing has been removed to a dark place ; and also

bear in mind, that black retards the action of the

light on the lines. Therefore if the lines are very

intense and heavy, a longer exposure will be re-

quired.

If in a half hour after exposure to the light a

damp sponge removes the ink, then there has not

been sufficient organic cement, or not sufficient bi-

chromate, or more likely the drawing not exposed

the required time. No more ink should be mixed
than required, and all ink-cups, brushes, pens, and

sticks of ink should be very carefully cleaned while

damp, to prevent the ink when dry from being

affected by the light.

As the bi-chromate is a powerful oxidizer, all

pens or implements should be carefully cleaned to

prevent rust ; and the solution, on account of its

poisonous properties, should not be brought into

contact with the skin, as it may cause sores diffi-

cult to heal. For this reason pens or brushes should

not be taken into the mouth iur damping or point-

ing. ^^^ H* T. Bestou—

000,000; that is, the two-billionth part of a grain.
But what is a billion—or rather, what conception
can be found of such a quantity ? If a person were
able to count at the rate of 200 a minute, and to
work without intermission 12 hours a day, he would
take, to count a billion, 6,944,444 days, or 19,025
years and 319 days. But this may be nothing to
the division of matter. There are living creatures
so minute that a hundred million of them could be
placed in a cubic inch. But these creatures, until
they are lost to the sense of sight, aided by the
most powerful instruments, are seen to possess or-
gans fitted for collecting their food and even cap-
turing their prey. They are, therefore, supplied
with organs, and these organs consist of parts of at-
oms, so to speak. In reckoning the size of such at-
oms, it is necessary to speak, not of billions, but of
billions of billions.

Webster's Unabridged Dictionaix^-

The new issue of this most valuable and indis-
pensably necessary book, is in quantity of matter, by
far the largest volume published. It contains about
118,000 words defined, and nearly 15,000 words and
meanings not found in any other one dictionary.
The biographical dictionary just added, supplies a
want long felt by the reader and student, in giv-
ing the desired information so briefly. Never was
any one volume so complete as an aid in getting
an education.

A New Monthly Journal.

We acknowledge the receipt of the first number
of The American Engineer, for January, 1880,
which, as its name implies, is specially devoted to

engineering sciences. Its typography, illustrations,

and general appearance are excellent, and its mat-
ter instructive and interestintf. It is published in

Chicago, by Messrs. Smith «fc Cowles, at $2.00 per
annum . We wish it success.

Diphtheria and Foul Water.—The attention

of the public cannot bo too often called to the fact

that diphtheria, as well as typhoid fever, typhus
fever, cerebro-spinal meningitis, and many other
febrile diseases, is distinctly a filth disease. Its con-

nection with foul air resulting from imperfect ven-

tilation, defective drainage, and foul water, has^

been so clearly traced that there is no room for

doubt ." "'

- '
'

'

' - ,

An English sanitary inspector recently reported

to the London Sanitary Record twenty- seven cases

of diphtheria which undoubtedly originated in the

use of impure water for drinking and cooking pur-
poses. Of the twenty-seven cases, nine were fatal.

It behooves every person to look well to the clean-_

liness of his premises, especially to the well, the

cistren, and the cellar.

—

Good Health.

It is the Fault of the Postal Servlee.

Henry Clay and the BlUy-Goat.

To Carpenters and Builders.

We have been asked by many whether we intend

"to introduce scale details as a feature of this jour-

nal. Our reply is that we shall produce whatever

During the lifetime of the Kentucky statesman,
a-rery large, well known and somewhat nuted
Billy-goat roamed at large in the streets of Wash-
•"ington, and the newspaper boys, bootblacks, and
street imps generally, made common cause against
him. Henry Clay never liked to see dumb ani-

mals abused or worried, and on one occasion,
while passing down the avenue, a large crowd of

these mischievous urchins were at their usual
sport. Mr. Clay, with his walking-stick, drove
them away, giving them a sound lecture in the
meanwhile. As they scampered and scattered in

Numerous complaints have teen made to us by-
subscribers in this city and State and from various
parts of the Union, that they have not received

the January number of this journal. Our answer
that the fault is not ours. A copy was duly for-18

may appear to us most suitable to our class of sub-

scribers. Ifyk ew thousand morejourneymen in the

various branches will call and enter their names on

our books as subscribers, we will organize a special , -
, ,, ^,

department of the character referred to. The cost every direction, Billy seemg no one but Mr. Clay

of a whole year's subscription is small, and a large K^i^^^n reach, made a charge on him. Clay dropped

majority of mechanics throw away in useless expen

diture more than the amount weekly. Not only

that, but if those who are accustomed to spend

much of their time away from home, in places

where money is drawn from their pockets—often to

their injury—would read and study the monthly
contents of this and similar journals, it would be

the means of saving, them money which would oth-

erwise be wasted. What our mechanics most need,

is a higher cultivation calculated to develop their

better manhood. Thousands of them are whole-

souled, sterling, good men, and their generous na-

tures and impulses, uncontrolled by wholesome re-

straints and influences, lead to unprofitable and de-

moralizing habits. If a more elevated sentiment

prevailed among them, their advantages would be

greatly enlarged and improved ; and it will be a

source of great pleasure to us if this journal shall

he the means of creating an increased desire on the

part of workingmen for things of ennobling tenden-

cies, calculated to inspire right ambitions and de-

sires in the minds of those who are required to earn

their bread by daily toil.

his cane and caught his goatship by the horns
The goat would rear up, being nearly as high as

the tall Kentuckian, and the latter would pull him
down again. This sort of sport soon became tire-

some, and he could conceive of no way by which
he could free himself from the two-homed dilemma,
so in his desperation he sang out to the boys to

know what to do. One of the smallest in the
crowd shouted back, *' Let go and run, you d—

d

fool!" Clay always maintained that though he
signed the treaty of Ghent, yet that ragged boy
knew more than he did.

warded to each and every subscriber, postage paid.

Our afrangements are complete in <his -o<>iifr«ctioTi,

and when subscribers fail to receive their copies ia—
due time, we hope they will notify us and the posi-

offl.ce people of the fact. It is certainly unpleasant
to be disappointed in the receipt of expected jourv_
nals and papers, and we trust that hereafter there

will be no cause of complaint. We have entered

this publication under the law of Congress, which
secures its transportation under the second-class

regulation, and each and every copy is taken into

the post-office department, and paid for then and
there, so that there can be no mistake in the de-

livery by us, This done, our responsibility ceasesT^

and that of Uncle Sam begins. We shall never
fail to do our part. We hope that the numerous
failures to deliver have been accidental, and that

they will not hereafter occur.

The Glory of the Architect.

Divisibility of Matter.

1^

A curious calculation has been made by Dr.

Thompson, the well-known philosopher, to show to

what degree matter can be divided and still be sen-

sible to the eye. He dissolved a grain of nitrate of

lead in 500,000 grains of water, and passed through
the solution a current of sulphureted hydrogen,

when the whole water became perceptibly discol-

ored. Now, a grain of water may be regarded as

about equal to a drop of that liquid, and a drop may
be easily spread out so as to cover a square inch of

surface. But, under an ordinary microscope, the

millionth part of a square inch may be distinguished

by the eye. The water, therefore, could be divided

into 500,000,000,000 parts. But the lead, in a grain
of nitrate of lead, weighs 0.62 grains ; an atom of

lead, accordingly, cannot weigh more than one-310,-

000,000,000th of a grain; while the atoms of sul-

phur, which in combination with the lead rendered
it visible, could weigh no more than one-215,000,-

A Good Joke

Is told of a little four-year-old fellow, who having
disobeyed his father, was about to incur the pen-

alty—a switching. The father deliberately pre-

pared a rod, while his son stood a silent and sad

spectator. As the parent approached the unpleas-

ant duty, the boy started on a brisk run toward a

neighboring hill. The father pursued, and for a

while the youngster increased the distance between
them ; but gradually his strength began to fail,

and when he reached the hill and began to ascend,

he soon lost vantage ground. Nearer and nearer

the irate father approached, and just as the top of

the hill was reac;hed, and as he came within an
arm's length of the little fugitive, who was ready

to fall with exhaustion,the boy quickly faced about,

dropped upon the ground, and with an indescriba-

ble cast of countenance, exclaimed, ** Papa, that

—

makes a fellow—blow—don't it ? " This '* chang-

ing of the subject " was so extremely ludicrous that

the father laughed heartily over the strategy which
his hopeful sou exhibited, and the rod was not used.

Robert Burdette, of the Burlington Hawkeye, says;

•*1 have often wondered why the architects of court

houses were not always hanged at the dedication of the

building. If the court house is a very cheap, shabby

old-fashioned sort of affair, worth about $960, the

chances are that a man speaking from the bench can

be beard half way to the door^ But if it is a hand-

some aff'air, and costs the county anywhere from one

hundred and fifty thousand to naif a million dollars,

then the lawyer, climbing into the laps of the jurors,

and bellowing his eloquence into their several respect-

ive ears, can make himself heard. Why, the reason

why the judge always writes out his charge to the jury,

and the foreman always brings in the verdict in writing,

is because, in most court houses, the jury would never

know anything about the charge, and the court would
never know whether the prisoner had been hange^ or

awarded a premium of $200, if the human voice alone

was the medium of communication."

A "Phenomenon."—A lecturer undertook to

explain to a village audience the word phenomenon.
*' Maybe you don't know what a phenomenon is ?

Well, I'll tell you ;
you have seen a cow, no doubt.

Well, a cow is not a phenomenon. You have seen

an apple tree? Well, an apple tree is not a phe-

nomenon. But when you see the cow go up a tree I pressed thereto by uncontrollable circiunstanoes, or

tail foremost to pick apples, it is a phenomenon. business rivtilry.

Market Report.

The Lumber market remains as at former quota-

tions. Ihe demand has been extremely limited

during the month of January. A glance over our
'* Building Intelligence " report, will furnish a very
correct idea as to the probable amount of lumber
orders for building purposes during the month.
Still the regulation prices are maintained, and with
any sort of encouraging prospects ahead, it is alto-

gether unlikely that there will be any change for

the present. It is scarcely to be doubted that the

very low prices which prevailed prior to September
last, entailed an average actual loss upon dealers,

and men are never anxious to return to ruinous or

unprofitable practices in business matters, unless

^

%
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OuElGON Pine.

Cummon Koug^h, up to 40 feet, per M feet. . .$18 00
- -

«* 40 to 50 "__ " .... 19 00
^' 50 to 60 " *• .... 20 00

60 to 70 • • 21 00
*• 70 to 80 '• * .... 22 (H)

Refuse Rou^h .... 14 00
^:;-^. Common Bouglr, sized wim planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. ^ Floorintf, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping per M feet. . . 20 00

No. 1 Flooring, 4 incheSyand under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring ! . . .per M feet 27 50

Bough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per

^ on. leei ...«»«».«««««»««««.-... ••«..•... ^x vy'

Ship Plant, rough . . r. ..T. per M feet 25 00
* planed 1 side, rv^ " 28 00

^il- planed 2 sides ^n^, M .,„ 30 00
Deck Plank, rough,:,^,^;r.r,,-

—

-^^^=^-^^^ 28 00
" dress^ -. " ..^..32 50

j^ams ......... .

«

t ... •••....•• j^jj t , . per Ju. y 0\)

Cedar Shingles . . . . . .'.T. " ....
~ ~^ Redwood.
Rough Merchantable per M feet 18 00

tvetuse ...».>««« »«. » >^< »» 14 uU
Surface, No. 1 . ..TTTT.T. ........ ** 2600
Surface, 1x8 i-rrrr^rs^ *' 25 00

" 1x6 " 24 00
Mo. iS. ...«••• lo \J\J

Rustic, No. 1 «* 27 50
- ^O.^ .... -». »» ......... ^a OU

* short, 8 to 10 feet *' 20 00
" '* under 8 feet ** 14 00

T. & a., 6-inch, 12 feet and over . " 24 00
^* _ •* 7 toll feet .... " 22 50

^r**
—^^ « under 77eet . . . r-^^^^* -^^18 00-—

-*r *^ No. 2 ..........-' " 16 00
" Beaded. 12 feet and over " 26 00

.
**^ " 7 to 11 feet .... " . 22 50
•*

. r « under 7 feet..,., «t—^18 00
Half-inch Surface *' 25 00
Pickets, fancy " 20 00

•
* rough, pointed " 14 00

«* " square " 14 00
Siding, J-inch " 20 00
Shingles ......^ per M 2 00

Battens, J-inch 75

Glass.—There is no special change to note. The
stock on hand remains ample, with very light do-

maud. Prices largely in advance of those ruling
last fall, but not so high as present Eastern rates.

Paint "S'1X3(;k.—The only special feature in this

line, is the following card, published by the San
Francisco agents :

*' Owing to the greatly increased

cost of material, the price of Atlantic pure white

lead has been advanced to 9c per pound." For like

cause the price of nearly everything in the paint

line, of Eastern production, has been similarly af-

fected. While this is so generally in regard to

eastern manufactured materials, the light demand
for paints and all other building materials, has kept

articles of California production at former prices.

Pioneer pure xohite lead, manufactured in San Fran-
cisco, is offered at 6^c per ft.

- Haudwaue.—The advance in everything made
from pig iron as a base, is greater than in any other

line of materials, averaging perhaps fully 80 per

cent, increase. The increase in the price of locks, is

almost 100 per cent, on an average. Nails which
sold as low as $2.60 per keg last fall, are now held at

$6.00 per keg.
^

id to 60 pennies, are quoted at ,..« .... $6 00
__ 8 • " *• " 6 25
_ 6 " " '** ** 6 50

-5and4 -**r: " " ** 6 75

4 and 5 ~" brad heads " 7 75
6 «< '< •' " 7 50

lOandupward " " " . .
.' .....700

3 penny fines ** * ' 8 50

^ These prices rule under the present depressed con-

dition of the building business. With greater

activity in the building line, it is altogether likely

that the prices of materials generally would be still

farther advanced. At present, results are brought

about altogether by the activity in business, and
increased demands East for building materials. A
revival of business on this coast, would most cer-

tainly add a local stimulus to prices, increasing

them considerably beyond present figures.

Doors, Sash, Blinds, etc.—The stock on hand

is ample, with very light sales for oity trad^. Ex-

tremely low prices have ruled the whole line during
the past few years, and an advance is more likely

to occur, than a decline.

Building Intelligence.

The showing in this connection, for the month
of January, is not very gratifying. As will be
seeD by the following report, there are but eight
offices in San Francisco, out of the forty firms
'whose names appear in our list of architects,

who report any contracts let during the month.
True, January is generally considered the dull

month of the year, but it is questionable whether
there ever has been in this city, so poor a show-
ing even for the month of January. It is only
fair however, to prestime that there ia some work
under way, not reported to this office, and some, as
will be seen by our list, where no architect is en-

gaged. We greatly regret that architects are back-
ward in communicating information in this con-
nection, and hope that the time will soon come,
when every architect in this city and on the coast

will feel it to be one of the pleasures of the month,
to report to us every contract let by them, on or
before the 25th inst. It does not require more than
ten or fifteen minutes to write up a statement, even
in busy times, and as this particular line of inform-
ation is sought after by all classes of citizens

—

property owners as well as contractors, mechanics,
and others with direct interests in such matters

—

we desire to make our monthly statement as full as
facts will warrant ; and we again respectfully re-

quest and urge, that every architect, and all others
who have it in their power to do so, will take an
interest in this matter, and hand us for publication
all facts in their possession, illustrative or the budd-
ing business, monthly. ^ — —..—

For the purpoHC of reaching the real facts of the
case, our assistants have called personally at the
several offices, except some few who could not be
seen, who were approached by written communica-
tion, with the result herewith appearing. Of the
first thirteen offices visited, the personal answers
were, *' Not a thing," " Not a single job," etc.

All this refers to contracts let during the month.
The prospective work is not included, of which
there is considerable talked, sufficient to justify the
hope that the spring months will open up with
considerable activity, to which the '* material-men,"
and anxious architects and contractors, say amen.

In our March number we hope to be able to pre-
sent statements of a very different character from
those appearing iu this issue.

Under the head of "Real Estate Market," will
be found statements from which something may be
gleaned, bearing upon future prospects.

Several architects have reported " contemplated
improvements," but we prefer not to give these
in detailf until they reach the contract condition.
The propriety of this course should bo clear to every
architect, for the reason, that if we notice content'

plated buildings before, and again after they are
commenced, it partakes of exaggeration, as not in-

frequently, plans are prepared with the intention
of building, which from causes are never carried
into effect ; any mention of such contemplated im-
provements as certainties, leads to erroneous con-
clusions, and if included in our monthly reports,

the balance sheet at the end of the year would
show a discrepancy between the number of build-
ings reported, and those actually erected. A dis-

crepancy by figuration will doubtless appear, how-
ever careful we may be, by reason of failure to ob-
tain information in all cases, of the erection of
buildings ; but we prefer to keep our record clear,

by not reporting any but those actually determined
into contract conditions, thus furnishing reliable

information as to the amount of building improve-
ments in this city and elsewhere, as far as possible
for us to do so.

We again respectfully request that care and cor-

rectness be observed in all cases, so as to avoid mis-
representations. We find, in one case reported in
our January number, that no building of the kind
has been built in the certain locality referred to.

We hope that it was an unintentional error on the
part of those who communicated the information

;

but if too frequently repeated, we shall feel called

upon, in self-defense, to place the mis-statement
where it belongs, as we are unwilling to permit
this journal to be the channel of any sort of incor-

rect representations.

We again repeat the request that architects, own-
ers, coutractors, and all others able to do so, furnish

us all reliable information in their possession ; and
for the purpose of meeting the views of all, as fa
as may be in our power, we will from time to time,
refer to ** contemplated improvements" in a gen-
eral way, not holding oursolvt^ responsible for
errors of statement. By this we mean to say, that
men often contemplate a great many things which
never assume more than a contemplative character.

buildings in ban FRANCISCO.

Two-story and mansard roof residence, north
side of Post st., bet. Gough and Franklin sts.

Owner, E. Llosinsky ; architect, H. C. Macy ; con-
tractor, Florence Crowley. Cost, $19,000. This
contract was let in 1879.

One two-story brick building, on Brannan st. bet.

Fifth and Sixth sts. Owners, Goldstein & Dreyfus

;

architect, Victor Hoffman ; contractors, Mahoney
Bros. Cost, $27,000. _ ,_-.^_ -

One two-story frame building, Brannan st, bet.

Fourth and Fifth sts. Owner, Kev. D. Nugent;
architect, B. Clinch ; contractor, Florence Crowley.
Cost, $2,100.
Church edifice, oor. of Dale and Twenty-ninth

sts. Architect, T, J. Welsh; brickwork, O. E.
Brady ; carpentry by day's work. Cost, $10,000.
Repairing and addition, O'Farrell st., bet. Tay-

lor and Jones sts. Owner, J. Isaacs; architect, T.
J. Welsh ; contractor, James McCann. Cost,
$2,000.
Sarcophagus in Jewish Cemetery. Owner,

Myers ; architect, A. Laver ; contractor, John Dan-
iels. Cost, $525.
Entrance Gate at San Rafael. Owner, Ira Cook

;

architect, A. Laver; contractor, D. Shearin. Cost,
$3,500.
Mr. Louis Meyerstein, enclosure of burial lot in

Home of Peace Cemetery. Contractor for granite
and brick work, Thornas'Kendrick.
Mr. Henry Hinkel has in course of construction

on his own account, at the cor. of Washington and
Gilmore sts., one building, cost, $5,500 ; and four,

$4,000 each :

South-east cor. Webster and Washington sta., one
house, cost, $4,500, and four houses, $2,700 each :

South-west cor. Webster and Washington sts.,

five houses, total cost, $10,000 :

Two houses on Clay st. bet. Webster and Fillmore
st. Cost, $3,500 each : .

One house on Pine st., bet. Webster and Fillmore
sts. Cost, $3,500. All of which, eighteen houses,
were commenced prior to January last.

One three-story addition, Stockton st., bet. Sutter
and Bush sts. Owner, Mrs. Peck ; architect, —

—

Gosling ; days' work. Cost, $1,600.
Four two-story frame buildings, Leavenworth st.,

bet. Eddy and Ellis sts. Owner, R. Graham ; days'
work.

Brewery, St. Louis Brewing Co., Eddy st., bet.

Pierce and Steiner sts. Days' work. Cost, $1,500.
Two-story dwelling, Howard st., bet. Twenty-

first and Twenty- second sts. Owner, A. Grim;
builder, Sanches. Cost, $4,000.
Car house, Valencia st., near Market, 16 ft. 6in.x

116 ft. Owners, Market St. R. R. Co.
Two-story brick building, north side of Ellis st.,

bet. Stockton and Powell sts. Owner, O. D.
Baldwin. r^ ^'. -

OAKLAND, AI^MEDA COUNTY..

Frame pavilion at Shell Mound Park, 80x130
feet, Swiss style, with bowling alleys, shooting
galleries and other facilities usual in places of gen-
eral resort. Owner, Capt. N. Siebe ; architect, H.
Geilfuss; contractor, F. Klatt. Cost, $9,000.

MENLO PARK.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, Rath-
bum ; architect, John Maxquis ; contractor, A. G.
Moore. Cost, $7,000.

CONTEMPI^lTCD IMPROVEMENTS.
Mr. Augustus Laver reports ** plans preparing "

for a mansion at Menlo Park.
Mr. T. J. Welsh reports "plans preparing," or

'* figures being received," for one cemetery job and
three buildings.

Another office reports plans preparing for six

buildings, and two sets of *' plans prepared, await-
ing financial arrangements."

Several other offices report prospects improving,
with frequent consultations in reference to proposed
improvements this spring, all of which are referred
to simply to indicate the general feeling, and the
state of the building interests, with the earnest
hope on our part that each and every prospect ap-
pearing may result in positive business traasaotion.
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Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all
partifB, whose interests are represented or Involved in its

JiSSifXi^ chw:»cter, not ezcludixM^Acca»ioxi&l articles c»}ob}«-
ted t<j plt-ase those who love chanuelb of pure thought, and
moral tralninK- The higher, better, and tzacUy truthful In
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
eilBting wrongs and abusea, in whatever direction they may
appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-
pure influences or mo ives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its statements of price-lists, etc., etc., will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interests of any prrson or persons, but
giving true and correct reports, for the information of all
itfl readers. Its improvement in every department will re-
ceive constant attention, bo that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and State may
CBU^e departures from the establiahed methods and rules
which control like publications in cities where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all clrcum-
btances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management ; and any reference made in its columns to
established or inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
tiring, inventive, or any other— will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, withoiU any design or intent to
" PUFF " ; i. e., •• praise with exaggeration."

ADVEKTI8ISO RATES.
On ontBide of front cover, and page following Build-

ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 M
r Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read-

ing matter, per square, each insertion 1 25
"On other inside pages, per square, each insertion .... 1 00

With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, uid adver-
tisements continued for six or 12 months.

A Card from ArchitectB.

Believing that a well and ably conducted journal,
devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitaiy,
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects,
is a necessity in this city, and judging from what
Jiaa appeared in the Qdartbrt^y Architectural
Review, published by Messrs. Wolfe & Bumham
during the current year, both in illustration plates
and reading contents, we are led to the belief
that the California Akchiteci' and Building
Review, proposed to be published by the San
-I'rancisco Architectural Publishing Company from
and after January, 1880, will be worthy of general
support and encouragement, and that it will supply
a long-existing want on this coast. IVe therefore
pledge our cordial sympathiespersonally, and hope that
the enterprise vMl receive kindly recognition and lib-
eral support from cUl Architects and Builders on the
Pacific Coasts andfrom the public generally

.

^^ .. ^i

David Farquharson,
Wright & Sandebs,
S. H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HUERNE,
John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
Thbo. a. Eisen,

John A.

B. McDougal and Son,
Wm. Mooser,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meekjer & Banks,
W. C. Hoagland,
8. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.
Rem£u.

The Theme of Conversatloii

in all quarters of San Francisco is the unprece-

dented prostration of business of all kinds, and es-

pecially in the building line. On the streets, at

home, in the offices and circles of trade and com-
merce—everywhere the question is discussed, with
but one conclusion among the intelligent classes. It

requires but ordinary discernment to discover the

true secret of the causes which have brought upon
this city the business calamities which have pre-
vailed during the past two or three years, and in so
niarked a degree during the year 1879, with but
limited present prospect of a change.

In all matters of a general character, affecting
the interests of the whole community, there must
necessarily be some diversities of opinion in refer-
ence to points subservient to the grand fact in issue;
but divested of these, the state of the case with us
is easily comprehended. True, if we were to re-
view all the features of the case in detail, the story
would be a long one. But this is not necessary for
present purposes. ' There are a few principal causes
in all such cases, and an attempt to search for other
than those fundamental and immediately involved,
is unnecessary. We will therefore confine ourselves
to four, in the following order :

First.—As primary, political corruption and offi-

cial irregularities stands first and foremost. All
that has ever been stated in regard to the " filthy
pool of politics," is entirely applicable in the
case of San Francisco; and it is humiliating to be
compelled to admit that official dishonesty in its

worst forms have been of such common practice in
this city that the integrity of really honest men
has sometimes suffered, "and by thousands been
questioned, upon the generally conceived principle
that all office-holders must be dishonest

piness abound ; and want, misery, wretchedness, and
discjuiet exist in exact proportion with the impov-
erishment enforced upon the humbler classes. And
as certain as that the sun shines, the establishment
of Chinese labor in the United States, as a recog-
nized order of things, will force upon our own peo-
ple a humiliation and degradation which will be
painful to contemplate, and a disgrace to those in
authority who permit it.

Secondly.—The terrible mania among the masses
for stock-gambling has been the cause of untold
distress. Through the heartless designings and
manipulations of a large majority of those who
have controlled the mining interests of this coast,
multitudes have been allured into the vortex of
what has proven to be unwise and ruinous specu-
lations, and millions of dollars have been drawn
from the pockets of the laboring classes and busi-
ness men through often repeated assessments, there-
by extracting the life's blood of prosperity from
the community. For when money is withdrawn
from circulation, corresponding stringency and
financial suffering must follow. And in this con-
nection we are justified in saying that it would
have been a blessing to San Francisco and its peo-
ple if the " great bonapza " firm had never had an
existence, and the ten-cent liquor-saloon on Wash-
ington Street had been continued under the personal
management of Messrs. Flood & O'Brien.

If the curses of hundreds of thousands of injured
people could affect the hereafter of the gentlemen
composing that firm, the heat of their eternal abid-
ing place will be far hotter than the fiery furnace
into which, by order of the king, the three children
of Israel, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, were
cast.

Thirdly.—The great bone of contention which
furnishes the pretext for the political conflicts of
the hour, the Chinese, is one which largely and
directly concerns every citizen of the United States.

We indorse the opinion that they are and will con-

tinue to prove a curse to any country other than
their own, where they are permitted to settle in any
considerable numbers. Their business men—mer-
chants and commercial traders—are shrewd and far-

seeing ; but the masses—the hordes of coolies—are
to be dreaded as a blighting plague. They add
nothing to the wealth or prosperity of any place
where their presence is permitted. Their entire in-

fluence is to destroy the interest and prospects of
all laboring classes, and produce humiliation and
want among the poor of our own race who are com-
pelled to toil for their daily breswi. Experience the
world over, fully establishes the fact, that in com-
munities where the laboring classes are comforta-
bly circumstanced, contentment, peace, and hap-

Fourthly.—The three things mentioned have fur-

nished a pretext for the organization of a fourth
evil—a political hybrid quite as monstrous in char-
acter as either of the others, and in many respects
far more disastrous to the interests of this city and
State. Conclusively so, because its influence has
broken down confidence; crippled business of all

kinds; created discords and bitter antagonisms be-
tween classes of the community ; established and
encouraged a system of slanderous denunciation
against every man and all classes of men not in
accord with its teachings ; by words and boastful
declarations, held in contempt and defied the laws -

and authority of the State and general govern-
ment ; traduced and vilified the best men of our
nation ; through many of its mouth-pieces, threat-
ened bloodshed and arson ; caused conditions which
have and will injure and impoverish this State
more than ten ypwr »of -i^Binterropted pro«perity
will recover ; been the means of reducing thou- ,

sands to beggary, and thousands more of its ad-
herents to positive want and distress, and wrought
untold injury and mischief in a multitude of forms,
without producing a single good result which
in due time would not have been accomplished
in a legitimate, peaceful, and honorable way, with-
out entailing any of the serious consequences from
which we as a community are now suffering.

In a word, it has produced a paralysis in all lines

of business and enterprise, and if permitted to con-
tinue, will complete a prostration in this State, not
designed for it by the manifold natural advantages
so liberally provided by God and nature throughout
its length and breadth.

There can be no objection to a multiplicity of
political parties, when their leaders and prominent
men are governed by reason, prudence, and fair

and just judgment ; but when impure, despotic, un-
learned, turbulent, and unscrupulous men assume
control, and gather the large majority of their fol-

"

lowers and subservient adherents from the slums of

civilization—persons who care not whether the city

or State sinks or swims, so that they secure the ful-

fillment of their aims, purposes, and desires— it is

high time that every honest tongue and pen should
express their condemnation.
Although this is not a political journal, we feel

justified, and have a right to refer to this matter,
because, in common with all other professions and
mechanical businesses, we have suffered and are
still suffering from the withering, crushing influ-

ence of this fourth evil. Had there been a con-
certed, reasonable, determinate move made by any
organization, for the single purpose of ridding this
State of the Mongolian curse, and in an honorable
and proper way, attacking and correcting all other
existing abuses, we should have approved and sus-
tained it. But no denunciation can be too severe
for the rash, illiberal, and reckless course which has
been pursued by a host of designing men, who
have used the movement in question to enrich
themselves, or effect a notoriety which they conld"
otherwise never have secured, and for which they
are not qualified, either in intellect, moral integ-
rity, or education.

That there are some good-meaning men who sym-
pathize with the movement cannot be denied, but
they have stumbled in over the Chinese issue, which
looms up so prominently before the laboring classes

of all grades and departments, that they lose sight
of the monstrous other evils which have been cre-

ate, and cannot contemplate any other vein of

thought, than that "the Chinese must go," at

whatever cost or sacrifice to city or State interests.

Consequently there is hot one contemplation in
sight, and that is continued dullness in all lines of

trade and commerce, until this terrible state of

things quiets down, or is by some means squelched.

•'»;
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OuEGON Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet. .$18 00
.... 1900
.... 20 00
.... 21 00
.... 22 00
.... U 00

ri*

f (
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40 to 50
50 to 60
60 to 70
70 to 80

Refuse Rough »»*»
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-

ping per M feet. .

.

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring per M feet ....

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above
rates, per M feet.

26 00

27 50

^Second (luality Flooring and Stepping, per

Ship Plank, rough ........ per M feet. . .^5^5 00
planed 1 side ... . *' v^rT^28 00

" _. planed 2 sides '^ .... 30 00
J>eck Plank, rough^>^ . . .

.

. .
'

,
**

.. . . , . 28 00
.-.-.

—

—^— i>T. • oZ iyy)

. . . ^rr7,j\ . . per M 3[ 50• IjathsV
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Redwood.
• • • •

Rough Merchantable.
Jtveruse ... •_•«_• • »

»

»
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»i> « »

»

»
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.per M feet 18 00
14 00((

«

',f

Surface, No. 1 . . . . .'...';, , , .

.

.TTf
'

Surface, 1 X 8
" 1x6

(NO* ^ • • • • • • • « • ••••_•.(.•«•

*' No. 2
'* short, 8 to 10 feet
" •* under 8 feet

T, & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .

•* '• 7 to 11 feet
" *' under 7 feet
**—

.
^- No. -2 .-, ; .

.

*• Beaded, 12 feet and over ' •*

""
** 7 to 11 feet ....r_T7'—^ **— under 7 feet, rrv^ «^

Half-inch Surface

Pickets, fancy . .

.

rough, pointed
'• square <

Siding, ^'inch . . . . ,\Z

Shingles
Battens, ^-inoh
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<(

<i

<<

i<

(C

It
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26 00
25 00
24 00
18 00
27 50
22 50
20 00
14 00
24 00
22 50
18 00
16 00
26 00

^2 50
^-18 00
i25 00
-20 00

(*

(<

«

; l'^

I

1 '

^

it

14 00
14 00
20 00

m^»j^ . . perM 2 00

.; 75

Glass.—There is no special change to note. The
stock on hand remains ample, with very light do-

"inand. Prices largely in advance of those ruling

laHt fall, but not so high as present Eastern rates.

Paint Six3CK.—The only special feature in this

line, is the following card, published by the San
Francisco agents :

*

' Owing to the greatly increased

cost of material, the price of Atlantic pure white

4ead has been advanced to 9c per pound." For like

cause the price of nearly everything in the paint

line, of Eastern production, has been similarly af-

fected. While this is so generally in regard to

eastern manufactured materials, the light demand
for paints and all other building materials, has kept

articles of California production at former prices.

Pioneer pure white lead, manufactured in San Fran-

cisco, is offered at 6^c per Hi.

Haudwakk.—The advance in everything made
from pig iron as a base, is greater than in any other

line of materials, averaging perhaps fully 80 per

cent, increase. The increase in the price of locks, is

almost 100 per cent, on an average. Nails which
sold as low as f2.60 per keg last fall, are now held at

$6.00 per keg.

16 to 60 Jennies, are quoted at $6 00

I
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5 and 4
4 and 5
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brad heads

M ««

<«
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6 25
6 50
6 75
7 75
7 50
7 25
7 00
8 50

10 and upward "

3 penny fines

-:—-—, These prices rule under the present depressed con-

dition of the building business. With greater—
^ activity in the building line, it is altogether likely

that the prices of materials generally would be still

farther advanced. At present, results are brought

about altogether by the activity in business, and
increased demands East for building materials. A
revival of business on this coast, would most cer-

tainly add a local stimulus to prices, increasing

them considerably beyond present figures.

Doors, Sasu, JBi.inds, etc.—The stock on hand—|b ample, with very light eales for city trad©. Ex-

tremely low prices have ruled the whole line during
the past few years, and an advance is more likely

to occur, than a decline.

Building Intelligence.

The showing in this connection, for the month
of January, is not very gratifying. As will be
seen by the following report, there are but eight
offices in San Francisco, out of the forty firms

whose names appear in our list of architects,

who report any contracts let during the month.
True, tfanuary is generally considered the dull

month of the year, but it is questionable whether
there ever has been in this city, so poor a show-
ing even for the mouth of January. It is only
fair however, to presiimo that there is some work
under way, not reported to this office, and some, as

will be seen by our list, where no architect is en-

gaged. We greatly regret that architects are back-
ward in communicating information in this con-

nection, and hope that the time will soon come,
when every architect in this city and on the coast

will feel it to be one of the pleasures of the month,
to report to us every contract let by them, on or

before the 25th inst. It does not require more than
ten or fifteen minutes to write up a statement, even
in busy times, and as this particular line of inform-
ation is sought after by all classes of citizens

—

property owners as well as contractors, mechanics,
and others with direct interests in such matters

—

we desire to make our monthly statement as full as

facts will warrant ; and we again respectfully re-

quest and urge, that every architect, and all others

who have it in their power to do so, will take an
interest in this matter, and hand us for publication
all facts in their possession, illustrative oi the buil(^-

ing business, monthly.
For the purpose of reaching the real facts of the

case, our assistants have called personally at the

several offices, except some few who could not be
seen, who were approached by written communica-
tion, with the result herewith appearing. Of the

first thirteen offices visited, the personal answers
were, " Not a thing," " Not a single job," etc.

All this refers to contracts let during the month.
The prospective work is not included, of which
there is considerable talked, siifficientto justify the
hope that the spring months will open up with
considerable activity, to which the *' material-men,"
and anxious architects and contractors, say amen.

In our March number we hope to be able to pre-

sent statements of a very different character from
those appearing in this issue.

Under the head of "Real Estate Market," will

be found statements from which something may be
gleaned, bearing upon future prospects.

Several architects have reported "contemplated
improvements," but we prefer not to give these

in detail^ until they reach the contract condition.

The propriety of this course should be clear to every
architect, for the reason, that if we notice contem-
plated buildings before, and again after they are
commenced, it partakes of exaggeration, as not in-

frequently, plans are prepared with the intention
of building, which from causes are never carried

into effect ; any mention of such contemplated im-
provements as certainties, leads to erroneous con-
clusions, and if included in our monthly reports,

the balance sheet at the end of the year would
show a discrepancy between the number of build-
ings reported, and those actually erected. A dis-

crepancy by figuration will doubtless appear, how-
ever careful we may be, by reason of failure to ob-

tain information in all cases, of the erection of

buildings ; but we prefer to keep our record clear,

by not reporting any but those actually determined
into contract conditions, thus furnishing reliable

information as to the amount of building improve-
ments in this city and elsewhere, as far as possible

for us to do so.

We again respectfully request that care and cor-

rectness be observed in all cases, so as to avoid niis-

representations. We find, in one case reported in

our January number, that no building of the kind
has been built in the certain locality referred to.

We hope that it was an unintentional error on the
part of those who communicated the information

;

but if too frequently repeated, we shall feel called

upon, in self-defense, to place the mis-statement
where it belongs, as we are unwilling to permit
this journal to be the channel of any sort of incor-

rect representations.

We again repeat the request that architects, own-
ers, coutraotors, and all others able to do so, furuish

I

us all reliable information in their possession ; and
for the purpose of meeting the views of all, as fa
as may be in our power, we will from time to time,
refer to "contemplated improvements" in a gen-
eral way, not holding ourselves responsible for

errors of statement. By this we mean to say, that
men often contemplate a great many things which
never assume more than a contemplative character.

buildings in SAN PEANCISCO.

Two-story and mansard roof residence, north
side of Post st., bet. Gough and Franklin sts.

Owner, E. Llosinsky ; architect, H. C. Macy ; con-
tractor, Florence Crowley. Cost, $19,000. This
contract was let in 1879. ,

-

One two-Htory brick building, on Brannlin at. bet.

Fifth and Sixth sts. Owners, Goldstein & Dreyfus

;

architect, Victor Hoffman ; contractors, Mahoney
Bros. Cost, $27,000. t;

~
"

-.— ^--

One two-story fram^ building, Brannan 8t,~het.

Fourth and Fifth sts. Owner, lie v. D. Nugent;
architect, B. Clinch ; contractor, Florence Crowley.
Cost, $2,100.
Church edifice, cor, of Dale and Twenty-ninth

sts. Architect, T. J. Welsh; brickwork, O. E.
Brady ; carpentry by day's work. Cost, $10,000.
Repairing and addition, O'Farrell st., bet. Tay-

lor and Jones sts. Owner, J. Isaacs ; architect, T.
J. Welsh ; contractor, James McCann. Cost,

$2,000.
Sarcophagus in Jewish Cemetery. Owner,

Myers ; architect, A. Laver ; contractor, John Dan-
iels. Cost, $525.
Entrance Gate at San Rafael. Owner, Ira Cook

;

architect, A. Laver; contractor, D. Sh^rin. Cost,
$3,500. i

Mr. Louis Meyerstein, enclosure of burial lot in
Home of Peace Cemetery. Contractor for granit©
and brick work, Thomas Kendrick.
Mr. Henry Hiukel has in oourse of construction

on his own account, at the cor. of Washington and
Gilmore sts., one building, cost, $5,500 ; and four^
$4,000 each: —

South-east cor. Webster and Washington sts., one
house, cost, $4,500, and four houses, $2,700 each :

South-west cor. Webster and Washington sts.,

five houses, total cost, $10,000 :

Two houses on Clay st. bet. Webster and Fillmore
St. Cost, $3,500 each

:

One house on Pine st., bet. Webster and Fillmore
sts. Cost, $3,500. All of which, eighteen houses,
were commenced prior to January last.

One three-story addition, Stockton st., bet. Sutter
and Bush sts. Owner, Mrs. Peck ; architect, —

—

Gosling ; days' work. Cost, $1,600.
Four two-story frame buildings, Leavenworth st.,

bet. Eddy and Ellis sts. Owner, R. Graham ; days'
work.

Brewery, St. Louis Brewing Co., Eddy st., bet.

Pierce and Steiner sts. Days' work. Cost, $1,500.
Two-story dwelling, Howard st., bet. Twenty-

first and Twenty- second sts. Owner, A. Grim;
builder, Sanches. Cost, $4,000.
Car house, Valencia st., near Market, 16 ft. 6in.x

116 ft. Owners, Market St. R. R. Co.
Two-story brick building, north side of Ellis st.,

bet. Stockton and Powell sts. Owner, O. D.
Baldwin.

OAktAKD, ALAMEDA COUNTY.

Frame pavilion at Shell Mound Park, 80x130
feet, Swiss style, with bowling alleys, shooting
galleries and other facilities usual in places of gen-
eral resort. Owner, Capt. N. Siebe ; architect, H.
Geilfuss; contractor, F. Klatt. Cost, $9,000.

MBNLO PARK.

Two-story frame residence. Owner, Bath-
bum ; architect, John Marquis ; contractor, A. G.
Moore. Cost, $7,000.

CONTEMPIAl'ED IMPROVEMENTS.
Mr. Augustus Laver reports ** plaofl preparing *'

for a mansion at Menlo Park.
Mr. T. J. Welsh reports "plans preparing,*' or

" figures being received," for one cemetery job and
three buildings.

Another office reports plans preparing for six

buildings, and two sets of ** plans prepared, await-
ing financial arrangements."

Several other offices report pronpects improving,
with frequent consultations in reference to proposed
improvements this spring, all of which are referred

to simply to indicate the general feeling, and the
state of the building interests, with the earnest
hope on our part that each and every prospect ap-

pearing may result in positive business trausaotion.
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Its columnH will be devoted to the best interests of all
parties, whose interests are repnsented qr Involved in its
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ted t«j please those who love channels of pure thought, and
moral training. The higher, better, and exacUy truthful in
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existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-
pure influences or moives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its statements of price-lists, etc , etc., will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interetits of auy person or persons, but
giving true and correct rept)rts, for the information of all
its readers. Its improvement in every department will re-
ceive constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and State may
caufe departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications in cities where understood
practices and reKulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management ; and any reference made in its columns to
established or inceptive interegts on this coast—manufact-
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A Card from Architects.

Believing that a well and ably conducted journal,
devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary,
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects,
is a necessity in this city, and judging from what
has appeared in the QuARTERiiY ARCHiTEXrruRAL
Revikw, published by Messrs. Wolfe & Bumham
during the current year, both in illustration plates
and reading contents, we are led to the belief
that the California Architect and ©uilding
Review, proposed to be published by the San
Francisco Architectural Publishing Company from
and after January, 1880, will be worthy of general
support and encouragement, and that it will supply
a long-ex istinsr want on this coast. JVe therefore
pledge our cordial sympathiespersonally, and hope that
the enterprise \rill receive kindly recognition and lib-
eral support from all Architects and Builders on the
Pacific Coasty andfrom, the public generally.
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in all quarters of San Francisco is the unprece
dented prostration of business of all kinds, and es

pecially in the building line. ..On the streets, at

home, in the offices and circles of trade and com-
merce—everywhere the question is discussed, with
but one conclusion among the intelligent classes. It

requires but ordinary discernment to discover the

true secret of the causes which have brought upon
this city the business calamities which have pre-
vailed during the past two or three years, and in so
naarked a degree during the year 1879, with but
limited present prospect of a change.
In all matters of a general character, affecting

the interests of the whole community, there must
necessarily be some diversities of opinion in refer-
ence to points subservient to the grand fact in issue;
but divested of these, the state of the case with us
is easily comprehended. True, if we were to \Q'
view all the features of the case in detail, the story
would be a long one. But this is not necessary for
present purposes. * There are a few principal causes
in all such cases, and an attempt to search for other
than those fundamental and immediately involved,
is unnecessary. We will therefore confine ourselves
to four, in the following order :

First.—As primary, political corruption and offi-

cial irregularities stands first and foremost. All
that has ever been stated in regard to the "filthy
pool of politics," is entirely applicable in the
case of San Francisco; and it is humiliating to be
compelled to admit that official di.^^honesty in its

worst forms have been of such common practice in
this city that the integrity of really honest men
has sometimes suffered, and by thousands been
questioned, upon the generally conceived principle
that all office-holders must be dishonest.
Secondly.—The terrible mania among the masses

for stock-gambling has been the cause of untold
distress. Through the heartless designings and
manipulations of a large majority of those who
have controlled the mining interests of this coast,
multitudes have been allured into the vortex of
what has proven to be unwise and ruinous specu-
lations, and millions of dollars have been drawn
from the pockets of the laboring classes and busi-
ness men through often repeated assessments, there-
by extracting the life's blood of prosperity from
the community. For when money is withdrawn
from circulation, corresponding stringency and
financial sufiFering must follow. And in this con-
nection we are justified in saying that it would
have been a blessing to San Francisco and its peo-
ple if the " great bonanza " firm had never had an
existence, and the ten-cent liquor-saloon on Wash-
ington Street had been continued under the personal
management of Messrs. Flood & O'Brien.

If the curses of hundreds of thousands of injured
people could affect the hereafter of the gentlemen
composing that firm, the heat of their eternal abid-
ing place will be far hotter than the fiery furnace
into which, by order of the king, the three children
of Israel, Shadrach, Meshaeh, and Abednego, were
cast.

Thirdly.—The great bone of contention which
furnishes the pretext for the political conflicts of

the hour, the Chinese, is one which largely and
directly concerns every citizen of the United States.

We indorse the opinion that they are and will con-

tinue to prove a curse to any country other than
their own, where they are permitted to settle in any
considerable numbers. Their business men—mer-
chants and commercial traders—are shrewd and far-

seeing ; but the masses—the hordes of coolies—are

to be dreaded as a blighting plague. They add
nothing to the wealth or prosperity of any place
where their presence is permitted. Their entire in-

fluence is to destroy the interest and prospects of

all laboring classes, and'produce humiliation and
want among the poor of our own race who are com-
pelled to toil for their daily breads Experience the
world over, fully establishes the fact, that in com-
munities where the laboring classes are comforta-
bly circumstanced, contentment, peace, and hap-

piness abound ; and want, misery, wretchedness, and
discjuiet exist in exact proportion with the impov-
erishment enforced upon the humbler classes. And
as certain as that the sun shines, the establishment
of Chinese labor in the United States, as a recog-
nized order of things, w^ill force upon our own peo-
ple a humiliation and degradation which will be
painful to contemplate, and a disgrace to those in
authority who permit it. "-^ .~~^7^'~-'-
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Fourthly.—The three things mentioned have fur-

nished a pretext for the organization of a fourth
evil—a political hybrid quite as monstrous in char-
acter as either of the others, and in many respects

far more disastrous to the interests of this city and
State. Conclusively so, because its influence has
broken down confidence; crippled business of all

kinds; created discords and bitter antagonisms be-
tween classes of the community ; established and
encouraged a system of slanderous denunciation
against every man and all classes of men not in

accord with its teachings ; by words and boastful
declarations, held in contempt and defied the laws
and authority of the State and general govern-
ment ; traduced and vilified the best men of our
nation ; through many of its mouth-pieces, threat-

ened bloodshed and arson ; caused conditions which
have and will injure and impoverish this State
more than ten years of uninterrupted prosperity
will recover ; been the means of reducing thou-
sands to beggary, and thousands more of its ad-
herents to positive want and distress, and wrought
untold injury and mischief in a multitude of forms,
without producing a single good result which
in due time would not have been accomplished
in a legitimate, peaceful, and honorable way, with-
out entailing any of the serious consequences from
which we as a community are now suffering.

In a word, it has produced a paralysis in all lines

of business and enterprise, and if permitted to con-
tinue, will complete a prostration in this State, not
desiijned for it by the manifold natural advantages
so liberally provided by God and nature throughout
its length and breadth.

There can be no objection to a multiplicity of

political parties, when their leaders and prominent
men are governed by reason, prudence, and fair

and just judgment ; but when impure, despotic, un-
learned, turbulent, and unscrupulous men assume
control, and gather the large majority of their fol-

lowers and subservient adherents from the slums of

civilization—persons who care not whether the city

or State sinks or swims, so that they secure the ful-

fillment of their aims, purposes, and desires— it is

high time that every honest tongue and pen should
express their condemnation.
Although this is not a political journal, we feel

justified, and have a right to refer to this matter,
because, in common with all other professions and
mechanical businesses, we have suffered and are

still suffering from the withering, crushing influ-

ence of this fourth evil. Had there been a con-
certed, reasonable, determinate move made by any
organization, for the single purpose of ridding this

State of the Mongolian curse, and in an honorable
and proper -way, attacking and eorrecting all other
existing abuses, we should have approved and sus-

tained it. But no denunciation can be too severe

for the rash, illiberal, and reckless course which has
been pursued by a host of designing men, who
have used the movement in question to enrich
themselves, or effect a notoriety which they could
otherwise never have secured, and for which they
are not qualified, either in intellect, moral integ-

rity, or education.

That there are some good-meaning men who sym-
pathize with the movement cannot be denied, but
they have stumbled in over the Chinese issue, which
looms up so prominently before the laboring classes

of all grades and departments, that they lose sight
of the monstrous other evils which have been cre-

ated, and cannot contemplate any other vein of

thought, than that "the Chinese must go," at

whatever cost or sacrifice to city or State interests.

Consequently there i» but one contemplation in
sight, and that is continued dullness in all lines of

trade and commerce, until this terrible state of

things quiets down, or is by some means squelched.
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^ 'We Have Come to Stay,,^.;

This journal has paused its experimental stage,
and its permanency is iissured. The lil;>eral patron-
age extended in subscriptions and advertisements
alone dispt'ls all doubt upon this point, and our
good friends need entertain no fear of failure in the
regular monthly appearance of the Revirw, but
rather look for improrement in every department
of the work. We ask indulgence for the evident
defects in our illustrations. They have not so far

been satisfactory, and no apologies are offered for

them. But from and after our April number, we
shall be able to make a much better showing.

___ Under past and prevailing circumstances, we
"'^•re surprised at what has been accomplished. The

disjointed condition of things was most inauspi-
i—Cious for any such undertaking. With business of

all kinds fearfully depressed, all enterprises in part
or as a whole suspended, thousands of mechanics
out of employment, the very foundations of our
city and State governments trembling in the bal-
ances of political strife, unwise and injudicdous
agitation pressing upon the arteries of business
life, prospects for the future by no means cheering,
dimes with the masses appearing of greater value
than half-eagles used to be,— all these and many
more of similar import were sufficient to re-
strain an attempt to establish a new journal of
this kind. But in the face of these things, it has
been accomplished, and with the dawn of better
times, we feel confident of increased encx)urage-
ment, which will be followed by increased ener-
gies and efforts on our part to improve and render
this journal a welcome and appreciated monthly
r^itor. ~L,

—To help us carry into effect all that we contem-
plate, we ask our kind friends to assist us in the
matter of subscriptions. The commendations vol-
untarily extended are pleasing and encouraging,
and it is hoped that kind words will be attend^
with kind acts, by each^subscriber influencing oth-
ers to add their names to our subscription list.

City Oradea—CoQtloued.
* :^U
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In the last issue of this journal we^ alluded to
the defective system of official grades in this city,

and now propose to refer to some of the thousands
of consequent evils. ,"

^ The most serious of these is that which so largely
affects the public health. Arguments in reference
to the unhealthfulness of wet and undrained local-

ities are unnecessary, the facts being so well estab-

lished by all experienced medical and scientific

..authorities; consequently when it is recollected
that hundreds of acres within the thickly popu-
lated portions of the city stand at " dead level," it

- is safe to conclude and assert that a vast amount of
sickness and ailments must ensue, in the form of

malarious and other fevers, rheumatism, and dis-
- eases common in miasmic localities. It matters not
how much rain may fall during wet seasons, there
oan be but little wash from them, and the vegeta-

' ble and animal matter and other decomposing and
putrefying street filth simply undergoes a washing

" and soaking process, without being carried off by
^ flow of rain water to the sewers ; while with a proper
• fall or grade in each block all surface debris would
- be washed away, the face of the streets be left in a

cleansed and purified condition, and the sources of
sickness and disease removed. In this particular

. the established grades are a cruel and perpetual

. evil, from which personal sufferings are inflicted

upon thousands, to say nothing of the probable loss

of life which occurs from this cause yearly, and the
expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars
paid in doctor's bills, funeral expenses, medicines,
etc.

The yearly loss in extra expenses and damages
entailed upon merchants and business men are large.
It is a well-known fact that hundreds of cellars in

^ the business portions of the city below Sansome
Street and south of Howard are flooded every year
during the rainy season, and that in many cases
pumps have to be kept in almost continuous service
to free them, and the loss and damage to goods and
merchandise have been very large. All this in the
face of the fact that the cellars so flooded are only
from five and one-half to seven feet deep. There
are hundreds of property owners who would like to

have cellars under their buildings if it were possi-

ble to secure them free from wet and water ; so that
in this regard a very bad state of things exists on

account of indefensible (

grades.
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rSTITUTION.

e and Object.—Section 1. This
«rn by the name of "The Cali-
F Ahchitects."
fc of the Society is to extend the
jud practical knowledge of its

te their intercourse and good-
j

fellowship; to elevate the standing and sustain the
dignity of the profession, and to make the efforts of
those engaged in the practice of architecture for the
general advancement of the art.

Sec. 3. The means of accomplishing this end
shall be: Regular meetings of the members; the
reading and discussion thereat of essavs and papers
on subjects of profeasional interest and importance;
lectures; the formation of a library; the collection
of designs and models, and any other means which
may promote the object of the organization.
Ahtici.e II. Of Meetings.—'^^iiWovL 1. The reg-

ular meetings of the Society shall be held on the
second Wednesday of every month, at such hour
and place as the Society may determine. A quorum
to consist of not less than seven members.

Sec. 2. Special meetings may be called at any
time by the President, at the written request of ajaj _
three members. y

'

.

Sec. 3. Notice of meetings, either printed or writ-
ten, shall be sent to all members two days before the
same shall be held.

Article III. 0/ Membership.— Section 1. Th©^
members of the Society shall consist of architects
throughout the State who are, or who have been,
engaged as principals in the practice of architect-
ure.

Sec. 2. Associate members, to consist of students
employed in the offices of architect?, who shall ex-
ercise all the rights and privileges of members, ex-
cept that of voting.

Sec. 3. All elections for members, or associate
members, shall be by ballot, a majority of two-thirds
of the members voting being sufficient to elect.

Sec. 4. Each member on joining the Society shall
sign the Constitution and By-Laws, but no initia-
tion fee shall be re(iuired.

AuncLK IV. (9/ Z^z/^-j. — S^tionl. The dues
for members of the Society shall be one dollar per
month, payable half-yearly in advance. The dues
for associate members shall be fifty (50) cents per
month, payable half-yearly, in advance. -

Sec. 2. Iji^ member over six months in arrears _
for dues shallbe entitled to vote, or to hold office.

Sec. 3. Members over twelve months in arrears
for dues shall be considered as having withdrawn —
from the Society, and shall only be reinstated by
being balloted for as at first, and upon the payment
of all back dues.

Article V. 0/ Officers.—Action \. The officers—
of the Society to consist of a President, a Vice-Pres-
ident, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording Sec-
retary, a Treasurer, and such other officers as the
Society may think proper to appoint.

Sec. 2. The officers to hold their positions for
one year, or until their successors are elected and
qualified.

Sec. 3. All elections for officers shall be by ballot,
a simple majority only being necessary to a choice. ^

Sec. 4. The election for officers to be held at the
regular meeting in December (after the first elec-
tion), and the new officers to be installed at the
firnt meeting in January.

Sec. 5. The President shall preside at all the
meetings of the Society, and shall conduct the same
in accordance with parliamentary rules, per Cush-
ing's Manual. He shall also superintend the official

acts of all other officers of the Society, and see that
their duties are properly discharged. In voting,
other than by ballot, the President shall have the
casting vote.

Sec. 6. The Vice-President shall assist the Pres-
ident in the discharge of his duties, and in the event
of the President's absence, death, or removal, the
Vice-Pr«jident shall perform the duties of President.

Sec. 7. The Corresponding Secretary shall con-
duct all correspondence on the part of the Society,
keeping copies of the same, and reporting, from ^
time to time, as required by the Society.

Sec. 8. The Kecording Secretary shall keep the
record of the proceedings of the Society in a suita-
ble book for the purpose. He shall form and keep a
rogiflter of the names of members and associates

;

keep a separate account for each member ; collect
and pay over to the Treasurer all moneys for dues,
etc., and report at the regular meetings in January
and July. He shall also issue all notices of meet-
ings when directed by the President, with the
authority of the Society.

Sec. 9. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys
from the Recording Secretary, keep a just and ac-
curate account thereof, and pay the same out only
upon an order signed by the President and counter-
signed by the Recording Secretary. He shall report
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W© Have Oome to Stay.

r

This journal has paiMed its experimental stage,
and its permanency is assured. The liberal patron-
age extended in subscriptions and advertisements
alone dispels all doubt upon this point, and our
good friends need entertain no fear of failure in the

_jregTilar monthly appearance of the Review, but
rather look for improvement in every department
of the work. We ask indulgence for the evident
defects in our illustrations. They have not so far

been satisfactory, and no apologies are offered for

them. But from and after our April number, we
hall be able to make a much better showing.
Under past and prevailing circumstances, we

»xe surprised at what has been accomplished. The
disjointed condition of things was most inauspi-
cious for any such undertaking. With business of
all kinds fearfully depressed, all enterprises in part
or as a whole suspended, thousands of mechanics
out of employment, the very foundations of our
city and State governments trembling in the bal-
ances of political strife, unwise and injudicious
agitation pressing upon the arteries of business
life, prospects for the future by no means cheering,
dimes with the masses appearing of greater value
than half-eagles used to be,— all these and many
more of similar import were sufficient to re-
strain an attempt to establish a new journal of
this kind. But in the face of these things, it has
been accomplished, and with the dawn of better
times, we feel confident of increased encourage-
ment, which will be followed by increased ener-
gies and efforts on our part to improve and render
this journal a welcome and appreciated monthly
visitor. —. ^—
To help us carry into effect all that we contem-

plate, we ask our kind friends to assist us in the
matter of subscriptions. The commendations vol-
untarily extended are pleasing and encouraging,
and it is hoped that kind words will be attended
with kind acta, by each subscriber influencing oth-
ers to add their names to our subscription list.

City Grades—Continued.

account of indefensible defects in the established
grades.

There is another feature of the case which draws
large amounts of money from the pockets of prop-
erty owners. In the earlier day of this city, when
wages were twice that of the present day, but when
"dumps" were plenty and convenient, the cost of
digging cellars was light, running from ten to
eighteen cents per cubic yard, while for several
years back, because the convenient "fills" were
completed, the cost for the same work has been from
thirty to sixty cents, with no probability that the
expense for this class of work will be any leas in
time to come, as " dumps " are few and far between,
and in distant localities. All this in a city where
the high grade is 328 feet above base, and hundreds
of acres of the low portions of the city perfectly
level. And so long as the city stands this evil will
continue growing greater daily, because places of
deposit for the removed material are becoming
scarcer and more distant every year. In this way
owners of property have entailed upon them large
outlays of money which would not have been nec-
essary had proper grades been established, and
greater "fills" been provided.
The city also comes in for a share of the conse-

quences resulting from this mistaken system of
grades, in the shape of excessive cost in cleansing
sewers. It cannot be otherwise than that sewers
which have but little or no grade should fill and
choke with debris^ thousands of tons of which
would be washed away if proper grades had been
provided ; or, if not washed away into the bay,
might have been emptied into receiving vaults or
cisterns, and removed therefrom for manuring pur-
poses.

These facts are sufficient to sustain what we have
stated, that a very great engineering blunder has
been committed ih fixing the established grades
where they are, particularly in view of the fact that
there existed every natural facility and means to

secure perfeotness by proper and sufficient " cuts "

and "fills."

In the last issue of this journal we alluded to
the defective system of official grades in this city,

and now propose to refer to some of the thousands
of consequent evils.

The most serious of these is that which so largely
affects the public health. Arguments in reference
to the unhealthfulness of wet and undrained local-

ities are unnecessary, the facts being so well estab-
lished by all experienced medical and scientific

authorities ; oon8e<juently when it is recollected
that hundreds of acres within the thickly popu-
lated portions of the city stand at " dead level," it

is safe to conclude and assert that a vast amount of
sickness and ailments must ensue, in the form of
malarious and other fevers, rheumatism, and dis-

eases common in miasmic localities. It matters not
how much rain may fall during wet seasons, there-

can be but little wash from them, and the vegeta-
ble and animal matter and other decomposing and
putrefying street filth simply undergoes a washing
and soaking process, without being carried off by
flow of rain water to the sewers ; while with a proper
fall or grade in each block all surface debris would
be washed away, the face of the streets be left in a
cleansed and purified condition, and the sources of
sickness and disease removed. In this particular
the established grades are a cruel and perpetual
evil, from which personal sufferings are inflicted

upon thousands, to say nothing of the probable loss

of life which occurs from this cause yearly, and the
expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars
paid in doctor's bills, funeral expenses, medicines,
etc.

The yearly loss in extra expenses and damages
entailed upon merchants and business men are large.
It is a well-known fact that hundreds of cellars in
the business portions of the city below Sansome
Street and south of Howard are flooded every year
during the rainy season, and that in many oases
pumps have to be kept in almost continuous service
to free them, and the loss and damage to goods and
merchandise have been very large. All this in the
face of the fact that the cellars so flooded are only
from five and one-half to seven feet deep. There
are hundreds of property owners who would like to
have cellars under their bi^ilding^ if it were possi-

ble to secure them free from wet and water ; so that
iA this regard a very bad state of things exists on

Hot Water Tanks.

[from k LADY COKRKSrONDENT.]

Mr. Editor :—Will you be so kind as to state
jQxa views about using wood tanks for heating
water from the kitchen range. Some of my lady
friends say they are good, and others say they do n't
work right. Now you must have some experience
with them, and I should like to know what you
think of them. Please answer in your next num-
ber, ^r:- ::- Mrs. g. h.
We have substituted wood tanks for copper boilers

inanumber of cases, and find them to work well,when
properly fitted up and connected. But it requires
skill and judgment to make them a success. The
reason why they sometimes do not give satisfaction,

is owing to defects in the arrangements and connec-
tion of the pipes. This appears so simple, that
every man who can use the soldering iron imagines
that, he is fully competent, while in fact he may
have no practical, nor even a correct theoretical

knowledge of how the work should be done. It re-

quires a workman skilled and experienced in this

particular thing. But sometimes owners refuse and
reject the services of the right man, beciuse some
boasting pretender may have ofi'ered to do the work
for a smaller amount ; and the proposition of cheap-
ness misleads the owner to the acceptance of the
lesser figure, and the engagement of the cheaper
man, only to learn by experience and provoking
annoyances, that savings of this character are gen-
erally more expensive in the end. But what in-

ferior men lack in mechanical qualifications, is am-
ply substituted by a glib tongue, from which se-

ductive arguments and reasonings flow with such
specious force, that ini^ocent parties are often de-
ceived by them.
A nicely told story of any kind secures attentive

listeners, and designing persons frequently secure
advantages by the free use of well-directed talk.

The greatest error on the part of owners is to appre-
ciate and favor anything which promises to save
outlay of money ; but in matters mechanical, econ-
omy in first cost is the worst kind of folly. For
when a piece of work is improperly executed at first,

it is ever afterward a source of annoyance and ex-
pense ; and the continually recurring cost of repairs
soon eats up much more than the amount which
may have been saved, with never-ending perpetua-

tion of outlay. If a house as a whole is improperly
constructed, tinkering, repairs, alterations, etc., fol-

low, attended with dissatisfaction and unpleasant
reflections. Or if defects are confined to some par-
ticular branch or portion of th§ work, the annoy-
ances are but little diminished, for small things
sometimes vex as much as those of a greater mag-
nitude, because it is so evident that they might
have been avoided by a reasonable degree of care.

We therefore advise those who desire tp use wood
tanks for hot water instead of copper boilers, to

place the matter in the hands of some qualified

architect, who understands the matter, and is not
also a mere pretended'; engage the right plumber,
and have the work done as it should be, and we
guarantee satisfactory results.

The advantages of the tanks over boilers may be
stated as fullows :

First.—They remove from the kitchen a fixture
which is by no means ornamental, unless polished
almost daily, and which sometimes occupies room
which imight be used for other purposes.

Second.—The omission of copper boilers lessens

labor for the servant or housewife. This is desir-

able in either case ; for if the wife has to do the
work, it multiplies her duties ; and if servants are
engaged, their time can be employed in other duties;

and sometimes it is well to lighten the labors of

hired help as much as possible.

Third.—A tank of twice or thrice the capacity
of a forty-gallon boiler can be heated without any
extra expense of fuel, where a reasonable amount
of cooking is done. With a tank, four or five suc-
cessive baths may be taken, as warm as two from a
forty-gallon boiler. Where the circulation-pipes

are properly connected, the whole volume of water
in the tank is subjected to the heating process, and
if the discharge from the tank is of the right kind,
the hottest water flows off until it is all used. But
it is not only possible, but often the case, that a con-
siderable quantity of hot water remains in the tank,
when cold water only can be obtained from the hot-
water pipes at the bath-tubs, sink, etc. This is

owing to defective work. If the outlet is of the
right kind, every drop of hot water can be drawn
off through the distributing pipes.

A Swindler.

On or about the 22nd day of January last, a fel'

low called at the office of this journal, "to se©
about an engagement as canvasser." He talked
well and intelligently ; related his extensive experi-
ences in canvassing in New York and elsewhere ; t

said that he was the son of one of the original edit-"'

ors of the Aldine ; that he was engaged in the
preparation of a large advertising map in this city,

but would have some leisure to attend to any little

outside matter that would compensate for time and
trouble ; that he was a first-class canvasser, etc.

Being of good address, and certainly well up in the
line of deceptive talk, he so far overcame all doubts
on our part, that we innocently fell into his net,
and handed him ten printed receipts, to be given
to subscribers, as evidence of their payment of sub-
scription amount. He then wrote his name and
address as, "G. R. Drant, No. 54 Third Street,"
with the understanding that he would ** try it for

a day or two." The second or third day after the
interview we were informed of his movements,
which led us to believe that he had exhausted the
ten receipts handed to him, and from representa-
tions made to us, it became satisfactorily evident
that he was a swindler. As the result of notices,

'which appeared in the daily papers, several parties

called at this office, and gave the information that
a swindler, sometimes giving the name of G. R.
Drant, and at other times G. R. or D. R. Holmes,
had plied his swindling operations in Washington
Territory, Oregon, etc., in connection with an ad-
vertising map, for which he received money in

advance on account of advertisements, and his
patrons are still waiting for the appearance of the
map. His name was also associated with some un-
lawful transactions at LoS Angeles, in connection
with which one Pettibone also figured, and is said
to have been arrested and imprisoned.

Since writing the foregoing, we have heard more
of the rascal's operations, and seen persons from
whom he has collected money for this journal, who
were thoughtless enough to hand him the amount
of twelve months' subscription, without taking
any receipt. The receipts handed to us are all

signed G. R. Drant, but he has also used the name
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of G. R. or D. R. Holmes, and G. R. or D. R. Per-
kins. How many more aliases he uses, we cannot
state ;

but he doubtless finds enough ior his pur-
poses. He is about twenty-eight to thirty-four
years of age, five feet nine inches to five feet 10
inches high, nose of the Roman type ; naturally
inclined to light complexion, but sometimes flushed
by the use of liquor ; free talker

; great boaster, and
in January wore high-crowned hat and a shabby-
genteel suit of clothes. That he is a bold and art-
ful swindler, there can be no doubt. He stopped
al the Arion House, Page street, for a week or so
prior to the 24th of February. We have sworn out
a warrant for his arrest ; but vagabonds of his
stamp, who make disguises and deceptive tricks a
study, sometimes elude arrest. We, however, warn
and caution all parties against the above-described
villain.

*— Questions and Queiies.

We may not be able to answer satisfactorily every
question that may be propounded, but will do so to

^=^the best of our abilities. We hope therefore, that
those who have unsolved, doubtful, or disputed

^_ propositions in mind will lay them before us in as— intelligible shape as possible, and we will cheerfully
give our views and opinions. The object and pur-
pose of this journal is by no means selfish or per-
sonal, but as broad and extended as the interests
represented through its columns. We extend the
welcome hand to every architect, contractor, me-
chanic, owner, physician, engineer, and all classes of
our fellow-citizens, inviting them to aasist in ren-
dering this a journal of universal interest. We shall
seek to fill its columns With' ilSeful aricT instructive
matter, but greater scope will be given to its use-
fulness, if all who we so cordially invite will spend
a little time in preparing their own thoughts and
suggestions for publication. Such a course would
secure a considerable amount of valuable informa-
tion, from which important results of greater or
lesbcr magnitude might be derived.

_;_ The more learned and intelligent of our readers
are masters of their own pens, and capable of pre-

,
seuting their views in writing in far better shape

-pihan would be possible with ourselves. But there
~»re many whose minds are stored with most ex-
cellent ideas, who feel incompetent to reduce them
to writing for publication. To such we say, give
us your views in the best form you can, it' mat-
ters not how crude, and if a little remodeling is
required to render the production readable and sat-
isfactory, we will assist you to the extent of our
abilities.

We know that there are uneducated and uncul-
tured m^nds filled with beautiful conceptions and
pure thoughts, which are lost to the world, because
fortune and circumstances have rendered it impossi-
ble for them to assume the position among men for
which, in mind and nature, they are fully quali-
fied. We recognize the correctness of this state-
ment, and shall be most happy indeed if intelligent
men of all claases and callings will avail themselves
of the use of our columns for the presentation of
good, practical, and interesting suggestions, or ma-
tured views upon subjects pertinent to the character
of this journal.

It has been Intimated
That we have sometimes used very expressive, if
not severe language in this journal, toward certain
classes of mechanics. This is a mistake, for we
have always expressed admiration for qualified me-
chanics; and made honorable mention of them. It
IS the pretenders, those who claim to be mechanics
without enjoying any remarkable degree of a right-
ful title to the distinction, upon whom we have re-
flected. All the avenues of mechanical operations
are overshadowed by the presence of incompetent
parties, who rush to the front, and by means neither
wise nor prudent, obstruct the pathway of qualified
men, demoralizing operations to such an extent that
they neither earn an honest living themselves, nor
leave It possible for others to do so. It is certainly
a hardship upon those who by hard toil, experience
and earnest application, and the exercise of sound
judgment, have perfected a proper knowledge of
the mechanical arts, to b^ crowded to the wall by
nien who havs merely picked up a few imperfect
Ideas, with which in practice, they override all
right rules of procedure, and create conditions un-
profitable to themselves and hurtful to others.

The Contrast

The French Metre.

The French metre is intended to be the one ten-
millionth part of the distance from either pole of
the earth to the equator ; but after it had been in-
troduced into use, errors were discovered in the
calculation employed for ascertaining that dis-
tance

; so that the French metre, like the British
standard yard, is not what it was intended to be.
By the British standard, the length of the metre
IS, approximately, 1.093633 yard ; or 3.280899 feet;
or 39.37079 inches. By the United States stand-
ard it is very approximately, 1.09.35697 yard ; or
3.280899, feet; or 39.36^505 inches; the British
yard, foot, and inches being about one part in
17230 shorter than in the United States, which is
equal to 3.677 inches in a mile ; or 1-14 inch in 100
feet.

A case of typhoid fever in Springfield, Mass., is
charged to the bad sanitary arrangements of the
school-house. Water closets are in the basement of
the building with school-rooms over them. The
steam heat tends to drive the foul and fever-breed-
ing odors and germs all over the school-house.

While the great majority of people in San Fran-
cisco are groaning under the terrible pressure of
dull times, such as were never before known or ex-
perienced on this coast, the intelligence received
from all other quarters of the United States repre-
sent a widely different condition of things. From
every section of the land the echoes of business ac-
tivity aje-heard and the song of prosperity suntr.
Under this aspect of affairs it is proper to inquire
as to the cause, and in doing so the reasonable
answer is at hand, and is sufficiently noticed in the
leading article in this issue. The tendency of polit-
ical turmoils has been to drive capital away from
us and stay the hand of enterprise. We, as a peo-
ple, have either been guilty of acts of cruelty to
our own interests, or have remained quiet and un-
rnoved, while others have hewn away at the root of
the tree of our prosperity. la the meantime, capi-
tal has silently spread its wings and flown to more
congenial climes, or nestled away in secure hid-
ing-places, leaving its revilers to cry for bread
while with mdiiferent concern the golden bird has
rested upon its secure perch, or gone where open
hands and hearts bid it welcome. While we have
said go, or permitted others to scare it away, a
thousand doors are open in other cities and places—-
ten thousand tongues crying, "come, come, come;"
and from our own caused loss other communities
are enriched; and while we grieve and lament over
our own wretched condition, others pick up the
golden crumbs we have foolishly thrown away, and '

are made happy because we have been foolish ti our
own interests.

fellowship; to elevate the standing and sustain the
dignity of the profession, and to make the efforts of
those engaged in the practice of architecture for the
general advancement of the art.

v^i^V^" V^^ "^"""^ "^^ accomplishing this end
shall be: Regular meetings of the members; the
reading and discussion thereat of essays and papers
on subjects of profeasional interest and importance-
lectures; the formation of a library; the collection
of designs and models, and any other means whichmay promote the object of the organization
AKTicr.E II. 0/ Meetings.—Sfniiion 1. The reg-

ular meetings of the Society shall be held on the
second Wednesday of every month, at such hour
and place as the Society may determine. A quorum
to consist of not less than seven members.

Sec. 2. Special meetings may be called at any
time by the President, at the written re^iuest of any
three members.

Sec. 3. Notice of meetings, either printed or writ-

Society of Architects.

We again refer to this subject, and as there are
but few copies of the Constitution and By-Laws of
the "Caufounia Institute op Abohitbci's," of
San Francisco, organized in 1869, we publish them
in full for the benefit of those who are not provided
with a copy, hoping it will stimulate to some de-
cided action on the part of the architects of this
city, in reorganizing a so-much-to-be-desired society.
The organization of 1869 has long since ceased to
exist in any active shape. Some of those who were
then prominent members have removed to other
cities, some have passed away to the long and silent
slumbers of the grave, and in their stead many new
men have commenced the practice of the profession
in this city; so that in a reorganization, co-operated
in by all the architects in San Francisco, new men
will appear, and with the old and new elements
working in harmony, great good may be accom-
plished. We have heretofore pressed this question
so earnestly that we will say no more at this time,
other than to present the Constitution and By-Laws
of the old organization in extenso.

CONSTITUTION.

AuTiCLE I. Name and O^Vr/.—Section 1. This
Society shall be known by the name of "The Cali-
fornia InSHTUTE of ARCHITECre."

Sec. 2. The object of the Society is to extend the
artistic, scientific, and practical knowledge of its
members; to facilitate their intercourse and good-

ten, shall be sent to all members two days before the
same shall be held.
AimcLK III. Of Membership.— ^iectXGXi 1. The

members of the Society shall consist of architects
throughout the State who are, or who have been
engaged as principals in the practice of architect^
ure.

Sec. 2. Associate members, to consist of students
employed in the offices of architects, who shall ex-
ercise all the rights and privileges of members, ex-
cept that of voting.

Sec. 3. All elections for members, or associate
members, shall be by ballot, a majority of two-thirds
of the members voting being sufficient to elect.

Sec. 4.- Each member on joining the Society shall
sign the Constitution and By-Laws, but no initia-
tion fee shall be re(]uired.

Article IV. 6?/ Z»«^j-.— Section 1. The dues
for members of the Society shall be one dollar per
month, payable half-yearly in advance. The dues
for associate members shall be fifty (50) cents per
month, payable half-yearly, in advance.

Sec. 2. No member over six months in arrears
for dues shall be entitled to vote, or to hold office.

Sec. 3. Members over twelve months in arrears
for dues shall be considered as having withdrawn
from the Society, and shall only be reinstated by
being balloted for as at first, and upon the payment
of all back dues.

Article V. (9/ O^r^rj.—Section 1. The officers
of the Society to consist of a President, a Vice-Pres-
ident, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording Sec-
retary, a Treasurer, and such other officers as the
Society may think proper to appoint.

Sec. 2. The officers to hold their positions for
one year, or until their successors are elected and
qualified.

Sec. 3. All elections for officers shall be by ballot,
a simple majority only being necessary to a choice.

Sec. 4. The election for officers to be held at the
regular meeting in December (after the first elec-
tion), and the new officers to be installed at the
first meeting in January.

Sec. 5. The President shall preside at all the
meetings of the Society, and shall conduct the same
in accordance with parliamentary rules, per Cush-
ing's Manual. He shall also superintend the official
acts of all other officers of the Society, and see that
their duties are properly discharged. In voting,
other than by ballot, the President shall have the
casting vote.

Sec. 6. The Vice-President shall assist the Pres-
ident in the discharge of his duties, and in the event
of the President's absence, death, or removal, the
Vice-President shall perform the duties of President

Sec. 7. The Corresponding Secretary shall con-
duct all correspondence on the part of the Society,
keeping copies of the same, and reporting, from -

time to time, as required by the Society.
Sec. 8. The Recording Secretary shall keep the

record of the proceedings of the Society in a suita-
ble book for the purpose. He shall form and keep a
register of the names of members and associates

;

keep a separate account for each member; collect
and pay over to the Treasurer all moneys for dues,
etc., and report at the regular meetings in January
and July. He shall also issue all notices of meet-
ings when directed by the President, with the
authority of the Society.

Sec. 9. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys
from the Recording Secretary, keep a just and ac-
curate account thereof, and pay the same out only
upon an order signed by the President and counter-
signed by the Recording Secretary. He shall report
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at the meetingR in January and July, and shall

jfive a bond to the President, if required, for the
faithful performance of his duties.

AuTiciiK VI. This Constitution may be amended
by a vote of two-thirds of all the meml)er8 at any
regular meeting of the Society ; but notice of pro-

posed amendments must be given in writing, at a
regular meeting, two months before the same shall

be considered.

BYLAWS.
AHTiciiE I. The Order of Business at the regular

meetings of the Society shall be as follows

;

1. Reading of Minutes.

_ - 2. Reiwrts of Committees, or Officers.

~'r=r 3. Klectionj*. or Ballotings.
Unfinished Business.
New Business.
Reading of Papers, Discussiona, or Lectures.

The members of this Society ear

~ 5.

6.

AUTJCI.K II

nestly desire to establish a community of feeling, to

extend kindnesH, communicate information of inter-

est and benefit, and to use all honorable means for

_th© protection of the rights of each other.

___Ahtici.E III. It shall be the duty of all archi-

t *i

i- ^ *»!'

i*'

tects, as members of this Society, to a-ssume and sup-

tain their proper position as chief directors of all

work under their charge ; to allow no interference
from any quarter ; and to di.scourage and reprobate
the practice of undertaking work at the instance of
second parties.

Akticle IV. — No architect shall be counte-
nanced, or tolerated, by this Society in any attempt
to supplant, by underbidding, or otherwise, a fel-

low-member in the rights and prerogatives of his
position, when he shall have been specially engaged
for any work.

""*^n'fTCT.E v.—The-foU6Tring"outltireof charges
as being those now usually and properly made for

_ architects' services in this city and tState, will re-

ceive the sanction and indorsement of this Society :

iV^r«/ Buildings^ etc.—The usual remuneration for

an architect's services, except as hereinafter men-
—tioned, is a commission of five (5) per cent, on the
total cost of the works executed from his design.**;

besides which, all traveling and other incidental
expenses incurred by the architect are paid by the
employer, who is also chargeable, under certain con

«

t**\

'M

-n

ditions, as hereinafter mentioned, for time occupied
in traveling.

But for all works in which the art required is of

a high kind, and the expenditure mainly for skilled

. labor and not for materials—that is : in designs for

the furniture and fittings of buildings, for their
decoration with painting or mosaic, for their sculp-
ture, for stained glass, monumental, and other like

works—the architect's charge is not made by way
of commission on the cost ; nor does it depend upon
the time employed in making the design, but is

regulated by special circumstance^ and varies ac-

cording to the skilled and artistic power of the
architect.

A commission of two and one-half (2Jt) per cent,
is to be charged upon such works as sculpture,
stained glass, and others of a similar nature, for

which the architect does not give the design, but
arranges with the artists, or with the tradesmen,
and directs the work generally.
In works under $3,000 in amour^t, five per cent

is not fairly to be considered as remunerative ; and
in such cases it is just to the employer as well as to
the architect to charge by time, or by a scale, vary-
ing from ten per cent, for works under $500 to five

4>er cent, on amounts above $3,000.

J The commission is to be charged upon the whole
cost of the work executed, with the addition of two
and one-half (2^) per cent, upon any omissions.
Ihe architect is entitled, during the progress of

the building, to payment on account, at the rate of
five per cent, on the installments paid to the
builder, or otherwise to half the commission on the
signing of the contract, and the remainder by in-
Btkiim&nts as above.

'

Traveling.— All traveling expenses are to be
charged extra. These rules suppose the work to be
executed within an easy distance of the architect's
office ; but if work is executed at a considerable or
inconvenient distance from it, an allowance beyond
the five per cent, ought to be made for the time oc-
cupied in traveling, in addition to the actual ex-
penses.

Extra Services.—The percentage does not cover
professional services in conne<}tion with negotia-
tions for site, arrangements respecting party walls,
nor services incidental to arrangements consequent

upon the failure of builders whilst carrying out
work ; but all such servieesare charged for in addi-

tion, the basis for charge being the time employed.
Alterations in Design.—Supposing that the em-

ployer, after having agreed to a design, and had
the drawings prepared, should have material alter-

ations made, an extra charge may be made, accord-

ing to the time occupied.

If the architect should have drawn out the de-

sign complete, with plans, elevations, sections, and
specification, ready for estimate, the charge is half

the usual commission above named.
Alterations of Buildings.—For works in the alter-

ation of premises, the remuneration may be in-

creased according to the time, skill, and trouble
involved.

Duties of the Architect.—All of the following re-

quirements for buildings are included in the ordi-

nary charge of five per cent.

:

Preliminary sketches.

Working drawings and specifications sufficient

for an estimate and contract.

Preparation of contract and bond if retjuired.

Detailed drawings and instructions for execution.

General superintendence of works (exclusive of

clerk of works).
Examining and passing : the accounts, and certi-

fying to payments.
Preparing rough estimates of cost by cubing or

otherwise.

An architect is bound under the five per cent,

charge, to provide one set of drawings, and one set

of tracings, with duplicate specification ; it being
understood that the architect is paid for the use

only of the drawings and specification, and that

they remain the property of the architect.

V<UuiUi»»u.—The fuUi>«4ag d^zxit^.ah4rge» are
recognized for valuation of property :

The charge throughout is one (I) per cent, on
the first $5,000, and one-half (^) per cent, on the

remainder up to $50,000. Below $5,000, and be-

yond $50,000, by special arrangement. These
charges do not include traveling expenses, nor at-

tendance before? juries, arbitrators, etc.

Per Day. — The charge per day which may be
miuie by architects dopends jupon their professional

position ; but the minimum chargeis fifteen dollars

l^er day. Five hours shall be cdnsiHered as a day's
work.

Clerk of Works.—In works of importance, where
a clerk of works is necessary, he is to be chosen by
the architect, and paid by the owner.

Competition^—In all cases where designs in com-
petition are solicited, the architects accepting should
receive a true and definite list of those agaiuHt

whom they are to compete, and should also be paid

a reasonable sum for their services, according to the

extent of the work, whether successful or not.

The sum offered as premiuni should never be
merged in the architect's usual commission, but
should be considered an honorary reward for the

skill displayed, and as an offset to the risks and un-
certainties of a competition.

Sketches and Consultations.—In cases where an
architect prepares sketches for work, or is consulted
and gives advice, and his services are not further

required, charges for said sketches or consultations

are to be made—the basis of charge being the time
employed. If the sketches shall have been studied,

and drawn out so far as to exhibit a complete de-

sign, the charge is one (1) per cent, on the esti-

mated cost of the work ; the sketches in all cases

remaining the property of the architect.

Superintendence and Detail Drawings

.

—In the
making up of the five per cent, usual commission,
two and one-half per cent, is to be considered as

the proper apportionment for the contract drawings
and specification, one and one-half {\\) per cent,

for the detail drawings, and one (1) per cent, for

the superintendence. No member of this Society

shall receive any fee or compensation for his services

from any person or persons other than his original

employer.
Article VI.—It shall be the duty of all mem-

bers of this Society to aim at excellence in conduct
and qualification— to have an eye single to the in-

terests of their employers, and to the advancement
of the art ; and while, in nature of society and
business, each will come int^ competition with the

other—our emulation should be to perform the best

work, rather than the most of it.

Akticle VIL.—These By-Laws may be changed
or amended at any regular meeting of the Society,

by a vote of two-thirds of the members present, and

voting ; notice having been g^ven in writing of any
proposed alteration one (1) month before the con-
sideration of the same.
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Double Floors.

The strength and healthfulness of buildings are
greatly increased by laying double floors, particu-
larly in principal stories ; and the more carefully
the first tier of boards are laid the better. Second-
class material will answer the purpose, but it should
be tongued and grooved lumber, with closely fit-_-.

ting joints, filling out to the outside face of the
wall-studding, leaving no holes or cracks at any
part. And if laid diagonally, so much the better.

The value of such under-floors are great. First, in

adding strength to the building, as every piece of

lumber applied and firmly nailed has this effect, and
none more so than the floors. Argument upon thia^

point is unnecessary, as the fact is beyond contro-^

troversy. Secondly, they are valuable in a sanitary-
point of view in any case, but particularly so

where unfinished cellars occur, or the building is

placed within a few feet of the ground. In all

such cases, an impure and unhealthful atmosphere
accumulates within the cellar walls, and naturally
find a passage-way up into the stories above, be-=

tween the studding in frame buildings, and through
such holes, cracks, and openings as will permit its

ascent. To prevent this, every possible precaution
should be used, and that of laying double floors is

comparatively inexpensive, and certainly efficacious,

provided they are laid with proper judgment and
care, so as to leave no holes or cracks for the ascent
of foul air. They also give greater solidity and
warmth, and to a certain extent, deaden sound.^
There aro so-many advaatagoa ai^^l benefits to be
derived from double floois, that their adoption is to

be commended in all cases.

Modera Imorovements "

Come in rapid succession. A vast amount of tim«^
has been exhausted in devices for sash-hanginga^
and other fixtures in connection with the weight-"
ing and hanging of sash. Among the most im-
proved are the " Giant " Sash Chains and Sash FiX'
lures, which from all accounts received from the
East, are very popular, by reason of their simplic-

ity, great strength and durability ; the ease with
which they are applied, and their practicability in

connection with the commonest pulley. But to se-

cure their more perfect workinj;, a special flat pul-

ley accompanies the chain. The metal of which
these chains are made is a regular bronze mixture,
which does not corrode or oxidize, by reason of at-

mospheric changes, or exposure to frost qf salt wa-
ter. The No. 1 chain is subjected to a test of 400
lbs. at the manufactory, and the lighter chains at

proportionate tests ; so that there can be no question
as to their strength. From all accounts, they are

in use in many of the finest public and private
buildings and residences in the Eastern Stat<», and
in J. C. Flood's mansion, at Menlo Park, in this

State. There are some excellent grades of hemp,
cotton, and other sash-cords, which wear very well,

but it should be apparent and self-evident, that a
strong metallic sash-hanging is' more durable, and
in the long run more economical than the best flex-

ible cord, made of material which diminishes in

strength with each returning day's use. Messrs.
Dunham, Carrigan & Ca, are the agents for this

city and coast.

The Reason Why
This journal is not full of interesting matter in

reference to building interests, is because there is so

little that is interesting occurring in connection

with building interests, except the interesting as-

pect presented in their almost entire prostration

—

not one in twenty-five of our contractors having
scarcely anything on hand, and but a very limited

number of journeymen finding employment. This
state of affairs is likely to continue until a change
in political and general matters transpires, and de-

moralized public confidence revives and takes the

place of present inauspicious conditions. No com-
munity can be in a healthy and prosperous state,

when its members are at sword's points, the one

part being offensive and aggressive, and the other

defiant and unyielding, because of harsh threaten-

ing and unreasonable assaults and demands. Cap-

ital has been a8.saulted,and, confident in its strength,

has retired within its own defenses, where it rests
"

secure ; while the attacking forces which surround
the golden citadel, are simply exhausting their re-
sources, impoverishing themselves, and creating
hardships and sufferings for thousands of innocent
parties, who abominate the presence of Chinese in
our midst, but have no sympathy with a movement
which holds up as its incentive to political action,
the Mongolian question, while under its cover they
commit acts, which are in their very nature calcu-
lated to, and have, blasted the prospects of this
city for years to come.
The history of the world presents no parallel

where the less fortunate classes have been able to
climb from humble circumstances, to others of af-
fluence and wealth, through any such state of
things as now exist in San Francisco. Their tend-
ency is to demoralization and ruin, and while
seeming success may sometimes temporarily occur

'-^in movements of such character, the final result is

always against those who attempt unnatural and
injudicious measures. Since the days when men
began to multiply upon the face of the earth, the
richer and poorer classes have always existed, and
through the long period of thousands of years, the

i__JQrder of things has continued, that wealth flows in
- -Unequal channels, filling the coffers of the few,

•^while the masses obtain no more than is necessary
"for their wants, an<i sometimes not so much. So
that if a movement, such as has devastated this
city and State during the past three years, happens
to succeed in accomplishing the pretended aims
and purposes of its agitation, it will have done what
no generation of men, during the history of hu-
manity, has been able to accomplish, and which is

strongly in contrast with all that has ever been,
and so unnatural in character, that it amounts,
simply to a wild delusion, which in time must and
will fail. We say it is unnatural, because all men
are alike, in nature and desires, and were it possi-
ble that the movers and workers of present condi-—tions, should obtain the chief and supreme object
of their labors—riohea without work or legitimately
earning them— they, in turn, would form the
class against whom present railings and denuncia-
tions are hurled by themselves, and they would be-
come the railed at and denounced, and consistency
would render necessary another host of agitators to
howl down and crush those who now control the
new-fangled political machine. And so it would
bo, generation after generation, new agitation, new
bowlings and new howlers, with no peace or secu-
rity to any, to government or people. When this
thing ends, there will be matters of interest in the
building line to report.

Skilled Labor.

It is to be regretted that proficiency in the me-
chanical arts does not always receive deserved rec-
ognition. Men who are thoroughly competent to
execute faithful, honest work in the various
branches of mechanism, meet with less success than
others who substitute cheek for skill, with which
they accomplish more for themselves financially,
than men wh^ are infinitely superior as mechanias.
Really competent men seldom have much to say in
their own behalf. Confident in their abilities to
perform satisfactorily anything th«y may undertake,
there appears to theni no necessity to bolster up
their claims by boastful declarations ; while those
who enjoy an imperfect knowledge of their business,
naturally feel the necessity of " talking up " their
qualifications, and in doing so, the representations
made by no means truthfully apply to themselves
in all cases. But it answers the purpose, for it more
generally secures them engagements and contracts
over better men ; and owners seem to feel better
satisfied with a little well-directed talk, however
much deceptive intent there may be concealed in the
fine-spun yarn of personal qualifications. We do
not mean to say that owners are ignoramuses—by
no means. , It is more their innocence and inexpe-
rience, than lack of ordinary business sense, that
gets them into difficulties. They mean to be pru-
dent, but as we have frequently stated, the desire
to " save a little " controls their prudence ; and
when they get into trouble of any sort by the em-
ployment of second-rate men, the sympathy ex-
tended to them by other mechanics, and architects
too, is, ** it serves him just right ; he should not
have let his work to a botch . '

' Nor are they to be
blamed for such expressions, for the title of '* Hon-
est Mechanic" once possessed an honorable mean-

mg, which has been torn from it by the trickery
and degrading practices of certain classes or men.
All this works to the disadvantage of practical
and competent mechanics; for when more frauds
than honest men are found in any business pursuit,
whether mechanical or professional, the majority
influence is made the rule, and good men suffer.

•Honest Mechanic, "Honest Miner," "Hon-
est" Men Generally.

Such terms once possessed a practical meaning,
by which the actions of men were governed. A
value used to be placed upon integrity and consist-
ency to truth, and condemnation meted out to
infidelity. But now-a-days it is necessary to criti-
cise men's words and actions, and it is no sure
thing that one's best friend will not deceive him.
It is exceedingly doubtful whether the love and
practice of honesty and truth has advanced and
improved of late years. There is any amount of
clamoring for these beautiful and high-sounding
terms ; but they are only claimed, not possessed, as
a rule. They hang as do leaves upon the tree, to
be blown about by the winds of circumstances, and
the stronger the breeze the more they are shaken—
sometimes until they fall to the ground, and are
trodden under foot. There are as many promises
broken as kept, and as many pledges violated as
honestly observed. It is necessary for one who
makes a proposition, and receives a pledge from
another, to consider well the probabilities of its
performance before he invests too great faith there-
in. There are failures in every department of life,
and in none more than in the promises and good
intentions of people, who, at the time they are
made, honestly intend to fulfill their pledges and
promises

; but circumstances often materially inter-
fere with good intentions. We do not mean to say
that all men are false, faithless, and dishonest, or
that there are not many most excellent people, who
love and practice truth and honesty, as they appear
to them. But taken as a whole, wrong deductions
and conclusions are very common, and honest intent
is often submerged in the filthy waters of unjust
misrepresentations. It is all well enough to prate
and preach honesty and its co-equal virtues, but
words alone are no proof of men's honesty. The
veriest rogue, as well as the most worthy and hon-
orable of our race, may, with the same expenditure
of breath, say that he is honest ; but men's true
characters are only fully established by their acts.
** By their fruits ye f-haU know them."

A. Van pek Naillien, Professor of Engineering,
24 Post street, has received the following notice
from the Department of the Interior. He says,
that if some of our California engineers wish to
compete for the prize, he can give them ample in-
formation about the formation of the soil upon
which the Belgian ports are to be erected. He is
thoroughly acquainted with the delta of the Schelde
near Antwerp, the location of the proposed ports :

"Notice.—By a decree of December 14th, 1874,
His Majesty the King of the Belgians offered an
annual prize of 25,000 francs for the encouragement
of intellectual effort.

"The prize for the year 1881, for which authors of
all nations may compete, will be awarded to the
best work on the means of improving the ports estaft-

lished on low and sandy coasts, like those of Bel-
gium.

"Foreigners desiring to compete for this prize
will be required to send their works, either printed
or in manuscript, to the Minister of the Interior, at
Brussels, before the first day of January, 1881.
"A manuscript work obtaining the prize must be

published in the course of the year following that
in which the prize shall have been awarded.
"The award will be made by a jury appointed

by His Majesty the King of the Belgians. This
jury will be composed of seven members, three of
whom are to be Belgians, and four foreigners of
different nationalities."

Economy
In the erection of buildings is all well enough
when not practiced to too great an extent. But
when important and essential health.'.and com-
fort considerations are sacrificed to penurious-
ness, it exhibits a lack of prudent judgment
which generally entails undesirable consequences.
Where an owner builds for his own family's
occupancy, and has the means to accomplish it,
he is not wise if he leaves anything undone, which
will secure healthfulness and increased com-
forts to himself and loved ones. Life is incum-
bered with enough constantly occurring evils, to
render it in thousands of cases scarcely desirable.
And if to these, by willful perianal acts or neg-
lects, others are added, it becomes a burden. Yet
many overlook, and are willing to sacrifice every-
thing to protect their pockets and purses, and
rather than incur an outlay which will return them
the riches of good health and daily comforts, are
content to suffer in numerous ways, to enable them
to hold on to money which in time passes into
other hands—often to be squandered. If in any-
thing one should be liberal in the outlay of his
money, it is in the erection of a home dwelling,
the citadel and center of all that is holy and dear
in life, where the crystal springs of peace, pleas-
ure, and hope should perpetually flow, and life
find its purest joys. The more perfect therefore
its surroundinvjs and appointments, the more com-
plete will be its enchantments and delights, and
money saved by unwise, <;ompromising economies,
which in any manner lessen these, is folly in the
extreme. Yet it is possible, and many have been
guilty of just such stupidity, in refusing to spend
enough money to secure buildings free from those
defects which cause sickness and sometimes death
in their families. There is a s<5ience in the build-
ing of houses properly, not fully understood by all
architects and builders, nor by a large majority of
owners. Hence the necessity of securing the serv-
ices of the most competent architect, the best quali-
fied mechanics, and not drawing the purse-strings
too tightly.

Items of Interest for Those Contemplating
the Furnishing of Their Homes.

Pledge op Commercial Paper.—While a per-
son holding goods or personal chattels in pledge
may sell them to pay the debts after maturity, a
pledgee of commercial paper, in the absence of a
special contract, has no right to sell such securities,
but must collect them, and after paying his own
debts he must account to the pledgor for the balance.
—Union Trust Co. t?. Rigdon, Sup. Ct. HI.

As I have been a resident of this city for a great
number of years, having grown up, as it were, with
the place, and having the interests of San Francisco
at heart, I consider myself well able to elucidate the
points which I will endeavor to lay before the readers
of this valuable periodical. And I hope that the ad-
vantages I claim to be derived, by heeding the ad-
vice which I deem important for all well-wishers
of this community to follow, will be of more ben-
efit than is anticipated by the writer. I have been
brought up in a furniture inaniifacturing establish-
ment, and under the tuition of one who has made
this business a life-long study, and derived from
him much valuable knowledge, and have had every
opportunity to notice and be benefited by the pro-
gress of the furniture trade in this city for a period
of almost twenty years. I have not only had this
home experience as a mechanic and manufacturer,
and admitted and permitted to view and inspect all
the principal households of our most influential and
wealthy citizens, as to the interior arrangements
and decorations of their various households, but
have visited the principal workshops of the Eastern
States and Europe for information and learning in
this particular branch, and can, from past experi-
ence and a thorough knowledge of my calling,
with truth and safety declare that we are on a
level with the best of them, not only as regards
superior workmanship, but also excellence of de-
sign and finish. It is difficult to account for the
reasons, if there be any substantial ones, why East-
em and European institutions should be patronized
in preference to our home industries ; when by so
doing, the parties are not only paying more, and
receiving less for their money, but are, in most in-
stances, getting inferior work, and are indirectly
injuring themselves, as most of the wealthy resi-

dents have all their interests here, and by building
up and encouraging manufactures, and keeping the
money among our own people, they are advancing
the prosperity of the whi)le community, their own
included. That they are paying more for their
importations, is proven by the fact, that in giving
the order for their establishments, some Eastern
manufacturer comes here with his sketches and de-
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8i^8, travels firBt-class, stops at the "Palace" or

''Baldwin," remainn two or three weeks, and you
can rest aHHured that he does not consider his time
Taluele88, and when the job is completed for de-

livery, he again comes, and remains, sometimes
even longer than before, and brings with him
men to superintend the cabinet, upholstery, and dra-

pery work, all of which must be added to the cost

of the work. And of the profits we will not speak,

as they oftentimes exceed the cost. In addition to

this, when the work is derived from the East, it must
be taken as it comes, whether it has turned out to con-

form to the ideas of the purchaser or not. Whereas
when they order here, they have the opportunity
and the privilege to call at any and all times,

while the workais in progress, and suggest ideas

and order changes, and have everything to their

satisfaction ; and at the same time can satisfy

themselves that everything they are getting is

made excluaively for them, and not, aA is often the

case from the East, work is palmed off on Califor-

nia purchasers which has been in their warerooms
for many years ; and at other times, patterns which
have been made time and again are brought here

aa the very latest. Upholstery materials can be

brought to San Francisco as well as to New York,
the finest as well as the cheapest, as all the finer

goods invariably come from European markets,
and there is nothing to hinder the newest pat-

terns to be had here if they are desired and called

for. Some say the manufacturers here have not
seasoned materials, nor have they the assortment
which is found in the East ; but I venture to say,

that there are manufacturers in this city who
have as thoroughly seasoned lumber as can be
found anywhere, and have every facility to thor-

oughly dry and prepare the same. And_ were these

institutions to receive thesupport wliicTT they have
a right to expect, they would in a short time excel
the first in the country.

Carvers, cabinet-makers, and upholsterers are to be
found in this city who have no superiors, as my ex-
perience has shown that the best workmen of almost
all branches are of a roving disposition, and Ohlifor-

nia has always been chosen by them as an ultimate
destination. Designers are also to be found in abun-
dance, and if there is a field for more, there is no
difficulty in enticing the best, no matter where he
may be, to oome here. And why should not we
have among us some natural talent which lies

latent for want of an opportunity for develop-
ment ? Is it necessary that a man should l)e born
in Vienna, Paris, or London to have genius? I

think not. And all we desire is encouragement,
appreciation, and recognition of our abilities. I

can enumerate a vast number of instances where
the work has been given East to the extent of

millions of dollars, which should have remained
amongst us, and probably given much less cause
for complaint, on account of scarcity of work for

our artisans. With some, there is a great deal in

a name, no matter how poorly done. Some people
have a great deal of satisfaction in being able to

say that their home has been furnished in Paris or
New York, or that this article was made in Vienna
or Florence ; is it not beautiful ? they say. Which
^o those who ai'e inexperienced, is taken as a fact,

merely because it comes from some foreign place, and
must therefore of necessity be elegant. And here
let me say that I have seen some of the worst work
that I have ever beheld come from Paris or Flor-
encce, which was not worth the freight, and in

some instances not even the packing.
In conclusion, allow me to suggest to all those con-

templating the furnishing of their homes, to call on
those of known repute in this tjity, and judge for

for yourselves whether I am not right in asserting
that San Franciscans need not leave their homes to
furnish their firesides, as there are establishments
here that are competent to execute the wishes of the
most fastidious. Jacob Luchsingeb.

I
----^-' The Chinaman who is to teach Chinese at Har-

vard College for three years is to receive $200 a

month. Professors to teach the English language
can be obtained as low as $1000 a year. It would
therefore appear that the Chinese language is worth
more to the youth of America than their own.
And perhaps it is, if a young man wants to embark
in the business of decorating tea boxes, or manu-
factaring Chinese fire crackers in this country.

—

Noiriatown Herald.

Useful in Cases of Diphtheria.

The Boston Board of Health has issued the fol-

lowing circular for the purpose of more widely ex-

tending the knowledge of a few well-attested facts

concerning diphtheria, and reminding all persons

that greater care should be exercised to prevent the

spread of this much dreaded disease :

Diphtheria is contagious and infectious, and may
be easily communicated, either directly, or indi-

rectly from person to person. It may be conveyed
directly in the act of kisjiing, coughing, spitting,

sneezing ; or indirectly by infected articles used, as

towels, napkins, handkerchiefs, etc. The poison

clings with great tenacity to rooms, houses, articles

of furniture and clothing, and may occasion the dis-

ease even after the lai>8e of months. Diphtheria at-

tacks all classes, at all ages, and at all seasons of the

year. By preference it attacks children and those

who aro debilitated from exposure to filth, dampness
or foul air from whatever source.

When a case of diphtheria occurs in any family,
the sick person should be placed in a room apart
from the other inmates of the house, and should be
nursed, as far as possible, by one person only. The
sick chamber should be well warmed, exposed to

sunlight, and well aired ; its furniture should be

such as will permit of cleasing without injury, and
all extra articles, such as w^indow dnd table drapery,
woolen carpets, upholstered furniture and all hang-
ings, should be removed from the room during sick-

ness. The physician and nurse, as a rule, should be
the only persons admitting to the room. Visitors to

the infected house should be warned of the presence
of a dangerous disease therein, and children espec-

ially should not be admitted. All clothing removed
from the patient or the bed should be at once placed
in boiling water or in a tub of disinfecting fluid

(eight ounces sulphate zinc, one ounce carbolic acid

and three gallons of water) by the nurse before be-

ing carried through the house or handled by any
other person. They may be soaked in this fluid for

an hour, and then placed in boiling water for boil-

ing.

It is better not to use handkerchiefs for cleaning
the nostrils and mouth of the patient, but rather
soft rags which should be immediately thereafter

burned. All vessels for receiving the discharges
of the patient should constantly contain somejof the

disinfecting fluid. ^Vater-closets and privies in the
honse should l^e disinfected daily with a solution of

copperas—two pounds to a gallon of water. Every
kind and source of filth in and around the house
should be thoroughly removed, and disinfectants

freely used. Cleanliness tends to prevent and miti-

gate the disease. Drains should be put in perfect

order and ventilated by a four-inch straight pipe
extended above the highest point of the house in

every instance, terminating at a distance from any
chimney or other ventilator. Children in the fam-
ily should not attend school, or mingle with other
children until the patient has wholly recovered, and
all infected articles have been disinfected.

On the recovery or death of the patient, the most
thorough disinfection should follow. The room and
all articles in it should be at once subjected to the
fumes of burning sulphur as follows : Close the
room tightly, and bum two and a half pounds of

sulphur to each thousand cubic feet of space. After
four or six hours, open the room and expose it to

air and sunlight for a week. Anything that can be

boiled without injury may be so treated. The walls
and ceilings should be dry rubbed, or lime washed
with soap and water, to which may be added a
little carbolic iacid. When death occurs, the body
should be immediately placed in the coffin, with dis-

infectants, and the coffin tightly and finally closed.

No public, funeral should ever take place at the
house where the patient died, nor elsewhere, unless

the coffin remains hermetically sealed.

—

The Me-
chanic.

Illustrations by Pictures.—One of the great
contrasts between the school-books used by the
fathers and mothers of the land, when young, and
those used now by the children, is the use of pic-

tures. As a curious instance of illustrating the

meaning of words by pictorial illustration, the pic-

tures in the new edition of Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary in connection with the following twelve
words, beef, boiler, castle, column, eye, horse, mold-
ings phrenology, ravelin, ships, steam-engine, tim-
bers, illustrate and define the meaning of more
than 340 words and terms, as may be sean by ex-

amining the Dictionary. -^——

A Strange Story.

Not long ago a well-known collector of curiosi-

ties in Paris, who had devoted considerable sums of
money to the gathering together of bank notes of
all countries and of all values, became the possessor

of a Bank of England £5 note to which an uuusal-
ly strange story was attached. This note was paid
into a Liverpool merc'hant's office in the ordinary
way of business sixty-oiie years ago, and its recip-

ient, the cashier of the firm, while holding it up
to the light to test its genuineness, noticed some
faint red marks upon it, which upon closer exam-
ination proved to be semi-effaced words, scrawled
in blood between the printed lines and upon the
blank margin of the note. Extraordinary pains
were taken to decipher these partly obliterated
characters, and eventually the following sentence
was made out: "If this note should fall into the
hands of John Dean, of Liong Hill, near Carlisle, ho
will know hereby that his brother is languishing
a prisoner in* Algiers." Mr. Dean was promptly
communicated with by the holder of the note, and
he appealed to the government of the day for assist-

ance in his endeavors to obtain his brother's release

from captivity. The prisoner, who, as it subse-

quently appeared, had traced the above sentence
upon the note with a splinter of wood dipped in his

own blood, had been a slave to the Dey of Algiers
for eleven years, when his strange missive first at-

tracted attention in a Liverpool counting-house.
His family and friends had long believed him dead.
Eventually his brother, with the aid of the British

authorities in the Mediterranean, succeeded in ran-
soming him from the Dey, and brought him home
to England, where, however, he did not long sur-

vive his release, his constitution having been irre-

parably injured by exjK)8ure, ptivaiions and forced

labor in the Dey's galleys.

—

London Telegraph.

Artificial Stone.
"»'*

One of the most successful processes for making
artificial stone, is that carried out on a large scale

by the Union Stone Company, of Boston, United
States. It is based upon the discovery of M. Sorel,

the well-known French chemist, that oxychloride of

magnesium is a hydraulic cement po.ssessing great
hardness and strength. Carbonate of magnesia or
magnesite is found in large quantities in Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland, California, and Greece. When
quarried it is a grayish white material, of a specific

gravity of 2.096, and contains about 95 per cent, of

carbonate of magnesia, the remaining 5 per cent,

being chiefly insoluble silicions matter. The min-
eral is also found in Canada, but with a- lower per-

centage of magnesia, and a mixture of iron oxide.

To bring the magnesite into condition for the proc-

ess it is placed in kilns, and burned at a low heat
for about twenty-four hours ; if it be exposed to in-

tense heat it practically loses its power as a hy-
draulic cement. When removed from the kiln the
mineral is changed to oxide of magnesium, and is

of a brilliant white color, showing a very beautiful
fracture. It is ground to an almost impalpable
powder, and mixed in a dry state with the proper
proportion of powdered marble, slate, bone-dust, or
any other material which it is intended to imitate
in the finished production. Only about ten per
cent, of magnesia is mixed with the base, so that
the color of the artificial stone is little if at all af-

fected by the cement employed. To the mixture is

then added a solution of chloride of magnesium of

a density varying from 15 degrees to 30 degrees
Baume, sufficient to bring the whole mass into a
plastic state. For small objects it is then intimately
mixed by hand, and for large ones in a machine,
until the cement of chloride and oxide of magne-
sium has penetrated thoroughly between each par-

ticle of powdered marble or stone forming the h&ae.

As soon as this is effected the mixture is placed in

suitable molds and closely ranimed.^ it may be re-

moved immediately this has been done, and left to

harden without any subsequent treatment. It

bears handling within a few hours of its leaving
the mold, and at the end of a week it can be used
for construction or other purposes. General Gil-

more, in his excellent work on cements, states that
this combination greatly surpasses in strength all

other artificial stone, while in appearance it can be

scarcely known from tho material it is intended to

represent. Experiments at the Boston Navy Yani
gave the following results as to the power of the

stone to resist crushing
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Specimen No. 1, registanoe to crushing
«• No. 2, '*

•V No. 3, "
'« No. 4, " "

Pounds per
square Inch

7,187.5

11,562.5

21,562.5

7,343.5

It will be noticed that the higher results are much
larger than those given by granite, and that the

average of the four specimenH is frona two to three

times that of limestone, sandstone, and some classes

of granite, while it is one and a half times as much
as that of hard Pensylvania marble.

While, however, this process is so largely used

and BO thoroughly adapted for producing artificial

stone, it is principally employed both in the United
States and in France for the manufacture of emery
wheels, which in both countries have earned a very

high reputation. The process of manufacture is

precisely similar to that already described, except

that emery is used as the base instead of pulverized

stone. Of course different grades of emery are em-
ployed to produce different qualities of wheels, and
for the finer kinds corundum and other pow-
ders may be employed. The mixture is all worked
up by hand, as in making these wheels a perfect

amalgamation is absolutely necessary, and it is

found that machinery does not effect this so thor-

oughly as manual labor. Immediately after mix-

ing, the material is rammed into a mould, whence
it is removed to harden. Four weeks are required

to elapse before the stone is put in use. The ex-

treme hardness of the material, its homogeneity, and

its comparatively high tensile strength, render it

peculiarly adapted for emery wheels. Moreover,

as it is devoid of any vegetable base for holding the

emery together, it never becomes **^ gummed" on

the edge, but retains its cutting properties unaltered

during the severest wear. " Anothier'^oo^Teature of

this process is that no treatment is required after

the material leaves the mold, and the whole mass

hardens gradually and equally, so that it is impos-

sible that any internal strain can be set up in the

wheel, a consetjueuce almost inseparable from any
baking process. It is claimed for these wheels that

they can be run at very low speeds, owing to the

large area of cutting surfaces they present on their

periphery. We are glad to see that the manufact-

ure of wheels on Sorel's process has now been com-
menced in this country by Messrs. Hodges & But-

ler, of the Thames Silicated Stone Works, East

Greenwich, and we have little doubt that they will

earn here the same reputation they posseas in the

United btates and in France.

—

Builder and'Wood
Worker.

*

The Javanese as Mechanics.

Stains for Wood.

To turn oak black, so as to cause it to resemble

ebony, the wood should be immersed for forty-ei>fht

hours in a hot saturated solution of alum, and then

brushed over with a logwood decoction, prepared as

follows : Boil one part of best logwood with ten

parts of water, filter through linen, and evaporate

at a gentle heat until the volume is reduced one-

half. To every quart of this add from ten to fifteen

drops of a saturated solution of indigo, completely
neutral. After applying this dye to the wood, rub
the latter with a saturated and filtered solution of

verdigris in hot concentrated acetic acid, and repeat

the operation until a black of the desired intensity

is obtained. To imitate rosewood, a concentrated

solution of hypermanganate of potaswa is spread on
the surface of the wood, and allowed to act until

the desired shade is obtained. F'ive minutes suffice

ordinarily to give a deep-color. A few trials will in-

dicate the proper proportions. The hypermanganate
of potassa is decomposed by the vegetable fibres with
the precipitation of brown peroxide of manganese,
whi(5h the influence of the potassa, at the same time
set free, fixes in a durable manner on the fibres.

When the action is terminated, the wood is carefully

washed with water, dried, and then oiled and pol-

ished in the usual manner. The efifect produced by
this process on several woods is remarkable. On the

cherry, especially, it gives a beautiful red color.

Architectural Design.

The Island of Java, in the East Indian archipel-

ago, id under the government of Holland. At Sur-

abaya the government has a large machine shop

where many castings are made, but where the chief

business is the manufacture of steam-boilers for the

navy. A traveler describes this establishment, in

which nine hundred Javanese were laboring volun-

tarily. The Javanese are of the Malay race, and

most of the overseers are natives, but few Europeans

being employed in the whole works. These Malays

perform their allotted tasks quietly and steadily,

without loud talking or unnecessary noise. Some
of them are so skillful that they receive nearly two

guilders, or seventy-five cents, per day. Here the

standard weights and measures for the government

are made. Some of the workmen had been in the

shops as long as fifty-seven years. This is all the

more remarkable, because these natives are usually

unable to labor at the age of thirty-five or forty,

on account of their diasolute habits. Most of their

machinery is not as nicely finished as that imported

from Europe, but it appears quite as durable. Yet

the fact that the Javanese have the capacity to do

some nice work was proved by one in charge of the

engraving department, who.se fine lines would have

been creditable to many a European.—^«/7<3'<rr and

Wood' Worker.
I*

Partnership.—If the name of a partnership

firm be merely the name of an individual partner,

proof that he signed sueh name to a bill of exchange

is not enough to make the firm liable on the bill.

To e^tablinh the liability, the holder of- the bill

must further prove that the signature was put to it

by the authorty and for the purposes of the firm.—

Yorkshire Banking Co. V. Beaston, Court of the

Queen's Bench.

The principal faults in architectural design in

the present day appear to lie in the direction of im-

reatrained or undisciplined ajpbition, or in false

taste, which leads the young architect to tell all he
knows, and sometimes more, at a single effort, as if

he never expected another opportunity ; or, on the

other hand, an endeavor to produce something so

different from others and so startling in effect, in

the expectation to distinguish himself in his profes-

sion by one stroke over others whose knowledge of

its rules has been a life-time study.

Repose by these young men is condemned, and in

place of it we find a fidgety, over-conscious display

of knowledge in their first buildings, in which too

often all rules of architectural proportion, taste and
design are violated ; facades loaded with inappro-

priate and meretricious ornamentation, and appear-

ing, when viewed with a calm critical eye, like an
overdressed, vulgar woman.

Although the conditions under which the profes-

sion is practiced to-day are wholly different from

those which prevailed some years ago, the mental
equipment with which the young architect now
starts forth on his career is very different from the

lesser opportunities which architects not a quar^r
of a century ago possessed.

The extraordinary multiplication of looks and
photographs, and the admirable course of instruc-

tion offered in our colleges, joined by a sitiurul^r re-

vival of enthusiasm for the art, ha» given him im-

mense advantages, and he has only himself to

blame if he has not the examples of all styles of

ages at his finger ends, as well as in his portfolios

and scrap-books. In fact his danger arises not from

want of technical knowledge, but from intemper-

ance and disorder in the use of it.

The great danger that the young architect is

likely to fall into is a feeling of independence of fixed

principles, an inclination to start off the road trav-

eled in safety by others, and strike out something

piquant and unique for himstlf. From the want of

fixed principles his mind wavers and his ideas are

visionary. This year it is the English Gothic, the

next in the reign of Queen Anne, the year after the

French Renaissance, or perhaps a mixture of every

style, by way of being eccentric; and an audacious

defiance of the plain rules of common sense or the

requirements of common convenience rather than

a reil achievement of art. > .

We trust that the day is not far distant when a

restraint will be put upon this wild license of prac-

tice, and that good judgment and taste will take the

place of the medley of styles and meretricious or-

namentation which offend the eye in so many of the

buildings which form the street architecture of

some cities in Canada. With the encouragement

given to Art Education, under the patronage of

His Excellency the Gov.-General and H. R. H. the

Princess Louise, false taste in design will receive a

check.—/ycic?tfi/ic Canadian.

Causes of Ill-Health among Women.

Miss Anita E. Tyng, M. D., of Providence, con-

tribut-es an admirable paper on " the Causes of Ill-

Health among Women " to the annual report of the

Rhode Island State Board of Health, which de-

servos republication as a sanitary tract. She places

ignorance as among the chief of these evil causes,

and suggests that one reme ly lies in the dissemina-

tion of proper knowledge by sanitary authorities.

Instruction is needed in the duties of motherhood

and in scientific cooking, especially the preparing

of proper nourishment for the sick. She thinks

there is room for the better organization of house-

hold labor, and that if we had women architects

much improvement might follow in the arrange-

ment of houses. If the masses were properly taught

to abandon their " half- starving diet " of bread

and tea, and excessive use of patent tonic medi-

cines, much good would result. She quotes author-

ities to prove that as a rule people are under-fed,

and that the use of stimulants and the consequent

physical and moral degradation, can and should be

prevented, It is easy, she remarks, to be a good

Christian if one has a sound spine and a sound

stomach ; so it is easy, if one has a sound stomach

well supplied, to resist the temptations of li(iuor

and to refrain from crime. It is said that insanity

is on the increase, especially among the ignorant

classes, and that only ten per cent, are cured, yet

Dr. Tyng cites numerous authorities to show that

mental disease may be greatly diminished by a more

rigid observance of the laws of health and nature.

The delicate subjects of abortion and the social

evil are discussed by Dr. Tyng in a practical man-

ner, and her suggestions are pertinent. Popular

enlightenment, she thinks, will lessen both of these

^vils. A change of tone in public opinion is needed.

Delicacy must not be confounded with refinement,

nor thinness and paleness admired for beauty.

Sickness should be considered as allied with sin.

Finally, women must be taught to help themselves

in these matters. We trust these wise suggestions

will fiud maiiy. readers.—rA6 Flumber and ^i'aiutary

Engineer.

The Importance of Personal Habits

As affecting health can hardly be over-estimated.

Hundreds of cases can be cited of noted persons of

the most feeble constitution who, by care, were

able to prolong their lives and accomplish wonder-

ful laboi-8 in spite of almost continuous illness.

The Jews are said to be the longest-lived people,^

because of their strict attention to hygiene as di-

rected in the Mosaic law. If a man, by Uking

thought, cannot add a cubit to his stature, he may
at least lengthen his days very materially by pru-

dence. Any one can prolong his or her life beyond

the average term of years by simple attention to

hygienic laws. In our own generation we have

remarkable examples of mental activity continued

to a great age in the case of Gladstone, Bismarck^

Thiers, Emerson, Bryant, Vanderbilt, Charles

O' Conor, Peter Cooper,' Bancroft, and Dr. Willard

Parker, not to mention others. Many of these men
were of frail constitution originally, yet they have

performed herculean tasks, and their example

should be encouragement to all—" What man has

done man can do.''— The Plumber and /Sanitary

Enginer.

A New York physician relates that one of his

patients, a child, had the typhoid fever, and, want-_

ing a drink of milk, he, with an invalid's petu-

lance, insisted that his mother should bring it to

him herself. The latter complied, and on opening

the refrigerator was astonished at the noisome odor

which cume from that receptacle. On inquiry of

the servants she found that such smells were com-

mon. Examination showed that the refrigerator

drained into the soil-pipe, and that sewer-gas found

its way freely into the part where the food and milk

were kept. This is a common arrangement in

many city houses, and should never be allowed.

Promissory Note. — In the absence of fraud

the maker of an accommodation note cannot set up

want of consideration as a defense against a holder,

with notice to whom it has been pledged as collat-

eral security for antecedent debt by the payee for

whose accommodation it was made.— Twming v.

Hunt, Philadelphia Ct. Com. Pleas.

•^
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Iiead Pip^ for "Water Service. ••

Regarding the safety of lead pipes for water service,

there is a wide divergence of opinion. The Franklin
Institute officially declared in 1871 that "ther^ exists
no authenticated accounts of the health of the num-
erous towns and cities supplied by leaden distributing
pipes having been injuriously affected." Yet in the
same ypar the Massachusetts Board of Health investi-

gated 41 cases of lead poisoning in 170 towns of that
State. An English Scientific Commission reported
that the purest water available for the supply of Lon-
don came from a lake which received the washing of
a lead mine. Samples of lead pipe 200 years old were
submitted to the French Academy, which showed go
little trace of corrosion that the impression of the
Band of the mold in which the pipe was cast was dis-

tinctly visible. Nevertheless, from the time of Galen,
physiciaoa and chemists have regarded lead as an un-
safe material for water conveyance, and have discoun-
tenanced its use.

The amount of danger of poisoning from drinking
water conveyed through lead pipes depends greatly
on circumstances. Many kinds of water are not con-
taminated at all by lead; other kinds may be affected
by conUct for a length of time, but not otherwise. At
the worst, severe cases of lead poisoning are rare, and
they may be avoided by filtration of the water before
it is used. The influence of Jieat has the effect of in-

creasing the corrosive action of water, while water
which contains any organic poison, as sewer contamin-
ation, is much more liable to be affected by the lead
than would otherwise be the case.

In general, unless their action is interfered with by
the presence of other substances in other proportions,
the carbonates, sulphates, phosphates and borates ex-

ercise a protettlvie ilaiJueiiue" oVelr lead. On the cOn:
trary, the sulphurets or sulphides, nitrates and nitrites,

chloridq^ organic matter and alkalies impart to water
a corrosive power over lead.

As well water contains considerable nitrates and
chlorides, it la more liable to contamination than
flpring, pond or river water. Carbonate of lime is the
most effective protector of lead that exists in water,
and fortunately most waters contain iL

Water which is strongly impregnated with gypFum,
potash, or with soda, soon covers the pipes which con-
vey it with an insoluble coating which effectually pro-
tects the metal from injury.

One of the simplest modes of testing if the water in

a given locality is likely to be readily contaminated by
lead is, that a piece of clean lead be exposed in a vessel

to the influence of a sample of the water, and if after
an interval of twenty-four hours the bright surface of
the lead is at all tarnished it may be pronounced un-
suited for conveyance through lead service pipes.

Where water ha.^ been standing for several hours in

lead pipes it is desirable that none should be used for

drinking purposes until it has been allowed to run for

& few minutes, while under no circumstances should
the copper water from the boilei^ be used for cooking
purposes, as serious results have followed from this

practice. -

Again, in laying lead pipes or in having repairs
made, care should be taken not to allow pieces of
mortar or lime to get into them, or that the pipes
should be in too close contact to fresh, moist mortar
or cement. Lead tanks and cisterns have often been
corroded by the lime in pieces of mortar which have
fallen into them through carelessness.—P^MmAer and
Sanitary Engineer.

The Durability of Timber.

As showing the durability of timber, the fact is

cited that the piles of a bridge built by Trajan were
found, after having been driven some sixteen hund-
red years, to be petrified four inches, the rest of the
-wood being in its ordinary condition. The elm
piles under the piers of London Bridge have been in
use more than seven hundred years, and are not yet
jnaterially decayed, and, beneath the foundation of
Savoy Place, London, oak, elm, beech, and chestnut
piles and planks were found in a perfect state of pres-
ervation, after having been there for six Hundred
and fifty years. Again, while taking down the old
walls of Tunbridge Castle, Kent, England, there
was found in the middle of a thick stone wall a tim-
ber curb which had been inclosed for seven hundred
years ; and some timber of an old bridge was discov-
ered while digging for the foundations of a house at
Windsor which must have been placed there prior to
the year 1396.

—

New York Sun.

The Following Compilation,

from the Cojnrnercial Herald and Market Reviexo,
refers to the business of California and the Pacific
Coast

:

California product of wheat in 1879, 22,400,000
centals.

Wheat and flour exports in 1879, 12,074,997 cen-
tals. ^'

Wheat and flour exports for twenty-three years,
112,000,too centals.

Barley crop of California in 1879, 6,000,000 cen-
tals.

Gold and silver yield in 1879, $75,500,000.

Gold product of the Pacific Coast since 1848,
$1,622,040,000.

Silver product of the States and Territories west
of the Missouri River since 1858, $446,625,000.

Combined gold and silver product of the Pacific
slope siuce 1848, $2,068,665,000.

Gold and. silver exports in twenty-three years
$917,029,600.

Coinage in San Francisco Mint in 1879, $38,065,-
750.

Coinage in San Francisco Mint from 1854 to Dec.
31st, 1879, $590,126,750.

Combined exports of merchandise and treasure
(exclusive of merchandise by railroad) in 1879.
$62,782,500.

Mining stock sales, 1879, ( San Francisco Board)
$70,119,665.

-^.J^i^regate mining stock sales in the regular
session of the San Francisco Board since its or-
ganization in 1863, $1,934,7(X),000.

liumber imports at this port in 1879, 225,O0OJ00O
feet.

Domestic ooals received in twenty years, 3,944,-
855 tons.

Wool clip in 1879, 46,900,000 ponuds.
"—

Product of wine in 1879, 5,500,000 gallonH?=^====

Tonnage movement of Central Pacific Railroad
in 1879, 3,030,317,000 pounds.

Quicksilver product in California in t879, 73,500
flasks.

Value of manufactures in San Francisco in 1879,
$40,000,000.

Banking capital of the State, $175,000,000.

Impohtant to Public Land Puuchasers.—
The Secretary of the Interior has rendered a de-
cision of importance to all purchasers of public
lands by " private entry," holding that whenever,
prior to patenting, it is discovert that the land
previously offered and entered as agricultural is
really mineral in its character, the entry must be
canceled, and the land reserved for entry under
laws speciiilly applicable to mining lands. The
issue was presented by the case of Smith Scroggins
i^ Charles E. Culver et al., involving - title to a
tr^ct of 2,000 acres of land in Camden (Arkansas)
district, which was purchased from the Government
at private entry in 1878, subsequently found to con-
tain argentiferous lead ores.

Employmknt for Rich Young Men.— The
New York Times says : One of our difficulties of
the future, if not of the present, is the rich young
man; what shall we do with him? Here is an
admirable theme for Charles Francis Adams, Jr.
England is about the only laud where the rich
young man i.s turned to some useful account.
There he travels, or goes into the Guards, then into
Parliament, attends Quarter Sessions, and raises
big gooseberries, monster turnips and prize cattle.
Here, on the other hand, he plays poker, polo, whist
and billiard.s, belongs to the tluion and Knicker-
bocker, goes abroad, passes the winter at Nice or
MouHcd, gambles, drinks, keeps fast horsee, and
sometimes other fast cattle, and "does no good,"
as his elderly spinster relatives have it. If, on
the other hand, ho goes into business, the chanws
are he loses every cent he has. Perhaps the very
best thing he could do would be to go into politics.
There is a great and growing respect in this country
for any man who goes into polities with honest in-
tpnt, aud not **/2a the make," and ones iapolitiosa
man soon grows interested.

Fined for Profanenes3.

Mercantile Law.

Record of Deeds.—A deed is, in contemplation
of law, recorded when it is left for record at the
recorder's office, and is valid notice from that time
though it be rtxjorded in the wrong book and
omitted from all the deed and mortgage indices.

—

Croll V. Thomas, Sup. Court, Pa, .

Promissory Notes.—Consideration need not be
alleged. The omission of the words, *' for value
received," in a promiasory note, is not material.

In an action upon such a note, it is not necessary
to allege in the complaint that there was any con-
sideration therefor.

A description of the note is sufficient without an
averment of the consideration.—Underhill v. Phil-
lips, 17 N. Y. Sup. Ct. Reps. 591.

Verbal Promise.—A verbal promise to pay the
debt of another is within the Statute of Frauds,
and is void if made to creditor, but not if made to
the debtor.—Pratt u. Bates, Sup. Ot. Mich.

Fraudut.ent Representations— Compromise
Induced thereby.—Where a creditor is induced
to compromise a debt upon the receipt of fifty cents
on the dollar, by means of the false and fraudulent
representations made to him by the debtor, that
another of his creditors has agreed to accept such
compromise, the creditor may, upon discovering the
falsity of such representations, maintain an action
against the debtor to recover the damages sustained
by reason thereof.

__^" 4 JMercer, Pa, justice fined a man aixty-fiyft^
cents an oatih for fifteen profane oaths on the public
street, 'We would there were more such men in
office," _,
We heartily say amen to the wish there were

more stich justices. What a revenue there would
be if all the oaths were fined sixty-five cents each.
"What piles of money would be heaped up in all our
towns, cities, and villages. If it should be applied
to wiping out the national debt, how soon that de-
sirable object would be accompli>hed. Say there
are 40,000,000 people in the United States ; say one
in ten uses profane language, with an average of
thirty oaths daily ; that would amount to 120,000,-
000, whi(;h, at sixty-five cents each, would make
$78,000,000 ; so that awuming the national debt in
round numbers at $2,000,000,000, it would take a
fraction less than twenty-six days to pay it. This
is doubtless a v«ry low calculation, for when we
remember how rife profaneness is, and how many
there are who can scarcely speak without an oath,
we should not be at all staggered at the idea that
one single day's fining, at the above rates, would
bring in enough to cancel the whole debt, and per-
haps leave a surplus.

Tlie Great Water Question.

A YOUNG lady recently entered a railroad carriage
in Paris, where there were three or four gentlemen,
one of whom was just lighting a cigar. Observing
her with the characteristic "politeness" of a
Frenchman, he asked her if smoking would incom-
mode her. She replied ;

•* I do not know, sir ; no
gentleman has ever smoked in my presence."

We had prepared for this issue, an article on the
all-absorbing question of the day—the water-supply
of San Francisco

; but defer its publication to give
place to the following article from The Plumber and
Sanitary Engineer, which contains statements well
substantiated, deserving most serious consideration.
In a future issue, we shall give our own views and
experiences, in reference to open wells, and the
Spring Valley water supply. It says :

water pollution and its dangers.

The effect of water pollution on the public health
is of vast importance to the community, and it is
daily attracting attention. Every little while it is
discovered that the water-supply in some place, pre-
viously supposed to be perfectly pure and whole-
some, is contaminated by sewage and other filth.
Naturally, the people who make these discoveries
are amazed and alarmed, yet few persons have any
conception of the extent to which pollution of water
exists.

Prof. Tyndall says :
" As surely as a thistle was

from a thistle-seed, as surely as a fig comes from a

fig, the grape from the gr>^pe, the thorn from the
thorn, so surely does the typhoid-fever virus increase

and multiply into typhoid fever, the scarlatina virus

into scarlet fever, the small-pox virus into small-

pox."
No less surely, it may be added, are certain forms

of disease propagated by drinking water polluted by
infected human excrement.
The London Times not long since reported*B

striking case of a letter-carrier, whose family were
nearly all destroyed by diphtheria, due to drinking
water polluted by bad drainage. A child was taken
ill with vomiting at five o'clock in the afternoon,

and died early the next morning. On the same day
five 'other children and the . mother were attacked
^ith diphtheria of the most malignant type, the re-

sult being that in a few hours three more deaths
occurred. The mother and one child barely recov-

ered. The drains were very offensive, and one of

them was stopped up, while another was close to the
cistern. The water used for drinking purposes was
very bad, and smelt strongly. The cistern was not
properly covered in, and was lined with cement
which was coated with green filth to the extent of

from \ inch to ^ inch in thickness. It had not been
-45leansed for a long period. The malignant charac-
"ter of the disease was shown by the fact that it

=^roved fatal within a few hours of seizure. In one
case the child was running about playing at three
o'clock in the afternoon, and in the evening was
dead.

_ This was a very exceptional case in respect to the
rapidity and severe consequences which followed,
but a vast amount of less fatal disease may be traced
directly to like causes;.

_ Most of the examples usually cited of the sad re-

sults of water pollution have been from English
authorities:- This is because we have not yet had
any great epidemic outbreak which could be directly
traced to such sources, though the number of single
cases would in the aggregate exceed those of any
epidemic. We will first cite some of the English

"historical instances of epidemics of *' fitth diseases,*'

=«s Mr. Sin»on has wf»ll defined them, and will after-

wards mention ^Nmerican examples.
In the now hi.storic case of Over Darwen, Eng-

land, the infiltration of the excreta from a typhoid-
fever patient into the main conveying the water-
supply of the bulk of the inhabitants of that town,
caused more th«n tiro thousand people to be attacked
by that disease, and more than a hundred deaths.

In the more recent epidemic at Caterham and Red-
hill, the pollution by one individual of the water-
supply occasioned 342 cases of typhoid fever and 21
deaths. As Prof. Tyndall has observed, in the dis-

trict of Novgorod, in Russia, between the years
1867 and 1870, 828 human beings and 56,000 horses,

cattle, and sheep perished by the drinking of water
containing the spores of the bacilhis anthracis.

In the admirable reports on the Public Health in

England, by Mr. Simon, hundreds of instances of

-outbreaks of enteric fever being caused by water
pollution, will be found. Of enteric fever alone, no
lesjK than 6,879 deaths occurred during 1877 in Eng-
land and Wales, which were, as Mr. Ernest Hart
says, intimately connected with filth, and thus
wholly preventable. During four years Mr, Simon
has investigated no less than one hundred and six-

ty-four epidemics of typhoid fever, and in all of

these cases excremental pollution of air or water

—

generally both—was found.
Within a short time the town of Greece, in this

State, has been visited by an a(!ute type of dysen-
tery, which has causetl many deaths. In fact, this

disease has yearly been in tlie locality ever since a
quarter of a century ago, when it and the adjoining

_city of Rochester were desolated by cholera. The
vicinity of a hill called Mount Reed, is the center
of the epidemics. There is a grave-yard on its top

;

the soil is gravelly, and as only the residents upon
Jthe hill-side are attacked, while the rest of the town
is healthy, the inference of the local physicians
seems correct that the epidemic is due to well-water
poisoned by the cemetery drainage.

Pittsburgh ^ another city where the drinking-
water is often absolutely filthy. The water forced

up at the pumping station is f\ill of filth washed
out of the sewers during rain-storms ; at times the
smell makes the men sick who work at the pumping
house.

The Chronicle, of a late date, reports that one
physician hasten cases of various types of disease

which he attributes to the use of impure waj;er.

How high the figures would reach were all the

members of the medical profession to report, can
only be conjectured.
In Philadelphia several pumps have been closed

by the authorities, owing to their impurities.
In a paper on Sources of Drinking Water, contrib-

uted to the last report of the New Jersey State Board
of Health, Prof. H. B. Cornwall, of Princeton, cites
a number of cases of the ill effects of drinking im-
p;y*B ^^ftter in that vicinity.

luTJenver, Col., recent analysis has shown great
impurity in the water, and there are hundreds of
putrefying cess-pools in close proximity to wells.
During the late agitation with reference to the
Holly water it was common to hear persons remark
that they ''only drank well-water."
The city of Wheeling; W. Va., is believed to be

very healihful by its citizens. The same belief is

shared by the citizens of most other cities where
epidemics are not actually present. Yet, as the
drinking-water is taken from the Ohio River, which
for a hundred miles above receives the drainage and
refuse of^ ten thousand human habitations, it is easy
to explain why Wheeling has an unusually high
death rate.

A recent chemical test taken of the drinking
water at Memphis showed that only two of seven
samples of cifitem-water examined could be pro-
nounced of good (juality.

As regards Baltiniore, Prof. Ira Remsen, of the
Johns-Hopkins University, emphatically declares :—"The pump-water of Baltimore is dangerous;
every pump in the city should be destroyed ; no
considerations of expense should stand in the way."
There are some six hundred of these wells still in
use. Prof. Tonry reports that out of seventy-one
samples of their contents analyzed, thirty-three
were filthy, ten bad,.^nd twenty-two suspicious

—

or sixty-five in all unsuited for use.

Prof. Piper, of Chicago, has tested the water at
Milwaukee, and found many impurities therein.
In Augusta, Ga., Prof. Rains has shown by

chemical testH that the well-water is contaminated.
Tn Binghampton, N. Y,, sickness has been charged
to tag same sOTiroe-^ ^reppdyr
In Louisville, the late Dr. Jenkins discovered that

water from wells contained a very large amount of
deleterious solid matter calculated to engender ty-

phoid fever aud other filth diseases; and this view
is sustained by Drs. Rodman and Marvin. In
Washington several of the public wellshave recently
been found to contain poisonous water, and the au-
thorities are talking about substituiing hydrants
for public use.

Prof, S. A. Lattimore, of Rochester, analyzed
forty suspected wells in localities where typhoid
fever prevailed. Not one single well out of this

whole number failed to afford evidence that it had
received the sewage of drains aud privies. Of fifty

cases of typhoid fever, all of the patients, with the
exception of two, used well-water. Prof. Latti-
more doubts very much if there is a well of pure
water in the city of Rochester.
At Buffalo, Dr. A. R. Davidson, in a late address

before the Medical As-sociation of that city, re-

marked that '* during the summer months the num-
ber of persons using well-water is largely increased.

Mtiny families who cannot afford the use of ice dis-

card the safe, but now warm and unpalatable hy-
drant-water, for drkiking purposes, and use the
cool and delicious, but oftentimes poisonous well-

water. That this is one of the causes of the increased

sickness during the last months is unquestionable.

I have examined nine wells, and found every one
more or less contaminated, and some of them horri-

bly so."

Brooklyn has a large number of public wells, and
although she has comparatively few privy-vaults to

pollute the soil, yet the water from these wells, as

shown by analysis, is simply frightful.

Dr. James G. Hunt, 1 lealth Officer of Utica, in a

late address before the Oneida County Medical So-
ciety, on "Water," stated that the water from
wells in that vicinity is far from pure. He says :

" I have personal knowledge of many cases in this

city where the privy is not fifteen feet from the
well constantly used for family purposes. I recal

one instance where the distance separating the two
is just ten feet. When the owner's attention was
called to the fact, and he was requested to fill it uj,

and dig a new well 100 feet distant from the old
one, he complained bitterly against the Board for

putting him to an unnecessary expense, ^claiming
that his water was the purest and cleanest in the
city. A chenoical analysis subsequently revealed

that it was so impure as to be positively unfit for
use.

The outbreak of enteric fever in the State Reform
School at Jamesburg, N. J., an 1878, by which
twenty boys were suddenly stricken down, turned
out to be a case of water-poisoning through the
gradual choking up of porous soils with fecal de-
posits and the consequent infection of wells.

Our Illustration Plates.

The elevation and plans appearing in this issue

to the credit of Messrs. S. & J. C. Newsom, illus-

trate the design of a residence intended to be
erected on the eastern side of Lake Merrit during
the present year. The plans in general carry their

own explanation. The rooms are large and well
arranged. The parlors respectively are 15x20, aud
13 ft. () in.x24 ft. 10 in. ; library, 15x19 ft. ; sitting-

room, 13x24 ft. ; reception-room, 14x16 ft. ; dining-
room, 15x21 ft, ; kitchen, 16x17 ft. ; laundry,
12x13 ft. ; store-room, i>xl2 ft. 6 in. ; ice-room,
9x11 ft. On the southern and eastern side of the
building will be elegant verandahs, as shown, 9
and 12 ft. wide ; main halls, 9 and 12 ft. wide ; stairs,

6 ft. wide, with rails, newels, and balusters of toa
wood. There are to be all modern improvements in-

troduced in the plumbing, pantry, and closet work.
The arrangement of the chamber story explains it-

self. A large skylight with colored glasi will be
introduced to light the u;)per hall. The roof is to

be covered with variegated slate. Total cost about
$20,000.
The other front elevation and plans represent the

very fine residence of Capt. Wm. H. Dimond, Mtu-
ated on the westerly side of Jones Street, between
Washington and Jackson Streets, in this city. It

was completed in the early part of 1879, is well
built, and contains the usual amount of modern
improvements for buildings of its class. At present
prices of materials it can be duplicated for about
$8,500. The main hall and stairway is handsomely
panneled, and all rooms and halls on main floor, ex-

:«epi the kittihen, are finished with molded oomioea.
As will be seen by the plans, the three principal

rooms on the main floor and the main hall connect
by double sliding doors, all of which are hung
overhead, which does away with all metal tracks

on the floor, and permits the covering of the floors

entire without any interruption in the door-way
by the usual bra«w or iron tracks. The entire attic

is floored over, and makes a very useful apartment
for storage, play-room, billiard-room, etc. The
walls of the attic above floor at the lowest part are

about six feet, while in the center a height of twelve
feet may be obtained.

We shall be able hereafter to render our illustra-

tion department much more interesting. In Our
April numb>-'r we will present some excellent plans

of one-story cottages.

Market Report.

All classes of building material remain firm, none
having receded from former quotations. Plate
glass has advanced some, and the different grades
of crystal sheet, 21 and 26 oz., have moved upward
from 10 to 15 per cent.

We repeat our report of February issue, as the
ruling rates for lumber

:

OuEGON Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet. . .$18 00
" 40 to 50 " 19 00
«i— 50 to 60 " " ... 20 00

60 to 70 ** •* .... 21 00
70 to 80 " ** .... 22 00

Refuse Rough 14 00
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping —^^...^^ .^.^.perM feet... 26 00

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
x 6 Flooring per M feet .... 27 50

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 lees than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet 21 00

Ship Plank, rough per M feet 25 00
" planed 1 side ... . *' 2800

planed2side8 ... ** .... 30 00
Deck Plank, rough " ....28 00

" dressed " .... 32 50
Laths .:.... per M 3 50
Cedar Shingles " ....

< *,

i'
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Redwood.
Rough Merchantable per M feet $18 00

" Refuse '\ U 00
Surface, No. 1

** 26 00
Surface, 1x8 " 25 00

** 1x6 J* 24 00

J* No. 2
*• 18 00

Rustic, No. I
I <...» .

** 27 50
* * No 2 , " 22 50
" short, 8 told f^V.V.V *.**/. " 20 00
" * under 8 feet " 14 00

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .
*' 24 00

« '* 7 to 11 feet .... " 22 50
«» •* under 7 feet " 18 00
** ** No. 2 ;tVTr «* 16 00
** Beaded, 12 feet and over •* 26 00
** •* 7 to 11 feet .... " 22 50
•« " iinder7 feet.... " 18 00

Half-inch Surface " 25 00

Pickets, fancy -*^ 20 00
" rough, pointed rrFsrrrr^ **— 14 00
•* " square.

^^
14 00

Sidinf?. J-inch « 20 00

Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45 00

Sugar Pine " 30 00 to 50 00

Shingles... .>,.. perM 2 00

Battens, ^-inch— r 79

Paint Material.8.—During the past month a

strong rivalry has prevailed in reference to white

lead, the firms of Whittier, Fuller & Co., and C. T.

Raynolds & Co., having advertised the various

brands of California and Eastern -white lead very

liberally. Both firms appear in our advertising

columns, to which our readers are referred for par-

ticnilars. Otherwise the price of paint materials

are but little changed. '

Hardware and Nails.—Firmness of prices is

maintained in the whole line, with an advance in

nails over February quotations as appearfi by the

following

:

IQJa 60 peunies, are quoted at. , .^* . . $6 50

f(i «« <( It a 7r
t#.ttt»tt«itf»» ^ «"

^ " ** " .............. 7 00

5 and 4 ** " " " 7 25

4and5 '* brad heads ** 8 25
fi

i« *« «« *t ft 00

8 " *« '• 7 75
lOandupward " " " '^ ^
^ 3 penny fines *~ .. " j... 8 5

Doors, Sashes, Bijnds, ETc:,^^main as last

reported. No considerable activity in demand jus-

tifying a rise in prices, they remain as heretofore

quoted, and current prices being so near cost of

production, there is no room for abatement.

7~ Building Intelligence, l"

Our effort to render this department of our work
perfect and complete, is unceasing. Our informa-

tion, whenever possible, is derived from the architect

having charge, and if misstatements occur, the fault

is not ours. We seek for correct statements, and if

the architects of this and other cities in California

would only interest themselves to the extent of fur-

nishing us complete and exactly correct reports each

month, of the contracts let by them during the month^

errors would be avoided. We again ask in kindness

that this be done. Let each architect consider it a

part of his monthly business which should not be
neglected, and prepare bis own report, and then errors

will not occur. ' —
Some one at the building gave our represehtative

as the cost of Mrs. Peck's improvements on Stockton

street, as appearing in our February number, the sum
of $1,600, while in fact, $20,000 would have been

more nearly correct. Had our good friend Gosling

furnished us a proper statement of facts, this dis-

crepancy would not have appeared. We do not

claim that architects are under any positive oblig-ation

to report work on hand, but ^s this journal is gener-

ally recognized and accepted as the organ of the pro-

fession, we trust that the kindly feeling so unanimously

expressed by the profession, will induce proper atten-

tion to this matter from all. We say to our readers

once more, that we aim to be correct, and any state-

ment appearing not in harmony with facts, is be-

cause those who might have informed us fully and

correctly, have failed to do so. And when we are

necessitated to accept information from those who
enjoy but a limited knowledge of facts, errors are

more likely to occur. Brother architects, please be

kind enough, for your own sakes, to assist in making
this department of this journal entirely reliable, and
by all means avoid over or understating valuations, as

it simply incites comment and ridicule. If exposure

of amount of contract and cost is not desired in any
particular case, the figures can be omitted.

We again request that each and every architect in

this city, Oakland, San Jose, Sacramento, and in all

parts of the Stale, send us by the 25th of each

month a full list of contracts let during each respect-

ive month. Also, please give us such facts as may be

in hand in reference to projected works, and future

projects, and such other hiformation as may be con-

sidered of interesV to the general public, and to ar-

chitects and builders generally.

It is unpleasant for us to state the fact, that three

of the architects in this city are unwilling to furnish

any statement, adding—" It is nobody's business what
work or how many buildings I have on hand." We
fail to discover i» what way any injury can come to

the gentlemen referred to, by extending the informa-

tion desired, as we only ask a report for those jobs

which have passed to contract, which, when reached,

place the possibility of interference by others out of

the question. We hope that it is more from a mis-

taken view of matters than a aeljish and unkind dis-

positioH that influenced this reluctance. The infor-

mation desired is sought aTter by the general public,

and it is as much an accommodation to those inter-

ested in real estate matters as to ourselves, that this

should be had. And as this journal is read by all

classes in various parts of this State, and beyond the

Rocky Mountains, completeness in this connection is

desirable, as uhowing the extent of business pros-

perity in this city and State. We hope that all

reluctance #iir6e o<^6rc(>me; "^AdthaX the gentlemen'

alluded to, and all others in the profession, will fur-

nish the information desired. Complaints are fre-

quently made at this office, that wrong figures some-
times appear, as the amount at which jobs arc let.

This is no fault of ours. When an architect, owner,

or contractor states to us a specific sum as the amount
of contract, we must accept the statement as truth-

ful, and have no right to question tlie statement, nor

have we any means of detecting the error when made.

We can do more nor less than accept the figures given

us, and those who recognize errors of this kind will

do us the justice of relieving us from any blame. We
do not make the figures in any case, and are not

therefore responsible. We fail to discover any good
reason why truth and accuracy should not govern in

all cases. There is, however, this othffr view of the

case. Sometimes certain things are reserved, which
cut no figure in the principal contractor's contract.

For instance, a contract may be let for the amount of

three, five, or ten thousand dollars, which does not

include certain things which are to be done or fur-

nished by the owner at his own cost, which, added to

the sum of original contract, would increase the sum
five, ten, or twenty per cent., which additional cost

and expense is generally added by architects, in ren-

dering their statements. We dismiss this matter by
again stating that we shall always seek to obtain cor-

rect figures, leaving the responsibility of all exagger-

ations upon those who misstate cases to us. It adds

nothing to the credit of either architect, contractor or

owner, to furnish unreliable figures, and we hope that

architects will be careful in this matter, and main-

tain the integrity in this connection, that they are

expected to exercise in all other matters. We know
that some are exceedingly tenacious to represent exact

facta, and hope thai all will do the same.

Valley at., bet.

and builder, J.

Church and
Grace. Cost.

Sherman St., bet. Seven-
Owner, G. Edwards; con-

st., near

Herman

One-story frame,

Sanchez sts. Owner
1700.

Alterations of dwelling,

teenth and Eighteenth sts.

tractor, Wilcox. Cost, $400.

Two-story and basement frame, Jackson
Polk. Owner, Capt. Miller ; contractor,

Mien.

Two-story and basement frame. Oak St., bet.

Gough and Octavia sts. Owner, Mrs. O'Callahan

;

architect, P. J. Clinch ; contractor, O'Rourke. Cost,

f.?^OQ. ..»

Two one-story frames. Diamond St., bet. Nineteenth

and Twentieth sts. Owner, Geo. Edwards; con-

tractor, T. W. Wilcox. Cost, $1,400.

One-story frame, Noe St., bet. Sixteenth and Seven-

teenth sts.
* Owner, Small. Cost, $700.

Frame building, 45 ft. 10 in. x 120 ft. 6 in.. Bay st,

bet. Powell and Mason sts., for public resort. Owner,

Louis Hydenaber; contractor, Thomas Wordeu.

Cost, $2,000.

Alterations on Eighteenth St., bet. Noe and Castro

sts Owner and contractor, Screiber. Cost, $1,200.

Golden Gate Woolen Mills, 250 ft. frontage, with

two wings KG ft. square each, cor. Twentieth and

Anthony sts. Manage r, D. McLellen; architect, A.

Laver; contractor, John Cochran. Cost, $20,000.

Two frame buildings, Stockton St., bet. Chestnut

and Francisco sts. Owner, Mrs. Crowe; contractor,

John C.Classen, Cost, 13,600..

Improvement to building No
Owner, D. Mahoney ; architect,

$aoo.
OAKLAND.

1753 Howard st.

H. Guilfuss. Cost,

One-story frame building. Grove st., bet. Eighteenth

and Nineteenth. Owner, W. Smith; architects,

Matthews & Son ; contractor. Knight. Cost, $2,200.

Two-stor> frame building, Third ave.. East Oakland.

Owners, Haskell & Smiley; architects, Matthews &
Son ; built by the owners. Cost, ^2,800.

Two two-story frame buildings, Twentieth st.,^ bet.

West and Curtiss. Owner, L. Shanahan ; architect,

Wm. Kirk ; contractor, . Cost, $3,600.

One three-story brick building, Broadway, bet.

Thirteenth and Central ave. Owner, E. Hook ;
archi-

tect, Matthews & Son; done by day work. Cost,

about $20,000.

Two-story frame building for a school house ; size,

70x40 ; located at Temescal. Owner, Rev. L. Serda
;

architect, Wm. Kirk ; contractor, J. Brothey. The
whole cost of the building will be about $5,000. It

is the intention to spend about one-half of that

amount now, and finish the building at some future

time.

ALAMEDA.

Tinrej^gtorr fhime building, cor. Oak and San Anton

e

ave. Owner, Jands ; architect, Bostwick ; con-

tractors, Bittleston & Christeusen. Cost, $4,000.

Three-story frame building ; size, 38x50 ft.; seven-

teen rooms ; bet. Central and Alameda aves., and

Oak and Walnut sts. Owner, -

tractors, Bittleson & Christensen

Ollendorf ; con-.*

SAN FRANCISCO.

Four two-story frame buildings, Lombard St., bet.

Mason and Powell sts. Owner, E. Maher ; architects.

Meeker & Banks; contractor, Geo. Walker. Cost,

$8,000.
One-story and basement brick building. Mission St.,

near Second. Owner, E. Boesch ; architect, P. Huerne;

brick mason, Thornhill ; contractor, W. Lienard.

Cost, $5,000.

Two-story and basement frame, south side Grove
St., bet. Gough and Franklin sts. Owner, Brady;

architects, Eisen & Curlett ; contractor, J. T. O'Brien.

Cost, $^,ooo.

Alterations of Primary School building. Powell st.

Owner, City ; architects, Eiaen & Curlett ; contractor,

J. McNaraara. Cost, $1,970.

Brick bulk-head at Silver Street Primary School.

Owner, Citv ; architects, Eisen & Curlett ; contractor,

M. Clarke.' Cost, $995.

Cost, $4,200.

One-story and a half frame building. Owner,

Jewell; architect, S. & J. C. Newsom. Cost, about

$1,800.

One-story frame building, cor. Oak and Encinal ave

Owner, Mrs. Fletcher; architect, ; con-

tractors. Brown & Cotton. Cost, $650.

One-story and basgnent frame building, Versailles

ave. Owner, Dr. Knowles ; architect, W. C Hoag-

land ; contractors, Hodgkins k Hurlburt. Cost,

$4,000.
SANTA ROSA.

One two-story frame building; thirteen rooms;

Eastlake style. Architects, S. & J. C. Newsom ; con-

tractors, . Cost, $10,000.

One two-story frame building ; fourteen rooms

;

Eastlake style. Architects, S. At J. C. Newsom ; con-

tractors, . Cost, $12,000.

STOCKTON.

Brick building
;
pressed brick front with San Jose

free-stone trimmings. Owner, Hodgkins & Newell

Bros.; architects, Percy & Hamilton ; contractor,

Jerry Robinson. Cost, $25,000.

MARTINEZ.

First-class training and breeding stables; main

building 125 ft. long. Owner, D. Cook; architect,

A. Larer; contractor, Chas. Ackerson. Cost, $14,760.
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^^It8 columnB will be devoted to tbe best interests of all
parties, whose interests are represented or involved in Its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted to please those who love channels of pure thought, and
moral training. The higher, better, and exactly truUiful in
all inatU-rs, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
appear. Its management will be un<"outrolled by any im-
pure Influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its statemrnts of price-lists, etc., etc., will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, sever bending to
serve the special interests of any person or persons, but
Riving true and correct reports, for the information of all
its readers. Its improvement in every department will re-
ceive constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications In cities where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management

; and any reference made in its columns to
established or inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or any other—will be upon the grounds
of merit In the thing noticed, wiUiout any detiffn or intent to
" PUFF " ; ». «., «• praise with exaggeration."

AOVERTISIHG KATES.
On outside of front cover, and page following Build-

ing Intelligence, per square, each inwrtion $1 50
Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read-

ing matter, per square, each insertion. . . i 1 25
On other inside pages, per square, each insertion . 1 00

With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-
tisements continued for six or 12 months.

A Card from Architects.

Believing that a well and ably condncted journal,
devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary,
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects,
is a necessity in this city, and judging from what
has appeared in the Quartert,y ARCHiTFxrruRAii
Review, published by Messrs. Wolfe & Bumham
during the current year, both in illustration plates
and reading contents, we are led to the belief
that the California Architect and Building
Review, proposed to be published by the San
Francisco Architectural Publishing Company from
and after Janiiary, 1880, will be worthy of general
support and encouragement, and that it will supply
a long-existing want on this coast. fVe therefore
pledge our cordial sympathiespersonally , and hope that
the enterprise will receive kindly recognition and lib-

eral support from^all Architects and Builders on the

Pacific Coast, andfrom the public generally.

David Parquharson,
Wright & S.\NDKRa,
S. H. Wllliams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
B. Huerne,
John Marquis,
B. J. OCONNOB,
JLheo. a. Eisen,

John A.

B. McDouoalAnd Son,
w^m. mooser,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Baj^ks,
W. C. Hoagland,
S. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.
Remer.

An Eastern Opinion of the Great Issue.

*• Owing to the Sand- lot agitation in San Fran-
cisco, building enterprises, which would have in-
volved the expenditure of millions of dollars, have
been suspended, and hundreds of carpenters, ma-
sons, painters, and plumbers, who would be at work
to-day, at fair wages, are idle. The * Working-
men's Friend,' Kearney, had better be squelched."—Plumber and Sanitary Engineer, N. Y.

The foregoing statement is wholly correct, as far
as it goes, but contains only a faint outline of the
fearful state of things existing in this city. Hund-
reds of workingmen of all classes are, and have for
a long while been idle, and the families of many
who have been accustomed to the usual comforts
enjoyed by well-to-do mechanics and laborers, have
been forced to the strictest economies, and some of
them to actual privation and want. There can be
no question as to the cause of all this. The rivu-
let can with no more certainty be traced to its
source, nor the altitude of hills and mountains be
determined, than the direct and immediate cause of
past and present depression in all lines of mechan-
ical operations and businem enterprise*. We fully
understand that those who are parties to the cause,
cannot be persuaded, by any system of argument or
reasoning, to admit, accept, or recognize as true,
any fact which points to them as the parties pro-
ducing the greatly-to-be-deplored results, which
have so materially crippled and broken down the
business prospects of this city and State. Bewil-
dered and enthused by the supposed possibilities,
prospects, and hopes "of^pefsonal and political ad-
vancement, and the allurements of conjectured
opportunities to practice upon public funds and
treasuries, the dishonesties charged by them upon
almost every man who has held official position,
has led to that abandoned recklessness of words
and acts which has overridden all other interests
and considerations. Men who close their eyes and
willfully refuse to see, are as blind practically as
those whose eyes are forever sealed against the light
and objects of life. It is a truism the world over,
that those who imagine that they discover the
rogue and villain in every other man, use the eyes
of rogues and villains to make the discovery ; and
the dishonesty which to them appears so prominent,
is mainly the retiection of the corruptions of their
own real natures. Pure water is never obtained
from polluted wells, nor the perfume of roses from
cesspools. The most lamentable part of the affair
is, that so large a number of those who are most
seriously affected and injured, should have permit-
ted themselves to be duped into sympathy with a
movement which has so seriously damaged the com-
mon interests of this State, and San Francisco es-

pecially ; but false and seductive assertions, and
the assurance of a grand revolution in business af-
fairs generally, which would result in the enrich-
ment of every poor man, and the humiliation of the
wealthy, created the impression, and inspired the
vain hope in the minds of the unthinking, which
led them to join in support of a delusion which has
wrought untold and unmeasured injury in all di-
rections. This is the state of the case, as far as
many, mechanics of fair ordinary intelligence are
concerned, while the larger proportion of the follow-
ers of impractical and irrational teachings, are too
ignorant of the common rules and principles which
govern the actions of men in business affairs, and
in social relations, to comprehend or understand
the extent or degree of injury they have assisted in
bringing upon this entire community, and upon
themselves individually.

Defamation, loud and strong, have been the fa-

vorite utterances of the agitation orators, with
scarce an exception ; and every man not in sympa-
thy with them, has been stigmatized a« rogue, thief,

robber, and all the other base epithets commonly
used by the low and vulgar minded ; while in fact,

with but few exceptions, the reviled and abused are
faultless, in comparison with the characters who
have gathered up the filth of the English language
to hurl at every man who can afford to wear a de-
cent suit^ofjjlothes, or who, by business quaiifioa-

tions and energy, is in comfortable or affluent cir-

cum«tances. Some of those orators enjoy the
advantages, if not the moral benefit of learning,
education, and life experiences, in the more re-
fined senses ; and this fact calls in question, and
with every right-minded man determines, the mo-
tives which actuate in such cases. When acknowl-
edged simpletons, and rough, unlearned, debased
and ignorant creatures utter unwise and and inde-
fensible assertions, they simply fulfill a law of their
nature, and their sayings should be received and
regarded as the ravings of practical fools. But
when men who enjoy better advantages, and have
tasted the pleasant fruits of culture and refinement,
recognize, and practically adopt as their own, the
reckless and debased acts and sayings of an ignor-
ant, proftine, and indecent rabble, the spt^ctacle is

astounding ; and the conclusion is reasonable, thafe-

they are either mentally unsound, or morally de-
praved and debased : willing to sacrifice every ac-
knowledged right principle of morals and manhood,
to secure selfish and personal advantages, and gi*at-

ify ambitions which would forever remain unsatis-
fied through better and more consistent and honor-
able channels.
The reason why we hotioS in'fS matter at siich

length, is because we personally, as well as every
other business-man or firm in this city, have been
m^de to suffer great loss and injury from the causes
enumerated, and we feel it. There is no question
of the fact, that more than all other causes com-
bined, this "agitation" has produced an almost

-

entire suspension of building operations. This can"
be olearly eatablished by hosts of intelligent aud.^

reliable witnesses. Almost from the hour when
the pure atmosphere of San Francisco was first pol-

luted by the foul breath of ranting, blasphemous,
and disreputable men as leaders, a decided decline

and falling off in all lines of mechanical operations
and trades has been experienced, until it has
worked down to present condition^, where actual
poverty prevails among a considerable number of

the mechanical and laboring classes, who have never
before known the discomforts resulting from the
non-employment of those who are expected to supply
" bread and oil " for the family. The assertion or
claim that the movement has "done some good,"
may be a fact^ but for every single dollar of bene-

fit flowing from it to the business or mechanical
interests of this city, it has cost the citizens of Cal-

ifornia thousands of dollars in coin.
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Cold Feet

People often complain of cold feet while sitting

in well-furnished and otherwise comfortable apart-

ments. This is a matter of common occurrence,

not only in tenement houses, but in homesteads and
dwellings of greater pretensions.

It is a well-understood fact that when the human
system is subjected to any direct drafts or currents

of air an injurious effect is produced, and every
thoughtful person is careful to avoid them. But
in the matter of cold feet indoors, people simply
wonder why it should be so, without seeking to un-
derstand the cause, although within the power of

every one to do so. We submit the following sug-
gestions, and if our readers will obsferve them, they
will be able to discover why cold feet are so often

experienced, even with the surroundings of elegant

carpets, elaborate furniture, and other appointments
of beauty and comfort. It is more the rule than
the exception, that the floors of buildings are very
imperfectly laid. In the general class of buildings

erected by contract, the lloors are tongue nail^,
^. e., nailed in the edges only, with the almost uni-

versal result that portions of the tongues are

broken off during the process of "driving up " and
nailing, every one of which breaks aid in furnish-

ing an inlet for the air, whether much or little
;

and whatever quantity may enter by this means is

just its own part of a whole.

A second material defect in house-building is

found in the fact that as a rule, and with but few
exceptions, the floors do not fit closely to the wall

plates ; sometimes open spaces from one-quarter to

-»s«
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a whole inch being left, throuji^h wh'ich a large
amount of air passes up into the rooms, under and
behind the base-boards, whi(!h, if not fitted closely
to the floors, furnish no obstruction to a strong
draft from below, which, sweeping in over the sur-
face of the carpets, must necessarily cause cold feet
to those who sit within the lines of its course. And
this effect ia greatly increased where frame build-
ings are erected with the studding running down
to the main sills, which forms an unobstructed
open space in the walls.

Another source of drafts is found in connection
with bay-windows. Their various cornices, pro-
jections, and finishes, necessarily form considerable
open space within their own construction, and from
being constructed of numerous pieces and members
there are a large number of unavoidable joints and
cracks, each of which furnish air inlets, against the
admission of which to the interior apartments at-
tention is seldom paid. As a rule, •^>ay-windows
are finished on the inside with " panel backs " and
other wood finishes, and even if the work is well
put up at first it will open more or less in time by
shrinkage, producing scores of apertures through
which the air passes.
~ Again, almost every outside window itnd door
frame placed in a building lets in a large quantity
of air. This may be tested by a very simple
method. A few fine threads half a yard long held
in near proximity to any outside opening on a
windy day will act as a tell-tale. We have often
tested this condition of things by pieces of tissue-
paper torn in stripe of two or three inches wide,
and, by holding them at various points and places,
would be able to4i8cover the ingress of air by the
motion of ihe paper. Not only do currents of air
find ingress by the means stated, from the outside
atmosphere, but every hollow partition in a build-
ing furnishes its proportion and adds to the general
effect.

Let any one living in an ordinarily built house,
where proper care has not been practiced to prevent
it, hold a candle near the run-way for the ^liding-
dooTs, when nhoved back, and they will find that
the draft will almost extinguish the light if there
is any considerable amount of wind stirring on the
outside. There are exceptions to this, and also
hundreds of confirmatory instances. There is more
cold air in ordinary partitions than people generally
imagine. As illustrative; a hole one inch in
diameter made by accident or design in one of the
interior partitions of this office—a brick building-
was incidentally noticed to discharge a strong cur-
rent of air. This attracted the special attention of
one of our youthful assistants, who obtained a
piece of tin, and, after reducing the s me to about
four inches in diameter, slit it from the circumfer-
ence to near the center, thus making eight or ten
divisions, each of which were twisted so as to form
the fans of a miniature wind-mill. This wns se-
cured to a shaft, etc., and placed near the hole,
where for mouths it continued to run, and gener-
ally with such velocity that its parts could not be
discovered, even on a moderately windy day.

All this goes to establish the fact that wind-drafts
surround us on every hand, even in our homes, and
it is safe to aay that many cases of sickness occur
from simple causes of this character.

Ventilation is highly essential to good health,
but it should be so arranged as to be under control,
and not indiscriminately distributed through every
apartment, where it may work injury without
notice. Persons sitting in front of a fire often ex-
perience coldness about their feet, especially the
rear portion. The cause of this is, that a current
of air is constantly being drawn into the fire from
all portions of the apartment where a fire is burn-
ing, to supply the necessary oxygen to feed the
flame, without which fires could not exist ; and the
cold air, being of greater specific gravity than the
warmer air, naturally sweeps along over the sur-
face of the floor or carpet, and around the feet of
persons sitting near the fire, and as a matter of
course cold feet must be the result. And if the
supply of cold air is greater from any particular
pan of the [room, such as a door opening, or any
other aperture, a greater volume of air passes from
that direction, and those who sit in its course must
necessarily be the more affected with cold feet.

Double Wall-Boarding.

Reliable Canvassers Wanted
To canvass this city and State, and the entire
coast, for this journal.

The (juestion is often asked of all architects as to

the value of double boarding the walls of frame
buildings. We know of but one or two architects

in this city whose practice in this regard differs

from our own views of the importance of diagonal
or double-boarded walls. We hold it adds fully

one hundred per cent, to the strength and solidity

of buildings, ichen properly nailed. Nailing is the

all important factor in the proper construction of

buildings in California, as mortising and tenoning
is seldom used, except in framing well - holes,

etc., and its adoption in general practice would
not be good, as the timber used in the oonsfcruo-

tion of the frame -work of buildings— Oregon
pine—in its commercial condition shrinks so badly
that neither clamping nor draw-pinning would in-

sure close joints and shoulders for any length of

time, and without this, mortising and tenoning
possesses but little practical merit. Consequently,
sufficient and solid nailing is a great necessity.

The material best suited for the purpose of double
boarding is 1x4 tongued and grooved Oregon pine,

nailed with throe nails at each and every nailing,

in each and every board. But on account of the

apparent extra cost and expense of such material
for the pur^wse, and the generally prevailing idea

that other less costly lumber will answer as well,

its use is never contemplated. Next to this is the

ordinary 1x0 tongued and grooved Oregon pine,

which is sometimes adopted by those who aim to

secure good buildings, regardless of the small dif-

ference between this and a less costly class of lum-
ber. But that -^rhich- t8"YffdFe* generally used, is

surfaced, IxG Oregon pine, not tongued and
grooved. : . ' .

~."~" '"

"

We mention the nailing feature particularly, be-

cause it is the great source of strength in Califor-

nia-built houses. Remove the nails, and we ask,

what would sustain the construction P Will pieces

of lumber cut in lengths and placed in vertical and
horizontal positions, support each other, unaided
by other binding or sustaining material or appli-

ance? The answer is obvious, and the argument
afforded by it is, that without nails, not a frame
building in this State would support itself for a

moment. Hence there is but one conclusion, and
that is, that nails and suffi«i«ut nailing are impor-
tant. And when we say sufficient, we mean more
than a mere sufficiency to keep the parts together,

and afford a partial solidity; we mean that sufficiency

which will insure perfect firmness, and render the

construction solid beyond all doubt or question.

The frame of a ten-roomed house may be made to

assume, the shape of a building by the use of a

single keg of ten-penny nails ; but no mechanic
would venture the assertion that more were not

necessary to reasonable strength, nor argue that a
greater number of nails would not increase solidity

and firmness. If a ten-penny nail driven solidly

into a timber furnishes a given amount of strength,

ten such nails properly driven will increase that

strength ten- fold. We do not pretend to say that

nails may not be wastefully driven in parts where
they may become valueless, but our proposition

refers to their intelligent use. And we hold that

the more nails that are used, the greater the

strength obtained, so long as the number driven

does not destroy the holding capacity of the tim-

ber into which they are inserted, by splitting and
separating the fibers of the wood.

These facts cannot be successfully controverted,

and being facts, they are worthy of serious con-

sideration, involving as they do the strength and

solidity of buildings erected of wood, and all

other buildings and work in which nails become a

factor in construction, laying of floors, etc. But
in nothing is the necessity for abundant nailing

greater than in the double or diagonally boarding

of walls. And it is strange that men claiming

to be competent, practical mechanics, possessing a

knowledge of mechanical principles, should so gen-

erally practice neglect in this connection. As a

rule, the number of nails used indicate that they

are driven simply for the purpose of attaching the

boards to the frame-work, instead of securing them
firmly, for the purpose of giving strength to the

construction—a result which can only be obtained

by the free use of nails.

We admit that two nails at each nailing will answer
all purpose in 1x6 diagonal boarding, but three

adds to the solidity of the work, and are better.

Whatever of resisting or strengthening power there

may be in the boards, this latent quantity can only
be imparted to the building by the nails used. Ten
thousand pieces of boards might be placed against
the frame-work without any strengthening value
to the edifice, unless secured by nails or other fas-

tenings; conso(j[uently nails are in this connection
the king-pin of strength, and the more there are

used without violating any mechanical principle,

the stronger and better will be the work. But
whether nailed with two or three nails at each nail-

ing, diagonal or double boarding is decidedly im-
portant and valuable in the erection of frame build-

ings.

The Great Issue of the Day.

What we have elsewhere stated in these columns,
in connection with the disturbed and irregular con-

dition of affairs in this city, has been with a full

understanding of the magnitude of the ** Chinese
evil," which in its direct, present, and prospective

aspect, assumes a character which threatens the in-

dustries of our country, not only as far as the
white laboring classes are concerned, but also in

all lines of manufacture and producing enterprises.

For the acknowledged extraordinary imitative apt-

ness of the Chinese, and the readmess with which
they acquire knowledge, even under adverse and
restricted circumstances, very clearly illustrates

the next certain fact—a fact as certain as the con-

tinued roll of time—that when the pressure of

prejudice and opposition is removed, and they are

permitted to enter untrammeled into the various

industries as operatives, and not only allowed to

learn, but are assisted in gaining a full understand-
ing of American machinery, methods of opera-

tion, and the mechanical arts, Chinese capital will

flow hither, and Chinese manufactories and pro-

ducing interests will be established throughout
our fair land ; and the advantages possessed by
them over white corporations and firms using
Chinese labor, must and will soon crowd white la-

bor to the wall ; and through debased competition,

so diminish profits on all things manufactured,
that there will no longer exist any inducement for

the investment of the capital of the people of our
own and kindred blood. Consequently the indus-

tries of our country, in every sense and connec.tion,

are menaced and in jeopardy, unless a permanent
and insurmountable barrier is established, and A
perpetual preventive to Chinese competition so-

secured.

But all this is auxiliary and secondary in this

irrational agitation movement, the comer-stone
and foundation of which is personal enrichment,
political advancement, and public office for the lead-

ers, workers and talkers ; simply using the Chinese
issue as the hobby with which to stir up the preju-

dices of the common people to its support, and upon
which to reach official position, and secure other

gains and advantages of a personal charact-er.

The meaningless cry of ** the Chinese must ^f*^~
lacks both intelligence and sincerity, because every
intelligent man must and does understand, that no
bowlings of infatuated and excited crowds or or-

ganizations, not the rantings and brayings of po-

litical leaders, ever has, or ever will determine
and settle questions of national import and charac-

ter. Such matters can only be reached through
national legislation, in conformity with the recog-

nized laws and regulations of nations. The Chi-

nese on the Pacific Coast are unquestionably an
undesirable element, but they are, nevertheless, the

people of a vastly populated and important nation,

whose diplomatic and plenipotentiary repre^sen-

tatives have a standing at the«eat of our own gov-

ernment, and are recognized by the civilized na-

tions of the world. And when a few men in San
Francisco undertake to manage and dispose of a

question which requires the combined intelligence

and wisdom of senates and' statesman, they assupie

a prerogative hitherto unknown in the history of

the world, and which from the very nature of the

case must fail.

China, with her hundreds of millions of people,

is by no means an insignificant unit among the

nations of the earth, but a nation of great wealth

and resourses, with wise philosophers and discreet

minds to direct its affairs ; and if the citizens of

this country have a right to abuse and thrust

Chinamen from its shores in the face of treaty stip-

ulations, the same right exists, as far as the people

of all other nations are concerned, and by the same

rule applied, three-fourths of those who have been

the personal instruments of disgrace to San Fran-

oisco, would be compelled to leave our midst.
~ All reckless and wild excitements, and powerless

combinations of men, which create antagonisms in

communities, incite class prejudices and hatred,

arouse the baser passions of the thoughtless and
unlearned, provoke discord in common life, and
disturb the natural channels of business prosperity,

can be looked upon only as mischievous and injur-

ious.

We are emphatically opposed to all such things,

vet no more so than to Chinese, and every other

competition which is calculated to diminish the op-

portunities of the toiling classes of the United
States ; holding as wo do, the views heretofore ex-

pressed in this journal, that the peace, tranqtiillity,

and prosperity of cities, states, and nations exist

in exact proportion to the elevation and advance-
ment, or the humiliation and degradation of the

laboring masses.

But the inevitable must be accepted, and relief

and redress in the Chinese matter looked for

through the halls of Congress— never from the
*• sand-lot" of Sjin Francisco, nor its injudicious and
peculiar demagogues ; who, while they repeat the

standard cry of the clan, are manifestly influenced

and controlled in their acts by other motives than

a disinterested love of their deluded followers.
~ The fair presumption is, that men who t<ilk love

and pity for others, and work and strive for office

and piisition for themselve?*, have the office more
than their adherents, interests at heart.

The Rascal Heard From.

"^ We have received letters from parties at San
Jose and Sacramento, asking why they had not re-

ceived this journal, ih y " having paid for same to

our agent." As we have never had an a^ent or

solicitor in either of those cities, it is evident that

the swindling vagabond, Geo. R. Drant, ulids D.

R. Holmes, etc., etc., after ''doing" San Francisco

as long as he dared to risk it, went to the places

named and gathered in what coin ho could from
persons who supposed they were paying a year's

subscription to this journal. Newspapers and jour-

nals generally will do a good public service by
heraliliug this fellow's name abroad as a swindling
fraud. We have heard and learned enough of him
and his operations to justify us in saying that he is

a. dangerous character, being of good address, un-
derstanding the cunning devices of his class of

mean scalawags, and the methods by which inno-

cent people may be entrapped. We swore out a

warrant for his arrest some four or five weeks ago,

which now lies in the police office. Singular as it

imay appear, parties have informed us that the
scoundrel has been seen in conversation with de-

tective Lees while the warrant was on file in the

police office for his arrest, and that he is well

known to many officers on the force. But we were
not disposed to hand over $25 or $50, and so the fel-

low continued to defraud citizens of this city for

more than a month after we had spent money in

advertising him, and for weeks after notices had
appeared in the daily papers cautioning the public

against his movements.

Inspector of Plumbing Work.

In many of the Eastern cities efforts are being
made to create the office of inspector of plumbing
work. The great questions of sanitary precautions

have received and ate receiving a large amount of

attention, and the developments which have been
and are being made, establishing the fact that the

lives of thousands of our race are yearly consigned
to untimely graves through the agency of defective

plumbing-work, bad sewerage, and the unskillful

construction of buildings, is receiving merited at-

tention.

There is no one department of house-building of

more vital importance to the community than
plumbing-work—defective sewerage not excepted.

For if the latter is badly executed, proper plumbing-
work will operate as an almost complete preventive
to bad effects ; but if the plumbing is defective,

nothing then remains to resist the inlet and distri-

bution of foul and health-destroying vapors into
the apartments used for general living and sleeping

purposes.

In noticing these facts it is impossible to avoid

the reflection that the bad things suggested in this

connection result from two causes : 1st, The desire
of owners to secure the execution of work at a low
figure, and refusing to exercise due discrimination
between competent, reliable, and trustworthy men,
and those who practice a calling without any
proper knowledge of the mechanical sciences in-

volved, and then expecting from them the skill of

competent mechanics, while ignorant of every me-
chanical principle as it should he understood, 2nd.
This disposition on the part of owners encourages
and inspires with confidence men utterly dis<iuali-

fied to execute or even direct proper work, and as a
consequence the inferior classes of workmen accept
their success in securing jobs as an indorsement
from owners, which, combined with their system of

low figuring, enables them to secure a prominence
in the ranks of mechanics by no means deserved or

merited. But having gained the recognition of

being "master workmen"—contractors—it serves

their purposes, and in this position they manage to

pass off as workmanship work which would not be
tolerated, much less executed, by competent me-
chanics. In these two suggestions lie the source of

the evils which so generally prevail at the present
time, and which gives rise to the call for inspectors

to do—what ? Look after the work executed by com-
petent hands to see that it is properly done ? No.
There is no necessity for this, for work performed
by competent workmen is seldom less than entirely

right, unless they are driven by competitive condi-

tions and circumstances to slights and neglects. If

there is anything on earth connected with manual
labor which affords pleasure and satisfaction' to

.men, it is tJl^jBxeoution of faultless work by thor-

ough mechanics. The poet with no more pleasure
dwells in meditation upon a sublime thought or in-

spiration, nor the grandest conception more enrap-
tures the devotee of art, than qualified and compe-
tent men feel and enjoy in the comtcmplation of

good work done by their own hands. Hence the
inspector necessity of the hour does not come from
this sourcp, but from that class of men who outrage
every mechanical principle involved in the things
they undertake to do. This is the germ of the sit-

uation in this coniection, and no other can be added
except to admit in argument that such men gener-
ally are influenced and actuated by motives of will-

ful dishonesty, and that wheixever it is possible to

perpetrate a fraud or deception, if money can be
earned or saved thereby, men are willing to forego
every sentiment of right principle and honesty,
and descend to the perpetration of any act whi(;h

will bring coin to their purses. This is too largely
the case in the present ago of the world ; but above
all this we know that there are in all cities and
countries sterling man in all branches of mechani-
cal operations who are both capable and willing to

execute perfect work when proper and fair compen-
sation is their reward.
But the grand facts are just as they exist, and we

do not expect, nor propose the attempt, to so change
the affairs and' procedures of the mechanical world
as to bring all things to meet our own views.

Botches and incompetents have always existed, and
we presume they will continue for all time, and no
effort of ours is likely to create a vacancy in this

direction. Nevertheless we always have, and ever

shall, deprecate the employment of the mechanioftl

rabble to perform labor or services which require

good judgment and skillful treatment, and shall

ever draw very strong lines of distinction between
comparative mechanical ignoramuses and those

who are worthy the honorable distinction of being

competent workmen.
Were it in our power to dictate imperative rules

and regulations, we should enact a law which
would compel every man desiring to operate as a

"master jnechanic" in any branch, to pass a thor-

ough examination before a competent board of ex-

aminers, and not until he could establish proper

qualifications, and meet the reasonable recjuirements

of such a regulation, should he ba permitted to

practice his calling as a ** master." If this could

be, there would then be protection to competent
men, less of bad workmanship, and more general

satisfaction to owners and all concerned in the

erection of buildings.

But accepting conditions as we find themj we ad-

vise that th^ leading plumbers of this city—jour-

neymen as well as " tKJsses "—men who are entitled

to this distinction by their co-equal or pre-eminent

qualifications, take this matter in hand, and meet
and consider the feasibility and practicability of

the creation of the office of inspector of plumbing
work in San Francisco. The columns of this jour-
nal will be at the disposal of those who are inclined
to move in the matter, and if our individual influ-
ence and counsel is of any value, it will be freely
given. Such a movement is sustained by several
good reasons

:

First.—If such an office should be created, and
should be filled by some fully qualified, trustworthy,
and really practical m&, it would be the means of

correcting many of the abuses which have existed
in the business to the injury of both owners of

property and skillful mechanics.
Second.—A schedule of right and proper require-

ments might be established and be made impera-
tive, which would effectually exclude a large num-
ber of "practical plumbers" from operating as
" bosses," or comi>el them to acquire both the me^
chanical skill and information necessary to operate
as such. And those who are mentally, morally,
and mechanically incompetent to attain a proper
mastery of the business, would be required to seek
some other avocation within the scope of their
mental and mechanical status. By this we mean
to say, that not for gold in pounds avoirdupois equal
to the weight of lead that their hands could handle
in ten hours, could some so-called *• practical

plumbers" execute a first-class job of plumbing
work, and the retirement of such men from the
business would be a desirable result as far as com-
petent plumbers, owners of property, and architects

are concerned.
But it is unnecessary to enlarge at present upon the

many reasons which exist in this connection justi-

lyiug action of somjn sort J/ioWng to the rei^edying
of existing evils in the plumbing line. And we
believe it both feasible and desirable that the sug-
gestions we have offered be maturely considered
and acted upon. We trust that it will not long
rentain a fact that more interest is manifest in

almost every other city in the Union than in San
Francisco in reference to the more vital, finer, and
essential features of house-building.
Again we call upon the better classes of plumbers

to consider the proposition submitted, and to act

upon it at once. Who will be the first to move in

the matter ?

Why Water Stands on Outside Steps.

Endless complaints are expressed during the
rainy season, in reference to water standing on the

out»<ide steps of houses during, and for a long time
after a rain. Ladies in particular suffer great an-
noyance from this cause. The fault in all such
cases is improper construction, and the blame and
responsibility rests upon those who executed or

controlled the work. Every journeyman carpenter

ought to understand the necessities of* the case, but,

strange to say, they do not, as a rule, and scarcely

one in ten of the outside steps built in San Fran-
cisco are constructed with the propfer pitch, although
it is no more difficult nor expensive to copstruot

them so as to shed the rains than to have them hold
a puddle of water on every tread.

In view of this common error, it becomes neces-

sary for the architect to define in his specifications

exactly how much pitch each tread should have

;

and although a trifling matter in itself, as far as

the amount of labor and skill involved are con-

cerned, its materiality to the comfort and conven-
ience of the occupants of buildings is such that
special attention should be paid by the architect, at

the time of construction, to see that the prop6r
pitch is given. As often as otherwise, the immedi-
ate fault lies with the mechanic doing the work.
It is sometimes a difficult matter to induce journey-
men to obey orders, when they are directed to

give each tread one-eighth of an inch pitch to each
four inches of width of tread. With many, the

idea prevails, that water will run off of any plane
which is not level. This is a right conclusion in

reference to liquids finding their level, but when
applied to outside steps, the fact is demonstrated in

thousands of cases, that water will stand in pud-
dles on steps put up with much less pitch than
three-eighths of an inch to one foot of width.

No Country, however naturally full of re-

sources, will become rich and prosperous, or after

becoming so, long remain so, unless the arts and
industries are fostered.
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The Chinese Question.

In a purely and exclusively political sense, it
might not be proper for us to notice the subject in
this journal, nor do we propose to do so now, in its
political aspect. But, as affecting the mechanical,
manufacturing, and laboring interests, it becomes
a legitimate subject of review in this journal.
We assume no prophetic inspirations, but express

the humble opinion, formed and matured by sixty

conditions, a frightful state of things may be an-
ticipated. And we sav, once for all, that if unre-
stricted immigration from the Flowery Kingdom
is'^permitled, the result will be turmoil, strife" and
bloodshed for our children, if not for ourselves.

THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW

years' experience and observation, nearly thirty of
which have been spent in more or less direct contact
with this i)eculiar people, that no single considera-
tion or matter in connection with the history of
this nation, aside from that which determined our
existence as a jMBople and government, has ever
rbeen presented—no question of greater magni-
tude, or more pregnant with resujts of deeper or
jnore vital interest to the country—than the unre-

Our Apology.

;(
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^^tricted immigration of the Mongolian race to our
shores.

^ California, after an experience of more than
^--tiiirty years, has decided, through the ballot-box,

-- by an almost unanimous vote, that the Chinese are
not a desirable element ; and if the question was

_ again submitted to the people of this State, upon
i^ own merits, there would not be a vote cast in
favor of the presence of Chinese in this State, in any— number whatever, except by those who care only for
personal gains and profits, without any regard to the
mter^ts of the masses. Such men as Colonel Bee,
enjoying the luxury of a lucrative appointment un-

-- der the Celestial government, and others who draw
pap and coin from the same source, naturally pro-
claim "for the Chinese." What to them are the

.„ wiFermgs of thousands of laboring men and wo-
.^ Inen, so long as they can live and luxuriate upon

Chmese patronage P And so with merchants and
other, who, from connection with Chinese opera-
tions, make themselves rich. What is it to them,

^ if tens of thousands of their own blood and race
>^. are impoverished and rendered destitute:' Talk
£3 of human sympathies !—it is a sweet theme for the
=1^ poet's pen, and touches the tender chords of the— human heart, when in rightful play and exercise;

but when Fortune holds forth her golden hand,
and bids her votaries come, principles and sympa-
thies wither, and judgment becomes pliant and

_^ submissive to conditions, and but few of the hu-
=- man race, under such circumstances, are able to

resist the temptation, even though the hearts and
-^ homes of thousands have to be desolated to secure

the glittering prize. Aside from these, there is but
one opinion, one sentiment, one feeling; and
if, by popular vote in this State, the question could

^
be forever put to rest, the decision would be most

'_ emphatic and final. And whyP Because experi-
— ence has demonstrated beyond all question, that the

presence of the Chinese people has been and is a
great curse tp this city and State, and will prove— so to any city and State where their presence is
permitted in any considerable number.

__ .
The interests of all mechanical, manufacturing

and producing classes are at stalce in this issue.
.^Chinese competition is the great ax which lies at

the base of the tree of white labor, ready to fell to
L^ earth the noble growth of centuries ; for it must be
^ remembered, that this glorious country was founded
-- by the sons of labor, and the toiling yeomen who

trod it« fields at birth moved as one man in the pro-
tection of their common rights; and by their

-^ strong arms and indomitable wills, drove oppres-
sors from our soil. Shall we, of this later^ay in
our nation's history, permit another foe, though of

.- quiet and insidious mien, and with no pretense of
war, to invade and desolate the heritage of our
forefathers, paralyze the arms of millions of our
own kin and blood, and spread poverty and want
throughout our thus far God - blessed land ? As
surely as thistles from thistle-burs grow, or ver-
min from uncleanness rise, this condition of things

_1 will come to pass, if the Chinese race is permitted
to enter the fields of l^bor in the United States.

- X
'^^\^^^*ory of the human race demonstrates the— fact, that where and just so far as labor is recog-

nized as honorable, is protected, and receives just
and right compensation, peace, tranquillity, and

^^prosperity abounds. And just so far and to the ex-
tent that hardships and oppressions are enforced
upon the working classes by any set of circum-
stances or conditions, privations, poverty, want,
suffering, and rebellious discontent ensues.
Under the best of circumstances, Chinese compe-

tition will produce the latter ; 'and under adverse

Should any of our readers consider that this issue
of the Review contains too much agitation, iwliti-
cal and Chinese matter, our answer is, that we
have simply followed a law of the human mind in
what appears in these columns. In common with
all other architects, we have suffered fearful busi-
ness havoc on account of these things, and have a
right to cry out against them. The events and oc-
currences of the past two or three years have fallen
more heavily upon architects, thaifanv other pro-
fession or business, none excepted. If decline in
business had come from natural causes, architects
would have no right to complain. But when men
by the use of intemperate, illogical, indecent, and
fierce language; rash, unwise and injurious acts,
and a course of conduct at variance with good gov-
ernment, reason, and common sense, cripple and
almost entirely destroy legitimate industries and
professions, it is right and proper on the part of
every one who may have the opportunity, whether
by pen or oral declaration, to rebuke and denounce
the evil things. We feel in duty bound, as the repre-
sentative organ of the architectural profession on
this coast, to express plain views and opinions upon
all .matters and questions directly or indirectly in-
volving the architectural and building interests,
and having conversed with a majority of the gen-
tlemen most prominent in the profession, we are
satisfied that we fairly represent the general senti-
ment of our professional bretheren upon the topics
in consideration in this connection. And if the
final determination of the agitation and dhinese
questions could have been delegated to them,
the quiet of this city would long since have been
secured, by the sending away from our shores
cf every almond-eyed son of China ; compelling
preachers to attend to their legitimate business of
proclaiming salvation to sinners, instead of shout-
ing demagogical harangues to stimulate, if not to in-
cite thoughtless crowds to riot

; placing where they
rightfully belong, all adventurous tramp orators
who prowl through the country, taking up with
anything, and seeking adventurous opportunities
tD turn a penny so as to save them from labor ; and
whipping foul-mouthed teamsters back to manage
the reins of horses, instead of seeking to secure or
control those of our city or State government.

claims as much upon the opinions of its proprietors
as upon the delivery of the printed sheet. Every
intelligent reader expects, and has a right to expect
a^ expression of sentiment from the editor of the
paper which receives his support. Whenever mat-
ters of public interest are presented through the
columns of a paper, the first inquiry made by those
who read the intelligence communicated is, ' What
is the editorial upon the subject?" And when
none appears, the reader naturally conceives a feel-
ing of loss and disappointment ; for it is supposed
that the mind capttble of conducting a journal of
any sort is qualified, and will season all matter
which concerns or involves the common interests of
the community, with an opinion or statement of
convictions upon the issues involved. Otherwise,
reading such publications is like a host inviting
guests to his table and setting before them coursew
and dishes of unnamed viands without any explan-
ation. The food may be good and wholesome, and
may be served on platers of solid silver or gold,
but it is eaten with better relish and appreciation
when the character and quality of the food is made
known by those who furnish, prepare, or serve it.
Sometimes editorial views may not be received

and approved as correct by a majority of patrons
but liberal-minded readers always prefer »nd appre^
ciate errors "plainly and fearlessly expressed, to sus-
picious silence, or qualified expressions of doubtful
or subservient character.

35

It Is So.

A General Sentiment.

If there is any one thing more detestable in jour-
nalism than another, it is in that class of papers,
periodicals, and journals conducted by men whose
discretion and circumspection is so great as to for-
bid a frank, fearless, and candidly expressed opinion
upon subjects of public interest, where doubt exists
as to the most popular side of the issue ; whose
idol is their subscription list, and whose god is the
dollars received in payment for advertisements;
men who cringe and bow the knee to parties and
persons from whom patronage may be expected, and
who remain silent upon . important issues, of how-
ever great public interest, to subserve their own
and the personal interests of others.
When men assume editorial robes and responsi-

bilities, the public have claim upon their intelli-
gence and judgment, and upon their views and
opinions on all important issues and questions pre-
sented in the columns of the paper published by
them, or any otiier which affects the general inter-
ests of the community ; and those who assume the
privilege of silence and non-oommitalism when
great interests are at stake, fail to properly dis-
charge their self-assumed obligations to the com-
munity from which they receive support. Sub-
scribers to a journal of any sort do not pay their
money simply for the printed paper, which ab-
stractly has but little intrinsic or commercial value,
but for the information contained, and the honestly
expressed views and opinions of those who dictate
or prepare the matter printed. Papers generally,
after being read, are consigned to the flames or other
base uses because their real value has been extracted
by being read. And the patrons of a journal have

AH things being equal, there is no good reasonwhy women should not enjoy as good health as
men. Yet it is an admittad .faot that there is more
sickness comparatively among the female and juve-
nile classes of society than among the adult males.
We have repeatedly sought to impress upon the at-
tention of our readers the reasons why this should
be so, and wo again repeat the statement that in
thousands of houses in this city the plumbing and
sewer-works are so imperfectly executed that the
sewer.gases are admitted- into the occupied portions
of the building

; that sewer-gas is exceedingly dan-
gerous to health, and one of the battle-axes of death
to destroy human life

; that mothers and children
I eing more at home than the adult males, are far
more exposed to its evil effects; consequently in
houses where the defects mentioned exist— and
there are a large number of them—the female por-
tion of the household must be the more liable to
sickness. The following extract from an Eastern
exchange is to the point : "Dr. John H. Griaoom.
one of the first writers on sanitary sfcience in this
country, remarked that more women receive dis-
pensary relief than men, the proportion being
twelve to ten, and sometimes as great as nineteen
to eleven. This contrast is more striking in view
of the greater amount of intemperance among the
males. It is probably due to the fact that women
both night and day, inhale the polluted atmosphere
of tenement houses, while their husbands and chil-
dren pass a considerable portion of the day out of
doors under more healthful influences."

Then and Now.

In the days of our boyhood, machinery in con-
nection with house-building was unknown. Every-
thing was then " worked by hand," and not until
our apprenticeship years, were machines for the
preparation of material of any kind for building
construction purposes heard of. The first innova-
tion of hand-labor, were machines for surfacing
lumber and working flooring, and their introduc-
tion met with bitter opposition from the working
classes. And although they are now considered
almost a necessity, and but few mechanics would
be willing to perform by hand the hard labor done
by these machines, the prevailing sentiment at the
time of their introduction was intensely in opposi-
tion to them. Public meeting and procession dem-
onstrations were enthusiastically indulged in, and
binding pledges administered and taken, that no
carpenter should lay, nor even perform labor in or
upon a building where machine-worked flooring
was used. Time, however, worked its changes, and
from the first machines designed to perform the
heaviest part of labor, a thousand other devices
have been perfected, by which, at the present time,
nearly every thing used in house-construction and
finishing is shaped and prepared by machinery.

Architectural Proportion.

Messrs. Bicknell & Comstock, architectural pub-
lishers, of this city, have recently issued a second and
revised edition of "Atwood's Rules of Proportion,"

—r some account of which we desire to present to our
readers. The book is of moderate size, and is sold at

_1^ the low price of |1. Considering this figure and the
usefulness of the treatise, we unhesitatingly say it

should be in the hands of every architect and builder
who desires to proportion his work in a way best
suited to the ends for which it was intended. The au-
thor introduces the subject by some general remarks
upon proportion, from which we quote ; 'In build-

ing there are two kinds of proportion, but widely dif-

ferent in their application. One is mechanical or con-
structive, and the other architectural proportion. The

^ former determines the quantity of materials used in

__. construction, and subject to the four kinds of strains,—! namely, tensile, compressile, lateral and twist strains

;

irr the latter determines the relation members should bear
to each other when employed to beautify and improve
the interior and exterior of buildings. With the latter
we have most to do, though both are so intimately— blended that it is impossible to fulfill the requirements
of '* well building " without their ufjion in practice.
Our sentiments respecting proportion are derived from
experience, the use to be made of the building, and the
materials that compose it. Walls of iron will support
a given weight with less thickness than wood, and

r— brick with less than stone. Walls may be too low for

their length or too high for their width. They may
not be thick enough to sustain the compressile or lat-

eral strains of the roof. Spires or towers may contain

—1^5^' —^y ^^ "®' enou(j;h diameters in hi^l\t. The.same
is true of door and window openings, or any opening
in a wall. When buildings irregular in plan and
composed of two or more parts or additions vary
greatly in size, one being very high and the other low,

—rwe say they are disproportioned, or that the equality
^sof ratio used to determine length, breadth and height—^as been either destroyed or never contemplated.

And in such cases our judgment confirms the opinion
of their lack of fitness

; and our conception of a pro-
portion being formed upon the circumstance of its fit-

ness for the subject treated, it is only when we see
parts of the building adjusted with due regard to this

principle, that we say they are well proportioned or
that the building is in proportion."
The first part of the book is devoted to a considera-

tion of the proportions of the five orders of architect-
ure, upon which the author has employed considerable
originality of treatment. The proportions of these
orders display the highest genius ot the art, and are
probably the most perfect and absolute standards that
can ever exist. It is from those proportions that the
author derives those practical rules wtich may be ap-
plied in the construction of modern buildings. One
radical change which he introduces in considering
orders, we should note in passing. The ancients com-
monly divided a diameter into 60 parts or minutes,
and in the examples usually given, 10 diameters are
used, each being divided into 60 parts. But this au-
thor has increased the standard to 12 diameters, and
in order to preserve the same ratio, divides each
diameter into 60 parts or minutes, instead of 60. His
reason for this is, that such a number of diameters
^all be employed as will most readily resolve heights
into feet and inches, and thereby conduce to practical

applications. Twelve diameters are undoubtedly more
convenient for this purpose than 10 diameters, as

heretofore employed.
Concerning the use to be made of the standards of

proportion contained in the five orders of architect-

ure, the author remarks :
" In external decoration, the

practice of applying the most suitable proportions of
the orders, while superfluous members are rejected or
thrown out of the composition or design, is common
among modern architects. Smaller ones are enlarged
as taste and experience direct. Now, what we propose
to do is quite similar. Only we shall, by the aid of
accepted models, systematize our convictions of taste

and experience, reducing them to a working standard,
whose operations, though consistently limited, are
clearly defined. We are thus led to devise a standard
of measure corresponding to an order of architecture,

and hence a standard proportionally ordered."
We think from the above statement of the scope of

the book, and the quotations which we have made
from it, that our readers will be enabled to form an
adequate conception of its usefulness. The second
part of the work is devoted to the statement of prac-

tical rules established as outlined under the laws of
proportion, and to illustrations of their use by appli-
cation to everyday construction. We cannot indicate
the value of these rules better than by presenting one
in detail, together with the author's description, only
adding so much from other parts of the book as may
be necessary to make it fully understood by the
reader. The accompanying engraving represents the
part elevation of the end of a modern frame house, as
commonly built in the country and smaller towns.
The plate is introduced in the work to illustrate the
method of obtaining the dimensions of the raking and
level cornices for the house. The rule is laid down
as follows ;

" Divide the height from the
bottom of the water-table to
the second-story window sills

into 12 diameters. Divide
one of these diameters into

60 minutes for units of meas-
urement, and give the proper
proportions for a one-story
cornice without frieze or ar-

chitrave at this point, name-
ly, 10 parts of minutes. .Now
enlarge this size in accord-
ance with the directions given
for superimposed members
above the first story. Re-
duce the parts so obtained to

feet and inches, which would
be the horizontal projection

at the eaves of the house.

Determine the pitch line of
t^e roof ftiMLmake the gable-

end projection equal to the
inclined projection at the
eaves.

'*To determine the pro-

portion of any of the molds
required~"lir ornament the

projection, Increase the unit

of measure as many times at

there are parts designated in

the order for the molding q
selected."

The rule referred to above
for proportioning superira- Architectural Proportion—Application of the Rules to an Ordinary Frame Dwelling,
posed members is too long to

quote in full in this connection. Careful study of the
diagram and comparison of one part with the other,
keeping in mind the standard of measure first ob-
tained, will indicate to the reader the general method
pursued by the author.

Besides the illustration which we have presented,
there are many other practical examples given in this

book—some for elevations, some for interior finish,

and others for individual members, moldings, &c.
The book throughout is of practical interest to all

students of architecture as well as to practical men.
The work closes with a supplemental chapter of notes,

which present some of the most important rules in a
condensed form. Concerning Rule 10, which our en-

graving illustrates, the noted read as follows:
" After the proper proportion of the cornice is

obtained, it may be trimmed with few or many mem-
bers to accord with any of the styles, and in any
form, provided the proportions of each member are

regulated by the standard proportion of the order.

If a cornice mold and fascia are used, give each the

number of parts designated in the order. If bed
mold and frieze are added, give these their respective

number of parts, without regard to the intermediate

members of the order."

There is also a table of comparative proportions,

taking the temple of Jupiter Staler as the Corinthian

example, and the Arch of Titus as the Roman exam-
ple, from which a third or mean proportion of the

several parts is derived. The table of comparative

proportions is carefully worked out through all the

details of the order, the parts of each individual mem-
ber being placed opposite its name, thus presenting it

in a shape to make it of the greatest usefulness to

students and practical men.

Contractors Fesponsible for Ten Tears.

In some of the European countries, contractors

are held responsible under the law, for a period of

ten years after completion, for every defect that
becomes apparent in the construction of buildings.

The legal regulations are such, that if weakness or

insuflBcienoy of strength in any part develop them-
selves, the contractor is held accountable, and is

compelled not only to correct the defect and insuffi-
ciency, but to pay all damages that may occur to
persons or property from such improper construc-
tion. The plea that the specifications had been
followed avails nothing. Neither ignorance, neg-
lect, nor incompetency on the part of the architect
relieves the master-builder. He is supposed to un-
derstand fully the carrying and supportiuif weight
and capacity of every timber, column, girder, wall,
and all other things used ; and the law forbids the
use of anything not amply sufficient for intended
purposes, or which fails to provide entire safety un-
der all circumstances.
The effect of such a law simply compels men to

become masters of their business, in fact, before as-

suming the master's cloak, and renders it difficult
for incompetent men to impose upon oommunities
by pretensions to qualifications not possessed—an
overabundance of which exists in California, and
the United States generally. Rigid restriotious
are sometimes annoying to competent men, but
never damaging beyond the matter of annoyance.
It is the mechanical frauds that suffer in all such
cases, and we in no wise sympathize with those
who arrogate to themselves tne ability to per-
form acts and responsibilities beyond the reach of
their mechanical or intellectual capacities, and we
heartily wish that compulsory regulations were in
force in this city, which would comj^el men of
mean abilities to seek pursuits in keeping with
their imperfect understanding of mechanical prin-"
ciples, rules, and correct practices.

One Jones, employed in a manufacturing estab-
lishment, did not put in an appearance the other
morning ; but just before dinner, his wife came in,

and said, in explanation :
** You must excuse him.

He and I had a little dispute at the table this morn-
ing, and he won't be able to work before the mid-
dle of the week." The employer stated that the
explanation was satisfactory, he having been mar-
ried twenty-five years himself.

.;-'»'
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The Argonaut of April 3d, pa^e 8, ndtitains six
articles written iu uniuiHtakably plaiu and express-
ive language, in reference to matters and things in
genera^ iu connection with the vexed questions and
issues, and the doings of certain parties, which
have so effectually upset everything pertaining to,

imd involving the interests and prosperity of this
city and State, during the past two years : com-
ments on the late elections, criticisms on S. F,
journalism, «fcc. The language in parts may be
rather strong for weak nerves and tender-hearted
conservators, but each of the articles is so nearly
correct in sentiment, that it* is safer to accept them
jw they are than to lop off too much.

The newspapers of San Francisco should all adopt

\\ ~

iMi

f •-'-

the same plain style and rule, and define their posi-

tion from honest convictions, leaving out of consid-
eration journalistic jealousies and personal likes and
dislikes ; act like intelligent men, standing far

above all petty strifes and influences
; grapple with

- et eiy question prewented, upon its merits, in a plain
and fearless manner, leaving their circulation, cash
account, and advertising business contingent upon
the correctness and soundness of positions assumed
and views expressed, rather than *' going for each
other,

*

' and for the sake of gaining an *
' extraordi-

nary enterprise " advantage, for which not one
reader in ten thousand cares a fig, and then pufiing
and blowing in their columns over the '* wonderful
exploit" of having done something of very easy
and simple accomplishment, and which only serves
tu illustrate the sly and cunning devices resorted
to, to "make a point." If school-boys or collegi-

ate students were to pursue similar courses of action
to excel in their studies, and gain advantages over
their classmates, as is adopted by some of the boys
of larger growth and maturer years, who control
journalism in San Francisco, they would either be
suBjectect to cb'irporal ot other punishment, or be
disgraced by expulsion. Journalistic rivalry and
iealousy, and personal enmity between men who
lave grasped and wield " the power more mighty
than the sword "—the pen, are responsible for nine-
tenth of the evils inflicted upon the people of this

State. There would have been no Sand-lot party,
no new Constitution, no half-shot preachers, no
accidental mayors, no *

' Honorable fiilks,
'

' no ruin
of business, no suspension of legitimate enterprises,
no processions of men and women with banners
bearing the motto, '* Work or Bread," while seven-
eighths of the crying crowd hoped not for work, but
bread without work, and many of them possessed
well lined purses and bank accounts—had the en-
tire press 01 the city united iu treating with con-
tempt contemptible things, allowing them to pass
into deserved oblivion, instead of writing up filthy

mouthed pigmies into patriotic giants, and knaves
and scoundrels into honest reformers !

—^Editor Calii<h>knia Akcoitect and BcUiD-
INQ Review :—I would like to obtain an expression
from you, through your journal, on a subject that
is of interest to the architects, builders and real

estate owners, as there seems to be a great diver-
sity of opinion on the subject. Now to illustrate

—

say A, a property owner, is going to build a house
adjoining B, and finds that in excavating he will
undermine B's house. It would seem to me that B
should be required to protect his own property and
pay all expenses connected with underpinning.
Some persons claim that A should pay, and that a
law to this effect exists. Now, if such is the case,

I think that you will agree with me that it is un-
just, lor it opens the road to sharp practice. Say
that A makes a statement that he is going to build
at a certain time ; B hears of the same, and starts
in immediately to build, and says that "I will place
my foundation near the surface, and will compel A,
who intends to excavate and start his foundation
deeper, pay all expenses for underpinning my house."
By a practice of this kind, a man owning a piece of
property can force his neighbors living on each side
to pay for putting a foundation under his house.
In this article, it would be well to state, I do not
refer to buildings constructed of brick and in the
fire limits, as there is a law on this point requiring
persons construf;ting brick and stone buildings, to
start at least fourteen feet below the curb level, and
parties conforming will not be responsible for dam-
ages to contiguous buildings, the walls of which
have not been constructed to the standard depth.

Yours respectfully, T. J. W.
In answer to our correspondent's inquiry, we re-

ply, that in our opinion, every owner of property

has and should have the right to use and improve
his premises according to his wishes and desires,
provided that he conforms to municipal regulations
in doing so.

If A desires to excavate for a cellar, ho has and
should have the unconditional right to do so, and
the owners of the property on either side, should
be and are required to underpin and protect their
improvements, at their <m/n cost and expense. As
a rule, when A wishes €o excavate for a cellar, B
and C as adjoining owners, complain of hardship,
and contend that A should bear the expense of un-
derpinning their property, because the cellar is for
the special convenience of A. But the argument
is not substantial ; for if B and C, or either of them,
desire to excavate for a cellar on their property,
they would have the same rights in the premises
as A, and the latter would then have the right of
complaint. This feature of the case is simply a
question of " whose ox is gored." The first of three
neighbors to dig a cellar, whether A, B or C, is the
happy man. . _

Sec. 5, Chap. VT, order 1281, as amended May 16,
1876, says :

" The depth of fourteen (U) feet below
the curb level of the street is hereby fixed as the
standard depth of foundations for brick or stone
buildings. Any person excavating for or commen-
cing foundations at a greater depth than the above
standard, shall be responsible for all damages to
adjoining buildings, the foundations of which
have been constructed at the standard depth. No
person constructing foundation walls down to the
standard depth shall be responsible for damages to
contiguous buildings, the walls of which have not
been constructed at the standard depth."
This order refers to the depth of foundations for

brick or stone buildings. We find no ordinance
bearing upon the same subject, in reference to
frttme constriidtiohs ; but the principle of law pro-
mulgated by the order quoted has heretofore gov-
erned in such cases, and we feel safe in stating,
that where a party desires to excavate for a cellar,
and such excavation extends below the foundation
of the adjoining property, not exceeding fourteen
(14) feet, the owner or owners of such adjoining
property must underpin and protect his or their im-
provements

;
provided, the party excavating for

cellar or other purposes shall have properly notified
the adjacent owners of intention to excavate.
We know of no instance where this question has

been legally tested. In our individual practice as
architects, we have frequently had such issue arise,
but always ending with the owners of respective
properties taking care of their own premises. And
if brought to trial before any court of competent
jurisdiction, we think the decision would sustain
the views herein set forth.

A Pleasant Picture.

*' There is a man," said his neighbor, speaking of
a Tillage carpenter, *' who has done more good, I
really believe, in this community, than any other
person who ever lived in it. He cannot talk very
well in prayer-meeting, and he doesn't often try.
He isn't worth two thousand dollars, and it 's very
little that he can put down on subscription papers
for any object. But a new family never moves into
the village that he does not find them out, to give
them a neighborly welcome and offer any little serv-
ice he can render. He is usually on the look-out
to give strangers a seat in his pew at church. He
is always ready to watch with a sick neighbor and
look after his affairs for him, and I 've sometimes
thought that he and his wife keep house-plants in
winter just for the sake of being able to send little
bouquets to invalids. • He finds time for a pleasant
word for every child he meets, and you '11 always
see them climbing into his one-horse wagon when
he has no other load. He really seems to have a
genius for helping folks in all sorts of common
ways."
How many such carpenters have we in San Fran-

cisco ? In our contact with the laboring classes, we
have met many excellent and worthy men, of large
and generous hearts, and if the balances were ap-
plied, their weight in the great scale of human
kindness would by no means be light. There
many a noble soul, under a rough exterior.

IS

Reliable Canvasseis V/auted

To canvass this city and State, and the entire
coast, for this journal.

EDnx>R California Architect and Building
Review :—I am pleased to note the interest shown
in your valuable journal as to sanitary plumbing.
It is aquestion, I think, understood by but few. Al-
though there are a great many self styled plumbers
and sanitary engineers, they really know but little
or nothing of the business ; they neither under-
stand the theory or the practice, and people build-
ing are often deceived by them, and do not know
it until their work is done, and it is too late to rem-
edy the defect^, without large expense and the tear-
ing up the house. There are but few persons living
in our large cities that are not affected by bad
plumbing. Then, are we not all interested in the
subject ? Would it not be a good move for plumbers
to establish technical schools in our cities ? Or, at
least, have a place where they can meet and ex-
change views on the subject.

It seems to me that it would be of advantage to
the trade, and to parties requiring the services of a
plumber. It is a well-known fact that water is but
a temporary preventive against sewer-gas. There
is an affinity between sewer-gas and water, the
same as the magnet and the needle.
To sleep in an apartment closed tightly, with a

jar of water on the floor—in the morning the water
will be found charged with carbonic acid gas.
When the water becomes thoroughly impregnated
with gas, the gas will pass through, as though
there was no obstruction. Sewer-gas is heavier
than natural air, and will not fise, unless it be
forced by heat or strong currents, which are al-
ways found in our sewers and waste-pipes. Mr.
G^eorge E. Wariiig, of Newport, Rhode Island,
who is acknowledged as being one of the best-
informed men on sanitary matters, says that
water as a seal against sewer-gas cannot be

r^Jied upon—the gas passes through the water."
And what better proof is wanted than to go into
most any residence, from the finest to the poorest,
and find, where there is a waste-pipe, proofs of these
assertions ?

Then it is not surprising that there has not been
some way devised to positively keep sewer-gas out
of a house.
There are traps of all shapes and descriptions

;

traps with hinged- valves, float-valves, and balls ;

but the best of them become clogged in a few days
with hair, matches, hairpins, and other matter, and
are held open, and are worse than useless ; for in-
stead of their being safety-traps they are death-
traps.

Then there are metal and rubber-seals for closets,

which are good, if it were possible to get along
without an overflow to provide for accidents, which
spoils it all, and goes back to first principles; for

you have to trap your overflow, and still rely on
water as a seal. It is, to use a homely phrase, like
putting the spigot in a barrel, and knocking
out the bung. No matter how much of a trap
of water, whether three inches or three feet, sewer-
gas will come through.
Now is there not some other way to get over this

trap question ? Can there not be a seal made of
some kind that will dispense with an overflow,
and provide for leakage and accidents in valves t

There is a large field for improvement. If such a
thing can be accomplished, I am sure it would
meet with the success it deserves, and confer a
blessing on every one. Your truly,

A Sufferer from Bad Plumbing.

Effect of Sanitary Operations.

The Registrar-General, in the last quarterly re-

port, gives an example of how a district may be im-
proved by a proper system, of sanitation. He in-

stances the town of Llandudno, which at one time
had a high death-rate, and which, of course, neces-
sitated something being done to lower it. A scheme
of sewerage was designed by Mr. Baldwin Latham,
and carried out, at a cost of ;^30, 000 with great suo-
cess- The death-rate is now nominal, being only 8.4
per 1000, and during the three months in question
not a single death from zymotic disease took place.
In order to value the change which has occurred, we
may point to the neighborhood of the town—the
rural district outside which is not sewered—where
the mortality was 38.6 per 1,()00, with a zymotic
death-rate of 4.3 per 1000. The Registrar gives
great praise to the town for its enterprise, and when
the new works for a water supply are completed, no
doubt the death-rate will be further lowered.— Th»
London Metropolitan.
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Please Help Us a Little—Our Thanks.

_.Weare obliged to our good friends and patrons
for what they have thuH far done, and h()i>e that
thoy will, each and all, still further render us all

the asHiHtance in their j)ower, to increase our sub-
scription list. The greater the encouragement
received, the greater will be our finan(!ial ability
and personal deteriniuution to make this journal
complete and desirable. We want 10,000 s^thscrih-
ers, and should have them before the end of the
year. We also thank the press of this city gener-
ally, and the scorts of papers and journals from all
parts of the coast, for their many very Uatttiring,
generous, and encouraging notices and commenda-
tions. It certainly affords great pleasure to receive
such favorable notice and recognition from all
quarters, and to realize that our effort to establibh

-a- " much-ueetled journal " in the face of the try-
ing times and depressed business conditions which
Tiave so long prevailed in this city, has been suc-
cessful. We modestly accept the gratifying ver-
dict that we have "done well," but should have
felt better satisfied, could we have accomplished all
that we had deternxined upon, and still intend to
effect, viz : make this a journal so complete, in-
structive, and valuable, that every citizen of San
Francisco and the entire coast, having their best
interests at heart, will not fail to subscribe for it.

Each respective number since January 1st, 1880, is

eaid to be an improvement upon the preceding
issue ; and we hope our patrons will find the pres-
ent an improvement upon all that has preceded it.

And if owners of property, to whom its contents
are especially important—all architects, contract-
ors, and builders, and a generous public generally,
will ivnder a >alpt::g ha-ad in swelling our sub-
scription list, we will continue and increase im-
provements, until a perfectness and completeness of
the most gratifying character to all concerned will
be reached.

Thank You.

If one-half the good wishes and kind congratula-
tions verbally expressed toward this journal by busi-
ness men generally, architects, contractors, mate-
rial-men, and others, were reduced to written
articles upon practical subjects, they would cer-
tainly afford pleasure, profit, and instruction to a
great many people.

We thank friends for every word of encourage-
ment extended, and will doubly thank those who
furnish us instructive articles for publication. We
will gladly yield a large portion of space to con-
tributors and correspondents for the presentation of
their views upon pertinent subjects, embracing anv-
thing in connection with home buildings, archi-
tecture, mechanism, the sciences, manufacturing
interests of San Francisco and the Pacific Coast,
sanitary matters, etc. There are times when al-

most every nuin's mind is just in proper condition
to write up something good, something that would
afford instruction to others, and not unfrequently
an article appearing upon any given subject induces
replies or elaborations from others, and the spring
of thought tapped by one single pen often opens up
a field of thought in others which ultimately en-
compasses interests, considerations, and questions of
very great magnitude, from which great benefit is

derived to those participating, and to thousands
who are ever ready to receive instructions from
sources outside of themselves.

The Morris Sash-Lock Manufacturing Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, have perfected and introduced
an excellent burglar-proof sash fastening, which
works without springs or any sort of intricate at-

tachment liable to get out of order, '^hey are
recommended by a long list of architects from every
section of the United States ; in addition to which
their self-evident simplicity and security furnish
a sufficient recommendation to any one who will
take the trouble to examine their merits as com-
pared with other devices in the market for similar
use and purpose. Samples can be seen at the oflfitje

of this journal.

The attention of those who are "tired out*'
with hemp and other fibrous sash-cords is directed to
the Giant Sash- Chain, a strong and lasting metallic
device for hanging sash of any weight Dunham,
Carrigan & Co., 107 to 111 Front Street, are the
agents.

To the Medical Fraternity.

During the present spring about 2,000 young
men will receive diplomas as doctors of medicine
and commence their professional career. As the
object of The Sanitary Engineer is to diminish the
demand for their services, it cannot expect that any
advice which we may offer them will receive much
attention

; but in spite of that we have a word or
two of counsel which they will do well to heed.
The public on which they are to depend for pa-

tronage is slowly but surely learning the truth of
the old proverb, that "An ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure," and is beginning to take
an interest in public hygiene and in those who are
endeavoring to promote it. The physician who sees
this clearly and prepares himself to meet the de-
mauds of the educated classes for advice, as to how
they may secure healthy homes, how the death rate
of the village or city may be lowered, how the en-
trance of specific and contagious or infectious dis-
eases may be prevented at the least cost and with
the least interference with business, or how the
spread of such diseases may be most promptly and
effectually checked after they have gained admission
—^we say that the physician who is thus prepared
will soon find an opportunity to use his knowledge,
not only to the advantage of the community, but
als(>to the benefit of his own reputation and practice.

If he does not understand the general principles
of good house drainage, of sewerage, of methods of
insuring pure water supply, of satisfactory venti-
lation—if he cannot tell whether hia patient's bed-
room contains the cause of his sore throat or deaf-
ness, whether the case of typhoid fever is due to
the well or the milk-can—he will find that sooner
or later he wtti be \x/.^i*lled to give place X%j 'those
who have studied these things.
The family doctor always has the first opportu-

nity to advise in the sanitary arrangements of his
patient's house ; but if he knows and cares nothing
about it, the better class of his clients will soon
find it out.

We advise the young doctor, therefore, to occupy
a part of the many leisure hours which he will
have in studying these subjects, learning what are
now considered the beet methods of dealing with
sanitary problems, and in seeing how these methods
may be improved. He will find in every number
of this journal some fresh problem and some new
answers, and if he can furnish better ones he may
be sure they will meet with respectful attention.

In a very few years methodical instruction in
hygiene will be given in every respectable luodical
college, for the simple reason that the demand for
it will be so strong that it cannot be omitted.
Those who are now graduating will do well to so
study the subject that they will at least be on an
e<juality with the graduates of ten years hence.
Improvement in hygiene, public or private, does
not do away with the necessity for physicians; it

creates a demand for a more thoroughly eduoated
class of medical men, and the supply will come
with tlie demand.

—

Sanitary Engineer^ N. Y.

In the St. \jQn\A Medical and Surgical Journal for
March 5th, the first paper on "The Influence of
Foul Air," by J. E. Tefl't, M. D,, contains some cu-
rious statements. In one of the cells of the Greene
County (Mo.) jail is a box made out of boiler iron,
having a cubic capacity of 1,120 feet. In the door
of this box, about five feet from the floor, is an
opening, six by twelve inchea On the top are four
slits, three inche-i wide. In one corner is a water
closet. In this box there were confined, during the
year 1875, never less than six and sometimes as
many as twelve persons. ^

Dr. Tefft, the physician to the jail, states that he
went before the court and explained the subject of

ventilation, declaring it to be almost certain death
to remain in such a place during the hot weather.

Nothing was done, however, and the doctor was
much surprised to find that during that year and
the next the health of the prisoners was excellent.

There was not a case of fever, or diarrhoea, during
those years, which originated in that cell. He treated

in it a case of gunshot fracture, and the erysipelas

and septicaemia, which he anticipated, did not oc-

cur, the wounds healing promptly. The c^ll is

still in the same condition, except that a ventilating

shaft has been carried from the top of the cell to

the roof of the building.

Dr. Tefft thinks that this experiment has lasted

long enough to demonstrate that something besides

stink and foul air is necessary to make people sick.
It seems to us that this oa^e needs further investi-
gation and more details before any positive conclu-
sions are warranted. We would like to know hoyr
much air passed through the box in an hour, to
have a reliable analysis of the air in the box, and
to have the medical history of the persons who
have been confined in it for the last seven years.

$20,000,000 Tax on White Labor.

The mechanical, laboring, and working classes of
the United States can better afford to pay a tax of
$20,000,000 annually io christianize {\) the Chinese
in their own land, and as much more to help feed
them, rather than permit them to enter the fields of
labor in this country. For When, if ever, the em-
ployment of Chinese becomes general, destitution
in its severest forms will fall up^m the working
people, for white men cannot subsist mx>u the
prices paid for Mongolian labor, even as now ruling,
and with an addition of ten to fourteen millions of
the race on this continent, competition among
themselves would follow, to the utter annihilation
of white labor. Consequently the great questions
in issue are simply these : Shall the working men
of this country be driven to privation, want, and
suffering through Chinese competition, or shall we
protect our own people against the terrible calamity
which Chinese competition will surely bring?
Prevention in thi-i case will be wiser than to allow

matters to run on loosely until a cure becomes nec-
essary, for it is not always possible to effect cures
when the cause of the evil or disease is permitted to
become chronic and obstinate. This country is

now groaning under and suffering from t&) exces-
sive liberality of this character in «ther directions,
and for which, if a cure is possible, it is difficult,

and may require the sacrifice of human life and a
flow of blood to remedy. The "great brotherhood
of man " is all very well in poetty and song, and it

is also good in practice where it has the effect of
producing generous acta and noble deeds of charity
to others of our race ; but when its exercise jeopar-
dizes the very existence of a great nation, it be-
comes a stupendous folly, and the people who per-
mit it deserve all the punishment and distress that
follows.
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The March number of The Medico-Literary your-
nal, edited and managed by Mrs. M. P. Sawtelle,,
M. D,, is before us, containing twenty- one pages of
interesting and instructive articles upon health
and sanitary matters, and " the diffusion ofa general
knoxvledge of preventive medicines,'''' subjects upon
which fathers and mothers cannot be too well in-

formed ; and if greater attention was paid by heads
of families to the wholesome advice and instruction
contained in journals of the character under notice,

there would be less sickness in the home circle.

The editress certainly manifests the opposite of a
selfish disposition, by advising and instructing peo-
ple how to prevent disease and preserve health,
although " the more sickness the more work for
doctors." It is published in San Francisco. Offioe,

Thurlow Block, Kearny and Sutter Streets.

New Biographicai. Dictionauy.— Prominent
among the valuable features of the New Edition of
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, just issued, is

the " New Biographical Dictionary," comprising
about 10,000 names of ancient and modem persons
of renown, including many now living. It gives
us the pronunciation of these names, the nationality,
profession or occupation, date of birth, and if

known, the date of death of each person. From its

conciseness and accuracy it supplies a want long
felt in this direction, and adds very greatly to the
value of this always valuable work.

Laughing, after a Pashton.—Two New Haven
Republicans, loq.: " Well, Jones, this nomination
of Greeley is one of the laughable incidents of the
age. Easily defeated—don't you think so?" "I
don't know," responded the other, slowly, " I feel

like the man who offered to back his horse's speed
against anything that carried four legs. When
the day came, a man appeared with an ox, saddled
and bridled, ready for the race. The owner of the
horse looked bewildered, laughed, and finally de-

clined the race. '* Why didn't you run with the
ox ?" askei a bystander. "Well, to tell the truth,"
said he, " I didn't know what the devilish oi
might do."

—

N. H. Register,
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Tbe San Francisco Cveiiiug Bulletin's Copy-
righted Plans.

i>^*v

The displHy of plans for " cheap cottages," and the

** estimarte " of cost for same appearing in the Even-

ing Bulfetin of April 3rd, has been a subject of cora-

ment and criticism among architects and builders

since their appearance. A purpose on the part of so

influential a journal as the Bulletin^ to produce a series

of plans for buildings suited to the wants and pockets

of persons of limited means, is certainly comniend-

.«^.. able, and we congratulate our neighbors upon having

secured the services of an artist and architect of such

marked abilities &8 theY_h§SA written up for the gen-
-' ^ tleman engaged by tliem. ~ ^^ "l :

^"^^^""^TVe do not question the motives nor deny the right

-^-r of the Bulletin nor any other paper or journal to pro-
^_- _ vide and publish plans and specifications for buildings,

-,—_ but we do object to volunteer statements or intima-

tions not sustained by facts, or wiiich are derived from
sources either not well informed, or influenced by per-

'

sonal considerations calculated to create wrong im-
~~^" pressions and lead to erroneous conclusions. We are

H— led to these remarks by what appears in connection
-^ - with the BuUedrVs "first of a series of plans," etc.,

. which reads as follows :
** Architects, as a rule, dis-

. courage the drawing of plans for dwellings costing

L less than !|2,000." If this were true, it would illus-

trate that architects, " as a rule/' are governed by

____^^^^ motives of extreme selfishness in seeking to dissuade

J from the lesser and advise the greater, for the purpose

.^Z^. and with tl\ft!4ntent of securing increased corapensa-

tion and profits. Every net of mankind, "as a rule,"

-—"^^ even the publishing of a newspaper, and furnishing

a " series of plans " through its columns, is influenced
s^ngrr-.rH. ^.^ by a degree of f«lfi«hnc88, soTB€l^..>iS right an<i proper

f

- in character, and sometimes strained and overwrought

;

'
, __ but we do not admit that this common and universal

disposition is prominent among architects in any
—^^-^— speciarnegree. Speaking intelligently and knowingly,

we deny that any such "rule" is in common practice

in the profession, and if not, the statement should not
have been made by our intelligent contemporary.

^"T .'. •'' When clients desire plans, it is natural and proper
that the architect consulted should suggest and recom-
mend such improvements and additional investments

.^

'
i 1 aa may to him appear advisable, and in failing to do

-*• so he would neglect a right and proper duty to the

. party desiring his services. But we question whether

.^ .
any gentjeman in the profession would refuse or dis-

r— courage the drawing of plans for buildings of any de-

nomination, and, as far as " rules " are concerned,
speaking advisedly and from experience, architects in

many cases act the opposite of the statement made,
_and by moderation of charges for plans, encourage

~~ those whose means are limited ; and in hundreds of
— Instances architects in this city have furnished plans

and drawings gratuitously to parties in humble cir-

cumstances ; and almost* every gentleman In the pro-

fceaion can relate iostanees wliere they have furnished

plans and specifications at less expense to owners
than the actual cost in cash to the architect of produc-
ing the same. Again, as far as architects are con-
cerned, we know of this other fact, that architectural

-plagiarism—if the term properly applies—is common
in this city. That after an architect has puzzled his

brain, and from the resources of his experiences and
studies, worked out and perfected peculiarly well-

arranged and neat or beautiful plans and designs for a

building of any character, there is generally some one
or perhaps many who are so oblivious to a right con-
ijeption of fairness as to copy and appropriate to their

own use, without so much as saying " by your leave,

sir," plans which may have cost their author a large

amount of brain work to perfect, and which right-

fully belongs to him. This system of " plan stealing "

is entirely too frequent and common in this city.

And to their shame be it said that owners possessed

of considerable means and resources, as well as those

who have "just enough to build with," are guilty of
is dishonorable practice. And in numerous cases

owners have been known to sell the plans used by
them, to others ; the result of which is to " beat

"

architects, and obtain the benefit of their experiences

and knowledge with as little compensation to them as

possible.

But for present purposes, further reference to the

profession is unnecessary. There is a strong defense

for it, as we shall endeavor to make appear, should

occasion require. But as the Bulletin has furnished

and published plans and specifications, which are

stated to be excellent of their kind ; and a review of

things architectural as well as those which are not,

yet are claimed to be, is one of the objects of this

journal, we have the right to notice this " first of a

series of plans and specifications," etc. We state, in

all good feeling to the gentleman designing, and the

enterprising journal publishing them, that it would
be difficult to conceive a much less appropriate adapt-
ation of plan to a lot of 20 feet frontage. The archi-

tect's explanation states that such a plan built upon
a 20-foot lot, would provide " a comfortable passage-

I

way at the side of 4 feet." The way we figure it out
is this : the building as shown is, at its widest sec-

tion, 16 feet from out to out. Projecting over this,

2 feet on either side, are; roof-cornices, making the

spread of roof just 20 feet, thereby covering the

full width of lot. Consequently, to erect the build-

ing in the prescribed limits, would leave an uncom-
fortahh and useless passage-way of 2 feet at each
side, instead of 4 feet on one side. To produce a

different result would require the over-hanging of

the cornice on one side 2 feet over the line of lot, a

privilege not always granted by adjoining owners.

The construction of outside steps without balus-

trades or railings, or any sort of protection, is ab-

surd
;

yet none are provided by the excellent plans

before us. Economy being a principal feature in the

case presented, the expensivenessof a hipped roof, with

continuation of block gutters, modillion cornices, and
panneled frieze around the entire building, exhibits

extremely poor judgment. The cost of " mill-work "

for roof-cornices alone will almost double the amount
mentioned in the estimate as the total of cost for

doors, windows, and mill-work for the entire building.

The " bed-room " is of passable size for two per-

sons; but if there should be a child or two in the

family, it would " crowd things " ewisiderably. The
living-room is of fair size—11x15 feet. The kitchen,

9 feet 6 inches by 1 1 feet, is very small for the pur-

pose, as in this class of dwellings people eat and
spend the greater part of their time in the kitchen.

Its closet conveniences are good, but the provision

made and the space designated for stairs, in case an
additional story should be added, is extremely lim-

ited, and would compel the erection of " winding
stairs," with high risers, which are never desirable

when it is possible to avoid them. But the principal

feature of error is in the estimate. The chimney is

set down at $115. Its proper value is not more than

$22.50. Placing its height at 30 feet, which is an
excess, and its value at 75 cents per foot of height,

we find the result stated. We will engage to have
as many such chimneys erected at $25 each as

may be offered. This slight error amounts to only

$92.60. The doors, windows, and mill -work are

set down at the ridiculously low figure of $40, while in

fact, the main cornice of roof, measuring a girt at

the edge of the gutters of 128 feet, would not

be furnished by any mill for less than 60 cents

per lineal foot, or a total of $76.80. The sug-

gestion is presented, that a saving of $16 may be
effected by the substitution of two single for two
mullion windows. This fixes the value of each open-

ing omitted at $7.50. With this as a basis of cal-

culation, the openings remaining, with their outside

and inside finishes, would be worth not less than $9,
and counting the number shown—mullions included,

they being part of the $40 estimate—we find seven

window openings at $9 each, or a total of $63
; $23

more than the value placed upon all mill-work, doors

and windows. Then there is one front door, one rear

door, and six inside doors, which with frames, casings,

locks, hinges, etc., would be cheap enough at an aver-

age cost of $7 each, or a total of $56, to which add only

$10 for sink, pot-closet doors, shelves and cleats for

the same, outside steps, etc., and the result shows a
total of $210.60, as a nearly, if not exactly correct

value, instead of the absurd amount of $40 for all.

And with even twenty-five per cent, deducted from the

$210.60, the value of the mill-work doors and win-

dows would be $157.96, or $117.95 more than the

estimated cost. ' We suggest the propriety of some
"man of small means" going ahead with the build-

ing shown, at the figures of the "estimate." Then
let him find some millman, if he can, who will agree

to furnish all mill-work, doors and windows for $40,
reserving to himself the right to omit any portion of

the work, at the allowance off stated by the Bulletin's

architect. This being eflfected, then let said owner
omit all the windows, and he will have a claim for

cash, against the millman of $12.60, over and above
tbe contract price of $40, and the milhnan would still

have all cornice-work, doors, etc., to furnish. And if

the omissions were continued at the same rate, and
all doors and cornice-work omitted, the result Twould
be that the owner would have a cash claim against the
millman of several times the amount of the original

contract of ^40.
Our motive in noticing this matter in this way, is to

expose the absurdities appearing in connection with
this "first of a series," etc. ; as nothing has bo much
tended to demoralize the architectural profession and
the building business, as the promulgation of imprac-
ticable and erroneous ideas among owners.

It is somewhat amusing to read the article referred
to, which in substance represents that the charge of
$25 or $50 by architects, for a set of plans and spec-
ifications and superintending the erection of a small
building, is excessive. While in fact a set of plans and
specifications for which $26 is demanded, will coat an
architect in coin, if the work is done by paid assistants,

from $10 to $16 ; leaving a balance of $10 or $15 to
compensate for the time occupied in visiting and %\i^

perintending the work of construction for a period of
sixty days, office rent, paper, etc., with comparative
results in cases where the amount is $50. And fur-

ther in substance, the Bulletin says :
** Owing to these

high (?) charges, owners decline the services of archi-
tects, preferring to save the $25 or $50.** And with
what result? The Bulletin answers :

" He (the owner)
supervises the construction of the building himself, or
trusts absolutely in the honeaty of the contractor or day
laborer whom he employs to do it. The alternative

which presents itself, and \ohich is frequently adopt-
ed, is to either draw plans himself, or accept the
plans of the carpenter and builder who hcu been en-

gaged to build the dwelling. In either case he usually
finds that he has budded for himself a home wherein
there has been much wasie iyfmederxaU, no economy of
space, impetfect arrangement, and many omissions, mak-
ing the house, which ought to be ^ a thing of beauty and
a joy forever,^ an eyesore and an architectural abnor-
mity.^' (The italics are ours.) The case is very well
stated in the above quotation, and we add that owners
who are too penurious to employ a competent archi-
tect deserve all that may befall them. If men prefer
to waste their money in producing " architectural ab-
normities " rather than pay a fair compensation to
men who, by their more perfected knowledge and ex-
periences, would secure them " a thing of beauty^nd
a joy forever," they have no cause of complaint, ex-
cept at their own folly and penuriousness.
We leave it with our readers to decide from the ac-

companying showing, whether ''the greatest faith may
be placed in the accuracy, economy, and architectural
beauty and fitness '^ of the "first of a series." The_
only originality of idea shown, is the adoption of 8(f~
costly a cornice and roof and finish for an inexpen-
sive cottage. The arrangement of rooms and entry-
hall or "lobby," is familiar to all architects and
builders of any considerable practice.

Carpenters' labor and nails are set down at $180.^
Tbe ruling price for nails will average $7 per keg.^^
To erect such a building properly will require not less

than four kegs of nails, at a cost of $28, leaving $102
for the labor. We doubt whether two men could be
found on this coast who wo«ld perform the labor in
any sort of workmanlike manner within thirty days,
working full ten hours per day. But if so, what—
would be the compensation for such labor? Just
$1.70 per day for the labor of two extraordinary men,
whose services, if they could be found, would be well
worth $3.50 per day, if not $4.50, even at present
rates of wages. But the fairer calculation would be
three ordinary men thirty days each, which would
give them $1.13^^ per day; just 13^ cents per day
more for mechanics than is paid by Mr. Bush for char-
ity-laborers working at the Golden Gate Park

!

No especial provision appears for outside steps,
" finishing lumber," etc., etc. The plumbing and tin-

work would be exceedingly cheap at $20, and accord-
ing to all rules of figuring, " excavations, cess-pits,

and drain-pipes," at $10, would be emphatically cheap.
The drain-pipe alojie, from the street-sewer in a street

68 feet wide, setting the house back ten feet from the
street, and including the depth of building, 40 feet,

would make 84 feet, which at 10 ceata per foot would
make $8.40, leaving $1.60 for cess-pit and excavations.
3ut if the sewer-pipe should be calculated at a fair

value, it would cost not less than 20 cents per foot

for pipes and labor, or a total of $16.80, which for this

single item would be $6.80 more than " cess-pit, exca-
vations, and drain-pipes " ATQjiXiQSQdby the estimate
to cost.

'

Public Apathy about Hygiene.

Nothing is more discouraging to the benevolent
phyHiciau than the apathy of tlio masH of people on
these matters. Said a professor, while examining
for his degree a student who showed lack of mental
activity and great indifference : "I can stand your
ignorance, but not your stupidity." One of the
most emiuent physicians ii\ a ueighboring State,
during an epidemic of typhoid, carefully pointed
out to the families he attended, while sick, the
causes of their disease, and yet the great majority
neglected to lift a finger to remove the cause, and
would even try to deny the most obvious facts.
Coming to treat a fatal ca»e of typhoid, a physician
went to the pump, examined the water, observed a
putrescent odor therein ; the well was examined,
and a pailful of decayed earth worms was found to
be the infecting cause which sent a vigorous young
man to his preijiature grave. On the hills of Berk-
shire, in one 6f the most airy and apparently
iiealthy localities, a family was suddenly proHtrated
-with typhoid. Neighbors and friends that came to
aid were suddenly seized by exposure, and the pest
spread thoughout the town. The cause was found

^in infected water. A family on State Street in this
city suddenly were infected, and no cause could be

^BSfiigned, until inspection of the well found a quan-
tity of bones with portions of decayed tissues
thereon, which children had thrown in while at

_play.
>In the hill towns and rural districts generally,

typhoid and diphtheria prevail, as well as in the
crowded city. The cause is always to be looked for
in the careless sanitary habits of the people. The
want of cleanliness and ventilation in the cellars,
the decaying potatoes, apples, and cabbages, old

^rotten cider barrels^ and soap and greaae tube, piles
of filthy dirt—rags mingled with aHhes on which
rats and cats have nightly battles, the damp air,

and oftentimes collections of water, and a temper-
ature favorable to organic decomposition—all these
are conditions prolific in the formation of infecting
^poisons, and for increasing the incomes of physi-
cians. "I will not give you," said an applicant
for vaccination, " a dollar for that service ; it is not
worth it!" ''Then," replied the doctor, "you
will give me fifty for attendance on you for small-
pox." Soon after, the doctor indeed received
within one dollar and a half of that amount, from
rthe executor of a fool who died according to his
folly. Prevention L«r cheaper aa well as better than
cure—or death. The medical profession receive
more compensation for treating diseases than for
jfcheir service in prevention. Let the public invert
the order, co-operate with them in enforcing sani-
tary regulations, and public health and longevity

ill be better secured.

—

Springfield liepublican.

Speculations as to the Lapse of Time,

-^Involved in jwoducing the enormous changes that
geologists have noted, have a special interest when
applied to the antiquity of the human race. In this
particular caae, also, the probabilities of a serious
error are incomparably smaller than in most specu-
lations of a similar character, from the fact that the
time that has elapsed since man made his appear-
ance is, comparatively speaking, so trifling, that the
evidence of his advent and existence are in many
localities well preserved, and the sequence of nat-
ural changes not obliterated. Prof. Mudge has pre-
sented some interesting evidence relating to the an-
tiquity of man, in the Kansas City Beview of
Science. He starts by assuming the correctness of
the generally-accepted opinion among geologists,
that man was on the earth at the close of the Glacial
epoch, and presents evidence to prove that the antiq-
uity of the race cannot be taken at less than 200,000
years. After the Glacial epoch, geologists have re-

cognized, by their effects, three others, namely, the
Champlain, the Terrace, and the Delta, all supposed
to be of nearly equ&l length. _^ ^
His argument for estimating the duration of these

epochs is about as follows : He takes the case of the
Delta of the Mississippi, and notes the fact that, for
about 200 miles of this deposit, there are to be ob-
served bxu-ied forests of large trees, one over the
other, with interspaces of sand. Ten distinct forest
growths of this nature have been ob.served, which
must have succeeded one another. '

' These trees
are the bald cypress of the Southern States. Some
have been observed over 25 feet in diameter, and one

-reontained 5700 annual rings. In some instances.

these huge trees have grown over the stumps of
others equally large, and such instanccH oc(5ur in
all, or nearly all the ten forest beds." From these
facts it is not assuming too much to estimate the
antiquity of each of these forest growths at 10,000
years, or 100,000 years for the ten forests. This esti-
mate would not take into account the interval of
time—which doubtless was very considerable—that
elapsed between the ending of one forest and the
beginning of another. "Such evidence, '

' concludes
Prof. Mudge, "would be received in any court of
law aa sound and satisfactory. We do not see how
such proof is to be discarded when applied to the an-
tiquity of our race. There is satisfactory evidence
that man lived in the Champlain epoch. But the
Terrace epoch, or the greater part of it, intervenes
between the Champlain and the Delta epochs, thus
adding to my 100,000 years. If only as much time
is given to both these ejwchs as to the Delta epoch
200,00(Jb years is the total result.^ "^g-P^M

Our Illustration Plates. -"^^

We present in this issue of the Review six plates
illustrating elevations for a variety of buildings

:

First.— The elevation and floor plans of a very
handsome, moderate cost dwelling, containing a
single parlor, 14 ft. G in. by 2() ft., adjoining which
is a dining-room, 16 ft. 00 in. by 19 ft. 00 in., which
may also be used as a second parlor when occasion
may require. These connect by sliding doors.
Connecting with the latter is a breakfast-room,
12 ft. 00 in. by 18 ft. 00 in., at the side of which is

the kitchen, 12 ft. G in. by 18 ft. 00 in. The pantry
and closet arrangements will explain themselves.
On second floor there are, first, a - chamber, 17 ft. G
in. by 18 ft.- 6 in., and an alcove, 8 ft. 00 in.

by 8 ft. 00 in. Also four other chambers and
bed-rooms, dressing-room, bath-room, and ample
closet accommodations. The water-closet is sepa-
rate from the bath-room. Such a building can be
ererted, with brick foundation, anywhere from
$8,000 to any amount desired to be expended, ac-
cording to elaborations and the introduction of
costly or plain finishes. A cellar under the whole
or part of the building will furnish ample space and
opportunity for laundry, store-room, wine-room, and
billiard-room if desired.

Second.—A four-story brick building, 25 ft. front,
by a depth of 69 ft. The plans explain themselves,
showing store on first floor, and parlors, chambers,
bath-rooms, etc., on the floors above store, one floor

being a duplicate of the others, subject to any
change that might be desired by any one erecting
such a building. Its cost, at present prices of ma-
terials, would not exceed $12,000, built in a good
and substantial manner ; but like all other build-

ing, expense can be materially varied by the intro-

duction of more costly or cheaper materials and
details.

Third.—Plan for a one-story cottage, containing
rooms, closets, and conveniences as shown. We
recommend them to careful consideration as very
complete in their arrangements. It would be diffi-

cult to conceive anything more compact, and yet
convenient, for one-story edifices. We have shown
•'hipped roof" elevations, with which the plan I

could be carried out at a cost of $2,200 to $3,000.
A less costly elevation would abate the expense. In
this and all plans shown in this journal when
prices are named, the amount stated includes the

buildings complete, less the range and gas-fixturi^.

A Splendid Church.—A Russian correspondent
of UArt gives some interesting particulars re-

specting the magnificent Church of Our Saviour, at

Moscow, the first stone of which was laid by the

Emperor Nicholas in 1839, and which is now ap-

proaching completion. The most precious materi-

als, such as jasper, porphyry, and malachite, havo
been employed in the construction of this splendid

edifice, as well as the richest mosaics and carvings.

No fewer than twelve bronze doors, ornamented with
statues of saints, open from the four facades, each

door being thirty-six feet in height, and weighing
2,900 pounds ; while around the walls of the entire

church are sculptured a series of bas-reliefs, with
figures more than six and a half feet in height.

While the exterior glows with mosaic, rich stones,

and gilded cupolas, the interior, lit by fifty-six

large windows, vies with it in splendor, by means
of innumerable paintings, covering the whole of

the walls.

Tall Buildlnga.

Thft Cologne Gazette says : The two towers of our
cathedral are now the highest buildings on the
earth

; they exceed by 1.50 metres the tower of St.
Nicholas' Chur(;h, in Hamburg, which is 144.20
metres high. When completed, they will measure
IGO metres, reckoning from the pavement of the ca-
thedral cloisters, or 157 metres, reckoning from the
floor of the church itself. The following are the
heights of the most remarkable high buildiugs in
the world : Towers of Cologne Cathedral, 160 metres,
or 157 metres. (521 feet 11 inches, or 515 ft. 1 inch);
tower of St. Nicholas', at Hamburg, 144.20 metres,
(473 feet 1 inch) ; cupola of St. Peter's, Rome, 143
metres, (4G9 feet 2 inches) ; cathedral spire atStras-
burg, 142 metres, (465 feet 11 inches) ; Pyramid of
Cheops, 137 metres, (440 feet 5 inches) ; tower of
St. Stephen's, in Vienna, 135.30 metres, (443 feet
10 inches) ; tower of St. Martin's, at Land«hut,
132.50 metres, (434 feet 8 inches) ; cathedral spire
at Freiburg, 125 metres, (410 feet 1 inch) ; cathe-
dral of Antwerp, 132.40 metres, (404 feet 10 inches)

;

cathedral of Florence, 119 metres, ^390 feet 5
inches); St. Paul's, London, 111.30 metres, (365
feet 1 inch)

; ridge tiles of Cologne Cathedral,
109 80 metres, (300 feet 3 inches) ; cathedral tower
at Magdeburg, 103.60 metres, (339 feet 11 inches)

;

tower of the new Votive Church at Vienna, 96
metre8,*( 314 feet 11 inches) ; tower of the Rathhaus,
at Berlin, 88 metres, (288 feet 8 inches) ; towers of
Notre Dame, at Paris, 71 metres, (.232 feet 11 inches).

M. D. Conway writes :
" The old darkness which*

in the autumn season, used to envelop London, and
which gas could not dispel, has yielded to the elec-
tric lights, which have long lit up several ^ense
thoroughfares and the Thames Embankment, and
illuminates Waterloo Bridge. The river is now
gliding under bright daylight—the electric lamps
burning at three pence the hour, are in frosted
glass, which destroys only 35 per cent, of their
brilliancy—and it is likely that the river boats will
presently begin to run by night." —-

Market Report.

There are no changes in the prices of building
materials worthy of rfote. The following report
fairly represents the condition of the market :

.

Ohkgon Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet . . . $1«,00

t(

tt

40 to 50
50 to 60
60 to 70
60 to 80

(<

«i

it

<t

19 00
20 00
21 00
22 00
14 00Refuse Rough

Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi
tioual on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping per M feet 26 00

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring per M feet . ... 27 50

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet ^ 21 00

Ship Plank, rough per M feet ... . 25 00
** planed 1 side " 28 00
" planed 2 sides .. . " .... 30 00

Deck Plank, rough " ....28 00
** dressed '*

.... 32 50
Laths ........per M 3 50

Redwood.
Rough Merchantable per M feet $18 00

<< Refuse
Surface, No. 1

Surface, 1x8
1x6
No. 2

Rustic, No. 1 ; .-j-r.-j-j-

" No. 2
'* shorty 8 to 10 feet ..,

,

<t

«
(1 i( under 8 feet

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .

'* 7 to 11 feet
** under 7 feet ....

*|^ No, 2
Beaded, 12 feet and over

((

(f

i(

(I

((

((

7 to 11 feet ....

under 7 feet ....

Half-inch Surface
Pickets, fancy . . , . iv»^*

rough, pointed<<

((

((

it

14 00
26 00
25 00
24 00
18 00
27 50
22 50
20 00
14 00
24 00
22 50
18 00
16 00
26 00
22 50
18 00
25 00
20 00
14 00

S-
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Picketii, rough, square per M fett 1|14 00

SidinK. i-inch| " tiO 00

Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45 00

Sugar Pine •• 30 00 to 50 00

R. W. Bawed nhinglee per M 2 00

BattenH, ^-iuch 75

_ Hardware and NaifjS.—FirmncHH of prioes is

maintaiued in the whole line, with an advance in

nails over February quotations as appears by the

following :

10 to OO pennies, are quoted at $G 50

8 •• ** *• " 75
6 " " *• " 7 00

5and4 *• " ** ** 7 25

^JLftiid 5 '* brad heads *'^. •_. 8 25
.-.=—^ ft <« «« ^M «i

• ^^^-. s 008u i( «« M 7 75

VO and upwa^ u- ir - it^—7"; ;-
, 7 50

3pennyfinea •^^•L-,^, , „,^. ,... 8 50

Doors, Sashes, Bunds, Eixj., remain as last

reported. No considerable activity in demand jus-

tifying a rise in prices, they remain as heretofore

quoted, and current prices being ho near cost of

—production, there is no room for abatement.
^^— Gij^ss and Paint materials remain about the

- Bume as reported last mouth, ^.u - '

..;• .-i . ^

Building Intelligence.
^==

There is nothing of special interest to relate un-

—der this head, except it might be intensified dull-
—^Tiess in San Franeinoo for the month of March. It

is doubtful whether in the history of California

so little work has offered, or so few contracts been

let, as in the last preceding month, and this, too,

in the face of the fact that there are a considerable

number of property-owners who have the means,

and would have commenced building operations

had it not been for the disturbed and the uncer-

tain state of things existing in San Francisco. The
effect of " the great agitation " is in nothing more

manifest than in the building interests. One of

the daily papers of this city recently presented

statements fn)m architects and owners which fully

established the fact that millions of dollars would
have been thrown in circulation during the past

*^two years through improvement of real estate, had
it not been for political turmoils and the doings of

certain designing men, who prefer to disturb, sac-

rifice, and suspend business operations rather than
abandon their set purpose to secure the reins of

government, by the handling and management of

—which they expect to secure political power and ad-

yanoement for themselves, and fill their pockets with

coin.

The "dear people," *' the Chinese must go," the
"*• oppressed tax-payers," the " suffering poor," etc.,

etc., are the strings upon which they play—them-
selves being the great players and performers. The
cry of reform, retrenchment, and honesty in public

office, 80 loudly and liberally proclaimed daily and
=nightly by the voicy jnen who have so long howled
^on sand-lots, in public^halls, and debased and dese-

crated the sacred desk to the level of a political

rostrum, finds its motive in selfish and' personal

purposes. It is not simply because stealings in

,public office have been practiced, that so many
r^^* honest reformers "(! ) are to be found in San Fran-
~ cisco, but because scheming scalawags, who have
hitherto been compelled through naturally disquali-

fying causes— social, moral, intellectual, educa-

tional, and otherwise—to observe and keep their

proper place in society, and have not, but would
like to enjoy the tempting opportunities appearing
to them, of manipulating the affairs of our city

""and State governments, with their clean(!) and
hone8t(!I) hands. Honesty is a virtue to be cov-

.^eted, but a crowd of ranting human frauds is not
the source of its supply. And a party or clique that

welcomes to its fold every glib-tongued knave and—tramp that comes to the surface, deserves the con-
tempt and condemnation of every j^ood citizen.

Facts susceptible of clear proof show that many of

the loudest declaimers of reform are men not only
of low origin and character, but persons who have
"floated around," connubiatiug devices for per-

sonal existence, and Micawber like, *' waiting for

something to turn up," and as they have sup-

posed, discovering an opportunity in the agitation

movements to better their condition, have joined

hands with the strife-distributors. The few hon-
est-meaning, intelligent men who have been en-

snared into the delusion, present no redeeming fea-

ture. They are like the gold in a^*poyerty " or

*' worked-out '

' claim—so infinitesimal as compared
with the amount of dirt to be removed, that it

** won't pay to work the claim."
Bufc the cheerful rays of light which broke in

upon this city on Wednesday, March 30th, 1880,

through the ballot-box, has caused a marked changt^
in sentiment and feeling in all branches of mechan-
ical and commercial business. D<3spondency and
doubt yielded to cheerful hopes and brighter antici-

pations for the future ; and it is with pleasure that

wo announce the fact, that within the twenty-four
hours su.jceeding a knowledge of the result of the

election, there was more talk indulged in, in refer-

ence to the purchase and sale of property, and the im-
provement of real estate, than had been during the
preceeding sixty days ; and we predict that with no
at present unforeseen intervening cause occurring to

prevent it, there will be more stir in the architectu-

ral and building business within the next three

months, than hits been at any time during the past

three years.

—

* - - ^

BAN FKANCI8CO.

One two-story and basement frame building.

Mission st., bet. 6th and 7th. . Owner, S. P. Col-

lins ; architects, Curlett &> Eisen ; contractors, Ter-

rill & Slaven. Cost, $5,650.
Two-story frame, Franklin st., near Ivy ave.

Owner, Streser ; architects, Curlett & Eisen ; con-

tractor . Cost, $2,000.
One-story frame, corner of Webster and Jackson

sts. Owner, Simpson ; architect, John Mar-
quis; contractor, Langstein. Coat, $2,500.
Frame building and stable, Larkin st., bet. Nprth

Point and Beach sts. Owner, John Harrison
;

architect, H. D. Mitchell ; contractor, W. A. Man-
ning, (yust, $1,500.
±^rame buildixig, Pine at., bet. Fillmore and Web-

ster. Architect, H. T. Bestor ; contractors, Moore
Bros. Cost, $4,000.
Frame cottage, Castro ,.st., bet. Nineteenth and

Twentieth sts. Owner, Dorkendorlf ; contrac-

tor, Warren. Cost, $1,000.
Frame building. State st., near l)ouglass st.

Owner, ^. E. BomAn. Day's work. Cost, $1,500.

Alteration of building, Noo st., bet. Eighteenth

and Nineteenth sts. Owner, Mrs. Graiut. Day's
work. Cost, $1,0(X).

Alteration of store. No. Market st. Fitting

up for a restaurant. Owner of building, R. F. Os-

born ; improvements by Horst & Mathews ; contrac-

tor, Scheerer. Cost, indefinite ; perhaps $5,000,

when completed. :

—

One two-story frame, Bush st., bet. Chough and
Octavia. Owner, Joseph Getz ; architect, W.
Mooser ; contractor, A. Pare. Cost, $9,500.

Frame building, south-east corner of Franklin
and O'Farrell sts, 30x75 feet. Owner, Mrs. Mary
Badlam ; architects, Wolfe & Son ; carpenter- con-

tractor, T. H. Day. Cost, not determined, as the

contract let covers only the carpenter-work, and
the owner doing a portion of the work on personal

account.
Four.stbfy hullJin g, cellar and main story brick,

three-stories frame, 1035 Market st., bet. Sixth and
Seventh sts. Owners, Westerfield & Page ; archi-

tect, A. S<:hroeffer ; contractors for brick-work,

McGowan & Butler ; carpenter-work, Bernard
Dryer ; Reese Llewelling, Columbia Foundry, iron-

work. Stated cost, $15,000.

Enlargement of brick building, south-east cor.

of Howard and Twenty-first sts. Owner, J. R.

Sims ; contractor for brick-work, McGowan & But-

ler ; the rest of the work is being done by the day.

Approximate cost, $2,500. This improvement will

supply an additional hall at the Mission, with
proscenium and stage, for lectures, balls, exhibi-

tions, etc.

Brick building on Summer st., near California

Market. Owner, R. J. Tchav ; architect, Hather-

ton ; contractor, C. I. Burkes. Cost, $4,200.

Alteration of building, Leavenworth st. near

Sutter St. Owner, W. Hoge ; contractor, J. Mar-
tin. Coat with grading, $3,000.

Extensive alterations in store-story of building,

south- west cor. Market and Fifth sts. Two of

the small stores have been thrown into one. It

will be occupied by Kennedy & Brennan as a dry-

goo<l8 establishment. The cost of alterations and
fixtures will^ large. Amount not fully deter-

mined.
OAKLAND.

Three one-story frames, Fifteenth and Clay sts.

Owner, ; architeets, Babson & Seadler ; con-

tractor, Iiigerson. Cost, $4,830.

Frame building, two-story and Mansard roof,

Orchard st., bet. Webster and Summit ave. Owner,
Seth Richards ; architects, Babson & S eadler ; days'
work. Cost, about $16,000.
Two frame buildings. East Oakland. Owner, Mrs.

Langley ; architects, 8. &>. J. C. Newsom ; contract-

ors, Littlefield & Kendall. Cost, $7,000.
One twelve-room house, two stories, Leo ave., near

Lake Merritt. Owner, J. Allman ; architects, S. &
J. C. Newsom ; contractor, (for part) McCann,
Cost, about $12,000.

ALAMEDA.

Frame building, Alameda and Grand sts. Owner,
Seth Babson ; architects, Babson & Seadler ; con-
tractors, Haskell & Smiley. Cost, $2,600.

Addition to building. Park st. Owner, S. Engle
;

carpenter-work. Brown «& Cotton. Cost, from $300
to $400. —

^

—^BERKKT^EY.

Frame building, Berkeley. Owner, J. S. Bar-
ker; architects, Meeker& Banks ; contractor, C. R.
Lord. Cost, $ -« _,

STOCKTON.

Two-story frame. Mansard roof. Owner, Frank
Stewart ; architects, Curlett & Eisen ; contractor,

-Jerry Robinson. Cost, $15,000.

CONTEMPLATED WOHK.

There has been reported to this office as in con-

templation, a considerable amount of work, both in

this city and elsewhere. But desiring to avoid all

statements not entirely in accord with facts, or-
any that would lead to false hopes, or errontK)us con-

clusions, we will only add at present, that there

are several intended improvements reported, upoa'>-

which figures are being received ; also, that several

architects are preparing plans for new work,
and a great many owners are talking about im-
proving their real estate. The greater portion of

the work talked of, is frame buildings for resi-

dence purposes, although some brick jobs are men-
tioned. The bids on a brick construction in Ala--
meda, for the railroad company, have been opened '^

but up to the end of March the contract had not"
been awarded. The full facts of this case will be

reported in our May issue.
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NEW EDITIOH.

Its columng will be devoted to the best interests of all
piTtirt, itliose rnterests are represented or involved in its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted \a, please those who love channels of piir.> thought and— moral training. The higher, better, and exacLU truthtul in
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to—_ existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they luay
appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-
pure influences or moilves, and rise above all mean person-
aliiies. Its statements of price-lists, etc , etc. will beobtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to-«erye the special Interefcts of any person or persons but
•giving true and correct reports, for the information of all
its readers. Its improvement in every department will re-
ceive -constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and ruleswhich control like publications in cities where understood

: practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
.-stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management; and any reference made in its columns to
esUblished or inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or any other-will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, voithout any design or intent to

^ - *• PUFF "
; i. «., •• praise with exaggeration."

WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED.:
1928 Pases. 3000 £iig:ravlxiss.

Four Pages Colored Flates, ^
Kowadded,a SUPPLEMENT of over

4600 ^'EW WORDS and Meanfn^,
Including such as have come into use during
< he past fifteen years—many of which have never
iDefore found a place In any English dictionary.

ALSO ADDED, A NEW
Biogxrapliical Dictionary

of oyer 9700 NAMES
ofNoted Persons, ancient and modern, including
many now living, giving Name, Pronunciation,
ISationality, Profesaion and L>ate of each.

GET THE LATEST.
NEW EDITION contams a Supplement of

over 4600 ^^^ worda and meanings.

Each now word in Supplement has been se-

lected and defined with great care.

With Biographical Dictionary, now added, of
over 9700 names of Noted Persona.

GET THE BEST
Edition ot the best Dictionary of the Eng^

Hah Language ever published.

Befinitions have always been conceded to
be better than in any other Dictionary.

Illustrations, 3000. »^"*^ .*^P® t'""®^

as many as in any other Dictionary.

The DIct'y recommended bv State Sop'ta

of 35 States, and 50 College Pres'ts.

In Schools, — about 32,000 ^la^e *>«®>»

placed in Public Schools in the U.S.

Only English Dictionary containing a Bio-

graohical Dictionary,-4h is gives the

Name with Pronunciation, Nation, Profes-

sion and Date of over 9700 persons.

Published by Q. ft C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Ms.

ALSO
WEBSTER'S NaTIOWAL PICTORIAL DICTIONARY.

1040 Pagtt Octavo, 600 Engravings.

-^ On outside of front cover, and page following Build-
ing Intelligwice, per square, each instriion $1 50

Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read-
ing matter, per square, each iugenion 1 26\ —

: 0p other inside pages, per square, each insertion .*, c^s^ 00

_^_^ With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-
IsementB continued for six or J 2 months.

A Card from ArchitectB.

Believing that a well and ably conducted journal,
^devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary'

Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects'
is a necessity in this city, and judging from what
has appeared in the Quauterly Architectural
Review, published by Messrs. Wolfe & Bumham
during the current year, both in illustration plates
and reading contents, we are led to the belief
that the California Akchiject and Building
Review, proposed to be published by the San
Francisco Architectural Publishing Company from
and after January, 1880, will be worthy of general
supp^t and encouragement, and that it will supply
a long-existing want on this coaat. We therefore
pledge our cordial sympathiespersonally, and hope that
the enterprise will receive kindly recdgnition and lib-
eral support from all Architects and Builders on the
^Pacific Coast, andfrom the public generally.

B. MCDOUGALAND SON,David Farquharson,
Wright & Sanders,
S. H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HUERNE,
John MifVRQuis,
P. S. O'CONNOR,
THUen^ ElSJSN,

John A. Remer.

Wm. Mooser,
Wm. CURLEIT,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
w. c. hoagland,
S. & J. c. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.

Future Prospects.

They are encouraging and pleasing to contem-
plate. But after so long continued and disastrous
a condition of things as has prevailed in this citym all departments of business enterprises, it is not
-reasonable to suppose that the debris of nearly
three years of ruin, wrought by reckless and im-
prudent men, can be cleared away in a moment

It requires time to rectify and correct great
wrongs, and sot the right in motion. It, therefore,
demands the exercise of patience from those de-
pendent upon the contingen^des of business, until
the natural channels again fill up with business
necessities and opportunities. We, as a people,
have stood by, witnessed the lifting of the floodl
gates by hands upon mischief intent, and the flow-
ing out of the waters of prosperity, until the mill
ceased to grind. Now that the gat^s are closed
agam, and the men who caused the stoppage scat-
tered, the natural law of compensation will surely
refill the emptied and drained dam, and in due
time the great fly-wheel of enterprise will renew
its whizzing revolutions and the grinding again
begin

;
or rather, the grinding has already begun,

and it IS only a matter of brief time when the full
powers of the entire human ma<»hinery of San
Fi-anciflco will be in full blast, and every man who
desires work find ready employment.
These conjectures are justified by what has tran-

spired during the past month. The demand for,
and purchase and sale of real estate ; the starting
up of work which has been long held back on ac-
count of unsettled conditions in political affairs

;

the cheerful and happy spirit which has manifested
itself among all classes ; the expressions of hopeful
sentiments; the restoration of confidence in the
future

;
the increased activity in many of the archi-

tects' offices, and the orders given for plans and
specifications for new improvements, all add
strength to the presumption that the too-long idle
contractors and workmen will ere long have no fur-
ther reason to complain of dull times. The hands
and arms of the rude and ra-h men, who drove from
its cot the dove of peace and business prosperity,
having been paralyzed by the effectual blow ad-
ministered by the hands of the people at the ballot-
box, there is every reaaon to hope and believe that
the affrighted bird will soon return with the olive
branch of assurance and hope that brighter and
better days are aJ out to dawn upon us.
And here we offer a word of advice. We say to

those who are compelled to toil for their daily
bread, treasure up the lessjns of experience taught
by the privations of the rece t past ; take care of
the hard earnings which may be reaped. Necessity
in thousands of cases has enforced extreme econo-
mies, and whole families have been compelled to
subsist upon very insignificant amounts. Now, in
the return of properous times and steady employ-
ment for all—if volunteer economies are practiced,
not to the stinting and almost suffering degree of
the past, but reasonable, prudent economies, which
forbid waste and unnecessary expenditures, it will
place our laboring classes in a condition, that should
reverses again overtake them in life, they will be
better prepared to meet them. And the same ad-
vice will apply to those who employ their time in
mDre speculative ventures. The greater portion of
men's mishaps and failures grow out of extrava-
gant living

; rushing th^present fully up to, or be-
yond its limits, reserving nothing to meet future
possibilities. Men of great wealth may indulge
with impunity in luxuries, and gratify every
caprice and device of their nature ; but it is not
wise in those whose fortunes remain within the
wheels of chance, to seek the enjoyment of those
luxurious pleasures which involve outlays and
greater expenditure than the certain returns of
business will justify.

A WORTHY old lady offers the following advice
to girls: ** Whenevet a fellow pops the question,
don't blush, and st^re at your foot. Just throw
your arms around His neck, look him full in the
face, and commence talking about the furniture/'

Art in a Cottage.

The mission of art to the cottage is one of ex-
altation, ot" refinement, of far-reaching enfran-
chisement; it is to open the doors of the kingdom
of knowledge, to touch fresh springs of sensibility

;

to place the humblest soul in its right relations
to the universe. The true artist would rather be
what David and Bunyan and Shakespeare are to
the cottage, as the type of what is the humblest
and lowliest amongst us, than find himself the se-
cret joy of a bibliomaniac, the priceless treasure of a
Medici, the awful sacrosanctus visible only to monk
or nun. Art is no cabala, no esotery, intended only
for a class, a caste ; its magic and its mystery are
keys to the inner room of every human spirit,
though the doors be rarely opened and the rooms
themselves be unswept and ungarnished. The
mission room from the cottage, too, is always
wanted, and wanted as much in the palace as any-
where else. " Paint us as an angel, if you can,
with a floatin^violet robe, and a face paled by the
celestial light," writes George Eliot, in "Adam
Bede"; "paint us yet often a Madonna, turning
her mild face upwards, and opening her arms to wel-
come the Divine glory ; but do not impose on us
anytesthoticftrtes which shall banish from the region
of art those old women scraping carrots with their
worl^worn hands ; those heavy clowns taking holi-
day in a dingy pot-house ; those rounded backs and
stupid weather-beaten fac^s that have bent over
their spades and done the rough work of the world ;

those homes with their tin pans, their brown pitch-
ers, their rough curs, and their cluster of fine on-
ions. In this world there are so many of these
common, coarse people, who have no picture8(]ue,
sentimental wretchedness. It is so necessary we
should remember their existence, else we may hap-
pen to leave them quite out of our religion and
philosophy, and frame lofty theories which only
fit a world of extremes. Therefore, let art al-
ways remind us of them ; therefore, let us always
have men ready to give the loving pains of a life
to the faithful representation of common-place
things—men who see beauty in these common-
place things, and delight in showing how kindly
the light of Heaven falls on them." There is

beauty in the sea-ringed island of ours, as well as
in the sunnier lands ; in English heaths and hills,
as well as in Swiss mountains and Italian farms

;

in heavy-featured, somber-clad laborers, as well as
in the ribboned brigands and ragged lazzaroni.
There is as ample a poetry of suggestion in a cot-
tage arm-chair as in « curule throne ; and the
tragedy which plays itself out in the life of labor
and homely retirement, is as full of romance as
are the metaphysics of crime or the ecstacies of the
saints. It is perhaps less to be caught by pure lit-

erary excogitations, and hence it is less attractive
and less easy to discover. It cannot be gathered
up into intellectual power by much dwelling in
the studio, by ostentatious fidgeting along the
beaten tracks of art. The novel, in short, is com-
peting with other forms of art in this double mis-
sion ; but pencil, chisel, and brush must not ac-
cept the ostracism or the petalism the pen would
thrust upon them. Pre-Raphaelitism has done
much to increase our regard for minute and honest
workmanship, but there is yet needed a dash of
Dutch simplicity without its coarseness, a revival
of the broad, human, tender spirit which would
make the artist as tremulous to life in a cottage as
if its inmates were kings and queens in disguise,
sheltering from the troubles which are passed, wait-
ing for the reverential greeting and the royal rai-
ments which are near.—^. Goadby, in the Art
Journal.

There is a woman in Wisconsin who has been
married fifty-eight years, and who has never missed
building the kitchen fire. Her husband is probably
the oldest fire escape on record.

—

Ex.

Work was begun on Col. Waring's plan of sewer-
age at Memphis, January 21st, with considerable,
ceremony. Many prominent citizens were present,
and Dr. Porter dug the first spadeful of earth.
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Those Daugeroua ^cieutiats.

The Nru) York" Herald, in its nsiial ftardonic

style, makes the following remarks in regard to
the danger to which science exposes the modern
condition of this world in a religious as well as in
a secular aspect. AVe reprint it for the sake of a
few well-deserved, hits. Says the Herald: " Mod-

'em science has its advantages and disadvantages.
It is all very well to tell the sun that he needn't

^trouble himself to rise any more, because we can
light up the world with electricity ; but when it

comes to the use of the telephone in such a way
that the Christian ministry is in danger of aboli-

- tion, the matter becomes serious. In Lowell, the
;» telephone is attached to a certain pulpit and then

carried into the houses of the parishioners, who sit

:_^z in their casy-chairt* or puff away at the friendly
-^cigar, while the voice of the preacher resounds
through the room. If this thing is carried much
further. Othello's o<jcupation is gone. Dr. Storrs

^^==can be hired to preach to the entire continent.
=^ZBitting ia his study, he can deliver a discourse to
H^-a large bundle of wires connecting with every

house this side of the Itocky Mountains, and the
rest of the ministers will have to engage in some—honest but respectable employment. However,
there would bo a compensation for even that mis-
fortune, for Dr. Talmage would have no use for
the clerical trapeze, and even Dr. Fulton would be
compelled to bo civil. These two advantages
would make the world seem brigher, and we are

=^^^«lraost inclined to hope that Mr. I^ldison may com-
plete his invention."

—

Scientific Canadian.

Defective Chimneys aad Flues.

Many millions of dollars' worth of property has
in time been reduced to ashes, and thousands of hu-
man lives sacrificed by fires originating from de-
fective fiiies. Still, these facts fail to arrest any
special attention, and thousands of chimneys are
built every year in this and other cities with the
name defects which hare resulted in ox)nflagra-

tions, and so often caused destruction of property
and loss of life. There is no neceasity for this

dangerous condition of things in this connection.
Chimneys and fines are indispensable, at least in

dwelling-houses, and if not properly built, they
are dangerous to the safety of buildings from fire.

Too generally they are built of soft salmon bricks
and bats, by men who are *' chimney-builders,"
I.e., men of inferior qualifications as mechanics in
the more comprehensive senses, and who possess but
a limited understanding of the principles and ne-
cessities involved in chimney-building. The bricks
should be of good quality, laid in good mortar,
with every joint and interstice well and carefully
filled, so as not to permit a hole of any size in any
part of the work. The inside of the fiues should
be well pargeted or plastered ; and to render security
jcomplete, the jsmall additional expense of plaster-

ing the outside of every stack, particularly the
back, is fully justified by the advantages gained.
Too much care cannot be practiced in having
flues smooth and of equal capacity from bottom to

top; for when "choked"—made smaller in some
parts than in others—the draft is never perfect, and
a "smoky house" is classed with a "scolding
wife" as one of the most disagreeable things on
earth. Very often the foundations are not suffi-

ciently large nor solid to secure good results, and
prevent settling and cracking. Architects who
have had opportunity to examine the backs of chim-
neys, after they have been used for a time, have
seen their dangerous character illustrated. In one
case coming under our special notice, where the
siding had been removed from the wall, no less

than thirteen holes and badly. filled joints were
discovered, through which the smoke had perco-
lated—some of them large enough, to admit a
large size walking-cane. Had the flues in that
case taken fire, instead of " burning out," it would
in all probability have caused the partial, if not
entire destruction of the building.
Chimneys are sometimes poorly built, because

their erection is undertaken at a low figure, and the
builder erects them according to price, not caring
anything for consequences ; sometimes by men who
could not execute a fair, much less a really good
job of chimney-work, if paid the weight of every
brick in gold for their work. And sometimes chim-
neys are improperly built in the spirit of ugliness,
and defects intentionally incorporated in their con-

struction, particularly if the architect happtms to

find fault or criticize the character of the work
done. In all fairness, considering the value of
good chimneys, and the dangers imminent from de-

fective flues, great care should be practiced in all

cases.

And the Good Wife said,

In tones and accents gentle and persuasive : Na-
than, dear, when do you intend to secure a lot,

and build us a home ?

Husband. My dear wife, I have thought of the
matter, but really I do not see my way sufficiently

clear to.make the venture, yet awhile. ,

Wife. But you have been thinking the matter
over for a long while, and promising practical at-
tention at an early day, but seemingly that early
day is as far distant as ever. And if you continue
thinking and do nothing, we will never have a home
of our own.
Husband. True, dearest ; but I must be sure

that I can carry the load, before I make the attempt
to shoulder it.

Wife. Very right ; but the best way to deter-
mine your strength, is to measure it with the load
itself. Merely looking at a difficulty never over-
comes it. You imagine that you cannot, and so
long as your mind runs solely upon lines contem-
plative and imaginative, we will have no home of
our own.

in despair l)ecauBe, as they view it, they are or
have been so slightly blessed with earthly good.
Husband. Emma, you talk like a philosopher;

but we will postpone further discussion of the sub-
ject-matter, until I have time to mature my course
of action.

Wife. But you will promise to consider it from
the do if possible stand-point?
Husband. Trust me. I will promise nothing

rashly, but the arguments you have used shall re-

ceceive due consideration. I will see what I can do.

Wife. The last word yo\i have uttered is the one
of all others, I have desired to hear

—

do. That in
exercise by you, and all will bo well.
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iHusband. My dear Emma ; are you not strain-
ing your nerves in an effort to persuade me to go
beyond my means, and undertake the purchase of a
lot, and the erection of a* home.""'

Wife. My dear Nathan ; do not worry aly)ut
my nervous (condition. My nerves are all right;
but if you want to strengthen them, promise me
now, that you will at once take this matter in hand,
and as soon as possible, accomplish it.

Husband. That is very well said; but I am
afraid to promise too much, until I see my way per-
fectly clear. But tell me : Why are you so in earn-
est about this matter, just nowr
Wife. I will tell you. Life and its prosperities

and fortunes are very uncertain, and none of us
knows when or at what moment the merciless hand
of reverses or misfortunes may fall upon us. You are
prosperous now, and by a little extra effort, you
may secure for your family and yourself a home,
which none can take from us, even should the tide
of prosperity leave you stranded upon the shores of
business adversity.

Husband. That is all true, but at the same time
it is best to be cautious.

Wife. Yes. But have you no faith to believe ?

Husband. Believe what? J"^ T^.

Wife. That you have judgment, determination,
and energy sufficient to accomplish the task, if you
so determine.

Husband. That is a question.

Wife. Not with me. For while it may to some
extent task your business energies and resources, it

will only be for a time, and when that time shall
have passed, the pleasure and happiness that we
will enjoy in our own home, will more than compen-
sate for all the extra exertions and privations en-
dured in accomplishing the result.

Husband. That may be, but I

—

Wife. Now dear hubby, just you begin to think
a little on the do side of the question, and one-half
of the difficulties, real or imaginary, will disappear.
All your thinking, thus far, has been on the wait-a-
7vhile side, and so long as you continue on that line,

nothing will be done.

Husband. Yes ; but we must not run ahead of
Providence. In due time all these good things
will come, if we only wait and trust.

Wife. Yes ; but does nofr Providence sometimes
make it possible for us to accomplish certain things,
expecting us to do ourown part like men and women;
and then because we fail to do for ourselves when
the opportunities are presented, retires, impatient
at our want of appreciation and lack of energy to

accept the proffered good ?

Husband. It may be so. There is, doubtless,
some truth in the old maiim or adage, that " Prov-
idence helps those who help themselves."

Wife. A great deal of truth. Providence never
buys lots for us, nor builds us houses, but his kind
hand often places within our reach the means
whereby we may secure these things. And often
men in their folly waste and misuse the blessings
and favors of a kind Providence, and then cry out

"Where the Cold Waves Come From.

Meteorological observations have now become so
extended that evidence is rapidly accumulkting to

enable us to determiucpoaiJiixely the sourjoextf-ihe
cold jerial \faves which sweep acroas our country
during the winter season. The indications are
that we owe them to the great area of high barom-
eter in northeastern Siberia, where the pressure
sometimes exceeds 31.50 inches, and the tempera-
ture falls as low as 76 degrees below zero. The*
pole of greatest cold is in the neighborhood of
Yokutsk, on the Xicna, where the average ther-

mometric reading in January is 41 degrees below
zero, and whore the sevcri st cold exceeds by 10 de-

grees that experienced by explorers in high Arctic
regions. This is also the region of the highest
barometric pressure known in winter ; and from
it, doubtless, proceed the waves of intense cold

which play so large a part in our "wihfer ^^eri-
onces.

—

Scientific Canadian.

The Earth's Day Increasing.

In a recent lecture on " Eclipse Problems," Prof.

Charles A. Young, of Princeton, said, with roffir-

ence to the observed increase in the rapidity of the
inoon's motion, that the discovery led at first to

the opinion the moon's orbit was growing shorter,

and that ultimately the moon would come down
upon us. More accurate calculation shows, that
there is no danger of so disastrous a result. The
moon is not coming nearer, but our day is growing
longer, owing to the friction of the tides upon
the earth's surface. The tides act like a brake,

and slowly diminish the speed of the earth's rota-

tion.

Too much cannot be written or printed, to im-
press the conviction upon the mitids of owners and
tenants of houses, that the preservation of their
own and their children's health depends largely
ui»on the manner of the construction and the ap-
pointments of their dwelling-places. There is no
speculation in the statement that thousands of
cases of sickness occur from defects in these con-
nections.

It is a well-assured fact, that if every building
in this city was i«ubjected to an examination by a
board of coinpetent medical and scientific gentle-
men, who would enter fully into the work, and
furnish a full statement of the sanitary conditions,

^8 discovered by them, a very large number, if not
Hiore than one-half, the buildings in San Francisco
would be pronounced unhealthful, and many of
Jhcin as more discase-bi-eeding habitations.

Sc.jr.s of families occupy places of residence
which are good rn appearance, convenient in ar-
rangement, and free from visibly-bad surroundings

;

but. " somehow or other," some one or more of the
members are always complaining, and the doctor's
services nearly couHtantly in demand. Sometimes
people remove from certain localities, and denounce
them as unhealthful, while in fact, the conclusion
reached may be entirely erroneous. It matters not
how elevated and splendidly located a building
may he, if the building itself is not properly con-
structed, and its appointments of sewer, pipe, and
plumbing-work perfect, healthfulness is out of the
question.

7^t%e faft^ are beyond dispute or doubt, and
have so often been related, that every owner and oc-
cupant of buildings should regard them with deep
interest and concern. But a peculiar indifference
seems to prevail among those most seriously af-
fected, and but little notice is taken of the most
startling and authentic statements made, although
health and life are involved in the issue.
There is no archite<5t or plumber of any consider-

Action of Ammonia on Brass.

r^ohn^Y. McLellan, of Glasgow, writes ^» ^^
Chemical News 2i9,ioWovf^\ "While experimenting
on the action of liquor ammonia on various metals

and alloys, with a view to determine the most
suitable for the contreiction of a certain part in an
ammonia plant, I have met with a reaction on
bra.ss, which, so far as I know, has not before been
recorded, and of which this note is a preliminary

notice. If a small piece of brass or a few brass

turnings be covered with liquor ammonia, specific

gravity 0.880, in a closely-fitting stoppered bot-

tle, and placed aside for a few days, it will be

found that the ammonia has acted on the copper of

the brass to such an extent as to produce a solution

of a more or less characteristic violet color, due to

the presence of oxide of copper held in solution by
ammonia. If this solution be still allowed to re-

main undisturbed for a few days longer, free from
contact with the air, this violet color will gradu-

ally disappear, leaving a colorless solution, which,

however, is no sooner brought into contact with
the air by removing the stopper than the violet

color is reproduced, and by again stopping the bot-

tle and leaving it aside the same reaction occurs,

and may be produced over and over again. The
production of a violet color from a colorless solu-

tion on exposure to the air does not seem to be the

result of oxidation, as on opening the bottle in an
atmosphere of carbonic acid the same reaction

takes place. I am at present working up this sub-

ject, in the hope of finding in what state this color-

less solution of copper exists."

able practice or experience, who has not been called
in, or had occasion to visit buildings, where the
strong smell of sewer-gas has been plainly discern-
ible in almost every apjirtment under the roof.
Perhaj* the foul-air leakage may have been in
connection with the pii>es in the bath-room,
kitchen, water-closot, or some particular wash-
basin ; but the poisonous vapor being once intro-
duced within the walls of the building, it finds its
way, by its equalizing and permeating forces, into
the common atmosphere of the edifice. Sometimes
the offfusive smell is so great, that carbolic acid,
chlorides, etc., are used as neutralizing and coun-
teracting agencies ; but such remedies are like
placing the lion's skin upon the ass ; the skin may
cover the carcass, but never changes the nature of
the beast.

Hence the great necessity on the par£ of owners,
t4> exercise the utmost caution, and to some extent,
at least, consider the advantages to be secured by
employing the most skillful and competent archi-
tect, and the most qualified mechanics in all the
branches of mechanism, as economies in this con-
nection seldom compensate for the serious conse-
quences which attend the opposite course.

California Bricks.

>>

Canvassers.—Reliable, industrious, and compe-

tent parties to canvass for this journal wanted in

every city and town on thifl ooftet. Good indupe-

ments offered.

In the early days of California it was generally
supposed that there was no clay to be found in this
State of which good bricks could be made. In the
years 1853-4, the firm of Adams, Smiley ife Co. had
large contracts with the general government—the
present post-offioe building, iand others—and we
recollect that Mr. Adams of that firm made a cir-
cuit through a large portion of the counties sur-
rounding the Bay of San Francisco, San Pablo,
Suisun, Sacramento River, etc., and returned with
the report that there was no clay to be found any-
where suitable for the manufacture of bricks, and
this induced that gentleman and his co-operators to
abandon a then contemplated project of establiah-
iug the industry of brick-making. Since then;
however, hundreds of millions of brick have been
manufactured within the limits of San Francisco
County, of clay material considerably intermixed
with adobe soil, yet producing very fair brick. In
addition tc these, Sacramento City and County,
San Jose, Marin County, and other places have each
and all poured their millions of good brick into
San Francisco, and hundreds of substantial build-

ings have been erected of bricks made from clay
found in places where in "early times" it was
supposed there was none fit for brick-making.

" Hard on Contractors »»

This is an accusation made against all archi-
tects who are " too particular "—who from a strict
sense of duty may require the fulfillment of con-
tracts, and no more. Many men who figure on
plans, calculate on the chances. They figure on
how much they can save by avoiding certain re-
quirements of the specifications, and the omiasion
of things clearly intended by the plans, and with
this motive and intent in view, figure low to se-
cure a contract. And when the architect demands
and insists that his plans and specifications shall
bo followed and carried out, offense is taken, and
the architect must either sacrifice the owner's in-
terests, or secure the displeasure of the contractor,
sometimes amounting to positive and bitter enmity.
Four-fifths of the revilings against architects grow
out of this one cause, and we risk the assertion,
that if architects could always obtain a fair hear-
ing, their explanation as a rule, would verify this
fact. But offended contractors have it all their
own way in circulating derogatory statements in
reference to architects, and the architect perse-
cuted has no remedy, for the work of slander is
carried on in his absence, and beyond the reach of
his explanation or denial. We speak feelingly and
knowingly upon this point, having been subjected
to more than a fair or merited proportion of mis-
representations.

This condition of things does not occur with
good and true men who understand their business,
aud expect always to fulfill the obligations assumed
by them

; but with the class first mentioned, who
fortify themselves behind the bulwark of secrecy,
as far as the possibility of contradiction is con-
cerned. Architects cannot follow mischievously
minded men to discover their acts and sayings,
aud their statements remain unchallenged. There
may be instances in which some severity may have
been practiced, but such are not the rule, but the
exceptions.

Another cause of misunderstanding frequently
arises from contractors figuring hastily and jump-
ing at conclusions—aometime<j from estimating by
some cube or 8<j^uare rule, which gives an uncer-
tain result

; and sometimes from ascertaining the
sum of some fellow-bidder's estimate, and being
governed by it. All these practices are wrong
and defective. Two buildings may cube the same
by rule, yet one may be worth fifty to one hundred
per cent, more than the other, and no man is suffi-
ciently skilled in the rule to be able to apply it to
different classes of buildings with any degree of
certainty. But it matters not what may lead to
error in a contractor's estimate, the architect is

looked to to help him out, if not altogether, still to
a large extent. And if he fails -to do so, he is almost
certain to suffer abuse.
But there is a second side to this picture. Per-

fection is not the masterpiece of the profession.
Architects are but human, and like all others of
the human race, may err'. And when they do so,

it is but just that they aasurae the responsibility
of their own mistakes. But when plans and spec-
ifications are full and complete, it is unjust toward
the architect that he should be denounced as a
"hard man," simply because he will not permit
evasions and departure from the written and pre-
pared documents and papers.

Mystery in Mechanics.

The Boston Journal of Commerce justly observes
that there is a class of mechanics who affect great
mystery about their work, and appear to imagine
they can convey the impression that there is some-
thing occult or hidden in the processes they use and
the materials they employ. Inventors are pecu-
liarly sensitive about making known what they
intend to do or the way they intend to do it, as
though the world stood agape, ready to wonder and
admire as soon as the letters patent are issued.
Perpetual motion mongers are justified in keeping
secret their experiments—they usually keep secret
the result. But in nine cases out of ten the in-

ventor could obtain the tnoney assistance he re-

quires simply by trusting his proposed improvement
in detail to judioiQus friends, and he might with

\

safety and advantage take a brother mechanic into
his confidence.

A short tinie ago a carpenter, in assisting to move
some heavy machinery, had occasion to go into a
room where the soldering of preserving cans was
being done. He wanted to bore a hole through the
floor through which to pass an eyebolt. He was"
refused admission until he solemnly promised not
to notice the work which, with some handy appli-
ances, was performed very rapidly. A visitor at a
white lead manufactory was refused admission to a
room where the pig lead was cast into sheets pre-
vious to being acted on by the acid. Yet there is

absolutely no secret in it. The melted lead was
simply thrown in small (luantities on a sort of shovel
of sheet iron, where it congealed to a thin film.
The worsted braid used largely for the trimming of
ladies' dresses a few years ago is as smooth as silk,
without fuzzincsH, although the yarn is full of pro-
jecting fuz/,. A certain company kept its process a
great secret, but an examination of the braid under
the microscoi^e showed it was simply singed. Some
temperers of steel profess a great secret in the prep-
aration of their hardening pickle, a secret as patent
as though described on a page.

There are very few manipulations or manufact-
uring processes \vhich are truly secrets, and in
many of these cases the secret consists in the qual-
ity of the material used, and a material perhaps
not readily obtainable otherwheres. If a secret
process involves much riental calculation or expert--
ness of handling, a chance visitor must have rare
observing faculties if ho can carry it away with
him and reproduce it at will from memory. The
laws of the science of mechanics are open to all in-
vestigators, and what one man has learned of them
may be learned by another maii; It is an absurd
and ridiculous pretension generally that assumes
that one man knows alone what many are anxious
to learn, that the finished article carries no sugges-
tion of the processes through which it has passed,
and that on one man's will and life depends the
success of some important manufacture.

*J^ 'm- -if.
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Cements, Mastics, and Concretes. I
Many of our readers have occasion to use cements

or mastics, especially in putting-down cellar floors or
making old walls tight. They will find the following^
hints upon the subject valuable :

A cement of one part sand, two parts ashes, and
three parts clay, mixed with oil, makes a very hard
and durable substance like stone, and is said to resist
the weather almost as well as marble.
Damp brick walls are common, especially in houfleff"

in the country where they are exposed upon the north
and east sides. So common is this, that in many
places in the country a strong prejudice exists against
brick houses on account of their dampness. Last
year a gentleman having a brick house exposed on all.

sides, and suffering from dampness in the kitchen,'
which was in a wing upon the most exposed side, iried

an experiment which has proved very satisfactory.

A barrel of the best English Portland cement was
purchased, and a common tin wash-basin used for
mixing it. The cement was mixed with water until

about the consistency of cream, and applied thickly
with a large paint brush. Of course the mixture had
to be constantly stirred to prevent the cement from
settling to the bottom; and on account of its very
rapid settling it could only be mixed in very small
quantities—half a gallon being about as large a quan-
tity as can be readily handled at a time. When first

dried it seemed somewhat of a failure, because it

could be so easily brushed off, but after it had had
twenty-four hours to harden it formed a strong
and durable coating. The color is a neutral tint,

something like Ohio stone. This coating kept the
wall perfectly dry, and as it is inexpensive and does not
require skilled labor in its application, ought to be ex-
tensively used. The gentleman who put on the ce-
ment suggests that a damp, foggy, or misty day is best
for its application. The coating should be brushed
into all the crevices and openings of the work, and it

may be found desirable to apply two coats in order
that all the openings may be completely closed.

Cement is much stronger than mortar, and can be
used to great advantage in many places instead of

lime, even in the face of the fact that it is much more
costly than the latter. The usual proportions are one
part of hydraulic lime to five parts sand. In point-

ing the proportion is sometimes as low as three parts

sand Uy one of hydraulic lime or cement. Coarse
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clean sand—almost pebbles—can be used to the ex-
—r~ tent of three parts to one of cement. -Some recom-

mend mortar, to be allowed to set and then wet and
worked again. This course will not answer with ce-

ment, which is generally injured by such a method of

working. The greatest enemy of both mortar and ce-

ment is frost; the power with which the water ex-

pands at the freezing point is practically unlimited, and
where it penetrates into the crevices and pores of

mortar and freezes, or when wet mortar is allowed to

freeze, its strength is destroyed.

For making floors the following method is said to

produce very desirable results : Four parts of coarse
~—^ gravel or broken stone and sand, and one part each

of lime and cement, are mixed in a shallow box, and
well shoveled over from end to end. The sand, gravel—^and cement are mixed together dry ; the lime is slaked
separately and mixed with just enough mortar to ce

-m«nt it well together. Six or eight inches of the
"mixture is then put on the bottom, and when well set,

_^iinother coating is put on, consisting of one part of
cement and two of sand. This will answer for mak-
ing the bottom of a cistern that is to be cemented up
directly upon the ground without a lining of bricks

;

^ it will also form a very good cellar floor.

—

Manufad-
~ V rer and Buiider,

Marvels of Man.

h

While the gastric juice has a mild, bland, sweet-—ish taste, it popsesses the power of dissolving the
hardest food that can be swallowed ; it has no in-

fluence whatever on the soft and dclicato fibers of
the living stomach, nor upon the living hand, but
at the moment of death, it begins to eat them away
with the power of the strongest acids.

There is duHt on sea, on land ; in the valley and
on the mountain-top ; there Is dust always and

— everywhere ; the atmosphere is full of it ; it pene-
^~ trates the noisome dungeon, and visits the deepest,
_^darke8t caves of the earth ; no palace door can shut—

i

t out, no drawer so *' secret " as to escape its pros-
ence ; every breath of wind dashes it upon the—

*^eye, and yet that eye is not blindj'd, because there
-_ is a fountain of the blandest fluid in nature in-

cessantly emptying itself under the eyelid, which
spreads it over the surface of the ball at every
winking and washes every atom of dust away ; but
this liquid, so mild, and so well adapted to the eye
itself, has some acridity, which under certain cir-

__ cumstances, becomes so decided as to bo scalding to
the skin, and would rot away the eyelids were it

not that along the edges of them there are little

oil manufactories, which spread over their surface
a ooating as impervious to the liquids necessary for

.
keeping the eye-ball washed clean, as the beat var-
nish is impt^rvious to water.

ZT_ The breath which leaves the lungs has been so
perfectly divested of its life-giving properties, that
^to rebreathe it, unmixed with other air, the mo-

, ment it escapes from, the mouth, would cause im-—mediate death by suffocation, while if it hovered
-^ about us, a more or less destructive influence over,
j__health and life would be occasioned ; but it is made

of a nature so much lighter than the common air,
that the instant it escapes the lips and nostrils, it

ascends to the higher regions above the breathing-
point, there to be rectified, renovated, and sent
back again, replete with purity and life. How
rapidly it ascends is beautifully exhibited any frosty
morning.
But foul and deadly as the expired air is. Nature,

wisely economical in all her works and ways, turns
it to good account in its outward passage through
the organs of the voice, and makes of it the whis-
per of love, the soft words of affection, the tender
tones of human sympathy, the sweetest strains of
ravishing music, the persuasive eloquence of the
finished orator.

""~ If a well-made man be extended on the ground,
his arms at right-angles with the body, a circle,

__inaking the navel its center, will just take in the
Jbead, the finger-ends, and feet.

The distance from " top to toe " is precisely the
same as that between the tips ofthe fingers when
the arms are extended.
The length of the body is just six times that of

the foot ; while the distance from the edge of the
hair on the forehead to the end of the chin, is one-
tenth the length of the whole stature.
Of the sixty-two primary elements known in na-

ture, only eighteen are found in the human body,
and of these seven are metallic. Irou is found in

the blood
; phosphorus, in the brain ; limestone, in

the bile ; lime, in the bouos-^ dust and ashes, in
all.

—

Journal of Health.

Japanned Ware.

The important manufacture of japatined ware can
claim a high antiquity, the art of japanning hav-
ing been practiced in China and Japan for an in-
definite period before our first intercourse with
those countries. This beautiful lacquer or varnish
not only preserves the iron from rust and 'gives it a
cleanly surface, but at the same time affords oppor-
tunity for the most elaborate and varied ornament-
ation. Articles in this ware frequently owe by far
the greater part of their value to the decorator's
art. Japan painting is, in fact, a distinct artistic

profession, and has in its time educated more artists

than any other. More than one Royal Academi-
cian has graduated in the japanner's rt/^-Z/Vr. As
with tin ware, the early productions of tliis class
were, no doubt, clumsy and ugly enough, and for
the same reason, that it was difficult to get iron
that would bear bending and twisting, or that
would be sure to keep a good even surface. The
modeler and stamper has now free play, and the
decorator has no reason to fear that his work will
be spoiled. Tea trays, waiters, coal-vases, canisters,

etc., are among the staples, and the production is

enormous. In Wolverhampton alone, which is the
chief seat of the manufacture, as many as 100,000
trays and waiters will be turned out in a week,
when trade is good. Most of these, however ocyn-
mon, used to be painted by hand, with a celerity of
execution that would put Wardour street to the
blush. It was said that a "skilled' aHTst '* could
with ease paint two gross of landscapes in a day.
Most of the common decoration is now effected by
the new method of transfer printing, for which
probably porcelain decoration suggested the idea.

The pattern of picture is printed by the litho-

graphic process on fine tissue paper, which is laid
face downward on the japanned plate, and adheres
to the sticky varnish with which it has been treated.
After a time the paper can be wiped off but the col-
ors remain and are afterward fixed by stoving. A
new decorated tin has come into the market printed
in the sheet, it is laid directly on the metal, with
such permanency as enables it to be made up after-

ward into cj^nistcrs and other articles without in-
jury, and this has very much cheapened the pro-
duction of those articles. Generally speaking a
much better taste prevails now than formerly, and
the monstrosities that so delighted our forefathers
are rapidly disappearing. " Abraham in red, sac-
rificing Isaac in blue, on a green altar with a black
ground," is no longer the highast ideal of tea-tray
art.

—

From Great Industries of Great Britain.

Sickness of Housewives and Servant Girls.

This is not to be wondered at. They ore reflpect-

ively required to perform the duties of the kitchen,
and much of their time is passed at the sink, over
which they remain, in the aggregate, an hour or
more each day, during which time they naturally
breathe more of the air which is more directly in
front of them—scarcely any of which is not ren-
dered more or less unhealthful by the impure
fumes which arise from the sink. These come
from several sources. In but few houses erected in
this city, prior to the past throe or four years, and
in nearly all those erected up to the present time
for tenement purposes, where cheapness of con-
struction has exercised a controlling influence, the
sink traps are not good. The exception is to find
those which afford reasonable protection against
the ingress of sewer-gas. As we have often stated
in this journal, the generality of people seem satis-

fied if they discover a piece of bent pipe under
sinks and other similar places, and will swear that
they are safe from the dangers of sewer vapwrs,
while, at the same time, the very air being breathed
by them while thus expressing themselves may be
more or loss impregnated with the deadly element.
In this way, they illustrate the sublime ridiculous-
ness of thtar stupidity and ignorance, to which
thousands of people have sacrificed their lives ; and
we have no idea that all the fools are yet dead.
But it is a hardship upon the female race, whether

as wives or servants, to bo continually exposed to

the consequences of this sort of common defect in
house construction ; and we heartily wish that
there was an effectual city ordinance which pro-

vided that all sink and other traps in use in this
city should bo tested by a fully competent plumber
and sanitary engineer, with full powers to compel
the removal of alL those which were not effective
and safe. If such was the case, there would not
be plumbers enough on the Pacific Coast to com-
plete the work of tearing out and replacing defect-
ive traps, in twelve long months, working ten
hours each day.
But aside from imperfect traps and plumbing

work, the generality of sinks are rendered impure
by the impregnation of vegetable and animal mat-
ter, which is forced into the pores of the wood, and
there passes to decay. This is going on continu-
ally, each day furnishing a new supply of decom-
po.sed evaporations and material to repeat the proc-
ess. Then, also, the manner in which thousands
of sinks are put up, with bad joints at numerous
parts sufficient to receive, in the aggregate, a pound
or two of decomposing substances, is another fear-
ful fact. And in this particular, the "wood-
butcher" is no better than the "fraud of aT
plumber." We use the terms employed, because
we should consider it a reflection upon mechanics
to denominate some men who handle tools by so
honorable a title. Our remarks apply particularly
to wood sinks, not lined w^ith metal, which are gen-
erally used in this city. Sinks lined with sheet zinc
have long since been abandoned, as experience dem-
onstrated the fact that after a moderate amount of
wear and tear, with the natural expansion and con-
traction (»aused by the use of hot and cold water in
them, cracks in the metal were a certainty, and
when these occurred, they became the 'receivers of
sink debris, which, finding its way under the metal,
could not be removed, and as a consequence, re-
mained beyond reach, creating stench and the
fumes consequent upon decaying culinary matter.
But it is not our purpose in this article to pursue

the question of sinks beyond the thought first

suggested—that a vast amount of the headaches,
coughs, and enfeebleraents in females who perform
kitchen duties are attributable to defective sinks

;

and while the sand-lot minions cry out against tho~
Chinese, as a pestilential curse to California, we
think that the servant girls and the wives of fami-
lies who do their own work have a cause of com«^
plaint of great magnitude in imperfect and un--^^
wholesome sinks. For, while Chinese competition
may and does deprive many of the laboring claaser—

>

of the means to earn bread for their families, in

thousands of instances unsafe and unclean sinks
aid in terminating the existence of those who by
circumstances are compelled to encounter their de-
fecta.

Washington as a Voter.

Washington voted at all the Fairfax elections

until the cj^se of his life, uniformly supporting the
Federal candidates. Although living some distance
from the 6ourt house at the Alexandria market, he
generally voted early. The polls were reached by
a flight of steps outside, which, in 1799, had be-

come old and shaky. When the general reached
the steps, he placed one foot upon them and shook
the crazy ascent, as if to try its strength. In-
stantly twenty brawny arms, one above the other,
grasped the stairway and a dozen men's shoulders
braced it. Nor did a man move until the venerable
chief deposited his vote and returned. ** I saw his

last bow," said one of them half a century after-

ward ; "it was more than kingly." — Wm. F»
Came, in Harper's Magazine for February.

Lead and composition pipes are much used for

house gas pipes in England. Hats have often been
accused of gnawing holes in water pipes, and re-

cently in London they made a hole in a lead or
composition gas pipe. The old story was that rata

could tell a water pipe from a gas pipe, and so

spared the latter in their searches for drinking wa-
ter ; but this last occurrence proves this rat story to

be untrue. Iron pipes are recommended for base-
ment stories at least.

A ten-year contract with the Cincinnati, 0., Gras

Light Co., for gas at $1.60 a thousand, has been
made by the city. Mayor Jacob signed the ordin-

anco on February 24th. The Commercial thinks it

is too much, but it was feared that the question
might be brought in the courts by the company
were the price put lower.

Commendations.

We are truly gratified that our humble effort,
undertaken under the most discouraging circum-
stances, has met with such universal favor. So far
as we have heard or read, the expressions of the
press throughout the length and breadth of this
ooast, and from the Eastern States, are, without an
exception, of the most flattering character. And
what pleases us much is unsought praise from indi-
vidual sources which we supposed were so thor-
oughly choked up with embitterments growing out
of business (jontests, that it would be impossible for
a single generous sentiment to leak out. But we
have plainly stated, and again state most honestly,
and have sought to demonstrate in these columns,
that we should strive to rise above all personal feel-
ings, and treat our best friends and worst enemies
equally, generously, and fairly. How nearly we
have done so we leave our readers to judge. If wo
have used plainness toward certain classes, as being

- incompetent in the lines of business adopted by
them, it has been without any personal enmity ; for
we pity those who have been so unfortunate as to
fail in the attainment of a perfect mastery over the
mechanical pursuit chosen by them. There is a
science in all things, even the swinging of a pick,
or the handling of a shovel. We have watched
men using these instruments of labor, and receive
pleasure from the grace and skill which some labor-
ers display in their handling. There are awkward
botches even among those who dig away our clay-
banks and level our sand-hills. And we hope, if life
is spared us, to be able to create a more elevated

^ sentiment in every line of labor and mechanical
operation, and to inspire harmony and fair senti-
ment in all relationships involved in the architect-
ural profession and building business.
There are no good reasons why the best of under-

standing should not prevail among all classes of
men, and in as large a degree among architects as
in any other known profession. And with those
who indulge in and encourage an opposite senti-

- inent, the evidenee is clear thafr there is something
lacking at home. But under all circumstances we
shall endeavor to cultivate and establish an honorable
and kindly understanding, feeling assured that by
so doing, we will best serve the highest interests of
the profession, and certainly obey the natural law
of our own mind.
As illustrative of the opinion orjournaTg outside

of San Francisco, we quote the following, selected
- from a large number of similar notices which have
appeared in publications issued in this State and
east of the Rocky Mountains :

"We have received No. 3 of the Cat.ifornia
r ARCHiTEcr and BuiLDiNa Review, an exceedingly
neat publication, devoted to architectural, mechan-
ical, sanitary, scientific, and other matters. It is
as full of good things as an e^^ is of meat, and is

especially interesting to those whose tastes are in-
^clined to these subjects. The illustrations are very
""fine, and its whole malre-up is a credit to the pro-
prietors. Jas. E. Wolfe, one of the oldest archi-
tects in California, is the editor, and he wields the
pen with a facility that would do credit to the jour-
nalistic veteran. The publication is a valuable one,
and will doubtless succeed." —' Vallejo Evening
Chronicle.

"Incur issue of March 4th, 1880, we published
a valuable article on 'Laying and Nailing Floors,'
clipped from the Cai.ifoknia Architect and
Building Review, and which we omitted to ac-
knowledge. We would add that this valuable
monthly publication is a credit to the Pacific Coast,
and contains much that is of value to the whole
country. A work devoted to making homes beauti-
ful and houses convenient and comfortable adds to
our pleasure and happiness, and deserves the support
of a reading public."

—

The Mechanic, Smithville,
-N.y.

"A Vai^uable Pubijcation.—Upon our table
we find the CAiiiFOUNiA Architect' and Building
Review, an ably conducted journal, devoted to
architectural, mechanical, scientific, sanitary, and
other kindred matters. We advise architects, con-
tractors, and mechanics to subscribe for it."

—

Cal-
averas Advocate.

" The California Architeci'Ural and Build-
ing Review, edited by Jas. E. Wolfe, is full of
practical and reliable information, and should be in
the hands of property owners and builders gener-
ally . It is only 11 . 50 a year. ' '—Healdsburg Enter-
prise, . -T

—

~

'The California Architect and Building
Review, published at San Francisco for $1.50 per
year, is worth double the money to everybody who
expects to build a house, even a ' tule.' ''—Courier
California, Bakersfield, Kern Co., Cal.
"The April number of the California Archi-

tect has come to hand. It is edited by J. E. Wolfe,
S. F., and is indorsed by a large number of promi-
nent and influential architects. With each number
there are four pages of plans and elevations. The
articles are practical and interesting to all con-
cerned in the planning or construction of build-
ings."

—

Oakland Times.
"The California Architect' and Building

Review, replete with information of great value,
is at hand. It is .published monthly, and contains
elegant cuts and designs to further embellish the
elegant appearance of the «nly architectural publi-
cation on this coast. Great praise is due J. E. Wolfe
for|his enterprise in giving us this needed monthly.
It is not sectional, and all should read it. Its col-
umns, rich with live matter on various topics, ap-
peal to dXl.''—Exchange.
We might add pages of similar notices, which

come to us from all quarters daily, and as none of
them have been suggested nor solicited by us in any
manner, direct nor indirect, they are the more
highly appreciated, and, as in duty bound we re-
turn our kindest acknowledgments to one and all
of our editorial brethren, who have so generously
approved and recommended this publication.

The Use of Lemons.

The lemon tree is a native of Asia, although it is

cultivated in Italy, Portugal, and in the south of
France. In Europe, however, it seldom exceeds the
dimensions of the smallest tree, while in its native
state it grows to over sixty feet in height. Every
part of this tree is valuable in medicine, though we
rarely employ any of it but its fruit, that is the
lemon itself. And every one knows how to employ
this, as in lemonade : Tt) st^ueeze the jaic^ Into
cold water—this is the shortest way ; or to cut it

in slices and let it soak in cold water ; or to cut it

in slices and then boil it. Either way is good.
Lemonade is one of the best and safest drinks for
any person, whether in health or not. It is suit-
able to all stomach diseases, is excellent in sickness
—in cases of jaundice, gravel, liver complaints, in-
flammation of the bowels, and fevers. It is a spe-
cific against worm and skin complaints. The pip-
pins, crushed, may also be used with water and
sugar, and taken as a drink. Lemon juice is the
best anti-scorbutic remedy known. It not only
cures this disease, but prevents it. Sailors make a
daily use of it for this purpose. I advise every one
to rub their gums daily with lemon juice, to keep
t^iem in health. The hands and nails are also kept
clean, white, soft and supple, by the daily use of
lemon instead of soap. It also prevents chilblains.
Lemon is used in intermittent fevers, mixed with
strong, hot, black coffee, without sugar. Neuralgia
may be cured by rubbing the part affected with a
cut lemon. It is valuable also to cure warts, and
to destroy dandruff on the head by rubbing the
roots of the hair with it. In fact, its uses are man-
ifold, and the more we employ it externally and in-

ternally, the better we shall find ourselves. Nat-
ural remedies are the best, and nature is the best
doctor, if we would only listen to it. Decidedly
rub your hands, head and gums with lemon, and
drink lemonade in preference to all other liquids.

This is an old doctor's advice. Follow it.

—

S, F,
Local.

Air coni^t^ned anywhere, even in a clean room,
becomes offensive, probably unhealthy, with a dis-

agreeable smell of closeness, and confined with filth

in a drain or sewer, it must be infinitely worse.
Drains built tight, with traps, etc., so that there
is no ventilation of their interior, generate very
poisonous gases, which are ready on the occurrence
of any small leak to escape and poison everybody
who happens to go near them. The best arrange-
ments for ventilators in houses is to have a separate
flue built in the chimney-stack expressly to receive

the ventilator-pipes. Thus the air from the drain
is discharged high in the atmosphere in a position

to be mixed with smoke, and the noxious proper-
ties are destroyed ; the smoke, whether of wood or
coal, containing about the best chemical disinfect-

ants known.

—

Dr. Joseph Wilson.

The Human ^ijain.

The size of the brain is not in proportion to the
physical development of the body, either in animal
or man. Even in men there is no fixed relation be-
tween the size of the body and of the brain. A
small man may have a large brain and vice versa.
Men of great intellectual powers have generally,
if not always, possessed large brains. The brain of
Cuvier, the great French naturalist, weighed be-
tween 59 and 60 ounces, yet he was below the me-
dium stature. Napoleon Bonaparte was small in
stature, but his brain weighed over 58 ounces.
Daniel Webster's brain was about the same weight
as Napoleon's, but the former was rather a large
and powerfully built man. Stephen A. Douglas,
when a young man, was short and small, weighing
not more than about 130 pounds, at which period
his large head seemed almost a deformity. The
quality of the brain, however, is quite as important
as the quantity, so that a large brain does not, of
necessity, constitute a great man. The average
weight of the adult European male brain is 41) to
50 ounces; that of the adult female, 44 to 45
ounces. —
Liens of Mechanics and Others Upon Real

Property.

The concurring opinion of Justice McKee of the
Supreme Court, in the mechanics' lien case of Soss
V. Strelitz, says: "All payments made by the
ewner of a building to his contractor, and those
made by a contractor to a material-man for materi-
als furnished to be used in a building, should be ap-
plied in satisfaction of the original contract.
Neither the contractor, nor a material-man, nor
workmen upon a building, can legally apply any
portion of such payments to the satisfaction of gen-
eral debts or demands existing between himself and
others, who may be entitled to file liens upon the
building against the owner. If that could be done
it would have the effect oLaabjccting the-uwuer-to-
payments of other debts between the contractor and
his employes outside of his building contract."

A Plasitc Cement is a recently patented French
product, which is called after its inventor, "Jan-
iiin's Cement." It is simply composed of a mix-
ture, in suitable proportions, of yellow oxide of lead—that known in trade as Massicot is preferred—and
glycerine

; other metallic oxides and coloring mat-
ters may be added to the above mixture, according
to the character or color that may be desired. The
cement may be made to possess more or less stiffness
by varying the proportions of glycerine—the larger
the percentage of the latter the softer the cement,
and vice versa. This cement is represented to be
especially adapted for molding objects which de-
mand an extreme delicacy in the lines of the cast,
such as engraved blocks and plates, forms of print-
ing tjrpe, i>hotoglyptic plates, etc. It is aflSrmed
that it sets in a few minutes under the influence of
a gentle heat, and then admirably resists heat and
pressure. When set, it is said to make a good sub-
stitute for lithographic stone. It is al»o recom-
mended for artistic reproductions such as fac-similea
of terra-cotta, the color and sonorousness of which
it closely imitates. It does not shrink in setting.
Our authority for the above is the English Mechanic.

While we are rejoicing over the general revival
in the industries of thecountry, it is not pleasant to
learn that across the water one claas at least of the
producers—the farmers—are in the face of dire dis-

tress. Yet such is the fact, if we accept the state-
ments, not of the alarmists, but of responsible cor-
respondents of the London dailies. According to
the latest reports, the depression an^ong the agricul-
turists, especially in the south-west, is very griev-
ous. In East Devon, agricultural operations are
far behind, and no early crops can be looked for.

The scarcity of sheep is very marked, there being
hardly an animal to be seen in North Devon or on
the Dartmoor hills. In South Devon affairs are al-

most as bad, but in Somersetshire and Dorsetshire
the sheep are more numerous, although even in the
most favored localities the flocks are being deci-

mated by disease. It is stated that a wet spring
would mean absolute ruin to hundreds of farmers,
while farms which a year ago were at a premium
are going a-begging, and noble mansions with fine

estates are wanting occupiers.

—

The Mechanic^ N, jf.
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Cruelties.

Cruelties assume multitudes of forms and shapes.
All physical aud mental sufferings and tortures,
caused by one party to another, whether designed
or accidental, assume a form of cruelty, varying in
degree and culpability according to circumstances.
The father, mother, or master who uses the rod
rashly or unmercifully, without good and sufficient
cause, is deemed brutal and inhunian. Yet there
are a thousand means of torture and punishutent,
far more severe and fearful iu their intiiction, than
the rod or lash. An unguarded word, an unkind
expression may cut and lacerate the heart, and
cause wounds deeper and more painful than the
piercing of a two-edged sword. Wounds which
may be healetl by the surgeon's skillful treatment
may be borne with patience and smiles, but not so
with those hapjHJuiugs which produce distresses and
sufferings which neith(;r the skill of the surgeon
nor i>hyHieiHn, nor all the remtxiics known in
ilateria Medica can alleviate or heal . But the spe-

Board of Health, where the statements will be
found that, as a rule, during times and seasons
when our street sewers are well cleansed, as com-
pared with times and periods when they are neg-
lected, the death rates vary from twenty to forty
per cent. Thus clearly establishing the fact, that
sewer-gases are fearful in their effect uiwn human
life, and with this fact established, all argument
ends in reference to th« effect produced upon the in-
mates of buildings, where the insidious destroyer
is, \ii any extent^ permitted to enter. Aud we again
ask, is it not cruelty to loved ones, to place them un-
der circumstances calculated to jeopardize their
health and lives ?—which is the case whenever sew-
ers are imperfectly laid, and the plumbing work
executed without proper traps, vent-pipes, and ev-
ery precaution necessary to secure perfect work.

<'

citMiof.tirutJty to which we make special referewec in
this article, is one not generally thought of nor con-
sidered, although it is in fact of the most distress-
ing character, and practiced in San Francisco to a
very great extent. It is ly^ as universally appre-
ciated as it should be, that there are laws regulat-
ing and controlling human health and life, which
if violated, produce serious consequences. It mat-
ters not how well arranged, or how beautiful a
** home'' may Ix; ; if the matter of carefully provid-
ing for its healthfulness is overlooked or neglec^ted,
the entailed sorrows aud sufferings outweigh all
other considerations. And the question this thought
presents, is this: " Is it not cruelty, though inno-
cent it may be, to place loved ones in habitatitms,
however beautiiui : v,d •x*ialknt.^ej nw»y -Mber-
wise be, where the appointments are imperfect, and
calculated to produce sickness and suffering on the
part of innocent women and children ? " And we
repeat, that a large number, if not a majority of
caaes of sickness and death among women and chil-

.
dren, occur through gaseous and impure inhalations.
Some die of old age, even though perpetually dwell-
ing in the cheerful sunlight, and ever breathing the
pure atmosphere; but those who are confined the
greater part of their time, in home* where pure air
is incidental and a vitiated condition of the atmos-
phere predominates, die young. These suggestions
are not fanciful, but real, and it behooves every
man who loves his family, to hearken to their
warnings, and consider well the serious involve-
ments connected with the erection of their homes.
Perfectness of plans is certainly the first considera-
tion, aud until plans of some sort are determined
ujfcn, nothing, oan be done. But these are only the
commencement—the foundation for future action.
Those matters which involve and retjuire the fuller
exercise of good judgment, and practical expe-
l-iences, present themselves after the plans are per-
fected. Yet a great many suppose that when they
have worked out their '' idea of a home,''' and had
those ideas transferred to paper, that the greatest
difficulty has been overcome. But the after-mat-
ters—those considerations which are calculated to
affect health and life, remain to be dealt with and
provided for. True, in some cases, right meaning
men are misled and deceived in their conclusions
and selection of parties to intrust with their build-
ing interests, but the consequences are none the less
serious because of an innocent mistake. But more
frequently the desire to economize cost, is the con-
trolling motive, and blinded by the prospects of
saving a few dollars, owners often enter into ar-
Tangemente with incompetent parties, only to pay

Editou CALiFoimiA Akchitpxt ANr> Buildino
Rkvikw : I am also glad with a ** sufferer from bad
plumbing," that you are taking an active interest
in sanitary plumbing, and I fully agnw with him
that it is a question understood by but few, and
that there are many m^lf-styled plumbers and sani-
tary engineers that know but little about their
business, and from that fact many people believe
that from the many cases of sickness and death
caused by bad plumbing, that it is impossible to
have the modem conveniences of plumbing in their
dwellings. There is probably no other branch of
business in this country that receives so much
abuse, yet there is certainly no other one that so
influences the lives and health of a community. If
you are sick you send for the best physician ; if you
have any legal business, you send for a lawyer in
whom you have confidence ; and in both cases yuu
obey their instructions and heed their advice ; but
if you want any plumbing done you liend to the
nearest shop, not stopping to inquire as to capacity,
honesty, or anything else. If you want goodplumb-
^^g you can get it ; only find out something about
those you are going to employ, and you will find
men as worthy of your confidence in this calling as
in any other, aud people building need not be de-
ceived if they will only inquire about the merits of
those in that business. Aud are the architects not
to blame, "in a measure," iu not enlightening
their patrons, for they do know that there are those
following that business that are competent and hon-
est, and are faithfully trying to elevate their pro-
fession, and to educate the public to believe in the
importance of having that branch of their work
attended to by known competent workmen. *• Stif-

ferer " says :
" It is not surprising that there is no

way yet devised to positively keep sewer-gas out of
a house." I take is.sue with him, and distinctly say
it can be done, and with the modem appliances that
we are now using. Some of them lately invented
are the best in the world. Only get some one
who knows his business to put them in, and he will
guarantee you against sewer-gas. Mr. Waring is

right in saying that water in traps as a seal against
sewer-gas, unaided by ventilation, cannot be relied
on ; but let a comjjetent plumber and sanitary en-
gineer attend to the sewerage and ventilation and
plumbing that properly belongs to him, and you
may sleep securely in your homes without fear of
being poisoned by sewer-gas. '"."

Respectfully,

One Who Knows What Good
Plumbing is, and How to do It.

"We are Glad to See It.

the penalty of their error, in losses which neither
silver nor gold can replace. All this is fully sus-
tained by the experiences of all competent archi-
tects and plumbers, who, from time to time have
been called in to remedy cases where stenches,
foul and sickening, have permeated every apart-
ment, and the internal atmosphere has been of such
a character, that no humah being could endure it
for any great length of time and live. And many
-a sad story is related, how some " dear little Eva,"
or *• my sweet Willie," had been " taken away " by
diphtheria or other ailment, the sources of which
are recognized to exist in impure sewer and other
gases, and zymotic surroundings.
The thoughts d^d. facts involved in the consider-

tions suggested, might be extended into a length-
ened article, but for the present we shall make no
i.ur(ier reference, than to the various reports o|jfche

The many articles appearing in this journal bear-
ing upon sanitary matters and glefective plumbing
work, have stimulated an interest on the part of a
large number of our prominent plumbers, who have
extended us hearty congratulations and expressions
of appreciation. And we are pleased that the in-
terest so created has induced some of them to send
us articles for publication. We hope that the senti-
ment will increase, as we know that there are many
intelligent gentlemen in the plumbing business
fully capable of handling ably all issues involved
in the connections named. We shall gladly give
place to all meritorious articles.

Editor of California Architect and Build-
ing Review : Dear Sir—I have read with interest
articles relating to sanitary matters in your paper
and others, and find that authorities agree that
water is not a preventive of sewer-gas, which is
most to be feared above all things in plumbing
done by parties of little or no experience. As all
houses, from the richest to the iworest, require to
be connected with the street sewer, all must suffer
from the deleterious effects of sewer-gas, which, all
physicians agree, causes three-fourths of all 'the
zymotic diseases.

Is there not some plumber or other person invent-
ive enough to devise some plan by which that most
deadly poison, "sewer-gas " will be excluded from
our houses, aud allow us the comforts and luxuries
of complete plumbing. He would benefit us all,
aud save thousands of our dear ones who are now
carried to an early grave.

I think the time is not far distant when some
method will be devised in plumbing which will
produce perfect sanitary results. Now, that water,
or a*ny other seal with an overtlow, cannot accom-
plish the desired end, it will be necessary to have a
metal, or some other substance, that is. impervious
to sewer-gas, and in some manner do without that
most dangerous and hidden overtlow, which, though
not seen, is still working in the dark hours of the
uight, ejecting the deadly sewer-gas, aud bringing
the disease to every one.

If such an end could be accomplished, there are
none who would refuse the opportunity of securing
the same, thereby rendering to us the comforts of
the closet-bath, basin, etc., etc., without fear of
danger. On an assurance of this safety, there
would be much more plumbing done, and each and
all of us enjoy better health.
^ow^that I am writinu:, J ;would like to say a

word aoout plumbers in particular and tinkers in
general. I would liken them to doctors and den-
tists. They are both essential to their trades ; but
you damn the trades when you combine the two.
It is a fact that most of the defective plumbing in
this city ifl done at those which are commonly
known as "tinker's shops," by men that have
little or no knowledge of the business. Having
traveled around the world, and having been iu this
city for the past twenty years, I have, during this -

time, studied plumbers and plumbing ; and I find
that plumbers on this coast are, both in practice
and theory, equal to any in the world—and why
should they not? For we have them from all
parts of the world, and they are as fair a represent-
ative as can be found iu any other branch of me-
chanics. And I am sure, from what I have seen
of the rivalry that exists between them here, that
if the object sought is ever attained, it will be
likely to be accomplished by our California plumb-
ers. In conclusion, would it not be a good plan for
one of our millionaires to display enough of public
spirit, by making an offer for a process or method
by which sewer-gas can be kept from entering our
dwellings ?^ v:

^—— -^-^ Qld Plumb.
~^

Canvassers Wanted for this Journal.

Sj^^ady and industrious men in all parts of this
city. State, and coast can earn good wages in can-
vassing for thifl joiirna.], .

A Query and Rei*ly.—There is a youngster in
Virginia City, Nev., who never fails in answering
any question put to him. The other day his father
tried to "stump" him with this problem : "My
son, suppose you had a kitchen in the northwest
comer of your house, and a stable in the southeast
comer of your yard, so that when the wind blew
from the northwest there was a strong smell of
corned beef and cabbage in the house, and when
the wind came from the northeast there was a strong
horse odor about the premises, how would you act
to prevent the corned beef odor from permeating
the kitchen, and the horse odor from perfuming the
stable? " " Why," replied the lad, " I'd keep my
horses in the kitchen and cook my corned beef in
the 8tabletlj=!/V«/«^^^ and Sanitary Engineer.

The New York Sun gave recently an amusing
account of a young German named Siebert, who
played the part of an epileptic so well, in the pres-
ence of policemen and doctors, that they believed it

was a true thing ; till a spoonful of hot water on
the nose brought him quickly to his legs and his
senses, and he allowed that he did the thing " for
a living," in the hospitals. He had heard that hy-
pocrisy was practiced largely in matters of religion,
and thought a little of it might be overlooked in
the health department. But religion and sanitary
science are two very different things.
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Not a Preventive.

18 a com-
sewor-gas is dis-

Wiush basins in connection with chambers, bath,
and living rooms, when not properly fitted up, are
conveniences exceedingly detrimental to the health
of those who occupy the apartments. It

mon occurrence that the smell of
coverable passing through the trap, pipe-work, and
fittings, filling the room with offensive odor; to
remedy which many persons insert the plug in the
bottom of the basin, and fill the bowl in part with
water, presuming that by doing so they place an
estoppel upon the further ingress of the poisonous
fluid, whil6 in fact no remedy at all is effected st)

long us the apertures of the overtlow-pipe are left
unsealed. The waste-pipe from the basin and the
overflow-pipe are one and the same, and the closing
of an aperture in the side of the pipe—the basin
waste—simply prevents the inlet of gas at that
particular point, but furuinhes no obtttruetion ttr
tho passage XJf the offensive air into the room
tlirout^h the end of the same conduit, so long as the
end is left open, which is always the case at the side
of the basin connecting with the overflow. Various
devices are resorted to by different individuals to
rt^Xidco: baiiius safe "aa-chambcr conyenieaces ; but if
the plumbing work is imperfectly executed all the
subterfuges that may be resorted to are temporary,
uncertain, and unsafe. The only effectual remedy
is to remove the imperfect work and have it re-
placed in proper shape by some competent workman

- skilled in the art of complete workmanship. We
scarcely feel inclined to offer any other advice in
such cases, as we so abominate imperfect workman-
ship that were it in our power to jfroclaim an effect-
ual, irrevocable law, we would consign all botches
and their work to an everlasting mechanical obliv-
ion. But in compassion to those who are inno-
cently suffering from the causes mentioned, wo
suggest, first, that if there is not a deep and full
trap—not merely a crooked piece of pii)e, but a
device of some sort, furnishing a full and complete
water seal under the basin—let not the sun disap-
pear beneath the western horizon before such is
secured. With this done, and the indications of
sewer-gas remaining, open the basin-cock so as to
permit a small jet of water to run constantly into
the basin, if only by drops. For if with a full trap
in the waste gaseous odors remain, it is evident that
the trap syphons, or by impregnation the gases pass
through the water. People are often deceived by
confiding in the safety of basin-traps, not knowing
-that they are frequently emptied by the discharge
of the waste water passing through them. We
have witnessed repeated illustrations of the syphon-
ing process, and know that uuventilated traps are not
reliable. Permanent ventilation is best secured by
air-pipes passing up iuto the open air, but a substi-
tute for these may be found in an air-valve device
placed upon the top of the t^-ap, which yields to the
force of the vacuum created in the waste-pipe by
the discharge passing through them. Th«8» «ab-
Htitutes for air-pTpes may be found at Mr. D.
Bush's, on Post Street, ahd perhaps at other plumb-
ing establishments. Any plumber can obtain and
apply them. If the trap is at all sufficient, a small
stream of water running constantly into the basin
will more effectually secure safety and freedom
from the ingress of sewer vapors than all the fill-

ing of basins with water that can be resorted to.

change views. As a general thing, they say it

would impart immediate knowledge to others that
they have been years in acquiring ; but I do not
thiilk this would be the cyise, as they would impart
Jio more than they probably would receive. If such
meetings could bo effected, it would bar all novices,
and accept only those who could stand an examina-
ti(m. I would go further—I would assess each
member, and apply it to securing at stated times,
persons well versed in hygiene and sanitary matters
to lecture before the meetings. I am sure it would
be productive of great good.

I have taken advantage of the oflfer of your col-
umns, and if you think t^is article of enough im-
portance, you are welcome^ to it. I shall "use all
my efforts to create the office of Inspector of Plurab-
ing. '

' T-»-^

Diphtheriar

Editor California Architect and Building
Review : I notice in your paper for April, an ar-
ticle headed "Inspector of Plumbing Work." I
think the article a good one, and one that is of
great importance to plumbers and builders, and
those having work to do. I know of no trade that
is more abused than plumbing ; it is a trade that
is, as yet, but little understood, but with a large
field to work in. Where there is a discrepancy m
bids from $75 to $100 on a small job, it shows that
there is a screw loose somewhere ; for, at a low price
good work cannot be done. Some one must lose by
it. I would venture to say that to go into almost
any of our shops and ask the question of supply
and discharge of pipes, of certain quantities ^n a
specified time, not one in twenty of our plumbers
could answer the question ; and these are questions
that plumbers should understand. It is not the use
of tools alone that makes a plumber, but it is a sub-
ject requiring great thought and calculation.
There is no trade that affects the public health as

this trade. I have often spoken to pitimbers about
maeting once in a week, or once in a month, to ex-

Br. Benjamin Browning, the Health Officer of
llotherhithe (London), has an interostiug paper on
this subject in the tSdnitdry Jiecord. He gives a
variety of cases, occurring in city and rural dis-
tricts, which appear to prove beyond a doubt that
diphtheria may bo causi^ by polluted water. —The
disease has been found to prevail in families using
the water, while their neighbors who did not use it,

but who were otherwise exposed to the same chances
of infection, were exempt. In one instance ho met
with seven cases of diphtheria in the family of a rail-
way station-master. He says :

•' I could ascertain
no previous contagion, but found the existence of the
customary polluted shallow well, close to the public
latrine, the whole premises being isolated, standing
on a lofty chalky embankment. Two casual visit-
ors to the station (not to the dwelling-house) who
drank some water in the waiting-room, also con-
tracted the disease. There was no more of it before
or afterwards in this parish while I knew it."
Dr. Browning seems to have been careful to satisfy

himself that the disease could not have had any
other origin than the bad water. On this point he
says

:

"In the country epidemics I have mentioned, at
their commencement, no direct personal contagion
could be made out, although it was anxiously sought
for ; aerial infection seemed everywhere contra-indi-
cated, owing to the open and breezy situatiou of
nearly all the implicated dwellings ; in all of them
the drinking water was organically impure, and
received surface filth of every description ; and in
the town cases there was also clear evidence of water
pollution by sewer-ga^or fetid emanations, if not by
actual deposit of dirt. And I venture to submit
that I have therefore supplied some of that * evi-

dence,' which is by Dr. Parkes and others deemed
'still wanting' to prove the 'production of diphtheria
by contaminated water.' "

Not satisfied, however, with this logical evidence.
Dr. Browning determined to settle the question by
direct experiment upon the lower ^mimals ; and he.

actually succeeded in infecting two kittens with the
disease,by feeding one with milk mixed with water in

which he had kept diphtheritic false membrane and
sputum, and the other with milk adulterated with
water taken from the cistern of a house where a fatal

case of diphtheria had recently occurred. Micro-
scopic specimens of the diphtheritic membranes from
these animals were shown at a meeting of medical
gentlemen, none of whom were committed to Dr.

Browning's theory, and pronounced, by them to be

identical with specimens taken from human beings.

If this testimony is not accepted as conclusive, it

must at least be admitted that it is of sufficient im-
portance to show that further experiments and inves-

tigations should be made in order to confirm or re-

fute it.

—

jScientiJic Canadian.

One of the signs of the times in sanitary matters

is the amount of space which the daily press is de-

voting to the subject. The clippings relating to

water supply, sewerage, ventilation, etc., from the

papers of our large cities for a single week, would
make a small volume. It seems strange when one's

attention is first called to this subject, that these re-

peated warnings and denunciations should not have
more effect than they seem to do. But filth is like

sin in that it flourishes in spite of preaching. Per-

haps if the preachers were a little less contradictory

in their advi(!e more effect would be produced ; but
the great difficulty, after all, is ignorance on the

part of the people—ignorance which it seems as if

nothing but sad experience can remove.

—

Pliimb'et'

and Sanitary Engineer. -

Apologetic.

We are indebted to the Plumber and Sanitary
Engineer, tho Scientific Canadian, and other east-
ern exchanges for many of the interesting extracts
api^earing in this number of our journal. The
many demands upon our time during tho m(mth
past, has prevented the preparation by us of tlio

usual amount of origiTlal matter ; but we bojw the
selected articles will prove quite as acceptable to
our many readers as though they had been written
by our own pen.
Wo are pleased with the very warm and favor-

able receptio » accorded to our April number. J hose
who have not, should at once subscribe for this
journal. "Tiverybody" says it is both valuable
and instructive. The illustrations in No. 4 have
attracted a large amount of attention ; and wo
again promise, that with incsreaso of patronagQ^
improvementa will surely follow. Every owner of
real estate, and every tenant, as well as every con-
tractor and mechanic on the Pacific Coast, should
Hubscribw-lor-it. Its contents are instructive to all
classes. Wo are pleased to state that nearly all
architects hvive subscribed.

% !||{ MJ^Ji%
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Advice to Young Men.

Bo ready to throw in an odd half-hour or an
hour's time when it will be an accommodation, and
don't seem to make a merit of it. ]^o it heartily.
Though not a word be said, your employer will
make a note of it. Make yourself indisjxjnsable to
him, and he will lose many of the opiH>site kind be-
fore he will part with you. Those young men who
watch the dlock to see the very moment their work-
ing hour is up—who leave, no matter what state
the work may be in, at precist^ly the instant—who
calculate the exact amount they can slight their
work, and yet not g^ reproved—will always bo
the first to be discharged.

The report of the Eegistrar-General of iRnglan^^^
for the last quarter of 187*J, shows that the death
rate in England has declined during the last niue
years, although the aggregation in towns has not
diminished. During the preceding thirty years

—

1841-'70—the annual death rate was stationary,
averaging 22.3 pt^r 1,000. while it has f.iUen to 21.G
per 1,000 during the last nine years. Infant mor-
tality, taking the proportion of deaths under one
year to births, has not exceeded 148 per 1,000 in the
last nine years, while it was 152 per 1,000 from
1841 to 1850, and 154 per 1,000 in the decades of
1851-'60 and 18Gl-'7o. It seems clear that real
sanitary progress has been made in England during
the last few years, and esi)ecially in the larger
towns.

—

Plumber and Sanitary Engineer.

Learning to Save:—The first thing to be learned
by a boy or young man, or anybody el.«ie having the
least ambition to become a useful member of society,

is the habit of saving. »No matter if a boy or girl

has wealthy parents, each should learn to save, if

for no other reason than that riches are well knowa
to ** take to themselves wings and fly away." Few
are so well-to-do as to be secure against poverty and
want. The children of the wealthy classes are often
miserably poor ; while men of large means have
comme;pced life without other advantages than hab-
its of industry coupled with the disposition to save.

It is especially important that the children of people
in moderate circumstances, and of the poor, should
learn to take care of the money they get.

A child's logic
mind is keen

IS

enough
reasoning of his seniors

not to be sneered at. His
to see folly in much of the

A little fellow in Con-
necticut asked his parents to take him to church
with them. They said he must wait till he was
older. **Well," was his shrewd suggestion in re-

sponse, '* you'd better take me now, for when I get
bigger I may not want to go.

>>

Fhom the completed tables of death statistics pre*

pared by Register Nagle, it appears that infectious

diseases took 4,148 victims in New York last year,

of whom 2,6G2 died in tenement houses. Twenty-
five persons died of small-pox, 238 of measles, 677
of diphtheria, and 1,479 of scarlatina. Diphtheria
and measles have decreased,.' while small-pox in-

creased from two cases in 1878 to twenty-five in
1879.
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The First Locomotive.

»
—

_Tho first locomotive engine introduced and work-
cd in America was run on tho Delaware and Hudnon
Canal Ck>mpany'H railroad in Luzerne (;ounty, Pa.,

in 1828, to convey the (joiupany'H coal from thoir

miut-H to HonoHdale, a diMtauc** of twenty-four niiloH.

Thirt locon»oiive waH called the iStourhritlye Li<»7i,

and waH built by (ieorge Stephenson at his works in

the north of Kn^lnnd, of the btst workmanHhip and
materiHl and most improved pattern of that date,

and was on view for a time in New York.
The following description of its trial is taken

from D. llollister's history of the Lackawanna
galley r^^TT

** The road paast^i out of Iloiusdale by a sharp
hortli-west^'rly curve, witli a moilcrate grade, and
was carried over th»* La<-kawanna by a lon>< hem-
lock trcHtling, considered too frail by many to

support the gre^t weight of tho mysterious-looking
i'g^r'fttt-TiPfirdyf8r^>*^ha7:ftrdons jntirncy. Ah the

crowd gathered from iiir and near, ux peeling that
bridge, Itujomotivo and all would plunge into the
stream the moment the passage was attempted, no
one dared to run the? locomotive aisross the chasm
but Major Jb)ratio Allen, who amid exultation and
praise |»aMHr»d over the bri<lge and a portion of the
road in safety, Th» ongine, however, was aban-
doned, as the slender trestling forming much of the
body of the road, sufficiently strong for ordinary
cars, wuA found too feeble for tha * weij^ht and
wear.' "

Specimen Book of One Hundred Architectu-
ral Designs.

1880

Kdltiun.

^Major Allen, of this first trip of a locomotive on
^is continent, says:

" As I placed my hand on the throttle, T was un-
decided whether I wouM move slowly or with a fair
degree of speed ; but believing that the road would
be safe, an L prvifarrin^^^that if we did go down-f to-

go down handsomely, and without any evidence of
timidity, I started with considerable velocity, pass-
ed the curve over tho creek safely, and was soon out
of h(!aring of the vast assemblage. At the end of
two or three miles I reversed the valve and returned
jHfithout accident, having thus made the first rail-

road trip by locomotive ever made,on the Western
Hemisphere."
The first American steam locomotive, called the

Best Friend ^ was planned by E. L. Miller, then re-

siding at Charleston, and was built by Messrs.
Kemble in West street^ New York, for the South
Carolina railroad in 1830. It was a small four-

This book shows a great

variety of plans, eleva-

tions, and views of cotta-

ges, farm houses, details,

etc., and is a very desi-

rable book for builders

and all who contemplate
building. One 8vo. vol-

ume, handsomely bound
in cloth, mailed to any
address on receipt of one
dollar. This is one of

many instructive bookw
publihhed by Bicknell &

ComHto(!k, of Now York ; which, together with all

their other publications, a list of which will be
found in tht3 columns of tliis journiil, ( an ]>t; had,
'postag't? patdV'at th7r^u1)l i^li rs' ])ri( ( s, by ]( aving
orders at tliis office. Our HrrangemeutH are also

<iomplete for furnishing any book or journal pub-
lished in the Unit^'d States or London ; cash to ac-
company all orders.

CAmrnp The Eyes.—The care of the eyes is urged
by Arthur fJhevalier In a new French work. The use
of the eyes, he says, should be regulated by their

strength, and they should never be overtaxed. A
habit of resting them often during work is recom-
mended. Thus, in reading or writing, stop from time
to time, and allow the eyes to wander over surround-
ing objects. To persist in working after symptoms
of fatigue appear is foolish. As soon as the eyes be-

gin to itch, or grow red, or any pain is felt in the eye-

balls, work should be discontinued and cold water
applied. Do not pass suddenly from darkness into
a bright light. All artificial lights are injurious. The
author adds: "If a person cannot tear himself away
from close work, he caji at least vary his occupation.

I

Let him close his eyes from time to lime, and take a

j

turn around his room ; or, wiiat is better, take a walk

[
in the fresh air: this, even if it be but for a few min-
utes only, will do him a great deal of good."

y =.^^

^
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wheeled engine, with upright Ixjilerand water flues,

cldk) to the bottom, with the flames circulating
around them. It worked well for about two years,
when it exploded, and was rebuilt with a fine boiler.
It ran on a railroad (the first ever built in any coun-
try exclusively and specifically for the use of loco-
motives as motive power) which was to connect
"Charleston with the Savannah River. This road was
built on piles—often very high alx)ve the ground.
The engineer was ISrajor Horatio Allen, who is men-
tioned in this article, and who was sent to Europe

- by that company to pttrohase the railroad iron and
,
three locomotives.

It was upon the Charleston and Savannah Railroad
Major Allen planned and constructed the great im-
provement of two four-wheel trucks for locomotives
and passenger cars. This system of double-truck
running gear, including the application to the
springs, have, with no essential change, ever since
been adopted throughout the United States. The
first steam-propelled cars in America, running reg-
ularly with passengers and freight, were on the
Charleston and Hamburg Railroad-^now the South
Carolina Railroad.

—

2'roy Times.

To REMOTE Old Paint.—A writer to the Erif/lifth

Mirhank says: " The cheapest and best solution that

I know of 1 accidentally discovered, and it may be
worth while to tell how, though very likely some may
know of it. In trying experiments for press-copying

some old letters, amongst others I used successfully a
solution of one tablespoonful of vinegar and one oz.

of washing" soda to a half-pint of water. A little of
this was spilt on the painted window-sill, and in wip-
ing it up the paint came entirely oflf, leaving the bare
board quite clean. Try it ; a gallon will not cost fifty

cents.

— Buffalo has a petition before its Common Co\m-
cil, asking for an appropriation " to cover the ex-
pense of procuring plans and estimates for the
proper drainage of the whole city in the most en-
lightened, feasible, and economical manner, and
for the submission of such plans to a board of san-
itary engineers to be constituted for that purpose."
This is the right way to begin, and the common
councils of at least a hundred cities in the United
States ought to grant a similar appropriation.

—^Mr. Lincoln used to tell a story about a big
hoosier who came to Washington during the war
and called on a street Arab for a shine. Looking
at the tremendous boots ibefore him, he called out
to a brother shiner acro^is the street, '* Come over
and help, Jimmy, I've got an army contract. >>

Kky Hole Saw.—The Japanese hand-saw cuts
on the pull stroke ; so no matter how hard the wood
or dull the saw, it will not bend or buckle. It is

rather more difficult to saw to line with such saws
than with ours, but they have their advantages.
Take one of our keyhole or compass saws, cutting
on the push or shove stroke, what an aggravating,
limber thing it is. Now point the teeth the other
way, and you have a tool that will keep stiff, no
matter how many knots it encounters, or how dull
it gets. In other words, the pull-stroke of 3,000
years ago is the best for such thin, narrow blades.

Railway Accideni-s in 1879.—The Board of
Trade summary of accidents and casualties which
have been reported to the Board as having occurred
upon the railways in the United Kingdom, during
the nine months, ending September, 30, 1879, states'

that the total number of persons killed by acci-

dents on railways during that period was 655, and
the number injured, 2,420. The total number of

passengers killed was 53, and the number injured
882. No passenger was killed by any accident
which occurred to trains, rolling stock, or perma-
nent way. Thirty-one persons were killed and
1,58G injured by accidents on the premises of rail-

way companies, but in which the movement of
vehicles used exclusively upon railways was not
concerned ; and thus tho total number of personal
accidents reported to the Roard of Trade by the
several railway companies during the nine months
amount to 686 persons killed and 4,006 injured.

—

Scientific Canadian.

Diminution of the Dkath Rate by Town
Improvements.—Mr. Jarnes Morrison, of Glasgow,
has prepared a series of interesting tables and cal-
culations, showing tho decrease of deaths owing to
sanitary improvements in the chief towns of Scot-
land and England. The retftilts are :—In Edin-
burgh, 4,764 fewer deaths; Dundee, 2,718; Glas-
gow, 10,590; Leith, 750; Liverpool, 9,336;
Greenock, 1,116; Sheffield, 3,900; Manchester,
4,500; Leeds, 2,940; Bradford, 1,638; I^ndon,
18,720; and Aberdeen, 456—in all, a total of 61,-
428 less deaths in six years. In Birmingham, Sal-
ford, Paisley, and Perth, the death rate increased.

$290,000— $27,000,000 — $1 ,400,000.— In May,
1878, Sierra Nevada stock was selling at the rate of
$290,000 for the whole mine ; in September, J 878,
it had jumped to $27,000,000, since which time it

gradually dropped to $1,400,000. It was worth
about the latter figure last monlbE^ The shares
fluctuated between 90 cents and $270 a share. Gud-
geons by tho thousand had been hooked, skinned,
and thrown out in the interval. There is about as
much justification for outsiders investing in such
property as this as there would be for a man to take
re<l-hot coal into his hands on the plea of a desire
to warm them. But then fools will be fleeced and
knaves muBt live.

Couldn't Make out the Bahn.—A woman
living near Nashville, named Hannah, is very
anxious to marry. One of her neighbors, who
knows full well Hannah's ambition, told her if she
could look away over to Farmer Sheldon's bam,
some three miles off, and see a hen's ^^^ on the ga-
ble end of it, she would be married within sixty
days. Taking a commanding j)08ition, Hannah
commenced her gaze of love. After a long and
earnest look, she was asked, '* If she could dis-

cover the ii^%.^'' "Well," said Hannah, "I can
just make out the outlines of the egg, but Ijoan't
make out the barn.**

"

This life insurance business would exercise a
powerful influence over sanitary matters if the in-

structions of some of the best companies to their

agents were made public. Such companies do not
push their business in certain cities, and in a few
absolutely decline to take risks. If they would
only combine and agree to vary the amount of pre-
mium required with the annual death rate, where
this can bo relied on, probably good sewerage and
pure water would be seem to be good business in-
vestments. No doubt, l^owever, it would seem
easier to be less accurate with the death reports.

—

Plumber and Sanitary Engineer.

German Telegraph Enginf.ei{s have latelx
been experimenting with aluminium as a material
for telegraph wires. This metal can be easily
drawn out to a very much finer gauge than is possi-

We with iron, and its conductibility is twice as
great as that of iron wire. Its excessive cost has
hitherto prevented its use for the purpose indicated

;

but it is found that an alloy of aluminium and iron
can easily be made, which will produce a wire both
finer and stronger and less susceptible to atmos-
pheric changes than iron wire, while it is much
superior as a conducting medium.

Cleaning Gilt Frames.—If possible, remove
the glass, lay the frame on a table or work-bench,
well wash with warm water and white curd soap,

using a tooth brush, but use no soda ; clean off with
cold water, and dry with an old silk handkerchief,
refix the glass, and if your frame was of any ac-

count, it will look nearly equal to new.

No Better Advertising Medium.

The Caltfounia Architect and Building
Review is read liy thousands of owners and others
interested in tlio improvement of real estate ; conse-
quently its columns oflFer superior inducement* to
all dealers in building materials, supplies, and fur-
nishings in every department. A word to the wise
is sufficient.

Incombustible Wood.

M. M. P. Folbarri claims that he has discovered

a method by which wood of any kind can be ren-

dered incombustible. It becomes, as it were, petri-

fied, without any alteration in appearance. When
intense heat is applied to wood so prepared it chars
the surface slowly and without flame, but does not
penetrate to any extent, and leaves the fiber intact,

whereby, in case of fire, the firemen would have
no occasion to fear that the materials on which
they tread would give way beneath them, if this

operation had been undergone by the wood com-
posing the staircases, floors, etc. Tho following
chemical compound is said to produce the result

:

Sulphate of zinc, 55 lbs.; pota8h,',22 lbs.; alum, 44 lbs.;

oxide of manganese, 22 lbs.; sulphuric acid of 60^,

22 lbs.; water, 54 fts. All the solids are to be poured
into an iron boiler containing the water at a tem-

_ Braturo of 45^ C, or lia.F. As soon as tbeflub-
stances are dissDlved, the sulphuric acid is to be
poured in little by little, until all the siibstances

are completely saturated. For the preparation of
the wood it should be placed in a suitable apparatus,
and arranged in various sizes facttording to the pur-
poses for which it is intended) ou iron gratings, care
being taken that there is a space of about half an
inch between every two pieces of wood. The chem-
ical compound is then pumped into the apparatus,
and as soon as the vacant spaces are filled up, it is

boiled for three hours. The wood is then taken
out and laid on a wooden grating in the open air,

to be rendered solid, after which it is fit for uses of
all kinds, as ship-building, house-building, railway
carriages and trucks, fence-posts, wood-paving—in
short, for any kind of work where there is any lia-

bility to destruction^ ,^^^ »^...

A Valuable Secret.

It is related of Franklin that from the window of
his office in Philadelphia he noticed a mechanic,
among a number of others at work on a house
which was being erected close by, who always ap-
peared to be in a merry humor, and who had a kind
and cheerful smile for every one he met. Let the
day be ever so cold, gloomy, or sunless, the happy
smile danced like a sunbeam on his cheerful counte-
nance. Meeting him one day, Franklin requested
to know the secret of his constant happy flow of
spiritH. " It's no secret, doctor," the man replied.

"I've got one of the best of wives, and when I go
to work she always gives me a kind word of encour-
agement and a blessing with her parting kiss, and
when I go home she is sure to meet me with a smile
and a kiss of welcome; and then tea is sure to be
ready, and, as we chat in the evening, I find she
has been doing so many little things during the
day to please me that I cannot find it in my heart
to speak an unkind word or give an unkind look to

anybody." And Franklin adds :
" What an influ-

ence then hath woman over the heart of man, to

soften it, and make it the fountain of cheerful and
pure emotions. Speak gently, then; a happy smile
and a kind word of greeting after the toils of the
day are over, cost nothing, and go far toward mak-
ing a home happy and peaceful."

Burglar-proof Mortice Door-Bolts.

These little devices, simple in character and ap-
plication, afi'ord great security on outside and cham-
ber doors. They are also a great convenience, and
the icey is always in the door—often when that
which turns the bolt of the lock is lost or mislaid.
Those manufactured by H. B. Ives, of New York,
are equal to any made. They can be had at any
hardware store. There has also been left at this

office Payson's *' Perfect " Sash Lock, an entirely
new device. They are simple and perfectly burglar-
proof. Imhaus & Triebel, 227 Hayes street, are the
agents for the Pacific Coast. Samples can be seen
in all prominent architectural offices.

Our Illustration Plates.

Plan C, represents a two-story city dwelling, re-

quiring a lot with a frontage of twenty-seven feet,

or it may be reduced to twenty-five feet. With a
greater width of lot, a bay-window can be intro-

duced at the side of dining-room, by changing the
location of chimney. If built to occupy the full

width of lot, a passage-way can be conveniently
provided, under the dining-room section, from

which an entrance to cellar can be made. Inside
access to cellar can also be made under rear stairs of
building. The arrangements are very compact,
with no unnecessary waste of space for halls. We
recognize the objection that may be raised by some,
of the absence of hall connections from front to
rear. But this objection is not universal, as many
persons do not object to their help passing through
the dining-roon\ to answer the front door-bell.
But this can be remedied, where the width of the
lot will permit greater width of building and the
introduction of a hall betw<}eu rear parlor and
dining-room. This would, however, interfere with
the present excellent closet arrangement in the
dining-room. A similar hall can be made on the
second floor. But the two sets of stairs affording
double access to the rooms on the second floor in
part atones for the absence of greater hall facili-

ties. Such a building can tee erected for about
$4^000, varying from that fig:ure according to man-
ner of construction and elaboration of finishes."
Height of stories, 12 feet 6 inqhes and 11 feet re-
spectively. - •

'--

PiiATE A, represents a one-story plan, with veran-
dah extending along front and one side, suitable for
a country residence. It contains one parlor, three
chambers, dining-rootn, kitchen, and bath-room,
with good closet accommodations. The hip roof,
as shown, provides space enough above the main
story for attic rooms, which, at
sides, can be made from three to fi

a center height of eight to te

being six feet wide, will alio

a set of stairs in it, so that if

attic rooms can be laid out as
the main floor. This being

e low or wall
feet high, with

feet. Tho hall

the erection of

Jtured, as many
t«^re are rooms on

the practical
room conveniences can be incrc^ed eijual to a
twelve-room house. As shown, t^e cost will range
from $2,800 to $4,000, according to style and char-
acter of finish, etc. The sizes of wJoms are marked
on the plans.
Plate B, represents a on^-^ot^ cottage, with

parlor, dining-room, kitchen, t-Wte chambers, and
bath-room, with closets to each foom, except par-
lor. It is suitable for a twenty-fi^Q foot front city
lot, leaving an alley-way at tie side. Sizes of
rooms as marked on plans. Itis cost will vary
from $1,500 and upward, according to manner of

construction and finish. For a otontry cottage, or
on a lot of greater width, the 4?ling-room can be
extended sideways two, or three^ or four feet, or
bay-windows can be added. •; i*" »

The other platesj by Messrs. S.IA J. C. Newsom,
represejit a one-and-a-half-story jrie^idence, intended
to be erected at Piedmont, near Oakland, Alameda
county. The arrangement and pizes of rooms,
halls, etc.,-are ali shown by the plans. The equip-
ments and finishes are designed to be good, includ-
ing hot-air furnace and all modem improvements.
The total cost will be about $4,500, not including
the mantels and mosaic tiling. . .

Real Estate Market.#'
We clip the following from M&gee's Real Estate

Circular of May 1st, showing transactions for

April, 1880

:

A material improvement is noticeable in real

estate, especially in the demand for business prop-

erty. This demand does not extend beyond prop-
erty that is central and paying well ; all vacant
and prospective business property is still unsalable,

as is also all property north of California street.

Buyers will only buy the very best property ; where
they have to look to the future for their recompense,
they will not buy as a rule; Mission property con-

tinues so dull of sale as to be almost neglected ; the

Western Addition, with its cable roads and new
houses, has the call for the present, although the

Mission has many advantages over it, in climate,

location, and the absence of so many large ceme-
teries. There are strong signs of a revival in out-

side lands, in the vicinity of the Park entrance and
westward, along the Park front, ^he Geary street

road has given a great impetus to lands out along

and contiguous to its course, and the Haight street

line is anxiously looked for, because of the similar

effect which it is sure to exert. The total number
of sales made in April was 207, of the total value

of $1,4.39,531.

Lauge Real Estate Puuchases by.Rich Men.
—Mr. Chas. Crocker has purchased from Senator

Sharon the 50-vara south-west comer Bush and
Sansorae, with the Cosmopolitan hotel building

thereon. The rents are about $3000 per month.
The building is worth about $110,000.
[We are informed that Mr. Crocker intends to con-

vert the Cosmopolitan Hotel building into stores,
all of which are engaged by leading firms in the
dry goods, clothing, fancy goods, and other similar
linea The facts presented in this connection indi-
cate that there are lively times in prospect for the
mechanics of this city. The prospects ahead will
not only prevent the further departure of building
operatives from San Francisco, but will induce the
return of many who have gone away for want of
employment. The real estate interest certainly pre-

sents a cheering condition of things for the future.]

Mr. A. Sutro, of the Sutro Tunnel, has pur-
chased within a month, improved business property
on Market street to the extent of $245,000. These
men do not, like so many of our I'ery enterprising
millionaires, prefer United States four per cent,

boiidtt to San Franeiseo real estttte. A few men ofc=
shrewdness and means like Mr. Charles Crocker,
Mr. Hopkins, and Mr. Sutro, will make a market
for real estate here. They will put a little much-
needed back-bone and courage into our timid, jelly-

fish, disaster-prophesying men of means, who have
done nothing but whine and, lament lor Ui8pa«t
two or thrfee years or more.

An agreement has been made for the sale of the
50-vara south-east corner of Market and Bealo
streets. The daily papers reported the price at

$137,500. It was npt nearly so much. We are not
yet at liberty to say what the actual price was.
The lot and old two-story frame building south-

west comer Market and Sixth—50 on Market by 80
on Sixth—has been sold for $72,000.
Tho property on south-east side Market, 140 feet

north-mist of Second, 50x155 in size, to Stevenson
street in rear, has been sold for $102,000 ; the build-

ing cost $47,000 sonie five years ago ; it rents for

$900 a month. This property_^w.a8 exceed ingly
cheap. *

J -__^

It is rumored that Mr. Phelan, owner of the most
of the block on Market, Dupont, and O'Farrell,

will, about June Ist, erect a first-class block of

buildings on his property there. The lot has a
frontage of 324^ feet on Market, by 313f on O'Far-
rell, and about 30 on Dupont street. The improve-
ment of this property will cost, we suppose, $350,-

000. [We hope that there is some truth this time
in this oft-repeated story of Mr. Phclan's intention

to improve property. The same report has been
circulated about once a year during the past five

years. 'We shall be pleased to know that Mr.
Phelan, who, only a short time ago, according to

his sworn statement, was not the pos.sessor of a dol-

lar in cash, but had an overdrawn bank account,

has so speedily recovered from his embarrassments
as to be able to manage so large an improvement.
Ed.] ~'x. - • -- '

A solid three-story and basement brick building

is about to be erected on the lot north side Market,

between Davis and Drumm, adjoining Gen. Wil-

liams' new block of buildings there. The lot has

a frontage of 54 feet, by an average depth of 110

feet ; it runs back to and fronts on California street.

The property south-west corner Sacramento and
Octavia streets—south 67^x137 J—has been sold for

$25,000 net. The daily papers incorrectly reported

the price to be $27,000 ; there is an elegant new
mansion on the lot, which cost $16,000; the loca-

tion is very commanding, and is opposite Lafayette

square.

The vacant lot south-west corner Van Ness ave-

nue and Austin, (between Pine and Bush) 60x100,

has been sold for $11,250 ; new houses are about to_
be erected on it.

The lot south-east line of Bryant, 125 feet north-

east of Second, 150 feet front by 160 feet in depth,

back to Fn&derick street in rear, has been sold for

$18,750. A three-story solid brick warehouse for

the storage of California wines is to be erected on
the lot, at a cost of $25,000 or $30,000.

The one-story brick store, running through, and

lot, 25x119^, on south side of Clay, through to Com-
mercial, has been sold for $9,100.

The 50-vara, north-west comer of Jackson and
Webster, which was sold for $6,600 about two

months ago, has been resold, we are told, for $8,000.

The buyer pays no cash down, but is to build houses

on the lot, to be sold on the installment plan.

The following property has been sold for about

$10,000 ; 318 feet on north side of Carl, 339 on south

sid€ of Frederick, and 275 feet west side of Claytx>n ;

also, 314 feet on south side of Carl, 399^ feet on

Iri
j«
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WPflt side of Clayton street ; 310| fe^t on sonth line,

and 285 feet on wcHt line ; there an^ nearly ten 50-

VHTMH in the tract, which lieH in the flat g-round

pouth of where the main Park boginH, near Myers'
niirHery. None of the streets are j^^raded ; the land

is ten to fifteen feet lx;low the ^rude.
— Ijast month was an unprecodentedly dull one in

—real estate loans. Th(; savings-bank and private loans

only amounte<l to $.J18,I}47, while the releases had
a value of $1,01)5,791. The supply of money at

the Ilibernia Bank is not growinj^ les.** ; it is still

*very larj^e, and the rate is yet the now old and
_^cheap one of eight per cent., the bank payinj^ the

niortgag:e tax. The Savin*^8 Union reports in-

<',reasi'd inquiry for loans, and that while the rat(^

are formally unchanged they aro/ stiffer ; but the

^majority of applicationa are rejected by that bank
""beeiiuse borrowers ask 1 argnr. loans than it is willing

:s;to grant ; this, indtied, is the general complaint at

-^11 of the banks. The (jrt'rman Bank n-jjorl-s no
change of rates; it« funds on hand are Tncfeasing,

^zthrough increase of defwsits. As summer advances,
—and with it the certainty of dry weather, we may
look for increased demand for money. Many own-
ers will he building, and all of them have not

—aufdcieut cash on hand fur tlieir needs.

Market Report.

A better feeling seems to prevail amongst our
lumlxT mendiants, and they are looking forward to

a much better market than they have enjoye<i for

some time. Below will be found a correct list for

the month just ended. -~
jn

4 and 5 pennies, brad heads at $7 25
6 " ' ' • ,.. 7 00
O m t » • • • ciV. i • » • « \J It/

10 and upward " •' '* 6 50
3 penny fines *' •• 8 50

DooKS, Sashks, BrjNDS, E'it;., remain as last

nporfed. No considerable activity in demand jus-

tifying a rise in prices, they remain as heretofore
(juott'd, and current prices being so near cost of

production, there is no room for abatement.
Ciii.ASS and Paint materials remain about the

same as rejwjrted last.

Building Intelligence.

--G»WWW PlNV/i >B8i5;~.. ^J:^

Cvnimuu Ivougli, up to 40itJt}t» per M feet.. .$18,00
' ** — 40 to 50—**^ "-^=——. . lU 00

2^
~—*^ —:- 50 to 60 ** • .... '20 00

**"
00 to 70 " " .... 21 00

•* GO to 80-^**--- —^'^^ T7.. 22 00
Ilefus( Uough ^. ....... • .... 14 00
XJommon Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-*

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping per M feet 30 00

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring . ... ... « « . . . .

.
i)er M feet 80 50

liough Clear for flooring, $1 less than ubova.
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet.

Ship Plank, rough per M feet .

.

planed 1 side. .
.".

plane<l 2 sides. .

.

Dock Plank, rough
*' dressed

Luths.

.

• • • • •

n

^,per M

21 00
25 00
28 00
'30 00
28 00
32 50
3 50

Roug^ Merehantal

Rkdwood.

M _^

ivetuse. .... » t_s.j §,0 ^Jt »,A • -t'

'

Surface, No. 1 »»^vrrrnci~r9T-

Surface, 1x8 ^ ..........

.

1x6

Rustic, No. 1 1 x^.
• No. 2

- ** 1 X 10
** short, 8 to 10 feet *.

.

.

*• •* nnder 8 feet

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .

7 to 11 feet
" *^ under 7 feet—^— - «« •• No. 2

Beaded, 12 feet and over
- " 7 to 11 feet ....

*• under 7 feet. . .

.

per M feel ^18 00
14 00

Half-inch Surface ± Jt^l t«tfrjf»

<i

«{

((

it

((

((

<<

((

It

((

<(

((

tl

tl

u
Tr-

ee

30 00
28 00
28 00
22 50
28 00
25 00
30 00

25 00
14 00
27 50

25 00
20 00
20 00

27 50

25 00
20 00

27 50

20 00

IG 00

Pickets, fancy \ ..... . .*. «-^« .^ ,.«

" rough, pointed

Pickets, rough, t^uare. .err .. i * , . ,..perJLfesJ $ 14 00
Siding, J -inch

' ** 20 00
Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45 00
Sugar Pine " 30 00 to 50 00
R. W. sawed shingles per M 2 00
Battens, ^-inch 75

Hardware and Nails.—We note the follow-

ing reduction.

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $5 50
8 ** ** '* '* 5 75
6 «« «« «« i£i A AO

5and4 '^ _ ^* ** " 6 25

The number of contracts entered into during the

month of April has not been as great as we hoped
it would bt! ; but this can bo accotinted for upon
the presumption that many property,owners had
abaudcmed the idea of building, and time to recon-

sider such determination was a necessity. But the

fact is well established that there has been quite a
stir in building and real estate matters, and the
signs of the times indicate greater activity in the
near future. There have been more clients in

iteots' oftioes, d iscussing the ^nie8ti^>a. of plans,

during the pabt thirty days, than during any pre-

cfMiing ninety days within the past throe years.

The report appearing in these columns, in reference

to the " Real Estate Market," clearly indicates

the sentiment of some of the moneyed men of this

city. It is a long while since so much property has
changtid hands within the same period of time,

and experience teaches that change in ownership
generally means change in the condition of the
property bought and sold, either by repairs and
alterations, or new improvements.
Many of tlie architects report improved prospects

and increased number of orders for plans.

We strive to render this department of our jour-

nal full, complete, and reliable, but labor under
the disadvantage of tardiness on the part of some
of the architects in this and neighboring cities and
towns, to furnish us With reports of transactions.

We shall be pleaseil, and we again request, that
every archit^'ct on the coast send us, for publi-
cation, a full statement of contracts entered into

up to the 28th of each month, except that from and
alter July next we intend to have this journal
ready for delivery on the first of the mouth, which
will necessitate the receipt by us of all communi-
cations by the 25th of each month. There is a
mistaken idea with some, not to render any report
when only one or two jobs are on hand. This is

an error. It detracts nothing from an architect's

standing or merits, because but little work is of-

fering in his particular case. It often happens
that leading offices are slack, when others are full

;

and we fail to discover any good reason for the
exercise of undue delicacy on the part of any archi-

tect, in reporting a limited amount of work. The
g^ner^U puUk^ as well as interested parties, seek
this. information, and no harm can come to any one
by the publication in full of statements showing
the condition of the building interests of this city
and coast.

SAN FUANCISCO.

One two-story frame building, on Ellis, between
Laguna and Buchanan. Owner, A. A. Fisher

;

architects, McDougall & Son ; contractor, John
Furness. Cost, $3,000. ' *

Four-story and basement brick building, on east

side of Stockton, near Post. Owner, Mr. Boucher;
architect, J. Marquis ; coutratctor for brick-work,

Watterson. Cost, $20,000.
Additions to buildings, 822 Turk st. Owner, J.

F. Byxbee ; architect, J. Marquis ; contractors,
Norton & Walker. Cost, $2,000.,
One two-story frame building, on Post st., be-

tween Laguna and Buchanan. Owner, Mr. Alsen

;

architect, A. Hildebrand ; contractor, M. Clausen.
Cost, $3,000.
Additions to bHilding oh corner of Market and

Gough stsT, to be used as a shoe factory. Day's
work, and cost not determined.
One two-story and basement frame building, on

Haight, between Oough and Octavia. Owner
and builder, A. Watt. Cost, $3,500.
Three stores, with dwellings on Larkin, and

three dwellings on Tyler st., on the corner. Owner,
P. Spreckles ; contractor, F. Klatt. ^ est, $22,000.

Store and dwelling on northwest corner of O'Far-
rell and Btu-hanan. Owner, Mr. Bensen ; aaor
tractor»,F. Klatt. Cost, $35,000. .

T

One two-story attic and basement house, on
Franklin, near Turk. Owner, M. Englander

;

architect, W. Winterhalter. Cost, $11,000.
One two-story and basement frame building, on

Oak St., near Gough. Owner, Mrs. Hildebrand
;

architect, W. H. Bayless. Cost, $4,200.

OAKLAND.

One-story and basement brick building, on Elev-

enth St., between Broadway and Washington.
Owner, Thos. Snlith ; architect, W. Kirk ; con-

tractor for brick-work, Remillard. All other

work is done by the day. Cost, about $8,000.

Additions to a frame building situated on Tele-

graph Road and Knox at. Owner, C. F. Robbins
;

architect, Cliutoa Day ; contractor, J. S. Burkee.

Cost, $3,200. 1 ^-^—!-
Additions to frame building on the corner of

Jackson and Fifteenth sts. Owner, Capt. J. N.

Knowles ; architect, Clinton Day ; contractor,

Robert McKillican. Cost, $5,500.

M«NiiO park.

One two-story frame building, at Menlo Park.

Owner, Mrs. Coleman ; architect, A. Laver ; con-

tractor, Chaa. Ackerson. Cost, first wmtract,
$13,000. V

ALAMEDA.

One-and-one-half story frame building on Broad-
way and Narrow Gauge Railroad. Owner,
Laphan ; architects, S. &> J. C. Newsom. Day's
work. Cost, $1,000.
Four-story brick building, on Park st ; size, 60 ft.

X 60 ft. To be used by the Alameda Water Co., as

a tank building. An iron tank will be erected on
top of building, 9 feet deep, by full size of build-

ing. Architect, W. Patton ; contractor, Jas. H.
Corry. Cost, $42,000, without tank.

Plans are prepared for a two-story frame build-

ing, to be put up at Newark, by C. H. Harker.
Architect, J. Sherwin. Probable cost, $2,500.

THE VERY LATEST INVENTION
AND

IMPROVEMENT IN

&RATES.

Patented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S IMPROVED

Cootini ani Parlor Maatle Grates
Are the very Best yet brought out.

As a UEAX l>KOI>r€l\0 and COAIi 8AVIXO Orate it has no equal.
Its great advantages are readily seen and admitted by all, and

may be stated briefly as follows:" It is a well known fact that
in grates of ordirary construction it is found impossible to keep
the fuel at the farther sides of the grate in a good state of com-
bustion, and that the flre is always brightest anil beat at its

center; also, that it is a common practice to put in bricks at the
ends of tlie Grate so as to conflne the fuel more to the center,
for reasons stated. With this Improved Grate all these ob-
jections are overcome. The peculiar shape of its sides and
bottom directs the/we/ from all sides to the center, as the flre

settles down, and no cold air is allowed to enter and obstruct
at the ends or sides. Another most important advantage of our
Grate is, the combined shake and dump basket, with concave
bottom, wiiidh clears the draught at once, while the coal is un-
disturbed. By tils arrangement at le.ist one-third more heat is

obtained, wlih less fuel, and no waste whatever of coal.
The Cooking attachment is a great novelty of itself, and can

be used with perfect impunity in any room m the house, as all

gas and smoke is carried up the chimney. It needs uo com-
ment—its merito are seen at a glance.
The Grates aie highly recommended by all the leading Archi-

tects of San Francisco, and are meeting with ready sale.
All orders or letters of inquiry to be addressed to

TKESSCER MAirUFAOTURIMO CO.
*i?i San»omt Street.
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Its columns will be devoted to the best Interests of all
parties, whose interests are represented or Involved in its
general ciiaracter, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted to ple&be those who love ctiaunels of pure thought andmoral traming The higher, better, and exacUy trZihtul in
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-pure influences ur mo ives, and rise above all mean person-
v!!"^*^*' . i^ sUtements of prict^-lists, etc , etc. will beobtained from the most reliable sources, never binding toserve the special Intwents of any person or persons butgiving true aud .Mirreet reports, for the information of all

its readers. Its improvement in every department will re-

*^*Al®**l''"^'*^*v*^®°"°°' ^ ^^'^ eveutualiy it will comparewith the very best of it« kind now publist-ed. The specialcharacter of matt rs generally in this city and State mavc*u^e departures from the established methods and rule^which control lik« publications in citien where understood
practices aud reKUlati..ns prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control itsmanagement

;
and any reference made in its Cidumns toestablished or inceptive interests on this coast-msnufact-

uring. Inventive, or any other-will be upon the CTounds
of merit in the thing noticed, without any design <yrintetU to" vvn "

; t. «., • • praise with exaggeration.'

'
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A Card from Architects.

Believing that a well and aWy conducted journal
devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary,
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects
18 a necessity in this city, and judging from what
has appeared in the Quahtkrly ARceiTBcruRAL
Review, published by Messrs. Wolfe & Bumham
during the current year, both in illustration plates
and reading contents, we are led to the belief
that the California Architkct and Building
Review, proposed to be published by the San
Urancisoo Architectural Publishing Company irom
and after January, 1880, will be worthy of general
support and encouragement, and that it will supply
a long-existing want on this coast. IVe therefore
pledge our cordial sympathiespersonally, and hope that
the enterprise will receive kindly recognition and lib-
eral supportfrom all Architects and Builders on the
Pacific Coast, andfrom the public generally.

David Farquharson,
WRiaHT & Sanders,
S. H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HUERNK,
John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
Theo. a. Eisen,

John A. REvmu.

B. MCDOUGAL AND SON,
Wm. Mooser,
Wk. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
W. C. HOAGLAND,
S. & J. C. Newsom,
B. HjtNBICKSON.

We cannot too heartily express our appreciation
of the many kindly and generous manifestations ofapproval and encouragement received from a ma-jority of the most prominent and meritorious
architects in this city in reference to this journal.We should be pleased to name them personally, but
prefer to avoid every act which might be construed

Jnnv^I!?T'?Kr-i, ^^^ ^^ ™^*^" ^«t ^o^ care-
fully and truthfully a statement may be made,
there are always those who are ready to. torture thevery best that can be said, and the purest of lan-guage and motives, into forms, features, and mean-
ings entirely at variance with anything thought of
or conceived by the parties making the statement.mis wickedly ungenerous disposition is by far too
general in this conamunity, arising in many casesfrom a laok of intellectual competency to compre-hend facts in a liberal spirit, or to accept state-ments as true, however honestly and virtuouslv
made, if at variance with their,own contracted
views or personal prejudices ; while others entertain
this disposition from positively unkind and im-
proper motives.
We are led to these remarks because several oi our

personal fnends have stated to us that they have
heard certain architects say :

- Well, the journal is
good enough, but it is only run in the interest of
the office from whence it emanates," or words to
that effect. That it is a " personal business publi-
cation, etc. - ^

In the sense in which such remarks are intended
to apply they are unwarranted insinuations, and
those who make them simply illustrate their pecul-
iar incapacity of mind and nature to exerci^fair
judgement toward others. We challenge such, and
all others of like turn of min.i, to point out a sinjrle
article or advertisement appearing in this journal
since Its first publication as a monthly, wherein
special prominence has been given to th • architectu-
ral biwiness of this office. We have carefully
avoided everything in that direction, and stated
much less than we might have done in regard to
our professional engagements. We have gratui-
tously inserted monthly the names and addresses of
all architects known to us as having offices ; and
certainly not for any special advantage to ourselves
we have used all due diligence through paid assist-
ants visiting the various offices in person, to gather
information in reference to "BuUding Intelli-
gence," as only a few keep the matter in mind, and
re der us their monthly statement, without having
their attention specially directed to the matter;
while a second few—very few—carry personal feel-
ings and prejudices to the extent of refusing to give
any information, when asked, concerning improve-
ments under their control.

^Tiether the things complained of are justified by
professional rules or correct business practices, we
leive our readers to judge. We are the more sur-
prised becau.^ we have not had nor have we any
personal issues with fellow-architects, but on the
contrary have received numerous assurances of
kindly sentiments, and expressions of good will
and wishes from a majority of those practicing the
profession in this city. From this state of facts we
can draw no other conclusion than that the parties
referred to have allowed the peculiarities of their
dispositions and personal feelings to control their
judgments and expressions.

Certainly no journal was ever started under less
favorable circumstances—when extreme dullness
pervaded all departments of the architectural and
building business—nor any with broader or more
liberal purposes and motives. We invited all who
were in any way interested in building operations
to use our columns for the presentation ot their views
upon pertinent subjects, and urg6d upon architects
to furnish us drawings for illustrations; and so
far as this has been done, the names of the parties
have appeared, and the benefit of their productions
has been reaped by them, and not ourselves. We
have always been free to give prominence to matter
prepared by others, and there is do reason on our
part why the name of every architect in the city

has not appeared in connection with cuts or articles
of their own preparing. And we again repeat the
invitation, and ask^gentleraen to meet us upon the
broader ground of correct judgment and views as
to our purposes and designs.
We assert and claim that the attributed motives

are unjust and untruthful, and we hope that mem-
bers of the profession and all others will rise above
all petty feelings of envy or jealousy, and do us th^
justice to ascertain the correct motives of the man-
agement of this journal, and not ascribe to ns
those which are simply secondary and subservient.

If, as the result of our hard efforts and diligent
toil, we have succeeded in producing and establiah-mg a journal which is everywhere and by all well
spoken of, the architects on this coast should feel
pleased One of the principal considerations which
led to the venture was the belief on our part that
such a journal was needed, and hundreds have con-
gratulated us upon these grounds. Many a hearty
shake of the hand has accompanied the statement

:

" I am glad that some one has had the courage to
undertake so necessary a work ; " '*! wish you all
success," ete.

Again disclaiming all improper personal or busi-
ness motives beyond those which ought of right to
attend the laborious efforts required in the estab-
lishment of such a journal, we hope that we will
be spared all incorrect and undeserved insinuations
and imputations intended to misrepresent the aims
and purposes of the management of this •' so-much-
needed publication."
We also regret the necessity for this article, a»:

we are satified that the better thinking and more
generous minded of the profession entertain kindly
feelings and correct judgment toward us, and that
their professions of friendship are sincere, rising
above the meanness and illiberality which has in-
duced the objectionable insinuations complained of;
but as names are not mentioned, our readers will be
able to ascertain, so f^r as they desire to do so, towhom reference is made only by personal interview
with gentlemen in ihe protession in this city. We
hope that in time, if not immediately, there will be
but one comm«m opinion, and that of the most
favorable character, entertained of this journal.
We f*hall strive to merit the confidence of all, and
by continued labor and effort seek to correct all
defects, and improve it in every department.

Brick PoundatioiiB.

There can be no question as to the superiority of
brick over wood foundatidns for frame buildings.
There is an absence of consistency in the use of the
latter. Buildings, as a rule, are erected with a
view to their remaining in service scores of years,
and to this end, the most indestructible material
should be used in their foundations. And the well-
known fact that there is no wood found on the
Pacific Coast, used in common building operations,
that will withstand decay for any great number of
years, is a strong argument in favor of the more
imperishable materials. The extra cost of brick
over wood generally inclines owners to the adoption
of the latter. But, everything considered, the
economy practiced in such cases is not well sus-
tained

; for it often happens that owners soon be-
come dissatisfied, and frequently, before rot and
decay develop themselves, substitute brick for wood.
And if this is not done, in a few years the necessity
for such a course becomes imperative. And how-
ever much care may be exercised in the renewal of
foundations, more or less damage occurs to the
plastering of buildings, if in no other respect. Be-
sides this, a brick foundation adds largely to the
value of the improvement, and facilitates th© sale
of the property, should disposal be desired. Not
infrequently, parties refuse to purchase frame build-
ings erected on wood foundations, unless at reduced
prices. These considerations, and the sense of sat-
isfaction enjoyed by owners at the knowledge of
the fact that the foundations of their buildings are
reliable and sure, should induce the use of brick
whenever within the range of possibilities.
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Those Cheap Dwellings.

H -

'4

i

The Paciju Land Journal and L. S. Gazette, in

its insue for June, roterH to our criticisms of plans

for ''cheap buildings," appearinj^ in the Evening
Bulletin, and does ii8 great iiijimtice—perhaps not

desij^nedly, but most certainly so inferentially,

inasmuch as it sums up the wholB matter with,

"There is a great deal of jealousy among archi-

tects, and it is to be expected ^that such a work as

Mr. Pelton is doing for the Bulletin would be

severely handled by AIJ. other architects.'^ This is

a reflection upon the entire profession which the

, trutli does not, in our experience, justify, especially

in the case before us, as there is nothing in the

class of plans referred to to create feelings of jealousy

_ in any one, particularly at the rates of compensa-

tion mentioned in the Bulletin's article ; unless our

neighbors intend to convey the impression that the

profession is composed entirely of persons of decid- i

ediy jealous dis{K>sitions. While we are forced to
|

admit that individual jealousies do exist among a
|

certain class and number of the architects in this
{

city, we at the same time know that there are many
,

honorable gentlemen in the profession, who are
j

not governed by any such motives ; and to inti-

i

mate that the above quotation applies to " Aljj

other architects'' is a very swet^ping assertion, and
a pronounced judgment upon the motives of a class

of men, who should, if they do not, rise above
every feeling tinctured with anything less than
fair, just, and honorable motives and purposes.

And as far a^ the management of this journal is

concerned, we very positively declare the assump-
tion of our neighbor to bo devoid of any and all

correctness. We presented a fair, just, and un-

prejudiced review of the matter, without the slight-

est fi»eling of jealousy toward the Bulletin or its

architect ; and had the plans noticed by us pre-

sented any special merit, we would gladly have
awarded them commendations ; or if the statement
of cost had Ix'en at all consistent, or correct in

amount, we would cheerfully have so stated. But
the palpable impossibility of erecting such a build-

ing within the lines of a 20-foot lot, "leaving an
alley way of four feet on one side," was so clear

that we could only have supported the statement
at the sacrifice of truth. And in reference to the

stated cost, we of our own knowledge knew, and
do know, that there was a material error, as the

sum named would not then, and certainly will not
now, cover the cost of such a building, allowing
nothing for carpenters' labor.

It is unfortunate that improper motives are so

often and generally attributed to persons making
cionscicntious statements. Tn almost every instance,

impugniugs take the place of credence, and no
man, however truthful and pure he may be, is safe

from misinterpretations of words, acts, or motives.
And further, plain statements of adverse facts are,

as a rule, sot down as persecution, and guilty par-
ties often^ find 'protection behind this latter-day—^bulwark^ It has come to pass that resort to this

protection is next to universal. Truth and stub-
born facts are often overriden by this subterfuge.
It is the prominent defense and plea for sympathy
in the numerous notorious cases at present before
our courts, and justice is often diverted by the cry
of persecution.

We make this reference, because by our contem-
porary's theory, any fact that we might stjtte in
reference to "cheap buildings," by the Bulletin
and its architect, or any one else, if not in terms of
approval, would be liable to rejection ; and al-
though we might state facts as correctly as possi-

ble by the use of the English language, their un-
impeachability by the light of truth, would be no
protection to them. Neighbors, friends or enemies,
say what you please of us, but spare us the infamy
of being governed by the petty and discreditable
motive of jealousy. It is small in any one, under
aay circumstances, and to honorable architects and

:^ournalista, it is simply contemptible. We have

principles. Carpenters and builders require proper

compensation, to enable them to support their fam-

ilies, and any attempt to secure their services at less

than a right and proper compensation is both

unwise and wrong. And we fail to discover the

correctness of a policy which demoralizes the inter-

ests of the working classes, who as a rule, barely

earn enough to buy bread and butter for themselves

and those dependent upon them. Nor is there any
right and proper argument in the proposition to

extract such labor from those who are dependent
upon their daily toils for a mere living, to help

some one else who is poor, yet in possession of a lot,

and nearly money enough besides to build him a

home. We say to such wait a little longer, prac-

ticing economy, until a sufficient sum is acquired

to erect a building as it should be, and pay what its

erection in a good and proper manner is worth,

doing no injustice to any one.

Again, it is not good advice to induce men of

small means to sink the little money they may have,

in a mere trap of a building—a construction wherein
every proper mechanical principle must be sacrificed

to secure present economy. A well-built building,

in the erection of which due regard has been paid

to strength, durability, healthfulness, etc., "is a

thing of beauty and a joy forever," but a " botched

up," ill-constructed concern, i? abominable; and
hundreds of owners, after having made mistakes of

this character, have wished that their lots were
unincumbered.

Rights of Employers and Employees.

Our No. 5.

The Supreme Court of the United State* has de-

cided sul^tantially as follows in respect to the

rights of employers and employees, touching the
proprietorship of new inventions :

When a person has discovered a new and useful

principle in a machine, manufacture, or composi-
tion of matter, he may employ other persons to as-

sist in carrying out that principle ; and if they, in

the course of experiments arising from that employ-
ment, make discoveries auxiliary to the plan and
preconceived design of the employer, such sug-
gested improvements are, in general, to be regarded
as the property of the party who discovered the
original principle, and they may be embodied in his

patent as p&rt of his invention. Doubt upon that
subject cannot be entertained.

But persons employed, as much as employers, are

entitled to their own independent inventions ; and
if the suggestions communicated by the persons
employed constitu.j the whole substance of the im-
provement, the rule is otherwise, and the patent, if

granted to the employer, is invalid, because the
real invention or discovery belongs to the person
who made the suggestions.

The doctrine held by the Patent Office is, that an
inventor who is an employer, has the right to avail

himself of the mechanical skill of those whom he
employs to put his invention into practical form.

If the inventor-employer gives general directions

to his workmen to produce a certain machine, the

combination, or parts, or arrangement produced,
belongs exclusively to the inventor-employer, and
the workman has no patentable rights therein.

But when a workman himself suggests and in-

vents an improvement without previous direction

from his employer, the invention belongs to the
workman ; he can patent it, and the employer has
no claim thereon, although the device may have
been made in the shop of the employer, with his

tools, and during time belonging to him.

not mentioned the Bulletin's ** second of a series,"
for fear that a fair criticism in that case would
lead to the accusation complained of. But, as we
are thus led in that direction, we will simply say

- -.that the Bulletin's No. 2 is handsome to those who
consider it so ; but in regard to the stated cost, we
say most emphatically, that such a building can-
not be erected in any sort of a workmanlike and sub-
stantial manner, ior the sum named ; and we ques-
tiou the propriety of misleading public opinion in a
direction adverse to all mechanical interests and

Sawdust Made Valuable.—A United States
patent was granted March 25th, 1880, to W. Gross-
man, of Petersburg, Va., for making railroad ties,

fence posts, paving and building blocks, etc., out
of sawdust. ThiB artificial wood, it is claimed,
can be made fire and water-proof, and is of such a
character that no insect will attack it. It is claim-
ed that it will take a high polish and stand a high-
er pressure than ordinary wood. Also, that it can
be cut and sawed, and that nails may be driven
into it. As the process of making it is declared to
be very simple and cheap, it is possible that it is

destined to bring a revolution in the saw-mill busi-
ness; at least it promises to relieve the saw-mill
men of much trouble concerning the accumulation
of sawdust. We shall await the particulars of a
practical test with mtermt.—Carpentry and Build-
ing.

Owing to absence from the city during its publi-

cation, a few immaterial errors and omissions oc-

curred, to which we direct attention.

Akchitecture, by Montenede, from the Paris

Exhibition, is represented on page 2—inside of front

cover-^and should have been so entitled. This cut

appeared in the April number of the Quarterly Arch'

itect and Review, and was reproduced for the pur-

pose of giving our patrons an additional handsome
picture. It was designed to ornament the tomb of

" Carlo Sada, of Turin, the architect of the Palace

of Italy." In one of our articles we referred to an

invention for a certain purpose, and mentioned the

name of the establishment where the same could be

obtained. Some of our advertising patrons inter-

preted this as a special notice ot puff for that firm.

We refer to this simply to say that all such refer-

ences on our part to particular devices are made en-

tirely in view of the understood merit of the thing

mentioned, and not for the purpose of giving the

use of our columns to the special benefit of partio-_

ular parties. If our best friend or severest adver-

sary were to present for notice an invention that

we considered a " good thing," we would be equally

free to recognize merit in either case. And we re-

peat what we have heretofore stated, that we shall

refer to any matter, device, or invention placed

under our notice, for what we consider it worth,

at the same time recognizing that we are liable to

err in judgment. And we trust that our readers

will so interpret the contents of this journal, as we
propose and desire to be equally just and fair to all

;

and we hope that seeming departure from this rule

will not be ascribed to any unfair disposition or in-

tent on our part.

We certainly have good cause for self-congratu-

lation in the fact that having now issued our sixth

monthly number, in addition to the four quarterly

editions of 1879, we have made so few mistakes,

and so many warm friends. It was reasonable to

presume that a venture of this kind, undertaken by
inexperienced hands, with exceedingly limited

sources of information and assistance in any direc-

tion, that great blunders would follow. But so

far complaints of any sort have been so few, that

we are encouraged to hope that the future of this

journal will prove an exceptional success.

At a meeting of the Executive and Advisory

Committee of the American Public Health Associa-

tion at Washington, D. C, May 6th, 1880, called

for the purpose of coneidering the legislation now
pending in Congress in relation to Public Health,

th3 following action was taken :

Resolved, That the Executive Committtee be in-

structed to urge upon Congress the importance of

passing at the present session the bills for calling

an International Conference relative to yellow

fever, and for increasing the efficiency of the Na-
tional Board of Health now pending and as re-

ported from the Special Committee on Epidemic
Diseases, of the Senate.

Resolved.^ That the first section of the bill just re-

ferred to is considered specially important to the

maritime interests of South Atlantic and Gulf ports

of the United States, as tending to secure commu-
nication with interior communities, with safe-

guards uniform in their operation, and to relieve

such communities from a large part of the expense

and annoyance of separate and local action ; and
that therefore this section should become law.

Resolved, That while this first section is considered

thus important, the remaining sections of the bill

are of even greater importance, and should be en-

acted as law, even if it is necessary to omit the

first section to obtain such enactment.
Resolved, That it is highly desirable that Cong*i«88

should, without further delay, authorize the print-

ing, with the necessary illustrations, of the Re-

port of the National Board of Health, with the

Appended Documents and the Reports of the Yel-

low Fever Commissions in the yellow fever epi-

demic of 1878.

[attest] J. S. Billings, President.

E. H. Janes, Sec'y.

During the past four years the New York Depart-

ment of Public Works has added to the Croton

water service 70 miles of pipes, making 480 miles.

The Croton aqueduct supplies 95,000,000 gallons a

day. The elevated railroads consume over half s

million gallons daily. ______
' '

"
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Sacrifice of Human Ufe.

In the great whirl of business life, and the uni-
versal desire of mankind to acquire wealth, but few
stop for a moment to consider at what cost riches
are sometimes secured. Hundreds of thousands of
men and women are daily being rapidly hurried on
to early graves—on their part simply to secure the
common comforts of life, while their employers
reap fortunes from the risks and sacrifices of the
employed.
Our recent visit to Virginia City illustrated sat-

isfactorily to us that the millions of dollars in coin
extracted from the earth, is to a large extent the
price of blood. To say nothing about the happen-
ings which have been the direct cause of death to
so many, the unnatural strain imposed upon tens
of thousands of the miners is calculated to wear
away the stoutest constitution, and shorten life.
Particularly is this so in the heated mines, where
men often become prostrated and helpless from the
impure atmosphere, and have to be hoisted out of
the works for resuscitation. We do not propose to
write up a horrid picture of what is constantly
occurring, or what has occurred ; for mine managers
have not been indifferent to the facts of the case,
but realizing them and the necessities involved'
have every known appliance in daily use for sup-
plying the deep chambers beneath with fresh air,
without which it would be impossible for men to
live the " shift '' through. Men may and do stand
this sort of thing for years ; but every hour that
unnatural strains are imposed upon men consumes
permanently just so much of their vitality and
strength, and the sooner brings the sinewy frame
down to enfeeblement and death. Not only in the
heated mines is this great tax upon human life im-
posed, but in all underground works where men
are deprived of pure atmosphere, the conditions
must be unnatural, and therefore, injurious to the
health of tho:^ so engaged.

___But mines are not the only source of life wast-
ing. The massing together of large numbers—or
few—of operatives in badly ventilated factories,
where they breathe not only confined and impure
air, but intermixed with it a large amount of me-
tallic films, or other particles thrown off by friction
or manipulations in manufacturing devices of
various kmds, to which is added the unclean dusts
which arise from various sources, the oily vapors
from swift-running journals, and endless other con-
taminating means, every one of which is more or
less injurious to continued health and strength.
True, men endure all this, and their natures to a
certain extent become accustomed to it, but it is i

contrary to every known principle and law of
health and life; and while many pass to old age un-
der such conditions, the livfs of hundreds of thous-
ands are shortened to gain bread for theraMclves,
and wealth for their employers. But it is not our
purpose to suggest an abandonment of pursuits
which produce these effects ; they have become
necessities, and the work must be done by some
one

;
and while men and women are necessitated

to submit to such conditions, a weighty duty de-
volves upon those who own and manage such in-
terests and establishments, to do all that can be
done to secure the comforts and protect the health
and lives of those who are compelled to labor for
their daily sustenance, if even at the peril of their
lives.

Very Great Mistakes.

A Large Block op Sandstone.—At the Dark
Hollow stone quarry, near Bedford, O., one of the
largest stones ever blasted in this country was
" lifted " a week or two ago. The stone is 40 by 50
feei square, and about 30 feet thick, and it required
185 slip wedges to make a successful blast. When
cut up into pieces it will make nearly 300 carloads
of building stone. Immense blocks of stone are
frequently taken out of the quarries here which
would make the stones on Solomon's Temple mere
pebbles in comparison. Its weight was estimated
to be about 6,000,000 pounds.

An Immense Block op Granite.—What is said
to be the largest block of granite ever quarried in
the United States has recently been taken from a
quarry at Vinalhaven, in Maine. It is 59 feet long,
oj feet square at base, and 3^ feet square at the top.
It weighs from 75 to 100 tons. It cost $1,700 to
blast it and move it to the shed where it is to be
finished. It ifl to form the shaft of the monument
to Gen. Wool, to be erected at Troy, N. Y.

Very great mistakes are often made' by"owners
in arranging for the erection of buildings. Some-
times they know, or become acquainted with some
honest mechanic, to whom they are induced to en-
trust the whole matter of plans, specifications, and
construction, only to repent it when it is too late.
The party to whom the proposition is made, elated
with the splendid opportunity opened up to him,
and full of conceit in his own abilities, uses all pos-
sible means to secure and consummate the arrange-
ment, and plans are made

—

and such plans .^—and
the work progresses. Once under way, there is no
stopping it, and step by step the owner discovers
and realises, one after another, grievous errors,
which are difficult to remedy. And when the
building is completed, he simply feels disgusted.
Imperfect arrangement, poor construction, homely
design, and incurable defects crowd upon him, as
the reward of his folly ; and regrets for his error
haunt him day and night ; but it is too late—the
building is erected, and he must endure its defects.
But, the first general diwatiafaction is primary and
bearable, compared with after experiences in their
various details. The plumbing work has, perhaps,
been done by some tenth-rate man—some spoiler of
good materials—for there are, in San Francisco,
some of the least qualified men to be found in the
United States, who call themselves "practical
plumbers "—men who have not the slightest idea
of what constitutes a really good job, not to say
first-class. Nor would the payment to such men,
of ten times the value of the work done, secure
skillful workmanship at their hands, for the simple
reason that they do not possess, and therefore can-
not practice mechanical skill and abilities. And
owners who employ this olass of plumbers are un-
fortunate indeed. But to continue, defects show
themselves in all wmnections. Pipes are put in of
insufficient capacity, wastes entirely too small, and
sometimes so cramped in making bends as to dimin-
ish their practical size one-half. ' * Tinker, '

' instead
of *' wiped" joints; leaks at various points and
places

; wetting and spoiling ceilings and walls,
and not unfrequently carpets have to be torn up to
escape the deluge. All this is followed by a still
more serious defect—one affecting the health and
lives of the occupants, viz : imperfect or insufficient
traps, pipe-ventilation, bad sewerage, etc., result-
ing in the distribution of the vicious and poisonous
sewer-gases through the building, and as a conse-

j

quenoe, the ill-health and sometimes premature
death of loved ones. The intended pleasant home

I

is thus transformed into a mere fume-castle, a dis-

j

ease-breeding charnel-house, not fit for human hab-
(

itation. All this is followed by continual repairing,
tearing up of floors, removing finishes to get at

i concealed places, etc.; and for all this the owner
j

has been made to pay a good round price, amount-
ing to more, as a rule, than it would lutve cost

,
him to have secured a good building, erected under

I

the superintendence of a trustworthy architect.
i

But bad plumbing-work is not the only serious de-
fect which so often occurs in such cases. The
foundation is often wholly insufficient, and set-
tling occurs, with any quantity of ugly cracks in
the plastering. The structure is perhaps so poorly
braced that the edifice trembles with every wind
that blows. And when the rains fall, leaks are
found in every exposed window and opening, and
the roof itself yields its proportion of internal
wettings. But we will not continue our enumera-
tion of "bad things," as to do so would consume
columns of space. Such cases are known to all
architects, and many a "served him right " is in-
dulged in, upon the principle that a competent
physician laughs at the sufferings of a patient
whose pains and agonies result from self-treatment
or quack-practice, and the educated lawyer smiles
when his client gets himself into a terrible fix by
intrusting his case to some pettifogger, or who tries
to work out the intricacies and problems of law by
his own self-conceived legal ingenuity.

Benefits of Good Tools,

There is an old saying to the effect that •*
it

takes a good workman to make a good job with
poor tools." So it does, and there have been many
triumphs, recorded and unrecorded, of brain and
skill over seemingly insurmountable obstacles. It
is a satisfaction to compass a result with apparently
inadequate means, and the mechanic who does it is
justly proud of his success. But working with
poor tools is never certain to produce good results,
however great the skill and inventive the brain!
Misses are made as well as hits, and even the most
self-assured workman feels safer with good and ap-
plicable tools. No workman can afford to risk his
reputation and success with poor tools; there is so
much risk of a failure and such anxiety for the re-
sult, that even if success is attained it has been at
the expense of time, thought, muscle and trouble
that robs it of half its gratification.
The time has gone by when the workman was

expected to " make something out of nothing ;

"

when one instrument or appliance was made to do
duty for another, and ** ntake shifts," their origina-
tion, use and application to the job in hand, were
part of the kit of the workman. The constant and
growing improvement in tools and labor-saving
machinery has not only increased the profits of the
manufacturer, but lightened the labors of the work-
man. The machinist who learned his trade thirty
years ago would now be ashamed to resort to the
wretched substitutes of tools with which he was
then compelled to do his work. The carpenter
knows the advantage of the morticing machine, the
molding machine, the band-saw, and other im-
provements. The blacksmith sees the advantage
of the drop hammer, the shears, the steam-hammer
and the portable forge ; and even the farmer, who
keeps up with the times, appreciates the mowing
machine and the many improved hand-tools which
facilitate his operations and reduce his labor.
There may have been brain energy and labor wasted
in the production of improved tools and appliances

;

for there are some which have never met the ex-
pectations of their contrivers or filled the wants of
the users. But in truth, there has been no portion
or department of mechanical endeavor that has ac-
complished better results or reached higher successr-
The number of special tools now used is wonderfully
great as compared with thirty years ago. There is
no manufacture of consequence that has not its spe-
cial appliances, machinery and tools, and in tools for
general work the improvement has been fully as
marked. Even in hand-tools the improvement is

obvious to the slightest observation. In every de-
partment of industry these improvements have
made their mark. They save time and labor, and
produce more satisfactory results. It is a wise,
economy to reject imperfect tools, and, as the paten t-

medicin^-meu advertise, " use the best." Whenever
an improved inipleDieiitia_put into the market-
one that will do the work better or quicker—it is

economy to buy it, even if the old one is intact and
serviceable.

—

Boston Journal of Commerce.

<<

Dr. N. V. Speece says, in the Ohio Medical Re-
corder, that not one-tenth of all the public school
buildings of Ohio have anything like a perfect
system of ventilatiion, and that more than three-
fifths are terribly overcrowded. He has noticed, for
several years past, upon the opening of the schools
in his own town, a notable increase in sickness
among the children, and in a majority of instances
the disease has been of the iufectioua character.

Effect of Heat upon Bodies.

^ Fahrenheit.
Cast iron melts 2786 deg.
Gold *' .,, ' 2016"
Copper " .,.«... 1996
Brass- " 1900
Silver *'

1373
Red heat visible by day 1077
Iron, red hot in twilight. . . . r. 884
Common fire. , . , ^^ , , , 790
Zinc melts 773
Iron bright red in dark 752
Mercury boils .«>. «^. >.,.,... ^ 530
Lead melts. 5^2
Linseed oil boils goO
Bismuth melts 497
Tin " ;:; 442
Sodium *' 190
Alcohol boils , , 174
Potassium. ^. ..., .;. .-rrrrvrv;v. ......

!

136
Ether boils gg
Human blood (heat of) 98
Strong wines freeze 20
Brandy freezes 7
Mercury ** below zero 39J

«*

Melted snow produces from ^ to ^ of its bulk in
water.

The highest heat of a common wood fire is esti-
mated at 1140 deg. Fahrenheit.
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Necessity of Sunlight

Instead of exclndin>r the sunlight from onr

hounefl, Hays the Manufcuturer and Buiyitr, lest it

fade carpetM, draw flieH, and bring freckles, we
nhould open every door and window and bid it enter.

It brings life and health and joy ;
there is healing

in its beams, it drives away diseases and dampne«s,

mold, megrims. Instead of this, however, many
careful housewives close the blinds, draw down the

shades, lock the door, shut out the glorifying rays,

and rejoice in the dim and musty coolness and twi-

light of their unhcHlthy apartments. It is ple^8-

ant and not unwhoUsome during the glare of the

noontide to Hu»»due the light and exclude the air

quivering with heat, but in the morning and in

the evening we may freely indulge in the sun-bath

and let it flood all our rooms, and if at its very

fiercest and briKhtost it has full entrance to our

sleeping n)oms, so much the better for us. Wire
nettinsfs in doors and windows exclude not fl.ie8 and

mosquitoes only, but all other insects.and those

who havo once used it will continue to do so. With,

this aa a protection from intrusive winged creatures,

one may almost dis|)ense with shades and shutters

and enjoy all the baiefits of an open house without

any annoyances so frequent in warm weather. But

better the annoyances with sunshine than freedom

from them without it. Statistics of epidemics have

shown that if they rage in any part of a city they

will prevail in houses which are exposed to the

least sunshine, while those most exposed to it will

not be at all or slightly affected. Even in the same

house penons occupyiui^ rooms exposed to sunkght

will be healthier and repulse epidemical influences

better than those occupying rooms where no sun-

light enters.

^ Professional Apathy and Indifference.

ifj

t:
.*-=

-tLJt1^ '

'

—

It is surprising to see so intelligent a set of gen-

tlemen as the architects, civil and sanitary engin-

eers, and physicians of California, so completely

indifferent to the great questions and problems

which are receiving so much attention in all parts

of the United States and foreign conntriea. Through

our exchanges, we have reports from nearly all sec-

tions of the country of the formation of societies,

the objects of which are to reach right and thor-

ough understandings of sanitary laws, and the

Sromulgation of all possible information in this

irectiou. Learned profesHors, physicians, sanitary

engineers of renown, architecte, plumbers, wealthy

owners of real estate, reverend gentlemen, and

others, realize the great necessity of a more per-

fected knowledge, to secure which conventions are

being held in different cities and societies organized

for the purpose. But as yet, nothing has been done,

nor any move made, in San Francisco, looking to

the same end, although the necessities are as great

on this coast as almost anywhere. In many things,

California has furnished new ideas which have

been accepted by the country generally, and by

combined effort and cordial concert of action in

reference to the important matter under considera-

tion, we might be able to furnish additional testi-

mony upon material points, if not develope new

facts which would add to the general information

so earnestly sought after by intelligent men in^W
parts of our own and foreign countries. The spirit

of indifference so plainly manifest in this com-

munity among those who should be earnest in their

efforts to acquire, dispense, and practice the best

intelligence obtainable in connection with princi-

ples and mechanical operations which affect the

health and lives of the community generally, is

more to be condemned than praised. That there

is opportunity for improvement, there can be no

question, and if the architects and sanitary and

civil engineers of San Francisco were to take hold

of the matter, and work out the facts and develop-

ments which might be reached, many startling

revelations would be made.

A Day's Work fou a French Bricklayer.

A French bricklayer, according to the statement

of a correspondent of the English building jour-

nals, will execute about two meters cube of brick-

work in a day. That would be equal to laying

990 bricks in 11 hours. This number is some 300

or 400 less than a day's work of an Englishman

upon similar work, while comparing it with the

work of American mechanics the difference is still

greater.

—

Carpentry and Building.

Tay Bridge Disaster.

Cable reports inform us that portions of the

wrecked spans of the Tay Bridge have been recov-

ered, from which, it is asserted, that Sir George

Bouch's theory that the train left the ra^ls before

the fall of the spans is strongly supported. In con-

tinuation of the investigation, Mr. Henry Laws*

(C» E.) evidence points to various defects in design,

materials, workmanship, and arrangement of the

bridge, confirming in many particulars the work-

men's testimony, taken at Dundee, as to the de-

fective columns, bolts, lugs, and flanges. He
further considered that the yielding of the struts

and ties was the immediate cause of the disaster,

but that other circumstances contributed to it.

Further testimony continues to bring out damaging

evidence in regard to inherent defects. On recover-

ing the locomotive from the wreck at the bottom of

the river, it was noticed that the brakes were not

set, and the reversing lever was well forward show-

ing, apparently, that there was no notice given, or

the chances are that evidence of something unusual

would now be seen on the engine, either with re-

irard to the brakes or the reversing ^oa^x,—American

Engineer.

In these days of popular half-knowledge and

credulity regarding scientific subjects — when

Keely, Edison, and Angell are accepted as Authori-

ties on matters of which they are profoundly igno-

rant, and when the daily press, in general, too

willinurly gives space and approval to all sorts of

absurd statements and "evidence." regarding

8<;ientific phenomena, it is especially desirable that

scientific men should exert all the power of organ-

ization and united effort to oppose these false and

injurious influences.

In this connection we desire to call the attention

of business men to the duty they owe to sustain

scientific associations like the American Chemical

Society in their work of research and diffusion of

knowledge. Vast industries have been built up,

and immense fortunes acquired through the appli-

cation of science to manufactures In the utiliza-

tion of residuals alone millions of dollars have been

made, and science is truly the mother of half of

our modern industries. Bacon said every man
owes a debt to his profession, and all liberal and

enlightened manufacturers should be willing to aid

in the development of that science by which they

have so largely profited. A practical opportunity

is now afforded such to subscribe to the endow-

ment fund of the Chemical Society. It is desired

to raise $15,000, the interest to be devoted to fur-

thering the objects of the society, more particular-

ly the expenses of publishing its proceedings. If

its members are willing to devote time and labor

to re«earch and study, it seems fitting that others

should aid in publishing the results. Nearly

$2,000 has already been subscribed to the fund,

with one or two exceptions by professional men
among the members who are far from being

wealthy, and it is to be hoped that the balance will

soon be made up by the representatives of the vast

industries which have been and are yet to be bene-

fited by the results of chemical research.—/'/^WK^^r

and Sanitary Engineer.

To DETERMINE the number of gas-burners for a

room of given size there can be no very definite

rule for lighting given. Much depends upon form
of space to be lighted and color of surroundings,

also of quality of the gas. In ordinary dwellings

with white walls and fair quality of gas, a five-

foot burner will light brilliantly a space of 1,000

cubic feet. In public buildings, one-half of the

above amount of light will be sufficient, or one

burner to 2,000 feet of space, although it would be

well to provide for more light, in case the walls

and ceiling should be of somber decoration. Much,
of course, depends upon the arrangement of the

burners ; if uniformly distributed a better general

result is attained, and less burners required.—.S"^-

entific Press.
-

The death rate in the Peabody buildings, during

the past year, was 20.9 per 1,000, about 3.21 in a

thousand below the average of all London. The
average rent of each dwelling was 48. 4^d. per

week, and of each room Is. 11^.

Sound travels at the rate of 1100 feet per second

in a still atmosphere.

One-Story Factory Building.

The new discussion in reference to mill architect-

ure is still attracting much attention in New En-

gland, and important changes are looked for in the

near future in the substitution of one-story build-

ings for the high structures heretofore employed.

This idea is about to be carried out on a large scale

by the Willimantic Linen Company of Connecticut.

The design contemplates having all the work done

on one floor, the machinery to be run by shafting

in the basement, and the power to be supplied from

engines in the engine house behind the mam build-

ing By so bringing all the operations together, it

is claimed that there is a very great saving of labor.

The area of the contemplated building is nearly

three and a half acres, its ground dimensions being

820 by 172 feet. There will also be an annex at^

each end of 70 by 50 feet. The height of the main

building from the water table to the eaves is to be

16 feet, and there will be three towers, each 40 feet

high, with provisions for ventilation in the piersi=^

Mill owners and managers will watch this ex-

periment with interest, and undoubtedly ma"y <>^

the architectural ideas involved in this plan will be

adopted and carried into effect in the erection of

great mills in the future. Where land can be ob-

tained at a reasonable price, the advantages to be

obtained in the way of plenty of light, gwd venti-

lation, convenience, and safety in case of fire, speak

strongly in favor of the adoption of one-story fac-

tories, especially if this can be secured without sac-

rificing archite<!tnral beauty.

In a L.ATE issue, the N. Y. Evening /'^j-/ objects to

the proposed State Board of Health for New York,

on the ground that, as its main object would be to

collect and disseminate sanitary information, it

would be simply duplicating what has already

been done in Massachusetts and Michigan. It

thinks the same data can be employed here as in

thor*e States, without the expense and risk of a

new department of State government. Bad drain-

age is the same thing in one place as in another,

and the present local organizations ought to proye

sufficient safeguards against a pestilence.

Some of the fallacies of this article will perhaps

be most clearly seen by substituting schools or

charitable institutions for boards of health.

For instance, why cannot our legislators employ

the facts already collected in Massachusetts and

Michigan about schools, without going to the ex-

pense of a department to supervise these? Poor

schools are poor schools, whether they are in Mas-

sachusetts or New York ; and the same thing is

true of poor teachers, poor school-books, etc.

Our schools are already pretty well taken care of

by the local organizations. If these local organi-

zations are not efficient or adequate, why not go to

wor^ and make them better instead of setting np
establishments to supervise them ? The truth is,

that in order to find out if the local organizations

—whether of schools, charities or health depart-

ments—are efficient or adequate, it is necessary to

have some organization outside and independent of

them, to inquire into their efficiency, and to point

out how they may be made better.

The contrast between the cost of the board and

the possible loss by a single epidemic is not by any

means " wholly the product of an energetic im-

agination." Yet boards of health do not exist

mainly for the prevention of epidemics, but to

teach the people how to prevent the ordinary every-

day diseases, which cause in the long run much
greater waste of life than any epidemics, and to

guard those who are willing to take the necessary

pains to secure pure water, air, and food, from

having their efforts rendered useless by others who
will pay no attention to these matters, and whose

negligence or improper conduct causes not only

disease and death among themselves, but among
others who are in no way responsible.

—

Plumber

and Sanitary Engineer.

The Springfield Republican remarks in reference

to the late decision that the N. Y. elevated rail-

roads are nuisances for which damages can be re-

covered, that it is a curious illustration of the

widening of private rights under modem law that,

because a private court adjudged that a man had

no right to blast on his lands if the stones thrown
out damaged his neighbors, the court now rules

that one has no right to liberate s gas, *
' although

imponderable," if that works damage.

Proper Size of House Sewers.

An interesting series of observations was carried
out some weeks ago by Sewer Commissioner Moore,
of St. Louis, Mo , for the purpose of determining
the necessary sizes of sewers to carry off house
sewage exclusively, irrespective of surface drainage
or storm water. ^ The present sewerage system of
St. Louis provides for all the drainage from what-
soever cause ; but it has been found expedient,
looking towards immediate extension, to arrange
certain additions to the -ystem for the purpo.se of
conveying house drainage alone. A considerable
difference of opinion appears to have existed con-
cerning the proper sizes of pipes to be adopted, and
it was to settle this question that the experiments
were made. A certain neighborhood, having the
proper conditions, was selected, through which
Compton Avenue sewer, with a diameter of 1\ feet,
passes. On this area of 440 acres, by actual count,
were 1,370 houses, with no factories to speak of and
but very few stores. The observations were taken
by sending men into the sewer and constructing a
small dam, with a section of 12-inch pipe running
through the dam on the bottom of the sewer. In
this manner all the flow in the sewer was made to
pass through the small pipe, and it was found that
in the middle of the day when the flow is highest,
as a rule, the water w«is only 6^ inches deep in the
small pipe. In other words, the ordinary house
drainage from a district containing 1,370 houses,
and a population of about 11,000, only a little
more than half filled a Ti-inch pipe. The weather
and soil were dry enough to insure that nothing
but the waste from the dwellings passed into the
sewer. The area experimented with is very gener-
ally provided with water pipes and district sewers,
and the result of the experiment is, therefore, con-
sidered as of very satisfactory value as a basis for
calculation. Another sewer was tried, 3^ by 4^
feet, in a fairly built up neighborhood of 155 acres,
with the result that a pipe of 9 inches in diameter,
under the most favorable conditions as before, gave
a maximum depth of flow of 6^ inches, and a mimi-
mum of 4| inches, giving an average of, say, 5|
inches.

These experiments prove the general correctness
of the formulte used in computing the sizes of sew-
ers and drains. While the quantity of the flow
shown seems small, it, however, indicates a con-
sumption equal to about 80 gallons of water per day
for every man, woman, and child in the area
drained by the Compton Avenue sewer.

—

American
Engineer.

sented, will demonstrate the capability of, and
lead to, further improvement ; the relation between
the progress made by us and our foreign neighbors
will crea,te a healthy state of competition—for all
competition that leads to increase of excellence and
saving of time and labor reflects directly upon
social economy and welfare.
We, therefore, heartily indorse the work and

project of the organizers of the World's Fair of
1883, and consider the locality selected for it—New
York—well adapted to promote the intended ob-
jects of the exhibition, to insure a good representa-
tion of all nations, and to present the important
features of comfort, amusement, and interest to the
visitors of the exhibition.

—

American Engineer.

The International Exhibition of 1883.

Now, that a bill authorizing the formation of a
corporation with sufficient privileges to establish
the definite organization of the much-discussed
project of an International Exhibition in New
York, in 1883, has passed the Senate, it seems prob-
able that the project will be brought to a succeffeful
issue in a well-matured and carefully-planned ex-
hibition. It is not necessary for us to dwell at
length upon the value of exhibitions of this kind,
both to the countries undertaking them and to for-
eign nations ; this ought to be appreciated by all,

and our own exhibition of 1876 has caused American
industry and manufacturers to clearly define the
position they occupy in relation to the world. Our
Centennial Exhibition had, however, been visited
by comparatively few foreigners, but these intelli-

gent and fair-minded judges have returned to their
homes, and described the "marvels" they have
seen, and pointed out to their countrymen wherein
we excel, and wherein we are deficient. To our
credit be it said, that the former far surpassed the
latter, and the result has been that a largo foreign
export trade has been established within the past
few years. The special value of a World's Fair at
New York, in 1883, may be looked for in the fact
that since the exhibition at Philadelphia has taught
foreigners that our products and manufactures pre-
sent features of great interest to them in point of
study and direct utility, there will be a much larger
foreign representation, and our international com-
mercial relations will thus be materially extended.
Again, stimulated by our success, American and
foreign countries have been urged to extraordinary
energy, and the progress itself, made especially in

machinery and manufactures, in the seven years
intervening between 1876 and 1883, will prove not
only an interesting study, but when clearly pre-

New Ship Canal.

A preliminary concession has been granted to
Herr Dahlstrom for the proposed ship canal from
the Baltic to the North Sea—from the Bay of Kiel
to Brunsbuttel, in the estuary of the Elbe. **Its
depth throughout is to be 20 feet 9 inches, its width
at the surface of the water 160 feet, and at the bot-
tom 64 feet ; the banks, consequently, have a very
gentle slope. Provision will, moreover, be made by
the adoption of a peculiar system of locks and res-
ervoirs, for increasing the depth of the water to 25
or 26 feet whenever it may be desirable to do so,

and this depth will allow of the passage through
the canal of the heaviest German ironclad afloat

—

the Konig Wilhelm, a vessel of 9,603 tons displace-
ment, and the largest ship in the German navy,
drawing only 26 feet. The canal can, it is cal-
crolated, be completed in crii years, «x^il «will, it is

estimated, cost $3,750,000, or about two millions
and a quarter less than the estimates made a few
years ago of the cost of constructing a canal 31 foet
feet deep and 22 feet wide at the surface of the
water. In size, it may be added, the proposed Bal-
tic and North Sea Canal does not compare unfavor-
ably with the Suez Canal, the width of this at the
surface of the water being 172^ feet, the width at
the bottom 70 feet, and the depth about 26 feet 3
inches."

PliAYrNG-CAKDS with green-colored backs are
dangerous, as they are thumbed a good deal during
the process of using them; and thus, during a-

single evening, between the shuffling of the cards
and the warmth and moisture of the fingers, a con-
siderable quantity of arsenite of copper may be de-
tached and inhaled, and even introduced through
the mouth by those who may be in the habit of
moistening the thumb with the lips to facilitate the
process of dealing. In the British Medical Journal,
for November 8th last, will be found by those in-

terested in the matter, particulars of a case of dis-

ease of the fingers, in a lady, due to use of such
cards, as also of two children poisoned by eating
sweetmeat in the shape of toy sugar watches, in

each of which the quantity of arsenic on the en-

tire face of the watch was estimated at no less than
eighteen grains ; and also particulars of a case of

eruption on the scalp, in a gentleman, clearly due
to the use of a hat with a bright maroon lining, in

which a considerable quantity of arsenic was found.

In one of the daily journals, Dr. Wallace, analyst

to the City of Glasgow, records that ho found, on
analysis of a j)ack of playing-cards with green-

colored backs, that they contained nearly one-fifth

of an ounce of arsenic.

—

Plumber and Sanitary En-
gineer.

The annual report of Dr. M. C. Stone, health

officer of Newburgh, N. Y., contains much inter-

esting information. There has been an increase in

population, but a decrease in preventible diseases,

which were 64 last year against an average of 77

for nine previous years. Vital statistics are incom-

plete, but are to be made more accurate with the

aid of authorities. An effort will be made to

abolish all privy vaults. The report says, " No
man has a right to dig a hole in the ground that

will fill with water, and use it for a privy vault.

And the sooner people get rid of the idea that the

accumulation of five or ten years can be tolerated,

provided it does not rise to the surface of the ground,

the better." Suggestions regarding houm drainage

are given plans of which are in conformity with what
we have advocated in this journal. An increased

popular interest in sanitary subjects is noted.

—

Plumber and Sanitary Engineer.

Lead Pencils.

All know the lead pencil, yet few understand how
it is made. Plumbago, or black lead, is found at
different places in this country, in the form of
graphite. This is reduced in mills to a fine impal-
pable powder, almost as mobile as water, and mak-
ing the fingers as smooth as if they had been oiled.
A process of mixing with a peculiar description of
clay is then used, according to the degree of " hard-
ness" desired in the pencils; and the substance
having been reduced to a dough form, one of the
most peculiar processes of the manufacture is seen.
The dough is placed in a cylinder, within which a
screw works a well-fitting plunger, and at the bot-
tom is a plat« having holes of the shape and size of
which the lead is to be cut. As the coils of tena*"—
cious material issue from these holes they are cut
up in lengths equal to three pencils, straightened,
flattened, and baked. It has been found possible
to run a coil 4,000 feet long without breaking.
The cedar used as the wood is cut in Florida, and

sent north, not in logs, but in blocks seven inches
long, and these again are cut into strips measuring
three and a half inches wide by three-sixteenths
inch thick. This last pencil-slip is made of a

"

width to yield six pencils, instead of being cut
singly

; and both halves of the pencil are alike.
Both sides of the pencil-slip are equally grooved

;

and the process of filling the slips, which is done
by hand, is exceedingly interesting. Each girl en-
gaged in filling takes up a grooved slip in one
hand, a bunch of the straight leads in the other,
and with a dexterity begotten of practice very rap-
iply inserts six of the stalks in the slip. This be-
ing handed to a second girl, the l^t-to»* x^oeivesfrom
a third worker the second half of the slip, over^^-
which a brush of hot glue has just been passed.
The two halves are brought together, each one, it

will be remarked, embracing half of the lead ; and
then, when a row of these slips has been filled, they
are pressed under a screw frame until the glue is

dry. The next process is to smooth the ends where
the leads project, and then we reach another very
interesting machine. In this machine a revolving
cutter seizes the slip, and with two cuts removes
the superfluous wood, separates the pencils and
rounds them into shape. The pencils fall from this
machine in a continuous stream, or rather in six
continuous streams, each pencil finished for use,
and so smooth, it is alleged, that the finest sand-
paper would scratch them.
American ingenuity is then seen in an arrange-

ment by which the chips falling from this machine
are sucked away by a blower into the engine room
and consumed as fuel, with the result of keeping
the work-room perfectly clear from rubbish. The
next curiosity is the counting-board, a grooved
board or table, on which by rubbing a handful of
pencils over it, and seeing that each groove is full,

a gross of pencils can be accurately counted off in-».-

five or six seconds. Other ingenious machines areiiZ
in use for staining and varnishing the pencils,
stamping marks and names, and finally packing
them.

—

London Ex. '

Light and Its Action upon the Bye.

At a recent meeting of the Buffalo Microscopical
Club, Dr. Lucicn Howe presented the subject of the
undulations of light and their perceptions by the
eye. Brief mention was made of the different the-
ories, accounting for the phenomena of optics pre-
vious to the present century. The difficulties of
this subject were first solved by Thomas Young,
who satisfactorily explained the undulatory theory
of light. He showed that what we call light is

impression produced upon the retina by the wave-
like motion of the particles of matter. Subse-
quently the lengths of these waves were meas-
ured. It would take 36,918 waves of red light,
or 64,631 waves of violet light, placed end to end,
to make an inch. From the speed of light, which
has been measured, it is proved that at least four
hundred and fifty-one millions of millions of these
minute waves flow into the eye and dash against
the retina in each second. Dr. Howe proceeded
with a minute description of the microscopical
anatomy of the eye, more particularly relating to

the ** layer of rods and cones." These were stated
as being in reality the terminal filaments of the
optic nerve. These are shaken or acted on by the
waves of light, and it is especially these with which
we see.

1 )
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The Towers of Silence.

-^1

"^ No one who has Tinited Bombay can have failed
to remttrk the peculiar and primitive way the Par-
sees have of diHpoHing' of their dead. SurpriNiiig
aa it may be, it is nevertheless a fwct, they expose
the dead bodies of their co-religiouiHts to be ^^'•

voured by vultures. A gl^noe at the ceremonies
performed over the dead body of a Parsee before it

is conveyed to the Towers of Silence, and the mode
in which it is left to be devoured by these vultures,
may be interesting.

It may be promined that the Parsees are the fol-

lowers of the prophet Zoroaster, who flourished in
Persia, and who, according to the Babylonian his-

torian Beraoos, founded the dynasty of the kings of
Babylon two thousand years before Christ. At the
present day the Parsees are erroneously termed fire-

worshippers ; but the true spirit, of the Zoroastrinn
religion is the worship of the Creator through his
elements.

A corpse is considered by the Parsees a very sa-

cred thing, and the touch of an ordinary mortal is

supposed to contaminate it. Immediately after the
vital spark has left, the human frame, it is taken
charge of by two nassasalarM (a body of men who
are specially ordained to perform funeral rites and
paid by the community at a fixed salary]. By them
it is cleaned and clothed in white unsulliea garments,
after which it is placed on two flat stone slabs
on the ground. The female relatives and friends
gather together in the hall where the remains, with
all but the face covered, are laid. The male rela-
tives, friends, and all those who wish to show re-
spect to the dead, clad in their white flowing robes,
sit on benches on the verauduh—and if the veran-
dah is not large enouurh to accommodate all, on the
sides of the street. When a Parsee of note dies, it

is not unusual to see a whole street lined with co-
religionists, sometimes three or four rows deep.
They generally gather together about an hour* be-
fore the time announced for the remains to be car-
ried to the Towers of Silence. The women some-
times indulge in loud lamentations, particularly if

death has overtaken a young person ; but the men
maintain a grave and respectful silence.

About an hour before the time for taking the re-
mains away from the house, the nassasalars trans-
fer the corpse from the slabs, and place it on an
iron bier, which is usually quite new, except in the
cases of very poor persons. After the transfer of
the remains to the bier, two priests standing at the
foot of the corpse commence repeating the funeral
service, every one else maintaining the strictest si-

lence. During two pauses in the service a dog is

brought in and made to look at the face of the dead
person. The reason or philosophy of ihis extraor-
dinary performance is not very clear. At the end
of the service the priests make a low obeisance and
retire. The pent-up feelings of the women gen-
erally break out at this moment, and a scene of
most piteous lamentations ensues. The men outside
then come in, and after looking at the face, make
a deep and )-everential obeisance ; some^ men going
down on their knees, with the face touching the
ground—moat of them muttering prayers, suMued
but fervent, for the soul of the dead. The face is

now covered up, this being the last glimpse the fe-

male relatives are permitted to have of the dead.
The bier is then lifted oflF the ground ty the nassa-
salars and brought out of the house, where two
others join them, and take each of the four ends on
their shoulders. The men out-^ido rise and remain
standing, performing a reverential obeisance as the
bier passes them. The mourners then fall in, and
the funeral pnKjession, led by the priests, moves on.
After the cortege has proceeded about a hundred
yards, the high priest comes to a stop ; but sonie
other prii'SU. with the relatives and intimate friends
of the family, follow the funeral all the w«y to the
Towers of Ciiienoe. Aft^r a short halt, for he pur-
pose of allowing the ri-Jatives to take a last lo«jk at
the deceased, two nassasalars proceed slowly with the
bier toward the iron door. One of them opens the
door with a key, and they disappear with the earthly
remains, and close thetioor alter them. They then
deposit the dead body on one of the stone slabs,
tear the garments in whirh it is enveloped with a
hook, and issuing out of the same door with the
empty bier, proceed to a place where they wash
themselves, change their do hes, and undergo a
purificatory ceremony. Directly the na.^sasalars
emerge from the iron door, the vultures on the top
of the wall descend, and after about ten minutes

reappear. Then everybody knows that nothing
but the skeleton is left of the lifeless remains de-

piHited within the walls only a few minutes ago.

When the nassasalars enter again with another
funeral, they drayr the skeleton and everything with
a hook to the well in the center, and so the bones
of the members of this united and unique com-
munity mingle together in death. Of course, the
height of the hill^ (X)mbined with the height of the
tower walls, renders it impossible for anyone else

to obtain the faintest glimpse of the inside of these

towers. The nassasalars alone witness what must
sometimes be a horrid and revolting sight inside

this awe-inspiring place.

—

Carpenter and Builder.

Blistering of Paint and Varnish.

Many are the opinions expressed regarding blis-

tering, and although some very sensible theories

are advanced, we are inclined to believe that the
bottom of the subject has never been reached. We
hold an opinion of the cause of this trouble, and it

may be that this opinion has been forestalled by
others ; but as we have never seen the points laid

down in print, we present them here. Blistering
of a varni.shed «urfa<'e, after the varnish has had
proper time to harden, is due to evaporation of
moisture which lies confined under the shell of var-

nish. This evaporation is caused by heat/ and it is

seldom, if ever, a blister will rise upon a varnished
surface without the temperature is raised to an ex-

treme degree, near to that which the varnish re-

ceived ill its manufactitfe. The accumulation of

moisture under the varnish may be brought about
in several ways, the most particular one being in
the closing in of the moisture in the rough stuff.

During the rubbing of the rough stuff the water
used is partly ab-orbed, and unless due care is taken
to give ample time for *' drying out" before the
application of subsequent coats, a great amount of
moisture will be confined within the cells of the
rough stuff. Boiled oil contains moisture, as of

water, and in cases where steam is used to express
the oil from the seed this percentage is increased.
Turpentine, an extremely volatile liquid, also forms
an evaporating substance, which is rendered active
by a slight heat, and in its haste to reach' the air it

disturbs the outer surface, either lifting an elastic
coating into bubbles or blisters, or bursting a hard
and inelastic one into cracks. The primary cause,
then, of blistering is moisture, either in the form
of wet moisture or of evaporating liquids, such as
turpentine. The wood may be unseasoned, or it

may have been wetted in the course of preparation,
such as steaming to bend, etc. The rough stuff

water may have been applied before the evapora-
tion of liquids had taken place, either of which
would bring about disastrous results,

** Dry blistering " is simply the hasty absorption
of the liquids from the outer coats by putty or
paint, which is especially porous, depriving the
coating of the requisite amount of binding and 8ui-

hesiveness. To prevent blistering, close up every
lurking place for moisture, and be careful to have
each coat dry before applying another.

—

American
Coach Painter.

In April last, the joiners, plasterers, masons,
bricklayers, and plumbers employed in the Liver-
pool building trade turned out ou strike against a
reduction of wages of Jd. per hour all round.
he masters at first, notified a reduction of Id. an

hour, but afterwards made it Jd. Some hundreds
of men are idle, only a few non-society men re-

maining at work on the masters' terms. The em-
ployers state th:it should the men not return to
work, they can obtain plenty of hands, the build-
ing trade being slack. The men wish to refer the
matter to arbitration, but the employers decline.

Our Illustration Plates.

Dr. T. S. Sharp?: reports the mortality in Nat-
chez for 1879. Of the 109 deaths from disease
there Were 20.2 per cent, from consumption, mainly
among the blacks; from lung diseases, 14.7 per
cent. ; cough 4, diArrhoea 1, dy.sentery 2. Disease.s
of the brain and necvous system 8, of the heart 11,
from dropsy 7, and from debility 9. Of ihe 116
deaths from all causes, 56 were with -ut regular
medical attendanoe ; 30 were under 5 year" , 56
were white, and 6) colored. The total death-rate
was 11.6 ; white pop. I^m) ; death-rate 8.0 ; colored
pop. 3,000 ; death-rate 20.0.

We present in this issue a front elevation and the
floor plans for a two-story "Country Residence,**
which explain themselves ; the arrangement of
rooms, halls, etc., being fully shown, and the sizes

generally marked in figures on the plans. The
stories are respectively twelve and eleven feet in
the clear. The maximum cost of such a building
may be set at $4,000, with the possibilities of re-

ducing or increasing cost by liberal outlay or the
omission of certain things contemplated by the
plans.

Elevations A and B are suitable for the plan of
a one-story cottage, shown in connection with said
elevations. Elevation A is by far the more expen-
sive, but if built as shown, would produce a very
handsome one-story dwelling. The space between
the ceiling of main story and the roof is sufficient in
height for comfortable sleeping apartments, which
could be lighted by windows in the frieze of main cor-

nice, where panel-work is shown. Elevation B is

neat, and not expensive for a good house. The
cost of a well-built building, with elevation B,
will vary from $2,000 and upward.

A Strange Story of Steel.

A curious letter is published in the Sheffield Daily
Telegraph, signed " W. Clifford." It contains
some allegations which, if true, have remained un-
known to nearly every Sheffield man until now.
Mr. Clifford states that the American Government
imposed a prohibitory tariff upon Sheffield steel, as
a reprisal for the -sympathy our Government and
people gave to the Southern States in their war of
rebellion ; and he goes on to say that a Commis-
sion of the United States Customs Department
which came to Sheffield practically put an end to
what remained of the steel trade with America, by
handing over to the American manufacturers the
hitherto sacred knowledge of mixtures and manipu-
lation which had made Sheffield steel famous. '* I

was informed," says Mr, Clifford, *'by gentlemen
representing Sheffield firms in New York, that it is

a fact tha[t about the time or just before Dr, Web-
ster came to Sheffield as United States Consul, a
Commission, consisting of General Storey, U. S.
A., and Colonel Gorrough, sat at the Victoria Sta-
tion Hotel, and called before them Sheffield manu-
facturers of steel doing business in New York, and
required them, under threat, implied or actual, of
seizure of books, breaking open of safes, and gene-
ral stoppage of business in New York, that they
should tell them how they made steel, ostensibly
for the purpose of ascertaining its value at New
York." Mr. Clifford goes on to ask if it is not
true that steel makers were required to state the
brands of iron they used, the price, the place of
purchase, the freight, etc., coke used, quality,
quantity, price, etc,, labor, amount, value, and
details, the structure of furnaces, and even to tell

the physic used and the grade of steel resulting.
Mr, Clifford asks further if it is not true that '* the
Commission visited manufactories, accompanied by
American steel manufacturers, who saw, unof-
ficially, but with practical eyes, every department
of work in the steel furnaces." Mr. Clifford's
inquiries are pertinent, and if they are founded on
fact, they will form a curious revelation of how
affairs were worked at a time when the States were
undoubtedly " sore " against this country ; but all
stories of this kind must be taken with reserva-
tions.

—

Engineer.

Ventilation.—The Lime Kiln Club has again
been discussing ventilation. The Committee on
Primary Causes and Past Experiences announced
that they were ready to report on the inquiry]:
"Do we ventilate enough." The chairman said
that they had inspected over forty different houses
occupied by colored people, and had discovered
that fresh air was the last thing thought of by the
inmates. In one house there were seven children,
four dogs, a sick cat, a pile of bad potatoes, a heap
of bones, and a lame goose, and the only means of
admitting a change of air was by a bullet hole
through the door. The committee recommended
that every colored family provide themselves with
plate-glass windows, grates, and mantles, and
fanlights over all doorr-, and the report was ac-
cepted and filed,—Detroit Free Press.

i
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Great Buildings and Great Builders.

Ej?ypt, the land of mystery and puzzling wonder
to all the civilized races of mankind since the ad-
vent of historical records, continues to the present
day but slightly changed. Like the character and
style of Its architectural remains, no external influ-
ence has succeeded in altering the moody and mys-
terious majesty of their grandeur, or unlocked
with much apparent advantage, the objects for
which they were originally constructed. The
birthplace of Earth's earliest civilization, and the
cradle in which the infancy of science was reared
and in a manner preserved for future generations of
mankind. Placed geographically in a climate of
unsurpassed geniality, and pre-eminently favorable
in its unclouded atmosphere for astronomical obser-
vation arid research. As the first cultivators of the
soil, the Egyptians were dependent on an accurate
knowledge of the movements of the heavenly bodies
which, to them, were the regulators and recorder^
of the seasons. The lights of heaven, according to
Moses, were for signs to them for seasons, for days
and for years. The knowledge of astromomy could
only have been successfully acquired throu.rh the
agency of mathematics, and it was from 'Egypt
that we derived the elements of Euclid, which con-
tinues, to the present day, the groundwork of all
mathematical science, feo remote and undefined in
the period in which the pyramids were erected, that
an approximation even to their age cannot with
any degree of accuracy, be defined.

'

There are from three to four hundred pyramids
of all sizes in the Valley of the Nile, the greatest
of all being the Pyramid of Cheops. It is sup-
posed that each king of Egypt begun a pyramidwhen he first succeeded to the kingdom, and every
year during his reign added another course, so that
according to that theory, the layers of stones would
indicate the length of the builder's time of irovem-

The Pyramid of Cheops has one hundred and
hfty courses, each of which averages a thickness of
three feet. There is some show of probability in
this notion, seeing that the pyramids now existing
are of various sizes, and as they may be regarded as
solid masses, such an idea receives from this fact
some confirmation. It indicates that there was no
preconceived architectural design, but simply amonument of the king's reign, affording just
enough internal space for the eventual deposit of
the embalmed bodies of himself and family, after
death. The volume of each reign being completed,
and another one begun. The records in hieroglyph-
ics and figures not only illustrated the personal his-
tory of the king, but also gave minute and pictur-
esque details of the country's condition and proj?-
ress. From these ancient records we are made
familiar with the art and industrial condition of
the li^gyptians of the time at which we might
almost say these imperishable newspapers were
sculptured. Nearly every craft of modern times is
there portrayed with unfading accuracy. The
wheelwright building a chariot, the shoemaker
waxing his thread, the leather-cutter shaping the
leather with a knife varying but little from that of
to-day

; the weaver in the act of throwing the shut-
tle, and the whitesmith blowing the blow-pipe, the
stone-cutter or engraver in the act of recordinir
passmg events of the most domestic character, such
as the poulterer removing the diseased pip from
the throat of the goose.
The Egyptians were the inventors of writing and

astronony. They understood the art of cutting
granite with a copper chisel, and could move a
block of stone of 900 tons weight any distance by
land or water. These huge blocks of stone were
dragged for hundreds of miles on sledges, and their
transport perhaps did not occupy less time than a
year. In one case which is known, 2,000 men were
employe*! three years in bringing a single stone
from a quarry to the building in which it was to
be placed Usually the sledges were drawn bymen yoked in rows to separate ropes, all pulling ata ring fixed to the block. It is understood that
slaves or captives furnihhed a large share of the
inoving force in these undertakings ; but, besides
these, there were a variety of classes of workers,
each carefully trained to the performance of his own
particular duty—for instance, in dragging the
t>iocks, there were employed slaves to pull, guards
to watch taskmasters to regulate the operations,men with jars to throw water on the ground before
Uie sledges, and, lastly, a per^n whose duty con-

sisted in marking the time to the oadnnoe&^^a song

IZ
'''^,^^« *«^'nultaneous draught. And we know

tnat the l«sh, under such coercive conditions, had
a prominent place. They built round and pointed
arches with masonic precision 2,000 years before the
buildiiig of the Roman -cloaca magna," and sculp-
tured Doric columns 1,000 years before the Dorianshad a name or place in history. Even this advance
in science and industrial pursuits is eclipsed by the
state ot the domestic relations existing betweenman and wife. This century is rendered famous
by what 18 termed the woman rights agitation ; but
the Egyptian in that most delicate question has
left us evidence of our again only and quite uncon-
sciously imitating one of their established laws or
customs. There is in the Egyptian Museum at the
L.ouvre a collection of legal documents from the

V^^. .
^^e^^nder the Great to the twentieth year

of Ptolemy Enercretes. These documents, which
are family contracts, wills, deeds, and so forth,
have lately been deciphered by M. Revillont. He
has traced the legal existence of several gnnera-
tion3, and thrown great, perhaps unexpected, light
on the history of female property. It seems that
husbands always ceded all their wealth, real and
personal to their wives, who disposed of it in turn
to the children of the marriage or to nephews. Awidow WHS thus left in a comfortable or command-
ing position. Let us take the casa of Patraa, who
on his marriage with a lady named Tavutein. made
her a bridal gift, perhaps answering to the ' morn-
ing gift " of the Germans and the Hindu gift by
the nuptial fire. He also promised to make Tavu-
tein a small yearly allowance on the security of his
property Three years later we find poor Patma
deep m his wife's debt, and he promises to yield up
all he had if he does not clear himself in three

^^i?"'ii
\}^^^ papyrus shows that Patma had to

sell all his possessions, which are carefully in-
ventoried, and that he satisfied the claim of his wife
at this alarming sacrifice—in fact, liquidated.
Examples pf this kind are common. Husbands

were ruthlessly " sold up," and property was con-
centrated in female hands. The husband, poor
fellow, often inserted a clause in the marriage con-
tract, by which he stipulated that his wife should
maintain him in old age.
Diodorus Siculus, we believe, mentioned these

facts
;
but it was supposed that it was only Dio-

doruss fun, a mere traveler's tale. The new
papyri demonstrates beyond all doubt that man has
often been, in times past, a wronged and submissive
being m the matrimonial direction.
The most ancient of historians, writing more

than 2,000 years ago of Egypt and its monuments,
did so almost with as much uncertainty as to relia-
ble data as the writers of our own day. The ab-
sence of hieroglyphics on some of the pyramids in-
dicates that they were erected before the invention
of the alphabet or the construction of the figure
characters, through whose agency we are informed
of many interesting facts. Another evidence of
their great antiquity is displayed in the outline
and form of all the Egyptian buildings, as the
doors, windows, and ornamentation partake of the
pyramidal pattern. They painted from mathemat-
ical rules, and were guided in their sculpture by
the same inflexible models. Works of art produced
under such circumstances were necessarily flat in
character and unpleasing in effect.
Chemistry must also have been understood in its

natural aspect, for to this ancient people we also
stand indebted for the knowledge of glass-making,
as well as some information about the durability
and permanence of some of the primitive colors ; and
in Sjigred history it is recorded that 2,000 years B. c.
the Egyptian potters were celebrated for their skill.
Modem research has removed any doubts on this
point, for articles of pottery bearing inscriptions
confirm and define the period of their manufacture.
Their skill was of a high order, for they understood
the art of the glazes, and, indeed, used the same
metallic oxides employed by modem potters for
coloring their wares. The discovery of glass-mak-
ing has been erroneously ascrib-^ in a somewhat
romantic manner to some Phoenician merchant^,
who, while cooking their food on the sea-shore,
discovered that the alkaline action of the ashes
from the fire had vitrified th'? sand. Glass orna-
ments were, however, produced long before that
Phceuioiau period, as the Egyptian beads and other
ornaments in the British Museum bear witness.

All this advance in science and art must have
been accomplished under monarchical government,

at least so we may conjecture. We are told from
Scripture that when Abraham first visited Egypt,
1,900 years before the Christian era, he found aPharaoh ruling there. Moses, nearly 400 years
afterwards, on accomplishing his divinely allotted
task of delivering the Israelites from Egyptianbondage left a Pharaoh behind, the Pharaoh evi-
dently during that interval of time bearing the
title of the combined priest and king. And it was
only possible to secure such excellence in so many
bra-nches of human knowledge and art by a united
and well organized system of labof, both mental
and physical, and colleges were established and-
conducted by a specially trained order of priesthood
to secure the former, and we have no doubt that
the latter was forcibly applied in the most despotic
and even cruel manner. .

Under such favorable circumstances we need not-
feel so much astonished at the extent and stupen-^
dousness of the building whit^h we have set our-
selves to describe. In past times the Great Pyra-
mid, or, as it has been called by some, that of
Oheops, was regarded as one of the wonders of the
world, and it might still have been so styled had
not modem science, in it« research and investiga-
tion, deprived it of many of its mysteries and inex-
plicable surroundings. The origin and purposes of
the Pyramids has been attributed to several and
very opposite uses. That they had primarily an
astronomical object is now generally conceded
and at the same time, in a secondary sense, in ali
probability were intended as plains of sepulture
for the kings and rulers of the country. A belief
by the Egyptians of the soul's immortality and ul-
timate rehabilitation of the body itself led to its
being preserved after death in a manner both in-
genious and successful. The kings of E/ypt did
not devote much consideration to the dwelling for

'

the fragile living body, which, according to their
belief, required only a temporary lodging, but ex-

'

hausted their utmost'efforts in the realization of a
permanent structure for their tombs in which their
bodies after death were to be, as it were, entombed
—the abundance of mummy relics establishing be-
yond question the accuracy of the methods of em-
balming, and also indicating an advanced knowl-
edge of the preservative properties of certain gums
and oils.

°

The exact limits of this wonderful Egyptian '

kingdom are difficult to define, the task having ^

hitherto baffled the industry of the most diligent
inquirers. The Nile-drinking branches of the pop-
ulations, however, must have from necessity been
of a cohesive character. The periodical inunda-
tions of their great river necessitated a united
action of those within its beneficial influence to
embrace the largest measure of its benefits, and to
avert the dangers attending the uncontrollable vio-
lence of its floods. At other periods of the year,
preceding and succeeding this annual wave of fer-
tility, the inhabitants living in such a favored

'

country were practically free from what may be
regared as laborious exertion or anxiety.

It is estimated that the Nile Valley has been
raised during four thousand years to the height of
forty feet, the annual recurring deposits consisting
of the washed detritus ot the granite ranges of the
African interior, and also portions of the limestone
rocks from a less distant source—the former espec-
ially containing the fertilizing alkalies of the
granite, affording in some measure a ready solution
of some of the wondrous results of vegetable
growth. It must be remembered that this Nile
deposit furnishes some of the most valuable fertiliz-
ing agents, and that without any expense to the
cultivator.

—

London Exchange.
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Dead Rats Under the Floor.

I was called upon some months ago by a gentle-
man, requesting me to take up his flooring and dis-
cover whence the stench arose that rendered the
room untenable. I took up the floor, and could not
find the least trace of rats ; but the opening joints
ot* brickwork in the chimney jamb on one side of
the fire-place appearing to emit the stench, I stopped
them up with cement, whitewashed the brickwork
with quicklime, and laid the boards down tempor-
arily

; but as illness had broken out in the house, I
was compelled to leave it, the gentleman inform-
ing mo the stench was emitted on the other side of
the fire-place. I told him my impression was that
the rat Was under the hearth, by the fire. I was
requested by a lady the other day to step into her
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bedroom and tell her what could be done to stop

^e stench , for they had been troubled with it for

eighteen months, ever since a lady died in the room.
At first they thoup;ht the putrefaction of the body
had penetrated the floor. Thoy had the room
stripped, everything disinfected, the bed changed ;

but still **that horrible Hmell." They had the

flooring taken up ; but no trace of anything there
;

and that was twelve months ago, and still the
smell. I told her to have the hearthstone removed

;

and doing so, the cause was at once detected. I

was called dirootly afterward to another house, the

gentleman roijuesting rao to take up the floor. I

did not remove it, but immediat^^ly removed the
hearthstone, and immediately under the fire, be-

neath the hearth, I found the cause in each case a
-large putrid fat. Let mo give a few" words of ad-

~^ice to your readers. Always have a solid concrete
"hearth, a foot in depth, below the stone, and plenty
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of broken glass immediately under the fire-grate,

and especially round the wall where the rats make
an entrance ; and when you detect a smell of dead
rats, don't pull up the floor, but take up the hearth.
Don't merely use disinfectants, but get rid of the
stench. Trusting these few lines may be of service
to any one in the same dilemma as myself—I re-

main, sir, yours truly.— Th^ Illustrated Carpenter
and Builder.

The Treatment of Diphtheria.

~~ Dr. Thomas Gumey, senior physician to the Oity
Dispensary, London, makes the following contribu-
tion to the Lancet : "Since I have held the position
of physician to the City Dispensary, I have had

.,^
cou.siderai>ly more thiin one thousand cases of dis-

eases of the throat under my care, many of which,
both in public and private practice, have been cases
of diphtheria. About this, by far the most serious
disease of the throat, we have much to learn.
The stiffness in the neck, the 'disturbance of the
circulation, the rapid rise of temperature, before
any affection of the throat is observed, all point to
ita being a blood poison calling for prompt and
decisive treatment.
"The two questions that arise when called to

a case of diphtheria, as, indeed, in all diseases, are :

How does the disease tend to kill the patient r^ and,
how does nature endeavour to rid herself of the dis-
ease ?

" Diphtheria tends to kill by suflPocation and by
its poison exhausting the vital energy. Suffocation
may be either accidental, or as a natural result of
the throat affection—accidental if, when the mem-
brane is thrown off, it becomes lodged in the larynx

;

natural if the swelling inside the throat shuts off
the supply of air to the lungs. Nature will attain
the mastery over her enemy if the strength be kept
up and the deposits arrested. With these points to
guide us wft know that the arrest of the disease and
nutritious support are our great aim. To succeed
in this I have adopted a respirator made of the or-
dinary shape and size, the front beincr ninutely per-
forated. Inside the respirator I have two or three
perforated plates inserted, between which I place
common tow (not cotton wool;) I then drop on
each of the layers of tow ten to twenty drops of a
solution of carbolic acid, creosote, and glycerine.
Should the patient tire of these, I use turpentine or
iodine. I place the respirator over the mouth, and
keep it continually applied. My next idea is to
provide the patient with warm moist air. To do
this I have two kettles of water kept boiling on the
fire

; attached to the spouts of the kettles I have an
elastic tube of an inch caliber, at the end of which is

a spray-like nozzle, which I put immediately under
the mouth of the patient. By this means I get my
disinfectant remei^lies carried moist to the throat.
As a sedative to the pain I know nothing so com-
fortable to the patient. Previous to this I take
care to give an active purge, which usually removes
offensive stools of effete, poisonous matter. Inter-
nally I give aconite in frequent small doses—two to
four minims of the tincture ; at the same time free-
ly supporting the strength with milk, cream, and
eggs, with or without brandy, and beef tea ad libi-
tum. As a drink I recommend patients to take as
much chlorate of potash in solution as they can
without vomiting. I have found chlorate of potash
liighly beneficial in all cases of a low typhoid char-
acter. If this is objected to, I advise the juice of
lemon to be taken—by many thought to be a spe-
cific for diphtheria. Should the system be very
weak, I prescribe the belladonna instead of aconite

;

but I find better results from the latter. Aa soon

as the urgent symptoms have subsided I order

strychnia, with or without nitro-hydrochloric acid

—this not only being the beat tonic, but also pre-

venting the paralysis which so often follows diph-

theria. I have found this treatment to be highly

beneficial, but knowing the tendency there is to

rheumatism after this terrible disease, I never for-

get our friend the bicarbonate of potash."

The Eucalyptus Timber.

The various species of the genus Eucalyptus are

principally distributed over the whole Australian

continent and Tasmania. A few even extend to

the Indian islands. They are of immense import-
ance to our colonists, and we are glad to mention
that the Government of West Australia has ena-
bled Baron Von Mueller, the Governjnent Botanist
for the colony of Victoria, to publish two decades
of a beautifully illustrated quarto work, which is

to be wholly devoted to descriptions of the species

of this genus. These eucalypts form the principal

timber vegetation of the wide Australian conti-

nent, and for many ages the inhabitants of that

portion of the globe will have to rely largely, if

not mainly, on them for their wood supply. These
trees are known in Australia under very many
local names, such as gum trees, stringy-bark trees,

iron trees, etc. Some of them are low-growing
shrubs ; others attain to immense heights. Thus
the spotted gum tree of Victoria {Eucalyptus gonio'
calyx) attains in rich forest valleys a height of 300
feet, with a st^m diameter not altogether rarely up
to 6 feet, exceptionally even of 10 feet. Its wood
is hard and tough, varies from a pale yellowish
to a brownish color, and is exceedingly durable,
lasting long underground. It is in great demand.
Another species, the ordinary stringy-bark tree of

Victoria, {E. macror rhyncha) has a very hard
wood, which is covered with a thick fibrous bark,
which is persistent on branches and stem, and can
be removed in large sheets. These, when flattened

and dried under pressure, are extensively used for

roofing purposes, and such roofs have been known
to last twenty years. Another species, the yellow
box-tree {E. melliodora) yields a good wood, and,
in addition, one ton weight of its freshly gathered
branches and leaves will yield, on proper treatment,
2 lb. 12 oz. of pure jwtash, and of crude pearlash a
much larger quantity. The useful prodiicts to be
obtained from these trees are very numerous, and
include, in addition to the timber and potash just
alluded to, oils, tars, acids, dyes, and tans. So
useful are they that we trust proper measures will
be taken by the various local governments in Aus-
tralia, 80 as to avoid some present need causing
their destruction before- others can be planted to
fill the place of those cut down. We hope, with
the author, that the importance of these eucalypts,
whether viewed in their often unparalleled celerity
of growth among hard-wooded trees, or estimated
in their manifold applicabilities to the purposes of
industrial life, or contemplated as representing
among them, in all-towering height, the loftiest

trees in her Majesty's dominions, will be still more
deservedly recognized by the perusal of his very
important work.

At a meeting of the Liverpool Engineering So-
ciety, Mr. E. M. Touzeau, Survey Member of the
Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, read a paper
entitled, ** Subsoil Waters and their Drainage."
The author, having briefly alluded to the effect

of subsoil drainage upon the flow of rivers, and
the various works in which a knowledge of its

principles is required, proceeded to consider the
subject in its relation to health and comfort of town
poptilations. The necessity was urged of siibsoil

drainage being undertaken as part of every sewage
scheme, and further, its extension to such places as
are at present sewered without attention having
been given to the drainage of the soil. The largely
increased difcharge of sewers, owing to subsoil
water, was alluded to, and the advisability of re-
lieving them of this duty was iirged. In its effect
Tipon town populations, the increased temperature
of the ground, especially to the poor, and the im-
provement in ground air from the removal of pol-
luted water, was pointed out. If work of this
description was more generally carried out, it was
remarked that much of the water now flowing off
the surface into the sewers might be carried off by
the land drains to the easement of the sewers. At-
tention was then directed to the causes of wetness

in land, and the various ways by which the water
might be removed ; also the necessity for regulat-
ing the depths and spacing of the drains apart,
according to the pervious or non-pervious nature of
the ground in which the drains were laid. Cases
were mentioned, where, from want of attention to
the direction of flow in subsoil wat^ers, the pipes
intercepted but little of the water, which, in cases
of this kind, flowed between the pipes instead of

into them. From instances such as these of want
of attention, it was requisite that the requirements
of each district, or portion of a district, should be
studied before works for the drainage of the subsoil

were carried out.

House Ventilation.

A large party of visitors recently assembled at
Mr. James Morris' "new villa, Third Avenue, West
Brighton Estate, in order to inspect a new sys-

tem of ventilation which has been adapted to the
structure after principles laid down by Dr. Drysdale,
of Liverpool. The party included the Mayor of
Brighton, the Chairman of the Hove Commission^
ers, and a number of owners of property, scien-^

tifio and medical gentlemen, and others. Mr.
Morris is the chairman of the directors of the
West Brighton Estate, a company which has, in

the course of about seven years, been the means of

erecting in the west-end of Brighton over 500 man-
sioiiH, ttt a cost of some ;^2,000,000, Various ex^
periments in architecture are being made, of which
the villa visited on Saturday is one. Should the
system obtain public favor it is intended to build
other villas on the same principles. Dr. Hayward,
the colleague of Dr. Drysdale, was present at Sat-
urday's gathering at Brighton, and read a paper on
the subject of scientific house ventilation. Dr.
Hayward observed that ventilation was not merely
the infusion of fresh air into rooms ; it involved the
removal of the already existing air, and its replace^
ment by fresh air. In winter, when it was neces-
sary to close tightly the windows and doors, this

became a still more difficult problem. The condi-
tions demanded by health were that the fresh air

to be admitted must be warmed to a temperature
of at least 60^ Fahrenheit ; it must be admitted in
sufficient quantity to fill the room every twenty or
thirty minutes ; it must have ingress when the
doors and windows were shut ; it must have egress
at or near the ceiling ; the suction, power must be
constant, and sufficient to empty the room in

twenty or thirty minutes ; while the whole of the
rooms, passages, and lobbies must be included in

the arrangement. Added to these points, practi-

cal considerations required that the system should
be inexpensive and automatic. These conditions
were met in Dr. Drysdale's system by utilizing the
waste heat of the kitchen fire as the suction-power,
the kitchen fire being commonly lighted through-
out the year, and affording all the requisites of a
motive-power without extra trouble or expense.—
In order to equalize the suction-power throughout
the hou^, a central or intermediate drum was
adopted, in which all t;he flues terminated, at the
same level—viz : at the top of the house, whence a
single flue conducted the foul air to the upcast
shaft. A supply of fresh air at an agreeable tem-
perature was thus obtained by uig^t as well as by
day, the suction lasting for hours after the kitchen
fire was out, and in winter as well as in summer,
while the absolute removal of the vitiated air

simultaneously with the introduction of fresh,

warmed air was particularly advantageous to

health. The ventilation of sleeping apartments in
this manner was an important feature in the sys-

tem. The adaptation of these principles to the
villa at West Brighton was then practically ex-

plained. The foul air escaped through the perfor-
ated cornice at the angle of the ceiling in each
room, thence passing to a "foul air chamber " at
the top of the house, and after being drawn through
a "downcast shaft" to the basement, it was ex-
pelled by means of the kitchen chimney. The suc-
tion power thus set up in each room drew inward
simultaneously a current of fresh air from another
perforated cornice at the opposite side of the room.
This cornice, in turn, was connected with flues

passing between the joists of the ceiling, along
which passed a current of fresh, warmed air from
the exterior lobbies, which, in turn, were supplied
from a "hot-air chamber," where the air, fresh
from the exterior, was warmed by a coke stove.

—

London Exchange.
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Everybody's Column.

We have received so many letters of inquiry in
regard to matters outside of our own special busi-
ness, as well as those pertaining to our particular
interests, that we have ooncludwi to devote a col-
umn, or whatever space may be necessary, to the
answers of our correspondents. We hope our nu-
merous patrons will be pointed in their questions

;

concise in the language used ; write distinctly
;
give

their full name and address, also, if they prefer to
have their name given, and if not the "alias"

^. they use, to be written distinctly. As this column
is open to all, we shall endeavor to answer any

- question given to us, in a plain and intelligible
r^ manner.

Ed. Architect :—-I lately bought a "hecto-
graph," and have a great curiosity to know what
the jelly-like substance is composed of. Will you
be kind enough to inform me ? _ -

F. W. H., Salinas City.

Ans.—The "jelly-like substance" may be made
by a great many different formulas, the two fol-
lowing being as good as any : Take of gelatinfe
100 parts ; water, 379 parts

; glycerine, 375 parts
;

kaolin, 50 parts. Or, to use a simpler form, take
of gelatine 1 part; glycerine, 4 parts; water, 2
parts. A little practice will enable you to have a
copying tablet of your own manufacture.

Ed. Architect and Review :—Will you be so
kind as to tell me how to make Florida-water ? I
want to know, so I can go to the druggist, buy the
articles, and make it Myself.

Healdsburg, June 1st.

Ans.—The following is a very good formula to
use: Oil of bergamot, 1^ oz.; oil of orange, \ oz.;
oil of lavender, ^ oz.; oil of cloves, \ oz,; oil of
cinnamon, 2 dr.; tincture of orris, 4 oz.; tinct. of
Peru balsam, 1 oz.; alcohol, 2 quarts ; water, f pint.
The oils should be added to the alcohol and let
stand for a few days, with frequent shaking. Then
add the tincture and the water. Let it stand for

—two weeks ; then filter, and the prettier bottle you
fut it in the better you will think of its fragrance,
know this is gof'd, Bnd age will help it.

Ed. Cal. ArchiTBCi' : I have taken the Carpen-— ter and Builder (published in New York,) for the
past three years. There has been quite a contro-

.—versy in it in regard to the number of shingles a
"man can put on a roof in a day. How many do
you think a man ought to lay in a day, provided he
made a good job? G. H. T., San Francisco.

Ans.—A man working for us, that put on three
thousand a day, each shingle to be well nailed,
would be doing a very faithful day's work. Of
course, we know five, and as high as six thouawid,
have been put on by one man ; but we are not an-

7iwering to ** slapping''^ them on, but simply a
good day's work well done. ,

Ed. Architect :—How do you cut a hip-rafter ?

and oblige Sonny, Sacramento.

Well, Sonny, we have always used a saw for that
performance ; but if you want to know a rule by
which you can cut any kind of a rafter, we will he
most happy to inform yofi.

Ed. Architect:—Will you please to tell me
what make files are considered the best for carpen-
ters* use ? Amateur, Ukiah.

We do not propose to make this an advertising
oolumn ; if Amateur will look over our list of ad-
vertisements, he will undoubtedly find where to send
for the best.

Ed. Architect :—What is the best story-book
for a little girl to read ? L. G., Healdsburg.

Will the dear, sainted spirit of Mother Goose
help us to answer this conundrum ?

A Medleval Mandscripi'. — A manuscript
Psalter has just been discovered at Freiburg, in the

Grand Duchy of Baden, which archeeological ex-

perts assign to the second half of the eighth cen-

tury. It presents all the characteristics of the later

Merovingian and early Carlovingian period, and is

presumed to h^ve been orignally the property of

some monastery on the left bank of the Rhine.

The Cork-taree.

The cork-oak closely resembles theguercos ilex, L.,
or evergreen-oak, so well known in English shrub-
beries. It is indigenous to the mountainous regions
of Spain, Portugal, and the south of France. It
grows from thirty to forty feet high, and from two
to three feet in diameter. Spain and Portugal sup-
ply the greatest portion of the cork which is used
in Europe; abundant supplies are also received
from the south of France, at the foot of the Pyr-
enees, the islands of Sardinia and Corsica, and the
forests of Algeria. When this tree is about five
years of age, the cork, which composes the greater
part of its bark, begins to increase in a very re-
markable manner. Nearly all its vegetative ac-
tivity seems to be concentrated on this part, which
grows unusually large, thick, and spongy. If left
on the tree it becomes cracked, and so deeply fis-
sured that it is unfit for use. It is therefore re-
moved before this happens. Its removal does not
injure, but is beneficial to the tree, for if the cork
is allowed to remain on its stem, the cork-oak sel-
dom lives longer than fifty or sixty years ; if, on
the contrary, it is removed, the tree flourishes
sometimes for upwards of one hundred and fifty
years. After the tree is thirty years old it« cork
may be removed at intervals of from six to ten
years. The first crop of cork is generally inferior
in quality, and is principally used for making
floats for fishing-nets. The crops are usually gath-
ered in the months of July and August. Two
opposite longitudinal incisions into the bark are
made the whole length of the stem, and then sev-
eral transverse ones about three feet apart. The
bark is now beaten to separate it from the subjacent
fiber, and detached in cylindrical pieces for inwert-
ing under it the handle of the instrument, which
is curved and made thin at its extremity for this
purpose.. In effecting this removal great care is
taken not to injure the newly-formed suber of
cork— viz, the living layer of cork beneath. After
barking, the pieces of cork are slightly charred to
close the pores, then loaded with weights to flatten
them, and finally stacked in square masses in some
dry place, where they remain for two or three
months. In drying they lose about one-fifth of
th^r weight. Only when the trees are forty or
fifty years old is the bark sufficiently matured for
making good corks. This substance is valuable
for bottle-corks, because it is light, porous, com-
pressible, and sufficiently elastic to adapt itself to
the neck of a bottle. It can be cut into any
shape, and notwithstanding its porosity, is im-
pervious to any common liquid. These qualities
make it superior to all other substances as a stop-
oering for bottles, for which it is principally used.

—

Casseir% Technical Educator.

A prominent West King Street merchant, pro-
prietor of a comer grocery, has invented a new
mode of opening clogged-up sewers, which for
" neatness and dispatch," has rivaled all previous
efforts of its kind. The sewer in his yard had been
stopped up for several days, when he resolved to
open it if possible. To facilitate his work he
brought into requisition a large "cannon" shoot-
ing cracker. Bemoving the cover he placed the in-
strument of war in a firm position in the debris,
mud, etc. The match was applied and the mer-
chant retired to a safe distance. Slowly the fuse
burned until, when about a half-inch burned, it

went out. Another match was cautiously applied,
when there was a tremendous explosion and the
grocery man's handsome form was a complete mass
of mud and filth, and, to make matters still worse,
the stench was unbearable. The last seen of the
"scientific experimenter" he was making for the
bath room, being in about as good spirits as a
weaver with his loom out of order and yam all

tangled.

—

Lancaster {Pa.) Intelligencer.

Hardening Small Tools.—It is said that the
engravers and watchmakers of Germany harden
their tools in sealing wax. The tool is heated to
whiteness and plunged into the wax, withdrawn
after an instant and plunged in again, the process
being repeated until the steel is too cold to enter
the wax. The steel is said to become, after this
process, almost as hard as the diamond ; and, when
touched with a little oil of turpentine, the tools are
excellent for engraving, and also for piercing the
hardest metals.

State of the Labor Market in Australia.

Things do not seem very flourishing in this part
of the world, to judge from the following remark»^=^
of a Sydney paper :

" There are times when it may
be sound economy to set aside a aum of money for
assisted immigration, but no one who has taken
the trouble to ascertain the condition of the labor
market in this colony will venture to affirm that
such a vote is capable of justification at the pres-
ent moment. Seldom in the history of the colony
has the labor market been more depressed than it is
now; and though we do not fear for the future, we
may reasonably protest against the hardships of
the present. Scarcely a week has passed since the
completion of the Exhibition building without
some deputation of artisans or laborers waiting
upon the Colonial Secretary for relief. In every
quarter there are evidences of want of employment;
yet, in the face of this fact, a sum of ;J75,000 is
put upon the estimates to bring more men to the
colony to enter into competition with those who
are already working at stsrvation rates. If any-
one doubts the real condition of the labor market,
let him advertise for an artisan, and we venture to
say he will have fifty applicants for the appoint-
ment."

Shaded Streets PiiOMOTiVE of Health.—All
medical writers agree that shaded streets are an es-
sential element to public health; that trees absorb
miasma, purify the atmosphere, create currents of
air, and produce a refreshing coolness. A tree is
never at rest, even in a dead calm. It is always
fluttering its foliage, and stirring up the stag-nant
atmosphere around it. A special fund ought'to be
granted the department of highways for the plant-
ing of trees on all new and principal streets of the
city.

—

Philadelphia Press.

Market Report.

But few changes have been made in the price of
building materials since our last issue. The price of
nails seem to be steadily on the decline from the al-
most " fancy price " of a few months ago. Quota-
tions will show a decline of about 75 cents per keg.
Doors, sashes, blinds, etc., remain about the same,
with a tendency in favor of the buyer. There haa
been ouite a demand for painting materials, but
prices have not changed. --

Oregon Pine.

CJommon Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet . ..$18 00
40 to 50 " " .... 19 00

" 50 to 60 '» *« .... 20 00
60 to 70 " " .... 21 00

*• 60 to 80 " ^' .... 22 00
Refuse Rough 14 00
Common Rough, sized with planer %1 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping . . „ •• per M feet. ... 30 00

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring per M feet ... . 30 50

Rough Clear for flooring, %\ less than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet 21 00

Ship Plank, rough per M feet 25 00
" planed 1 side " 28 00

planed 2 sides ... " 30 00
Deck Plank, rough " 28 00

Laths . ......

V

.v^ ;............per M 3 50

Red.wood. ^
• .ill I

—

Rough Merchantable per M feet $18 00
" Refuse " 14 00

Surface, No. 1
" 30 00

Surface, 1x8 ** 28 00
XXD ..••.......*.•..•• ^o Uv/

No. 2 " 22 50
Rustic, No. I 1 X 8 '* 28 00

" No. 2 " 25 00
" 1 X 10 " 30
" short, 8 to 10 feet..\-i-TT-..

** 25 00
" " under 8 feet .^..,.;:__i^i_ 14 00

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .

" 27 50
" " 7 to 11 feet ...

.

" 25 00

\\\
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^ T. & G., 6-inoh, under 7 feet per M feet $20

No. -2

Beaded, 12 feet and over
_11 7 to 11 feet ....
** under 7 feet ....

Half-inch Surface

It

tt

««

«-».»-« »,• •

tt

tt

tt

u
tt

tt

tt

20
27
25
20
27
20
16

Pickets, fancy .,

^

'* rough, pointed
Picketa, rough, square per M feet $14
Siding, }-inch " 20
Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45
Sugar Pine •« 30 00 to 50
R. W. sawed Hhingles .per M 2
Battens, ^-inch - ... .%-; v

.

HARDWARE AND Naii^.—We note the follow
ing reduction

:

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $4
-5

00
00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
75

jasson
Cost, -

architect, P. Huerne ; contractor, Kraeger.

8 (*

(< tt
» *- •-• •«•'••••<

tt <« _.

4«

(<

((

It

6
-l»and 4

^ and 5 pennies, brad heads at. . . , . , , .77, .TT 6
6
8

10 and upward *'

^ 3 penny fines

tt

(I

<«

OA.

6
6

5

8

75
00
25
50
50
25
00
75
60

-^R^
Lumber.

Receipts since our last—1,941,000 feet lumber, *^'^^^ Robinson. Cost,
3,834.000 shingles, 130,000 laths, 13,500 railroad
ties, 1,315 p.stfl, 355 cords wood, 11 cords stave
bolt*, 6,228 packages barrel mat , 587 hoops.

Total receipts since January 1st :

Lumber, ft 81,214,547

? ?^ xt'
^° 25,252,282

Laths, No.. ,wi.r,... .T777. . 5,811,200

^.?^\f^ 12,646
riieti, ft.

' 26.000
No. 2 151

^>^^r,logs
; i'75g

One two-story and basement .frame building, on
Howard st.

, between Eighteenth and Nineteenth.
Owner, F. Meyer ; architect, W. Winterhalter

;

contractor, H. Thorn Worden. Cost, $6,000.
Alterations in the Academy Building on Pine,

between Sansome and Montgomery. Owners,
Michael Reese Estate ; architects, McDougall &
Son

; contractor, H. G. Fitzpatrick. Cost, $9,000.
Four-story brick building, on Battery, between

Sacramento and Halleck. Owners, Main & Win-
chester

; architect, C. Geddes ; contractor, W. E
Stevens. Cost, $15,000.
A two-story building to be used as a grocery and

dwelling, on the corner of Larkin and Green.
Owner, Mrs. ; architect, W. J. Moore. Cost.
about, $2,100.
One two-story frame building, on Fulton st., at

end of Geary st. road. Owners, Monnier Bros.
Built by day's work, at a cost of about $10,000.
Two-story frame with brick basement, for school-

house, on comer of Pine and Scott. Owned by the
city; architect, W. Curlett : contractor. Perry
Cost. .

"^

Two-story frame building, on Buchanan near
Sacramento. Owner, Mr. Meeker; contractor.

•?f- RoseWOod, logs..
. ..... .

on
Shakes
Pickets, No.
Hoops, bdls
Staves
" bdls..

crds.

• • ff • «.

•••» »»•<•« .'. ..

t<

li
;>

32
498,500
20,000

6,423
12,299

1,235

Railroad Ties ..,/, ,,,[[[[[ 88,857
Poets ••••.... .TT^......, . .7 .• . . 277,134
Sugar Pine, ft ,,^.,^ >>^ * g. <f

.

..... 945,000
Barrel St'k, pkgs. ^^ 17,571^
opam •••• ... ,. . ..e«.«j,,,,,,.,^.^^ gQ

000

78,000
91

Two-story frame building, on Sutter, between
Webster and Buchanan. Owner, Mr. Hagan

;

architect, W. Schmidt; contractor, Blake'
Cost. $6,000.
One two-story frame building, on Sutter st., be-,

tween Webster and Buchanan. Owned by the
Real Estate Associates. Day's work.

Store and dwelling, on Buchanan, between Gearv
and O'Farrell. Owner, C. H. Stanyan. Day's
work, at a cost of about $1,500.
Two-story frame building, on comer of O'Farrell

and Hollis sts. Owner, Mr. Marshall ; archi-
tect, T. J. Welch ; contractors. Smith & Lahertv
Cost, $2,700.

^'

One two-story and basement house; also, one-
story hou-^e in the rear, on Ellis st., between Bu-
chanan and Laguna sts. Owner, Geo. D. Betsche

;

architect,
; contractors, Norton & Wal-

ker. Cost, $4,700.

One-story and mansard, on Turk, between Devis-
adero and Broderick. Owner, Walter Campbell
Builder, Wharffi.

BERKET.ET.

Two-story frame building. Owner, Geo. F.
Becker

; architect, Clinton Day ; contractor Has-
kell & Smiley. Cost, $9,000.
Two-story frame building. Owner, J. R. Bar-

ker; architects. Meeker & Banks; contractor, C.
R. Lord.

Three-story brick building, with mansard roof
and tower. Owner, University of California ; arch-
itect, J. A. Remer ; contractor, R. Mitchell. Cost
about $48,000.
Two buildings of brick and granite, three stories

and basement. Owner, State of California
; arch-

itects, Wright & Sanders ; done by days' work.
NAPA.

One-story brick building. Owner, Edgington
;

architect, J. Marquis; contractor, Cox. Cost'
$8.000. *
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Long Branch Hotel, on Webster st., size, llOx
114. Owner, J. W. Pierson. Cost, not fully de-
termined. ^—
One two-story frame building on Alameda arTf

near Union. Owner and builder, Mr. Ewer Cost
about $2,000.
One one-story frame building on San Jose av.,

between Oak and Walnut. The terms upon which
this house is built a;-e private.
Frame building to be used as a bathing house, at

foot of Park st. Owner, Capt. Winant ; done by
days' work, at a cost of about $2,500.
Frame building for stable on southwest comer of

Madison and Lake sts., Oakland. Owner, J. Leh-
man

; Mrchitect, Clinton Day
; contractor, MoKilli-

can. Cost, $1,500.
Brick building on Eleventh st., near Broad waTj,_^

Owners, Smith, Doe & Co. ; architect, W. Kirk;

JAMES E. WOLFE, Editor and Manager.

240 MoMToomBT Sbbkst.

size, 60x100 ; done by days' work.

Wool Slats. : ; CA

Stave-bolts

cds..

•••••*..., • • •••••••...
• • • • • • > • • •

Building Intelligence.

Th<

1

e following list of improvements indicate in
part at least, the condition of the building inter-
ests in this and adjacent cities and places. Our
report may not cover all improvements in progress,
as the information given is only such as we gather
through persevering personal effort. If architects
and builders generally would supply us promptly
with facts in their po.<wession, we would be enabled
to furnish a more perfect statement. We shall al-
ways be obliged to architects, owners, contractors,
and all other parties who will make known to us
building improvements in progress or contemplated.
Ihis department of our journal is specially set
apart for the purpose of presenting all facts of in-
terest in this connection, and we hope the time
will soon arrive, when we shall be^ble to reach
every fact of interest involved in connection with
building improvements.

BAN FRANCISCO.

ii.^'!f^*,T°;®*'^'^
^"^^ basement brick building, on

the Old Corner," south-east corner Commercial
and Montgomery sts. Owner, A. B. Grogan ; archi-
tect, J. Marquis ; carpenters, Terrill & Slaven •

brick-work, Watterson. Cost, $25,IKX).
'

One two-btory and mansard roof frame building
on north side of Washington st. near Webster!

cson and Web-
Owner, H. Hinkle. Cost,

)m8

DoneOwner, Mr. Hinkle ; architect, J. Marquis
by day's work at a cost of about $7,000,
One two-story and basement frame building on

Poet st, between Larkin and Hyde. Owner, Chas
Strehl; architect, H. Geilfuss ; contractor F
Klatt. Cost, $6,200. ' '

One-story frame building, on Taylor st. between
lurk and Tyler; divided into thrc3e stores. Rear
house being altered considerably. Owner, L Me-

Two-story double house, on Oak st., between
Orough and Octavia. Owner, Mrs. Delegnal ; archi-

«3 000
" '^* ^^^^

*
contractor, J. McCann. Cost,

Three-storv house, north-west comer Fulton and
Webster. Owner, D. Mullen; architect, T. J
Welsh

;
contractor, J. McCann. Cost, $4,000.

One two-story house, 11 rooms, on corner Clay
and Webster. Owner, H. Hinkle. Cost, $6,000.
Two-story house, 9 rooms, on Clay near Webster.

Owner, H. Hinkle. Cost, $4,500.
Seven houses on Clay st, between Buchanan and

VVel>8ter, containing 10 and 11 rooms each. Owner,
H. Hinkle. These houses will cost about $4,000
each. '

One house on Clay st., adjoining above, 13 rooms.
Owner, H. Hinkle. Ck)8t, about $7,.500
House on north-west corner Jack

ster, contains 9 rooms.
$5,000.

Two houses on Webster near JaCKson,
each. Owner, H. Hinkle. C(»tr;"$3,700.
Two houses, 7 rooms ea<S, adjoining aboye!

Owner, H. Hinkle. Cost, $3,000 each. / /Two houses. 7 rooms each, on Jackson st., betwjeen
Webster and FUlmore. 0«rner, H. Hinkle. Cost,
$c{,000 each.

Thr^-story frame dwelling, on Twenty-first st.
near Valencia. Owner, Smith ; contractor,
W. Blons. Cost, about $7,000.
Two-story frame on Chattanooga, between

Iwenty-third and Twenty-fourth. Owner, G. Ed-
wards; contractor, T. W. Wilcox. Cost, $1,550.Bam and dwelling on Twenty-fourth near Doug-
lass. Linehan, owner. Done by days' work.
Repairing job on Nineteenth, between Diamond

?5^S^f^""*'* *^- <^^ner, Kenney ; contractor, J.W. Wilcox. Cost, $100.
Smoke house on Eighteenth, between Hartford

and Castro. Owner, Schriber ; contractor, Wilcox.
Cost, $150.

Brick building on Bryant, between First and

u ??n i
*° ^ ^^^ ^ * ^^^® ^^Pot- Size 150 feet

by 160 feet. Excavating and brick work by J. Haff-
Ca^enter work, by Mahoney Bros. ; architect. P.'
It. Schmidt; owners, Lachman & Jacobi. Cost of
building,^bout $50,000.

THE mi LATEST INVENTION

IMPROVEMENT IN

GRATES.

Patented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S -IMPROVED

Mm M Parlor fflaitle (Jrates
Are the very Best yet brought out,

A« a HCAT PRODUCIflTO and OOAI. SAV-ISTO Grate it has no equal.
It« great advantages are readily seen and admitted by all andmay be stated briefly as follows : It Is a well known fact 'that

In grates of ordinary construction It is found impossible to keen
tlie fuel at the farther sides of the grate in a good state of com-
buitxon, anj that the Are is always brightest and best at iu
center; also, that it is a common practice to put in bricks at the
ends of the Grate so as to confine the fuel more lo the center
for reasons stated. With this Improved Grate all these ob^
jectlons are overcome. The peculiar shape of iu sides and
bottom directs xXwfuel from all sides to the center, as the Are
eettles down, and «o co/d air is allowed U> enter and obstruct
at the endt or tides. Another most important advantage of our
Orate is, the combined shake and dump basket, with concave
bottom, wiiich clears the draught at once, while the coal is un-
disturbed. By this arrangement afleast one-third more heat U
obtained, wlih less fuel, and no waste whatever of coal
The Cooking attachment is a great novelty of itself, and can

be used with perfect impunity in any room in the house as all
gas and smoke is carried up the chimney. It needs uo com-
ment—its merits are seen at a glance.
The Orates are highly recommended by all the leading Archi-

tects of .San Francisco, and are meeting with ready saleAH orders or letters of inquiry to be addressed to

TRKSSI^EK iiA:nriTFAc;Ti;siMe C'O.
821 Sanaome Street.

Sent to any part of the U. S., postage paid, at%\.m
per annum, with extra cost ofpostage when

sent to Foreign Countries,

Bntered at th3 Post Office at Ban Francisco. Oal.,
as second-class matter.

•i«»-
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A Card from Architects.

^.^^fi^""^^ ! T^^ *°*^ *^^y conducted journal

Scln^fi
^ Architectural, Mechanical, San^™^'

Scientific, and other kindred matters and suS'to be a necessity in this city, the CaiWrnta'Akchitect and Bdildino Review. pubSS bvthe San Francisco Architectural Publfshinfa>m^pany Bupnlies a long-existing want on t^if ^^^t"Wr there/ore pledge our cordial sympathies ^^Tnally, and hope that the enterprise will recfL^ZZ;'

T^li^ge^^Jii;''
^'^^^^'> '^'^ ^ndfroti^he

^TJf'.t^^ P'^''^ ^"^^^ °^ ^^" joarnal we com-

mlny Ind li^^^^^^ P**'^-^ *<>' the

few nr^tJl^ .
encouragements received. Not atew predicted at the commencement of the ente,-

failS of f.!ifiif T^ prophetic declarations have

Xts thtffh^ n^i""^
encourag.,ment8 and pros-

l^t^r^'S Ti"
^ "^^ E^nOKIAL DEMISE while

f^ther^en «1 ^ ^"^""^ management, and the

a^d han^! T^i;^ P^^P^^^ **^** *^^ter the head

Weld^^ thT
^^ rj ^/"^"^^ ^^*i" «!»*» haveyielded to the inevitable fate of all living others

VT^w t^T V
Architect and Building Re-view, and perhaps with better and greater abUitiescontinue its publication for generati^s to c^me

ou? W«'r' Tl^ ^"^™^ circumstances Tn van-

we enlov th«^
been vigorous and determined, andwe enjoy the aplendid victory achieved. At its in-

STou™i?' 'T^^*^ ^^^^ '^' publioat on oftnia journal enjoyed the least practical knowledge

we L?r^T '"? -T^ib^^ties of the ca^^tfd

TttendJT,. '^ P^'*^ ^^'^ *^« «"«^ thai hasattended our inexpenenoed efforts. The heartv

oesa of effort and hard toil and labor which hasbeen required, and looking forward. weTn icipate^e tixne when this will be ranked among ?hev^,^best architectural journals published.
^ ^

liiere are resources within this city and StatPwhich in time will become tributary ti our purp^^
whii remurrL"^'^!,^"^ ^- *^«- -^^-^wmie the naultiphed and multiplyinir sources of int*.llhgence and information from all parte of t^eworWhrough publiah«i journals, will enable ustren:
t ons thafr

""''^
"f

"'^'^^ ^*«^ *-d repre^nt^.tions, that this journal will become a necessitv inevery HOUSEHOLD, office, and workshop
^

futur^ b^t not'"'
'''.^^^'^^ ^"^^« P«>^i^ 'or the

From S^'arlt an X"' "' ^'^
J" ^^P* «' exchanges

SU T̂d^Englind ^^Ti„"'T °/ '^^ ^'^^^
to secure the «x t a ' *

""
f*'^^ ^^^ ^^ intend

a^frientSi? M "^f"'^
^^^^^^ ^'^^^ architecturaland scientific publication issued in the English and

Sforn^.t^n ""?i'^
^^^ most select and valuableinformation upon all pertinent subjects.

est eZt „n?V, ''^^''i"'"^^^
a diligent and earn-

CoJt to lend^Vr °'r7 '"''"^ ^' '^- P^ific
^i^A 1 u

* .^^^P"»8r liand, not only by their in-dividual subscriptions and advertising ^trona^
For wit^ w';Z.T ^'^^r'^^^

it-^S^nUtL"^:
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"*°r^*«^ financial resources, we shall be

^ZJ^^^\ ^^^'^^ ^ °^^* tl^e heavy ex^nJ^nec^y to earry on the enterprise to the^^^plishment of promised results.

fM.

P!i

To Our Eastern Prlenda.

forwli^«^ t?^ ^u^^. "^^y hundreds who have
- F^«^^

their subscriptions to this journal from

severa ?ho^"''
?^^^ Mountains." L shall In^several thousand copies of this issue to all parts of

L'^e'^fn ^tuJ^^
'''' ^^^-'^^ P^--' hopinrW

AS MANY THOUSAND NEW SUBSCRIBEBg. —
m

orp^l '
purpose, and determination is to in-

scribers shall equal those of the most popular and

wTthTh" ""^'"rl"!?'
^'""™*^ publXS: Andwith this accomplished, our friend cannot in rea-^n expect too much of us, as all that can 1^, wm

Wetrv; .^ TJT'/'^ ^^*"°«^« "^--its and vaTueiWe have studied and learned the necessities of th^

to meet them
; simply awaiting that increase of re-sources which will enable us toVrfect an^^x^utooontemplatod things. All questions of doubt « to

PERMANENCY OP THE ENTERPRISE,

If not in some as obstinate as the animal whosejaw-bone was used by Sampson in slaying the Phil-
istines, must yield to the self-evident facts whichnow appear in connection with this journal

If dubious shadows surrounded us incur infancyand the probabilities of continued success to any apl
peared uncertain, these conditions have disappeiel"We have passed through our first six months, andgrown so strong that we fear not the future ; re-affirming, that while life shall be spared to the
present management there will be no editorial de-mise

;
but that monthly hereafter, this journal willappear; not 1«« in interest and importance in any

particular, but burnished and brightened by exp^nences and pei^istent enterprise, its pages shSbear evidence of manly determination to make itaU that ourselves or our best friends can desire.
-

FRIENDS AT HOME AND ABROAD,
All who have not, send us your own subsoription,and assist us m securing

NOT LESS THAN 10,000 MORE.

ti

4

i

Desirable.

I>AVn) FABgtTHARSON.
Weight & Sandkra,
8. H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. Hpkrnr,
John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
Theo. a Eisen,

JOHN A. Remer.

B McDouoaland Son.Wm. Mooser,
Wm. CURLEIT,
H. T. Bestor,
^«^B & Banks,
^- <^- HOAQLAND,
». & J. C. Newsom,
o. Hknrickson.

Pair Play—Pieaae.

Our Eastern friends are welcome to a reproduc-tion of our humble efforts; but we trustXf^nall fairness, when original articles from this jour-nal are copied, the proper credit will be given^rW ou; OH *• 'f'' "^ °^* ^^'^ ^ those^^ho We
^^in

^^'""^^ "'*"^[ ''^ "^^'^^ ^ *^ »««rce and
^l^ .. i-^ remember that we labor under athousand disadvantages in San FrancisL whichdo not attend the publication of a jou^ TiheEastern cities of our country. We are excludedfrom channels of information here which flow

tTrl^ftnenf^ ^^^^ MountrinsT Lnd "tTework of opening up resources on this coast is bv
J.W^''' *? ^*"^ ^^' These we are requir^Z
ca^ wfth-l .»,

®''?^^^ "^ "^"^^ *^« ^'^ter, be-cause withal, the enlistment and shapinir of pub-lic sentiment enters into the oonsiderat^in^ Lfw^
^r;r^Trtl' " ^^' &^ ^ ^^^ directions, a rigl?support m the way of subscriptions, and we pledgeourselves to produce a good b^k and be hippy ^

The supreme object of life with all intelligent
people IS the enjoyment of crood health, withoutwhich the most enticing pfeasures of time are
marred, and the relish of enjoyable things dimin-
ished or entirely destroyed. Those who rush onthrough early life, with but little or no considera-
tions of anythmg beyond the effervescent gratifica-
tions of the time present, or who sacrifice the well-
understood and defined laws of health, barter away
the strength and vigor of early Ufe, and sow seedwhich with certainty will yield mental and physi-
cal thorns and repete for their more advanced years.
Millions of men have been consigned to eariv and
untimely graves, as the result of undue eagerness
to become nch, or the reckless pursuit of unsub-
stantial excesses in various forms-each and alldrawing but too largely upon the vital organism,
consuming with rapid haste the physical and men*
tal powers and forces of nature, which often yieldand pass away ere the meridian of life is reached

^ 1

Universal.

The natural disposition of the human mind, is
to desire increased wealth. Some, from a puily
Idolatrous love of gain and the possession of riches
irrespective of all those higher and nobler possi-
bilities which he within the control of thoee^rho
have acquired riches; while with others, the de-
sire reaches beyond the mere sordid sentiment and
encompasses the innumerable, satisfying enjor-
ments and pleasures which in a thousand forma
he within the control of those who love more the
fruits than the mere possession of riches.
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The Building Business and
Francisco.

Builders in Ban

' "^ It is entirely right and proper that owBern of real

estate should seek to accomplish its improveiuent
at the lowest possible cost consistent with the rules

of justice and equity. But the rights of owners to

secure the labors and services of others at less than
fair and equitable compensation is no greater than
those of contractors to obtain unreasonably high
prices. Both are excesses, and neither admissible

under the rules of fair dealing. But sometimes a

most singular and erroneous theory is set up by
owners of real estate, who argue and seek to main-

— ^tain as a fact, that the profits upon building opera-

tions are large ; that immense gains have been and
are generally realized by contractors; and following

this line of argument to its legitimate conoluaion,

the further proposition must be admitted, that con-
tractors as a class—as the result of such paying and
profitable business—must be rich or well circum-
stanced financially. But this conclusion is not sus-

tained by actual facts, except in a very limited

number of cases. We are willing to admit that
some of the contractors operating in this city have
made fiiie>ncial successes of their building operations,

but it is questionable whether a parallel can be
named in the history of cities, where like

*
' golden

opportunities '

' to make money in the building bus-

iness have been so great, or so recklessly thrown
away as they have been by contractors in San
Francisco during the thirty-odd years of its exist-

ence as a city. Thousands of buildings of every
class and description have been erected within the
limits of the '* Metropolis of the Pacific," costing
many millions of dollars, and from this vast outlay
but few builders have realized any considerable
amount of coin, as percentage of earningf* and profits

upon their work, while very many hundreds of

failures have occurred, involving a large amount of

losses in the aggregate. Competition, from the
earliest days of the city's history, has been neither
wise nor profitable, as a rule, so far as accumulated
results to operators are concerned, only a few hav-
ing reaped a reward for their labors beyond a mod-
erate living ; and it is difficult to find more than a
very few, even among the more successful, who ad-
mit that their present bank account and real estate

possessions are the result of profits derived from
building operations.

The fact is beyond successful contradiction that
the contract prices at which many hundreds, if not
thousands, of buildings erected in San Francisco
have been let, have been for less sums than their
actual cost and value, and in nearly, if not quite as
many cases, />ro rata settlements have followed,
with looses to those who furnished the materials,
mill-men, workmen and others.—-Generally, in such cases, owners have reaped the
^benefits of the transactions ; but sometimes, when
they have risked the venture of joining contract
with irresponsibly low bidders, they have brought
upon themselves vexatious law-suits and difficulties

which have not only entailed loss of time and per-
sonal annoyances, but the expenditure of an amount
of money to make settlement, much greater than the
prospective saving at the time of entering into con-
tract.

A few cases of "comfortably circumstanced"
might be related of those who were prominent as
contractors in the "early days," whose success has
been the result of specially favorable circumstances
and personal influences. And some few of our
younger contractors, of from ten to fifteen years ex-
perience, have done well, and laid f©r themselves a
foundation upon which, by careful handling, they
may reasonably expect to accumulate an early com-
petency for all the practical necessities of life. But
taking as a rule, the general class of contractors

—

those of the "early times in California," and those
of more recent advent—but few of them have real-
ized more than a mere living, although hundreds
of thousands of dollars have passed through their
hands respectively. And if the pro rata and short
payments, unqualified failures and "runaway"
oases are taken into consideration, it will be found
that there is a large deficit standing against this
class of contractors. And we do not hesitate to
state as a fact, that the contract price paid for a
very large number of a certain class of buildings in
this city, will not average more than 90 per cent, of
their actual cost and value at the time of their
erection.

As a special illustration, reference may be made

to the year 1866 or '7, during which period the

erection of buildings was undertaken by men at

frightfully low figures—their true value being a

secondary consideration, with the purpose and in-

tent on the part of the contractors to draw the best

and largest payment possible, and then abandon the

work. The number of failures during the twelve
months alluded to was estimated to be over two
hundred^ and the greater number of the parties en-

gaged in the transactions of that year, after gath-

ering in all the collectable moneys, left the city, and
have not sinoe returned. We know, as a fact, that
contracts were taken at twenty-five per cent less

than cost ; and while owners received this appar-
ent benefit, many of them also received in return
buildings so botched and badly constructed that the
bills of expenses since have greatly exceeded the
saving on first cost. Sometimes owners become
pleased at the prospect of securing buildings at low
figures, but the after expenses of rectifying mis-
takes, substituting proper workmanship for spoiled

material, changes first pleasures into continued re-

grets.

It is exceedingly doubtful whether the same
amount of coin has been handled in any other line

of business, commercial or mechanical, with so little

profit to the operators generally. And when pay-
ing profit has been made, it has been mainly in

the erection of the larger and more costly class of

edifices.

There are still left in this city some of those who
earliest operated as contractors, but the larger pro-

portion have either passed away from the confines

of time and toil, to realize the hidden secrets which
lie bevond, wrapped in the mysteries of the great
hereafter, or, seeking the scenes of their boyhood,
are spending their later and present years amid the
surroundings and pleasures of the homes of their

youthful days, while a limited number remain on
the Pacific slope, enjoying the fruits of their earlier

successes. 7

But, taken as a whole, the building busIneHS^haa
not been a profitable one to those engaged in it in

San Francisco. To illustrate, how many building
contractors are there in this city who are to-day
enjoying, as the result of their profitable labors in

building houses, the show of pleasures and comforts
enjoyed by thousands engaged in other pursuits, in
which far less amounts of money have been em-
ployed ? How many have costly homes of their own,
surrounded by the manifest evidences of financial

success in business r' How many have even com-
fortable unincumbered homesteads of their own?
How many drive fast horses and splendid teams, as

do men generally who are richer "well to do?"
How many are seen with diamond jewelry and
other evidences of fortune ? Men who make or pos-

sess considerable amounts of money in California
generally avail themselves of those luxuries which
wealth alone can afford or furnish. And if the
building business in this city had been lucrative, as

a general thing there would be more self-evident

illustrations of the fact displayed in some of the
forms suggested. But the real facts of the case are,

that the building business has been run at an ex-

ceedingly close figure to cost ; and as often as other-

wise, taking the average of the past thirty years,

'

there has been but little or no profit to contractors.

There is but little risked in the assertion, that if the
losses which have occurred were deducted from the
profits made, the difference in favor of contractors
would be exceedingly small.

The Combustibility of Oil Pigments.
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Help Us.

We intend to make this journal one of influence,

and a source of valuable information and interest to

all architects, builders, owners of real estate, and
others. "We shall, therefore, be thankful to our
numerous friends and patrons for suggestions and
assistance in any form. We want 10,000 names
on our subscription list, with which we shall be
enabled to introduce contemplated improvements,
not at present possible. People generally do not
understand the fact, that regular contributors re-

quire pay for their services, and that every line
written and printed, not the product of our own
pen and brain, selected articles from other publica-
tions, and incidental communications, are procured
at large expense. We hope, therefore, that our
patrons, one and all, will use their influence to

secure us all the additional subscribers possible.

All assistance of this uharaoter will be returned in
improvements in this journal.

The present style or mode of lining the interiors

of halls and entrances to -theaters and mercantile

buildings with wood instead of plaster, has a tend-

ency to provide for great conflagrations. Elevators

serve as conductors for all upper fitories, and the
more elevated these stories are, the greater the lia-

bility to their utter destruction. Open stairways
out of large sale-rooms offer the same free passage
to other rooms above. All wood-lined buildings
must, of course, follow the custom of being content
with something to give light and beauty to the
wainscoting and sheathing of the ceilings, and
hence the pigments used for this purpose have done
more in this class of buildings to furnish the fire-

fiend with a pathway to feed the advance column
of flame with fresh material at every step, than
anything else used in their construction. How is

this ? the unsophisticated will ask. All paints

used for coating these plain surfaces are mixed
with oil and turpentine, and several applications

of these oil paints is needed to give them the proper
finish, when the large area of surface is all ready
at any moment to burn, no matter how long it has
been done. I will give an illustration of how com-
bustion works with these materials in this city.

Several years ago a fire occurred in Bancroft's

building, the two floors of which were occupied bv
a furniture dea^r, and were heavily stocked with
fine furniture. The linings of walls and ceilings

were all of wood, and well coated with oil paint.

The fire, starting in the basement or cellar, soon
communicated with the large show warerooms above
by means of the lining, or wainscoted open stair-

ways to the second story. Here, it was very ap-

parent to every observer, that the whole destruc-

tion to the furniture was due to the oil-painted
surface of the woodwork of wall and ceilings, which
reflected in flame a scorching heat, destructive to

varnished or upholstered work. The fire traversed

the whole interior, following the painted work,
until all the wood-work was charred, when the con-

flagration was easily subdued by the firemen. Now,
I contend that had the coatings over the interior

walls been done with fire-proofing material, the fire

at that establishment would have been confined to

the basement, or nearly so. I have cited this

class of buildings, because in them the danger is

greater from the use of oil paints. Non-com-
bustible materials are not new, and many claim-

ing to be such are mixed in oil, and are therefore

dangerous. There are, however, many compounds
known to artisans, which, if applied to new build-

ings, would render them as handsome and far more
assured against fire than the paint now in use.

Old buildings, whose interior linings are sheathed
in coats of oil paints, can be remedied by their

removal, and replaced by a more suitable covering.

Zinc white, formed into oxychloride of zinc, forms
a snow-flake white surface, as also kalsomine of

zinc ; but the former is a very hard durable paint.

I don't wish to discourage the use of oil pigments,
but merely to urge their discontinuance in future in

mercantile houses and hall-ways of all places of pub-
lic entertainment, etc. The different styles of fire-

proofing, when well understood, would assure

property-owners, and render tenants more secure

in their property by being rated less danger-
ous by all insurance companies. Architects would
be doing a great good to mankind, by inaugurating
this reform in lining, whenever the opportunity for

its application was worthy of a trial, and thus con-

tribute to the saving of life and property.

J. E. W. C.

The Watch Trade of the United States.

The Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Guild of the

United States held a convention in Chicago the

second week in May. In his address, as President

of the Guild, Go\. R. E. P. Shurley said that the

demands of the trade now amount to 3,000 watches
a day. Of this number, the large manufactories of

the United States produce 1,530 a day, as follows:

The Waltham factory, 750 ; the Elgin, 500 ; Spring-

field, 111., 80 ; Hampden Watch Company, 90 ; How-
ard, 20 ; Lancaster, 50 ; Eockford, 40. The num-
ber produced by smaller establishments was not

estimated. The great body of American watch!L

makers are native bom.

,^. Fatal Consequencesof Imperfect Sewerage.

We copy from the Plumber and Sanitary Engineer
its statement in full of " The Princeton (College)
Disaster." In commenting thereon, that journal
states

:
"At the time of the outbreak of the fever,

which has resulted in the temporary closing of the
college, the sickness of some forty students, and at
this writing the death of five of the latter."

It further states that the plumbing and drainage
was planned by and executed under the supervision
of the Professor of Architecture and a graduate of
Harvard, and the best architectural school of Paris.
But as the Professor is one of the victims, his ver-
sion of the matter has not been reached. The sac-
rifoe of life is already greater than tiat from the
Madison Square Garden disaster.
The same journal says: "No architect should

undertake to plan sanitary arrangements, unless he
is sure that he understands such matters." This is
correct as far as it goes, but the suggestion does not
comprehend a safeguard against similar consequen-
ces. The sad and fatal illustration referred to was

-undertaken by one who was sure that he under-
stood the matter

; still we are told that the loss of
several lives has resulted from his presumed thor-
ough knowledge of the work intrusted to him.
Without any design to reflect upon the learning
and ability of the professor alluded to, it is an es-
tablished fact that the veriest incompetents on
earth are sure in their assumed and pretended
knowledge, not only in reference to plumbing and
sewer work, but in all business and professional re-
lationship.

A higher standard than men's opinions of them-
selves should determine competencies and abilities,
before they are^ permitted to engage in a line of
operations whicli encompass and jeopardize human
life. Under the rule of being sure that they un-
derstand such matters, a blundering ignoramus

_might perpetrate errors which would cost many
valuable lives. And the sooner that owners com-
prehend the true state of the case, and confine
themselves to parties of well-understood, practical
qualifications, the better. Unfortunately, it is too
much an accepted presumption that men generally
are all that they claim to be, particularly in archi-
tectural and mechanical'operations ; while, in fact,
only one in many is really sufficiently competent
and skillful to be intrusted with matters requiring
intelligent understanding and careful manipulation.

THE PRINCBTON DISASTER.
The sudden recess of Princeton College, conse-

quent upon an outbreak of malarial fever, by which
some forty of the students have been prostrated,
and which has already caused several deaths, has
naturally excited much discussion in public and
private. The serious consequences of the outbreak,
and its important bearings on sanitary progress, in-
duced us to visit Princeton and personally investi-
gate the circumstances of the case, for which we
were afforded every facility by the college officials,
and we are thus able to lay the main facts in the
matter before our readers.
The history of the outbreak dates back about a

month. Before that time there had been about the
usual amount of sickness in the college, but atten-
tion was then specially drawn by the simultaneous
illness of seven students in a private boarding-house.
Examination revealed that the well from which
these students drank was polluted from an adjoin-
ing cesspool. Proi Cornwall analyzed the water
and found an excessive amount of albuminoid am-
monia and free ammonia.
An analysis of the water of all the wells and

springs from which the students drank was then
ordered. As a result ten more wells were shown to
be impure. By this time the disease had begun to
assert itself in the college buildings; some forty
students in all were attacked, but not all at the
college. Occupants of all of the buildings were
seized, the least number being in old Nassau Hall,
and the most in Witherspoon Hall, supposed to be
the most complete of all the college buildings.
An investigation was begun by the faculty, and

it was hoped prompt remedies would relieve the
prevalent alarm, when the deaths of three of the
patients created a panic, and so many of the stu-
dents' friends wrote requesting their return home,
that it was finallydecided to adjourn the term for a
month to allay the excitement and to permit re-
medial measures.

Princeton is distinctively a college town, and is
made up of the ooUege buildinga, the rcsidenoca^of

the faculty, a couple of hotels, and a moderate
number of private dwellings. There is no business
carried on in the place, except providing for the
wants of the students. The college buildings are
scattered about the grounds in picturesque confu-
sion, and are of all styles of arohiteoture, several
being of great antiquity. There are five buildingsm which students sleep—Nassau Hall, built in
1756

; East College Hall, erected in 1833 ; West
College Hall, erected in 1836; Re-union Hall,
erected in 1870 ; and Witherspoon Hall, erected in
1877.

Up to within a few years there were no sanitary
features in any of these buildings. The bedroom
slops were taken out by hand and emptied into
small cesspools near by, while water had to be car-
ried up in the same toilsome and primitive way.
Out-door privies were used and misused, and every-
thing about the sanitary arrangements was decided-
ly offensive and unsatisfactory.

Less than four years ago, water-closets were in-
troduced into all of the dormitories on the ground
floor only,while sinks were placed in each- hall-way
to supply water mainly for lavatory purposes. The
water came from a very pure and productive spring,
which is still the source of supply, while the waste
was carried into a twelve-inch sewer which ran
across the college grounds and down to a large cess-
pool, 1,200 feet distant, beside the railroad. This
cesspool was sixty feet long, ten feet wide, and
fourteen feet deep, with an overflow pipe at one
end; the bottom was open, and it was supposed
that the fluids would drain off in time. There
were two man-holes, tightly covered, but no venti-
lation either to the sewer or cesspool, except into a
brick flue in the Witherspoon building, and a gal-
vanized pipe which ran up the side of one of the

'dormitories, close to the windows, and which had
been cracked in several places by base balls or in
other ways.
The cesspool had never been cleaned^ and was full

to the brim. Possibly the sewer is also choked by
the deposit backing up. Yet this was the sole
receptacle for the sewage of some seven hundred
persons, amounting to several thousand gallons
daily. The drains from all of the dormitories con-
nected with this cesspool, as did those from the
University hotel.

In most of the buildings there was absolutely no
bar to the gases produced by decomposition in the
cesspool and sewer from entering the bed-rooms,
while the absence of ventilation for either the cess-
pool or sewer left no other exit for them. The
waste pipes were not carried above the roof, nor was
a single trap separately ventilated. The sinks
were incased in wood, and were used to throw
chamber slope in, and as urinals ; they were neces-
sarily offensive, particularly as the halls in some of
the buildings in which they were located had but
little light or ventilation. Even in the handsome
new Witherspoon Hall the arrangement was no bet-
ter ;

in each hall the sink, save an unventilated
trap, offered no barrier to the entrance of the cees-
pool air close to the doors of students' bed-rooms

;

and in this, the newest building, the amount of
sickness was greatest.

Despite the fact that, for weeks, disinfectants had
everywhere been abundantly used, the odor from
some of the fixtures was noisome in the extreme,
particularly in the west dormitory, where two of
the worst cases of sickness were found in rooms
opening on halls, in which the state of the fixtures
was but too suggestive of contagion.
Attempts are being made to trace the above out-

break to some primary cause, and to sift the cases
into specific classes of disease. But it is enough
for our purpose to show that the defective drainage
of these buildings at Princeton was sufficient to
have poisoned all who occupied them, and that it

is simply providential that so few suffered of the
many who were exposed. How the poison was first

intrcxiuced has not been explained fully, but how it

was spread is very evident.

Other colleges should take warning from this
experience, and at once have a thorough examina-
tion made of their buildings by experts to ascertain
if they are not also deficient in these matters. Im-
munity from such an outbreak should not by any
means be considered evidence of good sanitary
arrangements. It is better to shut the door before
the horse is stolen.

We are informed on good authority that no pains
or expense will be spared to correct all these deleots,

and taat the trustees of the institution propose to

avail themselves of the best expert advice. If they
do this, there is no doubt that the college will be
as healthy as any in the country.— 7^/4^ Plumber
and Sanitary Engineer.

Healthful Brick Residences—Hollow Walls.

The impression prevails to a large extent in Cali-
fornia that dwellings, school-houses, etc., erected of
brick must necessarily be more or less damp, and
therefore unhealthful. There are several causes
why this conclusion so generally obtains.

First, all bricks are absorbants of water and mois-
ture, and those used in former years in the con-
struction of the few residence brick buildings found
in San Francisco were especially so. But the brick
manufacturers of this coast are now producing
bricks that will compare in quality with those made
almost anywhere.

Secondly, the mortar used in euch cases has been
of a kind in keeping with the brick material, and
the mechanical execution of the work no better than
either. Consequentlv, with porous bricks, sandy
mortar, and badly filled joints, good solid walls are
out of the question. Every architect of experience
has seen walls, in part eras a whole, torn down, many
of the bricks taken from which have been scarcely
marked by the stain of mortar, except upon the
two larger faces, and their removal from the walls
as easy a matter as lifting them from beds of sand.
Wherever this state of things exists, it is not rea-
sonable to expect even moderately dry buildings or
walls.

But perfectly dry and healthful buildings can be
erected of brick, by using hollow walls, provided
they are properly erected ; and if the walls are
withal properly ventilated, they will afford the
most perfect and healthful means' imaginable for
ventilating the building. But theie ia a science
in building such walls, which if brought into prac-
tice will insure results of the most thoroughly sat-
isfactory character. We should be pleased to see
some of our enterprising citizens try the experi-
ment, and our word for it, if the right principles
are employed, the first test will demonstrate results
that will forever obliterate the prevailing notion
that dry and healthful residences cannot be erected
of brick in this city. But we caution owners not
to accept the statements of every one who may aft;

sert their knowledge of the art of building hollow .

walls. Many of the old books on architecture contain
illustrations of this class of work, and are good so
far as they go. But the old style of brick ties will
not meet the case on this coast, where rains some-
times continue for weeks together, and wooden ties

are a miserable substitute for brick. Non-corroding
metal of proper form is the best practical material
for this purpose, and this can be provided at mod-
erate cost.

Death of Stephen H. Williams.

It becomes our painful duty to notice the demise
of another worthy and good man, who in his life-

time performed well his part as a citizen and in his
family relations, and most worthily and honorably
aJB an arehiteot. He has passed away from the
vexations, trials, and disappointments of time, to
mingle in those scenes and conditions which are
and will ever remain mysterious and unknown to
those who tread the walks of human life on earth,
until passing through the scenes and circumstances
of death, each shall for himself learn and realize
the great facts and realities which lie beyond the
dark valley, through which each in his turn must
pass. The record which the late Mr. Williams has
left is as nearly without a stain or blemish as is

common to the oest of men. We have never heard
a reflection cast upon his integrity and sterling
honesty, and in his death the architectural profes-
sion looses one of its most esteemed and honored
members. Knowing well the high esteem in which
he was held by the profession generally, we but
express a sincere and general sentiment in saying
that we, in common with all other architects in
this city, extend to his bereaved family heartfelt

and earnest sympathies. Our personal acquaint-
ance with Mr. Williams dates from 1852, since
when we have known him intimately, and during
the period from then until his death, we know of

nothing that can possibly reflect discredit upon his

name or memory. __:ij___^

i H
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Meohanios' Lien Law.

In complianoe with requests from owners, archi-

teots, Dittterial-men and others, we present in this

issue a digest of the Mechanics' Lien Law, as it

now stands upon the statute books of this State.

There was no new lieu law passed as a whole by
the late Legislature, but the law of April lltb,

1872, was amended. The amendatory portion is

printed in italics

:

$ 1183. See. 1. Mtchanics^ material-men ^ arti-

sans^ architects and laborers of every class, perform-
ing labor upon or furnishing materials , to be used in

the construction^ alteration or repairs of any mining
claim, building, wharf bridge, ditch, fume, aqueduct,

tunnel, fence, machinery, railroad, wagon-road or

other structure, shall have a lien uton the property

upon which they have bestowed labor or furnished
materials, for the value of such labor done or mate-
rialsfurnished. This lien shall not be affected by the

fact that no money is due, or to become due, on any
contract made by the owner with any other party,

T— Sec. 2. Tliis Act shall take effect immediately.
^^

$ 1184. Provides that liens shall apply to lota and
premises " in any city or town, in front of whicn
grading, filling in, or otherwise improving the
same," shall be done at the instance of the owner.

% 1185. Provides that the lands upon which build-
ings etc., may be constructed, " together with a
convenient space about the same, or so much as may
be required for convenient use and occupancy
thereof, is also subject to the liens," Also in refer-

ence to lease-hold interests.

• #

^1186. ** The liens provided for in this chapter are
preferred to any lien, mortgage or other incum-
brance which"may have attached subsequent to the
time when the building, etc., etc., were com-
menced." The building or improvement may be
sold separately from the land, and the purchaser

Z^ have thirty days for removal of same, upon pay-
-zr. raent to the owner of the land reasonable rent for

its use, from the date of purchase to the time of re-

r~ moval. If removal is prevented by legal proceed-
ings, said thirty days to run from the final deter-
mination of such proceedings.

\ 1187. Provides, " Every original contractor,

:^ within sixty days after completion of his contract,
and every person, save the original contractor,
claiming the benefit of this chapter, must within

^^ thirty days after the completion of any building,
--'

_

improvement, etc., etc., file with the county record-
er of the county in which such property, or some
part thereof, is situated, a claim containing a
statement of his demand, after deducting all just— credits and off-sets," etc., etc.

.

$ 1188. Provides that where a lien covers two or
more buildings, etc., the amount due on each must
be specifically designated. Otherwise, the lien of
such claim is postponed to other liens, etc.

"
$ 1189. Provides the duties and fees of the re-

corder.

$ 1190. Provides that liens do not "bind any
building, etc., for a longer period than ninety days
after the same has been filed, unless suit be brought
in a proper court within that time to enforce the
same ; or, if credit be given, then ninety days after
the expiration of such credit ; but no lien continues
in force for a longer time than two years from the
time the work is completed, by any agreement to
give credit."

$ 1191. Provides for service of summons by pub-
lication.

% 1192. Provides that if an owner shall, etc.,
within three days after he obtains knowledge of the
commencement of work on premises owned by him,
*' post " a written notice in some conspicuous place
npon said land, or upon the building or other im-
provement situated thereon, he shall not be liable.

Note.—This provision applies only in cases where
improvements are being made by the lessee. The
owner of the laud cannot avail himself of this pro-
vision in the improvement of his own property

; and
further, unless he so notifies, his land is liable to
the lien for debts contracted by a lessee.

$ 1193. Provides that original contractors must,
at their own cost and expense, defend all lien suits
commenced by sub-contractors or other parties.
Owners may withhold all moneys due, while such
suits are pending, and until settled. Owners may
have recourse ujpon contractors to recover moneys
daid in excess of contract amount.

% 1194. Classifies liens.

$ 1195. Any number of persons—lienors—may
join claims in action.

% 1196. Provides that' the moneys of a contract
cannot be attached for indebtedness due in other
directions, outnide of those involved by the contract.

$ 1197. Creditors are not debarred by the pro-
visions of this act from proceeding against parties

liable, by civil suit.

The foregoing furnishes a correct general under-
standing of the law, as it appears in the statute
books, aside from its legal technical surroundings.
Statutes which sometimes appear plain enough to

the common mind, in their worded construction,
often present quite a different phase and meaning,
in passing through the ordeal of legal twisting and
construction, sometimes almost on a par with the
verdict of a trial jury, who having heard the testi-

mony in the case of a man indicted for stealing a
pair of leather breeches, returned a verdict—*' Guilty
of murder in the second degree." The court hav-
ing directed the attention of the jury to the char-
acter of the indictment, they returned to the jury-
room for further consideration of the case, and after
due deliberation, again appeared in court with

—

•' May it please your Honor, we can make no more or
less of it than murder in the second degree." We
therefore advise those who become involved in lien
diflBculties, not to attempt the management of their
cases, without the assistance of a thoroughly qual-
ified attorney ; and it should not be forgotten, that
lawyers, like architects, builders, doctors, etc., dif-

fer vastly in qualifications.

The force and effect of the law, as it now stands,
virtually nullifies all contract covenants-»nd agree-
ments between owners and contractors, as far as the
payment of moneys are concerned, in cases of de-
fault or neglect on the part of contractors to settle

all claims : that is to say, if the contractor fails to
pay all indebtedness created by him for labor per-
formed, or materials furnished, the owner of the
building, improvements, etc., etc., is held by and
under the law, bound to pay or satisfy all such in-
debtedness, although he may have paid the con-
tractor the full sum of contract, and hold his writ-
ten acknowedgment for the same.
Whether this written provision of law will be

sustained by the Supreme Court, should it be sub-
mitted to that tribunal for arbitration, is a question
for the future. But if owners .will act wisely, and
join contract only with reliable, responsible, and
honest contractors, they will have no occasion to
concern themselves about either the force, effect or
constitutionality of the lien law.
- Lien difficulties do not occur with financially
qualified contractors, but with that class who have
** nothing to lose and something to gain," however
much below proper value they may agree to per-
form contracts. And if owners, for the sake of try-
ing to economize cost, accept the chances which
hang over the letting of contracts to such parties,
in the face of the law as it now reads, they can only
blame themselves for any loss or difficulty that they
may experience.
As far as bonds are concerned, they afford an un-

certain protection to owners. In thousands of cases
in this city, they have proved valueless, and large
sums of • • good money ' have been expended in legal
pursuit of bondsmen, who, when they subscribe to
the bond, generally consider it "a mere form,"
without squarely accepting its obligations as bind-
ing upon themselves. Consequently, when issues
arise, and efforts to recover are made by owners, the
bondsmen seek escape from responsibilities through
technical or any other possible means ; and if over-
taken by a judgment, recovery is often impossible,
through apparent or positive inability, on the part
of the bondsman to pay.
The material questions that present themselves

are : is it within the power of a State Legislature,
under our form of government, to enact and give
legal effect to a law, the practical effect of which
annuls and destroys the conditions and agreements
of contracts made in good faith, and virtually an-
nuls and sets aside the common law of contracts ?
Can a party be compelled to pay to a third party,
with whom he has had no dealings, an indebted-
ness created by a second party without the knowl-
edge or consent of the first party, after having sat-
isfied and paid, in good faith, to such second party,
all moneys due for any purpose? The lien law
says, yes. We await the verdict of the court of
final resort.

Kitchen EUnks.

The above cut represents a kitchen sink, fitted up
as sinks should be, in all houses where sinks are

used. We refer particularly to the arrangement of

the doors. As a rule, the '

' x>ot closet
'

' under
sinks is provided with one narrow single door,

which leaves comparatively large spaces at each
side of the opening, difficult of access for cleaning,

and the cleaning process in such cases is less fre-

quently resorted to than it would be if access was
rendered easy. This can be accomplished by mak-
ing double doors, filling nearly the entire front, so

that when the doors are opened, every part of the
clodet can be easily reached and cleaned. It re-

quires great care and tidiness on the part of house-
wives and kitchen help, to "keep sinks sweet,"
and prevent the emission of offensive odor from
those most carefully fitted up; while, in the gene-
rality of cases, where no special regard has been
paid to the nicer considerations, strongly odor-
ous conditions are inevitable. The difference in

cost between a sink fitted up properly and a "dis-
ease breeder " is not sufficient to justify the econ-
omy in any case.

All medical and sanitary science bears testimony
to the fact that decaying animal and vegetable
matter—the agencies producing bad odors at sink*—
is fearfully detrimental to the health of those
thrown in constant contact with it.

-Pree to All.

The columns of this journal are open to all who
differ with us upon any subject presented. We
are too old in years and experience to assume that
we have passed the reef of human liability to err,

or for one moment to suppose that we have reached
the realms of thought where perfection reigns su-

preme. But this we do assure—that whatever of

error there may be contained in our columns will

be speedily corrected, as soon as attention is directed

thereto, and we are convinced of the error. We
will g^ve place to a reply in any case, when a mis-
take or wrong statement has occurred. It is our
desire and purpose to be fair, just, and correct in

all things, and do no person or subject any violence".

We therefore invite free discussion and criticism,

and again state that the columns of this journal

are at the service of all who desire to differ with us
upon any theory or subject, or who take exception

to anything at any time appearing in our columns.

MORTAIJTY OF MeN AND WOMKN.—^In a pepoft

on the statistics of English mortality, Mr. Welton
states that for the last 30 years more women have
survived to the high age of 75 to 80 than men.
The latter suffer more from diseases of the lung^,

heart and kidneys, and the lung diseases have lat-

terly increased in England.

LiMESTONK FOR DWELLINGS.—A Texan professor

has written a pamphlet to prove that cities built of

limestone are the healthiest in the world, and
never much visited by malarial diseases, including
yellow fever. The limestone is said to absorb car-

bonic acid arising from animal and vegetable de-

composition.
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The Temperature of the Sun.

.J'^i^^ ^^^"^ ^f*^^ ^^»6«/V?<r American .—On page

..?; 7°^i*"® *^^ '^"''® 26th, 1880, in the article
entitled "What is the Temperature of the Sun?"
I discover a singular error. Mr. Sawyer estimates
the diameter of the earth's orbit to be 190.000 000
raUes, and the diameter of the sun at 800,000 miles
«ie diameter of the orbit being 237.5 times the sun's
diameter. He thereupon computes the surface of the
imagmary hollow sphere of 190,000,000 of miles
diameter at 237.5 times that of the sun, instead of
usmg the cube of 237.5 as the multiplier. Correct-
ing this error, Mr. Sawyer's figures would make the
tcB^rature of the sun l,33y,648,437«, which will
hardly corroborate his first estimate, in which all
the sums on which he bases his calculations are as-

^w V. ' ^ O. E. Town.
Washington, D. C, June 21st, 1880.

To the Editor of the Scientific American .-—In your
paper of June 26th, 1880, there is an attempt to an-
swer this question.
By a comparison with that of the voltaic arc W

E. Sawyer finds the temperature of the sun to b^
* noteless than 12,000°, nor more than 50,000*
*ah. and then, in "another way," evidently
peculiar to himself, he obtains a similar result.
The other way, Mr. Editor, is unique ! Look at it

? l^^V ^ssuming the mean distance of the sun
to be 95,(K)0,000 miles, Mr. Sawyer proceeds to ob-
tain the diameter of the earth's orbit by doubling
its mean radius and adding 800,000. Why add the
diameter of the sun ? He evidently is not aware
that the linear distances of heavenly Uyii-- are
calculated from center to center.

\J:.f^l^\ "^"g^^^^gr the diameter of the earth's
6?bit to be that of a hollow sphere conoentric with
the sun he states that the surface of that sphere
would be 237.5 times the surface of the sun "
because, forsooth, " the diameter of the sun is con-
tamed in the diameter of the earth's orbit 237 5
times. Mathematics teaches that similar surfaces
vary as the squares of their homologous lines ; Wif^i
IS the surface of the hollow sphere will be to that
of the sun a. the square of 237.5 is to the square of
1, as 56,406.25:1. Now the heat from 1 square
foot of the sun's surface will be spread over^ 56 -

406.25 square feet of our assumed sphere, and its
intensity on 1 square foot must be less than 1-56406
of what It IS at the sun. If, then, we take the as-
sumed mean of 100° at the earth, the temperature of
the sun must be 5,640,625^ which corresponds more
with the figures of " those who have estimated into
the millions than with what W. E. Sawyer has
obeerred m electric temperatures. T.Robinson.
Washmgton, D. C, June 2l8t, 1880.

Patent Water-Closets.

A corr^pondent writes, asking whether it is pos-
Bible to find a patent closet, entirely safe, in a
solitary pomt of view, for use inside of buildingsWe answer, yes; there are several, each possesskijf
Its own special qualities and excellencies. But we
are not at Uberty to name any particular closet as
superior to all others. In our advertising columns
several dealers in and manufacturers of patent wa-
ter-closets speak for themselves. Call and examine
and judge for yourselves ; or, still better, take with
you a competent, intelligent, and disinterested
architect or plumber, and be governed by his ad-
vice. But a selection of the best closet is not the
only matter of necessity. Its proper and skillful
setting and fitting up is quite as important. This
can be done only by a competent, intelligent plumb-
er, who fully understands sanitary principles and
necessities. The defects complained of are as often
the fault of the plumbing work as of the closets
themselves.

Increase of Subscribers.

Sinw last issue, a large number of subscribers
have been added to our list. We hope this will
oontmue, and that in a short period of time the
number desired—Ten THOU8AND~will be fully
made up. We are anxious to demonstrate that an
architectural journal can be produced in San Fran-
cisco comparatively equal to any published in any
other city, and the helping hand of a generous
community is all that is needed to produce this
result.

Ho^r to Pay a Compliment.

To pay a high compliment is to tell the truth,
and to tell it as though you mean it. And the only
way to do that is to mean it. If a girl is pretty or
accomplished, if she plays weU, or sings well, or
dances well, or talks well ; in a word, if she pleases,why in the name of common sense shouldn't she be
told of i^t ? Don't blurt it out before everybody.
Ibat wUl only make her feel uncomfortable and
make you appear ridiculous. Say it quietly when
opportunity offers, but say it strongly. Convey
the idea distinctly and fully, so that there may be
no mistake about it. But don't do it " officially,"
Formality is about the coldest thing known. More
than one maiden has been madehappy— say for half
an hour—by a man's taking the trouble to say a
pleasant thing about a toUet that he liked, and
many of fashion's follies have been given up by
girls when they noticed a discreet silence concern-
ing them on the part of their gentlemen frienda A
bewitohing little black-eyed beauty once said to a
gentlenaan :

' I like to have you say sweet things
to me, it seems to come so easy and natural." In
general terms, it may be said that it is always bet-
tor to say an agreeable thing than a disagreeable
one; better for all parties, the gallant who, when
a young lady stepped on his foot while dancing, and
asked pardon, said, " Don't mention it ; a dainty
little foot like that wouldn't hurt a daisy," not
only told the truth, but doubtless felt more com-
forUbl© than the boor who, when his foot was
stepped on, roared out, " That's right ; climb all
over me with your great clumsy hoofs."

Successful Treatment of Tetanus.

Dr. John C. Lucas, in the Medical Times and Ga-
zette, strongly advocates the treatment of tetanus
by smoking Indian hemp. The leaves of the can-
nabis tndica are mixed with three or four times
their quantity of ordinary tobacco. Directly there
are indications of a spasm coming on, the fumes
are inhaled until the attack ceases. The patient is
then left quiet, but carefully watohed, so that the
pipe may be instantly handed to him on any ap-
pearance of the spasm returning. In this way the
patient is kept continuously under the influence of
hemp, day and night, nourishment being carefully
administered at the same time. The advantag^
claimed for this mode of treatment are these : 1st
The spasms are cut short ; 2nd. They reappear grad-
ually at longer and longer intervals ; 3rd. They
gradually become not only less frequent, but less
severe; 4th. This saves the patient's vital powers.
Mr. Khasligir, of India, has also treated five cases
of traumatic tetanus, all recovering by this method.

Discoveries at Pompeii,

An almost perfect house has been lately disen-
tombed at Ponapeil It is probably the best pre-
served of all the Roman dwellings hitherto discov-
ered. There are two atria and a very spacious
peristyle in the middle of which there is aiToma-
mental fountain. There is also a complete bath,
which must assist in clearing up some of the doubt-
ful points concerning the arrangement of Roman
baths. The paintings in the interior of the house
seem to have been executed with considerable taste
and they are in good preservation. Those on the
first floor, representing for the most part marine
animals, are especially interesting. The frescoes
also which are contained in the wings of the build-
ing are excellent representations of scenes from
ammal life. They are so admirably preserved that
they cannot fail te shed much light on the condi-
tion of painting among the Romans at the time,
although they also give evidence of the influence
of Ureek &xi.—Scientific American.

Fastest Time on Record.

Train No. 4 of the Pennsylvania Railroad re-
cently made the fastest run on record from Phila-
delphia to Jersey City. The train consisted of
locomotive No. 724 and two cars. Edward Os-
borne was the engineer, and Lewis Lilanoe con-
ductor. The train left Philadelphia at 12:51, and
Jersey City was reached at 2:24 p. m., the trip of
ninety miles having been accomplished in precisely
ninety-three minutes. Four stops were made, and
twice the tram was slowed up to cross bridges.—New York Sun. ®

Say-so's.
i

It is surprising to see with what industrious and
delicious avidity men will gather togtjther * yams"
and "say-so's, " and manufacture them into whole
cloth misrepresentations, for the purpose either of
injuring others or securing for themselves unde-
served advantages, or, still worse, for the mere
gratification of corrupt impulses, from which nei-
ther they nor others profit, while innocent parties
may be made to suffer. A lie is the filth of the
human tongue, and as mud or other polluted mat-
ter may be removed from the garments of men and
women, so may falsehood, by the whip of truth,
be brushed off. But it is difficult to prevent a stain
in either case. The lie may be wiped out ; but,
generally, it makes its mark upon the feelings of
those against whom uttered, if in no other form.
There is moral, if not legally criminal villainy in

every deliberately concocted untruth uttered, both
in the first guilty party—the originator—and those
who peddle around, as true, statements not known
to them as truthful

; and all attempts to qualify
false assertions by '*I heard so," ** They say so,^*
**It is reported around," ete., simply illustrates
the pusillanimity of those who do these things.
And those who skulk behind such gauzy defenses
are no better than the brainless parrot, whose
tongue has been trained to express blasphemous
words and sentences for the gratification of vicious
minds. No man should be permitted to escape con-
demnation who gives utterance to statements in
any part false. , In all matters affecting the reputa-
tion of others, tfte seal of silence upon the tongues
of honest men remains unbroken, until exact facts
are positively known. It is only knaves and sim-
pletons who give indiscriminate utterances to spec-
ulative and untruthful stories.

Guntek's Chain.—About the beginning of the
seventeenth century Edmund Gunter devised the
lineal measure called '<Gunter's Chain," to facili-
tate the measurement of land and the computation
of acreage. He made the chain consist of 100
straight links, each 7.92 inches long, in order that
square links may be at once converted into acres by
shifting the decimal point. For 7.92 inchea=.22
of a yard, and the scjuare of thi8='0484 of a square
yard^the 100,000th part of 4,840 square yards, or
of one acre ; so that square links are converted into
acres by dividing by 100,000, or by merely remov-
ing the decimal point five places to the left. C^^.-
A rectangular field measures 825 links by 430. How
many acres does it contain? 825 square linksX 430
354,750 square links. Now, one acre being 100,000
square links, the area just found, being divided by~
100,000, or what is the same thing, having a decimal
point inserted before the fifth figure from the right,
become 83.5475alcres, or 3 acres 2 roods, 7.6 perches,""
Ans.) Gunter s chain is the land surveyor's
instrument for measuring the distance between two
extreme points of a field. The hundred links into
which it is divided are joined by rings, and at every
tenth link, from each end to the middle, is attached
a notched piece of brass, that at ten links having
one notch, that at twenty links having two, eto.,
and that at fifty links, the middle of the chain,
having a plain circular piece of brass. For measur-
ing short side distances perpendicular to the maiu
line of measurement, a staff, usually ten links in
length, is used, called an offset staff.

—

Illustrated
Carpenter and Builder^ London.

D. J. SuTjLIVAN, a prominent builder of Bing-
hamton, died May 22d, of malarial fever contracted
at the Insane Asylum building, where he had been
making alterations and repairs. Malaria from an
old sewer that formerly extended underneath and
through the center of the building is thought to
have caused sickness of many of the men engaged
on the work, Three of them died. How many
other public institutions are in the same condition ?

We fear, too many.

In the Sanitary Record^ Dr. Notter argues the
necessity of choosing healthful sites for dwellings,
and shows that made soils are especially deleterious
as nurseries of zymotic diseases. He condemns
building on the banks of lakes or on the declivities

of hills, houses in such places being subject to
dampness. As a general rule, the most elevated
sites are the most sanitary and least exposed to the
visits of malarial complaints, while the vicinity of
a graveyard produces exhalations injurious to
health, especially in cities.

i If \'?
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* Gratifying.

Many of {He original articles written by ub, and
.first appearing in this journal, have been exten-
Bively copied in Eastern jouruals. This reference is
made, not from feelings of personal vanity, but as

-^ an evidence that the management of the /frj/ an{/
^_only architectural journal published on the Pacific
- Coast, has to some extent secured a good reputation
for San Francisco in the publication line. We have

^ heretofore stated that it would become the reprenen-
,^_i tative journal of the architectural and building in-

terests on this Western slope, and this is to a certain
extent substantiated by the fact stated. All that is
required to make it world-wide known, and gener-
ally appreciated, is a snflBcient number of yearly
Bubscribers. Give us these, and there need be
no fear of the other certainty, viz : that it will con-

- tain monthly, a vast amount of highly valuable and
instructive matter. Measures will keep pace with

_^means, and the faster and more freely the latter
comes to hand, the more vigorous will be the former.

- We present this month a set of deftigns worthy
the attention of owners who contemplato improv-
ing their property. In the erection of buildings,

it is the easiest thing ima&rinable for an architect

to vary the cost one hundred per cent. Owners
sometimes think themselves very smart in secur-

ing buildings at small cost, when, in fact, tJUey may
be paying full value or more for the builaing ob-

tainea. When money is spread out over quantity,

quality must suffer.

The plans and elevation ** A ** delineate a two-
story tenement, suitable for a 25-ft. lot. The base-

ment plans show four rooms, in two apartments,
closets, etc., and an alley-way of three feet. Buch
apartments meet the want of a class of persons who

^^ cannot afford better quarters. The main floor con-
—^ tains parlor, dining-roora, kitchen, two chambers,
"^^ bath-room, and excellent closet conveniences. The
^^ second floor, with its separate entrance, is the safne

as main floor, with the hall bed-room additional.

We have erected quite a number of this class cf— buildings, and we know of none that rent more
— readily, nor any that pay better, the cost ranging
= from $3,300 to $4,500, according to manner of con-
"~ structiun and character and style of , finishes. In

one case, the building cost $3,400, and before it

WHS completed, all the apartments were rented, at
a total rental of $103 per month, and this, too, on
a small street, but well "down town." They are
comfortable and convenient in arrangement, and
afford pleasant homes for persons of limited means

Plan and elevation "B" represents a desirable
one-story cottage, suitable f"df a '25-foot city lot,

leaving a 3-foot alley-way at one side—the building
being 22 feet wide. The plans show the arrange-
ment of rooms, halls, closets, etc. It can be built
at an expense varying from $1800 as a maximum,
according to manner of construction, and character

_:_ of materials, and finish used. The use or omission
'Z— of fancy iron cresting, simplification or elaboration~ of finish, etc., will, of course, affect the amount of

cost considerably. The bath-room is designed to
be lijfhted and ventilated by a skylight. If built on
a larger lot, or in the country, where there is no^ restriction in the amount of land occupied, the
dining-room may be enlarged by extension side-

— ways, or by bay windows, and the same on the op-
__.po8ite side, which would add to general outside ap-
— pearance, and increase conveniences. A hipped roof

might also be added.
Plans and elevation "C" represent a one-story

^ cottage, with parlor, dining-room, kitchen, two
— chambers, bath-room, store-room, and splendid

closet conveniences, with the further possibility of
making additional rooms in the "loft." We pre-
sent this as a model cheap plan, both in interior

—-arrangements and exterior design. At an increased
cost, improvements might be made, by extending
the hall through beyond the dining-room, extend-— ing the dining-room, by a projection, beyond the

. face of the side wall, and adding other bay win-—dows. But as it is, it b convenient, and the rooms
of good size. It is designed for a country residence,
or for a lot of say 50 feet frontage ; the greatest~ width of the building being 38 feet. Its cost will
vary from $3,000, according to manner of construc-
.tion and character of finish.

Preservation of BuUdinga from Fire.

A paper on ** The Great Fire of London in 1666;
its causes and results," was read at the last meet-
ing of the Manchester Scientific and Mechanical
Society by Mr. J. L. Savage, deputy superintend-
ent of the fire brigade, Manchester. He showed
that the fire was undoubtedly due to incendiarism,
an outcome of civil and religious commotion. Vast
as was the extent of the conflagration, the wonder
was that it did not extend further, when it was
remembered that the street^ of ancient London
were narrow and crooked, with many courts and
alleys, that the buildings were constructed largely
of wood, and had overhanging eaves and many
projections. So narrow were many thoroughfares
that persons in the houses of one side could shake
hands across the street with their neighbors on the
other side. The further progress of the firo was
largely checked by the existence of open spaces and
wider streets on the outskirts of the city, where
also there were many houses built of brick. The
only fire-extinguishing apparatus in existence at
that time, so far as he had been able to ascertain,

consisted of leather buckets and hand-squirts, three
inches in diameter and eigh teen-inch stroke, used
in the same way as ordinary syringes, whilst the
water supply was obtained from wells and the
dirtier part of the Thames. Mr. Savage asked
what benefit had resulted from the terrible lesson of

this fire. The introduction of brick walls generally,
but that was about all. The extent of the floor

area, numerous windows overlooking those of

other premises, hearths laid upon timber, and tim-
ber \9X^ i\4 tqp close proximity to flues, beams rest-

ing upon stone corbels instead of being put right
into the walls or upon pillars—all these things had
received too little consideration as sources of dan-
ger. He instanced the great fire in London in 1861
as illustrating, amongst other things, the danger of

the windows of one warehouse overlooking another
in close proximity to it, and the utter failure of

what was then considered the finest fire-proof

building in the world. In order to stop the spread-

ing of a fire from building to building in a con-
tinuous line whatever the contents, short of ex-
plosives, it was only necessary to have a well-built
party wall carried through the rooms up to and
three feet above the highest part of the roof. Then,
provided no timber was let into the walls or open-
ing made in it in any part, a fire in one building,
even if it was allowed to bum itself out, would not
do the slightest injury to the next. The placing of
the windows of one building overlooking another
should be avoided as far as possible. " A "-shaped
roofs should be discarded, and *'V "-shaped roofs

substituted, whilst he had a very strong objection
to Mansard roofs, which had a tendency to encour-
ajce the spread of fire to other buildings. A new
kind of building was coming into use made entirely
of iron and glass, with timber floors. For a
spinning-mill he had no objection to this kind of
structure if it had the unual brick floors, and if the
iron columns were well coated with plaster, because
in a spinning-mill there was not suflicient inflam-
mable material to heat the iron-work to a very
high temperature. He was perfectly aware that
in spite of what he or anyone else might say
buildings constructed largely of iron would become
more numerous. He would suggest to those who'
designed them the advisability of having plenty of
metal in the outside columns, which should be well
covered with plsister, and of hiving the roof made
of the flimsiest possible material, so as to allow the
fire to ascend straight into the air, little coming
through the windows, and so avoid igniting other
property. He said, in conclusion, he thought ar-
chitects would act wisely if they sometimes con-
sulted practical firemen in relation to the construc-
tion of buildings.

—

English Exchange.

Waxing Flocks.—The following Is a good re-

cipe for waxing floors, and the method of applica-
tion. Stir 25 parts of shredded yellow wax into a
hot solution of 12 parts of pearlash in soft water.
Keep the mixture well stirred until the efferves-

cence ceases, then remove it from the fire and stir

in 12 parts of finely-ground yellow ocher. It may
now be poured into cans to cool. When wanted for
use one part of it is dissolved in five parts of boil-

ing water. Apply warm with a paint brush. It
dries in a few hours, when the floor is polished with
a floor-brush, and afterward wiped with a woolen
cloth. It is said this wax coating, will last for six
months with ordinary use.

The Vesuvius Railway.

A correspondent of the Daily News supplies the
following account of the new railway. At the foot
of the cone of Vesuvius there is now to be seen the
new station of the railway which ascends to the
summit of the old crater, and in future will spare
the lover of natural phenomena a wearisome climb.
The station is situat^ on a level spot on the west
side of the mountain, about half an hour's walk
from the Observatory. As before, the traveler
must reach the Observatory from Ilesina by carriage
or on horseback, but he need not dismount or leave
his vehicle until he has arrived at the new station,
to wjiich the broad road has been continued. The
constructors of the railway have adopted the
American double iron rope system. There are two
lines of rails, each provided with a carriage divided
into two compartments and capable of holding six
persons. While one carriage goes up the other
comes down, thus establishing a counterpoise which
considerably economizes the steam of the stationary
traction-engine. The incline is extremely steep,
commencing at forty degrees, increasing to sixty-
three deg^rees, and continuing at fifty degrees to the
summit. Every possible precaution has been taken
against accident, and the railway itself is protected
against possible flows of lava by an enormous wall.
The ascent will be made in eight to ten minutes,
while before it required from one to two hours. To
obtain the necessary supply of water, large covered
cisterns have been constructed, which in winter
will be filled with the snow that often falls heavily
on Vesuvius. This snow will be quickly melted by
the internal heat, and, besides the water thus ob-
tained, the frequent rainfall will also be conducted
into the cisterns. An elegant cafe-restaurant ca-
pable of accommodating a hundred persons will be
attached to the station. Above the entrance to the
latter is an ample terrace supported on columns,
whence an enchanting view is obtained not only of
the Gulf of Naples, but also of those of Baie and
Ghieta, each dotted with its islands, while to the
north spreads the luxuriant plain of Caserta,
bounded by the distant Apennines. Though the
iron road may take away some of the poetry and
adventure connected with an ascent of the fiery

mountain, it must not be imagined that the charm
of risk will be entirely lost. On reaching the top
there is still the new and smaller cone to be ascend-
ed, and no longer ago than last Sunday an
acquaintanoe of mine was there nearly struck"
down by a large block of glowing lava, which fell

at his side with a terrible noise. With a very little

extra exertion of his strength the Titan Vesuvius
can at once put an end to all our puny attempts at
conquest, and destroy in an hour the labor of
months. For the sake of the enterprising origin-
ators of the new railway, let us hope that this may
never be the case.

Poverty and Health.

Poverty is repugnant to every sentiment and feel-

ing of human nature, and every being that lives,

desires and seeks to rise above its humiliating
levels. But its severest inflictions, its greatest pri-
vations and restrictions, modified bv good, sound,
robust health, are preferable to the possession of the
wealth of worlds, if to gain and possess them, aches,
pains, and prostration of body and mind, and en-
feeblement of intellectual and physical energies are
to be endured, in which all that makes life desira-
ble fades away in the shadows of unrealized hopes
and ambitions. Far better to draw the lines of con-
tented life straight and sharp, and walk by them,
studying and practicing in social and business life

those rules of right, moderation, and <Jontentment,
which lead to pleasant bowers, when time and ad-
vanced age shall have changed to silvery whiteneat.
the raven locks of youth.

Questions and Answers.

We shall take pleasure in answering all questions
propounded, to the best of our abilities, upon all

matters arid subjects architectural, mechanical,
scientific, legal, in reference to building interests.

Mechanics' Lien Law, and all others pertinent to
the character of this journal. We shall use all le-

gitimate means to render it worthy the exceptional
support so generously extended, and to increase its

value and interest to all concerned.
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Underpimilng "Wall.—Who is Responsible ?

"^ In the April number of this journal, in answer to

T. J. W., we presented what we supposed to be the
law in reference to the underpinning of buildings,

next adjoining contemplackMJ ^3[iAT improrerxienta.

The opinion then expressed, was based upon and in

Btri.it accordance with the city ordinance regulat-

~=lng the matter, and was so far correct. Since then,
our attention has been directed to the following de-
cision of the Supreme Court, which materially
changes the aspect of the case, if the findinj^ is

final and complete as applying to all similar cases.
In 1875, the question of liability in such cases came
before the Fourth District Court, in the case of
Zeile r. Hood. The defendant. Hood, caused cer-
tain excavations to be made on his lot, next adjoin-
ing the property of the plaintiff. The depth at no
place equaled fourteen feet. Hood gave notice to
Zeile to underpin his wall, which he, Zeile, refused
to do. Hood proceeded with his excavation, and
placed temporary supports under the wall of Zeile 's

building, simply sufficient to prevent the fall of
said wall—presuming that the city ordinance made
it oblige tory on Zeile to take care of and underpin
his building. Zeile commenced action to recover
the full cost of underpinning, and Hood filed a
oro88-oomplaint for $155, the amount of cost for
temporary supports. The court found as follows :

Ist. That plaintiff and defendant were the own-
ers of the respective properties.

2nd. That the excavation made deprived plaint-
iff of the support of the adjacent lot, endangered
the safety of his, plaintiff's, building, and rendered
the underpinning of the wall, to the depth of de-
fendant's excavation, a necessity. That defendant
did erect partial, but not sufficient, supports under
said wall. That defendant did not use proper care
in making his excavations, and failed to take pre-
cautions to sustain the land and building of the
plaintiff. That the defendant having refused to
underpin, the plaintiff was compelled to do so at a
cost of $410.50. The court found as a conclusion
of law, that plaintiff had been damaged in said
amount of $410.50, and is entitled to recover. De-
fendant is not entitled to recover upon his cross-
complaint. Judgment entered April 19th, 1875.
Affirmed by the Supreme Court August 5th, 1878,
under sec. 832 of Civil Code.
This decision appears to settle the question, that

the city ordinance, which provides that where exca-
vations are made to a depth not exceeding fourteen
feet, the owners of adjoining properties must un-
derpin and protect their own premises and buildini^s,
is a dead letter. But it do«} not, to us, appear plain,
that the vital point in issue has been finally and
fully determined by this decision.

Section 832 Civil Code, reads :

(1) ** Each coterminous owner is entitled to the
lateral and subjacent support which his land re-
ceives from adjoining land, (2) subject to the right

of the owner of the adjoining land, to make proper
and usual excavations on the same, for purposes of
construction^ (3) on using ordinary care and skill,
and taking reasonable precaution to sustain the
land of the other, and (4) giving previous reason-
able notice to the other, of his intention to make
- '"--excavation." *~*^

Clause ( 1) of section 832 gives certain conditional
rights to "coterminous owners," which conditions
are expressed in clause (2), with the restrictions ex-
pressed in clause (3). The only question of doubt
that appears, is in this particular part of the sec-
tion, as to what is meant by "taking reasonable
precaution to sustain the land of the other." Is it
a fair construction of the English language, to say
that it means that the party excavating shall build
a brick wall under his neighbor's building? The
section clearly defines that the party excavating,
shall enjoy certain rights, for certain specific pur-
poses; and so long as he does not exceed these, we
fail to see by what system of logic or legal reason-
ing, responsibilities not expressed can be imposed.
Clause (4) certainly supports this view of the case,
by its requiring a reasonable notice of intention. Why
this notice, if no responsibilities rest upon the party
notified ? Is not the notice intended as information
to him, that a certain something is about being done,
which will require his attention? If the whole
responsibility rested upon the party excavating, it

would simply remain for him to proceed with the
work, and protect and underpin the adjoining prop-
erty, without any notice to or interference from
any other party, he alone being responsible, under
this view of the case, for all consequences. We,
therefore, presume that the defendant in the case
quoted, did not use ''ordinary care and skill'' in
making his excavations, and this fact resulted in
the finding as reported. Unless it be conceded that
" taking reasonable precaution to sustain the land of
the other^^^ is intended to mean something, not by
any means clearly expressed in any part of the law
cited, to wit : the erection of a brick, stone, or some
other description of wall, under the building owned
by the other party.

A Good Trap.

A sample of "Garland's Improved Trap, for wash
basins, sinks," etc, etc., has been left at this office.

It is well recommended to us by plumbers who have
used it, and in our opinion is a secure preventive
against sewer gas. It proposes entire safety in the
event of syphonage, or the emptying of the trap of
water by evaporation. This device is of California
invention, and as we have heretofore stated in this
journal, we shall from time to time notice with
pleasure all inventions of California origin upon
their merits, without any disposition to "puff"
any ; and we hope that our patrons will so under-
stand us. This trap is strongly indorsed and ref

-

ommended by many leading architects and pi urn b-

ANcraNT Remains Found in Rijssia.—The Cher-
sonesus appears still to be rich in antiquities, not-
withstanding the explorations and plunderings that
have taken place by Huns, Tartars, and Cossacks
durmg hundreds of years. In this city the Hermit-

,

age contains a very interesting and valuable collec-

I

tion of costly relics, many of them in gold, beautiful
specimens of Greek art, found in some of the tombe
in the neighborhood of Kertch. Among the choic-
est are the laurel leaves of the finest gold which
adorned the victor's brow, with other objects, carry-
ing the observer back to the every-day life of the
period. In the tomb of a woman were found the
very box of vermilion and the stencil with which
the owner added to her charms some 2,000 years
ago, her " household gods " buried with her, and
now unburied, showing that the customs of the fair
sex of twenty centuries past were identical with
modern times in the matter of outward adornments.
It appears that valuable treasures are yet to be ob-_
tained in this rich field of antiquities, as will be
seen from the details of very costly gold ornaments
that have just been discovered by the fortunate di-
rector of the Kertch Museum. He found, in the
early part of September, near the road between
Temruk and the station of Sennaia, a tomb of the
third century before the Christian era, in the reign
of Persidas II (?), King of the Bosphorus. The
tomb must have been that of a highly-born damsel.
It was found to contain a gold collar of the thick-
ness of an ordinary lead-pencil, in one piece, orna-
mented with a lion's head at each end ; a gold
crown, an inch wide, the outer part formed of rings
linked together and ornamented with fine stones

;

in the center is a swan, with Cupid on its wings
;

gold earrings, with two pomegranates of oval form

,

and a small piece of malachite in the center
; a gold

chain, with figures of a sheep's head at the ends ;

gold earrings, with pomegranates ; a very heavy
chain ; i^arrings of a very fine workmanship

; two
bracelets of heavy work ; a round gold brooch and
pin, representing Venus holding Cupid in her arms

;

four gold leave^ a pearl collar with clasp, amulets,'
three very small gold rings, a silver flagon, a silver
lachrymatory, a silver vase, cup, silver spoon, re-
mains of silver articles, and a tooth of the young
sill.—Journal of St. Petersburg,

TIarthqtiake Warnings

era.

In a recent lecture on the possibility of foretell^pg
earthquakes. Professor Palmieri expressed the belief
that by means of seismographic stations, telegraph-
ically connected, for registering and reporting pre-
liminary earth-tremblings, it would be possible
to foretell earthquakes just as temix»8t>» are now
foretold, and to i8aue warnings to threaton^xi dis-
tricts about three days in advance. He did not ex-
pect to live to see such a system in operation, but he
hoptni, and in a me^Hure expected, that posterity
would be benefits! by its universal and permanent
establishment.
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Review of the Bulletin** • Wo. 3 of the Series."
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That motives and purposes underlie every intel-
^ ligently performed act and expression of mankind,

in all the relationships of life will not be disputed
by any one.
Those expressed by the Bulletin, in couneotion

with its "series of plans for cheap buildings,"
;^ which proposes to assist persons upon whom only

the dews, not the copious showers, of wealth have
descended, to secure homes for themselves at about
the cost of the unwrought materials, would certainly
deeerve commendation, and receive the approval
and indorsement of architects and builders gener-

_, »lly, if the propositions were fair and right, or at
.
- >11 oonsisteut or within the range of facts or honest

- ^possibilities.

izr^ In depressed general trade and commerce, goods
and merchandise, and even lands and houses, may— be purchastid at an *' awful sacritioe,"—far below

~^ ^aotual cost ; but in the erection of new buildings
^-^-there is a substantial value in every foot and pound

of material required in their construction, and a
proper compensation due for every hour of labor
employed. And any project which in effect seeks
to dtamoralize legitimate trade and mechanical op-
erations, and reduce them to non-paying systems,
is unwise and destructive to the common interest
of all concerned.
^ It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that the
unwritten motives of the Bulletin have led it into an
arrangement to produce a series of plans and speci-
fications which, whatever the motives of the Bulle-
tin may be, are delusive in character and merit, and
particularly so in reference to stated cost.

__ In the April number of this journal we reviewed
the *• first of a series," fairly showing inaccuracies
in the plans and discrepancies in the figures ; and
in the June number, in reply to the criticisms of
the Pacific Land Journal and L. S. Gazette, referred
to "number two of series," in both cases plainly
stating that the sums mentioned were not intelli-

gently estimated values, for no sane man understand-
ing the value of building materials and workman-
ship would announce Any such statement as the
result of his correct estimates of the cost of the
buildings suggested by the plans and specifications.

The issue we make with the Bulletin in this mat

•

J -^

I
**

ter is in allowing its columns to be used for the
promulgation of representations and statements
which are at variance with established and indis-
putable facts, and the eflFect of which is to create
erroneous impressions and corrupt the minds of
property owners, particularly those of limited
means, in reference to the proper value and cost of
buildings.

While it would be generous to assist owners of
lots with small bank accounts to secure homes for
themselves at light cost, that assistance should
come from other sources than being ground out of
men, who, poorer than those for whom they labor,
earn their daily bread by the sweat of their brows,
and year after year toil on, with nothing beyond a
mere living to claim as the result of each twelve
months' hard work. In this view of the case, we
invite perusal of *' The Building Business and
Builders in San Francisco

^

'

' appearing in another
portion of this journal.

The Bulletin having so liberally extolled the su-
perior qualifications of its architect, and pronounced
his productions models of correctness and excellence,
we shall, without the slightest personal feeling or
jealousy toward Mr. Pelton, review and criticise
his plans, specifications and figures, and leave the
question of his qualifications as an architect to the
judgment of the intelligent readers of this journal
and the Bulletin.

In his "letter" accompanying the plans, Mr.
Pelton says: "The accompanying plan (No. 3 in
the series) has an area of 1,256 feet." But the cor-
rect figures show the following, viz.: Parlor section
and hall, 18 ft. by 13 ft. equals 234 ft., from which
deduct 6 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. for the recesses in front of
front entrance, and there remains 213 feet. Dining-
room section, 22 ft by 12 ft. equals 264 feet ; and
kitchen section, 10 ft. by 13 ft., equals 130 feet, or
a correct total area of 607 feet, instead of about
1,256 feet, as stated by Mr. P. The area of a build-
ing is determined by the number of square feet of
ground covered by the construction. The area of
second floor is the same as that of main floor, less

130 feet off for kit<;hen section, or a total of 477
feet, which gpives for the two floors an area of 1,084
feet, so that if it shall be claimed that the 1,256 is

intended as the area of the two floors, still an error
of 172 feet exists in Mr. P.'s figures; nor can the
discrepancy be qualified by the use of the term
*' about'' 1,256, as it is the easiest matter imagina-
ble for any intelligent architect or builder to arrive
at the net and correct measurement of a square or
rectangular figure or building. There is no special
fatality, however, about this error of measurement,
except its forcible illustration of the capacity and
qualification of the party making it, as an architect.
The quantity of flooring required for the building

is set down at 1,200 feet. The rule of calculation
for one-inch or seven-eighths flooring, is to add
one-fifth of surface measurement for 6-inch flooring,
and one-fourth for narrower widths. In this case,
6-inch widths are specified, consequently, one-fifth
of 1,084 feet—that being the true area of the two
floors—added to the sum of area feet, determines
the number of feet of flooring to be 1,301. We
make no allowance for stair-wells, etc., leaving
thena to make up for the flooring of porches, for
which no special allowance is made.
But for the sake of argument, and for the pur-

pose of testing the correctness (?) of the learned
architect's figures and calculations, let it be ad-
mitted that the area is really 1,256 feet With this
area as a basis, then the quantity of flooring re-
quired for the main floor would be 1,256 feet, with
one-fifth added, equal to 1,507 feet. Then the area
of second floor, being just 130 feet less than main
floor, would leave it« measurement 1,126 feet, to
which add the proper one-fifth, and the result shows
1,351 feet, or a total in the two floors of 2,858 feet,
instead of 1,200 feet as stated in the estimate.
These figures are ridiculous in fact, but they are
fair deductions from Mr. Pelton 's statements. If
the porches and steps are claimed as part of the area
measurement, they add 4x10 for rear porch, eijuals
40 feet ; 6 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. for front porch, equals 21
feet ; 3x5 for front steps, equals 15 feet ; and 3x4 feet
for rear steps, equals 12 feet ; or a total of 88 feet
area for outside constructions, which added to the
area of the plan, 607 feet, equals 695 feet as the
greatest area that can be reached.

/Ridiculous.—The specifications say :
** Roof-raft-

ers to be 2x4 inches, and 16 inches from center to
center and BRIDGED in the center, with
2x3 herring-bone bridging, to be fixed, etc. Com-
ment is unnecessaiy.

'* Side-nailed'^ flooring is a new feature of nail-
ing which we should like some one to define.
"Secret-nailed," "blind-nailed," "tongue-nailed,"
"face-nailed," "top-nailed," "through-nailed,"
are all well understood terms; but ''side-nailed''
floors is new.

Stairs.—1^-inch wall and face strings are never
used, except in very good or costly buildings, and
not always even in the better class of residences.
In the class of buildings before us, 1^-inoh wall
and \ faoe strings of redwood is the rule. Sugar
pine, white cedar, and "hard woods," etc., are
sometimes used

; but we have never seen Oregon
pine, as specified, employed in any case for strings
of ordinary inside stairs of dwellings. There is no
probability that Mr. P. intended either the kind or
thickness of lumber specified for stair strings.
Stairs built as specified would be much more costly
and in no way intrinsically better than thousands
of flights of stairs erected of redwood in better
buildings in San Francisco. The unusual, extraor-
dinary, and excessive "strings" specified are decid-
edly in contrast with 2x3 inch carriages, treads,

\\ inches thick, and 6-inch newell. "^ Fixed and
glued" i3 good. External finishes, ''fixed and fin-

ished," and "Put molded redwood gutters to the
eaves of the shingle roof, fixed with proper fall to
down spout," is excellent, if not explicit. Win-
dow finishes "fixed and finished as shown ;" " fan-
light over front ^oox fixed;" "bath-tub properly
framed and fixed ; " sink " properly framed and
*

'fixed ; stoops "fixed and finished," appear by the
specifications to be contemplated "fixed" conclu-
sions.

Plastering the "walls, partitions, and ceilings
internally'' is something new. We do not under-
stand exactly how it is done ; but we are willing
to learn. 1^-inch laths are used in good buildings,
but not often in cheap dwellings, and never when
expensiveness is a consideration. 10,000 1

J -inch
laths are consumed, to one hundred of any other
width.

Bath-tubfl lined with No. 12 zinc is an exception
in cheap houses. " Two-inch lead waste pipes"
are unusual, extraordinary, and unnecessary, and

we question whether any of such size have ever
been used in this city, in the class of houses under
consideration, nor have we any idea that their use
was contemplated by Mr. Pelton.
The specifications say, "lay on cold water from

the tank to the boiler, bath-room, sink, etc., with
J-inch galvanized iron service pipes," etc.—thus
inferentially intimating that there is to be a boiler
in the building ; but nowhere in the specifications
is a boiler specifically called for, and a majority of
plumbers would refuse to fumiwh and sot a boiler,
as being included in the specifications. And as a
proposition of law, we contend that a plumber
oould not be compelled to furnish and set a boiler as
being one of the items called for by the specifications.
The pretentious appearance of No. 3 of the series

fairly indicate inside blinds to at least a portion of
the windows, but none are specified.
Graining and varnishing on two coats of paint

is the most incomplete and shoddy finish that can
be conceived, and the cost of an additional coat of
paint would be so trifling, that the proposition is
singular, in view of the excess indulged in thick-
ness of stair strings, unusual size of waste pipes,
etc., specified.

We have thus hastily criticized some of the prom-
inent items of specifications, because of their great
inconsistency and unusual character, and so at
variance with well-regulated customs and practices
as to lead to the conclusion that the party so speci-
fying either does not possess an intelligent under-
standing of their relative value in house construc-
tion, or that they are specified for effect's sake,
without any serious intention to enforce their use,
should the erection of such a building come under
his supervision, which will never occur at the cost
stated, under contract with any builder of ordinary
intelligence.

" The laborer is worthy of his hire,*' " Pay what
thou owest," " Be honest," " He that provides not
for his own household is worse than an infidel,"
are all righteous truisms ; but the man who under-
takes the erection of a building, according to the
plans and specifications for "No. 3 of series," at
Mr. Pelton 's estimated cost, will find that he will
have nothing for his hire, will not be able to
pay his bills, cannot be honest, nor be able to
provide for his family, unless he appropriates to his
own uses a portion of the contract money, without
regard to the payment of his obligations.
We think the Bulletin is committing serious

errors in this connection. First—it is an error to
excite or lead people to believe that they can secure
results not within the range of possibilities, except
at a sacrifice and loss to others. Secondly—it is a
great wrong toward those whom professedly it is
intended to benefit, to induce them to enter into
arrangements contemplated by its " series of plans,

"

at the asserted cost ; for if there is any one who
would agree to build such houses for the sums
named, particularly No. 3, it will be with the
intent and design to throw the material together in
the least workmanlike manner, and pocket what-
ever of contract moneys they might be able to
secure, leaving the misguided and deluded owner
to settle the unsatisfied bills, from which owners
cannot now escape, under the provisions of the Me-
chanic's Lien Law of this State (see same elsewhere
in this issue.) Those who own lots, and have
money in hand or on deposit in any amount, are
better "fixed" financially than those who possess
neither lands nor money; and we cannot too
strongly condemn any proposition, which, in effect,
seeks to demoralize mechanical operations, and
withhold from hard-working men a just recompense
for their labor.

We have had several competent, good mechanics
figure the value of No. 3 of series, and the lowest
estimate is $2,056, presuming the work to be done
in a good, substantial, workmanlike manner, with
No. 1 materials. This contemplates no more than
fair, plain work, omitting some of the unusual and
unnecessary things mentioned in the specifications.
It might be possible to contract its erection by some
"cheap man," in a sham and "slop-shop" man-
ner, for, perhaps, fifteen to sixteen hundred dollars,
or even for the figures of the estimate, as the lien
law now stands

; for material-men can now afford
to sell material to irresponsible parties, upon the
security of a contract, as the law plainly declares
that an owner, or rather his property, shall be liable
for all debts contracted for material and labor in
making improvements, it matters not by whom
purchased or employed.

THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW. 69
Everybody's ColmniL

We have received so many letters of inquiry in
regard to matters outside of our own special busi-
ness, as well as those pertaining to our particular
mterests, that we have concluded to devote a col-
umn, or whatever space may be necessary, to the
answers of our correspondents. We hope our nu-
merous patrons will be pointed in their questions

;

concise in the language used ; write distinxjtly; give
their full name and addrese, also, if they prefer to
have their name given, and if not the "alias"
they use, to be written distinctly. As this column
IS open to all, we shall endeavor to answer any
question
manner.

given to us, in a plain and intelligible

AN8.--The pins are stuck in papers, as we see them,by machinery, which picks them out of a miscel-
laneous pile, counts them, and inserts them in the
paper ready for the market. The first part of the
process is performed by a sort of coarse comb, which
IS thrust into the heap and gathers up a pin in each
of the spaces between the teeth.

Pardon Us.

Ed.

—- Ed. AKCHITKCT.—We have lately started a society
for the purpose of mutual improvement ; the first
qneetion upon which arose quite a
opinion was :

" Which is the most
meULj. '

' What is your opinion ?
Stockton, July 1st. D. K. C.

difference of
useful of all

38]

_A«a.~-Iron vessels cross the ocean,^ Iron engines give them motion •"

Tr~ Iron needles northward veering.
Iron tillers vessels steering

;

Iron pipe our gas delivers.
Iron bridges span our rivers

;
' Iron pens are used for writing.

Iron ink our thoughts inditing

;

-— Iron stoves for cooking victuals.
Iron ovens, pots, and kettles

;

Iron horses draw our loads.
Iron rails compose our roads

;

Iron anchors hold in sands,
Iron bolts, and rods, and bands

;

J

Iron houses, iron walls,
Iron cannon, iron balls;
Iron axes, knives, and chains,
Iron augers, saws, and planes

;

Iron globules in our blood.
Iron particles in food

;

Iron lightning rods on spires,
Iron telegraphic wires

;

Iron hammers, nails, and screws.
Iron everything we use.

We would simply add that the above-mentioned
. metal is worth more to the world than all the other
jnetals combined.

Ed. ARCHii-Ecrr.—I want toTcnow what a pound_ of fine gold is worth. Also, if you have the statis-_ti(» at hand to give, so I can compare the price of
_ gold with other metals ; if you will be kind enough
_ to give them to me, I will give you the thanks of a

o . ^ ,
Stranger, but a Subscriber.

Santa Rosa, June 29th, 1880
/_

'

_^__AK8.—One pound (Troy) of fine gold in Stan-
dard coin $248,062

good iron .04
bar steel 17
inch screws i,(X)
steel wire $3 to 7!oO
sewing needles 14.00^ books $20 to 50.00
jewel screws for
watches

hair springs for
American watches.

•«

<«

u
•4

«•

«

(4

U
4(

l(
3,500

The above statements
oarefol valuations. Want
from giving more.

$16,000

are based on actual and
of space precludes us

--Mr. Editor.—Why can't I get a good knife.
Bought several lately, but the edge keeps wearing
off as fast as I can put it on. Why is it P

Countryman, Petaluma.

-«^8.—Mr. Countryman can get a good knife if
he will only pay what a good knife is really worth.
Cheap knives are made of soft iron covered with a
•uperficial coating of steel. When we use such
knives, we soon wear through this crust, and find
metal beneath which will take no edge. This
termed ^ajr-hardening.

IS

Mr. ARCHiTEcr and Butldkr.—How are
stuck in paper so nice and even. I don't see
they do it, do yon ? Now please answer.

Lin-LE Sissy, Oakland.

pins

how

ARCHiTBCruRAL Rkview.—I see in your last

^V^A I' .
^.^'"'''^ mechanic is supposed to put on

J.OOO shingles in a day's work, and to have them
wellput on. I have taken an eastern paper for along time

; and I will take exceptions to G H Sand say that a man that puts on 2,600 a day. and
every shmgle well nailed, is doing as much as any
competent mechanic is expected to do. Will you be
kind enough to giveme^^wr opinion on the subject ?

"
'••

• - • L. N. J.. S. F.
-Ajjs.—We gave our answer

« 1 4.
• - TTT ,

to this question in
our last issue. We do not think that the average
of mechamcs will put on over 2,500 ; as their pride
will not allow them to " slap " them on for the sake
of showing a big day's work.

Ed. Cal. Architect.—Knowing you of old, andknowing you to be a practical mechanic, we have
sent you a (luestion to answer. You know we old
'Uarfs " will have arguments during lunch hours.We disputed about the best kind of .

, , ., oil to use on
our carpenters oU-stone. Seven of us, and no two
of us used the same material. Will
enough to give us an answer ?

you be kind

Seven Old Chums, S. F.
Ans.—Be sure and buy sl good stone, and then use

glycerine, takmg care (as always ought to be doneno matter what you use) to wipe the stone dean
after using.

We hope that none of our patrons will feel an-noyed at our oft-repeated importunities in reference
to subscriptions to this journal. All must know
that greater enterprise and perfeotness can only be
assured or brought about by a sufficient and sus-
taining number of subncribers. And we press the
argument, that it is to the interest of every present
patron to secure us as many additional subscrip-
tions as may be possible, for as every pledge so far
made has been kept and performed, just as certainly
will the promise be fulfilled, that, with the inoreaiK)
of subscriptions, large improvements will follow.We have been credited with "great energy " and
respectfully reply that it has required all the force
and power of mind and will to surmount the many
obstacles that lay in our way, at and since the com-
mencement of our journalistic work. But we have
so far straightened out crooked things, and smooth-
ed rough places, that the future looks cheerful and
encoiiraging, requiring only the earnest effort of
friends and patrons to make triumphant success a
certainty.

.^-^..^ -^-^ -r^^^

Market Report.

Ed. Cal.
A . 1^

ARCH1TECT.--My mother, the other
day, told me her ring was 18 carats fine. What
did she mean by carat? Questioner, San Pablo.
ANS.—The name is derived from the name of a

bean which, when dried, was formerly used in
weighing by the diamond merchants of India It
IS equal to four grains, Troy.

We have been asked several times by mechanics
during the past month, ' • if there is any other way
to find the hypothenuse of a right-angle trianirle
sides being equal, besides the old way of the squar^
root of the sum of the squares of the two sides."We would answer, that there are several differ-
ent ways to solve this problem. But the most
simple as well as correct, is the following, which
can be applied in obtaining the length of any brace •

Multiply the length of one of the sides by the dec-
imal 1.4142. The answer will give you the leuifth
of your brace. This rule will work up to 1 000
feet, at which figure you will only find your brace
one-eighth of an inch short. Remember, this rule
will only apply to a

"

equal sides.

But few changes have been made in the price of
building materials since our last issue. The price of
nails seem to be steadily on the decline from the al-
most ' fancy price " of a few months ago. Quota-
tions will show a decline of about 75 cents per keg.
Doors, sashes, blinds, etc., remain about the same,
with a tendency in favor of the buyer. There has
been quite a demand for painting materials, but
prices have not changed.

Oregon Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet . ..$18 00
" 40 to 50 " "

19 00
50 to 60 '» *' .... 20 00
60 to 70 '* •«

" 60 to 80 * •* ]'/,[

Refuse Rough
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.
No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping .... ».-'.^v,7V»-.Vr^. . . . per M feet. . .

.

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring per M feet ...

.

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, perM feet

t€

({

21

2f
14

00
00
00

30 00

right-angle triangle, with

Ed. Archii-ect.—a few months ago, I had „
well eighty-five feet deep dug for me. Being busy
at the time, I could not remove the surplus dirt. I
find, already,

-''•'•

Ship Plank, rough per M feet . . ..
*•

planed 1 side "

:^- planed 2 sides .. . "
Deck Plank, rough **

"
dressed **

*'*'

Laths poy M

_
the dirt last taken out, is covered

vrith plants and grass, different from any I have
ever seen, and it has grown remarkably fast. Now
there has been no grain of any kind any where near
the well, for over ten years. Can you, or any of
your scientific readers, tell me why grass and plants
should commence to grow on soil taken eighty-five
feet below the ground. Subscribing Farmer.

Los Angeles Co.

Ans.—The popular impression seems to be that
such plants and grass must have sprung from seeds
that have been buried in the earth for indefinite
periods. Will some of our farmer subscribers, give
us their views on this question.

Redwood.

Rough

Building to Rent

An excellently well-arranged building. No. 1,723
Market street, opposite Gough street, containing
parlor, bath-room, and chambers—21 in all, beside
a large store which can be used as a dining-room,
kitchen, a splendid brick cellar, etc., will be rented
at moderate rates to a good, permanent tenant.
Enquire at the office of this journal.

Merchantable per M feet
Refuse

Surface, No. 1
,

Surface, 1x8
1x6
No. 2

Rustic, No. 1 1x8..
No. 2
1x10 ..;;;,
short, 8 to 10 feet

** under 8 feet

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .

7 to 11 feet ....
under 7 feet ....
No. 2

Beaded, 12 feet and over
7 to 11 feet ....

" under 7 feet
Half-inch Surface
Pickets, fancy .-.

•• rough, pointed
Pickete, rough, square per M feet $14
Siding, ^-inch «< 20
Port Oxford White Cedar perM feet $30 00 to 45
Sugar Pine •• 30 00 to 50
R. W. sawed shingles per M 2

I Battens, J-inch
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Hardware and Nails.—We note the follow

ing reduction :

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $4
•• .*.'.*....* 4

«t <t

<(

8
6

Sand 4
4 and 5

6
8

10 and upward
3 pennJ fines

it

tt

<<

pennies,
<<

4<

<(

(I

<(

<l

brad heads at
44 4< . «« • ^

11^

«( (I

4
4

5
6
5
6

7

00
25
50
75
25
50
25
00
50

Lumber.
Beoeipts ainoe our last—i,975,950 feet lumber

4,844,260 ehinjfles, 101.100 laths, 14,000 railroad
tie«, 8,000 p)8t«, 190 cords wood, 108 teleirraph ooles
230 bdls. hoops. 17^ conls bolts.

» *' F"
»

Total receipts eiuoe January 1st

:

Lumber, ft

Shingles, No, .-

Xaths, No^^.jbi

=Wood, cdfl.

I !» i-yrTTTS

rk< <

^

ir t art
.£a;T75,447

^•^...^. 6,278,300

-^ -...?•« ••• 13,636
^'l^. \*- ./. 26,000
-^ * ^o »«. 2,968
Cedar, logs :............ 1.758

ft . .. ^ ..^.. .. 72,980
Rosewood, logs^^^^cr^. 32
'Shakes ^i ..:. .

.'

J
.., -6jr3,500

Pickets, No .1 20,000
Hoops, bdls 7133
Staves. 12,299

'' bdls... ...t ;....,.. 1,235~^ crds '. 23
Railroad Ties jjy 739
Po«*« 300^634
Sugar Pine, ft ' 945,000
Barrel Sfk, pkgs 17,57U
Spars .59
Wool Slats 74 000
Stave-bolts »* .••i. ..-i.,.. 78,000

Tl
"

>,
cds... .....;,. ...:... i73i

^lelegraph l^oles jqq
= Receipts have been very light during the first half
of the year. Several cargoes are engaged for export,
while local demand is improving.

,_ SAN FRANCISCO.
Addition to the National Brewery, on the comer

of Webster and Fulton sts. Owners, Gluok &
Hansen; architect, W. Winterhalter ; contractor
for brick-work, Wagener ; carpenter, W. Hume.
Dwelling on north side of Geary, near Stott.

Owner, D. Burgin
; architect, W. Winterhalter;

contractors. Walker and Grant. Cost, $3,000.
Additions and improvements to Capt. Chas. Nel-

son's house, on 30 Laurel plaof). Architects, Hueme
& Henrickson

; contractors, Hurlburt & Hodirkins.
Cost, $2,000.

*

Vault at Odd Fellows Cemetery, for F. Chev-
allier. Architects, Hueme & Henrickson ; con-
tractor, Jas. Henderson. Cost, $925.
Two-story and basement, on Bush si, between

Leavenworth and Hyde. Owner, N. C. Luhrs

;

architect, Geilfuss ; contractor, F. Klatt. Cost'
$16,000.

^

tractors, Hodgkins & Hurlburt. Cost, about $2,500.
Alterations of Cosmopolitan Hotel. Ownerj

Chas. Crocker
; superintendent of works, !

Hill
; architect, J. P. Gaynor. Probable

$50,000.
cost,

1 Building Intelligence.

!l

E

II

Operations in building improvements have been
more active within the past sixty days, Ihan during
any similar period within the past four years. The— indications continue favorable, and a lively fall— business may be confidently anticipated. Some are
building fine private residences, others are improv-
ing their lots with " houses to rent," and many of= the more wealthy citizens are making expensive
improvements in business structures. All this in-
dicates a breaking up of the dull monotony of in-

- activity which has so long prevailed in this city,
.

in connection with real estate and building im-
provements.

.^— Errors in stated costs of buildings are sometimes
imposed upon us, for which we are not resiwnsible.

_ When statements are made to us by architects,
- owners or contractors, we cannot do otherwise than— accept them as correct, and if misinforrtiation is— extended, wo have no means of correction, unless
we interpose our own judgment as to value and— cost This would be a delicate liberty to practice,
and one which would in all probability lead to
complaint and dissatisfaction. We are therefore
compelled by force of circumstances to give the fig-

o ures received, and leave the onus of incorrect state-
ments upon those making them. For this issue we

^received separate statements from the architect and_ builder in a certain eaee, which differed $2,000—- the higher of the two being less than $5,OOo! We
cannot comprehend the necessity or feasibility of
such discrepencies, and most earnestly hope that

^ they will not often occur. Plain facts will go far-
-—ther, and serve a better purpose, than mistatements
and we shall use our influence to bring about such
regular practice in this regard, as will render all
reports appearing in this jonmal, entirely reliable.
Outside of San Francisco, there is a large amount

of building improvements in progreas. Stockton
Modesto, Portland and other places, are reported to
ns in general terms as being "alive with work."
We shall be greatly obliged if architects and build-
ers generally throughout the State and coast, would
furnish us regularly, monthly statements of the
condition of the building business in their locali-
ties.

Two-story and basement, on Polk st., near Jack-
son. Owner, M. Delwig ; architect, Geilfuss

;

contractor, Bode. Cost, $2,500.
Building for E. H. Mills, Jr., on Buchanan, near

Sacramento. Contractor, J. Robertson.
Dwelling on west side Leavenworth, between

Eddy and Turk. Owner, R. Dinsmore : contract-
ors, Terrill & Slaven. Cost, $8,000.

~^^ ~
Frame btiilding, on Ivy avenue, near Buchanan.

Owner, A. Strasser ; contractor, Jos. Button. Cost.
$2,000.

Two-story frame building on Treat Avenue, be-
tween Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth. Owner
R. Curtiss

; architect, T. J. Welch.
'

Two-story frame building on comer Twenty-
fourth and Bartlett. Owner, Martin Bulirer • ar-
chitect, T. J. Welch. Days' work.

'

Dwelling on Page, between Octavia and Laguna.
Owner, Rourke ; contractor, Chas. Quinn •

painting, B. Bradley; architect, T. J Welch'
Cost, $5,000.

» . ^. weicn.

Dwelling on comer of Ellis and Laguna. Owner
Jaa Badger

; architect, T. J. Welch
; contractor!

J. McCanu. Cost, $2,500.
Three-story and Mansard roof, with brick cellar

on corner of Leavenworth and Sutter. Owner Mr'Wm. Hoag; architects, Kenitzer & Raun' con-
tractor, John Martin. Cost, 14,000.

*

Two-story and basement on Sutter, near Hyde
Owner, D. M. Richards

; architect, P. R. Schmidt •

contractor, John Bruce. Cost, $6,300.
One new house and repairs to the one adjoinini?

on Hyde street, between Geary and O'Farrell • two-
story and basement. Owner, L. Solomon ; 'archi-
tects, Kenitzer & Raun ; contractor, Martin Clau-
sen. Cost, $4,500.

"^^.

Seven two-story and basement houses on Geary
near Scott. Owner, H. Myers ; architect, A. Laver •

contractor, D. Gorden. Cost, $25,000. Owner fur-
nishes mantels and ranges.
Two-story and basement on Greenwich,

Two-story frame. Market st., between Spear and
Main sts. Owner, E. K. Kitridge : day's work
Cost, $3,000.

a
,

J

Fire repairs, comer of Sansome and Broadway.
Owners, C. James King of Wm ; contractor, James
Kelly.

OAKIiAND AND ALAMBDA.
St: Paul's Episcopal Church is being moved from

cor. Central Avenue to Fourteenth and Harrison.
Architect, William Kirk

; contractor, W. P. Clark.
Contract price, without painting, $3,400. Total,
$4,000. \7

Additions to house on Ninth and Jackson. Own-
er, C. M. Bonnemort

; carpenters, Manus& Toolig •

brick-work. Bower. Cost, $4,000.
'

Building on north-west cor. Eleventh and Broad-
way is about to be torn down, to be replaced by a
subs^ntial 2-story brick building.
Building north-east cor. Ninth and Broadway is

being torn down, to make room for a substantial
brick structure ; number of stories not fully de-
cided upon. Owner, Delger ; architects, Kenitzer
& Raun ; day's work.
Dwelling at Willow Station, Alameda. Mr.

Alex.,Joon8on, owner. Cost, $000.

PIEDMONT.

Two-story dwelling for Dr. Liliencrantz. Archi-
tect, Clinton Day. Contractors, Haskell & Smiley
Cost between $5,500 and $6,000.

NEWARK.
Frame building for a Catholic Church. Owner,

Rev. Father Kaiser
; architects, Hueme & Henrick-

son; contractors, Terrill & Slaven. Cost, $2,800.
RIVERSIDE (LO8 ANQELOS).

A cottage is being erected for Mr. Coffin. Archi-
tect, T. J. Welch. Cost, $2,500.

0.
near

wner and buUder, C. Holmn. Cost,
Powell.

$3,500.

Two-story frame building cor. Larkin and Green
Owner, Finamen

; architect, Moore, contrac-
tor, Brotherton. Cost, $3,500.
House on Filbert, near Taylor st.; two stories.

Owner, John Malone ; architect, Townsend, con-
tractor, T. G. Somerset. Cost, $1,100.
Two-story and attic, with brick cellar, on Pine

between Gough and Franklin sts., Owner, Georjre
Moffdtt

; architect, P. R. Schmidt ; contractor. John
Furness. Cost, $14,000.
Two-story and basement on Sacramento near

Larkin. Owner, Klumpf ; architect, P. R. Schmidt •

contractors, Norton & Walker. Cost, $4,500.
'

Bridge across New Montgomery, to connect the
Grand with the Palace Hotel. It is seventy feet in
length by 8 feet in width, and elevated 30 feet
from the street. Owner, Senator Sharon; archi-
tect, J. P. Gaynor. Probable cost, about $5,000

Three-story and basement brick building near
the junction of Market and California. Owner
Mr. Laveaga

; architects, Kenitzer & Raum. Cost'

THE VERY LATEST IPENTION
A^fJ)

INIMPROVEMENT

GRATES.

Patented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S IMPROVED

CooliDi ani Parlor Mafltle Grates
Are the very Best yet brought out.

As a. BJBAT
mro PROOPCIMO and COAI.Orate it ha* no equal.

•V'

Four-8tory and basement brick building on south-
east comer Market and Beale. Owners, Boyd &Davis

;
architect, D. Farquharson. Cost, when

nnisbed, will be m the neighborhood of $130 000An additional story is being added on to the' Ori-
ental Block at the junction of Market and Bush.
Architect, J. P. Gaynor. Cost, about $16,000

Alterations and additions to building on Laurel
Place, between First and Second. Owner. Capt.Nelson; architects, Hueme & Hendrickson ; con-

Its great advantages are readily Been and admitted by all andmay be stated briefly as follows : It Is a well known 7act thatIn grates of ordinary construction it is found mSble £> keenthe fuel at the farther sides of the grate in a good state of J^m"^

center
,
also, that it is a common practice to put in bricks at theends of the Grate so as to confine the fuel more to the centerfor reasons stated. With this Improved (?raf/a]l these ot

l®.M*''"^.*'^''^!'"^$'"^ ^he peculiar shape of its sides andbottom directs iXxefuel from alf sides to the cent<r\Tih^ Aresettles down, and no co/d air is allowed to enier and obstruct
Oritf iT'^t

"^ '*''^-
^""k^^^'"

"^'^^^ important advantage of ourGrate is. the combined shake and dump basket with concavebottom, wbich clears the draujrht at once, while the coaflsSndisturbed. By this arrangement at least o«^-Mird more hlaUsobtained, with lesx fuel, and no waste whatever of coal
1 he Cooking attachment is a great novelty of itself and canbe used with perfect impunity in any room m the house as Sgas and smoke is carried up the chimney. It needs no Jom-ment-lts merits are seen at a glance
The Grates are highly recommpurfpighly recommended _ _.

r>, and are meeting with ready sale'
of inquiry to beaddre8*?d to

Sai Sansome Street,

teen of 8an Franci8°co-'-V:^"»"-:."-"rr.- ^^Z ^11 the leading Archi

All orders or letters or inquiry to be addressed to

alifornia m\td ani
VOIiUME I.
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%lt ^iMntm

( $1.60 per Annum, in Advaao©,
2^^ Single Copies, 16 Cents. ^—
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BUILDING REVIEW.
POBLisHKD MONTHLY by thk

•^AH FRANCISCO ABCHITECTURAL PUBLISHING¥
JAMES E. WOLFE, Editor and Manager,

240 MoirraoMZBY Sranx.

Senito any part of the U. S,, postage paid, a/ $1.50
per annum, with extra cost ofpostage when

sent to Foreign Countries,

CALIFOIIA ARCHITECT and BeiLDINGREM
Office, 240 Montgomery Street. PHoe, $1.50 per Annum.

The unceasing effort of Evbbt Jot^BN^. Newspapkb. and Publioaxion Issttkd for subscription patronage. Is to secure

IJSrOREA.SE ^F CIROULATIOlsr, _ ,„
.^oir'n'S^pTo^^^'ti^oVr'Sr^^^^^^ b.^ in some form practiced, the management or

Bntered at tha Post Office at San Franoisoo, Cal.,
as second-class matter.

Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all
parties, whose iuterests are representod or involved in its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted to please those who love channels of pure thought, andmoral training. The higher, better, and tiaciXy trtUAful in
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they mayappear Its management will be uncontrolled by any Im.
pure influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its sUtemeuts of price-lists, etc., etc will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interests of any person or persons but
giving true and correct reports, for the Information of all
its readers. Its improvement in every department will re-
ceive constant attention, so that eventually it will comparewith the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and SUtemav
cause departures from the establishetl methods and ruleswhich control like publications in cities where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control itsmanagement

;
and any reference made in its columns to

established or inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or any other-will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, without any design orintrnt to" pur»

; ». e., " praise with exaggeration "

ADVEKTIftiao KATSS.
On outside of front cover, and page following Build-

ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 60
Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read*

ing matter, per square, each insertion 1 25On other inside pages, per square, each insertion l 00
With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver.

isements continued for six or J 2 months.

lut^ T T
— •' '" ^^'-'JKui^fu correci ana proper custom axthis Journal propose to offer such CLUB KATE inducement^ aS^iU

COMPENSATE EVERY PRESENT SUBSCRIBER
VolilS'e! iT?i.u"a.^?5f.*

'^'"'"^*' ""^^ *" ''"^ Subscription List. We want, by the commencement of our Second

=~ NOT LESS THAN TEN TEOIimrTIiltrBSCRIBm
"^

With this accomplished, the first number of Volume Nn a i.iii i«»«^ r . ,
beauty, shall justify and deserve the highest appwUUon ^id hi i^^^^ nJ^^'^^Lj}^^^' *° P^«^"^« ^^^t and
place of its publication. We therefore appeal tJPP'^"*"^^' *^^ ^' ^ f»ct. A CREDIT TO SAN FKAN0I8CO, as the

THE CITIZENS OF SAN FRANCISCO AND THE ENTIRE PACIFIC COAST,

great natural ridge which, to a certain extent, segtegls CaUfo^S'r^^he co^^^^^
^«-* «' ^^«

OXTR OLXJB PtAXES -A.PIE LIBEI^A^r..
industrious and competent canvassers will »- •ble ^^Eanajfr^m $3 to $6, or more, per day. Send for Club

A Card from Architects.

Believing a well and ably conducted journal,
devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary)
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjecta,
to be a necessity in this city, the California
Akchitecti' AND BuiLDiNCJ Revikw, published by
the San Francisco Architectural Publishing Com-
pany supplies a long-existing want on this coast.
IVe therefore pledge our cordial sympathies person-
ally, and hope that the enterprise will receive kindly
recognition and liberal support from all Architects
and Builders on the Pacific Coast, and from the
public generally.

Sources of Natiqaal Oreatness.

There is nothing in the whole line of great
things—intellectual, political, physical, or material
—that adds more largely to a nation's greatness and
glory, than its workshops and their products. The
world-wide renown of hundreds of cities, towns,
and countries is no more nor less than the echoes
from their mechanical laboratories, where skillful
hands manipulate into practical shapes and forms
the countless brain creations of earnest devotees at
the shrine of invention ; in whose thoughts, day
and night, revolve problems and principles of me-
chanical science, and who tire not at the ceaseless
raind-toil involved in producing and perfecting the
one or many special devices, to reach a full and per-
fect understanding of which, may have encroached
upon the hours of rest and slumber, and for the
time being, rendered life in many, a condition of
mental inventive slavery.
The intellectual brilliancy of thousands of learned

men—statesmen, orators, philosophers, and men of
science—have by their productions and accomplish-
ments, enhanced the reputation of the nation of
their birth; but in the common, every-day, practi-
cal life of mankind, their importance diminishes
when compared with the labor interests and pro-
ducts of the world. And many of those who have
reached the highest eminences in intellectual and
scientific life, have passed through workshops and
periods of physical labor and hard toil ; and, cer-
tainly, there is no truly great and learned man who
would attempt to substitute any fancied greater in-
terest for the workshop interests of the world.

David Farquharson,
Wright & Sanders,
S. H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HuernEt^—

'

John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
Theo. a. Ewkn,

John A.

B. MCDOUGAL AND SON,
Wm. Mooseb,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
W. C. HOAQLAND,
8. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Hknbickson.
Remkr.

to San Francisco and demoralize the building busi-
ness by undertaking contracts far below right
values, often not more than the actual cost of ma-
terials, calculating to realize and pocket more than
a right proportion of the contract money, by means
of botching " and underdoing the work, creating
onerous difficulties for architects, and swindling
owners both in materials and workmanship, and
ending their careers by gathering in all available
funds and leaving for new fields of operation, fol-
lowed by the prayers (1) of sometimes numerous cred-
itors.

The present condition of the business id such that
home contractors are generally engaged, with no
inducements to entice hither " broken-down " con-
tractors from other places. The price of labor is
steady, and in some departments higher than has
heretofore ruled. ;

The improvements are well distributed through-
out the city, no one part being specially prominent,
except that it may be noted that there is more than
usual activity in the "Mission " section. Numer-
ous "comfortable" and some moderately elegant
private residences are tmder way, and many oSiers
mentioned as " contemplated."

" Fire and Sword."

The report appearing in this issue under the head
of " Building Intelligence, "illustrates the fact that
a larger number of contracts for the erection of build-
ings in this city were ooncluded during the month
ending July Slst, than for any like period during
the past three years and more. The July report of
^"gr*^i?*inient8 for June was encouraging, as showing
a largely increased disposition on the part of own-
ers to improve their real estate, but the report for
July exceeds the former month considerably. The
fact that there are no very '" heavy jobs " included
in the list for July, is not a material circumstafice.
It is to be hoped that there will not be a " great
rush" of large structures, nor an excessive num-
ber of lesser buildings. "Rushing things" has
worked numerous evils in California, by attracting
hordes of irresponsible, vagrant parties to migrate

'• By the law of Scotland, although a decree may
be given in a civil action against an absent de-
fender, no criminal sentence can be pronounced,

,

unless the accused is present. But to resist crimi-
nal citation is to rebel against the law of the l^nd,-^
and in former times might be treated as treason. In
this view, letters of >r<f and suwrd were occasion-
ally bsued by the privy council. These letters
were directed to the sheriff of the county, author-
izing him to call in the assistance of the country,
and to proceed to the extremities which the terrible
words, " fire and sword," indicate, should suet-
proceedings be necessary for apprehending the ac-
cused party. Lord Stair describes this process as the
'• last legal execution, warranting all manner of
force of arms that is competent in war." The same
course might be resorted to where the decree of a
court was resisted

; and the object with which, the
letters of •' fire and sword " were more frequently
issued than any other, was to enable the sheriff to
dislodge refractory tenants who retained possession
contrary to the order of the judge, or the diligence
of the law. By the modern practice, the judge is
empowered to call in the aid of the military to ap-
prehend an accused party, or to enforce a decree
where the ordinary means prove unavailing."

|l
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Amerioan Iron and Iron Ore.

An English journal says: "The failure of one
remote mill at the present juncture means, perhaps,
very little ; but throughout tho United States many
works are reported unemployed, not because there
is no demand, but because the production of raw
iron in the United States is really inadequate, if

America has any pretensions at all to the ability to
supply her own need in reepect to raw material."

Statements calculated to underrate the impor-
tance and rosourcea of this country, appear to
gratify the feelinjfs of English editors, and it is

somewhat surprising that persons who are as well
informed as eaitors should be, so often fall into
gross errors, when, by moderate effort facts might
be reached, which would entirely change their con-
clusions and statements. If we rightly understand
the case, there are vast fields of iron ore in this
country, already known and worked, yielding an
abundance of the crude material for all the pur-

'\-^ poses of the country for centuries to come ; wnile
in thousands of localities, other and perhaps richer
deposits will be discovered and opened up, sufficient
to supply the demands of tho entire world.
^In this connection, California is destined to as-

nature, tho thoughts of man have entered, subju-
gating tho elements, powers and forces of earth,
space, and time, to human purposes. There is force
in the following extract

:

" We do not make our thoughts ; they grow in us,
Like grains in wood ; the growth is of the skies

—

Which are of Nature—Nature is of God."

The Prevention of Virulent Diseases.

To which the poetess beautifully adds :

*' It sweeps across the soul,
And jon cannot stay its course.".....
"It comes in the morning hour
With the song of the early bird."

• • • • •

*• It comes In the sultry noon.
When the drowsy powers are still."

• • • » •

" It comes in twilight's eve,
With visionfl of gentle things."

• • « • •

• It comes in the midnight deep."

sume a prominent position. Our personal observa-
_ lions and experiences during a ronidence of thirty
ryears in the "Golden State," fully convinces us
—that it is simply a matter of time, when the blasi
furnaces of California will yield abundantly the
product of her iron mines, as her other mines have
yielded gold and silver. Difficulties will have to
be overcome, but some who now live will see this
Western market supplied with good iron, produced
from ore obtained within our own borders. Oregon
is already producing and sending to San Francisco
an excellent article of pig iron, and in time may
supply the Western Coast demand for that material.
But that there are *

' mountains of iron ore '
' on

the Pacific slope, there can be no doubt ; and per-
sonal enterprise and interests will find ways and
means to create an additional source of wealth for
the Pacific States, from their at present dormant
iron ore deposits. —

.

'
,

—

* It comes in the soft spring-time.**
• « • • •

" It comes in the summer tide.
When the heart is flush with joy."
" It comes in the autumn day,

• • • • •

And in the winter, too, alas."

•' But mighty power of thought I

Far, far beyond the tomb,
JNoath thy magic sway our feet are brought-
^o a land of beauty where death is not,

Where thy flowers forever bloom."

Jffo'w and Then.

It

.'•J

'•s

The Power of Human Thought.

Who can define, or proscribe the limits beyond
which it has not, or cannot pass ? What is there
upon earth's surface, or within its secret chambers,
that has not been grasped by human thought ?

,
What upon the bosom of the mighty waters, or with-
in their deepest depths, thatJhas escaped the scrutiny
of human investigation ? 1 he minutest of animate
and inanimate life and existeq^ces, as well as the
greatest and grandest, have been contemplated,
and the uses, purpose, and design of each revealed.
The properti(M of every blade of grass that covers
alike the hills and valleys of earth, and every flower
that blooms beneath the warm suns, and gentle
zephyrs of successive springs and summers, whether
as fragrant sources of sweet perfume, or poisonous
to the touch of human hands ; and those contain-
ing healing oils, and medicinal acids, have all been
defined, and rendered subservient to the purposes of
mankind. Human thought has soared away from
terrestial confines, to revel in the mysteries of the
vast celestial realms, in which revolve the great orbs
of light, and countless planets and worlds, among
which our earth, with all its wonderful matter,
forms, order, and mysteries, bears but feeble com-
parison. These have been measured, and their mo-
tion and action defined. The heavens have been
opened by the force of human conception and mind
powers, and their mysteries unfolded ; and, passing
from created and material conditions, the thoughts
of men, by "holy inspiration," or otherwise, have
pierced through the curtain which separates life on
earth, from the actualities which will never be
reached nor understood by man, while life's warm
currents continue to flow ; and in that " Spirit
Land," the realm where ** angelic spirits " dwell,
have in imagination at least, built cities of pure
gold, with ' walls great and high," having
"twelve foundations " of the most precious jew-
eler's stones, with " twelve gates " in the walls

—

erected thrones of crystal and pure gold, and
temples of stupendous grandeur, where Gk)d, the
Creator of all things, dwells, welcoming to his pres-
ence the spirits of the righteous, as each in due
time, shall have " worked out his salvation " on
earth, and " made his calling and election sure,'*

Everywhere, and into all things of whatever

The standard of mechanical operations has doubt-
less changed greatly in all parts of the United
States within the past forty years. And a« far as
personal recollections serve us, the changes in many
directions have not been for the better ;

** the honest
mechanics" having, as a rule, passed into "shrewd,
calculating, money-making operators." The time
was when a sense of integrity actuated men in tho
performance of contracts, and s<iuare dealing was a
certainty among the devotees of labor. But condi-
tions and rules have changed, and men generally
hold strictness of performance as a secondary consid-
eration, when an escape from their involvements
are within the range of paying possibilities. The
more common rule of the period is to make all that
can be squeezed out of every operation, and to
"stand up to the rack" only when compelled
thereto. The rule of " doing unto others as you
would they should do unto you " is one of the old,
fossilized ideas of past generations. WherCTthis
rule used to weigh 85 per cent, in business trans-
actions, its value will not now average, perhaps, 10
per cent. It is scarcely ever called into exercise,

except in words
; practically it is a dead letter. It

furnishes a text for beautiful discourse, and a theme
for poets and moralizers, and answers well as busi-
ness sophistry and argument, but in actual practice
its force and beauty have faded.

Self-interests and personal gains and profits,

crowd down ,and out all " compromising senti-
mentalism " and old-time virtues. We do not pro-
pose to assert as a fact that there are no conscien-
tious, honest men, nor any integrity in mankind;
but we do assert that the more common and nearly
universal rule in business aflPairs, is to make all that
is possible within the law, out of every transaction,
and but few men live who will not twist and com-
press conscience, and even truth itself, to a consider-
able extent, if there is gold and silver at the end of
the twisting and compression.

A Common Fact.

The boy or girl, who as the result of education
drilled into them by years of tuition, sometimes
aided by^special inherent, intellectual powers, may
happen to write a few lines or pages, upon subjects
new or old, possessing nothing materially valuable
to mankind, but simply illustrating their special
aptness of mind to produce pleasing thoughts, often
receive great praise and commendation ; while
men who spend their whole lives in ceaseless me-
chanical toil, thinking, demonstrating and perfect-
ing beautiful and enduring books and tablets in
wopd and stone, and metals of various kinds, creat-
ing and producing things both useful and beauti-
ful, pass from their cradles to their graves, seldom
receiving any special recognition, and not unfre-
quently, only a limited share of the common com-
forts of life itself.

One of the most promising discoveries since Jen-
ner's day, in connection with the nature and treat-
ment of virulent disease, has recently been made by
the eminent investigator of microscopic life, M.
Pasteur. A full report of the investigations leading
up to the discovery will be found in the Scientific
American supplement. In studying the micro-
scopic orgairism which is the cause of that malignant
disease of poultry known as chicken cholera, M. Pas-
teur finds this disease to be a connecting link be-
tween those virulent diseases of man and animals
known to be caused by living virus and other dis^
eases in the virus of which life has never been
demonstrated. He finds also that under suitable
treatment the nature of the virus of chicken cholera
may be so modified that it will no longer produce
virulent disease, but only a mild disorder, which,
however, protects the animal organization against
the fatal disease just as cow-pox protects humanity
against small-pox.
In the study of the microscopic germs of chicken

cholera, M. Pasteur employs a broth made of
chicken flesh neutralized with potassa and sterilized
by high temperature. In this liquid the organism
multiplies with astonishing rapidity, just as it does
in the bodies of poultry. If a few drops of a culti-
vation of the organism be fed to chickens, the
ease is quickly propagated, and the infected
chickens transmit the disease to others. Repeated
cultivation, by sowing in fresh broth a minute
quantity of infected broth, does not weaken the vir-
ulence of the germ. But by a modified cultivation,
the nature of which is not disclosed, the virulence
of the germ is diminished, so that when chickens
are inoculated with it they are sickened but not
killed. And it is found that chickens which have
had the mild disease are practically incapable of
taking the malignant disease.' The analogy of the
behavior of the mild, artificial chicken cholera, to
that of cow-pox in preventing small-pox, is quite
complete. M. Pasteur finds further, that the at-
tenuated virus most probably keeps its character of
mildness after passing through the animal organi-
zation.

The possible outcome of this discovery covers a
far wider field of sanitation than at first sight ap-
pears. It gives a clew to the nature of many of the
worst scourges of humanity, and holds out the
{Jromise that when the viruses of such diseases as
measles, scarlet fever, typhus, plague, yellow fever,
and others, have been similarly investigated, it
may be possible to develop mild disorders, by means
of which the more virulent forms may be greatly
mitigated in severity, if not entirely stamped out.

Glycerine tn Gastric Troubles.

Dr. Sydney Ringer calls the attention of the pro-
fession, in the Lancet^ to the value of glycerine as
a remedy in flatulence, acidity of the stomach, and
pyrosis. He states that sometimes he finds all of
these gastric troubles combined, but glycerine in
nearly all cases relieves them. In some cases, too,
it removes pain and vomiting, probably like char-
coal, by preventing the formation of acrid acids,
which irritate delicate and irritable stomachs'.
Glycerine does not prevent the digestive action of
pepsin and hydrochloric acid, and hence, while it
prevents the formation of wind and acidity, proba-
bly by checking fermentation, it in no way hinders
digestion. He administers a drachm or two drachms
either before, with, or immediately after food. It
may be given in water, coifee, tea, or lemon and
soda water. In tea and coffee it may replace sugar,
a substance which greatly favors flatulence, as, in-
deed, does tea in many cases. In some cases a cure
does not occur till the lapse of ten days or a
fortnight.

—

Scientific American.

Expansion of Glass.

The expansion of glass by heat may be demon-
strated as follows : A glass tnbe of narrow bore,
and about eighteen inches long, is bent round in
the shape of a horse-shoe, so that the free ends are
within a millimeter of one another. Between these
ends a coin may be held, being nipped between the
ends of the rod and held there by the grasp due to
the elasticity of the glass. If now the outer portion
of the curved part be warmed, the ends open slight-
ly and the coin drops out. This experiment is due
to the ingenuity of Mr. Ridout.—iV/>«///£c Amer.
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Those Copyrighted "Cheap Dwellings,"

.The enterprising daily journal which, during the
past few months, has occasionally furnished its
readers with "copyrighted" plans for buildings,
issued number four of its series on August 7 th, and
denominated it "a handsome country cottage."
Well, there is no accounting for taste, and we shail,
of course, not contest the question of beauty, except
to say that it is well that there is, " possibly," some
one who can admire an ugly thing.
There are not only '

' some people in the world, 'pos-
sibly,' who believe that the published estimates are too
low,'' but a great many ^N\\oknow the fact, and can-
not be deceived by any system of bolstering. We
have yet to find the first man, architect or builder,
who has expressed the least appreciation of the de^
Signs and plana so far copyrighted, or who does not
condemn the estimates of cost as fanciful and ruin-
ously low; damaging alike to those who are com-
pelled to labor for their daily bread, and to the
legitimate rules of trade. This compression and
breaking down of right and proper compensation to
the working classes is by no means healthful in a
^business point of view, in either a personal or gen-

-eral sense. Thousands of hard-working, deserving
men and their families are compelled to suffer for
the reasonable, rightful necessities and comforts of
life, because fairly remunerative compensation can
not be obtained, through similar causes to those
which must and do arise from the attempts of par-—ties to construct buildings at prices far below all
fair and cx)rrect values; and wo think that it ill
becomes a " leading daily journal " to give coun-
tenance to that which must result unprofitably to
those who, through force of circumstances or lack
of proper knowledge, are led into such enjratre-
;ments. ^ *

In the July number of this journal, we reviewed
*• Number three of series," exposing gross errors
and mistakes, which clearly defined the degree of—eompetency, intelligence, and qualification in the
party making them. And // made, as claimed by
the journal in question, by thoroughly intelligent
and competent parties, the condition of mind prom-
inent at tho time must have been special and pecul-
iar, as obliviousness to correct figures, absence of
proper terms, and disregard for consistent require-
ments, were manifest throughout.
The copyrighting journal evades the direct issue,

and unmistakably conclusive facts presented, and
seeks to sustain the errors into which it has fallen,
by cloaking them over with personal reference to
the qualifications and business reputation of the
parties concerned. Our criticisms were based upon
the facts of the case, and not upon the standing or
business repute of tho parties figuring in connection
with the matter as architects ; nor care we an iota
who the parties were or are. Erroneous statements
and incorrect figures emanating from intelligent
»urces, are far less excusable than when made by
men endowed with neither good judgment nor a
right conception of facts and possibilities. For in
the one case ignorance would qualify, if not excuse
the act, while similar errors on the part of well-
informed persons forces the conclusion that motives
and designs actuated. And if the pre-eminent
qualifications exist, as claimed by the journal in
question, all grounds of excuse are removed for the
unpardonable stupidities appearing in connection
with " number three of scries."
There is an argument in the statement, that the

architects in question " review each other s work,"
and then ''engage experienced carpenters and builders
to go over the same ground in the same way." This
may be an excellent method of determining the
value of inexpensive buildings, but is a practice not
common with intelligent architects generally. We
shall not apply the argument.
The recital about the "four-room cottage, which

was to be built on what was known as the " Treat
Tract," proves nothing, and will not modify or
chMige the opinions of intelligent contractors or
architects, as to correct values, based upon tho plans
and specifications as published. It is just as easy
for an architect to " fix up " a contested matter of
this kind, as it is for an editor to "dodge an issue,"
or qualify statements which involve retraction, or—" brazen it out."
Smart men sometimes commit errors, but they do

not often repeat them with deliberation. But few
if any question the intelligence, learning and cul-
ture of the fifteen gentlemen who framed the new
(Jharter, yet the journal involved in this contro-

versy, in very plain terms, disapproves the docu-
ment framed by these gentlemen; no doubt for good
sufficient, and proper reasons. Nor does the fact
that it emanates from intelligent parties in any
manner lessen that disapproval. But errors and
mistakes of the most indisputable character, involv-
ing the interests of the working classes, and inmany ways evil and damaging in effect, are not
only countenanced, but defended, and strongly so
upon the ground that the source of the errors i^
intelligent and competent.
The excellences (I) of arrangement of plan num-

ber four are strongly urged, and it might possibly
occur that a party with very peculiar notions of
convenience might be found, who would accept the
plan as published. We doubt the necessity of
copyrighting the access*^ to living-room and kit-
chen. It is not likely that it will ever be adopted
by anyone with suflBcient understanding to compre-
hend the details of a plan of building, as the living-
room can only be entered through the parlor or
through the "pass-closet" by opening two doors,
there being no direct entrance from the hall or
otherwise. The only mode of access to the kitchen
IS by means of the rear outside door or the other con-
venience (!) of passing through the same "pass-
closet " at the end of the main hall, by opening two
doors. The closet convenience to the chamber
would suit but few persons, as the passing out of
bed-rooms, and crossing halls or entries to reach a
closet, is neither convenient nor healthful. The
position of the " pass-closet "—across the rear end ofmam hall, in full view from the front entrance—is
a feature, as it will afford the neat housewife or
servant a fine opportunity to exercise and display
her skill and taste in keeping the shelves and
dishes in such nice order of arrangement, that, with
other things ornamental added, the pass-closet
would present a fine appearance when open in full
view of the front door. True, some people object
to too great exposure of closets of any kind, and
those used in connection with " living" and dining-
rooms in particular, as they are the receptacle of
things in general used at the dinner-table. But
this delicacy would be overcome as soon as the oc-
cupants of a house so arranged became accustomed
to this new order of things. And there might,
"possibly," bff some one found who would adopt
the arrangement shown in number four.
We not only " possibly believe," but, in common

with nineteen-twentieths of our fellow-architects,
and every competent and qualified contractor, know
that the figures of the estimated sum of cost stated
foj number four, as in the other cases, is wholly I

insufficient for the proper erection of such a build-
ing, except by using refuse lumber, inferior mate- I

rials of all kinds, and throwing the work together
|

in the moat unmechanical manner. i

It is unnecessary to comment upon the specifica- '

tions more than to say that, as they have been " re-
'

vised " by the architects in interest, and been ap-
'

proved by "experienced carpenters and builders,"
engaged to ** go over the same ground in the same
way," they ought to be all right.
Wei simply suggest that more money might be

made out of the operation by our neighbors, if they
would omit the expenses of copyrighting. There is

not the least danger that any competent architect
will copy anything so far produced in the series.
By the by, there is one convenience, if not beauty,

in the English language, and that is its supply of
words or characters which may be used to reach
over spaces where suitable expressions are not con-
veniently at hand; such as about, etc., etc. In this
case the convenient term is "fixed."

Earthquakes and Volcanic Eruptions.

The month of July has been characterized by seis-mic disturbances of more or less severity over man

v

and widely separated regions. In the fore part of
«ie month, an earthquake at tho island of St
Ueorge, one of the Azores, resulted in the forma-

iQ^ * ^^^ '^^^'^^' ^^ y*'^« <ii«^at aiid about
lOjUUO square yards in extant.
About the same time, Sunday, July 4th, an unu-

sually severe and widespread earthquake was ex-
perienced in Switzerland, Several meters of the
summit of Sohnebelberg, near Quarten, fell, over-
whelming a large forest. Two persons were killed
by falling structures.
On the 13th of July, seismic disturbances beganm the Philippine Islands, and continued for several-

days. On the 21st an earthquake, une^iualed in se-
venty since 1824, destroyed a large part of the city
of Manila and killed many of the inhabitants. All
the volcanoes of the islands were in full activity.
On the 20th, New Hampshire experienced an

earthquake shock of considerable severity, but no-
ticeable chiefly as a symptom of the prevailing un-
easiness of Mother Earth. The same may be said
of the slight volcanic outbreak at Vesuviiir " "

^

n

f \\

,.\
Dispatches from Panama, July 17th, speak of the

exceeding activity of the long silent volcano Fuego
near the city of Antigua., The heavens for miles
around were filled with smoke and dust. The first
outburst occurred on the night of June 29th. As seen
from the deck of the Pacific mail steamer Wilming-
ton, at a distance of nearly 50 miles, the spectacle
was magnificent. From the highest peak of the
Fuego great columns of flame darted up into the air
to a height of from 400 to 500 feet. The surround-
ing country to the east and south was illuminated
by the tremendous glare of the flames, while to the
northward and westward the clouds of dust and
smoke obscured the whole country. — Scientific
American, , -

(( In 1878, we sent to the British Islands 45,000
panel doors of various kinds, and 12,000 pairs of
sashes. These found their way mainly to England's
colonies, a fact worth noting by our manufacturers.
Last year California alone shipped as many as
28,000 doors in one month to New Zealand and
Australia."

" Machine-m£ide doors of American manufacture,
whether pine or hardwood, are recognized as supe-
rior to the more expensive hand-work of the foreign
mechanics, and their general adoption by builders
in foreign parts is, no doubt, a severe blow to the
carpenters of those lands. It will take some time,
however, before the severely-conservative people of
Europe will as universally accept machine-made
work as Americans do. A love of old customs and
old things, in the old world, will have a retarding
influence against the wholesale use of machine-made
work,"

"Wholly Unnecessary.

The antagonisms existing in connection with
mechanical operations are by no means necessary or
useful; serving no other purpose than stimulating
strifes and discords, and separating and dividing
grmpathies which should be common and mutual.
For it will be admitted by all intelligent minds,
that those who labor and toil for money, and receive
pay for the product of their hands and brain, and
those who employ and recompense such labor, are
but parts of the same operation; neither being able
to accomplish the result desired or attained without
the aid of the other. Although one man might,
prchance, possess the wealth of the world, his mill-
ions of shining gold would neither secure him a
palace nor the luxurious adornment of mechanical
arts in their multiplied forms, if there were none to
create and shape into beautiful designs, earth and
mature production of materials. And if it were
possible that there existed no one to use, occupy, and
enjoy the things made and produced by^ skillful
hands, the most splendid or useful devices and the
grandest of structures would be but a waste of time
and labor to produce. Consequently, the parties
paying and receiving pay for labor have claims upon
each other, and each, in his way, is master ; with
this simple differenoe—that, 9a the affairs of the
world and society are constituted and regulated,
those who hold the royal gold have the advantage.

From Chicago.

The many friends of Mr. Frank P. Bumham,
formerly connected with this office, will be pleased
to learn that he is well, and doing well as a member
of the firm of Edbrook & Bumham, architects,
Chicago. Frank is a genial, honest and good young
man, and it is to be regretted that the business
outlook last year in this city did not offer sufficient
encouragement to justify his remaining in San
Francisco. His talent as a draughtsman is of a
high order, and his services should not have been
lost to this city. ' The samples of his handiwork-
manship, remaining in this office, bear testimony to
his much more than ordinary abilities. He writes
under date of July 19th: *' City business has been
light witA us since my return to Chicago. Our
principal engagements have been at Denver, Colo-
rado, where we have had, and now have under way,
a number of large jobs. I am completing the plans
for an Opera House at Denver, 125x225 feet. Pros-
pects for the fall business in Chicago are good."

i« 1
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** Blue Jay " Contractors and Owners.

'ih

While on an excurHion of pleasure to the '* Big
Troeft," near Santa Cruz, one of the ladies present,

remarked in the hearing of the hostess of the hotel,
'* Those blue jays are beautiful birds." To which

" the madame replied, *' Yes ; but they are great
" thieves ; they will steal any bright thing that they
^~7 cani carry off." She went on to state further, that
~^ on one occasion there was a picnicking party at
" the patk ; and after enjoying their lunch, they left

__^ . the debris, including the dishes and implements
used in eating, lying upon the table, while the

party amused themselves in some sport, away from

^^ „ the festive boartl ; when two blue jays alighted
'"°°^ upon the table, one of which picked up a silver
—-- spoon, and the other a silver fork, and away they

Hew with them into the woods. The fork was af-

7^ terward found and returned to the hotel. On
another occasion, a laboring man was fixing his

_Zir buck-saw, and for a moment laid his pipe, which
was a bright one, on the stump of a tree near by,

^^— when, to his astonishment and annoyance, he saw
--z=z a blue jay bearing away in his claws, his valued
-~-— companion—the old pipe—which was never found

again. On another occasion, said the hostess, " I
~~ was preparing some pastry, cakes, etc., near the

kitchen window, and the weathor being warm, and

1

i
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__^ the window being open, in came a blue jav, and,
picking up an egg, tlew off with it ; but the egg

. oeing smooth, and inconvenient for his birdship, he
^ let it drop a short distance from the house." She
was asked why they did not set traps or shoot
them, to get rid of them. She replied, " that such

" a course would be too expensive and troublesome,
as the jays were worthless as food. The way we
drive them off, is to catch two of them, and tie one
leg of each bird to a string about a foot long, and
then let them fly away. The string soon becomes
entangled in a branch or twig of one of the trees,

and the birds are held, and being unable to free

themselves, death soon follows their fruitless at-

tempts to tiy." And, said she, •* So long as their

carcasses hang together in the trees, the family of

blue jays in the woods is very small."
Are we asked for the analogy ? It is this. There

is a class of contractors, who, by fine promises and
^ fair pretenses, peek to make themselves appear as
beautiful in moral rectitude as " the thieving jay

" bird " is in plumage, but who, in their business
practices exemplify the nature of the jay—not
being content with proper and legitimate advant-
ages, but seeking others, which are both mean and
dishonest. Striving .in all ways, and by all avail-

__ able means, to evade plainly expressed and agreed
conditions

;
practicing deception in numerous forms,

^ and if need be to effect, a purpose, resorting to a
willful violation of the truth ; and as is well known
to the well informed, the asseveration—with up-
raised hand—"I swear to God," is often used to

, enforce the correctness of statements, in which in
'. reality there is a strong decoction of falsehood, and
often the brazen lie, unsupported by a single ray of
truthfulness. Like the jay, they seek opportuni-
ties when no one is near to detect them, to pilfer

and do wrong ; to hide and cover up bad. things,
playing the part of the unprincipled deceiver, for the

,
sake of securing greater than /air and legitimate

profits, through wrongful acts.

While it is right and proper, and even a duty
that'every man owes himself, to endeavor to econo-
mize outlays, and to make all that is within the
range of rightful possibilities, it is thoroughly con-
demnable and wrong in those who resort to unfair,
false, and deceitful methods, for the purpose of se-

^curing increased and dishonest profits."
On the other hand, there are ** blue jay " owners

^ who ^&ut first-class everything, but are not willing
to pay more than second-class price for anything,

r ^ and it matters not how low the bida may be, thoir
avarice often impels them to hunt around, and if

poesible, "pick up " some simpleton, whose enjoy-
ment of either intellectual or mechanical qualifica-

^^^^^ions are exceedingly limited. In this particular,
•; til© " blue-jay " owners often find themselves tied
hj a string of results, in which they become suffer

lev

1;

ers by their own acts, and many of them have found
themselves suspended upon unpleasant and unprofit-
able perches of circumstances, from which they are

" often compelled to look upon their folly with many
^ regrets.

Positive unfairness and virtual dishonesty may
be practiced in various forms. It is no more just~^— and fair for an owner to expect and seek to obtain

labor or materials from a contractor without fair

compensation, than it is for a contractor to omit,
ooncual, and by device and strategy, seek to avoid
strict fulfillment of contract obligations. And if it

is dishonest in the latter to do less, is it not equally
a matter of questionable propriety, for an owner to

insist upon receiving more than the full measure of

the o^jutract ? In both cases there is a wrong, and
it is this class of wrongs which have so largely
tended to disturb and pollute the streams of busi-

ness regularities. Still it often occurs that the
'• blue jays " ©n one or both sides, want the silver

spoon or fork, the wood-sawyer's pipe, or the cook's

^^K> *^^ ^^^ ^^ them if possible. But in contrast
with these are the many excellent, S(][uare-dealing,

honest contractors, who never shirk an obligation
undertaken by them, but like men give the full

measure of what they have agreed to give ; and
those right-minded and consistent owners who are

willing, while exacting fairness toward themselves,
to be fair to those from whom they retjuire fairness,

and to pay right and proper prices, asking no man
to render services, or furnish materials for them
without proper remuneration.
Were it }x>88ible, we should like to see some rule

of practice in house building on this coast, by which
architectural and building operations would be for-

ever freed from the *' blue jay " kind on both sides^

For when an architect is bound down and enforced

by restricted appropriations to produce for a given
sum a building of much greater value, it is a toil-

some and vexatious affair, which in nine out of

every ten cases results unsatisfactorily all around;
as to do so, it becomes a necessity to allow the class

referred to, to figure, with the risk of chances to get
through the operation without disaster. And while
many in their profound ignorance of the duties,

responsibilities, and cares of an intelligent and
faithful architect, imagine that this is an easy work,
the trup state of the case is, that in many instances
four- fold the compensation received would not be a
reasonable equivalent for the provocations and vex-
ations endured. . '

- -

How to Make Homes Beautiful.

To those who wish such homes, aud would have
them, we would, in this brief article, try to induce
them to invest a little in the home cultura It does

not matter whether our homes are fixed or not, for

we should strive to make that homo which is allot-

ted us happy. Home, sweet home, is that domicile
which is so arranged that its pleasant aspect opens
the heart's affections by its memory of cheerful
times spent in its circle of congenial souls. The
parental hands arrange the interior exi^bellishments

according to the means at hand. Pictures are hung
along the walls, \h.Q^' bric-a-brac^^ are made to adorn
the brackets in the angular corners, and all is neatly
done without ostentation, showing only the means
which willing hands give to enrich the surround-
ings.

Tasteful selection, to promote ultimate projects,

whether of home creation, matters not, so long as it

subserves to render a pleasing feature, in frame, or
form of drawn rug, wherein we see the reflections

of busy hands delving for home comforts. It is in

these humble trifles we see so much to enhance the
beauty of a room, or it may be the style and color

of the wood-work, the tinting of the walls, and
bordering them with flowered patterns in color and
gold. Let not your heart be troubled about the
riches of this life, for they take wings and soar

away; but be sure you secure the comforts of a
home ; cluster around some spot in harmony with
your spirit, and there build your nest. K there are

no tree temples to attach to, cull together materials
and create one ; beautify it by the harmony you see

in animate and inanimate nature. In doing this,

you will employ skill in design, so that your temple
may have beauty in form and color, and yet blend
with vines or any foliage you may desire to have
around the doorway approaches. If the means
allow of it, architectural adornment of the inclosures
in lattices in forms of arbors, or a tete-a-tete embra-
sure with canopy; where these cannot be had, plants
can well fill their places, with a little training over
some rude rustic work. For a tasteful distribution
of roses, lilies, pinks, sweet williams, geraniums,-
gilliflowers, fuchsias, with many other sweet-scent-
ed plants, heliotropes or vines of honeysuckle, can
make it beautiful. Where space is limited, potted
plants can be so arranged on shelves and brackets,
attaqhe^ to fenced and sides of housesi or adjoining

buildings, or poet« withpyramidal shelving rising

one above the other. The time thus employed in

the outdoor culture well repayi^you in floral trib-

utes to the vases which adorn the house, tables, and
mantels. A home may be beautiful, and yet not
luxurious ; it may have all the necessary accompa-
niments, and for want of arrangement or adapta-
tion, fail of being elegant. To fill a house with fine

furniture, it is many times an exhibit of the skill

of the artisan, just as we would view a manufac-
turer's display at the Mechanics' Fair. My ideal

of a beautiful home is in its make-up, so to speak

—

the taste displayed in the selection and disposition

of its parts. For instance, a home may be furnished
with very inexpensive articles, yet the taste with
which Uiey are disposed renders the tableau one of

beauty to every visitor. There is a great want of

culture in households in this line, for fear of ex-
pense, but where there is a will there is a way.
How many homes I have seen where the surround-
ings were humble, yet a lovely beauty pervaded
every apartment ; everything bore the impress of

living joy, like the rippling brooklet as it leaps in

tiny cascades over its pebbly pathway. There is no
home, however humble, but what can be improved
by the display of tact and talent ; whore these are

brought to bear, a visible change occurs, for tact,

sometimes is equal in all respects to talent in these

domestic decorations. How happy one feels on en-

tering a home made pleasant by willing handsl The
heart feels a contentment that is not elsewhere to

be found. It is our home, it is our rooms, are so

well suited to our wants eesthetioally, that we may
well feel there is no place like home.

L E. W. C*.
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If Pair, Wo Can't Bee It.

Our original article on '^ Laying and Nailing
Flooris," appearing in our February number, page
2, has "gone the rounds of the entire country."
Many of the leading journals have, to our knowl-
edge copied it, and doubtless others not received

by us, have done so ; some failing to give us the

proper credit until their attention was called to the

omission, and some persisting in the omission, after

being so notified. By unintentional oversight, we,

in one case, gave credit to a prominent New York
journal—to which we may have occasion to refer

more directly at some future time—for an article

which was copied from its columns, and for which
we were taken to task by the Plumber and Sanitary

Engineer, saying that the article in question was
pilfered from their columns, by the journal from
which we copied. That same journal has copied two
articles—one, a more than full column article, and
another, nearly a column—of our original matter,

without giving us proper credit. The more honor-

able journals are prompt to correct such errors, and
as we strive to be particular in extending credit to

journals whose matter we use, we certainly expect

the same recognized rightful courtesy. Original

matter, appearing in our columns, worth copying,

is also worth the trouble of saying whose brain

work is being used. This pilfering matter is worse

than borrowing a man's tools without asking for

their use, and returning them without saying thank
you, and on a par with not returning them at all.

In making up the matter for this issue, we almost

committed the error of giving credit to a London
Journal for one of our original articles copied into

its columns. But checking our haste, we saw our
own foot-prints ; and, upon referring to the June
number of this journal, we discovered the plagiarism.

In one case, the first-named article was copied into

the Builder and Wood IVorher, with credit given

to the American Mechanic, a journal copying with

willful neglect of acknowledgment, which misled

its contemporary into its error, but which the latter

promptly corrected in its August issue. Our origi-

nal productions are free to all who desire to use

them, but we do expect the proper courtesy. Many
other of our articles have ** had free course " in the

way of being reproduced in other journals, but

generally duly accredited. Fair play, gentlemen,

if ours is only a California Journal . In time, we
shall so shape matters as that the only journal of

its kind published on the Pacific Coast, will be

received with due consideration.

"Art and poverty are not on friendly terms. The
workman whose chief thought is to fill the mouths
of his children can scarcely be expected to beoome
an artistic operative,"

It Will Ruin the Harbor.
75

One of the strongest arguments used a few years
ago to defeat the Central Pacific Railroad Com-
pany s possession of Goat Island, was that a cuttinir
down of Its hills and high ground would be a ne-
cessity to place it in shape for practical railroad pur-
poses, and the natural dump or place of deposit for
the removed materials would be the Bay of San
Francisco

;
and that such disposal of said materials

would dimmish the tidal area of the bay to an ex-
tent bordering upon its total destruction as a har-
bor to large ships. Every newspaper published in
ban Ilrancisco at that time, not in the special inter-
est of. the Railroad Company, assumed and main-
tained the most hostile attitude to the measure

-iJi*? l"'^''
^^""^ grounds, with this other added]

that should the company succeed in securing the
island, It would build up a rival shipping interest
or colony in the center of the bay. to the nerious
detriment of San Francisco. But the strong point
of argument was in the first stated feature ofthe
case—damage to the harbor.
But the storm that howled so fiercely around the

railroad people, exhausted itself with the defeat of
—4ihe measure, since when the most serene calmness and

indifference has prevailed, and all special interest in
the preservation of the harbor has passed to rest
and the watchful newspaper guardians, who so dil-
igently sought to avert a common disaster, seem
content with the victory obtained over ihe " jrreat
monopoly," while at the present time the same
company is prosecuting a work of filling in, which
will reduce the tidal area and the flow of water
through the- Golden Gate," millions of tons daily.
The only difference being, that the rock and dirt
used in the filling in is dug from the hills in Ala-
meda County instead of from Goat Island, and the
space filled m is on the shores of Oakland instead of
in the center of the bay. Yet not a word is utteredm opposition to the work now going on, notwith-
standing Its effect upon the harbor, or the bar at
Its entrance, is and will be etjually as injurious as
though the island had been cut down and its debris
deposited nearer the center of the channel. And to
add to the evil, the Harbor Commiasioners have
also display, by the filling-in process, millions
more tons of water, daily, and propose still further,
to reduce the flow over the bar, by extending and
continuing the work of transforming watery places
into dry land. So that if there was or in any virtuem the arguments so loudly proclaimed in reference
to the possession of Goat Island by the Railroad
Company—which we think there is—the Bay of
San J^rancisco is in a fair way to be considerably
daniaged by the filling-in work now going on upon
its two opposite shores.
There will be those however, who wUl sneer at

and ridicule the idea that injury is being done by
these "improvement works," as they are but
specks compared with the vast extent of tidal area
filled and emptied through the Golden Gate. But
some facts are so stubborn that they can not be
overcome and the unyielding fact in this case is,

HoUoTw Walla in Brick Buildings.

Omaha, Neb., July 29th, 1880.
EdITOK AltCHI'l'ECT AND BuiT.DING REVIEW I

I observe in your July issue, that you advise
the necessity of hollow walls in brick buildings,
and also state the fact that such walls can be satis-
factorily constructed, if the right principles areemp oyed. As this opens a question of importance,
1 will briefly state the method of constructing hol-low walls, which I have used in my practice dur-ing the past twelve years, and which I find irives
thorough satisfaction.
Next to the outside four inches, I leave a hollow

space of two inches, and on each fifth cours^ bed a
wire bond at each eight inches ; these wire bonds
are made from heavy telegraph wire, measuring
one-eighth inch in diameter. They are cut sixteen
inches long

; two inches at each end is bent at
right angles, leaving the bond twelve inches lonir
Ihe mortar is first laid, and the bond wire beddSi
well into the same, on which the next course of
bricks IS laid, setting the end about one inch
from the exterior face of wall, which bonds give
absolute protection from dampness, and are much
stronger. And a wall so tied, cannot separate and
bulge out, as with the usual clipped header. Should
setling occur there is much less liability of checks
and cracks showing on the outer faces—the inner
walb sustaining almost the entire weight of the
building, which are always made of sufficient
strength to perform their work within the limit of
safe construction. The ventilating of this space in
the wall IS usually accomplished by connections
with vent shafts, when such are used in the con-
struction^ or with flues, etc., as may be found nec-
essary in either case. A strong current of air iu
easUy kept passing through from the openings into
the bottoms of the hollow space, where the air in
shaft or flue is rarefied sufficiently. We plaster di-
rect upon the brick work; and after a teat of twelve
years, papered walls, school-room black-boards, hard
finished plaster, kalsomine, etc., etc., all remain as
good as when first applied, so far as any causes of
dampness are concerned. The cost of these bonds,
and laying the same, is less than the loss of mate-
rial, time spent in clipping the header courses, and
the extra amount of brick used in the bond courses.
Not presuming that my experience is entirely

new, yet it may be of some benefit to some of your
readers. In the section of country where I have
applied this construction to important buildings,
and where it is almost universal for our storms to
be exceedingly heavy and fall at an angle of forty-
five degrees, the test is severe, and the result en-
tirely satisfactory. C. F. Driscoll.

tuat the Bar is constantly shoaling, and the
entranc^ to the harbor becoming more and more ob-
Htracted every year. Why is this? What causes
this increase and enlargement of the sand and mud
barrier at the inlet ? Simply this: a sufficient quan-
tity of water does not pass through " The Heads "
to wash away and carry off into the ocean's depths
the large amount of debris which from ten thou-
sand sources, are emptied or washed into the har-
bor and tributary waters. Consequently, every
additional foot of filling in that may be done. wUl
simply be, as that already accomplished has been,
f^derstothe "hump" which lies at the threshold
of the Bay of San Francisco.

On© by One they Disappear.

' There are in British India two hundred and
lorty millions of as fine a people as ever lived ; they
are gifted, exceedingly skillful in the use of tools,

.and remarkably industrious, and t^oir artisans pos-
Bees fine artistic feeling. No country in the world
possesses a building that can surpass in beauty and
classic proportions the pile of marble known as the
laj-Mehal. America should make some effort to
cultivate the friendship of this wonderful people."

"Kind words never die." A man realizes this
mtter truth, when he sees all the kind words he
ever used in his life, staring him from his published
letters m a breach of promise suit.

The old wooden building, which during the past
thirty years has occupied the southeast comer of
Commercial and Leidesdorff streets, is rapidly dis-
appearing, and the place which has so long known
it, ** will know it no more forever." As we noticed
its slight, but time-marked timbers, yielding to the
force of ax, crow-bars, and human muscle, we re-
member the time when the quiet street on which it
fronts, was the center of business life, and the prin-
cipal thoroughfare to the city front, with thousands
of drays and teams of every sort passing to and
from '* Commercial Street Wharf," where hundreds
of thousands of people arrived, landed, and departed
by the Panama steamers. In the "early days," all
was life and excitement in its locality. •* Cheap
John " auction stores lined parts of the thorough-
fare ; and in the same section of block, J. C. Dun-
can, then Tobin «fc Duncan, carried on their "Great
Gift Enterprise,"^ the first of which passed off with
no greater dissatisfaction to ticket-holders, than, as
was generally believed, the substitution of gifts as
distribution of prizes, far less in value than those
exhibited at the display prior to the drawing. The
second " Magnificent Affair " resulted in the sell-

ing of $100,000 of tickets, for which the cash was
paid, but for which never a prize was returned. By
some arrangement, best known to the " enterpris-
ing " manager, the Sheriff stepped in with attach-
ments, at the hour when the *' drawing " was in
progress in the old American Theater, on Sansome
Street. The distribution of prizes has not yet been
made, although some twenty-six or twenty-seven
years have passed since the luoky numbers were
announced.

The Mechanics' Inatitute Fair.

r«Z?l^^^°^^
Industrial Exhibition was inaugu-

rated by the opening exercises at the Grand OiSraHouse, at 2 o'clock, on the 10th inst. The opening
address was delivered by President P. B. Cornwall
reviewing the history of the Institute, from its first
meeting, m 1854, down to the present time. The
increase of its library, from the date of its first or-
ganization in 1856, has been from 487 volumes in
1856, to 30,000, in 1880. Its acquisition ofproS
erty amounts to $257,000. Ex-Senator Sargent. L
orator of the day, was listened to with marked in-
terest. There are but few institutions which have
been managed with greater general success, particu-
larly m view of the fact, that this community is
composed of persons from all parts of the United
States and many portions of the Old World ; eachand all entertaining personal views and opinions inharmony with the teachings and surroundings of
their earlier, localized conditions. This fact argues
well for the intelligence, good judgment, and <x)m-mou sense of those who have controlled and so suc-
cessfully shaped the destinies of this noble institu-
tion through the years which have succeeded its
nrst organization. While many other societies and
associations, organized for noble and worthy pur-
poses, both religious and secular, have surrendered

^ !v®\®/
changing conditions of things in this

city, the Mechanics' Institute remains unimpairedm Its usefulness and success
; and from present ap-

pearances and prospects, its future is full of prom-
ises for good.
The building at present used for its expositions,

will, in a few years, at farthest, pass from the con-
trol of the Institute. When this occurs, we hope
to see a permanent building erected, which shallremam during the years of present generations,
and pass down to those of the coming century as
an established center of brilliant results.

'

In our next issue we shall present the practical
facts attending the present exhibition. The man-
agement have certainly exercised their best judg-
ment in the present arrangement of matters gen-
erally : and we hope that the public will manifest
a substantial appreciation of the efforts made to
furnish them a pleasant place of resort, with things
of practical interest and instruction on every hand.

Spreading and Extending.

The systems of railroads which are now in course
of construction, and contemplated, linking Califor-
nia and this " sunset " coast generally, with the
tAstem and Southern States, are matters of very
general interest to the people of this city, as thoy
present the possible opportunities for good or evil.
With San Francisco as the grand center, their beni-
ftcial effects upon the business interests of the

Metropolis of the Pacific " will be largH ; but an
injurious diversion is by no means impossible.
The Los Angeles Herald takes the following view

of the situation :
" With the Southern Pacific

Kailway within eighteen months of completion,
giving our orchardista and vineyardists access to
the Mississippi Valley in four, and, if fast trains are
put on, m three days, the demand for our fruit and
grapes should be practically unlimited. When it
is borne in mind that the oranges grown here will
hang on the trees all through the year, and can be
marketed at seasons when they will encounter no
competition whatever, they cannot fail to be eajrer-
ly sought after."

^

Source of Muscular Power.—The theory has
been adopted by many physiologists of late years
that the muscular svstem of a fully developed man
or other animal, in health, is merely a perfected me-
chanical apparatus which accomplishes work like a
machine, not at the expense of its own substance-
replacing it by the assimilation of food—but using
the food directly

; converting it into force without
transforming it into muscle. Dr. Flint, however,m a recent work, examines this theory, and givoi
the results of a series of observations by himself and
others, having for their object to test its correct-
ness. After the most careful tests practicable, his
conclusions are in opposition to the theory of
direct food conversion, and lead him to adhere to
the older assumption of muscular waste and repair,
the muscles being their own source of power.—

^

Scientific Press.
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' Chicago.

The American Engineer, published at Chicago,
come« to U8 monthly, filled with matter of a high
order on engineeriug aubjects. We commend it to
all engineers and parties interested in its subject-
matter. Wo copy the following:

- " Chicago is just now full of reform excitement,
on matttjrs which the civil engineer is supposed to
control or influence. One prominent subject which
has h«;ld a large share of public attention for Home
mouths, but from which the city has suffered for
years, is the intolerable atmosj)here caused by the
smoke-cloud which hangs like a pall overhead. The
immense manufacturing industries of this wonder-
ful city, not confined to one district, but scattered
throughout its limits; the large number of build-
ings which employ engine or boiler powdr, and the
general nso of coal throughout, has created a nuis-
ancre so obtrusive that the citizens have been com-
pelled to invoke law for its amelioration. Towards
this end ft QOmmitteo of citizens was formed, some

and water- works problems; for, should it continue
to grow as it has done, these problems will magnify
in a largely-increased ratio, as it would now seem
that in both the questions mentioned, the city is
fast reaching the limits for which the woxks were
originally designed."

Complalnta Against Architects.

I_
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lime ago, to examine into the subject and report
upon the necessary steps to be taken to alter the

_ _ condition of things. They adduced evidence to
-^-— show that it was {xjssiblo to remedy the matter by

the adoption and use of mechanical devices or meth-
,,^_^ ods to consume the smoke and noxious vapors, and
r;: the City Fathers are on the eve of making an ordi-—^. nance oomi)elling the use of such remedies. This

, prospect has, of course, raised a hubbub, and objec-
tions crowd in to postpone such an ultimatum. So

_^ far, however, the only serious objectors have been
the railroads

;
yet, notwithstanding their opposition

,

- it is praiseworthy to find them moving vigorously
7 to discover a means to abate the evil on their part.

It may bo added that they claim that no device has
been discovered to consume the smoke ari/iing from
Western coal. Still there is, no doubt, a means
already in existence, which, combined with proper
firing, will reduce the nuisance to a minimum.
The railroads must recognize what Chicago has- ^ done for them, and that mutual good-will is in order-- where such a large source of revenue is oouatautly '- improving about them. — '

" Next in the list of reform oomes the sewage
problem, but this is no nearer solution than when—

- we noted it in our last issue. The pumping-works
:^=^=^*Mheme to assist the river is still in abeyance, and

the citizens are slowly waxing more disgusted with
^_^^.the lowers that be. Just now matters in the direc-

^
tion of sewage and sewerage are not so offensive, so

-^^ there is somewhat of a lull in the question, but a
change of wind is liable at any moment to bring all—— the evils prominent again.

- .

" Added to the disgusting state of the river at
times, there is always the subject of drinking-water
poHutiou. To this we nlust now append an e(mally
serious matter—the present state of the water sup-
ply and its possible failure. As is well known,- Chicago obtains her water supply from Lake Mioh-

. igan by moans of tunnels into the lake, and a shaft
protected by a crib. This crib has been in existence

^ quite a number of years, and queries are being
raised as to its condition and durability. Consider-
ing that a failure at this point would probably be
disastrous, its stability becomes a serious question

izz^Thc City Engineer, DeWitt C. Cre^ier, has sugl
gested the construction of another crib as a measure
pf certainty.

"In connection with this new crib is intimately
associated the question of adequate supply The
total capacity of the two water-works pumping
establishments is 150,000,000 gallons per day. fiiis

^ j» the probable ultimate capacity. The present oon-
._-.LBumption rapidly approximates this amount—so
' comparatively nearly, that the failure of an engine
- would be inconvenient, to say the least. Hence

the question is being seriously ex)nsidered of con-
tracting for another set of machinery, for which

-
^^^^

was design^ jp^the West Side pumping

" The consumption of water per head in Chicago
18 enormous—so much so, that one is compelled to

^ assume that a very large percentage is absolute and
. unnecessary waste. But in Chicago there is little
-. or no notice taken of waste of water ; it certainly

cannot be attributed to the quantity distributed over
_ the streets.

= X'V^"^
readers will see, from our few remarks

- that J ust now we are on the eve of great engineering
reforni in Chicago. The rapid and continued
growth of the city, its peculiar characteristics and
location, must always make it the home of sewerage

It is not an uncommon thing to hear owners com-
plain of "my architect," and relate occurrences
and circumstances for the purpose of illustrating the
incompetency, neglects, errors, and omissions of the
party intrusted with duties, the proper fulfillment
of which retjuired intelligence, integrity, and faith-
fulness in a large degree.

This result arises from several causes. First, in
the fact that there is no restriction or statutory reg-
ulation, which imposes upon those who seek to
wear the professional robes of an architect, the
necessity of exemplifying before an intelligent
board of examiners, their competency for and abil-
ities to perform duties which require the genius of
great minds to perfect and pass down to after gen-
erations. In this country, anyone, be he by me-
chanical education and experience a tailor, black-
smith, carpenter, mason, or shoemaker, if he claims
to bo an architect, and posaosses the force of ohrfr-
acter, the glibness of tongue, the "flower of speech,"
the mastery of argument, and logerdemanic, persua-
sive skill to make himself appear to be a very lion,
although in deed and in fact an ass, he is recognized
accordingly, and qualified men are in many in-
stances prejudged by the standard of the fraud,
rather than the fraud being ex)ndemned and rejected
by contrast with those who are competent and qual-
ified to perform intelligently and consistently the
important trusts and responsibilities involved in
house couBtruction. If in this country, as in many
parts of Europe, men were not permitted to pmctice
the profession until they were able to pass certain
tests by examinations, there would be far less cause
of complaint, more consistency and pureness in ar-
chitecture, and by far more healthful and substan-
tial buildings generally.

Secondly. The disposition on the part of owners
to diminish cost and expense of improvements, often
leads to the employment of parties who in reality
possess but a merger understanding of the true
principles of architecture, and a still less knowledge
of its practical demonstration, and whose only rec-
ommendation is their price. Men who have but a
poor stock-in-trade, whether intellectually or in
goods and merchandise, are willing to dispose of
them cheaply, and those who buy such goods, or
employ such talent 1 are somewhat like the house-
keeper who buys cheap butter and low-priced eggs
for cooking purposes, because of their cheapness in
first cost, only to find in spoiled and strongly odorif-
erous intended niceties, distasteful and unpalatable
waste of good flour and sweetening, palatable to
no one, and especially disgusting to the economiz-
ing housewife. Tons of fine flour have been thus
wasted, and millions of good brick and feet of lum-
ber have been spoiled in their use by the admixture
of cheap men as architects.
"Sublime folly " has its exemplification in noth-

ing more than in the waste of material under the
direction of this class of pretenders.

Thirdly. Owners sometimes are innocently misled
and deceived into incompetent hands through
"friendship," "social influences," and "society
relationships." Thousands of "real good, clever,
social fellows," win the confidence of others in mat-
ters, in the handling of which they possess not a
smgle practical re(;oramendation. But by a combi-
nation of these qualities and characteristics, and a
sufficient intermixture of "cheek," they manage
to work their way into the confidence of others,
and by well-directed art, succeed in covering up
business and professional disqualifications, and
working their way through difficulties which
would overwhelm more capable parties with dis-
grace. ^ ^_ _^
There can Be^^ " greater piece of folly " prao-

tioed than owners seeking low-priced architects.
Every man who fully or fairly understends his pro-
fession, understands also the cost in persistent study,
and diligent, earnest effort to acquire and perfect
his knowledge. And it is not a fair proposition
to ask that such men give their arduously obtained
acquisitions in the art of building, at scavenger
rates. It would be quite as fair and reasonable to
expect an educatecl and acknowledged superior sur-

geon to give his time and skill at the rates charged
by a leech-applying barber, or an educated attorney
to draw a deed to valuable property, or defend or
prosecute a case i^ court, for a consideration that
would gladden the hearts of that class of law-
yers whose education has been obtained by a po-
lice or justice's court practice, and whose law science
would ill serve beyond an assault and battery or
petty larceny case.

There is this other material fact which fails
to impress the minds of owners. It is this:
every man who builds a home, expects and demands
fair and honest dealings, and would clamor terribly
should ho discover financial irregularities. But un-
impeachable integrity can only be secured by the
payment of a percentage for architectural services,
which will make it possible for an architect to deal
squarely and honestly. If he receives in percent-
age from the owner, barely sufficient to pay the
wages of his employes, from whence comes the
pay and profits of the principal? Men cannot
afford, and will not render, services without some
profit and compensation to themselves, and when
ground down in legitimate compensation to cost of
production of plans and details, we ask, is it not
natural that other means and measures will be re-
sorted to, to make up the deficiencies 'i And is it

wise on the part of owners to seek to enforce con-
ditions which compel men, in self-interest defense
to adopt practices not recognized as legitimate and
proper F

Charcoal and its Uaesr p^atfa<ai~i I *!

Charcoal, laid flat, while cold, on a bum, caiises
the pain to abate immediately; by leaving it on
for an hour, the bum seems almost healed, when
the bum is superficial. And charcoal is valuable
for many purposes. Tainted meat, surrounded with
it, is sweetened ; strewn over heaps of decomposed
pelts, or over dead animals, it prevents any un-
pleasant odor. Foul water is purified by it. It is

a great disinfectant, and sweetens oflTensive air, if
placed in shallow trays around apartments. It is

so very porous in its minute interior, it absorbs and
condenses gases most rapidly. One cubic inch of
fresh charcoal will absorb nearly one hundred inches
pf gaseous ammonia. Charcoal forms an unrivaled
poultice for malignant wounds and sores, often
corroding away dead tlesh, reducing it to one-
(juarter in six hours. In cases of what we call
proud flesh, it is invaluable. It gives no disagree-
able odor, corrodes no metals, hurts no texture, in-
jures no color ; is a simple and safe sweetener and
disinfectant. A teaspoonful of charcoal, in half a
glass of water, often relieves a sick headache ; it
absorbs the gases, and relieves the distended stom-
ach, pressing against the nerves which extend from
the stomach to the head. It often relieves consti-
pation, pain, or heartburn. ——

—

Our Illustration Plates.

The front elevation marked D, and the corre-
sponding floor plans, show a neat and comfortable
private frame residence, with a large number of
conveniences and modem improvements. The
sizes of rooms, chambers, halls, and other apart-
ments, are marked on the plans. Such a building,
with 13 and 12 feet stories, brick cellar 7 feet 6
inches in the clear, and front fence, as shown, built
in a substantial, workmanlike manner, with red-
wood for finishes, can be built for $^,000, complete,
ready for occupancy. This figure may be lessoned
by economies in various ways, or increased, by
adopting white cedar for finish, and in other ways
elaborating details.

The other plan shown is a reproduction—caused
by the indisposition of our photographic artist.

*' SpRrNQ."—We insert this cut, although not as
well delineated as we desired, for its purity of sug*
gestions. It introduces pleasing thoughts and re-
flections, and may be studied with interest.

The Human Reiina.—In a recent note to the
Vienna Academy, Herr Salzer offers an estimate
(based on numeration) of the probable number of
optic nerve-fibres and of retinal cones in a human
eye. The number of the former he supposes to be
about 438, 000 ; that of the latter 3,360,000. This
gives seven or eight cones for each nerve fiber, sup-
posing all fibers of the optic nerves to be connected
with cones, and equally divided among them.
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It may appear strange to some, that the principal
topics dificuHsed appearing in this journal are in re-

lation to frame or wooden buildings. The reason
for this is, that San Francisco is a city almost ex-
clusively of wooden construction, outside the " fire

- limits." All of the most costly residences, as well as
those of lesser pretensions, and tenement houses, are
frame. The elegant residences of " the great rail-

road king " of the raoifio Coast, Loland Stanford,
his co-operator, Charles Crocker, the " Hopkins
mansion," and others of similar or corresjxjnding
magnificence, are built of wood. The reasons why
this is so, are numerous.

First. In the '* early times " lumber was, and is

still plenty, and was the only building material
available, except some few bricks which were
shipped from the east by way of CHjm Horn. These
8hix)ments were small, and the cost of eastern brick
too great to secure any recognition as a building
material in this city.

Second, " Everybody " who came to California in
the earlier periods, calculated upon realizing a for-
tune in a short spaoe of time and returning "homo"

r to enjoy the fruits of their successes. Consequently
there was but little consideration given to the erec-

^ tion of substantial brick constructions. "Anything
will do for Calilornia, " was a standing reply to all

advice looking to permanency. Ah a rule, places
built of rough boards on end, with battens over the
joints, answered all purposes as business houses, and
hundreds of residences were built in like manner,
with clothed and papered walls and ceilings, In-
expensiveness was the controlling purpose gener-

" ally, with but little attention paid to bnilding
houses •* eastern fashion." This first condition of
things established lumber as the chief bnilding ma-
terial, and the people of California have not as yet,

' fully overcome first principles, as far as brick resi-

dences are concerned. In addition to this, it was
many years after the founding of San Francisco
that the "grades" were permanently established.
Therejwas scarce a level spot of land anywhere in the
primitive city, and sand dunes and ridges, and high
hills of rock and clay formation, everywhere. The
city grades were frequently changed, and hundreds

" who erected buildings by "official surveys," found
that they were either too high or too low, or in
part upon the land of other parties. All this con-
spired to. retard the erection of permanent brick

. buildings.

7^hird. The prevailing sentiment was and is, that
" frame buildings are more safe against the effects of
earthquakes, which doubtless is a fact; but as these
visitations have abandoned San Francisco for so
many years and sought other fields of operation, the
people of the Pacific Coast have learned to think of
them as only things of the past, none surmising
more than the bare possibility of" their return in a
modified form, from the shocks of 1868, since when
there has been only " slight vibrations " occcision-

ally experienced.
Fourth. As stated in an article in a former issue

of this journal, there were but few bricks produced
in the early days, in California, and those not of
good quality. The " salt-water bricks " created a
decided prejudice against the use of bricks, and it

is only since a better manufactured article has been
supplied the market, that bricks made on this coast
have been considered with favor.

Fifth, The greater expensiveness of brick edi-

fices, and the supposed fact that brick constructions
are more liable to dampness, and consequently less

healthful. This is true to a certain extent, but in
our July issue, we combated this proposition, and
claimed that brick residences can be built, which
will insure entire freedom from dampness, perfect

ventilation, and complete healthfulness, as far as
buildings are concerned.

Sixth. For a number of years, there were en-
forced conditions which compelled the erection of
frame buildings. That is to say, that since 1849,
the whole space from Montgomery street, at Clay,
Washington, etc., following the irregular formation
of the original "beach," out to East street, a dis-

tance of six blocks, with 412 feet, 6 inches, in each,
or 2,475 feet, as a total, to which add 350 feet, for

width of streets, making more than half a mile,
has been "filled in," and in some sections, in such
a manner as to shut in the mud, to save forcing it

into the bay, and to lessen the quantity of filling

material. This new-made ground did not furnish
reliable foundation for brick buildings, without the

extra expense of driying piles, which was an ex-
pensive operation, costing, as late as 18G0, twenty-
five to thirty-five dollars for each pile. But by slow
degreed, this whole district has been brought within
the "fire limits," except upon the bay margin, and
hundreds of substantial brick buildings are now
erected in localities far outside of where large ships
used to ride at anchor, and the Panama steamers
landed. In time, a new sentiment may obtain, and
it is not improbable that brick buildings will be the
rule. But while the residence portion of the city
is built almost exclusively of wood, there are thou-
sands of brick buildings in San Francisco, and
among them, many substantial, well-built brick
edifices, which would be a credit to any city, al-
though as yet, "marble-front business palaces" do
not adorn any of our streets. But as the hills and
mountains of California yield a splendid quality of
granite, and marble beds and quarries are abundant,
producing various grades of that stone, from the
une<iualed onyx down to ordinary grades, there
may, and doubtless will, be found marble suitable
for building purposes ; and it is by no means un-
certain, that some of San Francisoo's present inhab-
.itants may live to see elegant marble structures
erected of materials obtained within the borders of
this State.

Where do the Precious MetaJa Go ?

The Saddle againat the Buggy.

The memory of man extendeth to the day when
the boys on the farm were proud to ride a fine
young horse to church or to see the girls. He took
pride in the (jolts, and taught them to move freely
under the saddle, and above all, when the colt was
broken, he was taught to walk. Now, the boys
must have a fine buggy and harness, and the colt
must show his style and speed all the time. The
boy is in too great a hurry to allow the colt to walk.
The colt, buggy, and boy are soon a used-up set by
fast driving. The whole business of buggy riding
by farmers' boys is expensive, extravagant, and
demoralizing. Not one farmer in ten can afford
such a turnout for the lad. Many of them buy a
buggy, and let it stand in the sun and storm. They
are too j)oor to have a house for vehicles. Some
men cannot afford the luxury of a buggy. If we
could return to the fashion of riding on horseback,
we would save millions to the farmers, and the boys
and girls would develop better forms, and have
better health. Any lazy lout can ri^e in a buggy,
but to be a graceful rider on horseback, one must
have some energy and get-up in his nature. There
is life and health in riding on horseback. The
whole system feels the invigorating effect of it.

The rider and the horse catoh the fire of sympathy
and excitement in the run or fast paces, and every
nerve and muscle of the body is brought into health-
ful, invigorating play. The mania for trotting
horses has been felt on every farm in the land. The
country is full of road horses, that some man or boy
loves to pull the string on. They are usually poor
saddlers, slow walkers, and rough. Wo need a re-

form. The place to begin is in breeding a class of

horses of good size, style, and action, that can move
freely in more than one gait. The English market
is open for such horses. The well-knit horse, of

good style and action, suitable for a hunter or a
carriage, will bring better prices than our average
horse. The farmer will find it to his interest to

raise a class of colts that the boys will like to ride.

He can r.use three or four fine saddle-colts for what
one buggy and harness will cost, and a fair saddle-

horse will bring more than the average roadster.

—

Nashville American,

" Some of the best artists of the present day are of

Hebrew origin, but it is a historical fact that in

ancient times the Jews were very deficient in artistic

taste and constructive skill, ^^rlier and later na-

tions have left many things behind that we admire

even in this day; but, architecturally speaking,

nothing worth admiring or imitating remains of an-

cient Judea. Two artists, and two only, are men-
tioned in the Book of Exodus as being qualified to

execute the sacred vessels and utensils, and these

were probably foreigners, or at any rate, imitators

of Egyptian styles and customs. The chariots used

by the Kings of Israel were made in Egypt, and the

artists employed on the temple came from Tyre.

During Herod's reign, many Roman, Grecian and

Persian artists were employed in decorating and

rebuilding Jerusalem.
>»

Where do the precious metals go ? $234,000,000 of
which are annually produced, i^ a question easily
asked, and one that is easily answered. " ' Tis the
clime of the east, the land ofthe sun "—that parallel-
ogram of the earth's surface included between the
Red Sea, the Himalaya Mountains, the China Sea,
and the Indian Ocean, inhabited by nearly one-half
of the human race, and among whom paper money
is unkuown—which has absorbed for centuries, and
is still absorbing, more than three-fourths of the an-
nual product of the precious metals. Rome, before
the Christian era, imported carpets from Babylim,
spices from Ceylon, silk (a pound of which was
equal to a pound of gold) from Egypt, and precious
stones and aromatics from India. The balance of
trade due to the east from the mistress of the world
in the time of Augustus was $1,000,000 annually

—

a sum which must be regarded as enormous, taking
into view that at that time the relative value of
gold to silver was only one to nine ; that the wages
of labor and the prices of commodities were much
lower than iu our time, and that England and
France were Roman provinces and inhabited by sav-
age races who dwelt in huts and painted their
bodies, as our North American Indians did seventeen
centuries later, when the Puritans landed at Ply-
mouth and the Cavaliers at Jamestown ; when
Germany was a land of forests, with a climate as
cold as Canada in our time, and when Russia was a
land of bogs and morasses, with its surface very
little raised above the level of the Mediterranean.

In our time all the countries of Europe, as well
as the United States, are largo consumers of coffee,
tea, sugar, spices, silk, hemp, hides, dye-stuffs, tin,*^

and other products of the East, which have to be
paid for largely iu gold and silver. The imports of
the United St.tesfrom countries beyond the Cape
of Good Hope amount to $42,000,000 annually,
while the exports amount to only $11,000,000.
Great Britain and the other countries of Europe-
import annually from the East $160,000,000 more
than they export to the same quarter. The exports
of gold and silver from the United States during
the last 31 years amount to $1,500,000,000, a sum
great-or than the amount ofprecious metals in exist-
ence two centuries ago. 1116 Arabians, Persians,
Hindoos, ('hiuese, and Japanese consume but little

of the products of the Occident, while the products
of the Orient are in great demand by the people of-

Europe and America. A French writer states that
the Egyptians conceal $20,000,000 annually of the
precious metals ; and the Emperor of Morocco has
filled 17 large chambers with gold and silver. The
passion for hoarding is shared by the subjects of
those princes. Silver pulpits and sacred ornaments
of gold are very common in churches, temples, pa-
godas, and tombs throughout the Eastern hemis-
phere.

The inscription which Dante, in his ynagination,
saw placed over the portals of the infernal regions,
**lasciate ogni speranza voi che ^ntrate,^^ might very"
truthfully be transferred to the portals of the East.
The solution of the problem of the disappearance of
the precious metals from the countries where they
are produced, is that the Orient is the reservoir into

which continuously flows the gold and silver of the

Occident—a reservoir from which there is no ebb.
It is with the precious metals as it is with our
sweetmeats—we cannot have our cake and eat
it too.— The Economist.

The Treai'ment op Sprains.—Mr. Dacre Fox,
an English surgeon to a large railway company,
who has had considerable experience of this form
of injury, says that in the more severe cases he finds

that after a few days of fomentation the bcht treat-

ment is regulated pressure, by means of carefully
adjusted pads and large plasters of a special shape,
varying according to the particular joint involved.
By this plan he feels sure that it is possible to con-
trol the effusion into the sheaths of the tendons and
adjacent structures, to lessen the pain, and to

shorten the duration of treatment —Scientific Press.

A LiTn..E boy in a Sunday School pmt a poser to

his teacher. She was telling the class how God
punished the Egyptians by causing the first-bom of

every house to be slain. The little boy listened

attentively. At the proper interval, he mildly
inqiiired :

" What would GW>d have done if there

had been twins 'i
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An Awakening in the Lumber Interest.

Wo note with pleaaure that the better times
which Beemed oreepinj^ into the lumber int^rents of

the coast lant fall, have at last so asserted them-
selves thrtt moasures have already been taken for in-

creasing production. Our magniiicent timber
resources and the vast amount of capital already
enlisted in developing them, hare tniderg'one a long
period of quiet, and the result has been depression
and scarcity of funds in the lumber regions. A
change was imperatively needed to bring these en-

terprises into the line along which most of our
special induHtrics are tnoviu^^. J^ast fall there

seemed a chance to move for a better order of things,

and the lumbermen were awake to avail themselves
of it. Then, however, it was more or less a pros-

pective matter, and the early spring demand was
the test which should finally shape the industry.

This, fortunately, was so favorable to a resumption
of activity that nearly all the saw*mill8 in Cali-

~ fornia, especially on the northern coast, are now
—r running on full time and turning out their full

complement of material.

The city trade is still light, and this may easily
^~ i)e accounted for by the fact that the influence of a—'— prosperons year has not yet had time to exert itself
" in surplus funds in the hands of merchants, and by

the other fact that there is small demand for new
. buildings, either for use or as an investment. In
the country, however, there is considerable building
activity prevailing, and calls for lumber are (juite

^._^ satisfactory to dealers, California redwood is being
^^^ taken to Nevada and Arizona, and is preferred to

the pine produced by local mills. This feature

gives u^a an outlet which helps dispose of the largo
i productions which busy mills send forward. It is

- - ,. not expected that there will be anything of special

profit in the business, nor that high prices will pre-

vail. It will be better for the general advancement
of the country that tliey should not. With prices

fairly remunerative to lumber producers, but not
excessive, much more material will come under the—— carpenters' tools than would under a high price list.

*: The result will be a marked improvement in our
buildings, and activity in the lumber districts.

~^~ These two satisfactory conditions are both depend-
.. ent upon a reasonable rate for the product of the

mill.

The improvement in this market of course in-
=^^^=^ iiuenoes all lumber districts tributary thereto. A—- late dispatch from Seattle, W. T., says: "Seven

Puget Sound saw-milla, representing an average
' capacity of 810,000 feet of lumber per day, have re-

sumed full time, which would indicate that the de-

pression which so long has prostrated the lumber
trade of that section, is about to be superseded by
fresh prosperity, calling for a largely increased pro-

duction of logs and manufactured lumber." Thus,
-^ life at the center is calling forth activity in all the

outlying producing districts. We hope all our
" readers will succeed so well in this year's labors that
they can all make an investnlent in lumber for the
improvement of their hoipries and farm buildings.

• These is no little satisf$bCtion in driving nails, e»-

-
. pecially when the lulnber is paid for.

—

Scientific

Press

.

y^

True.

People who never think nor act beyond and en-

larged from their individual, personal selfishness,

cut but a sorry figure in the great, outstretching
affairs of useful life. Like the snail, they crawl

-along through their periods of existence, encum-
bered by the shell of their own conceits and little-

. ness, into which they invariably shrink away and
hide themselves, whan brought into contact with
anything that requires the exercise of an enlarged

- and generous nature.

In many, this condition of mind and disposition

is the outcome of natural mental and intellectual

deficiencies. It is impossible for those to whom
^nature has bestowed sparingly of the necessary

faculties and capacities of mind, for greater and bet-

ter things, to rise above the contracted harmonies
within them. It is no more possible for that class of

animate life, which lives upon and beneath the soil,

to spread wing and fly from flower to flower, gath-
ering sweetness from blooming petals, than for those

who see nothing greater nor better than themselves,

to comprehend and understand the nobler qualities

jBrij, truly great and wise men.

The Egyptian the Oldest Literature.

Professor Max Muller had long ago spoken of

the Rig Veda, as belonging, in certain parts, to the

earliest stages of human thought ; but unless we
throw back to a vast distance of time, the origin of

Vedic literature, the literature of Egypt must take

its place as, beyond comparison, the most ancient in

the world. The exodus of the Israelites cannot, M.
Renouf holds, be, with any probability, brought
lower down than the fourteenth century before the

Christian era, while the Great Pyramid cannot be
more recent than 3000 B. G. The maxims of Ptah-
hotep belong to the age of the pyramids, and there-

fore have an antiquity exceeding, from fifteen -to

twenty centuries, the highest claimed for the oldest

portion of the Rig Veda. It is, therefore, as M.
Chabaft has called it, the most ancient book of the
world ; but it appears, nevertheless, to be the author-
ity of those who were then ancients*, and it enforces a
morality, which rests on responsibility to a per-

sonal Creator and Preserver of all things, whose
unity is declared to be absolute. This belief is set

forth in hymns, addressed, through a long series of

ages, to what we may, if we please, call a multitude
of gods. Osiris, Horus, Thoth, Amon, and many
more, are each worshiped in language which, to all

appearance, is purely monotheistic. A hymn, pre-

served in two manuscripts in the British Museum,
speaks of "the bringer of food, the creator of all

good thingti, " and says that "he is not graven in

marble, as an image bearing the double crown. He
is not beheld ; he hath neither ministrant nor offer-

ing ; he is not adored in sanotuaries ; his abode is

not known ; no shrine (of his) is found with painted
figures. There is no building that can contain
him. Unknown is his name in heaven ; he doth
not manifest his forms ; vain are all representa-

tions." Yet this hymn is addressed to the Nile,

which is identified with Ra, Amon, Ptah, and other
gods. In another, Amon Ra is invoked as " the
ancient of heaven, lord of all existences, the support
of all things, the one in his works." It goes on to

speak of him as " maker of men, listening to the
poor who are in distress, gentle oif heart when one
cries to him. « « * Lord of wisdom, whose
precepts are wise ; lord of mercy, most loving, at

whose coming men live ; opener of every eye ; the

one maker of all that is ;
* * * lying awake

while all men sleep, to seek out the good of his

creatures. Salutation to thee, because thou abidest

in us ; adoration to thee, because thou hast created

Hail to thee, lord of law ! * the oneUH

alone without a second ; king alone, single among
the gods ; of many names, unknown in their num-
ber."

—

Saturday Review.

The Mystery of Exchange.

We presume that most of our readers are aware
that the quotation of foreign exchange represents a
premium considerably in excess of the actual fact,

but we doubt whether all of t^em know precisely

what is the difference. By the usage of bankers,

the old Spanish dollar is assumed as the par of ex-

change, il sterling being equal to 4 4-9 of these

dollars. In point of fact, however, in the estab-

lished moneys of Great Britain and the United
States, £1 sterling contained as much gold as $4 87

of United States money, and this is the true par of

exchange or rate which must be used in converting
the money of one country into that of another.

For instance, if anything costs £100 in Great Brit-

ain, its true value expressed in the money of the

United States is $487. Accordingly, it is a fact,

familiar to all bankers, that when exchange is

quoted at 109^, there is no real premium, but the

true par has been attained ; because, if we multiply
$4 44 4-9, which is the nominal par, by 109^ which
is then the quoted rate, we get $4 87, which is the

true par. We need scarcely add, that it is owing to

this circumstance that the exports of gold from the

United States are not larger. If there really existed

such a heavy premium on bills of exchange, as

many persons suppose, it would be immensely profit-

able to export gold to Great Britain. In point of

fact, in view of the necessary expenses of freight,

insurance, and loss of interest, the margin does not
more than cover the risk. The United States half-

eagle, it may be added, contains 116 grains of pure
gold, equivalent to $5 ; the British sovereign, or
pound sterling, 113 grains, equivalent to $4 87 of

United States money.— The Economist%
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The Atmosphere in Early Ages.

The deposit of carbon during the Paleozoic age
was enormous, requiring a correspondingly long
time, because owing to the great amount in the at-

mosphere, so much needed to be removed before
any sensible effect upon temperature was produced.
During the Mesozoic, there being less carbonic acid
in the atmosphere, a shorter time sufficed to produce
an equal effect. For like reason the change of tem-
perature during the Tertiary was more rapid until
about the close of that period, after which no fur-

ther change occurred, the elimination and supply
of carbonic acid seeming to have become equafr^
Closely allied to the question as to the length of the
geological divisions, and in its explanation identical
with it, is that which asks why there was so great
a difference between the duration of the earlier and
later types of life. The length of a geological di-
vision is really the length of a certain type of life,

and that which accounts for the one accounts for
the other. The facts which have been considered,
viz., the abundance of coal and lignite, both cer-

tainly of vegetable origin ; the smallness of the
amount of C02 which could have been derived
from volcanoes ; the universal warmth ; the present
non-existence of the early species ; the almost total

extermination of species at the end of each of the
geological ages ; the absence of arctic cold, or other
sufficient cause for such exterminations ; the ap-
pearance of new species, and these always in the
direction of progress toward present conditions ; the
great disproportion between the length of the ear-
lier ages and the later, and the disparity in the^..

duration of the corresponding types ; the world-
wide extent of these phenomena—all these are so in
harmony with an atmosphere richer in carbonic
acid than the pr.^.'M^t, that the^ ..^om to demonstrate
its existence. How much carbonic acid there was
at first in the atmosphere it is impossible to deter-
mine. It now forms only three or four ten-thous-
andths of the whole. Forty or fifty times that
amount would very decidedly affect temperature,*^
partly by its own influence, and much more indi-
rectly, by increasing the capacity of the air for
water. One hundred times would increase the
warmth somewhat more ; but, if after that, ten, or
even twenty times that amount were added, the
temperature would be scarcely affected ; while the
effect upon the flora and fauna of the period would
be of the most decided character. In the Azoic
time the amount of carbonic acid in the atmosphere
must have been enormous.— The Penn Monthly.

Ancient American Qiants.

The Rev. Stephen Bowers notes, in the Kansas
City Review of Science, the opening of an interesting

mound in Brush Creek Township, Ohio. The
mound was opened by the Historical Society of the
township, under the immediate supervision of Dr.
J. F. Everhart, of Zanesville. It measured sixty-

four by thirty-five feet at the summit, gradually
sloping in every direction, and was eight feet in

height. There was found in it a clay coffin, in-

cluding the skeleton of a woman measuring eight
feet in length. Within this coffin was found also

the skeleton of a child about three and a half feet

in length, and an image that crumbled when ex-

posed to the atmosphere. In another grave was
found the skeleton of a man and woman, the former
measuring nine and the latter eight feet in length.
In a third grave occurred two other skeletons, male
and female, measuring, respectively, nine feet four
inches and eight feet. Seven other skeletons were
found in the mound, the smallest of which meas-
ured eight feet, while others reached the enormous
length of ten feet. They were buried singly, or
each in separate graves. Resting against one of
the coffins was an engraved stone tablet (now in
Cincinnati), fro»n the characters on which Dr. Ever-
hart and Mr. Bowers are led to conclude that this

giant race were sun worshipers

Glasgow Municipal Buildings. — At a late
meeting of the Glasgow Town Council, it was
stated by the Chairman that the whole of the
ground required for the new municipal buildings
had been acquired at somewhat less than the sum
estimated. The plans for the buildings, which
would cost at least ;^ 150, 000, were to be thrown
open to competition, and premiums of ;^750, ;^500,
and ;^300 were to be given for the three best de-
signs.

A Sewage Steamer.

How to dispose of the city refuse to advantage is

a problem in New York which has not yet had a
satisfactory solution. The present cumbrous and
very expensive method is of the most primitive
kind, which must soon be superseded, in the nature
of things, by improved appliances. The (iorpora-
tion of Liverpool has adopted a steam dredger
which is proven to be a success in every respect,
and we have reason to believe it has received the
attention of the New York Pilot Commissioners,
and others, intrusted with the duty of preserving
the harbor. The vessel is of 500 tons, 140 feet in
length, 23 feet broad, and 11 feet in depth, spec-
ially constructed for the e(3onomical and speedy
conveyance of city refuse for deposition in the deep
se«^ The new vessel differs from the Clyde hopper
steamers in having a hull wider at the bottom than
at the top, and divided into five pairs of tanks,
with separate doors to each ; the latter with balance
weights, so as to open rapidly for the escape of ma-
terial. A pump of large dimensions can be used at
will to force any light material through the open
doors. This craft is supposed to be the forerunner
of many such steamers, as it is well calculated
to promote the sanitary arrangements of all our
seaport cities. It is repre8en4«d as dredging at
about half the cost of the old system— the results
such as to '• silence all objectors. " Of course it is

not expected that an innovation of this character
can be brought about without opposition, for those
who handle the city refuse have a very sweet thing
as it is, and will not surrender without a protest.

—

American Ship.

A Tramp Trap.

It is a well-known fact that freight cars are a
great resort for tramps. These cars afford them

:' traveling conveyance, sleeping apartments, and
- everything which conduces to make the life of a
:
tramp pleasant and comfortable. To hunt them

' out or to capture them while in these cars has been
one of the great studies of railroad men. One of
the most prominent citizens of Colorado Springs
has invented what he calls a "tramp trap." It

-consists of an ordinary freight car, in which is a
movable bed resting on spiral springs, something
like a spring mattress. To this bed is attached a
clutch, which acts on an elliptic spring connected

- with the doors. The movable bed is adjusted so as
jDot to move until a required weight is upon it—say
1,500 pounds, the average weight of ten tramps.
In this car are placed several boxes of crackers,
baskets of wine, boxes of cheese, bundles of cigars,
land the doors are left wide open. These articles
are soon discovered by the tramps, and they begin
to swarm around the car and to enter one by one.
When the required weight is in the car, the bottom
suddenly flies up, throws out the clutch, and the
doors close quick as a flash and fasten with a spring
lock. The tramps are thus secured until the proper
officers come and kill the tramps. We understand
the inventor has made application for a patent, and
-the right to use the same will be placed at a very
-low figure, as he wants to benefit mankind, and not
to make TD.oney .-^Railway Age.

Mechanics Clearly Defined.

Two classes of men are to be found in every
trade. The one reads and seeks to find out every-
thing pertaining to his trade; the other never
wants to see a newspaper. One man says :

*• What
do I want to read a newspaper for ? I can learn all
I want to without the aid of the best newspaper
published in the world." The other subscribes to
the best journals that give him information in re-
gard to his particular line of business. Compare
the difference b» tween two such men. The man
who reads is by far the better qualified ; while his
willingness to learn something, from any one who
can teach him, renders him a far more reliable man
to employ. No particular merit exists in the mere
reading of either one journal or another ; and no
employer will engage a man simply because he
takes this journal. But we do believe that a care-
ful, studious workman, no matter whether his spare
time be spent in reading this or some other good
book or journal, is of more value to his employer
than one who reads nothing and believes he knows
ifcrit. ^—

!
t9

Very Disagreeable.

One of the most disagreeable, small annoyances
imaginable, is the singing, humming, and some-
times, roaring noiw, which occurs in the water
pipes m buildings, during the filling of tanks, after
(juantitles of water have been drawn for bath-tubs,
and similar purposes. Persons of nervous temper-
ineut become greatly distressed at times from this
cause

; and thftusands of unpolished expressions
and words not found in the de<ialogue^ are indulgedm by strong nerved men under such circumstances.
1 his effect is especially provoking, when occurring
at night, from some member of the family taking a" late bath," after others have retired. We were
recently present in a family at the bed-time devo-
tional exercises, and the " head of the family "
became so interested in the hiss and hum that was
ringing through the house, that among other bless-
ings remembered at the ** throne of grace " was,
" O, Lord, receive our thanks for the abundant sup-
plies of that precious water whicji now raaketh its
presence known beneath our humble roof." The
meaning of which was, perhaps, that if he had been
a swearing, instead of a praying man, there would
have bt^en a marked difference in the character of
the language used.

This difficulty can be effectually prevented in
new, and remedied in buildings already erected, by
a simple device now in process of patenting in this
city.

Architects' Omissions.

We speak of the luxury of the modem house.
Perhaps luxury is hardly the right word for what we
mean, but it is hard to find another. We mean the
care that is t»)ren to prevent the inmates, in going
from room to room, or on any occasion but that of
purposely "going out," from ever meeting the ex-
ternal air. Closed corridors, double doors—above
all, gas stoves—are, in our view, mischievous lux-
uries, tending to enervate the body, and to shorten
life. Here the architect may say, that he only
provides that for which there is a demand. Has he
fairly looked the problem in the face? And, having
done so, has he laid his own conclusions before his
client? A drafty house is one thing; a stove is

another. The location of the ticket offices in the
Charing-crosa Station, swept, as they are, by every
north wind, without the shelter of a screen, *that
might be so readily provided, is a thing as to which
we have often perfectly marveled at the long suf-
fering of the public. On the other hand, it is to
the over-heating and under-ventilating of some of
our royal and noble residences, that we owe, in our
opinion, the loss of some invaluable lives. These,
and such as these, are some of the problems which
have to be solved by the great architect who would
build, not for to-da^ only, but for the future.

—

London Builder.
^

The New York Tribune, in discussing "Rural
Improvement," commends the movement which has
been so successfully begun in New England and in
this State, to improve the appearance and health of

suburban towns. It insists, hosvever, that this

work shall be intrusted to trained and competent
men. "Amateur engineers will make wild work in

constructing systems of drainage, until a decimating
fever will demonstrate the need of training and
experience in matters of such moment. Amateur
artists in landscape decx)ration will fill a township
with incongruities and deformities." In short, the
objects of rural improvement associations will be
reached most surely and speedily, ** when their

members realize their own incompetence, in view of

the magnitude of the task before them, and are

willing to employ thoroughly-trained and skillful

masters in the various departments of the work
contemplated ;

" all of which we heartily commend.
t

** Perhaps the most powerful elevator in the world
is the one now used on the Washington monument.
It will carry ten tons to a height of five hundred
feet. It is arranged so as to run twenty feet above

the top of the stone work. During the progress of

the work upon the monument, it will be used to

deliver material to the builders, and when the mon-
ument is completed, it will be turned into a paasen-

ger elevator. Unlike the elevators in the New
York post-office, it is said to be perfectly safe and
not at all likely to get out of repair."

New Engi^nd dealers in machinery report a
lively foreign trade in machinery. A complete set
of wood-working machines, with shafting and mo-
tor, with man to set it up, was recently sent from
Boston to Amsterdam, Holland. Wood-working
machinery has formerly been sent abroad in pieces,
but this is the first instance in which an entire shop
has been shipped. The demand for American ma-
chinery in Holland is said to have been caused,
partially, by the exhibit of American manufactures
at the fair in Antriem last summer. It seems to us
that our largest fields for operations in wood-work-
ing machinery lie in Australia, New Zealand, and
Russia, where conditions, as regards materials and
wants, are similar to our own. Manufacturers, no
doubt, are aware that the places mentioned must
soon become enormous users of these productions."

The Pecan fou California.—Dr. Strentzel, from
long observation, is convinced that the pecan is the
nut-tree for California. For two or three years in
starting it ret^uires good care, after which it will
prove a hardy tree here. Its useful qualities for
timber are similar to those of the hickory, to which
family it belongs. Its wood is darker than the
hickory. It starts easily from seed, is naturally a.
rapid grower, and is a handsome street, shade, and
ornamental tree. It fruits in from 10 to 15 years.
It takes kindly to this climate, and invites cultiva-
tion.

Market Report.

Few changes have taken place since our last is-
sue. Nails show an upward tendency, and have
advanced 25 cents a keg. Glass remains the same
as our last report. Doors, sash, and blinds have not
changed. A little increase in the demand f<»r lime
and plaster, has not affected the price;- Everything-
in the building line looks more cheerful than for
some time past.

Oregon Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet . ,.$18 00
40 to 50 •* *• .... 19 00

20 00
21 00
22 00
14 00

(<

((

<<

(<

4(

30 00

30 50

50 to 60
60 to 70
60 to 80

Refuse Rough -. . .

Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-
tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping . . .. .-. .v. per M feet

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring per M feet

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet 21 00

Ship Plank, rough per M feet 25 00
** planed 1 side •' 28 00

planed 2 sides ,. . " 30 00
Deck Plank, rough " 28 00

dressed *«
... 32 50

Laths... per M 3 50

Redwood.

Rough Merchantable per M feet $20 00
*• Refuse »..;

Surface, No. 1 ...

Surface, 1x8
1 x6
No. 2.....

Rustic, No. 1 1x8
No. 2

1 X 10

short, 8 to 10 feet
'* under 8 feet

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .

" 7 to 11 feet ....
*' under 7 feet
** No. 2

Beaded, 12 feet and over
7 to 11 feet ,..:

" under 7 feet

Half-inch Surface
Pickets, fancy

rough, pointed

i(

<(

((

«

n

(t

<«

44

H
<<

<(

<(

(<

»i

TT
«4

4<

44

44

16 00
30 00
28 00
28 00
22 50
28 00
25 00
30 00
25 00
14 00
27 50
25 00
20 00
20 00
27 50
25 00
20 00
27 50
20 00
16 00

Pickets, rough, square per M feet $14 00
Siding, i -inch " 20 00
Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45 00
Sugar Pine " 30 00 to 50 00
R. W. sawed shingles per M 2 00
Battens, ^ -inch , 7 •TmvTTm'TTTtTTTT, .

.

75

i
r

r.,'

«.i

.1-

f'\%l

It
I

*» fi|
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Hakdwakb and Naii^.—We note the follow
ing roductioii

:

10 to 00 i)eunie8, are quoted at. $4
8 •* ** ** it A

(} ** <( <l it

Sand 4 " *« " ««

^ and 5 pennies, brad heads at
Z 6

• • • •

8
crKTand np-ward

'3 pcauj fines ((

«.r-

<•
.••_»-*-• -*^ *.»-«-jLj

-ff-

4

6

5

5

6
5

7

25
50
75
00
50
75
50
25
75

IjUMBER.

Ilc!ceipt« ninoo our last—4,109,000 feet lumber,
3,270,000 hhiu^les, 141,000 laths, 15,550 p>8tH, IG,-
354 railroad ties, (JO? cords wood.

Total receipts sinoe January Ist

:

Lumber, ft 107,717,447
Shingles, No.7.^5^-^,=^. ............ 39,780,032
Laths, No 9,032,700
Wood, cds 15,441
Piles, ft v^y..;.;.—-2r>',ooo

" No
'^

Oedar, logs. -. r.v .t. .;. ,. .

Ro8ewoo4, logs
Shakes ....

Pickets, No. .

,

Hoops, bdls .

,

Staves
bdls. . .

crds. . .

Railroad Ties

• • JL t« » I •-»^ • • » I

«(

41

-^L.

2,968

1,758
72,980

32
643,500
20,000
7,133

12,299
i;235

23
177,179

I*o«t« TVT^. .jt 329,684
Sugar Pino, ft 1,409,000
Barrel St'k, pkgs 17,57U

59

74,000
7.8,000

173^
Telegraph Poles 108

Receipts continue light as usual, but^th© market
-has a firmer tone. Demand laoderate." _

^ ^

• • • V • i * i *i *-H^

Spars
Wool Slats

Stave-bolts
** ods

• •••••••'

BuildiDg Intelligence.

li

As will be seen from the present reixjrt, compared
with those of the early months of the present year,
and for the past three previous years, there is a large
increase in the building busineas. The number of
buildings reported this month is greater than has

__\__ been reported in any one month since 1877. The
outloDk^or continued building prosperity ia favor-

.
able.

•
I

There is no journal or newspaper issued on this
Coast, which furnishes so large or as correct build-

'__ ing reports as appear monthly in this journal. This
- - information is obtained at a large expenditure of

_~ time and labor, yielding no other return than the
-^-r~— satisfaction of doing our patrons good service. It

is not claimed that errors have not occurred, or that
•' future reports will be entirely free from incorrect-

ness in detail. But this one thing is certain, that
.. the best that can be, is done by us to obtain unim-

jK'achable and reliable statements. If from special
motives and designs, or innocent mistake on the—'— part of those who should be familiar with the facts,—,—= misinformation is given us, it is not in our power
to make the correction.

8AN FRANCISCO.

Two-story frame building on Twenty-fourth and
Barton streets. Owner, Martin Bulger ; architect,
T. J. Welsh. Done by day's work, at a cost of
about $3,000. This was reported last month as a

\^ one-story improvement, since when it has been
- made two-story,

.
Main building and side section 'oTone-story and

basement on Hill and Valencia. Owner, Wm.
Ridgway

; contractor, Jacques& Co. Cost, $2,000.
-

' Two t A o-story frame buildings on corner Eleventh
and Natoma. Owner C. Duuker" architect, P. R.
Schmidt

; contractor, H. Thom Woidhen. Cost.
$6,000.

-. ^ne two-story frame store and dwelling on Wash-
ington avenue and Howard. Owner, P. Hotaling

;

contractor, Ed. Terral ; architects, Kenitzer &
Raun. Cost, $6,500.

Two-story and brick basement on Twenty-first

near Guerrero. Owner, Herman Westerfeldt ; con-
tractor, Mr. Dryer.

Alterations of house on Nineteenth near Mission.
Contractor, Wm. Phunz. Cost, $550.
Improvements and alterations of a two-story

house on Bush, between Leavenworth and Hyde.

Owner, Adam Grant ; architects, Kenitzer and
Raun

; contractors, Mahoaey Bros. Cost, $7000.
Two-story frame at the comer of Polk and Cali-

fornia. Owner, J. Lankershim. Day's work.
Cost, about f3,000.
One two-story frame packing house, on Ellis,

between Larkin and Hyde. Owners, Hoffman &
Herman; architect, Guilfuss; contractor, Kinds-
man. _^

Improvements and alterations of^ a two-Story
frame on Pacific street, between Polk and Van Ness
avenue. Owner, Mrs. Sol. Sharp; contractor,Wm.
McCormack. Cost, $1,500.
Two-story frame on Polk near Pacific. Con-

tractor, Mr. Bodie.
Alterations and improvements of a house on

Jones, between Vallejo and Broadway. Owner,
D. Sweeney.; contractor, J. Morriss. Cost, $1,000.

Alterations and improvements of a brick build-
ing comer of Front and California. Owner, John
Parrott ; architects, Kenitzer & Raun ; carpenter
contractor, George Bowler ; brick contractor, Jos.
Thomhill.
One two -story and brick basement on comer of

Franklin and Clay. Architects, Kenitzer & Raun
;

brick work, Thornhill ; carp^iter work, M. Rodg-
ers. Cost, $20,000.
One-story cottage on Potrero avenue, between

Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth streets. Wolfe
& Son, architects ; F. Mitchell, contractor. Cost,
$3,000.

Addition two-story frame, Twenty-first near
Fair Oaks.
One-story cottage, Sutter near Steiner. Owner,

Mrs. Howland ; contractor, John Bruce.
Two-story and basement, northwest comer of

Tyler and FVauklin. Owner, J. Levy ; architect,
Mooser; contractor, F. Klatt. Cost, $1,600.
Alterationsof house 108 and 110 Taylor street.

Owner, Miss Carson ; architect, A. Laver ; con-
tractor, D. Jordan. Cost, $3,110.
House, stables, stock bam, blacksmith and car-

penter shop, near Martinez, which have been In
process of erection for some time, are now about
completed. Total cost, $20,100. Architect, A.
Laver ; contractor, C. Ackerson.
Two two-story frames on Eddy, near Steiner.

Owner, A. Burmeister ; architects, Meeker & Banks;
contractors, Walker & Grant. Cost, $4,000.
Two-story double house on Lewis street. Owner,

Wacktel ; architects. Meeker & Banks ; contractor.
Walker. Cost, $1,700.
Alterations of building on Chattanooga street,

between Twenty-second and Twenty, third. Owner,
A. Wliitesides; contractor, J. Dutten. Cost,
$1,000.
Additions to building 618 Grove street. Owner,

S. Miller ; contractors. Little and Cummings. Cost,
$350. .

Alterations and additions to building 632 Sutter.
Owner, Dr. J. H. Stallard ; architect, W. Winter-
halter ; contractors, Weinoehl & Co. Cost, $1,750.

Alterations and additions to building 813 Pierce
street. Owner, W. F. Drathman ; architect, W.
Winterhalter; contractor, John Blake. Cost, $1,900.

One-story brick building for blacksmith shop on
Geary st, between Dupont and Stockton. Owners,
Donnegan & O'Day.
Two-story brick building, with basement, on

Mission st, between 4th and 5th. Owner, Oscar
Foes ; architect, H. T. Bestor ; wrought-iron work,
J. R. Sims ; cast-iron work, Lewis & McCormack

;

done by day's work, at a cost of about $6,000.
One two-story frame on Sanchez, between 15th

and 16th.

Two-story and basement, on 17th and Douglass.
One-story and basement, on Hancock, between

Noe and Sanchez.
One-story frame, on Clipper at., between Church

and Sanchez.
Enlargement of barn, and new carriage apart-

ment. Eureka st., bet. 19th and 20th. Owner,
A. Davidson ; contractor, T. W. Wilcox,
Improvements to stable, 18th and Sherman.

Owner, H. Runda ; contractor, T. W. Wilcox.
Brick building on Sutter st., between Dupont and

Stockton ; 93 ft. front, 72 ft. deep. Owner, Robt.
Ewing ; architects, Wright & Saunders ; contractor
brick v(OTk, Lyons.
Two-story frame, on comer of Geary and Web-

ster. Owner, D. Mendehlson ; architect, J. A.
Remer; contractor, Ebner Walker. Cost, $5,000.

Six two-story frames, with cellars, on cor. 17th
and Hoff avenue, north side. Owner, Calvin Wor-
rell ; contractors, Terrill & Slaven. Cost, $12,000.

S!^

Two-story, brick basement, and stable, on south
side of Pine, bet. Octavia and Laguna. Owner,
Capt. Thos. G. Taylor ; architects, Wolfe & San'.
Cost, about $10,000. J _

Two'story improvement, north side 21st st., west
of Fair Oak st.

One-story cottage, 28x45 feet, M st. and 11th
avenue. South S. F. Owner, Chas. W. Smith

;

architects, Wolfe & Sou.

BEDWOOD CITY.

Two-story cottage. Owner, N. J. Britton ; archia.
tect, Clinton Day ; Contractors, Moore Bros. Cost,
$5,500.

OAKLAND,
Additions to a building in East Oakland. Owner,

D. Harris ; architects, S. & J. C. Newsom ; day's
work.
Additions U> G. W. Harrison's house at High-

land Park ; architects, S. & J. C. Newsom.
FRESNO CITY.

Two-story house and stable. Owner, R. Barton
;

architects. Meeker & Banks ; contractor, J. Tread-
well. Cost, $10,000.

MABTINKZ.

Alterations and additions of house belonging to
Paul Shirley I architects, Meeker & Banks; oon^
tractor, J. W. Mayberry. Cost, $3,700.

YODNTVILI.E.

Stable, 96x100. Owner, Col. Fry; architects,
Meeker & Banks ; contractor, i. Treadwell. Cost,
$2,000.

ALAMKDA.
On line of Narrow-gauge R. R., one-story frame.

Owner, Lapham ; architects, S. & J. C. Now=~
som ; day's work.

BERKELEY.
One story frame building. Owner, Byxbee ; ar-

chitfM^ts, S. & J. C. Newsom ; day's work.

THE VERY LATEST INYENTION
AND

IMPROVEMENT IN

GRATES.

Patented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S IMPROVED

Cpiifli M Parlor Mantel Grates
Are the very Beat yet brought out,

Aa m HKAT •RODUClflTO and COAI^ SAT-ISO Orute it has no equul.
Its great advantaKes are readily seen and a<linitted by all, and

may be stated briefly as follows: It is a well known fact that
in grates of ordinary construction It is found impossible to keep
the fuel at the farther sides of the grate In a good state of com-
bustion, and that the flre is always brightest and best at ita
center ; also, that it is a common practice to put in bricks at the
ends of the Orate so as to confine the fuel more to the center,
for reasons stated. With this Improved Orate all these ob-
jections are overcome. The peculiar shape of its sides and
bottom directs ihe/uel from all sides to the center, as the flre
settles down, and no cold air in allowed to outer and obstruct
at the end* or sides. Another most important advantage of our
Grate is, the combined shake and dump basket, with concave
bottom, which clears the draught at once, while the coal Is un-
disturbed. By this arrangement at least one-third more heat Is
obtained, with less fuel, and no waste whatever of coal.
The Cooking attachment is a great novelty of Itself, and can

be used with perfect Impunity in any room in the house, as all
gas and smoke is carried up the chimney. It needs no com-
ment— Its merits are seen at a glance.
The Grates are highly recommended by all the leading Archi

tects of San Francisco, and are meeting with ready sale.
All orders <>r IftttTs of inquiry to be addressed to

TiL£8SJLi:A MASUFA€TURI]ffC» 4X».

821 Sanaome Street*

. 'i_i 'i
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A Card from Architects.

Believing a well and ably conducted journal,
devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary,
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects*
to be a necessity in this city, the Cat.ifoiwia
ARCHTTEcr AND BuiLDiNQ REVIEW, published by

^the San Francisco Architectural Publishing Com-
pany supplies a long-existing want on this coast.
fVe therefore pledge our cordial sympathies person-
ally^ and hope that the enterprise 7vill receive kindly
recognition and liberal support from all Architects
and Builders on the Pacific Coast, and from the
public generally.

David Farquharson,
Wright & Sandebjb,
S. H. WiLLIAJtfS,
Thos. J. Welsh,
I*. HlJERNT?,
John Marquis,

J. J. O'Connor,
Theo. a. E18EN,

John A. Rkmkr.

B. McDougalAnd Son,
Wm. M008ER,
Wm. Cdrlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
w. c hoaoland,
8. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.

San Franciaoo'a Returning Prosperity.

The gloomy clouds of inactivity which for so ex-
tended a period have hung over the business and
manufacturing interests of this State and city, are
rapidly disappearing. In all kinds of mechanical
operations vastly improved conditions are seen in
all directions. This is especially true in connection
with the building business. There is not an idle
competent workman, in either the carpentering or
bnck-maaon's department. In fact, there is a great
scarcity of brick-layers, and ere long the demand
will be largely in excess of the supply. This state
of affairs is likely to lead to an increase of wages,
either by demand of the workmen themselves, or in
the shape of inducements offered by employers to
fill up the number of men necessary to the proper
execution of contract*. There is also a scarcity of

,
good carpenters; and when to the new buildings
now under way, there is added the many others
positively contemplated, and for which plans have
been prepared, or are in course of preparation, addi-
tions to present forces from abroad will be a necessity.
Those who have delayed their building operations
will be compelled to submit to increased expense
and cost We direct attention to our ** Building
Intelligence " report appearing in this issue, which
furnishes a splepdid showing of building operations.
We hope that journals using this information from
our columns, will practice the proper courtesy of
due credit, as it is the most complete, correct, and
reliable report published, and ia obtained at consid,
erable cost of time and labor to us.

" Olympic Park "—Salt Water Baths lu the
Center of the City of San Franciaco.

We have heretofore referred to the matter of
introducing salt water into any portion of the city
without any cost of motive power to accomplish the
result. We again state as a fact, that the thing is

POSSFBLE, rUACriCAL, AND EASY OF ACCOMPIJS^-
ment. "North Beach" has held a monopoly in
the salt-water bathing line for many years, and
parties desiring the health-imparting effects of salt^
water baths have been compelled to visit that
quarter of our city to enjoy the luxury. There is

no good reason why this should continue, as a suffi-

cient quantity of water for bathing and endless
other purposes can be lifted over any of the hills
within the city limits by the natural tide action of
the waters of the bay.
This is a matter which commends itself to the

attention of the projectors of the *' Olympic
Park." If to the many contemplated sources of
amusement and pleasure there is added salt-water
bathing—and that, too, at the mere cost of laying
the pipes to convey the water, and inexpensive,
self-operating machinery—the attractions of the
park would be greatly increased, both for purposes
of pleasure and health.

The editor and manager of this journal has made
this problem a matter of study for many years, and
holds himself ready at any time to practically dem-
onstrate the proposition.

Its Constitutionality.

Since the publication of the "Mechanics' Lien
Law," in the July issue of this journal, a large
number of owners, contractors, and material-men
have desired an expression of opinion from us, as to

the constitutionality of the law as it now stands.
But, as this is a matter which can be settled finally

only by the decision of the Supreme Court of this
State, we prefer to renew our formerly expressed
advice to owners, to be careful in the letting of
contracts to good, reliable men only, and then the
lien law practically, whether constitutional or oth-
erwise, will become a dead letter. Such laws are
entirely unnecessary, where all parties are honest,
and intend to act rightly in matters generally. It

is simply a legal enactment, intended to prevent
loss to creditors, through misappropriations, con-
cocted frauds, etc., by dishonest parties.

Building in New Tork.

le ntimbOT dt buildings in process of erection in
New York City, is stated by various exchanges re-
ceived, to be from 1,000 to 1,100 ; the total cost of
which will be, when complete, $15,000,000. This
sum, of course, will be distributed among the
working classes and dealers in the various kinds of
building materials.

American Machinery in England.—American
machinery for the manufacture of shears has lately
been introduced into Sheffield by the manufacturers,
to the great dismay, it is said, of the operatives,
who, up to the present time, have had the reputa-
tion of being the most arrogant of strikers. The
forging and grinding machines introduced are re-

ported to be giving the most complete satisfaction,

and, now that they have been introduced,,will no
doubt contribute materially to the settlement of
labor troubles.

—

Scientific Press.
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THE STEEL SQUARE.

Its Hifltozy and Application to Buildings

1^

-tak

It IB our intention in the near future to com-

m^ioe an exhaustive series of articles on the steel

equcLre ; the history of its invention ; the numerous

improvements that havo gradually been made upon

it ; its practical adaptation to the framing of

bridges, nouses, bams, etc.; also curious problems

that may be solved with it, with the aid of a ten-

foot pole. We will strive to make the articles as

interesting as possible ; and wherever it becomes

necessary to explain our meaning by the aid of

designs or cuts, we shall be fully prepared to illus-

trate any of our own, or any other question or

problem proposed to us for solution. We cordially

ask every Architect, Contractor, Bridge-Builder,

Carpenter, and Mechanic to assist us, as far as it

lies in their power, in this enterprise.

As it will involve a considerable outlay for cuts,

etc., we hope that every mechanic on the coast, will

feel it to be his duty to help the only journal of its

kind published this side of the Bx>cky Mountains, by
forwarding the amount of one year's subscription to

this oflSce
;
promising that the aid so received will

be devoted to the further improvements of this

work, both in scientific and literarj^, productions.

This particular subject will receive the special

attention of our business manager, whose experi-

ence as a practical mechanic, and hiw knowledge of

mathematics, will inHure correctness. The series

of articles proper will not only be interesting to our

readers, but will—if preserved for future reference

—

form a book worth many times the amount of the

yearly subscription cost of ^e Cajlikoiinia Ab^^V
TKcr AND Building Review.

the vines of earth may be, what abundanoe of lus-

cious fruits may hang upon the trees of orchards,

or what sweetness and strength-yielding qualities

there may be in the meat of well-fed animals. All

these are beyond his reach, and his eyes can only

admire and envy them and the dress and fine attire

of those who enjoy fine things; while he, from

day to day, pursues his journey to the grave,

powerless to enter into the enjoyment of any of the

higher or more refined pleasures of life, beyond the

surroundings of his humble home, whatever they

may be.

A Nimble Thing.

t

*' Everything Fair in Love and War."

IT

In its issue of August 25th, Che ^^^copyrighting

journar'' of San Francisco used the full " Building
Intelligence" report originally appearing in the

August number of this journal, with this modest
introduction :

** Late local building improvements
embrace the following^ Its readers doubtless sup-

posed that the information given them was another
, -L illustration of ** journalistic enterprise," and that

the statement presented was legitimatelv obtained

;rJ^ and original matter, but it was not. The infor-
—— mation was derived from the columns of this

-^ journal, and proper credit withheld, just as all

honorable journals do not. Sorry that our neigh-
bors are offended because we so clearly and effectu-

~"
ally exxx)sed their *' copyrighting" blunders. But
people sometimes recover from violent attacks and
"bad spells," and we shall not grow angry if, to

help make its columns interesting and readable,

some of the matter obtained by this journal at

. considerable cost in time—and "time is money"

—

-r is copied without credit. Neighbors, when you
feel inclined, just say that you obtain your build-

ing intelligfence from the California Architect
AND Building Review—that is all.

Cheap Iiabor.

There is nothing more so than a spicy, well-con-

ceived, highly-embellished untruth. Nor is there

anything more bold and daring. The fact that de-

tection and exposure is sure to follow, has but little

or no restraining influence upon that class of human
beings to whom average truthfulness is a stranger.

They will " look one right in the eye," and with

an assumed earnestness declare the correctness of

statements which they know to bo false. 'There is

a fascination in concocting, originating, and stating

a greatly magnified or whole-cloth misrepresenta-

tion, which seems to overleap all bound* of caution

in the line of truthfulness. Even people who
would feel highly incensed if charged with lying,

will, when it serves a purpose, lie without the least

compunction of conscience. The fact is, that the

much larger proportion of the human family regu-

late their statements by their own personal feelings

and interests. When individxial, family, or busi-

ness considerations stand between the pure, unvar-

nished, unadulterated facts, and a distortion of the

truth, or a downright lie if need be, the altar of

sacrifice is at once set up, upon which either inter-

ests or honest veracity must be the victim ; and

notwithstanding all the pratings about moral

integrity, purity, uprightness, etc., etc., it is

simply delusive and farcical to suppose for one

moment, that on an average one in each one hun-

dred of earth's inhabitants would not wrench and

twist facts terribly in part, if not as a whole, as

personal interests might demand, or willfully falsify

and misrepresent to shield those interests. But

aside from interested motives, the spirit of the age

runs more in the line of exaggeration than after

solid truths. The facts of life are tame realities

which only occasionally present enough of romance,

comedy, or tragedy to vary the common routine in

which spicy things do not appear. Consequently,

to relieve the monotony—tinted, high-colored, and

sometimes jet-black stories are invented and cir-

culated ; and the masses appear to relish this sort

of thing, because there is generally more variety

and vivacity in a highly-embellished, fairly propor-

tioned misrepresentation than in a simple, plain,

consistent fact ; and many prefer to cling to an

error after its exposure, rather than accept and

believe the real facts involved.

The Future Lumber Supply.

11

It means this and nothing more as a rule : wealth
to the lesser and impoverishment to the greater

number. The theory that cheap labor lessens the
cost of production, and therefore brings within
the reach of all the possibility of securing the

comforts of life at moderate outlay, is not substan-

Jkial. The argument does not remove the fact that
when men are ground down in wages to mush-and-
molaases compensation, that there vrill never be any
surplus to spare for reasonable comforts, it matters
not at how low cost they may be obtained ; while
those who possess wealth, or even no more than
comfortable living means, profit by the oppressions
imposed upon those who toil their lives away for a
xnere subsistence. This fact is fully established the
world over, and in connection with every class of

operatives, and furnishes the basis which justifies

the stereotyped saying, that *' the wealth of the
world is most unequally divided." Millions of

men have grown rich by the various processes of

small compensation to others, who from necessity

are compelled to accept the bone, while their em-
ployers and financial masters fatten upon the choic-

est cuts. It matters not to him who receives no
more for his toil than sulBBcient to keep the wolf

Jrom his door, how heavily laden with rich clusters

What are the lumbermen of the Pacific Coast

doing to replace the forests they destroy ? This is

a serious matter, and it ought to be looked squarely

in the face. It is attracting the attention of ship-

builders, and other lumber interests, on the Atlantic

side, and it should not be neglected on the Pacific,

where the lumber industry is assuming vast propor-

tions. In relation to this business, the American

Ship thinks that the Lumbermen's Association

should consider the matter, and endeavor, through

the action of its members, to secure protection for

the timber lands, so that the trees shall be thinned

out rather than destroyed, and given an opportu-

nity to make fresh growths from year to year. That

journal says: "Some legislation maybe needed in

the public interest for the protection of the forests

against the cupidity of men, anxious only about

present profits ; and the Lumbermen's Association

ought to be able to suggest measures that will be

fair to all interests. There is scarcely a nation in

Europe that does not to-day regret its neglect to

provide in time for forest culture, though nearly all

now have laws on the subject. The existing laws

in this country are really applicable only in the far

Western States, where there are public lands which
might be worth obtaining for forest culture. In

the States now most in need of growing forests,

there is very little tree planting; but the waste

goes on at a great rate.*^

—

Scientific Press,

Open Wells.

In cities, towns, villages, and country places,

where supplies of water cannot be obtained from

natural-tiowing springs, brooks, rivers, or other

similar sources, water must be obtained from wells of

some sort; and generally open wells are dug—and fre-

quently without any special exercise of good judg-

ment in selection of location, compared with sur-

roundings, contacts, etc. Ka a rule, " near the house

for convenience sake,'' is choeen, and for the same

reason the vault of the water-closet is *'conveniently

loccUed," without the slightest regard to conse-

quences, or any intelligent purpK)se to protect the

well from the various contaminating agencies,which

by seepages, drainages, soakages, etc., from the

surface of the ground used for ordinary living pur-

poses, are great ; and if the underground formations

be of a porous character, the filtration of cesspool

fluids into the well completes the ruin of its water as

a healthful beverage ; and with these conditions

largely augmented, the sources of unhealthfulness

are proportionately increased.

It matters not how pure well-water may be nat-

urally, its purity can be retained only by its pres-

ervation from impure and disease-creating impreg-

nations of any sort. And this can be effected only

by removal and location beyond the possible reach

of all such causes.

Our earth is mainly a great book of leaves ; strati-

fication upon stratification, running and lying

everywhere—alike through rock, sand, gravel,

clay, and all other formations. These stratifica-

tions form the underground channels, or sheds,

through which much of the water deposited upon

the mountain-tops, in the form of rain or snow,

finds its way back to the ocean, occasionally break-

ing forth in its course in cool and refreshing springs

by the wayside or in the valley ; and sometimes

these underground currents are brought to the sur-

face by means of wells and other meohanical a];^li-

ances. ——— ^ ^-—-—^"-
"T^-

This porous and stratified condition of the earlh'i

formation permits the penetration of fluid matter

;

and if that which is of an impure and contaminating

character is allowed to intermix with the feed-cur-

rent to wells, the extent and degree of bad result

must be in exact proportion to the quantity of un-

wholesome intermixture.

** One serious breach of the rules of sound construc-

tion in the building of city stores and dwellings, is

the purely American method of running up side

walls, three, four, or five stories, and placing in the

floor and roof timbers before the front wall is started.

Architects and builders aasert that they can put up
dwellings and stores more rapidly this way, or in

other words, that it is a cheaper method, and that,

by putting up the front wall last, it is saved from

being bruised or broken by the hoisting of oth^r

materials. This is, no doubt, true, but is it not

sacrificing too much to expediency and cheap work ?

Are not our buildings generally put up altogether

too rapidly to be safe ? Is it not about time that we
should pay more attention to having our structures

strong, safe, and durable, rather than cheap ?

In order Ix) make buildings substantial, the walls

should be run up all together, tier upon tier, layer

upon layer, without any more breaks in the contin-

uity, than are needed for doors and windows, bo

that the walls may be well tied at the angles, and

so that the settling and shrinkage may be equal in

all parts. When buildings are put up in the man-
ner first mentioned, the settling and shrinking of

the walls will be very unequal, because they are

not built together. The tendency will be for the

front wall to leave the sides, and no matter how
well they may be tied together, the settling of the

front wall will be so much the greater, that there

will be a great strain upon the ties and oonnoctiona.

In case of fire or unusual weight, it is not unlikely

that the whole block will crumble into dust and

rums.
No doubt there are many buildings in which the

front walls are built in such a way, that the dan-

gers referred to are avoided, but these exceptions

are very unusual. It seems to us that, if parties

about to build would only determine to have good

and substantial houses, there would be no trouble

in obtaining them, as our architects and builders

would design and build accordingly. But so long

as superfluous ornamentation is preferred to abso-

lute security, so long will the country be cursed

with flimsy, tumble-down structures of the Madison

Square Gaiden genus.''—Builder and Wood-worker.
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Ladies the Best Planners.

In many particulars in connection with the com-
forts and convenience of family residences, the
mistress often displays better judgment than the
master. Nor is this fact at all strange. If the lady
is observant and intelligent, her continued experi-
ences and contact with the general arrangement of
home more fully qualifies her to comprehend alike
the convenient and practical, and the objectionable
arranjfements met by her in home experiences, and
gathered in the course of her visits among friends.
Sometimes men are obstinate, and refuse their
wives the privilege of any say in the matter—fol-
lowmg their own views in all things ; but as a rule
better and more satisfactory results are reached'
when the opinions of an intelligent wife are at
least consulted. Although some architects "don't
want anything to do with the women," yet it is
(luestionablo whether every man in the profession
who enjoys the patronage of female clients, either
as wives or sole owners, ha's not received from
them many sensible and practical suggestions;
and it is perfectly reasonable that it should be so

;

for while the architect may fully understand the
theories and principles of architecture in every

- phase and department, he cannot understand the
detail workings of his plannings, except so far as
he may have *' tested them" in some special man-
ner ; while the women-folk are brought in hourly
contact with all defects or perfections that exist
and are thereby the better qualified to at least ex-
press an opinion. In addition to this, it is an in-
controvertible fact, that many ladies enjoy much
better general ideas of planning buildings than do
their husbands

;
not because the husband lacks good

intelligence and business capacities, but for the
reasons already stated. Home and house experiences
on the part of the wife, and the intense desire and
determination on her part to have everything just

- as it should be, naturally qualifies and leads the
mind to right conclusions. With all the objections
urged by some, to women interfering with such
matters, if the many little details of occurrences
that transpire during the period in which the
"talking over" of plans is indulged in between
man and wife could be discovered, perhaps there
would be but few well-arranged houses found not to
a large extent shaped by the mind of woman. For
from the hour when the husband reveals an inten-

^tion to build, the wife, as a rule, enters heartily
mto the proposition, and she at once commences to
study up her part, not only so as to secure for her-
self all of the little conveniences of arrangement
which would never be thought of by the husband,
but to make the house generally as perfect in detail
as the amount of money to be expended and *' best
judgment " will accomplish. Consequently, in the
repeated discussions which ensue, the wife intro-
duces this, and that, and the other feature, until by
the time a final conclusion is reached, first thoughts
are materially changed, and, to a greater or lees
extent, the wife's ideas and suggestions permeate
almost if not quite every arrangement of the
building.

How TO Laugh.—As to laughing, how seldom,
except on the stage, do we hear a really musicai
laugh

!
Some girls make dreadful grimaces when

they laugh. A little education in the art would not
make it artificial, and they would surely enjoy it
all the more if they could realize that they might
indulge in mirth without making themselves look
so very ugly, as is occasionally the case. It runs in
families sometimes to distort the countenance in
laughter. I know a family who laugh a great deal.
Their eyes always shut up.when they do so ; and it
is the funniest thing when one dines with them and
something amusing is said, to look around the table
and see exactly the same distortion on every face.
There is not an eye left in the family. Three sis-
ters, whom I know, show quite half an inch of pale
pink gum when they laugh. In their presence, like
Wendell Holmes, one " never dares to be as funny
as one can," for fear of seeing this appalling triple
vision of gums. A little training in childhood
would make their laughter a pleasant thing to look
at, for they have all pretty little square teeth, very
white and even. Henry Ward Beecher says: "A
good laugh is worth a hundred groans in any
market," and I am sure a ^^tty one is worth a
thousand.—Z^«^^7« TVuth,

Between Russia and China.

Altai' («. e., gold mountain), is the term
vaguelv applied to the high range in the east of
^^y ^oxmxjx^ the northern border of that vast
table-land known by the name of Chinese Tartary
and extending from eighty degrees to one hundred
and fortiy-two degrees east longitude. The Altai
mountains constitute the boundary between the
Kussian and Chinese empires, or between the lonjr
icy lowlands of Siberia, stretching away to the
Arctic Sea, and the variegated central plateau that
lies south of them. Their general direction is from
east to west. They are divided into many ranges
and groups, each having a distinctive name. From
the bea of Okhotsk, in the extreme east of Asia
they extend in a broad and winding mass to the
plains of Turkestan, a little to the west of Lake'
Zaisan, or Zaizang, a distance of more than 3,000
miles. The breadth of the system is in some places
not less than 800 or 900 miles. From Okhotsk to
the Lena, it is called the Aldan Chain ; it is next
separated into three groups by the valleys of the
Amur, Yenisei, and Irtish ; the last of which is
called the 'Little Altai,' to distinguish it from
the spur that strikes oil into Chinese Tartary in a
south-easterly direction, and which is called the
* Great Altai,

' a range that: in some places towers
into the region of perpetual snow, and whose most
easterly cliffs abruptly disappear in the dark clouds
which overhang the sandy steppes of Gobi. The
Russian Altai between Semipalatinsk and the
sources of the Obi have been colonized by the Rus-
sians, and as they rival the Ural Mountains in their
mineral wealth, they have already become one of
the most important districts of the Russian Empire.
This chain consists of a broad alpine range on the
northwestern edge of Chinese Tartary, and is called
the * Altai-Bjelki,' or Snowy Mountains. It
reaches in its highest peaks an elevation of nearly
11,000 feet. Little is known of the geology of the
Altaian system. Jasper is found in considerable
abundance near the summits, red porphyry lower
down, and granite still lower. Around Lake
Baikal there are numerous granite masses inter-
spersed with newer igneous formations, but active
volcanoes do not appear until the range reaches
Kamtchatka. The mines are rich in copper, gold,
silver, and lead. The botany of the mountains is

as imperfectly known as the geology, but it seems
to bo worthy of closer attention. North of the
Altai-Bjelki lies the broad zone of the Altai mineral
districts, the inhabitants of which are employed
as miners and agricultural laborers, over whom a
strict watch is kept. The southeast is peopled by
Calmucks of the mountains, a Mongolian race.
They are heathens, and their govemraant is a
patriarchal one. They lead a nomadic life, en-
camping in summer among the rich pastures on the
mountain terraces, and in winter within the shel-
tered recesses of the woody glena"

Keep Clear of House-bugs.

An Impuovkd Elhctktc Motor. — M. Marcel
Deprez, a well-known electrician, has brought out
an improved electric motor, in which a piston of
soft iron is attracted up and down in a hollow cyl-
indrical electro-magnetic ooil, with a motion like
that of an ordinary steam-engine piston. This
principle is not new, having been employed by
Page, Bourbouze and Du Moncel, in the construc-
tion of electro-motors. The novel point, however,
about the motor of M. Deprez, is that the magnet-
ism of the soft iron core is never either reversed or
interrupted. This was the weak point of the earlier
machines

;
but it has been obviated in the new form

by the device of dividing the solenoidal ooil into
sections like the separate coils of the ring armature
of the Gramme machine, the current being thus
transmitted first to one part of the cylindrical coil
and then to another. The commutator, which dis-
tributes the current successfully to the various sec-
tions, is worked by an eccentric on thfi shaft on the
fly-wheel in the ordinary way, but the "lead " does
not require to be so much as a quarter of a revolu-
tion.— The Iron Age,

'— ^

" This is a nice time of night for you to come in,"
said a mother to her daughter, who returned from
a walk at 10 o'clock. "When I was like you,"
continued she, "my mother would not allow me
out later than 7 o'clock." "Oh, you had a nice
sort of a mother," murmured the girl. "I had
you young jade," said the mother^Jia, nicer mother
than Tou oTer had."

inwtl^fl^K™^^']'^'^ ^ California are far lessinfested with bugs of any sort, than is common inthe Eastern States. And of the common " beJubug, there are but few; and what there are ofthose are the imported stock, brought hither in old
furniture, clothes etc., and appearing mainly iabuildmgs along the city front, used for "sailor
boarding houses." We have never heard of their
presence in the better class of buildings ; stiU, theremay be such cases. But exemption from these are
tully counterbalanced by live, active, vigorous.
California fleas, which cease not day nor night to
nip and bite, and draw the current red. And if
the latter insect is leas offensive to smell, whea
crushed, the former have their redeeming trait of
not tormenting the subjects of their attack during

the waking hours of day."
But so long as nests and hiding-places are pro-

vided for roaches and house-bugs, in the erection of
buildings, It 18 reasonable to presume that the little
creatures will occupy such (juarters. The causes of
this^defect in building exists in three special direc-^
tions

:
first, owners are not generally willing to

incur the additional expense ofmaking their build-

^

mgs bug-proof
; second, architects have not prac-

ticed any special care in this matter but have been
content with the erection of otherwise " good " -

"elegant," "costly" buildings, leaving the big

-

question to take care of itself— with this qualifica-^
tion--that the " bug nuisance " ia not universal,"
and, therefore, not a general evil, against which
provision should, from common necessity, be made.
Still there are many cases of complaint, even in the
better class of buildings. The third point, is the
reluctance with which a majority of contractors
carry out provisions of a contract, varying from
common rules," or the "usual way," particu-

larly when the importance and necessity for the
thmg proposed is not fully comprehended and un- ^
derstood by them. Still, all parties agreeing, the

^

exclusion and prevention of bugs of every sort, in
'

dwelling-houses, is an easy matter in the hands of
any competent architect and careful builder. The
following extract from the Plumas National, is
quite pertinent

:

" A Bed-buo Trap.—Edison may be a chieftain
among inventors, but if he had lived 3,000 years

'

before Christmas he never would have dropped on
such a family blessing as our friend, Tom Orton, did

^

when he accidentally left his cribbage board in the
blankets at the foot of his bunk. Tom didn't have
bugs, but his bed did, and had 'em bad. After the •

crib-board had been in the bed all night his eagle -

eye made the discovery that most of the holes had
"

been located by enterprising bugs, and he instantly
"tumbled " to the idea. False head-boards, foot-
boards, and side-boards, bored with innumerable
gimlet holes, were provided, and every morning the
boards were taken out and the locators scalded. The -

mortality among the bugs has been fearful since the
"

invention, and the boys down that way, as they
roll into their blankets, and drop peacefully into
pleasant dreams, pray for blessings to fall on the in-
ventor of the ' Orton Thousand-Holed Crib-Board
Bed-Bug Destroyer,' which has brought peace, rest
and comfort to the sleepers of the North Fork."

The Wonderful ADAPTABn.iTY of Paper.—
The adaptability of paper to numerous important
and widely varied uses is wonderful. What other
substance can be satisfactorily substituted for wood,
iron, and such common materials, to the extent
that paper can be ? It is impossible to find any-
thing else which, like paper, may be so differently
and dexterously prepared, as regards flexibility,
thinness, strength, durability, imperviousness to
fire and water, etc., that it can be readily made
into pails, washbowls, dishes, bricks, napkins,
blankets, barrels, houses, stoves, wearing-apparel,
curtains, bonnets, newspaper and writing sheets,
wrappers, carpets, coating for iron ships, flower-
pots, boxes, parchment slates, coverings for the
leads of pencils, jewelry, lanterns, car-wheels, dies
for stamping uppers of shoes, roofing, and many
other things. It is this tendency on the part of
paper to take the place of everything else, to become
a universal substitute, so to speak, which leads to
the conclusion that the future has a grand develop-
ment in store for it ; and that in years to come
its manufacture will hold a magnificent position
among the great industrial interests of the world.

"

—Chicago Journal of Commerce.
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Qleanings from the 8. F. Real
Circular.

Estate

h-

i

•* The total number of gales for the month was
193, of the value of $1,157,077."

*' The obstacles which have prevented the laying
of the Haijj:ht-Btreet oable Htreet-railroad have been
removed, by oouoeaaionM by the oppoHing property

^_ owners upon the sewer question."

"DErosiTS IN OuK SAViNGS-BANKa.—The de-

^ posits in the nine savings-banks of the city now
amount to $41,395,008. Their total assets are

^ $44,932,027. The deposits of our savings banks
: six raontlis ago amounted to $44,354,905. These

banks have now nearly $4,000,000 invested in na-
tional, State, and city bonds. They have $815,-

~ 209 loaned on tmch securities, mostly on call, and
they have nearly $2,500,000 in cash on hand. The
reserve or safety funds of these banks amount to

^ $1,707,810, and their paid-up capital, available to
- mako up bad losses, amounts to $1,080,842. The
"^ dividends paid by our savings-banks have averaged
- 54 per cent, per annum."
==^*' Sai.e on Front nkak Ci.ay.—The two-story

and basement brick building and lot east side of
Front, 83 feet north of Qay, 27 1 feet front, by 120~ feet in depth, back to Cedar street in rear, has

^ been sold for $21,000. The property is under lease
at $200 a month."

__ _*'Mayings-bank Rules.—There was a time
when savings-banks had one scale of charges for

^ interest and for settlement of loans paid off before
_ maturity, but now some of them seem to have no
,

rule or conscience in their charges. When the
^ borrower complains, he is told that the offioera are
only enforcing the rules of the bank. This is
told with the utmost gravity, and with a sort of in-

"^ jured air, as though the borrower who objected to
the rules of the bank must be an excxjedingly
unreasonable person indeed."

_ *'Sale Couneu Main and Foi^aoM Streets.—
~ The vacant land N. W. comer Main and Folsom

(S. W. 91^x137^) has been sold for $15,400."
*' SAT.E Corner Front and Washin(}'it)n.

The property southeast comer Front and Washing-
ton streets has been sold for $19,500. The lot has a
frontage of 25J feet on Front, by a depth of 120
feet on Washington street, back to Cedar street in
ar. The building is an old one-story frame."

—'•Offers for Real Estate Refused.—We
- know of offers, amounting in all to about $300,000,
which have lately been made for city property, and
which the owners have refused. The offers in all
cases were fair ones, considering the dull condition
of the real estate market."

** Sales Omhted.—We have this month omitted
several pretended sales from our list, either because
the property was traded in exchange only, or be-
cause false considerations were put in the deeds."

"The Chinese Won't Go.—A short time ago
a Chinaman applied to us for a loan on some real
estate in the Chinese qiuirter. We told him that
no one would loan there, as people feared the Chi-
nese might possibly have to move, and that their
immigration would probably be stopped. This the
Chinaman denied most emphatically. Said he

:

' The Chinaman will never go from here, and I'll
bet you a million dollars on it.' It certainly
seems, too, that John was right. There has been a
great fuss made, it is true, but it has all ended in
smoke. There has been no reduction in the num-
ber of Chinamen coming here, nor increase in the
aumber of those going away. And now, to crown
nil, we have the establishment of a line of their

in the State to-day. The Chinese and stock gam-
bling have been our two special curses.

'

'

"An Answer Wanted.—Pray how does it

come to pass that the instant a hitherto tolerably
decent man is elected to a political office, his whole
being seems to change for the worse ? Actions that
he would have shuddered to even think of commit-
ting /^e/bre his elevation, (or degradation, if you
will) to office, he performs as calmly afterward
as though his whole future depended upon his
swelling his record with the Devil. Specific prom-
ises made de/ore election are as quietly ignored af-
terward &8 if they' had been entirely forgotten."

"Sale of the Villa Block at the Park.—
The block bounded by Fifth and Sixth avenues
and C and Fulton has been sold for $25,000. The
* Villa' building and grounds occupy this block.
The building is worth $4,000 to $G,000. A lease
for three years on the property was lately recorded,
at $100 a month for the first, $125 a month for the
second, and $150 per month for the third year.
The block has a frontage of 240^ feet on Fulton
and C streets, 500 feet on Fifth and 530 feet on
Hixth Avenue. The Fulton-street front faces the
Park."

.Cool.

In previous numbers of this journal, reference was
made to the fact that many of our original articles
have been copied by Eiistem publications ; by some
of them without any credit to us, and by others
with credit given to other journals, which had done
the same thing, and passed off as their own, matter
which first sjiw daylight through our columns.
Feeling that.we are entitled to due credit in such
cases, we have called the attention of the editors of
such journals to the facts of the case, and with but
one exception, they have all promptly corrected the
error or omission. From the exception we have Ye^"
ceived the following, in answer to letters directed
to them: / . .,

tion, which w<r Ao/>e will compensate for the little
journalistic error committed by us. We admit that
credit is due you for your original matter, but we
think it best to continue the unfairness toward you,
as to do otherwise and make the correction, would
further tend to make known the fact that there is
a journal published in San Francisco from which
we obtain some of our articles. True, the usual evi-
deuce of originality existed in your journal, but we
presumed that you California editors copied all
your good articles, and that we were justified in
disregarding such usual evidence, and appropriat-
ing the matter in question to our own uses and
advantages." This is the thread of argument con-
tained in the letter in question, which was written
by the proprietor of a prominent New York journal,
devoted to the interests of carpentry and building.
Had it been a less pretentious publication, we
should not have wondered at the omission. The
virtue of honorable intentions is best sustained by
honorable acts.

own steamships between this port and China. This
too, is but the beginning. The Pacific Mail Com-
pany has heretofore us^d all its influence for the
Chinese, because they were the mainstay of its
steamship line. The company was also a party to
the arrangement, which was in the nature of slav-
ery, under which the Mail Company would nolis-
Bue a ticket to a home-returning Chinaman, unless
one of the six Chinese secret companies allowed
him to leave. The Mail Company will soon be run
off the Pacific Ocean, so far as the Chinese freight
and passenger business is concerued, by this new
Chinese steamship company. The poor feel the ef-
fect of Chinese competition first, but rich and poor
individuiils and companies alike, feel its blighting
effects in the end. The Chinese have been the
blight of California ; but for them we would have
-at least a quarts of a million more white people

"New York, August 23rd, 1880.
" Dear Sir—lam in receipt of your favor of the

13th ; and I also acknowledge receipt of a letter from
you of similar import, bearing earlier date. The sev-
eral articles which you have found, [in our journal]
and which you say were in the Caufoknia Archi-
tect AND Building Review, first reached us in the
columns of our Earteru exchanges, and at the time
of publishing them, we were not aware of their
origin. Wo are in the habit of giving credit for all
clippings from our exchanges whenever we are
fully assured to whom the credit belongs, and we
would be the last to take anything from your
columns knowingly, without giving proper credit.
Trusting that this explanation will be entirely sat-
isfactory, I remain, Yours respectfully, ."

The plain admission is made in the foregoing
letter, that the articles were copied from "our
Eastern exchanges," but this fact does not place
the journal in question in any more excusable light,
as no credit to any source accompanied the publica-
tion of the articles ; and whether taken from our
columns, or those of Eastern publications, credit
was due to some source ; but they were published
in a shape calculated to lead to the conclusion that
they were original matter. And the fact that they
were taken from *

' our Eastern exchanges, '

' simply
goes to prove that our original matter has been un-
fairly dealt with by more than one journal. This
fact we very well know, as we have had occasion
to ask correction at the hands of several other pub-
lications. The Review is regularly mailed to the
offending journal, and by notice of dates, at least,

discovery of probable first source was in their pos-
session.

The substance of the letter above quoted is about
as follows :

" Dear Sir—We have used two or three
columns of your original matter—have passed it off

to our readers as our own—they have accepted it as
such, and we do n't want to say anything to the
contrary in our columns. But we are willing to
make this little private acknowledgment to you
personally, hoping that it will pacify your feelings,
while we derive whatever general benefit may ac-
crue from the use of your articles ; not only so far
as our own journal is directly concerned, but many
others may copy the same articles from us, not know-
ing that it is appropriated matter, and as a matter
of course—as all fair dealing journals do—they will
give us credit ; and so far as it goes, we can in this
way run our journal in part at your expense. But
then, you know that you have our private explana-

A Curious Fhyaical Plieiiomexion.

A curious physical phenomenon has, says Nature

^

been lately described by Dr. Grassi in the Proceed-,
ings of the Royal lustitute of Lombardy. Anr
apparatus is formed of three concentric vessels,with
an annular space of about two centimeters between
the first and the second, and the second and the
third. The outer space is filled with oil, and the
next with water. The oil is heated by a gas fur-
nace to a little over 100 deg., and the water boils.
Then hot oil at, for example, 150 deg., is poured
into the central space. This quickly cools to a
temperature close to 100 deg. Dr. Grassi found
that the central oil cooled more rapidly the higher
the temperature of the outer oil ; and with more
delicate apparatus (in which the vaporized water
was conducted and returned, and the outer oil kept
at any required constant temperature) he arrived
at definite numerical results, which he tabulates.
With the outer oil at a mean temperature of 129-9
deg., for instance, the time of cooling of the inner
oil from 130 deg. to 110 dog. was 49 sec. ; when the
former was 105' 1 deg., the latter was 57 sec. Alco-
hol and ether gave more decided results. The
maximum difference was obtained with ether ; the
outer oil being at 57 5 dog., the inner took 25 sec.
to eool from 57 deg. to 50 deg. (7) ; whereas the
former being 39*3 deg., the latter became 39 5 sec.
In all the experiments the cooling of the inner oil
commenced at a temperature little a above tho
maximum of the external oil. When the outer oif~
is at a higher temperature, at a certain point the
heat begins to prevail, which is transmitted directly
from the outer to the inner oil. An analogous
phenomenon (to which Dr. Grassi refers) was that
of some members of the Accademia del Cimento,
who found that the water in a vessel surroimded
by ice cools more rapidly if the ice be heated to
accelerate fusion.

—

Scientific American.

It appears that an unusual number of drift logs
and stray timber have been scattered along the
shores of the Georgian Bay this year, which have
been collected by the Indians around Cape Hurd
and Cape Creker, as well as by the whites in other
districts. This property has been sold in many in-
stances, by the parties finding it, to mill-owners at
whatever price it would bring. A large quantity
of these drift logs and timber were branded, and
the real owners, or their agents, are claiming their
property, which, of coiu^, they have a right to,
and will reoovOT, those mill-owners who knowingly
purchased property that did not belong to the sell-
ers being compelled to make restitution to the own-
ers. Unfortunately some of the owners neglected
to mark their timber, and will, therefore, have to
suffer the loss. Although stray logs and timber
were formerly supposed to belong to the party on
whose land they had drifted, it is not so uow, for
the willful concealment of drift timber and logs on
either lake or river, or the effacing of any marks
thereon and counterfeiting others instead, or refus-
ing to deliver to the proper owners or their repre-
sentatives, incurs a penalty not exceeding 400 dols.
nor less than 20 dols. for each offense. The mill-
owners who have been free purchasers of the brand-
ed logs and timber scattered along the Georgian
Bay shores have been taught a salutary lesson, as
they have sustained considerable losses through
being compelled to deliver such purchaaea to the
ri^htixxi o^uer.-^Industrial IVorld.

*_^-
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The Cause of Perpetual Snow.

-* Dr. James Croll, in the current number of the
American Journal of Science and Arts, says the

^««ft8on why snow at great elevations does not n^lt,
but remaiuB permanent, is owing to the fact that
the heat received from the sun is thrown off into
stellar space so rapidly by radiation and reflection,
that the sun fails to raise the temperature of the
snow to the melting point ; the snow evaporates,
but it does not melt. Thesummits of the Himalayas,
for example, must receive more than ten times the
amount of heat necessary to melt all the snow that
falls on them, yet in spite of this the snow is not
melted. Notwithstanding the strength of the sun
and the dryness of the air at these altitudes, evapo-
ration is insufficient to melt the snow. At low
elevations, where the snowfall is probably greater,
and the amount of heat received even less, the
snow melts and disappears. This, Dr. Croll be-
lieves, must be attributed to the influence of aque-
ous vapor. At high elevations the air is dry and
allows the heat radiated from the snow to pass into
space, but at low elevations a very considerable
amount of the heat radiated from the snow is
absorbed by the aqueous vapor in the atmosphere.
A considerable portion of the heat thus absorbed is
radiated back on the snow, and, being of the same
auality as that which the snow itself radiates, is for
lat reason absorbed by the latter. The oonse<iuence

is that the heat thus absorbed accumulates in the
snow till this is melted. Were the amount of
ajiueous vapor possessed by the atmosphere suffi-
oieatly diminished, perpetual snow would cover our
globe down to the sea-shore. In a like manner the
dryness of the air will, in a great measure, account
for the present accumulation of snow and ice on
Gro^land and on the Antarctic Continent. These
regi^ are completely covered with snow and ice,
not because the quantity of snow falling on them
is great, but because the quantity melted is small.
And the reason why the snow does not melt is pot
because the amount of heat received during the
year is not equal to the work of melting the ice,

- but mainly because of the dryness of the air, the
snow is prevented llpm rising to the melting point.
In places like Fuego and South Georgia, where the
snowfall is considerable, p<^rennial snow and ice are
produced by diametrically opposite means, namely,
by the sun's heat being cut off by clouds and dense
fogs. In the first place, the upper surfaces of the
clpuds act as reflectors, throwing back the sun's
rays into stellar space; and in the second place, of
the heat which the clouds and fogs absorb, more
than one-half is not radiated downward on the
snow, but upward into space. And the compara-
tively small portion of heat which manages to
reach the ground and be available in melting the
snow is insufficient to clear off the winter's accu-
mulation.

Bay Windows.

Iieamlng Versus Common Sense.

Democritus long ago drew an emphatic distinction
between learning and wisdom. Learning consists
of knowledge acquired mainly from books, and
often its possessor is developed by its acquisition
only in his pertieptive and retentive faculties.
Though his memory may be a vast store-house of
useful facts and brilliant second-hand ideas, yet,
owing to a judgment originally weak and only
partially trained to discriminate, he may be the
most inconsequent and uncertain of reasoners.
Wisdom, on the contrary, is the outgrowth of native
sagaoity, sound' judgment, wary discretion—in a
word, of good common sense, and yet of common
sense acting under the enlightenment of more or
less knowledge. Thus wisdom makes a man a true
seer. He not only sees and grasps the best means
to accomplish an end, but he instantly sees and
selects the highest and best ends as the objects of
his aim and life. Regarding learning and knowl-
edge as the same thing, we may conclude with
Cowf>er that

Knowledge and wisdom, far from bein^ one.
Have oftUmes no connection.

The paradox is, therefore, not unfrequently met
of learned physicians who are destitute of skill as
practitioners, of learned orators who are wretched
statesmen, of learned linguists who are little better
than fools, and finally of learned theologians who
are the worst possible interpreters of the oracles of
^^^.—Christian at Work,

A recent English decision (in the absence of any
decision in this country upon the subject) will be
of interest to residents in cities and towns who
wish to put out oriel windows. A statute provided
that *' no projection of any kind shall be made in
frdnt of any building, over or upon the pavement
of any street," with exceptions for shop-fronts,
doorways, cornices, and pilasters under certain con-
ditions. The section immediately preceding pro-
hibited the discharge of water, steam, and smoke
upon the footways or into the street, and provided
for covered openings in or into the footways. It was
held that the words " over or" only included such
projections as would be an obstruction to foot pas-
sengers, and did not include proj ctions all the way
up a house. On the trial it was proved that the
projection complained of was an oriel window, of
stone work, which measured from the bottom to
the top 11 feet, and projected over the footpath 2
feet 6 inches, and that the distance between the
lowest part of the window and the footpath was 14
to 15 feet, and that such oriel window was not in
the nature of a shop-front, doorway, cornice, or pil-
aster, and also that the land over which the win-
dow projected was, to the extent of 2 feet G inches,
part of the public highway, being, in fact, the foot
pavement of the street. It was, however, proved
to the magistrate that the window was not a nui-
sance or obstruction, except only so far as any such
projection necessarily interferes with the access of
light and air to the street, and with the regularity
of the line of buildings in the street, and that it
did not interfere with the free use of the foot-path.
The Court said : " It is contended that the words

'over or' upon the pavement apply to any projec-
tion in any building, however high. If that con-
stju-ction is rights it would prevent the owner of a
private house from having a balcony, verandah, or
other harmless projection, if it projected beyond the
vertical line. We are persuaded, looking at the act,
that this was not its intention. The object of the
string of sections relating to foot-ways was to keep
them clear for foot passengers, and of the words
* over or^ was to meet the case of a projection not
actually touching the foot-path, but at the same
time an obstruction to foot passengers. Therefore,
the words referring to shop-fronts, etc. are inserted
to except them, under certain conditions, from this
section. If the intention had been to prevent pro-
jections all the way up a house, we should not have
expected to have found the exceptions relating to
fiuias. We are, therefore, of the opinion that these
sections are not intended to preserve the free pas-
sage of air, but only the free passage of foot pas-
sengers."

—

Builder and Woodworker.

The Habit of Self-Control.

If there is one habit which, above all others, is

deserving of cultivation, it is that of self-control.

In fact it includes so much that is of value and
importance in life, that it may almost be said that,
in proportion to its power, does the man obtain his
mauhood and the woman her womanhood. The
ability to identify self with the highest parts of our
nature, and to bring all the lower parts into sub-
jection, or rather to draw them all upward in har-
mony with the best that we know, is the one central
power which supplies vitality to all the rest. How
to develop this in the child may well absorb the
energy of every parent ; how to cultivate it in
himself may well employ the wisdom and enthu-
siasm of every youth. Yet it is no mysterious or
complicated path that leads to this goal. The
habit of self-control is but the accumulation of con-
tinued acts of self-denial for a worthy object ; it is

but the repeated authority of the reason over the
impulses, of the judgment over the inclinations, of

the sense of duty over the desires. He who has
aci^uired this habit, who can govern himself intel-

ligently, without painful effort, and without any
fear of revolt from his appetites and passions, has
within him the source of all real power and of all

true happiness. The force and energy which he
has put forth day by day, and hour by hour, is not
exhausted, nor even diminished ; on the contrary it

has increased by use, and has become stronger and
keener by exercise ; and, although it has already
completed its work in the past, it is still his well-

tried, true and powerful weapon for future conflicts

in higher refj^on^.-^PhiladelpAia Public Ledger.

The Shingling Question.

It is rather amusing to one whose experience is
more than local, to read the questions and answers
appearing in various journals in reference to what
constitutes a good day's work at shingling. Many
unwise and unintelligent discussions arise from the
diversity of answers given and opinions expresstxi

;

while the fact is, that no general answer can be
framed which will apply to all sections of country—for the reason that shingles, like nearly all else
used in the erection of buildings, ikmsoss special
characteristic^i within certain naturally prescribed
limits. The man who might perchance *' lay"
2,500, or even 3,000, of California's soft redwood
shingles within ten hours, would find himself loser
upon a bet to lay 1,500 Eastern cypress shingles
—or in some cases 1,000—fully half an inch thidlrr
within the same number of hours. There is, also,
a material difference whether six-penny or four-
penny nails are used, and whether there is to bo one
or two nails driven in each and every shingle, or on
an average, two nails to each three shingles.
Again, it makes quite a difference whether the
shingles are made of soft redwood, the only shingle
now used in San Francisco, or sugar-pine, or white
fir, qualities more common in other parts of the
Pacific coast. Either of these kinds, compared with
those made of harder wood in other States, and
much thicker, requiring six-penny nails, bear no
comparison. And the man who glories, as some
do, over the feat of laying 2,500 or 3,000 redwood
shingles, performs no better nor more noteworthy
day's work than do other men who enjoy a sense of
pride at having laid 1,000 of a heavier and more
difficult kind to lay.
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An Auger which Bores Square Holes.

To send a verdant youngster in search of a drill
wherewith to make a square hole, is one of those
time-honored workshop jokes, the freshness and
originality of which is perennial with succeeding
generations of i)erpetrators. But the laugh is now
over, or at least it is on the side of the victim ; for,
incredible as it may appear, this apparent impossi-
bility has been accomplished, and in a way so sim-
ple and so easy, that anyone may prove the fact for
himself. As may be supposed, the invention ex-
cited more genuine astonishment among the me-
chanics gathered at the Exposition than any of the
other wonders there displayed. There was a con-
stant crowd surrounding the inventor, watching
him bore hole after hole square, and puzzling over
the very simplicity of the provokingly simple solu-
tion of the problem. .

All that is required is an ordinary hand-drill
stock. A stationary one, with a chuck below for
holding the work, the inventor, Mr. Julius Hall, of
London, uses ; but he says a common brace will
answer—"Anything, in fact, will do that will
properly hold the drill." The tool itself is the
usual form of three-Sijuare drill, so that it will
be seen that no special apparatus at all is re-

quired. Clamp or chuck this drill in its holder so
that * * it will wabble

y

'

' and you have the whole
secret. Instead of making a round hole—as it un-
doubtedly will if tightly grasped—when loosely held
it produces a square one. Wliy it should act thus
is at first, to all appearances, an impenetrable para-
dox, and even after the rationale is discovered, it

scarcely seems quite clear.

Hollow Ground Razors.

' It is not long since it was confidently asserted
that, even if the required quality of steel could be
produced here, the United States could never com-
pete with England in the manufacture of razors
and other fine cutlery, owing to the excessive cost
of grinding and finishing. Like a good many
other '* insuperable " obstacles to American success
in the arts, this seems to have been pretty well
overcome, since large quantities of Sheffield razor
'* blanks " are now sent here expressly to be finish-

ed. It seems that the art of "hollow grinding,"
German style, requires a degree of skill a little be-

yond that of the Sheffield workmen. Accordingly
Sheffield manufacturers have to pay double freight

across the Atlantic to secure the fine finish to their

razors that the trade now demands.

—

Scientific

American,
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A Model Foreman.

A man, to bo an entire eucoeaHaa a foreman, must

make up his mind to be virtually a student for life,

and use every means within his power to aoquire

knowledge. The education of his heart should

never bo sacrificed to that of his head, but proper

discretion should be observed in all cases. While

the brain may be overworked by too close applica-

tion to study, the health should be carefully con-

sidered, and the pliyHioal constitution kept up to the

proper standard. A foreman should read upon

chemistry, natural philosophy and the sciences in

general. We would also recommend that he read

other useful literature, such as histories, narratives,

and cHj>ecially study mechanical drawing, which is

iudispensablo. This course will develop the per-

ceptive faculties, as they aro called He will not

dischjurge a good workman for a slight offense and

retain the poorest man. A good foreman, instead

of giving his orders to a man verbally and imper-

fectly, will always carry a sketch-block or pad in

his pocket, and where drawings are not used,

will give his orders ujwn paper, together with a

rough pencil sketch, if reijuired. He should retjuire

the workmen to file away those orders, thus putting

him in possession of the necessary evidence to de-

fend himself in case there should be any fault with

the work when completed.

A foreman should realize that his workmen are

entitled to his resi)ect, and he should conduct him-

self in such a manner that when he moves about

among his men they will feel in duty bound to

show him all courtesy that perteuns to his position.

His personal habits should bo such as may, with

profit, bo imitated by every man in the shop. If a

workman gets into trouble over a piece of work, a

kind and sympathetic foreman will always help

such a person out of his difficulty.

It is wise for a foreman to use only the best

language toward his men, for the use of profanity

not only creates an enmity between the foreman

and the workmen, but also destroys the ambition

and interest which the latter should always mani-

fest in their work.
A foreman should be systematic, and whenever a

standard or a certain routine can be applied to any

work, it should be done. Tools, instead of being

left scattered over the floor, should each have a

particular place. Thus, both the foreman and

workmen are saved the aggravating annoyance of

searching for them.
When a piece of work is given to a mechanic he

should always be allowed to finish it, for one of the

most disagreeable thingps, and of the most humili-

ating to the workman, is to commence a piece of

work and then have the foreman take it to some one

else to finish.

Finally, a model foreman should endeavor to

make himself so useful to his employers that they

•cannot well do without him, taking the same inter-

est in managing the shop, and studying economy
with as much care, as. if his own capital were in-

vested in the business. The manufacturing world

are looking for artisans of this kind, and any per-

son who has followed the opposite plan will, by

adopting the principles herewith outlined, be agree-

ably surprised in a short time to find that he can

make progress with so much greater satisfaction to

himself than ever before.

—

Exchange,

of its size, as it' is possible to diminish the amount

by certain omissions, and to increase it three-fold,

it desired, by the use of more costly details, and

finishes generally.

The other plans represent two tenement houses,

with a frontage of 15 feet each, now in course of

erection on Ellis street, west of Ijaguna, owned by

H. Rothschild, Est^. They will cost, complete, for

the two houses, about $4,200.

Our niustratioiis.

T&e Iiaw of Wlndow-Lighta.

only thus been prevented from building above a

certain height, but have even been prevented from

building on their own land at all. But in the oase

of independent owners of land, most of the courts

of ihis country will uphold a man in building on

his own land, to the exclusion of light and air

from his neighbor's dwelling, unless the right to

such light and air has been acquired in some way,
—Engineering News.

~
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The Use of Wood Screws.

' We present, in this issue, the design and plans for

-A private residence now in course of erection on

Pine street, west of Octavm street, owned by Capt

Thomas G. Taylor. The foundation, and entire

walls of basement or cellar, are of brick, the wallw

being 13 inches thick, and 10 feet high. This gives

a very fine cellar under the whole building, con-

__L_taining laundry, " man's room," water closet, play-

room, etc. The two finished stories are fully ex-
^ plained by the plans. The attic has a height of

about seven feet at the side walls, and with the

pitch of roof, provides for a story of ten feet at the

higher parts. There will be two bed-rooms, tank

room, and trunk room, in the rear portion of attic,

leaving the space over full size of the two parlors

and main hall in one apartment, which can be used

as billiard or play-rooms. The finish of the build-

ing will be of white cedar ; and the total cost of

J)uilding, stable, and fence work, will not exceed

$10,000. But these figures must not be accepted as

an unvarying criterion as to the cost of buildings

When can a man lawfully shut off the light from

his neighbor's windows?
There has been a great deal of litigation, both in

England and the United States, on the subject of

window-lights, and the right of one property-

owner to secure unobstructed light and air over the

property of another. The general rule in England

has been, that where light and air have been thus

enjoyed for twenty years undisturbed, a right to

their further enjoyment has been acquired and can-

not be taken away. Yet there is an old English

case where the judges held that if two men own
two parcels of land adjoining, and one of them build

a house upon his line, looking into the other's land,

and this house continues thus for thirty or forty

years, yet the other may, upon his own land, law-

fully erect a house or other thing over and against

the other's lights and windows, and the other can

have no cause of action, because *' it was his folly

to build his house so near to another's land."

Of course, if land has been sold at any time pre-

serving rights to light and air over adjacent prop-

erty, then under control of the one who made the

sale, the right to light and air over that property

may be maintained. In some cases the courts have

been ca.lled upon to determine such rights where

adjacent' lots belonging to the same owner were

sold to different parties within five minutes. The
English doctrine of the acquirement to light and

air over another's land, by means of undisturbed

enjoyment for twenty years or more, has not been

recognized in this country in most of the States*

In New York, Massachusetts, South Carolina,

Maine, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Alabama, and

Connecticut, the English doctrine has been discard-

ed ; but in Illinois, New Jersey, and Louisiana it

has been maintained.

A leading oase in New York is that of Parker vs.

Foote, where the Court held that no action could

be maintained against an owner for taking light

and air from another's land, and the Court said

:

•* The party has no remedy but to build on adjoin-

ing lands, opposite the offensive window. There

is no principal upon which the modern English

doctrine upon the subject of light* can be support-

ed. It may do well enough in England, but it can-

not be applied in the growing cities of this coun-

try without working the most mischievous conse-

quences. " -

In Tyler's "Law of Boundaries, Fences, and

Window-lights" there \» much space given to this

interesting subject, and many cases are cited. Sum-

ming up the results of it all, the author says :

'The authorities clearly settle the proposition

that where the owners of two properties, one of

which has enjoyed a continuous right to window-

lights over the other, disposes of the window prop-

erty which has enjoyed that right, there is an im-

plied grant to him that a right to the window-

lights shall be enjoyed therewith. So that if he

parts with the tenement which has enjoyed the

right to window-lights over another property, he,

and consequently those claiming under him, are

bound by the implied grant and right."

Judge Cowen, in a case in the Supreme Court of

the State of New York, in 1855, gave his opinion

that *' the person who makes a window in his house

which overlooks the property of a neighbor, does

an act which he strictly has no right to do. He
enjoys an easement of his neighbor's property which

in time may ripen into a right. But before sufiS-

cient time has elapsed to raise the presumption of a

grant, he has no right.''

In another case decided in the Supreme Court in

1856, it was held :
** Darkening another's windows,

or depriving him of a prospect by building on

one's own land, where no right to light unobstruct-

ed has been accjuired by grant or prescription, in-

vades no legal right." The courts have gone very

far in enforcing a right to light and air over anoth-

er's land, where proof is given that such right has

been granted for a consideration. Owners have not

At a recent meeting of the Polytechnic Club, the

subject of wood screws was brought up for discus-

sion, and a considerable number of interesting facts

were presented. Some of the speakers claimed that

an ordinary wood screw had nearly the same hold

on wood when if driven nearly home with a hammer
and then given a few turns with the screw driver,

as it would have driven all the way with the screw

driver. One builder, doing a large business in

both New York and Brooklyn, said that they held

just as well when set in this manner. This is a

common opinion among builders who work with a

small margin of profit and look out for every point

at which a penny can be saved. Doubtless the

cheapness of the operations has much to do with

forming their opinions. When a screw is driven

into the soft wood a distance equal to the plain j^rt

of the shank there is little injury, though the fiber

of the wood is undoubtedly very much bruised

around the screw, and the job is not so tight as it

would be had a hole been bored for the screw. One
of the members of the Polytechnic Club made tests,

and found that it took 28 pounds to draw a screw

which had been nearly set home with a hammer, and

nearly 52 lbs. for its mate which was driven all the

way by a screw driver. Th is would seem quite

* - *

.

^g.iy. I arWw

conclusive. The fact seems to be that to get the

greatest possible resistance from a screw driven in

hard wood, the hole to receive the plain shank must

bo a tight fit For the thread part, the hole should

be smaller and just the size of the '* wire," leaving

the thread of the screw to out its own way into the

solid wood. In soft wood probably the greatest re-

sistance can be got by making the hole the size of

the wire for its whole depth, and allowing the wire

of the screw to expand the outer twrtion of the hole.

Some, people, however, claim that in soft woods,

such as pine, the best way is to merely enter the

screw with a small brad-awl hole, and then allow

it to force its way into the wood. We have seen

work put together with screws which were driven

all the whole distance with the hammer. We think

the value of such work is demonstrated when an at-

tempt is made to take out a screw thus driven with

a nail puller. A great deal is said about the value

of locking the grain of the wood with the projec-

tions of the screw. Practically we think that this

does more harm than good, by completely destroying

the tenacity of the wood for a considerable distance

around the screw. We should consider the barb

nail vastly superior to any wood screw we have

ever seen, if the screw was to be driven with the

hammer.
Where it is desired to sot the screw in a plastered

wall, or in mortar where no hold whatever can be

obtained for the threads, a little plaster of Paris

mixed and pushed into the hole, and the threads of

the screw at the same time filled with plaster, will

give a most excellent hold. We have sometimes

drilled a hole in brickwork, filled it up in this way
and inserted a screw, and found that we had as

firm a hold as though the screw had been fastened

in a piece of hard wood.—Exchange.

y-

The Hinkle^ Elevator.

Mr. Philip Hinkle, of this city, has probably

given closer personal attention to the invention,

construction, and operation of elevators for build-

ings than any man on this coast. He has kept con-

stantly in view the all-important points of safety,

speed, simplicity, durability, and economy in

maintenance, while at the same time, from close at-

tention to details and improved machinery used m
construction, he is enabled to produce them ftt|oj^

cost. He makes them for hydraulic hoist, belt

power worm hoist, and hand power boisir. He adapts

them for stores, dwellings, sidewalks, dumb-wait-

ers, etc. Factory lie and 118 Main street,_Si^

Francisco.
-zi
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
FAS KIT AB MOflTB DOGXSI/

While this column Ih open to all, fannerH afl well
as meohanica, en^iaeers as well aa architects,

women and children as well as those of the " nobler

sex," we would call particular attention to one and
all to have their questions and the information de-

sired to be in accord, as far as possible, with the
interests of this journal, and for the carrying out of

those principles for which the only monthly of its

kind this side of the continent,* was established.

We will endeavor to answer all questions in a fair

and impartial manner, and if it becomes necessary,

will furnish cuts for the illustrations of any prob-

lem, provided we regard the solution thereof as

beneficial to the majority of our readers. We
would urge upon our patrons the necessity of being
pointed in their questions, concise in the language
used ; let the writing be distinct, and one side of

the paper only to be used
;
give full name and ad-

dress, and particularly mention if their proper name
shall be used.

We want it distinctly understood that the
responsibility of signed articles rests with the
authors.
Correspondents will please direct all communica-

tions to the business manager of this journal—240
Montgomery street, rooms 12 and 13.

G. H. W. OF The Cawkoknia Akchitect—
Dear Chum—Given the diameter of a regular
octagon, and the length of one of the sides, I want
to know if there is a ru/^ by which we can deter-

mine the length of the sides of any octagon, the
diameter being given. There are a great many
readers of your valuable paper in fchJ*- ouKjJOh who
would be glad to see this question answered.

"Valley Home " Chum, Sonoma County.

An 8.—There is a rule, and a very good and simple
one. The following table will explain. An octagon
7 feet in diameter, each one of its sides will be 2

feet lOf inches.

7 feet 6 inches 3 feet inch
8 •(

8 (« 6
9 «

9 « 6
9 «« 9
10 <<

10 «< 6

11 ((

11 (« 6
12 «

12 <( 6
13 i«

13 «< 6
14 <<

(< ((

«(

<(

<<

««

t«

«

«<

<<

«4

<C

••••••

<<

«<

(t

<4

<<

<(

It

it

(<

<(

«<

«

• (

«

/

(«

• ••• • • • .v

3
3
4
.4

• •*•«••• ••••V

^ 4

5
5

Hence ^ kn(ntnng the diameter of an octagon and the

length of one of its sides, to find the length of side of
any octagon, add or subtract {as the case may be) to

the known length two and one-half inches for each

six inches of diameter.
Thus, octagon 7 ft. diameter, side 2 ft. lOj in.

What will be length of side of octagon 13 ft. 6 in.

diameter ? Difference between 7 ft and 13 ft. 6 in.

is 6 ft. 6 in. This difference multiplied by 2^ in.

gives 2 ft. 8^ in. ; add this to the 2 ft. 10J in. and
you have 5 ft. 1\ in. ; this is the same measure-
ment as given in table.

In this connection, in answer to a friend from
Benicia, I would say, that 7 to 17 on the square
^ves the angle of an octagon. G. H. W,

Ed. Architect.—Won't you please solve a prob-
lem for us ? We have worked a long time upon it,

and cannot do it. It is this; If a certain number
of workmen can do a piece of work in 25 days, in

what time will 1| of that number of men do a piece

of work twice as great, supposing 2 of the first set

can do as much work in an hour as 3 of the second
sot can do in 1^ hours, and that the second set work
half a8 long each a day as the first set ?

R. A., Sonoma.

An8.—A curious question, but easily solved, It

will just take 135 days.

Ed. Architeci'.—Why is it necessary to bum
the natural limestone in order to procure pure
lime ?

An8.—Because the limestone is always united to
an acid. By subjecting it to a red heat it is freed
from the acid, and the lime is left in a state of
purity.

Ed. Architect.—What is the exact hight of Mt.
Diablo? Oakland.
An8,—According to Professor Davidson, it is

3,813.63 ft. above tide level.

Ed. Auc!HTEcr.—The triangular g-ablo of a cer-

tain building has a base of 44 ft. and an altitude of

18 ft. How many square feet of boards will cover
the two gables? Across the Bay.

Ans.—792 B<|uare feet.

Ed. Architect.—What do you mean when you
say, '

' Hit a nail square on the head '

' ?
-* Inquirer, Stockton.

An8.—Try it on your finger-nailf._aud the ques-
tion will be answered.

~~

Ed. Architect.—What is the cause of dry rot in
timber ? House-Mover.

An8.—We have not space in

thoroughly answer this question.
this issue to

E^. Architect.—What is the very best way of

shingling a hip on a roof ? .

Carpenter who wants to Know.
Ans.—Weave the shingles from either side of the

roof, and as the shingling proceeds use a piece of

sheet-lead between each course. This makes a

thoroughly well-shingled hip.

Ed. ARCHiTBar.—Why should the term *' penny"
be applied to nails ?

. How DO I Know, San Rafael.

Ans.—The term four-penny "means four pounds
to the 1,000 nails ; or six-peuuy six pounds to the
same, etc. When a thousand nails weigh less than
one pound, they are called brads, tacks, etc., and are

reckoned by ounces.
.

-

Ed. Ahchitrct.—Won't you please answer a
silly question ? We—that is, a little company of

girls—were reading your last paper, and we did
not understand what <raj(r-hardening excutly was.
What is a hard case ?

. Ans.—The shell of a tortoise.

Ed. Architect.—Why is it that when nails are

put in tin on a roof, and then soldered over, that I

have generally found leaks to ooi^e from where the

nails were driven? HousEHOLDkR, S. F.

Ans.—It is entirely owing to the fact that heat
expands and cold contracts ; and in so doing the tin

is torn away from the nail, leaving a check or crack,

through which the water may run.

Ed. Architect.—The soimd of the church bells

Sunday morning was the cause of me asking the

following question : When and where was cast

the largest bell in the world, and its weight ?

Ans.—In 1653, by order of the Empress Anne, at

Moscow, in Russia. Its weight was 443,772 pounds.

The next largest is also at Moscow, weight 141,000.

That at Pekin. 139,000; Vienna, 40,000; "Big
Ben," 31,000; Montreal, 29,000; Cologne, 25,000;

Rome, 19,000; Antwerp, 16,000; St. Pauls, Lon-

don, 13,000. .

Ed. Architect'.—^Will you please tell us how to

make a strong mucilage that will hold pieces of

wood together, as we do not like the smell of glue.

Young Industrial Comfany.

Ans.—Take 8^ oz. strong gum arable solution,

and add 30 grains sulphate of aluminum, dissolved

in f oz. of water.

Iron is very widely disseminated on the surface

of the earth, and forms part of almost every sub-

stance—animal, vegetable, or mineral—with which

we have to do. Few rocks, and perhaps no soils,

are without it. It is present in water, and even in

the air. It is associated with various elements in

definite proportions, and is recognized in others by

some of its properties, among which the color of its

oxide is not the least striking. Abundant as the

metal is in a manufactured state, there are but few

specimens of native iron known, except perhaps

those which have fallen to earth as wandering frag-

ments of matter coming within the sphere of earth's

attraction.

Take Gk>od Car© of the Little Ones.

Practical mothers learn much by their experi-
ence with the little bodies entrusted to their care.
Some of the common-sense facts in the physical
culture of these little ones, known to the more ex-
perienced motherH, may not come amiss to those who
have had but little care of children. The founda-
tion must be well laid to insure healthy and happy
children. The child must b<? well slept, well aired,

well fed, and well bathed. By a thorough under-
standing and practice of these four simple rules,

much of the physical, mental, and moral suffering
in life would bo avoided by parent as well as child.
If a healthy child (and a delicate one proportion-
ately) is regularly put to bed about dark, in a
quiet, well-ventilated, or even oold room, after a
supper of plain food, it will naturally awake at

daybreak, good-natured, with a keen appetite for a
wholesome breakfast. Nutritious, plain food, with
no candy or stimulants, and free bathing, help the
system to ward off many prevalent children's ail-

ments, and to bear with much less danger the few
that must necessarily come to the majority of the
little ones. The child that is given just a little

confectionery, or any unsuitable food, then rocked
to sleep, should cause no surprise at waking peevish
and feverish. It is simply the result of imaginary
affection and want of knowledge on the part of the
one in charge. It will certainly pay in the end to
search diligently for the cause, when a little child
is proverbially cross.

—

Medico-Literary Journal,

The Law of Mutual Help.—At the Congreee
of Russian Naturalists, held in January last, Prof.
Kessler delivered an address on the law of mutual
help, which, he urged, was entitled to a placQ
by the side of Darwin's law of the struggle for

existence. Having given a brief sketch of the
theory of the struggle, Prof. Kessler remarked that
it did not play the only part in organic devel-
opment. By the operation of the reproductive in-

stinct, there was developed in the different animal
races a strong inclination for a closer association of

the sexes, as well among individuals as in the whole
group, under which the members of a society, of

the whole species or family to which they belonged,
were impelled to assist each other in the struggle
for existence. He had observed numerous instances

in' which, after the death of the male, the female
died, and conversely, or parents with the greatest

self-denial sacrificed themselves for the protection

of their young. All such examples showed that
the reproductive instinct bound groups of related

animals to each other through the law he had
enunciated. The principle was not limited to sex-

ual association, but was exhibited wherever mutual
help appeared to be necessary. As an example, the

case was cited of a group of beetles which would
combine their forces with severe exertion to drag
away a dead mouse. Further, ants and bees illus-

trate the operation of the law in a high degree.

The principle is developed with especial prominence
in mankind. Only by the most powerful co-opera-

tion, could men have succeeded in reaching the

degree of civilization which the race has attained.
—Popular Science Monthly.

PENAii Sentence for Injuring a Tree on
Stephen's Gheen, Dublin.—(From our corres-

pondent).—At the Southern Divisional police court

here, two brothers, Richard and John Coyle, labor-

ers, have been charged with having on Sunday last

maliciously barked and otherwise damaged a young
tree in Stephen's Green. This green has recently

been purchased, planted, highly ornamented, and
opened to the public by the mnnificence of Lord
Ardilaun. A police-constable stated that he took
the prisoners into custody for stripping the bark
from a tree, and for endeavoring to pull the tree

out of the ground. He saw one of them catch

hold of the stake to which the young tree was tied

for support, and swing by it. The other picked the

bark with his nails, and, when he had loosened it,

he pulled a strip off. Mr. W. Burke, superintend-

ent of the green, said the tree referred to was one

of rare species, procured by Lord Ardilaun himself.

The park bailiff estimated the damage done to the

tree at five shillings. One of the accused said that

he and his brother were rushing across the green,

and that to prevent themselves from falling they

staggered against the tree. The magistrate sen-

tenced each to two months' imprinoiimpnt, with

hard labor.— Timber Trades Journal, London.
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Sanitary Inspection of Dwellings.

il

m

hit

The following details of the discussion of this sub-

ject at a recent conference of the Ijundon Society of

ArUi, referred to in our last issue, will be of inter-

est. The gibt of the remarks is contained in the

italicized sentencea. .. .

"^
Mr. Cresswell opened fhe discussion by proposing

a resolution, " That it is expedient that the Metro-

politan Board of Works within the metropolis,

and the County Board within each county, should

be empowered by the Legislature to make provision

for the inspection and sanitary classification of

dwellings, upon application being made by the

owners thereof ; and to grant certificates of health-

worthiness in different categories, for terras of

-jeBf** *' Mr . Croeswell argued that such inspection
"^

should be a public charge to secure confidence and

to prevent possibility of collusion ; and that in

time the same repute would attach to such a sani-

tary certificate as is attached to a certificate of

Lloyd's, which was accepted throughout the whole

civilized world as an indisputable authority.

-_ Dr. Wright, of Cheltenham, remarked upon the

"increased interest which householders, especially

timid and nervous people, were taking in the sani-

- '-—
tary state of their house property. The discussions

7^_: of the past few years had awakened public attention

and taught people the alphabet of sanitary science,

'—and they were now beginning to spell out the

_ words for themselret. The important question
""^^ came home to everyone—" is the house I am about

to take healthy or otherwise? " And it is not an

easy question to answer. He thought it impracti-

cable to certify to the good condition of any house
^* for terms of years," as it was impossible to guard

- — against deterioration of workmanship and materials.

_1_^—When a person wanted his house inspected he re-

-=^:^^~ ^^ierred them to a sanitary engineer. Sometimes

_ when the reports were unfavorable " there was a

-—^; threatened action for damages against the man who

had spoken the truth."
^~

Lord Alfred Churchill thought that the health-

worthiness of a house depended on its drainage, and
-—^^—r the certificate should be that the house was ex-

amined at such a date, the drains were laid acoord-— ing to the most scientific methods and calculated

: to last such a time ; not giving any certificate of

" _ health- worthiness, because that was the natural re-

°^
"""^Bult of good drain tge. There should also be

attached to each certificate a complete drawing of

• J the form in which the drains were constructed, in

the same way as an outline of the property was

: 'generally shown on the deed of conveyance.
—--— In speaking of the difficulty of dealing with bad-

' ly-built houses, Mr. H. H. Collins pointed out that

the Metropolitan Board labored long and hard to ob-

: tain powers to deal with the question, and prepared
"

''

guch a measure as would have exterminated the

art of Jerry building, but *' there were so many

_^ ^objections raised and selfish interests alarmed,"

that the Board only succeeded in getting power to

order proper foundations and damp-proof courses,

" and therein all the sanitary by-laws of the Board

of Works began and ended," beyond a definition of

what mortar is. If owners of property request such
"_- an inspection and certification they should pay for

^^'
~it. There was nothing to prevent them obtaining

either without government assistance.

Mr. Collins concluded that the only way to ob-^ - -^ tain healthful dwellings was to educate the public
"

^ , mind to appreciate M^ necessity of seeing for them-

• selves that their houses merefit io live in, and not to

' die in, and then they would avail themselves of the

___l^_-__ professional assistance which was open to them.
--

- - Mr. Wakefield said it would not suffice to ex-

:
* amine house drainage alone, and as an illustration
^""~ '

of illness arising from a cause other than bad drain-
-^-•- 4ige, mentioned a first-class school attended by the

children of noblemen, where typhoid fever broke
' • ~ out again and again. Nothing wrong could be

^ I discovered in the sewers ; but on examining the

_ _ ^alls it was found that forty papers had been

pasted one upon the top of another, and, in fact,

- two large wagon loads of old paper were taken

away.
Mr. Lovegrove wanted a more thorough super-

vision during the progress of the works, for he has

no faith in any certificate. He wanted to see a
- better class of workmen engaged in house building,

and preferred to depend more on the hand that

works than upon occasional overlooking. He
^ wanted drains laid by educated workmen. ~~

^

Captan Galton thought it very undesirable to

pass any resolutions which would not be practical.

It was desirable that houses should bo constructed

so as to insure their healthiness ; but he had very

grave doubt as to how far this mode of effecting

that object was practicable. It went to the extent

not merely of the drains, but of the whole sanitary

character of the houses ; it is included in the na-

ture of the materials, the walls, the ventilation and

the mode of constructing the basement, the means

of saying that the house was not built upon a

foundation which was in itself injurious to health,

as the foundations of so many houses in London

were. All these wore points which, if you were to

have certificates of healthiness of the dwelling,

must be examined into by the authority which was

to deal with it. It would be far wiser to pass a

resolution that all plans of drains and of the sani-

tary applianoes of dwellings, as well as of altera-

tions, should be registered, where any person should

be able to examine them. The arguments which

had been adduced on this subject pointed really to

the necessity ofan improved education of the whole

nation in sanitary matters; as it was that only which

would insure a healthy construction of houses.

Mr. Rodgers Field thought that the resolution

could not possibly work. It referred to old as well

as new houses, but certificates could not be given

for old houses. The amount of investigation re-

quired, if the certificate was to be worth anything,

would be enormous, because in an old house you

must examine everything, open everything, and

search every thing, or you would be certain to miss

something which was very faulty. With new
houses it was different. Dr. Richardson has said :

you wanted first of all a standard to work by ; and

at the present moment they had not got this in the

metropolis. You might go with a scheme of sani-

tary arrangements for a house, proposing what
every man who had studied the subject would agree

was the right system, but the vestry would very

likely think differently. The qiiestion of cutting

off the house from the sewer by a ventilated trap or

man-hole, was most important from a sanitary

view ; but when he proposed to do that, one of the

West End I^ondon vestries said " No," and raised

all sorts of difficulties. Until this state of things

was remedied with the vestries, it was impossible

to go any further. After some verbal alterations

the resolution was adopted.

—

Plumber aud Sanitary.

Engineer

.

—^~

Brlcka from Coal-Pit Refuse.

Everyone who has passed through a coal-mining

district will have remarked the enormous accumu-

lations of rubbish surrounding the mouth of each

pit. The dust mounds of the estimable Mr. Boffin

would be pigmies by the side of these gigantic

heaps of '* matter in the wrong place." Until

lately science shook its head mournfully at the

piles ; rubbish they were, and rubbish they would

remain. At last, however, the discovery was made
that the shale, one of th^ ingredients, could be

made to yield a large quantity of petroleum by a

process of distillation; and although the industry

has not made, we believe,much progress,shale is now
recognized to have a certain value, if a small one.

There still remained, however, the bulk of the

deposits to be dealt with, consisting in the main of

the hard clay—it seems half petrified—which comes

up from the pits with the black diaiaonds. Human
ingenuity accordingly next turned its attention to

this refuse, and already something of a victory has

been achieved over the stubborn substance. It

seems to have suddenly occurred to some one who
was inquiring into the subject that bricks are made
of clay ; why, then, should not this clay be con-

verted into bricks ? The thought struck him as so

happy that he communicated it to the mining ex-

perts of the locality. Of course they ridiculed the

idea as visionary ; that is the general way with ex-

perts when new notions are placed before them.

Fortunately the proprietors of a colliery* that was

greatly embarrassed with clay accumulations

thought the idea might possibly have something in

it. They accordingly had some experimental

machinery made for disintegrating, pulverizing,

kneading, and shaping the refuse, and in due

course of time their courage was rewarded with a

supply of excellent bricks, far superior in quality

to those ordinarily sold in the market, and much
lower in price. At present the machine manufac-

factures a dozen and a half of bricks per minute;

but there ifl, of ooursQ, no practical limit, to the

productive power of a bitf colliery, as the owners

might set up as many machines as they thought fit.

At the more extensive workings large quantities of

bricks are retiuired annually for repairs, new build-

ings, and lining the shafts, and this invention thits

brings consumption and production into the closest

alliance. But no difficulty would be found, ap-

parently, in disposing of any surplus, as the bricks

have already achieved such a reputation for them-

selves as insures a ready sale. We trust the dis-

oovery will in some slight measure compensate

ooal-owners for tl^e exceptionally low price to which
competition has forced down the commodity in

which they deal.

—

Globe.

Wk have been unable to find in any of the older

text books any reference to the "Queen Anne
Style" as now practiced. During the life of that

esteemed lady (Queen Anne) the prevailing style

of architecture was vastly different frem that

which now goes by her name, though it is gener-

ally conceded that her chief architect, the designer

of Blenheim, Sir John Vanbrugh, inaugurated a

purer and better style than was in vogue when he

began work. This style consisted of an introduo- _
tion of Dutch detail grafted on the Elizabethan ^^

stock, to which was added a sprinkling of the

sturdy gothic. We fail to see, however, in any of

the ancient examples of this reign, aay of the

spindles that are so conspicuous, and seem to be the

trade-mark of the style that now bears the good

queen's name. It seems to us that the present pre-

vailing style, prefaced with royalty, would be ^

more suitably named if dubbed the "American

Renaissance.'

We hear a great deal about the " Eastlake Style.'*

What is it ? Can any one tell ? Chas. L. Eastlake

is an English architect, who several years ago

wrote a book entitled " Hints on Household Taste,*'

in which he animadverts upon false construction,

condemns veneering and frivolous ornamentation,^

and applauds the Gothic style. The book contains—
a few sketches of designs, none of which are con-—
spicuous for either beauty or originality. We have '

reason to believe that Mr. Eastlake is gpuiltless of t

designing any single piece of work that bears hia]

name, yet we hear every day of this or that piece
^

of work being executed in the •* Eastlake Style."

Mr. Eastlake does not believe in "shams." He
advocates honest work, and puts more stress on the

manner of construction than on the style or char-

acter of the ornamentation ; hence, in our opinion,

all honestly-constructed work is in the " Eastlake

Style." There is a great deal of furniture made at

the present time and sold as " Eastlake" furniture

that is as far removed from what he advocates as it

is possible to conceive ; the work ii pleasing and

pretty, however, and in many cases fairly put to-

gether, but why it should be called " Eastlake" we
have never been able to discover, but we suj^xjse

it will answer its purpose as well under that name

as any other. "What's in a name anyhow ?"—=_

Builder and Wood Worker.

Poke Water.—It is the almost invariable custom

to judge of water by the quantity of organic mat-

ter it contains, no matter what its origin, and a

variation of two or three times a given amount is

held to make the difference between a good and bad

water. Professor Huxley gave it as his opinion,

speaking as a biologist, " that water may be as

pure as can be as regards chemical analysis, and yet

as regards the human body be as deadly as prussic

acid, and on the other hand may be chemically

gross and yet do no harm to anyone." "I am
aware," said he, " that chemists may consider this

as a terrible conclusion, but it is true, and if the

public are guided by percentages alone they may
often be led astray. The real value of a determina-

tion of the quantity of organic impurity in a water

is, that by it a very shrewd notion can be obtained

as to what has had access to that water." However

startling these statements may be to those who
judge of the whole somoness of a water by the

amount of organic matter it may contain, we be-

lieve it to be none the less an accurate description

of facts. It is within our knowledge that some of

our most wholesome supplies sometimes contain an

excess of organic matter, and that the waters which

give rise to typhoid fever and other hardly less

serious disorders are frequently just those which

contain the least; the difference, of course, being

tnat in the one case the organic matter is innocu-

i
OU8, in til© other deadly.

—

Nature*
t^TlL I
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FMip Binkle'8 Elevator.

One of the inventions in the late fair which at-
tracted the greatest attention, and which was, at
the same time, of the greatest immediate practical
utility, was the Hinkle Elevator. It provwi of the
greatest service to the exhibitors, whose exhibits
were transported with expedition ; and haviqg been
placed at the free disposal of visitors, it was con-
stantly besieged by weary crowds, who found it a
delightful means of travel to and from the gallery.
Mr. Hinkle's newly-patented safety-clutch attracts
much oloee attention. This device is so skillfully

and cunningly contrived, that, should a rope break,
or any part of the machinery give way, the eleva-
tor is immediately arrested within a few inches from
where it begins its rapid and perilous descent.
Mr. Hinkle deserves special credit for contribut-

ing to the comfort of the visitors. His well-direct-
ed enterprise brings forward to the attention of the
people the most complete elevator now in existence,
and doubtless, in due season, he will reap a rich
and deserved reward from the public, who fully
appreciate the excellence and safety of his improved
device. A trial of the elevator was made, on which
occasion a 2000-pound load was put on the cage,
which was raised by the power, and the cro8S-head
was then detached from the piston-rod where the
strain is the greatest. It is at this point that the
ordinary machinery has always given way, and
caused the accidents to ordinary elevators. In this
case the cage was held in the guides, showing no
accident could occur.
i
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Rustic, short, 8 to 10 feet
" uuderS feet ....*..

T. & G., 6-inch, 12 feet and over .

7 to 11 feet ....
under 7 feet ....
No.2

Beaded, 12 feet and over
'* 7 to 11 feet ....
" under 7 feet

Half-inch Surface ....
Tickets, fancy . . . .^.>.

" rough, pointed
Pickets, rough, square per M feet $14 00
Siding, J-inch «< 20 00
Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45 00
Sugar Pine «' 30 00 to 50 00
R. W. sawed nhingles per M 2 00
Battens, ^-inch ^75

Hardware and Naii^.—We note the follow-
ing prices

:

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $4 25

<t

(« $25 00
<« 14 00
<f 27 50
«l 25 00
l( 20 00
41 20 00
« 27 50
<< 25 00
(4 20 00
(< 27 50
44 CtC\ l\t\

£t\} \J\J

IG OU

Glass.—A good subject for a debating club would
be, "Is Competition the Life of Trade?" While
we admit, as a rule, that an honorable strife for the
control of any particular branch of industry may
be all right, and inure to the benefit of the commu-
nity, there is such a thing as carrying it too far,

and honorable must have the emphatic prefix " dis'*

placed before it. A further discount of 10 per cent,
has been made since our last issue, bringing glass
down to a price where there is absolutely " nothing
in it." Most sizes are abundant; we will except
the small sizes of 21 oz.

Paints.—An active demand has tended to dimin-
ish the quantity on hand. From the numerous
buildings that are in process of erection all over
the State, we think that our manufacturers will be
taxed to their utmost, in order to meet the increas-
ing wants of our property-owners and mechanics.
Lumber and Hardware.—There has been a

little change in the price of lumber. The table
speaks for itself. No change in the prices of the dif-
ferent kinds of nails. Hardware is quiet at prt^s-

ent, but all our dealers look forward to a booming
market when the golden shekels shall have been
gathered in by our farmers,

_ Oregon Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet . ..$20 00
40 to 50 " " .... 21 00
50 to 60 " " .... 22 00
60 to 70 '« " .... 23 00
60to80 •' " .... 24 00

Refuse Rough ^1 . .-. .-. 16 00
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-
ping per M feet 27 50

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inchee and under, and 1^
X 6 Flooring per M feet .... 30 00

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 leas than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet 22 50

Ship Plank, rough per M feet .... 25 00— ** planed 1 side.... " ....28 00
" planed 2 sides .. . " ....30 00

Deck Plank, rough " 28 00
" dressed " .... 32 50

Lathfl per M 3 50

Redwood.
Rough Merchantable per M feet $20 00

" Refuse " 16 00
Surface, No. 1

" 30 00
8urfaoe,lx8 " 30 00

" 1x6 " 28 00
'• No. 2 * 22 60

Rustic, No. 1 1 X 8 " 28 00
No. 2 " 25 00

(< (« 4< 44

(< 44 4( 44

(< <( it (4
• •#•« • ••• •

« • « • <

4
4
5
5

5

5
5

7

50
75
00
50
75
50
25
75

8
6

5 and 4
4 and 5 pennies, brad heads at. . ,Tim\ ,'»,,i

g (( <( «( <(

g 4( 44 (4 44

10 and upward " " *•

3 penny fines " '*

Lumber.
We are indebted to the S. F. Journal of Com-

merce for the following very full report of receipts
and exports of lumber : ""^"^"t

Receipts since onr last—4,M9,2aS feet lumber,
2,816,000 shingles, 150,000 laths, 3,100 R. R. tieer,

^1 cords wood, 349,125 shakes, 3 bundles hoops.

Total receipts since January 1st :

Lumber, ft 123,357,519
Shingles, No.. TTTT,..,**^****..^ ,•..47,114,032
Laths, No.^.. s:.*.: 11,049,700
Wood, cda.T7^. 77777. 16,713
Piles, ft 26,000

•* No 3,065
Cedar, logs 2,476

•• ft 7i2,980
Rosewood, logs 32
Shakes 1,142,625
Pickets, No,
Hoops, bdls . .

.

Headings, bdls
Staves... . .

bdls

crds.

• ••••

•

••••••••«*«j»*(

20,000
7,136

58
12,299

1,485

23
Railroad Ties 218,779
X OSLO .••••.•• »^ v*-«^ • • •••'«•• •"• « . • » . . OtcOjOO*

Sugar Pine, ft . . .T. ...... . 7^. 7. ...... . 1,409,000
Barrel St'k, pkgs 27,129^

<(

(t

Spars
Wool Slats

Stave-bolta
4<

90
74,000
78,000

173^
l,508r

$
Value.

360 00

Telegraph Poles.

The market is quiet and steady. However, wiih
restricted production* the stock on hand is not
large.

Exports of lumber since August 1st.:—— Feet.

St Stephen, Liverpool 1,800

Malola, Honolulu 10,100

Newbem, Mexico 31,984
Ella, Tahiti.. * 19,237
Invincible, Liverpool 203
James Townsend, Mexico.... 50,796

Nereus, Qneenstown 12,000

Eustace, Mexico ,T-V^ . .

Harvester, Queenstown
City of Chester, Victoria....

W. F. March, Ecuador 38,140

A. D. Suow, Liverpool 38,000

Eureka, Cork.. ... 26,000

La Mangarevierine,Mangar'va 30,000

Dakota, Victoria ... 372

Cumeria, Cork 15,000

Louisiana, Liverpool 20,000

Mariposa, Cork 13,000

Sheet-Anchor, Apia. 120,000

C. O. Whitmore,Vladivo8took 11,000

Eva H. Fisk, Guaymas 162,294

Astarte, Dublin 12,500

City of New York, Sydney. . . 53,163

A. P. Jordan, Guayaquil 229,883

13,425
21,000

203

402
596
421
25

814
240
267
430
25

1,000

760
520
700
51

300
400 00
260 00

1,555

310
3,099
250

1,718

5.370

32
11

20
37
00
00
60
00
37
00
00
00
00
65
00

00
00
20
00
79
42

Exports of lumber since September Ist

:

T. T^, 3 ™, , . .
-Vaai. Value.

Percy Edward, Tahiti. 5,000 $117 00
Eudora, Tahiti 4,100 8100
Carrie Clark, Liverpool ^26,000 500 00

Total 34,100 $698 00
We quote cargo rates—Pine—rough, $16 per M

feet ; No. 1 Flooring and Stepping, $24 50. Red-
wood—rough, $16 ; surfaced, $23. Retail rates
—Pine—No, 1 Flooring and stepping, $30 ; rough,
$20. Redwood—rough, $20 ; surfaced, $30. No. 1
Rustic, $30; Flooring, $27 50; tongued and
grooved beaded, $27 50; Fancy Pickets, $20;
Rough Pointed Pickets, $16 ; Rough Square Pick- -
ets, $14 ; Shingles, $2 perM.
Cement, Plaster, Lime, etc.—Total imports

since January Ist: 48,727 bbls. 2,340 csks Cemenfc—
103,280 Fire-brick, 2,500 bbls plaster.
Receipts of California Lime since our last : 3,-

845 bbls. Total since January 1st, 75,622 bbls.
The market is quiet and unchanged.
We quote Eastern Cement, Rosendale, $2 25@

2 50; other, $2 12^; Portland Cement, $4 50<3
5 25 as to quality and brand. Plaster—Eastern, -
$3 25@3 50 ; do Golden Gate, $2 750^3 00 ; I.ime, -
Santa Cruz and Sacramento, $—@1 50 ; Fire-brick,
$35(^40—jobbing at $40050, as to brand. Califor-
nia brick—hard, $10012; soft, $7(38; red, $90
X.\J m
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Building Intelligence.

-Xeta^ .>^aQ,lQQ 118,877 03 .

0{)eration8 in building improvements, both in"
oity and count*^, have b6«i more active in the past
thirty days than for any similar period for several
years past. From present appearances, not only an
active fall trade may be anticipated, but a decidedly
lively winter may be confidently counted upon.
From east, west, north, and south we have advices
telling us that the merry soiind of the hammer is

heard in places that have known it not for a long
while. We are glad to see that the dull monotony
which has seemed to rule everywhere has been
broken, and a right loyal, hearty break has it been.
In parts of Napa. Sonoma, Calaveras, and other
counties, building improvements are going ahead
with a vim that puts one in mind of the palmy
days of 1875. In this city, buildings are being
erected in every direction. There is nothing that
would give a stranger a better idea of the stability

of uur merchants and buildings, than to take a
walk around our business streets, and see the num-
ber of buildings that have had, or are having an
additional story added, as well as the new houses
that are going up on every side. If further proof
were wanted, a glance at our list of new buildings
ought to satisfj^ the most skeptical. We have Hpent
much time in preparing this list, and have endeav-
ored to the best of our ability to have it perfect.

We would again call the attention of professional

brethren in the country to the fact, that, they can
materially help us by sending a list of the building
improvements in their section of country, to this

office.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Two-story frame, comer 27th and Howard.
Owner, Mrs. Brown ; contractor, J. L. Binet.

Cost, $1,000.
Frame dwelling on corner Franklin and Turk.

Owner, R. Kanzee ; architect, A. Schroepffer ; con-
tractor, B. Dryer. Cost, $6,000.

Three-story and basement brick building on
north side California, between Davis and Drumm.
Owners, "Marvin" Estate; architect, Clinton
Day; contractors, Cox & Hall. Cost, $28,500.
This building takes the place of one of San Fran-
cisco's old landmarks.
Two two-story frame tenements on Ivy Avenue.

Owner, Mrs. Reuter ; contractor, P. A. Herman ;

architect, H. Geilfuss. (>)st, $2,800.
Additions and alterations to dwelling, and erec-

tion of stable at 1815 O'Farrell street. Owner,
Felix Uri ; contractor, Henry Bode ; architect, H.
Geilfuss. Cost, $4,000.

One-story frame on Harrison, between 20th and
2l8t. Owner, John Tietjen ; architect, H. Geilfuss ;

contractor, Myerholz. Cost, $1,700.

Three-story frame building, 35x77, two stores on
first floor, on corner of Geary street and Martha
Place. Owner, Chas. Scroth ; architect, John Mar-
quis ; contractor, S. S Emory. Cost, $12,000.

Four-story brick building, on northeast corneiL

Stockton and Morton. O wntc, Chas. Scroth , archi-
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teot, John Marquis; oontraotor, J. W. Kinsman.
Cost, $45,000.
One-story frame on corner of Pierce and Califor-

nia. Owner, Chas. Schroder ; architect, John Mar-
quis ; contractor, Wm. Plunce. CJoet, $500.

Two-story frame dwelling on north side of Bush,

east of Octavia. Owner, H. Hinkle ; day's work.
Cost about $5,000.
Two-storv frame dwelling on north side of Bush,

between Webster and Buchanan. Owner, P. B.

Ladd ; architect, Jas. (jrosling ; contractor, T. J.

Hamilton. Cost, .

Two-story frame building, with stores on comer
of Ivy avenue and Octavia street. Contractor, T.

J. Hamilton.
Two-story frame on west side of Steiner, north of

Eddy. Architect, Townsend ; contractor, S.

M. Hill. Cost, $3,000.

Two-story dwelling and one-story shop on Hill,

between Valencia and Guerrero. Owner, W. J.

liidgeway ; contractor, Geo. Lee. Cost, $2,000.

Alterations of house on 9th, between Howard
and Folsom. Owner, J. Buchanan ; day's work,
-Cost about $800.

,

^

Store and six dwellings, two stories each, on
comer of 9th and Folsom. Owner, Miss Caroline

Hawes ; contractor^ S. Hatfield. Total ooat about
''$12,000.

Two-story and basement, frame dwelling on Val-

lejo, near Laguna. Owner, Mr. Tilden ; archi-

tects, Kenitzer *& Raun ; contractor, W. Plunce.

Cost. $7,000.
Alteration of and additions to St. Luke's Church,

on Pacific, between Polk street and Van Ness Ave-
nue. Architect, H. D. Mitchell ; contractors, Hodg-

^ kins & Hurlbiirt. Cost, $3,300.

Three three-slory dwellings on Van Ness Avenue,
~ between Bush and Pine. Owner, M. B, Levy

;^ day's work. Cost, $21,000.
- Three-story frame dwelling on south side of
^^" O'Farrell, east of Laguna. Owner, G. Balny

;

^ architect, Jule^ Grodart ; contractor, A. Krone.
- Cost, $4,000.
— Cottage on southwest comer of Buchanan and

O'Farrell. Erected by Mr. Wolf, at a cost of about

$850.
Two-story frame dwelling on Jones, between

_ Pacific and Jackson. Owner, W. S. Phelphs

;

architects, Percy & Hamilton ; carpenter contract-

tors, Gray & Lombard ; brick work, Sandford &
Lundborg. Total cost, about $5,400.— • Two two-story and basement dwellings on Cali-

fornia, between Fillmore and Steiner. Owner, W.
~ Frost ; architects, Taylor ife Moore ; contractor for

carpenter work, H. Schulz. Cost, about $0,000.

One-story frame on Pine, between Webster and

_ Fillmore. Owner, 0. H. Dobson ; contractor, J.~ Dougherty ; architects, S. & J. C. Newsom. Cost,

$2,000.
:^ Two story building with store on comer Turk

and Larkin, onC-story stable adjoining on Turk.
Owners, Morehouse & Norton; contractor, Ed.

^ Clark. Cost, $5,000.

Four two-story houses with basement on comer
of Tyler and Franklin. Owner, J. S. Levy ; archi-

tect, Wm. Mooeer. Cost, $17,000.

Two two-story houses with stores on G^ary, be-

tween Webster and Buchanan. Owner, D. Mendel-
sohn ; architect, J. A. Remer ; contractor, A. Wal-
ker. Cost, $6,000.'

Three one-story frame buildings on 26th and
Sanchez. Owner, G. Edwards ; day's work. Cost,

about $700 each.

Pastoral residence for E«v. J. F. Harrington, St.

Francis Church, on Vallejo, between Dnpont and
Stockton. Architect, T. J. Welsh ; carpenter work,
J. L. Binet. Cost, $4,000.

Residence on Devisadero, between Fulton and
Grove. Owner, J. McCormick ; architect, T. J.

Welsh; builder, J. L. Horton. Cost, $1,400.
Three-story brick building with basement on

Main, between Mission and Howard. Owners,
Holt Bros. ; architect, French ; day's work.
Three-story and basement frame dwelling on

Montgt)mery avenue, between Union and Filbert

streets. Owner, H. Holland ; contractor, T. E.
Pechfelder ; architect, F. Hillert. Cost, $6,500.
Two-story frame building with stores on north-

west comer of Green street and Montgomery ave-

nue. Owner, R. Larrimore, Jr. ; builder, R. Larri-

more ; day's work. Cost, when finished, about
$7,500.
Two-story frame on east side of Stockton, be-

tween Union and Filbert. Owner, Frank Aioher
;

architect, Townsend ; contractor, G. Schieble.

Additional story to building on northeast comer
of Front and Market. Owner, Mr. Laviega

;

architects, Kenitzer & Raun ; contractors, Mahoney
Bros. ; brick work, J. Haff. Cost, .

Two-story brick building with basement on cor-

ner of 3rd and Everett. Owner, Mrs. Malady

;

architect, Mr. McKidney ; contractor, Grant.
Cost, $8,750.
Two two-story frame dwellings with basement

on Ellis, west of Buchanan. Owner, H. Roths-
child ; architects, Wolfe & Son ; contractor, W.
D. Clark. Total cost, $4,500.
Two-story and basement residence on southwest

corner of 2l8t and Bartlett. Owner, W. C. Kess-

ing ; architects, Wolfe & Son
;
partly day's work.

Cost, about $4,000.
Dwelling on Bush, near Fillmore. Owner, W.

J. Gunn ; architects, S. & J. C. Newson ; con-

tractor, Dougherty. Cost, .

Residence on comer Jones and Pacific. Owners,
Phelphs Bros. ; contractors. Gray & Lombard.
Dwelling on Liberty, near Valencia. Owner,

Palmer ; architect, Bayless.

- Dwelling southeast comer Ivy Avenue and
Franklin street. Owner, Silverburn ; archi-

tect, P. J. O'Connor; contractor, P. Herman.
Cost, $5,000.

Three-story frame building corner Sansome and
Vallejo. Owner, Duffy ; architect, Tpwnsend.
Two-story frame on Harrison and 10th. Owner,

Fitzgerald ; contractor, J. Downey. Cost,

about $5,000.
Building on Filbert, between Stockton and Du-

pont ; Rocko «& Co., contractors.

Two-story frame with mansard roof, on Vallejo,

between Gough and Octavia. Owner, ;

architects, Kenitzer & Raun ; contractor, Wm.
Plunce. Cost, about $6,000.

Two'-story &ame on Lewis street. Contractors,

Norton & Walker. Cost, about $3,000.
Two-story frame building on 2l8t street and

Treat avenue. Contractors, Hodgkins and Hurl-
but ; architect, Hoagland. Cost, $3,000.

East of San Francisco.

OAKLAND.
Frame building for stores and rooms on comer

7th and Center. Architects, Babson & Seadler.

Cost, about $2,000.
One-story six-room house on 2l8t, mear Market.

Owner, P. Heverin ; architect, J. Wesley Newcum
;

contractors, McManus & Tuhig. Cost, $1,000.

One-story frame, six rooms, on San Pablo ave-

nue, near Shell Mound Park. Owner, J. B. Baiter
;

architect, J. Wesley Newcum ; contractors, Eckles
& McMurphy. Cost, $1,450.

Building on comer of 12th and Broadway is hav-
ing a new glass front put in. Owner, Cole-

man ; wood work and painting contractor,

Smith ; architect, W. Kirk. Cost, $1,200.

Bam on Lake street. Owner, Geo. H. WheSton ;

architect, Clintou \>^^ \ contractor, E. Child.

Cost, $1,550.
One-story frame, five rooms, for Mr. John Hager.

Architects, McDougall & Son; contractor, J. E.
Benham. Cost, $1,500.
Two-story and basement for A. M. Benham.

Architects, McDougall & Son ; contractor, J. E.
Benham. Cost, $4,000.

ALAMBDA.
One-story and ba.<*ement, six-room house, on R.

R. avenue, near Willow Station. Owner, C. T.

Johns ; architect, J. Wesley Newcum ; contractor,

J. C. Johnson. Cost, $1,010.
Cottage in process of erection on R. R. avenue,

near Chesnut.
Cottage on Pacific avenue, near Chesnut street.

Owner, Chas. Bender. Cost, $2,000.

CERK8.
A warehouse 76x100 is in process of erection at

this plac^.

SAN ANDREAS.

The warehouse at this place is being materially

enlarged.
8T(X^Kl"ON.

Large brick building on the Asylum Grounds.
Owner, State of California ; architects, Percy &
Hamilton ; contractors, Terrill & Slaven. Cost,

$66,750.
WEST BERKELEY.

The Tontine Powder Works, a few miles above
this place, are having a number of buildings

erected. Plans are drawn for quite a number
more. H.<:!. Macy, architect. Fu^ll report in next.

South of San Francisco.

BAN MATKO.

stables, restaurant, saloon, etc., to be built on
the site oiF the late fire in San Mateo. Owner, P.
Byrnes; day's work. Cost about $ 10,000,

REDWOOD CITY. ^

Stable on the grounds of N. J. Britton. Archi-
tects, Clinton Day ; contractors, Moore Bros. Cost,

$3,200.
TWELVE-MILE FARM.

Two-story frame building. Owner, C. Ashton.
Cost, $1,300.

North of San Francisco.

BENICIA.

Two-story frame dwelling. Owner, A. G<x)d-

year ; architects, Babson & Seadler ; oontraotor,

Chas. IngersoU. Cost, $7,000.

HEALD8BURG.

Dwelling near town. Owner, Mr. Paxton.
Done by days' work, at a cost of about $12,000.
Mr. Peck, superintendent.
Dwelling for Mrs. White. Days's work. Coet,

$3,000. Terry, superintendent.
Dwelling for Mrs. Huton. Days' work. Cost,

$1,000. Charles, superintendent. ^_ ^

Dwelling for Mr. Lathrop. Days* work. Cost,

$3,000. A. Phelphs, superintendent.

NAPA.

A great many improvements are being made ia_

this section. Lack of time prevented us from gei»

ting full particulars. Mr. Schefier is erecting a
building for a fine residence at St. Helena, Ken-
itzer &Kauu, architects. Mr. A. Clark is putting
up a residence four miles from Montioello. Cost,

$12,000. Mr. Clark is having a two-story frame
building erected, J. Marquis, architect ; W. Hall,
contractor. Cost, ?514,»X)0.

THE VERY LATEST INVENTIOH

IMPROVEMENT IN

GRATES.
"*^ • —

.

ratented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S IMPROVED

CooMni and Parlor Mantel Grates

Are the very Best yet brouffht out.

As a HEAX PRODIJCIMO and COAE. SAV-
IHTO Grate It ha* no equal.

Its great advantages are readily seen and admitted by all, and
may be stated briefly as follows: It is a well known fact that

in grates of ordinary construction It is found impossible to keep
the fuel at the farther sides of the grate in a good state of com-
bustion, and that the fire Is always brightest and best at Ita

center; also, that it is a common practice to put in bricks at the

ends of tlie Grate so as to confine the fuel more to the center,

for reasons stated. With this Improved Orate all these ob-

jections are overcome. The peculiar shape of its sides and
bottom directs ihe/tiel from all sides to tlie center, as the flre

settles down, and no cold air is allowed to enter and obstruct

at the ends or sides. Another most imporunt advantage of our

Grate is, the combined shake and dump basket, with concave

bottom, wtiich clears the drauglit at once, while the coal is un-

disturbed. By this arrangement at least one-third more heat is

obtained, with less fuel, and no waste whatever of coal.

The Cooking attachment is a great novelty of Itself, and can

be used with perfect impunity in any room m the house, as all

gas and smoke is carried up the chimney. It needs no com-
ments— Ita merits are seen at a glance. .

The (irates are highly recommended by all the leading ArcM
tects of San Francisco, and are meeting with ready sale.

All orders or letters of inquiry to be atidressed to

XRK»SI^KR MAMUFACrrUlKIMCI CO
«V1 Hanimme Strt«ff

alifornia xthikd m)}
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The unceasing effort of Evkhy Jouhnal, Nkwspapeb, and Pubuoatxon Imued for subscription patronage, is to secure

INCREASE OF CIROULA.TION.
In harmony with this recognised correct and proper custom, as by au. in some form practiced, the management of

tbJH JminuL propose to offer such CLUB RATE Inducements as will

COMPENSATE EVERY PRESENT SUBSCRIBER
* I

for time spent In secnrlng additional names to our Subscription List. We want, by the commencement of our Second
Volume, In January, 1881.

HOT LESS THAN TEN THOUSAND CASH SUBSCRIBERS.

Bntered at ths Post Office at San Francisco, Oal.,

as second-clauss matter.

Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all

parties, whose interests are represented or invt)lved in its

gentiral character, not excluding occasional articles calculn-
ted Vt please those who love channels of pure thought, and
mural training. The higher, better, and exactly truthjul in
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
appear. Itn management will be uncontrolled by any im-
purti iufluenc^s or motives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its statements of price-lists, etc., etc., will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interests of any person or persons, but
giving true and correct reports, for the information of all

its readurs. Its improvement in every department will re-

c«ive constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. Thp Bj^ecial

character of matt rs generally in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications in citjes where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its

management; and any reference made in its columns to
established or inceptive interests on thiB coast—manufact-
tiriug, inventive, or any other— will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, urithout any design or intent to
" wrr " ; t. «., " praise with exaggeration."

With this accomplished, the first number of Volume No. 2 will introduce a Journal which, in positive merit and
beauty, shall Justify and deserve the highest approbation, and be, in |act, A CREDIT TO SAN FUANCISOO, as the
place of its publication. We therefore appeal to

THE CITIZENS OF SAN FRANCISCO AND THE ENTIRE PACIFIC COAST,
•and to our friends and well-wishers east of the Rocky Mountains, to assiBt by their subscriptions and personal influence
in the p rmantnt establishment of the FIRST AND ONLY ARCHITECTURAL JOURNAL ever published west of th^
great natural ridge which, to a certain extent, segregates California from the commouwealth of States.

' OTJPl C3L.TJB Ii,A-TES J^TIM LIBEH-A.!!.-
Industrlous and competent canvassers will be able to Bim from $3 to $5, or more, per day. Send for Club

Rate Circular.

Our Second Volume.

DlHEKTIBiaO RATES.
On outside of front cover, and page following Build*

ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 50
Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read.

ing matter, per square, each insert ion 1 25
On other inside pages, per square, each Insertion . 1 00

With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-
isements continued for six or 12 months.

A Card from Architects.

Believing a well and ably condncted journal,

devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary,

Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects,

to be a nece^ity in this city, the California
AKCHiTEcr AND BuiLDiNG REVIEW, published by
the San Francisco Architectural Publishing Com-
pany supplies a long-existing want on this coast.

fVe therefore pledge our cordial sympathies person-
ally, and hop>e that the enterprise will receive kindly
recognition and liberal support from, all Architects

and Builders on the Pacific Coast^ and from, the

pmblic generally.

David Pabquharson,
Wright & Sanders,
S.-H. Williams,
Thos- J. Welsh,
P. Hdierne,
John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
Thko. Al. Eisen,

John A.

b. mcdougal and son,
Wm. Mooser,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
W. C. Hoaqland,
S. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson,
Kkmeu.

The first year of this joumars existence

as a monthly publication, will end with its

December number. Of its merits and de-

fects thus far, our kind patrons are the

i'udges. Its future is in our own hands.

Cvery promise made concerning it has been
faithfully observed, and we accept with

sincere gratitude, the many hearty and gen-

erous expressions of approval which have
come to us from all sources. Whatever of

adverse opinions may have been enter-

tained in any direction, none have reached

us; while individual commendations have
been liberally extended, and our journal-

istic friends, without an exception, have

not only noticed us with favor, but in

numerous instances indulged in lavish

praise of our humble efforts.

Laboring as we have, under far greater

disadvantages than perhaps any other per-

manent and successful journal ever issued,

we are more than pleased with the result;

and, guided by the experiences and lessons

of the past, we can with full confidence

assure our many patrons and friends that

numerous valuable improvements will be

introduced in volume number two, and

that no effort nor expense will be spared

to produce, from and after January next,

a journal of comparative excellence with

any other published. We therefore, at

this early day, request each and every sub-

scriber to be prepared to renew his sub-

scription, and also to use his influence to

increase our already gratifying subscrip-

tion list. The greater the number of pay-

ing subscribers, the larger will be our re-

sources and means of enlargement and im-

provement. Upon the latter we are fully

determined, and hope that the thousands

who have so heartily wished us success

and expressed the opinion that just such
A JOURNAL IS greatly NEEDED IN CALI-

FORNIA, will demonstrate the sincerity of

their declarations, by renewing their sub-

scriptions and using their personal influence

to secure us a large additional number of

cash subscribers.

The greater cost of publication in San
Francisco over like journals in the Eastern

States, together with the increased outlays

intended to be incurred in the issue of

volume number two, will make it necessary

to place the yearly Rubscription price at

$2. But as we intend that at least some
of the numbers singly shall be worth that

sum to many, and the increase amounting

to only a fraction over four cents per

month, we hope that our patrons will

cheerfully acquiesce in this necessary

change in subscription cost, and that none

will withhold renewal on that account.

We will most certainly more than make
up the difference in various ways.

Solicitors.—During the year several

unprincipled frauds have collected money
in the name of this journal. We caution

all parties not to pay any money to any

person whomsoever, representing them-

selves to be solicitors on our account, un-

less they exhibit the most conclusive evi-

dence of their connection with this office,

and furnish our printed form of receipt.

All subscription amounts can be forwarded

by postal money-order.

How TO SUBSCRIBE AND PAT.—City Sub-

scribers can either call personally at the

office of publication, and leave name, ad-

dress and money, or write name and

address plainly on postal card and for-

ward by mail, and our office collector will

call as directed and receive the money.

Subscribers outside of San Francisco,will

please remit by postal money - order, or
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ZITTn times past, California was dependent upon
Eastern cities and foreign countries for nearly
everything requiring skill and neat workmanship
in their production. But time has wrought a
change in every department of meohanical opera-
tions, and our workshops are now fully manned
with competent and skillful workmen and artisans

in every department ; the only drawback being
the want of a home supply of crude niaterial of

<;ertain kinds,

In house building, there is nothing short of a very
few extraordinary and specially fine or patented
things, used only in the more costly and elaborate
structures, that cannot be supplied of California

manufacture ; and it is a matter of common remark
in mechanical circles, that some of the inUnded-to-he
very fine and elegant importations are inferior to

what might be obtained at home. But some people
who have large purdes, go abroad to purchase, more
for the name of the thing than from necessity,,

and very frequently the whistle has been dearly
paid for. Hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been expended out of this State, from the mere

^ whim of pride and notoriety, which might have
been spent at home with more satisfactory results

to the purchaser, as far as the beauty and quality
of the things purchased were concerned.

California stands proverbially ahead of the world
in some respects; and as time opens up new develop-
ments and resources, there are good reasous for the
.presumption that this State will, in n\any ways
;,at present not clearly defined or developed, still

•further add to her reputation.

Remedy for Bruises.

No carpenter or mechanic shou d ever be without
a vial or bottle of Tincture of Arnica in his tool

chest, br within easy reach. It is invaluable in

cases of contusions from any cause. Let it be the

first thing applied, and use it freely.

when impracticable to do so, send the

money in two-cent postal stamps. In all

cases the name and address should be
PLAINLY WRITTEN.
We again ask that our friends, and a

generous public generally, will aid us by
their subscriptions in establishing a jour-

nal Kuch as it is our intention this buall
be—one that will be a credit to the city

of San Francisco and the Pacific Coast, as

well as to its proprietors. This being the

only journal of its kind ptiblished west of
the KocJcy Mountains^ we ought to re-

ceive NOT LESS THAN 10,000 SUBSCRIBERS
within these western confines, to which
we shall certainly add 5,000 from beyond
the great divide between the eastern and
western slopes of our great country.

We now send this journal to regular

paying subscribers in London, Ireland,

Honolulu, Fiji Islands, the British Pos-
sessions, and to every State in the Union,
^ample copies have also been sent by
special personal-letter request, to Austra-
lia, Prussia, Paris, and other places. Our
original matter has been freely copied in a

large number of Eastern journals, and a

prominent London journal of recent date

contained our entire three -column criti-

j3ism of the *' copyrighted plans^^'* with
seeming gratification at the exposures
therein contained

;
proving our early pre-

diction*- correct^ that this journal was
destined to exert an influence which would
reach to all parts of the civilized world.

This it has already accomplished to a cer-

tain extent, and with its daily increasing

and widely extending circulation, it is a

reasonable conclusion that in time its in-

fluence will increase in extent and magni-
tude.

THE STEEL SQUARE.

Its History and Application to Buildinga

We have received a great many letters of inquiry
in regard to the time when we will commence our
series of articles on the above subject. We would
state that preparatious have been in progress for

some time, and the first series of articles will be
commenced in our January number. We will
carry the series through the entire year. Letters
have been received from the east as well as our own
state, offering us assistance ; and we cannot but
help expressing our thanks for the many kind offers

we have had from whole-souled Bohemians in New
York City, Kansas City, Chicago and elsewhere.
We earnestly desire that architects all over the
country will give us their ideas in regard to any
work whereupon the Steel Square is used, as we do
not want our articles to partake of a aectional
character. '

' --

We have extra facilities to furnish wood cuts
to explain any problem, or illustrate designs ; and
we will thus be enabled to give all our corres-

pondents' views to the public, so that they will be
understood by all. All correspondence on the
matter should be addressed to the Business Manager
of this Journal.

Misunderstandings.

In thousands of instances, true and honest hearts
are alienated by unwise and often foolish misunder-
standings. Even good men sometimes entertain
hard opinions and adverse sentiments of and toward
one another, where each is the other's average
equ&l in integrity jkitA- corr&ciaess of Iif\\&nd princi-

ples, simply because of some unjustified prejudice
created by causes neither rational nor discreet.

Life's history \a full of illustrations where men have
passed from boyhood to old age, bearing with them
through the pilgrimage of time, the burden of un-
kind sentiments toward their fellow-man, thereby
depriving life of a portion of the few pleasures
vouchsafed to mankind, during their sojourn on
earth. The feeling of contempt, if not positive
hatred, often influences the bearing of men toward
their fellows, simply through some indefensible prej-

udice, or unjust judgment of motives or acts. And
the entertainment, with consecjuent and natural
illustrations of this condition of things, becomes
mutual ;—where by just and fair understandings,
respectful civilities, if not devoted friendship, might
exist. It is a lamentable fact that many pass from
childhood to old age, almost hating others, when by
some perhaps chance circumstance, near the setting
of life's sun, better understandings are reached,
and regrets for the conditions of the wasted past
fill the heart with sorrow. Tis better to spin well
the webs of life, and sow the seed of generous acts.

Prehistoric Ruins in Arizona.

The Territory of Arizona is perhaps less known in
the United States than any other part of our great
country; and yet it has a remarkably fine climate,
moderate temperature, fertile lands and unbounded
mineral wealth. The prehistoric ruins found
scattered all over the territory, speak of great an-
tiquity; first, as to time, and second, as to who were
their builders. The time when these habitations
teemed with life, according to accredited traditions,

dates several centuries back, to a time prior to the
Aztec conquest, when a somewhat civilized race

dwelt in peace and harmony, surrounded by all the
comforts of a home. Aa to the origin of these early

inhabitants, who and what they were, it seems
difficult to determine , as many learned savants

have disagreed as to their identity with later occu-

pants of the country. The Aztecs have been
credited with aettling here, and the Toltecs have
their advocates; but to whom shall we attribute the

building of the towns and cities, that once flourished

where we now find only ruins, and mounds of debris

without any other epitaph than erosion ? It is ad-

mitted by many that a contemporary race, or one
from which the Pimas, Maquis and Zunis have de-

cended, and as these living descendants have in

part the traits of a former architecture, we must
conclude from these rudiments that the Aztec,

Toltecs and the Tezcucans were contemporary
races, and were the builders of these ancient towns.

The descriptions of these mine are mainly from^

travelers and Mexican history. The latter, speaking
of the Gila ruins, says, *' One of them is a large edi-
fice, the principal room of which is in the center
being four stories high, and those adjoining it on
its four sides, with walls two varas thick of strong
argamaza y barroy (adobe) so smooth on the inside
that they resemble planed boards, and so polished
that they shine like pueblo pottery."
There is mention made of a large canal from the

river to the plain, several miles in length, with a
width of ten varas wide. A vara is about thirty-three
inches. Mr. Bartlett, an American traveler, speak-
ing of these ruins, says : "The inner apartments in
his judgment were used for store rooms ; they were
long and without windows. The west door was
two feet wide and eight feet high; the others were
three feet wide and five feet high. The walls at
the base were worn away twelve or fourteen inches,

and appeared to be held together only by their own
thickness. The lintels over some of the doors and
other openings were formed of sticks of wood, -

stripped of bark and cut at the end by some blunt
instrument. The floor beams were five inches in

diameter, and the same distance apart, set in the
walls opposite each other. The largest building was
fifty feet north and south by forty east and west.
The ground floor shows five apartments, one on
each side, and one in the interior. The north and .

south rooms measured thirty-two by ten feet. No
evidence of a stairway was then or is now visible."

This style of building without stairways prevails

now with the Zunis ; they ascend by means of lad-

ders to the top of the first story, and draw the ladder
up after them at nightfall or when in danger. '* To
the south-west the remains ofa second building was -

discernible. To the north-east was evidence of a
third, somewhat like a tower in appearance ; while
toward the north-west was a circular enribankment,

from k50 to 300 feet in circumference, which per-

haps was used for a corral. The irftfeHor walls were
^und to bepiumb; the exterior taper in a curved-
line. All the walls are laid with large square
blocks of mud, pressed into concrete, making blocks

apparently two feet in height, and four in length.

Two portions of the walls of a separate building
were visible, which showed that it must have been
three or four stories in height." There are ruins to

be seen north of the Gila, and on Salt River at La
Tempe. There is an extensive plain lying between
these rivers, formed by their junction, at least thirty

miles across on the east, and some four or five on its

western end. Ruins are found here on an extensive

scale, consisting of ancient canals, mounds, and
pieces of broken pottery. The remnants of pottery

found scattered in the vicinity of the ruins, are

worthy of note ; they are handsomely embellished

with paintings in figures with indestructible colors.

And to test their imperishable character, pieces of

the pottery have been subjected to the crucial blast of

furnaces, without altering their nature. The ruins

found in northern Arizona are of stone, and much
of it is dressed to the plummet and square on the

outer faces. The size of the houses or cave dwell-
ings are much smaller, but of greater resistance

;

and when convenient the sides of cliffs and those of

mountain gorges were utilized, and cozy retreats

were made, safe from relentless foes. This un-
known people were disposed to a quiet occupation

of the country, and made many permanent improve-
ments in the way of buildings, canals, or irrigating

ditches. The central Arizona ruins were built con-

tiguous to water-courses, showing undoubtedly
that water then, as now, was a great desideratum

for the accomplishment of the business wherein they
were employed. It has been conceded by many
writers, that agriculture was one of their pursuits ;

but my humble theory is, that all the farming that

was done, was done for their own immediate wants,

while the bulk of the population of the cities and
towns were employed in working the placer and
other mines known to them. There were a few
artisans of pottery and earthenware, or else these

articles and other supplies were imported from

whence this people came. There is no doubt but

that gold and silver was plentiful ; hence the large

canals, many miles in length, were brought in with

a two-fold purpose, namely, of irrigating, and wash-

ing for the precious metals. The fame of these gold

and silver fields extended far and wide, for it brought

a mighty warlike people to contest its possession,

and after many a hard-fought battle they were

driven to the mountain fastnesses, and their once

populous towns were destroyed and leveled with

the plateau. Then, perhaps a century later, there
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came a time, when another race or people sought
this zone, and they were a more civilized race, for
they settled down with their religious fathers the
Jesuits. Under the improved architecture of this
order, they were content to build missions, with
many elaborate designs ; and during this era the
churches of San Zavier del Bac, St. Gertrude at
Tubac, St. Joseph at Tumacacori, San Miguel of
Sonita, and others at Guavavi, Calabasas, Arivaoa
and Santa Ana. The mineral wealth of the country
was once more^ncovered to the gaze of the Spanish
world, and at last it attracted the notice of the
Spanish Government, and eventually led to a decree
proclaiming it a royal patrimony, and that hence-
forth the minefl must be worked in the interest of
the crown. The omnipresent Apache seemed to
have an irrevocable claim upon the oro de coepela
and the cerro de plata of the San Rita, and
joined in a claim of patrimony paramount to
that of Spain, and in their own right, drove the
miners from Arizona once more, and destroying
much property and sealing up the mines to all in-
truders. Thus closed, the mines were unmolested
for many years, with an occasional incursion from
Mexico for the recovery of the lost mines, and in
every case the Apache resisted every approach to
their sanguinary hunting-grounds. This state of
things continued long after the Gadsden purchase
and its occupation by Americans. The Apaches are
at present under control by the force of the United
States Army ; and the mines of a prehistoric race,
after a lapse of centuries, have passed into the
hands of a superior race, who now traverse the
territory on a steel-roadway with palatial cars,
carrying thousands to the mineral parks and
mountains of Axizoaa. - J. E. W. Ck

And so in mechanics. Thousands claim to be master
builders who would insignificantly fill the place of
mdifferent practical workmen. Still, the masses of
owners care not how inferior the parties may be
who engage to plan and erect their buildings, so
that in the operation a few dollars are saved. And
no sympathy is deserved by those who thus risk
their interests in incompetent hands and reap a
bitter experience.
The absence of a reasonably liberal disposition on

the part of owners—the desire to secure large re-
sults at small outlay— the underestimating of
values of things sought for,—the willingness to
intrust great interests to others upon the sole basis
of cheapness—^\ naturally lead to unsatisfactory
results; equally so with all other operations in
which right and proper methods and rules are
violated. _^__ -

Eastern States and Pacific Coast Shingles.

The Qenercd Rule.

Almost the first conclusion reached by a majority
of persons when contemplating the erection of
buildings, is the ultimatum of cost ; and this is

generally regulated by the condition of finances
rather than by a proper consideration of actual
building values. If the available resources are
limited, every dollar singly appears very large,
and a few thousands are expected to secure and ac-
complish greater results than lie within the scope
of fair possibilities ; and as a rule, not only is the
amount determined upon insufficient for the carry-
ing oat oi first ideas^ but after the cost allotment
has been decided upon—perhaps 10, 20 or more
per cent, less than a right price—the ** piling on "

process is commenced, and each day's " thinking
the matter over " brings forward new features and
suggestions, all of which perhaps increasing ex-
pensiveness, for which but little or no allowance is

made, nor any increase of first appropriation
deemed necessary. — -

It is rarely the case that owners first determine
the dimensions and character of buildings contem-
plated, leaving the matter of cost as an after con-
sideration, to be arrived at by intelligent estimates.
Such a course would be exactly right and proper,
but it does not obtain as a rule ; and as a result,

architects are called upon and expected to accom-
plish the task of securing all that is wanted in the
building proposed, at the cost established by their
clients, not only without the omission of a single
suggested convenience, but more generally with
many additions to " first thoughts."
~ With limited exceptions, architectural and build-
ing pursuits, particularly in San Francisco, have
been surrounded with unpleasantness, often amount-
ing to serious difficulties, all in the main arising
from the condition of things referred to. If it

were not possible for incompetent and unpractical
men to secure engagements as architects, and a
liigher and more proper qualification were de-

manded by owners, many who now disgrace a most
honorable and worthy profession would be com-
pelled to seek some other means of procuring a
livelihood, and the profession would be relieved of
the pressure which now compromise s its dignity
and demoralizes its reputation. In olden times,
and even at the present day, in communities culti-

vated in a right and intelligent understanding and
appreciation of the science of architecture and the
many qualifications necessary in those who assume
its practice, the necessity existed and exists, that
those who enter the profession with any reasonable
prospect of enjoying honorable recognition, should
and must enjoy advantages greater than a mere
theoretical, incidental and * * pucked - up " Vrr./^«ri_

edge.

There is no one wood of which shingles are
"universally made." Each section of country.
State or Territory furnishes its own special char-
acter of timber for the purpose. In the earlier
days of our country's history and infant growth,
shingles made of oak were common. These were
usually made about twice the thickness of the Cali-
fornia redwood article, and were secured to the roof-
sheathing by boring holes with gimlets through the
shingles and using hand-made wrought-iron nails.
By this process a smart workman might succeed in
"putting on " or " laying " two hundred shingles
during a then full day's work, which began with
the sun's rising and ended only when its last
beams disappeared beneath the weat^m horizon. In
some sections of the country, cypresses. Eastern pine,
white fir, yellow ftr, cedar, and other woods, are
used in the manufacture of shingles. Neither is
there any universal rule in reference to width,
length, thickness, or exposure to the weather!
While in California the general rule of " laying to
the weather," is 4 to 4^ inches, in some places the
exposure is 5 to 7 inches. The reason for this is,

that the standard length of shingles on this coast is

16 inches, although they generally measure less
than 15 inches, and seldom if ever, full 16 inches-
while in some places the length of shingles is 18 to
24 inches. In our apprenticeship days there was a
class of shingles used in Baltimore City which
cost—if memory serves us correctly—$25 per M.
These were hand-made, of perfectly uniform thick-
ness, and jointed by planing process to an exact
width, and the butts perfectly square and beveled-
Consequently every shingle was perfect, with but
one possible side or face for exposure to the weather.
Such shingles were calculated to withstand the
wear and tear of two generations,

" "What an Absurdity."

From time to time, questions and answers are
published in journals similar to our own, in refer-
ence to mechanical labor, and other propositions,
with most contradictory results ; and the exclama-
tion is often repeated, "What an absurdity!"
while, in fact, the various replies may be approxi-
mately, if not exactly correct in themselves, upon
the propositions answered. There can be no ques-
tion asked which admits of a universally agreeing
solution. Every section of country practices its
owTi special methods of operations, and " ways of
doing things," which, when presented to the con-
sideration of p irsons accustomed to entirely differ-
ent methods, appear strange, if not absurd. Men""
generally view all matters from the stand-point of
their localized ideas and experiences ; and not until
the advantages of " going abroad," and learning
from new contracts and surroundings, '• how things
are done in other places," do they obtain a clear,
practical knowledge of apparent or positive diifer-
ences. Hence, only so far, and within the bounds
of uniform practices, can consistent, agreeing re-
sults be reasonably expected. In some places, the
slow, careful and patient rule governs; while in
others, the rush, hurry and haste prevail, with
differences so great in reference to quantitiea and
amounts, as to create and justify strong doubts in
the minds of the inexperienced reader, as to the cor-
rect facts. For instance : should a brick-mason of^
French birth, education, and experience, come to—
California, and attempt to fill a place as journey-
rnan bricklayer, in a gang of California masons,
his services would not be continued a single day

;

while if a California workman should go to Paris,
"

and pursue the rule of this coast, in the number of
bricks constituting a day's work, he would be ,

looked upon as a curiosity, if not hounded as a
human monster; the Frenchman being satisfied -
that he has completed a fair day's work of ten
hours, when his nine hundredth brick had been laid; -
while the Califomian would only expect to keep up
his reputation as a fair hand, by laying his 1,500
bricks, and if extra "smart," on a straight wall,
increasing the number to 2,000, or 2,500. The ques-
tion of quality is also an overlooked factor, in such
answers. It is not reasonable to suppose that a man
who does a large amount of work within a given
number of hours, will execute it as thoroughly as ^
he who exercises greater care and exactness — both
being equally industrious, competent, and diligent.
Hence, all comparisons fail, unless the entire con-
ditions are absolutely equal, and the resulte de-
termined from exactly similar premises.

« Deafening," or Deadening Walls and Floors.

This essential to perfect quiet and comfort, is

greatly overlooked in the construction of houses
generally. Most people are content to dwell in
buildings where the ordinary system of walls, roof,
floors, doors, sash, etc., are complete. This is suffi-

cient for those who are oblivious to the less promi-
nent comfort of a noiseless home. To live in a house,
where noise occurring in one part, is heard in all

other parts of the building, may answer the pur-
pose ; but when quiet and undisturbed comforts are
considered, such abodes are by no means perfect.

To persons of nervous temperament, the vibration
and transmission of disturbing sounds are annoy-
ing ; and in cases of sickness, tibe crying and noises
created by chiAren at play—thumping and drum-
ming on pianos, and the many usual noises occur-
ring in home life—add nothing to the comforts of

the sick chamber. Nor when one is resting from
weary toil in temporary rejx)8e and slumber, or sit-

ting at the fireside, is it pleasant to be tormented
by the feline choruses which often occur in the cel-

lar, or the" rumpus," created by noisy neighbors,
where homes are erected adjoining each other ?

Still, people are willing to endure all this, simply
to save the cost of deafening the walls, partitions,

and floors. The great majority of mankind trade
off the finer comforts of life, simply to retain pos-

session of a small amount of coin.

Equal to Chhiese Habits oi Saving.

knowl-

Mr. Clarence £. Ayers,

Will greatly oblige by calling immediately at the office

of this Journal for special reasons . Anyone who
will inform us of this gentleman's whereabouts,

will confer a favor.

No fact in connection with the manner of life

and habits of people of other birth, can be an ex-
cuse or palliation of or for the degraded people who
have caused so much injury to California. The
humanity of our race the world over, is susceptible
of terrible degradation, and the place of accidental
coming into the world furnishes no safeguard
against the development of brutal and debased pas-
sions, customs, and practices of life in any people.
The comforts and rennements of society in all civil-

ized parts of creation, are the outcome of refined and
refining influences and surroundings. When these
are lacking, and the innate uncultivated and un-~
sanctified propensities predominate and control
mankind in their common acts and habits, not onlv
unrefined and crude, but often beastly results fol-

low, shocking to every sentiment of educated and
cultured communities and conditions. "White
men** of all nations have illustrated to what depths
of infamy and baseness people may descend, and the'
near approach to brute life in many instances
reached by human beings, who under better con-
ditions would attain a social standing among the
communities of earth, both honorable in character
and useful, profitable and pleasant to themselves.
We glean the following from the New York Mer-
cantile Review'.

"A number of Italian laborers have been employed
on the great hotel at Long Branch, and their man-
ner of life is so peculiar as to be worthy of notice.

Two hundred of these men abide in an old tent or
shed, sleeping so close together that their persons

touch.. Their oooking is exceedingly slight. Oat-
meal dropped raw in cold water and hnlf a loaf of
bread comprise a breakfast for one. Half a loaf of

bread, with Urd as a substitute for butter, two
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^ smoked herrin)<8, and cold water Herve for dinner.

Supper i« generally a repetition of the matutinal

repaHt, and this programme continues week after

-week, the Sunday making no exc^^ption. They are

rthuR enabled each to live at a cont of less than one

^ ^dollar per week, i^robably not more than seventy-five

IS ~cent«. They pay four cents per loaf for bread, one

cent each for smoked herring, and a dime's value of

raw oatmeal lasts several days. On such diet they

"Beem to retain the most robust health, and can en-

dure severe exposure and exertion. Gambling is an

i: inherent and ab.«*orbing practice, the games lasting

often from dark until daylight. The general plan

is to place pennies in a hat, which is then reversed,

^-—*nd all that come down heads up are retained by

^the toHser, while tails are replaced in the dicer."

The Sewerage of San Franciaco.
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^ A city of high grades, such as naturally existed

An San Francisco, rising to an elevation of three

fhundred and thirty-eight feet within a distance of

seven blockn from its original bay-washed shorei*.

-certainly aflForded superior opportunities to skilled

and competent engineers, to provide a 'Rystera of

sewerage, uusurpasaed by that of any other city

upon the face of the earth. In no direction was

there a single natural obstacle in the way of per-

fectness, as far as the formation of the hills and

flats were concerned. And the "wretchedness " of

tlie present system of sewerage arij«es solely from

the manifest inexperience or incompetency of the

efirly engineers, to comprehend and provide for the

contingencies of the city spreading and covering

-^e dats at the south, and thefilled-ia-**tiity front.'*

A set of men with ordinary spirit levels, without

the aid of the appliances used in advanced civil

engineering opperations, would have done as well.

-Yet millwKs of coin have been expended, not in se-

curing a good and practical system of sewers, but

_one that is in the main exceedingly bad. A former

number of this journal contained, a complete state-

ment, showing the excellent natural facilities and

advantages which, properly manipulated, would

have secured to this city a run of sewers of superior

excellence.

There are serious considerations involved in this

question of sewerages, and we refer to it again, not

as a matter of reflection upon those who have com-

mitted the errors complained of, but to attract at-

tention to the importance of greater care in future

sewer work. It is very evident to those who under-

stand the subject in all its features, both scientific

and practical, that sewers accumulate and dispense

deadly vupors; and there can be no quastioniug the

fact, that hundreds of thousands of human beings

have reached untimely graves through diseases

superinduced by the inhalation of sewer gases.

And these two other facts are equally certain, that

-irom this cause hundreds if not thousands of men,

women and children, who in San Francisco enjoyed

as fair prospects of long life as did others, have

passed away in the prime and vigor of their exist-

ance. Nor is the natural healthfulness of our city's

location sufficient to resLit the terrible effects of the

disease and death-dealing poisoiis which are held

within, and at times in various ways emitted from,

our sewers. Nor can too great or earnest attention

be inspired in this matter.

It would be an assumption or far too great

powers of penetration into unknown facts, to say

that there is a law beyond the limits of present ex-

istence which hold men to account for the commis-

sion of errors which sacrifice human life; but the

voice of humanity implores those who control mat-

ters of this kind to use every possible precaution to

avoid their instrumentality, however innocent or

unintentional in character, in the premature death of

others. Murder in any shape or form is monstrous
;

let murder is simply the destruction of human
life, and it is most questionable whether those who
by malpractice in professional, sciutifio or mechan-

Ileal pursuits, through ignorance or otherwise, de-

prive others of their allotted time on earth, do not

impose upon themselves responsibilities of a most
~

serious and solemn character.

-K

— Durability of Tin Roofs.

Endless complaints are expressed, that ** tin roofs

do not last long." This is true only so far as

neglects are practiced in taking care of them. If

tin roofs are laid, of best quality of tin, by com-

petent workmen, and are painted at proper inter-

*'life

use,
vals with the right materials, they will last a

time." Like many other things in common
after they are once put on and painted, they are

left to take care of themselves; and in time, as by

the laws of compensation provided, the paint wears

off, corrosion ensues, and leaks follow as a natural

consequence. Tin roofs painted once in two years,

with the best quality of metallic paint mixed with

pure oil, will "last forever." The necessity for

more frequent painting of tin work occurs in all

cities and places where the atmosphere is impreg-

nated with salt, which is the case wherever the

ocean's breezes prevail. A se<*ond error exists in

the putting on of tin roofs with next to "no pitch

at all." Some architects and roofers use and prac-

tice the indefensible argument, that water will find

its level; and a tin roof being water tight at all

points, it does not require any great amount of

grade to run off the water ; overlooking the fact

that ** buckles" and irregularities of the surfaces of

roofs in many cases overcome the actual grade of

the roof in the main, and so form depressions and

ridges which hold the dews and rains in small pud-

dles all over thereof, until evaporated by the sun or

other natural causes; and as is the 'case in San

Francisco, leaving the salt contained in the dew, to

oxidize and act more fiercely upon the metal. A
good sharp pitch is an advantage to tin roofs.

Conscientious WorkerSi^

The tendency of our times is to disregard old

maxims. It is true, many of them, based on the

eiperience of- other-pcofWwtder y«»y different

conditions, are not applicable in our day. " Haste

makes waste " may tie true in the workshop; but

the businessman knows that "time is money,"

and it pays to be in a kurry when the market shows

signs of a change.

The good old maxim that ** whatever is worth

doing is worth doing well," is too often forgotton.

" That is good enough for him, or for the money,"

is a poor excuse for a man to sacrifice his good

name, and still worse, to induce him to acquire

careless habits. It has been said that while Ameri-

can workmen are paid better, better fed, better

educated, and, we may add, better behaved, than

those of aay other country, they can beat the world

in slighting their work and cheating their customers

and eraplcyers. The shoemaker, who turns out

one or two pairs of boots a week for a customer,

takes an honest pride in his work, and feels and

knows that he is to be held personally responsible

for every stitch he puts in. In a large factory,

where the division of labor should make every man
an expert in his own branch, the workman often

loses his indentity and responsibility. He knows

the customer cannot fall back on bim, however im-

perfect his work. If it is only covered up so as to

conceal it from the eye of his foreman he is safe.

Probably this is doing much to encourage careless

work. It is well known that ready-made clothing,

boots, dresses, underclothing, everything made in

large quantities, is tar cheaper than custom work,

but alas 1 it is very olten not as good.

There are many people in every land who like to

be humbugged, while others have an equally strong

passion for cheap wares, whether poor or good, and

some one must supply this demand. The producers

of such goods employ poor workmen at correKpond-

iugly poor wa^es, because they must make their

profits out of their workmen. Five and ten cent

stores are lowering the standard of priWuction as

well as the scale of wages.

It never pays to be a poor workman. If you are

a young man, aim to do honest work, and although

your present employer may not be willing to pay

you any more for a well-made coat or a neatly-

tinished boot than ho would for a botch, don't be

discouraged. If you are a carpenter, make the best

joint you cJan ; if you are a machinist, see that every

bolt and rivet is as firm as if youi life depended on

its properly fulfilling its duties. How carefully

the aeronaut examines his balloon, the tight rope

performer his rope, before he trusts his life to it.

Would a shipbuilder take passage on a vessel of his

own building, if he knew that he had willfully neg-

lected or slighted any essential part of her hull ?

Yet many a young mechanic has destroyed his own
future and committed moral suicide by sending

forth a poor piece of work. The old surgical pro-

fessor's caution to a young medical student is not

inapt here. Said he : "If you are ever called to set

a broken leg, and your work is a failure, and the

man becomes a cripple, you may be sure he will

always come limping along just at the wrong time,

when you are surrounded by your clients and
friends. He is a walking 'advertisement of your
incapacity."
Every manufacturer knows the value of a good

reputation. There are names that will sell almost

anything, Why do Burt's shoes bring a better

price than those of other makers? Why does

Squibb's ether bring a higher price than that of

any one else? Why do Merk's chemicals have
their own price list ? Because they are known to

be honestly prepared.

Tha path to fame by honest merit is a slow and
tedious one. A manufacturer who is so careful

about his products that he has to put a hijfher

price on them than his less conscientious neighbor

can sell for, may be repaid at first by small sales

and smaller profits. It takes a long time to build

up a reputation by excellence, but once acquired it

is like the pearl of great price.

It is much the same with the workm§tn as with
the manufacturer. If every stroke he strikes is

solid work, conscientiously performed, he will ac-

quire a reputation, limited as it may be^ that is

sure to pay in the end. We would not conceal or

deny the fact that some men labor under peculiar

disadvantages. All men are not born equal, either

mentally or physically. One is naturally skillful

in one direction, another is expert in many things.

One man may do his level best, and yet he will not

turn out as good a piece of work as his more skill-

ful brother who only half tries. Let him not be

discouraged because he is handicapped in the race,

and may not be-ai)l© tttjeacb-ibfi topxif„the ladd^ir.

There is room for honest workmen everywhere

;

even respectable mediocrity pays better than brill

iancy coupled with trickery.

The native American is distinguished by his in**-

genuity, and with half a chance he makes his mark
everywhere. Yet he sometimes loses the race in

competition with less able men of other lands,

because their careful training and early drill in

their profession, their long and severe apprentice-

ship, has more then compensated for the want of

natural tact and ingenuity.

Perseverance will not conquer all things, but it

goes a long way toward suceess. While luck seems

to favor the few, most men have to carve out their

own success by hard labor, in which a full deter-

mination to do everything to the very best of one's

ability counts for more than is generally supposed.

Above all things, do n't waste time in regretting

that another trade was not chosen. If it is an
honest one, stick to it and it will pay.

—

Scientific

American.

RuBt-Proof Iron.

Mr. George Bower has invented, and his son has

improved, a process for coating iron with an in-

destructible surface of magnetic oxide, whnh is said

not to be open to the objections to the Bariff process.

The process, which is not secret, consists iu heat-

ing the articles to be coated in a closed chamber by
means of carbonic oxide, heated air being made to

enter the chamber for the double purpose of burn-

ing the gas and for combining with the iron. The
excess of air, after burning the carbonic oxide gas,

combines with the iron, forming first the magnetic

oxide, and then the hydrated sesquioxide, or com-

mon iron rust. By shutting off the supply of air

until only enough is admitted to burn the carbonic

oxide, the rust is converted into the magnetic oxide.

The process is repeated until the film is snfBciently

thick for the purpose of protection. When com-

plete the film has a beautiful French gray tint.

The London Times states that the application of

this invention has been undertaken on a large scale,

the chamber where the oxidization is now carried

on being large enough to contain about a ton of

miscellaneous articles. The value of the invention,

and of the method of applying it, is no longer a

matter of doubt, the severest tests having been

made of the iron coated. The earliest experiments

only produced a film that would peel from the

metal ; but by the new method a coating is made

which is inseparable from the metal. Inasmuch as

the costi of oxidization is less than that of a coat of

paint, it has become evident that the next genera-

tion, at least, may be hrippy with che^p and inie-

atruotible iron.

—

Scientific American.
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Plaster Paris on Outside Cement Work.

In the greater portion of the cement work done in
San Francisco in the earlier periods, plaster paria
was largely used as a component of the cement mor-
tar, to economize cost. But a few years* wear and
tear in such cases very clearly demonstrated the
fact that plaster paris was not a proper material for
outside exposure in this climate. The theory that
several coats of paint would protect .the plaster
paris, and prevent its decomposition and scaling,
also proved fallacious. Plaster paris brackets, corbels
and enrichments once enjoyed a favorable recogni-
tion; but in these forms experience further demon-
strated the impractical nature and quality of plaster
jjaris for any outdoor purposes. It should never be
used where good and lasting finishes are desired.

EVErtYBOOY'S COLUMN.
" FAg EST AB HOSTS DOOKBI."

Burning of a Supposed Fireproof Building.

In the recent burning of the Manhattan Market,
one of the most conspicuous and costly buildings
in New York, we have another illustration of the
fatal mistake of putting into a would-be fireproof
building just enough wood to cause its destruction.
In this case the blunder was not so apparent as

the common one of setting a wooden spire over a
stone church, or a tinder box, in the shape of a
mansard roof, over a granite warehouse; yet the
blunder was there, and the ruin of a buildintr which
cost $1,400,000 is the result.
The building was considered practically if not

absolutely fireproof. The floor was of concrete,
the walls were of brick and glass, the rafters were
iron trusses, and the roof was covered with slate.
The stall fixtures were of wood ; but the stalls were
39- widely spaced that there would have been no
great_4anger of injury to themaih building through
their burning, even when re-enforced by the pile of
empty barrels in which the fire began, had the roof
been constructed as it should have been in a build-
ing of that character. Unfortunately the vast and
lofty arch of the roof was lined with wood for con-
venience in fastening the slates, and, though the
(luantity of wood was relatively small, it was large
enough to insure the dt-struction of the building
otherwise fireproof against fire.

The building was erected in 1871, and occupied
the block bounded by Thirty-fourth and Thirty-
fifth streets, and Eleventh and Twelfth avenues.
It was 800 feet long, 200 feet deep, 80 feet high in
the interior, and was surmounted by a lofty clock
tower. The building, with the land and founda-
tions, cost about $2,000,000. The loss by the fije
exceeded $900,000.—>$•(:/>»/>/&: American

Business Manager op the Architect.—I have
noticed m your valuable journal that you intend
shortly to get up a series of articles on the Steel
bquare. It it will not trespass on your time and
patience. I will be thankful if you will give me the
information I desire. I have noticed that the brace
measures on different squares are not the same.
Will you please give me the CORKKCT length of
braces, having runs from 24 inches, to 72 inches ?

Respectfully, C. H. D., San Francisco.

Ans.—The following measurements are correct
To reduce the decimals to inches, you multiply by
12 for inches, the product by 8 for eighhts, the
eighths, by 2 for sixteenths.
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Ed. Architect.—Who owns the gas fixtures in
* lionise i" Yours, Plumbum.
Ans.—This is a specimen of some questions we

have received this month. We would call the at-
tention of " Plumbum " to the fact that questions
must be explicit in their meanings. Whoever pays
for gas fixtures of course owns them

The First Shower of the Seaaon.

io£?® ^?* shower of rain for the *• rainy season" of

v!?. ^^ ^^^^ ^®^^ ®"^^ °^ Friday morning, Oc-
tober 8th, and as usual found many unprepared for
its coming. It is a well known fact to all Cali-
foniians that the " first rain " almost invariably
falls m October, and frequently in September. And
sometimes the rains of the tenth month of the year
cut a prominent figure in the total amount for the
season. Still people fail to be warned by these well
understood facts, and maiiy suffer loss by damagesm various shapes, through neglect to observe the
natural laws of the elements at this season of the
year, by providing shelter and protection for their
property. Every " first rain " finds unroofed and
unenclosed buildings in a condition to be injured by
rain, which by a little more diligence might be
secured from damage. But we presume that it
will always be thus, as tardiness and delay are
prominent characteristics in many persons. Exper-
ience teaches, but the masses do not generally
profit by the lesson imparted.

Ed Architect.—As I want to furnish all ma-
terials for my building, I take the liberty of asking
you how much of lime, sand and hair will it require
to njake enough good mortar to plaster 100 squiire
y«^^«- Builder, HayWARDS.
Ans.—8 bushels good lime, 16 bushels clean

sand, one bushel of hair. The longer the latter
the better.

Business Manag£:r Architect.—How many
pounds of lath nails does it take to put on 1000
laths r

Ans.—Our own ideas and those culled from the
London Furniture Gazette are contained in the fol-
lowing condensed lines : All factory glue requires
water before it will melt properly. To find out
just the quantity of water necessary, experience
alone will tell you, as it is possible to melt glue
and have it so thick, that after it is dry, it will be
so brittle as not to adhere to the wood. Generally
there is not enough of water used to make good
glue. Glue requires to penetrate the pores of the
wood, and the more it does so, the better the joint.
Slow drying glues are the best. Never use thick
glue for joints or veneering. Always work it well
into the pores of the wood. Glue both surfaces of
your work, except in the case of veneering. Never
glue upon hot wood, as the hot wood will absorb
all the water in the g-lue too quickly and leave only
a very little residue with no adhesive power in it.
According to Mr. B. Beven, the actual adhesion of
glue IS something greater than 715 pounds to the
square inch. In picking out glue, get than that which
is transparent, of a brown yellow color, without
either taste or smell. Hold a piece of it between
the eye and the light and if it appears of a strong _
dark brown color, free from black spots or of a_
cloudy appearance, you can pronounce it good.
Always steep glue in cold water for several hours
before applying heat. Let the wood be dry and
the glue hot is a good rule to go by. When glue
is melted over and over again, it often becomes
black, when such is the case, throw it away, as it is
is too much bother to refine it again. Any' further ^^
information will be given to inquiring friends.

'

G. H. W.

W r-
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The Ootaeou Problem.

Treatment of Burns.

Dr. Shrady, of New York, recommends thatDums be treated by applying a paste composed of
tnree ounces of gum arabic, one ounce of gum traga-
canth, one pint of carbolized water, (one part to
sixty) and two ounces of molasses. The paste is
^0

be applied with a brush, renewed at intervals,
ana IS stated to be a successful method. Four ai>-
Plications are usually sufficient, the granulating
surfaces being treated with simple cerate or the
oxide of nnc ointment, as indicated.

Ans.—There are 420 lath nails HfTTponnd. So
11 pounds is what you will require for 1000 laths.

Ed. ArchitkCT'.—Will you please give me the
meaning m English, of the following names of
places in our Golden State : Alameda, Alcatraz
Soledad, Santa Cruz, Pesoadero, Nevada, LosGatos,*
El Dorado, Campo Seoo, and Mariposa? By so
doing you will oblige a

geographicaii beginner.
Ans.—

Alameda Public promenade with trees
Alcatraz.... .. .... ..A Pel inan. ^
Soledad... Solitude.
Santa Cruz Holy Cross.
Pescadero .;,.,. ...Fish Seller.
Nevada

.

. .....^ . . . . Heavy Fall of Snow.
I^os Gatos (City of) the Cats.
El Dorado The Golden Land.
Campo SecQ^...^ Dry Camp.
Mariposa Butterfly

; Rushlight.

Ep. Architect.—A man paid $330 to 55 laborers,
consisting of men, women and boys ; the men re-
ceived $10 a week, women $2 a week, and boys $1
a week. How many were there of each ?

Paymaster, Eureka.

Ans.—30 men—5 women—20 boys.

Manager Architect.—Knowing, from your
long practical experience, that you are abundantly
able to give us information on the practical uses
and preparation of G/t4C, 1 have taken the liberty to
ask you to impart some of your knowledge to us
through your journal, knowing'it will be of interest
to many others. Red Bluff Company.

In the September number of this journal, we
published a practical method by which the measure-
ments of the respective sides or planes of octagons
might be ascertained. We have practiced the rule
given in hundreds of cases during the past thirty
years, and have never found it to ftiil of practcial
correctness. The term *' diameter of an octagon "
was used in this sense. Describe a circle of any
given diameter, then form the octagon outside the
lines of the circle, so as to cut the lines of the
circle with the triangular lines forming the faces
or sides of the octagon. This of course will give
a measurement from any two opposite sides or faces
of the octagonal figure, equal to the diameter of
the circle, and may be not improperly termed the
diameter, or measurement through the body of the
octagon. In the solution of all problems, we hope
and shall strive to be at least practically correct

;

and where we can offer a simple rule, which will
serve all practical purposes, and be the more readily
comprehended than others involving considerable
figuring, we prefer to do so; as a large majority of
niechanics have not enjoyed the advantages of
liberal education, and many would find it diflBcult
to work on problems requiring mathematical and
decimal correctnefs to arrive at perfect results.
We think that we can serve our patrons best by
furnishing them rules and formes for their guid-
ance, freed from all complications ; and we shall be
obliged to any one who may discover error in any
rule given by us, if they will inform us of the fact.
We simply suggest further, that in all tests made,
squares, triangles, etc., must be true, or false
results will follow.

We publish the followtn|f cominunfcatfonlfrom a
brother architect, which presents anojiher method
of determining the result refered to :

Ed. Cal. Architect :—In your September
number under head of '• Everybody's Column," in
reply to a query as to a mode of finding the side of
an octagon you give a very good rule. Permit me
to offer another one which is perhaps better, as
being done decimally and consequently more accu-
rate. To find the side of a circumscribed octagon,
Haswell says : multiply radius (half diameter) by
.828427. Now remembering that \ inch is expressed
decimally by .01041 the application of the rule is
very simple, as follows : Required side of octagon
the diameter of whose inscribed circle is 7:0.

3. 5 (radius decimally expressed) x .828427
2.8994045— that is, 2 feet inches, plus the
decimal, whiqh, reduced into inches by a very
simple pro<!ess known to all school boys, gives
2 feet lOJ inches and a small decimal more ; the
same result as arrived at by you, only a little more
accurate decimally."—J. B. W.
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Unnoticed by us, until too late for correction, the
figures 7 and 17 appeared as giving the true out of
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the angle joint of an octagon. Thia was an error.

The more accurate figures are 5 and 12, 7^ and
18, etc.

We shall be glad to hear from all who are in-

terested in rules, methods, systems and in this or

any other connection, containing matter or prin-

ciples of general information and instruction. Our
readers should bear in mind that this journal is cir-

culated in every state of tlie Union, and in foreign

countries; and that it ha.>4 so far secured a prom-
inent position among the journals of our country,

as to be largely copied by the leading publications

of the United States and Lionduu.

^

4'f •

_1 : The Railway Age presents some interesting

figures relating to past and present construction of

_ railways in this country, from which it may be
noted that more miles of railway were laid in the

United States, in 1879, than in any year since 1873,

~the excess being 4,721 miles. In the 287 projected
=^ railway enterprises during the first half of 1880, the
'^ contemplated mileage adds up to 20,000 miles. This

includes 1,700 miles of track laid, 8,000 miles under

t-

~3 construction, and 10,850 miles projected.

Onr Mountciin Tofwr

¥

P

=-The following table of the altitudes of prominent
mountains in the Sierra Nevada Range on the Pa-

cific Coast of the United States, has been kindly
furnished to the A/ta by Lieutenant-Colonel R. S.

I Williainaun, U. S. Eugiueers, of the Lighthouse
Service on this coast. The information is not gen-

erally known, and will be valuable to many of our
readers. Most of the altitudes were obtained from
Prof. Whitney, formerly Stitte GeQlo^^isK .Ip the

''
cases where the exact numbers are given, they are

the results of barometric observations on the top of

_thQ mountains. In the single case of Monte Diablo,
~ the altitude was determined by level as well as by
» barometer, the results by the two methods differing
' by a little over two feet. In the cases where the
~ altitudes are not given in e.xact numbers, as with
Mount Whitney, Mount Williamson, Mount King,
and Castle Peak, the altitudes were determined ap-

proximately by sighting from other mountains

:

Mount Whitney, 15,000 feet above sea level ; Mount
Williamson, 14,500 ; Mount Tyndall, 14,386 ; Shas-

ta Peak, 14,440 ; Mount King, 14,000 ; Mount
Lyell, 13,214; Mount Hoffman, 10,872; Castle

Peak, 13,000; Mount Davidson, 7,827; Mount
Diablo, 8,866.—/i//a.

*
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ACCOHDING to the Electrician^ the life of a sub-

marine telegraph cable is from ten to twelve years.

Tf a cable breaks in deep water after it is ten years

of age it cannot be lifted for repairs ; it will break
of its own weight ; and cable companies are com-
pelled to put aside a large reserve fund in order that

they may be prepared to replace ther cables every

ten years. The action of the seawater eats the iron

wire completely away, and it crumbles into dust,

while the cores of the cables are very cosily, and it

is a very difficult matter to repair them, in compari-
son with land lines.

"^7-

j's*.

pj

We glean the following from the San Francisco

Real Estate Circular for October

:

^ ** Although the real estate sales recorded last

month were smaller, in both number and value,

than those made the previous month, yet we have
to record an increased inquiry for property. The
general outlook for buisness has certainly improved;
many of our wholesale houses have lately' been
forced to work their hands till midnight to fill

" country orders."

" Mr. Spreckels has purchased six blocks on the

-.water front at the Potrero. Mr. Spreckels will at

once erect a new sugar refinery there, of the
capacity of 2000 barrels or 500,000 pounds of sugar
per day. All the machinery will be new, and all

of it that can be made here will be made by our
mechanics ; the remainder will be ordered east.

The wharves, building and machinery it is esti-

mated will cost $750,OO(^>. Three hundred hands
will be required. He will also subsequently erect

blocks of new buildings for his workmen. We
regard this as one of the most important enter-

prises ever entered u^xm in thia state."

*' The Hibernia and Grerman banks report a better

demand for money, although the Hibernia is re-

ceiving two dollars on account of existing mort-

gages for every dollar which is beiiia^ gr.mte<l on
iK'W lo.ins. S MntT <*f^io bauku are asking i' ^er

j

cent., and are getting it in many cases. The
Hibernia Bank only loaned $48,950 in September,
and released $121,150.—The French Bank made no
loans. The German Bank let $73,300, and released

$69,325 ; the Savings Union loaned $129,700 and
released $74,500. The Humboldt, Security and
California banks made no loans last month on city

real estate. Private parlies took mortgages of the

value of $131,945, and gave releases of the value of

$309,314.—Money at 8 per cent., with the lender

paying the mortgage tax, (which this year is $221)
is as cheap here as it is now in the Atlantic States."

'* We have before called attention to the remark-
able fact that very few Jews live in Oakland. He-
brews are noted for shrewdness in their real estate

purchases. They buy only the best class of resi-

dence property, north of Market street, for dwell-
ing purposes. Almost none of them live or own in

Oakland. They know that the big city is the place

where the money will be made in real estate ; and,
while that is the case, they do not wish to buy in

an outlying suburb, separated by six milea of water
from the city." " ^ -t^

—T^zr:::t^r,T^ ^i^^^s.

** Mayor Kalloch was some three months ago
added to the city office-holding Spring-Valley of-

ficials. All his dodges and arguments, however
cleverly prepared and speciously put, do not de-

ceive any but the most ignorant. The fact that

his 1 .st argument for the water company was pub-
lished in full in the paid Spring- Valley papers,

with commendatory remarks, is enough of itself to

show the whole game."

"Croakers and fault-finders talk as though
purity in office, low taxes, plenty of work, high
wages and general perfection reigned perennially

everywhere eKei"i0i3" as though Satan, and Satan
only, ruled in San Francisco. This of course is all

humbug. The Devil has many children here, it is

true, and he keeps them pretty well provided with
offices, or in such prominent positions that their

rascalities are open to view and can be seen of all

men ; but he has not lessened his family any-
where else to give us an over-supply. * «

We have a great city and a great future here. If

our money is not finally safe here, it is not safe

anywhere. If this city has not a great future, no
city has. We will get it at least partially cleansed

by-and-by of rascals in office, of the Chinese plague,

and of other nuisances."

Ejctenaive Market Improvement
' ' , 'Western Addition.

in the

*' The Western Market,'''' occupying a portion of

the block bounded by Polk, Bush and Austin
streets, is undergoing extensive enlargment and
improvement. The purpose of the owner is to

provide ample market accommodation for that sec-

tion of the city ; to effect which, two of the Polk
street stores have been removed, and the space oc-

cupied by them added to the grand entrance from
Polk street. This enlargement when completed,

will place this market in the front rank of first

class establishments of its kind in this city, and
supply sufficient market facilities in that section

for many years to come.
Its three frontages on the three streets named

will certainly secure almost unequalled ventilation,

and furnish patrons of the establishment assurance

that the meats, fish, poultry, vegetables, groceries

and general produce on sale will be free from the
taint of ordinary market shops and places where
the only opportunity for the ingress of pure air is

gfenerally through the single open front.

People are too apt to deal where they can buy
the cheapest, or secure the greater quantity for the

smallest amount of coin, overlooking or disregard-

ing the fact that the b<^-st and freshest of market
produce will quickly contaminate, and become un-
wholsome by being kept in poorly ventilated

places. Decomposition is continually going on,

and unless there are currents of air introduced to

carry off the impurities, they as a matter of course

create unwholsome conditions,which must naturally
affect injuriously every thing brought within
their influence. In this essential particular, this

market will have no superior in San Francisco.

We understand that the owner has made such
arrangements with the present occupants, and
other new parties, as will make this the grand
center of "market" operations, and furnish in

the Western Addition, a first class market place,

where every thiiiu^ nece«»ary for iable and family
purposes can be had.'

California Oil V7orks.—Another New Enter-
prise.

We shall always notice with pleasure every new
addition to the manufacturing interests of this city

and coast, and hope that our friends and all parties

interested, will furnish usearly and full information

in this connection. Our columns are open for all

statements of a reliable character, in reference to

the manufactuting and all other interests of this

State.

The California Oil Works have commenced op-

perations, under the proprietary management of

Mr. Reese Llewellyn, with D. E. Colton, Superin-

tendent. The machinery has been erected under .

the personal supervision of Messrs. LJewellyn &
Colton, and is of a permanent and efficient char-

acter. Linseed, Coooanut and Castor Oils of the

purest character will be produced, together with
linseed cake and meal made from theresidium. The
consumption of these oils on this coast, partic-

ularly for painting uses and purposes, is and will

continue to be large, owing to the fact that eighteen

twentieths of the buildings erected for dwelling
purposes are wooden constructions, requiring paint-

ing every few years. The production of these oils

has heretofore been confined to perhaps only one

other establishment, and the new works will in-

troduce a competitor in the oil lines, calculated to

benefit the public generally, and render unneces-

sary the large shipment from the east. It will also

stimulate the growing and production of the seed—
etc., needed for the purposes of manufacturing,

and open up new sources of prosperity for the

farmers and seed growers. We certainly wish the

new enterprise succe^'s, and hope that it .^UI. secure

the encourageiinent its importance merits.

Elsewhere in this issue, reference is made to a

three quarter million dollar enterprise contem-
plated by Mr. Spreckels. Let the work go bravely

on, until every necessity in the producing and man-
ufacturing line shall be filled. We want popula-

tion "which bringeth wealth," and there is no surer

means of adding thereto than the investment of

coin by our monied men in these operations which
require the labor of thousands of operatives. The
amount of money which has been and continues to

be sent away from this State, for the purchase of

things which might be manufactured and pro—7-

duced within its limits with profit, has been and ia i

large ; and it is surprising that so many wealthy
persons, should permit the opportunities to pass, to

correct this impoverishing state of things, and ar-

rest' the flow of gold from our midst.

Book Notice.

With a hearty Good speed and thank yon, do we
place a new book, (just received with compliments
of the author) in our library. For some time
past, Mr. Fred. S. Hotlgson has been contributing

articles on the steel square and its uses^ to an eastern

paper, and he has at the solicitation of his friends

embodied all his printed ideas in book firm. We
have perused the book carefully, and can assure our
own readers that it handles the subject in a careful

and intelligent manner. We will have a large

supply on hand by the time this reaches our sub-

scribers, and will forward it to any address for 75

cents and 8 cents in stamps to pay postage.

London Gas Companies.

In 1869, the 13 companies then supplying gas
to the metropolis employed an aggregate capital

of ;^7,828,844. At the close of last year the num-
ber of companies had fallen to four, but the capital

employed by them was ;^12,681,818. In the same
ten years the quantity of coal carbonized increased

from 1,171.588 tons to 1,869,947 tons per annum,
and with this increase in the total quantity used,

there has baen a very considerable improvement
in the number of feet of gas obtained from each
ton so carbonized. The quantity sold last year
was 17,643,660 thousands, against 9,885,857 in

1869. Last year it was 17,634,660. Again, while
the population incre ised by a little more than a

ninth, the consumption of gas rose more than half.

The gas rental of 1871 was /2. 194,863. Last
year it was y3,061, 393. It follows, therefore, as a

matter of course, that per head of population there

is a much larger consumption of gas now th

m

thcre.w.is eight or ten years ago.

—

Exchange.
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Another Great Engineering W^ork Completed.

An En^lisTi exnHange~^ives the following' ao-
count of the completion of one of the most stupend-
du8 works of engineeriujj skill and enterprise of
ancient or modern times. ' We have l»een in Ihe
habit of crediting the New World with Bome of the
most daring and enterprisiujjf improvements, but
we can boast of nothing that surp.isHOH this. Says
the exchange referred to: "Somewhere about

- 3,000 workmen, 600 or 700 wagons, 17 or 18 loco-:

motive engines, 3 steam 'navvies,' and a great
«iuantity of minor mH<hinery of various kinds have
Iwen engaged since lb75 at thci southeast end of
L:mdon in a work, compared with whiehthe build-
ing of the pyramids—with modern appliances

—

Mould have been no very signal fa(;t. Hitherto, the
one entrance to the Victoria docks from the Thames
had been at Blaekwell Point, but now there is a
dock capable of receiving all vosscdH, no matter
what they might be. Three and a half miles of
walls have been built, inclosing 'JO acres of water."

-These * wftlls ' «r© 40 ^fe«t high ,^ 6 feet thick at tho
top, and 18 feet thick at the bottom, the whole of
this enormous mass being composed of solid con-
crete, for which 80,000 tons of Portland cement
have been used. Some 4,(K)0,(ll)0 cubic feet of earth
have been dug out. Itmay assist the imagination
somewhat to state that if it were filled into carts,
-the vehicles would form an unbroken line 7,00(^000
-fnjles long. Tho excavations have gone through
submerged forests; and, among other curiofities
dug out, have been a reindeer's horn, a Roman
vase, and what is supposed to be an ancient British
canoe, carved out ot solid oak. The latter is now
i" the British Museum. The now entrance below

«

•^4,

- Vyoolwich will save about three and a half miles of
river navigation, which, in the caae of vessels of
^ea^ drait^ is, of course, a matter of VQjgc^'^yy^ufJ.

. importance. "

—

Scientific Canadian^ . ^

_ How Screws are Made.

The process of making a screw is very interest-
ia^.

^
The rough large wire in big coils is, by— drawing through a hole smaller than itself, made

the size needed. Then it goes into a machine that
at one moment cuts it a proper length and makes a
head on it. Then it is put into sawdust and " rat-
^tiedr" and thus brightened. Then the head is
shaped down smoothly to the proper size and the
nick put in at the same time. After " rattling "

again in sawdust, the thread is cut by another
;=- machine, and after another rattling and thorough

drying, the screws are assorted by hand, (the fingers
of those who do this move almost literally like
lightning) grossed by weight and packed for ship-
ping. That which renders it possible for machines

~~ to do all this is a little thing that looks and opens
and shuts like a goose's bill, which picks up a single
screw at a time, carries it where needed, holds it till

grasped hy something else, and returns for another.
This is about the most wonderful piece of auto-
matic skill and usefulness I have ever seen, and it
has done its distinctive work at the rate of thirty-
one screws a minute, although this rate is onlv
experimental as yet. Ninety-three gross per day,
however, has been the regular work of one ma-
chine.— The Mechanic.

What is an Explosive Mixture.

The ratio between air and gas to form an explo-
sive mixture was investigated at great length be-
fore ^ committee of the House of Commons in 18G7.
Some of the first chemists and gas engineers were
examined. Dr. Frankland said that one part of
gas to ten of atn.ospheric air constitutes the most
explosive compound, the lowest mixture which it
is possible to explode being 6.6 per cent, of gas.
Mr. Foster found from experience that the most ex-
plosive mixture was about eight or nine volumes of
air to one of gas. Mr. H. E. Jones considered that
from ten to twelve would be most destructive, but
Mr. R Jones said there would be nothing danger-
ous up to one in five, it would be dangerous at one
in nine, and very dangerous at one in ten. Mr.
Bramwell was of opinion that about ten per cent,
is the mixture of explosiveness. When the gas be-
comes a fourth part of the air the possibility of ex-
plosion ceases. The weight of evidence was in
favor of the opinion that the maximum admixture
must be one in ten.

—

Exchange.

The Tirst Frund,

The World's Fair of 1883. ->itJ^!r'*^2iW^-^ HE CALlFORr^IA AliCHITECt AND FUTCtJllSrG-KEVrEr^^ .^-^7,--.

In the past month the Commissioners of the
World's Fair held preliminary meetings in New
York: executive and other committees were ap.
pointed, and subscription books opened—in other
words, the Commissioners began their active work.
Parties intending to exhibit will soon have to pre-^
pare an outline of their proposed exhibits, so that
tho amount of space required can be estimated iu
determining the magnitude of the buildings. We
look forward to a brilliant display of machinery
and manufactures, as well as of many new designs
iu engineering structures.
The different prominent engineering societies of

the Union should be represented at the Fair, for
many foreign engineers will doubtless visit the
same, whom it will not only be the interest and
duty but the courtesy and pleasure of American
engineers to entertain. The exhibition will afford
the engineering societies a suitable opportunity to-
demonstrate by drawings, models and descriptions
the more important advances made in the profession
by American engineers, especially in the seven
years preceeding 1883. A collection fairly illustrat-
ing our progress in this particular can be best
carried out and shown to greater advantage and
correctness by the prominent engineering societies.
The sooner the matter receives consideration, the
better

; three years are not a long time when pre-
liminary routine will occupy many months before
the arrangements proper can be inaugurated. At
the Exposition of 1876, the American Society of
Civil Engineers was the only representative of the
profession as a body ; but in 1883 the American
Socieiy of Mechanioal Engineers, the Western"
Society of Engineers, the Engineers' l^'ociety of
Western Pennsylvania, and others since established
or risen to prominence, should, and doubtless will,
claim their share of representation. It might be

' possible for these different societies to combine in
some satisfactory way. Whatever may bp ul 1 imft t^ly
adopted as the plan best fitted, to insure a success-
ful, harmonious and pleasant representation, it will
prevent unnecessary haste, labor and confusion;
and the aforesaid aim will be best attained if the
different engineering societies give this matter con-
sideration at as early a date as possible.— The
American Enoineer.

Metals in the Body.

The human body, which seems made up of flesh
and blood, really contains several metals and gases,
and other substances, which perform important
oflBces in the world of science. Nitrogen and car-
bon, and hydrogen, are its chief constituents, but
it holds> besides, about two pounds of phosphorus
which is essential to the health of the bones and
vigor of the brain. This phosphorus, if extracted
and put to use, would make up about 4,000 pack-
ages of friction matches. Besides phosphorus, it
contains a few ounces of sodium, and a half ounce
of potassium, which school-boys know as a curious
metal, that Ibums brilliantly on the surface of the
water, or when touched by an icicle. The quantity
of £uch in the bo^y would be sufficient for many
experiments in a large school. In addition to so-
dium and potassium, there are a few grains of mag-
nesium, enough to make the ** silver rain "for a
family's stock of rockets on a Fourth of July even-
ing, or to create a brilliant light visible twenty
miles away. Who knows but some reckless chemist
may undertake to drive a profitable business by ex-
tracting these materials from dead bodies ?

—

Scien-
tific Press.

It appears from the first report of the Central
Sanitary Bureau of Japan, just issued, thatapubUc
laboratory has been established in that country for _

the analysis of chemicals and patent medicines.
The proprietors of all patent medicines are bound
to present samples, together with full particulars
concerning composition and proposed use of each
remedy. During the year there were no less than-
11,904 applicants for licenses to prepare and sell

148,097 patent and secret medicines. Permission
for the preparation and sale of 58,638 different
kinds were granted, 8,502 were prohibited, 9,918
were ordered to be discontinued, and 70,934 re-

mained still to be reported on. The enforcing of
similar restrictions in this country would un-
doubtedly prove a boon to the thousand of persons
who are being imposed upon by nostrum venders.—Exchange.

Crushing Strength of Bricks

The resistance of bricks to a crushing force va-
ries greatly according to the quality of the brick.
Trautwine, who has experimented considerably
with building materials, says on this point, that a

rather soft brick will crush under a weight of 450
fo 600 pounds per square inch, or about 30 to 40
tons per square foot, while a first - rate machine-
pressed brick will require from 300 to 400 tons
per square foot. This last is about the crushing
limit of the best sandstone—two-thirds as much as

the best marbles and limestones, and one-half as

much as the best granites or roofing-slates. But
maases of brickwork, he notes, will crush under
much smaller loads than single bricks. In some
English experiments, referred to by this author,
small cubical masses only 9 inches on each edge,
laid in cement, crushed under 27 to 40 tons per
square foot. Others, with piers 9 inches square
and 2 feet 3 inches high, iu cement, only two days
after being built, required 44 to 62 tons per square
foot to crush them. Another, of pressed brick, in

beat Portland cement, is said to have withstood
202 tons per square foot, and with common lime-
mortar, only one-fourth as much. The same au-
thority, however, is careful to add the statement
that cracking and splitting usually commence un-
der about one-half the crushing loads. To be safe,

he recommends that the load should not exceed
one-eighth or one-tenth of the crushing load ; and
so also with stone. Moreover, he note^i these ex-
periments were made with low mas-^es, but the
strength decreases as the proportion of the hight
to thickness increases. He cites the following ex-

amples : The pressure at the base of a brick shot-

tower in Baltimore, 246 feet high, is estimated at

6^ tons per square foot ; and iu a brick chimney
at Glasgow,^ Scotland. 468 feet high, at 9 tons.

Prof. Rankine calculates that in heavy gales this

pressure is increased to 15 tons the leeward side.

The walls of both are, of course, much thicker at

the bottom than the top. With walls 160 feet high,
of uniform thickness, the pressure at the base would
be 6 4 tons per square foot. He prudently con-

cludes, that with our present imperfect knowledge
on this subject it cannot be considered safe to ex-

pose even first-class pres-^d brick work, in cement,
to more than 12 or 15 tons per square foot ; and
good hand-molded bricks to more than two-thirds
as much.

—

Alanufcuturer and Builder.

Power of Windmills.

Windmills are apparently gaining in popular
favor of late, but at the same time there seems to

be a demand for reliable information as to their

efficiency and power on the part of purchasers.

We have been unable to discover a record of any
experimental determination of these data obtained
from our American mills. During the last century
Coulomb made home experiments in France upon a

Dutch windmill of four sails, each 35 feet long
and 6^ feet broad, with good angles of " weather,"
and ascertained that when driven by a wind of 22

feet p«-r second velocity, an amount of work equal

to a little above seven horse power was performed.
The quantity of water raised by one of our best

American windmills, aciiepting the manufacturers'
statement as correct, (which we have reason to do)
shows that a 25 foot velocity wind develops, when
propelling a mill of 25 foot diameter of wheel, 1.34

actual horse power. This appears as a small result

when the first cost of tho mill is considered; but
when the slight expense of running the mill is

taken into account, the economy of windmills be-

comes more apparent. Besides, in the American
mills little attention has been paid to securing the

best angles for the " sails " or blades, which would
greatly increase their efficiency if adopted. In
order toaugum^nt the efficiency and value of wind-
mills, a series of careful experiments should be in-

stituted, the results of which would furnish data
for comparison and improvement.— The American
Engineer.

CoNSTDKUABf.K Agitatfon has been caused
throughout the British architectural world by the
award in the competition for new municipal build-

ings at Glasgow. It will be remembered that a

ready-made plan accompanied the instructions,

which architects were < xpect^ to follow, liberty

being, however, by an afterthought, granted them

to vary from it if they wished. The heights of
stories and several other points were fixed, and the
limit of cost was set at one hundred and fifty thou-
sand pounds. Ninety-six designs were received,
and Mr. Charles Barry was appointed, according to
the promise to competitors, to make the award,
which was briefly as follows : The arbitrator began
by saying that at Glasgow prices none of the de-
signs could be properly carried out at the propased
cost. The model plan itself, which all were re-
quired to conform to substantially, could not, with
the heights of stories prescribed, be executed, even
with the plainest exterior, for less than one hun-
dred and ninety-three thousand pounds. Mr.
Barry, however, thought that the instructions,
which gave a definite cost in connection with a
minutely detailed model plan, suggested the in-
ference that the price was an actual estimate from
the plan, and competitors would therefore be justi-

fied in basing their estimates upon the standard de-
duced by comparing the cubic contents of the model
design with the specified sum. Reasoning: in this
way Mr. Barry thought it fair to consider that
those designs which would not exceed in cost the
model plan had fulfilled the terms of the competit-
ion, and out of these he designated the \x»t three,

as entitled to the premiums offered. At the head
of the list hti placed a design which proved to be
the work of Mr. George Corson, of Leeds, an archi-
tect of considerable distinction.

JLt- postscript was, however, appended to the re-

port, sayijig that the arbitrator was of opinion that
other plans had been sent in ofmuch superior merit
to any of the premiated ones, but more costly ; and
he regretted that, being bound by the instructions
as to the limit of cost, he did not feel himself at
liberty to specify them. Naturally enough, ttiis

set the TowTi Council to considering whether they
had not better pay Mr. Corson and the two others
their premiums, and get rid of them, and then
choose one of tho more expensive designs for ex-

ecution : that is, to put it clearly—turn away the
ablest of the architects, who were honorable enough
and skillful enough to keep the cost of their designs
within the prescribed limits, and bestow the great
prize, the execution of the building, on some man
who evidently was either too ignorant to know how
to estimate the cost of his work, or dishonestly and
intentionally violated the conditions in the hope of

gaining an advantage over his more scrupulous
competitors. This way of considering the subject,

though common enough among town officials, is so

admirably calculated to encourage the worst feat-

ures of competition by setting a premium on reck-

lessness and fraud, that we are amazed to find so

respectable a journal as the Architect talking about
Mr. Barry's "rigorous technicalities," as com-
pared with the *• generous sympathies " of those
who '• ignore everything of the kind," and claim-
ing that the arbitrator " coolly put all the best de-
signs on the shelf, and bestowed the cash upon the
second-rate, for reasons of discipline." For reasons
of common honesty, we should say, such as all those

who have any regard for professional honor should
uphold and maintain to the utmost. The other

journals take a much more sensible view of the

matter, and suggest a solution of the diffi-.ulty

which is obviously the only fair one ; that if the

corporation of Glasgow do not wish to carry Mr-
Cotson's design into execution, they should, after

paying him the premium whi* h he has fairly won
in the first competition, institute a second, with a

different limit of cost, or none at all, to which he

will be admitted on equal terms with such others

as they may select ; instead of ignominiously de-

barring him from all possibility of gaining the

real prize, in return for having already once been

the most successful in fulfilling all the conditions

which they had themselves laid down as necessary

for obtaining it.— The American Architect and
Building News.

Self Control in Speech.

If a man would get through life honorably and
peacefully, he must necessarily practice self-denial

in small as well as great things. The temper has

to be held in subjection to the judgment, and the

little demands of ill-humor, petulance and sarcasm

kept resolutely at a distance. If once they gain an

enterance into the mind they are apt to return and

establish for thomseU'ts a ptrra .nent occupation

there. It is necessary to one's personal happiness
to exercise control over our words as well as acts,
for there are words that strike even harder than
blows. The stinging repartee that rises to the lips,
and which, if uttered, might cover an adversary
with confusion, how difficult it is sometimes to re-
sist saying it.— The Mechanic.

The Sunlight.

" No article of furniture should be put in a room
that will not stand sun-light, for every room in a
dwelling should have the windows so arranged that
some time during the day, a flood of suu-light wiH_
force itself into the apartment. The importance of
admitting the light of the sun freely to all jmrts of
our dwelling, cannot be too highly estimated. In-
deed, perfect health is nearly as much dependent on
pure sun-light as it is on pure air."

** Sun-light should never be excluded, except when
so bright as to be uncomfortable to the eyes. And
walks should be in bright sun-light, so that the eyes
are protected by veil or parasol, when inconven-
iently intense. A sun-bath is of far more impor-
tance in preserving a healthful condition of the
body than is generally understood. A sun-bath
costs nothing, and that is a misfortune, for people
are deluded with the idea that those things only
can be good or useful which cost money. But re-
member that pure water, fresh air, and sun-lit
homes, kept free from dampness, will secure you
from many heavy bills of the doctors, and give you
health and vigor, which no money can procure. It is

a well-established fact, that people who live much in
the sun are usually stronger and more healthy than
those whose ocos'^tions deprive them of sun-light.
And certainly, there is nothing strange in the re-
sult, mnee the same law applies with equal force to
nearly every animate thing in nature. It is quite
easy to arrange an isolated dwelling so that every
room in it maybe flooded with sun-light some time
during the day, and it is possible that many town
houses could be so built as to admit more light than
they now receive."

Lubrications. — The Young Scientist remarks
that the efficiency of lathes, scroll - saws, sewing-
machines, and even watches, often depends upon
the judgment and care in selecting a lubricator,

and this choice is frequently ill - made. Common
kerosene oil is, too often, injudiciously used in
place of a thicker or more bUnd oil, because the
heat produced by friction rapidly vaporizes the oil

and leaves the journal dry. Crude petroleum, for

the same reason, is only fitted for very slowly-
revolving journals, such as water - wheels. For
very heavy machinery, or for gearing, tallow and
black lead, rubbed up together, is the best lubri-

cant, and also the h»est for wagon and carriage-

axles during hot weather. For light running ma-
chinery, sperm oil is the best

;
good olive oil, that

has not become rancid and acid, is perhaps the setr-

ond best, and for winter use lard oil is excellent,

but is rather too drying to be a first-class lubri-

cant. Castor oil is better for axlas in the winter,

and black lead with it is a help at at any time.

The Oldest Church in the United States.—
Just east of the Indian House, Santa Fe, stands
San Miguel Church, one of the oldest churches in

the United States, It is supposed to have been
built about the year 1640. During the insur-

rection by the Pueblo Indians in 1680, it was de-

stroyed by them. It was rebuilt as it now stands

in the year 1610 by the Marquis de la Penuela,"

through his agent, Don Augustin Floras Vergara,

as is shown by an inscription on a rudely carved

old beam supporting a small gallery over the door
to the church. It is built of adobe on a founda-

tion of small stones laid in mortar. Its length is

100 feet, the width is 60 feet, and the hight is

40 feet. It is in a pretty good state of preserva-

tion, considering its great age. The walls on the

inside are high, whitewashed, and run to a sharp

peak. There are a few little low benches, a dome-
shaped altar containing the usual ornaments of a
Catholic • church, and on each side a painting of

great antiquity. The walls are lined with a num-
ber of paintings representing the various stages of

the crucifixion of Christ.

—

American ArJiiteet and
Bialding News.
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The Meteoric Shower of AiigTiBt 18, 188Q.

n .

Hi

t
i

On the night of tho 10th of August the earth in

its orbital revolution passed through the " meteoric
— zone." Observers throughout the country were on

the lookout, and when twilight came had every-
— thing ready for conveniently noting each phase of

^ the anticipated phenomena. From personal obser-

_ vations of this and several other meteoric showers
of corresponding date, I am prepared to say this

was one of ihe moat interesting that has occured

'r for several years. From 9.30 until 10.00 r.M., the

number of meteors, according to the best estimate
^ I could make, was six per minute.
r_^ For a time after ten o'clock the numbers

perceptibly diminished, and near midnight again be-

-(iam« more luimfirous, I regret that I could not

II.

li^.

^ observe this interesting phenomenon after mid-

^ night, for without doubt the finest part of the dis-

s: play took place at that time.

z In point of numbers, the display of 1880"Ta^ I

observed it was not inferior to that of 1875 ; but in
~ brilliancy it fell far below it. The larger number

of naeteors on this occasion seemed to be in the

direction of Ursa Major. I saw nothing unusual
in regard to their apparent velocity or the direction

_ of their flight. Very few of them were either

marked by any red color or left any visible train of

light.

r Quite a large number of meteors were visible on
— the evening of the 11th, also on the 9th, some of

which surpassed in brilliancy any that appeared on
=" the night of the 10th. —-^sz^

Thave neither the ability nor the disposition to

:-.r enter into any speculations concerning these erratic
— bodies. Although much has been learned and sat-

isfactorily explained regarding their composition,

"k dc*ftfiite kfibw'iM^o of their origin hao ^M> yet

been obtained.

—

/Vo/. S, A. Maxwell, Morrison

^

III.— Kansas City Recirw.

Preventive Measures.

r

The New York ^'mw, in alluding to the nonap-
pearance of yellow fever at the South, remarks that

no credit is due to the National Board of Health
_ for thLs fortunate result. We doubt both the truth

=^ and justice of this assertion. Admitting that the

~Z powers and jurisdiction of the Board are limited,

rr- and that, even were they quadrupled, it would still

4)e possible for an epidemic to break out in a score

^^A^

-* of places, North and West as well as South
;
yet

~ the fact is undeniable, that through the efforts of

the Board preventive measures have been taken in

Memphis and New Orleans, and a number of other

—places where infection lay dormant, which have
greatly promoted the public health. The work

^7^- - which the National Board has begun the past year^ has already accomplished potent results, and will

lead to others of still greater importance in the

future. The man who raises levies and builds

fortifications to resist armed invasion should re-

ceive due credit if the invasion was postponed or

prevented by these preparations for defense. It Ls

just here that injustice in giving credit t6 the

Board for what it has done is harmful, because it

destroys or lessens its power of usefulness for the
^^~ future. Because we may have escaped yellow fever

one year, we must not shut our eyes and rest supine.

1'he snake is scotched, not killed, and as we have
got to fight it out on this line for many sum-

' - iners, we must not slight or belittle the service
"_ of any ally.— The Pliunber and Sanitary Engineer.

±_ The Late Benjamin Ferrey.—Mr. Benjamin
—Ferrey, who died in London on Siisday last, in his

II-«eventy-fir8t year, was one of tlp^most eminent
agents in the early days of the Crothic revival.

As a church-architect he has not been excelled, and
-many of his buildings have the grace of ancient
examples. Mr. Eastlake wrote in 1872 : ** His
architectural taste was for years in steady advance

-'of his generation, and as an authtJkrity on church

-

planning and general proportions, he had scarcely

"^a rival. His work possessed the rare charm of sim-

plicity, without lacking interest. By the use of

carefully-studied moldings, and a spare but judi-

cious introduction of carved ornament, he managed
to secure for his buildings a grace that was defi-

cient in many contemporary designs, which had
been executed with far more elaborate decoration

and at greater coat. His country churches are

especially notable for this reticent quality of

art."— The A rchitect. —-

—

ELEVA'rous IN Milan CATnEDRAi..—After illu-

minating Vesuvius with the electric light (one of

our correspondents writes to us), a company is now
forming for establishing lifts to ascend to the roof

of the Milan Cathedral. The company undertake,
in addition, to illuminate the roof a giorno at all

seasons, and to place a large clock with four facses

at the foot of the Madonna on the summit ; the

clock will be lighted at night. Arm-chairs, tele-

scopes, and probikbly light refreshments, are to be

provided on the terraces of the roof for the benefit

of those who have come up in the lifts, which are

to work night and day ; and perhaps when all this

is done, the company will add a band of music and
give masked balls during Carnival on the roof.

The lifts are to be ready for the time of the Na-
tional Exhibition, if permission for them is ob-

tained ; but that formality has yet to be gone
through, and it is probable that the Chapter will

not take the same view of their cathedral as the

promoters of theoompany in question.

—

St. yames^
Gazette.

The CoiXKiNE Cathedral,—A Berlin dispatch

to the London Times says: *' By a Cabinet order

the Emperor has appointed the 15th of October next

as the date for the ceremonious consecration and

openinif of the lately finished Cologne Cathedral,

when his Majesty and most of the members of his

house, together with other distinguished persons,

will honor the occasion by their presence. The
date appropriately selected is the birthday of Fred-

erick William IV, the Emperor's deceased brother,

to whose piety and love of art was due the resump-
tion of the architectural labors which were so

auspiciously brought to an end about a fortnight

ago. Curiosity, of course, is busy conjecturing

whether the rejected Archbie^'^'^will reappear with
all his clergy in their robes of office, but in any case,

the ceremony will be solemn and imposing as re-

cording the triumph of German perseverance and
German art. Viewed from a financial point of

view, tfi« noble edifice represents an enormous
amount of capital. It is calculated that the sums
applied to its completion since 1821 from public

and private sources must amount to about 18,000,000

marks, which, added to the previous outlay, will

give a grand total of 40,000,000 marks, or over

£2,000,000."—^»»/rr;ftf« Arch, and Building News.

An Unknown Vandyck. — It is said that the

art-gallery in the old Museum in Berlin is likely

to be enriched with a valuable original of an old

master. It appears that a certain Count, when
looking over the effects of his deceased father, at his

residence at East Prussia, discovered a "Christ"^
that had long hung in an unfavorable light in the

work-room of the late Count. The painter was
unknown, but an instinctive art -feeling led the
young Count to have the picture removed to his

house in Berlin, Some time ago an Englishman
ap{>eared who offered £5,000 for the picture. In
consequence, however, of his persistently pressing

for an immediate decision, the Count became sus-

picious and declined the proposal. The Crown
Prince, hearing of the incident, sent some con-

noisseurs to inspect the painting, who pronounced
it a valuable Vandyck, though the minor details

might possibly have been worked in by his pupils.

The management of the Berlin Museum is now in

treaty for the purchase.

—

American Architect and
Building News.

Effect of Perfumery on Health.

An Italian professor has made some very agreeable

medical recearches, resulting in the discovery that

.vegetable perfumes exercise a positively healthful

influence on the atmosphere, converting its oxygen
into ozone, and thus increasing its oxidizing in-

fluence. The essences found to develop the larg-

est quantity of ozone are'those of the cherry, laurel,

clover, lavender, mint, juniper, fennel, and ber-

gamot ; those that give it in smaller quantities are

anise, nutmeg and thyme. The flowers of the

narcissus, hyacinth, mignonette, heliotrope and
lily of the valley develop ozone in closed vessels.

Flowers destitute of perfume do not develop it, and
those which have slight perfume develop it in

small quantities. Keasoning from these facts, the
professor recomends the cultivation of flowers in

marshy districts and in all places infested with
animal emanations, on account of the powerful
oxidizing influences of ozone. The inhabitants of

such regions should, ho says, surround their houses

with beds of the most odoroius flowers.— The
Mechanic.

Trouble still continues about the Tay Bridge

.

For some time workmen have been engaged, under
Mr. Barlow, 0. E., in sinking an experimental
cylinder, at the west side of the bridge, for the
purpose of examining the strata of the bed of the
river at a depth of from 20 to 30 feet. Some
large piles had been driven and the staging al-

most complete, when on the evening of the 6th
ult., a very violent gale sprang up, sweeping the
staging entirely away and leaving only the bare
piles standing. Nobody hurt.

Onr contemporary, the British Architect and
Northern Engineer, in commenting upon the ao-

Clon of the parliamentary committee, in " referring

back for further consideration * * the matter of the

reconstruction of the Tay Bridge, suggests, that,

looking to the evidence given at the inquiry as a
criterion of the knowledge of the English en-

gineers on the science of bridge building, those

interested had better retain the services of a few
American engineers. This is a warm compliment
which will be duly appreciated by American
bridge engineers, and it evidently shows that the^

science of bridge building as practiced in this

country is attracting the studious attention of

our British cousins.— The American Engineer.

V^hj Our Imports are Worth Sixty-five
Million Dollars.
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Our Illustrations

Present the floor-plans and front elevation of a one-

story cottage, which explain themselves. Such a
tenement can be built at a cost of from $2,000 to

$3,000, according to style and expensiveness of

flnish, etc.

Some of our readers may think that we should
define more minutely the cost of building. But it

appears to us that every intelligent person must
understand that it is a very easy matter to vary
costs, and when the minimum and maximum
amounts are given, that should be suftlcient. A
building covering no more ground than the plans
presented, might be made to cost $10,000.

~"

The "Ebony Inlaid Cabinet" is of European
design, manufactured by S. Coco of Florence.

B. E. Henrikseu's Safety Clutoh.

Judged by its imports, California should he either

one of the most backward or otherwise the richest

of lands. She imports and distributes not less than
$65,000,000 worth of goods annually, an average
of 5ir>66 per head fo? dvwry man, woman and child

amongst whom her wares are sold. At a rate like

this, the imports of the United States should be

$3,250,000,000; those of Great Brttain close oj
$2,000,000,000 ; those of other nations in like pro-

portion. ^ —:

Now, rich as California is, she is not rich enough
to render it necessary for her to spend so much per
annum in goods purchased outside her own border.

The imports of the United States as a whole are
about $13 per annum per head ; those of California

should hardly be more. Taking this from what
the per capita of imports really is, we find that we
import $52 per head per annum more than we
ought, or that we send East and abroad a sum of

$52,000,000 a year that we should have kept at

home.
We are therefore behind in manufactures to the

extent of $52,000,000 and upwards per annum. It

is not necessary to enter into calculations to show
that this amounts to $1,000,000,000 in 20 je&Ts. It

is sufficient to know that we send abroad every
'

year an amount equal to the value of our wheat
and wine crop and wool crops combined. Thus the
labors of all our wheat and wool growers and vine-

growers are expended in supplying 1,000,000 peo-

ple in California, Oregon, etc., with goods that we
might and could manufacture for ourselves.

The greater part of all that we wear, from the
silks of the grand dame to the cottons of the poorer
woman, sind from the rough clothes of the artisan

to the broadcloth of the merchant, is imported.
The iron that we need for machinery and the hard-
ware needed in buildind and farming operations, as

well as most of the agricultural machinery, comes
in the same way. So does a great part of the fur-

niture that fills our houses ; the material of the
bedding that we sleep on ; the books that we re€kd

;

the table service and what we have on the table,

'

outside of the milk, bread and meat, comes similarly
from abroad. Thus our hats were made in the
East ; our shirts were made in the East ; our vests

and pants were Eastern made, so were our boots

;

we whittle with an Eastern penknife ; drink our
coffee out of an Eastern cup

;
get the news from

paper made in Eastern mills ; sit on Eastern furni-

ture ; sleep on Eastern beds ; read Eastern books,
and go to hear Eastern lecturers. And a great
deal of what is not Eastern is foreign.

We have therefore little to exchange with foreign
countries that we have not already bought of other
people, and they can step in and sell as cheaply to

them as they sold them to us, and our prospective
trade vanishes. We must get rid of these Eastern
leading strings before we can make the headway
we ought in a commercial sense.

—

San Frctncisco

yournal of Commerce.

The annexed cutis an illustration of B. E. Hen-
riksen's Patent Automatic Safety Clutch for EU'
vators :

This safety clutoh consists of two upright trip

levers each provided with a solid rubber roller at

the top; and mounted at the bottom on a horizontal
shaft scoured to the frame of the cage and support-
ing two toothed cams or dogs. A corrugated strip

of wood or cleat is applied to one side of each of
the guide posts of the elevator, in such a manner
that the rollers on the trip levers will be caused to

rotate along their corrugated face. At the or-

dinary rate of speed these rollers pass over the pro-

jections and fall back in their places by reason of

their weight and position, but any excess of speed
caused by the fall of the elevator brings the rollers

in vicdeut contact with these projections, which
throwing the levers outward causes the cams or
dogs to engage into the guide posts, thus forming a
wedge or brake which instantly stops the cage.
The action of this safety clutch is such that the
more rapid the fall, the quicker the action ; the
heavier the load, the tighter and firmer the grip.

Mr. Henriksen, at the last Mechanics Institute

Fair, had a full size elevator in operation, in order

to demonstrate the particular working of his in-

vention. This elevator contained a load of about

600 or 700 pounds, the average load of ordinnry

elevators. The cage was run up and down at the

usual rate of speed; then a brake was opened and
the cage permitted to fall violently as if the cable

or some part of the machinery had broken. This

caused the clutches to perform their duty by in-

stantly stopping the cage. The.se tests were made
from four to twelve times every night for four

weeks, but the safety clutch never failed to act.

This form of clutch is to be preferred to those

whose action depends upon springs, or upon the

breaking of the main cable. All the elevator ac-

cidents which have occured up to this present time

have been caused by some defect in the machinery;

we have yet to hear of any caused by broken cable.

The following are among the advantages possessed

by this safety clutch over all others. It has no
springs, tumblers ,nor triggers, liable to become
gummed, stiff, or otherwise unreliable.

It will work as well on an empty cage as upon
one loaded to its utmost capacity. The elevator of
the Johnson Building, No. 120 Sutter street,

which was prevented from falling by one of these
clutches on August 17th, 1880, contained six persons,
weighing 900 or 1100 pounds, (nobody hurt). The
elevator of the California Furniture Factory, 224
Bush street, which was stopped from falling on
September 28th, 1880, contained a load of furniture,
a large plate mirror and the elevator boy, about
400 pounds in all, (no damage),mx_

This safety clutch in in use at the
Johnson Building 120 Sutter street,

Thurlow Block .... ^^... ... .. . 126 Kearny street,

San Francisco Stock Exchange. . . .....Pine street,

Haker & Hinz . . . , 545 Market street,

W. & Y.Sloan 522 Market street,

J. Cerf & Co ..fi ......517 Market street,

W. Cohn & Co . r^,^r^-r-. ^ % \%*-,, . Battery and Bush,
California Furniture Co .224 Bush street,

New City HaU
Halleck Block Halleck and Sansome,
Levi, Diamant & Co ....;. 107 Battery street,

Franco American Perfumery Co. . 109 Battery street,

P. Berwin & Co Ill Battery street,

Pioneer Woolen Mills. 115 Battery street.

l^ Mr. Henriksen received the SiLVEH Medal
awarded by the Mechanics Institutefor the best Safety
Clutch exhibited during the last Fair. *3m.

Rustic, No. 2 perM feet, $25 00
1 xlO

Rustic, short, 8 to 10 feet

.
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6-inch, 12 feet and over .

7 to 11 feet ....
*' under 7 feet ....
*• No. 2

Beaded, 12 feet and over
•* 7 to 11 feet ....
" under 7 feet. . .

.

Half-inch Surface
Pickets, fancy
_ ** rough, pointed
Pickets, rough, square per M feet $14 00
Sidin>r, J-inch " 20 00
Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45 00
Sugar Pine *« 30 00 to 50 00
R. W. sawed nhingles per M 2 25
Battens, J-inch 75
Hardwauk and NAiLa^--Wejaote the follow-

ing prices
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30 00
$25 00
14 00
27 50
25 00
20 00
20 00
27 50
25 00
20 00
27 50
20 00
IG 00

Market ReportST

Glass.—The " shutting down " of the Belgian
aud American factories for several months past, and
the increased consumption of glass, have almost
denuded the market of all small sizes, as well as
dwelling-house size, double thick. There are two
vessels on the way, one being out 123 days and the
other 128 days, with a supply on board, but not
enough for the market. One of our largest firms
in place of receiving consignments as per orders of
100 boxes of one size, 150 of another, etc., has to be
content with getting 10 of one, 5 of the other, etc.,

with the assurance written on his bills, that the
" rest will shortly follow." This shows that New
York firms are short of this stock on hand as well
as our own. We report glass very firm, with an
increase of price since our last.

Paints.—Demand for paints of all kinds is very
active, but prices remain about the same as last

issue.

Lumber and Hardware—No change in the
prices of lumber. Shingles have advanced 25 cents
per thousand. Nails have declined 25 cents a keg
but the market isvery firm. The stock of 8s and Tis,

in first hands is almost exhausted. All kinds of

h«rdware are in active demand, but the prices re-

main the same as our last. The total imports of
nails since January 1st, is 119,281 kegs, and 2,285

half kegs.

—j-^ Oregon Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet . ..$20 00
.... 21 00
.... 22 00
.... 23 00
.... 24 00
.... 16 00
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40 to 50
50 to 60
60 to 70
60 to 80

Refuse Rough ....

Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-

ping per M feet. ... 27 50

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and undtT, and 1^
X 6 Flooring per M feet .... 30 00

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per

M feet 22 50

<<
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25 00
28 00
30 00
28 00
52 50
3 50

Ship Plank, rough . , per M feet ....
'

'

planed 1 side ....
** planeii 2 sides. .
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Deck Plank, rough
'* dressed

Laths k per M
Redwood.

Rough Merchantable. per M feet $20 00

30 00
30 00
28 00
22 50
28 00
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Lumber.
-- We are indebted to the S. F. Journal of Com*
Tntrce for the following very full report of receipts
and exports of lumber :

Receipts since our last—6,590,096 feet lumber,
734,000 shingles, 1,949,100 laths, 313 cords wood,
17 e&id*-l8>tave Bolts, 30,000 shakes, 1,500 Staves,

1,558 bundles hoops, 784 Piles.

Total receipts since January Ist

:

Lumber, ft 144,256,115
Shingles, No 51,806,032
Laihs, No 13,643,800
Wood, cds
Piles, ft

" No
Cedar, logs. ...

" ft

Rosewood, logs

Shakes.
Pickets, No,
Hoops, bdls. .

.

Headings, bdls

Staves
bdls....

" ords.-r^

•....it. . . s^ • « •

«» > j,a

18.611

26,000

4,914
3,485

72,960
32

1,324.625

20,000

_ 8,724
58

13,799

1,485
— 23

Railroad Ties 255,129
Posts 361,983

Sugar Pine, ft."nrrixrirr. r. . . . . ; ; ,"* ; » 2, 190,000

Barrel St'k, pkgs 27,580^

Spare 90
Wool Slats .-^.r^ ,.„^^.^_^74,000
Stave-bolts... « «»••....••••..•••• 78,000

« eds...-r •>••'• [»••"»»-• rw- ^n

tt xvc tuse ••*.•..•••••.•_•.<

Surface, No. 1 . •^. , ;

Surface, 1x8 Li

1x6
No. 2 .^.. ..>... ...

((

i<

tt

tt

Rustic, No. 1 1x8 (<

Telegraph Poles ...:.. 1,508

Receipts during the past week have been heavier

than in some time. The agreement on price of the

Redwood lumber dealers expires oa December Ist,

and of the Pine lumber men on January 1st. There
is considerable grumblinir on the part of the first.

If they do not hold well together prices are likely

to go down. The market is quiet, but hopeful.

Pending next Spring there will not, however, be

any active demand. The only change in prices

during the week has been an advance of 25 cents

in Shingles.

- Exports of Shocks since our last

:

Value.

Oct 6 . .Newbem, Mexico, 78 pkgs $54 00

Exports of Lumber since October Ist

:

Feet. Value.
Oct 2 Bremen, Liverpool 20,0u0 $400 00

2 . . Challenger, Queenstown . . . 20, 000 400 00
4. .Lake Superior, Cork 20,000 400 00
4 . . City of Bombay, Liverpool . . 16, 000 320 00
6.. Newbem, Mexico 1J23 '90 00
7.. Agnes, Cork 5,000 100 00
7 . . Dunnerdale, Liverpool . r^ li^. 12,000 240 00
7 . . Rona, Queenstown 13,000 260 00
8 . .M. P. Grace, Liverpool 35,000 700 00
8 . . Standard, Liverpool 27,000 5r)0 OO
9.. Bedfordshire, Queenstown. .15,000 £10 00

Total, .^...184,723 $3,770 00
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Cement, Pi^steh, Lime. etc.
Imports since our last : Per Marlborough, 2,700

bblH.

Total importo since January Ist : 51,898 bbls,
6,280 ceks Cement, 103,280 Firebrick, 2,500 bbls
Plaster.

Receipts of California Lime since our last : 2,140
bblf. Total since January iHt, 95,728 bbls.
The Marlborough brought 2,700 csks of Portland

'Cement. The quantity of Cement is quite large.
The reason of the heavy importation this year is
supposed to be an impression that there will be
heavy building operations next year and that the
market will be high. They are now buying while
it is low.

= We^ quote Eastern Cement, Rosendalo, $2 25®
Ji 5Q ; other $2 12J ; Port-land Cement, $1 50@5 25,
;_Sfiio quality and brand. Plaster—Eastern, $3 2o(^
"3 50 ; do Golden Gate, $2 7503 00 ; Lime, Santa
dCfuz anti Sacramento, $—@1 50 ; Pirebriok, $35(^
40—iobbing at $40(f^50 as to brand. California
;Brick—Hard, |10(912 ; Soft, $7@8 ; Red, $'J@i0.

Building Intelligence.

r r

S^ill the good work goes on, and the cheerful sight
of npw buildings going up in every direction, greets
the eyes vi our citi/ciis and mechanics. We have
received notices of improvements under way from
every part of the State ; and right here we would
say, that our thanks will be the more cordially
given to our informants if they will be a little
more particular, and give us the names of owners,
contractors, and architects, as well as cost of the
different buildings which are brought under their
observation. From the number of plans now be-
ng drawn in the offices of the different architects

' n this ofty," we will be enabled next month to give
our readers a list of buildings that will do their
hearts good. We are threatened N\ith one draw-
back, however, and that is a want of skillful car-
penters and masons. Not only does this city lack
the former, but Oakland and several of the interior
towns have the same complaint. We know of a
large-hotel proprietor who will delay building just
on this account. He wants to build by day's work,
and seems afraid that wages will "go up" on
him. It will bo a good thing for every one, when
skilled labor demands the wages it justly deserves,
as most of our carpenters have not earned enough
in the past three years to keep their chests supplied
with the latest improvements in tools, let alone a
nice Sunday-suit, and plum-puddings with " slick^v
ins " for their dinners.

-'"- 8AN KKANCI8CO.

Alterations and additions to the Grand Western
Market on Polk street, and running through from
Bu.Mh to Austin. Owner, Capt. Thos. G. Taylor

;

architects, Woife & Son. Cost, about $3,000.
Day's work.
Two-story dwelling with brick l?asement in the

Willow District, near San Jose. Owner, Mr. M.
Simons ; urchitects, Wolfe & Son. Owner fur-
nishes materials. Labor by contract. Cost, about
$3,500.
Dwelling on Oak street west of Buchanan.

Owner, Lambert ; architect, Jos. Gosling
;

contractor, T. J. Hamilton. Cost, $3,700.
Alterations to building on Hyde street near

Pine. Owner, Charles Broad; contractor, T. J.

Alterations of building on north side Pacific
street between Leavenworth and Hyde. Owner,
W. Haley

; contractor, E. Whitcomb ; architect, T.'

J. Welsh. Cojjt, $1,421.
Alterations and repairing of house on Van Ness

avenue near Broadway. Owner, Father Callahan
;

architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractor, J. McCann.
Cost, $1,200.
One-story and brick basement on Leavenworth

street between Washington and Jackson. Owner,
R. Day

; architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractor. Smith
& Laherty. Cost, without brick foundation, $1,675.

Four-story fnime dwelling with brick basement
on corner of Ootavia and Haight streets. Owner,
J. Ni«rhtiugale ; contractor, J. O'Brien ; architect,

Bordwell. Cost, $ ^^, ._- .

Stable on Kimball place, near comer Leaven-
worth and Sacramento streets. Owner, E, E. Eyre

;

architect, ^Jt~Marquis ; contractor, S7 *: Emory.
Cost, $1,800. -.-^-

^

Additions to re«id«no© on Sutter street near
Leavenworth. Owner, E. E. Eyre; architect, J.
Marquis

; contractor, S. S. Emory. Cost, $2,800.
Two-story frame building and meat-market on

corner of 24th and Guerrero. Owner, Leib
;

architect, Bordwell ; contractor, A. Jackson.

near
Bra-

Rail
J. C.

Hamilton. Coat, $1,500
Alterations to house 1939 Clay street. Owner,

Mrs. Dr. Perrif; architect, Augustus Laver.
Day's work ; to cost about $500.
Two-story frame dwellinif and basement on Va-

lencia near Hill street. Owner, G. Freidrich
;

Architect, H. D. Mitchell ; contractor, J. J. Ma-
cready. Cost, $3,500
Chinese Chapel, 19x30, on Laguna near Pine

street Built by the Congregational Denomination
;

Rev. W. C. Pond, manager; Sheldon, contractor.
Cost, $755.
Two-story and basement frame building for

wagon and blacksmith shop, on Post street between
Jones and Leavenworth. Owner, Artfort

;

contractor^ Ehrman. Cost, $1,400.
Two-story and basement frame dwelling on Bry-

ant street, west of 3rd. Owner, M. Lynch
; builder,

M. Lynch. Day's work.
Two-story and basement frame building on Ritch

street, between Brannan and Townsend. Owner,
E. Quigley ; architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractors^
Smith & Laherty. Cost, $1,900.

Cost, $2,600.
One-story and basement cottage on Alabama

street between 25th and 26th. Owner, Krull ; con-
tractor, Kruger. Cost, $800.
Two-story frame dwelling on Bryant avenue be-

tween 25th and 26th streets. Owner, Mrs. Grother
;

contractor, Thompson. Cost, $ .

One-story and basement frame dwelling on Treat
avenue between 24th and 25th streets. Owner, J.
Hennes.sey

; contraotor, R. Doyle. Cost, $1,000.
Alterations of brick dwelling into storejB qq

Geajry street, between Dupont and Stockton. Owner,
David Hunter; day's work. Cost not determined!
Three story frame building in connection with

Saratoga Music Hall, 812 Geary street, between
Hyde and Larkin. Contractor, B. Dryer.
Cost, .

Stores, 12 and 14, Sixth street, recently de-
stroyed by fire, have been repaired by contractor
B. F. Ellis, at a cost of about $500.
Two two-story double tenements on Minna

street, between Sixth and Seventh. Owner, John
Sullivan

; day's work.
Additional story and repairs to building, 733

Minna street, near Ninth. Owner, D. McDonald
;

contractors, Terrill & Slaven. Cost,
Additions and alterations of building No. 1611

Stevenson street. Owner, J. Creamer; contractor, T.
J. llamilton. Cost, about $2,400.

Two-story frame dwelling on Van Ness Avenue
near S. E. corner Bush. Architect, H. C. Maoy.
Owner, J. Baum ; contractor, F. Klatt, Cost.
$6,000.

Alterations and additions to house 1409 Leaven-
worth street ; day's work. Owner. John Wise.
Dwelling No. 1608 Larkin street, is being altered

and improved.
Brick foundation to house 1205 Jones street;

Masons, Sandford & Lundborg ; day's work.
Dwelling on comer of 23rd and Mission. Owner,

L. Foge; architect, W. Winterhal ter ;' builder, H,
Thorn Wohrden. Cost, about $4,000.

Addition to house on N. E. corner Stockton and
Post streets.

Additions and alterations to house on Bryant
street near Second.

OAKLAND.

Stores and dwellings on Central Avenue, corner
of 11th avenue, East Oakland. Own<r, Chaa.
Jurken

; architects, Matthews & Son ; contractors,
Hill & Dale. Cost about $8000. Left out of our
last by mistake.

Additions t<o house 366 East Fourteenth street.
East Oakland. Day's work.
Rebuilding of Galindo Hotel, on comer of 8th

and Franklin streets, Oakland. Contractor, Mc
Killican. Repairs will cost in the neiarhborhood of
$28,000.

One story building on Park street, for store.
Owner, Bums. Cost $500.

Cottage dwelling on Rail Road avenue,
Stanton, Owner, Mrs. Kirk; contractor, F.
vens. Cost about $800.
Two story frame on Willow street, near

Road avenue. Owner, J. Ayer ; contractor.
Stark. Cost $1,500.
Frame building for grocery, on comer of Santa

Clara avenue and Bay streets ; contractor, Chaa.
Barthman.
Dwelling on Pearl street. Owner, Thomas Bay-

zer. Cost about $5,000.
A barn is being erected by Mr. Noy at Bay

street station.

oenehal informAnON.
There are a great many buildings in process of

erection all over the State. We are making ar-
rangements by which we will be enabled to give
our readers a complete synopsis of all improve-
ments in this line. At Hoaldsburg, Mr. R. Powell
is erecting a large two story bam by day's work.
Mr. Reynolds is putting a new building and re-
pairing an old one a few miles north of Healds-
burg, under the superintendence of A. Blackinton.
A new stable to take place of one recently destroyed
by fire, is being erected for Mr. Cummings, at
same town.
A Catholic Church is in process of erection at

Colusa.

Large warehouse at Watsonville is almost com-
pleted.

Several buildings are going np in and near San
Rafael.

Starr & Co. have been building large warehouae
at Vallejo. ^ .„„^

Stockton, IVTaiysville, Sacramento, San Jose, Los
Angeles, &(«,., report increased activity in building
line, and all predict a good Fall and Winter trade.
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The unceasing effort of Evkbt Jodbnal, Newspaper, ana Pubuoaxiom Lwued for aubacription patronage, is to aecnre

INCREASE OF CIRCUr.i?LTI01^.
In harmony with this recognized correct and proper custom, as by all in Eome form practiced, the management of

this Journal propose to offer such CLUB BATE inducements as will

COMPENSATE EVERY PRESENT SUBSCRIBER
for time spent in securing additional names to our Subscription List. We want, by the commencement of our Second
Volume, in January, 1881.

.i*. ..»ii

NOT LESS THIN TEN THOUSAND CASH SUBSCRIBERS.
With this accomplithed, the first number of Volume No, 2 will introduce a Journal which, in positive merit and

beauty, shall justify and deserve the highest approbation, and be, in fact, A CREDIT TO SAN FKANCISCO, as the
place of its publication. We therefore appeal to

__JHE CITIZENS OF SAN FRANCISCO AND THE ENTIRE PACIFIC COAST,

Enter©d-at-th3 Post Office at San Pfanoisoo, Cal.7
as second-class matter.

THE VERY LATEST INYENTION
AND

IMPROVEMENT IN

GRATES.

- Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all
parties, whose interests are represented or involved in its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted Uj please those who love channels of pure thought, and
moral training. The higher, better, and exactly truih^ul in
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any Im-
pure Influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-
aliiies. Its statements of price-lists, etc , etc., will be

^obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
iijterve the special interests of any person or persons, but

giving true and correct reports, for the information of all
its readers. Its improvement In every department will re-—C^ive constant attention, so that eventually it win compare

_vith the very best of its kind now published. The special
-character of matters generally in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications in cities where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
Btances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management; and any reference made in its columns to
established or inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or any other—will be upon the grounds

"Tnf merit in the thing noticed, without any design or intent to
-«• punr " ; t. «., " praise with exaggeration."

and to our friends and well-wishers east of the Rocky Mountains, to assist by their subscriptions and personal Influence
ip.the„p;Tman(nt psJbfbHBJinpept of the FIRST A>TD ONLY AROHITECSTDRAIT JOURieAT. S ver ipfubfisTiM wesf oTBe

'

great natural ridge which, to a certain extent, segregates California from the commonwealth of States.

G'CTR C31.TJB liA^TES -A.I^E IL,IBEI^-A.r..
Industrious and competent canvassers will be able to E^rn from $3 to $6, or more» per day.

Bate Circular.
Send for Club

•V

The Future of this Journal.

MKNIX3 PAKK.

A greenhouse at the residence of J. C. Flood.
Architect, Augustus Laver; contracter, Chas. Acker-
son. Cost !|1,200.-

AI.AMEDA.

Two story and basement on Chestnut street,
near Santa Clara avenue. Owner, Convent of
Notre Dame ; architect, B. J. Clinch ; contractors,
Terrill & Slaven. Cost $10,000.

Patented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S IMPROVED

Mm M Parlor MaEtel Grates
Are the very Beat yet brought out.

As m HEAT PRODUCIVO and COAI. 8AV-IMO Grate ft has no eqaal.
Ita great advantages are readily Been and admitted by all andmay be stated briefly as follows: It is a w«ll known fact that

in grates of ordltiarj- construction it Is found iraposgible to keep
tlie/«#/ at the farther aides of the jfrate in a good atate of com-
bu$tion, anJ tbai the fire it» always briRhteat ant best at ita
center; also, that it is a common practice to put in bricks ai the
ends of tlie Grate so as to confine the fuel more to the center
for reasons aiated. With this Improved Grate all these ob^
jectlons are overcome. The peculiar shape of its sides and
bottom directs ihe/uel from all side*, to thf center, as the Are
settles down, and no cold atr is allowed to enter and obstruct
at the ends or sides. Another most important ad^-antage of our
Grate is, the combined shake and dump basket, with concave
l>ottom, which clears the draught at once, while the coaJ is un-
disturbed. By this arrangement at least one-third more heat la
obtained, with less fuel, and no waste whatever of coal;
The Cooking attachment i» a great novelty of ifaelf and can

be used with jjerfect Impunity in any room m the house as all
gas and smoke is carried up the chimney. It needs no com-
ment—its merits are seen at a glance.
The Grates aie highly recommended by all the leading Archi

tects of San Francisco, and are meeting with ready sale.
All orders or letters of Inquiry to be addressed to

TKKS8I.KR MAWUFAOTdKIMG f>0.
a '4 1 S<in»ontr) street.

ADVEBTISIB& KATES.
On outside of front cover, and paKO following Build-

ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 50
Outside of hack cover, and page next preceding read*

ing matter, per square, each insert ion 1 25
On other inside pages, per square, each insertion .... 1 00

With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-
Isements continued for six or 12 months.

A Card from Architects.

Believing a well and ably conducted journal,
devoted to Architectural, ''^chanical, Sanitary,
Scientific, and other kinr* matters and subjects,
to be a necessity ^- ^is city, the California
Akchitect ai^' ^ii.DiNG REVIEW, published by
the San Fr," ^oo Architectural Publishing Com-
pany supplies a long-existing want on this coast.
JVe therefore pledge our cordial sympathies person-
ally, and hope that the enterprise will receive kindly
recognition and liberal support from all Architects
and Builders on the Pacific Coast^ and from the
public generally.

David Farquharson,
Wright & Sanders,
S. H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HUERNE,
John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
Theo. a. Eisen,

John A. Re.mkr.

B. McDougal and Son,
Wm. Mooser,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
W. C. Hoagland,
S. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.

We trust that our kind patrons and readers will
pardon what may appear to them as frequent refer-

ence to this journal. The object of such repeated
reference is to attract the attention and enlist the

sympathy and supj^ort necessary to enlarged success

in the future. We have done well in matters known
and understood only by ourselves, but the well-

doing most earnestly desired is that which reached
far beyond our personal gratification, and encom-
passes us with that approbation and commendation
which attends those who render service worthy of

appreciation. — »
The fact that this journal is approaching the end

of its first volume—or, more properly, its second, as

the four quarterly issues of 1879 in fact constituted

the first volume—it is necessary that we remind our
patrons of six facts :

First. That their subscriptions will terminate with
the December number.

Second. That renewal of subscription before the
first of January for the year 1881 is most respect-

fully requested.

Third. That we contemplate and promise large

improvements in volume No. 2, and feel encouraged
thereto by the liberal subscription and advertising

patronage«extended during the year now nearly ended
Fourth. The expenses of publishing a journal

such as we have produced have been large, and will

be greatly increased by the improvements contem-
plated, which fact will render it necessary to make
the FUTURE subscription price $2 PER ANNUM.

Fifth. That it is rulable, and to us necessary, that

all subscriptions should be paid in advance. It is

only necessary that one should enjoy a little practi-

cal experience in the publication line to establish

the fact of the fairness and propriety of this almost

universal custom of payment. And as we expect

to expend nearly the entire receipts of this journal

in its improvement during the coming year, we
trust that all our friends will cheerfully pay their

subscriptions promptly, on or before the first of

January, 1881.

Subscribers will please send their names and ad-

dress, plainly written, by postal or letter, or other-

wise, as convenience may oifer. Send the $2 sub-

scription by postal money order, direct to this office.

Some one has said, what thousands have ob-

served, that there is nothing keeps longer than a

middling fortune, and nothing melts away sooner

than a great one. Poverty treada upon the heels

of great and unexpected riches— —

—

A Board of Public Works.

That such a board, composed of honest, capable,

and practical men, would subserve and protect the

interests of this city, cannot be questioned by any
intelligent person. Still, there is a general aversion

to the creation of such an auxilary in our municipal
affairs, for reasons well understood, and humiliat-
ing to our common humanity in character. Were
the objections founded upon the absence of neces-

sity, or impracticability of such an arrangement, a

second thought would not arise in reference thereto
;

but the fact that such opposition is based mainly
upon an almost universal mistrust in the honesty
of men—a mistrust sustaine<l by ten thousand facts

known to every well-informed mind—it gives rise to

feelings of regret that our enlightened and ad-

vanced civilization, while it teaches correctness,

purity, and worthiness in every sense, under its in-

fluence and beyond its teachings, rascalities in

every form have developed themselves to such an
extent that doubt and fear surround every sug-

gestion which proposes to confide great interests

into a few hands, when the possibilities of manipu-
lations and peculations appear.

Under this condition of things, the question nat-

urally arises, is there no|; a sufficient number of

honest, uprigfit, trustworthy men in San Francisco

to discharge faithfully and conscientiously the

duties implied by the term Board of Public Works?
We answer unhesitatingly, yes ; but as a rule, such

men pursue a quiet course of life, preferring the

pleasures of those pursuits which are free from the

many disagreeable suspicions and surroundings

which follow men who thrust themselves upou the

people through political intrigue and strong party

influence. —
It is because such positions have more generally

fallen into the hands of ojrrupt, unscrupulous poli-

ticians, who have used the opportunities opened up
by the office to perpetrate innumerable dishon-

esties, the reposal of confidence by the masses is

withheld. If the public were convin^ld that there

would be fair dealing^ and that frauds and plun-

derings of the public treasury would not be perpe-

trated, the objections to intrusting important works

to a few men would cease.

If such a board had heretofore existed, with a

continuance of powers up to the present time, San

Francisco would have been spared a greater part or

all the many scandals that have grown out of the

acts of the political party governed by incompe-

tents who have had control of the people's interest

.n that "sweet plum," the New City Hall.
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Cement, Pi.A8teh, Lime, etc.
Imports since our last : Per Marlborough, 2,700

bbU.
Total iraporta siaoe January Ist : 51,898 bbls

6,280 c«k8 Cement, 103,280 Firebrick, 2,500 bbls
, Plaster.

Receipts of California Lime since our last : 2,140
bblf. Total since January Ist, 1)5,728 bbls.
The Marlborough brought 2,700 c«ks of Portland

Cement. The quantity of Cement is quite large.
The reason of the heavy importation this year is
supposed to be an impression that there will be
heavy building operations next year and that the
market will be high. They are now buying while
it in low.
We quote Eastern Cement, Rosendalo, $2 25®

-li 50 ; other $2 12J ; Portland Ce»»ent, %\ 5005 25,
aa to quality and brand. Plaster—Eastern, %'i 25(^
3 5ai do Golden Gate, %'l 7503 00 ; Lime, Santa
Cruz and Sacramento, $—@1 50 ; Firebrick, |135<^
40—jobbing at $40@50 as to brand. California

i'";''iVritttM«ii

Brick—Hard, $10012; Soft, $7@8 ; Red, $OOiO.

Building Intelligence.

Still the gfood work goes on, and the cheerful sight
yi^ r\pvr bnildtninrp^Tn^ up in every direction, greets
-the eyes uf our citi/ena and mechanics. We have
received notices of improvements under way from
every part of the Stat« ; and right here we would
say, that our thanks will be the more cordially
given to our informants if they will be a little
more particular, and give us the names of owners,
contractors, and architects, as well as cost of the
different buildings which are brought under their
^bflervatiott. I^tiT g?Jt»- number of pfiiitr"n"ow Tie

Alterations of building on north side Pacific
street between Leavenworth and Hydfe. Owner,
W. Haley

; contractor, E. Whitoomb ; architect, T.'

J. Welsh. Copt, $1,421.
Alterations and repairing of house on Van Ness

avenue near Broadway. Owner, Father Crtllshan
;

architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractor, J. McCann.
Cost, $1,200.
One-story and brick basement on Leavenworth

street between Washington and Jackson. Owner,
R. Day

; architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractor. Smith
& Laherty. Cost, without brick foundation, $1,675.
Four-story frame dwelling with brick basement

on corner of Ootuvia and Haight streets. Owner,
J. Niyrhtingale

; contractor, J. O'Brien ; architect,
Bordwell. Cost, $ .

Stable on Kimball place, near comer Leaven-
worth and Sacramento streets. Owner, E. E. Eyre

;

architect, J. Marquis ; contractor^, 8. S. Emory.
Cost, $1.800. - ^^-^^ '

Additions to- resldHuoe xnr 'Sutter etreelrnear
Leavenworth. Owner, E. E. Eyre; architect, J.
Marquis: contractor, S. S. Emory. Cost, $2,800.
Two-story frame building and meat-market on

corner of 24th and Guerrero. Owner, Leib
;

architect, Bordwell ; contractor, A. Jackson.
Cost, $2,600.
One-story and basement cottage on Alabama

street between 25th and 26th. Owner, Krull ; con-
tractor, Kruger. Cost, $800.
Two-story frame dwelling on Bryant avenue be-

tween 25th and 26th streets. Owner, Mrs. Grother;
contractor, Thompson. Cost, %

irr'^'»»"~-j»4

r ^I > Mil. ^^

ng drawn in the offices of the different architects
n this city, we will be enabled next month to give
our readers a list of buildings that will do their
hearts good. We are threatened v\ ith one draw-
back, however, and that is a want of skillful car-
penters and masons. Not only does this city lack
the former, but Oakland and several of the interior
towns have the same complaint. We know of a
large-hotel proprietor who will delay buildiug just
on this account. He wants to build by day's work,
and seems afraid that wages will "go up" on
him. It will bo a good thing for every one, when
skilled labor demands the wages it justly deserves,
as most of our carpenters have not earned enough
in the past three years to keep their chests supplied
with the latest improvements in tools, let alone a
nice Sunday -suit, and plum-puddings with " slick-
ins " for their dinners.

«AN FHANCISCO.

Alterations and additions to the (irand Weatern
Market on Polk street, and running through from
BuHh to Austin. Owner, ('apt. Thos. G. Taylor

;

architects, Wolfe «& Son. Cost, about $3,000.
Day's work.

Two-story dwelling with brick basement in the
Willow District, near San Jose. Owner, Mr. M.
Simons ; architects, Wolfe & Son. Owner fur-
nishes materials. Labor by contract. Cost, about
$3,500.
Dwelling on Oak street west oFBucTianan.

Owner, Lambert ; architect, Jos. Gosling
;

contractor, T. J. Hamilton. Cost, $3,700.~" Alterations to building on Hyde street near
Pine, Owner, Charles Broad; contractor, T. J.
Hamilton. Cost, $1,500,

Alterations to house 1939 Clay street. Owner,
Mrs. Dr. Perrif; architect, Augustus Laver.
Day's work ; to cost about $500.
Two-story frame dwellinjf and basement on Va-

lencia near Hill street. Owner, G. Freidrich ;

:

Chinese Chapel, 19x30, on Laguna near Pine
street. Built by the Congregational Denomination

;

Rev. W. C. Pond, manager; Sheldon, contractor.
Cost, $75b.

irrrrTwo-story and basement frame building for
wagon and blacksmith shop, on Post street between
Jones and Leavenworth. Owner, Artfort

;

contractor^ Ehrman. Cost, $1,400.
Two-story and basement frame dwelling on Bry-

ant street, west of 3rd. Owner, M. Lynch ; builder,
M. Lynch. Day's work.
Two-story and basement frame building on Ritch

street, between Brannan and Townsend. Owner,
E. Quigley ; architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractors^
Smith & Laherty. Cost, $1,900.

One-story and basement frame dwelling on Treat
avenue between 24th and 25th streets. Owner, J.
Henne&*ey

; contractor, R. Doyle. Cost, ;|1,000.
' Alterations ^of brick dwelling into stores o?^
Geary street, between Dupont and Stockton. Owner,
David Hunter; day's work. Cost not determined!
Three story frame building in connection with

Saratoga Music Hall, 812 Geary street, between
Hyde and Larkin. Contractor, B. Dryer
Cost,

'

Stores, 12 and H, Sixth street, recently de-
stroyed by fire, have been repaired by contractor
B. F. Ellis, at a cost of about $500.
Two two-story double tenements on Minna

street, between Sixth and Seventh. Owner, John
Sullivan

; day's work.
Additional story and repairs to building, 733

Minna street, near Ninth. Owner, D. McDonald;
contractors, Terrill & Slaven. Cost,

Additions and alterations of building No. 1611
Stevenson street. Owner, J. Creamer; contractor, T.
J. Hamilton. Cost, about $2,400.
Twostory frame dwelling on Van Ness Avenue

near S. E. corner Bush. Architect, H. C. Maoy.
Owner, J. Baum ; contractor, F. Klatt. Cost.
$6,000.

Alterations and additions to house 1409 Leaven-
worth street

; day's work. Owner, John Wise.
Dwelling No. 1608 Larkin street, is being altered

and improved.
Brick foundation to house 1205 .Tones street;

Masons, Sandford & Lundborg ; day's work.
Dwelling on corner of 23rd and Mission. Owner,

L. Foge-; architect, W. Winterhalter ; builder, H,
Thorn Wohrden. Cost, about $4,000.

Addition to house on N. E. corner Stockton and
Post streets.

Additions and alterations to house on Bryant
street near Second.

OAKLAND.

Stores and dwellings on Central Avenue, corner
of 11th avenue, East Oakland. Own< r, Chas.
Jurken

; architects, Matthews & Son ; contractors
Hill & Dale. Cost about $8000. Left out of our

architect. H. D. Mitchell; contractojr^JL_iLJda- 1 last by mistake
xjrea^y. Cost, $3,500. -- Additions to house 366 East Fourteenth street,

East Oakland. Day's work.
Rebuilding of Galindo Hotel, on comer of gilh

and Franklin streets, Oakland. Contractor, Mc
Killican. Repairs will cost in the neitrhborhood of
$28,000. ^' --\ •- '-^=^

MKNIX) PARK.

A gi-eenhoast^ at the residence of J. C. Flood.
Architect, Augustus Laver; contracter, Chas. Acker-
son. Cost $1,200.-

ALAMEDA.
Two story and basement on Chestnut street,

near Santa Clara avenue. Owner, Convent of
Notre Dame ; architect, B. J. Clinch ; contractors.
Terrill & Slaven. Cost $10,000.

One story building on Park street, for store.
Owner, Bums. Cost $500.

Cottage dwelling on Rail Road avenue, near
Stanton. Owner, Mrs. Kirk; contractor, F. Bra-
vens. Cost about $800.
Two story frame on Willow street, near Bail

Road avenue. Owner, J. Ayer ; contractor. J. C
Stark. Cost $1,500.

' " .-^

—

irame building for grocery, on comer of Santa
Clara avenue and Bay streets ; contractor, Chas.
Barthman.
Dwelling on Pearl street. Owner, Thomas Bay-

zer. Cost about $5,000.
A barn is being erected by Mr. Noy at Bay

street station.

GENBHAL INFORMAllON.
There are a great many buildings in process ot_

erection all over the State. We are making arr:
rangements by which we will be enabled to give
our readers a complete synopsis of all improve-
ments in this line. At Hoaldsburg, Mr. R. Powell
is erecting a large two story barn by day's work.
Mr. Reynolds is putting a new building and re-
pairing an old one a few miles north of Healds-
burg, under the superintendence of A. Blackinton.
A new stable to take place of one recently destroyed
by fire, is being erected for Mr. Cummings, at
sa^ne town.
A Catholic Church u in prooMn of erection at

Colusa.
-—

^

Large warehouse at Watsonville is almost com-
pleted .

Several buildings are going up in and near San^
Rafael.

Starr & Co. have been building large warehouse
at Vail*^©.— -. ^^^ -

Stockton, Marysville, Sacramento, San Jose, Los
Angtdes, &o., report increased activity in building
line, and all predict a good Fall and Winter trade.

THE 7ERY LATEST INVENTION

IMPROVEMENT IN

GRATES.
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Cflokini aM Parlor fflantel Urates
Are the very Best yet brought out.

A« a HEAT PROOmwo and C'OAE. SAT-
IHrO Orate It has no equal.

Its great advantage* are readily seen and admitted by all andmay be stated briefly as follow*: It is a w«ll known fact 'that
in ffrates of ordinary construction it is found impt»88ible to keep
tlie/u<?/ at the farther Rides of the grate in a good state of com-
buttion, anJ that tlie fire is always brightest an^l best at its
center; also, that it is a common practice to put in bricks at the
ends of tlie Orate so as to confine the fuel more to the center
for reasons slated. With this Improved Grate all these ob^
jectlons are overcome. The peculiar shape of its sides and
bottom directs the/«</ from all sidcN to the center ss the fire
settles down, and no co/d air is allowed to enier and obstruct
at the endi or udes. Another most important advantage of our
Orate is, the combined shake and dump basket, with coneare
bottom, which clears the draught at once, while the coal is un-
disturbed. By this arrangement at least one-third more heat to
obtained, with less fuel, and no waste whatever of coal.
The Cooking attachment \i a great noveJty of itself, and can

be used with perfect impunity in any room m the house, as all
gas and smoke is carried up the chimney^ It needs no com-
ment—its merits are seen at a glance.
The Orates aio highly recommended by all the leading Archi

tects of San Francisco, and are meeting with ready sale.
All orders or letters of Inquiry to be addressed to

TKC:»«I.KR MTAMUFACTITRIVO 470.

8'i t Suntronttt Street.

WLmmm architectural publishing co.

JAMES E. "WOLFE, Editor and Manager,

240 MONTGOMBBY STBEKT.

- Q-EG. H. WOLFE. Business Manager.

Sent to any part of the U. S., postage paid, a/ $2.00

per annum
^ "with extra cost ofpostage when

\ •__ sent to Foreign Countries.
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The unceasing effort of Evkbt Jotibnal, Newapapeb, and Publication Ibbued for subscription patronage, is to secure

INCREASE OT^ CIRCULi^TION.
In harmony with this recognized correct and proper custom, as by all in some form practiced, the management of

this Journal propose to offer such CLUB RATE inducements as will ' -y^..-^ . — ^.-- —

.

^_ ^ — ^

COMPENSATE EVERY PRESENT SUBSCRIBER
for time spent in securing additional names to our Subscription List. We want, by the commencement of our Second
Volume, in January, 1881.

NOT LESS THAN TEN THOUSAND CASH SUBSCRIBERS.
With this accomplished, the ftrst number of Volume No, 2 will introduce a Journal which, in positive merit and

beauty, Shall justify and deserve the highest approbation, and be, in fact, A CREDIT TO SAN FKANCI800, as the
place of its publication. We therefore appeal to

—THE CITIZENS OF SAN FRANCISCO AND THE ENTIRE PACIFIC COAST,

'-^ "*' xt^Btered at th? Post Office at San Francisco, Cal.,
as second-class matter.

Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all
parties, whose interests are represented or involved in its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted t«j please those who love channels of pmre thought, and
moral training. The higher, better, and exactly truthful in
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-
pure influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its statements of price-lists, etc., etc., will be
obtamed from the most reliable sources, never bending to

- serve the special interests of any person or persons, but
\ giving true and correct reports^ for the information of all

y its readers. Its improvement in every department will re-
: ceive constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
' With the very best of its kind now published. The special
= character of matters generally in this city and State may

cause departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications in cities where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management; and any reference made in its columns to
established or inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or a^p other— will be upon the grounds

_ of merit in the thing noticed, wiihotU any design or intent to
" PUIT "

; t. «., •• praise vnth exaggeration."

and to our friends and well-wishers east of the Rocky Mountains, to assist by their subscriptions and personal influence
in the permanent establishment of the FIRST AND ONLY ARCHITECTURAL JOURNAL ever published west of the
great natural ridge which, to a certain extent, segregates California from the commonwealth of Stales.

Industrious and competent canvassers will be able to Eirn from $3 to $0, Qt mQrft»_j?er day.
Rate Ocular.

Send for Club

The Future of this Journal.

ADTERTISiaO mULTKB.

On outside of front cover, and page following Build-
ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 50

Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read-
ing matter, per square, each insert ion 125

On other inside pages, per square, each insertipn .... 1 00
^ 4

With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-
isements continued for six or 12 months.

A Card from Architects.

Believing a well and ably conducted jonmal,
devoted to Architectural, ''°chanical, Sanitary,
Scientific, and other kin^ . matters and subjects,
to be a necessity ^'^ ^is city, the California
AKcniT^ECT AN' ^iLDiNG REVIEW, published by
the San Fr .hX) Architectural Publishing Com-
pany supplies a long-existing want on this coast.
JVe therefore pledge our cordial sympathies person-
ally, and hope that the enterprise will receive kindly
recognition and liberal support from all Architects
and Builders on the Pacific Coast^ and from the
public generally.

David Farquharson,
Wright & Sanders,
S. H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HUERNE,
John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
Theo. a. EiSEif,

John A. Remer.

B. McDouGAL AND Son,
Wm. Mooser,
Wm. CURLEIT,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
w. c. hoagland,
S. & J. C. Newsom, ,__
B. Henrickson. —'^
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We trust that our kind patrons and readers will
pardon what may appear to them as frequent refer-

ence to this journal. The object of such repeated
reference is to attract the attention and enlist the
sympathy and support necessary to enlarged success

in the future. We have done well in matters known
and understood only by ourselves, but the well-
doing most earnestly desired is that which reached
far beyond our personal gratification, and encom-
ptasses us with that approbation and commendation
which attends those who render service worthy of
appreciation.

The fact that this journal is approaching the end
of its first volume—or, more properly, it.s second, as

the four quarterly issues of 1879 in fact constituted

the first volume—it is necessary that we remind our
patrons of six facts :

~
First, That their subscriptions will terminate with

the December number.
Second. That renewal of subscription before the

first of January for the year 1881 is most respect-

fully requested.

Third. That we contemplate and promise large

improvements in volume No. 2, and feel encouraged
thereto by the liberal subscription and advertising

patronage extended during the year now nearly ended
Fourth. The expenses of publishing a journal

such as we have produced have been large, and will

be greatly increased by the improvements contem-
plated, which fact will render it necessary to make
the FUTURE 8UBSCUIl»TION PRICE $2 PER ANNUM.

Fifth. That it is rulable, and to us necessary, that

all subscriptions should be paid in advance. It is

only necessary that one should enjoy a little practi-

cal experience in the publication line to establish

the fact of the fairness and propriety of this almost

universal custom of payment. And as we expect

to expend nearly the entire receipts of this journal

in its improvement during the coming year, we
trust that all our friends will cheerfully pay their

subscriptions promptly, on or before the first of

January, 1881.

Subscribers will please send their names and ad-

dress, plainly written, by postal or letter, or other-

wise, as convenience may offer. Send the $2 sub-

scription by postal money ojder, direct to this office.

Some one has said, what thousands have ob-

served, that there is nothing keeps longer than a
middling fortune, and nothing melts away sooner

than a great one. Poverty treads upon the heels

of great and unexpected riches.

A Board of Public Works.

That such a board, composed of honest, capable,

and practical men, would subserve and protect the

interests of this city, cannot be questioned by any
intelligent person. Still, there is a general aversion
to the creation of such an auxilary in our municipal
affairs, for reasons well understood, and humiliat-
ing to our common humanity in character. Were
the objections founded upou the absence of neces-

sity, or impracticability of such an arrangement, a
second thought would not arise in reference thereto

;

but the fact that such opposition is based mainly
upon an almost universal mistrust in the honesty
of men—a mistrust sustained by ten thousand facts

known to every well-informed mind—it gives rise to

feelings of regret that our enliifhtened and ad-

vanced civilization, while it teaches correctness,

purity, and worthiness in every sense, under its in-

fluence and beyond its teachings, rascalities in

every form have developed tjieraselvos to such an
extent that doubt and fear surround every sug-

gestion which proposes to confide great interests

into a few hands, when the possibilities of manipu-
lationsand peculations appear.

Under this condition of things, the question nat-

urally arises, is there not a sufficient number of

honest, uprigfit, trustworthy men in San Francisco

to discharge faithfully and conscientiously the

duties implied by the term Board of Public Works ?

We answer unhesitatingly, yes ; but as a rule, such
men pursue a quiet course of life, preferring the

pleasures of those pursuits which are free from the

many disagreeable suspicions and surroundings
which follow men who thrust themselves upou the

people through political intrigue and strong party

influence.

It is because such positions have more generally"

fallen into the hands of o jrrupt, unscrupulous poli-

ticians, who have u.sed the opportunities opened up
by the office to perpetrate innumerable dishon-

esties, the reposal of confidence by the masses is

withheld. If the public were convinced that there

would be fair dealing, and that frauds and plun-

deringa of the public treasury would not be perpe-

trated, the objections to intrusting important works

to a few men would cease.

If such a board had heretofore existed, with a

continuance of powers up to the present time, San
Francisco would have been spared a greater part or

all the many scandals that have grown out of the

acts of the political party governed by incompe-

tents who have had c-ontrol of the people's interest

-n that •• sweet plum," the New City Hall.
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However Htrong the objectioiiH may be to a Board
of Public WorkH, the people have gaiued nothin>^

by intrustiug the matter to the handn of men, who
. beiii^, not " n Board of rublic Works " by official

debiguation, yet 80 in fact, an far as the City Hall
is eoncenied, have managid affairH after their own
liking and the dietutes of thone whoHe winhes they
-have been compelled, either from force or policy,

to respect. That a great deal of money haH been
and iH being expended unneceHHarily in connection

with the building in qucNtiou, and largely bo

through the incompetence of a majority of the City
Hall Connni.sMioiipra, docH not admit of a doubt.

The present aV /ac/o Board of City Hall Public
Works will illustrate the grounds of opposition to a

regularly authori/^od and emj)owered Board.

Architects are Often " Beaten " and Flans
-' Secured TVithout Cost.

~

As the reprcfjentative journal of the profeppion on

i"^ _:thi8 coast, it is ri»;ht and pro jx?r that we should
notice and reprove wron«i8 of every nature appear-
ing in connection with the planning and erection of

'

'' ' buildings ; and iii'doing so, we shall seek to avoid

^^~^b 11 statements, arguments, and reasoning!*, which
-c<in poMsibly be construed as speeiHl pleadings,

designattd to unfairly defend or tjpbold architects

in any practice, rules, or acts, not in conformity
,^ith every reasonable principle of right and
correctness.

We have repeatedly presented good advice to

owners, cautioning them against the too common
error of employing as architects, parties in no right

sense (jualiiied to perform anhitectural duties, and
urged discrimination in this particular, and also

in reference to letting contracts to irresponsible and
incompetent contractors ; and making the matter
of an apparent saving of 5 or 10 per cent, on cost

produced by him, whether made of metal, wood or

other materials, or the less tangible and material

product of mind and brain ; and those who secure

either for their own uses and purposes, without

fair and proper compensation to the producing
party, are defenseless under any rule of equity or

honest dealings.

Not unfrequentlysueh owners express satisfaction

at their succchS—their *' smartness I"—in managing
to " get ideas " from architects and builders, and
by ** copying from other buildings " sufficient for

their purposes. If the practice alluded to was set

up and recognized as a right rule in all classes of

professional and business pursuits, it would re<iuire

but a short period of time to divert all present con-

ceived legitimate opperations into systems of filch-

ing, advantage-taking, and every mean, and un-

worthy, and selfii-h resort, which presented the

possibility of gain, or personal profit or advantage.

-^Plan stealing" may not be legal dishonesty.

but its legal destitution fails to remove the moral

irregularity, or create a virtue in those who prefer

to secure by stealth, that which honorable and
right-minded owners obtain in a regular business

way, by the payment of money.
In subsequent issues of this journal^, we shall

again refer to the subject-matter of this article in

unmistakably plain terms, as it furnishes good

grounds for complaint upon the part of arehiteet«,

and is so condemnable in every business sense, that

it should be severely rebuked, particularly in view of

the fact that people of considerable means, and some
who possess large wealth, pursue the course com-

plained of
;
preferring to obtain plans by unscrupu-

lous means rather than engage and pay an architect

for his services.

The Critical Period Passed.

of building, the chief and controlling aim and
object.

'-^^ But our purpose in this article, is to refer to the

.—Veiy questionable means and measures adopted by
a certain class, of owners of real estate, to secure

plans for buildings contemplated by them, without
cost to themselves. We use the term questionable^

as a modification of those more expressive, yet fully

justified by facts', within the experience of every
competent architect of any considerable practice.

The business values of arthitects consist far

less in material things which may be handled and
^^^^^otected by locks, bars, and bolts, than in matured

eoneeptious, and mind products, which when
delineated by i>encil, pen and paper, or more fully

by me<hanical constiuction, aie no less the rightful

posses-sion of him who by mind and hand labor pro-

duces them in tangible form, than they were prior

to delineation on paper. Nor does the erection of

a building under and in conformity with plans so
' produced, lessen the producer's rightful ownership

therein, nor render his productions common property

for general or special u.se, beyond the purposes of

— their creation. In this defensible view of the case,

'we think that we are fully justified in condemning
and rebuking a too general practice existing among
certain classes of owners of real estate, who use

_ every possible means to obtain the benejits and
advantages of architectural skill an(l knowledge,

without cost to themselves.

To accomplish this, schemes, measures and de-

Tices are resorted to, to secure as nearly as possible
'. * .the duplicate of plans of buildings produced by

some competent architects, without paying for

them, and in this sense cheating and wronging
.' those whose professional skill may have matured

"^ plans BO desirable as to excite the admiration and
~ appreciation of such persons, who from motives of

^- meanness, ignorance of what is right between man
-^^^^^'and man, or positive dishonesty of purpose, prefer

to filch and abstract -from resources to which they
are in no way entitled, the advantages and benefits

which fair-dealing and right-minded owners obtain
egitimately, by the proper payment of money.
It is unnecessary at present to recite the numer-

ous ignoble and mean methods adopted by this class

of persons, to "beat architects." Suffice it to re-

peat, that plans originated and produced by an

-TTT- architect, are his rightful values, and to which no
t^ one has the right of use or application without the

consent of him who creates the value, any more
than one neighbor possesses the right to appropriate

to his use the property or values of another. Every
man, in fairness and justice, is entitled to the enjoy-

ment of all the advantages contained in things

Whatever of doiibtTnay have been entertained in

the past in reference to the continuance and perma-

nency of this journal, cannot be reasonably con-

tinued, as it has passed the most difficult and

critical period of its existence known in journal-

ism— that of making itself acceptable, and securing

the generous support and favor of its patrons, and

meeting and overcoming the excessive expenses and
difficulties of the first year's publication. Having
surmounted these, and standing approved by all

who have spoken of us, so far as known to us, our

dfenfidence in future success is greatly enlarged

and increased, and our kind friends should abandon

any doubt and fear in reference to the years to

come. For we again repeat, that while life is con-

tinued to the present management, the Cai.ifok-

NiA Ahchiteci' and Buildino Review will exist

and prosper, maturing and increasing in interest

and instruction with each succeeding year; and

when, by the inevitable that awaits us all, its edi-

torial pen shall pass toother hands, we hope to leave

it as one of the successful works of our old age, to

be perpetuated after we shall have gone to rest

—

with enlarged success for generations to come.

Help us, then, kind friends, by a prompt re-

newal of subscription, and, as far as it may be in

the power of each, obtain for us new subscribers,

until we shall enroll a sufficient number to justify

the devotion of our entire time and energies to the

work of its publication. This will be when we re-

ceive the names of TEN thousand cash subscri^-

EKS.

Filled-in Lots.

Purchasers of real estate, those who "want to

buy a lot for the purpose of erecting a homestead,"

often make a great mistake in their selections. By
this we mean to aay, that the far greater number of

purchasers select and buy building lots which are

" at the grade," with a ** nice even surface," with-

out a single thought in reference to the base of the

lot, or the extent or character of '* fiUing-in" that

may have been done.

In a large number of instances, unfilled lots have

been offered for sale in subdivisions, and remained

unsold for years, for no other reason than that their

surfaces were as nature made them, and in exactly

the proper condition to commence the erection of

buildings, by placing the foundation up )n or in

the permanent, original formation ; to secure

which is worth far more than all the cost of after

filling-in, in the erection of buildings where solidity

and absence of settling is at all important. And
those who discard unfilled for "nicely graded "

lot*, and commence the foundation of their struct-

ures uptm filled-in material, are more than "penny-
wise and pound -fool ish ;" for it is a fact inevitable

in all such casts, that settling will occur, varied in

extent and effects only by the depth of the filling,

the character of the material used, and the length
of time elapsing between the filling and use of the

lot. .

This may be relied upon as correct : that there

are portions of the City of San Francisco, which
were filled -in twenty-five years ago, with rock,

clay, sand, etc., such as constituted the top and
sides of " California Street Hill," which, after a
(jiuirter century's settling, do not now furnish re-

liable foundation beds. In the localities alluded to,

the filling continues to yield to the weight of build-

ings erected theteon, and solidity cannot be ob-

tained ; nor is it likely that the process of solidify-

ing will complete itself^within twenty-five years to

come. This is particularly the case in every in-

stance where lots are filled with soft rock, clay,

>»oil, etc., without^ atty rogaFd te ^W^rtginal betl,

witVi increased settling where the filling-in is upon
a mud or soft base. Sand fillings pack much more
speedily, but even this material requires the rains

of many winters to produce perfect solidity, and—
those who suppose that a year or two is a sufficient—

length of time to perfects Settling which will in-

sure permanency of foundation, labor under a great

error of judgment^ If however, the fiUing-iu is

of equal depth at all parts, the erection of build-

ings may be ventun d upon wiih comparative safety,

as in that case the eie.ttliug will be ^kjuuI and uni-

—

form. But where one end or side is filled two, three,

or ten feet, and the other parts five, twelve, or

twenty feet, it cannot prove otherwise than in-

jurious to any construction erected thereon, by
equal settling. A partial remedy for this, however,
exists in water tamping. "Where buildings are

erected on any other than the natural rock, clay,

sand or gravel formations, a copious introduction

of water into the foundation trenches, will assist

greatly in packing, and the more water used with^

in the bounds of reason the better, as far as solidity

is concerned.
'* Building on the sand " used to be considered

the climax of folly, but in San Francisco it is fully

demonstrated that the natural formations of sand
are unexcelled by any other, and that buildings

of any magnitude may be with safety erected

upon the natural sand formations.

«*By Day's Labor.*'

There is perhaps a lea* comparative proportion of

work done " by the day " in San Francisco than in

aay ot her city. The *
' day's-work jobs

'

' are limited
in number, and only in exceptional cases are they
of any considerable extent or cost. The reasons
why this state of things exist are numerous, and
their recital in elucidation of the many facts in-

volved would fill hundreds of pages of this journal.
There are two sides to the main question, each pro-
lific in argument, tending to illustrate that selfish-

ness, avarice, cupidity, covetousness, and their
kindred inspirations, control the acts of men in in-

numerable instances.

The more fatally forcible argument is against the
operating classes, who apparently fail to compre-
hend or realize the error so often committed on
their part, in seeking to protract and make the
most of work intrusted to them under the day's-
work system, either by excessive charges for, mate-
rial furnished, or tardiness, amounting to what is

understood by the term "loafing," i, e.^ killing
time, and idling away the time, so as to prolong
the work in hand and extend its duration.
The mischievous fact of the matter, as far as the

working classes are concerned, is in the creation of
a general sentiment and belief, that workingmen
cannot be trusted—that work done by the day costs
very much more than a right and proper price, and
exceasively more than if done by contract. Conse-
quently, this conclusion has become general, if not
universal—that safety from excessive charges and
wasteful cost in the execution of all classes of work
can only be secured under contract arrangements.
This state of things induces a feeling of distrust,

and creates antagonism between employei-s and em-
ployees, .X)ften amounting to " real ugliness."
Tricks and deceptions are imagined on the one
hand, even where not in practice ; and on the other
hand, resorted to in fact in many cases, because
the underlying principles are defective. The at

1
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tempt to use advantages wrongfully often work to
the disadvantage of those making the attempt,
and operatives generally have lessened their oppor-
tunities and reputations by " piling on " too much,
and instead of being content with legitimate and
fair profits, and working as steadily and faithfully
on day's-work jobs as when restricted by contracts,
have created prejudices against " day's work," and
enforced the contract rule.

If the contract system was preferred for reasons
alike honorable to all concerned, there could bo no
objection to its adoption ; but from the fact that it is
more the outcome of irregularities practiced and
suffered, than from necessity or preference, it
amounts to a partial, if not conclusive presump-
tion, that under contract forms of operation, cer-
^in protections are afforded to the paying party,
which are not a-ssured by the " day's-work " rule

;

and the fact that protection is sought, argues the ex-
^tencflLolajKj
as protection is wholly unnecessary in the absence
of danger

; and this feeling or sentiment of dis-
trust and fear of overcharges and excessive cost,
influences many to adopt the contract system, who,
if confident that th.^y would be honestly and
squarely dealt by, would prefer to have their work
done under the "day's-work" regulation. This
adverse sentiment to day's labor bears severely
upon many good and honest men, who would exer-
cise as great diligence and integrity in the execu-
tion of work by ' the day" as though bound by
contract obligations. There are many such, but
the more general experience creates the rule by
which such matters. are judged; and by this rule
^^ J"<^ginent, the conclusion is almost universal,
that proper econo-mles and fair dealing cannot be
secured where work is permitted to be done with-
out contract restraints and limits.

It is to be regretted that this conclusion is too
well sustained by the practice of a considerable
number, if not a majority, of those who have been
intrusted in good faith with the execution of works
of various kinds, upon the presumed integrity of
the operating parties. Many—influenced by one, or
either, or all the evil inspirations mentioned in the
preceding portion of this article — overstep all
bounds of consistency and fairness, and frequently,
for no other reason than manifest excess in charges,
are compelled to modify their demands.

All this is greatly to be regretted, as it works
to the disadvantage of the working classes, and
justly so — only so far as right and honest princi-
ples and rules of trade are violated and questionable
methods adopted to draw from paying parties more
than a true and right value for the work performed
and materials used.
By the "stringing it out " and " piling on"

process, men may sometimes secure large pay and
profit for the time being, but every such occur-
rence works to the after-disadvantage of the party
who enjoys (!) such temporary profitable results;
and however much or little justified, as far as
other nien are concerned, those who suffer by wrong
acts— it matters not by whom committed— nat-
urally withhold confidence in others, and prejudge
the virtue of the masses, by the experiences en-
countered in one or more individual cases.

her real ortrrmgiuar)' ,-b5rconc^atlng TKe-ra ^ehmd other names, such as t ri

den breaking out in the "very heart of the city,
and among the better classes ; " but to present this
other fact, the ravages imposed upon human life
through the agencies of sewer-gases. The presence
of small-pox, cholera, etc., is dreaded and creates
alarm wherever and wherever they appear, because
of their fearful and fatal character ; but their co-
equal in the destruction of life passes as a rule
with no more than incidental attention, although
its work of disease and death is ceaseless and wide-
extended. Some reasonably fair estimates of deaths
occurring from ordinary or conspicuous diseases,
may be reached, but no reliable data is available as
to the number—perhaps hundreds of thousands
yearly—who pass away through the agency of
sewer-gases. The fact that diseases emanating
from sewer-gases assume no specific or absolutely
special character clearly defining their origin, ob-
scures the real cause of disease in thousands of cases.

Correct Plans a Neceaoity.

The value of desirable real estate is often ma-
terially compromised by the erection of unsuitable,
poorly planned, and injudiciously designed and ar^
ranged buildings. There is such a thing as incum"
bering a building lot, by the expenditure of money
in the construction of intended and so-called, im-
provements. A gentleman once remarked to us in
referring to a case of this character :

" There ought
to be a law which would hold an;hitects responsible
for damages, where the matter of planning is left
to their judgment, and ihey produce, and through
<!onfidence in the correctness of their judgment
and knowledge, owners are led to accept and pay
for the erection of det.cfivety arranged buildingsA

diphtheria, pneumonia, malarial, and other fevers of
various types and names, all of which are the chan-
nels through which sewer-poisons play upon human
life and health. — _ _

But with all the facta 4ltat m^
. J , there
18 but little hope that the public mind will become
enthused upon this subject, 4n any reasonably
proper degree. It is one of the strange things in
life, that men learn to live in the midst of known
dangers, without any concern in reference to con-
sequences

; and allow themselves to disregard con-
ditions of the most serious character, virtually
tempting or defying tlie naturalAnd divine lawa
concerning life and health in mankind.

^^
The Troy Press furnishes the following item :

" Governor Cornell's serious illneas was contracted
at the executive mansion in Albany. Sewer-gas
escaping through imi>erfect joints brought on
malarial fever, and the Governor was for some days
near to death's door. His home is expensive, and
the State yearly appropriates considerable money
for its repair. When sewer-gas can impregnate the
atmosphere in the executive mansion and sicken the
Chief Magistrate of the State, it is no wonder that
in houses less carefully watched, and less expen-
sively managed, it can find thousands of its
victims."

Still the masses are tardy in recognizing the im-
portance and magnitude of these facts, and owners
manifest fttr too limited concern in the matter of
sewerage, being more anxious to save a few dollars
in cost and expenditures, than by reasonably liberal
outlay to secure perfect sewer-work through the
practical skill of men who possess the mechanical
knowledge and moral integrity to perform their
work faithfully and honestly. We again state, as
a fact, that not twenty percent, of the side sewers
in this cityjare properly laid, with perfectly air-
tight joints, and therefore but partially fulfill the
purposes of their insertion.

A law of this kind would meet the views and
wishes of all competent and (jualified architects,
for three reasons : first, they wouldrun butlittla
risk under such legal enactment and responsibili^
ties. Secondly, it would compel the spoilers of
good property to retire from the profession, and re-
lieve it of some of the reflections at present rest-
ing upon it, through the incompetency of some
pretenders—Architects !—who are incapable of com-
pleting aproximately correct plan, or of specify-
ing intelligently the abortions produced by them

;

or if their suooeas in paper spoiling culminates in
actual construction, their knowledge of good or
bad workmanship is such, that consummate botchery
passes with them as skillful workmanship; and
thirdly, such a law would protect the interest of
owners, by saving them from mistaken engage-
ments with cheap inferior parties, even if it enforces
the payznant of fair and legitimate, -'^ihmiivaorm^
to qualified men.
Every architect in the country jg indirectly in-
stedT

'^
'^ ^"^

'

t tif;l!

Sewer-gas—Small-pox.

Small-pox being a notable and loathsome disease,
makes its presence unmistakably known and
dreaded, wherever it exists ; and millions of the
human race in all parts of the world, have fallen
victims to its ravages. It might be presumed upon
general principles, that San Francisco, with its
pure and invigorating atmosphere and climate, and
natural advantages generally, would be exempt
from more than special cases, never amounting to
an absolute or approximate epidemic. But present
and past facts and experiencegi emphatically con-
trovert all theories which claim for this city
natural exemption from the visitation of this
dreaded disease. Or if such theory is sustained by
actual facts, aside from causes interposed by the
presence, acts, and habits of the inhabitants of the
city, then the existence and spread of the disease
must be attributable to the people themselves, and
not to naturally existing causes of climate, location,
eto.

But our purpose in this article is nof to discuss
the question of small-pox as an infectious disease,
or to seek a solution of sources, or causes for its sud-

Our Thanks.

It would be ingratitude on our part, not to ac-
knowledge the numerous courtesies and flattering
congratulations received during the present year.
We have either been exceptionally successful in
meeting the expectations and views of our patrons,
and the favor of journalistic brethren, or greater
consideration has been extended than is common
in journalistic pursuits ; for we have received no
other than kind and encouraging expressions and
editorial notices of the most pleasing character.
Not the least satisfactory is the fact that many of
our original articles have been copied into a large
number of American and some English journals,
the greater number giving us due credit for our
matter, while some few have practised plagiarism
upon us, not only copying without credit, but re-

fusing to correct their oversight or design,
\ !) after

their attention has been directed thereto.

We are pleased at our success thus far, and look-
ing hopefully forward to the future, trust that our
after-work in journalism will not only justify a
continuance of past favors, but stimulate still

greater commendations on every hand. To secure
this, we shall most earnestly strive—not by striv-

ing for the thing desired, but by so shaping our
course in right directions that the result wished for
will be a natural sequence.

^^Subscription price of this journal for 1881
will be $2.00 in advance.

lerested in the productions and acts of all others in
the profession

; for a mistake or willful error per-
petrated by an architect, by whi6h the owner feels
aggrieved and injured, reflects more or less unfavor-
ably upon all others in the profession. For an in*
telligent owner who suffers wrong by a party claim-
ing to be a (qualified architect, is very apt to pre-
judge all others by the standard of his experiences
with those with whom he may have had contact.
Such prejudgments are by no means fair nor just
but it must be admitted that they are the natural
result of disappointed confidence. Men who have
been kicked by a jackass, are very apt to give wide
berth to the heels of all other long-eared animals,
feeling that there is danger in the hind hoofs of
every member of the braying family. It is a well-
understood fact, that all professions and callings in
a general sense sitffer from the wrong acts of indi-
vidual members. A few notorious preachers, pro-
feasedly in harmony with the doctrines and tenets
of their respective denominations, have " hardened
the hearts of thousands of sinners, "who, improperly
we admit, denounce all teachers of divine things
as hypocrites and demagogues. And the same rule
holds good in reference to professional men of all
classes.

These thoughts suggest the necessity for suehl
established rules and statutory enactments as wil
correct the common errors which to too great an exe
tent prevail in professional relationship. Tha
workingman who fails to perform his duties as y
worker for daily wages may be discharged at an
moment, with no greater loss to the paying partyi
than the amount of wages paid for insufficient ser-

vices ; but in the matter of plans—by the time an
owner discovers the error which may hare been
made, large expenditures may have been incurred,
and the circumstances and conditions may be such,
that remedy may be impossible, except at the-
sacrifice of all that may have been done.
Hence the folly of owners intrusting their

interests to men whose recommendations reach no
farther than personal friendship, or the artful em-
bellishments of sophistry—a qualification at the
command of almost every man who succeeds more
by his wits and showy pretenses, than by his sub-
stantial qualifications.

I
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Belgian Sand for Making Glass —It has been
suggested that German vessels, or rather vessels
from German ports coming here in ballast oould
bring Belgian sand—the best in the world for glass

making—as ballast, and not only make a little on
inward freight, but help to improve the glass

manufacture on this coast by supplying what is

claimed to be the best sand in the world.
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Hovr Architects are Misused.

I

•ii'
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Several months since, a party came to this oflBce,

assurainj^ to^ be an influential attomey-at-law, re-

siding at M , S Co., and ordered plans and

Bpecifications for a fine residence. Said plans were

made under Ais speciul and personal direction,

^"whlch when completed were handed to him, with-

out any question as to bin integrity, or any demand

for payment upon delivery—a projier ru/f where

plans and sptxdfications without superintendence

are ordered. Additional to these, full details were

ordered, prepared, and forwarded to M ,
ac-

companied by a bill for services. But the Aonesf

lawyer, who previous to his studying law in this

^try7 waa a common hand or sailor on "coasting

vessels," refused and continues to refuse to pay

There are Errors on Both Sides "Which Need
Correcting.

=-^hecauHe his avarice i)rompted him to direct and

—^supm'ise the preparation of plans for a building

4;ix52 ft. 6in., with 10-ft. verandah on front and two

_ sides, and a cupola on roof, with deck railings, etc.,

brick foundation and two-story ell in section, all

^ very complete, and large enough for a country ho-

tel, and much enlarged on " preliminary sketches,"

but which he found upon submitting for bids,

could not be erected for less than $10,000 instead

i^;=^ of the insufficient sura desired by him—$7,000.

Although he stated that "he did not want to spend

_^ more than $7,000, and would not,'' he paid no at-

—

~

tention to our reply in reference to cost of build-

ing—"that we did not know what could be done
-^=?- at M , but such a building could not be erected

—z-
in this ctty for the snm named "—he continued to

add to the cost in various ways, and carried the

plans and specifications away, entirely satisfi^

with them. His often-repeated remark was, that

he wanted a " nice house "—rather better than any
^ heretofore erected in M . And because he jjras

unable to find any one silly enough to undertake
^^ its erection at his own cx)nceived, but to us unap-

proved price, his sense of fairness is to refuse.. pay-

—— ment for the plans.

Such cases as this occasionally occur, and archi-

-=—= tects are asked or forced to lose their time, skill,

expense, and labor, or "go to law," because men
with no fair or right sense of building costs and

values expect to obtain homesteads for sixty per

E" cent, of their real value. Honesty hath many
^ forms, but with all its virtues, is often made to

^^::z_ blush by the hideous distortions enforced by men
.^ who are prompt and loud in its proclamation, but

not in its practice. It frequently occurs that own-
ers, upon ordering plans, fix the amount intended

to be expended, but unless an architect by special

' agreement binds himself to produce plans which

. will not exceed the owner's designation, he is under

no pretense of law or reason in duty bound to sac-

==^ rifice his labor and expenses. It is but seldom the

case that owners name a sum sufficient to cover the

value of the building devised, and to say that an
^ architect shall receive no pay for his services, be-

^'^°'
cause an owner expects too much for the money—— proposed to be expended, is too gross an absurdity

~r~ to tuimit of argument. It would require the magic
powers of Hector's gods to carry out the wishes of

some owners upon the financial basis proposed by

them. There is reason ip. all things, even in pre-

paring plans and erecting buildings.

The Antiquity of Labor.

Whatever of prehistoric obscurity and mystery
may surround " the beginning" of certain nations,

tribes, orders, customs, philosophies, traditions, etc.,

the light is clear in reference to the origin of the

_**_working clas-ses." Accepting the Sacred Record
as our guide, we learn that Adam and Eve were
the first to discover the necessity for and to devise a

means which would provide them a covering for

their nakedness. Consequently, the first labor per-

formed by human hands was in the Garden of Eden,
by the progenitors of the family of mankind, in

the manufacture of fig-leaf garments. However
insignificant and crude this first effort at dressmak-

ing and tailoring may have been, it nevertheless re-

mains the initial operaticm of all labor. And from
then until now, with multiplied necessities occur-

ring and increasing with the rising and setting of

each day's sun, the sons of men, either from choice

or necessity, have, at least in all civilized lands,

accepted the situation, but changed the original

Adamic order of things, until the metallic products

of earth are transformed into inanimate workers,

and made to do servioe in connection with every
]

department of laborf^^^^^^ "
.. '

In a number of articles, from time to time ap-

pearing in this journal, allusion has been made to

some of the unpleasant features existing in connec-

tion with the architectural profession, and the

course pursued by a larfee portion of the property

owners, in the erection of buildings in this city.

We have made two issues : first, that the profession

is, in a large degree, demoralized and dishonored by

men engaging in its practice, who are in no right

sense qualified to perform its high and honorable

responsibilities—men who are mere skirmishers upon

the outskirts of the vast field of thought, where

right conceptions fructify and produce right under:?

standings, and a proper and full knowledge of the

diversified and difficult, yet harmonious and beauti-

ful principles, theories, and practices of architect-

ure can be obtained.

Secondly, the too common desire of owners to

pay as little as possible for architectural services.

The man who proposes to perform them for the

least amount of compensation is looked upon with

favor, and the apparent saving removes all doubt

and question in regard to competency and trust-

worthiness ; or, if a doubt exists, the desire to les-

sen expenses induces the taking of chances, and just

as it should and naturally will be in a large majority

of such cases, the economists pay dearly for their

injudicious practice of the rule. Men are reproached

and laughed at who ** dabble In stocks " and lose.

Yet there are a great many games of chance ven-

tured upon in ordinary business pursuits, and in

the erection of buildings, which are inspired by the

same spirit whi^-h-impels to gambling in its more

notorious and less respectable forms ; and one of

these forms preseivts itself in the subject-matter un-

der review, which, in its nature and effect upon an

honorable profession, renders it a proper subject for

discussion in our columns. We shall, therefore,

from time to time, pursue this subject at length,

and present facts which must be £^v.epted by every

fair-minded person ; with scarcely the hope how-

ever, that we may to some extent be able to induce

a more correct sentiment in this connection on all

sides.
.

There can be no successful controversion of the

fact, that wrong impressions and conclusions are en-

tertained by many, and that distrusts and business

embitterments and prejudices more generally arise

from lack of full and proper understandings, than

from j ustified causes. This fact is clearly illustrated

in the experience of every man engaged in profes-

sional, mercantile, mechanical, or other opera-

tions—none being entirely beyond the reach of

" hard things said about them," although they may
enjoy the fullest confidence of those most intimately

and directly connected with them, and therefore

better qualified to know and understand the mo-

tives, principles, and controlling purposes of those

condemned by others as dishonorable, unprincipled,

and perhaps dishonest and villainous. The com-

mon error is, to " work up a case," and by circum-

stantial evidence, often greatly exaggerated and

magnified, establish the g^uilt of parties who do

not conform their acts to our own liking. Enmity

and evil report in thousands of cases have their

origin in the innate or acquired disposition of those

who indulge in them, more than in well-sustained

causes.

It may not be possible for us, nor do we expect,

to change this long-established condition of things;

but we shall feel that our labors have not been in

vain, if, to any extent, the influence of this journal

shall modify prevailing errors, and induce a nearer

right and more equitable and more generous senti-

ment among owners, architects, contractors, and

the working class generally.

An Error Corrected.

The Olory of the Architect.

Robert Burdette, of the Burlington Hawkeye^

says : I have often wondered why the aifchitectg-

of court-houses were not always hanged at the

dedication of the building. If the court-house is a

very cheap, shabby, old-fashioned sort of affair,

worth about $95o, the chances are that a man
speaking from the bench can be heard half way to

the door. But if it is a handsome affair, and costs

the county anywhere from $150,000 to 1 500, 000,

then the lawyer, climbing into the laps of the

jurors and bellowing his eloquence into their sev-

eral respective ear?, can make himself heard. The
reason why the judge always writes out his charge

±o the jury, and the foreman always brings in hifc^

verdict in writing, is because, in most court-houses,

the jury would never know anything about the

charge, and the court would never know whether -

the priftouer had been hanged or awarded a premium^
of $200, if the human voice alone were the medium
of communication.

—

Exchange.

Mechanics as Writexs.

In copying *• Another Great Engineering Work
Completed," in the October number of this journal,

our printer and proof-reader made a slight error in

figures, inserting "7,000,000" instead of 7,000

miles, as the speculative length of a line of carts

necesary to c trry away the removed earth, etc. As

the error amounted to an excess of one thousand

per cen<^^., we presume that any intelligent reader

readily recognized a printer's error, and not an

editorial blunder.

^^Subscription price of this journal for 1881

wiU be $2.00 in advance.

There is no department of productive business in

which a larger proportion of actual brain work is

employed than in the building and working of ma-

chinery, and there is no class of our producers who
offer so little of their experimental knowledge and

observant wisdom to the world in printed form.

The agricultural papers teem with communications

which frequently contain valuable hints, exact in-

formation, and suggestive facts. But the publica-

tions devoted to mechanical matters and the inter-

ests of workers have far less of these voluntary con-

tributions. One of the reasons for this is, undoubt-

,edly, that practical mechanics may be properly con-

sidered one of the easiest sciences, and statements

that in iither departments of industry would pass

for mere personal opinion, become of great impor-

taaoe a« eJiicjdaftfJns of mechanical law or demon-

stration of iacts, which are, too often, deemed by

the experimenters as mere tests, lacking the author-

ity of practical use. Yet, in many cases, these

tests are more than experiments, and frequently

carry with them their own demonstration. The
mechanic deals with material substances and me-

chanical processes that are continually presenting

new problems for solution, and are capable of /being

solved by more than one method. At least, this

solution invites attempts in more than one direc-

tion. So the mechanic dislikes to provoke criticism

and invite comparison, when he knows the field is so

large and the cultivators so many. There may be

another reason why the mechanic does not "rush

into print
'

' as some others. He is not given to talk.

His work requires, largely, concentration of atten-

tion that leaves little time to talk. Indeed, the

mechanic generally prefers to illustrate by sketch

or work rather than to elucidate by words. In fact,

this method is easier than talking. It is not easy

to convey a proper idea of a machine and its opera-

tion by words alone. The choice of language and

the avoidance of mere "shop talk," necessary

to convey to the general reader mechanical^ ideas,

demands a very thorough knowledge of the English

language, and some acquaintance with cognate

tongues. It is not meant that the writing mechanic

must necessarily be a college graduate, or even to

have borne off the honors in a high-school class.

But choice of language in mechanical writing is a

necessity—not a mere convenience. The writer on

mechanical subjects ought to know that " rotary "

and "revolving" are not synonyms, and that

"force" is not necessarily "power"; these, and

similar errors, being quite common. There may be

other reasons why mechanics are not fond of writ-

ing for publication. But it is a fact that the num-

ber of really practical workers who are writers on

their specialty are very small indeed. The num-

ber of practical mechanics who are regularly em-

ployed on mechanical papers in this country is so

insignificant, when compared with the value of our

mechanical interests, as to surprise one who takes

the trouble to inquire. There can be no doubt that

the welfare of working mechanics would b*3 greatly

enhanced by a greater willingness on their part to

present the results of their own ^experience to their

fellows, through the medium of the special papers

devoted to their interests.—Ca«^^/a« Industrial

World.
. , . . ..

We find the foregoing article in, and copy it,

with the ascribed credit of authorship, from " The

Mechanic," a weekly journal published at Smith-
ville. New Jersey, while the same article appears in
prominent New York'and Eastern journals of very

^^large pretensions, without any acknowledgment of
authorship, leaving the question of originality to
be presumed by their patrons. We are surprised at

^the extent this disreputable, unjust and unfair, if—not positively dishonest course prevails in jour-
nalism ; the ignominy of which is less when prac-
ticed among daily or weekly newspapers—in the con-
duct of whi(;h, by a wjrt of unavoidable consent,
such things have become almost matter of course oc-
currences—than in journals of special character, as-

suming to represent great professional, scientific,

mechanical, and kindred interests, wherein nothing
;jibut_exact truth and fair representations should ap-

pear. "An exchange states," or "exqhange" are
like unfair methods of obtaining the benefit of other

— people's productions, and we condemn with all the
^ lorce of language possible, the far-too-common prac-

tice of journals copying matter, and failing to give
full credit for the same. Judging from facts and evi-
dences at command, it is fair to presume that a very
large proportion of what appears in some journals

__88 original matter is copied without credit, and to
that extent dishonorably obtained.

Durability of Frame Buildings.

In one portion of an article appearing in the Eve-
ning Bulletin of the 12th inst., the writer makes
the unsustained and erroneous assertion that '* a com-
mon balloon-built redwood house is old and difficult

to rent in ten^ears," etc. This is another illustra-

tion of the reckless disregard of correct facts in in-

numerable instances by mun who write up articles

to fill space, without any effort on their part to

understand, ascertain, or determine true conditions
;

or if reasonable efforts are made in that direction,

the absence of proper intelligence and information
in regard to the subject written upon leads them to

make blunders of the character noticed. From like

causes the country is flooded with stories and state-

ments which contain not a word of truth. Not that

all such persons intend knowingly to misrepresent
facts, but when men draw and write up their con-

clusions from superficial knowledge or cursory con-
siderations of the matter in hand, without proper
effort to reach the real and underlying facU^ it is

but reasonable that gross errors should occur.

The statements of the article were intended to

prove that the lumber materials of this coast are

not durable for building purposes, as a whole, par-

ticularly in common " balloon-built" structures,

which " at the end of ten years are old and difficult

to rent," and in "elegant residences built of red-

wood" the limit of *'an ordinary lifetime" was
fixed as about the extent of their durability, with
the suggestion that if houses were built on thin

coast as they are in New England, they might stand

150 years. To all this we answer : The difference

between New England built houses and those erected

in San Francisco consists simply in the morticing,

tenoning, and pinning together of the frames, in-

stead of cutting the studding, etc., square off, and
supplying the absence of the "framing" process

by the use of nails, a difference which does not in

the slightest degree affect the durability feature.

If a frame btiilding erected New England fashion

would possibly last 150 years, the years of its stand-

ing and durability would not be shortened the

period of one tick of the clock because built ** bal-

loon style." Hence, the reference is far-fetched and
erroneous.

__ That many houses ten years old are difficult to

rent is a fact, but not because they are either built

of redwood or ** balloon fashion," but because they

are ill designed, inconveniently arranged, and des-

titute of any reasonable amount of modem or ordi-

nary conveniences. The cause of their not renting

results from the acts of the owner's penuriousness
or bad judgment, if not their stupidity and mean-
ness. Some men would spoil a house, or " ruin their

own souls" for the sake of saving and hoarding a
few dollars. The commonest built houses in San
Francisco are those erected in the ' * early days,

*

'

when the least possible regard for anything good and
lasting was the rule. Still, hundreds of these remain
standing and are occupied, and thirty, instead of

ten, years have not sufficed to wear them out.

With the exception of such parts as have been sub-

ject to excessive wear and tear, such as that experi-

enced by contact with the ground, by leaks and

confined dampness, causing mildew and rot, the
lumber materials in them, to all appearances, are as
sound as ever. _— ——
The more recently erected *' elegant residences,"

with brick foundations, where the woodwork stands
well clear of the ground, will reiqgfin in good and
sound condition for as many or more years than the
same lumber material will remain sound ao floor
joist, etc., in brick, granite, or marble front build-
ings. It is well known to all parties enjoying a
practical understanding of the matter, that the
progress of dry rot is very rapid at the wall ends of
floor joists in brick edifices, and all known facts
point to the conclusion that frame buildings, erected
with any proper regard to their protection against
contact with the gfrouud, ajud. painted at proper
intervals, will last many generations, notwithstand-
ing they may be built "balloon fashion," which
term we understand as applicable to all frame edi-
fices not framed together by morticing, tenoning,
pinning, etc., according to the old and establishal
rules of architecture and carpentry.—

Thi« journal has repeatedly advocated the adop-
tion of brick, stone, etc., for rosidenco buildings,
and we hope that ere long a change in public sen-
timent, which now prefers frame, will incline to
the more imperishable material. But the impres-
sion sought to be conveyed by the Bulletin's article
is so erroneous and contrary to correct facts, that
we deem this correction necessary and proper.

We clip the following from Magee'a S. E, Real
Estate Circular for November :

***

The one report comes from all of the savings
banks—that money never was so cheap, yet there is

next to no demand for it. Even the very low rate
of b percent., with the lender paying the mortgage
tax, is shaded a little by some banks in favor of
borrowers who come with new loans and A 1 secu-
rity. We say neiu loans, for the banks have a sort
of tacit understanding that they will not encourage
borrowers who de»ire to change their loans from
one bank to another, simply with the object of get-
ting money at the very lowest notch of interest.

l"h • Hit)ernia Bank only lent $5H,300, the Savings
Union :;^8,770, and the German Bank but $08,400
last month. Any movement approaching specula-

tion in real estate would at once cause a greatly-

increased demand for money at the savings banks.
The total value of the mortgages given in October
was 1^390,883, and of the releases !!^57G,111.

. The increased inquiry and sales of real estate,

first noted about two months ago, still continues.

This increase is chiefly noticeable in business prop-

erty. We especially note, for the first time in five

years, that there are buyers for vacant land on pros-

pective business streets. Much of this land has for

one to three years been offered for sale, without at-

tracting buyers ; now they seem to have discovered

that such property, vacant though it be, may prove

as profitable, not from rents, but from increase of

value, as inside, improved business investments.

Offers have been lately refused for such property

that would gladly have been accepted three to six

months ago. A comparison of the sales made in

each section of the city in September and October

shows a heavy increase for the later month. For

instance, the value of the sales made in September

in the fifty-varas section amounted to but $144,787;

in October their value was $532,564. The Western

Addition sales amounted to but $108,989 in Septem-

ber, and to $289,737 in October. The Mission and

One Hundred-vara sections show reductions, sales

in both regions having been very slow last month.

On the whole, the real-estate outlook is the most

encouraging we have had to note in some time.

There are many buyers in the market now who
could not possibly have been induced to touch real

estate a year ago. The total number of sales made
in October was 170, of the value of $1,163,143.

Mean Men and Mean Improvements. —
Michael Reese was one of our millionaires who in

his lifetime was close enough in monetary trans-

actions, yet Mr. Reese was not afraid to erect a

first-class building on a business street; but we
have here several equally rich men who never

erected a decent building in San Francisco. Their

stingy souls are afraid of the outlay and temporary

loss of the income for the three or four months in

which the building was being erected. The fact

that they would make far more money in the end,

and benefit their own and surrounding property.

seems to have no weight with persons whose souls
are wrapped up in money, and who cannot bear to
part with it for a moment, even for their own final
benefit, - '" -^^=-^

Extension of the California-street Rail-
road.—A proposal was lately made to the Califor-
nia-street Railroad Company by the property own-
ers on California street, from the present terminus
to Fifth avenue, that they would grade these streets

on condition that the company would at once build
an extension of the line by this route to the Park.
This proposal was acoepted by the company, but
all of the owners have not yet agreed to carry out
their part of the arrangement. Whenever the
streets are graded^ the line will be built,^ It wilL
pass through a large tract of land lately bought by
(xov. Stanford. It is to be the site of the Olympic
Park, which will comprise a race-course, a canal for
rowing, and space and arrangements for many
open-air games.

Value of Business Property in Large
Cities.—Land in the most central business loca-
tions in London is worth $135 per square foot,

about $100 per square foot in Now York, about $30
per square foot in Chicago, and about $28 per square
foot in San Francisco. Nothing more strongly il-

lustrates the wonderful growth and importance of
our leading cities, and of the constantly increasing
tendency to concentration of population and wealth
in them, than the figures above given. If city
real-estate values increase for the next twenty-five
years as they have during the past quarter of a cen-
tury, the holder of a lot anywhere on Manhattan
Island will then be a rich «r!ln, while the owner of

. a lot within the corporate limits of Brooklyn, Chi-
cago, San Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia, or St.

Louis, will also be in independent ciroumstanoes.
Within that time, however, it is quite possible that
some new and much cheaper and more rapid means
of communication than any now in use may be de-
vised, which will partially break up the monopoly
of city real-estate prices, by breaking up the close

concentration of population within their corporate
limits. The poor—with whom the purchase of a
homestead within the limits of some large Atlantic
cities is now impossible—no doubt ardently hope
that such a means of transportation may be put
into successful practice. So far as San Francisco
and poor men are concerned, the latter have not
had such a chance to buy a homestead cheap within
about fifteen years as they have at present. —

#

Business Streets and Poor Improvements.—
San Francisco is one of the few cities of the United
States in which prop^jrty owners think a business

street can take care of itself, no matter how poor
the character of the buildings upon it. But there

never was a greater mistake. Front, Third, Fourth,
and portions of Market street are striking examples
of this fact. Market, between Montgomery and
Mason, has greatly suffered in rents and business

by the very shabby character of the improvements
on many portions of it. The late Gen. Colton used
to own a large property comer Third and Tehama,
which he improved well. He informed ns, about
three years before his death, that he found that no
amount of argument or influence oould induce other
owners on the street to make decent improvements,
and he therefore sold out in disgust. The fact is,

old shanties or cramped and badly-lit brick build-

ings will no longer do on ayty business street, let

the character of the business transacted be what it

may. Business will finally leave any street—no
matter how great its natural advantages— where
the owners persistently refuse to make requisite im-
provements. Many blocks on the retail portion of

Market street have wretched old houses upon them.
If owners on Mission street, from Third to Ninth,
were to join together and erect brick buildings on
their land, they would run Market street a very
close race for the retail supremacy of the city. Of
course there is no probability whatever that this

will be done, but if it were, it could be made a
great success. We say Mission street, in preference

to Third, Fourth, or Sixth, because those street*

will be but subsidiary business streets, and will not

have any final anchorage of business until the Po-

trero is built up, when two of them at least (Fourth

and Sixth) will have a travel to and from that

quarter of which they cannot be deprived.

J^^Subscription price of thia journal for

will be $2.00 in advance.
"~*^
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Our Illuatrations.

In the Octobt'r number of this journal, by a sin-
gular overRight of the print^^r, a plan of building
waH presented, which ia no rcHpect agreed with the
design or elevation accompanying:
Although the error was unintMitional, it was

none the lens annoying, as wo desire to avoid mis-
takes, and present a reliable journal in every par-
ticular.

To correct the error, we reproduce both the plan
and elevation, with their respective counterparts.

Plans and-' Elevation A, explain themstdves. A
cottage, of this character has just been finished in
Jiiis city at a cost of $3,000. including fencing,
sheds, etc., but by a lessening of expensiveness in
several ways, its cost muy be reduced several hun-
dred dollars.

Plan and elevation B represents a neat city cot-
tage of five rooms, bath room, closets, etc., which
may be erected complete, for anywhere from $1,500

"Jto $3,000; the amount varying with the character
-^f materials, workmanship, and finishes adopted^_

The Prospects of Trade.

I

On snilf3fe8 the business outlook is of the most
_ cheering (jharacter. The statistitis of the Treasury
"; Department show that during the nine months
==^ ending with September the total exports of bread

-

^—^Btuifs was in round numbers nearly $209,000,000,
or over $30,000,000 more thim during the corres-

m^ponding period last year. The exports of domestic
provisions during the saine perfod approached
$104,000,000, against $82,000,000 for- the same
months last year. The total exports of domestic
manufactures and merchandise of all w^^^. durin*'
the first eight months of the current year ending
those of the same period last year by more than

'f +.-

\fsr^

K.

twenty per cent ; and the general conditions of
trade during the later part of the year—for which
the full statistics are not at hand—certainly in-

dicate no falling off in the ratio of increase. The
increase in the value of goods imported this year is

greater than the increase in exports ; while the
steady intiow of gold from Europe is proof enough
of the healthful condition of our foreign trade as
a whole.

- Our domestic trade was never being prosecuted
•with greater vigor, confidence, and profit. The

_ great lines of communication are taxed to the ut-
~ Jjiiost to handle the merchandise now in motion.
-_lThe trunk lines of railway re[>ort their western

bound freights to be from 25 to 40 per cent,
greater than this time last year, while the east-
ward movement is fully 10 per cent, above that of
the corresponding period in 1871), with the heaviest
parts of this year's crop yet to be moved. The

-^^wastwise trade is likewise reported as considerably
in excess of last year's.

Not less cheering are the reports from manu-
facturing centers, East, West, and South. The
mills and factories are running full time and full
handed, and critical observers note as a source of
special gratification that at no time since the war
has there been so great a demand for tools and
machinery required in old established works and
for equipping new ones. -The manufacturers of
tools, machinery, and other appliances for manu-
facturing are crowded with orders, indicating not

^ merely a present active demand for manufactured
products tor general consumption, but a confident
expectation on the part of producers of increasing
demands in future.

~3 Even so conservative an authority as the United
.

' States Economist does not hesitate to say, what we

14

wealth of the nation rapidly augmenting, there is

yo bar in the way of our commercial advancement.
All obstructions are happily removed, and taking
care of home wants and developments, let the bus-
iness men of this country reach out for the com-
merce of the world."
As we remarked in a recent issue of the Scientific

American, the closing years of this century should
see, and certainly promise to see, as rapid a progress
toward American commercial supremacy as the
two decades just past have seen in the develop-
ment of our agricultural and mechanical suprem-
acy, with a collateral progress in our industrial
affairs that the boldest scarcely dream of now.

—

Scientific American.

Shooting at Balloons.

English papers report some experiments, lately
made at Dungeness, which shows remarkable suc-
cess in reducing the efficiency of military balloons.
An ordinary service balloon was used, and after it

had risen to a height of 800 feet was fired at with
an 8-inch howitzer at a distance of 2,000 yards.
The^gunners were not instructed as to the precise
range, but were required to find it^for themselves.
An 8-inch shell was accordingly fired into the air
as a trial shot, and this, despite the novelty of the
target, sufficed to supply the gunn^i^ j»^Uh the
necessary information. The next shot brought
down the balloon. The projectile was a shrapnel
shell, and the fuse had been so well timed that the
shell burst just in front of the balloon, projecting
something like 300 bullets through the fabric, and
causing its immediate descent.

—

Scientific Ameri-
can.

-fa-V-

had the pleasure of asserting more than a year ago,
that the country has entered upon a period of pro-
ductive energy and prosperity wuch as it never has
seen before. In the words of our contemporary,
the best ten years in all the history of this country
are now before us. During the coming decade we
shall enjoy a period of unexampled prosperity, a

"prosperity whose foundations are as real and whose
basis is as broad as the unequaled products of our
fields, flocks, factories, and mines.

** With our currency on a specie basis, with our
population steadily increasing through the active
"toilers of foreign immigration, with vast areas of

rich virgin soil being constantly added to our pro-

ductive growth, with all our vast industries in

successful operation, with the balance of trade in

our favor, with peace at home and abroad, with
labor steadily employed and wages good, with the

Chicago vs. San Francisco Enterprise.

Few people have any idea of the rapidity with
which Chicago is becoming a great manufacturing
center. The statistics gathered by the Secretary
of the Boacd of Trade for the forthcoming census
report show 3,752 manufactories in the city, giving
employment to 113,507 operatives, and represent-

ing a capital of over $80,000,000. The value of
the output annually is $249,000,000; value of
material used $178,000,000; wages paid, $37,000,-
000

—

Scientific American,
That Chicago enjoys innumerable natural ad-

vantages in location, surrounding.s, railroad cen-
terings, etc., etc., must bo admitted ;' but the secret

and source of its rapid growth and great prosperity

is found in the stirring enterprise and well-directed

business energies of its people, who, alive to their

best interests individually, permit no opportunity
to pass calculated to expand and increase the gen-
eral prosperity of the city and State.

That fewer natural advantages surround San
Francisco is also a fact, but the heaviest obstacle to

its greater prosperity has been and is, the absence
of energetic, sterling business men, who dare vent-
ure beyond the circumscribed limits of transparent
individual gains and profits. That San Francisco
and the State of California might have been far in

advance of prasent conditions, admits of no ques-

tion in the minds of thinking, practical men who
comprehend the facts and possibilities of the case.

Had the same degree of energy been displayed in
developing the resources of this State, establish-

ing manufactories, etc., that there has been in

securing immense tracts of land and monopolizing
hundreds of thousands of acres which should be
divided into farms for the many, there would exist

a materially improved condition of things.

"Exchange."—We credit some of our copied

articles " Exchange." Reason: they are copied

from journals in which our original matter is some-
times copied and passed oif as original articles with
the journals so copying. We interpose no objec-

tions to other journals reproducing articles origin-

ally appearing in this journal, but we do expect
fair and rightful credit.

The remark was made to us by a gentleman
from New York—" Plagiarism is practiced to a
greater extent in New York than anywhere in the
world." If this is true—and our experiences will

not permit us to contradict it—the journals of the
"Great City " should turnover a, new leaf, and
at once quit the anything but fair practice

;
par-

ticularly those which represent the professional,

scientific and industrial interests o| the country.

Hovr to Use a New Pile.

A new file should always be used with a light
pressure on the work until the needle-like points of
the teeth are worn away ; after this a much heavier
pressure may be used with muijh less danger of
breaking off the teeth at their base. Many new
files are violently diminished in half their efficiency-
by a few careless strokes when first applied to the
work. Do not use a file on the chilled and gritty
skin of castings, or on a weld where borax or other
vitreous fluxes have been employed—no file can en-
dure such usage. Every filer should keep a worn
file with which to attack the rough, gritty, or
oxidized surface of iron work, and thereby pave the
way for more efficient work with his sharp files. In
filing mill-saws, it is economy to first clean the
woody particles from the edges and roots of the
teeth with an old file, thus avoiding the choking of
the teeth of the new file, and preventing the fuir
efficiency of its keen cutting edge. A piece of
gritty or chilled casting that would rapidly djestroy
the cutting qualities of a new file would produce
scarcely any damaging effect on a worn one. In
filing steel, better results can generally be obtained
by using files of a grade notooarser than " iJd cut";
finer grades being employed according to the finish
and delicacy of the work under manipulation. Users
of fijes should always s«^ek to discov^r^he fitness or
adaptability ofcut and form of files especially fited

to their work. No one should expect the best re-

sults from a file on brass or spelter which was iii=_

tended for use on iron and steel. Care should be
taken when purchasing files to see that the manu-
facturer furnished full-weight articles. This is a
desideratum, and especially in case recutting is de-
sired. A full-weight fil^iyin be recut two^r three
times, while a light weight will hardly bear one
recut and give satisfaction.

—

Builder and Wood-
Worker.

A New^ Style of Passenger Car.

An exchange states that a new style of passenger
car has been designed for the Philadelphia and
Reading road, and is now nearly finished. It has
been called "a Swiss cottage on wheels." The
dimensions are about the same as those of an ordinary
first-class passenger car. There are no curved lines
anywhere, except some turned rosettes. In the
building of the car and in the ornamentation right
angles were observed. The elevator rises square-
above the roof, but the rafters, all of which show,
meet in the center of the elevator roof. The rafters
are of iron and wood, the former being exposed anc
painted so as to preserve the natural color of the
iron, and the natural grain of the wood will also
be shown. The interior portion of the car, except-
ing the iron, is all of oak, paneled, beaded, cham-
fered, and notched, and there is not a single piece
of wood, if it is only a few inches long, that has no
notches, grooves, right angles or rosettes. The
head lining will be frescoed. On the exterior of
the car there are brackets above and below the
windows, to break the monotony of the weather-
boarding, which also extends above and below the
square windows, and there are rosettes on the
panels between the windows. The outside will be
painted olive green.

—

Builder and Wood- Worker.

\ \ The U'hlization op Saw-dust.—The saw-,
dust, which has become such a nuisance at Minne-
apolis and along the river below that growing
city, offers a promising field of enterprise for who--
ever will utilize it. Several applications have
already been made of it, and now arrangements are
being made by a French manufacturing chemist
for the establishment, at Minneapolis, of a labora-
tory to make from the saw-dust an acid, now
imported from France, and largely used by dyers,
chemists, and druggists. It is to be hoped that the
enterprise will be successful.

Steel for Boilek Plates. — The tensile

strength of steel for boiler plates should not greatly
exceed 60,000 pounds per square inch ; above 70,-

000 pounds the plates are apt to be brittle ; below
50,000 pounds they are likely to be ,Si)ongy. No:
plate should be used which, after heating to a

cherry red and plunging into cold water, will not
allow bending over cold until the sides touch, and
without breaking.
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Ancient Man in Missouri.

The finding of numerous relics of a buried race,

on an ancient horizon, from twenty to thirty feet

below the present level of country in MisHouri and

KauHiiH, was noted in thin paper a few months ago.

The St. Louis Republican gives particulars of an-

other find of an unmiHtakable character made last

spring in Franklin county, Missouri, by Dr. R.

W. Booth, who was engaged in iron mining about

three miles from Dry Branch, a station on the St.

Louis and Santa Fe railroad. At a depth of

eighteen feet below the surface the miners uncovered

a human skull, with portions of the ribs, vertebral

column, and collar bone. With them were found

two tiint arrow heads of the most primitive type,

imperfect iu shape and barbed. A few pieces of

charcoal were also found at the same time and

place. Dr. Booth was fully aware of the im-

portance of the discovery and tried to preserve

everything found, but upon touching the skull it

crumbled to dust, and some of the other bones

broke into small pieces and partly crumbled away,

but enough was preserved to fully establish the

fact that they are human bones. -
Some fifteen or twenty days subsequent to the

first fiuding, at a depth of twenty-four feet below

the surface, other bones were found—a thigh bone

and a. portion of tii^.Yei1?e^Jt.°^.'l^X<^r?-]- »iec^ of

charred wt)od, the bones apparently belonging to

the first found skeleton. In both cases the bones

rested upon a fibrous 8trat_um, suspected at the

time to be a fragment~bI~coarse matting. This

lay upoii a fioor of soft but solruv/u ore, which

retained the imprint of the fibers.

Overlaying the first found bones was a stratum

of what appeared to be loam or sod, from two and

ft half to three inches thick, below which was a

deposit of soft red hematite iron ore, lying upon

two large boulders of hard ore standing on edge,

standing at an angle of about forty-five degrees,

the upper ends leaning against each other, thus

forming a considerable cavity which was filled

with blue specular and hard red ore and clay, lying

upon a tloor of solid red hematite. It was in this

cavity that the bones, matting and charred wood

were found, intermixed with ore.

The indications are that the filled cavity had

originally been a sort of cave, and that the sup-

posed matting was more probably a layer of twigs,

rushes, or weeds, which the inhabitants of the

cave had used as a bed, as the fiber marks cross

each other irregularly. The ore bed in which the

remains were found, and part of which seems to

have formed after the period of human occupation

of the cave, lies in the second (or saccharoidal)

sandstone of the Lower Silurian.—6Vr;>«///?^ Amer-

ican . — ~- ~"
: - -
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How Spools are Made.

ished by the constant rubbing upon each other for

some time. On iWing taken out of the cylinder

they are placed in a hopper with an opening at the

bottom, through which they pass down a slide for

inspection. Here the inspecUjr sits and watohes

closely to see that no imperfect spools are allowed

to pass, and a very small knot or scratch is sufticient

to condemn them. They are packed in large boxes,

made the proper size, and no additional packing is

needed. The packers receive one-quarter of a <;ent

per gross for packing, and a smart boy who is ac-

customed to the work can pack about 200 gross per

day. One proprietor ships over 2,000,000 spools

per month to England, and another firm ship over

1,000,000 spools to Glasgow, fi(ioihLad..—£xcAan^e.

How^ the Pyramids "were Built.
I i,

The Future Supply of Black Walnut Lumbef

.

The future supply of black-walnut lumber is a

question of the greatest importance to all those

who are engaged in the manufacture of sewing

machines, as this is the kind of material that has

been found the best adapted for all kinds of sewing-

machine cabinet ware. The fact that the supply

of this lumber would run short at no distant day
was foreseen some years ago by several of those

who were using large quantities of black walnut,

and many efforts were made by them to substitute

fwme other kind of wood iu it* pk'*-R.;-Tiiese-efforts,

however, were not successful, and the consumption

has continued to increaae to aiich an extent that at

the present time the greater part of the' land upon
which this timber is growing has been placed under

Qontrol by capitalists, both at home and a.broad.

The region from which the great supply of black

walnut has been heretofore obtained is that known
as the "Walnut Levels" of Indiana, but as the

supply in ' thase parts is about exhaustetl, other

localities have been prospected for this kind of

wood, the greatest attention having been turned to

some parts of Tennessee. Here black wrflnut is

found in great abundance, but it is interior to that

which grows in Indiana. It is eagerly sought

after, however, in the absence of any other. The
fact that Indiana has been the great black walnut

region, has induced many to put up larj;e factories

there for the manufacture of the various different

articles that are made of this kind of wood. That
the approaching scarcity of black walnut in Indiana

will necessitate the removal of many of these

manufacturing concerns there can be no doubt. As
an evidence of this, it is reported that one very

large establishment now located in Indiana has the

question of removal already under advisement.

—

Exchange.

A New Scre\v.

Brugsch Bey, the eminent Egyptologist, says in

his work on Egypt

;

'• From the far distance you see the giant fornm
of the pyramids, as if they were regularly cryntal-

lized mountains, which the ever-creating nature
has called forth from the reek, to lift themselves-i^:

up toward the vault of heaven. And yet, they

are but tombs, built by the hands of men, which
have been the admiration and antonishment alike

of the ancient and modern world. Perfectly ad-

justed to the cardinal points of the horizon, they

diftcr in breadth and height, as is shown hy the

measurements of the three oldest, as follows :— 1.

The Tyramid of Khufa— height, 4o0.7o feet;

breadth, 746 feet. 2. Pyramid ofKhafra—height,
447.5 feet; breadth, 690.75 feet. 3. Pyramid of

Menkara—height, 203 feet ; breadth, 352.78 feet."--

The construction of these enormous masses haii"""

lonif been an insoluble mystery, but later genera-

tions have succeeded in solving the problem. Ac-
cording to their ancient usages and customs, the

Egyptians, while they still f<ojourned in health and
spirits, were ever mindful to turn their looks to the

—

region where the departing Ra took leave of life,

where the door of the grave opened, where the

body, well concealed, at length found rest, to rise

again to a new existence, after an appointed time

of long, long years, white the soul, though bound-^
to the body, was at liberty to leave the grave and
return to it in the day-time, in any form it chose^

:" H
;|^|

The town of Drummondville, Canada, on the

St. Francis River, had the good fortune some years

ago to be selected as the site of several factories for

the manufacture of spools, the principal reason for

the selection being the abundance of white birch

wood in its immediate vicinity. This wood,

though inferior for many purposes, is just the

thing for spools; and, in consequence, quite a

thriving industry in this line has grown up. The

following account of the process of manufacturing

these useful articles may be of interest

:

The wood, after being delivered to the factories,

is first sawed into pieces about four feet long and

from one to one and a half inches square, according

to the size of the spool it is desired to make. These

pieces are put into a dry house and there thoroughly

dried, whence they are taken into the factory and

given to the rougher, who, in an incredibly short

space of time, bores a hole in the center a couple

of inches deep, turns about the same space round,

and then cuts off the length required for a spool.

The machines used for this purpose are revolving

planers, iu the^center of which is a revolving gim-

let or bit, and immediately to the right a small

circular saw, with a gauge set to the proper size

for the spools. The roughers receive one and a

half cents per gross for their work, and experienced

men can turn out from loO to 130 gross per day.

The round blocks pass from them to the finishers,

who place them in machines which give them the

shape of spools and make them quite smooth. The
spools are thrown loosely into a large cylinder,

which revolves slowly, so that the spools are pol-

It is a well-known fact that the great bulk of the

screws used are driven in with the hammer, and

given a turn or two with the screw-driver to bring

them flush. Recognizing this fact, an ingenious

inventor, for many years somewhat prominently

identified with the business, has brought out a. new
screw, which is adapted for driving, and which

enters the wood without tearing the grain. The
gimlet point is dispensed with, and a cone point

substituted. The thread has such a piti^h that it

drives in barb fashion, offering no resistance in en-

tering, but firmly resisting all attempts to with-

draw it except by turning it out with the screw-

driver. The head is flat, but in setting it up two

nipples or square-shouldered projections are raised

in it by the one operation. The screw-driver takes

hold of them more easily than it does of the cus-

tomary nick, and holds quite as firmly, and when

driven flush the projections on the head are not in

the way, and do not disfigure it. It is claimed

that this screw can be made one-third cheaper than

ordinary screws, the principal saving being in doing

away with the necessity of sawing the nick in the

head

—

Design and Work.
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Magnifying Glasses 2,500 Yeaks Old. — In

the writings of Confucius, the great Chinese phi-

losopher, the following passage occurs: "As we

use a glass to examine the forms of thmgs, so must

we study antiquity, in order to understand the

present." This sentence points most unmistakably

to the use of magnifying glasses long l^fore the

time of the writer, who died four hundred and

seventy-eight years before our era. -

In such a belief, it was the custom betimes to di^
the grave in the form of a deep shaft in the rock,

and above this etern.il dvfelUug -to raine a t^uyjet-i^i^

structure of sacrificiaUehambers—sometimes only a

hall, sometimes several apartments—and to adorn

them richly with colored writings and painted

sculptures, aH was becoming ttr a house of pleawuro

and joy. The king began his work from his acces-

sion. As soon HS he mounted the throne, the

sovereign gave orders to a nobleman, the master of

all the buildings of his land, to plan the work and
cut thestoao. The kernel of the future edifice was
raised on the limestone soil of the desert, in the

form of a small pyramid built in steps, of which
the well-constructed and fini.shed interior formed
the king's eternal dwelling, with his stone sar-

cophagus lying on the rocky floor. Let us sup-

pose that thiH first building was finished while the

Pharaoh still lived in the bright sunlight. A
second covering was added, stone by stone, on the

outside of the kernel ; a third to this second, and

to this even a fourth ; and the mass of the giant

building grew greater the longer the king enjoyed

existence. And then, at last, when it became al- —
most impossible to extend the area of the pyramid

further, a casing of hard stone, polished like glass,

and fitted accurately into the angles of the steps,

covered the vast mass of the sepulchre, presenting

a gigantic triangle on each of its four faces.

More than seventy such pyramids once rose on

the margin of the desert, each telling of a king

of whom it was at once the tomb and monument.
Had not the greater number of these st^pulchres

of the Pharaohs been destroyed almost to the

foundation, and had the names of the builders of

th« se which still stand been accurately preserved,

it would have been easy for the inquirer to prove

and make clear by calculation what was origin-

ally, and of necessity, the proportion between the

masses of the pyramids and the years of the reigns

of their respective builders.

—

IllustrqUd^ Carpenter

and Builder.

I H^^M

Smoking in Germany.—It appears that the Grer-

man government has taken the matter of smoking
seriously in hand, the practice being carried to so

great an extent by the youth of that nation that it

has been considered to have damaged their consti-

tutions and incapacitated them for the defense of

their country. In certain towns of Germany,

therefore, the police have had orders to forbid all

lads under 16 years of age to smoke in the streets,

and to punish the offense by fine and imprisonment.

Moreover, a Belgian physician has ascertained dur-

ing a journey of observation and inquiry made at

the request of the Belgian government, that the

very general and excessive use of tobacco is the

main cause of color blindness, an affection which

has occasioned very considerable anxiety both in

Belgium and Germany, from its influence upon

i-ailway and other accidents, and also from the mil-

itary point of view.
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A ValUjible Discovery.

The process, devised by Mr. Bower and perfected
by hia son, accomplishes the object of protecting
the Hurface of iron, and at the same time produces
a beautiful French gray lint, which obviateH the
necessity of painting the articles treated. The
process, which is not secret, consists in heating the
articles to be coated in a closed chamber by means
of carbonic oxide, heated air being made to enter
the chamber for the double purpose of burning
the gas and for combining with iron. Th^ex-
cess of air after burning the (3arlx)nio oxide gas,
combines with the iron, forming first the magnetic
oxide and then the hydrated s<38quioxide, or com-
mon iron rust. By shutting off the supply of

air until only enough is admitted to turn the
carbonic oxide, the rust is converted into a mag-
netic oxide. The pro<jess is repeated until the film
is sufficiently thick for the purpose of protection.
The application of this invention has been under-
taken on a large scale, the chamber where the
oxidation is now carried on being large enough
to contain about a ton of miscellaneous article.

—

Kansas Citv Review, qf_ Scuuce .
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practical instructions to those unacquainted with
Slate Roofing, exhibiting over 30 sizes of roofing
slate, showing the surface in squares or feet cov-
ered by any given number of slate from unit or
one to twenty thousand. By H. N. Stafford. Pub-
lished by S. C. Pratt, No. 16 New Church st.. New
York. 81ate roofing has not received any consider-
able attention as yet on this coast. Slate quarries
in California are extensive, but the slate so far
obtained from them is n«t equal to the Eastern
article, and, therefore, has failed to obtain favor

for roofing purposes. The durability of slate

is well understood, and whenever a good article can
be found on this coast its use will become more
general. The saline properties of our California
climate, with its sea breezes, and the neglect of
owners to keep their tin roofs properly painted, has
created an adverse opinion of them. Redwood
shingles wear away rapidly unless protected by re-

peated coats of paint ; felt and asphaltum roofs re-

main rain-tight but a limited number of years, and
a more lasting roof than either is desirable. This
demand may ultimately be supplied by slate ma-
terial. Slates may be used on almost any form of
foof* —We found no difficulty in applying them oa
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»-:^Tt is doubtful if coHsumptiozi numhers as many
^^ctims as are stricken down by the various diseases
that result from habitual con.stipation. True con-
-«umptiun in an inhturitt'^l disease. It^nay-remain
always dormant, but when aroused to action, decay
commences at a point circumscribed, and generally
oxteudK—unless jirrested— until so much of the
lungs become involved that vital action ceases.

The evils of constipation result from inattention to
the calls of nature, and usually commence with
children whose habits are not closely looked to by
their parents.

The processes of nature are always active while
life lasts. When effete matter is retained a mo-
ment beyond the time its expulsion is demanded, the
Hystem commences its efforts to get rid of it. When
the natural egress is checked, the absorbents carry
the more fluid portions of the poisonous mass into
the circulation, and it l)ecomes diffustid throughout
the body. The more solid or clay-like portion is

forced into the lower rectum, where it becomes im-
pacted, thus cutting off the circulation in the small
blood vessels, causing painful engorgements known
as piles and hemorrhoids. A continuance of these
troubles often results in fissure, fistula or cancer.
The trouble is seldom confine^ here. As a result
of the blood poisoning we almost invariably find
more or less dyspepsia, with decided derangement
of the functions of the heart, liver, and kidneys, ac-
companied by headache and nervous debility, often
verging on paralysis.

—

HalVs Journal of Health.

=*=A OLUF-for ready use is made by adding to any
quantity of glue common whisky instead of water.
Put both together In a bottle, cork it tight and set

for three or four days, when it will be fit for use
without the application of heat. Glue' thus pre-
pared will keep for years, and is at all times fit

for use, except in very cold weather, when it

shotild be set in warm water before using. To
obviate the difficulty of the stopper getting tight
by the glue drying in the mouth of the vessel, use
a tin vessel with the cover fitting tight on the out-
ride to prevent the escape of the spirit by evapora-
tion. A strong solution of isinglass made in the
some manner is an excellent cement for leather.

—

Builder and Wood- Worker.

Book Noticea and New Publications.

We have received part No. 1 of a series of ten, in-
tended by the publishers to complete a handsomely
printed, instructive, and interesting work on

^ -^ Modern Architectural Designs and Details, contain-
ing 80 finely lithographed plates, showing plans,
designs, and details in Queen Anne, Eastlake, Eliz-

abethan, and other modern styles. The completed

^ work will furnish a splendid addition to the library
of every architect who secures it. Builders and

r
* - owners desiring more perfected knowledge in the

science of building houses will find it valuable.
Bicknell & Comstock, N. Y., publishers. Price
$1 each number.

Also, The Slate Table, ^designed for the use of

slaters, quarrymen, architects, and dealers, with

the heavily concave roof of H. H. Bancroft's resi

dence on the south-west corner of Franklin and
California streets. They stand well.

Also, Tht Stitdfnt's Illustrated Guide to Traiticat
Draughting, by T. P. Pemberton. Published by
the Industrial Publication Co., New York. A
neat work^ fqll of instructions to Machinists, Me-
chanics, Apprentices, and Students, giving treatises

on draughting instruments, the art of drawing,>etc.,
with numerous illustrations. Price $1.

Also, The Workshop Companion, a collection of
useful and reliabllii^ Receipts, Rules, Processes,
^rttlioil-j, Wrinkles, and practical informatiodvin-
cludiug suggestiuiis and instructions alike valuable
in household and workshop. It treats upon the
simpler and by all easily comprehended forms and
methods of preparing and using cements, receipts

for making inks, cleaning marble, etc. It refers to

alloys, lacquers, steel, brass, wood-finishing, polish-

ing powder, and innumerable other matters. Price
35 cents.

Either of the works noticed can be obtained
through the office of this journal.

EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
rAB EST AB HOSTS DOCEni.

[While this column is optn to all, farmers as well as me-
chauics, enuiueers sa well aa architects, wumeu aud children
H8 well aH those of the ** nohler sex," we would call partic-
ular attention to one aod all to have their questions aud the
information desired to t}e in accord, as far as possible, with
the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those
principles for which the only monthly of its kind this ^ide
of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-
swer all questions in a fair and impartial manner, and if it

becomes necessary, will furnish cuts for the illustrations of
any problem, provided we r*'gard the solution thereof
as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urge
upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their
questions, concise in the language used ; let the writing be
distintt, aud one side of the paper only to be used

;
give full

name and address, aud particularly mention if their proper
name shall be used.
We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

of signed articles rests with the authors.
Correspondents will please direct all communications to

the business manager of this journal—240 Montgomery
street, rooms 12 and i8.1

Business Manager of Architect.—I have a
roof, the span or width of which is 48 feet, and
the height 18 feet. It is rectangular, hipped at

each end. I can figure out the length of my com-
mon rafters easily enough, viz., 30 feet. What will

be the length of my hip rafters ? Also, how do you
get the length of the latter }

Beginner, lone City.

An8.—If your rafters are 30 feet in length, (I no-
tice that does not allow of any projection) by the
same rule your hip rafters will be 38.41 feet. You
have simply worked out the problem of finding the
hypothenuse, two sides being given. Apply same
principle to the hip rafter—regarding a common
rafter as one of the sides, and half the width of the
roof the other side, of your triangle.

Business Manager op Architect.—Will you
please let me know if there is a simple rule to find

the circumference of a circle, diameter being given ?

A. F. Q., Salinas.

Ans.—Multiply the diameter by 3 ; add one sev-
enth part of the diameter to the product ; their sum
will be the circumference. Very simple.

Business Manager of Architect.—I have a
large collection of postage stamps, but do not know
the names of the busts on the different stamps. Will
you please inform a young subscriber upon this
point? Jennie, 8. F.

Ans.—Although the answer to this question has
appeared in every paper in the country, we will
oblige our young friend this time

''"

One cent ,. Franklin.
Two **

Jackson.
Three " WaBhington.
Five **'^,,, Taylor.
8i^ *'.«

«

«

Lincoln.
Seven " Stanton.
Ten —~ *̂ Jefferson.
Twelve

,

.

.......... ^ . . ^ ^ ^ , . . .Clay.
Fifteen **

. , . . ...... .T. . , . ^.Webster

.

Twenty-four " '...".'.!!'.'!!! Tr^ .. Scott.
Thirty ** ....v..,^^ ^ . . . . Hamilton.
Ninety ^« ......^ w....> ,.Perry. _

Ed. ARcnrracT.—Passing a Chinese wash-house
one evening, we stopped to notice the occupant
counting uf)on a board . My companion remarked
that every finger of the hand is used by the Chinese
in counting, each one having a different number.
Will you please tell me if she is right ?

^ . CuHiosiTY, Alameda. —
Aifs.—Every finger of the left hand represents

nine figures, as follows: The little finger represents
units, the ring finger tens, the middle finger hun-
dreds, the fore finger thousands, and the thumb
tens of thousands. -

'

Business Manager of ARCHiTEcr.— Will you
please to let me into one of the secrets of the *' per-
fumers' art," and tell me how it is possible to
make so much •* triple extract of heliotrope,"
whan I know from my extended travels, there is

very little indeed of heliotrope flowers cultivated
for the perfumer to use ?

Curiosity, San Jose.

Ans.—I do not know that it is just right to ex-
pose the secrets of the perfumer or any other art
or profession. But as "Curiosity " is an old friend,
I will just this once let her know how to make
ssence of heliotrope without the flowers. Add to a
tincture of vanilla a small proportion of oil of bitter
almonds ; add essence of rose, and orange flower,

q. /., and you will have an dxcellent extract of
heliotrope. Q. H. W.

Business Manager of Architect. — Why are
Mansard roofs so called ?

Enca, Berkeley.

Ans.—So called after a celebrated French archi-
tect of that name.

Business Manager of Architect.—In a con-
versation the other day, we had quite a dispute
about the value of the different oils used in per-
fumery. I claim that the otto of roses is the most
expensive used. What is your opinion in regard
to the most costly otto used r

Unona Odoraitssima.—Ans.—^You most assuredly have sigtied a very
curious "nom de plume." The otto obtained from
the plant, the botanical name of which is the same
as your signature, is worth considerably more than
the otto of roses. Its odor resembles a mixture of
jasmine and lilac, but cannot be likened to the
scent of any other flower. —

z" O. H. W. ~

Business Manager of Architect'.— In your
September number you inferred that at a future
time you would inform us in regard to the cause of

dry rot in timber. Will you please insert in your
next some particulars in regard to it ?

L. N., Healdsburg.

Ans.—Dry rot is a diseased state incident to tim-
ber, which reduces ibs substance to a mass of dry
dust, by decomposing the fibers. It is caused by
various species of fungi, the names of which I can-
not at present call to mind. The chief causes of

dry rot are, stagnation of air, as under the floor of

a building or behind wainscoting, and imperfect
drying of the timber. Well-seasoned timber will

resist the action of the fungi for a long time. The
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most successful preventive of dry rot is a solution Of
corrosive sublimate introduced into the pores of the
wood by the agency of an air-pump.

Business Manager of Architect.—At a friendly
meeting of several plasterers last evening, the re-
mark was made that hair was formerly used in the
white mortar, or settiug-ooat. A majority of those
present wore of the opinion that it never was so
used. We leave the question to you to decide which
18 the correct opinion. P. U., Marysville.
Ans.—Hair was formerly used, in the proportion

of one bushel of hair to six bushels of lime.

Business Manager of Architect.—Where does
it grow, and what kind of wood ig it, the name of
•whioh is ellahneel ^

"—' ~
Specimen Gatherer, Sonoma Co.

Ans.—The wood is obtained from a small tree
ihat grows in the East Indies. It is of a light red
color, and is chiefly used in temples and furniture

B. E. Henriksen's Safety Qlutch.

The annexed cut is an illustration of B. E. Hen-
rtksen's Patent Automatic Safety Clutch for Ele-
vators :

This safety clutch consists of two upright trip
levers each provided with a solid rubber roller at_ the top; and mounted at the bottom on a horizontal
Bhaft^'cured to thfiJrame of the cage and support-—"g two tuuthed cams or dogs. A corrugated strip—tjf wood or cleat is applied to one side of each of
the guide poHts of the elevator, in such a manner
that the rollers on the trip levers^ be caused to

^r<ytji^^,.4ilong their corrugated face. At the or-
dinary rate of speed these rollers pass over the pro-—jections aud fall back in their places by reason of
their weight and position, but any excess of speed
caused by the fall of the elevator brings the rollers
in violent contact with these projections, which
throwing the levers outward causes the cams or
dogs to engage into the guide posts, thus forming a
wedge or brake which instantly ntops the cage
The action of this Hafety clutch is Huch that the
more rapid the fall.' the quicker the action ; th e
heavier the load, the tighter and firmer the grip.

breaking of the main cable. All the elevator acci-
dents which have occurred up to this present time
have been caused by some defect in the machinery;we have yet to hear of any caused by broken cable.
X he following are among the advantages possessedby this safety clutch overall others. It has no
springs tumblers, nor triggers, liable to becomegummed, stiff, or otherwise unreliable

It will work as well on an empty cage as upon
one loaded to its utmost capacity. The elevatorof
the Johnson Building, No. 120 Sutter street,
which was prevented from falling by one of these
clutc^hes on AugUHt 17th. 1880, contained six i>er8on8,
weighing 900 or 1100 pounds, (nobody hurt) The
elevator of the California Furniture Factory 224
Bush street, which was stopped from falling on
September 28th, 1880, contained a load of furniture
a large plate mirror and the elevator boy. about
400 pounds in all, (no damage).
This safety clutch in in usa at the

Johnson Building 120 Sutter street,
Thurlow Blook^ •••••••• '^^^' ^'^^ Kearny street,
San Francisco Stock Exchange Pine street.

iw^v5>"''- ••••••'•••••• 545 Market street
W. & Y. Sloaa....
J. Cerf & Co
W. Cohn&Co

Common Rough, 50 to 60 feet, per M feet
GO to 70 •

*•
60 to 80 ' >« '*"

Refuse Rough. .;.:.: .7.:.. vT.,
---..

Common Rough, sized with* planer $2 addi*-
tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step^
ping per M feet....

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and U
xG Flooring per M feet

Rough Clear for flooring, $1
^
rates, per M feet.

Second

per
less than above

109

22 00
23 00
24 00
16 00

27 50

30 00

• 1 iiif.

n 1

M

H

4

....522 Market street,

517 Market street,

.^^. Battery and Bush,

(luality Flooring and Stepping, per

SbipPlank. rough ..per MlPeet. ...——-.T— planed I side. ... **

- '« __. planed 2 sides . .

.

Deck^PTank, rough . .........
" dressed..-:T7rTr^

Laths

4(

Redwood."
per M

*rm-t ._f •
((

.224 Bush street,

((
10 .T7:..r

(<

California Furniture Co
New City Hall
Halleck Block ..... . . . HaVleck' ind' SaniiJme,
lievi. Dmmant & Co 1U7 Battery street,
Franco Amerioan Perfumery Co. .109 Battery street.
F. Berwin & Co m Battery Htreet f^ "^ " "ader H f

Pioneer Woolen Mills 115 Battery street!
T- * C^., 6-inch. 12 feet

l^Afr. Henriksen received the Silver Medal
awarded by the Mechanics Institutefor the best Safety
-Clutch exhibited during the last Fair. *3m.

w XV ^ ^^^ Fhanciscx), June Ist, 1880.
We, the undersigned Architects, do hereby certify

that we have carefully and critically examined
Henriksen's Patent Automatic Safety

Rough Merchantable.-..^77T7.-.per M feet $20

Surfaci?, NoTlr;
Surface, 1x8,

1x6
No. 2

Rustic, No. 1 1

Rustic, No,
1 X

((

n

<i

<(

-tA-t

Rustic, short, 8 to lOicofrT.-rrr;:;'.

under 8 feet . .>,,..
and over .

7 to 11 feet ....
'* under 7

No. 2 .

<i

(<

«(

(I

-U.

feet

i(

«<

<<

B. E.

Clutch, and by reason of its simplicity," cheapneM,
durability, and positive and prompt action, con-
sider It to be the best and most reliable of the kind.We therefore cheerfully indorse and recommend
this Safety Clutch to all persons requiring the same.

David Farqlharson, 502 Van Ness Av
P. HUERNE, Thurlow Block.
Kenitzer <fc Raun, 601 California St.
Wolfe & Son, 240 Montgomery St.

Theo. a. Eisen, 330 Pine St.
-r.— William CuRLEiT, 330 Pine St.

William Mooser, 302 Montgomery St
.

J. Marquis, 39 Sutter St.
^- Geo. Bordwkll, 507 California St

Beaded,* 12 feet and over
" 7 to 11 feet ....
" under 7 feet

Half-inch Surface
Pickets, fancy

rough, pointed

30
30
28
22
28

i^. perM feet, $25
30

$25
14

27
25
20
20
27
25
20
27
20
16

$14
20

to 45

((

«(

<<

(4

Pickets, rough, square ;^r M feet
Siding, J-inch «<

Port Oxford White Cedar per M fcxjt $30 00
Sugar Pine w 30 00 to 50
It. VV

. sawed shingles pej jy; 2
Battens, J-inch.

Hardware and Naha.—We ooto the follow-
ing pricerfi:

-"^
' '

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at ,

00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
oa
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
25

75

t(

i« ((

Wright & Sanders, 418 California St.
P. J. O'Connor, 413 Bush St.
T. J. Welsh, 302 Montgomery St.
Wm. Paiton, 411 California St.
Augustus Laver, Stock Exchange.
Hatherton & Pklton, 330 Pine St.

*2m.

Market Reports.

. -ir. Henriksen, at the last Mechanics' Institute
Fair, had a full-size elevator in operation, in order
to demonstrate the particular working of his in-
vention. This elevator contained a load of about
600 or 700 pounds, the average load of ordinary
elevators. The cage was run up and down at the
usual rate of speed; then a brake was opened and
the cage permitted to fall violently as if the cable
or some part of the machinery had broken. This
caused the clutches to perform their duty by in-
stantly stopping the cage. These tests were made
from four to twelve times every night for four

^S??' ^^^ the safety clutch never failed to act.
This form of clutch is to be preferred to those

whose action depends upon springs, or upon the

Glass. — But slight changes have taken place
since our last. The factories in the East are still
pushed to their utmost capacity. Belgian glass
has advanced 10 per ct., American glass the same.
There is considerable feeling in regard to the latter,
and we should not be surprised to see it make quite
a raise. In spite of the activity of the manufact-
urers, they are as yet unable to accumulate any
stock ahead, and the present state of the market is

caused by endeavors to supply the demand for
actual wants.

Paints.—Prices have not changed. Demand is

active, and liable to continue so for the next month.
After the first rains is a favorable time with our
farmers to paint their houses, as then the dust will
be settled, and a nice clean -painted house is so
pleasant to gaze upon during the long winter
months.

Lumber and Hardware.— No change in the
price of lumber or shingles. Nails remain at same
prices, although '

' before night we may receive notice

of a change.'" That is the way one of our principal
firms informs us. The market for doors and win-
dows is very firm, with a good demand.

Oregon Pine.

8
6

5 and 4
4 and 5

6
8

10 and upward
3 penny fines

<« (<

a

.• . . ^\
.... 4
.... 4

4
pennies, brad heads at 5

5
««

<( «i

II
.,^ 5

7

00
25

50
75
25
50
25
00
50

Common Rough, u^to 40 feet, per M feet . ..$20
40 to 50 /« f, .... 21

*i
00
00

Total import of nails since January Ist
*
1*30 466

kegs, 2,383 half-kegs. '
*

Lumber.
We are indebted to the .S". F. Journal of Com-

merce for the following very full report of receipts
and exports of lumber

:

Receipts since our last:
Lumber, feet 2,923,227
^^"'g^es 1,173,000
Laths .... ; _ 120,000
Wood, cords.. ,..: 4(jo
Hoops, bundles o .^, .....

.

51
Shakes. • 117.000
btaves, bundles 4^225
Total receipts since January let

:

Lumber, ft 158,468,342

? ?^ It'
^^ 52,979,032

Laths, No, 15,097.800
Wood. cds. 20,000

^^Jf«'
%"•' 63,000

„ ^
yo> ^t^ ... . .... .^^^ , ... - 4914

^.'l^^'J^gs , 3485

Rosewood, logs '32

l^^j^t'-
*.:*'.'..;.''.;*..

1,494,625
Pickets, No 20,000
Hoops, bdls 7775
Headings, bdls 53
Staves

'

13,799
txlls. , \^ ,', ;, 5,710

** crds •-i^_£. -ijLi-^sLtiiLi 23
Railroad Ties T. 288 041
Jo8^ .'.*.'.'.*

367^483
Sugar Pine, ft 2,190,000

ik>\
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Barrel St'k, pkire
opai-8

Wool SlatH. . ... . .

.'.

Stttvo-bolts

cds
leieg-raph Poien. ,_ ^ . ^, , ; ;;;;;';;.
S5hip-kiiee8....,..J.

ReoeiptH for mouth of beptomber •

lledwood, roughs ft,_^.^,^ 3,693,13*2

i^L^l^^^l^f^^^QyiECT AND BUILDING REVIEW. -»-««.i

27,580^

74,000

78,000
317

1,508

HO

!i

,1

:|*
1

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

^

I

cfear 618,245
areHsed 2,543,691
do ^inch... 8,356

siding, do ... 36,392
batttms, do ... 25,165
pickats, rough . . 37,841
do drcHsed. 12,660

Pmo, roiigli 7,96u,019
do dreaded 1,415,711
do fencing 758,462

Spruce rough
.^ , . 1,950,423

do dres«ed....^_.__. u^i^ _4;4g^;^^Cedar, rough i«i o-^
Hardwood, maple .,._ ___^_ ?

^^ ^^
3,000

Total.... ...
19,2. )0^

7,005,482

10,134,192

' t <

»

Sundries.
ShingleH ....
Laths
Shaken
Sh4p-kneeH

. .

.

Piles, hneal ft ffr.T.Tr:::
Jtedwood Pustfj..

.

*'^'^-n-?'rf. .iTV-r

!,;.««_• . • «

• • • • « a

Knilroad Tirs, rifts.
liroom-haudleH
Spanish Cedar
Spars, pieces. .

,

• r • • • • t »_« • jt-» • • . « . ,^ ,.

« » » y.» J 1 « t"t V

.13,481,500

2,443,300
• 558,875

97,863

16,722

Building Intelligence

The past month has been extremely dull as faras the Mtting of contracts is concerned The

eTecUr'^Wrdo '''': T'l^l^^ the^rtidenT^al

ever h"ia iJ^JX^'f !^"^ ^^''' ^^ ^">^ ^^^^^i^never hUd m tJiis State, there has been such an in-terest taken by the solid, substantial bushiest menas was manifested during the last cami^i;^^Sof our capitalists were so engrossed with tl^ resliltthat th^ gave up all thoughts of buildhi^ till thevwere satisfied which party tas to have h^e re ns ofgoverninent We have heard many exp eT theopinion that now all issues were decided, we wouldexperience a rcjgular "Eastern Boom ''in thebuilding me We do not think so, howeve? Aslow heal hful growth is to be expected aid wiU«nrcly take place. Sandlottism has been sTippressed, or rather died a natural death Theall-absorbmg Presidential election has b^n decided

linCTr" '"
^/r'^'

^*«^^'' -^ move atutas It they had an end to accomplish
; while law andorder reign supreme. Of course all thil creaksconfidence, and many are the plans proLtXf^r

wiu "»P';yv^"^ents. We know of a^gj^t^any^««dmgs ^that-svitr K» o»r .-' „„j b^^v many

Loifs.

-?r,J Exports of Lumber since November 1st

:

— Feet
^"7* Lr

^^''^ram, Riiiby, Queen. 18,000

1
• i

*'^^ ^''''^' ^'"^^ ••'/><"•>

1.. Francis Thorjx-, Queens'tn. 5,()()0

3. .Granada, Central America. .20,000
_ 3. .Granada, Panama 17,*60()

3. .Cormorant, Queenstt^wn.
. . y'oOO

3..Tamaya, Liver|XH)l fJ.'oOO

3. .City of Glasgow. Queens'tn. 16,000
4 .

.
Sir Wm. Wallace, do ... . 15.000

4..Parthenia, do.... 19,500
4..Kaisow, do.... 9,000
4 .

.
Edinburgh, do . . .

.

20,0«h)
5 .Alfred Adams, Acapulco. . 17,000

' 0. .Grassmere, Que^nstownr-r. 17,000
6. .Annie John.sou. Dublin. . .13,'o00
b.. .rjiaros, Liverpool .... . . . .34,000

69,727
49,000

1,008

Value.
$360 00
iSf) (M)

100 90
380 00

1,059 86
180 00
120 00
320 (0
300 00
400 00
180 00
5oo 00

340 00

340 00
260 00
680 00

-^otal ....... 285, 100 $51,359 86
Exports of Shingles since our last:

Nov. 3. .Granada, Cen. America.. 31,000
Exports of Shooks since our lasti.

Value.
$06 00

Vov -^ xif.^ A A P^^® Value.Nov o .
.
Alfred Adams, .v^., 784 • $450 00

bpH!!r T^'^t^ 'V ^'"^^ T'^ ^^''"^« ^^^ ^«'n»n\i is

m nmnr" V ^''"' ^' ^"'^^^"° operations are alittle more active.

^'xr ^f a"«^.cargo rates : Pine-Rough, $16 ? M ft
•

.
No. li Wing and Stepping, §24.50. ' RedVood-
S^"^>^?^^'.

^^^^'^^^^ ^^^. Retail rates : P^ne-No^ 1 Flooring and Stepping. .^30 ; Rough, $20.Redwood - Rough, $20; Surfaced, $30 • No 1Rustic $30; Flooring, $27.50; ToLued and

- Rough Pointed Pioket^. $16; Rough S,mare Piek--ets, »14; Shingles, $2.25 f M.
**r« ^ "K-

Cemftnt, Pl.vster, JLime, Etc.
Total imports since January Ist •

^'T'' S"- • •
"•

'

51.809

Receipts of California Lime^ince our last : 1 285barrels. Total since January l.st, 102,722 bar^^lsIhe market is quiet and inactive
We quote Kafltern Cement, Rosendalo, $2 25-3

2.50; other $2.12A; Portland Cedent, $4 50(15 20
S'o^a'^'^'*,^'^^

^"^^ brands. Pi a>*ter—Eastern *3 2^
@3.50; do. GoldenGate. $2.75^^3 00. Liine-|!;t
Cruz and Sacramento, $—@1 50 Fire-bricksJ-
535@i0, jobbing at $40@50, a^ to brand. CaliforniaBrick-Hard, $10012; Soft, $7@8; Red, $9@li

Se '^Inl^^^^?^^^''^^^^ i- '^- near

bulv TK
^^\"^^"n^'hlIe, our mechanics are all

th7' W^'" ^^^^ "'^ "°*' ^'^^ ^^^^dily find workthrough the country. Our farmers all feel goodand have done,;!, immense quantity of work ^-pairing fences, barns, and houses during the l^fcthree months
; and sensibly, too, a grit manyhave built their own warc-houses, iAstead of pa^tn^Htorage. larmera should think of the facHha^

CuT "t.
'"'^^ "^^''"^' ""^ - little lay out inbuilding their own store-hous.s will amply repaythem in the end, as the lumber can alwa/sL us^for fencing, etc., in case they sell their future cro^

iLsual number of plans "yf^^,,r^^ ^« - duriuir U^epast month, that have not-^on, a/J^'' on account o differences l.etween o/ne4 ai d builders^nregard to cost, etc. But «,/.^ it is that thi.s occurr^so many times lately is a question that we wo. Mike owners, as well as contractor... to explain mthat each cansee the various difficulties in fhe wa^and pave the way tor a better understanding i^thefuture. We report a more general feeling tf con-

for^e'r"
'"""^'^-^^l-«^^- has been ex^perienced

8AN FHANCISCO.
Two-Story frame building on comer of Hai^htand Buchanan streets. Owner, R. McElr^y

; fr-

:W ^isfooo'.'"^^'"^
^
^^^^^*^^^^'' *^1-^^-- Cost,

Three-story store and dwelling on north-westcorner ot Pine and Laguna streets^ Owner E JHealey
; architects, Curlett & Eisen ; contractorDavid Perry. Cost, «5, 000

raouor.

Frame dwelling on south side of Sacramentostreet between Buchanan and Webster Owner W
nK Tk ' r""^'^^^^''

C"^l«*^ ^ EUen
; contractor'John Robertson. Cost, $8,500
^"tractor,

b1^^.!^L'''!^T^ ?? ^^^"^^^ ^^ Sacramento andBuchanan streets. Owner, W. E. Brown • archi-

S.' $"15:^0"^ ^^'^^ -^^-^^^' '- ^^r^-
Two-story and basement brick building at No 10

Lt^itt sl""''r
-i^^^-ket street^ Owners;

tor F TTI ^^T f '.f'^^^^^*' ^^^^'^ ««ntrac-toi% i?. Jllatt. Cost, $5,000.

betwerPol'l!^'^'".^ xi^^'^
''^' ^^ Sutter streetDetween 1 oik and Van Ness Avenue. OwnerLisenberg

; architect, Schmidt. Cost, about $7 000

Catifo'rntr?
'".^

""^^''T'
^^'^^^ ^^"''« Church on

Comm?r"^T^f ^"ii
b^«^"^«"t brick building on

doX'owtf O
^^^-- ^^-^^omery and Leldes-

contr«.>fMr r 'i
,'

^*^'*i^in; architect, Moore;

of work ^ t ''"'^' Cieorge Richardson; balanceof work done by owner
; day's work. Cost, about

Two-story double house on Post street between

tec ^"pTr^;^'^?^«^^;
O—

'

J- Spiers; .7:^1-

^:\>Jr''coX $M4f^^ contractors, Gray &
Additional story and alterations of house onWberman street between Seventeenth and Eigh-

Five-room house on Sherman street between 19thand 20th. Owner, Frank Geary
; builder. Wilcoxday s work. Cost, about $1,200 '

~

and 20th'''''n*^
house on Eureka street between 19th -

and 20th. Owner, A. Davidson
; builder, Wilcox •

day s work. Cost, about $500.
'

siz?To'x^7
dwelling on corner 'iUr^ Mission,

fl^ze 20x51. Owner. Mrs. McCarthy ; contractor
-

R. Doyle. Cost $1,000.
^"''lor.

ACROSS THE BAY.
Scotch granite monument in, the Cemetery at

R^r H^l.^'^"'^'^"^- ^- Eastland
; architectsCurlett & Eisen. Cost, $5,000

*

Mr^I^nlTg^nW '^^ ''''''' ^^'^^^'- ^--^'
Two-story stoj-e and dwelling on Park ^reet —Alameda near the Bank. Owner. Hayden

; con^
tractor, Dawson. Cost, $5,000
Webster street near Buena Vista avenue, Ala-^meoa, Mr. A. Deuke is owner and builder of aresidence. _

bei^g^um.
'" Stanislaus Conntjr, a grist-mill i.

Catholic Church at Saucelito ; architect,-Ciioeh4—
contractors, Kennedy Bros. Cost, about $2,000.

i^ ive-room cottage on Webster street near Buena
Vista avenue. Alameda. Owner. G. W. Wheeler;
contractor, James Millington. Cost, -

Reeide^ice ott Alameda avenue 'between Park
street and Central avenue. Ownej-, W. H. Dame

Additions to houHe on Santa Clara avenue.

ft
' w tV ""^"f^ ^y ^'^- E. J. Minturn

^ contrac-
tor, H. M. Colton . -^ .j^. - ^- • ^

Nine^roo.n col^ge at corner Buena Vista avenueand Schiller street, Alameda. Owner, Wm. Rand •

Two-story house on comer of West End and
Inylor avenues. Owner, F. Collier; builder, Mr.
Denike. Cost about $2,800.

THE VERY LATEST IPENTION
AM)

IMPROVEMENT IN

GRATES

Patented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S IMPROVED

Mm M Parlor Maatel Urates
Are the ver;/ Best yet brought out.

IXG Orate it has no equal.
'*^^—

bustion, ant that the fl.e is always briihteitanfih^,?^^''!?"

^ndl'nV f;i.V"J' '* '« * ^«"^'""" Pmctice^'fo put in bricks a'thJpnds of the Grate so as to confine the fuel more to ihP o^ntilfor reasons B.ate.1. With this Improied Gra!e luth^^I'^ntjections are overcome. The peculiar sf.anpnf u •
i

® °^
bottom directs the/««/ from alf^delJo /r/J "JJ.'%'J^^»

'"^
settles down, and no cold air is allowed uf J^Zi^r.^^ 'k ®»

^'^
a. tl,e end, or sides Another Sost i n^^ort^nridvanu^f,7^^^^^Grate is, the combined shnke and dunin husJ)c^t ttiu^ ^ ^"'^

bottom. Which clears the draught a? once A^ile ihT r-L^T''*''®

Ihe Cuoitng attachment ia A arf^tu unvaMv ^f.t^^iJ' ^
be used with perfect impui iiy iS am- room m .h«T'^'

*"*^ *'*,'?

K«8 an<ism,.k^i8 carrl^ X the clJiriZv it noJT^' ** *"
raent-its merits are.seeft/at a glance

^' "®^' "° '''''^'

fJ}l^ P!*^*^*,*^« ^'8^'>' recommended by all the leadine Arrhiteels of s»n Francisco, Hnd are meeting with ready saleAll orders or letters of Inquiry to be addressed to
TUKC»eiI.b:tt MASUFACTUKIWO CO.

821 Sarnfotne Street,

iwljitd aitir
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^
$2.00 per Aunnm, in autu
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The unceasing effortoi Eyebt Jodbnai., Nkwhpapeb and Pr^rr. ^ ___^1 -_." . -JL:.-_^

h T^ OT^ T^ A ^'
™"''"' '^"^ ^-^--OK *snn.Tbr IliBBcrrplIonpatronage. iTt^Beeu,^

^i:^5!™^yr^^.^iB recognized correcta^"^ ..„ „ _„
"^ "^ J._V^iM-^
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rBoom 11, 240 Montgomery St.
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A Card from Architects.

Believing a well and ably conducted journaldevoted to Architectural, Mechanical, sLilte^'
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjecte'

Ahp^tJI^^^'^^t.^^ ^^^ ^^*y' *^^ CaliforniaARCHITECT AND BuiLDING REVIEW, published byine San Francisco Architectural Publishing Com-

H^^^aZ^F
'^

^ long-existing want on this coast.

a//i ^^'"^yV"' P^'dg^ our cordial sympathies person-

rerollf-
^^'

i'^f.
^^' ^^i^rprise will receive kindly

anTp -7^
''''^ ^'^'^^^^ -^-^-^^^^ A^^ ^" Architects

Tuilif^ltZi;:"
'^'^""-^^ ^^^^^' --'from^^e

^VXD Farquharson,Wrig^ & Sanders,
»• H. W1X.LIAMS,
Thos. J. Welsh,
^' HUERNE,
JohnMarquis,
;?• J. O Connor,
Theo. a. Eisen.

John A. Remer.

B. McBouGAL and Son,
Wm. Mooser,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
w. c. hoagland,
S. & J. c. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.

The present number completes the first volume of
this journal as a monthly publication. Its second
will commence with the January number, 1881 or
with the " quarterly- of 1879 added, its third vol
ume. Its merits and defects alike have passed to
the eternal record, from which not a single line orword will ever be effaced or expunged; andneUhersuccess nor failure in the future will ix^ any manneraffect that which has passed ^ manner

wJi! ^i'^
''^

k''''*
^ recalled, but by its experiences

This will be done as best judgment may direct andf circumstances and prospects do not dec'eive usthe past IS but an outline of the future. This muchhas certainly been learned_ that coin, experiTn^energy and enterprise are indispensable^"^!:
8it«, in the establishment of a journal

^^^^^

W ^ '';{""•
'"'o^

ajournal- has been expressedby thousands in San Francisco. If so thenitshould receive universal support from Til cl^
artisans'^ but'th'*'^'

contractors, mechanics,Td
artisans, but the co.mmunity itself ; as its col-umns contain monthly, matter which should beread by every owner of real estate, and every ten^

dw;ir^' h^
W of circumstances is requ^ed todwell m houses built by others, and sometimeswithout any regard to those necessary sanitary andother precautions so essential to continued lifi andhealth. Its columns will contain valuable instruc-

tions and suggestions in reference to all matters involved in the proper construction of all classes of

^ t^hV f ?^fi
'' ^'^\ * ^^'•Sre amount of matter

suitable for the general reader. Much that has ap-peared m Its columns has been local in characterand interest, and so of necessity; for in no commu-nity have less uniformity of procedures, or greater
irregularities prevailed in architectural and me-chanical circles.

Architects and mechanics have come to this coastfrom all civilized portions of the globe, some with
self-conceit ni their exceptional abilities, and the
assumption that they, above all others, were the
true embodiment of perfection in the science at-tempted by them. Men of this class are always an
incongruous element in societies, creating senti-
ments, which if practiced universally by all others—each being a world within himself—would de^
Btroy all common sympathies, and render life a con-
dition of individual isolation, in which the meanest
ot all human frailties—selfishness—would predom-

inate Those who fall into this error simply illus-
trate the Ignoble qualities of their natures; for onlv
fools accept the doctrine that any man is wise and
great beyond comparison, or so laden with superior
qualifications as to make him superior to others—
except perhaps in some specialty, the outgrowth of
special advantages, or some peculiar freak or gift
of nature

;
while in other respects the school-boymay be his master.

Others have come with indifferent architectural
and mechanical training, and limited practice cre-
ating m this ••new field," as far as their influences
have reached, imperfect and faulty methods in
marked contrast with established theoriew and cor-
rect principles. Others have come, surcharged with
the exact correctness of methods, rules, and prac-
tices prevailing in the city or locality of their for-
mer experiences, from which all departures and
variances are considered infractions and errors. •

Others have come, proclaiming themselves to be
practical architects, who have scarcely been able to
draw parallel lines upon paper, or describe a circle
with a pair of compasses. These, to " build them-
selves up," and "make business," have been forced
to the cunning exercise of their wits, and by pre-
tentious and assumed qualifications, imposed them-
selves upon owners and the profession, neither to
the advantage of the one nor the credit of the other.
Others have received their architectural and me-
chanical education in California, which, to a large
extent has enabled them to gain a knowledge of themany views and practices adopted in the various
offices; for however far apart and estranged archi-
tects themselves may stand, the youths and em-
plojjrees of the respective offices intermingle socially
and • talk matters over," connected with the offices
in which they are or may have been engaged, and
in this way obtain knowledge of the ' many ways
of doing things," and so secure more general and
varied information. Consequently, inharmonies are
but natural results, and these never produce pleas-
ant conditions; to counteract which, and create and
establish better views, sentiments, and feelings in
the profession, to induce better understandings, and
more nearly right systems and practices among
building contractors and mechanics generally, and
to modify and correct the views of owners, so as to
effect a general good result, is the great work, aim,
and object of this journal. But to do all this wili
require a large amount of money, and we appeal to
every citizen of this Coast, that if the purposes in
view are good and worthy, let there be no delay in
forwarding subscriptions personally, and securintr
others for the year 1881.
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Society of Architects.

If

If

k" t

The formation of a Society of Architects in this

city, for mutual advice, consultation, and protec-

tion, has been frequently urged in this journal, and
through the columns of the daily papers ; but so

far without any positive result. A large number
of the menibors of the profession, among them man y
of the must prominent, have signified their ap-

prova\ in earnest terms, and express the opinion

that such an organization, founded and perpetu-

ated upon broad, unselfish, and honorable princi-

ples, would greatly advance the common interests

of the profession, secure for it its entitled position,

and establish for it a reputation commensurate
with its elevated character. It is surprising that

men of the intelligence enjoyed by a majority of

the architecta of this city, t^ould permit so hurtful

an apathy to continue as that whic^ prevails in

this connection. Strongly developed circumstances
combine to render a movement of this character

advisable, proper, and wise. _!' ry . 1
„^^The arguments which favor, justify, and affect

organizations alike among physicians, laMcyers,

commer(dal men, merchants, and other intelligent

classes, are equally forcible in reference to the ar-

chitectural profession. Viewed in its true light,

architecture is a science of perpetual development,
ever revealing new features and presenting fresh

propositions for the mind to contemplate and com
prehend, and no man lives, nor ever has lived, who"
has delved to its deepest depth, or ascended its

greatest heights. Forever unfolding and revealing
something new, either in special principle or in

beauties of form and design, its fountains of elegant
things in lines and combinations have never ceased

to flow, and as l^jog «8 tiTfXfi itself shall endure,
there will he architectural lessons to learn, prob-

lems to solvb, and beauties to comprehend and de-

lineate. Why, then, as members of this great
class—this universal school, which ushers none
from its portals perfected in knowledge for all

time—should we remain opposed to ourselves, to

our common interests, by the exercise of a spirit

of opposition and jealousy toward each other—

a

spirit by no means in harmony with that which is

the soul of the science we represent.
Segregation and self-conceit befit the narrow-

minded, who fear to unfold and impart to others
the knowledge in part received from others. As
much or more than any other pursuit in life, archi-

tects are perpetual /earners, finding here and there
some new thought or idea, not always of their own
special creatioti^ but suggested by some object or
happening, some development in nature, whether
the entwining vine, which whispers by its silent

voice of beauty or the dancing sunbeams upon its

leaves, ''imitate." Or the fallen tree, after passing
through the ordeal of the woodman's ax, the
steam-driven saw, and other mechanical appliances,
opens out into a beautiful book of superbly rich and
curiously formed grains and figures, furnishing
the subject, and inviting the imaginative mind to

contemplate what the Almighty Architect of the
universe has done, through the agencies of soil as
the home of the roots, through which life is im-
parted to the trunk and limbs—quietly yet daily
maturing grandeurs which in due time come to
man in wondrous forms of perfection and beauty.
Sometimes the sterile rock and the desert waste

add their teachings ; while forests and vineyards
repeat their lessons, teaching principles of strength
and firmness, combined with proportions and sym-
metry of form and shape. And so on through all

the realms of nature, the great God-given book of
beautiful things lies open before men, and archi-

Ziects, also by nature's God endowed with minds
and intellects to grasp and utilize the liberal gifts
of His hands, simply demean themselves by draw-
ing around them individually the self-woven man-
tle of great esteem, which sometimes but poorly fits

the form enrobed.
Learners are we all, whose faculties admit en-

largement, and those who have gathered in a full
store for life have ceased to live aright, and should
in silence pass away as creatures who have stepped
aside from the ordinary work of time to wither as
the fallen leaf. When men cease to live and learn

^

they have passed the period when their living is

right and profitable. Such men are drones in the
active, busy life of man, where all are needed to
complete the order of things as arranged by
heaven's decrees.

Hence, as there is more to learn, and the foun-

tains of knowledge are still flowing and free,

would it not be wise in the profession in San Fran-
cisco to organize and labor for better understand-
ings, better harmonies, purer conceptions, more
correct methods, and general results full of profit

and advantages to all. Suppose some have acquired
a little better understanding in architectural prin-

ciples, those who possess wealth of mind and intel-

lect can afford to give, and not impoverish them-
selves ; while of certainty the humblest may their

mite throw in, and all may something learn. It is

the smaller streams, not the ocean's currents, that
revolve the wheels which grind the finest flotir.

A Justified Complaint.

An unfair and wrong practice has assumed con-
siderable proportions in this city, the tendency of

which is to render San Francisco an unfruitful field

of operation for experienced and qualified architects.

There is a certain class of contractors whose chief

study appears to be the securement of advantages
through and by which they may effect building en-
gagements without competition . Many of these

men frequent architects' offices, seeking to obtain

contracts through these established and legitimate
channels, and who, through the opportunities thus
enjoyed, secretly, and without the knowledge of the
principals, enter into private arrangements wJth the

employees and lads engaged in the 6ffices visited by
them, to make plans ** on the sly," "at odd times,"
and, if opportunity offers, during the day when
the head of the office happens to be absent. The
unfairness and dishonesty of this modus operandi
of obtaining plans is transparent, as both the parties

:^hus used, and those using them, arrange and plan to

hide and conceal the work being done, so as to avoid
detection by the man who pays his employees for

their services, furnishes the office in which such
questionable arrangements are being carried out,

and the paper generally upon which such drawings
are made. If such proceedings were right, fair,

and honesty concealment would be unnecessary.
The act of concealment is a confession of wrong on
the part of the parties themselves, and we regret to

state that there are contractors who assume and
claim to be honorable and fair men, guilty of this,

to say the least, very small practice. But this is

not all—it requires the absolute sacrifice of truth to

complete such operations in a majority of cases ; for

plans so made are generally presented to the parties
who are asked to adopt them, as the workmanship
of the party presenting them, while in fact their

hands may not have made a single line drawn. But
with many men truth is a very immaterial and sec-

ondary consideration, when personal interests are at

stake; and in cases where its use is likely to over-

shadow coveted results, it is set aside as an imprac-
tical and unnecessary feature.

The wrong is equally great upon the part of the
young men and employees who become parties to

such transactions, as it is a practice damaging to the
profession sought by them, demoralizing in its ef-

fects, and creative of a system in every sense wrong
;

for the reason that the science of Architecture can
not be *

' picked up, '
* but must be studied and learned

by diligent application ; and it amounts to a moral
outrage that men who have spent years of life in
acquiring a knowledge of the principles and prac-
tice of so responsible a profession, should be de-
prived of its emoluments and benefits by those to

whom they are seeking to impart like knowledge
with their own, or those who are paid for faithful
services—not covert and double dealing. In all

such cases, the principal of the office is made a suf-

ferer; for if the work is "done at home," the eyes
strained by overtaxation under gas or lamp-light
are dull for the work of the succeeding day; and
spare after-regular office-hours thus employed are
crowded into, or taken in part from the time due
in the office ; and excuses devoid of truth are invent-
ed for "being late," and like inventions resorted

to for the purpose of securing leave from the office

before the regular time. So that in every sense the
thing complained of is bad, and should be sup-
pressed, and practicing architects would only be
true to themselves and the profession, by dismissing
peremptorily those in their employ found guilty of

such acts, and exclude from the privilege of figur-

ing, those who instigate such opportunities; and a
rule generally established in the profession to notify
each other of parties so implicated, with the under-
standing that none such shall receive engagements,
would have a corrective influence.

This condition of affairs is another strong argu-
ment in favor of a Society of Akchitkci's. We
have urged that great necessities exist for such an
organization, through which its members might dis-

cuss and regulate existing irregnlarities, and by
kind and friendly understandings, arrive at and
establish such rules as would best serve to promote
the common interests of the profession.

Again : By the means related, owners are duped
into contract arrangements with parties upon wholly
false representations ; and although professedly for

the purposes ot economy to the owner—" saving the

expense of an architect"—the covert design in all

such oases is to avoid the watchful eye of those qual-

ified to detect errors, omissions, and poor workman-
ship, and leave matters in shape for easy handling

by the parties thus conniving, who, as a rule, pocket

in extra profits on such work, far more than the

amount which plans and superintendence in the reg-

ular way would cost. If- owners were governed by
intelligent reasoning, they could reach no other

conclusion than that men who " do not want to

work under the supervision of a competent archi-

tect," or who express an anxiety to induce owners
to place matters in the hands of special parties not

of the highest reputation for abilities, and cry

down and defame others for being "hard on the

contractor," ** all for the owner," etc., must have-

motives in view, not by any means specially favor-

able to owners' interests.

Our young men and employees should bear in

mind that this system, continued and enlarged,

will work ruin upon the profession, and that after

they have spent the best years of life in its study,

there will be no room for the practice of theii: more
matured acquirements, and they will be compelled
to seek other fields, or enter competition with inex-

perienced lads, or men who live by huckstering
their worthless services around at one-fourth com-
pensation.

To the Mechanics of California.

That there are in San Francisco and on this Coast

many working-men—by which we mean men who
labor as we do daily for our daily bread, in contrast

with those who have defiled and to a certain extent
brought disrepute upon the laboring classes—who
are competent to write up intelligent and edifying
articles for publication, there can be no doubt. That
there is a necessity that they should do so is also a

fact. The columns of this journal are open and
free to all such, and we invite all to use their pens
and furnish us their views upon any pertinent sub-

ject of general interest. Some have said, " I can-

not write well enough." " I am a poor writer,"
etc. In answer to this we state, send us your arti-

cles in the best shape you can, and if need be we will

assist in correcting errors, and trimming to make
the matter readable. We want practical facts,

ideas, and suggestions, to reach which is the pur-

pose of this publication, and which, presented in

intelligent shape, in language clear and compre-
hensive, will be quite as acceptable as less practical

matter containing all the force and beauties of the

Fnglish language, from the pens of the ablest schol-

ars, and masters of the art of composition.
Write I Write the best you can, and show to the

world that there are in California and on the Pa-
cific Coast, intelligent mechanics, capable of ex-

pressing their conception and understanding of me-
chanical principles and theories, with a force and
clearness which will win for them a fair reputation
in other parts of our great country, and in distant^

parts of the world, which are reached monthly by
the circulation of this journal. We hold it to be
a duty incumbent upon every man, to do all that

may be within his possibilities, in defense of his

pursuit in life, if it be honorable and honest. This
duty may be omitted and avoided, but they play
their part best who play it well.

Brother Architects of the Pacific Coasts Mechanics
and Artizans ALL 1—give us your support, not only
to the amount of yearly subscription, but by your
personal influence, your pen, and your hearty ap-
probation, so far as our work justifies approval.

We also invite contributions for our columns, and
subscriptions, from all Manufacturers ^ Inventors^

Engineers, Farmers ^ and Producers, in all lines and
branches, And "last but not least," we especially

invite property owners to present their views, experi-

enqps and advice, as by a general exchange of

thoughts and opinions, right understandings may
be reached, and errors corrected.

THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW.
California Abroad.

The people of no other State or portion of the
world, have been less correctly understood, nor
more grossly misrepresented, than the inhabitants
of the Pacific Coast, particularly those of Califor-
nia. Even "Reverend Men," '-'Divines," pro-
fessed teachers of truth and rightousness, have for-
gotten the Ninth Commandment, and proclaimed
mosi unwarrantable fabrications, and fearfully
garbled statements. Fair credit for things achieved
is withheld, where honest representation of facts
would do honor to the Golden State and its people.
The bright plumed bird of the western coast of
freedom's domain, has been and is the object of
merciless plucking, by the pens and tongues of
many who have come among us, only to return to
their homes and reproach us. If the history of
California was known only through the representa-
tions made of it, its resources, people, moral, reKg-
ious, social, mechanical, manufacturing and other
interests, by some who have " told their story,

"

the deduction that we are a fearfully immoral,
non-progressive and debased people, would be a
reasonable one

; while to ourselves and those who
rightly understand us, our position as a State
stands in fair comparison with others in a general
sense, and in some particulars much in advance of
longer established places.

In the correction of these errors, and in the
presentation of real facts and conditions, this
journal is having, and will enjoy increased in-
fluence ; as within the coming year we expect to
extend our circulation to all parts of the civilized
world. At present it is circulated in every State
in the Union, in London, Ireland, Australia, Hai-
waiian, andXiji Islands, the British possessions on
this Continent, and in South America.
These facts should indi*c a universal interest in its

liberal support—a support which will enable us to
devote our undivided attention to its improvement
and the production of a journal inferior to none
published. We ask this in the common interest of
ourselves, and every interest represented through
its columns, carrying with them the best interests
not only of California, but the entire Pacific
Coast.

Students of Architecture.

Young men, lads, and boys who enter upon the
study of the profession of Architecture, cannot esti-
mate too highly its dignified and elevated character,
and the responsible duties imposed in its practice.'
The mere matter of making sketches, lines, figures,
and even plans and designs for buildings, is but the
schoolboy part, which may be attained by any at-
tentive scholar, possessed of fair intelligence, and
an aptness of thought and conception ^running in
that direction. But these acquirements alone by no
means comprehend the Science of Architecture, to
which the mere mechanical artist, or picture-maker,
stands as the early dawn to the meridian sun-light';
the former being, in a large degree, the efforts of the
eye, a steady and ready hand, and the faculty of
imitation and conception, and a fair proportion of
originality of thought ; while the latter, fairly mas-
tered, is the result of earnest and correct study, un-
ceasing thought, and daily application of deep
thinking mind-powers. Men may become masters
of the arts in Architecture—the pencil, paper, pen
and brush work—to whom its j«>«<:^j would forever
remain incomprehensible mysteries.
We advise every youth, whose thoughts incline

to Architecture as a life pursuit, to become a cabin-
boy, a sheep-herder, a street-car conductor, or any-
thing else you please, if a deep and earnest intention
to reach the soul, the deeper, more important, and
indispensably necessary attainments do not influ-
ence such thoughts and purposes. Without these,
failure is sure to follow. The beautiful edifices of
the world—those structures which stand as monu-
ments of architectural skill and national pride

—

came not from the hands of merely skilled draughts-
men, but from the great storehouse of matured
knowledge, the brains of competent, calculating,
devoted, earnest men, many of whom have passed
from earth in the prime of manhood, through over-
taxing their physical and intellectual powers in the
pursuit of still higher attainments and grander
architectural results.

The rabble class of youths who contemplate no
more, or in the main, no better than a " do the beet
they can" life, with no aim higher than financial

-*- H- »!
'
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gains in the easiest manner possible, without any
consideration of pure principles and honorable pro-
cedures, are not only unfit to enter upon the study
of the profession, but are damaging and demoraliz-
ing elements, which in time would check all ad-
vances and improvements in the science, leaving
those world-renowned structures which have been
given to the world in all nations, as monuments of
departed glory._ -
In addition to all other consiclerafions," honesty,

truth, and justice are essential^elemeuts, and men
uncontrolled by these motives and purposes are
wholly unfit to represent the profession. We know
that many a.S8ume " the livery of heaven to serve
the devil," and disgrace and dishonor are imposed
upon callings in life, through the irregularities and
corrupt motives of individuals; and it is a matter of
serious regret that the architectural profession can-
not claim exemption from this class of persons.^!^

Working-men—Their Opportunities.

If the working-men of our country would de-
vote their unemployed time and energies to mental
and intellectual culture and improvement, striving
to grasp and comprehend the great laws of life in
all their details and ramifications, they would
vastly improve their condition in both a general
and individual sense, and qualify themselves to
practically solve the problem of their limitations
and surroundings ; and discover the only true and
certain pathway to better circumstances. The
man who attempts to scale the mountain's height,
over rugged cliffs and craggy rooks, rather than
seek the well-trodden paths that wind around steep
and miry spots, will find his feet and limbs sorer
and more worn and tired, than he whofoBK)W8
patiently yet perseveringly the road of perhaps
greater length, but free from obstacles difficult
to surmount or pass. "Cutting across fields and
lots," sometimes shortens distances, but many who
have attempted to gain such advantages, have
found their progress impeded by swamps and
dangerous interceptions, which have produced un-
calculated and unexpected hindrances and regrets,
and sometimes dangers and sufferings.
So with the discontented in life, who neglect

natural and prudent methods, and seek to rise above
ihefate of circumstances by forced, irregular, and
rapid means, or by obstinate resistance to the fixed
and unalterable laws of nature and providence which
demand earnest effort in the great work of time,
seldom lavishing blessings upon those who waste the
hours and opportunities for improvement.

It may not bo, and we believe it is not possible for
all to grasp in thought and compreliension the
great and hidden springs that m^ove men to ac-
tion, sometimes in o,.posite directions to their
judgment, all to develop and fulfill purposes which
have their origin in the unseen powers that lie con-
cealed within agencies not revealed nor understood
by the human mind. Still the humblest may
reach out his hand—not without reasonable hope that
by persevering effort to attain the desired greater,
there will come to.them at least some of the coveted
good things of a better and improved life.

When—not until—and only so far as men seek
advancement in knowledge, culture, and better un-
derstandings, do they attain them. Those who
fail, or from any cause neglect to improve the op-
portunities set before them, cannot reasonably hope
to enjoy the good gifts of God, nor drink of the
waters which issue from the fountains of knowl-
edge, which never flow in the lower plains and
miry swamps of human debasement, but above
these, where nobler spirits soar, searching for and
reaching after the more exalted and pure.
None are too humble of birth or means to make

trial of the ascents which lie before those who hon-
estly crave bounties of the Prince of all goodness.
His bestowments are free to all who seek them
wisely and perseveringly, but they are never sent
to the indolent who waste their years in content-
ment with lesser allotments, or who fail to search
for, and strive to secure to some extent, the good
that is possible of attainment by all ; thus robbing
life of its purest joys, and dimming the light which
might otherwise brighten and render more cheerful
and pleasant the intercourses of time, and the bet-
ter quality, men to perform well their part in the
drama of life, in which all

necessity be players.

men are, and must of

1^* Subscription price of this journal for
1881 will be $2.00 in advance.

Bye Servants.

More men serve faithfully and well when the
watchful eye is upon them, than when intrusted
upon their own fidelity. The master's rod more
than principles of right governs the majority. There
are a great many faithful, trustworthy, and will-
ingly honest laboring men, but more who care not
whether their pay is honestly earned, so that at
the week's or month's end they receive it. The
thought that such a course is undignified and dis-
honest is never entertained. The story of the boy
and master is exemplified by the too generally pre-
vailing practices of men in all branches of business.
The master, discovering the boy's disposition to
idleness, said to him :

" Robert, it requires one-halfmy time to watch you." "Yes," said the boy, "and
it;takes all my time to watch you." There are thou-
sands of full-grown men just like Robert,^alwaw.
watching opportunities to be unfaithful. ^

"
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"It is Edited by an Architect. "^^

Instead of its being a proper and legitimate oh^.
jection, the fact that this journal is edited by an"
architect should be its greatest recommendation te
general favor, not only among architects and me-
chanics, but with owners of real estate and the
public generally. ' Certainly those who have de-
voted their lives, energies, and powers of mind and
intellect in the acquisition of eorrect understand-
ing of a profession, or the principles and practices
of mechanical sciences, are the better qualified t<r
represent such interests journalistically, than
'others who enjoy no better than a mere theoretical
knowledge; although the latter might posseas
greater qualifications in scholastic and literary
points of view. Some of the greatest blunders
which have appeared in print have originated withi
men ''full of learning," yet imperfectly informed
in reference to some of the subjects which they
have attempted to handle—with but superficial and
presumptive understandings of the underlying
facts and inner principles involved ; to comprehend
which correctly, requires practical contact and
experience.

"" '~

That it is edited by a ^'practicing architect" is

an objection tinctured with jealousy, and should
not and does not exist among intelligent and
liberal-minded competitors ;—particularly in view
of the fact that special personal business interests
have found no place in its columns. This feature
has been carefully guarded against, and as far as
we understand ourselves a broader and more liberal
course pursued, giving greater business prominence
to others than to ourselves. This has been done in
a generous, honest spirit, not to effect a personal
purpo!?e, but from an editorial sense of right, duty,
and propriety. And, in harmony with that more
liberal disposition, we repeat that the columns of
the Califoknia Auchitect and Building Review
are free to every architect, mechanic, and artisan; not
only those in San Francisco, but all upon the Pa-
cific Coast, and to our professional brethren in
every State in the Union, and those beyond the
boundary of our great country.
As stated in earlier numbers of this journal, the

object of its establishment was, and is, for purposes
far beyond personal profits and gains—not that we
propose to publish a journal for the sake of its

pleasures, but that we may make it valuable^ in-

structive and useful to those who patronize and
read it, leaving- the contingency of financial results
to its merits and acceptability, realizing that if we
succeed in producing a journal worthy of support,
a generous and appreciative public will extend the
helping hand, not only for the sake of encourage-
ment, but to foster and sustain it as a necessary
source of information and instruction. And fur-

ther, the last mentioned objection will disappear
just as soon as a sufficient number of paying sub-
scribers are received, to provide for personal and
publication expenses. Having spent forty-seven
of our sixty years of life almost continuously in

architectural, building, and mechanical pursuits,

we shall willingly relinquish the honors and emol-
uments of the profession just as soon as this publi-

cation shall justify such a course. With this ac-

complished, our best and undivided energies and
experiences will be earnestly devoted to the pro-

duction of a monthly journal which shall be alike

instructive and useful to architects, contractors,

and mechanics generally, and also to every prop-
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erty owner, fanner, merchant, and dealer upon the
Pacific Coast. In addition to which we hope to
make itH matter, subjtKjtn and representatives such
that its circulation will extend to every nook and
comer of the United States, and wherever the
English language is understood and read.

i3*Ji.. i , m'P J^-JLJg i.> jQCS

—>-r_- A New House Blown Down by the Winds.

h
it

During the ''first storm" of 1880, occurring dur-
ing the night of December Ist, a three-story frame
building in course of erection at the northwesterly
intersection of Pine and Laguna streets, was com-
pletely demoliwhed, not a single timber of the entire
constmctiou remaining upright. The building
had a frontage of 25 feet, which received the full
force of-the winds, by a depth of 75 feet. It was
so far advanced in its construction as to be inclosed

-—^ with rustic, roof on, main cornice, completed, many
__ of the outside frames set, and the floors partially
=r laid. The lower part was intended for store or sa-
"^ loon purposes, with tenement above. Consequently,
__ as is customary in the erection of this class of edi-

^^ ficos, the store front was not inclosed, and the wind— had full play in through the building, with no out-
_:3^ let except through the window and door openings

in the rear and side walls.~ Compared with the storms reported as occurring
_^ from time to time in other places, the blow of Doc.

1st was but a moderate breeze, which should not
and would not have blown down any properly con-
structed building, except from special causes. From
personal observation during progress of erection,
and an inspection of the ruins, nothing has ap-
peared to reflect neglect or lack of usual care and
judgment on the part of the architects. That is to
say, the building was of that class where limited-

. ness and economy of cost was doubtless a* controll-
ing factor, and no extra effort was made to make it

. , mora than a fair serviceable building ; and could
__ it have been completed before the storm came, it

would have answered all the purposes of its con-
struction, and remained unharmed by the storm.

I u..

i i

\\

There are thousands of buildings in this city con
Btructed just as this one was, except that the diago-
nal or double boarding employed in the enclosure

_ _x)f the walls, was an additional feature of strength
-over hundreds of houses of otherwise similar class,
"which have withstood all the storms of many sea-
sons.

^^. ^° noticing the occurrence, the Chronicle stated
__.in effect that the building, at the time of its fall,

~rwas completed. This was an error, and we are au-—etherized in stating that the floors were in progress
of being laid, and were not more than two-thirds

—completed, as by mutual understanding between
the owner and contractor, the outside work of the
building was being urged with all possible rapidity
to secure inclosure before the rains set in. Con-
sequently, the principal bracing partitions not being
in place and secuted, the building was enfeebled
against the storm, not by error in manner of con-

_j9truction, but as the result of great anxiety in one
—direction, to the neglect of others more essential
.-^-under the circumstances.

- We have stated that usual care and judgment
had been exercised by the architects, but we cannot
refrain from reference to the manner of nailing th6
floors. They were simply ** tongue" or *' blind "
nailed, according io common practice, with the nails,
as usual in such cases, omitted at many of the nail-
ings. In an article appearing in this journal some
months ago, we reviewed the question of *'Laying
and Nailing Floors,'' disapproving entirely, except
in special floors, the employment of tongue-nails,

—and showing the advantages of "face" or "through-
- filing, " as giving tenfold strength to buildings.
We refer architects and our readers generally to the
article alluded to, as worthy their perusal ; and we
say with all candor, that if the floors of the de-
stroyed building had been carefully nailed with
two tenpenny face-nails at each nailing, a decided
feature of strength would have been added, with but
trifling additional cost, and this, with such other
reasonable 9i^^ proper precautions as should have been
in practice f the building would not have fallen.
And it is safe to say that the destruction of the
building could have been prevented at an expense
of less than $20. A few additional braces, and a
lew pounds of nails judiciously driven, would have
saved the building intact. This fact should im-
press upon contractors the folly of taking too many
chances, and architects in permitting neglects of a
dangerous character. For haweyer innocent of

blame the architects in this and all other similar
oases may be, they cannot escape unfavorable if not
damaging comment and criticism, as such occur-
rences supply material for idlers and story-framers,
while evil-minded, jealous, and unscrupulous par-
ties rejoice at the opportunities thus afforded for the
exercise of the impure impulses of their natures, in
the circulation of representations in harmony with
innate or cultivated baseness, without the least re-

gard to exactfacts. Under the best of circumstances,
architects suffer from the falsehoods of such persons,
and happenings of the character under notice sim-
ply supply increased facilities for reproaches and
misrepresentations.

In some things, excuses and arguments ** are not
admissible," and this rule is severely exercised as
far as architects are concerned, their best and most
diligent and earnest efl'orts often meeting with cool
if not frozen appreciation, while condemnation and
censure are visited upon the slightest mistakes oj
VKVVtOm -

^

Architecture and Building
Coasts

on the. Pacific

In both the architectural designings and mechan-
ical construction of buildings in California, there
exist marked local characteristics, differing mate-
rially from those of the older States and European
countries. Certainly in no other city can there be
found so great a diversity of styles and designs,
varying from the "old" and "classic" o'rders,
" modernized," down to strange conglomerations of
individual conceptions of the beautiful, in which
neither elegance of general effect nor consistency of
lines or details exist. Whether the modernizing
practices have added new beauties to the conceptions
and creations of former ages, is a question to be
decided by each respective connoisseur of art archi-
tectural

There are many reasons for this diversity, prom-
inent among which is that of the prevailing pro-
pensity of Califomians to create and develop new
things, to improve and attempt to excel—a dispo-
sition of mind, at least commendable, if not always
successful. Again, the chaotic condition of things
which existed in the earlier times in California,
together with the isolation enforced by the thou-
sands of miles which separates this coast from the
Eastern States, dissipated all ambitions in reference
to matters architectural, and the ''that will do for
California " was the controlling and accepted rule.
This naturally created a debased general sentiment
in referei^ to the architecture of this city, and
establish^ an order of things both in architectural
and building pursuits wholly at variance with the
more advanced and better conditions controlling
like matters in other parts of the country. . And
this demoralized state of affairs, so thoroughly im-
pregnated and perverted all right rules in building
operations, that when the demand for more tasteful
edifices and better workmanship began, neither
the then practising architects nor builders were
prepared to abandon long-prevailing customs ; and
it was only by slow degrees that old things passed
away and the new gained ascendancy. To effect

this, it became necessary for the few then practic-
ing architects in San Francisco to renew their
studies, and rise from the lesser professional levels

at which they had so long remained, to reach the
higher necessities, in the pursuit of which it was
but natural that many moderate, and sometimes
inelegant results should follow. To increase the
difficulties then existing, there were none of the
advantages enjoyed by architects in other places,

of those contacts and facilities for observation
which so greatly assist in the formation of con-
ceptions and conclusions. While in other cities,

architects were surrounded with fen thousand il-

lustrations, effects, and objects from which the
beautiful might be drawn, those of California were
left with no other than the rude architectural
forest of their own planting.
As time rolled on, others came, a very few of

whom were men of conspicuous abilities, and many
mere adventurers, seeking a new field for the culti-

vation, not the display^ of their architectural quali-
fications. These comers hailed from all parts of

the world, each and all bringing with them their
individual ideas and notions, and each seeking to
sustain the practices of their former places of ex-
perience. From these conditions, irregularities
and strange things were inevitable, and diversities

unavoidable.

Another factor in the case is. that of architects
seeking to win patronage by the outdoing process

;

each seeking to accomplish some special thing in
design, ornamentation, or general effect—designed,
not with the simple and^honest purpose to improve
wa^ excel for the sake of better results, but for the
purpose and with the intent to eclipse and gain ad-
vantages oi<er others. Ambitions and emulations,
governed by right and honorable motives, are
commendable, but when they simply portray self-
ifth purposes and desires, they no longer constitute
a virtue.

Again, owners have aided in this general dis-
traction of Our city's architecture, by seeking to
excel and " throw in the shade" the equally am-
bitious efforts of others. It matters not how suc-
cessful the first to build may have been, those who
have successively followed, have aimed for some-
thing better within the same limits of cost—thus
calling into exercise the diligence, ingenuity, and
sometimes the reckleasnesa of architects, to change
and ''''make diffcroit from anybody else'' each suc-
cessive plan and design for a building. This 8ys-_
tem of perpetual architectural dissection—puUing-
to pieces, or adding to all former conceived ideas
of buildings, resulted in many deformities — for,

whan men have exhausted their conceptive powers
in working up and delineating beautiful things in
so substantial a line of operations as that of de-
signing buildings, it is not an easy matter to grasp
others in rapid succession, and always produce im-
proved results. Consequently the attempts in this

direction have in many cases proved failures, and
the illustrations of this propoaition are numerous—
in this city.

Every architect in the city has had clients

who have refused to approve and accept really

beautiful things, for no other reason than that
some other party had adopted the same. This
feature of exclusiveness, a species of pure selfish-

ness,^as resulted in numerous ^architectural" ab-
'

normities. '

And not the least of these causes is, that of

parties claiming to be architects, yet enjoying abili-

ties scarcely sufficient to render them successful in

planning and designing buildings of the most
ordinary character. And when they attempt to

deal with edifices which require actual and culti-

vated architectural knowledge and qualifications,

they assume the part of the ass with the lion's

skin. _ \._

Time, however, will regulate these things ; and
in years to com,e, these effervescent wishes of own-
ers, and the faulty willingness of architects to en-
courage and work out any new suggestion pre-

sented, however ridiculous and inconsistent with__,

well - understood proprieties and harmonies, will

give place to greater uniformities and an apprecia-

tion of" the more substantially beautiful in archi-

tecture.

Rainy Seetsbn— Leaky Roofs and Gutters.

The first hard rains of each season test the con-,

dition of all roofs and roof-gutters. That is to

say, during months of "dry weather" in which
not a drop of rain fallf*, no attention is paid to

either roofs or gutters, and they remain uncared
for until the " early showers visit the earth again "

and expose the true condition of affairs, filling the
hearts of roofers and jobbers with delight in antici-

pation of innumerable " repairing orders " and " fat

jobs" in a small way; while multitudes of build-

ing-owners are rendered "nearly distracted " by
the damage done to their property by leaks, which
generally cannot be remedied until the storm abat^
or the rain ceases to fall. For if the roof is of tin,

it is impossible to do any soldering while the rain

continues, and if the material is asphaltum or

composition of any sort, repairs are impossible un-
til the rains are over ; and in many cases, the only
relief that can be applied is pans, buckets, kettles,

tubs, etc., to catch the water which enters through
the leaky places.

All this has its lesson. If owners could be in-

duced to realize that there is constant wear and
tear going on during the summer season, with its

saline fogs and atmosphere, and that in numerous
ways leaks producing injuries are possible, if not

probable, they would see to their roofs and gutters

in time to have them in proper condition for the

pluvial visitations. Surprise is often expressed at

the occurrence of leaks, while in fact they are but

the natural result of various causes, and in the

generality of cases might be prevented at small ex-

pense if attended to in time. But roofs put on of
inferior "coke" tin, or even of the better quali-
ties, and then left to run for years without paint-
ing, yield to the perpetual wear and tear of time,
and fail to continue their intended protection. As
animals, cloths, and all other things require care,
renovation, and preservative appliances, so do tin

roofs ; and if not duly painted at proper intervals,

they give out and become worthless. As before re-

marked in this journal, if tin roofs are painted as
often as they should be, with proper material, they
will last any number of years, provided the solder-

ing and workmanship is good. Strong objections
are often urged by owners against tin gutters to

shingle roofs, and any number of stories are related
of their insufficiency and worthlessness ; while in
fact, nine-tenths of the difficulties encountered with
them, arise from the unmechanical and stupid man-
ner in which they are pikt in. The chief fault lies

in the absence of sufficient fall or pitch to carry off

the water and wash the gutters. Thousands of
gutters are inserted with not so much pitch to ten
feet as there should be to one foot ; consequently
the dirt, dust, sand, etc., accumulates in them, to

^^operate as receivers of the salt contained in the
dews, and thus subjects the metal to the continu-

_ pus effect of destructive agencies ; while a gutter
set at proper grade will wash clean with every
rain, and if painted every two years with proper
paint, they also will last as long as the shingles
constituting the roof. In the Eastern States, cop-

^'per and sheet-lead are used for roof-gutters ; but on
this coast, tin is the universal metal— and if in-

serted, cared for, and treated as we have suggested,
"~will answer all purposes of twenty -five years'

service, or longer.

Sheet zinc has been resorted to in some cases for
gutters, and aven for roof-covering, yet its utter
unfitness for the purpose, places it among the un-
practical things. „r

'

A great deal might be urithpn iipnTi tlirt subject
of roofs and roofing materials, but the references of
this article relate more particularly to the matter
of leaks than to the materials used tor roofing pur-
poses. If owners wish to avoid leaks in roofe and
gutters and the damages resulting from them, the
preventive remedies are in their own hands : first,

jn the employment of none but competent men to
put on new roofs and insert new gutters, and in
the repairs of old work ; second, have your roofs
and gutters examined and repaired, if they need it,

before the inclement weather sets in-; and, thirdly,
take care of your roof, and spend money as often as

necessary, and in time to keep them in good order.

Many people preserve their teeth until old age, by
timely attention, which by neglect, might have
decayed years before. Hoofs, like teeth and many
other things, require constant attention.

Who is Responsible for the Damages?

This has been the prominent question since the
fall t'f the building elsewhere noticed in these col-

-umns. Its correct answer hinges upon the exact
condition of contract, bonds, etc. If it can be
clearly established that the occurrence was what is

known in law as one of the "providences of God,"
then each party will be compelled to bear such loss

as he may have sustained ; the owner losing the
amount of money paid, and the contracting parties
having no claim upon the owner for further pay-
ments on account of the original contract, unless
they should proceed with the re-erection of the
building.

The form of contract generally used in this city

^contains a clause

—

^'the owner shall not in any man-
ner be responsible for any accident, loss, or damage
that may occur." Such a provision of contract
would specially exempt the owner from liability

;

but without it, under no circumstances would the
owner be responsible, unless the accident resulted
from his acts or orders. And it would greatly de-
pend upon the circumstances of the case whether
an owner would even then be liable without spe-
cific assumption of risks ; as a party holding a con-
tract is supposed to have full and absolute author-
ity and control, and his right to supreme dictation
in all matters cannot be questioned only so far as
abridged by the terms and conditions of contract.
Under the laws of certain European countries con-
tractors are not only held responsible during erec-
tion, but for ten years or all time after completion,
although they may have followed strictly the plana,
details, and specifications of the architects.

It may therefore be fairly held that if a con-
tractor permits the invasion of his contract rights,
and obeys orders given by an owner, outside of tlie

privilege and provisions of contract, ho thereby ac-
cepts the risks involved and assumes whatever
responsibilities may be imposed by his obedience of
such orders. It is in the power of a contractor to
refuse obedience to any order or direction given by
owner or architect beyond those covered by contract^
and if he neglects or fails to exercise such rights,
he alone must bear the responsibilities of such
failure or neglect, except so far as he may be pro-
tected by specific understandings. Had the build-
ing referred to been braced firmly and sufficiently
to prevent its falling, and the owner had ordered
the removal of these braces without assuming
the risks created, he would not be responsible in
law or logic for the destruction of the building, if

the removal had Ixjcn done by the consent or knowl-
edge of the contractor. The owner enjoying no
rights of such directions, could not enforce them,
and the contractor was in duty bound to protect
his own interests. If 'the contractor is a finan-
cially responsible party, he can be held for the re-

erection and completion of the building, according
to the plans, specifications and contract, unless es-

cape is possible under the "providence of God"
plea, or other legal relief. The obligations of the
contract being to erect, build and finish, etc., the
fact that ha was so unfortunate as to permit its de-
struction by the storm, cannot be pleaded.
As to Ihe bondsmen, their responsibilities rest

upon the condition of the bond signed by them.
If they have obligated themselves for the erection
and completion of the building, with no extenu-
ating or relieving conditions, they are responsible
to the owner for its fulfillment, provided the bond
is every way complete. The one idea, and that
alone—the erection and completion of the build-
ing—is the sum, substance, and intent of both
bond and contract, and until that is dono, thaown-
er's claims against all parties must remain un-
impaired.
Some of our readers may consider this as a one-

sided view of the case, but to us the conclusions
appear logical and reasonable. We fail to find any
fair pretext for involving the first party to a con-

tract in the defaults, misfortunes, or losses of the
party of the second part, except that of sympathy
—a willingness to divide losses. Suppose the

owner had gone to the building and ordered an
increase of braces ; it was within the province of

the contractor not only to refuse to obey the order,

but within his power to prevent any other party
from doing so, if he were so disposed. Or if a suffi-

cient number of braces were employed, the con-

tractor possessed the right to remove one or all of

them, without the consent of the owner, and
against his will. Consequently, as the whole mat-
ter of safety and security rested in the contractor,

and the owner was without any control, the latter

should be held harmless, unless in some way spe-

cifically bound to bear a proportion of any loss that

might occur through the acts or neglects of the

contractor or otherwise.

wmry >,u i'H'um i i I ^upp^ i ii

The Phelan Building.

At last this much-talked-of improvement has

assumed definite shape, and in time there will be

added to the improvements on Market Street an-

other elegant building. Frequently during the

past few years, the report has been circulated that

Mr. Phelan was about commencing building oper-

ations, but until recently nothing tangible has ap-

peared, looking to such a result. Similar reports

from time to time are invented and spread around

concerning owners' intentions, for which they are

in no manner responsible, and we presume this has

been the case in this instance.

We expect to hear or see in print all sorts of

statements, in reference to the building referred to,

many of which will represent as contemplated,

things impracticable, if not impossible of execution.

One such appeared in a daily journal a short time

since, stating that all the rooms would be square or

rectangular. This is a silly perversion of possibil-

ities. The lot has a frontage on Market Street of

303 feet, on O'Farrel Street 296 feet, on Dupont
Street about 10 feet, by 169 feet at the westerly line;

thus forming a triangle which cannot be converted

into practical squares and rectangles, as a whole

^

except by mathematical calculation its area may
be reduced to square feet and inches. Some of its

The New York State Board of Health has adopted

a body of sanitary regulations, which, if thoroughly

enforced, will go far to reduce the death-rate and

promote the general health of the great community
u*der its care. There is likely, we should judge,

to be some resistance to a few of the ordinances,

even the most necessary, but we hope to see it

promptly overcome. Nothing but actual force will

compel a large part of the rural population to aban?

don the filthy habits in which they have been

brought up, and some such coercion as is now ap-

plied with most salutary effect to the lower classes

in the cities will be useful in more sparsely settled

regions. One of the new rules is that no privy

vault shall be allowed within fifty feet of a well or

spring. If this reform is carried out, an incredible

number of dwellings will be thrown into commotion,

especially in the smaller cities, where land is valu-

able, and house-lots small, while no slight degree

of inconvenience will be caused in many cases.

Another salutary regulation which is likely to prove

unpopular, is one prohibiting public or church fu-

nerals for persons dying of scarlet fever, Asiatic

cholera, small-pox, diphtheria or yellow fever. This

rule is now enforced in some other States, with good
results. It is time that the community should be

awakened to the fact that the reckless conduct in

cases of contagious disease by which innocent per-

sons are exposed to infection through the careless-

ness or indifference of the patient or his friends, is

little short of crime, and a few examples of convic-

tion and punishment for this offense would have a
most wholesome effect.

—

The American Architect

and^Building News.

Subscription price of this journal for

will be $2.00 in advance.

apartments must therefore necessarily be other
than squares. At the same time its principal rooms
may be relieved of acute and obtuse angles, leav-
ing the irregular portions for diversified uses and
purgoses.

From the fact that all corresponding corners along
the northwesterly line of Market Street, from the
city front out to Gough Street, numbering seven-
teen or more such triangular lots, many of which -

have been improved, and some of them with well
arranged structures of considerable pretensions, the
architect has been greatly aided in his (jonception
of the plans.

We have not enioyed the pleasure of a personal
examination of the plans, but hope that the ab-
sence of neatne.^s and beauty so transparent and
often referred to in the Palace Hotel, and the mon-
strosities presented in the erection of the Grand
Hotel, will be avoided. We can conceive no good
reason why the introduction of the hideous, un-
natural, and monstrous ornamentations of ancient
architecture should be revived from the dark _
ages, and periods when the science of archi-
trcture accepted the most frightful representa-
tions and combinations of men, beasts, fruits, -^

flowers, gods and devils, as pleasing features. In
these more modern times, such things may be con-
templated in books with interest, as illustrating

the fancies and conceptions of the past, but to

men of refined and appreciative minds, they are re-

pulsive and by no means pleasing. With these the
Grand Hotel is overburdened, and we hope that a
refinement in architectural taste in San Francisco
will exclude them ever hereafter.

Mr. Phelan's building will doubtless be subatan- _
tially constructed, as the architect, so far as we are
informed, has always employed materials in suffici-

ent quantities to insure strength and solidity. And
as the only limit placed upon the cost of the im-
provement is such as may be determined by the re-

speotiv^ Inds, thofo will be no exouie iwt w aftkeotM)

or defect in any character.

In addition to large and ample stairways, halls,

etc., there are to be on the ground floor thirteen

stores, two hundred offices and rooms in the several

stories above, ample elevators, and all modem im-
provements are to be introduced; and we have no
doubt but that when completed, Mr. Phelan will

end his journey of life, owner of a " noble and im-
posing structure."

We hope that the contemplated building will be •

grand and beautiful, as every additional edifice of

such character adds to the architectural grandeur
of the city, and is a matter of general interest to

every citizen of the metropolis of the Pacific.

Sanitary Regulations.
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116 THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW.

The singular fact, that every once in awhile
some peculiar persouaj^e api)ear8 in sorro special
form, is fully illustrated in the many^diosyncratic
characters which occasionally become conspicuous
by their peculiar, extraordinary, irregular and vis-
ionary acts or sayings. Sometimes such men, in a
greater or loss degree, attract attention, and some-
times, as in the cases of G. Francis Train, Denis
Kearny, and other similar characters, gain almost
world-wide notoriety; while others equally self-
conceited, floundering in more resLrioted and limited
spheres, fail to do more than secure local conspicu-
ousness. The author of the Poltonian ( !

) inconsist-
encies in oonnectioa with architecture and home
construction, is evidently one of those peculiar char-
acters, as exemplified in the several presentations of
copyrighted plans for cheap dweVings , occasioaally
appearing in the Evening Bulletin, a journal which
profesaea to be always reliable, and never to mislead
its readers, but which, in the matter under review,
is guilty of gross misrepresentations, and the pub-
lication of Htatements which are delusive,inaccuraue,
and untrue. We speak understandingly when we
state that the views expressed by us in this matter
are approved and indorsed by every intelligent
architect and builder in the city of San Francisco.
The copyrighting "enterprise" (!) of our contem-

„.....,„„ v»^.„»** *^*c.cuv.r5o. Aus r.juiii uoiivemences
i

V^^^^y ht«* been canvassed, discussed, and most km-
may bo enlarg«-d by the addition of a second story I'hatically condemned by architects and builders
over the kit<;hen section, to which access may be generally, as being faulty in conception of 'plans

—

made by a slight change in the stairs and bath-room,
;

defective, insufficient, and unintended in the speci-
and if desired, an additional room for servants' use ' ^cations, and grossly incorrect in estimated costs,
may be added at ground floor. We name ^o special j

Workmanship and material have been specified for
amount as the cost - . -

- i.i-__^ ll ^^ , ,,. .. -

together upon the character ,.

Wo»k»«»»hip employed. As frequently stated in
this journal, in connection with plans, the cost of
buildings of any given size, number of rooms, etc.,

may ho madp to vary f«»i» ^t» 50 pop oont.; eon

f3i

sequently, until accurate specifications are prepared,
no intelligent value can be placed upon any building,
except by the common rule of '* guessing," and that
is very uncertain.
The design for side-board is .an original concep-

tion, intended for a niche or recess. It might be
made of lesser qualities of wood, but is contemplat-
ed in toa, ebony, or black walnut, with the orna-
mental portions in other lighter shades of fiue
woods.
''The mantel, or "chimney-piece," is by Cooper
* Holt, Djudon. The tendency of public taste in

t:

It

San Francisco for this style of furniture, is so large-
ly on the increase, that we present the cut noticed,
fur the benefit of our readers, and to illustrate de-
signs of foreiign origin.
We insert the monstrosity, Chinese " God of Con-

tentnrient," as an objtxjt of curiosity, doubly curious
as being a thing before which human beings bow
and worship as one of the deities.
:^^ " The First Step," is so full of innocence and
interest, that we, who have passed from the " first
«tep " to maturer years, may find much to review
and contemplate. The lamentation, " O that I
could live ray life over again," has come from
millions of tongues, and the inaudible voice of the
beautiful little figure presented, seems to counsel a
careful and right starting out in life, that its path-
way may not be strewn with regrets.

HitTr-Weofalan IBta fir'»dSftecture. "* tfah-an^ fffipTrual su^rinle'n^^ceTf any qualified
architect, who would exact no more, nor permit any
less than the papers require and comprehend, yi//}/
per cent, added to the estimated amount would no
more than pay the bills of costs.

The editorial recommendation of the plans, sim-
ply illustrates incompetency of judgment, in at
least some particulars. The "Entrance Hall" is
suggested an combining " the chief features of an
ordinary hall, and the usefulness and convenience
of a sitting-room." This is true, and the same ap-
plication might be made of many other old-time
and obsolete things, which have passed from use
because of their impracticability and unsuitableness
for the uses and purposes of the present generation.
This very old arrangement answered the purposes of
our progenitors, with occasional adoption in later
years, and perhaps might be approved at the present
time by people of peculiar and eccjentric notions,
but it enjoys no general populariiy, and has no
standing in the list of modern improvements in
architecture. The opening of the outside front-door
directly into a room occupied for family purposes is
most objectionable, and would be approved of by
but few persons

; and the carrying of all chamber
slops, and the passage to and from the chamber story
through a. sitting-room, is a wretched conception,
by no means complimentary to those proposing such
an arrangement. The fire-place paraded in the
" Entrance Hall," is a decided excess in a " cheap
dwelling, " and is valueless for any practical purpose.
For if the apartment named were tortured into a
sitting-room, it would require more thjin one fire
to render it passably comfortable, with its unin-
closed stair-way acting as a funnel to convey the
heat of the fire to the second story, and in return,
the descent of the cold air from above, to keep such
"sitting-room " cold during periods when fires are
necessary. But the departures from fair designing,
consistent specifications, and proper estimate of
costs are so uuiuerouH, that we forbear further com-
ment, except to say, that we are impelled to the
plainness of language used, by a sense of justice to
the architectural profession, and the building in-
terests of California. For if the profession in San
Francisco is to be judged by the architectural ef-
forts presented in connection with the." Bulletin's"
series of plans, etc., a very medium standard would
be reached; and if builders were compelled to erect
buildings accordin-^ to the plans, specifications, and
estimates accompanying, their lot would be poverty
and beggary during life, and the pick and shovel at
$1.00 per day would be infinitely preferable. Al-
though pumice-stone and other never-adopted
things in this class of buildings are called for by
the specifications, we have not the slightest idea
that their use is seriously intended ; and we would
not venture the statement, that the party specify-
ing has the slightest correct idea of the intelligent
application and use of the excessive and unusual
things specified. But as many parts of the work are
specified to bo "fixed," there may be an undevel-
oped process by which the extraordinary features of
the specifications may also be " fixed."

ground floor. We name ^o special j

Workmanship and material h
^t of building, as this depends al- ^}^^^ " cheap dwellings " far more expensive than
k^ ^v *.„_ ^^ construction~aHd^^ adopted ia-iv-majority of buildings costing $500

^ $1000, where expensiveness is a secondary con-
sideration. And as we have stated in former re-
views in this connection, the party specifying either
frtijpd U\ iindprsfiHnd the va lue and magnitude ^
the rwiuireinents expressed, or with unpardonable

,,^_JThougiit Rules 'Hie World.— It makes no
noise, but lives on and reigns when all the bus-
tling and shouting that seemed to stifle it are
hushed, and whilst the great works, which it
j^uided the hand of man to do, have either per-
ished or remained to tell of a pomp and vain glory
gone forever. Thout^ht is with us, in the words of

_ wisdom, that "shall not pass away," and to which
we do well to give heed.

-^We intend next year to give a full description of
the leading industries of the Pacific Coast, begin-
-ning wil^ the Pacific Saw Manufacturing Company.
We would call especial attention of our eastern
friends to these articles, as they will be particularly
interesting. Send in your subscriptions for 1881.
Price f2 per year.
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1 A communication in reference to " Hinkle's Ele-
vators '

' was received too late for insertion in this
-issue. It will appear in the January number.

indiscretion and recklessness incorporated unusual,
unnecessary, and soni^times impo!*9ible and wholly
impracticable conditions.

In other issues of this journal, numbers 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of "series" were duly noticed, and their
errors and inconsistencies exposed ; and the stated
amounts of cost denounced as unreasonable and in-
sufficient in every instance ; and we challenge the
proof that there has ever been a single building
erected according to the plans and specifications re-
ferred to, and completed within or near the stipu-
lated sum of estimates given as the true value in
either case ; the stat^meat of the Bulletin to the
contrary notwithstanding, '*that several houses in
various parts of the State have been built on the plans
already published, and atfigures cohuesponding (!)
with the published estimates:' The additional, ac-
companying, qualifying statement, however, pro-
vides the large loop-hole through which an ox-team
might drive"—* * making due allowance for transport-
ation and extra cost of labor," to which many
other due allowances might be added.
We made no reference to number 5 of series, as

unfavorable criticisms are by no means pleasing to
us, and we should gladly have been spared the pres-
ent necessity of repetition of such a course. But
the appearance of number 6 imposes the necessity
of these comments, or the presumption that the
present last of series are free from objectionable ref-
erence, which presumption is by no means sustained
by the facts of the case.

The editorial comments accompanying number
6 state that " the same care has been taken in the
preparation of these plans and the estimates of cost^ as
characterizedprevious plans published.

'

' This is not
questioned, as the same character of errors in plans,
specifications, and estimate of cost are so conspic-
uous that none can doubt their origin. We agree
with our contemporary in reference to the incredi-
bilit^f " most people that such an ornamental and
commodious home could be builtfor so small an amount
of money,'' but not that any good care or judgment,
or any moderate degree of intelligence, has been ex-
ercised in forming the estimates. And we here and
now state, and are prepared to meet the issue, that
no such building as that, fairly contemplated by
number 6 of series, can be built for any such sum
as that stated. The title reads, "cheap dwelling,"
but the plans and specifications—such as they are

—

contemplate much more than usual and customary
expenses in the class of buildings represented by
number 6 } and if carried into ftY*»pnfir.« ^.«-i— >-*-

^

A Drunkard a Brain.

Hyrti, by far the greatest anatomist of the age,
used to say that he could distinguish in the darkest
room, by one stroke of the scalpel, the brain of the
inebriate from that of a person who lived soberly.
Now and then he could congratulate his class upon
the possession of a drunkard's brain, admirably fit-

ted, by its hardness and more complete preservation,
for the purpose of demonstration. When the anat-
omist wishes to preserve the human brain for any
length of time, he effects his object by keeping that
organ in a vessel of alcohol. From a soft, pulpy
substance, it then becomes hard ; but the inebriate,
anticipating the anatomist, begins the indurating
process before death ; begins it while the brain re-
mains the consecrated temple of the soul, while its

delicate and gossamer-like tissues throb with the
pulse of heaven-bom life. Strange infatuation,
thus to desecrate the godlike 1 Terrible enchant-
ment, that dries up all the fountains of generous
feelings, petrifie?*. all the tender humanities and
sweet charities of life, leaving only a brain of lead
and a heart of stone I -Scientific American.

,A material have ^-^»:i^^^'±l'ytulV^A

f^" Subscription price of this journal for
1881 will be $2.00 in advance.

X^imney Piece and Wainscoting : Cooper &» HoU^ London

Ml
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should read $5,

Si,000.
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-^™ F^LIFORNIA ARCHITEi:XjLND_BUJLpmCL,RE

PROSPECTUS rOR 1881.

Its second volume will oommenPP with i.cTl '
generally to matters sanitary, scientific, mechanica , etc.

Were it reasoLbly possZ 'rpla^e the ihZtn^'
"""^*''' ^^^^' ^^ •"<''"'*'"8 ^^"^ «"«'-'^'-'y ^^' ^^^D its third volume,

done. Buttheexcessi/eCto pZihinfa our^^^^^^^
less sum than Two Dollars per annum, it would have been

to adopt a lower standard of subLrip ,\>^^4i Numerons ^, r^''''^"''"" '^^a «^P?"'^»f <^ '" ^^'^^'^^ «*"«« renders it impossible
operations which do not present tSelves bother Xesa^^if^^-^^^ •''fl'^-"'!*^''^'

*'*^^ ^ be encountered in this field of

.ccepVable'^B^t^Kver'^o' el°Xr mn^e^'btn' eMT^S*^
f-™ abroad, give assurance that past efforts have been

pledge is here made that the most earnest Tnl perleverin^ efforts wilfl""^ l^'' I'T
°«'-'"''«ti'^.'^'>y «'o«ed with this i sue, the

the near future, if it does not at present this iourna^wnf f • • ! P"'/"^*^ '? ™P'-o^e it in every department, so that inha TT„:f„;i ot„A- _ •.,
"'^i' "" pieseni, inis journal will compare m interest with t.hp haat. nf Jto i.;,.,^ v,.,ki:„v,„j :_ .

gold and silver mines, its teeming fiefdo'riden 2Z and its f' it -h'^
represented n many of its interests. Its wealth^Tf

more of comparatively wonderful thinl w£h haflnn', L-> • aa '^""'*' ^"-^"^ world-wide repute, but there are thousands
future attention in these columns. ^ ^'"""^ deserved attention. These in order will furnish material for

will r^ecdv^SufaurntiL^a'ldr'f'^lly't^^^^^^^^ ^""^ "" "''''' ""^"^^^ °^ '"^^-^ « «-"-^i- with house-building,

HOP.t^C:ol:s1o\Tntrese'S't' wt'r^^^^^^^ T'"f°" °' iH-trations. but as the ubku.i. bubs.:kip«on suppokx
the best within the range o prssfbLies on this .o^t « 'h

". '" *'',\°''"' ^"*"^ arrangements will be perfected which will insure
which will of certaintylsureTo:t«^"rL°u?ts whirr; £„al rblishe'd

" ""' "'"'"'"^^ ''"'''''''''^ "^"^"^^^ ^"' ""^ ^^"P^^*^

the engaSnt "tdlftilaTwr^^^^^^ have been received from all parts of the country,
instructive and interesting matTer

acknowledged ability, wj^ll be aguarantee that its columns will contain a large amount of

not be" "peted-tt't 'Tcol^L^l'UnTl^lt ^yr^?^^ " le^-^ng journals" in the Eastern cities, which it is hoped will

repeatedl/been done^^lrt'L^e'^alu^Tltr'a^'pet^gt iLtoZ:/
thi^^^^^i;.^^^

^ The thirty years' residence of thp prlJtnr r.c.J\l
'

„?.^.i.. .- ^^ ,..
*Thp tl

*

f
' 'A

— "-'«^ v^^ ixiauuci appearing in lis columns =

British ColumiiCwfll be a"rffilJt"™teTTh'(/r'''°*'^ '"
P''"°™'^' 7^'^ ''""' ^'^P<'"^"<'« '" ^^^g-' ^""^ ^wo years in

and intelligently Represented
guarantee that all representations m reference to matters upon this coast will be fairly

possSe^-irCt^^^^^^^^ Mghly appreciated. The fullest information

EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" #A8 EST AB H08TK DOCXBI."

[Wlrhile this colnmn is open to all. farmers as well as me-chauics, engineers as well as architects, women aud children

niJ'V»*'/-^'^*f
^^ ^^^

*J
°°^^«^ "«^'" ^« ^«»»d call partTc?ular attention to one and all to have their questions and thenfornmtion desired to be iu accord, as far as poHsible. withthe interests of this journal and for the carrying out of thoiprinciples for which the only monthly of its kind this s?d1of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to answer all questions in a fair and impartial manner, and if itbecomes necessary, will furnish cuts for th« illustrations ofany problem, provided we regard the solution the^Sfa8 beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urgeupon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in theirqnestlons, concise in the language used ; let the writing bedistinct, and one side of the paper only to be us. d • give full

T21 sha1l\'e'rd
'^"^ P-'^-^-»y --tion if th4i? proper

of^ig^ed"U!cr;S^w^^^^^^^^ ^^« responsibility

Correspondents will please direct all communications to

s?U"^rsl?:SST3'/^ *^^« joumal_2.0 Montgomery

We will be able to furnish Tiik Cai.ifoknia
AiiCHii-ECT for 1880, neatly bound, for the sum of
$2.50. We will also have Thk Quartehly for 1879
bound with this year's, which we will give for the
low sum of $3.50. Send in your orders early, aa we
will only have a limited number of the latter. The
latter will contain information that could not be
furnished by any other publications for double the
money. We will pay the postage to any address in
the United States.

Business Manager op the ABcniTEcr —An
examination of one of the engravings in a new work
on architecture gave rise to the following questions,
Which we hope will be answered in your next : Is
It strictly necessary to have pointed arches to pre-
sent a perfectly pure specimen of Gothic Architect-

?%^. ^^^^ and where was the arch first used in a
building or other work ?

Geo. H. Fleming, San Francisco.

^N« —Ist. It is possible to erect a building in any
style of Gothic architecture in perfect purity with-
out a single pointed arch in any of its parts. By so
doing, the absence of the usual /orww in the leading
^atures would be a singularity, but the principle
would not be affected. 2nd. The origin of the arch
18 involved m obscurity. Some ascribe it to the
ureekfl others to the Romans ; while still others
with that noted investigator, Sir G. Wilkinson, at
ine head assert that the ancient Egyptians were
thoroughly acquainted with it. It is certain, how-
ever, that the Romans were the first to bring it into
g^ieral use.

Business Manager op ARCHiTFxrr.—Why was
it necessary to have a dome within a dome in the
St. Paul's, London ? An answer will greatly
oWige G. H. Fleming.
Ans.—In looking at the picture of St. Paul's,

you are taken with the idea that there is something
wrong, but exactly tchat you cannot tell. One of
the greatest defects in the building referred to is its
fictitious dome. The dome that you see in looking
at a picture of St. Paul's is a mere construction for
effect, and is not the dome of the church. St. Peter's
far surpasses St. Paul's in this respect, as in the
former the dome is the actual coveinng of tfie build-
ing.

Business Manager of ARCiiiTECTr.—Will the
impregnation of wood by saline solutions render it
completely incombustible ?

S. H. F., San Mateo.
Ans.—When the flames first touch wood so pre-

pared, they do not have much effect, but as the
heat augments, the water of the salts evaporates,
the salts themselves decrepitate, and the wood is
left an easy prey to the fire.

Business Manager op Architect.—What are
the five principal orders of architecture?

H., Pescadero.
AN8.---The Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and

Coniposite. Those in most frequent use are the
Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian, and are called by way
of distinction, the Classic Orders.

Business Manager of Architect.—To settle
a dispute amongst some ranch-men, will you please
answer the following : Does it take more pickets to
build a fence over a mountain than it does if it was
built in a straight line in a tunnel through the same
mountain ? San Joaquin Valley.

Ans.—It will take more rails, but precisely the
same number of pickets.

The Ftnt Step.

Business Manager op ARcnn'BCT.—To settle
a fire-side controversy, will you please inform us
through your journal which is the largest rectangle
that can be inscribed in a circle, and how do you
prove it ? R. W., Niles.

Ans.—The largest rectangle which can be in-
scribed iu the circle is a 8<iuare. It would take too
many cuts to thoroughly answer this question, and
so we refer you to any standard works on geome-
try.

Business Manager of Architect.—One of the
students of the University told me, that the so-
called Mansard roofs were misnamed, as they were
in use long before that architect was bom. Will
you please tell me if he is correct ? Thanks for an-
swer in your last. Enca, Berkeley.
Ans.—To Francis Mansard, who died in 1666,

must be given the credit of introducing the roof
which bears his name. According to one author,
Michael Angelo employed the principle of the
Mansard roof in the construction of the dome of St.
Peter's ; another author asserts that it existed in
the Louvre in 1570, and that the houses in Lower
Brittany were covered with these roofs in the end
of the fifteenth century ; but it is certain that this
kind of roof did not come into fashion till the time
of Mansard.

Business Manager op ARcnn-ECT.-What is

an equilateral pitch of roof? S. R., Olema.
Ans.'-When the length of the rafter is equal to

the span.

^^ Bound Copiea of this journal for 1880
can be had on application at this office Price,
$2.50 per volume, post-paid to any address.
"We also have a few volumes with the Quar-
terly Review of 1879 added, Price, $3.00.

[-i.f
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Clippings from Magee's Real Estate Circular

**Thk month ok Novkmukh was a decidedly

dull ouo in real estate, and wo do not wonder that

it was. Taxes were due and payable, and buyers

-were therefore more furoibly reminded than at any
other time what taxes amount to, and the rate of

this year ($2.21 on the $100), is so outrageously

_ high that it is but natural for buyers to hold off

"~~ until owners have removed the load for one year

ahead, by paying it. The rule now is, that the

seller pays only while he owned—that is, from Ist

of July last until datt) of sale ; but after December
27th, taxes become delinquent, and it becomes the

seller's duty thereafter to pay them all. If times

:were lively and pi'ices going quickly upward,
taxes would be but a bagatelle ; but in times like

these, and with so much real estate dull of sale,

-—buyers weigli every point and reach out after every

1. "advantatge. The^ demand for good business pro^-

\H

\ni

JJrty is still far in exi'ess of the supply ; any central,

_.^ paying property can l>e at once disposed of at full

,
price. The number of sales made in November was
172 ; value $945,(599, against 170 in October, of the

, value of $1,1G3,U3."

=^ "Pkivatk i.kndkus are competing very strongly

with the savings-banks for good mortgages. There
.^_ is now, we judge, over $2,000,000 in private hands
- -which the owners are endeavoring to loan on city

real estate. Thoy are willing to loan at even less

than the low rate of interest charged by the savings-

banks. Some of these lenders have accepted 7 per

cent., they paying the mortgage tax. Thesavings-
--* ^aiilcs rejxjrt in some cases an Tncreas^ demand for

Tmoney ; the Hibernia still loans at 8 poT ce^^. a^d
pays the mortgage tax ; fhtT(xeihnan IUiiVf^*1Sav-

ings Union loan at 8 to 9. 139 mortgages were re-

corded last month ; value, $702,991 ; there were

134 relea.ses ; value, $G13,71(j."

—; **Taxpi8 hkkk and in pjiiKorK.—In many Euro-

poan countries thtre is no tax on mortgages, but
~'

in Great Britain there is an income tax, of which
—ilie rate varies from one j>enuy to four-ixjnce per

pound sterling on the annual amoiiut of interest

derived from money lent on mortgage. This is a
— small percentage on the rrt'enue only derived from

the investment. In this city we are taxed 2^ per

^cent. on the capital sum lent. Such taxation would
in Kurojxi be simply confiscation, for the rate of

intert-st there is much lower. In England the rate

for loans on mortgage on first-class city property

iH about five per cent, A gentleman now on a

visit to this city, of much experience, tells ua that

he lately loaned money on mortgage on first-class

property in the business center of London, at the

-^- rate of six per cent., and that this is an unusual rate

for such loans. When money is plentiful, such a loan

C4in be got for 3^ per cent., and the rate hardly

ever exceeds 4 per cent."
^—=-^

**ClII('AGO NOW AND TWO YEAKS AGO,—About
two years ago houses in Chicago that used to rent

for $75 a month were bringing but $25, and with

TP>"»y -of them vacant. The Sheriff was then kept

busy with forei;losure swles. Now, a store in the

business center cannot be had, and it is claimed by

the Chicago Tribune that 30,000 new houses have

been built there since last April. The Tribune

further says :
' There is hardly a vacant store in

the city. Dwellings are also all taken, and every

house or store that is built is snapped up and occu-

pied before fairly completed. Yet there is tremen-
~_ ^dous activity in building. Nothing like the pros-

perity now prevailing was ever known before.'

These ups-and-downs are characteristic of Ameri-

can cities. There will now be a rush-up of every-

. thing for four or five years in Chicago and other

large American cities. There will be over-build-

ing, mortgaging and intiation ; then will come
four or five years in which hou8<^s can hardly be

rented at all, and property can hardly be given

away. The man of sense sells in the rush, and
buys in again when the tumble and depression

come ; the rule of the crowd is the opposite—they

-s- .-

:i!

t

'buy at or nearly double price, frequently going in

debt to do so. The Sheriff and foreclosure are their

reward when the fall comes. Wisdom is indeed

"justified of her children, but her family is so small

that it might easily be accommodated in a very

contracted mansion."

"Prospects op Pacific Coast growth.—The
news, first published in The Circular of last month,

that the Southern Pacific Kailroad Company will,

when its line is completed to Galveston or New

Orleans, "carry immigrants from Germany and Eng-
land to California for $30, is most important, com-

ing, as it does, too, at a time when a revision of

the treaty with China, and a stoppage of the Chi-

nese plague, seems about to be consummated. The
steamships going to Europe will l>e loaded with

California wheat, wool, and wine ; they will always
have full cargoes going that way, but, coming
back, they will be comparatively empty ; henoe if

the line gets but $10 or $15 each frt>m steerage

passengers, it will be better off than if it ran the

vessels empty. Coal for the same reason is carried

from Europe to California on sailing ships, to fill

up with as ballast, at $2^ to $5 a ton. Sailing

vessels would long ago have carried immigrants

here but for the length of the voyage around the

Horn and the cost of feeding them. The Southern

Pacific line will be completed to Galveston or New
Orleans within two years. When it is, we will see

a great intiux of immigrants here. In our judg-

ment, the ten years between 1883 and 1893 will be

the greatest decade in growth ever witnessed In

California." ; r--
^

'' k:^iyY\\wx TUiiN of thtt Screw.—The Spring
Valley Company is at present busily engaged in

putting a water meter in every dwelling and place

of business where its water is used. The' object is,

we may take for granted, as a matter of course, to

give the company additional leverage, to enable it

to put the screws on still more tightly."
^

"The Corneu in Coal.—We are assured by a

gentleman well posted in the matter, that coal is

likely to come down in price within a month. Of
course when coal went up here, ship-owners in Eu-
rope, who had ships heading this way, were noti-

fied, and it is now about time for some of their coal

cargoes to arrive. As a general rule ships from
Australia and Europe bring coal here more for bal-

last than for any profit in the freight. The freight

paid to them for carrying coal is generally very

small. But, for three months past, they would all

be well paid for carrying coal, so that more of them
than usual are now on the way here with coal car-

goes. There are three causes for the advance in

coal : first and chiefly, the advance in grain

freights, which pay vessels far better than going up
to Puget Sound for coal. Ship-owners do not like

that coast, and are only t<^ glad when freights to

Europe obviate the necessity of their taking coast-

coal freights. Second, the Southern Pacific Rail-

road Company is now burning coal on all its loco-

motives, and is therefore one of the largest, and
also a comparatively new coal buyer in this mar-

ket. The agreement among the coal dealers is the

third cause of the present high prices. This agree-

ment is indeed believed by the general public to be

the sole cause of the advance, but it is not. Moan-
while, the chance of a fall in coal soon is very

good. Consumers should buy as little coal as pos-

sible for a month or so. Lot them use wood, where
they can, for the less coal is used the sooner the

price will come down. Wood between Emigrant
Gap and Truckee is worth, we believe, but $3 to $5
a cord. The freight per car load from Truckee is

|;39. A car will carry about eight cords. Large
consumers at least should not submit to extortion-

ate prices for coal.
'

'

J^" Subscription price of this journal for

18B1 will be $2.00 in advance.

B. E. Henrlksen's Safety Clutch.

The annexed cutis an illustration of B. E. Hen-
riksen's Patent Automatic Safety Clutch for Ele-

vators :

This safety clutch consists of two upright trip

levers each provided with a solid rubber roller at

the top; and mounted at the bottom on a horizontal

shaft secured to the frame of the cage and support-

ing two toothed cams or dogs. A corrugated strip

of wood or cleat is applied to one side of each of

the guide posts of the elevator, in such a manner
that the rollers on the trip levers will be caused to

rotate along their corrugated face. At the or-

dinary rate of speed these rollers pass over the pro-

jections and fall back in their places by reason of

their weight and position, but any excess of speed

caused by the fall of the elevator brings the rollers

in violent contact with these projections, which
throwing the levers outward causes the cams or

dogs to engage into the guide posts, thus forming a
wedge or brake which instantly stops the cage.

The action oi this safety clutch is such that the
more rapid the fall, the quicker the action ; the
heavier the load, the tighter and firmer the gripu„^

Mr. H^nriksou, at the last Mechanics* Institute

Fair, had a full-size ele-vftk^r in operation, in order

to demonstrate the particular working of his in-

vention. This elevator contained a load of about

GOO or 700 pounds, the average load of ordinary

elevators. The cage was run up and down at the

usual rate of speed; then a brake ^as opened and

the cage permitted to fall violently as if the cable

or some part of the machinery had broken. This

caused the clutches to perform their duty by in-

stantly stopping the cage. These tests were made
from four to twelve times" every night for four

weeks, but the safety clutch never failed to act.

This form of clutch is to be preferred to those

whose action depends upon springs, or upon the

breaking of the main cable. AH the elevator acci-

dents which have occurred up to this present time

have been caused by some defect in the machinery;

wo have yet to hear of any caused by broken cable.

The following are among the advantages possessed

by this safety clutch over all others. It has no

springs, tumblers, nor triggers, liable to become

gummed, stiff, or otherwise unreliable.

It will work as well on an empty cage as upon

one loaded to its utmost capacity. The elevator of

the Johnson Building, No. 120 Sutter street,

which was prevented from falling by one of these

clutches on August 17th, 1880, contained six persons,

weighing 900 or 1100 pounds, (nobody hurt). ThfiL

elevator of the California Furniture Factory, 224^

Bush street, which was stopped from falling on

September 28th, 1880, contained a load of flu-niture,

a large plate mirror and the elevator boy, about

400 pounds in all, (no damage).
This safety clutch in in use at the

Johnson Building 120 Sutter street,

Thurlow Block 126 Kearny street,

San Francisco Stock Exchange Pine street,

Haker & Hinz 545 Market street,

W. i& Y.Sloan 522 Market street,

J. Cerf & Co 517 Market street,

W. Cohn & Co rr. ..« Battery and Bush,

California Furniture Co 224 Bush street,

New City Hall
Halleck Block Halleck and Sansome,

Levi, Diamant & Co 107 Battery street,

Franco American Perfumery Co. .109 Battery street,

P. Berwin & Co Ill Battery street.

Pioneer Woolen Mills 115 Battery street.

l^ Mr. Henriksen received the Silver Medal
awarded by the Mechanics Institutefor the best Safety

Clutch exhibited during the last Fair . *3m.

San Francisco, June Ist, 1880.

We, the undersigned Architects, do hereby certify

that we have carefully and critically examined

B. E. Henriksen 's Patent Automatic Safety

Clutch, and by reason of its simplicity, cheapness,

durability, and positive and prompt action, con-

aider it to be the best and most reliable of the kind.
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We therefore cheerfully indorse and recommend
this Safety Clutch to all persons requiring the same.

David F'auquiiakson, 502 Van Ness Av.
P. HuERNK, Thurlow Block.
Kenitzek «& Raun, COl California St.

Woiit'E & Son, 240 Montgomery St.

Theo. a. Eiskn, 330 Pine St.
<(WiLiiiAM CuRLE'iT, 330 Pine St.

William MooSEH, 302 Montgomery^St.
J

'j;^"~ planed 2 sides
J. Mauquis, 39 Sutter St. ' <^ Dec¥Plank, rough

J ^ " * ^^ «A j~^ ^» r* f^ ^mGeo. Bokdwell, 507 California St.

Wkight & Sanders, 418 California St.

P. J. O'Connor, 413 Bush St.

T. J. Welsh, 302 Montgomery St.

Wm. Paiton, 411 California St.

Augustus Laver, Stock Exchange.
Hatherton & Pelton, 330 Pine St.

*2m.

4g0 toe Board of Health, City q1 Qaklanai__

Gentlemen—Your Committee to whom was re-

ferred the investigation of sewer-gas traps, beg
-leave to submit the following report

;

The inception of many of our most dangerous
diseases is due to the escape of sewer-gas through-
out dwellings, arising principally from stationary
wash-stands, sinks, and other modern introductions
connected with sewers ; and probably no depart-
ment of inventive genius has been put to a greater
test than to devise something to thoroughly over-
come the great evil. After a careful investigation
of numerous appliances, we unhesitatingly rec-
ommend the Garland Improved Sew^er-Gas
Trap, for wash-stands, sinks, bath-tubs, etc., as

being at once economical, effective, simple in princi-

ple, and not liable to get out of order.

Wm. H. Brown, M. D.,
Chairman of Committee on Sewerage and Gar-

bage.

Passed by unanimous vote of the Board, October
13th, 1880. .

«

Market Report.

irj —

Glass.—The market is very firm ; no difference

in price to quote since our last. A ship, with a large
consignment on board to one of our dealers, foundered
when within 200 miles of our port. Nearly all the
glass, some 2000 cases, was sold prior to arrival,

and it was most certainly unfortunate to lose such
a cargo almost in sight of the destined harbor..

Paints.—There has been a fair demand during
the past month ; now that winter has fairly set in,

we may expect a large decrease in the activity here-

tofore prevalent. Prices remain the same as our
last.

Lumber.—The year will about be closed when
this greets the eyes of our numerous readers, and
there is a very different tale to tell from this and
the same date last year. There is a very light

stock on hand, with not very much prospect of its

being increased to any great extent in the near fu-

ture. Some dealei-s have already found it difficult

to secure ships to load lumber, as the almighty dol-

lar rules the owners of the latter, and whenever a
cargo of coal can be secured at better rates than
lumber, they prefer the coal. We do not think,

however, that any advance will take place, but,

from present prospects, stiffprices will be the rule.

Inch and a half laths are very scarce, and have ad-
vanced twenty-five cents a thousand. One and a
quarter inch are plenty, and remain at the same as

our last quotations. Doors and blinds remain the
same as our last report.

Hardware.—Wet weather naturally affects the
use of hardware, and the market is very quiet. A
reduction of twenty-five cents a keg in nails has
been made, and the market is weak even at that.

4-penny nails are very scarce, and Sacramento has
been drawn upon to supply the deficiency in this

market. '\

Oregon Pine.

Common Kough, up to 40 feet, per M feet . ..$20 00
" 40 to 50 * " .... 21 00

Common Rough, 50 to 60 feet, per M feet. . . 22 00
60to70 " " .... 23 00

" 60 to 80 •• " .... 24 00
Refuse Rouffh .... 16 00
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, and Step-

ping.»^^ . ,.. -. , - per M feeW.,^ 27 50

No. 1 Flooring, 4 inches and under, and 1^
x6 Flooring per M feet....

Rough Clear for flooring, $1 less than above
rates, per M feet.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet T. .>.* ...vT-rrr.

.

Ship Plank, rough per M feet ....
planed 1 side.

.

'*
....

dressed.
Laths, \\ inch

At

t(
.per M

30 00

22 50
25 00
28 00
30 00
28 00
32 50
3 50

3 75

Redwood.

Rough Merchantable per M feet $20 06
*• Refuse «'

Surface, No. 1 ««

Surface, 1x8 •'

000
552

1,508
391

There is a pretty good demand at present for
lumber, at firm prices. The market is in a good
state, with a light stock and an increasing demand.

Exports of Lumber since November 1st

:

^
- Feet.

Nov. 1 Bertram, Rigby, Queen. 18,000
1 . . West York, Cork U,000
1. .Francis Thorpe, Queens' tn. 5,00(1
3. .Granada, Central America.. 20,000

, 3. .Granada, Panama 17,600
1^ . . Cormorant, Queenstown. . . 9,000

<( 1x6
"TT"

((

So. St^^r^
> « . .a, ,.,*,» ^^>-j» ^-

» * » »-A.^.j jr t 1 1 n .Xi-

1x10
Rustic, short, 8 to 10 feet.

" under 8 feet

6-inch, 12 feet and over .

'• 7 to 11 feet ....
*• under 7 feet ....
* No. 2

Beaded, 12 feet and over
7 to 11 feet ....

** under 7 feet. ...

Half-inch Surface ,,

Pickets, fancy

<<

T. i&G
((

<<

<(

<(

((

<<

It

<<

((

t(

({

16 00
30 00
30 00
28 00

Rustic, No. 1 1x8 7.V.V.V^^T *« 28 00
Rustic, No. 2 per M feet, $25 00

30 00
$25 00
14 00
27 50
25 00
20 00
20 00
27 50
25 00
20 00
27 50
20 00

rough, pointed " 16 00
Pickets, rough, square. per jyrfect $I4 Otf

Siding, J -inch " 20 00
Port Oxford White Cedar per M feet $30 00 to 45 00
Sugar Pine .»^..... ** 30 00 to 50 00
R. W. sawed shingles.... per M 2 25
Battens, J-inch .... ...^ ." 75

HAitDWAllE and Nah^.—We uote the follow-
ing prices

:

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $3
8 • '* •' " ^ 4

. _. ^ .-it __t* «« «< *..!*.*. 4
Sand 4 ** " " •*....*.'.*.*.*.*.*.*.'.'. 4
4 and 5 pennies, brad heads at 5

6 ' " •* " rr^TTTT^ 5
8 •• *• •• /• 5

10 and upward " *• " .n,„.^ ,.^ 4
3 penny fines " " 7

a
~tt-

75

00
25
50
00
25
00

J5
25

Total imports since January 1st, 139,568 kegs,

2,383 half-kegs.

The Alameda brought 4,350 kegs, which has
helped stock up the market. Demand has been
light, and the market weak.

Lumber.

We are indebted to the S. F. Journal of Com-
merce for the following very full report of receipts

and exports of lumber :

Receipts since our last : .^— zzr-ir

Lumber, feet 3,157,000

Shingles 2,840,000

Laths 140,000

Railroad Ties : 15,850

Wood, cords 358

Hoops, bundles 233

Shakes 120,000

Total receipts since January Ist

:

Lumber, ft . . .t~V7^^ 174,155,342

Shingles, No 62,821,032

Laths, No 16,070,800

Wood, cds.

Piles, ft.

.

• No
Cedar, logs

ft

g g f f • •#_«_•-•» -B^l

• • « • • • <

((

21,832
63,000

4,914

3,864
72,980

Rosewood, logs 32

Shakes 1,666,625
20,000

8,054
58

14,799
5,710

23
. fc . . . . . V • • • .

«**.>* » » » » » »1i» »

Pickets, No. , ^%m.. *

.

Hoops, bdls .......

Headings, bdls ....

Staves
'* bdls..
" crds.

.

Railroad Ties 316,591

Posts 376,883

Sugar Pine, ft 2,598,000

Barrel St'k, pkgs. . .TTi m*^» 27,664

Spars 100

WoolSlats ------.. - 000

Stave-bolts
" cds...

Telegraph Poler.,

Ship-knees

3. .Tamaya, Liverpool 6,,000
3. .City of Glasgow, Queens'tn. ""^ """

4 . . Sir Wm . Wallace, do . .^^
4 . .Parthonia, do ...

.

4..Kai80w, dc^-
4 ..Edinburgh, do
5. .Alfred Adams, Acapulco.

.

5..Grassmere, Queenstown. ...

6.. Annie Johnson, Dublin...
6. .Pharos,
6

16,000

15.000
19,500

Value.
$360 00
180

~100
380

1,059

180
120
320
300
400

^80
20,000
17,000
17,000

13,m^)
Liverpool 34,000

.Newbern, Mexico 14,243
8 . . Manitoba, Queenstown .... 10,000
8..Highmoor, do ,.., 13,000^
8.. Marlborough, do....'. 11,500
9.. Colusa, do 16.000
9. Britannia, do 13,000
9 . . Bonanza. Tahiti 125,000

10. .Stuart, Liverpool. .^.~. , ..^ 10,000

500
340
340
260
680
411
200
-260 00
230 00
320
260

2,500
200

00
90
00
86
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
75
00

-^7.

iO. .City of Nankin, Qmeenst'n. 13,000 260
10..Morna, do.... 17,U(X)

W,, S»xi Ijpwwr, Giiayn7ft»:".'. . . %Wfl
12.. Cambrian Mon., Queeii'tn. 14,000
12. .Oriental, do .... 25,000
12. .Snow & Burgess, Liverp'l.. 30,000
12..Airlie, Cork 17,000
13..Routenbeck, Cork 8,000
13. .Red Cloud, Liverpool 35,000

15 . . North Star, Guaymas 8,458
16.. Hugo, Cork 22,000
16..Loretto Fish, Queenstown. 39,000

00
00
00
00
00

340 00
20 00
280 00
500 00
600 00
340 00
160 00
700 00
178 00
440
780

17.. M. Godeffroy, Soc'ty Isl'ds. 80,000 1,600

18.. Leonora, Cork 27,000

18. .Mallsgate, Queenstown 12,0<X)

18..McNear, do 23,000
19.. City of Panama, Panama.. 9,000

19 . .City of Panama, Cen. Am . 1,000

19 . . Capo Breton, Queenstown . . 10,000

19.. Occidental, do...r,^. 16,000

19 . .Canmore, do. . . . . . . 10,000

19..Beecroft, d'o 16,000

19 . . J. A. Falkinbur^, Hon'lu . 2,514

19. .Australia, Australia 160,462

19. . Australia, Honolulu 26,783

19.. Lucille, Liverpool 25,00i>

20. .Adelaide Mary, Cork 7,000

20 . . Conqueror, Cork 24,000

22. .Kinclune, Queenstown.... 9,000

22 . . Teutonia, Mazatlan . . if^^ 5,500

23. .Charger, Liverpool. .,~T, 24,000

23. .Cheseborough, Queenst'n . . 10,(K)0

24.. Antrim, Liverpool 12,000

24.. Warwick, Queenstown.... 12,000

26. .Enos Soule, Liverpool 30,000

27 . .Achilles, Queenstown 16,000

^7. .President Mabire, do 12,000

29..Quillota, do 10,000

29..RodellBay, do 9,000

30..Gryfe, Cork .:..; 10,000

30 . . Dundonald, Liverpool 8,000

30..Glendon, do.... 30,000

30. .Eustace, Guayaquil. 95,162

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

540
240
460
252
26

320
320
200 00
320 69
94 80

3,923 00
780 00
500 00
140
480
180
151

480
200
240
240
600
320
240
200
180

200
160
600

2,334

00
24
00
00
(»0

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Dec
1

1

2

Total 1,476,299 $30,857 93

Exports of Lumber since December 1st

, Feet.

1 . .Cherwell, Liverpool .... 18,000

.J. D. Spreckels, Honolulu. - 40,080

. Percy Edwards, Tahiti 5,680

Khorassau, Queenstown... 11,000

3..LoohCree, do.. 8,000

3.. Lorenzo, do 18,000

3..Colima, Panama 6,519

4. .Florence, Liverpool 25,000

Value.
$360 00
1,827 60
119 00
220 00
160 00
360 00
67 00
500 00

Total ,132,279 $3,613 60

Exports of Shingles since our last

:

• No. Value.

Dec. 1—Percy Edwards, Tahiti. . . 14,000 $30.

-P
.1 .''
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We quote oarjfo rates : Pine—Rough, $16 "^ M ft.;

No. 1 Flooring and Stepping, $24.50. Redwood

—

Rough, $16; Surfaced, $23. Retail rates : Pine—
r No. 1 Flooring and Stepping, $3() ; Rough, $20.

Redwood — Rough, $20 ; Surfaced, $30 ; No. 1

Rustic, $30 ; Flooring, $27.50 ; Tongued and
-. Grooved Beaded, $27.50 ; Fancy Pickets, $20

;

Rough Pointed Pickets, $16 ; Rough Sij[uare Pick-
ets. $14 ; Shingles, $2.25 f M.

i;KMfiN*r7Pr.A8TER, Lime, Eip.

^
- Imports since our last: Per Alameda, 1,000 bar-

~ fels Cement.

Total imports since January Ist

:

Cement, barrels 53,505
do casks ^^-f 6,880

r Fire-bricks.. 163,280

Plaster, barrels .-. 2,950

—— Receipts of California Lime since our last : 2,840—bnrr"lH Total since January Ist, 109,642 barrels.
" The Alameda brought 1,000 barrels of cement;

- ^ihe market in quiet.

—— We (juote Eastern Cement, Rosendale, $2.25®
- 2.50 ; other $2.12* ; Portland Cement. $4.5005.25,

as to quality and brands. Plaster—Eastern, $3.25
- 03.50; do. Golden Gate, $2.7503.00. Lime—Santa

Cruz and Sacramento, $—01.50. Fire-bricks

—

^-^35040, jobbing at $40050, as to brand. California.

Brick—Hard, $10012; Soft, $708 ; Red, $9010.

Building Intelligence.

Althouj^h the past month has been very quiet as

far as the letting of contracts is coiujerned, still,

the niiihber of buildings started, and their value,

juxceed the report in our Noafember number.
We could name several that would enable us
to swell the list, but prefer to wait until our next
issue, when we will be nblo to give full particulars.

Wc know positively of one large building to be
erected on one of our busy streets, where the piling
contract has b^en let, and also the contract to sup-
ply the lumber—some 300,000 feet, the owner
furnishing the latter. The old building now
on the ground will \ye removed as soon as pos-

sible. Mr. Crocker has also commenced the im-
provement of his pn)perty on Post street, between
Kearny and Dupont. The old buildings have
been torn down, and grading commenced. It will

be done partly by days' work. A full report will

-he found in otir January number. The report
al)Out the erection of a building now occupied by a

warehouse on Pine street opposite Union Block, for

Mr. McCreery, seems to have been a little prema-
ture. The present lease doe.s not expire until next
March, and from what we can learn, no architect

has prepared or is preparing plans for a building
on the site mentioned. It being our last issue for

the year 1880, we cannot but express our thanks to

those who have helped us to make this department
of our journal as interesting and /o be depended
~upon as it has been during the past year. It would
be invidious in us to mention names, and so we would
take this method of announcing our warmest
thanks to all those who have, during the year now
closing, rendered us services in making the Build-
ing Intelligence a leading feature of this journal.

We have perfected arrangements which will insure
greater fullness in the future. Real estate agents
in Alameda, Oakland, and Berkeley have promised
us their co-operation in enabling us to give a full

report of the erection of buildings in their respect-

ive vicinities. We extend our sincere thanks to

the architects of San Francisco. During the whole
year, with but three exceptions, we have not met
with a single rebuff, or been refused answers to our
queries in regard to contracts. We do not wish to

publish the names of those who refused to give us
information, hoping now that the new year is

about to commence, and all doubts about the future
of this journal have beei; set at rest, they will give
us their hearty support, and enable us to point with

-pride to the California Akchitect and Build-
ing Rkview as the leading exponent of the profes-

sion on the Pacific Coast.

The prospects for building improvements are
good, and much better than at any time during the
past three years. But even under present condi-
tions, mechanics generally, both in cities and coun-
try, are busy. There are a good number of build-

ings about to be commenced that will give employ-
1nent to a great many men. Lumber is bringing

its value, and our mill owners are enabled to pay
their hands better wages than they did last year,
thus giving the men a chance to lay away their

savings, so that if we have another dull streak,

they will have ready money to pay their way.
Architects, Property Owners, Contractors^ Mechan-

ics, and All : We wish you a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year. Hoping to receive your full

and hearty support in the future, as we have in the
past, we now close our labors for the year, and
thank one and all for the many kind acts which
have made the usually rough road of the first year's
experience in journalism particularly pleasant to

the editor of the Califoknia AncniTKcr.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Four-story and basement brick building on Mar-
ket street, at junction with Front. Owners, Hunt-
ington, Hopkins & Co. ; architect, Wm. Patton

;

contractor, Ewing. Total cost of improvements
will be between $60,000 and $70,000.
Two-story dwelling on west side of Steiner, bs-

tw*^n Bush and Sutter. Owner, A. Sbarboro
;

architect, T. J. Welch ; contractor carpenter work,
J. ProU. Cost, $3,000.
New building and additions to the Standard

Shirt Factory on comer of Grove and Gough
streets. Owners, Neustadter Bros. ; architect, P.

R. Schmidt ; contractors, Waterbury & Maxwell.
Cost, about $11,000
Addition and repairs to building No. 421 Mission

street, near First ; day's work. Cost, aoout
$1,500.
Two-story and basement dwelling on Broadway,

neax Buchanan. Owner, O. Helmerick ; architects,

S. & J. C. Newsom ; contractor, John Dougherty.
Cost, $5,000.
Two-story and basement dwelling on "comer oi

Webster and Sacramento. Owner, C. Wilkins

;

architects, S. & J. C. Newsom ; contractor, John
Furness. Cost, $5,000.
Two-story and basement dwelling on Geary

street, between Webster and Fillmore. Owner,
Geo. Law ; architects, McDougall & Son ; con-

tractor, J. Furness. Cost, about $5,000.
Two-story and basement dwelling, including re-

pairs to the rear house, on Howard street, between
Eighteenth and Nineteenth. Owner, John Stewart;

architect, W. P. Moore ; contractor, D. W. Ross.

Cost, $3,300.
Twelve houses, two-stoiy, on Hoff avenue, be-

tween Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets. Owner,
Carroll Cook ; architects, Wright «& Sanders ; con-

tractor, Burpbee. Cost, $18,000. (This was acci-

dentally omitted in our last issue.)

Two-story dwelling with store, on S. W. corner

Henry and Noe streets. Owner, F. George ; archi-

tect, H. Geilfuss ; contractor, -^F. Klatt. Cost,

$2,700.
Brick house on corner of New Montgomery and

Natoma streets, to contain a gasometer to supply

Palace and Grand Hotels with gas. Owner, Wra.
Sharon ; architect, J. A. Remer ; contractor for

brick work, J. Hewes ; carpenter work, R. Mc-
Cann ;

gasometer, Leavitt. Cost,

Shed for the Harbor Commissioners on Broadway
Wharf. Contractor, John McCann. Cost, $3,990.

Shed at Sauoelito Ferry Landing. Contractor,

Shaw. Cost, $1,300.
Shed at North Beach, on bulkhead. Contractor,

T. H. Day. Cost, $13,600.
Two-story house with basement on Getiry street,

near Scott. Cost, $2,500.
Alterations of house on Scott street, near Turk.

Owner, D. Vandenburg ; architect, Mr. A. Schroe-

pffer ; contractor, Wm. Wharff. Cost,

Two-story frame on Turk near Scott. Owner,
Mr. Cutler ; contractor, D. G. White. Cost, about

$1,500.
Improvements and additions to house on Devisa-

dero between Turk and Tyler streets. Owner,
John 8. Gray ; contractor, J. W. Spencer. Cost,

about $1,000.
Additional story to the building used by the Ris-

don Iron Works on Bcale street.

NAPA.

Two-story school-house. Architects, S. & J. 0.

Newsom. To be only partially finished at present.

Contractor, J. Griffith. Co8t,-f%999r -—^—

3C

8ACRAMEN1X>.
Two-story frame dwelling on Tenth street, be-

tween K and L. Owner, Ohas. McCrary ; archi-
tects, Babson & Seadler of Oakland : contractors

. Cost, about $10,000. '^ ^^ '

TEMKSCAL.
One-story and basement building to be used as a

billiard room, near Temescal. Owner, Capt. Ains-
worth ; Architect, Clinton Day ; contractor^
Childs. Cost, - - -

.

- -—— HAIiAMEDA.
Cottage on Alameda avenue. Owner, Luscombe

;

architects. Meeker & Banks; contractor, F. W
Knight. Cost, $2,500.
High street, three-story, attic and basement

dwelling. Owner, Capt. R. Thompson ; archi-
tect, W. Patton ; contractors, Haskell & Smi-
ley. Cost, in the neighborhood of $55,000. This
job was reported before, but not fully.

Ten-room two-story cottage on comer of Buena
Vi«ita avenue and Oak street. Cost, about $3,000.

Five-room (cottage on east side Park avenue,
south of San Jose avenue. Owner, W. E. Brown

;

builders, Gilbert & Brown. Cost, $2,000.
Five-room cottage on east side Park street, be-

tween San Jose and Clinton avenues. Owner, A.
Newman ; builders, Gilbert & Brown. Cost,
$1,200.

Jfive-room cottage on east side Park avenue.
south of San Jose avenue. Owner, E. L. Wagner;
builders, Gilbert & Brown. Cost, $1,200.

Cottage of five rooms and bath, on Eagle ave-
nue, between Park and Oak streets. Owner, ;

builders, Gilbert & Brown. Cost, $2.000.
Four-room cottage on south side Encinal ave-

nue, between Oak- and Walnut streets. Owner,
; builders, Gilbert & Brown. Co.st, $600.

'""Stable on west side Pearl street, between Encinal
and Central avenues. Owner, ; builders, Gil-
bert «fc Brown. Cost, $500.

THE VERY LATEST INVENTION

IMPROVEMENT IN

GRATES.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Two-story and basement residence for Claus

Spreckels. Architect, Chas. G^ddes. Day's work,

and will cost in the neighborhood of $50,000.

Patented November 18th, 1879.

TRESSLER'S IMPROVED

CookiDE i\i Parlor Mantel Grates

Are the very Best yet brought out.

As a HEAT PRODVCIIVO and COAE. SAT-
IMO Orate it has no equal.

It« great advantages are readily seen and admitted by all, and
may be stated briefly as follows : It is a w^ll known fact that

in grates of ordinary construction it is found impossible to keep

Xh^fuel at the farther sides of the grate in a good sUte of com-
bustion, and that the fire is always brightest and best at it*

center ; also, that it is a common practice to put In bricks at the

ends of the Grate so as to confine the fuel more to the center,

for reasons stated. With this Improved Orate all these ob-

jections are overcome. The peculiar shape of its sides and

bottom directs ihe/uel from all sides to the center, as the Are

settles down, and no cold air is allowed to enter and obstruct

at the end* or sides. Another most important advantage of our

Grate is, the combined shake and dump basket, with concave

bottom, which clears the draught at once, while the coal is un-

disturbed. By this arrangement at least one-third more heat is

obtained, with less fuel, and no waste whatever of coal.

The Cooking attachment \a a great novelty of Itself, and call

be used with perfect impunity in any room in the house, as all

gas and smoke is carried up the chimney. It needs no com
ment—its merits are seen at a glance.

The Grates are highly recommended by all the leading Arc/u-

teds of San Francisco, and are meeting with ready sale.

All orders or letters of inquiry to be addressed to

TRE88JL£K MABTUPACTUItlSO tJO-

821 Sansome Street.

-ycr*-
-VtJ-
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Its columns will be devoted to tbe best interests of all
parties whose interests are represented or involved in its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted to please those who love channels of pure thought, andmoral traming The higher, better, and ezadly trZihfulhx
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-
piire Influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-

vl^T' A. ,
statements of price-lists, etc , etc., will be

obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interehts of any person or persons, but
giving true and correct reports, for the information of all
Its readers. Its Improvement in every department will re-
ceive constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and ruleswhich control like publications in cities where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its

™f°if3?^?^^°^ •
'°^ *°y reference made in its columns to

established or Inceptive Interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or any other-will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, voithoul any deHan or ^Umt toPUFy

; t. e., •' praise with exaggeration;"
*'•'**
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On outside of front cover, and page following Build-

ing Intelligence, per square, each Insertion $1 50
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With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-

isements continued for six or 12 months.

A Card from Architects.

Believing a well and ably conducted journal
devoted to Architectural, Mechanical, Sanitary,
Scientific, and other kindred matters and subjects,
to be a necessity in this city, the California
Akchitect and Building Keview, published by
the San Francisco Architectural Publishing Com-
pany supplies a long-existing want on this coast.Wf therefore pledge our cordial sympathies person-
ally, and hope that the enterprise will receive kindly
recegnttton and liberal support from all Architects
and Builders on the Pacific Coast, and from the
publu generally.

David Farquharson,
Wright & Sanders,
fe^ H. Williams,
Thos. J. Welsh,
P. HUERNE,
John Marquis,
P. J. O'Connor,
AHEO. A. ElSEN,

John A. Rkmer.

b. mcdougaland son,
Wm. Mogser,
Wm. Curlett,
H. T. Bestor,
Meeker & Banks,
w. c. hoagland,
8. & J. C. Newsom,
B. Henrickson.

A success far greater than our most sanguine ex-
pectations, is the result of the first year's publica-
tion of this journal. Commenced as it was under
the most inauspicious and discouragint? circum-
stances, many predicted for it a limited career and
speedy suspension. Judged by the fearful condi-
tion of the building business at the time of its first
issue—the demoralized and chaotic state of affairs
political and financial—the gloomy appearance of
the then future, combined to furnish seemingly
sufficient grounds for the prejudgment, that a new
journal of special character could not be sustained.
The early declaration made by its management,
that " no such word as fail " would be considered'
was received by many as visionary and problematic!
But developed facta illustrated the well measured
and calculated probability, and fixed determina-
tions, upon which the enterprise was founded

; and
it is here and now repeated, that its continuance
and permanency as a monthly publication, is ten-
fold more substantially assured, than when at
the commencement of 1880, the statement ap-
peared in its columns, that while life was
spared to its present management. The Cal-
ifornia Architfx^t and Building Review
would continue to appear in the • journalistic
firmanent, seeking increased magnitude through
earnest and diligent effort, and the many experi-
ences which strew the pathway of those who aim
for better and higher success.

Its second volume commences under widely
different circumstances from those which existed
one year ago. We forbear recital of the gloomy
outlook which then depressed building and me-
chanical operations in all the various branches, to
such an extent that but few ventured the hope that
a revival would set in for years to come ; and trade
and commerce hung in the balances of uncertainty.
But the clouds have already disappeared, and 1881
opens full of brightness and promise to the Pacific
Coast, and the people of San Francisco rejoice again
that the worst is passed and better times have come
again. The indications are clear that a long-con-
tinued period of prosperity is before us. This con-
clusion is justified by the facts that numerous ex-
tensive enterprises have assumed appearances and
proportions which forbid a doubt but that in the
near fiiture many of them will be consummated

;

while in building operations the number of large
structures already commenced, and the many others
seriously in contemplation, and for many of which
plans are prepared and preparing, sufficiently por-

trays the disposition of mind among the moneyed
men of San Francisco. The millions of gold which

* TL^LS ^J.®*^"*^
years prior to the summer months

of 1880, disappeared in bond and other investments,
or was driven to other sections of the country for
employment, seems to be Returning and seeking its
nest in property and building improvements and
other pennant ententerprises

; which renders assur-
ances doubly sure, that San Francisco and the
Pacific States are about to enter upon a period of
splendid successes.

IS the business outix)ok well sustained?
We think it is, and for many reasons : first

among which is the fact that the indications mani-
fest themselves more prominently in leading busi-
ness circles, and among capitalists seeking invest-
ments of a permanent character. The inducements
stimulating the present and prospective activities,
have their origin in the well -sustained certainty
that the commercial, manufacturing, and gen-
eral business prospects of the Pacific States justify
the utmost confidence in their future ; while the
mineral, coal, and other resources stand forth in
such magnitude as to forbid the doubt that large
and paying returns will not result from every judic-
ious investment. This period of prosperity will natu-
rally call back many who were driven away from
this city by the mad folUes of political demagogues
and knavish would-be "reformers," who during
the three years of their miserable rampage upon all
right, law, decency, and comnaon sense, and their

reckless efforts to secure place and power,

cared not that the vital interests of the whole
country perish, so that from its ruin they might
build up a political pandemonium, m which the will
of the masses would have been forced into submis-
sion to the dictates of men governed solely by self-
ish motives, and the spirit of rule or ruin.

in i'he best inteni-s of this city and state
"^

the i^fluence of this journal will be devoted with
all the energy and ability possible in its manage-
ment. While architectural, building, sanitary,
manufacturing and mechanical matters will be its
principal features, every other material interest and
resource of this western coast will receive deserved
attention, and through its columns we shall send to

'

every portion of the United States, and to all
countries wherein the English language is spoken
or understood, correct and reliable statements, set-
ting forth every material fact calculated to truth-
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fully represent the advantages and best interests ox

the western slope of our great country.

To this end wo invite and request the suppbrt of

every citizen, owners of real estate^ merchants^ busi-

ness men of all classes^ and manufacturers, as well as

architedfe, contractors and others engaged in jiouse

oonstruotion. For with sufficient support we shall

increase the number of its pages, and enlarge its

scope of matter and subjects, so that it shall be an

acceptable

HOUSEHOLD COMPANION FOR ALL/ ^

^

1880—The Flight of Time—1881.-

" Another twelve months has passed, and we are

brought within the threshold of another year. Its

events and happenings of good and evil, weal ^nd

woe, have all passed to the eternal record, leaving

u§ only its experiences and lessons for future profit.

And «o time oont innea tjn rol l on .

Its tramp is steady, quiet, rapid, sure, and its

periods certain. It has beeii Hying for myriads of

ages, carrying with it growth and decay, happiness

and misery, light and darkness, sunshine and storm,

and still it speeds its onward course, heeding not

the wails of grief and anguish, as it lauds one after

another of the human family beyond its confines.

Its history is made up of joys and sorrows, hopes

and disappointments, brij<ht suns and dark hours,

silvery lit and starry skies and midnight gloom,

balmy zephyrs and resistless storms, each and all

passing away in the breath of time. Millions of

years mark its duration, and millions more will yet

pass to its account
;
yet it mattei-s not now fast it

Hies, if, in its tlight, it bears, no story of misspent

days and hours, as far as those now wafted upon its

ever-vanishing course are concerned. Its records

will tell how well or badjy each has improved its

fleeing moments. That which has boon and is, we
know. That which is beyond in the vast im-

mensity of the great hereafter, is hidden from hu-

man knowledge by the dark and impenetrable veil

of uncertainty, through and beyond which no mor-

tal eye hath seen or penetrated, except so far. as re-

vealed to multitudes who live in the light of faith

in things not made manifest by sight, allured by the

angel Hope to realize that when time and mortality

to them shall have paused away, a^ brighter and

better condition awaits them, where purified from

all the entanglements and ills of time, the realms of

purity and perpetual rest will be entered and en-

joyed ; where, in the immortality that will abide

forever, they will revel in scenes of perpetual

peace and uninterrupted love and purity. Thus
the votaries of Hoj e, liolding faith in future bliss,

draw consolation to themselves, and the embitter-

ments of time are mellowed and softened by the

dews distilled from faith in things hoped for. Still

flying time stops not nor pauses in its speedy pass-

ing away, nor stays its onward course, because from

its embrace millions and millions of human kind

have passed away, nor any remain beyond their al-

lotted time to enjoy its enchantments and oppor-

tunities.

DangeroiiB Errors in House Construction.

"But few persons, even among the intelligent

classes, realize the fact that many of the ailings and
sicknesses experienced in families, are produced by
the improper construction of their dwelling places.

The ostrich when pursued, presumes security from
danger, upon finding some recess in which to hide

his head ; although the hunter's steed may be near

at hand, and perchance the archer's arrow in the

air, upon its message of death to the deluded bird.

So with many people. The dangers which sur-

round or lurk within ill-constructed buiijdings are

overlooked and lost sight of in ambitious embellish-

ments and show, and a desire to have a fine appeal-

ing " place to call their own"—which the Indian's

wigwam and the Laplander's hut may far exdel in

sanitary points of view.

In the erection of buildings, everybody aims to

have a ** first-class house of its kind," but wheresuch
aims have no more intelligent application than in

words, the *' first-class" feature disappears, leaving

the intention a myth—a something conceived, but
not realized ; and those who nestle themselves under
roofs where unhealthful agencies are not properly

guarded against, exhibit but little better judgment
than the silly ostrich.

People generally forget, or are ignorant of the

fact that the " higher style of living," with the en-

joymenTof ''modern Improvements'^ in house con-

struction, imposes increased intelligence in numer-

ous connections. The finer the lines are drawn,^the

more delicate they become ; and should, therefore*, bo

the more carefully handled. In rude cabin and

cottage life, ..nature provides, regulates, and

equalizes the nature and fundamental laws md
principles of health and sturdy manhood, and gen-

erally deals out rosy cheeks and pure blood to those

who dwell in contentment, with less pretentious

surroundings, breathing the pure air of heaven as

it comes from earth's great laboratory of health.

While those who seek to control these, and by

mechanical or other arts and devices, provide for

themselves finer and more elegant comforts, also

surround themselves with attendant risks and dan-

gers.

But the purpose of this article is not special to this

view of the case, but to the other material fact, that

there are innumerable neglects practiced in the

ftrAnUon of buildings of every class, not conservative

of human health. In previous issues of this journal

will be found numerous original articles treating

the subject from a California stand-point, together

with numerous extracts from Eastern journals, con-

taining statements which should receive full and

intelligent attention. And it is a matter of strange

surprise, that in the face of the many existing

practical, scientific and theoretical facts presented,

that greater interest- is not awakened. In the

future, as in the past, defective house construction

will be a prominent subject in these columns, and we
shall present the materialiti^ involved ; not alone

theoretically, but as gathered from the experiences

of long years of individual practice ; aiid we shall

be greatly indebted _tQ_architect8, contractors, and

owners in this city, and from all parts of the Pacific

Coast, for articles and suggestions bearing upon the

subject-njatter referred to in this artjple. ,^

The Formation of a Society of Afcliifects.
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the"ingress of men in no wise qualified to delineate

its intricacies and beauties, nor demonstrate in

practice, the principles and science of architecture

in any fair degree. Consequently, all barriers

being removed, and the field of architectural

practice being unguarded, ^many have entered to

gather its fruits, who have neither ploughed nor

sown, and those who have endured the toil and
fatigue of hard study and incessant application,

have supplied the material which incompetents

have used in their efforts to " make a living " in

pursuit of a practice, the pure and elevated science of

which to them is and will ever remain an unsolved

mystery.
The incumbrances resting upon and experienced

in the profession to-day are altogether chargeable to

the neglects and indifferences of its leading and
qualified members, who have permitted these in-

cubuses to propagate. Had the pruning-knife of

a well regulated society been in existence, and re-

ceive proper handling, the profession on this coast

would enjoy a much higher and more commanding
position.^~ '-—

;

__™_^___

—
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In conclusion, we make the earnest appeal to the

architects of the Pacific Coast, that while past

errors and omissions cannot be obliterated, it is

both possible, practical, and wise that the future

shall be so shaped and guarded as to yield the

delicious fruits of harmony, good esteem, generous

sentiment, and professional friendship and council,

which far more befits those who assume the prac-

tice of a profession which for successive ages has

passed down its honors and emoluments to these

who have intelligently and faithfully delineated

its science^, than indulgence in selfish and ignoble

jealousies, above which no man should consider

himself too important to rise in his better man-
hood.

It is with pleasure that we announce the fact,

that the architects of this city have almost unani-

mously decided upon the organization of a society

in the interest of the profession. We hope that a

permanent consummation of the movement may be

accomplished, and an organization founded which
shall be perpetuated for all time.

Its permanency and usefulness will depend

wholly upon the spirit and disposition of its mem-
bers. If established upon broad and liberal views

as to its purposes and possibilities, and a generous,

unselfish, and kindly disposition on the part of its

members toward each other is made the rule, its

many influences for good will in due time manifest

themselves in various forms.

If failure to organize.such a society permanently
occurs, it will be from other causes than an ab-

sence of intelligence on the part of members of the

profession ; as it is fair to assume and claim that the

gentlemen practicing architecture in this city, enjoy

at least an average degree of mental culture and
professional abilities ; and in some cases compara-
tive, if not co-equal, qualifications with the leading
architects of the United States.

It will therefore be a source of regret, as far as

the reputation of the profession is concerned, and a

reflection upon those engaged in its practice, if

failure is permitted. The fact that some have
secured wealth, and a practice which creates and
fosters a feeling of independence, is not a sufficient

reason why they should withhold their counsel and
influence. If the issues involved were reduced to

the care, or don't-care standard, there are, perhaps,

but few who could not risk such a determination.

But higher and better sentiments should govern in

this matter, and all feel that a common interest is

to be protected and fostered. And if the right

spirit pervades and influences the movement, and a

feeling of proper professional regard permeates its

membership, each striving and working to establish

an organization, to hold membership in which will

in due time become an honorable distinction—a re-

sult will have been attained, worthy the best and
most earnest efforts of every gentleman pursuing
the practice of architecture on this coast.

The most damaging feature imposed upon the

profession in San Francisco has been that of indivi-

dualism, and the estrangement of its members.
The competent and qualified have been content to

swing upon the hinges of their personal influence,

and have not sought to surround the profession

with any of those corrective and protecting safe-

guards and conditions necessary to preserve it from

A requisition by the following architects

is hereby made for a preliminary meeting,

to be held at two o'clock p. m., Thursday,

January 20th, 1881, at the Mechanics' In-

stitute, on Post street, in the old Chess-

room, third floor, for the purpose of form-

ing an Architectural Association in this

city.
AUGUSTUS LAVEK,

Tzz WRIGHT & SANDERS,
^^^ ^ WM. PATTON,

-^'
' - J. A. REMER,

WM. MOOSER,-
-VICTOR HOFFMAN,
-T. J. WELCH,
P. J. O'CONNOR,
-CURLETT i& EISEN,
H. C. MACY,
P. HUERNE,
C. GEDDES,
H. D. MITCHELL,
B. McDOUGAL & SON,
J. MARQUIS.

Building According to Prica

It is not an uncommon thing for some contractors

to offer in palliation for neglects, omissions, poor

workmanship, etc., in connection with the erection

of buildings by contract, that they * * are doing the

work as well as they can afford to, for the money
stipulated in the contract"—the contract price.

The absurdities of such deductions are self-evident,

and really require no argument in rebuttal. Plans

and specifications, together with the stipulations of

contract, are supposed to govern all matters in con-

nection with contract work, and such is their pur-

pose and intent ; and no intervention of error in

estimate can be legitimately pleaded in palliation

of either workmanship or materials inferior in

character or quality to the fair and true require-

ments thereof. To admit the consistency of such

a proposition would operate as a virtual setting

aside of the original intentions of the papers, and
the substitution of the contractor's dictations, as

to what should be done and furnished, basing his

conclusions upon the value of the sum of contract

as fixed by himself.

Plans and specifications are supposed to, and
should define exactly what is intended and what
will be required, and these should govern in all

cases, irrespective of any and all mistakes made by
those figuring upon the cost and value of the work

=5S=
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eetimated upon. And if haste, oversight, or insuf-

ficient competency leads to financial error, no one
is to be blamed for the consequences, except the
party committing the error ; nor is he entitled to

any ameliorating considerations in a business sense.

Men should therefon^ be careful in making up their

figures, so as to avoid error and loss ; and if from
any cause within their own control, they fail to

protect themselves by correct estimate of values, a
sense of right should induce the manly assumption
f)f all responsibilities resulting from their own
acts.

If contractors always exercised the same degree of
earnestness in reaching right and safe conclusions,
that some do in obtaining contracts at all hazards,
it would be infinitely better for contractors, owners,
and architects, as in that case all cause and neces-
sity for "close work" would be removed, and the
disposition to produce good work and satisfactory

results would prevail. On the other hand, just so

long as bidders diminish and break down values for

the sake of •* beating " fellow-competitors, the in-

ducements to owners to stimulate greater competi-
tion is increased, in view of the prospective advan-
tages thereby offered. »

The poorly remunerative character of the con-
tracting business is more the fault of contractors'

great and often unwise anxiety to secure work, even
at risky prices, than the abstract matter of com-
petition ; for if good judgment controlled in all

cases, and work was figured upon by correct rules
and with good judgment, fair and satisfactory

profits would take the place of the continual cry of

small pay and losses : and exculpatory pleading
would cease.

If contractors would assume and assert their
equitable and manly rights, and figure upon the
basis of true values, they would secure to them-
selves a dignity that would do them credit, and in-

stead of average financial inability to carry through
jobs of any considerable amount, "Without pay as

they go, and besides assistance from material-men,
etc., they would enjoy the benefits of personal,

financial soundness, which to them would be far

more comfortable, while the cost to owners in the
erection of buildings would be lessened by the doing
away of that feeling of mistrust which induces in-

creased prices on the pirt of producers of and
dealers in building material. It is a well-under-
stood fact that the prices of material on this coast
have ruled higher because of the many losses sus-

tained. Margins for losses are enforctid in fixing
the prices aA materials, and good men are made to

pay the defaults of irresponsible and impecunious
parties, who themselves are not benefited beyond
the amount abstracted from moneys received during
the progress of the work in hand, while the entire
contracting business is deg^raded and injured
through their acts. A higher and more intelligent
system of contracting is what is needed on this
coast.

Editok California
=Bevikw :

Akciutkci' and Building

Dear Sir—Your article in the last issue, under
the heading of a *' Justified Complaint," must
certainly meet the approval of all honest and right-
thinking contractors, and I do hope that they will
assist the architects in rooting out this dishonor-
able practice of making sketches, presenting the
same to those about to build, and asserting that no
architect is needed ; if this will not succeed, then
an attempt is made to ruin the character of the
architect, by insinuations and hints that would
convey to the mind of the owner that the entire
profession is dishonest. Should the party about to
build be a man of intelligence, he, the builder, is

aware that his pencil sketch will not do ; hence
application is made to some young ^udent in an
architect's office, and the business is done " on the
sly." The owner exhibits to his friends the hand-
some plan made by Mr. , the contractor

;

the work is obtained, and during the construction,
or after completion, the owner finds to his sorrow
that the builder had an object in view when he
used the expression, ** You don't want any archi-
tect." Now, Mr. Editor, it is a well-established
fact, that the architect who has a pride in the
elevation of the profession, has always courted and
desired the friendship of competent and honest
contractors, and those connected with the various
branches of work attached to the building, viz.,
masons, plumbers, painters, etc., recommending
them to owners for their various qualifications, so

that good work might be obtained. In conclusion,
I would say, if architects would look sharper after
their own interest and this class of builders that
are destroying the profession bv their ///je charges,
they would not be using exprea^on^ of disgust for
the business, and further, would be enabled to
support their families, as many are unable to do so
at present. Audaci'BR et Sincerr.

The irregularity hinted at by our correspondent
should command the interest of all competent
architects, contractors, and owners, as the practice
continued must have a demoralizing and ruinous
effect upon the architectural profession, and change
all right rules of procedure in the production of
plans for buildings, while owners will become
the prey of scheming men,' through deceitful
practices. No voice cries '* stop thief " louder
than these guilty of the stealing. And it is safe
to say that the interests of owners will be as well
protected, if not much more so, in the hands of any
competent architect, than when intrusted to those
who express the underlying and secret motives
which control the acts of those who seek to gain
personal advantages, by the impeachment of the
integrity of others, in no sense less than their
equals. — _
We are aware of the"^t l;hat we are treading

upon disputable grounds by these remarks, but fear
not the issue. And we further admit that practices
have obtained in the profession, by no means
pleasing to men governed by principles of truth
and integrity. And this journal has persistently
made the iasuv:, aiiJr will hereafter combat more
fiercely every irregularity that develops itself,

whether architectural or mechanical. And in
doing so, we earnestly ask the assistance of all

parties in interest to a correct and reliable system
of architecture and house construction—owners of
property being the most specially interested parties.

All branches of business and all professions are
managed by men, and ever since God made Adam
in the garden of Eden, men of their respective
times have averaged about the same, special and
extraordinary developments of virtue and integrity
being the exceptions, and the rule of judgment is

safe, that architects, as a class, are at least the
ecjual of a like number of human beings in any
other calling or business. And when an attempt is

made to reduce them below an average standard as

a class, the law of common fairness is violated, and
the comparative conclusion must prevail, that
personal intent and motives guide to such a course.

Laziness.

Laziness is an inherent defect in some men's
natures, while in others it is a cultivated evil—

a

sort of moral disease. We have known men of

industrious habits in their earlier years, who in
after life have yielded their manhood to the de-
basing desire for ease and rest, ere the battle of life

had produced any result to justify them in quitting
the pursuit^ of honest toil. Those from whom
fortune has withheld her bounties, have no good
right to claim the comforts (!) of idleness ; and he
is no less than a coward, who lays aside the weapons
placed in his hands by circumstances—the god, the
power, that makes and enforces conditions of life to

all. If the good we desire is beyond reach, waste
not the strength of noble manhood in attempts to

grasp the impossible. Those who listen to the
mythical allurements of great things craved, yet

far beyond reach, and ever growing more distant

when craved and sought for in idleness, rob them-
selves of those solid comforts which fill the soul of the

earnest, working, patient one, with daily, hourly
comforts, and gild the paths of life with pleasures,

bearing the contented calmly, softly, sweetly,

down through all the rugged happenings of life,

to that quiet repose and rest, whose shadows bring
terror and sorrow to those who have quitted the

surer, if less enchanting, for the more fascinating

and fanciful. The energy to do all that life, cir-

cumstances, and conditions require, is noble and
worthy ; to do less is the work of indolence,

which robs the soul of true joys, and weaves the

curtain of regrets for the dying hour.

1^^ Bound Copies of this journal for 1880
can be had on application at this office Price,

$2.50 pec volume, post-paid to any address.
We also have a few volumes ^vith the Quar-
terly Review of 1879 added. Price, $3.50.

News Prom Abroad.

" The manufacture of paper bricks is said to be
carried on extensively in the West, and especially in
California, where ^the best fibroui^ material is pro-
vided. The quality of the bricks renders them well
adapted for building purposes. The Chinese maks
the soles of their shoes of paper similarly prepared."
Will some one inform us where the California

paper brick manufacturing concern is located. We
have not heard of it before, and as numerous brick
buildings will be commenced this Spring in San
Erancisco, a good opportunity will be opened for the
introduction of paper bricks for '* building pur-
poses," Where are they made, and what is their
price? Who knows

P

Contemplated Building Improvements
San Prancisco.

in

No one more than ourselves clesires the immediate,
rapid, and permanent growth and prosperity of this
city. Great in its location, surroundings, and re-
sources, it is merely a matter of time, when it will
become to this western slope of our common
country, what New York is to the Eastern States.
Still, we cannot approve the course pursued by
some of our contemporaries, in publishing state-
ments of present and prospective activities in real
estate and building improvements, which are with-
out the shadow of foundation in fact. Within the
past month, an evening journal particularly, has
issued statements of immediate and large intended
improvements, which were and are incorrect in
every particular, as far as the erection of buildings
are concerned. It has been stated that plans were
being prepared, in cases where the property was
bought more for speculation than improvement.
We, fail to discover the advantages of such erroneous
statements, and agree with the business sentiment
of San Francisco, that a prudent relation of facts
better subserves public interests.

This, however, may be stated as true, that a
most pleasing and encouraging sentiment pervades
all classes—owners of real estate, business men
generally, dealers in building materials, architects,
builders, and all parties interested in building
operations; and this general feeling of confidence
presages a period of coming prosperity.
The work of clearing the lot designed to be im-

proved by Mr. Phelan with an elegant structure, is

being vigorously prosecuted, and work on the new
building will be commenced as soon as possible.

The contract for the laying of the bricks has been
let, and other arrangements perfected, which will
insure speedy progress. Various speculative state-

ments have appeared in print, varying the cost of
the building from $400,000 to :? 1,000,000, but as a
large proportion of the material is furnished by the
owner, and the work let in detached portions, no
accurate statement can at present be made.
Mr. Crocker's building, on Post street, between

Kearny and Dupont streets, is in progress, and will,

when finished, add another to the number of sub-
stantial edifices in this city.

The lot owned by Messrs. Sol. Wangenheim &
Co,, fronting along the east side of Davis street,

9 1 feet 8 inches south from Sacramento street, has
been cleared of the old frame buildings, and the
work of piling commenced, preparatory to the erec-

tion of an additional building covering the unoc-
cupied portion of the lot. Three years ago the
firm erected a three-story brick at the comer, oc-

cupying a frontage of 33 ftiet by 117 feet. This
leaves 58 feet 8 inches by 117 feet to be improvdd.
The new section will be four stories, and to com-
plete the uniformity of the edifice, a fourth story
will be added to the corner structure. When com-
pleted the whole will be 91 feet 8 inches by 117 feet,

four stories high and cellar.

It IS questionable whether the directors of the
Mechanic's Institute could have selected a more
desirable site for their proposed building, than that

secured by them on Larkin, Hayes, and Grove
streets. It is contemplated to dispose of the prop-

erty owned by the Institute, situated on Post street,

and to apply the proceeds as far as they will go
toward the erection of the new building. Other
facts in reference to this matter will be duly noticed

as fast as they assume tangible shape.

"Rumor" reports a large niunber of contem-
plated improvements, and among them many fine

I residences ; but as no real advantage can be gained
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by a rehash of the many stories told, we prefer to

withhold t»tatement8 of aiJi)eculative character, aud
Hwuit the developments of matured dotormiuation

on the part of owners.
We earnestly retjuest all parties in possepsion of

reliable information in this connection, to com-

municate the same to this office, as it is desired to

make these columns an unvarying medium of truth-

Hful representations. We know of quite a number
of oi^ners ^ho intend to huild—perhaps soon—per-

haps never.

Equal to the Situation.

T< A newspaper proprietor advertised for an adver-

tisement canvasser, and his test of the applicant's

fitness, when they apinared, was to tell them to get

out of his office that instant, or he would kick them

out. _:

Several timid young men turned tail and left him
^Ith 4^at disgust ; but one, tnore brazen-feced than

the rest, nothing daunted Ijy*^® threat, coolly sat

"himself down and swore he would not go until his

testimonials had been read; so he locked the door,

put the key in his pocket, and handed in his paper.

: _« Ah,' said the advertiser, * you'll do, I can see 1

I dont want testimonials
;
your stylo is enough for

me. No one wtU ever succeed as an advertisement

canvasser who will be influenced by a threat to be

kicked out of an office. You evidently understand

y^ur business.'
"

One thousand just such canvassers can secure

profitable engagements on the Cai.ikounia Ahchi-

TKCr AND Buil.DiNO Rkvikw, provided they can

give satisfactory assurance of honesty. Our ex-

northeast, past Romeo and Lemont, Sag Bridge

Station, Willow Springs, Mount Forest, Summit,
and Mud Lake, or regular route, touch Bridge|X)rt,

a distance from Lock No. 1 of 20 miles, and an

ascent of 1 foot per mile, making 20 feet fall from

BridgeiK)rt to Lookport in Vx>ttom of sewer, with a

width of sewer at lower end of 20 feet, and at

upper end of 49 feet for compensation.
Good, substantial' abutments and bridges at all

crossings will be necessary throughout, and at

Big Hun, Norton's tail race, and Fraction Uuu, an

arch about 300 feet long, in each, will be needed to

let the water from these several places pass over

the top of the sewer. The eastern portion of this

route is already excavated to about the proper

width, but not to the pro}>er depth. The sewer

when conjpleted should draw water from the sur-

face to tht; bottom of the river, low water datum
line, for the first 29 miles. A portion of West
Chicago and the town of Cicero, under an arrange-

naimt with the city, may drain directly into the

main sewer. The amount of excavation for the

alMjve sewer, by a careful approximate estimate,

will be 3,«t31,285 cubic yards; cost of excavation

—

earth and rt)ck, slope wall, inverted arch in bottom,

and the three arches aforesaid, $6,305,098 ; contin-

gencies, engineering, etc., $4H3,G25 ;_total cost,

$0^849,323.—.SV/Vv;///?^ American.

. \.mim >

destructible by fire ; but the fact is sought to be en-

forced, that in the erection of either, mechanical

principles and features may be introduced, which
will largely restrict and diminish risks; arid in this

special view of the case, the general and specific

interests of insurance companies assume magnitude,

as the losses sustained are always in proportion to

the extent of damages occurring. Consequently,

any precaution which etfectnally lessens extent^

saves money to those who are required by policy^

obligations to make good the losses sustained.

Examples are numerous, where fires have spread

from the buildings in which they have originated,

to others, with "astonishing rapidity;" while in

fact, such spread of the flames ^as been as natural

as the ignition of fuel thrown into a heated furnace
;

and with all the lacts considered, surprise would
be better sustained, if the fiery elements did not

spread; for where open pi ices are left in and between
walls, etc., they invite and facilitate the destroying

agencies. This was fully illustrated in the dia-

truction 5>t;i?^G Harpending Block in this city,

where the niames defied the efforts of the fire de-

partment, and passed from building to building,

until the entire row in rapid succession, was re-

duced to ashes ; thus involving a loss perhaps ten

times greater than would have occurred, had good
architectural and mechanical skill been practiced.

- Thes© facta being ubsolute, they furnish ground
for argument, that insurance managements should

seek to sustain every such means and facilities,

which in their nature and influence are calcubited

We very well understand that were it within to correct and remedy the evils referred to ; and in

the scope of possibilities,.la xemove liU- dangers of thia conftiection we urge the -claiiiia of this journal,

Fire Insurance Companies, Life Insurance
CompanieB, and this Journal.

t
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perienoe during the past year has not been satis-

"•• factory. One fellow, (r. R. Drant, secured a con
" ^siderable number of subscril)ers in this city, Sau

Jos6, and Sacramento, and never returned one dollar

to this office. As nearly as can be ascertained, he
"'

^ procured about one hundred names, and pocketed

'__ , the proceeds in full. Three others did likewise in

' - small amounts. Still, the opportunity is open to

-^— responsible parties in any section of the Pacific

.- — States, and wherever this journal is received and
- " read; but we shall not hold ourselves responsible

for the acts of those who, without authorityfrom «.s,

collect subscriptions, pretendedly upon our account.

All duly authorized canvassers and agents will be

provided with unmistakable evidence of their

genuineness, in the form of printed receipts, and cer-

_*-^ tificAtes of appointments. To avoid possibility of

^ - error, names should be sent direct to tthis office by
——-^ |)ostal oard or letter, and the subscription amount

hy postal money order. We earnestly invite sub-

scriptions from a41 parts of the United States, and
we urge our claim u()on the people of this Coast for— ^ 10,000 CASH SUHSCKIBKHS,

pledging in return a valuable and thoroughly
-——^ interesting journal, which in time will become an

indispensable and necessary publication, by reason

of intrinsic merit.

New Plan for the Drainage of Chicagor

ipt

W

- A committee appointed by the Citizens' Associa-
^ tion, of Chicago, to devise a system of improved
- drainage adapted to the present and future needs of

the city have rejx)rted in favor of a vast sewer to

drain the entire district traversed by the Chicago
' River. The estimate cost of the work is $6,850,-

. 000, but it is thought to complete it in every
respect the sum of $12,000,000 will probably be
necessary. The line of the proposed sewer, as

shown on the map inade by the engineer of the

__ committee, Mr. A. J. Mathewson, is as follows

:

- Commencing at the mouth of the Regula or Mud
Lake fork of the south branch of the Chicago
River, it runs west through the lake toward the
Desplaines River north of Summit ; then curving to

^ the left it passes in a southwest direction between
the canal and the river to Mount Forest, Willow
Springs, Sag Bridge Station, and Lemont, to the
Romeo bend of the canal, Norton's tail race at

; Lockport, and to a point opposite Lock No. 1 at
— -"- ' -— Ijockport ; thence to a point at the head of the

pond of dam No. 1, Joliet, a few hundred feet north-
- - west of Lock No. 4, of the Illinois and Michigan—^^ Canal, a distance not far from 31^ miles.

For the southwestern terminus the sewer runs
about 2| miles N. N. E., to a point opposite Lock
No. 1, wirh a fall to the south of about 12 feet
in bottom cf sewer, or 4 80-100 feet fall per mile,

_ and the^verage width of 15 feetj^^theacenorfchand

-^^

loss or damage to property, by fire or otherwise,

and such were effected, all necessity for insurance

would cease, and the anihilation of insurance com-

panies follow ; for where there are no risks or dan-

gers of loss, there can be nothing to cover and pro-

tect by insurance guarantees. But the impossi-

bility of such removal of dangers, renders insurance

coinpan ies necessary and indispensable institutions ;

and although charges of imfaimess are sometimes
made against them, but few persons owning prop-

erty would advise or desire their discontinuance as

protecting agencies.

But the pur|X)8eof this article is neither to accuse

nor defend the methods or systems of insurance,

nor the rules and regulations adopted in the manage-
ment of insurance companies; but to submit a few
practical suggestions, which, while presenting the

apixjarance of business motives on our part, also

contain factsof momentous interest and importance,
alike to the management of the various insurance

companies and to their patrons ; to patrons, because

the safety of the assured exists in exact ratio and pro-

portion_to the abilities of the insurer to compensate
when losses occur, and to the companies, in that it

exiKjses defects in building construction, which, if

corrected and provided against, will greatly dimin-
ish iJtua' risk, and bj the means of saving the

paying out of large ar\iOunts on insured property

—greater than would bo recj^uired if proper con-

truction was the rule.

It may be safely stated as a fact, that insurance
companies have paid out, and perhaps within short
periods of time, mit-MONS ok doixahs on insurance
policies, where the losses occuring, have been in-

creased ten fold^ by defective and inperfect construction
,

and the neglect or omission of simple and easily pro-

vided precautions, requiring no more than fair

mechanical common sense in their application ; and it

is a matter of surprise, that this feature of house con-
struction has not in a special manner, attracted the
attention of those managing insurance companies,
followed by a rule that buildings erected without
due regard to certain safety precautions against in-

flammability, should be charged increased rates on
risk. It is scarcely fair and equitable that all

building in the respective " classes" should be
charged the same rates. The owner, who by
prudent care, through a skillful architect, and com-
petent and conscientious mechanics, secures the
erection of a building in tvhich nothing has been
omitted, calculated to provide safety and diminish
dangers and loss from fire, should enjoy insurance
advantages over another—who, regardless of any
thing except economy of cost, piles up timbers in

the most completely combustible shape possible,

and sneers at the mention of dangers from fire, be-

cause he is protected in his '* tinder-box construc-

tion^^'' equally with his more prudent and thought-
ful neighbor, and at the same rates.

It is not intended to argue that the ordinary class

of buildings, either brick or frame, can be made in-

as destined by proper and sufficient support and
encouragement, to produce improved practices, by
which inHui,9,nce companies will finally, if not im-
mediately, reap large benefits, as it is conducted by
these who not only claim to be fairly educated in

the science of architecture, but also practically

well infomred. in reference to the principles, theo- '

ries, and practical in mechanical sciences and house
construction. Consequently, all matters in this

connection will receive intelligent and defensible

handling.
The influence of this journal will be devoted to

the creation of general sentiment among owners, and
upon the part of architects and builders, against

errors in construction, and as far as may be possible,

by reasonable argument, to induce the practice of

improved methods. By so doing, the risks of in-

surance companies will necessarily be greatly I

diminished, and the paying out of I^ARGE SUMS OF
MONKY by them prevented. The almost undivided
approbation accorded its management by the ar-

chitects of San Francisco places this journal in a
position to ejert an influence for good in building
operations. As in the past, so in the future, our
best energies and abilities will be directed in favor

of better and more secure and perfect rtiethods, and
the truly skillful and mechanical in house con-

struction.

There can be no successful denial of theyi/r/, that

journals of special character exert a modifying^ .if

not absolutely controlling iw^inencG upon the interests

represented in their columns. And the desire and
determination of the management of this publica-

tion is to secure for it such large and necessary

financial support as will enable the accomplishment
of the many purposes of good contemplated.

' LIICE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Arguments analogous in application to those
already presented in this article, apply to life in-

surance operations, but as the facts in relation to

the unhealthful and life-destroying effect of sewer-
gases, imperfect ventilation, etc., etc., are so
well understood by all intelligent persons, that-
special recital in this connection is unnecessary.
Certain it is, that thousands yearly quit life's busy
scenes far short of their otherwise physically
allotted time, through agencies requiring simply
right understanding of their nature, character, and
effect to avoid. And every premature or untimely
death, covered by life insurance policy, operates as

an immatured draft upon the company issuing
such policy, rendered payable prior to the proper
termination of the period presumed in the contract.

The further fact is beyond dispute, that life in-

surance companies pay out annually millions of

dollars upon policies, where the deaths result from
the neglects and imprudence of the parties dying*.^

Whenpeoplepresume to defythe natural laws impreg-
nating and surrounding human life, and brave the
deadly agencies which lie all along life's pathway

,

rr*-

the victims of folly will be numerous. Against

all these this journal has loudly proclaimed, and in

its future management it is hoped that its presen-

tations of facts upon sanitary and health matters

generally may save many from that early dissolu-

tion which awaits those who disregard the well-

defined laws in malarial, vaporous, and other

deadly agencies, and with impunity fail to observe

those rules of life which insure health and ^ro-
longed existence. -^_-- ^-

Manufacturers should be warned by the fatal

happenings which so often result from the lack of

sufficient egress from buildings used for manufac-

turing purposes. There are in this city hundreds

of buildings so used, which are no better than traps

to destroy human life in case of fire. Ample and
sufficient stairways and outlets should be enforced

by law ; and where lives are destroyed through
lack of these, a penalty should be attached, which
would impress large operators employing scores

and sometimes hundreds of human beings, with the

fearful character of such neglect. The life of the

toiler is no less dear to him, because circumstances

compels daily labor to procure support for himself

and family. And the lives of women and girls who
wear away their strength at hard labot, rather

than obtain ease aud comfort by a life of shame,

should not be jeopardized by tha neglects and
*• don't care " of their employgr^ ^ - r

The recent destruction by nre 'ofa^rge wall-

paper manufacturing establishment in Buff'alo,

gives its lesson of warning, in the doleful story of

the loss of perhaps a score of lives, every one of

which might have escaped or been rescued had
proper provisions been made for the ever possible

contingency of fire. And the suggestion is per-

tinent, are those who permitted this to 0(3^kr

through their neglect~of proper precautions, entirely

innocent of the bipod of those who perished be-

cause of such" neglect ? "We should prefer not to

have the sad responsibility resting upon us. It can

scarcely be questioned, that the guiltiness of those

who cause loss of life by willful and intelligent

neglects and omission of reasonable, necessary, and

proper means and measures to prevent it, is but

little removed from that of those who destroy life

by more direct and forcible means.

^'^^ ' "" New Memphis.—-

—

''^^

The Memphis Avalanche declares that all sanita-

rians who have examined the careful working of the
new sewer system of that city, and who are familiar
with the sanitary condition of other American
cities, agree that Memphis is the best sewered and
best drained city on the continent. The absence of

sewer-gas, the abolition of all privy vaults, and the
thorough underdrainage of the soil, are marked
features of the Memphis sewerage-system that are
lacking in other cities. The effect of this thorough
sanitary revolution, the Avalanche continues, can-
not but have a marked influence in decreasing the
mortality rate, and it may confidently be antici-

pated that Memphis will hereafter be entitled to be
styled not only the cleanest but the most healthy
city on the continent.

How many other American towns and cities are
waiting as Memphis did, to be depopulated and
threatened, with general bankruptcy in business
as well as in health, by repeated epidemics, before

adopting an adequate system of general sanitation?—Scientific American.

'uLjiII 5: »feine Publication bo FieMrttod ?

To the Board of Health, City of Oakland.

GkNTI-ExMKN—^Your CnTmYiittpe tn whnm^
ferred the investigation of sewer-gas traps, beg
leate to submit the follo\*^ing report

:

The inception of many of our most dangerous
diseases is due to the escape of sewer-gas through-
out dwellings, arising principally from stationary

wash-stands, sinks, and other modern introductions

connected with sewers ; and probably no depart-

ment of inventive genius has been put to a greater

test than to devise somethix^: to th'^r^iughly over-

come the great evil. After a careful investigation

of numerous appliances, we unhesitatingly rec-
OMMsyi^— the Garland Impkovku Sevvbh-Gas

The establishment of this journal in San Francisco

has attracted the attention, and seemingly aroused

the jealousies of Eastern publications of like

character, as to this coast. At no period of this

city's history has it been so thoroughly canvassed

by prospectuses, circulars, "sample copies," etc., aa

it has been during the past month, and ia at

present.

We find no fault with our "JUastem friends for

this vigorous effort to extend their circulation upon
this coast, as we also propose to press a thorough

canvass in every State in the Union, even up to the

doors of our editorial brethren in the Eastern cities,

feeling confident that in the near future we shall

be able to produce a journal of coequal merit—all

things considered— with the best publisher east of

the Rocky Moimtains. -^^-^

—

True, we are at a great disadvantage in numer-
ous respects, but as the hindmost horse often wins
the race, so wo propose to close the gap which the

experience of many years has given to some of our
contemporaries, and by the proper use of the

multiplied and daily accumulating facilities and
resources which are attending our labors, we hope
to secure at least a neck-and-neck position in the

race for patronage, with others who have the ad-

vantage of an earlier '* send off."

We have passed through so many difficulties in

life, that they have Igst thei^terror, and have con-

quered so many that we smile at their frowns,

feeling that the willing hand and stout heart has

nothing to fear; neither does the fact that journals

weir'and long established are seeking to spread

Trap, for wash-stands, sinks, bath-tubs, etc., as

being at once economical , effective, simple in princi-

ple ^ and not liable to get out of order.^^— Wm. H. Bkown, M. D.,

"Chairman of Committee on Sewerage and Gar-
bage.

Passed by unanimous vote of the Board, October
13th, 1880. *

We notice that our fellow-townsman, Henry
Ckiaebolt, Esq., is being consulted by the managers

of street railroads in the larger cities of Illinois

and Missouri, in reference to street cable-roads.

Certainly no one enjoys a larger, personal, practical

knowledge of the matter than Mc Casebolt ; and

his varied experiences, dating from the earliest in-

troduction of street-railroads in this city, fully

qualifies him to impart reliable information.

Although the daily journals of this city have

sometimes criticised Mr. Casebolt's management of

the Sutter Street line and its branches in severe

terms, there can be no question but that during his

administration of its affairs, he exhibited extraor-

dinary determination and energy, and combated

the difficulties that lay in his way, with an energy

which but few men possess.

If other roads have since been laid and equipped

in a more complete and substantial manner than

the Sutter Street road, it should be remembered

that the latter was the first to penetrate the "West-

ern Addition," and that too when the streets were

unpaved, and a thousand difficulties had to be em-

countered, not experienced upon any other line.

The greatest mistakes made by the gentleman

named, were that of too great a disposition to econ-

omize, and the adoption of the less costly, where

the most thoroughly substantial should have been

studied. '

,. .1
— / — ^—r~

The quite long and severe experiences of Mr.

Casebolt in sti«eet railroading, and his observations

of the many and material improvements intro-

duced by other lines than that managed by him,

places him in possession of information enjoyed by

but few men ; and if all the advantages enjoyed by

him are wisely exercised in his counsel and advice

to our Western and Eastern neighbors, they will cer-

tainly be greatly aided and assisted in perfecting

wire-cable roads, provided the difficulties of frost

and freezing can be successfully overoome.

Hard-Wood Finishes in Building.

A MAN put out his kerosene lamp by blowing

through the top of the chimney ;
the lamp ex-

ploded, and the damages are put down at $7,000.

The desire for other than the ordinary best classes

of plain lumber, for the inside finishes of buildings,

is certainly becoming more general. A few years

ago, the use of hard wood for internal finishes was
confined to the more costly and elegant structures,

and none but those possessed of princely fortunes

and incomes asked for better materials than the

first-class products of the pine forests of the world.

But the opening of the golden gates of the Pacific

discovered a thousand varieties of wood, which
have been brought into notice fro?n the various isl-

ands and countries washed by the waters of the Pa-

cific Ocean. Some of them are not only handsome,

but grandly beautiful, and so fascinating to the re-

fined and cultured mind and eye, that the ordinary

materials, which for generations answered all the

purposes, and rendered neither the sons nor ances-

tors of our grandsires less comfortable and content-

ed, are not considered sufficiently elegant by many
who are far less than millionaires.

This advanced instructive and refining taste in

house finishes is worthy of all commendation. The
terms instructive and refining are most appropriate

in this connection, for in many of the rich-grained

woods now generally used, beauty is so largely de-

veloped, that he who cannot discover something to

admire, and whose mind is so inert and stolid as not

to recognize the wisdom, power, and majesty of

Him who organized the sublime laws of nature, by

which the universe swings on forever, and trees of

ten thousand orders grow, flits away hLs life a

stranger to at least some of the delightful things

enjoyed by more appreciative and contemplative

minds ; and that which imparts pure instruction

also refines and ennobles.

The fact that such woods are a luxury is no argu-

ment against their use, and those who can afford

them manifest good judgment in their adoption,

especially when a simple desire for something ele-

gant, and not a spirit of pride and vanity, induce

their indulgence.

their circulation around us, in any" manner disturb^

the peace and tranquillity of our sanctum. Fortified

by the determination to accomplish the success

mapped out at the inception of the enterprise, no

obstacle, of whatever magnitude, will be permitted

to hinder that resul t.

But our point in this article is this : TEe CAu-
FORMA Architect and Building Review was the

first, and is the only journal of its character pub-

lished upon this coast, and the opinion has been

freely expressed by thousands that '*just such a

journal is needed in San Francisco." That such

necessity exists will not be disputed by any one

conversant with the state of facts heretofore exist-

ing in connection with the architectural profession

and house construction, and this fact renders the

question pertinent

—

Shall it be liberally sustained as

a HoMR Publication ? So far it has been, and

that right handsomely, but 10,000 more cash-

paying subscribers are needed to place it within the

power of its management to consummate its com-

pleteness in every department.

We say to those who prefer to encourage other

journals, do so ; but those who sustain this home
WORK in preferp:nce will derive a large propor-

tion of the benefits possible by subscription to dis-

tant publications, as tribute will be laid upon all

available resources of information,and these columns

be made the concentrated source and channel of all

valuable and informative knowledge, even should

it be necessary to increase the number of its pagBS

four-fold.

A national monument in honor of the late King
Victor-Emanuel is to be erected, and architects and

artists everywhere are invited to compete for the

design, with a special invitation to those in Ameri-

ca. The limit of cost for the monument is 60,000

pounds sterling, and the prizes for the three best

designs aggregate 20,000 pounds, the first being

10,000, the second 6,000, and the third 4,00O pounds.

The selection of best designs will be in the hands of

a Royal Commission which is to be appointed for

that purpose, and September, 1881, the limit of

time for submittal of designs. Query : Is the neat

little sum of $50,000 for the best, or $20,000 for

the third best, a sufficient inducement for some of

our San Francisco brethren to enter the competi-

tion? The proposition extends even to Oakland,

and we shall be rejoiced to know that the '* second

city of importance" upon the borders of the Bay of

San Francisco, shall have won the world-wide re-

nown which must necessarily attach to the success-

ful designer, and the place of his operations. Cer-

tainly nothing could please us more than the oppor-

tunity to record the triumph of the Pacific Coast,

if only for the third prize.

^" Subscription price of this journal

1^. will be $2.00 in advciuce. __
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T^E PACIFIC SAW^MXNtTFACTURING COMPANY.
•

The oHtablishmont of this company filled a need

that had lon^ been appreciated here, and was re-

ceived by a hearty welcome by our citizens. As
the men who were connected with the organization

were exactly the ri^jht men for their respective

to run true, and carry a ^ood aiiting edge. Being

practical mechanics, a saw is never allowed to leave

the establinhment without being inspected by a

member of the firm in person. If any defect is

afterward dincsovered by the purohaHcr, it will be

places, th« <Hm\pany mot with a apliiudid.aaQceaa j
remedied without additiuuul charge, or a ne?^a_w

from the start, which, in turn, served to still fur-

ther demonstrate the power to produce as good saws

as any place in the world.

In many branches of manufacture, w©_^think

California already ecjuals, and
even excels, theEast ; and when
we come in contact with an es-

tablishment of this kin(1, we
deem it but a duty we owe th«

public to make it known as

M i lely as possible.

The busineas of this com-
"pany was established by Messrs.

N. W. Spaulding, C. P. Shef-

field, and Jamrs Patterson,

the present proprietors, in 18G0,

and was first located on Pine

street, between Front and Bat-

tery, where they remained, till

or concave pointed tooth, tearing its way through.
With this tooth cutting its way there is no " dodg-
ing " of knots or other hard points, and the lumber
is smooth and of uniform thickness. As there are

no points or angles to be broken or dulled, it is less

liable to accidents. The cutting point is easily

and quickly sharpenedT. rrQm~experimeiita macferZT

increase of business compelled

them to remove to their present

location, Nos. 17 and I'J Fre-

mont street. The building

occupied by the works is a

substantial thret-story brick

structure, rovering a lot 45x

137^ feet. The accompanying
cut shows the building to ad-

vantage. It is filled with all

-^he improved machinery used

—in the manufacture ofthe spec-

^Ities of this company.

-i^ This eatabliHhment has the

most ample and complete fa-

cilities for the manufacture of

saws of every poasible descrip-

tion—saw mandrels, planing

and curriers' knives, springs,

etc. ; also for repairing in all

its branches, retempering,

strengthen in g, gumming,
grinding, polishing, e*<;.

The stones used by this com-
4>any for the purposes of grind-

ing, polishing, etc., are pro-

cured from Ohio. Over four tons of these stones

are used every month. For some time, and at a

o msiderable loss to the firm, they used stones from
Alameda County, in this State; but the frequent

recurrence of hard ai\d soft spots prevented them
from being adopted for general use.
— This company, after a very extensive experience,

has proved to a satisfactory demonstration that the

steel manufactured at Pittsburg, Pa., is the best

steel for saws, there being only one grade of En-
glish steel that can bear comparison with the Amer-
ican steel in general use by this company. The
steel is sent here in plates from six to eight feet in

length by sixteen inches to two feet in width, and
5ut the length required. Circular saws are pre-

pared in the form of discs of the size required at

Pittsburg, all sizes being imported, even to those 72
inches in diameter.

The tempering furnaces are so constructed that

they will give a uniform heat, thereby avoiding
those hard and soft places so common in saws, and
every precaution is taken to avoid defects of any

^nature. They are guaranteed to be evenly balanced

given in exchange. . _

Saws of all sizes, shapes, and descriptions are with this tooth it has been conclusively proven that

made by this company, from the almost microscopic
|

fully fifteen percent, of power is saved, and in saw-

dentist's saw to the milling saw IG ft in length,and i ing inch lumber one board in twelve, for the rea-

son that there is less friction,

and only kerf enough to allow
the center of the saw to pass

free. The object of this inven-
tion was the saving of liunber

and power. The amount saved
by the use of this tooth will

evidently cover the present oust

of sawing lumber.
Some mills erected in this

State at a vast expense, have
endeavored to run with import-
ed saws, while tu^ neighbors
have used the home-made saws
with an immense beneficial re-

sult, which ultimately cora-

polled the other mills to do the

same, when it was admitted
saving

from the hard inflexible butcher saw to flexible rib-

bon-like band sa<v. In every lumber section of the

coast their workmanship is known and appreciated.

They make some of the best circular saws in the

world. Besides carrying on this industry, they
make reaper sections, pliiner and currier's knives,

saw mandrels, gummers, swages, and a variety of

other articles made from steel. They have done
much to enhance the fame of the Pacific Coast in

the matter of inventiveness and manufacturing in-

dustry. An " Improvement in Saw Teeth " lately

patented by N. W. Spaulding, of this firm, will

soon cause a revolution in the manufacture of in-

serted tooth saws. To use the language of the

letters patent, the point of this tooth is made
j
in both construction and finish is permitted to leave

"bonnet shape;" but as the reader has not the their premises, no cheap work whatever being

that an immense savma: re-

sulted therefrom.
As another illustration of the

ex(;ellence of the saws manu-
factured by this company, im-
ported saws can be had at about
one-half the cost of the home-
made article, and it is found to

be very grefet economy to pay
the increased price, as the home-
made saws hold their set much
longer, and do not require such
frequent filing, thus giving
greater satisfaction while in

use. «

A specialty of this house is

the manufacture of the N. W.
Spaulding ' Patent Circular

Saw Plate, with inserted ad-

justible teeth. This is an in*

vention of incalculable value
to the lumbermen and saw-
yers, as the plate of the or-

dinary saw, which is very expensive, becomes

useless when the teeth are worn out. But this

patent plate is so constructed that when the

teeth are worn out, they can be detached and
new ones inserted, thus saving the valuable

part, i. ^., the plate, and aflFording the ad-

vantages of a new saw at a nominal expense.

This is worth the special attention of all inter-

ested.

From thirty to forty skilled workmen are em-
ployed, and all work done by them is executed in

a thorough and workmanlike manner, under the

direct supervision of the proprietors, who are prac-

tical mechanics, and nothing but what is PEUFECrr

benefit of the drawing to refer to, we will change
the phraseology, and say that the point of the tooth
is a round-pointed gouge shaped tooth, the sides

of the gouge near the point being swaged sufli-

ciently to prevent the body of the saw from binding.
As these swaged points are sharp, they cut their

way through the timber, and not like the square

done, and no goods put out except those which
can be relied on as of the best material and work-
manship, as per the company's warrant. The
members of the company are live, energetic, busi-

ness men, and in no similar establishment in

America can be found better or , more reliable

manufactures than theirs. —-^—
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PROSPECTUS rOR 1881.

The California Architect and Building Review is the only journal published west of the Rocky Mountains devoted

specially to the architectural and building interests, and generally to matters sanitary, scientific, mechanical, etc.

Its second volume will commence with its January number, 1881, and including the Quarterly for 1879, its third volume.

Were it reasonably possible to place the subscription price at a less sum than Two Dollars per annum, it would have been

done. But the excessive cost of publishing a journal in San Francisco over that experienced in Eastern cities renders it impossible

to adopt a lower standard of subscription rates. Numerous disadvantages and outlays have to be encountered in this field of

operations which do not present themselves in other places, and it requires infinitely greater labor and expenditure to accomplish

like results with those produced where all the surroundings and facilities are favorable and easy.

The hearty approval and indorsements received, both at home and from abroad, give assurance that past efforts have been

acceptable. But whatever of excellence may have been exhibited during the year journalistically closed with this i-sue, the

pledge is here made that the most earnest and persevering efforts will be put forth to improve it in every department^ so that in

the near future, if it does not at present, this journal will compare in interest with the best of its kind published in any part of

the United States, with special superiority as far as the Pacific coast is concerned.

^^ The western coast of. this great continent has never heretofore been fairly represented in many of its interests. Its wealth of

gold and silver mines, its teeming fields of golden grain, and its fruit and wines, enjoy world-wide repute, but th^re are thousanda^

more of comparatively wonderful things which have not received deserved attention. These in order will furnish material for

future attention in these columns.

«v

The architecture of California, methods of construction, and all other matters of interest in connection with house-building,

will receive due attention and be fully illustrated.
/

^"-""^^

At present and heretofore difficulties have attended the production of illustrations, but as the liberal subscription support

HOPED FOR comes to hand, these will be wholly overcome, and in the near future arrangements will be perfected which will insure

the beet within the range of possibilities on this coaat; and, if need be, to reach satisfactory excellence, xneasures^will be adopted

which will of certainty insure coequal results with any journal published.

Although hundreds of notices complimentary to its editorial management have been received from all parts of the country,

the engagement of additional writers, of acknowledged ability, will be a guarantee that its columns will contain a large amount of

instructive and interesting matter. -
ti;z-^'^ ' 7 .

~ 7.,". ,.i.~.~r, " ...

An unfairness has heretofore been- practiced by many of the *' leading loumals" m the Eastern cities, which it isiioped will

not be repeated—that of copying original matter from the columns of this journal without credit. The fact that this has

repeatedly been done proves the value of matter appearing in its columns.

:^rr-The thirty years' residence of the editor nearly constantly in California, with some experience in Oregon, and two years in

British Columbia, will be a sufficient guarantee that all representations in reference to matters upon this coast will be fairly

and intelligently represented.
. -, mi. ^ n

Communications from all parts of the country are greatly desired, and will be highly appreciated. The fullest information

possible will be cheerfully given to all parties seeking the same through this office.

EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" tJLt EST AB H08TE DOCEBI.

[While this column is open to all, farmers as well as me-

chanics, euRlnei-rs as weU as architects, women and children

as well as those of the " nobler sex," we would call partic-

ular atteritiop to cue and all to have their questions and the

information desired to bt^ in accord, as far as possible, with

the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those

principles for which the only monthly of its kind this side

of the continent, was esUblished. We will endeavor to an-

swer all questionn in a fair and impartial manner, and if it

becom'^s necessary, will furnish cuts for the illustrations of

hny problem, provided we r^-gard the solution thereof

as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urge

upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their

questions, concise in the language used ; let the writing be

distinct, and one side of the papf-r only to lie U8« d ;
give full

name and address, and particularly mention If their proper

name shall be used.
We want it distinct'y understood that the responsibility

of 8 gned articles rests with the authors.

Correspondents will please direct all communications to

the business manager of tliia jovurnal—240 Montgomery
street, rooms 12 and i3.]

DRY AND WET ROT.

Business Manager of itie Archu'ect —I no-

ticed in several issues of your journal, remarks on

the above heading, and, as I have paid particular

attention to the subject, I forward you ray views,

hoping they will be deemed worthy of a place in

*• Everybody's Column." If timber, whatever its

species, be well seasoned, and be not exposed to

alternate dryness and moisture, its .durability is

great ; though from time it is known to lose its

elastic and cohesive powers, and to become brittle,

if constantly dry. On this account, it is unfit,

after a certain period, to be subjected to variable

strains ; however, in a quiescent state it might en-

dure for centuries. Dryness will, if carried to ex-

cess, produce this category. The mere moisture it

absorbs from the air in dry weather, is not sufficient

to impair its durability. So also, timber con-

tinually exposed to moisure, is found to retain for a

very long period its pristine strength. Heat, with

moisture, is extremelyinjurious to it, and lb in most

cases, productive of rot ; whereof two kinds are the

curse of the builder—the WET and the DRY ROl^—

though perhaps there be but little difference be-

tween the two. They appear to be produced by the

same causes, excepting that the freedom of evapora-

tion determines the former, and an imperfect

evaporation the latter. In both capes, the timber

is affected by a fungus-like parasite, beginning with

a spicies of milde w, but how this fungus is gen-

erated, is still a vtrxafa quoestio. All we know is,

that its vegetation is so rapid, that often before it

has arrived at its height, a building is ruined.

Timber is affected with the seeds of decay long be-

fore we use it, and the comparative warmth and

moisture of the climate, bring more effectually the

cause of decay into action, especially where the

situation is close and confined. Warmth is known

to be a great agent in the dry rot, and most espec-

ially when moisture co-operates with it, for in

warm cellars and other close and confined situa-

tions, where the vapor which feeds the disease is

not altered by a constant change of air, the timbers

are soon destroyed and become perfectly decomposed.

G. H. F., San Francisco.

The above remarks are well written ; but we must

caution G. H. F., and all others, not to try and

palm off the words of other writers as their own.

All would have been well, if our correspondent had

simply said he would give us the result of his re-

searches from various scientific works. As it is,

nearly all of the above should be in quotation marks.

Business Manager of the Architect.—I have

pictures of the Temple of Jupiter, and the Temple

of Thesus. As far as I can judge, they are very

similar in appearance, and yet the former is al-

ways spoken of as much the grander of the two. Is

there any reason for that fact ? Enca, Berkley.

ANS.-Generally, objects in nature, as well a«

art. are called grand, from
^^^^\^^'l\^^l-

Ab^ut the only difference between the two build-

ings mentioned, is, the Temple of Jupiter was much

thflarger of the two, and if si^e makes ^^^^^^
that would be the main reason for placing it first.

BUSINESS MANAGER OF '^^^"""^J^^'T^t
I

will be the length of a brace, when ^^e^^^^^^^^*

1 feet ?

Ans.—11.3132 feet. Reduce the decimal to

inches, by the rule which we gave in our October-

number.

Friend Architect.—I have a room with a very-

low ceiling, and wont you please tell me what pat-

tern of paper is best to use so fts to make it appear
higher than it is? The length of the room is more
than double its width. Out in the Tules.

Ans.—Try wall-paper with strongly marked
lines. On the sides, have the lines horizontal, and
vertical on the ends.

Our Ulustrations.

Arrangements looking to improvements in this

department of our work are in progress, and will be

brought to the best practical perfection as soon as

possible. During the past year, plans and designs

for frame buildings have received the greater at-

tention, as the residence buildings erected upon the

entire Coast will average perhaps more than 90

per cent, of the whole number erected of wood ma-
terials. But brick buildings will receive proper

representation and attention in the present volume.

We shall pursue the matter of brick residences,

hoping in time to create a sentiment of appreciation.

The objections entertained to their erection, can

be fully overcome; and if a diversion in their favor

is once created, their adoption by the better circum-

stanced classes will follow, to a large extent. We
again assert, that brick buildings erected with hol-

low walls, are emphatically proof against damp-
ncHS, and afford surpassing facilities for pure venti-

lation; and the assertion is entirely defensible, that

they are better in a sanitary point of view. This

we shall argue in future articles upon this subject.

In the mean time, we invite communications in this

connection, either in favor of, or opposed to brick

residences, being satisfied that we can sustain the

views entertained by us. Still, our columns are

open to a full discussion of the question, and oppo-

site views will be as freely given to our readers, as

those favorable.

The plans and designs shown in this issue of the

Review will explain themselves.
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The elevatiou for four-story and ManHurd-roof

brick building' in an, oriKi"»l desij,Ti, with Htore at

ground floor, and the other floors nuitable for divi-

sion into offices and rooniH for various purposes.

Plan A reprcwnita a convenient, moderate cost

city residence, suitabk^ for a 25-foot lot, with ten

rooms, including laundry and st^rvaiit's rooms, and

ample closet room, bath room, eto. Its cost can be

"Tnade to vary from $4,(H)(>, according to the viewH

of owners as to details, finishes, etc. ^he ootagouai

dining-room is a pleasing feature.

The rains of the past month renewed the oft re-

peated proof, that the sewerage of San Francisco is

bud—very bad—alike defective in engineering HkiU

and mechanical coustruotion. The numerous

breaks and caves in various sections of the city,

clearly illustrate that iu stormy weather, when

heavy raius prevail, safety to neither man nor beast

is fully assured upon our public thoroughfares.

The splendid advantages afforded by the generally

hilly characterof^the-Bltyrprovidrnsr^mistirpasaed

_^atural grades in all directions, and the millions of

dollars exp^Mideil in sewer eonstru^ion, should have

secured to San Francisco a system of sewerage of

superior excellence. But instead of this, the city

is interlaced with underground conduits, which

answer intended purposes very imperfectly.

e^ There is vastly moro^ in. ihia 4t»figativii^w:<^rage

-matter than seems to impress the public mind with

Miierestr Tax-payerV coiirpTain at tK"e bnerousnffss

of taxation for street and s<?wer puipost'S, and there

is ample justification iu such cuniplaint, in the fact

•that the large sums of money expended in thiscon-

jiection have produced returns in aawer works so

largely unsatinfactory. But the t.ixes paid into

the city's ti\-nfiury anuTially iiTfJot by any means

the total of taxation imposed upon proi>erty owners

in connection wjth sfre.ft sewers. In but few por-

tions of the city are the sewers sufficiently deep to

carry off tlie seepage and drainage from ordinary

deep cellars, and in fewer nortions are they of ade-

quate depth to p«jrmit the connecstion of side

•«ewers running under such cellar floors, Consc-

told of many other towns in the vicinity of New
York. We trust there will be some quality in the

New England air which can resist the evil influence.

Meanwhile, the Massachusetts State Board of Health

has undertaken to study the subject as presented in

thit State, and its well-known efficiency promises

interseting reBults.^Am. Architect and Building

News.
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queutly, thousands of owners are forced to incur ad-

ditional expenses almost every season, to remedy

difficulties arising from this cause. The connection

-t)f miles of side seweis with the mains, are within

_^a few inches of the b(.)ttom of the latter, and in

— innumerable cases the accumulated debris in the

street sewers obstruct the outlets of the branches,

and prevents the jiassage out of poisonous matter

__which ahoull be carried off rapiAlyi the_retention

_ of which in the branches decomposes and forms
'~

gases, which force their way back into dwellingH
~ and inhabited places, to jeopardize the lives of

ihose who inhabit them r so that not only money
is wasted, but human lives sacrificed, by the de-

_ plorable condition of sewers in San Francisco.

'—\-_- Malarial Disease in New England.

The Sanitary Engineer calls attention to the fact

irithat malarial dis<*jise has made its appearance in
" many parts of New England, where it waa never

known before, and not only in six)radic cases, but

iu the form of a violent epidemic. The city of

Springfield, situated on high ground a short dis-

" tance from thi^ Connecticut Kiver, has had a thou-

sand cn»cH within six weeks, and all the towns on
the river in Massachusetts, besides many in Coh-

. necticut, have been visited. This is the more re-

markable, as New England has been considered to

be, either from its vigorous climate or its rocky

soil, free from this kind of infection. Until within

two or three years, it is said that only two cases of

ague had ever been known to origin ite in the New
England States, both of which were consequent

^ npon the draining of mill-jwuds, by which the veg-

etable mud at the bottom was exposed to the sun.

Since then, several ca.se8 have been reported near
Boston, Jjut the outbreak of this year is a thing
quite unprecedented. It must be regarded also as

r. foreboding worse troubles to come. Nothing is

more certain than that the ague malaria, after it

appears in places once salubrious, seldom quits its

hold, but goes on incjreasing from year to year.

The lovely district of Staten Island, in New York
Harbor, was, tweuty-five years ago, the synonym
of suburban beauty, Itixury, and he.ilth fulness, and
intermittent fever was unknown ; but the malaria

was somehow introduced, and spread rapidly, until

fc the reputation of the island for salubrity is almost

gone, and some of the most attractive portions are

being 8lo?irlj[_ deserted. Th© same story miy be

More Accuracy Needed. .

Attention is often called to the great discrepan-

cies which are found in the different tables used

by architects and engineers for determining the

strength necessary for various parts of structures.

In calculating the size of floor beams in buildings

to be used for public assemblies, for instance, the

architect finds the estimate given by different au-

thorities for the actual weight of a crowd of per-

sons to vary from seventy-five to one hundred and

twenty-five pounds to each square foot of floor. ' As

to the factor of safety also, or the ratio between tlie

ultimate strength of timber beams and the strain

which should be allowed to come upon them in^

practice, opinions differ widely. Some think that

a third of the actual breaking weight is not too

much to put on ordinary beams, while others are

far more cautious ; so that with such different

values for two of the constants in the formulas, the

results may vary so widely as seriously to impair

otir faith in the efficncy trf^aiioh -ualifi^lation. The

application of the rules in other instances often

tends to create doubt of their accuracy ;
as, for iu-

siance, in estimating the resistance of brickwork to

a crushing strain— perhaps, next to that for the

strength of beams, the most important of the ordi-

nary determinations. .On thia point th,^ books dif-

fer greatly ; some giving the safe load on a pier of

brick in cement as three tons per square foot of sec-

tional area, while others set it as high as fifteen

tons, and yet w© have seen such a pier which was]

estim'rtted to be loaded with forty tons per square

foot, standing apparently nninjui-ed after several

years' strain. In view of these diversities, it is not

strange that the "rule of thumb" controls most

building operations, even of a complex character,

and, in consequence, that failures of the ordinary

materials sometimes occur which would have been

avoided by a very little forethought in study-

ing the strains upon them. If more definite and

reliable constants were at hand, and the proportion

between safe loads and breaking strains on different

materials established by repeated experiment, great

advantages in point both of stability and economy-

would be secured, esiiecially in large and compli-

cated structures.

—

Am. Architect and Building

News.

Chicago Boomijj«.—The Cliicago Real Estate

Journal says :
' * The outlook is brighter than it

was even in the most prosperous times both for

building, rents, and land transfers Every one is

encouraged, and there are none so conservative as

to claim that any vestiges of the panic of 1873-78

remain to cast a shadow over the prospect*. The
recovery throughout the length and breadth of the

land is most complete. No one is necessarily idle.

Every avenue of labor is open, and all who wish

can earn enough for comfortable support. There is

every indication of permanency in the revival, and

if the peojjle do not forget, and cease to practice,

the lessons learned, there will never in this country

be seen a repetition of the stagnation and conse-

quent suffering which is now so happily ended."

Messrs. Bricknell & Comstock's new publication

in ten parts, of Modern Architectural Designs and

Details, contains a variety of lithographed plates,

full of instruction and information to architects,

contractors, and builders generally. Price, $1.00

each parf, or number.-^

—
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municfiitions, this general lack of fundamental prin-

ciples is being constantly exposed. We propose to

enter this subject of first principles more thor-

oilghly, and especially to present the views of some
of our more prominent engineers upon the value of

the knowledge of the first principles in particular,

and more important branches of the engineering
profession.

—

American Enpineer.

Misapplied Comfort.

p^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2.C0 in advance. ^=

First Principles.

Lead in Drinking Water.

One of those rare accidents, a fatal case of poison-

ing by lead in drinking water, is reported from

Granville, N. Y. A house occupied by a Dr. Nel-

son was supplied with water from a cistern, which
collected the rain from roofs and gutters painted, it

would appear, with lead. The suction-pipe to the

cistern was also lead, and two or three feet of this

were contantly immersed. Both Dr. Nelson and

his wife were attacked, the former dying in a few

days, while the wife is reported to be in a critical

condition. It would be very desirable to have a

further investigation into the case made by experts.

That lead paint should have been used on the roofs

seems to us very improbable. To say nothing of

its cost, which would be much greater than that of

the common mineral roof paints, its appearance

would prevent its employment in any but extraor-

dinary cases. We have known vermilion to be

used for brightening a mineral paint for roofs, but

lead, unless indeed, in the form of red -lead, or min-

ium, would injure rather than improve the color.

The pipe in the cistern would corrode and dissolve

slowly in rain-water, but hardly with such rapid-

ity as to cause sudden and fatal illness, unless this

were the closing form of a long process of gradual

poisoning. Whatever may be the truth of the

matter, the case may serve to remind us of the im-

portance, where rain-water from roofs is to be used,

of guarding against all possible sources of contami-

nation. Lead suction-pipes are too oiten used

where enameled iron would be cheaper and better,

and cisterns are left not only dirty inside, but so

imperfectly covered that extraneous matters, ani-

mals, and insects, easily get in and add their de-

composing bodies to the general impurity.

There is such -a harmony in science, its various

departments sjod..^ closely connected and correlated, _
that the knowledge of first principles is not only a

necessity, but in fact, if properly understood, forms

the means of an extensive and correct practical ap-
,

plication. Without the understanding of the prin- --P!

ciples which underlie a science or practice, the moat__

practical 9! men will enact or repeat the grossest

blunders. Fraotice forms a not-to-be-underrated

means of teaching principles, but it often requires

along experience, great practice, and at all times

good judgment, to dednce principles, which an in-j-

teliigent study of the theory ot IHe science will

convey to us in a shorter time and more satisfactory

way. Practice should constitute the embodiment

of known principles and the means of deducing new *=

ones, but not, as now is often the case, a method of

teaching or verifying old, well-known principles,_

which have long been accepted, and a knowledge ^

of which would have prevented a useless expendi-

ture of time and money. The greater portion, if

not the whole of the work of finding the neces-

sary strength of bridges can be reduced to an

application of the principles of moments, and sim-^

ilarly the strength of the working parts of th©—

steam-engine is to a great extent an application of

this- same principle. The numerous failures of

roofs of buildings are solely due to a lack of knowl-

edge of first principles. As a general thing the

architect scorns the use of the formulee of mechan-

ics, of which he is too often grossly ignorant. The
' rule of thumb " is the favorite rule adopted, and

consequently when a roof is designed for a building

of a form and size which has not come within his

previous experience or that of his immediate advis-^

ors, the proper additional and required strength or=
" the extra inch of timber " is guessed at in a slip-

shod manner, instead of being calculated, and a

truss constructed fully able to successfully with-

stand the strain to which it is subjected. '* Acci-

dents " like that of the Hippodrome and of the

Post Office, New York, where one might have ex-

pected the best talent would have been secured,

were due to the fact that instead of applying the

fundamental laws of mechanics to compute the r©-^

quired strength, the architect thought the roof was

strong enough—a matter of giiess-work, and not

positive knowledge as was within his power to have.

The Tay bridge disaster was in the main due to the

neglect of not considering the effect of the pressure

of the wind, but this point has already been dis-

cussed at length in previous numbers of the AvMX'

ii'.an Engineer. In the construction of the Hudson

River tunnel, attention was not paid to the univer-

sal law, that that portion of a structure which is

most constantly used, and upon the strength of

which the safety of the remainder of the structure

and its occupants depends, should possess sufficient

strength under the most adverse conditions possi-

ble. The principles of the conservation of energy

are the basis of our reasoning relative to the trans-

formation of energy in various modes of motion, and

without a knowledge of these principles we must

inevitably fall into error, and indorse valueless

schemes for realizing fabulous power. In ordinary

discussions in technical journals, especially in oom-

In the last issue of this journal, we criticised ** No.
G of series of copyrighted plans, ^' exposing—perhaps
severely, but justly—some ol the many incon-

sistencies appearing in them; questioning the archi-

tectural or mechanical competency of the party
making them, to produce an original new thing in

house constructi/jn ; denying in emphatic language,
the correctness of the estimate by not less than 50
j)er cent—challenging the proof that there has ever
been a single one or more "of the series" erected

within or near the cost stated in the estimates,

and regretting that a journal claiming influence

and respectability, should lend its columns to the
publication of matter containing so little of

merit, and so much of misrepresentation and de-
ceptiveness.

Our several criticisms in this connection have been
fully sustained and justified by the facta of the case,

and if our contemporary really intended to benefit

its readers by the presentation of meritorious plans,

and fair and honest statements of costs, more than
to secure increase in its circulation and gain busi-

ness advantages to itself, it would have discovered
the necessity for greater practical skill in the
preparation of such plans, andyar greater accuracy
in the estimates of cost.

We readily conceive that motives never enter-

tained by us, have been and will be charged as the
incentive to these criticisms; and we further con-
ceive the uselessness of the declaration, that an
honest purpose to expose error, and protect the
architectual profession and the interest of the work-
ing classes—particularly skilled labor—has in-

fluenced the course pursued by this journal. Those
who deal in misrepresentations, never willingly ac-

cord right motives to others.

The misapplied comfort alluded to, comes from
Santa Barbara. In its issue of January 3d, the
Copyright Journal published a communication
from one of its ** oldest patrons," and seeks to draw
comfort and encouragement from his "friendly
criticism;" while in fact, the writer says not a
wofd in specific commendation of plan No. 6, but
proceeds to discuss ceitain preliminary considera-
tions in general terms, in reference to locality,

surroundings, etc. This is followed by a third
paragraph, which reads as follows :

" I will say a word with regard to the prominent
portion of building No. 6, as it appears in the per-

spective, and more particularly of the stair-case

hall, which is regarded as the feature of the build-
ing, I would first state, that in my opinion, the
external appearance would be greaixy impkoved
if the front door were located centrally in front of

the hall (steps to correspond), and a dormer win-
dow set in the roof directly above. And I would
even go a step further and place a window on each
side of the door. This would relieve this part of

the house from its PiasoN-LiKE ArPKAiiANCE from
without, and render it light and cheerful within; as

it will be observed by referring to the plans that
there is but one window on the room (or hall), and
that one is over the platform of the stairs."

Having thus in a "friendly" way virtually
knocked the whole front out of No. 6, the writer
proceeds to change and rearrange the stairs, bath-
room on second floor, and do such other things as
" would greatly relieve the nakedness of the roof etc.'"

This is followed by a denial that the plan of No. C
is original on this coast, as plans of the same des-

cription made by him, antedates No. 6 *' more than
a year." And then to improve his op{X)rtunity for

publicity, having virtually demolished No. 6, and
by suggestions improved its ^* prison-like appear-
ance^^^ ^'greatly relieved the nakedness of the roof

^

and greatly improved external appearances, '

' in effect
suggesting a building so much unlike No. 6, that
the original would be scarcely traceable in its main
features and arrangement so far as attacked by
'••friendly criticism."
He then proceeds to extol one of his own archi-

tectural productions, by a lengthy description of its

"Elizabethan" features, its four-story tower, its

hall and environs, its storm doors, its vestibule
doors with French plate-glass, its arched alcoves,
its parlor, museum, dining and other rooms ; its

heavily corniced apartments, its two-story hall, its

all glass bay window, 15x24 feet; its solid ash and
walnut cabinet furniture, its tile hearth and granite
facings at fire-places, its drinking-water fountain
in hall, etc.

There being not the slightest compariaon between
No. 6 and the presumably elegant building referred
to by the writer, we are forced to adjiiire the skill

of the Santa Barbara architect in virtujally oblitera-
ting the ** cheap dwelling " plan, Snd himself
stepping to the front and lauding his siimi-mansion-
like residence in such a manner thj^t the subject-

matter of criticism disappeatfii i^*the glow of

grandeur thrown around the Santa BarS^ra build-
ing. The point, or puff is neatly gained by Mr.
Barber, and we are almost surprised that the goniu^
who controls the production of the * copyrighted
plans," did not discover the well.^j^cured, if not in-

tended point of the "friendly criticism." Our
contemporary's artist might justly exclaim, *' Save
me from my friends !

" in this style of " friendly
criticisms."

^r-^

Clippings from Magee's Real 'Estate Circular

for December, 1860.

Real Estate Summary for ^880.—San Fran-
cisco, January 1st; 188I.—In onr^iinnal summary,
published one year ago, we stated that, while we
did not look for any " boom in feal estate in 1880,

nor any approach thereto," we did "anticipate a
desirable increase in the number of sales and in the

general prices of property." We then thought the

prospect was good " that 1879, nv^asurably at least,

would end the depression" -wbich had then for

over four years prevailed in real estate. The sales

of the year 188t^ show that w^ wWe wrong in
opinion then expressed and quoted ijibove, simply
because the calculation then wM, that we had se-

cured a reform Board of Supervisors. Each mem-
ber had pledged hiniik'lf to keep the city tax levy
down to one dollar ; but the mejDrity broke their

pledges, sold the city, and ran the city tax rate up
to $1.57. But for this, well-tocated real estate

would last year have increased ^n value, and sales

would have been far more active^. The sales made
in 188U, it is true, show a decided increase in num-
ber and value over those of 1879. The number of

sales made in that year was 2,217, of the valuo of

1110,318,744, while 2,331 sales were made in 1880,

of the value of $13,994,989; but, while the sales

show this increase in number and both actual and
average value, prices have as yet shown no increase

whatever. .(4// property—evfen the 'best and most
central business property—is still lower in price

than it was five years ago. This is also true of all

residence and homestead lots in the Western Addi-
tion, where there has been the most demand for

such property. Prices are in one sense relatively

higher, though—that is, the prices of five years

ago were prices created by inflation, while those

paid to-day are bed-rock rates. Though the popu-

lation of the city has not grown much within five

years, and though business has been dull, the State

has grown, and the prices of to-day, though not

higher than those of five years ago, are relatively

higher, for the rates in one case were unjustifiably

created by inflation, v^hile those of to-day are based

on growth and reduced rates of interest.

Sale of Lots near the Park.—John Middleton

& Son will sell at auction this month, at a date

hereafter to be fixed, fift^ very finely-located lots

on Tyler, Turk, McAllister, and Willard streets,

just east of First avenue, and almost adjoining the

Park. We call the special attention of small

buyers to thi:< sale.

False Reports of Real Estate Sales.—The
Bulletin last month represented that $250,000 had

been offered and refused for a large piece of land on

Mission between Eleventh and Twelfth. This re-

port was incorrect. The owner says if she had

been so foolish as to refuse the price named by the

Bulletin, the Lunacy Commissioners would have

been justified in at once incarcerating her in Napa.

The Chronicle last month reported that the Pacific

and Union Clubs had amalgamated, and were

likely to purchase a lot on Post, above Montgomery,

or on Powell, north of Geary. The Post-street lot

would not be sold unless other and much larger

property went with it, while the Powell-street lot

is too far from the business center to suit the busi-
ness men who form the clubs named.

Newspaper Notices of Auction Sales.—Some
of the daily paj)ers—one of them is chiefly respon-
sible—has lately taken to writing up one firm's
auction sales, even when the property offered or
sold is a few scattered pieces, the sale or failure to

sell which has no bearing whatever on the real

estate market. There is no justification whatever
for making special mention of property sold at

auction, unless in some exceptional case, where a
very large sale has been made, or where one or
more blocks have been sold in building lots. An
agent Who sells two or throe pieces of property at

private sale, has just as much right to have his

sales quoted and puffed as an agent who sells two
or three parcels at auction. We can the more
freely speak of this subject, because we have never
used The Circular to notice sales made by ourselves.

We quote all interesting sales alike, without aayini;
who made thera^ ^^-—^ .. _ __ : _- '

. — ..

—

Who m I^hr15OT^t^« Morn* Wowfh^
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company last

month invested $350,000 in San Francisco real

estate and wharves. The same company also lately
purchased, for $175,000, a railroad twenty miles
in length, from Seattle to the Seattle Coal Com-
pany's mines. It is understood that this same
Oregon company has taken a refusal of the said

mines and a immber of ships at f600,000. As we
last iponth stated, some of the men who own the
Central and are building the Southern Pacific

Railroad, have lately invested about $2,000,000 in
real estate in this city, and have or are about in-

vesting over a million more in new cable railroads

for our streets. If the investment of money by
such men and companies is a sign that San FVan-
Cisco is going to retrograde, then the shrewdness
for which these investors have been long remark-
able has evidently departed from them.

The Turk-street Cable LrsTC.—^^n«e the
Geary-street cable road was built, the Turk-street
horse-car line has been nearly deserted by passen-

gers. People who live on Ellis, Eddy, Turk, and
even Tyler, prefer walking to Geary street rather

than traveling on the slow and antiquated Turk-
street line. This line is not now being operated at

an acttfal loss probably, but it is certainly making
very small profits. Its owners recognize this fact,

and they projx)se to extend it to First avenue and
the Park, turning it into a cable line. That it

would then be one of the best paying roads in the
city we do not doubt. It would run between the
Catholic, Masonic, and Odd Fellows' fCemeteries,

and would therefore carry practically all the ceme-
tery travel. It would also be a direct road to the

Park, without any branch, Turk being only three

blocks, of 275 feet each, from the Park gate, at

First avenue. The Supervisors have been petitioned

to open Turk street to its full width through Jef-

ferson stjuare, so as to have no impediment in the

way of a cable line. The petition should be

granted, we think. This Turk-street cable line

would be of great value to the Western Addition,

and we hope it will be built. The parties who own
it also own the Geary-street road. They are in

earnest, we judge. One point especially leads us

to think so—by turning the Turk-street line into a

cable road they will make a now unprofitable road

pay, and they will head off the proposed cable line

on Ellis street. With a line on Geary, Turk, and
Ilaight, there will be no more openings for any
other cable line between Geary and Haight for

many years to come.

A Move iy) Enlarge the Elephant.—The
curse of taxpayers is the new City Hall. It has

already cost $3,500,000, and if run in future as it

now is by demagogues and politicians, to make
easy places for hangers-on, it will cost at least

$9,000,000. Mayor Kalloch announces that a bill

is about to be introduced in the Legislature to have

all the work on our municipal elephant done by the

day instead of under contract and with public

competition. If this move succeeds, two things

will result. The building will not be completed in

less than twenty years, and an army of sponges

will bo placed in do-nothing situations at the pub-

lic expense, who will be as completely used against

taxpayers and good city government as though

they were publicly placed in office to destroy both.

Any man who votes for this day's work business in

the Legislature will brand himself a demagogue,

and will forever after be marked as such by all

honest men and taxpayers.
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Market Report.

Glass.— The market is now well supplied.

Prices rnle lower, both in New York and at home.

Paints.—The statiBtics of the past year prove

that Califoruia is " looming: up " in the manufac-

ture of this important article. The demand, as

_usual at this time of the year^ is vory lig^t^

Trices remain the same. ". - —r^^r" -=^r -^ —

^'"^ Oils, Linseed.

Jewett's Raw l^
Jewett's Boiled • »^

Pacific Raw If
Pacific Boiled • - ^^

Oil Paints, Whites.

Atlantic Lead.—^^ Jewett's Lead.,

zisJWeHtern Lead.j_

111

Pioneer Lead . . . .

.

California Lead... . « « » f » « u-t^ • P2

8@8|

I>omestic Lead. ,».. ... . . . .»««-»• ........... o<So^

Pacific Load ....••.••^...•.•.^^••.••» *2 ^'*

French Zinc, G. ^^.:..^.: i... l3@H
French Zinc, R. S^.. 11@12

American Zinc. . . .-i-t- ' *«»« »»»

I

« » > « j «.^«

'i

'^ Lumber.—The market is very firm. Although
^^ no change has taken place in prices up to the time

of writing this article, we are well advist'd that be-

fore the week is out a change will be mad«>, and
~

the price will advance. There is only a limited

quantity on hand. Demand for this season of the

— vear is very brisk. One of the good signs of the

"^future has tn'en the abneuce of f.irm<Ts and their

^ money from Pine street and stocks. During a late

- visit to the country, we were fnfonned by people

who well knew what they were talking about that

building operations in the country for the year 1881

would c-xc^ed thos^i of the la.>st two years together.

Doors, blinds, and sash have an upward tendency,

and the f rmer, especially, has advanced in price.

Hardware.—No improvement can be looked for

till the ojx'ning of the spring trade. Market is

variable, but favorable to the buyer.

Imports since our last, by rail, 131)5 kegs. Im-

jx)rts since January 1st, 1375 kejjs. Wo note sales

of 1500 kegs private. -

Exports of Lumber since January Ist

:

^
Feet.

Jan. 3. .P N Blanchard, Qu'tn.. 17,000

3. .Valiant, Queenstown 24,00p

3.. Anna, do 13,000

3.. Triton, do 9,000

4.. Isle of Bute, do 12,000

4.. Granada, Panama 21,585

__^_Geo. G. Trufant , Queen^tn. 25.000

(r..A.llahrbad, ^-—Se.-.V 12,000

{)..Newbern, Mexico 13,796

6 . . St. Jean Baptiste Queen'tn. 8,000

G.. Mary Emily, do..

7.. Belle of Arvon, do..

7 . . Westeru Belle, Liverpool

8. .Iron Queen, do..

8 . . Parthia, Antwerp

7,500
8,000
8,000
12,000
20,000

8. .PMterdale, Cork 11,500

Value.
$340 00
480 00
260 00
180 00
252 00
446 79
500 00
240 00
382 78
160 00
150 00
160 00
160 00
240 00
400 00
230 00

-Total i a m »* •
'

»• » i i~»£^222,981 $4,581 57

~We quote tjargo rates : Tine—Rough, $16 1^ Mft.;

No. 1 Flooring and Stepping, $24.50. Redwood-
Rough, $16 ; Surfaced, $23. Retail rates : Pine-
No. 1 Flooring and Stepping, $30; Rough, $20.

Redwood — Rough, $20; Surfaced, $3o
;
No. 1

Rustic, $30; Flooring, $27.50; Tongued and

Grooved Beaded, $27.50 ; Fancy Pickets, $20 ;

Rough Pointed Pickets, $16 ; Rough S(iuare Pick-

ets, $14; Shingles, $2.25 ? M.; Laths, $3.25.

Cement, Plastek, Lime, Etc.

Imports since our last : Per Merwanjee, 5,951

barrels Cement.

Total import* for 1880 ;
~' ^ '

-

Cement, barrels 53,605

do casks • o,yi^

Fire-bricki77r:r-.:ir.i:i'_.Z^^*. . .,•..-**:. .223,400

Lumbeu.

^-^ We are in<lebted to the S. F. Journal of Com-
—--_— merc€ for the following very full report of receipts

and exports of lumber:

Receipts since January 1st:— " Lumber, feet 4,058,800— Shingles, No 1,222,500
' Laths, No 505,000
'^^^ Railroad Tie«, No 2,450

Wood, cords 235

Staves, bundles • 650
,...., ,.^^^.^^^ 200Hoop Poles, bundles, i^-.s-r-.

Hoops, bundles
.

_ _*

337
50,000

T- Totil receipts for 1880 :

f------

tf

i4.i

• t y******

Lunrtber, ft 181,961,842

Shingles, No ^.... 63,682,032

Laths, No 16,670,800

22,315
- 63,000

4,914

4,364
72,9«0

32

1,806,625

120,000

8,353
r 491
— 14,799

bdls 6,020

crds 23

Wood, cds

Piles, ft

• No
V/6Cl»K

f
10i£B< «•••«•••«•

«( /4.
'

Rosewood, logs

ona kes. ..«•*•••••
Pickets, No. . • , .'. T

Hoops, bdls

Headings, bdls. ...

Staves •••

v« • • • • • • v^ •

••••••••

Railroad Ties 327,591
Posts 386,983
Sugar Pine, ft .v.^^....».... 2,598,000

1

Barrel St'k, pkgs
ooftrs •••• ••>••• ••«• •

Wool Slats .—

-

' Stave-bolts.JJ »jjjlk . .

*' cdsr.

Telegraph Poles ,

Ship-knees

i*««»««*«« 27,664

100
74,000
78,000

577

1,508

391

~ Tbere is a pretty good demand at present for

lumber, at firm prices. The market is in a good
state, with a light stock and an increasing demand.

Plaster, barreTf -. .^. 3, 200

Since January Ist : Cement, 3,951 barrels.

Receipts of Calrfomia Lime since Jan. 1st : 1>S20^

barrels. Total for 1880, 133,077 barrels.

We quote Eastern Cement, Roaendale, $2.25®

2.50; other $2.12^; Portland Cement. $3.75@4.50,

as to quality and brands. Plaster—Eastern, $3.25

(33.50; do. Golden Gate, $2.75^3.00. Lime—Santa
Cruz and Sacramento, $—(3 1.50. Fire-bricks—

35010, jobbing at $40@5O, as to brand. California.

Brick—Hard, $10@12; Soft, $7@8; Red, $9@10.

Building intelligence

We would refer our readers to another article in

this issue, viz., Building Improvements. The out-

look for this season of the year is better than at

any similar period for the last three years. Both
in the city and country, the amount of work in

contemplation is such as to gladden the hearts of

all our mechanics and material-men. The im-

mense depots at *' our'^ end of the wharf on the

Oakland side of the bay will give employment to a

small army of men. Although well informed in

regard to this work, we are not at liberty to give

the particulars. We again urge upon all our
country friends the necessity of supplying us
with a true statement of all building opera-
tions in their respective districts. The report

for San Francisco is a very full one, and can be

relied upon as correct, as our information comes
direct from those most interested.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Two frame houses on Post street, west of Frank-
lin. Owner, Q. S. Peck. Architects, Curlett &
ELseft ; contractor, D. Perry. Cost, $12,000.

One two-story dwelling corner of California and
Laguna. Owner, B. B. Ridding. Architects,

Curlett & Eisen ; contractor, J. Roberteon. Cost,

$9,000.
Book-cases, mantle, and side-board for W. E.

Brown. Architects, Curlett & Eisen ; contractors,

Gilbert & Moore.
Alterations of building on Tyler street, near

Webster. Architects, Curlett & Eisen. Day's
work. Cost, $1,200.

Six two-story dwellings on southeast corner Bush
and Buchanan. Owner, H. Hinkle, 2119 Webster
strtMjt. Day's work. Cost, about $5,000 each.

Two-story frame on Pine street between Fillmore

and Webster. Owner, H. Hinkle, 2119 Webster.

Day's work. Cost, about $6,000.
Stables on Fourth street for N. B. & Mission R.

R. Co. Architect, A. Laver. Day's work. Cost,

about $4,000.
Frame building on Fourth street between Bran-

nan and Townseud. Owner, Vermeil & Welling-

'^

ton, 608 Fourth street. Contractor, Wm. Pratt
Cost, about $2,500.

One-story frame building on Fourth street, north
of Harrison. Owner, H. Lilienthal, 322 Sixth
street. Contractor, T. J. Hamilton. Coet, about
$400.

Fruit canning establishment on Brannan street

between Third and Fourth. Size, 120x225 feet,

with a two-story building in rear, 4Qx60 feet.

Owner, Lusk & Co. Contractor, S. N. Harrison.

One-story cottage on Baker street between Bush
and Pine. Owner, D. J. Sullivan, at AUa of&ce.

Architect, T. J. Welch; contractor,
.

Cost, $850.
One-story cottage on Butte avenue between 24th

and 25th. Owner, Jacob Sullivan, 8 Folsom
avenue. Architect, T. J. Welch ; contractor,

Peter McMahon. Cost, $1,100.

Two-story frame dwelling on Jackson street be-

tween Buchanan and Webster. Owner, Mrs.

Horn. Architect, C. Geddes ; contractors, Water-
bury &MaxweIE"~'^b8t, about $2,500.

Alterations of Enterprise Brewery, 2019 Folsom 7

street. Owner, Hillebrandt & Co. Contractor,

Hueve. Cost, about $500.

One-story house for butcher shop, comer of Web-
ster and Jackson. Owner, Mrs. Gould. Contrac-

tor, John Blake. Cost, about $2,000.

Two-story frame building on Mission between
15th and 16th. Owner, H. Nathan, Mission street

between 11th and 12th. Contractor, A. Zihn.

Cost, about $1,700.
Two-story frame dwelling on Jackson street be-

tween Webster and Fillmore. Owner and builder,

J. P. Shepherd. Cost, about $4,500.

^wo-story and basement near corner of Tyler
and Buchanan. Owner, C. H. Wetherbee, (Cor-

poration Yard.) Contractor, R. Brotherton. Coet,

about $3,500.
Rearranjjement of Lick House billiard-room.

Architects, Wright & Sanders ; contractor, Thos.

Moffett. Cost, $2,600.
Small brick building on Seventh street, north of

MisHi(m street. Owner, —-— Dumas. Cost,—
Four cottages, four rooms each, at Black Point,

opposite Schultz & Von Bargen's Distillery. Con-
tractor, J. Scheerer. Cost, $3,500.

Alterations of house on Rincon place. Owner,
Frei. Architects, Hoffman & Curtise ; con-

tractor, J. Scheerer. Cost, $2,600.

Two-story 20-clas8 room school house on Harrison-
street between 4th and 5th. Owner, City of San~
Francisco. Architects, Curlett & Eisen ; contrac-

tors, Moore Bros. Cost, $34,600.

OAKLAND.

Two-story building on comer of 12th and Wash-
ington streets. Stores on first floor, and upper story

to be used as an armory. Contractor, McKillioan.
Cost,

ALAMEDA.
Mr. J. B. Wattles' residence on Santa Clara

avenue is being raised, and a new wing added,

18x50 feet.

BEIIKKLEY.
Two two-story and basement frame buildings on

comer of Ellsworth and Channingwav streets.

Owners, B. H. Upham and A. F. Qunn. Architects,

Hoffman & Curtise. Builders, Berkeley Building

Union,
HEALD8BDRQ.

Two-story and basement brick building to be

used as a flourmill. Owner, S. Soulee. Contrac-

tors, Hall & Miser.
MENLO PARK.

Fountain at residence of J. C. Flood. Brick

work by R. Mitchell. Architect, A. Laver. Day's

work. Cost, $1,000. ^^^^__^-
Gas works at residence of J. C. Flood. Architect,

A. Laver ; contractor, Worrell. Cost,

SAN RAFAEL.

Ornamental bridge on the grounds of Seth Cook.

Architect, A. Laver ; contractors, D. Sheerin and
Charles H. Ackerson. Cost, $2,500.
Ornamental boundary iron fence for Seth Cook.

Architect, A. Laver ; contractor, J. R. Sims. Coet,

$1,070.
Dwelling near the Court House for W. H. Sears,

State Senator. Contractor, W. H. Wliarff. Cost,

$6,500.
VALLEJO.

Two-story frame school house, with basement,

for Good Templars' Orphan Home. Contractors,

Carle & Croly. Cost, $3,947.
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Royal luBtitute of British Architects.

We have received an important issue of the Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Institute of British Architects

^

containing the retjulations which have been drawn
up and approved by the Council for the compulsory
examination, which all candidates for membership
in that body will, after May, 1882, be required to
have passed before they can be proposed for elec-
tion. The regulations are drawn up with great
care, and the examinations, although it is not in-
tended to make the test severe at first, will probably
be thorough. To save time and trouble, each can-
didate is obliged, in applying for admission to the
examination, to submit plans, elevations and sec-
tions of a building designed by himself, with one
sheet of details, a perspective drawing, and a sketch
of some ornament, from the round. These draw-
ings must be properly authenticated, and as a guar-
antee of good faith on the part of the applicant, he
is obliged to deposit a fee of three guineas. A
glance at this " probationary work " is sufficient to
determine whether the candidate is fitted for further

examination. If not, his fee is returned to him,
and he is excluJed from the subsequent trials, which
are intended as tests ot proficiency both in the
theory and the practice of architecture, and occupy
four days. The first day is devoted to a written
examination on the history of the art, to be illus-
trated by sketches; the second to materials and
construction

; the third to professional practice, in
which the candidate is required to make plans,
specifications andj estimates in accordance with a
given programme. The fourth day is occupied with
an oral examination covering the same ground
as the previous work. Those who answer correctly
a given proportion of the questions are eligible for
Associates of the Institute, and if elected within
eighteen months after passing the examination,
their deposit of three guineas is credited as their
entrfince fee.

—

American Architect.

Inflating Real Conditions.

The Evening Bulletin ceema to have lost all con-
trol over its eagerness to create the impression that
t^onder/w^ activity in real estate and building mat-
ters exist in San Francisco, Persons at a distance,
or not well informed in reference to the actual state
of affairs, would be led to the conclusion, by read-
ing an article in the columns of that journal, pub-
lished on or about the 4th inst., that this city was
in a glow of grand prosperity, and that brilliant
times were -upon us. While there were some facts
of pleasing truthfulness in the article in question,
the coloring was altogether too strong, and had the
appearance of being "written up" by some one
financially interested in the result—the creation of
a " boom " in such matters—or by one who received
full and ample compensation for the profuseness of
his statements. ', — . - -^

Mr. Magee, publisher of the TJtfrtrJF^^afe Circu-
lar, is admitted to be as thoroughly informed upon
real estate matters as any person in this city, yet
the tenor of his February issue contradicts the over-
wrought statements of the evening journal men-
tioned, and says, that ** January was one of the
dullest months we have had to chronicle for a long
tinie.^^ And we also fully understand and know that
the same month has been one of as great dullness
among architects as has been experienced during
the preceding six months.

It is not that we desire to raise issues with the
Bulletin, but because we believe that all exaggera-
tions, having the effect of producing impressions
unsustained by actual facts, while they may create
a present advancing movement, soon fail, from lack
of sound and permanent sustainments ; and we be-
lieve that more good can be accomplished by pru-
dent and accurate statements, than by immoderate
and inflated representations.

During the past few months the same type of ar-

ticles have appeared in the journal named, and yet
we find real estate and building movements only
moderately active ; that ia, more so than has been
vouchsafed to this city during the three years suc-
ceeding 1879

J
but at no time as yet has there been,

nor is there now, any '* rush ". for real estate, nor
in building improvements.
The general feeling, however, ia good ; and it is

believed and hoped, that with the conmienoement
of the spring or early summer months, every me-
chanic desiring work will find employment at fair

wages ; and it is by no means certain that the de-

mand for labor will not exceed the supply.

The Lancet announces that "the Aromatic and
deodorizing water-closet" has been patented and
put on the market in England. "Aromatic" is

pretty good, but not hard to beat. One of our sub-

scribers is now perfecting a " Koproeuodmotikion,"
with balm of a thousand flowers attachment, which
will entirely destroy the sale of the Aromatic
Closet in this country.

The Psophokeodaleundron is also proposed as a

substitute for the ordinary closet-trap, and will un-
doubtedly be a success, if eau de cologne oaa be
obtained at a suflioiently low price.

—

Sanitary En-
gineer.

Sound Doctrine.

No fair-minded person will dispute the right of
others to enjoy the advantages and benefits of things
produced by them, whether the product of hand or
brain. And the laws of the land provide protection
against the invasion of rights acquired by those
who created and perfected original conceptions.
The fact that such laws are enacted, establishes this
doctrine of rights, as all law is presumedly and
professedly for the establishment and protection of
the right in all things, and against wrongs in
every form. And that which is. right in law ia

equally so in a moral sense. And those who 'per-
petrate wrongs because not restrained by fegal
penalties, are no less guilty, in a moral sense, than
those who wantonly defy the laws of the land by
illegal practices.

Every invention, whether mechanical, scientific,

or more specially intellectual, reaches its own mag-
nitude from some "first conception,"—some seed,
through which, by intellectual fructification, are
produced other thoughts, until the growth of per-
fection is completed. This doctrine of right is far
reaching, entering into every pursuit in life, and
is by all considered a sacred heritage. Still, but
very few fe«l bound, or are controlled by its pre-
cepts and equities, when gains and advantages offer

their inducements for its violation. The di.sposi-

tion ia almost universal, to secure any good thing
that presents itself, no matter to whom it may
rightfully belong, nor the character of means nec-
essary to such possession. The Bible says that the
"fool hath said in his heart there is no God," and
avarice teaches—"Get all you can, and hold on to

what you get," and the masses receive the latter

rule as their guide. Consecjuently, those who pos-
sess and produce, are safe in their possessions and
productions, only so far, as a rule, as the laws of
the land make them secure. The application of this

doctrine is broad, and equally as applicable to the
rights of architects as against "rLAJ* steialing" for

buildings, as in any other connection.

Outlay on Sanitation in England.

The Architect states that during the last finan-

cial year, the expenditure of the urban sanitary
authorities was ^18,6G3,700, bringing the expendi-
ture for five years up to about ;^ 77,000,000. The
outstanding loans to the same authorities amounted
to more than ;^56,000,000 sterling. In the past year,

there was an increase in the loans of ;{^10,407,052,

or 22^ per cent, on the amount of the loans ob-

tained in the year before. It is assumed that the
debt has been incurred mainly for reproductive

works, in connection with gas and water supply,

and therefore represents an apparent rather than an
actual increase of the burdens of the rate-payers.

The expenditure of the rural sanitary authorities

l^t year was only ;^445,517 ; but this sura is an
excess of 127.9 per cent, on the outlay of five years
earlier, and the outstanding loans in the rural dis-

tricts have been increased in the same period 359.9

per cent. The total loans sanctioned by Govern-
ment under the Public Health Act in the ten years,

1848 to 1858, amounted to no more than three

millions—a sum exceeded by one loan to Manches-
ter last year on account of water-works.

—

Sanitary
Engineer.

Not long since, in an arbitration case, an engin-

eer was thus examined as to his professional experi-^

ence and capacity, so called :
" How long have

you been in the profession?" "Twelve years."
" Are you thoroughly acquainted with your work,
theoretically and practically?" "Yes." ''Do
you feel competent to undertake large construc-

tions?" "Yes, most certainly." "In what engin-

eering works have you been engaged during the

last twelve years? **The manufacture of iron

bedsteads."

We fear that many professed first-class plumbers

would make similar irrelevant replies, if they were

subjected to a test as to their capacity.—ASawz^ory

Engineer.
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A Providential Tax.

/

It is Raid that Providence sends the " early and

the later rains." At any rate, the rains come, and

often in such quantities as to fully demonstrate the

fact that those who defined the present street grades

of San Francisco did not comprehend the situation,

and by their lack of good engineering judgment

and intelligence, have imposed a tax upon th^ gen-

eral businees transacted east of Battery street, etc.,

amounting to a large sum annually, by the Hooding

of cellars, and damage to goods and merohawdise.

In many instances the losses from these causes

amount to as much or more, than the yearly city and

state tax upon the premises flooded. The extent of

damage occasioned by every "hard rain," is large;

and yet there is no remedy, except at enormous cost

and outlay. If we recollect rightly, the *' Hoadley

grade," which was changed by a "BoarcJ of Civil

_Engineer«," in the early days of the city's history,

plactnl the grade of Montgomery street eight feet

above its present depressed level. Had Mr. Hoadley 's,

instead of the intelligent (?) Board's, grade been

:adhered to, hundreds of thousands of dollars would

have been saved to the business community, operat-

ing in the section of city most affected. But as it

is, this flooding will be repeated every year, to

greater or less extent, according to the quantity of

"rain falling during respective wet seasons; and this

annual tax will be continued for all time, unless

cellars of even six-feet depth are abandoned.

Think of it, in a city, where its central point rises

over three hundred feet above the bay within ten

blocks from the water, the cellars of heavy business

-houses within six or seven blocks of the higher alti-

tude, to be flooded by every heavy rain that falls 1

impossible, even with the smartest and shrewdest

of mankind.
But the record of " trickery " is not confined to

sacred history, but has been a conspicuous practice

with all the generations of men, from the day when
Mother Eve was "tricked" into the necessity of

taking herself to fig-leaf dress-making, down to the

present hour; with this simple difference, that as

burglary, forgery, and other similar operations,

have been reduced to a science by practice, and

men so inclined have studied and perfected them-

selves in the most successful means ol robbery and

stealing; so with the other—not much better class

—who " lay for chances," and watch for opportu-

nities to secure property and. valuables, rightfully

belonging to others* without pay, or valuable con-

sideration. Nor is the spirit of ** trickery" con-

fined to those who reach only for large results, but

is found in all the lesser spheres of operation, from

the •' tricky " horse-jockey and mock-auctionfraud,

all the way up to where the low and high currents

meet.
Nor 18 the building interest by any means exemjjt

from this demoralizing and dishonorable practice

"Smart Trtcka.*'

'.nil " '

lit • '

"With all that may be said about the tremendous

developments of the nineteenth century, the fact

cannot bo denied that " trickery," in its fullest ac-

ceptation, has kept pace with the enlightenments and

advancements in their multiplied forms. The spirit

of artifice, stratagem, cunning devices, and bold

scheming to obtain advantages, has gathered in-

spiration and strength from the more generous spirit

of progression, until it has grown into a common
sentiment, that those who fail to attract special at-

tention by some *' brilliant act," of what is termed

'•smartness," are merely common people, entitled

to no special notice. The fact that a higher sense

of right restrains in the one case, and a reckless

and abandoned disposition controls in the other,

neither brings credit to the one, nor shame and con-

demnation to the other. Consequently, it is practi-

cally confessed that "trickery" is a legitimate

motive in men's action, and those who play their

tricks most shrewdly and cunningly, are more ap-

plauded by the masses, and condemned but by few.

It is presumable that Satan considered it a

"~**^Bmart trick " upon the Almighty, when he in-

the doing of some mean thing, generally in a sly and

covert manner, for the purposes of unjust gains. A
majority of those who enter into contract obliga-

tions study and devise means, the object of which

is to secure more than fair and rightful advantages ;

and neither absolute "trickery," nor willful, rec-

ognized dishonesty, assumes objectionable features,

so that the end proposed is accomplished. The

incidents which might be named in illustration

would more than fill the entire pages of this jour-

nal, and we therefore name only a few.

We know of no class of operations in which all

the operators are square, upright,- and honest men ;

nor is there any honorable pursuit in life in which

there are no conscientious and fair-dealing parties

engaged. But, unfortunately, the baser class is

the more conspicuous, and public opinion and judg-

ment form conclusions from the doings of the more

prominent characters. Hence, the better classes in

all pursuits, whether mechanical, professional,

commercial, or otherwise, are more or less sur-

rounded by the odium created by the acts of the

unworthy, and good men are sometimes mistrusted

and misjudged, because " tricksters " have debased

public sentiment in nearly every pursuit in human
life, and assisted in breaking down the confidence

and resjKict of the employer for the employed.

The term "tricky rascal " is of frequent appli-

cation, and generally deserved by those to whom
applied ; for, notwithstanding unjust judgments

of others are of common occurrence, it seldom fails

of correctness. When a man wins the reputation

of "trickster," it is a moral defect, which, while

it may deprive those habituated to its practice of

the esteem and confidence of others, it seldom raises

a barrier to social intercourse. Hence, it is often

remarked, "He is a good fellow, but as tricky as

as a monkey, if you please.

every joist when the eyes of interested parties are

upon them, and when no one is watching them,

omit one-fourth, or perhaps one-third, the proper

number of nails : this practice is widespread, and

the concealed and sneaking manner of its observ-

ance brands those who indulge in it with deliberate

and premeditated purposes to do a wrong and mean

thing; for men never seek concealment for right

and proper acle, but seek to hide and disguise those

things which they themselves recognize as wrong.

The trick of puncturing holes in floors, rustic, etc.,

etc., with nail-sets, to make it appear that nails

have been driven, is another of the "smart tricks

"

sometimes resorted to. And contractors who sup-

ply inferior qualities of materials, and "SWEAR TO

God," with uplifted hand, that they are No. 1,

knowing at the same time that the assertion is

false, consider the "trick" of moral, if not legal,

perjury as smart, by which they cheat and defraud

those with whom they have pledged their honor by

written obligation, to " faithfully do and perform "

the retjuireraents of the contract. And painters who

agree to use only the best qualities of white lead

and pure linseed oil in their paint mixtures, think

themselves surpassingly smart when they substitute

base adulterations for the materials promised to be

used, and deem it a " neat trick " of deception to

play the rogue by the use of the contents of slush-

tubs and other studied and preconcerted devices

practiced to impose upon and defraud those who, in

good faith, have joined confidence with them by

contract.
, i . •» xv

The "trick" which has most stimulated the

spirit of trickery in a thousand small ways has

been that greater one of original contractors pre-

concerting plans and methods of robbery. These

are of two classes, the first being those who figure

unwisely, and engage to execute contracts for less

sums than is sufficient to pay the actual costs and

outlays. Such undertakings almost always termi-

nate with losses to material-men and others, and

poverty of profits to the contracting party. And the

fact that no intention was entertained in the premises

to inflict loss upon any one, is no sufficient satisfac-

tion to those compelled to sustain losses. In all

such cases, creditors may be denominated as

" tricked " into losses by mistaken confidence in the

est mechanics." There is no good reason why a
sense of integrity should not control men in all

their actions, and the departure from the right rule

has no excuse, except the base one of impure pur-

poses and corrupt motives. It is both more pleasant

and substantially profitable t« pursue the right, aa,

the right ennobles and elevates, while the opposite

is the outgrowth of mental and moral depravity,

and like physical diseases, if permitted to run on
unchecked, simply increases in malignity until

moral life ceases to exist.
" • ^~— —--

Mechanios' Lien Law.

judgment and mechanical abilities of the original

party. The second class are those who deliberately

arrange, plan, and mature matters, so that they can

retain a considerable portion of the sum of the con-

tract, without any intent to pay out a single dollar

more than they are compelled to. Every conceiva-

ble "trick" of misstatement and falsehood is .

resorted to, and in thousands of such cases, acts of

the most blaring dishonesty are practiced, with the

intent and for the purpose of cheating and defraud-

ing ; and it is this class of men who have brought

discredit upon mechanical and contracting opera-

tions. , .

Among the meanest of all " tricks " practiced, is

The Lien Law of California, as it stands upon
the statute book, holds owners responsible for all

liabilities created by contractors, in the erection of

improvements upon real estate, even after the full

amount of contract money shall have been paid.

The wisdom, equity and justice of such an enact-

T ment, is contended for and questioned by the re-

spective parties in interest ; and moneyed interests

in all oases control and shape the judgment of those

the more directly interested. Consequently, those

who furnish materials, or perform labor upon con-

tract work, realize a necessity for some special legal

protection, which will shield them from losses

— under any and all contingencies and circumstances.

r Self-protection is a fundamental law of our very
natures, manifesting itself every hour of life, in

some more or less conspicuous form. We seek pro-

tection alike from scorching sims, and raging
.„___ storms ; from harmful accidents and dangerous

_^ happenings. Parental care and protection gives

courage to infant and childhood hearts, and whole-
some laws afford the influence of their protection to

every man engaged in business pursuits of whatso-
ever character.

But protections which are afforded by imperiling

and jeopardizing the interests of others, are, and
must remain, of disputed propriety. The law of

contract has been held for all time, as complete and
absolute, permitting no supplanting, invalidating,

or impairing considerations ; and the masses can
never he reconciled to any doctrine or theory of

law which can encroach upon ooutract stipolations

and obligations

bars of prison cells. It is sneaking, soulless, selfish,

and unmerciful, and has cost the world billions of
billions of money in its detection and punishment;
and it is because this spirit of dishonesty is tolerated,
and practically countenanced, that the necessity of
protecting laws exists.

On the other hand, even a severer exaction of in-
tegrity, truth, and honesty in all things, would tend
to purify and elevate; and if strictly enforced in all

business relationships, those disposed to perpetrate
wrongs would be forced to retire into that seclusion
which would exclude them from all opportunities
to practice their evil designs, and so leave honest
men to deal with each other as such, alone upon the
protection assured by the personal honesty and in-

tegrity of heart and purpose. •

We recognize the impossibility of enforcing the
suggestions made in this article, because the cor-

rupt and demoralizing feature of the case has gained
too strong a position in business affairs; and the
attempt at once to eradicate them, would prove abor-
tive; still the doctrine is correct, and all classes of

business would be materially benefited if the better

rule could be incorporated as an everlasting prin-

ciple. '

. ;: _...
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The Late Rain.
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dnced Mother Eve to eat the forbidden fruit, by
which the human race has ever since been deprived

of the shades and sunshines of Paradise, and been

doomed to the sorrow and sufi^erings which have
flooded the world. Whether the genius of the
** fiery realms " comprehended the effect that this

first " trick " would exercise upoti the happiness of

the human family for all time, or the extent of in-

fluence that would follow, is not stated in the

records. But it is nevertheless true,' that millions

of the human race have been governed by the spirit

of that example, and by deceitful representations,

falsehoods, and ** smart tricks,'* secured to them-

Tielves wealth and fame. J'or, as a rule, wealth is

the weapon which, even in the hands of bad men,
beats down and overpowers all opposition; and the

"glittering robes of riches too generally hide the

blackest deeds of men, and unlocks doors firmly se-

cured against honest and honorable men, whose
purses are unfilled with shining gold. The sons of

Jacob, we are told, were delighted with the "trick"

played upon their father, when they sold their

younger brother into Egyptian bondage ; and they

cared not that their lie stung the old patriarch's

heart, and caused his feeble frame to tremble with
grief.

The son of David, in his eager ambition to steal

his father's crown, planned well the "trick" by
which he hoped to reach the throne of Israel ; but

the power which sometimes thwarts the devices of

those who conceive devilish designs, gave the ei-

=?ample to the world* that severe judgments are not

** Trickery" in connection with house-building

assumes a variety of shapes and forms. We have

known chimney-builders to intentionally lodge

pieces of boards, bricks, and njortar in flues, so as

to entirely shut off all vent, and enjoy the antici-

pated result of their "trick." The story is told

of a contrabtor in this city, who filled a truck with

empty barrels, and procured dust from one of the

out-town adobe roads, spreading brown paper, such

as is used in packing cement, and then carting the

load to the place of his building operations, and

palming the adobe dust off as A 1 Rosendale ce-

ment. Numerous instances have occurred in this

city, where A and B lead pipe have been called for

by the specifications for various purposes, and the

honest r.iechantcs ! have run E pipe instead, shield-

ing their "smart trick " by soldering short pieces

of the required weight of pipe on exposed ends. We
fail to discern the moral difference between stealing

a man's money direct from his safe or drawer

and obtaining it by fraudulent workmanship and

materials. The practice of soldering trap screws

on bent-lead traps, without puncturing the pipe, is

another small trick frequently perpetrated. The
running of ^-inch where J-inch pipe is called for,

using 4-pound lead pipes where 6-pound is specified

for soil pipes, No. 8 or 10 zinc where No. 12 is de-

manded, and various other fraudulent "tricks"

are common in plumbing work, working more or

less of discredit upon all parties engaged in plumb-
ing pursuits. And those workers in wood, who in

laying tongue-nailed floors, deem themselves ex-

ceeding shrewd in nailing the edges into each and

that of—we hope but few—material-men who dare

to admit and say, that with a good lien law ia

force, they as willingly sell materials to the " mean-^

est scrub" as to good men, because such a law

insures the payment of all bills, and in selling to

the worthless kind, there is greater opportunity to

add quantities not delivered, and larger profits can,

as a rule, be made out of the reckless and unbusi-

ness-like than is possible with honest, square-deal-

ing men, who are careful and watchful in their

purchases and transactions generally.

But substitutions of lesser for the better and

specified qualities and quantities are conspicuous in

all the branches, and cheating by "tricks of

trade " has so far become a virtue that but few men

who are "terribly" punctilious upon points of

honor and integrity in matters generally, hesitate

to practice dishonorable "tricks," which increase

profits to themselves ; while in the very manner

and method of playing such tricks, they confess

their own disgrace, in the concealments not re-

quired in square dealings.

We hope in time, through these columns, so to

expose and condemn the many well-known irregu-

larities, as to—in part, at leastr-reUeve honorable

mechanics and mechanical operations of the stig-

mas resting upon them, through the various species

of trickery so generally practiced. It is to be

regretted that the sons of toil of the present day

should have allowed their respective pursuits to de-

generate in integrity, or that they should have

abandoned the virtues of their sires and grandsires,

who prided themselves in their mechanical under-

takings, and won the once-honored name of " hon-

The matter of Mechanics' Lien Laws has, how-

] ever, engaged the attention of State Senates and
Legislatures for generations, without, as yet, any
admittedly perfect enactment being reached ; for

the very self-evident reason, that to bind a first

party to a third, for the acts of a second party,

without any participation by the first in the acts

of the second, mixes up the common and reasonable

equities of the matter to such an extent, as to render

it difficult to avoid injustice to those sought to be

held for transactions over which they have had no
jurisdiction.

The entire difficulties of the case find origin in

the corrupt and debased condition of things in con-

nection with contract operations. Virtue and in-

tegrity are too much held subservient to personal

interests; and the rule prevails, that when men can
make more money by cheating, swindling, and de-

frauding, they play the rogue, rather than miss the

opportunity to gather in larger amounts of gold

and silver, by observing correct and honest rules of

business. This leads to studied villainies; to the

concealment or wrong application of moneys re«

ceived, and rightfully belonging to others; to

falsifying and deceit in a thousand forms, for the

purpose of retaining that which is not rightfully

owned or poeeessed, all of which stimulates busi-

i^ss dishonesty, and emboldens those who may
have made success of one or more such efforts, to

attempt repetitions and enlarge upon previous suc-

cesses, until really honest and upright men, in con-

tracting operations, are the exceptions.

The great want is, a purification and elevation of

general business systems and principles, and the es-

tablishment of such rules of trade and commerce as

would forever debar from future confidence those

who, under any pretense, wavered from the strictly

right in all things. There are two natural princi-

ples involved in these considerations: first, laxity

of moral rectitude in business life, is the " head-

water " of the great stream of corruption which
flows down the channels of general business opera-

tions, terminating in the shoreless ocean of dishon-

esty— shoreless, because the spirit of dishonesty,

whenever and wherever permitted to enter, laughs

at all restraints, and is held within no human
bounds, except, perhaps, to some extent, the iron

The rains for the season of 1880-81 commenced
late, but within the past thirty days have more
than made up for the aelay of commencement. Re-
viewing the matter from a human and individual
standpoint, there wsis decidedly too much concen-
trated within the period of one week ; enough in-

deed for six weeks, regularly distributed. The only
special effect that this over-abundant outpouring
from the clouds has had upon San Francisco, has
been the thorough cleansing of our street sewers,

the caving in of a considerable number of them, and
the flooding of cellars, particularly in the principal

business portions of the city, together with incidental

damage* in various quarters, nom leaky roofe, etc.

But in other parts of the State, particularly along
the inland rivers, the damages by overflows have
been large, and thousands of acres which, with
gentle showers and moderate rain, would have
"yielded abundantly" of golden grain, will pro-

duce nothing this year. In addition to this, large

areas, which would have added largely to our berry,

fruit, and vegetable crops, have been so far ruined,

for the present at least, as to cut out their propor-

tion of annual supply. The wibmersion of the Sac-

ramento and San Joaquin river islands has caused

heavy losses to those interested, among whom are

many whose all depended upon freedom from the

calamity of an overflow of their lands. Many are

"ruined" by the overflowing, but while great loss

been occasioned to a considerable number, the pleas-

ing feature exists of the absence of any considerable

cry for help in any direction, and, as far as we can

learn or judge, the damages of the past will soon be

repaired.

Arcbitects' Society—Report of Proceedings

of First Meeting. ^

On the 20th ult., a goodly number of the archi-

tects of this city and Oakland met in the Mechan-

ics' Institute building, to consider and discuss the

matter of organizing a society in the interest of the

profession.

On motion of Mr. John Wright, Mr. Laver was

chosen temporary Chairman, who, upon assuming

the Chair, briefly stated the object of the meeting,

after which James E. Wolfe was appointed tempo-

rary Secretary.

There were present, Messrs. Augustus Laver,

John Wright, P. J. O'Connor, D. Farquharson,

William Curlett, John A. Remer, John Marquis,

G. C. Meeker, H. D. Mitchell, T. A. Eisen, T. J.

Welsh, B. E. Henriokson, C. A. Bordwell, Joseph

Gosling, H. T, Bestor, W. T. Moore, H. C. Macy,

J. B. Whittemore, John M. Curtis, F. B. Hamilt^,

P. Portois, L. R Townsend, W. Winterhalter, H.

GeUfuss, J. E. Wolfe and George H. Wolfe. Oak-

land—Seth Babson, W. Kirk, Chas. Mau, and Wm.
Stokes. Stockton—George W. Percy.

Upon motion of Mr.T. J. O'Connor, a committee

of three was appointed, consisting of Messrs. O'Con-

nor, Wright and Welsh, to communicate with the

Secretary of the American Institute of Architects,

for the purpose of obtaining all available informa-

tion necessary to the formation of a Chapter of the

Institute in California.

An irregular discussion of matters was indulged
in by several of the gentlemen present, which ter-
minated in the adoption of a motion by Mr. Welsh,
seconded by Mr. Curlett, "that it is the sense of this
meeting that wo organize as a Chapter of the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects.
The appointment of a Committee to prepare and

report a Code of By-Laws for the government of
the organization, was deferred until the Committee
on Correspondence make their report and present
documents and information necessary for intelligent

action in reference to rules of government.
The meeting then adjourned, subject to a call of

the chairman.
We are authorized to state that Mr. Laver has

personally received sufficient documents and in-

structions from the East to complete the organiza-
tion at an early day. But as the Committee on
Correspondence have attended to their duties, and
will in due time receive the necessary papers and
information, a call for the second meeting is de-
ferred until the Committee is prepared to report, .

We were greatly pleased to see so many prom-
inent architects respond to the call for the prelim-
inary meeting, for the purpose of organizing a so-JI

ciety in the interest of the profession. It was the^
more {^ratifying, because for so many years the
profession, as such, has been allowed to run wild,
with no protecting influences to preserve it from the
decay which, in the very nature of things, always
attaches to neglected interests. When harmonies
exist, and have continued to exist, there is but little

difficulty in enlarging and strengthening them;
but when discordant or dormant influences prevail,

the task of uniting and combining is not an eas/
matter. However little of intercourse there may
be between men in private social life, there is no
good reason why, in their business and professional

career, they should not practice honorable consid-

eration fur each other, and seek to ast&b^lish, in

their common business interest, rules, customs and
practices calculated to win honorable advantages
for all. And now that the architects of this city

and Oakland have begun to rebuild the somewhat
broken-down walls of professional esteem for each
other, the greater the respect of clients and the
community generally, and fellow-architects in

other parts of the country, will naturally follow;

and by unity and co-operation, it will not be long
ere the architectural profession on this coast will

assume the position merited by its true character

and responsibilities.

If there shall bo some, as may be expected, who
will draw themselves away from the beneficial in-

fluence of the organization, that fact should not

deter the good and worthy from still nearer profes-

sional and personal affiliations. And if but a frac-

tional part of the whole number can unite in

common, generous understandings, let it be so, and
let the union be sustained. It can scarcely be ex-

pected that among so large a number of men, there

will be none to refuse their identification in a de-

parture from that which has existed for so many
years. It would, however, be a shameful acknowl-
edgment of weakness and incapacity, to admit that

a sufficient number of gentlemen pursuing so rep-

utable and honorable a calling as that of archi-

tecture, cannot combine in a worthy determination

to secure the benefits of a sound and solid organiza-

tion; and humiliating in the extreme to realize,

should such failure occur, that men who aspire to

higher distinction than proficiency with theno _

pick, shovel, and hod, possessing none of the advan*
tages of education, are able to sustain and perpetu-

ate society relationshipe.

In behalf of the noble science professed, we urge

that the architects of the entire coast practically

illustrate not only their capacity, but their fixea

determination to establish a society compact of a

high order ; in doing which they will draw around
themselves advantages which cannot be otherwise

attained, and secure ten-fold greater confidence and
respect from clients, and elevate the profession to

its inherent dignity.

But this must be learned—that moderation and
mature judgment is necessary to harmonious ac-

tion, and that without these, discord is sure to

destroy the good work so favorably commenced.
The enthusiastic and earnest men must moderate

and temper their zeal and determination to " carry

points." It is sufficient that each present and urge

his views and opinions with all right and reasona-

ble earnestness, beyond which none should seek to

I

go. And the younger members will lose nothing
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By heeding the counsels of those who enjoy the ad-

vantages of greater experiences. This difficulty

will of necessity have to be encountered, particu-

larly in the preliminary movements—that every

man who has r&dMy qualified himself for the prac-

tice of architecture nan douo so bv the independent

exercise of his intellect and self-reliance, which

naturally inspires a sense of personal confidence ;

and sometimes a little over-estimating of one's self

owops in, and uulcus the roiud is well balanced, and

trained to yielding when it is wise to do so, indis-

creet words and acts are apt to follow. Perfected

knowledge is not posHessed by any ;
yet those who

have longest contended with the sharp-cornered mat-

tors of life should bo the best tiualified to trim

them. Perhaps we are a little too sensitive upon

the i)oint of fear that in honest striving for con-

ceived iK'Ht resultH, something may occur which will

disturb the harmonious co-operation of all, and so

nurtured by wise counsel and unselfish purposes

III!'

t I

-Dir - .

for good to the profession. And to the advice

kindly volunteered to the younger, we also suggest

^e the older members the necessity for the exercise

of sound judgment and wise and prudent example,

to the end that those who have permitted so many
years to pass, without providing the advantages for

-^cmselvea sought to be obtained by the present

movement, may secure them in perfectness and

beauty before the labors of life shall be completed.

Ijot all bear in mind that none are so wise as to

preclude the awiuisition of still greater knowledge.

Those who have reached that condition of life

where there is neither advancement nor progres-

sion, have arrived at the stand-still period of their

existence, where the withering and decay of

press of business, or causes other than willful care-

lessness.

It is within the province of journals of this

character to exert an influence in purifying the

channels of business iv the departments of opera-

tions represented in their columns, and of creating

right sentiments in the minds of those engaged in

the pursuits represented. This we shall seek to

accomplish by earnest endeavors to impress upon
those engaged in building pursuits the individual

and general benefits which must accrue from the

adoption of correct systems of procedure, and the

seeking to be always right for the sake of being

right. The theory that every man has a right to

do as ho pleases, is neither sound nor logical. If

such theory be correct in business matters, it is

equally so in any other department of human life :

but the fact that laws are enacted and penalties

provided for the punishment of those who some-

Drevent the organization of a society, which, if times do wrong things, and commit heinous of-

*
. -.1 1 _„j Mix. ^o^o fa^xai^a T^T-ovt.a tlift nfhAr tRnf. that men have a riurntfenses, proves the other fact, that men have a right

thB-tmrt of-itrmembers, must become a power to do juat aa they pleaae bo long as they elect to do

the

mental faculties begin.
•^T^^ -— - —=•>> — s?f^~

Competitions and Low Figuring.

4-
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~7^ Competition controlled by discriminating judg-

ment. based upon the true value of things estimated
~~

utx>n leads to no bad results; while indiscriminate and

ruckless figuring works evil to all parties concerned

in nine out of every ten cases. The innumerable

instances of failures by contractors have been
- brought about by the far too prevailing disposition

on the part of competitors themselves to secure

-^-^contracts, with no ri^ht and proper consideration

zot" the cost of materials and labor required to enable

r fair fulfillment of the obligations involved by such

contracts.

In this regard contracrtors have been widely at

fault in San Francisco, not only in failing to pro-

tect their own interests by intelligent and safe esti-

mates, but also in the course sometimes pursued, of

seeking to shield or excuse errors and mistakes by

casting reproaches upon owners and those exercis-

_, jjig control over the work contracted for ; all of

which is radically wrong in every sense, with tend-

enci(i to still greater demoralization : for the law
of competition is inevitable, securing prosperity

and success to those who wisely and earnestly seek

and diligently strive to attain the better; while

those who practice neglects, ^nd fail to improve
opportunities for good, lose every possible advan-

tage, and naturally sink to lesser levels in the

course of time.

And thus it has worked in connection with build-

ing contractors in this city; some few good and
——fair men having stcured the better, and placed

themselves in comfortable circumstances, while the
' greater number have followed unwise practices,

and brought losses and reproaches upon themselves,
-=— and drawn around mechanical operations the clouds

' of discredit. It cannot be denied that very many
cjuestionable things have occurred in this connec-

being, that "if mechanics, are * such fools' as to

take work at too low a figure, they alone are to

blame," and ridicule and condemnation more than
sympathy is dealt out in all such cases.

Hence contractors who submit errpneous esti-

mates for work of any character, not only impose
upon themselves hardships and loss, but assist in

creating a public sentiment adverse to the best in-

terests of others who are engaged in like operations*^

And just so long as men practice '' close figuring '*

for the purpose of '* catching jobs," with no proper

consideration of fair and right profits upon their

labors, just so long will owners of real estate avail

themselves of the advantages thus presented, and
laugh at the folly of men who are willing to work
without pay or profit.

Continuity of Purpose.

t-ri-

-tion, mainly through the premeditated designs of

the defaulting parties to secure profits through dis-

_ honorable means. Sometimes honorable-minded
men make mistakes in figuring the value of work

—^ offered in competition, and thereby impose hard-
_^~ ships upon themselves ; but being controlled by

. business principles, such parties resort to no ques-

^ llonable measures to retrieve losses resulting from
~^ their own acts and unintentional errors. And if

::3r»ndervaluations and blunders o(!curred only with
-^ tttch men, they would be but few in niunber, as

men of correct principles and honest motives aim
-^^ for an intelligent understanding of all matters con-

nected with their business ; and if they fall into

errors, such errors are purely a<>.cidental, generally

resulting from haste in arriving at conclusions.

right, and no further. Thieves and murderers, as

a rule, claim the defense of right, and assume jus-

tification upon grounds theorized by them as suffi-

cient to warrant the exercise of individual rights

by them. But divine, moral, and statutory laws

declare such doctrine void, and fix limits beyond

which personal rights do not extend. And as the

written laws define the limits of human rights, so

does the unwritten law of correct principles and

business integrity define bounds, beyond which no

man may pass and be entitled to the good esteem of

his fellow-man. And if this barrier to an honorable

position in life was more scrupulously observed and
enforced, there would be not a tithe of the bad

things done which by toleration is at the present

daycommon in practice among all classes.

while wrongs differ in degree and character,

every wrong act, whether great or small, is still a

wrong ; and we hope that the time will oome when
men will seek the control of the spirit of right,

and that those who enter into competitions will do
so with right motives—governed by principles of

fairness and honest purposes. For this is also true,

that the more vitiated the common sentiment, the

viler it will become ; for that which is bad, by its

very nature leads to that which is still more im-

pure, and if continued must .lead to still greater

evils.

Those correctly familiar with contracting opera-

tions in San Francisco during the past twenty years,

will realize the correctness of the suggestions pre-

sented in this connection. And it is questionable

whether, in any city upon the face of the globe,

there has been so great an extent of willful, reck-

less and stupid estimating as in San Francisco. It

is well known that parties have from time to time

bid upon work offered in competition, with the

evidently preconceived purpose of perpetrating dis-

honest acts. In proof of this, hundreds of such
men have Ixjen known to take work at prices far

less than sufficient to enable them to pay their bills

for materials and labor; and then, to complete
their rascally designs, scheme to secure the largest

payment possible, and leave for parts unknown.
Others, scarcely less condenuiable, stupidly assum-
ing a knowledge not possessed, figure " ruinously

low," and while they may not intend in the prem-
ises to be dishonest, are so in effect, so far as mate-
rial-men and creditors generally are concerned.

And it matters but little to those who lose money
by the acts of others, whether the act preceding

loss is premeditated or accidental

—

the loss in either

case is the same in effect. But in addition to the

two classes mentioned, equal condemnation is due to

those who stultify their own judgment, and demortd-

ize competition by recklessness and unmatured
calculations, "chancing results" for the sake of

being successful bidders. And the fact that such
parties often carry their contracts to completion
without loss to others, is not a justifying argument

;

as the contract price in one case forms a basis or cri-

terion of estimate of cost in other eases, thus estab-

lishing a precedent for the formation of incorrect

valuations by owners of property contemplating
building improvements ; for, if Mr. Jones happens
to secure the erection of a building at a stated sura,

Mr. Brown of course presumes that in the erection

of a similar building, the cost to him should be no
greater than that of Mr. Jones'. The fact that the

contractors made mistakes in figuring the cost and
value of Mr. Jones' structure, and that some one or

more actually lost in coin ten or twenty per cent.,

is not taken into the consideration : the theory

True, indeed, is it that ** a rolling stone gathers

no moss," and equally true that a purpose unstable

as vrater, changing with every shitting tide of cir-

cumstances or opinion, shall not excel. The cry
with which the world is always ringing; the desire

either expressed or unexpressed of every human
being is ** success in life." And to secure this suc-

cess nothing is more needful than a continuity of

purpose— a fixity of aim. Men's notions of that

which constitutes success are, to be sure, strangely

varied and widely different; but whether it be the
amassing of a fortune or the winning of fame and
position, the education of the mind or the develop-

ment of the body, nothing will ever be achieved
unless the purpose, the aim of the man, is clearly

fortned at the outset and steadfastly held to through-
out all the succeeding years of struggle and strife.

His life-purpose must shine before him like a signal-

light,^ his far-distant yet attainable goal, and
toward it he must press, overcoming all obstacles

and allowing nothing to turn him aside. It is cu-

rious to note how such a continuity of purpose will

serve aa a ballast to a vacillating, and even a weak
nature. If once a great desire takes possession of a

man; if, heart and brain and will agreeing, he
works to attain that which he desires with all the
powers of his being, there can be but little doubt
of the result of such efforts. Holding thus firmly

to his purpose, the weak man becomes the strong,

and the uncertain becomes the sure.

But the difficulty lies mainly in the fact that

most men never thus fix their roving desires. They
wish for the good things of life, but in a listless,

aimless sort of a way. They envy those whom
they see pushing onward and grasping the prize,

and they call such ** favored beings," *' fortunate

mortals," etc., seeming to attribute their successes

rather to mysterious power outside of the men
themselves than to the forces of that great motive
power within—the will. Daily we read and hear
and see the wonders achieved by a fixed purpose.

Its first dawn in a man's mind may be hardly rec-

ognized by even those nearest to him; but the leaven
having entered, in time it will leaven the whole
lump. At first we hope. The purpose lies lost

under other interests and cares; yet all the while
its silent work is progressing, till gradually all else

becomes subservient to it. It grows, develops, ma-
tures, until flowing out into completion we stand
amazed at the mighty result, and call our friend a

successful man. We need to have more sureness of

belief in ourselves—more earnest devotion to our
self-chosen purposes. Let others make or mar their

lives as they will, hold we firmly to that which we
have set before us as the thing most to be desired,

and it will be strange if success does not in the en4
crown our efforts.

—

Carpentry and Building.

In the New York Herald of December Slst is a
communication signed "Medicus," sidvising, "that
at the end of each day's session, the schools be

thoroughly fumigated, using sulphur, carbolic acid,

camphor," etc. Probably about the same effect

would be obtained by keeping a skunk in the base-

ment, and stirring him up occasionally. Either

plan would compel the opening of doors and win-

dows, and the thorough aeration of the house. It

is, of course, theoretically possible to open windows
and aerate the rooms in the absence of a skunk ; but,

as a practical inducement to the average janitor to

do it, a skimk has many advantages.

—

6'anitary En-
gineer.

^^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2.00 in advance.
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Liability of Itandlorda.

The liability of landlords for defective drainage
in dwellings, and the right of tenants either to ob-
tain damages or to be released from the payment of
rent, where sickness has been incurred n-om bad
plumbing, has been recently raised in a Chicago
court. * A Mr. Clausen, whose family have suffered
from sewer-gas poisoning, has sued his landlord for

$5,000, and it is proposed to make a test case of the
matter.
The condition of Mr. Clausen's house may be

jndged by the certificate of the builder of the
wooden drain with which the house was connected,
that it was put down in 1875, is 12x12 inches in

the clear, was made of 2-inch plank, has no open-
ings for ventilation anywhere, and at one time had
about fifty houses connected with it. The said
drain was almost level, and had not been cleaned
since built. There were no traps in the house, ex-
cepting under the water-closet. Mr. Clausen's
child was dangerously ill, and he paid $400 for

medical attendance. It is probable that similar
cases will come up frequently in the future, and it

is interesting to know what legal redress the law
can supply. ^— —^^

We recently heard of a case in New Jersey,

where a house was leased last fall by a young mar-
ried couple. As the dwelling had been previously
oocupied by the landlord himself, it was assunxed
to be in good order ; yet, during the two months of

its occupancy, the wife of the tenant has suffered

from malarious symptoms. The plumber who origin-
ally did the work says that it was as bad a job as

he ever knew, and pronounces the house unfit for

occupancy. The lady's physician insisted upon her
removing to other quarters, and upon a change be-

ing made, the malarious symptoms disappeared.
Upon examination, it was found that the house was
not disconnected in any way from the sewer.
There were few traps on any of the fiixtures, and
these were dried out by the furnace heat ; so that
there was direct access for foul g^ases into every oc-

cupied room.
The landlord holds the tenant to his lease, but

promises to put the premises in good order. By
New Jersey law, the tenant has no other redress ; it

being presumed that he must satisfy himself before
leasing a house that it is in good condition. The
law maintains the Latin precept, Caveat emptor,
'

' Let the buyer beware ;
'

' and the same princi-

ple holds good in most other States. It therefore

behooves tenants in general to take warning, and
not to lease or puroh&se any dwelling until they
have proof of its healthfulness, or a covenant from
their landlord that it is. When it is known that

most houses are built by contract, and that in the

vast majority of cases the plumbing is cheap and
defective, the need of such precautions is evident.

—

iSanitary Engineer.

Ancient Works In New Mexico.

New Mexico is perhaps the most noted country

in the world for research. The historian, the

wealth seeker and the "curious" can here find a

rich field and reward for their labor. The Abo and

Gran Quivira counties are perhaps the most re-

nowned in the Territory for research. In the

former there are evidences of great volcanic erup-

tions which overwhelmed cities and burnt the

inhabitants in ashes and lava long ages ago. It is

evident that these people, who are perhaps older

than the Aztecs, were a prosperous race, with not a

little advance in civilization, as the Abo ruins

in the Manzana Mountains indicate ; also some
indications of fine art ; rude figures and the images

of animals being found upon the interior of the

walls of the structures beneath the debris.

It is evident that this non-historic race were
seekers after mineral, and evidences also exist that

mineral was obtained by them in paying quantities,

there being the ruins of many old smelters and acres

of slag found near Abo. Here mines are found
with the timbers so rotten with age that great

difficulty is experienced and danger incurred in

going down into the old shafts, where shafts are

formed.
One of our informants gave as his belief that

either the flow of lava or fallen leaves and dust had
filled many of the shafts up, and the sand, earth

and leaves so completely covered the ground that

great care is required to find them, with but one
or two exceptions—the Mount of the Holy Cross

—(so named) being about the only one that could
be easily discovered.

One especially was found where human hands
or lava or falling leaves and dust had filled it level
with the earth, no shaft being discernible, and
would not have been found, perhaps, had not an
old trail been discovered. This was dug into, and
at a depth of twelve feet a man could, in places,
thrust his arm in up to the elbow between the
granite walls of the mine and the earth which filled
the old shaft. The mineral, unlike our White
Oaks country, does not seem to outcrop, but seems
to be deep in the earth, no float having been found
as yet except near the shafts or around the old
smelters. On the eastern slope of the Manzana
Mountains no quartz has been found excepting in a
very burned and blackened condition. This part
of the country will perhaps yield immense mineral
wealth in time, and further developments and
prospecting is aw£iited with great interest to many.

Th*e walls of some of the old ruins at Abo are six
feet of solid stone—lime and red sand—the walls in
places are yet six feet in height and in a state of
perfect preservation. In the ruins'" are found ves-
sels of various designs and sizes made of pottery

—

some representing birds and animals. Stone ham-
mers are found here, but no indication that sharp-
edged tools were used in this ancient period. !Ui

digging down in one place the remains of an old
aqueduct was found, which was probably used, as
in the present day by the Mexicans, for supplying
the inhabitants with water.

It is thought and believed, by specimens of ore
found, that gold, silver and copper were found in
paying quantities. All the rock is more or less
copper stained, and some of it is so much so that
some of the "country " rock has run as high as 37
per cent, copper.

Surely our bright, sunny land has been enjoyed
long before the Anglo-Saxon made his appearance
upon the scene. The future of New Mexico can
only be surmised. Every day new evidences of
untold wealth are thrust upon us, an(|^the day is not
far distant when the multitudes of the East will
flock to our borders and assist in the developmoit of
the greatest mineral region in the world.

—

Kansas
City Review.

*' BaUoon-built Buildings " —How
Statements Gather Strength.

False

In one of its issues in November last, an evening
journal, which has published a large number of
erroneous statements in reference to building mat-
ters, among other things stated, in alluding to
" Balloon-built " houses, in this city, that **At the
end of ten years they are old and difficult to rent.''

The intent of which misstatement was designed to
convey the impression that the undurability and
unrentable features were the result of the principle
of construction employed.
In the November issue of this journal, the silli-

ness and untruthfulness of the statement was ex-
posed, but as errors and falsehoods are generally
more conspicuous because of the extravagance
necessary in their make up, and so much lighter
than solid facts, they float and fly around upon the
surface and become prominent. So in this case.

Eastern journals have been attracted by this semi-
malicious representation of what is not true, and
the world is being led to suppose that " balloon-

built houses " on this coast have proven a failure,

while the facts in reference to them are, that the
•* balloon system " of construction is universal in
this section of country, in the erection of frame
buildings, which constitute ninety-five per cent,

of the buildings erected west of the Rocky Mount-
ains. Even the mansions of our railroad mag-
nates—Governor Stanford, Crocker, Hopkins, and
others, reaching in cost into the hundreds of thous-

ands of dollars, beside all the other elegant and ex-

pensive residences of our wealthy men, are erected

upon the same principle.

It is not true that there is less last and wear in

buildings constructed ** balloon fashion," than
when framed by mortise and tenon, and pinned
together according to the methods of former gener-

ations. Yet the man who wanted to say something,
and said it without an intelligent understanding,
of what he said, or the subject-matter said about,

has started amistatement which is likely to ** go the

world around," carrying with it the influence and
effects of its erroneousness.

That buildings have been erected in this city,

which at the end of ten years were hard to rent, is

true, but the fact of their being " balloon struc-
tures," has had nothing to do with that result.
Had the same general character of buildings, in
their general planning arrangements and quality of
construction, been built otherwise than *' balloon
frames," with every part carefully and scientifi-
cally mortised and tenoned, the same result would
have followed.

The fact cannot be denied, that many buildings
erected ten years ago, and some upon which two
winter's rains have not fallen, are " difficult to
rent," but not on account of the "balloon" fea-
ture, but because they are not convenient in ar-
rangement, and are deficient in " modern improve-
ments;" in light and ventilation poor; ceilings
low

; sometimes cheerless, cold, and unhealthful,
because so located as to exclude the sun from the
most desirable and commonly used appartments

;

and numerous other defects, illustrating the in-
competency of the parties acting as architects, or
the penuriousness and self-conceived wisdom of the
owner, who may have sought to eoononiize costs by
" doing without an architect." There are hund-
reds of houses in San Francisco which to-day do
not rent for more than 60 per cent, of what they
would, had a competent architect been engaged, and
a comparatively small additional amount expended
in their erection ; and hundreds more of the same
character, because some *' cheap man'' enjoying
no recommendations as an architect except that of
cheapnessy has been allowed to play the part of an
architect, while in very fact, the jack-plane or
trowel, or at best the tracing of plans and copying
of specifications made and written by some one else,

may have been the full measure of his architectu-
ral abilities.

We know personally of frame buildings in this
city, built '* balloon fashion," which were erected
thirty years ago, and have done good service ever
since, and rent well to-day for the purposes for
which they are used. And unless torn down to
make room for more modem structures, they will
continue to do service for twenty years to come.
Still the mistatement referred to has commenced its

round, and we presume that before it exhausts
itself, will appear in a majority of the publications
which notice such matters. And we further pre-
sume that the conscience of the man who wrote the
statement, not understanding what he did write, _
will not be in the least disturbed, because ho is the
author of a siUy misrepresentation, which falsifies

facts terribly. There are many '* balloon-built

houses '

' in desirable localities in tRis city, erected
within one, two, three or more years respectively,

which are very *' difficult to rent," although by
no means " old," from causes and for reasons sug-

"

gested by us, and none but simpletons would ven-
ture the assertion that " balloon " construction
has any bearing upon the non-rentable result.

The Iron Age mentions a decision of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, regarding the liability of a
certain corp<jration—the Keystone Bridge Company
of Pittsburgh— for injuries received by two of its

workmen while employed in constructing a roof at

the company's works. The plaintiffs were laborers,

working under direction of a certain Wymond, in

placing the iron rafters on the building. A trestle

plank was xised in setting up the roof, and while
the two men were carrying a rafter along, this

plank gave way, throwing them to the ground.
The question seems to have turned on the relation

of Wymond to the men who were injured. If he
was the agent of the corporation, and as its repre-

sentative furnished the plank for the workmen to

walk on, he, and the corporation through him,
would be liable for damage caused by its defective

character. The lower court held that he was to

this extent the agent of the corporation, and or-

dered a verdict for the plaintiffs; but the Supreme
Court reversed this decision on the ground that the

evidence did not show Wymond to be in such a

way the representative of the defendants aa.to make
them responsible for his acts of negligence. The
plank was not furnished by the corporation, nor had
any directions or instructions in regard to it been -

given to Wymond ; but he himself, with the help of

two other workmen, had made it in a way they

thought proper. To this extent Wymond was
simply a fellow-workman with the plaintiffs, and
his or their error of judgment could not give

ground for liability as against the corporation for

the injuries of the plaintiffs. The distinction ap-

pears to be a very nice one; but the position taken

by the higher court is at least reasonable.
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^Among thenumerous raanufactoriefi San Francisco

can boast of, which for size and magnitude are

unotjualed on this side of the mountains, the

Pacific Kolling Mills stand pre-eminent. Visitors

to South San Francisco by the cars, or travelers on
the bay, have doubtless had their attention drawn
to a number of chimneys which appear to be con-

tinually belchjng forth volumes of smoke and
steam. The works are built on a napow neck of

land at the junction of Mission Creek and the bay.

The company first started their works in July,

1868, and have gradually year by year extended

their capabilities and machinery. So thoroughly
and effectively has this been done, that the mills

are now in a position to execute orders upon as

favorable a basis as Eastern competitors. Admis-
sion is gained to the establishment through a large

pair of gates. Situated upon the left hand is a
wooden building containing the Superintendent's

office, the office for checking the arrival and de-

parture of the workmen and weighing the raw or

manufactured material brought in or going out of

the works. The establishment is divided into five

departments, each of which has a skilled artisan at

its head, who is directly responsible to the Superin-

tendent for his particular branch. The first depart-

. ment is for rolling bar, rod, and structural iron of

every description. The second department is

devoted entirely to the manufacture of railroad

iron. The third comprises forges for heavy locomo-
tive, marine shafting, and engine work. The

- fourth division is a factory where railroad bolts,

1 fish-plates, nuts, washers and ship's spikes are made.
The fifth and last department is the machine shop,

where tools used at the works are repaired. This
department comprises the carpenter and box-making
shop, where all the wood-work and patterns so
requisite to a large foundry are made. By far the
greater pJirt of the iron used at the mill is scrap

_ iron. This consists of every variety and shape of
old iron, and arrives from all parts of the State,

and sometimes from Australia and China. TJpon
^ arrival the scrap is sorted into heaps weighing 20O
pounds. These heaps are placed into reverberatory

furnaces, where they remain until a welding heat
is reached. The heated mass is then rolled into

bars by a series of rollers having a smooth surface.

«jrhe bars are then cut into lengths, placed in piles

according to the weight to be apportioned to each
series of bars. The cut bars, technically termed

puddled bars, are now ready for conversion into

merchant bars. They are placed into furnaces

until the mass becomes heated to a soft consistency.

The rollers are now brought into use. Attached
to each train of rollers are ten men, five of whom
are stationed at the point nearest the mouth of the

furnace, armed with long iron tongs, which they

use for grasping the heated bar when it issues from
the furnace. The other five men have also tongs,

but their services are only recjuired to guide the

bars as they emerge from between the rollers. The
train of rollers used for rolling bar iron have
grooved surfaces, each, set behag gauged so as to

obtain the required size, which varies from ten to

twelve feet in length and from a quarter to one
inch in thickness. The first set of rollers are

termed the roughing down, while the set from
which the bars emerge are called the finishing rolls.

Over each train of rollers are reservoirs of water,

which is poured down in a continuous stream, for

the purpose of keepjng the bars smooth and free

from scale. The bars when rolled are out by steam
shears to the required lengths.

The train of rollers where railroad iron is manu-
factured has square grooves. The puddled bars

are placed in the rollers, and after undergoing
shaping are received under a large steel shears,

which cuts them into the proper length. After the
rail is rolled it has a curved shape, but as it cools it

becomes perfectly straight. Whilst it is still warm
it is conveyed to a macnine which punches holes on
the flange in order to fix the fish-plates which are

used to bind it to the sleeper. A similar process is

used for the manufacture of rod iron, with the ex-

ception that the face of the rollers is of a round
form, and is graded to eight inches in size. All the
ends or cuttings are placed in a heap, to be again
melted in the cupola furnaces. The engine which
drives the bar, rail and rod rollers is 380-hor8e pow-
er, and has a speed of 108 revolutions per minute.
The dimensions of the two trains of rollers are
eighteen and twelve inches respectively. •The
building under which these rollers are situated is a

large, open shed, lofty, and extremely light and
airy. Situated under the same roof are the pud-
dling mills and hydraulic scjueezers. This machin-
ery is utilized for making heavy shafting and
marine work. A molten mass of iron several tons
in weight, is placed under the squeezer, which acts

upon it as if the titanic mass were a piece of butter.

By its action the iron is brought into rough shapes
and made ready for the steam-hammers which are

built close by. These hammers exert a nominal
crushing power of 240 and 150 tons, respectively,

and their ponderous strokes make the ground in the

vicinity shake and tremble. A machine for bend-

ing angles is close by, and i» chiefly utilized for

working up iron intended for structural purposes.

Outside of this building are the cupola and roverba-

tory furnaces—eighteen in number. Their melting

capabilities, when exerted to their utmost, is 130

tons per diem . By an economical system the heat

of these furnaces is utilized to generate steam in the

forty boilers which supply the engines of the

works.
In an adjacent building is a machine which cuts

spikes for railroad use with as much ease as a piece

of soap is out with string. The immense store-

houses are situated on the south side of the works.

Here may be seen piles of rails, bar, rod, angle and
every description of manufactured iron. Cases of

spikes, nuts, bolts and screws are stacked in tiers.

Around the wharf an elevated railroad is used for

unloading vessels bringing scrap-iron, coal, and ma-
terial for the mills. In the blacksmith shop are

three steam-hammers, exerting a power of fiifty

tons; also, fifteen forges. The factory, where the

various railroad requisites are made, has a number of

machines driven by steam. One machine receives the

bar of hot iron at one end and turns out the nuts

bored and squared. Another machine completes

the nails for track-laying; while a third punches

four holes at one time into fijsh-plates. A spike-

machine works up the raw material at the rate of

seventy-five per minute, whilst a series of bolt-cut-

ters fits and cuts 7500 bolts every day. Machinery
for cutting, pressing and finishing washers, screws,

harrow-teeth and rivets, is constantly at work. A
plain disc, revolving three thousand revolutions

per minute, is used for cutting iron whilst cold,

chiefly beams and pillars for structural purposes.

The resources of the mills are fully patronized.

Large orders are now being filled for the Oregon
Railroad Company, the various cable and horse

roads about to be laid in this city, and also for

heavy forgiugs for the engines building at the prin-

cipal iron works. From three to four hundred

men and boys are employed at the mills, and the

pay-roll averages three thousand dollars weekly.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
•• FAB EBT AB HOSTE DOCKBI.'
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I

[While this column is open to all. farmers as well as me^

chanU'fe enwlueers as well as architects, women aud cbildren

iswcUkltWof the " nobler sex," we would call partlc-

ulaT att^tioS to one and all to have their questions and the

?n?onnat?ou desired to be in accord, as far as Pon^jb e. with

the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those

TTrinciDl^s for which the only monthly of its kind this hide

5f?hi continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-

Hwer all nuestions in a fair aud impartial manner, and if it

STc^o'mllSsBary wj^^^^^^^^^

;:?Ln^fl'cSl^ tKi^rity^our'readers. ^^ -ould urge

upmi our patrons the necessity of being pointed n their

Stions.^oncise in the language uned ;
let t^e writing be

distinct, and one side of the Paper only to be ^sed; give full

name and address, aud particularly mention if their proper

''we want uSnctly understood that the responsibility

of signed articles rests with the authors,

rorrespoudents will please direct all communications to

_thebusTess manager of this joumal-240 Montgomery

__«treet, rooms 12 and 13.] -

Mu Editor : Please state in your next which

cable Btreet-railroad has the highest ^ade to as-

_ cend, and oblijje^ MANY Kkadehs.

ii

i|'i

-ri

Tf :
-^^ *T^

U i

The grade of streets upon which cable lines are

run are as follows : v v ^n
Clay street, at Kearny, the point from which all

-the cable roads start, is 28 ft. above base. Follow-

ing the respective blocks on that line, they run as

follows : Duix)nt street, 68 ft ; Stockton street, 128

ft.; Powell street, 205 ft.; Mason street, 276 ft.;

Taylor street, 280 ft.; Jones street, 338 ft.

On the California street line, with Kearny street

35 ft. above base ; Dupout street at 86 ft.; btook-

ton street, 161 ft.; Powell street, 228 ft.; Mason

street, 275 ft.; Taylor street, 278 ft., and Jones

street, 300 ft.
.^ o- ^i. t^ f

Geary street line—Kearny street, 3t) ft.; Uuponi

street, 40 ft.; Stockton street, 50 ft.; Powell street,

58 ft.; Mason street, 70 ft.; Taylor street, 80 ft.;

Jones street, 95 ft.; Leavenworth street, 120 ft.

Sutter street line—Geary street, 39 ft.; Dupont

street, 50 ft.; Stockton street, 78 ft.; Powell street,

92 ft.; Mason street, 115 ft.; Taylor street, 13o ft.;

Jonea street, 156 ft., and Leavenworth street,

180 ft. ^ ,. ,

These figures, which are exact, make the ascent

on Clay street, from low to highest points of grade,

310 ft.; on California street, 265 ft.; on Geary street,

85 ft., and on Sutter street,. 141 ft.; making the

Clay street the steeper in the same number of blocks

by 45 ft. over California street, the second steepest

rise in the number of blocks named ; but Stockton

street, on the California street line, being 161 ft.,

and on the Clay street line but 128 ft., making the

sharpest grade in the latter distance, on California

jitreet.

In our December number, vol. 1, in this column,

we answered an inquiry as to the number of pick-

ets required to build a fence over a hill, and the

number it took for a fence straight through the hiU.

Since then, we have received several, letters and

have been asked bv numerous friends and readers

to so demonstrate the problem as to be intelligible

to all The above cut clearly shows that no mat-

ter what the shape of the hill may be, it will take

precisely the same number of pickets to build a

fence over a hill as it does in a straight line. More

rails, however, are required.

Business Manager op Architect.—What is

the proportion between the number of common

nails in a pound and the same weight of finishia-

nails?
^•

Ans.—There is no regular proportion, as the fol-

lowing table will show

:

4-d., out, 260 to lb., finish 386
'

^3g «» " 220

—i^BusiNEss Manager OP i'hk Architect.— To
whom belongs the credit of the conception of the
building of St. Peter's Church at Rome? How-
many different architects were employed during
its construction? E—— , Berkeley.
An8.—It was originally commenced by Pope

Nicholas V, from designs by Rosselini. After the
Pope's death, nothing was done for over fifty years.
Pope Julius XI, with Bramante as architect, then
continued the work. Upon the death of those two
persons, Baphael was appointed. The latter was
succeeded by Baldassare Poruzzi, who lived but a
short time. Antonio San Sallo was naxt in order,
and upon his death, the control of the work passed
into the hands of the celebrated Michael Angelo.
It is the latter to " whom we owe certainly the
form of the dome, and probably the whole of the
exterior.** Angelo was succeeded by Fontana, and
he by Carlo Mademo. The last architect employed
was Bernini.

Business Manager op the ARCHiTEcr.—What
wa« the size of the Colosseum at Rome ?
Ans.—Length, 620 ft.; breadth, 513 ft. It cov-

eredabout 5 acres, and held 87,000 people.

6-d.

8-d.

10-d.

12-d

ft

93
69
57

it

(«

8-d. wrought, 96 to lb. fencing,

10-d. " 62 "(t

137

88

67

54

46

CAii. Architect.—What is veneering ?

MoK. Hill.
Business Manager op the ARCHiTBcr.—I have

a building, the span of which is 40 feet. There is

a partition in the middle. Required to know if

there will be any less weight on the partition, if

the joists are in one length than if tWo lengths are

^^ Mechanic, S. F.

I Business Manager op the Architect.—When
Ans.—Provided the top of the floor is kept level,

windows first hung with sash-lines and

it will not make any difference, as far as the weight ^.^^ p T. W., S. F.

on the partition is concerned. An 8.—During the reign of Charles II of England.

Business Manager op itie Abchh'ect.—May
I be allowed to ask a short question ? Can a house
be built rat proop? J. B. W., Oakland.
Ans.—We will give our views at length on this

subject in a future issue. We can assure our cor-
respondent that houses can he so built. Any compe-
tent architect can so construct buildings as to render
them perfectly safe against the encroachments of
rats.

Ans —The laying on of any thin leaf or layer

of a valuable and beautiful material over an mfe-

rior one.

BusiNF^ Manager of Archii-ect: Will you

please illustrate a simple way to describe an octa-

gon within a square? B,—H'BURG.

.^./•-_

*

{

i

(

*

1

1

!{

Draw the diagonal AD in a given square. Take

one-half of it for a radius, and with A, B, C, D as

centers, describe the segments of a circle. Join the

points of intersection as at FE, and yon have a per-

fect o«tagon.—Fro»W/ie '* Steel Square,'' by Ilodg-

ton, ^-—^ — —«—

ARCHITECTURAL PROPORTION.

Messrs. Bicknell & Comstock, architectural pub-

lishers, have recently issued a second and revised

edition of " Atwood's Rules of Proportion," acme

account of which we desire to present to our read-

ers. The book is of moderate size, jtnd is sold at

the low price of $1. The accompanying engraving

represents the part elevation of the end of a mod-

em frame house, as commonly built in the country

and smaller towns. This plate is introduced iu the

work to illustrate the method of obtaining the di-

mensions of the raking and level cornices for the

hou*. The rule is laid down as follows :

" Divide the height from

the bottom of the water-ta-

ble to the second-story win- ^_
dow-sills into 12 diameters.

Divide one of these diame-

ters into 50 minutes for units

of measurement, and give

the proper proportions for a

one-story cornice, without

frieze or architrave, at this

point, namely, 70 parts of

minutes. Now enlarge this

size in accordance with the

directions given for superim-

posed members above the

first story. Reduce the parts

80 obtained to feet and inch-

es, which would be the hor-

izontal projection at the

eaves of the house. Deter-

mine the pitch line of the

roof, and make the gable

end projection equal to the

inclined projection at the

eaves.

••To determine the pro-

portion of any of the molds

required to ornament the

projection, increase the unit^_^^

of measure as many times as F.O

there are parts designated in_^

the order for the molding q
8elect<>d."

Business Manager op the Architect.—How
did the word acre come to be used as a standard for
measuring lands > What is its derivation ?

PuNTA Arenas.
Ans.—Acre was originally applied to the quan-

tity of land one plough could plough in a day.
Each nation has its standard for the quantity con-
tained in an acre. The Latin a^er and Greek agros
are identical in meaning, i. ^., a field. The oier-

man acker means both a field and measure of land.

i-

We have been asked by a foundryman if we
mew of a good way of taking iron specks from the
eye, as it often happens that iron-workers are un-
fortunate enough to get small fragments upon the
eye-ball, and the use of a knife is sometimes neces-
sary to dislodge the iron. We would state that we
have removed such particles very readily with the
aid of a strong magnet. It would be well for iron-
workers to have one of those useful articles handy
in case of necessity. A drop of glycerine in the
eye is also an excellent remedy for the removal of
extraneous matter.

How many feet of lx6-inch weather-Boarding, 4
inches to the weather, 2.inch laps, does it take io
cover 2,000 superficial feet, allowing nothing for
waste ? B.
Your question involves more than one proposi-

tion, neither of which are clearly stated ; or, if

"allowing nothing for waste " is considered defin-
ite, that which precedes raises a question as to the
conclusion sought to be obtained.

Our niustratioDS.

The plan and elevation of ** Country Residence *'

is now in course of erection at Sunol Glen, Ala-
meda County, for Mr. Mark Ager. As shown, it

contains parlor, dining-room, kitchen, chamber,
servant's-room, bath-room, and ample pantry and
closet-room on main floor, and three chambers with
large closet conveniences on 2d floor. Its verandah
and porch afford pleasant shelters in hot weather,
and good protection during rainy seasons. The
foundation is of brick, and the whole when com-
pleted will cost about $3,500.
The plate showing details, and the other cuts

presented, carry their own explanations.

lect<'d." ___ ' n J' ^..-n- PMTTifl Dwelling'

^gnd orders to this office, ^oi^iteotnral Proportlon.-AppUoation of tke Kales to an Ordinary i rame

There is a natural gas well at Kittanniny, Pa.,
which is said to furnish one million and eighty-
eight thousand feet of gas daily. Seventeen iron
furnaces are being constructed, with a view to in
part consume this vast escape of aeriform fluid.

Our Beautilul (I) Sowers.

The prolonged rain-storm, which commenced in
January, has clearly illustrated that the sewers of
San Francisco are about the " worst in the world "

—worst, because the attempt has been made and
money sufficient—millions of dollars—expended to
have them excellently good ; while facts in relation
to them demonstrate that they are to a majority
extent miserable failures—defective in engineeering
skill and shamefully bad in construction.
Breakages have occurred *• all over the city," and

" caved-in sig^s " are conspicuous in all directions.
We have heretofore stated that safety was not
assured upon our streets during heavy rains, and so
it has proven, as horses, vehicles and human beings
have fallen through caves which have occurred
during the present storm, and at least one harmless
and unoffending animal found a watery grave,
while the human brutes who have robbed the city
still live.

There is not a shadow of excuse for this unpar-
donable state of affairs. If sewer builders are a
combined set of soulless swindlers, practicing dis-
honesty in every contract undertaken, where have
been the honest men set by the people to watch
public interests ? One of three things is established
by the facts of the case : either the officials have
been conniving and compromising with rogues in
connection with sewer contructions, or have been
criminally careless and neglectful, or entirely
incompetent for the trust confided to their keeping.
But so long as sewer-work is let by contract to

scheming, unprincipled men, actuated solely by
the love and desire for gain, without any competent
party to supervise their work, no better result need
be expected. It is a fact beyond successful contra-
diction, that shoemakers, tailors, laborers, and
nothing-at-alls have been allowed to personate the
farce of superintending the construction of sewers
in San Francisco. Such superintendence is simply
a play into the hands of the contractor—a mere
shadow of restraint upon glaring tricks and pre-
meditated outrages, and a willful robbery of the
public treasury ; for such men are mere shams
appointed for the express purpose of permitting the
parties over whom they are appointed to complete
diahonesties by neglects, omissions and imperfect
work and materials. Still the "patient public"
permit these things to be regularly practiced, and a
good providence occassionally sends "heavenly
rains" to illustrate the truth of all we have stated.

We very well understand that all this writing is

a waste of time, as the sublime gentleness and sub-
mission of tne "dear people" kindly excuses and
tolerates, nor ever seeks to bring to justice, those
who filch and plunder, or permit rogueries through
contracts for public works. '

In fighting that terrible enemy, sewer-gas, it will

not do to depend upon the plumber. In sleeping-

rooms the siphonage of the trap is the opening of the
gate of death; and yet, strange to say, thousands of

people hear nightly this death-rattle in their rooms,
and do not know what it means. Now, if one
can't have effective plumbing, the next best thing
is to know what do about it. As siphonage im-
plies the breaking of the water-seal that acts as a
barrier against free admission of sewer-gas, it is,

first of all, important to know what traps are de-

fective. When one hears a low, gurgling sound in

the wash-basin, the time for action has come. Any
noise beneath the wash-basin, at any hour of the day
or night, when the water is not turned on, means
death. The gurgling sound is caused by a draft of

air down the escape-pipe which breaks the water-

seal. Of course the services of the best plumber
should be had at once ; but in the meantime, fight

the enemy. First turn on the water and fill the

trap. Then put in the plug, fill the basin half full

of water, and with wax or soap seal up the over-

flow holes. Lower a window, and let in the

outer air. Until the sound of siphonage ceases,

and you are absolutely certain that the trap can be

relied on, stand guard over it. Keep the overflow

holes sealed and the plug in, no matter at what risk

of flooding lower rooms, in case some one is

thoughtless enough to leave water turned on. If

every family would act on these hints we should

have less ^i^hihetiA.—Builder and Wood- Worker,

Londoners pay between ;^70,000 and ;^80,000 per

annum for water sold in milk—so says the Local

Government Board for 1879-80.

Mechanical Associations.

Assooiations of mechanics have been formed for
many years past, for beneficial purposes. These
trade organizations in many instances have been
for a mercenary purpose, and seek to form combina-
tions, to raise the rate of wages, or to lower the
term of hours per diem. Now in my opinion these
objects are of a secondary nature, for they seek by
force to control the value of labor, whether the
demand for that labor will rise or fall by its en-
forcement. And here is where they err, for the
want or market value will enhance or lessen the de-
mand for skilled artizans. They can only succeed
when the numbers are few, the wants pressing.
But it often happens through the discontent of the
trades, with dishonest leaders, to try the experi-
ment at a time when commercial values are fluctu-
ating, and bloated warehouses are wasting the
capital that stimulates the marts of trade. The
abortive movements of these associations are the
result of their defective organization and the a<l—
mission of aspiring agitators to membership. There
should be less mercenary, and more of the nobler
efforts to improve the aims and objects of the so-
ciety. Societies formed for the mental and intel-
lectual improvement as well as the social enjoy-
ments of its members, would be a step in the right
direction. Then would follow reading and library
rooms, well filled with mechanical and building
review publications, where the members can bo-
come informed of the prog^ss of the arts and
sciences. Statistics of the trade, material to the
state and condition of the market, should be read-
and discussed by the members, and thus diffuse a
knowledge of its true condition. In this way me-
chanics would become posted on the whole ^tate
aud condition of the world's market, and of their
particular trade, and will know when capital is in
a condition to stand a raise, or whether to avoid
any or all rash movements of the kind. A good
mode of ascertaining the condition of a given state
of things, is to use in a diplomatic way, a
course of interviews with those who control
and employ the sinews of the trade. When these
devices have failed to meet a felt want by the
many, then resource should be had in co-operation.
To do this, it is necessary to fully compass the busi-

ness in hand ; its requirements must be carefully es-

timated, BO that the amount of capital needed will
be known, and then subdivided into shares, so that
individuals will know what part they can take in

the new Co-operative Association and Improve-
ment Company. In some such manner mechanics
can help themselves in a legitimate business way,
and help others indirectly by lessening the local

supply of labor, which in many kinds of business

woula tend to an increase in the price of that labor.

Another form should be engrafted into the consti-

tutions of all trades societies, embodying that
employment funds should be set apart for

a time of pressure, when there is a lack of

work, or when application subjects its members to

poverty. Then these moneys would come to the
rescue, and provide for a time when wages are very
low, or when it is imperatively necessary to leflsen

the supply of labor in any locality, if so be, and
use these funds to find it in some more prosperous
community. In this way, the thing could be
equalized and serve to enhance the pay of those

who remain. In mechanical workingmeu there

should exist a unity of brotherhood, extending
universally, so that telephonic commmuuication,
so to speak, would unite them more closely together.

A system of labor exchanges could be organized, by
which reciprocal orders would be very advantageous
to many of its worthy members. In such organized
efforts, a reform in the condition of deserving me-
chanics would insure and come about in a manner
that all classes would be glad to own that it was
the way to elevate the workingman. Population
centers in all large cities and manufacturing towns,
and sooner or later, according to the exigencies of

the market, they become overstocked, and the re-

sult is suffering for want of work by the masses.

Now it behooves the mechanics to bestir themselves,

and form societies on a new basis, which will em-
brace the foregoing features ; and cease not in your
efforts until WoRK-sHor Societies can be found
in all large cities and towns in the United States,

and thus provide for universal diffusion of mechani-
cal labor. J. E. W. C.

ly Subscription price of this journal for

18^1 will be $2.00 in advance.
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THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW.

EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FAB £8T AB HOflTE DOCEBI.

[While this column is oim-u to all. farmers as well as me-

cUaulcB, engluetsrs as well as architects, women aud children

.8 well as tho«e of the " nobler sex." we would call par ic

ular attention to one and all to have their questious and he

iufonuation desired to be in accord, as lar as possible, with

the interesls of this Journal aud for the carry'^K/^f,?.^. *^?,?^

principles for which the only monthly o its li nd this side

'
5f the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-

Bwer all questions in a fair and Impartial manner and if it

becomes iecessary. will furnish cuts for the illustrations of

Miy problem, provided we regard the solution thereof

as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would iirge

upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their

qSestionR. concise in the language used; let the writing be

distinct, and one side of the paper only to be used -give full

name and address, and particularly mention if their^roper

name shall be used.
, .r,,tn.

We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

-ofTiffwd srtt^Jes reeks with tb« uthora.
Correspondents will please direct all communlcationg to

the business manager of this journal—240 Montgomery

";r:'^ Btrcet, rooma 12 and A3.3

Mr. Edttok : Please state in your next which

cable street-railroad has the highest ^ade to as-

cend, and oblige MANY Readers.

f^

] _

The grade of streets upon which cable lines are

run are as follows : ,• v n
Clay street, at Kearny, the point from which all

the cable roads start, is 28 ft. above base. Follow-

ing the respective blocks on that line, they run as

follows : Dujiont street, tJ8 ft ; Stockton street, 128

ft.; Powell street, 205 ft.; Maaon street, 276 ft.;

Taylor street, 280 ft; Jones street, 338 ft.

On the California street line, with Kearny ot»^t

35 ft. above base ; Dupont street at 86 ft.; Stock-

ton street, 161 ft.; Powell street, 228 ft.; Mason

street, 275 ft.; Taylor street, 278 ft., and Jones

utreet, 300 ft.
^ ^

Geary street line—Kearny street, 35 ft.f Dupont

street, 40 ft.; Stockton street, 50 ft.; Powell street,

58 ft.; Mason street, 70 ft.; Taylor street, 80 ft.;

Jones street, 95 ft.; Leavenworth street, 120 ft.

Sutter street line—Geary street, 39 ft.; Dupont

street, 50 ft.; Stockton street, 78 ft.; Powell street,

92 ft.; Mason street, 115 ft.; Taylor street, 135 it.;

Jones street, 156 ft., and Leavenworth street,

^80 ft. _,
These figures, -^frhich are exact, make the ascent

~pn Clay street, from low to highest points of grade,

. 310 ft.; on California street, 265 ft.; on Geary street,

85 ft., and on Sutter street, 141 ft.; making the

Clay street the steeper in the same number of blocks

by 45 ft. over California street, the second steepest

rise in the number of blocks named ; but Stockton

:- street, on the California street line, being 161 ft.,

and on the Clay street line but 128 ft., making the

sharpest grade in the latter distance, on California

street.

In our December number, vol. 1, in this column,

W6 answered an inquiry as to the number of pick-

ets required to build a fence over a hill, and the

number it took for a fence straight through the hill.

Since then, we have received several, letters and

have been asked by numerous friends and readers

to so demonstrate the problem as to be intelligible

to all. The above cut clearly shows that no mat-

ter what the shape of the hill may be, it will take

precisely the same number of pickets to build a

fence over & hill as it does in a straight line. More

rails, however, are required.

Business Manageu op Akchitect.—What is

the proportion between the number of common

nails in a pound and the same weight of finishin^r

nails? ^*

Ans.—There is no regular proportion, as the fol-

lowing table will show

Business Manager of the AKCinrEar.—I have

a building, the span of which is 40 feet. There is

a partition in the middle. Required to know if

there will be any less weight on the. partition, if

the joists are in one length than if two lengths are

uged Mechanic, S. F.

Ai^8.—Provided the top of the floor is kept level,

it will not make any difference, as far as the weight

on the partition is concerned.

4-d., out, 260 to lb., finish 386

6-d.

8-d.

10-d

12-d.

8-d. wrought, 96 to lb. fencing, . .

.

10-d. " 62

tt

138
93
69
57 it

it

n

((

« . . • • I

(< c«

220

137

88

67

54

46

Cal.. Architect.—What is veneering?
MoK. Hill.

Ans.—The laying on of any thin leaf or layer

of a valuable and beautiful material over an infe-

rior one.

Business Manager of the Architect.—When

were windows first hung with sash-lines and

weights? '^•Yv,®-,^-.
Ans.—During the reign of Charles II of England.

Business^ Manager of Architect: Will you

please illustrate a simple way to describe an .
octa-

~ goix within a square?- B.

—

H'Buuq.

Ill

\

Draw the diagonal AD in a given square. Take
one-half of it for a radius, and with A, B, C, D as

centers, describe the segments of a circle. Join the

points of intersection as at FE, and you have a per-

fect oatagon.

—

From the '* Steel Square,'' by Hodg-
son,

ARCHITECTURAL PROPORTION.

Messrs. Bicknell «& Comstock, architectural pub-

lishers, have recently issued a second and revised

edition of " Atwood's Rules of Proportion," some

account of which we desire to present to our read-

ers. The book is of moderate size, and is sold at

the low price of $1. The accompanying engraving

represents the part elevation of the end of a mod-

em frame house, as commonly built in the country

and smaller towns. This plate is introduced in the

work to illustrate the method of obtaining the di-

mensions of the raking and level cornices for the

hou*. The rule is laid down as follows :

** Divide the height from

the bottom of the water-ta-

ble to the second-story win-
dow-sills into 12 diameters.

Divide one of these diame-

ters into 50 minutes for units

of measurement, and give

the proper proportions for a

one-story cornice, without

frieze or architrave, at this

point, namely, 70 parts of

minutes. Now enlarge this

size in accordance with the

directions given for superim-

posed members above the

first story. Reduce the parts

80 obtained to feet and inch-

es, which would be the hor-

izontal projection at the

eaves of the house. Deter-

mine the pitch line of the

roof, and make the gable

end projection equal to the

inclined projection at the

eaves.

"To determine the pro-

portion of any of the molds
required to ornament the

projection, increase the unit

of measure as many times as

there are parts designated in_^

the order for the molding'o

select^'d."
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Business Manager of the Architect.— To
whom belongs the credit of the conception of the
building of St. Peter's Church at Rome? How
many different architects were employed during
its construction ? E- , Berkeley.
Ans.—It was originally commenced by Pope

Nicholas V, from designs by Rosselini. After the
Pope's death, nothing was done for over fifty years.
Pope Julius XI, with Bramante as architect, then
continued the work. Upon the death of those two
persons, Raphael was appointed. The latter was
succeeded by Baldassare Peruzzi, who lived but a
short time. Antonio San Sallo was naxt in order,
and upon his death, the control of the work p{issed
into the hands of the celebrated Michael Angelo.
It is the latter to " whom we owe certainly the
form of the dome, and probably the whole of the
exterior." Angelo was succeeded by Fontana, and
he by Carlo Mademo. The last architect employed
was Bernini.

Business Manager of the Architect.—What
^A-wa« the size of the Colosseum at Rome ?

Ans.—Length, 620 ft.; breadth, 513 ft. It cov-
ered about 5 acres, and held 87,000 people.

r

Business Manager of i'he* Architect.—May
I be allowed to ask a short question ? Can a house
be built RAT proof? J. B. W., Oakland.
Ans.—We will give our views at length on this

subject in a future issue. We can assure our cor-
respondent that houses can be so built. Any compe-
tent architect can so construct buildings as to render
them perfectly safe against the encroachments of
rats.

Business Manager of the Architect.—How
did the word acre come to be used as a standard for
measuring lands } What is its derivation ?

Punta Arenas.
Ans.—Acre was originally applied to the quan-

tity of land one plough could plough in a day.
Each nation has its standard for the quantity con-
tained in an acre. The Latin ager and Greek agros
are identical in meaning, i. ^., a field. The Ger
man acker means both a field and measure of land

We have been asked by a foundryman if we
inew of a good way of taking iron specks from the
eye, as it often happens that iron-workers are un-
fortunate enough to get small fragments upon the
eye-ball, and the use of a knife is sometimes neces-
sary to dislodge the iron. We would state that we
have removed such particles very readily with the
aid of a strong magnet. It would be well for iron-
workers to have one of those useful articles handy
in case of necessity. A drop of glycerine in the
eye is also an excellent remedy for the removal of
extraneous matter.

How many feet of lx6-inoh weather-boardtng, 4
inches to the weather, 2-inch laps, does it take to
cover 2,000 superficial feet, allowing nothing for
waste ? B.

Your question involves more than one proposi-
tion, neither of which are clearly stated ; or, if

"allowing nothing for waste " is considered defin-
ite, that which precedes raises a question as to the
conclusion sought to be obtained.

Oar niustratlGDa

The plan and elevation of ** Country Residence *'

is now in course of erection at Sunol Glen, Ala-
meda County, for Mr. Mark Ager. As shown, it

contains parlor, dining-room, kitchen, chamber,
servant's-room, bath-room, and ample pantry and
closet-room on main floor, and three chambers with
large closet conveniences on 2d floor. Its verandah
and porch afford pleasant shelters in hot weather,
and good protection during rainy seasons. The
foundation is of brick, and the whole when com-
pleted will cost about $3,500.
The plate showing details, and the other cuts

presented, carry their own explanations.

eiecwQ. .
'

TjwallinK.

^ewd ord^9 to this office, ^oWtectural Proportion.-AppUoatioE of the Rales to an Ordiaary Frame uwe

Thefe is a natural gas well at Kittanniny, Pa.,
which is said to furnish one million and eighty-
eight thousand feet of gsis daily. Seventeen iron
furnaces are being constructed, with a view to in
part consume this vast escape of aeriform fluid.

Our Beautiful (!) S«wers.

The prolonged rain-storm, which commenced in
January, has clearly illustrated that the sewers of
San Francisco are about the *' worst in the world "

—worst, because the attempt has been made and
money sufficient—millions of dollars—expended to
have them excellently good ; while facts in relation
to them demonstrate ttiat they are to a majority
extent miserable failures—defective in engineeering
skill and shamefully bad in construction.
Breakages have occurred ** all over the city," and

"oaved-in sig^s " are conspicuous in all directions.
We have heretofore stated that safety was not
assured upon our streets during heavy rains, and so
it has proven, as horses, vehicles and human beings
have fallen through oaves which have occurred
during the present storm, and at least one harmless
and unoffending animal found a watery grave,
while the human brutes who have robbed the citv
still lire. -.-^^^:-/"^^^—— '

There is not a shadow of excuse for this unpar-
donable state of affairs. If sewer builders are a
combined set of soulless swindlers, practicing dis-
honesty in every contract undertaken, where have
been the honest men set by the people to watch
public interests ? One of three things is established
by the facts of the case : either the officials have
been conniving and compromising with rogues in
connection with sewer contructions, or have been
criminally careless and neglectful, or entirely
incompetent for the trust confided to their keeping.
But so long as sewer-work is let by contract to

scheming, unprincipled men, tictuated solely by
the love and desire for gain, without any competent
party to supervise their work, no better result need
be expected. Lt is a fact beyond successful contra-
diction, that shoemakers, tailors, laborers, and
nothing-at-alls have been allowed to personate the
farce of superintending the construction of sewers
in San Francisco. Such superintendence is simply
a play into the hands of the contractor—a mere
shadow of restraint upon glaring tricks and pre-
meditated outrages, and a willful robbery of the

I
public treasury ; for such men are mere shams
appointed for the express purpose of permitting the
parties over whom they are appointed to complete
dishonesties by neglects, omissions and imperfect
work and materials. Still the "patient public"
permit these things to be regularly practiced, and a
good providence occassionally sends "heavenly
rains" to illustrate the truth of all we have stated.

We very well understand that all this writing is

a waste of time, as the sublime gentleness and sub-
mission of tne "dear people" kindly excuses and
tolerates, nor ever seeks to bring to justice, those
who filch and plunder, or permit rogueries.through
contracts for public works.

In fighting that terrible enemy, sewer-gas, it will
not do to depend upon the plumber. In sleeping-

rooms the sipbonage of the trap is the opening of the
gate of death; and yet, strange to say, thousands of

people hear nightly this death-rattle in their rooms,
and do not know what it means. Now, if one
can't have effective plumbing, the next best thing
is to know what do about it. As siphonage im-
plies the breaking of the water-seal that acts as a
barrier against free admission of sewer-gas, it is,

first of all, important to know what traps are de-

fective. When one hears a low, gurgling sound in

the wash-basin, the time for action has come. Any
noise beneath the wash-basin, at any hour of the day
or night, when the water is not turned on, means
death. The gurgling sound is caused by a draft of

air down the escape-pipe which breaks the water-

seal. Of course tne services of the best plumber
should be had at once ; but in the meantime, fight

the enemy. First turn on the water and fill the

trap. Then put in the plug, fill the basin half full

of water, and with wax or soap seal up the over-

flow holes. Lower a window, and let in the

outer air. Until the sound of siphonage ceases,

and you are absolutely certain that the trap can be

relied on, stand guard over it. Keep the overflow

holes sealed and the plug in, no matter at what risk

of flooding lower rooms, in case some one is

thoughtless enough to leave ^ater turned on. If

every family would act on these hints we should

have less diphtheria.

—

Builder and Wood- Worker.

Londoners pay between ;^70,000 and ^^80,000 per

annum for water sold in milk—so says the Local

Government Board for 1879-80.

Meohanical AMociatioiii.

Associations of mechanics have been formed for
many years jwist, for beneficial purposes. These
trade organizations in many instances have been
for a mercenary purpose, and seek to form combina-
tions, to raise the rate of wages, or to lower the
term of hours per diem. Now in my opinion these
objects are of a secondary nature, for thoy seek by^
force to control the value of labor, whether tho-
demand for that labor will rise or fall by its en-
forcement. And here is where they err, for the
want or market value will enhance or lessen the de-
mand for skilled artizans. They can only succeed
when the numbers are few, the wants pressing.
But it often happens through the discontent of the
trades, with disnonest leaders, to try the experi-
ment at a time when commercial values are fluctu-
ating, and bloated warehouses are wasting the
capital that stimulates the marts of trade. The
abortive movements of these associations are tho^
result of their defective organization and the ad-
mission of aspiring agitators to membership. There
should be less mercenary, and more of the nobler
efforts to improve the aims and objects of the so-
ciety. Societies formed for the mental and intel-
lectual improvement as well as the social enjoy-
ments of its members, would be a step in the right
direction. Then would follow reading and library
rooms, well filled with mechanical and building
review publications, where the members can be-
come informed of the prog^ss of the arts and
sciences. Statistics of the trade, material to the
state and condition of the market, should be read«_
and discussed by the members, and thus diffuse a
knowledge of its true condition. In this way me-
chanics would become posted on the whole state
aud condition of the world's market, and of their
particular trade, and will know when capital is in
a condition to stand a raise, or whether to avoid
any or all rash movements of the kind. A good
mode of ascertaining the condition of a given state
of things, is to use in a diplomatic way, a
cotlrse of interviews with those who control
and employ the sinews of the trade. When these
devices have failed to meet a felt want by the
many, then resource should be had in co-operation.

To do this, it is necessary to fully compass the busi-
ness in hand ; its requirements must be carefully es-

timated, so that the amount of capital needed will
be known, and then subdivided into shares, so that
individual? will know what part they can take in

the new Co-operative Association and Improvo-_^
ment Company. In some such manner mechanics
can help themselves in a legitimate business way,
and help others indirectly by lessening the local

supply of labor, which in many kinds of business

would tend to an increase in the price of that labor.

Another form should be engrafted into the consti-

tutions of all trades societies, embodying that
employment funds should be set apart for

a time of pressure, when there is a lack of

work, or when application subjects its members to

poverty. Then these moneys would come to the
rescue, and provide for a time when wages are very
low, or when it is imperatively necessary to lessen

the supply of labor in any locality, if so bo, and
use these funds to find it in some more prosperous
community. In this way, the thing could be
equalized and serve to enhance the pay of those
wno remain. In mechanical workingmen there
should exist a unity of brotherhood, extending
universally, so that telephonic commmunication,
so to speak, would unite them more closely together.

A system of labor exchanges could be organized, by
which reciprocal orders would be very advantageous
to many of its worthy members. In such organized
efforts, a reform in the condition of deserving me-
chanics would insure and come about in a manner
that all classes would be glad to own that it was
the way to elevate the workingman. Population
centers in all large cities and manufacturing towns,
and sooner or later, according to the exigencies of

the market, they become overstocked, and the re-

sult is suffering for want of work by the masses.

Now it behooves the mechanics to bestir themselves,
and form societies on a new basis, which will em-
brace the foregoing features ; and cease not in your
efforts until WoRK-suor Societies can be found
in all large cities and towns in the United States,

and thus provide for universal diffusion of mechani-
cal labor. J. E. W. C.

l^^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2.00 in advance.
—^ ^— ' J —
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Our Manufacturing Interests.

Manufactories are tlie golden hingee upon which

HwiuK OiegateBof wealth and permanent impor-

tance to thousands of oitio«, towns and villageH, and

renders nations both rich and great. I"^his re-

Hp^H.t, San Francisco has been and i« !>«bmd the

t Hies. Only a few of its wealthy citizens have

availed themselves of the advantages and created

interests from which they ^ro reaping deserved pay-

ing rewards. And while we all, as «iti^«^«' f^^
to witnens greaU^ pro8iK3rity in our mid^t, the

^romds for hopes in that direction will remain un-

Ibstantial, so long ^h manufacturing pu^uits are

permitted ta. remain inactive. True, the field is in

part o<-,cupied, but there are numerous other por-

tions which call for sowers and reapers; and if the

progressive and enterprising spirit was more active

ioon tens of thousands of industrious men would

W^U«d-ta..thmcuaflt t« labor and add wealth to

our favored State. Tlie cry is common and fre-

quent. *'We want population"; but so long as there

"Tiinimited demand for labor, labor will resort to

N —

iitaccs wherQ the demand etiuals the supply perma

iiently ]Men will no more flock to places where

there is no reasonable prospect of remunerative em-

ployment, than will birds to desert plains where

there is neither food nor water. Consequently, the

(,ry should be changed to, "We want manufacto-

ries." for that will bring ua popuiation. Ihe tact

that our one-sided State is shut out along its Paxiific

Ocean shores from the advantages and benehts ot

tributary districts of country, increases the neces-

-^tT-forthEFxereine-oi business energies on the part

of its people. It is a " goodly land " in the gifts

of Trovidencve, in climate and resources, with no

other than the weaknesses imposed by the inactivity

and lack of energy practiced by ita inhabitants.

Many have reaped the fruits of its prolific channels

of wealth, which still flow on, awaiting other

hands yet to gather more—with assurances that the

earnest, energetic and prudent will find a" full sup-

ply of all that is reiiuired, to make judicious man-

ufacturing enterprises both successful and proht-

If our successful business men would take the

matter in hand, invest the necessary capital, and

enter upon a detei-rained purpose to establish these

nurseries of permanent prosperity, there is every rea-

sonable and rational ground for the belidf that the

results would prove fully satisfactory. The enter-

prise and fixedness of purpose on the part of those

ffentlomen who have developed the sugar-refinmg

interests of this city, and those who have made

woolen mills successful enterprises, are but two ex-

amples of many that might be mentioned ;
and if

there were others of like progressive dispositions,

willing to take hold and work up other at present

dormant interests, the lament over sparseness of

Twpulation would be hushed in the cheerful hum,

buzz, and ring produced by the labors of thou-

sands who would come and make this coast their

.homes. ^x -*•

Fatal Accident, and More may be Expected
* from Like Causes.

Within two or three days preceding "^^the '15th

inst., two accidents were reported as occurring in

Oakfand, resulting in the death of one, and the

serious injury of three other parties. In the first

case, two men attempted to reach the roof of the

building, by first climbing on to the wooden awn-

ing suspended atjross the front, and which gave

way, precipitating both parties to the ground, in-

flicting contusions, cuts, bruises, fractures, etc.;

*and as first reported, leaving both of the victims in

a dangerous condition. In the other and later case,

it is stated that the two men were leaning against

the railing or balustrade, which gave way, and

precipitated both of them to the street, each receiv-

ing severe injuries about the head, and terminating

in death to one of them.
'" We notice these happenings not so much for the

purix>8e of presenting the personal injury feature,

as to direct attention to the cause producing the

- injuries. —
"Wooden awnings" across store fronts are com-

mon in every city and town upon the Pacific Coast,

and in some places not a single store is complete

- without the addition of such appendages. This is

peculiarly the case in Oakland, where the awnings

are not only numerous, but generally built full

width of the sidewalk, supported near the edge of

the sidewalk with>stfl. £simliar state of things

exists in Sacramento. The arguments in their

favor are, that in hot weather they afford shelter

from the heat, and protection to gcx^ds, wares, and

merchandise expose5 for show in front of stores;

and in the rainy season they shed the water from

the sidewalks ; all of which is well enough as far

as it goes, but the fact that they are frequently in-

securely constructed i8 a great offset to their

utility, and the cases here mentioned should con-

vey a universal warning wherever awnings exist.

In numerous cases they are built without any due

regard to strength and durability—mere traps to

tumbledown under slight pressures from weights

placed upon them, or the force of moderately

^^ThlTclI'^ of awnings supported on posts should

be safe, so long as the wood of which they are

built remains sound. But the fatal case noticed

occurred in connection with one of the post-sup-

porter constructions, and not by a tumble down

of the awning entire, but because one of the balus-

trades around its roof margin M6as insecurely put

up, and ttfter a few years of service gave way un-

der the slight pressure of two men leaning against

it This would not have been the case had any-

thing like proper mechanical judgment been exer-

cised by those who built the -trap," which has

landed at least one unsuspecting human being in

eternity ; and the same may with safety be stated

in regard to the first of the two occurrences, which

fell by the weight of two men upon it.

Awnings, well and strongly built by skilled and

competent workmen, can be made as safe and secure

as any other part or portion of a building, and

stringent regulations should be enforced in all such

cases The tumbling down of awnings is a serious

matter, calculated to jeapordize the lives of women

and children as well as men ;
and inasmuch as

they are frociuently erected by men who are incom-

petent to execute any sort of mechanical work

properly, there* should be some law or system of

inspection by qualified parties, to prevent the con-

struction of dangerous conveniences along public

thoroughfares.

Night Air,

An extraordinary fallacy is the dread of night

air. What air can we breathe at night but night

air? The choice is between pure night air from

without and foul air from within. Most people

prefer the latter—an unaccountable choice. NV hat

will they say if it is proved to be true that fully

one-half of all the diseases we suffer from are oc-

casioned by people sleeping with their window

shut? An open window most nights in the year,

can never hurt any one. This is not to say that

light is not necessary for recovery. In great citi^

night air is often the best and purest air to be had

in twenty-four hours. I could better understand

shutting the windows in town during the day than

the night, for the sake of the sick. The absence of

smoke, the quiet, all tend to make night the best

time for airing the patient. One of our highest

medical authorities on consumption and climate

has told me that the air in London is never so

good as after 10 o'clock at flight. AlWays air your

room then from the outside air if possible. Win-

dows are made to open, doors are made to shut; a

truth which seems extremely difficult of apprehen-

sion. Every room must be aired from without,

every passage from within. But the fewer passages

there are in a hospital the het\^T.—F/orence Night-

ingale.

mended that American lamps should accompany

the petroleum exported to those countries. In view

of the increasing demand for this product, it is pos-

sible that, in time, American petroleum may prove

to be the ** light of Asia."

The Cleveland (O.) gas company reduced its

rates to $1.80 per 1,000 feet, last July, and owing

to the increased consumption, an additional reduc-

tion to $1.60 was made in December.

Clippings torn Magee'a Re^ Estate Circular

for February.

Items Generally.

During the year 1880, nearly $2,000,000 was

spent in building manufactories, business blocks

and dwellings at Minneapolis, Minn. bt. Paul has

been growing with a like rapidity, and has spent

over $2,000,000 on buildings.

The aggregate single issue of the newspapers and

periodicals of the United States and Canada is

about 20,700,000 copies, or about one copy to every

two and one-half persons. The aggregate annual

circulation is 2,295,591,990 copies of newspapers

and magazines.

According to the 5/n>r^/^/^ Republican, the ex-

port of American petroleum to China, Persia, and

the countries of the East, is largely on the increase.

The people are outgrowing the fears at first enter-

I

tained, regarding its explosivenese. It is recom-

"San Francisco, February Ist, 1881.

"January was one of the dullest months that we

have had to chronicle for a long time in real es-

tate. Its dullness was rendered more conspicuous

by extensive and foolinh offerings at auction. Had
the prices of three-fourths of the properties thus

offered been 25 to 30 per cent, less than those fixed,

they still would not have found buyers, because

there is next to no market for the moat of the of-

ferings recently made. The auctioneers know this, ^

too, as well as we do. What object they accom-

plish in offering what they know will not sell, it

is difficult to say. Only that which is salable and

put at very low prices should now be offered at

auction. To offer long lines of unsalable property,

and at high rates, too, only leads the public to think

that 'air property i6 dull of sale. The market is

now very poorly supplied with paying inside in-

vestment properties. Prices are low, and owners

prefer not to sell, since they cannot see any other

openings as good, or nearly as good, for their

money. Lots and houses and lots westward are

most inquired after. Lots there at $1,000 to $2,000,

and houses and lots at $2,500 tc 5^,000 find reason-

ably rapid sale. There were sales made in all in

January, of the value of $1,151,402."

" 15,000,000 PEOPr.E to Dra from Bad Skweii-

^GK. A Professor Grimmer (the last syllable -

should be dropped from his name) prophesies blood-

red ruin, from a remarkable perihelia which will

soon occur between a comet and the sun. Death

and destruction will be in the gale, according to the

• Prof.,' and he winds up by asserting that

15,000,000 people in America will perish, if the

sewers of our cities are as imperfect in 1881, as they

were on the particular day in 1880 when the Pro-

fessor uttered his cheerful prophecies. He no doubt

makes his estimate of the decimation of the popu-

lation of America on the basis of the condition of

the sewers in Atlantic cities; but he knows nothing

about those of San Francisco. If ho had, he would

have raised his estimate of deaths to at least 25,-

000,000; yet, dreadful as the condition of the sewers

is here, we all go right along, paying no attention

to them."

"The Exi'KNSiON of ihk Fire Limits.—Brick

buildings are not suitable for the residence portion

of this city, and cannot be rented here; yet the

Board of 8upervi«wr8 has just extended the fire

limits from Powell and Ellis, along Ellis to Mason; _

thence along Mason to Eddy; along Eddy to Tay-

lor; along Taylor to Turk; along Turk to Jones;

along Jones to Tyler; along Tyler to Leavenworth;

along Leavenworth to McAllister; along McAllis-

,

ter to Larkin, and down Larkin to Market. This

is an outrage, pure and simple, committed, we

suppose, at the instigation of the insurance com-

panies. The section between Powell and Larkin,

Ellis and Market, is yet largely vacant, and who

is going to build brick buildings there ? What
need is there for them there, and what rate of in-

come could any one get if they were built? In this

foggy and damp climate, who will live in a brick

dwelling, in a strictly-residence neighborhood,

when he can rent a frame dwelling elsewhere? We
tell owners in the boundaries named that this ab-

surd extension of the fire limits will seriously affect

rents and values there, and will drive buildings

and population beyond them. Property below Mar-

ket street has been, in many cases, permanently

injured by the Fire Ordinance. That is a fact now

generally admitted, and to which we have fre-

quently alluded."

*'The New Gas Company.—H. M. Martin, the

representative of the new gas company, is still
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in

New York, endeavoring to have capitalists there

keep their agreement, to advance the money need-

ed to build the new gas-works here. They agreed,

if the company here would secure half of the old

company's consumption and advance one-quarter of
- the cost of the works, that they would advance the
other 75 per cent., taking bonds of the company as
Bccurity. The new company has secured the con-
sumption, and now stands ready to pay the 25
per cent, of the cost of the works, but the New
Yorkers have not yet carried out their part of the
bargain."

<*Making Gas Cheap—Every possible facility
should be given to Mr. Sharon, or any other large
gas consumer to manufacture his own gas cheaply.
The Supervisors may be acting in the public inter-
est, in refusing permission to Mr. Sharon to store
crude petroleum, but we doubt it. The gas mon-
opoly is most likely the power behind the scenes
with the Supervisors."

"Artesian Well.—The artesian well, comer of
Brannan street and Center place, between Second
and Third, with tank and pump, is now completed.
At a depth of 90 feet, such an abundant supply of
water was found that sinking was stopped. The
l>roprietor will Supply some houses in the neigh-
borhood, besides having an abundant supply for his
stables."

" A Solemn View of the Water Quesiton.--
The President of the Spring Valley Water Com-
pany lately returned from the East. He had a look
at the Humboldt desert and the Great American
desert, east of the Rocky Mountains, where water
is worth almost its weight in gold. He has visited
the largest cities of the Union, but he nowhere set
his eyes on a place where water is so dear as in San
Francisco. Nowhere did he find a place where it is

cheaper to drink beer or whisky than water. We
do not say that water is dearer even here than beer

;

but we ii*k Mr. Howard, as the friend of the peo-
ple and the enemy of monopolies, which we all

know he is, if he would not rather—if he was an
average householder—bring his children up on
cheap beer than at the breast as it were of the Spring
Valley monopoly at $3.50 to $5 per month, with
fre(]uent warnings against waste ? We think this
a solemn philosophical question, demanding a sol-

emn categorical reply. We would at the same time
like to ask Mr. Howard how he found newspapers
and supervisors East?"

" Sales in Chicago for Seven Months.—The
following table shows the real estate sales mad© in
Ch cage in the last seven months :

SALES. VALUE.
Tune 584 $2,143,917
July 783 2,064,929
August 613 1,687,348
September 900 3,229,126
October 843 3,583,763
November 704 3,086,258
December 917 4,768,487

L^„. ,.T. 5344 $21,563,828
"]^ "W-ill be noticed that sales have greatly in-

=CBtibMd within the past four months, running up
in December to $4,768,487. The year 1872 was the
year of wild inflation in Chicago and other Atlan-
tic cities, and it is now anticipated that the Chica-
go sales of 1881 will reach those of 1872, which
amounted to $78,183,458. Chicago has since grown
very much, and it is clainied that no inflation is

now needed to make the sales of this year reach the
enormous sum of $80,000,000."

" The City Hall Job by Day's Work.—Sena-
tors Kane and Enos, of this county, have advocated
the bill to have all work on the City Hall done by
the day. The bill should be entitled, A bill to
rob tax-payers and to create nests for loafers. Just
as many laborers and mechanics are employed on
the City Hall under the competitive contract sys-
tem as would be under the day's work arrangement,
with this difference, that, under the former there is
at least some approach to competition, responsibil-
ity, economy, and industry, while under the latter
there would be nothing but poor work, laziness,
waste, and corruption. We do not expect to see the
City Hall elephant finished in much less than ten
years, even under the present system, hut under the
day's work plan no one can prophesy how long the
job would stretch out. Each employ^ would have
the feeling that, as there was no one to call him to
account, and as the city could stand it, the slower
he worked the longer his job would last. No good
workmen need expect work on the City Hall under
the proposed day's work arrangement. Purple-
nosed statesmen, such as one sees congregated on the

8. W. comer of California and Montgomery; pri-
mary-election engineers, ward presidents, broken-
down contractors, election-ticket peddlers, fellows
who never pay a bill, and three-fourths of whose
time is spent in saloons and ' putting up jobs,' are
the classes that would be benefited by this plan to
rob tax-payers. We hope the public will not forget
that Senators Kane and Enos have advocated it,

and also that Mayor Kalloch favors it."

** The Wrong Animal Drowned.—-A poor horse
last moijth fell into a sewer which had caved, and
was waejied down through it and drowned. Now,
if it had odly been the contractor who built the
sewer who was thus drowned—or, indeed, any
street contractor—what poetic justice there would
have been in his fate. But your street contractor,
like policemen, is never in the right place when he
is needed. Though, indeed, even if the contractor
who built«the sewer had been washed into it, we
don't believe he would have been drowned. Drown-
ing 'is not the fate for which street contractors were
bom." •

~~**GREA:r System of New RAiiiHOADS in this
City.—Railroads—mostly cable lines—are now ei-

ther under construction, or will soon be, in this city
and county, that will cost at least $8,000,000.
The roads under construction are the Market-street
system, on Market, Valencia, McAllister, Hayes,
and Haight. Attached to and connecting with the
latter road, is the steam railroad from Stanyan and
Haight, along Stanyan io H street, which bounds
the Park on the south ; thence along H street and
the Park to the ocean beach ; thence along the
beach to the Cliff House. Three locomotives for
this road are now standing on Stanyan street, near
Haight,- The rails are laid on Stanyan. Work on
the cable engine house lb now under way at Market
and Valencia, for the Market, Valencia, and Haiglit
street lines. The money for the construction of
the cable road on Montgomery avenue and Union
street tij the Presidio has all been subscribed, and
the road will be as speedily built as the weather
will permit. The Turk-street line will also soon
be turned into a cable road, from Market street to

First avenue. An impression prevails that the
opening of Turk street to its full width, through
Jeffers<lfi square, is necessary before the change
named o&Ii be made on the Turk-street line. This
is not so ; the company would rather the street was
widened there, for its owh and the public conven-
ience ; but the widening is not absolutely necessary
to the change at all. Tlie other road in the county
is that from the present terminus of the Geary-
street line, at Fulton and First avenue, along the
northern boundary of the Park to the ocean beach

;

thence south along the beach into San Mateo
county. It is said—though we doubt it—that all

the money for this road— Mrhich is to be a narrow-
gauge steam one, is already subscribed. The par-
ties who are building, or are to build these roads,

are all San Franciscans. They are all conservative,

cautious men. The feet that they have sufficient

confidence in the future of the city to invest so

much money in railroads here, is a fact that should
tend to give us all confidence."

Portland Cement—Demarle, Lonquety & Co.

The above named cement is manufactured by
Messrs. Lonqu6ty & Co., at Boulogne-Sur-Mer,
France, 20,000 tons of which was used in the erec-

tion of the exhibition buildings (Champ de Mars),

in 1878. We have not used any of it in our prac-

tice as architects, but the high recommendations

enjoyed by it justifies the expressioa of the opinion

that it is of superior quality. Each barrel weighs

full 400 lbs, and it is stated that an equal quantity

will "go much further," and produce stronger

work, than any other cement manufactured. Its

use during the past 25 years has secured it an en-

viable reputation with the engineers and Board of

Public Works of France. Sea water does not affect

its cohesive qualities, and the numerous tests made
in France and England places it in the front ranks

of flrst-olass cements.

Market Report.

Glass.— Prices rule higher in New York City,

thus affecting the market here. A full stock of all

kinds can be had from our dealers.

Paints.— The local market is slowly but surely

gaining a mastery over our Eastern competitors.
Demand is slack, owing to the excessive rains.

Oii^, Linseed.
Jewett's Raw 70
Jewett's Boiled • 75
Pacific Raw 70
Pacific Boiled ...,.,.*,.., \.,^,,^,g, 75

Oll Paints, Whites.
~''

Atlantic Lead 8@8^
Jewett's Lead 8<98A
Western Lead. —@8
Pioneer Lead 7*^

—

California Lead.. ^t,,.,,. .;.... Cj®7
Domestic Lead , , 505^
Pacific Lead , . » .77^ ^ . 4^^915
French Zinc, G. S..,iv .12(3)13
French Zinc, R. S.v.^. 10@11
American Zinc So'F
HARDWARE.—The demand for hardware at this

season of the year is exceptionally good. A decline
of 5 ctfl. per keg is noted.

IfAILS.—We note the following reduction :

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at... $3 70

6 " " 4 20
5 and 4 " " .^*_„. 4 45
4 and 5 pennies, brad heads, at 4 95

6 " ' 5 20
8 " " 4 95

10 and upward *• .4 70
3 penny fines ** 7 20

Imports since our last: Per Sintram, 2l00 kgs
Nails

; per Frank N. Thayer, 3600 kgs Nails
; per

Vigilant, 2350 kgs Nails; per S. C. Blanchard,
2050 kgs Nails; by rail, 2220 kgs.
Imports since January Ist, 21,988 kgs; 186 hf kgs.
Imports by sea during the week have equaled

10,100 kgs, and— hf kgs, adding largely to the
stock on hand, which now equals 25,000 kegs.

Lumber.
We present to our readers the new schedule of

prices adopted by the California Lumber Company's
Exchange, to go into full effect on Thursday, the
17th of February, 1881. Very little business has
been done during the past month, as the weather
has been such as to almost stop building operations.
There is only a fair quantity of lumber on hand.-
Doors, Blinds and Sash, remain the same as our
last.

Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet. ..$21 00

f <

<i

<(

((

II

it

41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to*70

71 to 80
Refuse Rough ....
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, " ....

4 " and under, and ljx4

22 00
23 00
25 00
27 00
17 00

28 00

30 00and 1^x6 Flooring and Stepping
Rough Clear for Flooring, $1 00 less than

above rates.

Second Quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet 22 50

Ship Plank, Rough per M feet. . .

Planed 1 side. ..

.

2 sides...

Deck Plank, Rough •'

Laths _ perM..
Wool Slate.

.

....._. ^, . .-. .x« ** ..

Shakes " ..

Redwood Posts per piece .

.

Redwood.
Rough Merchantable per M feet . .

.

• Refuse
Surface No. 1

1x6
'* No. 2

Rustic, No. 1, 1 X 8
** No. 1, 1 xlO

-^i«^- No.a
*f~ under 10 feet. .......

T. &G., Hx4and 1^x6...
6 in, 12 ft and over.——"

—

" 7 to llfeet...^ «:

"

** under 7 feet..
«« No 2 r»^_-^*i

<C

((

26 00
30 00
32 00
31 00
35 00
3 50

10 00
9 00

11

21 00
17 00
32 50
30 00
25 00
30 00
32 50
27 50
27 50
32 50
30 00
28 00
25 00
25 00

ii.w

*v.

f

*;<>''

*>.

%

n
•mi,

'

I.'*

..4

4 #1 i
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T &G.. Beaded, 12 ft& over, perM feet.... 32 50

<<

(t (t

<(

<(

<i

(«

<(

<<

\

I

7 to 11 feet

under 7 feet .

.

Half-iuch Surface

Pickets, Fancy ••••
*' Rough, pointed. ..'..

«< ** square

Siding, ^ inch. ..r.

Shingles
Battens, ^-inch, lineal feet

We are indebted to the S. F. Journal of Com-

vierce for the following very full report of receipts

and exports of lumber

:

^^« , i. , v .

ReceU)t8 since our last: 1.500 000
*««*J^^^^^

-232.000 Shingles; 15,000 Posts; 60 cords Wood; 10

cords of Stave Bolts; 122G bundles Staves.

Receipts since January Ist

28 00

... 25 00

.... 27 50

.... 25 00

.... 18 00

.... 15 00
^^^^^2 50

2 25

Jo

!«'•••••'

Lumber, foet....:^i.. .-7--"««*^^^^^ ^A?!nnn
^^-^hiuglcai^Q.TTT-.T^j-'—-*—--*-^>

i;644,'00O
:' 45^400

21,550
664

1,874

76
200
481

168,000
26
6

1,332

50,000
524

Laths, No....«.««>

Posts 7ir. , . . VT"*"ri

^Railroad Ti(«, No . ,tz
Wood, cords. t»<ti*y * o-i-ixj-'i; * « *

«

»j

Staves, bundles.-. ....•••••.•••

do cords >

Hoop Poles, bundles. . .

.

Hoops, bundles *^

Shakes <

Telegraph Poles

Spars ^ ' »» '» -

Cedar, logs, No

>•«

>

Shooks . . . .^*j^ Lf^t • • »> ««»« . . f »•« » • » *

•

—Barrel Stares, pkgs.
" --—^

Tk>lt8, cords. ....... •••••»• ••^*«*_. a*.* • •

•Wool Slats ............. ."iV.^ .". riT . • •

Stave Bolts, oords .Tr*-» • • r»»^

For several days, owing to the inclement weather,

-there were no arrivals, and stocks are only fair.

ITThere has been very little business done during the

10,000
30

see a week of clear weather before starting their

buildings. Our advices from the country during

the past month have been such as to give us very

.rood grounds for saying that this will be the best

year we have had for some time, as far as buildings

are conoemed. We have heard of several jobs that

actually have commenced, or would soon do so, in

different parts of the city ; but. upon close inquiry,

have not found the case to be so we oould report

this month. The exceedingly wet weather has

made it quite difficult to obtain information and

any building that we may have overlooked wUl be

found fully reported in our next.

8AN FRANCISCO.

Four-Story brick building and additional story over

present building on southeast corner of Davis and

Sacramento. Owners, Sol. Wangenheim & Co. Archi-

tects, Wolfe & Son
;
piling, J. P. Sheldon ;

brick work,

W i Stevens ;
carpenter work, T. H. Day

;
cast iron

work, Reese Llewelling. Total cost of improvementa,

about $45,000.
'

^ ^ ^
Two-story cottage-at SttBol,-AUmeda go .

Owner,

MarkAger. Architects, Wolfe & Son. Bmlder^-r—

-

Sproll. Cost, $3,600.
,

Fitting up offices in brick building on north side

California street between Davis and Drumm. Owners,

S Foster & Co. Architects, Wolfe & Son ;
carpenter

work, W. Hall. Cost, about $1,800.
^^ ,^. ,

Additions and alterations to buildmg No. 107 and

109 Sansom street, near Bu8h. Owner H. K. Van-

de-Castella. Architect, F. Hillert. Days work.

Cost, $1,200. , .- Building No. 420 Montgomery is having a new iron

front. Owner, Donahoe. Contractor, Doyle.

Cost, about $8,000. ^^ ^, ^

Alterations in building No. 424^28 Montgomery.

Ovjner, Donahoe. Contractor, Doyle, tost, —

Castro street between Seventeenth and Eighteenth.

Full particulars in next issue.

School-house corner Harrison and Beale. Owner,

Capt. McNevin. Builder, T. J. Hamilton. Cost,

$1,200. ^ - <

Repairs to house No. 413 Jones street. Owner,

Madame Duhart. Contractor, T. J. Hamilton. Cost,

$500.
OAKLAND.

Repairs to the Catholic Church at Oakland PointT

Architect, William Kirk. Cost, about $1,600.

Additions to house on Twelfth street, between

Jackson and Ellis. Owner, A. Greenhood. Architect,

W. Kirk ; contractor, Curtis. Cost, $800.

One-story frame on corner Tenth and Clay to be

used for photograph gallery.

Building at the Point, with brick foundation^Jst

store. Owner, Zeigenbein.
, rt

Two-story frame building, corner Ninth and Urove.

Owner, Bowman. Contractors, Gee & Merwin.

Cost, $8,000.
, ^ ^ ^

''

"

Improvements at Sacket's School, Hobart street^
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Iweck. The supplying of dunnage for wheat cargoes

promises to reach important dimensions this year,

and we estimate that not less than ten million feet.

worth $200,000, will be required in this way.

^-Exports of Lumber since February Ist :

Feet.

Feb. 3 . . Shenir, Queenstown .

.

14,000

3..JaneA. Falkinburg,Hon.. 5,008

4 . . Colima, Panama 20,000

—4. .Colima, Central America. 5,000

4. . Ardvor, Queenstown b,000

4. . Ennerdale, Queenstown. .

.

12,000

4. .J. B. Walker, Liverpool .

.

20,000

5..G. C. Goss, Liverpool 24,500

5 . . Corona, Queenstown. ..... 19,000

5. .J. A. Brigfgs, Antwerp.. .

.

36,500

5..Pactolus, 19.000

5. .Newbem, Mexico 16,430

between Telegraph and San PabiO-ttlfiimfii,^ Builders,

Gee & Merwiu. Cost, $3,000. - ^^ —7—
ALAMEDA.

Three one-story, six room cottages on corner of

Alameda avenue and Oak street. Ovwier, Jos.

Maristanni. Contractor, C. A. Ingerson. Cost, about

$5,600. _

Cotta'^e house, five rooms, on Park avenue. Owner,

Ed., Flicourt. Builders, Gilbert & Brown. Cpst,

$1,300. ^ ,' ^

Two-story dwelling, twelve rooms, on Grand street

between San Jose and San Antone avenues. Owner,

E. H. Miller, Jr. Builders, Gilbert & Brown.^ Cost,

$5,500. - -
-

Value.

$280 00

150 24

458 50

148 00
160 00
240 00
400 00

-490 00
380 00
730 00

280 00
360 70

Total ....199,442 $4,177 44

Cement, Plaster, Lime, Etc.

Imports since our last : Per Sintram, 250 bbls

Plaster ;
per Frank N. Thayer, 1038 bbls Cement

;

pt^r Vigilant, 500 bbls Plaster ;
per S. C. Blanchard,

415 bbls Cement.
Since January Ist : Cement, 7078 bbls ; Plaster,

750 bbls.

-Receipts of California Lime since our last :

bbls. Total since January 1st, 6,354 bbls.

The Sea Waif during the same period brought

400 tons Gypsum to the^Golden Gate Plaster Mills.

Tha value of the Cement and Plaster may be

given as follows :

Portland Cement (duty paid) $17,500

Rosendalo Cement . . , . , ,, 8,676

Plaster 7777777777, 3.800

Total $29,976

We quote Building Plaster, for hard finishing

and general use, $2 50^2 75 ; Casting Plaster for

ornaments, moulds, etc., $2 75; Superfine Plaster,

t\»r sculptors, mouldings, etc., $2 75®$ 3 00 per

barrel

.

Building Intelligence.

-^Considering the great drawback the incessant

inclement weather has been during the past month,

we are pleased to notice the evident revival of the

building interest in this city. There are several

contracts ready to sign in different offices ;
but own-

ers are waiting ** a little while longer," hoping to

AlteVations of building on corner Sacramento and

Hyde. Owner, B. P. Flint. Day's work. Cost,

about $1,200.

Two-story frame on Califorma street between

Buchanan and Webster. Owner, W E. Millel.

Architects, Curlett & Eisen ;
contractor, J. Robertson.

Cost, $8,500. ^ T, n * *

T^o one-story stores, each 24x75, on Polk street

between Pine and California. Owner, I. Lankershim.

Day's work. Cost, $3,000. ,h,.t7
Additions and alterations to dwelhng No. 1714 Van

Ness ave. Owner, H. Uebes. Architect, P. K
Schmidt; contractor, John Furness. Cost, about

House No. 1402 Polk street is being raised to have

a store underneath.

Six two-story dwellings on Pierce street between

Pine and California. Owner, H. Hmkle. Days

work. Probable cost, $7,000 each.
^ ^ ,.^ . .

Two-story dwelling on corner of California and

Devisadero

One and a half-story cottage on California street

between Baker and Lyon. Architect, Schroepffer;

contractor, W. Pluns. Cost, $2,500.

Two two-story frame dwellings on north side of

Green street, between Hyde and Larkin. Owner,

Mrs. Leppien. Architect, W. P. Moore; contractor,

D.Hennessey. Cost. $4,000.
•

Dwelling north side of Geary street between Fillmore

and Webster. Owner, C. M. Smith. Architects,

Curlett & Eisen; contractor, Jos. C. Weir. Cost,

$3,500. . . f«
Three-story store and dwelling at junction of Mason

and Montgomery avenue. Owner and builder,

Knopf. Cost, about $2,000.
,, * u

Three-story and basement next lot north to above,

in the rear. Day's work. Cost, about $2,000.

Stable on Geary street between Webster and 1 ill-

more. Owner, J. Shaw. Architect, John A. Remer

contractor, Berry. Cost, $400.

Store and dwelling on Howard street between

Eleventh and Twelfth. Owner, F. Raisch Archi-

tects, Townsend & Wyneken ; contractor, W. Logan.

Cost, $2,500. \ " -,. ^,

Two two-story frames on Natoma street, near Sixth.

Owner, S. Hancock. Architect, J. Marquis; carpen-

ter, T. Riddel. Day's work. Cost, $3,000.

Dancing room and conservatory on corner Taylor

and Geary. Owner, Mrs. Blitz. ^Architect, H. D.

Mitchell ; contractor, Gray. Cost, $1,200

Additions to Philadelphia Brewery, corner Second

and Tehama. Owner, J. Wieland. Architect W.

Winterhalter ;
contractor for brick work, 1 horn-

hill. Cost, . , ....

Mr. I. S. Kalloch is having a residence built on

Publioatlon Notices.

The Steel Sqwire and Its Uses, by F. T. Hodgson, is an

excellent little book, which should be in the hands of every

carpenter It contains numerous illustrations and treatises

upon the Square, and excellent information for thoae who
have not acquired a full knowledge of the use of that ini-

portant mechanical instrument. Wise heads, who "know it

all " do not need this or any other work or advice ;
but men

who " live to learn," will find much in its pages to instruct

them. Price, 76 cents; to be had at this olfice at pubUsh-

er's price.

The Work-Shop Companion is fall of valuable Information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all classes, in the form of

receipts, rules, methods, procewies, etc., for almost every-

thing in general use in workshops and households. Price,

35 c«nt8 ; to be had at this office at publisher's price.

Modem Architectural Designs and DetaiU, containing eighty

finely lithographed plates; is published by Bricknell &
Comstock, of New York, in parts or numbers.. Part 6 is

before us, and its cuts and illustrations are handsomely

executed. The five parts received are all of like eicellcut

character, and being all plates and illustrations without

any reading matter, the eye grasps the contents of each

page in a moment. Can be had at publishers' price, fl,«HJ

each part, at this office. Every mechanic should supply

himself with it, and no architect's library should be without

All of Bricknell & Couistock's publications, as advertised

in our columns, may be had at publishers' priceg through

this office. ' ~ '77" . _. „,
We have received a set of printed gx)6clflc»tlon8, by Palll*

ser, Pallieer & Co., Bridgeport, Conn. They have unques-

tionably received great attention in their preparation, and

may be well suited to Eastern localities ; but as almost

everything in house-building upon the Pacific Coast is

special thereto, and differs in so many ways from Eastern

practices, we question whether a set form of specifications

could be framed which would operate alike in the two

sections of country. In special cases the form referred to

might apply ; but generally in the erection of frame build-

ings upon this coast, they would require considerable era-

sures and additions. The almost entire absence of frost in

this section of country considerably modifies neceesities,

and does away entirely with many of the precautions which

are imperative in other parts. Still they are comprehensive

and full, and we shall be pleased to show them to brother

architects, and if any desire copies, we will forward orders

for them.

We recommend our several excellent eTChanges to those

who desire to subscribe for Eastern journals. Among them

we name in part, The American Architect and Building News,

Plumber and Sanitary Engineer, Carpenterffig and Building,

Builder and Wood- Worker, Scientific Canadian, American En-

gineer, Kansas CUy Review, IllustraUd Carpenter and Builder,

Iron Age, Mechanic, The Building News, and Leffel's Mechani-

cal News. The many instructive articles selected from the

journals mentioned, and reproduced in our own columns,

furnish sufficient evidence of the excellent character of

the respective journals designated. To those of our readers

who are unable to subscribe for others, we simply state that

the greatest care will be exercised in culling articles for our

own use • and while we hope that many subscriptions will

be extended to our Eastern contemporaries through this

notice, we shall not permit any valuable article, containmg

interest to the people of this coast, to pass unnoticed, we

will give the cream of all, and those who desire the milk

with the cream in it, can obtain it by forwarding their

gubscr^ptiona to either or all of the journals named.

AND
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The Outlook for the Season.

Great hopes have been entertained and expressed

during the past two or three months, that a large

amount of building improvements would be com-
menced in San Francieco during the early months of

1881. But up to the present time, the activities are

moderate, and as will be noticed under the head of

Bui/ding Intelligence in another column, the build-

ings commenced since the first of February are gen-

erally inexpensive structures. The only brick build-

ing of any note, commenced thus far, other than
those represented in our January and February num-
bers, is that of Messrs. Wangenheim & Co., on Da-
vis and Sacramento streets.

We are informed that plans are being prepared for

other brick edifices, but as yet they are in embryo;
and until buildings are commenced, in San Francis-

co, nothing is certain in regard to their construc-

tion, maLiy being contemplated which never reach a
condition more substahtial than the contemplative.
But, including the talked-of operations, the promise
for the near future is simply fair ; still, matters
may improve, and a good summer and fall business
set in. -n-^ _«^

The number of frame buildings commenced since
our last report may also be gleaned from our "Build-
ing Intelligence " statement, showing a much bet-
ter state of things than existed twelve months ago,
but not the activity which characterized the early
months of former years. While some of the archi-
tects of San Francisco are reasonably busy, others
have but few, and some no orders for plans. All the
facts go to illustrate that the hopes heretofore ex-

pressed are not being sustained by present building
movements. The further fact that none of our con-
tractors are ** crowded " with work, and many of
them have simply work enough to keep favored
hands employed, and some entirely idle, indicates
limitcduesa of uperatiuus. Still, thi^^ in better than
it has been for several years; and with hopes contin-
ued, and a firm breasting of the same dullness that
still prevails, the bright star of old prosperities may
soon arise. But accustomed as we have been in
years prior to 1877 to times which gave full employ-
ment to a much larger number of mechanics than
are in this city at the present time, this lethargy
and dullness han^ heavy upon us, andlwe weary in

waiting the returning tide, when again every me-
chanic's and artizan's hands shall be employed, and
the song of merry prosperity be heard on every hand.
This much as far as San Francisco is concerned, and
no better to state for Oakland. But reports come to

us, that business is good in many of the inland and
country towns and cities. The " good seasons" en-

joyed, and the bright promise of another for 1881,

have placed it in the powt r of many in the agricultu-

ral counties to add to their home comforts by erect-

ing buildings for their families, and making other

improvements. This naturally draws upon San
Francisco for a supply of the necessary materials,

and some of our hardware dealers, lumber merchants
and others, report extensive business operations out-

side of this county ; so that in the matter of build-

ings, while this city is not astir equal to what it has
at other times been, its dealers in materials are reap-

ing the benefits flowing from activities in other lo-

calities. We hope in our next issues to be able to

report several of the ' 'talked of " and " contemplat-

ed," as commenced, with improved prospects in all

connections. It would be a more pleasing task to

write up a more glowing and prosperous state of af-

fairs, but we do not find the facts to justify it ; and
when reliable appearances and active operations d(>

not sustain cheering statements, we shall reserve

them until general or special prosperity settles up-

on us. But withal, there is no feeling of despon-

dency manifest in any direction, as *' everybody "

seems to enjoy a comforting hope that it is merely a

matter of time, when piles of bricks, mortar, lum-

ber, and building materials generally, will be seen

upon the greater number of the streets of this city,

and not only all present labor find employment, but

necessities require the Macedonian cry to other parts

of the country :
*' Come over and help us.">»

Bay Windows.

It is safe to say that San Francisco has within its

limits a greater number of bay windows than can

be found in any other city in the world, containing

an equal or comparative number of buildings. Only

a small proportion of the resident buildings erected

within the past twenty years are destitute of the

bay window feature, and within the past ten years

scarcely any, except the very cheap and ordinary

class of tenements, where the extra cost and expense

of bay windows prevented their adoption; while

hotels, lodging houses, and many buildings erected

for office and business purposes, are adorned with

bay window projections, the "heavy business

structures " alone forming the exception.

The semi-octagon shap^ are the more numerous,

and by far outnumber all other forms combined,

although the "square bay " is at present growing

in favor, in connection with the large and more ex-

pensive class of edifices.

We have always advocated the adoption of bay

windows upon three special grounds ; first, external

appearances; second, interior conveniences; and

third, their sanitary advantages.

In regard to the first proposition, they certainly
furnish a prominent feature in house construction
upon which architects may display great taste and
skillful treatment; as no special rule or law of ^--

architecture, except that of harmony and consis-
tency controls their delineation. They are some-
thing to be handled and treated at the pleasure of
those planning them, and may be made beautiful or
hideous, according to the skill and ability of the
architect. It must be admitted, however, that
while there are many beautiful examples of bay _^
windows in this and adjacent cities, there are also "

many ill-shaped, over-adorned, and wretchedly poor
conceptions. From the fact that they are numerous, —
and nearly every carpenter has worked on bay win- ^*"

dow constructions, the sentiment largely prevails
in mechanical circles that the er€ction of bay win- -.^
dows is a simple matter, and that every man who
" understands his business " as a carpenter or con- —
tractor is qualified to build them ; hence, to a cer-
tain extent, a similarity of styles prevails, as in iuch
cases those mechanics who prate about their com-
petency to construct bay windows without plans
always repeat something that they have seen or
worked upon, and in so doing, constructions wholly
unsuited to the style and character of the building
upon which they are placed are likely to follow. In
addition to this, some architects are exceedingly
faulty in their conceptions, and sometimes design
very ugly affairs, and instead of beautifying these
failures produce bad effects.

'

It requires good judgment and refined taste to
produce a ** handsome bay window," but where
these are exercised, beauty is obtained, and buildings
which otherwise would appear plain and monoto-—
nous in unbroken lines and finishes, may be ren-
dered elegant and ornamental.

In reference to the second proposition but few
persons will contend that they do not increase in-

ternal conveniences. They certainly increase facili-

ties for sight- seeing and distant views, and afford

cozy comers for loving hearts to discuss love
matters and future prospects in life; and in the
retired alcoves of bay windows, thousands of pledges
of love have been given and received, and the des-

tinies of life agreed upon. "^

The third proposition—their sanitary advantages, -H
contains both force and reason, and is well sus-

tained by fair and conclusive arguments. It is a
well understood fact that wottien and children, and
sometimes men, "like to look out of windows";
and'if any special view is desired, in cases where
there are no bay windows, the sash is raised, and
the head of the party desiring to see more than can
be seen with the window closed, is thrust out.

Ordinarily this is injurious, as it subjects the party
so acting to a strong current of air by the differ-

ence in the temperature of the external and internal

atmospheres, if from no other cause; and if the

system is heated by exercise or otherwise, or the

party is enfeebled by ailments of any sort, and the

pores of the skin open, the injurious effect is greatly

increased. It is unquestionably a fact that hundreds
of thousands of people have " caught their death

of cold" by opening windows and extending their

heads and shoulders through the open apertures,

sometimes remaining until "chilled through" by
the draught. There is no practice more injurious,

nor any more condemned by medical men, than
that of persons exposing themselves to sudden
draughts of wind, and sitting in proximity to open
windows. In this regard bay windows are certainly

to be desired, and must be classed as sanitary in

character. But at this point an objectionable

feature obtrudes itself, and one which should al-

ways be guarded . against by architects, builders,

and owners ; and that is the common neglect prac-

ticed in not making bay windows as nearly air-

tight as possible. In all cases, particularly in frame
buildings, the projections and angles involve the

necessity for numerous horizontal, angle, and butt

joints, through which a large amount of air finds

ingress; and if care and caution be not exercised in

providing against its inlet, a constaUt current of

air pours in through the cracks, joints, etc., of the

internal finishes, productive of injury to any one

coming in contact with it. Hence the necessity of
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ghcaihinif behind the finishes with tonguod and

grooved lumber, and making all parts as nearly

air-tight as possible.

But, all things considered, bay windows when
properly constructed are beautifying, convenient,

and healthful adjunct* to buildings; and although

we have seen thousands, and designed many hun-

dreds of them, we not only favor their continued

-iise for reasons given, but would not build for our

jown U3e without introducing bay windows wherever

their adoption would add to our personal comfort.

Architecture in the Early Days,

4-1 1 i

"'^

?f

*• When Julius Cassar invaded Britain, he was in-

formed that the inhabitants of Kent, and some oth-

er parts in the South, had at that time begun to build

houses a little more substantial and convenient than

those they had at first. The first step toward this

improvement seems to have been that of daubing

"the wattled walls of their houses with wot clay on

both sides, fof~Ehe piirpose of making them niOfe

Folid and warm. The JGermans used for this pur-

IKJse a kind of ^ure, resplendent earth, of different

colors, which had an appearance of rude painting at

a distance ; and hence, perhaps, the custom of paint-

ing landscapes on the outside of the walls of houses

had its origin ; such are still to be seen in the Neth-

erlands, and in some cantons in Switzerland. But

the Gauls and Britons at this period preferred rath-

er to whitewash the clay after it was dry, with

white chalk ; and instead of straw, they thatched

their houses with marsh-reeds or rushes, a much bet-

ter security against the weather. _,

** The ornamental and useful science of architec-

ture had been greatly improved by the Romans,

after their invasion of this country under Julius

Ctesar, li. C. 55 ; but many examples of which were

afterward destroyed by thv. barbarous Anglo-Sax-

ons. The following event will show the striking

contrast then existing between the architecture in

Britain and that in Home. When Caractacus, the

primitive British monarch, who had been taken

captive, and sent in triumph to Rome, was passing

through its streets and saw the splendid palaces, he

expressed his astonishment that people possessing

such magnificent edifices at home should envy him
his humble cottages in Britain. The first colony of

Romans, on their settlementjin Britain, was planted

at Camalodinnim, (Colchester) as early as the fif-

tieth year of the Christian era, and when it was de-

stroyed, only eleven years afterward, by the Britons,

in revenge for the cruel treatment of Boadicea,

(iueen of the Iceni, in Suffolk, it was then a large

and well built town, embellished with statues, pa-

gan temples, theatres, baths and other public struc-

tures. From many circumstances, however, it ap-

pears that these buildings, like the early provincial

theatres of the Romans, from which they had been

designed, were chietiy of wood, this material being

then abundant in Britain, till the time of Julius

Agricola, who firmly established the dominion of

the Romans in Britian, and governed it during the

sieges of Vespasian, Titus -and.Doraitian.
" Architecture, from the time of Agricola, A. D.

80, when he had subdued the whole or greater part

of the Island, up to the middle of the fourth centu-

ry, flourished greatly in this country. The same
taste for the convenient, substantial and ornamen-
tal buildings which had long prevailed in the Ro-
man provinces, was now introduced into Britain.

The country, therefore, from this time, abounded
with well built.towns, forts and stations. The Anglo-
Romans, however, it is supposed, did not erect many
stone edifices in Britain ; for if they had, it is not
probable the stones would have perished or been ap-

plied to other purposes. Factitious bricks and tiles

were generally used, which are still to be met with
at their principal stations, as at St. Albans, Caster,

near Yarmouth, Colchester and Exeter, where they
had brick kilns. The spirit of building which was
first introduced and encouraged by the Romans, so

much improved the taste and increased the num-
bers of British artists, that in the third century
this Island became celebrated in that respect. Even
the Emperor Constantius, father of Constantine the
Great, when he rebuilt the city of Autun, in Gaul,

-A. D. 296, was chiefly furnished with workmen from
Britain. . .

"Not long after this enlightened period, archi-

tecture and the accompanying arts, which had been
brought from Rome, began to decline ; and after

the final departure of the Romans from Britain, A.

D. 448, the Roman style was abandoned, and im-

mediately succeeded by that called Saxon or rather,

Saxo-Roman. Some of the private villas and pub-

lic edifices of the Romans were so well built and ce-

mented, that they might have resisted all the rav-

ages of time, and remained to this very day, had

they not been willfully destroyed by internal commo-

tions.
" The palace of the King of Wales, where the no-

bility and wise men assembled for making laws,

was made of wood, and was called the " White Pal-

ace," because the walls were woven with wands,

which had the bark peeled off. By the laws of

Wales, whoever burnt or destroyed the King's hall

or palace was obliged to pay o»e pound and eight

pence beside one hundred and twenty pence for the

destruction of the adjoining buildings, eight in num-
ber, namely, the dormitory, kitchen, chapel, granary,

bake-house, storeroom and the clay house. This is

certainly a sufficient proof of the meanness of the

buildings.
* When Alfred the Great came to the throne, in

the ninth century, and paid a. viait to Bom^, ho be-

came enlightened, and soon formed the liberal de-

sign of adorning his dominion in certain districts

with more elegant structures. But to accomplish

this, he was obliged to bring many of his artizans

from foreign countries, such as masons, carpenters,

glaziers, and painters. Now, though we find that

some buildings of more substantial materials had

been erected during this reign, still even the city of

London, which he built, was actually constructed

of the same fragile materials as those which had

been employed by his predecessors ; and though he

encouraged the arts and sciences, built several pal-

aces, and founded the university of Oxford, yet

those very buildings, strange as it may appear,

were actually constructed of wood, and covered

California Fleas.

with straw.

The Plainness of Expression

Used in some of the articles which have appeared

in this Journal, has led some to think that they par-

take of severity in certain directions. Be this as it

may, there have been truth, force, and defence in

eveiy line that we have written; and we propose to

continue to deal plainly with all matters and sub-

jects, keeping ourselves al^irays upon the defensible

side of every question. We very well understand

that soft and gentle expressions arouse no resentful

feelings, and that palliating and excusing references

to groat and small wrongs please, where presenta-

tions of undeniable facts give offense and make
enemies. 'We have no desire to give offense to any
one ; but if offense can be avoided only by the with-

holding of honest convictions, and the sacriftce of

plain but correct statements, then let offenses be

the rule; as we shall certainly neither curtail nor

restrain our sense of i-ight by palliating or tempori-

zing expressions. There exists no desire on our part

to transcend any rules of fairness and justice even

toward enemies ; and certainly in matters where all

personal considerations are entirely out of sight,

and the discussion or review hinges solely upon the

merits or demerits of the thing discussed or re-

viewed, it is no less than rank injustice to charge
severity of language in the offensive sense of the

term.

As the case stands, we appreciate the opportuni-

ties at command, and rejoice in the freedom en-

joyed ; and shall write upon and review all matters

and subjects upon their respective merits, leaving it

free to others to differ with us, and offering the

columns of this Journal for the publication of dis-

senting views from those who entertain them, pro-

vided that recognized proprieties of language and
expression are observed.

Our aim is to correct wrongs, improve defects,

and develope and unfold the good, instructive, and
useful in all connections. If during the few re-

maining years, at most, that remain of our pilgrim-

age on earth, we succeed in a small degree in

elevating and improving the practices of the profes-

sion we have so long and fondly followed, and in

correcting some of the parasitic irregularities which
have grown upon and crept into mechanical pur-

suits, we shall have done well; and feel that we
have completed a triumph for the dissolving hour
of life, when mortality shall yield to the inevitable,

and sink away into the better, grander, and more
glorious light of that life which shall end only
when the Almighty architect of worlds, planets,

and infinities shall quit His throne of power and
glory, and cease to exist as GoD OVEU ALL.

We are sorry and not sorry that these lively lit-

tle tormentors, which have gained San Francisco

almost world-wide notority as the head quarters of

fleadom, are becoming conspicuously less numerous.

Like the aborigines of the country, they appear to

be passing away before the ** march of civilization ";

or their dissemination may be accounted for upon
the hypothesis that as they multiply more rapidlyzi^

in sandy localities, the ** sand lots " of San Francis-—
CO may have been their head quarters, until the ver-

itable Dennis took possession, and poured forth his

disgraceful blasphemies and tirades of abuse, which
together with the bad blood and worse whiskey

brought upon the premises was more than even the

vigorous fleas could endure. If so, it is to be re-

gretted that the little fellows did not remain and—
multiply by tens of millions, to inflict their torment '

upon those who did so much to break down the pros-

pects of'OTir city and State, and inflict injuries from
which only partial recovery is yet reached, andT*
which will not be wholly recovered from for years

to come. But we are not sorry that they are de-

creasing, as far as prudent respectable people and

all children are concerned ; for if there is vexation

in any thing on earth, it is in one, ten or twenty

fleas tickling, nipping and biting here, there and

everywhere, sometimes two or half dozen pitching

in at the same moment, upon several sepflirate and

distinct parts of the body, each seemingly more de-

termined than the other to inflict the greatest

amount of torment. And to increase the annoyance,

the pesky little creatures always commence their

more vigorous operations at the time when people

hive ceased from the active duties of the day, to en-

joy the comfort of repose and rest. Their little eyes

keep wide awake, and their nimble feet astir, when
human kind would slumber, but often cannot ;—for

bite fast follows bite, and nip on nip is piled, until

the spirit of sleep no longer seeks to pour its balmy
influence into burning eyes, and the victims of flea

tormentations can find no rest, except to arise from

bed, whether the night be hot or cold, and by entire

change of garments, a bath, or the free use of flea

powder, an advantage is secured. Again, the fleas

of California have no sentiment of devotion, for they

ply their nippers alike upon saint and hypocrite,

while upon bended knees, human hearts are lifted

in prayer; and it is a trying ordeal for human nature

to melt away in humble supplication to the Deity,

and feel no spirit of revenge upon the flea or fleas at

work upon various parts of the body. If this sao-

rilegiousness was confined to that class of devotional

-

ists who pursue the forms and ceremonies of worship,

while in life, practices and examples they perpetu-

ate acts that would be disdained by others who nev-

er bend the knee in prayer, nor claim to be more

than "worldlings,"—we should pray that , re-

doubled etfergy might be given to every flea that

lives, or ever may live, to inflict their severest tor-

ment. But as the blood of saints has always been

sought after during times of persecution, it may be

possible that even the California flea is imbued with

the same .spirit, and inflict more punishment upon

the truly righteous than upon those who, in the lan-

guage of Holy Writ, are without " whitened sepul-

chers, but within, full of dead men's bones."
' Still, fleas in California are not so numerous as

they used to be, and in time they may become like

our earth quakes—distributed all over the world,

with only an occasional appearance in San Francisco.
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A mechanic that is always in a hurry is incapable

of doing good honest work. The excitable man
who is always *' flying around," and whose tools

are never at hand when wanted, does not amount
to much ; he may be busy all day, and apparently

—in fact, does—work hard and seems to get oyer a

great deal of ground, but what he does do is neither

fine nor substantial. The cool, calm workman,
who allows himself neither to be driven nor per-

suaded to do more than a solid day's work is the

man who leaves his impress on each piece of work
he turns out, and a hundred years hence it may be

found as good and as solid as the day he completed

it; but where 1 Oh, where 1 will be the work that

was thrown together at the same date by the man
who was always "flying" around?"

—

Builder and
Woodworker.

It is estimated that the Postal Card has dimin-

ished the sale of writing paper $12,000,000 annual-

ly in the United States.

A "Word of Warning—Wooden Outside
Ladders.

Of late years, almost every house of moderate
character erected has been provided with outside

ladders made of wood, as a means of ascent to roofs.

Some of these have been carefully made, and will do
service as long as the wood of which they are con-

structed remains sound. But even the best of them
Tire not of a permanent character, as wood exposed
to all weather, hot and cold, wet and dry, will not
withstand the effects of the elements for many years,

and are therefore risky affairs. But the majority
of them are hastily made, frequently of sappy wood
liable to quick decay—and indifferently secured to

the building by nails toed into the rustic. They
all answer a present purpose, but as sure as the sun
3hines and planets pursue their journey through
limitless space, the life of one or many human be-

ings will demonstrate their impractibility for long
jorvice

;
particularly those which are indifferently

-made and. secured. We shall not be surprised to

read the announcement at any moment in the daily

_ ipers, that A, B, or C, in attempting to reach the

roof of his house, fell to the ground and was badly
mangled, or killed outright ; cause, " one of the
rounds of the outside ladder had rotted, or the nails

gave way, and he fell backward to the ground."
This is a reasonable possibility at any time, and af-

ter a few persons have lost their lives in this manner,
greater precaution than temporarily made wooden
ladders will be provided for safe ascent to roofs.

When made of wood they should always be firndy

secured to the building, by strong iron straps and
bolts, with a strong face band up and down the up-

rights, well nailed, secured or bolted aver the rounds.

The safer plan, however, would be to make them
— of iron, and secure them with iron bolts and bauds
to the houses. And the day will come when the

putting up of wooden outside ladders will be pro-

hibited by city ordinance, but not until a few lives

have been lost in the manner stated.

We do not anticipate that this word of caution
will produce any effect in reference to those treach-

erous constructions, as people generally turn a deaf

ear to all admonitions and warnings, and await
demonstration of the fearful result prognosticated,

before they become convinced of the real facts of the
- case. So it will be in this matter.

Injustice Tovrard Architects.

^ There is, perhaps, not a single practicing archi-

tect in this city who has not suffered loss of busi-

ness, through adverse and unjust reports. In the

discharge of their professional duties, they assume
the position of middle-men between conflicting in-

terests, and are generally made the "scape-goat"

for sins commited on either one or both sides; pro-

vided misunderstandings of any character occur.

If all "goes well and smoothly," and the architect

secures and enjoys the confidence of all parties, the

dBituatioa is rendered pleasant, and the engagement
terminates advantageously, with kind words all

around. But if, with the ^ame parties in the en-

gagement, disputes and differences arise, growing
out of over-exactions on the part of the f^ner, or

neglects, omissions, and departures from the plans

and specifications by the contractor, the architect

necessarily is made a party to the contest, and,

whatever his decision may be, the party against

whom the decision may operate, in nine out of ten

cases, conceives or forces the conclusion that injus-

tice has been done ; and hard statements, often

without the shadow of support by fact, follows. If

the owner happens to be the offended party, then,

as far as his influence extends, every other owner
is informed of the incompetency, unfairness, etc.,

etc., of the architect, and if the contractor is the

defeated contestant, then the worst possible state-

ments that can be invented are spread around in

all directions, and the offending architect is torn

to pieces, simply because in the discharge of his

duties he may have followed his own judgment as

to the rights and equities of some matter forced

upon him by the acts of the very psirty or parties

falsifying and persecuting.

The system of injustice thus practiced assumes
tenfold aggravation from the fact that not twice in

one hundred cases is the architect afforded an op-

portunity to defend himself. The statements made
against him are ex parte, and shaped and framed
to suit the purposes and premises of those deter-

mined upon revenge for conceived injuries ; and

when revenge—the spirit of '* getting even"—in-

spires a man's thoughts and words, pure truthful-
ness "cuts but a sorry figure" in the case. And al-

though the common rule of right and fairness gives
to every man the right of defense before condem-
nation issues, such acknowledged right is but sel-

dom accorded to architects, who are adjudged and
condemned upon the mere statement of individuals
to whom he may have given offense. And it is the
easiest matter imaginable to offend some people by
opposing their views, or in any manner defeating
their purposes, however much in error they may
be. Like the Cyclopean giants of the dark ages,
they have practically **6wi one eye set in the center

of their foreheds," with which they can see but
one thing, or in one direction—self and selfish in-

terests. And the man who dares to exercise his

own judgment, in opposition to such one-eyed crea-
tures, seldom fails to receive all that tongues con-
trolled by no acknowledged principle of right can
inflict.

We do not claim more than average human vir-

tues for those engaged in architectural pursuits,

nor plead that positive and actual wrongdoings on
the part of architects should be palliated or ex-

cused; but we do contend against the far too com-
mon practice which prevails against them, in the
misrepresentations asserted, sometimes by owners
who have been unable to control and use them in

overreachings for more or better than the basis of

existing agreements demand, and contractors who
indulge in falsifying, simply because the architect

may have refused to violate his personal sense of

right and integrity, by allowing and accepting ma-
terials and workmanship not in harmony with the
plans and specifications; or perchance, in refusing
to allow and audit unreasonable and excessive bills

for extra work and materials.

In this connection we suggest, as a matter for

the consideration of the members of the Society of
Architects, about being formed in this city,

whether the integrity and elevation of the profes-

sion might not be protected and improved, by the
adoption, as a rule, to hear and decide all proper
causes of complaint reported to the Society from
and after its permanent organization, made by
either owners or contractors, implicating members
of the profession in questionable and unprofessional

practices or wrongdoings, to the end that proper
rebuke or vindication be extended to every mem-
ber, and expulsion and exposure imposed upon
those whose malpractice may warrant such a
course. By this, a higher standard of personal in-

tegrity would be secured, and the affiliating por-

tion of the profession sustained upon the basis of

individual rectitude and proficiency.

If the legal, medical and other professions, arid

our courts of justice deem it necessary and justifi-

able to enforce stringent rules upon those assuming
responsible duties, does not a co-equal duty rest

upon men who assumes to perpetuate and delineate

the great science of architecture, as handed down
to us by those great men who have given to the

world so many beautiful illustrations of their grand
conception in temples of worship ; in structures

whose chambers have resounded with the eloquence

of patriots, senators and sages ; monuments in

memory of great and good men; in palaces and
dwelling-places alike for monarchs, kings, con-

querors, and peasants: all illustrating that while in

humanity the same as other men, in their reveal-

ments of beautiful things in the science of archi-

tecture, they are worthy of all the honors which each

succeeding day has meted out to those who deserve,

and by their, works have won the admiration of the

world.

Theke has been a great outcry because a number
of people lost their lives at the burning of the Mad-
ison Street tenement house, through the alleged

carelessness or ignorance of a plumber. The fact

is, that many more lives than were here lost are

sacrificed every week, through the ignorance and

carelessness of men called plumbers; and yet some

people doubt the propriety of attempting to legis-

late to control those who work at this trade. More
bodily injury is caused in New York City alone

from defective plumbing than is produced in the

whole United States from steam-boiler casualties

;

and yet engineers must be licensed, and plumbers

are free from any control. The inference is plain.

—

Sanitary Engineer. _— — -

1^ Subscription price of this journal for

1 18^ will be $2.00 in advance.

Manual Labor vs. Maclilnery.

A fear seems to have taken possession of many
minds lest by the inventive genius of man machin-
ery might be produced capable of accomplishing so
much as to remove the necessity for manual la-
bor, and, as a consequence, lest they themselves
should be unable to gain a livelihood. So widely
have these views been imbibed, even by men of apr:
parent intelligence of a comparatively high order,^
that they have advocated in strong terms, upon the
rostrum and elsewhere, the desirability of not only
banishing new machinery, but inventors also. This
opposition has made the path of those who pos-

sessed sufficient enterprise to lead them to devise
new methods, and new apparatus to effect the same,
not only unpleasant, but generally unprofitable

;

whereas, if mankind had been more fully endowed
with wisdom and brotherly love, a very different'

state of affairs would have existed. ------: -: -
^

-

The cry that "the rich are growing richer ftnd

the poor are growing poorer, '

' as th« result^ of new
machinery, is not true. In fact, the use of ma-
chinery is constantly improving the condition oL_
all classes ; and the advance that has been made by
the masses toward a higher civilization the last

half century is simply wonderful, and is due to the
development of the inventive genius of man. That
there is not an equitable distribution of the products

of the farm, the mine, and the manufactory cannot
be denied. But whore does the fault lie? Not
with the machinery either of old or new design.

Let the reader look back with the aid of proper

books of reference to the condition of things fifty

years ago. At that time it was beginning to dawn
upon the minds of the most progressive that steam
railways were a possibility ; but everything for the

next ten years was in the crudest possible condition,

no more like the comfortable railways of to-day

than a two-wheeled springless ox-cart is like a
modem pleasure carriage. Then travel was slow

and tedious for all classes, rich or poor. Now the

rich, and the poor as well, may travel five hundred
miles comfortably in twenty-four hours. Then the

mails were weeks in going and coming where days

will now suffice. Then telegraphs were unknown,
but now any one may send a message to a friend

hundreds of miles away for a few cents, and get an
answer almost at once, whereas it formerly re-

quired several days if not weeks for a message to

go and come. These and hundreds of other im-

provements that have been inaugurated are open to

the use and benefit of all, and have greatly lessened

the most arduous work of the laboring man, while

the necessity for his services is in no wise less now
than formerly. In fact, it may be truly said that

the day laborer can now enjoy many things that

the wealthiest men half a century ago could not

obtain. In looking at the facts that history pre-

sents, no man of a sound and candid mind can hon-

estly deny that, whatever of seeming or temporary

disadvantages may have fallen upon manual labor,

by the introduction of machinery, all have been

enabled to reap groat advantage. The conclusion

must, therefore, be that the introduction of new
and improved methods of production should be en-

couraged, and that there is no real ground of war-

fare between manual labor and machinery, dema-

gogues to the contrary notwithstanding.

—

New
York Mercantile Journal.

Citric Acid to Render Water Safely Potable.

Dr. Langfeldt has experimented with a number of

substances in studying their applicability to the

purpose of destroying microscopic life in drinking

water. The most striking results he obtained from

citric acid. Upon the addition of one part to two

thousand, life ceased in from one-half to two min-

utes. Microscopic examination showed that those

forms of animalcula supplied with a thick epithelial

covering are not affected by this dilute citric acid,

but only those with delicate coatings. But as the

greater portion of these unwelcome visitors belong

to the latter category, and as those of the former

variety are visible to the naked eye, a solution of

the above-mentioned strength (1:2000) will suffice

as a safeguard. In about one minute after their

death, these animalcula settle to the bottom of the

vessel containing the water, and can always be

found in abundance in the sediment. As the solu-

tion of citric acid spoils so readily, Langfeldt ad-

vises that it should be freshly prepared every day.

—The Druggists' Circular for March.
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The Aggressive Chinamen.

Like the locust of Ej^pt, they swarm every-

where—everywhere where their presence is tolera-

—
. tod—and alwayH with disastrouB effect upon the

— labor intoresta of the^ivilized races amon^ which

_ they spread themselves. The privations, humilia-

'^- tion, and dcj^adations to which the manses of the— Celestial Empire have been compelled to submit for

centuries, have created and established among them

moral and social conditions and habits of the most

revolting character, such as render the thought of

reducing any portion of the white race to their level

I of life is simply horrible to contemplate; and as

must always be the state of the case in over-popula-

ted countries, the supply of workers and toilers so

^^far exceeds the demand for labor, that millions of

-

ihrm barely exist, without the practical enjoyment,
—^^^"^ „y the slightcHt knowledge, of the commonest com-

forts known to the laboring classes of America and
' ' other enlightened countries. This fact may appeal

*n the sympathies of humanitarians in the common

—^acceptation of the term, but there can be no int«l-

-ligent argument brought forward why we, as a

other consideration, and viewing the matter in its

broadest and natural possibilities, can reach any

other conclusion. When the anti-slavery agitation

first began in this country, the leaders were set

down as brainless fanatics: yet the abolition of

slavery has become a fixed fact ; and this result

was secured with but little intelligent aid from

the enslaved negroes, who were watched and con-

trolled by their masters, and every facility looking

to their freedom and equality before the law care-

fully guarded against. And so in numerous in-

stances in the history of nations, results have come

to pass which, in their incipiency, were considered

impossible. And it is no stretch of imagination to

presume that, if the Chinamen are permitted to

oome in unrestricted numbers to this country,

aided by a host of fanatics who are always ready

to embrace causes which will give play to their

peculiar notions, they will soon be able to establish

themselves aa a power in the land, by which every

political and laboring interest must be disastrously

affected

(| 11

=^^ people, 8?iould seek to improve the condition of the

^Asiatic races by the humiliation and degradation of

_ millions of our own and kindred nationalities. It

is a false and cruel sympathy that proposes, or in

effect seeks to change, alleviate, and improve the

condition of one class of human beings, by imposing

__ wrongs, hardships, and injuries upon others with-

T)ut their consent. It is right and proper that those

possessing the means and opportunities for helping

=^^—^—others, should of their abundance, their wealth

_ of mines, or gold, give freely to those whose

^^^ lot is 1

masses of

or ^ , o
*«VA>Eably cast than is enjoyed by the

our own favored land. But there is

I
'

*

neither command, authority, nor obligation restiug

upon us, as a nation, to remove the bulwarks of

protection from our own laboring classes, that our

workwhops, fields, farms, and the avenues of all in-

dustries may be filled with those who have not a

single domestic, moral, social, or religous sentiment

in harmony with our own.
Admitting for argument's sake, that an All Wise

. God controls the allotments of nations, and fixes
"

the dwelling places of men on earth ; if so, then,

to the Chinaman he has appointed a goodly land,

where the golden rays of bright sunshine fall, and
^
silvery moonbeams chase away the darkness of

" night; where the early and the latter rains descend,

and the earth yields its grain and fruits in due
• season. And if with all these heaven-appointed

advantages, coequal with the average of nations,

^ the people of that land have brought upon them-

selves, if not to the Lords, Emperors, and Imperial

conclaves—yet to the masses—a condition of things

repulsive and disgusting to every better sentiment

and principle of life, as understood and enjoyed by

the people of our own country, it can be no less

than absurd fanaticism and madnefes to permit, much

^ less to invite and induce, a people so thoroughly

averse to our very principles of life and govern-

ment to come among us, and in time consume us.

For, as certain as the locusts of Egypt consumed

and destroyed the vines and trees of that historical

country, just aa certain will the swarming of

Chinamen to America consume and destroy the

blessings now enjoyed by its laboring and operative

classes in all departments of manufacture and pro-
" ductionsof every kind. And they being peculiarly

an imitative and not an inventive people, the ave-

nues of skilled and artistic labor will be encroached

upon ; and in time, by our own permission as a

people, and because we neglect or refuse to protect

our own interests, and preserve the beautiful heri-

- tage, this goodly land which God has given to i^,

from the idolatry, contaminations, and defilements

- which invariably accompany the presimce of China-

men wherever they find unmolested foothold in any

country, America will become Chinaized in a thou-

sand senses ; while the Chinamen, who will finally

outnumber the white race two to one, or more, will

If we are" charged with prejudice against China-

men, it is a prejudice of thirty years' experience

with the class against whom we contend. We have

witnessed their manner of life, their customs, their

vices, their distant departures from all cultured

and advanced mental and moral improvement, their

Josh worship and heathenish idolatry, their perfi-

dy and dishonesty, their filth and inhumanity

even towards their own kind—and in a word, their

entire opposition to everything known to the Ameri-

can people as refinement, or any desire to make
themselves better than what they are—a defiled,

corrupt, and degraded people, without a single im-

pulse in harmony with those cherished by the white

race. And we affirm, as a fact, that no intelligent

mind, enjoying a proper knowledge of the people

against whom we write, and being uncontrolled by

personal interests or unwise sympathies, can do

otherwise than entertain a prejudice like our own

—

fully justified and sustained by facts. That there

are qualifying cases we will not dispute; but as a

grand whole, the views presented are absolutely

correct in reference to Chinamen.

Read It Again—Cold Feet.

In the April number of this journal an article

appeared in relation to " Cold Feet," which has

attracted considerable attention, as evidenced by

the number who have addressed us communications,

and sought personal interviews with us upon the

subject. L .

' My house is the coldest place in San Francisco,*'

has been a common expression, followed by,
^

" Can
anything be done to remedy the difficulty ?" We
refer our readers to the article mentioned for a

careful reperusal, as it contains suggestions and

facts which should be observed by every person

contemplating the erection of a building for either

private or public uses or purposes. Too much care

cannot be exercised in the prevention of the evil

pointed out, and the saving of two or three per cent,

in the total cost of a home for one's family, is sim-

ply absurd and unwise, when, by so doing, defects

are permitted which forever afterward inflict pun-

ishment, and frequently cause sickness and death,

The whole difficulty results from carelessness, or

an improper understanding of correct methods of

construction.

It is So.

!-_-_ become Americanized in nothing, where Oriental— ii^^^eas will serve their purposes. And, as must

naturally be the case, they will secure the right of

______^ citizenship, and their votes within the next one

hundred years will determine who shall be our

y Chief Executive and law-makers, and the entire
^^^"^^

political and business interests of the United States

will be shaped by a race who at present are con-

sidered but little better than semi-barbarians. The
predictiona expressed may be pooh-poohed by a great

many; but no thoughtful man, laying aside every

There are people in this world, and always have

been, and will be until the end of time, who render

themselves unhappy by their own acts. It is possi-

ble for all men to diminish or prevent the disap-

pointments and sorrows which gather and fall thick

^nd fast around the pathway of some, and to in-

crease the comforts and pleasures of life, by manly
determination and efforts to resist the evil, and

courage and perseverance in the attainment of the

good. There are limits, bounds, and opportunities

within which all happyfying and comforting

things may be found; and those who seek these, and

pursue the God-appointed paths of goodness in

their purest sense, secure to themselves sunbeams to

illume the journey of life: while those who refuse

submission to the better order of things that rule

in human life, and keep themselves aloof from the

bettor influences, have no good or sufficient reason

to complain that their '* lot is hard," or that "the

world is cold and cheerless." If people would have

it so, nine-tenths of the discomforts of life might be

removed. * * We make most of our own miseries," is

an old and true saying; and yet only a small propor-

tion of our race realize the fact, or accept the man-
dates of inevitable things—the "soul that sinneth,

it shall die. " This declaration of inspiration is broad

in its meaning, not being confined in its compre-

hensions to the after-life that awaits us all; but men
who sin away privileges and opportunities for good

while they remain on earth, suffer the loss of rich

blessings and joys which are reaped by the prudent

and upright, who find the so/id comforts in that

peace of mind which follows right purposes in all

things, and a soul full of kindness and ennobling

human love and goodness.

Sometimes persons of limiled means are conipellod

to practice economies in the erection of a building,

and to submit to curtailments which are hurtful in

their effects. But it would be wiser on the part of

such parties to struggle on and husband resources

until a sufficient sum can be accumulated to secure

all that is necessary to a healthful home, however

humble it may be. And those who can afford it, ^
but who, from motives of penuriousnoas or willful

omissions and neglect pay no attention to essential

matters in house construction, deserve all the con-

sequences which attend such neglects and oageriieBS

to economize cost.

It is well understood in reference to all other

matters—whether merchandise, cloths, horses, car-

riages, jewelry, or other purchasable thing, that

to obtain those that are of good quality and real

merit, fair and sometimes large prices must be

paid. But as a rule, when the matter of hou^-
building is in hand, the whole study is to lessen

cost. If, perchance, a qualified architect is con-

sulted, the first thing sought to be impressed upon

his attention, is to save expensiveness wherever it is

possible, and to " get np a nice, convenient build-

ing," with a limit in dollars and cents fixed as near

the cost of the "raw materials " as possible. But

more generally the first move made is to find the

cheapest architect^ who, when found, proves always

to be the cheapest only in one sense, and that is,

that very cheap things of any sort possess but little

real worth or value. And this disposition to save,

to economize, is made the rule, which, in nine

cases out of ten, ends unsatisfactorily, and results in

defects which are ever afterward annoyances.

It requires good^ architectural and mechanical

skill to build a house properly, and not until own-

ers realize and recognize this fact will house-build-

ing reach reasonable perfection . And so long as

cheapness, and the engagement of the cheapest par-

ties to plan and erect buildings, is the prevailing

sentiment, just so long will unnecessarily cold,

uncomfortable, and ill-arranged buildings be the

rule.

One Way of Determining Who Prepare
Lunches.

In a recent professional experience we were asked

by a lady client to •* go and see the lot," intended

for improvement. Upon reaching the premises and

commenting upon the excellence of location, pleas-

ing surroundings etc. , etc. , we were rather surprised

to hear its owner question the propriety of improv-

ing it by the erection of a private residence, with

the remark that the lot was a fine one, and the

neighborhood genteel, but there was quite an ob-

jection, after all.

Asking to be informed as to the character of the

objection, the answer was given : Well, the neigh-

bors are not fashionable ; they do not set lunches at

noon, and it is such a privation to be debarred the

enjoyment of those little social pleasures.

But, we inquire, not being acquainted with the

families near by, how do you arrive at the conclu-

sion expressed by your statement ?

Oh, very nicely. I very frequently pass this way

biuu uuwii tuc wtt»i« pipe of your basin or smk. about lunch hour, and I have noticed that smoke

There is no better disinfectant, and it costs but lit- never issuer from any of the chimneys at the proper

It is always safe tg assume that somewhere in your

waste pipes there is, or may be, a place where sew-

erage has lodged. It is well therefore, now and
then, to take a pound of copperas, dissolve it in a

gallon or two of warm water, and pour the solu-

tion down the waste pipe of your basin or sink

tie.

—

Portland Transcript, 1 hourJox^reparing lunches.
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The Seventh Abomination.

Too late for notice in our February number, the

Evening Bulletin published its " Seventh of Series."

This time it has not as usual selected its copy from

the prevailing and generally accepted modern
idea of house planning, but like the fiction writers

of the age, has hunted up something conceived to be

more romantic in character, calling it a chalet.

There is a fitness in the adaptation,as the facts in con-

nection with the "Seventh of Series" raise the query
whether the architecture of the herdsmen of Switz-

erland, in the planning of their mountain huts^ has

been improved to any considerable extent in the

hands of the Bulletin''s protege , everything consider-

ed. As to the plan presented, we pass it without
comment, leaving those who desire to adopt it with
its many objectionable features, rather than some-

-thing more modern and practical, with greater con-

__Fenience at a less actual cost^ to do so.

But so long as the journal named continues and
seeks to mislead by representations which contain

-more oi absolutefalsity than truth, we shall feel com-
pelled, in the interest of the Architectural profes-

sion, and honest mechanical operations, to notice and
rebuke such misrepresentations in plain language.

There i3 no journal published anywhere which
is more jiersistent in its claims to journalistic virtues

and truthfulness than the Evening Bulletin ; and
yet, during the " last ten months," it has continued

a series of presentations, particularly in figures, in

which the element of truthfulness and correctness

has been conspicuously absent. In no one instance,

-in connection with its " copyrighting enterprise,"

has the truth been stated in reference to actual cost

and values. This is the principal feature of the is-

sue raised by us in this connection, and we defy the

•"contradiction by practical tests of the statements

heretofore and now made by ua upon this point.

And if such statements have been and are correct,

then one of two responsibilitias rests upon those who
are continuing these misrepresentations ; either they

are materially, if not totally, ignorant of the sub-

ject matter handled by them, or if possessing a fair

or full understanding, then the charge of wilful and
deliberate falsification for purposes not stated must
apply.
The editorial referring to number seven exposes

a superabuiidance of obliviousness to actual facts,

and boldness of assertion, which would not be in-

dulged in by any one enjoying a right degree of ap-

preciation for correct statements. The statement

that the *' series is supplying a want which has

been long felt in California and other Pacific Coast

communities," is an unjustified asuraption, notsus-

tained by facts, for the reason that there has not

been a single acceptable feature in house building

shown in either of the ** Seven of Series," which has

not been repeated thousands of times, nor a single

original idea, except those which have been con-

spicuously BO in their absurdities and ridiculousness.

Again it states : "It consequently frequently

turns out, that the dwellings erected from plans

^^thus prepared, (by inexperienced hands) are full of

imperfection, of awkward arrangements, of gross

violation of the simplest sanitary rules," etc. This

is true so far as it relates to plans being made by
inexperienced hands ; but any claim on the part of

the Bulletin that its " enterprise " has tended to

remedy this condition of things, is simply amusing

to nine-tenths of the competent architects and build-

ers upon this coast. There has been nothing publish-

ed of late years which is less appreciated, more con-

demned, or more strongly denounced, than this copy-

right enterprise and its protege^ by those better

qualified by professional education and experience

to comprehend the real </^merits of the case.

The consistent journal further says :
** San Fran-

cisco and other California towns and cities are full

of what may be termed architectural make -shifts and
expedients." So far, true; and why? Because

owners have anticipated the example of the Bulletin,

and engaged as architects, parties who have pos-

sessed but a shadow of architectural abilities, and as

a consequence, " architectural abnormities " havie

followed. And so long and whenever such a course

is pursued by owners of real estate^ or newspaper

publishers, they may anticipate failure every time.

But the most presumptuous thing stated is the fol-

lowing :
" Since the Bulletin began the publication

of the series, there has been in a certain sense a

- boom in building."

It would be difficult to construct a sentence in

the English language more decidedly hypothetical

in character. It is not true that there has been, in

any legitimate sense, a boom in building in San
Francisco during the past ten months. All that

can be truthfully stated is, that there has been and
is an improvement upon the conditions resulting

from the '

' Sand Lot '

' and New Constitution set-

backs and disasters. And although many hundred
of carpenters and brick masons have left for other

places since 1877, thus decreasing the supply of

labor in this city, still, with the exception of a

month or so last fall, when all first-class carpenters

and masons were employed, and inferior men found
engagements, there has not been a time within the

period stated when the supply of labor has not been

greater than the demand. The assumption of the

journal named, that its " copyrighting enterprise"

has furnished a particle of influence in creating a

"boom in building," or in any degree stimulated

the moderate building activities which exist, is just

as consistent and truthful aa to assert that the snow
storms of the Eastern States have caused the overflow

of the Sacramento River. And the intimation that

this bettered state of things began with, and grew
out of, this fanatical digression of a daily journal

from its legitimate line of operation, is as ridiculous

as it is preposterous and fanciful.

We have heretofore commented plainly upon the

"specifications" (1) which have appeared with the

first six of series, and have nothing better to say for

No. 7. They are insufficient and indefinite in

numerous respects, and in some particulars absurd

in their requirements. "With the Swiss herdsman's

"mountain hut" as the subject copy, the Swiss

feature might be still further appropriately applied

by denominating the specifications the Swiss cheese

document, full of large holes, such as are termed in

mechanical parlance " loop holes," through which,

figuratively, a six-yoke ox-team might drive. Our
contemporary, perhaps unwittingly, properly stated

the case by saying that these " architectural make-

shifts are the result of inexperienced hands." And
it might with safety have added that thousands of

owners of property have been victimized by entrust-

ing their interests into the hands of frothy praters

—parties whose arrogance and cheekiness constitute

the larger share of their architectural abilities. It

is sufficient to make a giraflfe bark, to read in con-

nection with this plan farce, about the ^' gross viola-

tion of the simplest sanitary rules:' Pray inform us

where may be found the first original suggestion

upon this point in connection with either of the

seven of series, or any provision bearing upon sani-

tary science which is not common and familiar to

every ordinary plumber and builder ? It is a very

evident fact that those who seek no further infor-

mation upon matters sanitary than ia found in con-

nection with this "series" business, will have no

reason to fear prostration of the mental faculties

from an excess of knowledge.
When one's watch "gets out of order" and

he does not know what is required in the way

of repairs, he takes it to the watch maker

and says "fix it." The smashed up, worn

out, or broken down buggy or wagon is gen-

erally taken to the wagon maker, with the injunc-

tion FIX it. And so in matters generally, where the

possessor or owuQr fails to understand tk^ necessities

of the case, the order is given as a cover-all, fix it.

The terra " fix " or " fixed " is repeated ten times m
No. 7. " Fix " has, of course, a special meaning ;

but used in this general sense, its application ia sub-

ject to the interpretation of the party fixing the

thing to be fixed, unless the character of fi^^^g »«

defined by special understanding, etc., etc.; and fix

in specifications is about on a par—useful to cover

points, when explicit definitions or explanations are

not convenient or understood. The sum stated as

the estimated cost of No. 7, like each and all of the

other six of series, is an inexcusable perversion of

facts ; and we challenge the parties making the

statement to a practical test of the truth of the as-

sertion made. Forty per cent, added will not cover

the actual cost, following the fair interpretation of

the specifications. And the absurdities of the figures

given can be accounted for upon but one or both of

two grounds—first, purpose to deceive and mislead ;

or a positive ignorance of true costs and valuesof

building8^__ 2-i —

-

In a litUe more than two years, the United

Workmen of California have paid to the heirs

of their deceased brothers the hand«)me sum ot

$214,000. That is a record to be proud of.—Amer-

ican Machinist.

A CLEAR CASE IN POINT.

We are in possession of the facts in connection

with one of these wretched '* series " delusions—^o.

3. A party with moderate means at command
happened to gain possession of the paper containing

No. 3, and he concluded to adopt it as a guide in_
building for himself a cheap residence, presuming

that the statement of cost stated was somewhere

near correct. Hoping to lessen the amount, he con-

cluded to leave the kitchen unplastered and un-

finished, leave out the bath-tub and fixtures, and

the mantels, to have included which would cer-

tainly have added $200 to the cost ; still, with all

these omissions, and perhaps $100 more of the non-

sensicals specified, the best that )ie could do was to

submit to a contract of $1,350. And to further

economize expenses, the house was simply plastered

in the usual manner, instead oi plastering the walls-^z

andpartitions internally^ as specified ; and the usual

custom was pursued in reference to the 2x4 rafters,

instead of spacing them 16 inchesfrom centres^ and

bridging them with 2x.3'inch herring-bone bridging-'

as required by the specifications ; and the 1^-inch

Oregon pine wall-strings specified were substituted

by the customary kind and thickness of lumber.

Still the house which the party referred to was in-

formed through the Bulletin, by its wise man of

plans and figures, could be built in the manner

specified for the sum of $1,140, cost between $1,500

and $1,600—an excess of about 35 per cent, over

the estimate sum. And right here and again we
repeat that there has not been, and cannot be, one

of either of the seven of series erected and completed

at or near the sum of estimates respectively. And
it is simply infamous on the part of a journal claim-

ing respectability to continue an enterprise which

contains so much error, and so little of merit and

correct representations ; and it is more than shame-

ful upon the part of one calling himself an

architect to be a party to a series of such errors.

The effect is bad all around : creative of errone-

ous impressions on the part of the owners, who,

even though such statements may be made by in-

competent parties, naturally incline to the sup-

position that such things are possible of realization ;

and to effect the result desired very questionable

measures are sometimes resorted to. And, on the

other hand, it tends to demoralize mechanical opera-

tions, and throw work into the hands of incom-

petent and irresponsible parties, who have neither

pride in their work, nor care whether the bills for

materials and labor used are paid or not. And we

fail to comprehend the general benefit to be derived

from the breaking down of right prices, and the

encouragement of irresponsible men to undertake

contracts at amounts simply ruinous in character

;

for it is a certain fact that no sane man, with

honest intention and fair information, would touch

either of the seven of series at the prices given as

their true cost. All of which goes to show that the

enterprising evening journal has undertaken a busi-

ness about which it knows nothing, and which, for

its own credit's sake, it should abandon forever, and

confine itself to its legitimate business of news

publication.

One of the largest manufacturing establishments

in the country is now being built by the Pullman

Car Company, at a cost of $1,000,000. It is located

near Chicago, on the Illinois Central Railroad,

three-fourths of a mile south of the Kensington sta-

tion. About 150 acres is included in the site, and

will be laid out in drives and lawns, with two at-

tractive parks. The structures will be of brick and

stone, having 1,130 feet of front. Thev will con-

sist, first, of the two paraUel buildings for erectmg

shops 690 feet long and 87 feet wide. The central

section, containing the offices and store-rooms, will

be lOOi feet long and 100 feet deep, three stories

high, with a tower rising to a height of 146 feet.

In the rear of this will be a series of four buildings,

covering an aggregate frontage of 1,047 feet, with

a general depth of 200 feet, forming the wood ma-

chine shops, blacksmith shops, vamish-room, repair

shops, and two erecting shops. Still back of these

willbe another shop, 474x86 feet, a dry kUn 150x80,

and a foundry 120 feet front and 200 feet deep.—

American Machinist.

l^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 wiU be $2.00 ia advance.
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We hope from this on to see California take a

better position as a manufacturing center than she

has hitherto done. Kates of interest have materially

lessened, the country is more thickly populated,

means of transportation have increased and im-

proved, and the State has " waked up" generally.

It takes time to develope an industry of any mag-

nitude, and it also takes a good deal of money and

energy to start it. But we have the energy and the

money, and now is the time. There are a good

many small towns throughout the State where no

particular impulse has been given to any branch of

business that can be widely developed, and in any

one of these places, if a start were made and a man-

_jifactory established, it would aot be long before

^hat establishment would make % name for itself if

managed properly.

It has bt>en noticed that when a certain kind of

manufacturing industry has started up in a small

town or new settlement, it finally becomes the

prominent industry of the town. Hundreds of

Eastern and European towns indicate this. Some
are famous for iron work, some for cars, some for

clocks, knives and forks, toys, brass goods, fire-

arms, etc. We haven't any of these places in this

State, yet they are the localities which make other

communities prosperous.

^ Most of the manufacturing industriee of the State

j_of any magnitude are concentrated in San Fran-

cisco. The small towns have been left out in the

cold, and have to depend on the agricultural or

mining communities near them for support ; and,

unfortunately, the result has been that very few of

the interior towns are in as prosperous a condition

as they should be.

Manufacturing establishments of any character

-^must first acquire a local reputation, and this will

''^in time spread as their business increaftes. San
^Francisco is now mainly noted, from a manufactur-

ing point of view, for its mining machinery and its

woolen goods. The woolen mills have sent their

products all over the coast. The foundries, from

small beginnings, have multiplied in number and

in usefulness, and have for some years manufac-

tured mining machinery, not only for the Pacific

Coast States and Territories, but for Mexico, Japan,

and South America. California has set the pattern

for mining machinery of all kinds, making it better

and cheaper than elsewhere.

Of course, there are many other branches of man-
ufacture in this great city which are prosperous and

flourishing, and which are gradually becoming

better known, and principally among these is the

one whose title occupies the head of this page. This

industry occupies a first place on account of its

being a true home production. And for its incep-

tion, and the grand results that have followed, we
are indebted to the enterprise of Messrs. Whittier,

Fuller & Co.

The Pioneer White Lead is of a superior qual-

ity, and is not excelled by any make, either in the

Old or New World. It is made from pig lead mined
on the Pacific Coast, (California and Nevada) is

ground in the linseed oil crushed in San Francisco,

corroded in pots and with chemicals of local manu-
facture, and in the most critical sense is a Pacific

Coast production. In color it is pure white ; it is

finer ground than that made elsewhere ; is easily

washed^ and has great covering properties.

Heretofore the pig lead produced on this Coast

has all been shipped East or to Europe, and our

white lead there manufactured and returned to us,

at a cost of two freights, which is now saved to us

by the institution of the Pioneer Lead Works.

The process they employ is no patent, or new
fanglod process, but is the one invented and intro-

duced by the Dutch, many years ago. An explan-

ation of this process may interest our readers.

The pig lead is first melted in a large iron kettle,

from which it flows in a molten stream on to an
endless chain of peculiar pattern, on which are

formed circular plates of lead of about three-eighths

of an inch thick ; these are placed in earthen x^ts,
-

nearly similar to our common flower pots, in the

bottom of which is placed~a certain quantity of

acetic acid ; these pots, so charged, are then placed

in bins or stacks, 20 feet wide, 24 feet long, and 20

feet high, each capable of holding forty tons of pig

lead, prepared for corrosion. Under and above, and
surrounding these pots, is a heavy body of tan bark,

from which a heat is generated, and the chemical

action commences.
It takes from three to four months to complete

this action, or to corrode the lead, when the pots

are removed from the stacks, and the contents are

seen transformed from the dull, blue lead, to a

crystaline, pure white substance, which is easily

crushed by pressure of the fingers. From the pots

it is conveyed to the main buildings, where it is

thrown into the hoppers, and thence by automatic

action is taken from stage to stage of the different

separation and washing processes, and from floor to

floor, until it is poured in a stream on to the drying

pans, which occupy the entire upper story, (fifth

floor) where the temperature is maintained at 145

deg. Fahrenheit ; thence it is conveyed to the

crushers and oil mills, and packed for market.

The production at present is 150 tons monthly,

and the capacity of the works is double that quan-

tity, without further additions. Without question

it is, in all its appointments, equal to any es-

tablishment of the kind in the United States.

The factory buildings cover a space of 46x275 feet,

and the corroding sheds 92x275.

In addition to the White Lead Factory, they grind

all kinds of
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The Aggressive Chinamen.

. Like the locust of Egypt, they swarm every-

^l^ere—everywhere where their presence is tolera-

ted—and alwayn with disastrous effect upon the

- labor interest** of the civilized races among which

^=^ they spread themselves. The privations^ humilia-

tion, and degradations to which the masses of the

I- Celestial Empire have been compelled to submit for

,^ centuries, have created and established among them

moral and social conditions and habits of the most

revolting character, such as render the thought of

reducing any portion of the white race to their level

of life is simply horrible to contemplate; and as

must always be the state of the case in over-popula-

ted countries, the supply of workers and tollers so

far exceeds the demand for labor, that millions of

them barely exist, without the practical enjoyment,

or the slightest knowledge, of the commonest com-

forts known to the laboring classes of America and

other enlightened couutries. This fact may appeal

to the sympathies of humanitarians in the oommOn
acceptation of the term, but there can be no intxjl-

ligent argument brought forward why we, as a

people, should seek to improve the condition of the

Asiatic races by the humiliation and degradation of

millions of our own and kindred nationalities. It

is a false and cruel sympathy that proposes, or in

effect seeks to change, alleviate, and improve the

condition of one class of human beings, by imposing

wroni^s. hardships, and injuries upon others with-

"out their consent.^ It is right and proper that those

possessing the means and opportunities for helping
'

others, should of their abundance, their wealth

of mines, or gold,, give freely to those whose

lot is less favorably cast than is enjoyed by the

masses of our own favored land. But there is

neither command, authority, nor obligation resting

upon us, as a nation, to remove the bulwarks of

"^- protection from our own laboring classes, that our

-iiv'orkshops, fields, farms, and the avenues of all in-

il— dustries may be filled with those who have not a

single domestic, moral, social, or religous sentiment

in harmony with our own.
Admitting for argument's sake, that an All Wise

~~
God controls the allotments of nations, and fixes

the dwelling places of men on earth; if so, then,

to the Chinaman he has appointed a goodly land,

where the golden rays of bright sunshine fall, and

— eilvery moonbeams chase away the darkness of
~

night; where the early and the latter rains descend,

•- and the earth yields its grain and fruits in due

fieason. And if with all these heaven-appointed

advantages, coequal with the average of nations,

the people of that land have brought upon them-

: selves, if not to the Lords, Emperors, and Imperial

conclaves—yet to the masses—a condition of things

repulsive and disgusting to every better sentiment

_ and principle of life, aa understood and enjoyed by

the people of our own country, it can be no less

than absurd fanaticism and madnefes to permit, much
— less to invite and induce, a people so thoroughly

averse to our very principles of life and govern-

ment to come among us, and in time consume us.

For, as certain as the locusts of Egypt consumed

_ and destroyed the vines and trees of that historical

country, just as certain will the swarming of

Chinamen to America consume and destroy the

blessings now enjoyed by its laboring and operative

classes in all departments of manufacture and pro-

ductions of every kind. And they being peculiarly

an imitative and not an inventive people, the ave-

nues of skilled and artistic labor will be encroached

other consideration, and viewing the matter m its

broadest and natural passibilities, can reach any

other conclusion. When the anti-slavery agitation

first began in this country, the leaders were set

down as brainless fanatics: yet the abolition of

slavery has become a fixed fact ; and this result

was secured with but little intelligent aid from

the enslaved negroes, who were watched and con-

trolled by their masters, and every facility looking

to their freedom and equality before the law care-

fully guarded against. And so in numerous in-

stances in the history of nations, results have come

to pass which, in their incipiency, were considered

impossible. And it is no stretch of imagination to

presume that, if the Chinamen are permitted to

come in unrestricted numbers to this country,

aided by a host of fanatics who are always ready

to embrace causes which will give play to their

peculiar notions, they will soon be able to establish

themselves as a power in the land, by which every

political and laboring interest must be disastrously

If we are charged with prejudice against CKTna-

men, it is a prejudice of thirty years' experience

with the class against whom wo contend. We have

witnessed their manner of life, their customs, their

vices, their distant departures from all cultured

and advanced mental and moral improvement, their

Josh worship and heathenish idolatry, their perfi-

dy and dishonesty, their filth and inhumanity

even towards their own kind—and in a word, their

entire opposition to everything known to the Ameri-

can people as refinement, or any desire to make

themselves better than what they are—a defiled,

corrupt, and degraded people, without a single im-

pulse in harmony with those cherished by the white

race. And we affirm, as a fact, that no intelligent

mind, enjoying a proper knowledge of the people

against whom we write, and being uncontrolled by

personal interests or unwise sympathies, can do

otherwise than entertain a prejudice like our own-
fully justified and sustained by facts. That there

are qualifying cases we will not dispute; but as a

grand whole, the views presented are absolutely

correct in reference to Chinamen.

Read It Again—Cold Feet.

In the April number of this journal an article

appeared in relation to "Cold Feet," which has

attracted considerable attention, as evidenced by

the number who have addressed us communications,

and sought personal interviews with us upon the

subject.

The Seventh Abomination.

It is So.

— upon; and in time, by our own permission

••*>

as a

people, and because we neglect or refuse to protect

our own interests, and preserve the beautiful heri-

tage, this goodly land which God has given to us,

from the idolatry, contaminations, and defilements

which invariably accompany the prestmce of China-

men wherever they find unmolested foothold in any

country, America will become Chinaized in a thou-

sand senses ; while the Chinamen, who will finally

outnumber the white race two to one, or more, will

become Americanized in nothing, where Oriental

ideas will serve their purposes. And, as must

naturally be the case, they will secure the right of

citizenship, and their votes within the next one

hundred years will determine who shall be our

Chief Executive and lawmakers, and the entire

political and business interests of the United States

will be shaped by a race who at present are con-

sidered but little better than semi-barbarians. The

predictions expressed may be pooh-poohed by a great

^jnany; but no thoughtful man, laying aside every

There are people in this world, and always have

been, and will be until the end of time, who render

themselves unhappy by their ovm acts. It is possi-

ble for all men to diminish or prevent the disap-

pointments and sorrows which gather and fall thick

and fast around the pathway of some, and to in-

crease the comforts and pleasures of life, by manly
determination and efforts to resist the evil, and

courage and perseverance in the attainment of the

good. There are limits, bounds, and opportunities

within which all happyfying and comforting

things may be found; and those who seek these, and

pursue the God-appointed paths of goodness in

their purest sense, secure to themselves sunbeams to

illume the journey of life: while those who refuse

submission to the better order of things that rule

in human life, and keep themselves aloof from the

better influences, have no good or sufficient reason

to complain that their " lot is hard," or that "the

world is cx)ld and cheerless." If people would have

it 80, nine-tenths of the discomfort* of life might be

removed. ' ' We make most of our own miseries," is

an old and true saying; and yet only a small propor-

tion of our race realize the fact, or accept the man-
dates of inevitable things—the "soul that sinneth,

it shall die. " This declaration of inspiration is broad

in its meaning, not being confined in its compre-

hensions to the after-life that awaits us all; but men
who sin away privileges and opportunities for good

while they remain on earth, suffer the loss of rich

blessings and joys which are reaped by the prudent

and upright, who find the solid comforts in that

peace of mind which follows right purposes in all

things, and a soul full of kindness and ennobling

human love and goodness.

' My house is^ithe coldest pTaoe in San^rancisco,*' ^
has been a common expression, followed by, '* Can

anything be done to remedy the difficulty V We
refer our readers to the article mentioned for a

careful reperusal, as it contains suggestions and

facts which should be observed by every person

contemplating the erection of a building for either

private or public uses or purposes. Too much care

cannot be exercised in the prevention of the evil ^
pointed out, and the saving of two or three per cent,

in the total cost of a home for one's family, is sim-

ply absurd and unwise, when, by so doing, defects

are permitted which forever afterward inflict puna—

=

ishment, and fre^iuently cause sickness and death, ^
The whole difficulty results from carelessness, or

an improper upderstanding of correct methods of

construction.

Sometimes persons of limited means are conipelled

to practice economies in the erection of a building,

and to submit to curtailments which are hurtful in

their effects. But it would be wiser on the part of

such parties to struggle on and husband resources

until a sufficient sum can be accumulated to secure

all that is necessary to a healthful home, however

humble it may be. And those who can afford it,

but who, from motives of penuriousness or willful

omissions and neglect pay no attention to essential

matters in house construction, deserve all the con-

sequences which attend such neglects and eagern«e6
'*^

to economize cost.

It is well understood in reference to all other

matters—whether merchandise, cloths, horses, car-

riages, jewelry, or other purchasable thing, that

to obtain those that are of good (luality and real

merit, fair and sometimes large prices must be

paid. But as a rule, when the matter of house-

building is in hand, the whole study is to lessen

cost. If, perchance, a qualified architect is con-

sulted, the first thing sought to be impressed upon

his attention, is to save expensiveness wherever it is

possible, and to "get up a nice, convenient build-

ing," with a limit in dollars and cents fixed as near

the cost of the *' raw materials " as possible. But

more generally the first move made is to find the

cheapest architect, who, when found, proves always

to be the cheapest only in one sense, and that is,

that very cheap things of any sort possess but little

real worth or value. And this disposition to save,

to economize, is made the rule, which, in nine

cases out of ten, ends unsatisfactorily, and results in

defects which are ever afterward annoyances.

It requires good architectural and mechanical

skill to build a house properly, and not until own-

ers realize and recognize this fact will house-build-

ing reach reasonable perfection. And so long as

cheapness, and the engagement of the cheapest par-

ties to plan and erect buildings, is the prevailing

sentiment, just so long will unnecessarily cold,

uncomfortable, and ill-arranged buildings be the

rule.

One "Way of Determining V7ho Prepare
Lunches.

It is always safe to assume that somewhere in your

waste pipes there is, or may be, a place where sew-

erage has lodged. It is well therefore, now and
then, to take a pound of copperas, dissolve it in a

gallon or two of warm water, and pour the solu-

tion down the waste pipe of your basin or sink.

There is no better disinfectant, and it costs but lit-

tle.

—

Portland Transcript. _^

In a recent professional experience we were asked

by a lady client to " go and see the lot," intended

for improvement. Upon reaching the premises and

commenting upon the excellence of location, pleas-

ing surroundings etc., etc., we were rather surprised

to hear its owner question the propriety of improv-

ing it by the erection of a private residence, with

the remark that the lot was a fine one, and the

neighborhood genteel, but there was quite an ob-

jection, after all.

Asking to be informed as to the character of the

objection, the answer was given : Well, the neigh-

bors are not fashionable ; they do not set lunches at

noon, and it is such a privation to be debarred the

enjoyment of those little social pleasures.

But, we inquire, not being acquainted with the

families near by, how do you arrive at the conclu-

sion expressed by your statement ?

Oh, very nicely. I very frequently pass this way

about lunch hour, and I have noticed that smoke

never issues from any of the chimneys at the proper

hour for preparing lunches.

Too late for notice in our February number, the

Evening Bulletin published its " Seventh of Series."

This time it has not as usual selected its corY from

the prevailing and generally accepted modern
idea of house planning, but like the fiction writers

of the age, has hunted up something conceived to be

more romantic in character, calling it a chalet.

There is a fitness in the adaptation,as the facts in con-

nection with the "Seventh of Series' ' raise the query

whether the architecture of the herdsmen of Switz-

erland, in the planning of their mountain huts, has

been improved to any considerable extent in the

hands of the Bulletin's protege, everything consider-

ed. As to the plan presented, we pass it without

comment, leaving those who desire to adopt it with

jts many objectionable features, rather than some-

thing more modem and practical, with greater con-

venience at a less actual cost, to do so.

- But so long as the journal named continues and

=Bcck8 to mislead by representations which contain

more oi absolutefalsity than truth, we shall feel com-

pelled, in the interest of the Architectural profes-

sion, and honest mechanical operations, to notice and

rebuke such misrepresentations in plain language.

There is no journal published anywhere which

-is more persistent in its claims to journalistic virtues

and truthfulness than the Evening Bulletin ; and

yet, during the " last ten months," it has continued

a series of presentations, particularly in figures, in

which the element of truthfulness and correctness

has been conspicuously absent. In no one instance,

in connection with its " copyrighting enterprise,"

has the truth been stated in reference to actual cost

and lvalues. This is the principal feature of the is-

sue raised by us in this connection, and we defy the

contradiction by practical teats of the statements

heretofore and now made by us upon this point.

And if such statements have been and are correct,

then one of two responsibilitias rests upon those who
are continuing these misrepresentations ; either they

are materially, if not totally, ignorant of the sub-

ject matter handled by them, or if possessing a fair

or full understanding, then the charge of wilful and
deliberate falsification for purposes not stated must
apply.

The editorial referring to number seven exposes

a superabundance of obliviousness to actual facts,

and boldness of assertion, which would not be in-

dulged in by any one enjoying a right degree of ap-

preciation for correct statements. The statement

that the " series is supplying a want which has

been long felt in California and other Pacific Coast

communities," is an unjustified asumption, not sus-

tained by facts, for the reason that there has not

been a single acceptable feature in house building

shown in either of the " Seven of Series," which has

not been repeated thousands of times, nor a single

original idea, except those which have been con-

spicuously so in their absurdities and ridiculousness.

Again it states : *' It consequently frequently

turns out, that the dwellings erected from plans

thus prepared, (by inexperienced hands) are full of

imperfection, of awkward arrangements, of gross

violation of the simplest sanitary rules," etc. This

is true so far as it relates to plans being made by
inexperienced hands ; but any claim on the part of

the Bulletin that its " enterprise " has tended to

remedy this condition of things, is simply amusing

to nine-tenths of the competent architects and build-

ers upon this coast. There has been nothing publish-

ed of late years which is less appreciated, more con-

demned, or more strongly denounced, than this copy-
~ right enterprise and its protege, by those better

qualified by professional education and experience

to comprehend the real ^<?merits of the case.

The consistent journal further eays :
" San Fran-

cisco and other California towns and cities are full

of what may be termed architectural make -shifts and

expedients." So far, true; and why? Because

owners have anticipated the example of the Bulletin,

and engaged as architects, parties who have pos-

sessed but a shadow of architectural abilities, and as

consequence, "architectural abnormities" have

in character. It is not true that there has been, in

any legitimate sense, a boom in building in San^ in

Francisco during the past ten months. All that

can be truthfully stated is, that there has been and
is an improvement upon the conditions resulting

from the " Sand Lot " and New Constitution set-

backs and disasters. And although many hundred
of carpenters and brick masons have left for other

places since 1877, thus decreasing the supply of

labor in this city, still, with the exception of a

month or so last fall, when all first-class carpenters

and masons were employed, and inferior men found
engagements, there has not been a time within the

period stated when the supply of labor has not been

greater than the demand. The assumption of the

journal named, that its " copyrighting enterprise"

has furnished a particle of influence in creating a

"boom in building," or in any degree stimulated

the moderate building activities which exist, is just

as consistent and truthful as to assert that the snow
storms of the Eastern States have caused the overflow

of the Sacramento River. And the intimation that

this bettered state of things began with, and grew
out of, this fanatical digression of a daily journal

from its legitimate line of operation, is as ridiculous

as it is preposterous and fanciful.

We have heretofore commented plainly upon the

"specifications" (I) which have appeared with the

first six of series, and have nothing better to say for

No. 7. They are insufficient and indefinite in

numerous respects, and in some particulars absurd

in their reciuirements. With the Swiss herdsman's

, ..'vi-l—rr

A CLEAR CASE IN POINT.

"mountain hut" as the subject copy, the Swiss

a ^

followed. And so long and whenever such a course

is pursued by owners of real estate, or newspaper

publishers, they may anticipate failure every time.

But the most presumptuous thing stated is the fol-

lowing :
" Since the Bulletin began the publication

of the series, there has been in a certain sense a

boom in building."

It would be difficult to construct a sentence in

the English language more decidedly hypothetical

feature might be stiH further appropriately applied

by denominating the specifications the Swiss cheese

document, full of large holes, such as are termed in

mechanical parlance '* loop holes," through which,

figuratively, a six-yoke ox-team might drive. Our
contemporary, perhaps unwittingly, properly stated

the case by saying that these " architectural make-

shifts are the result of inexperienced hands." And
it might with safety have added that thousands of

owners of property have been victimized by entrust-

ing their interests into the hands of frothy praters

—parties whose arrogance and cheekiness constitute

the larger share of their architectural abilities. It

is sufficient to make a giraffe bark, to read in con-

nection with this plan farce, about the ''gross viola-

tion of the simplest sanitary rules. '^ Pray inform us

where may be found the first original suggestion

upon this point in connection with either of the

seven of series, or any provision bearing upon sani-

tary science which is not common and familiar to

every ordinary plumber and builder ? It is a very

evident fact that those who seek no further infor-

mation upon matters sanitary than is found in con-

nection with this "series" business, will have no

reason to fear prostration of the mental faculties

from an excess of knowledge.

When one's watch "gets out of order" and

he does not know what is required in the way

of repairs, he takes it to the watch maker

and says "fix it." The smashed up, worn

out, or broken down buggy or wagon is gen-

erally taken to the wagon maker, with the injunc-

tion FIX it. And so in matters generally, where the

possessor or owner fails to understand the necessities

of the case, the order is given as a cover-all, fix it.

The term " fix " or " fixed " is repeated ten times m
No. 7. *' Fix " has, of course, a special meaning ;

but used in this general sense, its application is sub-

ject to the interpretation of the party fixing the

thing to be fixed, unless the character of ^^i^K ^^

defined by special understanding, etc., etc.; and fix

in specifications ia about on a par—useful to carver

points, when explicit definitions or explanations are

not convenient or understood. The sum sjfted as

the estimated cost of No. 7, like each and all of the

other six of series, is an inexcusable perversion of

facts ; and we challenge the parties making the

statement to a practical test of the truth of the as-

sertion made. Forty per cent, added will not cover

the actual cost, following the fair interpretation of

the specifications. And the absurdities of the figures

given can be accounted for upon but one or both of

two grounds-first, purpose to deceive and mislead ;

or a positive ignorance of true costs and values of

buildings.
, ^

We are in possession of the facts in connection

with one of these wretched '* series " delusions—No.

3. A party with moderate means at command
happened to gain possession of the paper containing

No. 3, and he concluded to adopt it as a guide in—
building for himself a cheap residence, presuming^

that the statement of cost stated was somewhere—

^

near correct. Hoping to lessen the amount, he con-

cluded to leave the kitchen unplastered and un-

finished, leave out the bath-tub and fixtures, and

the mantels, to have included which would cer-

tainly have added $200 to the cost ; still, with all

these omissions, and perhaps $100 more of the non-

sensicals specified, the best that he could do was to ,

submit to a contract of $1,350. And to further

economize expenses, the house was simply plastered

in the usual manner, instead of plastering the walls

andpartitions internally, as specified ;
and the usual

custom was pursued in reference to the 2x4 rafters,

instead of spacing them 16 inchesfrom centres, andF-

bridging them with 2x3-inch herring-bone bridging, _^

as required by the specifications ; and the l|-inoh

Oregon pine wall-strings specified were substituted

by the customary kind and thickness of lumber.

Still the house which the party referred to was in-

formed through the Bulletin, by its wise man of

plans and figures, could be built in the manner

specified for the sum of $1,140, cost between $1,500

and $1,600—an excess of about 35 per cent, over

the estimate sum. And right here and again we
repeat that there has not been, and cannot be, one

of either of the seven of series erected and completed

at or near the sum of estimates respectively. And
it is simply infamous on the part of a journal claim-

ing respectability to continue an enterprise which

contains so much error, and so little of merit and

correct representations ; and it is more than shame-

ful upon the part of one calling himself an

architect to be a party to a series of such errors.

The effect is bad all around : creative of errone-

ous impressions on the part of the owners, who,

even though such statements may be made by in-

competent parties, naturally incline to the sup-

position that such things are possible of realization

;

and to effect the result desired very questionable

measures are sometimes resorted to. And, on the

other hand, it tends to demoralize mechanical opera-

tions, and throw work into the hands of incom-

petent and irresponsible parties, who have neither

pride in their work, nor care whether the bills for

materials and labor used are paid or not. And we

fail to comprehend the general benefit to be derived

from the breaking down of right prices, and the

encouragement of irresponsible men to undertake

contracts at amounts simply ruinous in character

;

for it is a certain fact that no sane man, with

honest intention and fair information, would touch

either of the seven of series at the prices given as

their true cost. All of which goes to show that the

enterprising evening journal has undertaken a busi-

ness about which it knows nothing, and which, for

its own credit's sake, it should abandon forever, and

confine itself to its legitimate business of news

publication.

in
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In a little" more than two years, the "United

Workmen of California have paid to the heirs

of their deceased brothers the handwDme sum of

$214,000. That is a record to be proud ol.—Amer-

ican Machinist.

One of the largest manufacturing establishments

,ix the country is now being built by the Pullman

Car Company, at a cost of $1,000,000. It is located

near Chicago, on the Illinois Central Railroad,

three-fourths of a mile south of the Kensington sta-

tion. About 150 acres is included in the site, and -

will be laid out in drives and lawns, with two at-

tractive parks. The structures will be of brick and

stone, having 1,130 feet of front. Thev will con-

sist first, of the two parallel buildings for erectmg

shops 690 feet long and 87 feet wide. The central

section, containing the offices and store-rooms, will

be lOOi feet long and 100 feet deep, three stories

high, with a tower rising to a height of If6 feet.

In the rear of this will be a series of four buildings,

covering an aggregate frontage of 1,047 feet, with

a general depth of 200 feet, forming the wood ma-

chine shops, blacksmith shops, vamish-room, repair

shops, and two erecting shops. Still back of these

will be another shop, 474x86 feet, a dry kUn 150x80,

and a foundry 120 feet front and 200 feet deep.—

American Machinist.

1^ Subacription price of this journal for

1881 wijl be $2.00 i» advance.
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We hope from this on to see California take a

better position as a manufacturing center than she

has hitherto dona Rates of interest have materially

lessened, the country is more thickly populated,

nieans of transportation have increased and im-

proved, and the State has " waked up" generally.

It takes time to develope an industry of any mag-

nitude, and it also takes a good deal of money and

energy to start it. But we have the energy and the

money, and now is the time. There are a good

many small towns throughout the St^te where no

particular impulse has been given to any branch of

business that can be widely developed, and in any

one of these places, if a start were made and a man-

ufactory established, it would not be long before

^ that establishment would make a name for itself if

managed properly.

It has been noticed that when a certain kind of

. manufacturing industry has started up in a small

town or new settlement, it finally becomes the

prominent industry of the town. Hundreds of

Eastern and European towns indicate this. Some
are famous for iron work, some for cars, some for

clocks, knives and forks, toys, brass goods, fire-

arms, etc. We haven't any of these places in this

State, yet they are the localities whiqh make other

- communities prosperous. *^

Most of the manufacturing industries of the State

of any magnitude are concentrated in San Fran-

cisco. The small towns have been left out in the

cold, and have to depend on the agricultural or

mining communities near them for support ; and,

unfortunately, the result has been that very few of

the interior towns are in as prosperous a condition

as they should be.

Manufacturing establishments of any character

must first acquire a local reputation, and this will

in time spread as their business increases. San

Francisco is now mainly noted, from a manufactur-

ing point of view, for its mining machinery and its

woolen goods. The woolen mills have sent their

products all over the coast. The foundries, from

small beginnings, have multiplied in number and

in usefulness, and have for some years manufac-

tured mining machinery, not only for the Pacific

Coast States and Territories, but for Mexico, Japan,

and South America. California has set the pattern

for mining machinery of all kinds, making it better

and cheaper than elsewhere.

Of course, there are many other branches of man-
ufacture in this great city which are prosperous and

flourishing, and which are gradually becoming

better known, and principally among these is the

one whose title occupies the head of this page. This

industry occupies a first place on account of its

being a true home production. And for its incep-

tion, and the grand results that have followed, we
are indebted to the enterprise of Messrs. Whittier,

Fuller & Co.

The Pioneer White Lead is of a superior qual-

ity, and is not excelled by any make, either in the

Old or New World. It is made from pig lead mined

on the Pacific Coast, (California and Nevada) is

ground in the linseed oil crushed in San Francisco,

corroded in pots and with chemicals of local manu-
facture, and in the most critical sense is a Pacific

Coast production. In color it is pure white ; it is

finer ground than that made elsewhu're ; is easily

luashed, and h.?i» great cohering properties.

Heretofore the pig lead produced on this Coast

has all been shipped East or to Europe, and our

white lead there manufactured and returned to us,

at a cost of two freights, which is now saved to us

by the institution of the Pioneer Lead Works.

The process they employ is no patent, or new
fanglod process, but is the one invented and intro-

duced by the Dutch, many years ago. An explan-

ation of this process may interest our readers.

The pig lead is first melted in a large iron kettle,

from which it flows in a molten stream on to an
endless chain of peculiar pattern, on which are

formed circular plates of lead of about three-eighths

of an inch thick ; these are placed in earthen pots,

nearly similar to our common flower pots, in the

bottom of which is placed a certain quantity of

acetic acid ; these pots, so charged, are then placed

in bins or stacks, 20 feet wide, 24 feet long, and 20

feet high, each capable of holding forty tons of pig

load, prepared for corrosion. Under and above, and
surrounding these pots, is a heavy body of tan bark,

from which a heat is generated, and the chemical

action commences.
It takes from three to four months to complete

this action, or to corrode the l&d, when the pots

are removed from the stacks, and the contents are

seen transformed from the dull, blue lead, to a

crystaline, pure white substance, which is easily

crushed by pressure of the fingers. From the pots

it is conveyed to the main buildings, where it is

thrown into the hoppers, and thence by automatic

action is taken from stage to stage of the different

separation and washing processes, and from floor to

floor, until it is poured in a stream on to the drying

pans, which occupy the entire upper story, (fifth

floor) where the temperature is maintained at 145^

deg. Fahrenheit ; thence it is conveyed to the

crushers and oil mills, and packed for market.

The production at present is 150 tons monthly,

and the capacity of the works is double that quan-

tity, without further additions. Without question

it is, in. all its appointraenta, equal to any es-

tablishment of the kind in the United States.

The factory buildings cover a space of 46x275 feet,

and the corroding sheds 92x275.

In addition to the White Lead Factory, they grind

all kinds of
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FAB K8T AB HOSTK DOOKBI.
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[While this column ig open to all, farmers as well as me-
chanics, engineers as well as architectH. women and children

as well as thoae of th« " nobler sex," we would call partic-

ular attention to one and all to have their questions and the

information desired to be in accord, as far as possible, with

the Interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those

principles for which the only monthly of its kind this f.ide

of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-

swer all questions In a fair and impartial manner, and if it

becomes necessary, will furnish cuts for the illustrations of

any problem, provided we regard the solution thereof

as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urge

upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their

questions, concise in the language used ; let the writing be

distinct, and one side of the paper only to be used
;
give full

name and address, and particularly mention if their proper

name shall be used.
- We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

of s igned articles rests with the authors.

—Xurrespoudents will please direct all communications to

the business manager of this journal—240 Montgomery
fltroct, rooms 12 and i3.]

Bus. Man. op Architkct.—Will you please il-
-"

lustrate a method for drawing the Aa// oval : one
^~ that will apply to making an elliptic on a large—

I^
ateway? Paix> Atao Farm.
Ans.—There are many methods hy which the re-

luired curve can be made. One of the oldest, as

STTift *ittiplefi^ "we preseiiflSelow : • -

I

4i

' Liet C D be a given distance, and A B a given
height. Take a straight edge ; from the end of

this set off 1 3, equal to the distance C B, and
again, set off 1 2, to equal A B. Now lay the
straight edge on the line C D, with 1 at C. Then,
with a pencil, make any number of points, all of
which will be in the curve, by moving the straight
edge, keeping 3 on the line A B, and 2 on the line

CD.
Another simple way is represented by the adjoin-

ing cut

:

m.
Society of Architects.

^^

C D being any distance, A B any height. Mark
two points on C D, as at E G, to correspond to the
distance C B or B D, using A for the center. In
these two points put a pin or nail. Tie a string at
E, stretching it over the point A, and fastening at
G. Now, with a pencil in which a groove has been
cut, to prevent slipping, sweep the curve.

Rule for finding the Joint Level of any Rect-

angular Box having the top greater or less

than the bottom.

A and B are two of the sides as they lie on the
bench, with their beveled ends brought together,

ABO and C B O being the required flare of the

box.

Elevate the E end of B on the axis B O until any
given points on its upper edge rises along the ver-

tical curved line to G, and rests vertically over F,
the dotted line Q F representing a plumb line. O
E will then coincide with O F, and A B will form
the angle I H O, which is the bevel for making the
joint.

The dotted verlfcal lines G E and G F are sup-
posed to stand at right angles from this paper. It

will be seen that I H and I F G are both right
angles.

The angle I H K, which is half of the angle I H
G is the angle for a mitre joint.

THOBiAB DONNELB.

Bos. Man. op Architect.—I often have occasion

to round off the corners in various branches of my
work, and what I require is a rule by which I can
do so, and have the curvature perfect. Will you
kindly furnish me the information, as others be-

sides myself would no doubt be benefited. Respect-

fully; O. T. NOflUER.

Anb.—The accompanying cut will explain a very

simple way. It is applicable wherever there is a

right angle

:

Bcb'. Man. of Archii-ect.—What is the name
and size of the largest sheet I can order of drawing
paper ? What is the difference between paper that
ii ** hot pressed '* and paper that is " cold pressed ?"

B. R., Vallejo.

Ans.—Uncle Sam ; size 48x120 inches. The dif-
ference between the two is, that the former bears a
fine, smooth, glossy surface, and is suitable for fine-
line drawings ; while the latter has a rough sur-
face, and is more suitable for tinting and shading.

•%

To E. G.:—Having the diameter of a circle given,
to find the '^ side and equal square,'^ multiply the
diameter by .8862, or you can' divide by 1.1284.
Having the circumference given, you can find the
side of an inscribed square by dividing the circum-
ference by 4.4428, or multiplying by .2251.

Loose-joint Hinges.—The difficulties so gen-
erally experienced in placing doors in the hinges
when hung loose, or slip-nuts, sometimes attended
with bruises to the hands and fingers operating,
particularly by those unpracticed in the art of

^'slipping them on," suggests the necessity of a
reminder. If our hinge manufacturers would make
one-half of the hinge with the pin in each pair one-

eighth of an inch longer than the other, and point

the shorter pin, a great relief would be afforded. If

the cost of hinges was slightly increased thereby, the

increased facility with which doors could be slipped

on by workmen in hanging doors would fully com-
pensate for the extra cost. We shall be pleased to

hear from any one who has a better suggestion to

offer.

;u8. Man. of Architect.—When and where
wad paper first used to cover the walls of buildings ?

T. F.

Ans.—^The use of paper as a covering for walls
originated in China. It was introduced in P^urope

as a substitute for tapestry hangings—whence the
term •' paper hang^gs"—by the French.

Let B A, A B represent the square comer of a

shelf, or any object. Suppose the radius of the

curved comer to be 1 incn. From A, as a center,

mark off 1 inch each way, as at B B. With B B as

centers, and radius A B, describe the circle A G.

The point of intersection, C, will be the center of

the axe B B.

A carpenter wants to know how to remove the

stains in his apron, caused by wet nails. For his

iuformation, we will state : Soak the stains in a

weak solution of chloride of zinc, and rinse imme-
diately in watCT. - - ..-

Up to the time of the present writing there has
been no movement made toward the completion of
the organization other than heretofore reported.
We have heard but one opinion expressed in refer-

ence to the necessity and feasibility of the forma-
tion of a society in the interest of the profession

;

but a portion of the more prominent and successful
architects in this city are less enthusiastic in the
matter than they should be, from considerations
which should not be permitted to bar their active
and earnest co-operation. ' If a permanent organiza-
tion had heretofore existed, with a good and suffi-

cient constitution and a complete set of by-laws
controlling its operations and the admission of mem-
bers, then the character of its membership would
be entirely under the control of the participating
members. But in all preliminary organizations of
a general class character, where all enjoy the same
indiviiual rights and privileges, there can bo no

.prohibitory lines drawn; and if the " better ele-

ment" remains inactive, then the lesser must
naturally assume the positions and functions which
would be more advantageously filled by the former.
This fact has been repeatedly illustrated in the

organization of societies** of all kinds, that the
nucleus memberHhip is generally encumbered with
characters which would not pass the ordeal of the
ballot-box ; but experience, also, demonstrates the
easy correction of matters where the really better
men exer<?i8e the personal influence enjoyed by them,
and with determined purpose mold and shape
after-movements.

It cannot be expected that fifty or seventy-five
men, who have continuously for years, practiced in-
"dividual views and privileges, can be brought
together upon one common understanding and unite
in perfect harmony, and with coe<iual considera-
tions upon all points. Diversities in numerous
forms must be anticipated, and the work in hand in
the formation of this organization is one which de-
mands of each and every qualified architect the
exercise of generous and liberal views, and the
practice of that manly determination which the
occasion requires. If there is crudeness of material
let the better join heart and hand to accomplish a
good and creditable result, and bring to bear the
strong influence of determined purposes to organize
and maintain an institution which shall be worthy
of all the sacrifice and effort that the occasion may
require.

Our lUustiatious.

The Elevation for a Suburban Residence appears
without the floor plans, but is accompanied with
two sketches of interior finishes. It is a clai« of
house in which large conveniences may be effected.

Its extensive verandahs suggest its suitability for
localities where the summer months are "hot."
Properly located, with suitable surroundings, it

"will make a neat and not costly country or suburban
residence, size, etc., considered.

The plans for a one-story cottage, with five

rooms, explain themselves. Its cost may be made
to vary from $1,000, according to the economies
practiced.

The plans for a stable furnish stalls for thirteen
horses, harness-room, office, carriage apartment,
etc. One similar to this was built some years ago
at Piedmont Springs, Alameda County, at a cost
not recollected at present. But, like all other con-
structions, the matter of cost can be varied from 10
per cent, to 500 per cent., according to the mate-
rial used, character of workmanship, finishes, etc.

Treatment for a Felon.—Take of soft lye
soap and flax-seed meal or corn-meal a sufficient

(quantity, stirring the meal in slowly and thorough-
ly, so £is to form a salve or poultice. Envelope the
finger in this, applying snugly to bring it in close
contact. Renew the poultice every 12 to 24 hours.
Don't try every prescription you may hear of. De-
pend on this. It will, if applied in time, abort the
disease ; if adopted later, it will bring it to a small
*'head," (if too far advanced to be "scattered")
when it may be picked almost painlessly.

—

Thera-
peutic Gazette.

Our laws do prohibit the importation of cholera
or yellow fever, but those laws were not passed for
the purpose of giving protection to our home dis-
eases, which number their victims one hundred to
one by the former.

Clippings from Magee's Real Estate Circular
for March, 1881.

San Francisco, March Ist, 1881.—No large
sales of business property were consummated last
month, conse^iuently, though the number of sales
made was about the same as in the previous month
of January, their aggregate value was^early f300,-
000 less. There is really little first-claaa buaineaa
property on the market. There are plenty of buy-
ers for such property, but there are next to no sell-
ers. What is offered is second to third class; the
prices asked are above the market. There is a fair
demand for lots at $2500 to $6000 in the Western
Addition, particularly between Van Ness, Gough,
Pine and Jackson, Franklin being the center, and
there is also a very noticeable increase in the demand
for 50-vara8 in the vicinity of the Park entrance and
adjoining the Haight-street cable line, between De-
visadero and Baker. There was last month quite
an amount of inquiry there. One buyer took eight
50-varrts. We predicted, some five yetirs aij^o, that
the next movement in residence proxKjrty would be
out there, and we think that tendency is beginning
to be developed. The building of the Haight-street
line of cars would at once cause something of a
boom out there. By far the lowest prices yet
touched by really good Mission property were shown
last month, at an auction sale on Valencia, Seven-
teenth and Nineteenth streets. We contend now,
as we repeatedly have,, that Mission prices are far
lower than they should bo.

One of the savings banks last week had forty ap-
plications for loans at one meeting. This is some-
thing that had not occurred before for somQ years,
yet the general demand for money at the savings
banks continues very light. Another of the banks
has made heavy -purchases of U. S. bonds, being
tired of waiting for a chance to loan surplus cash
out on city real estate. The releases last month ex-
ceeded the mortgages in both number and value, as
they generally have for a long time past. Eight
per cent., the banks paying the mortgage tax, is the
lowest rate at which they pretend to loan, but for a
few extra good, large loans of $50,000 to $150,000 a
lower rate would be made. The Hibemia Bank,
for instance, last month lent $105,000 on the Me-
chanics Institute block for GJ per cent., the bank
paying the tax. The banks report that interest was
never more promptly paid up by borrowers than at
present. This is one at least of the signs of the re-

turn of good times.

Wretched Street Work.—At the very time
the street contractors and their assignees were at-

tempting to push through the Legislature their un-
constitutional and absurd bill to plunder the city,

we were having a very heavy fall of rain. This re-

sulted, as do the rains of every winter, in miles of

so-called macadam becoming rivers of mud, and the

caving in of dozens of sewers in every direction.

An ex-Supervisor and family narrowly escaped be-

ing swallowed up, through a break in a sower over

which he was driving late at night. It opened un-

der his horse, letting him down. Elsewhere an-

other horse was engulfed by the giving way of a

sewer, and drowned. The newspapers represent a

Supervisor, while lately making a tour of observa-

tion, as pushing bricks out of the arch of sewers

with his umbrella, and kicking others out with his

boot. In all of these cases, the city and property

owners have been outrageously swindled by the con-

tractors. A well-built sewer, made of properly-

burnt hard brick and good cement, will last hun-

dreds of years. The city has numerous bonds with

sureties, given by street contractors. Other offi-

cials, whose duty it is to prosecute, have given

bonds with sureties for the proper performance of

their official duties. What is the use of all these

bonds ? If they are never to be enforced, why not

stop the farce of requiring them ?

What is the use of trying to scare people to

death H The Rutland Re^^ald sagely remarks that

"sickness and death from eating trichinous pork

are too prevalent by far. A sure way to avoid

illness from that cause is to eat no pork. The next

best course is to eat no pork that is not thoroughly

cooked." Now, we would like to wager that the

Rutland editor never knew of a case of sickness or

death from that cause. They are not prevalent-

such cases. To be sure, the disease exists, but it is

nonsense to talk about its being "prevalent."—

Boston Uei'ald.

Sanitary Engineering.

Sanitary engineering seems to bo on the eve of an
encouraging revival, if we may judge by the
universal attention now being accorded to the sub-
ject. The effect of the practice of prescribed sani-
tary law, and the use of approved sanitary appli-
ances so soon yield good fruit, as shown by the
health reports of such cities as are best regulated i*-
this oirection, that a general interest is awakeuin"
on the subject, and more care and thought are be-
stowed upon it by the average individual. The
marked progress in all the details pertaining to

this branch of engineering and medical science is

everywhere apparent, which makes it more ap-
parent that vastly more is needed. An international

medical and sanitary exhibition is to be held in

London on the occasion of the meeting of the In-
ternational Medical Congress, from July 10th to

August 13th, and applications for space froiri

America will be received until April 16th. The
United States must bo well represented.
The Society of Arts, of London, is also pushing

in the matter of house sanitation, and have decided
to award -three silver medals for the three London
houses, whether old or new, which are furnishe<l
with the best appliances for sanitary purposes. The
conditions of the award embrace, among other
things, immunity from frost, such as the protection
of the kitchen range, the water supply, the action
of snow and ice upon roofs, the mot-ers in the hou.se,

and other appliances which so often neoosHitate the
presence of the plumber. Besides these the condi-
tions also involve the proper arrangements for

preserving internal temperature, by preventing the
wasteful escape of heat, and the proper laying of

gas-pipes, as well as the regulation of gas<J8 from
sewage and the construction of drains.

But to be of the greatest benefit, or any benefit at

all in fact, good sanitary arrangements must bi;

general and not individual, and out of the more
perfect practice must evolve the laws to be enforced
to create the common benefit. — The American
En^neer,

' Steam in Extinguishing Fires.

Attention is called by the Fireman^s Journal to

the advantages possessed by steam in extinguirthing

fires, and several instances are quoted where the

accidental or intentional introduction of steam into

a burning building had the effect of smothering the

flames, and if not entirely extinguishing them, of

so subduing them as to bring the fire under easy

control by the ordinary means. One of the most
striking cases was that of a large mill, which took

fire through the accumulation of combustible rub-

bish in a hollow space between the upper ceiling

and the roof, so that half the upper portion of the

building was in a bla ^ before the accident was din-

covered. The conflagration spread so rapidly as to

be soon beyond control, and the engineer of the fire

department had ordered the destruction of the wnlls

still standing, when a carpenter, in defiiince of the

engineer's prohibition, climbed into the burning
building and with an ax broke one of the large

cast-iron steam-pipes. The fires were still lighted

under the boiler, and the steam poured out, in-

creased by the exertions of others who understood

the object which was aimed at, and fed the furnaces

with any fuel at hand, and in a few miuuti;s the

blaze was seen to diminish, and to leave the portions

of the rooms successively filled with vapor, this ac-

tion continuing until the smoldering contents

could be safely approached with the hose, and com-

pletely quenched and cooled with water, the result

being the preservation of a large part of the struct-

ure, which without this aid would have been thrown
down into a mass of ruins. The suggestion is made
that manufactories could easily be fitted with au-

tomatic apparatus for throwing steam from the

boilers into any room where needed, and perhaps it

will be found practicable to use special engines for

throwing in from the outside either watery vapor

or what has also been proposed, carbonic acid gas,

instead of water whose management presents so

many difficulties.

Two French Savans have for a year been keep-

ing nine pigs in a state of habitual drunkenness, in

order to test the effect of different kinds of alcohol,

and it is said the swine are none the worse for their

twelve months' tippling. This was t^ bo expected

—

of hogs.

—

Portland Transcript.
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"Who, and What Next?

During the first thirty odd years of the existence

X)i this State no one seems to have conceived the

necessity for the publication of an architectural and

me<ihanical journal, until in IBT'J the proprietorH of

the Cai.ifounia. Auciiitkct and Bi:iTJ)ING KK-

VIBW issucKJ the first number of the Quarterly.

This was followed by the present monthly, under

the above title, under the most discouraging cir-

cumstances ; when gloom and dull times, and un-

propitious circumstances Hurrounded everything in

the architectural and building line, and the star of

promise was obscured behind the clouds of political

-^— -chaos- when business confidcuco was prostrated,
~ '

and tiie cry of distress arising from inactivities

irencrally, and the non-employment of the working

Masses, prevailed all over the State. But the venture

was made, and a most satisfaotory success achieved.
'

After the success of the monthly had become es-

tablished, and it had demonstrated the fact that a

^

^

I

•11

1

journal of its character could be sustained, an en-

terprising ( 1
) daily newspaper, called the Evming

^litilletin, which fre(iucntly repeats its boastings of

.1

»

*
tl'i

r

^unequalled enterpriser became jealous or envious

—and to a certain extent departed from its legiti-

-^-Tnate business of NKWS publUhing, and commenced

==-.tho copyrii^hting business, producing from time to

time representations of questionable merit, which

have been duly noticed in the columns of this piir-

'^nal And had the Bulletin been influenced by

proijer motives, it would not have rejected the clear

and conclusively correct criticisms which followed

~oach publication, and continued its failures* _

And now comes another advertising publication

_<jontaining a number of designs and plans from

^. plates which, in part, originally appeared in this

- Journal, and may be found in several of its issuea

January, 1880. This sort of enterprise or

and some that it is the result of internal commotion

and the rush upward of gaseous explosions, in

comparison of which our fiercest volcanic erup-

tions are but the flicker of a flame. 'Besides the

sun-spot agitation, the gaseous outbursts are marked

and vivid. The tongues of flame or rosy protuber-

ances are darting forth in all directions and bearing

their testimony to the solar commotion. Mr.

Trouvelot, of Cambridge, who makes daily observa-

tion of the sun's chromosphere, gives a graphic de-

Hcription of a remarkable solar protuberance that

he witnesssd on the 16th of Noveral>er. When first

seen it was large and complicated, extending up-

ward from the sun about a hundred thousand

miles. Three or four hours after it had developed

into huge proportions, extending far out into space

and vanishing gradually to regions where it could

not be perceived. As nearly as it could be meas-

ured it reached a height of over a (luarter of the

sun's diameter, or about two hundred and thirty-

five thousand miles. Such a protuberance hurled

upward from the earth would almost reach the

moon 1 Two hours after, the whole structure had

collapsed, and was only about eighteen thousand

miles high. Observations like this give an idea of

the mighty forces at work in the solar orb, and

make observers long for the time when a satisfac-

tory solution may be found for this mysterious

periodical solar disturbance, so intimately connected

with the meteorological condition of the earth.—

Providence Journal,

Malleable Castings.

Considerable pretense of mystery is assumed by

manufacturers of malleable castings, both in this and

the old country, and dou'btlGss there are some trade

ift«n T^hi« Hort ot enterprise or i
secrets of value to those in the trade, relative to mix-

since January, 1880. This sort oi P^^^"*^"^ I

f ^5^^ jrons, etc.; but the process is m itself

jealousy, as the case may be, perhaps IS all right^
I

tu^^^^^

'eiperience should enable any
and those who have_ learned from us wbatmay be

^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^ ^ ^^^j^^^le success in it. Nearly

every founder has his own mixtures and methods, but

they are all based upon the processes of Samuel Lucas,

done in" the way of plan-publishing are welcome

to all the advantages to be secured by the course

^'"if we have accomplished nothing more, we have

stimulated the ambitions and efforts, if not the

envy of at least two other parties or companies;

and we therefore ask, l^'Jio next, and in whatform f

But whether two or many, neither envy nor en-

terprise on the part of others will lessen our pur-

T)OH(^H and determinations to supply all that is

required in the form of an arohitectiural and

mechanical journal. Being the FIU8T in the at-

tempt we propose also to be the kiust and hest m
all rVpectfl, and give to the Pacific Coast a journal

• woY-thy of extensive and liberal patronage, scrupu-

lously avoiding all misrepresentations, particularly

in matters of cost and value, which materially con-

cern the interests of both contractors and builders.

longer problematical. Decaying organic matters,

more particularly animal excretions, give rise to a

subtle blood poison, which, though it yet evades

chemical analysis, is now conceded on all hands to

be a positive deadly fact. When this poison invades

a dwelling, no matter whether from exterior or in-

terior sources, in sufticient quantity, the lives of

the inmates are jeopardized as positively as though

they were compelled to breathe a mephitic gas.

The effect may not be so prompt or fatal, but the

danger is a fact no longer disputed by any intelli-

gent physician.

It is, therefore, not suflicicnt to guard against

interior sources of diseases ; the peril may be in a

neighbor's house or outbuildings, in the emanations

of a compost heap or a filthy street or hidden cess-

pool, which if they find an avenue may enter

sleeping apartments, find a nidus in clothing, car-

pets, and drapery, and bring in their train the

swift destruction of all that is most cherished.

A case in point has occurred in a neighboring

village. Five cases of diphtheria appeared in a

household where the utmost care had been taken

with the plumbing. The obvious inference was

that the causes of the complaint were exterior to

the dwelling. It was found that the mouth of the_^

air-box through which exterior air entered to sup-

ply the heating furnaces was on a level with the :

top of a cemented pit on the adjoining premises,

in which accumulations of kitchen refuse, animal

and vegetable, and barn tnanure, wore promiscu-

ously stored and allowed to rot for fertihzmg pur-

poses. The foul air from this pit was drawn into

the house through this one avenue, and the poison-

ing of its unfortunate inhabitants, four of whom
died in quick succession, was the result. It seems

that disease may pervade a house with deadly re-

sult where the cause is least suspected ; it therefore

devolves upon every housekeeper, whether resident

of the city, village, or on a farm, to be constantly-

watchful, not only of his own, but also of his

neighbor's premises, that none of the obvious causes

of disease be permitted.—^^Vw/Z/fc American.

Sun Storms.

»„».

,

^
It is pitiful to witness the condition of the s^un.

The fire-ball is in intense commotion. His
f"^^*'^^

is seamed and scarred in every direction, with black

^Bpotfl that indicate the disturbing elements at work

in his chaotic mass. Occasionally, for a day or two,

the blemishes disappear, and the glorious kmg of

day shows a face like a shield of glowing gold. But

the aspect quickly changes ; spots comerushing in

all directions and assuming all forms. They appear

sinirly and in pairs, and again in groups and rows.

Immense groups^reak up into small ones, and small

ones unite to form great chasms, into which half a

dozen worlds might be dropped and there would

still be room for more. Sometimes the spots are

visible to the naked eye, and at that time a good

opera glass or a spy glass will make them easily

perceptible. Hundreds of observers all over the

world watch the sun's face every clear day, and

keep a record of the number of spots, their size, and

the direction in which they move, for as the sun

turns on his axis they turn with him, some of them
" remaining for months without much change, some

takintr on new forms, and some disappearing en-

sr^tircly Very little is known of this mysterious sun

or the spots that are visible more than ninety mil-

lions of mile«^ away. • . . v,;o

Once in about eleven years the sun takes on his

present sun-spot phase, and we are approaching the

maximum of disturbance. No one knows the cause

rr-^Some believe it is planetary attraction, some that

it is the fall of great masses of meteoric matter.

of bronfield, which date back to 1811. The general

features of the process, as carried out by the Birming-

ham (England) iron founders, is given in the Iron-

monger, as follows : - tt..

" For the purpose of the casting, pig of a fine qual-

ity is needed, and great care is used in the preparation

of the molds, so that there may be no flaw or inaper-

lection in the casting. The latter, after cooling, is, of

course, hard and brittle, and it is to remove this brit-

tlencas, and give it the character of malleable iron,

that the special process is required. The casting is

now placed in hermetically sealed pots or boxes, sur-

rounded by powdered ore, and subjected, for several

days, to intense heat, which, by cementation, gradu-

ally softens it, and renders it malleable to the core,

when it may be bent or wound into any shape. The

annealing process takes, ordinarily, about ten days.

Thus, a pot made up on Tuesday is got up to a white

heat about Friday, and this heat is maintained for

some twenty-four hours or more, according to the size

or thickness of the article annealed. The fire is then

allowed to die down, and when the mass is cool, the

castings are found to be thoroughly annealed and

malleable. Scarcely a trade in Birmingham fails to

use malleable castings for some purpose or another.

' The introduction of Bessemer steel has somewhat

operated against the trade, but there is still a great

field for malleable iron founders, in catering for the

requirements of the Birmingham gun, harness, and

engineering trades."

The journal quoted thinks it much to be regretted

there is not a more free interchange of ideas and

experience among English iron founders, as in this

only is there hope that the English trade can keep

pace with German and French progress in the art.

Style in Architecture.

We submit the following as being worthy of the

consideration of American architectural students :

First. " Style implies some dominating influence

reflecting the mind of the age in all its works, and

therefore presumes a certain unity of character

throughout."
Second. " The primary elements of style are con-

structive, and the design of work should have re-

gard to construction, and consequently to the proper

use of materials, prior to the consideration of its

ornamental decoration."

Third. " As construction necessarily implies a

purpose, utility must have the precedence of decor-

ation."
Fourth. **A8 construction necessitates a proper

consideration of materials, and as each material has

its own mode of manipulation, and ia wrought by

separate and varied processes, design must be bad

which implies indiscriminately the same construct-

ive forms or ornamental treatments to materials dif-

fering in their nature and application."

Fifth. ** As the greater regulates the lesser, the

building should determine the style, and all of

what it contains of furniture or decoration shouW

conform to its characteristics, and thus there should

be a proper uniformity of style throughout, and a

subordination of all the inferior objects to one an-

other and to the whole. "—-^w/Z^-frawrf' Woodworker.

Midwinter Malaria.

From some cause or combination of causes the

present winter has been remarkable for a widely

extended and marked increase in diphtheria and

scarlet fever, which have invaded homes in which

the highest attainable skill has been exercised, and

the most approved appliances have been employed

to render them as healthy as possible. In some

cases the immediate cause of these disorders are un-

discoverab^^, but in the light of sanitary science

the class of agents which either initiate or greatly

increase the virulence of these complaints is no

Gknius, Money, and Labor.—Tennyson can

take a worthless sheet of paper and by writing a

poem on it make it worth $5,000. That's genius.

Mr Vanderbilt can write fewer words on a similar

sheet and make it worth $50,000,000. That s

capital. And the United States Government can

take an ounce and a quarter of gold and stamp upon

it an '* Eagle-bird " and " Twenty dollars." That s

money. The mechanic can take the material worth

$50 and make it into a watch worth $100. Th*^^

skill The merchant can take an article worth 2o

cents and sell it to you for $100. That's busi-

ness. A lady can purchase a comfortable bonnet

for $10, but prefers to pay $100 for one, because it

is more stylish. That's foolishness. The ditch-

digger works ten hours a day and shovels out three

or four tons of earth for $1. That's labor. ^^^
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Gk>vernnient Subsidies to Corporations,

One of the most promising signs of the action of

healthy influences in our national body politic is

the decided rebuff received by the applicants for gov-

ernment subsidies at Washington. Recent events

have shown that, while Congressional committees

may be moved to favorably report schemes for open-

ing the public treasury to make handsome presents

to a combination of wealthy men, under the pre-

tence of receiving a public benefit through the car-

rying out of some private business arrangement, the

collective endorsement of the people's representatives

is a harder thing to obtain than it was a few years

ago. This means that public sentiment is strongly

opposed to making such a flagrantly unjust use of

the people's money, and is ready to assert itself, if

disregarded, in a way not to be mistaken. When
presents of public money or public lands are given

to corporations, a plea is always set up that, by car-

rying out some railroad or steamship project, labor

will be given, employment and general business in-

creased. No subsidy has ever been legislated into

the hands of a corporation in this country with any
provision as to the amount that should be paid out

for labor, or the rate of wages that should be paid

.

The result has been that mechanics and laborers

have received but a very small proportion of any
government subsidy, while the original recipients

of the bounty have never failed to reap a lucrative

profit.

If the government is to pay for the employment
of labor, let it be upon public works of some kind,

and let the benefit accrue to the whole people, rath-

er than to a few wealthy individuals.

—

American
Machinist.

Metals and Paints.

by the day—never by contract. Metals applied in

the angles of roofs as flashings, where shingles are

laid behind parapet walls, should be well painted
on both sides, and the exposed crevices between the

laps puttied and painted, and thus cut off leaks in

corners "which no feller can find out." I have
known of a case where leaks in an outer wall from
an A No. 1 tin roof were undiscovered for years.

Carpenters were called, imperfect boards were re-

moved froi*ft*he exterior wall side, and the whole
repaWntbH. Still, there was the leak unabated for

years ; an(J at last, the painter being called upon to

find out the source of the trouble, found upon ex-

amination that tl^ clap-boards on the inner side

extended down tli^he tin, or nearly so, thus pre-

venting the paint "flofn readying the angle of the tin

back of the boards. There the dust collected, and
dampness had eaten through, and a ruinous leak

was discovered by simply sliding a putty knife

under the edge of the siding. Wood work never
should be ajlowed to close down on the metal, but
instead, a space of one or two inches should always
be left, so that paint can be easily applied to all

flashings on all sides, and where the dust can be

easily swept out. Many troublesome leaks occur

from the base of balustrades shutting down so close

that dirt is completely imprisoned, and consequently

in time decomposition sets in, and the metal cover-

ings are rumed. Bay windows, with balconies, or

with other ornaments, if put on with an idea of

permanency, should leave ample room for the

painter's brushes to reach every angle, nook, or

comer, and th^is save a thousand leaks.

V-i J. ETW. C.

Oils, Linsekd.
Jewett's Raw » 70
Jewett's Boiled 75
Pacific Raw 70
Pacific Boiled .

.' 75

Oil Paints, Whites.

Atlantic Lead,
Jewett's Lead..- 8Cm8^

Western Lead v% , —@8
Pioneer Lead 7i@

—

California Lead 6^07
Domestic Lead 6@5^
Pacific Lead 4iC^J)5

French Zinc, G. 8 12013
French Zinc, 11. S 10@11
American Zinc 5(0-7

Hardware.—The demand for hardware at this

season of the year is exceptionally good.

-^Natt-r.

i« The New Refinery."

The subfecVof painting metalic bodies is not gen-

erally understood by many painters or architects,

and as in this climate there is a great necessity for

the proper covering of all metalic surfaces, to

shield them from the elements, the subject will bear

investigation with profit. Metalic paints, and

many other compound chemical mixtures, are her-

alded as the paint for all work, whether wood or

metal. It is true of these, and many other kinds,

that they are good for paintings but not for pre-

serving metals from oxidizing. All fine preparations

of the carbonates and oxides of lead or copper, are

unsuitable for this purpose, for the reason that a

pure oxide, when applied to other metals, will

assist in the action of the elements to oxidize the

metals they cover. The vehicle of all good paint is

boiled or raw linseed oil, and this, when thickened

with pigments, covers a less given space ; and the

material being an oxide, holding more oil than is

imparted to the surface to be painted, soon throws

off its share and is ready to absorb the air and con-

vey it to the body of the metal, where natural cor-

rosion will take place, and then the two oxides

unite chemically. In other words, all paints, in

the absence of a solvent, which time soon releases

them of, act upon iron or tin as a filter, feeding the

porous spots with moisture, like a porous plaster of

rust; and as like produces its kind, the decomposed

metals work like a happy family, and roll in beds

of rust. This fact is observable on flat surfaces, or

in gutters where inequalities occur. Here the fine

dust or powder collect« and keeps the water in them
until the oil is decomposed ; then the work of oxid-

ation commences. There is another fruitful source

from which rust on the upper or under side of roof-

ing tin comes, and that is, mixing paints in com-
mon, cheap oils of kerosene, containing sulphuric

acid. This oil never dries. It may harden the

film of paint so as to allow the acid it contains to

corrode the tin, and the best paint in the world on
the opposite side cannot prevent the acid-eaten holes

from coming through ; and judge the effect, where
both sides happen to receive the same potent mix-
ture. The best paint for tin or iron is composed of

pure linseed oil and earthy ochres, red or yellow.

The coarser granulated powders are best as a pig-

ment, as they offer less air-holes and give a firmerhold

for the oil on the grits, and thus bind them to the

metal. The oil in this manner gets close to the

metal, and offers resistance to the air in removing
the atoms from its cohesion. Beware of all metalic

oxides, or mineral paints, especially on lofty towers
or inaccessible coverings of metal. Roofing tin

should, when laid, be kept clean from wind-falls of

dust, and painted once in every two or three years,

"It will be

We will have
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completed about December, 1881.

a vacuum pan the largest in the'

world— seventeen feet in diameter. Six and a

quarter blocks of land have been purchased on the

Potrero, jUst beyond the new gas-works there, and
fronting on the bay shore. Bids for gradin;^ the

land are now being received. The plans are an im-

provement^n any works of the kind in this country.

An average force of two hundred men will be era-

ployed, until the work is completed, in building a

bulkhead along the shore line similar to the Harbor
Commissioners' sea-wall; in putting up the main
structure;,, which will be of brick; insetting the

machinery, and in the construction of residences,

buildings, hotels, and other conveniences for the

employees of the refinery. The entire length of the

main refinery building is to be 397 feet; of the

building where the sugar is boiled, 105x80 ; of the

filter-house, where the sugars are clarified and other

processes completed, 60x147 ; and of the boiler-

house, where the steam machinery is to be placed,

75x187. The refinery and its manufacturing ap-

pointments will cover all the ground from Delaware

street on the north to Louisiana street. The build-

ing is to be ten stories high, 110 feet to the roof,

with a deep basement. A wharf 400 feet long, with

extensive warehouses for sugar, yards for coal and

all the appurtenances, are included. The refinery

and its machinery will coat $600,000. The Risdon

Iron Works and other founderies are now preparing

to do at least $100,000 worth of iron work for what

will be the most extensive refinery in America when

completed. The whole will cpst^ot less than a

million of dollars."

Imports since our last : By rail, 206 kgs
; per

Samuel Watts, 4450 kgs
;
per H. S. Gregory, 5689

kgs
;
per Geo Stetson, 2195 kgs 10 hf kgs ; per City

of Philadelphia, 1193 kgs 10 hf kgs.

Imports since January Ist, 39,766 kgs; 206 hf kgs.

Imports since our last have been close on 14,000

kgs, and the market is consequently dull. Demand
is only moderate.

Pine,

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet.. .$21 00
««

<(

<( (( t(

41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 70
71 to 80

Refuse Rough
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, **

— ** 4 *' and under, and l|x4

and 1^x6 Flooring and Stepping "

Rough Clear for Flooring, $1 00 less than
above rates.

Second Quality Flooring and Stepping, per

Ship Plank, Rough r.'. .. per M feet...

22 00
23 00
25 m
27
17

00
00

<t

«<

Planed 1 side.

" 2 sides

Deck Plank, Rough.
Dressed

28 00

30 00

22 50
26 00
30 00

({ IC

Laths per M.
Wool Slats '*

.

Shakes* ..^ •>*•* *«^»««*««*.w*i«k**»ic' ^^
Redwood Posts .•..iiiiAj • • • P©' piece

,

32
31
35
3

10

9

00
00
00
50
00
00
11

The Analyst for December contains a statement

that a can of preserved meat over thirty years old

has been examined, consisting of veal with consid-

erable fat, and a few peas, which were found to be

in a good state of preservation. An analysis

showed only 0.68 per cent, of ash, which was en-

tirely free from lead, and contained only minute

traces of tin.

liedwood. *

Merchantable per M feet..

Refuse
Surface No. 1

1x6

Rough
(< «(

<i

li
V»~f • • "• • •'•'

No. 2...

Rustic, No. 1, 1

" No. 1, 1
-*^ No. 2 . .

.

'* under 10

8.

10.

M
t <

«i

-44-

21
17

32
30
25
30
32

^27

((

00
00
50
00
00
00
50
50

27 50
32 b(y

30 00
28 00

Market Reports.

Glass.—Prices remain the same as our last re-

port A full stock is on hand.

Paini-s.—Market Is well supplied, at last month's

quotations.

Lumber.—There is a steady demand from vari-

ous parts of the country, and our dealers are all

plea,4d with the prospect ahead. No change from

our last. Doors, blinds and sash remain the same,

with an increasing demand.

fgg^

T. &G., 1^x4 and 1^x6"'.!
" 6 in, 12 ft and over.
" " 7 to 11 feet...

** under 7 feet.

.

'• No 2

T. & G.* Beaded, 12 ft & over, per M feet ....
* " 7 to 11 feet.
'* " under 7 feet..

Half-inch Surface

Pickets, Fancy
Rough, pointed

'• square

Siding, ^ inch
Shingles ^

Battens, ^-inch, lineal feet....

We are indebted to the S. F. Journal of Com-
merce for the following very full report of receipts

and exports of lumber :
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.per M.

25
25
32
•28

25
27

25
18

15
22
2

00
00
50
00
00
50
00

00
00
50
25
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Receipts since our last: 3,330,000 feet lumber ;

880,000 Shingles; 210,000 laths; 25,122 R. R. ties;

11,000 Posts; ; 4'JO cords wood; 252 bdls hoops.

Receipts since January Ist: r;=r--

Lumber, feet 30,750,890

Shingles, No .^.., G,720,510

Laths, No .....•..• ."T^T=fir5=iTri¥-i » 2,953,000

Railroad Ties, No i'^ 97,623

Wood, cords .^juusiij? ,_^1»«J^1
2,428
598
76

1,052

1,226
228,000

2G
G

1,332_ 50,000
524

14^
10,000

30

40,320
1.718
500
25

Staves, bundles....
'~». do No

do cords

Iloop Poles, bundles.

Hoops, bundles
Shakes
Telegraph Poles..TTT

Spars .\

;

Cedar, logs. No. .

.

but as the parties to the contract had not signed up

to the time of writing, we hold them over until next

month. Great stress has been laid on building oper-

ations in the foot-hills back of Oakland, on acoount of

the completion of the narrow-gauge road, some placing

the number of new buildings as high as 200. If that

number was divided by 4, it would more nearly ex-

press the truth of the matter. The fair suburb of

Alameda promises to be very lively in a short time.

man. Architects, Iluerne & Ilenriksen ; contractor,

J. J. McCready. Cost, $6,735.

Two-story dwelling, and barn in rear, on Mason

street, near Bay. Owner, H. Pausman. Architect,

H. Geilfuss ;
contractor, Hansbrough. Cost, $2,000.

Two-story building for hotel on S. E. corner Green

and Battery. Owner, F. Gercke. Architect, II. Geil-

fuss; contractor, Sylvester Grant. Cost, |4,800.

Alterations of store on Market street, opposite San-

A great many buildings in this city will be started* some. Owner, Gettleson & Landis. Architects, Wolfe

• ..«««. «^»«»

-Shocks
Barrel Staves, pkgs,

4k>ltH, cords

i « T f •-»'•"»

• -«««««»»»»»«•«»*

Wool Slats

Stave Bolts, cords

Piles, No , . . .-T

leadings, bdls . .»»»-v?%^.

.

Broom Handles, bdls

Spars, bdls. ..*........ .^.

• • » » • •

r —T-

Exports of lumber since March Ist

:

Feet.

Mch 1.. PercyEdwardH,Tahiti. 21,976

z. 1 . .Forfarshire, Antevert. . ... 10,000

—1 . .<}eteHWorth, Queenstown . 7,000

?1. .Kalakaua, Honolulu 9,986

1 . . Angeroua, Queenstown.
-2 . . Alliance, Queenstown .

.

2. .Valparaiso, Cork.r:ir

10,000

4,600

1G,500

96,708
2..Dallam Tower, Queenst'n

4.. Granada, Central Amor..
4. . Cockormouth, Cork 12.000

4 Sintram, Havre 21,000

5.. Prince Regent, Queenst'n 20,000

River Nith, Queenstown. 12,500

. Baring Brothers, Liverp'l 33,000

5.. Silas Curtis, Queenstown. 16,000

Rosaria, Hilo 52,056

Val^e.
$628 00
200 00
140 00
217 25
200 00
90 00
140 00
330 00
758 21

240 00
420 00
400 00
250 00
660 00
320 00
1316 16

shortly, but, for the most part, will be inexpensive

structures.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Two dwellings on McAllister street, near Gough.

Owner, Christopher Turk. Architects, Curlett & Eisen;

contractor, David Perry. Cost, $5,000.

Four dwellings on corner of Steiner and Waller.

Owner, Wendell Easton. Architects, Curlett k Eisen
;

contractor, F. Ganterau. Cost, $5,250. .

—
Two-story dwelling on east side of Mission street,

between i5th and 16th. Owner, Ernst Lilicnthal.

Architect, Wm. Scrof ; contractors, Norton & Walker.

Cost, $2,630.

Raising, repairing, and adding an additional story

to house No. 10 Ellis street, near Stockton. Owner,

Dr. Oppenheim. Architect, J. Marquis ; contractor,

brick work, Richardson ; carpenter work, Plummer.

Cost, $2,500. - —^ —
One-story and basemerft frame on Hayes street, be-

tween Franklin and Gough. Architects, Townsend &
Wyneken. Contractors, Parker & Whalen. Cost,

$1,800.

One-story frame, with basement, on O'Farrell street,

near Scott. Owner, D. Payne. Contractor, M. A.

Laiette. Cost, $800.

Two-story Irarac Bwelling, with basement, on corner

Linden avenue and Gough streets. Owner, H. Duncks.

Contractor, B. Dryer. Cost, $3,000. >• -
,

Corner Hayes and Polk : 3 stores on Hayes and

double dwelling on Polk street. Owner, Lang.

Architect, P. R. Schmidt; contractor, Pluns. Coat,

& Son. Days' work.

Additions to house 104 Fair Oaks street, near 22ad.

Owner, Mrs. Morrison. Contractor, John Bruce.

Cost, $500.

One-story and basement frame on Kisshng street,

between 11th and 12th. Contractor, Sanchez. Cost,

$1,800.

Small building near S. W. corner Ellis and Pierce^

Additional story to carpenter shop, 704 Laguna

street, between Fulton and GroVe.

stable on Linden avenue, aboveRough two-story

Buchanan street.

Two-story barn on

and 12th. Owner, —

-

about $1,500.

Kissling street, between 11th

- Shroyer. Days' work. Cost,

OAKLAND.

Enlargement and remodelling of dwelling on corner

of Brush and 8th. Owner, John W. Coleman. Ar-

chitects, Wolfe k Son. Days' work. Cost, about

$8,000.

Stores and dwellings on corner of Market and 14th

streets. Owner, Duke. Architect, Chas. Mau
;

contractors. Ham & Main. Cost, $14,000.

One-story brick, with basement, on 11th street, be-

tween Broadway and Washington. Owner, M. V.

Sparks. Brick contractor, Corey. Cost, about $10,-

1> ALAMEDA,

^otal .-— .350,276 $6,310 42

Exiwrts of Shingles sinoo onr last

:

No.

^ch 1.. Percy Edwards, Tahiti 50,000

1..W. H. Mayer, Honolulu ..200,000

jyalue.

105 00
850 00

[

^=- " Total 250,000 $955 00

Receipts are freer now since the fine weather has
——set in, and the market is well supplied. Receipts

^J to date exceed slightly those of a. year ajfP. Busi-

ness is slightly improving.

Cement, Plaster, Lime, Etc.

^ Imports since January Ist : Cement, 16,782 bbls ;

5,000 casks; Piaster, 1,550 bbls; 251,037 Firebrick.

Receipts of California Lime since our last : 1540

bbls. Total since January Ist, 11,399 bbls.

There is an immense stock of Firebrick in the

n\arket. The prospect ahead for building material

of all kinds is unusually good, and dealers hope to

do a good business.

Imports during the past week have been excessive

—over eight thousand barrels. This indicates the

prospect of a great many improvement* this year,

^H it brings 'total imports to date over 21,000 bbls.

Demand is light as yet.

We quote: Plaster— Wedderspoon's Eastern,

$3 25 to $3 50; Golden Gate, $2 75 to $3 00 ^ bbl.

Cement—Rosendale, $1 75 to $2 25, according to

(/uality and brand; Portland, $3 50 to $4 25, dodo;

Lime, $1 30O$l 50 f bbl; Firebrick, $30 to $40
'? M.

We quote Building Plaster, for hard 'finishing

and general use, $2 50@2 75 ; Casting Plaster for

ornaments, moulds, etc. , $2 75 ; Superfine Plaster,

for sculptors, mouldings, etc., $2 75@$3 00 per

barrel

.

Building Intelligence.

We present a very full report of building operations

for the past month. As will be seen, most of the

buildings are inexpensive. We have received infor-

mation^of several buildings going up in the country.

Two-story building, with basement for stores and

dwelling, on corner of Polk and Grove. Owner, Wah-
mouth. Days' work. _ I__

Double two-story dwelling tm Capp itreet",T)etween

16th and 17th. Owner, 0. Johnson. Architects,

Hoffman & Curtiss ; contractor, Sanchez. Cost,

$2,750.
One-story frame on 17th, between Noe and Castro.

Owner, Captain H. S. Templeton. Architect, E. R.

Swain. Cost, $1,200.

Repairing buildings on 8th street, between Howard

and Folsora. Owner, Booveau. Contractor,

John Blake. Cost, .

Two-story and basement house in rear of 618 Jessie,

between 6th and 7th. Owner, —^ Beck. Days'

work. Cost, $800.

Nine two-story dwellings on Howard street, between

9th and 10th. Owner, Horace-Hawes, Jr. Architect,

P. R. Schmidt. Contractor, S. Hatfield. Cost, about

$24,000.

Two-story dwelling on 12th street, between Howard

and Folsora. Owner, John Keefe. Contractor, F. C.

Kleebouer. Cost, $1,600.

Large two-story barn, 50x100, with dwellings in

front, on 10th street, between Howard and Folsom.

Owner, Pugh & Co. Days' work. Cost, :

Two-story carriage-house, etc., at Hunter's Point.

Owner and builder, E. Steiner. Cost, about $2,200.

Two and a half story cottage, on Washington, be-

tween Fillmore and Steiner streets. Owner, Dr.

Thayer. Architect, W. F. Smith ;
contractor, {(.elson.

Cost, about $4,500.

Additions and alterations to house S. W. corner

Union and Octavia.

Two-story frame on Bernard street, near Leaven-

worth. Owner, Harrigan. Days' work. Cost,

$800.
Remodelling of houses on corner of Turk street and

Van Ness avenue. Owner, E. Cummings. Architect,

T. J. Welch ; contractors. Smith & Laherty. Cost,

$3,000.

Remodelling of house 468 Jessie, below 6th. Own-

er, T. Gould. Contractor, Hansbro ; architect, T. J.

Welch. Cost, $1,400.

One-story frame on corner Bush and Broderick.

Owner, Mrs. M. Petit. Contractor, Jae. McCann

;

architect, T. J. Welch. Cost, $1,250.

Three two-story and basement dwellings on Oak
street, near Van Ness avenue. Owner, Mrs. M. Wick-

Two-story frame dwelling on Grand street and En-

cinal avenue. Owner, E. H. Miller. Architects, Bab-

son & Seadler; builders, Gilbert & Brown. Cost,

$6,000.
Six-room cottage on north side Clinton avenue, be-

tween Grand and Paru streets. Owner, H. B.Wheaton.

Builders, Gilbert & Brown. Cost, $2,200.

Taylor avenue, west end, two story cottage. Owner,

Wra. Sutherland. Contractor, W. P. Clark. Cost,

$1,350.

S. B. Wattles is having a conservatory built on

Central avenue, near Park street. Architects, Meeker_

& Banks. Cost, $1,500.

Frame building on Railroad avenue, between Wil-

low and Chestnut. Builder, W. C. Aickley.

SAN RAFAEL. ^

Two-Story cottage on Mission street. Owner, F.

Franks. Architects, Hatherton & Pelton, Days'

work. Cost, $8,500.
——

-

OLEMA STATION..

Two-Story building for a hotel. Contractor, C.

Green. Cost, about $7,000.

SANTA CLARA 00.

One-Story cottage at Wright's station. Owner,

Columbus Waterhouse. Days' work. Cost, $2,000.

Publication Notices.

The Steel Square and Its Uses, by F. T. Hodgson, Is an

excellent little book, which should be in the hands of every

carpenter. It contains numerous illustrations and treatises

upon the Sfiuare, and excellent information for those who_
have not acquired a full knowledge of the use of that im-

portant mechanical instrument. Wise heads, who "know it

all," do not need this or any other work or advice ; but men
who " live to leam," will find much in its pages to instruct

them. Price, 75 cents ; to be had at this ofl&ce at publish-

er's price.

The Work-Shop Companion is full of valuable information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all classes, in the form of

receipts, rules, methods, processes, etc., for almost every-

thing in general use in workshops and households. Price,

35 cents ; to be had at this office at publisher's price.

Modem Architectural Designs and Details, containing eighty

finely lithographed plates ; is published by Bricknell &
Comstock, of New York, in parts or nvunbers. Part 5 is

before us, and its cuts and illustrations are handsomely
executed. The five parts received are all of like excellent

character, and being all plates and illustrations without
any reading matter, the eye grasps the contents of each

page in a moment. Can be had at publishers' price, |1,(J0

each part, at this office. Every mechanic should supply
himself with it, and no architect's library should be without

it-

All of Bricknell & Comstock's publications, as advertised

in our columns, may be had at publishers' prices through
this office.
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Notice to Architects—Second Meetiug.

Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all
parties, whose interents are represented or involved in its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted to please those who love channels of pure thought, and
moral training. The higher, better, and exactly truthful in
all matters, will be sougbt for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction tbey may
appear. Its management will bH uncontrolled by any im-
pure influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its Rtatements of price-lists, etc., etc.. will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interests of any person or persons, but
giving true and correct reports, for the information of all
its readers. Its improvement In every department will re-
ceive constant attention, bo that eventually It will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications in cities where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management; and any reference made in its columns to
established or Inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
uring. Inventive, or any other—will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, withotU any design or intent to
" rvrw "

i
i. e., " praise with exaggeration."

ADVERTISISO RATES.
On outside of front cover, and page following Build-

ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 60
Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read-

ing matter, per square, each insertion 1 25
On other inside pages, per square, each insertion. . . . 1 00

With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, And adrer-
isements continued for six or 12 months. :.' •. .

Notice to Architects.

There will be a meeting of architects of

the Pacific Slope at the Mechanics' Insti-

tute, (third floor) on Post street, Tuesday
afternoon, April I9th, at 2 o'clock p. m., for

the purpose of hearing the report of the
Committee, and to take such action thereon
as may be necessary.

A. LAYER, President pro tern.

P. J. O'Connor,
J. Wright,
T. J. Welch,

Committee.

The Committee on Correflpondence, Messrs. O'Con-
nor. Wright, and Welsh, appointed at the prelim-
inary meeting of the architects of this city, for the
purpose of organizing a society in the interest of
the profession, being prepared to report, Mr. Laver,
chairman of the preliminary meeting, in whose
hands the matter has rested, has authorized a call
for a second meeting of the architects of this coast
to be held on the 19th day of April, 1881, at 2
o clock p. M., Mechanics' Institute Building, (3rd
floor) Post street. ° ^

-::The invitation is extended to, and it is earnestly
desired that all qualified architects upon the Pacific
Coast will be present, to assist by their wise coun-
sel and advice in founding an organization which
shall be perpetuated for all time.
The movement is a good and right one, and it is

hoped that every competent and worthy gentleman
practicing architecture, and desiring its elevation,
advancement, and protection as a science, will be
present. It is also hoped that those enjoying the
larger experiences, and greater intelligence, and
professional abilities will join heartily in the move-
ment, to the end that every protection calculated
to insure permanence and perpetuity may be intro-

V n
*^ ^^® foundation work of a society, which

shall remain for ages, and bear down to future gen-
erations with honorable remembrances the names
of those who at present fill positions in life once
honored and ennobled by such men as Michael An-
gelo, bir Christopher Wren, and others, whose names
have shone with luster through the pages of his-
tory, in connection with the many imperishable
architectural grandeurs of the world, which stand
as monuments in honor of the illustrious dead,
who^ mental and physical powers created and exe-
cuted masterpieces architectural.

Building Cheaply.

f^^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2.00 in advance.

A decidedly erroneous impression of presumed
facts, in a majority of cases, enters into the first cog-
itations in connection with the erection of build-
ings. The first being that of cost, the rule is to first

fix the amount to be expended, and then to work
up a plan such as will meet the wants and wishes
of the parties designing to build, with but little

regard to the cash limits established. The incon-
sistency of this proposition should be self-evident to
every intelligent mind

; yet architects have to meet
this issue in most cases. It is common for clients
to begin with: "I want to build a five, ten or
twenty room house, with certain dimensions, but
I won't expend more than one, five, ten, or twenty
thousand dollars," as the case may be ; while the
amount named may not exceed 75 or 80 per cent,
of actual value. But the architect is expected to
work out the impossible result of securing the erec-
tion of just the building desired for the sum named,
and at the same time produce a substantial, well-
built and finished edifice. It only sometimes oc-
curs that an owner first finds and determines the
size, character and appointments wished for, and
then shapes the matter of cost accordingly ; the
general presumption being, that by fierce competi-
tion, or skillful manipulations, some contractor will
be found who will agree to give one hundred dol-
lars of labor and material for every seventy-five,
eighty, or perhaps ninety dollars of cost paid by
the owner. This is often done, but it cannot be
claimed as fair dealing; for while it is legally
right for every one to obtain that which he desires
at as little cost as possible, it must be apparent to

all, that securing things for less than cost of produc-
tion, works an injury in some direction, and advan-
tages thus obtained, must be at the expense of oth-
ers, to the aniount of all undervaluation and cost
It is astonishing how persistently the greater num-
ber of owners will contend for and adhere to an
amount once named to cover the expense of build-
ing, without any disposition to abate or modify
plans and re(|uirements. Usual business rules,

which recognize actual values in merchandise and
commercial transactions, are rejected in house-

building
; and the theory accepted that, if one mair=

will not undertake by contract to build and com^^^
plete a house for a specified sum, another will • the
real value being a subservient ijltoisideration to that
of what may be accomplished through stronjf com-
petition. And it is too often the case that men can
be found who, for the sake of securing a contract
will risk the result of unwise figuring, and having
nothing to lose personally, care but little that their
creditors sustain loss. And when full payment of
all demands is not possible of enforcement under^^
the provisions of a mechanics' lien law, those who
obtain buildings for less than actual cost, all parties
to the transaction considered, have the satisfaction"""
of knowing that they have secured an improvement
in their real estate prop3rty—cheaply. The state-
ment is unquestionably correct, that the amount of
money paid by owners for the erection of tenements
and residence buildings in San Francisco will not
aggregate actual cost, by from ten to twenty per
cent

; the contract price in the greater number of
cases being less than sufficient to pay the cost of
erection, without considering any profits to the con-

—

tractor. And contractors who involve themselves
in unprofitable engagements, realizing that a loss
is inevitable, generally draw from the respective
payments as much as possible for personal uses and
purposes, leaving those who may hold claims for
material or labor, to share in the increase of loss
created by such use of a portion of the contract
money. All of which is injurious all around, uwn-^
ers should be careful to select good and honest men
to build their houses, and pay them a sum sufficient
to cover all costs and expenses ; and contractors
should exercise and practice sufficient good judg-
ment to keep them clear of all '* ruinous " or losing
engagements. This sensible men will do, and allow
the silly kind to practice their losing operations

;

and material men who suffer losses by trusting such
men to reap what they may gather, whether whirl-
winds or golden sheaves. ^

t
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Labor-Society Organizations.

Well regulated societies among all classes of men
are commendable. Common interests invake com-
mon sympathies, and those whose interests are ,

equally affected by the " turns in events " inciden- \^
tal to human conditions, are certainly the best qual-
ified to mingle in protective .combi'iations. The
only objection that can be raised to such organiza-
tions is,, that sometimes injudicious and excessive
demands and conclusions are set up and maintained,
in violation of universal equities. No man or
set of men are entitled to the enjoyment of pre-
sumed rights, which subvert or unhinge the legal
and moral rights of others. Human rights are co-
equal in all classes of society ; and only so far as
the rights of one class do not impose hardship or
injustice upon others, are they sustained by fair
and just prerogatives. The violation of this prin-
ciple of rights has led to many of the bloodiest and
most cruel wars that stain the pages of history.
Harmonious life can exist only when equities are
observed ; and so long as associations accept and
practice this as a rule, they become defensible be-
fore the world, and a power in and of themselves.
All combinations created for right and proper pur-
poses are beneficial, and must produce good results,
not only to the parties combined, but generally : as
the duty resl^ upon every man not only to know
and understand himself and his co-operators in every
sphere and calling, but also to set himself rightly
before others not treading the same avenues of life.

Want of right understanding of *• men and things
"

frequently leads to erroneous conclusions, and some-
times even sacred things are brought into discredit
because of failure on the part of those managing
them to create defences which cannot be success-
fully Ewsailed. Therefore we say to every class of
men—even the Architects of San Francisco—Organ-
ize, as a means both of defence and improvement.
For men associated for right purposes, with good.,^
intent, and for mutually kind considerations for --»

each other, cannot fail to gather mental and moral
strength, and gain additional knowledge.

-
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Dlscoveriea made by Accident.

-L :_^- "Valuable discoveries have been made, and valua-

^--— ble inventionH HugKested, by the veriest accidente^

- An alchemist, while seeking to discover a mixture

of earths that would make the most durable cruci

bloB one day found that he had made porcelam.

--^-^^e power of lenses, as applied t.) ^he telescope

was difl^vered by a watchmaker's *PP^««
l^^'^3

holding spectacle-glasses between bis thumb and

finger, he was startled at the suddenly enlarged

ap^aranco of a neighboring church
«P»J«; ,

^khe art oletching upon g ass wa^
^^J'^^^Jy

^...-..^a Nuremberg gl^-cutter. l3y ^^^l^^"^^'^ f^^^^iS-^ 8f a<iuafortis fell upon bus ^Vef^^\^' *,!iJ wh^—^ - that the gla«s became corroded and softened where^ he add had touched it. That was hint enough^^^
Ho drew figures upon glass with varnish, applied

Se «>rrodi«g rtuid then cut away the glass ar^^^^^^

_^ the drawing When the varnish was removed, the

figures aptx^ared raised upon a dark ground

^^= ^^e.«>tintoowed its invention to the ^niple ac^

~l=^~dent of the gun-barrel of a sentry becoming rusted

rZ~^ "^The^swaying-toand fro ef a chandelier in a ca-

1 thedral suggested to Galileo the application of the

^^^—^ ^^T^e^ar^of lithographing was perfected through

^^gestions made by accident. A Poo^.^^f^"^
was curious to km>w whether music ^o^^^ not be

etehed ui)on stone as well as upon copper. After he

^— had prepared his slab, his n.other ask^ him t.^«uJu^
---

a memorandum of such clothes as she proposed t«

senTaTay to 1x3 washid. Not having pen ink, and

pai«r con^venient, he wrote the list on ^the s^ne

with the etching preparation intending to make a

• Topy of it at leisure. A few days later,when about

7^1ean the stone, he wondered what efFe<a aqua-

fortis would have upon it He applied the acid

— and in a few minutes saw the writing stand out in

relief. The next sU'p necessary was simply to ink

— - the stone and take off an imDresaion. . .

The composition of whicfi printing-rollers are

^
made was dUcovered by a Salopian printer. Not

^Ing able to find the pelt-ball, he inked the type

with a piece of soft glue which had fallen out of a

~
irlue-ix>t. It was such an excellent substitute, that

— after mixing molasses with the glue, to give the

__mTs p^i^.r^conHistency. the old pelt-ball was en-

— tirely discarded.
. , , i.v ^ ^*

. The shop of a Dublin tobacconist, bythe name of

^^Lundyfoot, was destroyed by fire. WhileTie was

irazing dolefully into the smouldering rums, he no-

ticed that his ix)orer neighbors were gathering the

^=^ snuff from the canisters. He tested the snuff for

himself, and discovered that the fire had largely

—7^' increased ite pungency and aroma. It was a hint

-

worth profiting by. . He secured another shop, built

T—Ta lot of- ovens, subjected the snuff to a heatmg pro-

cess, gave the brand a particular name, and in a

few years became rich, through an accident which

he cut by the aid of metal plates made ^r th« pur-

noae lie sale increased so rapidly that he was

S^ble to produce the envelopes fast enough ;
so he

commls^offa dozen houses to make them for him,

rndTurset going an impK>rtan^ ^^^tVt
manufacturing stationery trade.—/^. n. i^tcmjfer, tn

Labor News. -^"
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i he at first thought had completely ruined him.

- The origin of blue-tinted paper came about by a

mere slip of the hand. The wife of William Kast

an English paper-maker, accidentally let a blue

bag fall into one of the vats of pulp. The workmen
="

were astonished when they saw the peculiar color

- of the paper, whQe Mr. East was highly mcen^
at what he considered a grave pecuniary loss. Mis

-
wife was so much frightened that she would not

confess her agency in the matter. After storing

the damaged paper for four years, Mr. East sent it

to his agent at London, with instruction^to sell it

for what it would bring. The paper was accepted

'
as a "purposed novelty," and was disposed of at

quite an advance over market price. Mr. East was

astonished at receiving an order from his agent for

~
another large invoice of the paper. He was with-

"
out the secret, and found himself iif a dilemma.

Upon mentioning it te his wife, she told hira about

the accident. He kept the secret, and the demand

for the novel tint far exceeded his ability to sup-

^ A Brighton stationer took a fancy for dressing

his show-window with piles of writing paper, rising

-irradually from the largest to the smallest size in

use • and to finish his pyramids off nicely, he cut

cards to bring them to a point. Taking these cards

for diminutive note-paper, lady customers were

continually wanting some of "that lovely little

naper " and the stationer found it advantageous to

^t pkper te the desired pattern. A^there was no

spacTfor addressing the notelete after folded he

after much thought, invented the envelope, which

During the early years of California the spirit of

enterpri^ and determined purpose was pre-eminen^

in every community on the Pacific coast In San

FraSo, Saoramente and all other YBme- c^^^^^

ters, and in every mining camp and P^acQ trodden

by the foot of man, untiring energy and persever-

ance inspired the masses, and universal prosperity

ov^yXe prevail^. Then a recognized com-

mon equality existed, and power and personal in

Tenc^ were"^ then very nearly equally distributed

and while each sought te secure as large a share as

possible of the golden treasures strewn throughout

Sriength and breadth of California's treasure fields,

there was aL«> a general disposition .te assist others

and but little of that grasping avarice and personal

ifreed which has since grown to be the curse of the

State Many of those who have since become

wealthy were then hard toilers, and worked with

;^^k and shovel, or as porters, ""lule drivers,Vme-

ohaaica, whisky sellers, and otherwise mingl^m
^e^ud old spirit of ceaseless and man^ effort

to de*^elop and r^ap ; and but few were to be found

^•ho did not add their mite to the common intent^

Successes attended the labors of thousands, and the

greater number of those who " made money fast.

Ssed it to good purposes, and enabled thousands of

otW to realize gaiLs and advantages from the gen-

erous ventures of the former. But as tune roll^

on the evil genius of selfishness came among us

and hands that used te be open, and hearts which

were once large and generous. W-;«,^^";;^«/f,^
harden under the influence of multiplied and in-

cre^ing prosperity, and the love of riches allured

ml^y who might'have continued te be common

SneLter: wfthout privations te themselv^te

fall away into the debased attitude .)f gold and sil-

ver w^^ippers, seeking to hoard up and increase

IheiTgS^! with no concern for others or the gen-

eral interest of the State or city, except such as

b^ughrdimes and dollars into their wel Imed

Sets. Wealth is certainly a power m all corns

Sanities, and brings forth the pleasant ruit* of

general prosperity, when circulated, invested, and

Siade to serve purposes of good. But when gab-

bed inte few hands and grasped with vice-like

!nnp. it fails te meet the purposes for which God

S^; gold and silver, and cheats the masses out of

S^ose Lips and aids which are every man s due.

When but few in California assumed financial in-

dependence and superiority, the ma^s were com-

paratively happy ; but as riches settled upon some,

thiy lit sight of former conditions, and withdrew

hefr h^nds^and influence from the great andW
scenes in which they had been prominent actora,

S ^ttled away from contacts and co-o^rations

which had made them rich. As these individua

^giegations increased, rivalries in the enlargement

Tf^L^tunes followed, and those who posaessad most

Lime the more eager to accumulate ;
and with

S^ came also the ignoble disposition to 'get gam

not <-.aring for means or methods, so that greater

wealth wa^s secured. And so it has worked, and to-

Ly the fact is revealed with indisputable certain^,

?hlt while many of our present rich nien have be-

come such through honest and honorable efforts

and enterprise, many more ^«l<i,^^-
^^SXSe3^f

trold with the curses of thousands upon their heads.

The man who has the protection which gold affords

ind ^ures may defy the rebukes and condemna-

tro'nsThi: f?llL-ml- but it requires an unsym^

oathing and frigid soul to endure the frowns and

SftLtalon of better men than themselv^ ;
and it^is

safe to say that the good, whole-souled and kind

Tave secu^ less, as a rule, than bavej^e- tt

prominent and chief components of whose natures

C^been, and are. to worship at the shrme of greed

and grow rich with bandaged eyes a^ to tiie eqm

ties and justice of the methods by which their

wealth hi been secured. H deserved retributions

Tre o be meted out in the world to come we would

not chance the fate of some we know of foralltlieir

hoarded millionfl twice told.

Stench about Kitchen Sinks.

Complaints in this oonnectioii are almost univer- "

sal mrAculariy in cheap tenement and the moder-

Tte^rstiesidence buildings, in the erection of which

^nomy of cost has been the chief and controlling

I
rnsXration : and the presumption is well sus-

tained that tens of thousands of wives and servants

are made sick by tJie unwholesome gases mhaled

frorslnks and their connections. The causes pro-

ducing this result are two-fold : First, a large num-

ber of mechanics have but an imperfect knowledge

S '^Lw to make and fit up a sink,'' so a^ to ren-

der it secure against bad odors; and much of the

difficulty complained of exists m this fact. The

mait^r of gaining and nailing a sink tege her, and

^curing a bottom thereto, appears so simple a mat-

ter that any man who can use tools at all imag-

ines that he Is fully competent ; and so he may be,

Tfar L using up Ihe quantity of -^teria^ nec^-

sarv for the purpose is concerned. But when tne

eJnSal niceUes^the b-^^ --Pl«^,*^7
^^^^^^^fb^f

him he is as ignorant as the wild ass s colt-unable

to^mprehend^more than thp mere matter of man-

nallXr necessary te - fix ''the sink And «ink»

fitted up under the direction of architects who say all

they know about them, when they specify that this

eesential adjunct te kitchen eonveiiiences is to be

^^ framed and fixed;' are no better than those

4xed" by the^ commonest scrub of a carpenter

Secondly. The plumber come** for a share of

the respo^^^^^^ however nicely the wood-

work Ty be fitt^i, if the plumbing-work is defec^

We e^l effects follow. Too great care cannot te

exercised by all parties ; and comparatively sweet
exeron»tii "j »* y » , Ko n>,f.rt nwd bv oare-

^ Subscription price of thia journal for

1881 will be $2.00 in advance.

rndXere si^ks ;Tn only be obtain^ by care-

ful and perfect work by both carpenter and plumber

Every joint in the sink, caps, wainscoting and

drain-board, should be made with the greatest care

n^rblV leaving nowhere a single crevice or hole

?^r the deception of vegetable or greasy sul^tances.

For wherever leaks exist, or places in which decay-

fnJ matter can possibly find lodgment, impurity

and infection mist follow. But some men are so

ignorant of the natural laws of things in gejieral^

that they consider a joint or fitting all right, so

long J; U is not sufficiently large to admit a green-

pTa^ ^ a considerable sized potato-^hng ;
over-

Qing the fact that injurious and decemposing

matter exists in fluid as well as m solid Wms.

We urge mechanics, carpenters and plumbers to

think this matter over carefully ; -^/ "^^
J^^.

would scorn the act of taking human life inten

J^onally be careful that they do not cause the

death of many females by their in^Proper work-

ma1.hipi"°«^--^^«- with «i-^.work allotted tx,

Xm Remember that human life may be as effect-

ualW if not so speedily destroyed by the agency

ofT^i^nous gas^. aa by the knife, pistol, or a

deadly drug.

Stick To Your Business.

There is nothing which should be more impressed

url^th; minds of%oung men t^an the im^rtance

of steadily pursuing some one bu«iness^
J^^ /;?^

quent ch/nging from one ^^'^PWment to another
^

one of the most common errore committed, and to it

can L traced more than half the failures of men in

business! and much of the discontent and d^^
pointment which render life uncomfortable^ It is

Tcommon thing for a man to be di-PP^-^t^ wa^h

V.i« business and to desire to change it lor some

other~h, U seems to him, will prove a more l^-

crative employment: but in nme cases At of ten it

La mistake. Look around you, and you wiU find

among your acquaintances abundant verification of

Tr^'^tion.^There i- an honest farmer who^^^^

toiled a few years, got hiB farm paid ^o^-

^^^^^^
not crow rich very rapidly—as much irom la^K oi

his farm te raise money ;
goes

^"^fy^X^^^'^x^l,
irold and after many months of hard toil comes

horn; again to commence at the bottom of the hill,

fnr«L mo^ weary and less successful climbing up

a^L SJk tL men in every community who

a?^notorious for their ability and equallj notorious

for never getting ahead, and you will find them men

who nevefstick to one business long, but are always

fo^ng the\r occupation just^when U is beginning

to be profitable. *
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A^RCjilTECT AND BUILDING REVIEW, m
Solar Heat, and its Utility In the Arts and

Domestic liiie.

Solar heat has, of late years, been the subject of
much scientific research, and the caloriifieter has
shown it to be a source of great power. Captain
Ericsson has made some very useful applications of
this source of heat. The utilization of solar heat
for culinary purposes has been the subject of many
experiments, by the use of lenses and concave mir-
rors. These radiate the heat, or rather reflect it
upon the object-vessel to be heated, by concentrating
the rays to their focal point. When the concave mir-
ror is used, there is less absorption and more power
imparted to the heat-rays reflected. The paraboli-
cal form of mirror receives the incident rays, and
are parallel to its axis, and after reflecting, con-
verge to a focus of the mirror. The hollow side of
a sheet of polished metal, inclined to the direct rays
of the sun, concentrates its rays at a point near the
circumference. Now, if a cylindrical tin vessel,
with a black surface, be placed at the foci of the
solar rays, it will be readily heated—or anything
it may contain. Thus a set of domestic utensils
adapted to this service, with the necessary
reflectors, would be a novel equipment for
an exploring party. The use of mirrors as
reflectors was known to the great Archimedes,
who, it is said, set fire to the Roman ships in the
harbor of Syracuse by their use. There is a modem
invention by Prof. Balestrieri, of Naples, which he
calls the *' colUctetir photo-thermique armillaire,'"'

(the photo-thermic hollow sphere collector) which
seems to have the advantage of multiplying the

heat rays so intense that any and all ordinary cook-
ing could be done with despatch. The utensils to
be used must be prepared with a rough surface ; ab-
sorbers of heat, and of such a nature to retain all
its power to do the work rapidly. In localities
where the climate in the summer months would
allow of open windows, the perfected instruments
could be set over night, so that the early morning
sun could be at work on the coffee urn, and by the
time the indolent sleeper wakes, the aroma of fra-
grant Java, borne upon a zephyr, would be wafted
to his awakened senses, inviting him to solace his
parched lips with a draught of this delicious nectar.

J. E. W. C.

Well-Closeted Houses.

calorific intensity capable of reducing even the most
refractory substances. Now, it is possible that in-
ventive genius may so apply these apparatuses for
conveying heat-rays, that it will be a source of great
economy in the arts and sciences. The old alche-
mists have used devices somewhat similar for the
preparation of elixirs and tinctures, distilling them
entirely by the use of reflectors. The actual heat
of the sun's rays is an unsettled question of science.
It has been demonstrated that the rays of heat were
greater than those of molten steel. Of all the
sources of heat, that of the sun is the most abun-
dant; and yet, owing to the great distance of the
earth from the sun, and its meagre size, it can re-

ceive only a microscopic portion of the heat which
the sun disseminates in the surrounding space. We
are thankful for these genial rays, and would, in

_ the same kind fteeling, suggest to inventive genius
the want of a small machine of portable character,
that will be useful to the shipwrecked mariners on
the Pacific Ocean. The ship's boats are inadequate
to carry all the necessary provisions, and especially
that of water, and soon resource is had to rations,
and the allowances become so small that in the end,
after great suffering, many die of thirst. Now,
what IS wanted is some form of still for distilling
sea water, so simple in its construction that the
reflection of solar heat will evaporate into a con-
denser sufficient cool fresh water for the use of the
castaways on the great desert of waters. This ap-
paratus could be partly or wholly on an adjustable
shelf at the stem, with a condenser partly sub-
merged. The Pacific waters would render this in-

strument more serviceable^-or a friendly island

—

but the relief must be sought wherever, on the
tr£U}kless ocean, the elemente may strand us.

There have been inventions for ship use, one of
which was described in Ure. volume 1, page 661. A
lews perfect machine in its parts would answer than
is described fiy Ure, for this is te meet a special

""emergency. The simple mode suggested by Dr.
Irving consisted in adapting a tin tube to the ship's
kettle, and condensing the steam in a hogshead,
which serves as a receiver. By this method a sup-

~ply of twenty-five gallons of frenh water per hour
could be obtained on board of a man-of-war. There
is another mode of obtaining fresh water from the
sea, and that is by freezing, which excludes or pre-

cipitates the saline particles. In this connection, I

would suggest to ship-owners that they would con-
fer upon seamen a great favor, by providing a rub-
ber water-tank with air-tight supports or floats.

Thia water-tank is to be filled with water when
abandoning a wreck, and thrown inte the sea and
held in tow of the boats, thus providing a good
supply of water without any great detriment to the
progress of the boat. The application of solar heat
to the domestic circle is in the near future

;
genius,

when once directed to this line of thought, will de-
velop forms of reflectors capable of concentrating

It matters nckjb what external grandeur, or other-
wise general internal conveniences of arrangement
may be observed in the construction of residence
buildings, if the closet feature is incomplete, either
in number or fittings, a very material defect is cre-
ated, and important conveniences abridged. Closets,
pantries, and stere-rooms are essential necessities,
and every intelligent architect as naturally con-
siders their value, and seeks their proper location
and fittings, as the location of doors and windows.
A house without closets is but little better than a
bam, being incomplete in one of its most to be de-
sired and convenient features. An architect or
builder who neglects te produce them in abundance
fails to comprehend positive necessities, and should
seek some other line of operations as a business pur-
suit. Having designed and planned hundreds of
buildings of all classes, the omission of ample
closet accommodations suggests to us stupidity upon
the part of those who fail or neglect to incorporate
them in sufficient numbers. It is difficult to imagine
an arrangement of building for residence purposes in
which •* places for closets " do not occur, or where
closets cannot be inserted without compromising
other conveniences, so as t<) provide at least one closet
for each room, and others in the halls.
We do not desire to discourage our bachelor or

unmarried brother architects ; but it is nevertheless
a fact that the wedded architect, who has passed
through the experiences attending a matrimonial
career of a few years, under the tuition of a *' good
house-keeper" wife, is made te comprehend the
value of closets ; and such men generally give due
importance to these valuable adjuncts to house con-
veniences.

Not only are cloaete important as to numbers, but
in their arrangements and appointmente. The mere
enclosing of a space, and providing it with a door,
is only the first step teward making a complete con-
venience. Judgment, experience, and skill are re-
quired in perfecting internal arrangementsw We
have heard gouty male owners and grufFy architects
repudiate "so many closets;' but have yet to meet
the first lady house-keeper who did not desire ** all
the closet room pKJssible

'

'
; and have yet to see the

house in which there were too many closets.

But sometimes the fitting up of closets causes both
architects and owners a great deal of trouble. If

the mechanic happens to be one of that class who
"lives in boarding houses." in which closets are
a scarcity, and such as there may be of the most
crude and imperfect character, ho '

' cannot see why
there is so much fuss about closets," or why so
much time and labor should be expended upon
them. To him, a shelf or two appears sufficient for
all reasonable purposes, and more than these he con-
siders unnecessary. Consequently, such men some-
times reluctantly fulfil ownera' wishes, and as
much as posssiblc oppose the requirements of plans
and specifications, and the directions of the architect

in cases where nice work, with considerable appoint-
ments are required. But the man of family, who
seeks te make his home comfortable, must of neces-

sity imderstand the value of these little convenien-
ces, and is prepared te appreciate the wishes of
thonn who *' \«rftnt. ninfi ploHfitj*." Thfir« in nnitA n.

schooled himself in the art of providing abundant
closet accomodations. We do not say this reflect-
ingly or reproachfully : but some men of fixed no-
tions ** cannot see the necessity " for certain things,
and therefore they imperfectly devote themselvoa
to the development of such features. And, as a
word of advice te all brother architects, we suggest
te one and all. study well the matter of closet con-
struction and fittings, as a good reputation among
wives and good house-keepera depends largely upon
the perfeotness of these ** great conveniences.'"• I

To Dispose of Eatchen Garbage.

In a communication to The Sanitarian^ Dr. E. F.
Peck, of Brooklyn, recommends to bum up the ref-
use matter of the kitchen on the premises. Sev-
eral years' experience with this way of disposing of
garbage has shown us that the plan is perfectly
feasible and satisfactory. The doctor says ;

*' Men of intelligence, householders, and house-
keepers ask us how it can l« done without the fumes
or gases getting into the house. I answer, very
easily. First, as to the manner or modus operandi:
The burning of coal fires in ranges and in cooking
stoves constantly gives off gases more volatile, more
penetrating, and more poisonous and deleterious,
than the gases from the burning of the refuse
kitchen matter, such as potato'peelings, turnip tops,
and other trimmings, when thrown into the fire[
when these substances are fresh ; and so also of the
scrape of meat, bones, ete., after dinner, if thrown
into the fire. Now, if the gases that are generated
constantly by the burning of coal fires in ranges and
Steves are all carried off harmless and unperceived,
as they are by the chimney, the less penetrating
and less powerful gases from the kitchen refuse will
be carried off harmless and unperceived.

'• This is about all the philosophy there is about
it, and it is a perfectly simple process ; any man or
family can try it and do it. As to this material
being of any value or any use to anybody, as some
say it is, and ought to be saved, it is quite a mis-

'

take ; it is of no sort of value or use to anybody
who has not a pig-pen near his house, to throw it

into whilst it is freeh ; to attempt to save it in cities
or large villages is penny-wise and pound-foolish.
It costs more than it comes to, for it cannot be kept
any time without undergoing decomposition and
becoming putrid and Qlthy; and it is \h^Avile leaven _.

that poisons the streets and fills the air with pesti-
lence, supplying the pabulum of diphtheria and fe-
vers the most malignant and deadly, not only in the
streets, but in the houses ; and whole hetacombs of
children are slain by the unseen foe that enters our
dwellings in the filthy garbage box The boxes or
receptacles of this vile stuff cannot be kept clean

;

they are a nuisance in or about the house or on the
premises. In a few cases, in cities where large ho-
tels have a farm near by, the material can be carted
off before it becomes putrid, and used in the hog-
pens. Very few know the importance of keeping
our dwellings free from all decaying matter. Clean-
liness is next to godliness

; pure air and pure water,
the first essentials for life, are the gifts of our Cre-
ator, and when they come from his hand they are
pure and undefiled.

—

Druggists^ Circular and Chem-
ical Gatette-,—— --^r . .^—.^^

Now Motive Power.

those who "want nice closets." There is quite a
difference among mechanics in this particular : some
giving due and proper cousideratiou to this depart-

ment of house convenience, while others fail to

appreciate their necessity beyond a few shelves and
a pin*rail ; and architects are often required to en-

force the sternest exercise of their authority in

securing good closet work.
But sometimes even the architect engaged is defic-

ient in this department of house construction, and
many a good home, otherwise, is made less con-

venient than it mi^ht have been, had the architect

The Echo states it is not impossible that before
our coal-fields are exhausted we shall have discov-
ered some means of doing many things without that
at present invaluable fuel—at least, in regions where
the sun shines. We have previously given an ac-
count of M. Mouchot's solar engine, but that ex-
traordinary method of utilizing the heat of the sun
has been eclipsed by an improvement devised by M.
Pifre. It is stated that the latter has gone so far
as to utilize eighty per cent, of the available heat
of the sun's rays at Paris, and has actually con-
structed an apparatus with which he pumped wa-
ter to a height of ten feet at the rate of over twenty
gallons a minute. As in Mouchot's solar engine, a
reflector receives the light and concentrates it upon
a boiler, in this case containing nearly ninety gal-
lons of water, which, under a clear Paris sky, begins
to boil in about forty minutes, and in a few minutes
longer has sufficient pressure to drive the engine
working the pump. In the not distant future,
then, tropical countries will be the places where
motive power can be had for next to nothing.

—

Journal of Applied Science.
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and passed off as original with the journals doint?

us injustice.

Any one desiring to examine the pamphlet con-

taining elevations, sections, and full descriptions,

can flo so by calling at this office.

Unfair Journalism.

.' '»

,'An Improvea Bible School Building and

Cburch Edifice Combined. *

The accompanying plan of a Church and Bible

School Building: has been forwarded to uh by its

author, Mr. W. H. Brearley, Detroit, Mich. It

]>reHents mnm novtP fc. tture^ of arrangement, and

departs from the usual method by placing the pul-

pit in one of the anglcH of the main scjuaro of the

auditorium, inat-ead of the center of one end.

"This ground plan, drawn to a scale of 80 feet

fk^uare, may all be thrown into one room, with the

exception of the corner back of the platform, by

opening the sliding-door at each side. The doors

at one side are shown closed, the other open. The
seating capacity of this ttoor, with the galleries in-

cluded, is eleven hundred (1,10«0 adults. The
larger room is about (U) feet s^juare. The side rooms

are 2()x:J5 feet each. The parlors are each 20 feet

s<juare, and the dressing-rooms 6x8 feet."

—The various appnipriaiionH of the st^veral apartr

mcnts arc fully described in the descriptive

N
—

iami>h.let receivetl, but too lenjjthy for insertion

in full in this Journal. Some oi its claims are

specially forcible, particularly that which places

the pulpit or s^w.-iker's desk in a iH>sition relieved

from the " trying to the eye " annoyance, common
in church edifices, of one or more windows so lo-

cated back of the pulpit as fri(juently to make at-

tendance ujwn church services more of a punish-

meiit than a devotional pleasure.

The nearest approach in this city to this "new
idea '* is that of the " Tabernacle/' on Tyler street,

where the pulpit occupies a position at one side of the

octagon, with the seats rising in semi-cdrcular am-

phitheater form, to the main passage-way, with a

rise of some 12 to 20 feet. But there is no sliding-

door or •' Bible class " arrangement in this case, the

building being exclusively for "Divine worship,"

with the Sunday school arrangements in the base-

ment

li

The Baptist Church at San Jose has its pulpit at

the side, with graduated floor and seats, approached

from the two street entrances.

We receive this "improved plan" with favor,

and think that its general and special features may
be rendered very acceptable. Some of the churches

! -^

in San Francisco are said to be copies of others

built east of the Rocky Mountains. We hope there

will be no attempt to copy the plan \inder notice,

without permission from its author, for two reasons :

First.—It is copyrujltted, and is the rightful legal

property of its author. Second.—Because he who
originates is, in every rightful sense, entitled to

all the benefits accruable from his inventions: and
our theory upon this point is that those who ap-

propriate to their own uses, purposes, and advant-

ages, that which to others belongs, whether in the

form of coin and things of commercial value, or

mind and brain inventions and productions, are in

^ther case guilty of moral, if not legal dishonesty,

^e are sensitive upon this point, because very many
of our own original devices have been appropriated

by others, without so much as *« By your leave,

sir"; and, in our journalistic experiences, many
of our articles have been reproduced in other jour-

nals without any acknowledgment of authorship,

—The grades of all classes of crimes and wrong-

doings are defined by the laws of the land. Murder,

robbery, burglary, etc., each has its classifica-

tions, involving different durations and characters

of punishments and penalties, from fines, imprii»on-

ments, fine and imprisonment, and the more cere-

monious sending-off of guilty parties—by way of

the gallows—to the unknown land, where human
laws and penalties cease to operate ; murder in the

first degree alone involving the transit of erring

spirits from time to eternity. But there are some

wrong things committed in this world which un-

fortunately cannot be reached by legal enactments,

because not included in the category of human
critnitiai irregularities. Still, in a moral sense,

they are equally condemnable, and deserve punish-

ment as much as some of the recognized more fla-

grant transactions. In journalism, plagiarism is

considered the highest departure from rectitude,

and is but little less than a crime deserving punish-

ment under due process of law. And we regret

that some editors permit themselves to violate the

acknowledged just and proper rule which profes-

sedly entitles each to the credit of his own pro-

ductions, and imposes upon those appropriating the

writings of others to their own uses, without due

acknowledgment, the stigma of dishonor. And
tWrfaot that laxity in the practice and enforce-

ment of legal and moral laws and rules is com-

mon, by no means lessens the guilt of such viola-

tions, in the estimation of strictly correct-minded

men.
The many appropriations without credit, of

original articles from our pen, appearing in this

Journal prior to the issue of its No. 9, induced and

justified an article in its September issue, under

the head of "Cool," in which we exposed and

condemned in plain terms the unfairness of certain

Eastern journals, particularly Carpentry and Build-

ing. We hoped that no occasion would again occur

for similar reference; but in its issue of March,

1881, we find in the same journal an entire article,

originallyuppearrng in this Joumnl in its Septem-

ber isHue, entitled " Ladies thk Bkst Pi.anneus,"

without any other credit than " One of our ex-

changes saysy Would it not have been just as

easy, and far more just andfair ^ to have stated the

Camfohnia AHCHiTF:cr and Building Review
says 'i We have-copied from the same journal with

the same credit, but in connection therewith gave

as a reason for so doing that we were following the

example of the journal named, which hs.^ previously

done the same thing toward us. We have no dis-

position to withhold credit from any source, and

believe that we have observed the riile of credits as

faithfully as any journal published. Does it not

appear, from the reproduction of an article pub-

lished in this Journal six months ago, that our New
York friends were pressed for matter to fill their

columns ? If, as in other cases, the article named
has gone the rounds of other journals without

credit to us, and reached Carpentry and Building

through other channels, that fact simply illustrates

the necessity and propriety of the journal named
mentioning explicitly the source from whence the

article was copied, which would enable us to place

the responsibility where it belongs, and relieve the

New York journal from imputations which place

it in no favorable light in journalism. But as the

matter stands, the reasonable presumption is that

the copying was from our columns, as regular

monthly exchanges pass.

Another suggestion enforces itself, and that is : As

the journal named has appropriated two or more of

our original articles, without the shadow of acknow-

ledgment, not even so much as "An exchange

says," how much of its matter, appearing as

original, is produced from other journals without

credit ? We cannot answer.

We should much prefer to compliment our New
York contemporary for fairness, rather than to enter

this complaint ; but, situated as we are, with but a

fractional part of the advantages and facilities en-

joyed by eastern journals, it is but natural and

reasonable that the uncredited use of our original

matter by others should provoke rebuke.

A Necessity.

The necessity for a journal of the character of the

California Akchitkct and Builders' Review
upon the Pacific Coast is universally admitted, and
that necessity should secure it a circulation excelled

by no other class journal. We want TEN THOU-
SAND ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIBERS—not from avario-

ious desires, but from the other two legitimate and
reasonable motives : First, to compensate for the

arduous labors and large outlays involved ; and,"

secondly, .t« enable us to consummate the improye-

ments mapped out, and make the REVIEW a journal

of superior excellence.

Security in House Drainage.

EVERY OWNER OF REAL ESTATE

should subscribe, because matter of great value and
instruction, in regard to house construction, sani-

tary, health, scientific, and other important sub-

jects, is to be found in its columns.

EVERY CONTRACTOR AND MECHANIO

should subscribe, because it contains a large amount
of valuable matter upon mechanical principles and

issues, and a fund of information which cannot be

dispensed with by the mechanical operating classes,

without loss to themselves.

'-\ EVERY ARCHITECT,

—well, we are pleased to say that nearly every one

upon the Pacific Coast has subscribed ; and the few

who have not, will benefit themselves by doing so,

and help us to establish a journal in the success of

which every architect should feel a permanent in-

t^reste. ,
! »

, I _. —

Industrial Secrets.

A century ago, what a man discovered in the

arts, he concealed. Workmen were put upon an

oath never to reveal the process used by their

employers. Doors were kept closed, artisans going

out were searched, visitors were rigorously excluded

from admission, and false operations blinded the

workmen themselves. The mysteries of every craft

were hedged in by thick-set fences of empyrioal

pretensions aud judicial afiBrmation. The royal

manufactories of porcelain, for example, were car-

ried on in Europe with a spirit of jealous exclusive-

nees. His Majesty of Saxony was especially cir-

cumspect. Not content with the oath of sccresy

imposed upon his work-people, he would not abate

his kingly suspicion in favor of a brother monarch.

Neither king or king's delegate might enter the

tabooed walls of Meissen. What is erroneously

called the Dresden porcelain—that exquisite pottery

of which the world has never seen its like—was pro-

duced for 20U years by a process so secret that nei-

ther the bribery of princes nor the garrulity of the

operatives revealed it.

Other discoveries have been less successfully

guarded, fortunately for the world. The manufac-

ture of tinware in England originated in a stolen

secret. Few readers need be informed that tinware

is simply thin iron plated with tin by being dipped

into the molten metal. In theory, it is an easy

matter to clean the surface of iron, dip it into a

bath of boiling tin, remove it enveloped with a sil-

very metal to a place of cooling. In practice, how-

ever , the process is one of the most difficult in the arts.

It was discovered in Holland, and guarded from pub-

licity with the utmost vigilance for more than half

a century. England tried in vain to discover the

secret, until James Sherman, a Cornish miner, in-

sinuated himself master of the secret, and brought

it home. The secret of manufacturing cast steel was

also stealthily obtained, and is now within the reach

of all artisans.

—

Min. and Sci. Press.

The joinery trade is reported to be dull, and this

is attributed in a measure to the fact that a partial

stoppage to building operations has been caused by

the recent inclement weather. Complaints are rife,

too, in regard to the excessive competition and the

cutting in prices which prevail ;. a little moderation

seems to be requisite in the importation of doors,

sashes, moulding, etc., so that a healthier tone may

prevail. We hear that the importers of American

doors have put up their prices five per cent., a step

which would appear to be quite necessary.— Timber

Trades Journal.

~S^^nd~fbra copy of the * Steel Square and

its Uses," handsomely bound and iUustratea.

Price 75 cts.

Mr. Daniels, a prominent and practical plumber
in San Francisco, has handed us for publication the
following communication. As the result of prac-

tical tests, we can indorse the suggestions con-
tained,and recommend the system proposed whenever
the character of buildings and the several '* runs"
of waste-pipes will permit concentration of dis-

charges into one common receiver. Whatever of

sewer gases enters buildings, must of necessity pass
ill trough the various continous pipes connecting
with the sewers at one end and the several *

' modem
iinprovements '

' and fixtures at the other, a silent

yet perpetual occurrence in all buildings in which
the plumbing work h^s been done in the *' usual
way " by some ** practical " plumber, who is so only
in his own estimation. A majority of self-styled
*' practical plumbers " understand sanitary science
^bout as well, and no better, than the ante-diluvian
races understood the art of printing, or electrical

sciences. The recommendation that a flue be
erected from, and enclosing the hopper or receiver,

is not a necessity, but it acts as a conductor to carry
=the fumes of the hopper and the escape gas above
the roof. Ordinary slop-hoppers are always con-
nected with sewers, and are used without flues or
chimneys above them, and the emptying of house-
wastes into these common receivers of '* slops,"
etc., would not increase their offensiveness, nor ren-
der chimneys above them any more necessary than
in ordinary cases. Still, the chimney feature ren-
ders the arrangement more perfect.

—

Ed.
The communication reads :

NON-CONTINUOUS WASl'E-PII'E SYSTEM FOR THE
SANITARY DRAINAGE OF DWKTiLINQS AND PUB-
LIC BUILDINGS, AND THEl ABSOLUl'E EXCLUSION
OF SEWER-GAS.

The special feature of the system consists in con-
veying and aggregating all the wastes from the
Jiouse, (except urinals and water-closets) into a sin-

gle receptacle common to all. This receptacle is

termed a slop-hopper, and is preferably placed at

the ground level, on the side or rear of the build-

ing. Immediately over this slop-hopper is an air-

shaft of wood, metal-lined, ifi dimensions usually
8x24 inches. This air-shaft continues and extends
above the roof six or eight feet, and terminates in

the usual chimney form.

Within this air-shaft all the pipes from the up-
per stories are contained, each story having ite

separate waste-pipe, extending from the slop-hopper
receptacle te the apex of the chimney vent ; and the

^"waste from each floor level, uniting to this perpendi-

cular pipe at an angle of forty-five degrees within
the air-shaft, also contains the soil-pipe, which has
no connection with the slop-hopper, but continues
on downward a few feet, and makes a junction

with the stone-pipe at an angle of forty-five de-

grees, and at a point on the street side of the slop-

hopper connection.

It will thus be seen that any sewer-gas that en-

ters the house drain at the street sewer does not
remain at rest until it finds its way out at the top

of the vent-chimney ; and there are no lodgment
places, closed ends, or trapped pipes without circu-

lation.

All the fixtures within the house have the usual

S trap, and are vented with an air-pipe of caliber

equal with the trap. This air-pipe continues on an
ascending incline from the top bend of the trap to

a point above the uppermost inlet on the perpen-

dicular pipe.

In dimensions the hopper receptacle is about 15

inches in diameter, and the same in depth, with a
-^ 4-inoh S trap, ( water seal ) at the bottom, and im-
mediately beneath it is the junction with the stone-

pipe sewer.
A bib-cock from the house supply is placed over

the center of the hopper, and is intended to give an
occasional flush to the sides of the hopper, should it

be found desirable. —
The difference between this system and the ordi-

nary waste-pipe system may be summed up thus :

In the ordinary waste-pipe there is usually an S
trap, sometimes vented with a small air-pipe, but
not always ; and its susceptibility to danger con-

sists in its liability to be syphoned empty by the

outflow of its own pipe, or by an adjacent waste-pipe

following the same outlet.

This state of affairs permits an inflow of sewer-

gas into the ai>artment through the empty trap,

_ caused by what is termed a momentary vacuum in

the waste-pipe.

—Another equally dangerous liability that the. or-

dinary waste incurs consists in what is termed
momentary plemun, and is caused by the downwash
of water from a story above, forcing the gas to

bubble through the water contained in the trap of

the fixture below. There is also the old evil of

absorption and emission, particularly when the gas
becomes concentrated for want of vent.

In the system proposed all these evils are re-

moved.
First.—Under ordinary circumstances, with

proper size of street sewer, proper inclination, etc.,

there can be but very little sewer-gas within the
house-drain, (underground stone-pipe from street

to the foot of air-shaft) and if any, it is so diluted

as to be almost harmless. This is caused by the

in-rush of fresh air to top of the soil-pipe each time
the water-closets are opened. By this open top

soil-pipe we not only give free vent to gas, if any
there be, but we forcibly charge the entire house-

drain with fresh air to dilute, oxidize, and render

harmless any that might get there since the last

down-draft in the soil-pipe. -^r~~~^
Second.—Having one soil and drain pipe arranged

to avoid the accumulation of any but a minimum
amount of sewer-gas, we proceed with one ramifi-

cation of waste-pipe through the building, and dis-

continue the stone-pipe, and make use of the open
air hopper receptacle ; we thereby break the contact

between house and sewer.

The vapor from the main waste water is carried

off up the air-shaft ; a free inlet vent to the bottom
of the shaft is provided in the shape of an ornament
lattice-work door, which also gives access to the

bib-cock, hopper-trap, eta.; also an excellent means
of ready inspection. ^

'

Wo continue upwards and find there is no sewer-

gas there ; but, in order to be doubly sure, every
fixture hsis its own independent trap, with air-pipe

arranged to prevent the possibility of plemun or

vacuum, as previously described.

It is susceptible of demonstratinn that the air

within the pipes above the hopper receptacle is as

clean and pure as the air within or without the

building, except the vapor incidental to the passage

of warm water.

The system is termed non-continuous, from the

fact that it makes an open-air junction with the

hopper receptacle, and any of the niephitic gas in the

sewer that might pass the trapped hopper would be

more apt to dispel by an open atmospherCi than to

continue onward in the waste-pipes^

machinery establishmenta which start in the newer:
portions of the country, and become noted as shin-
ing successes in their line ; but it is a matter of
doubt whether these shops have not found the bulk
of their trade to lie among people whose purchases
are largely guided by knowledge of merit, arising
from familiar intercotirse with other manufacturers.
Were these same shops located in some acknow-
ledged machinery headquarters, who shall say how
many trials and obstacles they might have been
spared ?

But the border land between the region in which
tools are used, and that in which tools are made-
how will that answer els a location for a new shop ?

Without the advantage that with some buyers is

afforded by a desire to help forward home manufac-
tures, (when this can be done without personal or
pecuniary risk, for this sort of a proviso is usually
made in such cases) such a location will more com-
monly be found to have the disadvantages of both
of those we have named, without the full advan-
tages of either.

—

Americar Machinist.

I •

The Lower Classes.

WTio are they ? The toiling millions, the labor-

ing man and woman, the farmer, the mechanic, the
artisan, the inventor, the producer ? Far from it.

These are nature's nobility. No matter if they are

high or low in station, rich or poor in pelf,^

conspicuous or humble in position, they are

surely upper circles in the order of Nature, what-
ever the factitious distinctions of society, fashion-

able or unfashionable, decree. It is not low, it is

the highest duty, privilege and pleasure for the
great man and high-soulod woman to earn what
they possess, to work their own way through life,

to be the architects of their own fortunes. Soraa'

may rank the classes we have alluded to as only
relatively low, and, in fact, the middling classes.

"Wo insist they are absolutely the very highest. If-

there be a class of human beings on earth who may
be properly denominated low, it is that class who
spend without earning, who consume without pro-

ducing, who dissipate on the earnings of their

fathers or relatives, without being anything in and
of themselves.— The Mechanic.

-iiocation of Factories.

Among the first questions that comes up when
the starting of a prospective manufacturing estab-

lishment is considered, are : Where shall it be lo-

cated ? Where do we expect to sell our product P

Shall we locate among our prospective customers ?

Or, shall we locate among our competitx)rs ?

If a man intends to become a selling agent in

any given territory for a distant manufacturer,

whether he sells by sample or carries a stock, it is

a good thing to be located on the ground. But the

man who sets out to make shop tools or machines for

the Western or Southern trade for example, should

weigh the chances well before committing himself

to a Western or Southern location for his manufac-

tory. The reason is obvious. Western and South-

ern men are just as human as the majority of East-

em men, aud in the machinery line, reputation al-

ways counts for a good deal. The Western or

Southern manufacturer who starts in brand new,

with a new machine or line of machinery designed

for use in shops, must make up in mechanical merit

and selling power for his lack of reputation. But

not every manufacturer possesses the highest type

of persuasive selling power, (of course his machinery

always possesses the superlative degree of merit).

In any case, he will find that out of a given number
of possible buyers, south or west, a large proportion

will prefer not to take the chances with anything

new, and will fall back on existing prejudice in fa-

vor of the work of well-known Eastern makers, be-

cause they are well-known ; while another large

proportion may, perhaps, prefer them because they

are Eastern. The saying is just as true now, as it

was two thousand years ago, that "a prophet, (/. e.

a new-comer who essays the gift of prophecy) is

not without honor, save in his own country,"

more especially if that country be a new country

not greatly noted as a prophetic headquarters. Of

course, there are exceptions to all rules, There are

American Goods.

The American Register boasts, and not without
reason, adds Land and Water ^ of the slow but sure

manner in which American goods are forcing their

way into and successfully competing in all foreign

markets with European manufactures. "Our cotton

goods, both heavy and fine, and our spool thread,

are rapidly taking the place of English. Our
printing and wrapping paper is finding a ready sale

in the East and West Indies, while even bank note

and bond paper is in demand in Italy, Austria and
Spain. American cutlery is sold in Birmingham

;

our locks are supplanting those of English make in

English houses. American jewelry is sold in Paris,

and if we are not sending coals to Newcastle, Lon-
don is talking of supplying her grates and fur-

naces with anthracite from Pennsylvania." Eng-
lish manufacturers must stir up and put their shoul-

ders to the wheel, or they will be nowhere in the

race for wealth.

—

Scientific American,

The opportunities for manufacturing enterprises

in California are numerous, and the time will come
when these great sources of permanent wealth will

abound upon this coast. In the cutlery line, a de-

gree of perfection has been attained, unexcelled by
that of the older States of the Union, or the coun-

tries of Europe. And in many other branches of

industry results have been achieved, comparative-

ly good with those of the oldest manufacturing
centres of the world.

Why, then, is it not safe to say, that in time,

when the present grabbers and hoarders of wealth

shall have gone down to molder in the dust, as do
the humblest and poorest of mankind, and their

millions of gold pass to other hands, and live, en-

terprising men take their places in the daily affairs

of life, then with the innumerable resources of this

coast, manufacturing interests will be established

and carried on with success. But it will, perhaps,

require a new set of men, less selfish and more en-

terprising than those who now control the beat in-

terests of this western paradise of God.
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iPIONEER WHITELEAD WORKS.

_T7e hope from this on to see California talce a—better Txwition as a manufacturing center than Bhe

=E:j^^ ha*^ hitherto done. Rate« of interest have material-
"- ^

ly lessoned, the country is more thickly iwpulated.

z:^ moans of transportation have increased and im-

. proved, and the State has "waked up Kcnerally.

It takes time to develojie an industry of any mag-

-^. nitude, and it also takes a good deal of mon^y and

J. 1_ energy to start it. But we have the energy and the—^'— ^
money, and now is the time. There are a good

'•^ '^—
many small towns throughout the State where no

particular impulse has been given to any branch of

husinessthat can be widely developed, and in any

one of those places, if a start were made and a man-

ufactory established, it would not be long before

that establishment would make a name for itself il

managed properly. _x • i.- j ^*
It has been noticed that when a certain kind of

manufacturing industry has started up in a small

town or new settlement, it finally becomes the

prominent industry of the town. Hundreds of

Eastern and European towns indicate this. Home

are famous for iron work, some for cars, some for

clocks, knives and forks, toys, brass goods, fare-

arms, etc. We haven't any of these places m this

State, yet they are the localities which make other

communities prosperoua.

('

1 ~

i-

ing point of view, for its mining machinery and its

woolen goods. The woolen mills have sent their

products all over the coast. The foundries, from

small beginnings, have multiplied in number and

usefulness, and have for some years manufac-
in

In

y

Most of the manufacturing industries of the State

of any magnitude are concentrated in San Fran-

cisco. The small towns have been left out in the

cold, and have to depend on the agricultural or

mining communities near them for aupport ;
and,

unfortunately, the result has been that very few of

the interior towns are in as prosperous a condition

as they should be.

' Manufacturing establishments of any character

must first acquire a local reputation, and this will

in time spread as their business increases. San

Francisco is now mainly noted, from a manufactur-

tured mining machinery, not only for the Pacific

Coast States and Territories, but for Mexico, Japan,

and South A nvrica. California has set the pattern

for mining macliintTy of all kinds, making it better

and cheaper than elsewhere.

Of course, there are many other branches of man-

ufacture in this great city which are prosperous and

flourishing, and which are gradually becoming

better known, and principally among these i» the

one whose title occupies the head of this page. This

industry occupies a first place on account of its

being a true home production. And for its incep-

tion, and the grand results that have followed, we

are indebted to the enterprise of Messrs. Whittier,

Fuller «& Co.
.

TnK Pioneer White Lead is of a superior qual-

ity, and is not excelled by any make either in the

Old or New World. It is made from pig lead mined

on the Pacific Coast, (California and Nevada,) is

ground in the linseed oil crushed in San Francisco,

corroded in pots and with chemicals of local mnnu-

facture, and in the most critical sense is a Pacific

Coast production. In color it i^ pure whiter it is

finer ground than that made elsewhere ; is easily

washed, and \\a»great cot'ering properties.

Heretofore the pig lead produced on this Coast

has all been shipped East or to Europe, and our

white lead there manufactured and returned to us,

at a cost of two freights, which is now saved to us

by the institution of the Pioneer Lead Works.

The process they employ is no patent, or new

fangled process, but is the one invented and intro-

duced by the Dutch, many years ago. An explan-

I
ation of this process may interest our readers.

The pig lead is first melted in a large iron kettle,

from which it flows in a molten stream on to an

endless chain of peculiar pattern, on which are

formed circular plates of lead of about three-eighths

of an inch thick ; these are placed in earthen pots,

neatly similar to our common flower pot«, in the

bottom of which is placed a certain quantity of

acetic acid ; these pots, so charged, are then idaced

in bins or stacks, 20 feet wide, 24 feet long, and 20

feet high, each capable of holding forty tons of pig

lead, prepared for corrosion. Under and jibove, and

surrounding these pots, is a heavy body of tan bark,

from which a heat is generated, and the chemical

action commences.
It takes from three to four months to complete

this action, or to corrode the lead, when the pots

are removed from the stacks, and the contents are

seen transformed from the dull blue lead, to a

crystalline, pure white substance, which is easily

crushed by pressure of the fingers. From the pots

it is conveyed to the main buildings, where it is

thrown into the hoppers, and thence by automatic

action is taken from stage to stage of the different

separation and washing processes, and from floor to

floor, until it is poured in a stream on to the drying

pans* which occupy the entire upper story, (fifth

floor) where the temperature is maintained at 145

deg. Fahrenheit; thence it is conveyed to the

crushers and oil mills, and packed for market.

The production at present is 150 tons monthly,

and the capacity of the works is double that quan-

tity, without further additions. Without question

it is, in all its appointments, equal to any es-

tablishment of the kind in the United States.

The factory buildings cover a spac« of 46x275 feet,

and the corroding sheds 92x275.

In addition to the White Lead Factory, they grind

all kinds of

PA I NT E R S ' COLORS,
-A-nd their Productions are Unequalled for'PTJBITY Al-TD KINENESS
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Flumbing Mate^jala and Plumbing "Work,

It ifl becoming evident to those familiar with the
course of events in the building trades, that great
and important changes are taking place in the
plumbing business. A few yearM ago the plumber
monopolized the business of selling plumbing ma-
terials to the builder and house owner. The manu-
fa,cturer and jobber *• protected " him, and his dis-

count, sometimes larger and sometimes smaller, waa
something no one but a plumber could get. At that
time he was also to some extent a manufacturer.
He made his own traps, lined his own bath tubs,

and made a good many necessary things entering
into the piping of a house which were not to be had
in open market. Some of them abandoned plumb-
ing and became manufacturers; outsiders went into
the business ; and the competition thus induced has
had a marked influence in improving and diversify-
ing the line of goods known as plumbers' supplies.
Gradually still another class multiplied and gained
prominence—that of general dealers in plumbers'
supplies. Most of these miuiufacture or control one
or more patented specialties, but they sell anything
the trade wants, and in the principal centers of bus-
iness the competition in this line is about as sharp,
and prolitw are cut as closely to secure trade, as in

any other. These dealers sell to anybody, and have
no interest in protecting the plumber, except on
their private specialties—and on these only because
they believe that it is to their interest to secure and
retain the favor of the trade, to assist them in in-

troducing goods which could not otherwise be sold
except at ruling market prices for articles of the
same cIbhs. Many of these specialties are valuable
and desirable improvements ; but the builder or

owner can buy about as cheaply as the plumber
everything needed for the complete plumbing of a
house, cheap or costly, and is doing it to an extent
never before practiced.

Trades and guilds are always conservative and
tenacious of established custom. Naturaily, the
plumbers object to having their trade in materials
taken away from them, and are prdtesting vigor-
ously against the loss of the profit they have hither-

to made as retailers. Their continued demand for

a percentage on mateiials used, whether they buy
them or not, is absurd and unreasonable ; and puts
them in a position analogous to that of the carpen-
ter who should demand a percentage on all the tim-
ber used in a building on which he worked, or a
mason who should demand a percentage on the
bricks in the foundations or chimneys. The builder
or owQcr, as the case might be, would indignantly
refuse a recjuest so unreasonable. In the case of the
plumber there is no reason to suppose that it will

receive any more favorable consideration.

The plumbing tr.ide is one calling for more intel-

ligence and more mechanical ability, even in the
journeyman, than any other that is generally prac-
ticed at the present day. It is a trade upon which
the life and health of the community depend. It

is an indispensable branch of the arts which go to

make up our civilization. It is absurd in the ex-

treme, therefore, to undertake to reward those en-
gaged in it by a system which constantly tends to

fraud, poor workmanship and shystering generally,

instead of rewarding them according to their mer-
its. The plumber is in no sense a retailer. He has
practically no stock on hand, and he does not sell

across the counter. He who would attempt to make
a living in this way would starve to death. The
plumber's work is a double one. He is a mechanic,
when considered in his work of putting in pipes,

setting fixtures and wiping joints ; and he is alsu a
sanitary engineer, when we consider his tarik of de-

signing the work, overseeing the men, and watch-
ing every inch of pipe put up and every joint that
is made, to be sure that all is tight. On his intel-

ligence, honesty and vigilance depend the health
and lives of those who are to use his work.
Now, if in order to obtain pay for these invalu-

able services, he has to leave his men and attend to

the purchasing of supplies in the cheapest market,
and run here and there to get the thousand little

things that are necessary, he is doing something
which is taking him away from the very work
which he is paid to do. He is no longer the engin-
neer or superintendent whose brains are wanted,
but a middleman whose services are of no consider-

able value. It were better, in fact, to pay retail

prices twice over, and keep this plumber where he
belongs, than to have him try to run a two-cent re-

tail business in connection with his trade. Indeed,

the fact that this has been the common method of
doing work, is one of the reasons why thd trade is
so poorly paid. If the plumber who undertakes the
work in a house could draw up his plans and then
hand to his client a specification, saying : "I want
these things to complete this job," he would at once
be placed in a vastly better position than at present.
Such a ix)sition for the leading men of the trade is
certainly desirable. They will then rank with
other professional men, and be able, on account of
their superior value, to command the remuneration
which tney deserve.

There is still another side to this question, which
appeals still more closely to the plumber. There
are in every large city a great many boss plunibers
having small capital, who are first-class workinen.
They are able to design and carry out the largest
job to be found in city or country. These men com-
plain that they cannot undertake more than one or
two jobs at a time, because they have not a suffic-
ient amount of capital or credit to buy the mater-
ials needed and pay their men. In oonversation very
recently, one of this class remarked that ho did not
dare to assume the responsibility of buying much
material, fearing that before he could make his col-
lections on the finished work he would be swamped
by this necessary outgo. This man is now obliged
to work along with one or two good-sized jobs, while
he is amply able to carry on twice the amount of
work but for this unfortunate necessity of being
both dealer and plunxber. As a class, plumbers have
a very low rating on the books of the mercantile
agencies. They have nothing in the way of stock,
fixtures or plant which represents invested capital

;

and a leading jobber of plumbers' supplies remarked
not long since, that there were not more than half
a uuitf^Ai plumbers in his whole list bf customers to
whom he would sell a hundred dollars* worth of
goods on credit, without some other security than
their notes.

Let us now suppose that, instead of burdening
himself with the purchase of all the materials ho
is using, the average plumber with small capital
leaves that responsibility where it properly belongs,
with the builder or the owner, as the case may be:

what would be the result ? Instead of one or two
jobs at a time, he might be carrying on ten or a
dozen. His capital and ability would be ample for
the work itself : but when he undertakes to be a
storekeeper, and supply all the stuff that he is smart
enough to use, he is at once limited in his work.
Instead of having a large income from the use of

his brains and knowledge, he is getting a very small
one from playing jobber on a nominal capital and a
small credit. * Men in this position are not excep-
tions to the rule. One of them whom we know well
and greatly respect, is employing three or four men
and doing no little work witn his own hands ; and
yet he is capable of undertaking and personally car-

rying out as extensive works of plumbing as have
ever been done in this country. The system itself

prevents him from rising, because he has not the
capital necessary to supply large amounts of mater-
ial. The whole system by which plumbing work
has been, and is being largely, done at the present
day, injures and degrades the plumbers. They are

essentially mechanics and engineers, and the mental
effects of trying to squeeze a 25-cent profit from be-

tween the lines of a bill amounting to a dollar, have
not been beneficial.

We have no quarrel with the plumbers. On the

contrary, we want to see them placed in a position

where they may elevate themselves and their trade.

As the business is at present managed, they are try-

ing to get a fair income from the most picayune
practices. Men who should have an income of

thousands are working hard for the gains of a very

small retail trade, combined with their business.

Other men are seeing that this is too small a bus-

iness for them ; and abandoning the shopkeeping,

are undertaking to do work, and furnish the brains

to superintend it ; and when the work is done, they

have a large and well-deserved profit—not from

what they have saved and skinned or overcharged,

but AS pay for their skill and ability. If the

plumber is paid at all, he should be paid for what
he does, and for the knowledge and experience

which the art requires. If first-class men would
take this position, and abandon trade altogether,

they would not only be the gainers in actual in-

come, but they would kill, to a great extent, the
** snide " or " skin " plumber, who has been for so

many years the bane of the trade. These men have

made large profits on materials aud ignorance.

They have used the latter article as so much stock
in trade, and charged for it accordingly, though it
has not always apijeared in the bill.

The future of the trade is of great interest to us,
and we expect to see, within a comparatively short
time, vast changes take place in it. The most im-
portant of these will be in the direction of better
education, more science, and a Corresponding in-
crease in the profits. In other words, the trade, as
a whole, will be better paid. Those who cannot
rise to bo leaders must, however, sink to the level
of mere workmen ; but even among them we shall
expect to find greater skill, better wages, and better
work. Meanwhile, those of them who persist in
trying to retain at the hands of the trade the '* pro-
tection " they claim, will have their trouble for
their pains. The trade in plumbers' materials is

much too large, and the (iompetition much too
sharp, to be controlled by the plumbers. Tlio
builder and the owner will not pay the plumber a
profit on materials, when they can buy as chcup as
he can—and often cheaper, if they havo cash or un- .

(juestioued credit, and buy largely enough to bo .

recognized as desiralle customers by dealers. The w-
plumber will have to make his profit on his work,
and when he has nothing else to attend to ho will
do better work, and be much more inUlligently
critical as to materials, than it has hitherto been
to his interest to be.

—

Exchang§t • - ..

Hovr the French Workman Lives.

The French laborer probably gets more for his
wages than any other. His food is cheajjer and
more nouritihing. His bouillon is the li(|uid essence
of beef at a pf?nny per bowl. His bread at the rcH-

taurant is thrown in without any charge, and is

the best broad in the world. His hot coffee and
milk are peddled about the streets in the morning at

a sou per cup. It is coffee, not slops. His half bot-
tle of claret is thrown in at a meal costing twelve
cent*. For a few cents he may enjoy an evening's
amusement at one of the many minor theaters,

with his coffee free. Sixpence pays for a nicely
cushioned seat at the theater. No gallery gods, no
peanuts, pipe, smoke, drunkenness, yelling or howl-
ing. The Jardin des Plantes, the vast galleries and
museums of the Louvre,|Hotel Cluny, Palace of the
Luxembourg, and Versailles, are free for him to en-
ter. Art and science hold out to him their choic-
est treasures at small cost, or no cost at all. French
economy and frugality do not mean that constant
retrenchment and self-denial which would deprive
life of everything which makes ii worth living for.

Economy in France, more than in any other coun-
try, means a utilization of what America throws
away, but it does not mc&n a pinching process of re-

ducing life to a barren existence of work and bread
and water.— TA^ Illustrated Scientific News.

Our lUuatratioua.

The cut representing c^^fidSre^^ni-table,tTTiRfl-"

roof, etc., is sufficiently explained in the descrip-

tion accompanying the same.
The plan of Church Edifice is one of a style and

class most favored by the Episcopal denomination,
and is not expensive in construction, conveniences

and appearance considered. The plan is susceptible

of modifications or elaborations. The various

features of special interest—plan, doors, windows,
altar, font, finials, pew ends, etc.—are also shown.
The plate showing styles of roof-brackets ex-

plains itself. We regret that better facilities do
not exist in San Francisco for the production of

finer cut« ; but, in time, we hope to make arrange-
ments which will enable us to satisfy ourselves, and
when this is accomplished our readers will have no
cause for fault-finding, as nothing short of the

really good will meet our personal views and pur-

poses. . .

^ Cheap and Ufficacioua Deodorizer. .

A pound or two of "Green Copperas " thrown
into privy vaults, cesspools, and other receptacles

of offensive and decaying matter, will "sweeten
things " considerably. Dissolved in water, and
while hot, if run through waste and soil pipes and
sewers, it will purify them, and destroy the poison-

ous coatings which gather in all conduits of dis-

carded tinids.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FAB K8T AB H08TK DOCKRI."

a . -

rWhilt' this column is open to all. farmers as well aa mo-

^chftuu-H.en«ineer8 as well as architects, wunu-u and children

•8 well ait those of the " nobler m-x," wc would call partic-

ular attention to one and all to have thiir qneRtlous and the

- Jnfonnation desired to be in accord, as fHr as possible, with

===Hhe interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those
'

principleh for wlilc.h th« only monthly ol its kiud-tbx» i^da,

Sf the contin.nt. was . Htablished. We will endeavor to an-

— Bwer all questions in a fair and impartial niamur, and if it

becomes uecesKury, will furnish cuts for the i lustrations of

any problem, piovided we r-Kard the solution thereof

M Lneflcial to the majority of uur readers. We would urge

upon our patrons the neccKsity of being pointed in their

qSestions. concise in the language used; let the writing be

distinct, and one nide of the paper only to bo us. d ;
give full

yZ P"»tt^ »n^^ address, and particularly mention it their pr(n)er

"
"*

"

name shall be used.
, ,.i,«t

We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

--—.=„ of Btgne<l articles rests with the authors.

_ --_ CorrcKpundents will please direct all communications to

-—-
--^the business manager of this joumaI-240 Montgomery

' * «trcet, rooms 1^ awl t<*]

which your periodical was established. There is

one subject, however, which I would be pleased to

see you brin^ before architects for discussion, (per-

haps you (iould introduce it in your architectural

sotSety, which T understand you have formed), and

that is : Are AmniTEcruuAL Compktitions condu-

cive to the boHt interests of the profession ^ Would

be pleased to hear from you in your next.
- - SuBSCRiHiNG Architect.

A.N8.—Each set of plans should be carefully

packed, and to be sure to have no mark upon them

by which the name of the desij^ner or architect

would be known. Use a " nt)m de plume," or any

term you wish to designate your name. Direct to

the * • Minister of the Interior y Rome, Italy:'

We thank our brother professional for the sugges-

tion, and will in our next have something to say

upon the subject; and hope all our architects will

t\>rward us their views, as they may be led to ex-

press them from reading our articles.

Brs Man. of Architect.—Is there a quicker

method of finding the length of the sides of a bay-

window, drawn on paper, than the old way of span-

ning around with a pair of compasses, till you get

the three sides equal r'
• K. U»—

Bus. Man. of Akchitkci\—Please state if a

4x12 joist will sustain twice the weight of a 2x12,

the span and all conditions being the same.
Subscriber, Sebastopol.

An 8.—You change the conditions by changing the

size of your timber. Width of timber is the desid-

eratum necessary to strength. I do not think that

a 4x12 will sustain double the weight of a 2x12.

Would like to hear from any of our readers who
have made a practical test of the above question.

, San Jo8R, March 3d, 1881^

^n. Cat,. Architect' and BididUNO Review.---

An8.—The cut will explain a very neat way.

Bu8. Man. of Architect.—I was asked in com^
pany, the other day, the meaning of Architecture.^

I answered in the Websterian style : Why, the arT

of building. What is your definition ?

<

t

'

Tlease inform a subscriber whether or no inside

- blinds will turn dark when simply oiled and var-

~
nishcd. If a size is re^mirtnl, of what material, and.

of what strength should it be? also what is the best

' way t*) finish—with oil or varnish? Yoursrespect-
'-

fully.
— — 7

An8.—The effect of oil upon any kind of wood

- will cause it to " turn dark." Varnishing upon an

oiled base, simply modifies, but does not prevent the

- darkening. The natural color of woods is better

-— '

pres«;rv. d when varnish is uwed without the oil. In

^^^ Sur practice;" we have usually auupvcJ «« -dT ftnish

-^ipon unpaiuted blinds, a coat of xvhtte glue size,

=^-^ worked warm, with considerable glue bo<ly, followed

by a coat of varnish. If two coats of varnish could
""^"^

be proi>erly applied, we should prefer varnish as a

first coat, in place of the size. Oiut to varniA prop-

erly, the preceding coat should always be t^and-

papered or pumice<l bt^fore the additional coat is ap-

plied This could not Ix' conveniently nor well

- — done in the case of inside blinds. The glue size and

varnish answers a good purpose in the generality of

- -
ca.<)es. Some use shellac as a first c-oat, but this tin-

^"^ ges the wood more than the glue size. If a really

- " fine finish " is desinxl, it can be secured more per-

fectly by " French polishing " the slats before they

^-r-^^ are cut. In any case the best of materials are necea-

'

:

. eary for a goo<l finish.

Red Biatff, Cat-.

Mk*^8R8. Wolfe & Son.—Can you inform me of

L a remedy for an echo in a room ? My bank is very

large and high, and has such iui echo that it is very

z^ hard to talk, if any distance from, each other. I

have considerable furniture in it—all that I reiiuire

^and still it is bad. You will confer a favor if you

can say just anything to stop it. Yours, etc.,

H. Kraft.

—^ 'An8.—It is difficult to advise remedies in such

oases without a p«,^rsonal inspection of the premises,

as echoes are the results of various causes. ** Large

and high " suggests the cause in your case—partic-
'

ularly the "high" feature. When ceilings, or

height of stories are exces-^ive, in comparison with

the other dimensions, echoes are certain to occur.

Recesses in walls, dome in ceiling, alcoves and the

like, all tenfl to create or increa.se this objectionable

defect. In some cases, a wire netting suspended at

proper height, forming a suspending net, canopy or

jj eeiling* has had the desired effect. . In Jifcher jcases^

/ 1

Amateur Sketches^

An8.—" Architecture is the art which so disposes

and adorns the edifices raised by man, for whatso-

ever uses, that the sight of them may contribute to

his mental health, power, and pleasure.

"

Extend C F or E H ; lay off on ^e line C D a dis-

tance ecpial to the width of your window as A B.

At D drop a perpendicular, and at the point where

it intersects E H, as at E, draw E F, parallel with

AB.

Aw, machinistb, apprentices, mechanics and

students who wish to obtain a practical knoM'ledge

Ol theRules of Draughting, should send to this of-

fice for a copy of a work entitled PRACTICAL.
DRAUOHTING, by Pemberton The mechanic,

particularly, should not only be able to work prac-

tically, but also to design practically ;
he should be

able to express his designs, his improvements and

inventions upon paper. The practical instructions

given throughout the book are in plain comprehen-

sive terms. Price $1.00 per volume.

The Helping Hand.

We ask one and ALT. of our kind friends and
patrons to assist us in the matter of subscriptions

and advertisements. In doing so, they will each

receive full recompense in the enlargement and
improvement of this Journal. The past does

not fully illustrate the future, and we hope ere

long to be in a position to inaugurate and perfect

all the contemplated better things which will come
to pass—a part of the programme laid out by the

founder of the California Architect and Build-

ing Review. We have received congratulations

from a thousand sources, and flattering notices from

scores of Journals published on this coast, and east

of the ' great divide," but that which we require

most is, MANY thousand MORE SUBSCBLBERS. We
have done the best we could under the circumstin-

ces, but with the enlarged circulation secured,

for which we ask and aim, we shall produce a Cali-

fornia Journal which in all the departments of arch-

itecture, mechanical and other sciences, and mat-

ters sanitary, hygienic, etc., will be a source of

pride and instruction to the people of this co^t.

"* American Barrels.

stretching numerous wires from wall to wall has

proved effective. As an experiment, you might try

_ __ the effect of a J-inch mesh- wire netting over the——— portion of the room where the most talking is in-

" - dulged in. A certain remedy would be found in re-

^- duciug the height of permanent ceiling to propor-

tions comparative with the length and breadth of

' —^ Hhe room. Even with proper proportions in height

.';Zr' and sizes, the smoother the walls and ceiling, the

— ,--'-'
-Jbetter. Sound, like water, smoke, etc., runs more

'

graoothly through smooth channels. The brook that

^ nins placidly over smooth sandy bottoms becomes
• •'

^
turbulent and noisy in pawing over rough and

—rocky places. This echo difficulty is one of very

_ . common occurrence ; and we shall be pleased to

1__^_ hear from any of our readers upon thi& point.

Ed. Architect.—I have closely watched your

journal from its inception, and have noticed that

--^-- nearly every topic has been "commented upon for

We have received several inquiring letters in re-

gard to the methods we gave in our last for drawing

an ellipse. One of our correspondents went so far

as to send us a drawing of a ''trammel;' claiming

it as a method which was only known to himf^lf.

If he had added, "and to his grandfather before

him," it would have been nearer the truth. We
give above a cut of the "trammel," and any me-

chanic can easily perceive how simple it is to put

together a little instrument by which an ellipse of

any size can be perfectly made.

Bus. Man. of Architect.—In the January num-

ber of your journal is an article entitled : "A Na-

tional Monument in honor of the late King, Victor

Emanu. 1. Where and to whom should designs for

the monument be addressed. Indiana.

In Detroit they have patented a new sort of

barrel, the body of which is all made in one piece,

from coarse wood pulp. The pressure to which it is

subjected is four hundred tons. The heads are made
of one piece in the same way, and when put together

the barrels are exceedingly light, strong, and satis- _
factory every way. There are two kinds : one for

fruit, flour, and other dry substances ; the other for

oil, lard, and liquids of all kinds. A flour barrel

made in this way, and filled, can be dropped from

a wagon to the pavement without injury. Fruit

packed in these receptacles keeps longer than when
put up in the usual way, being dry and excluded

from the air. The barrels for liquid substances are

made by subjecting the first form to a simple pro-

cess, and oil can be kept in them without any
leakage. The saving in cost is about fiifty per

cent.

—

Journal of Applied Science.

Practical Test of Railway Brakes.

In a recent experimental test of the Westing-

house Air-brake on a Brazilian railroad, some prac-

tical joker, without theknowleige of the engine-

driver, had placed on the track, in advance of the

train, an excellent imitation of a huge mass of rock,

made of painted pasteboard. The obstruction was

not discovered until the engine was close upon it,

but the driver succeeded, nevertheless, in stopping

his train within a few feet of it. The joke was

rather trying to the nerves of the driver, but af-

forded the t^t possible demonstration of the value

of the brake. The Emperor Dom Pedro, it is nar-

rated, was a passenger on the train to witness the

experiments, and, it is hinted, was cognizant of the

trick.

—

Druggists' Circular and Chemical, Gazette.

/
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Exchanges.

The fact that we are receiving almost daily addi-

tions to our already extensive list of exchanges,
illustrates the increasing popularity of this Journal,

and its wide-spread circulation in all parts of the

country. In addition to those noticed in former
issues, we add, with pleasure, our new and welcome
visitors

:

I'HB American Machin iffi\— "A journal for

machinists, engineers, founders, boiler-makers, pat-

tern-makers, and blacksmiths." It is published by
the American Machinist Pub. Co., N. Y., with Mr.
Jackson Bailey, editor. We find in its columns a

large amount of interesting and instructive matter.

The Scientific News. — **A record of the

Sciences, and their application in the Arts and In-,

dustries." Its illustrations and reading matter are

excellent. Published by Munn & Co., N. Y.

The Western Hub, published by the ** Hub
-pUBLTCA'nON Ot>.,^' N.-Y. It is devoted to the
carriage, buggy, etc., industries, and is full of

handsome illustrations and reading matter, relating

to the manufacture of vehicles of every description.

The Druggists* Circular and Chemical Ga-
zette, published by John Newton,*N. Y.

Good Health.— ** A journal of Hygiene, devoted
to Physical, Mental and Moral Culture." Pub-
lished by the Good Health Publishing Co., Mich.
A great deal of excellent reading matter may be

found in its columns.

The Phrenological Journai^ and Science of
Health, publinhed by Fowler & Wells, N. Y. It

is a monthly magazine, devoted to the study of

Human Nature in all its phases.

The Paper World, published by Clark W.
Bryan, Holyoke, Mass. Devoted to the paper in-

terest, and containing a great variety of valuable
matter.

The Mathe.matical Visitor, edited by Artemas
Martin, A. M., member of the London Mathemati-
cal Society, issued semi-annually. To all parties

specially interested in mathematical studies and
problems, it commends itself in a special manner.
No. 5, of Vol. 1, displays masterly abilities on the
part of its editor, and contains a large amount of

interesting and instructive figurations.

The American Ship.—Devoted to " American
Industries, Nautical Commerce, Ship Building,
Engineering, Navigation, Insurance, Yachting, and
Naval Interests." Published weekly, in New York,
at $3.(K) per annum. It is ably conducted, and
thoroughly interesting and instructive.

The Lumber Tirade Journal.— ** A newspaper
for the Foreign, Colonial and English Timber, and
the Mahogany and Hardware Trades." It is full

of interesting matter and statements in connection
with the special objects of its publication.

The Origin of the Lien Law.

0ompile3~expre88ly for the Architect and Building Review.

BT L. W. FRISBIE.

The law of mechanics' liens, eis we have it in ex-
istence to-day throughout the United States, is

particularly an institution of this country, and was
unknown in the earlier nations in the same manner
and to the same extent as it now prevails with us.

There were, however, many of the fundamental
and underlying principles of our law in vogue in
England before our time ; these were the creation of
the civil law of that country. Domat, in his treatise
on the civil law, says: "Architects and other under-
takers, workmen and artificers, who bestow their
labor on buildings or other works, and who furnish
materials, and in general all those who employ their
time, their labor, their care, or furnish any mate-
rials, whether it be to make a thing or to repair it,

or to preserve it, have the same privilege for their
salaries and for what they furnish as those have
who have advanced money for these kinds of works,
and which the seller has for the price of the thing
sold." The privilege of the seller here referred to is

thus defined by the same learned authority :
** He

who has sold an immovable thing, ybr which he has
not received theprice, is preferred before the creditors
of the purchaser, and before all others as to the
thing that is sold. Thus the seller who has not re-

ceived the price may follow it, (the thing sold) into
what hands soever it may have parsed, if he has

delivered it before payment." Again: "The
creditor, whose money has been laid out in
preserving or repairing the thing, has a privilege,
tor he has preserved the thing ; it being for the
common interest, both of the proprietor and credit-
ors ; and it is, aa it were, his own to the value of
what he has laid out upon it." And again :

*' If a
third person lends to an architect or other under-
taker money which is laid out on a house, or any
other work, and said money has been advanced by
order of the master^.for whOm the said work is to be
done, this thiTd person "bball have the same privilege
as if he had lent tlje money to the master himself
for that use. But if the money was lent without
the master's knowledge, or without his order, and
il the master has p|^id the undertaker, he who has
lent the money will have his action only against the
person to whom he lent it. But, if the master has not
paid the undertaker, this person may use the priv-
ilege, whether he has lent the money with the mas-
ter's order or without it." Sir Thomas Toralin
defines uiTdertakerir' as *' such as the King'^s purvey-
ors, employed as their deputies. The name is

given in several statutes to persons who undertake
any great work, as draining of fens," etc. Clearly,
the contractor under our law, and the undertaker
under the English law, are the same. It will thus
be seen that in England a privilege attached only
to the thing itself oi?er other creditors; while in this

country a i^ien attaches not alone to the thing, but
to the land. The American system is purely
statutory, and derives nothing of its origin from
the civil law of England.
Speaking of the legislative foundation for a lien

law, Mr. Phillip, gays: "None were ever adopted,
and none to this day are to be found on the statute

book» of Great Britain, securing in any manner to

the mechanic or material man a lien on the build-

ings which their industry or capital have contri-

buted to erect." The necessity for a lien law arose

undoubtedly from two causes : First, all absence of

even the remnant of the hampering and cumbersome
feudal land system, and the fact that here the land
was coming in the possession of the masses ; while
in England the landed estates were held only by
the few ; and second, the necessity to aid in the
rapid improvement of the land, by giving to the
mechanic and material man, whose work and ma-
terials were the necessary means to such improve-
ment, full security for the value of his labor and
the materials which he might furnish. On Septem-
ber 8th, 1791, the Commission appointed to improve
asspe«dily as possible the city of Washington, as the
permanent seat of the National Government, adopted
a memorial, from which we quote :

*' Your memo-
rialists conceive it would encourage master-builders

to contract for the erecting and finishing of houses

for certain prices agreed on, if a lien was created

by law for their first claim on the house erected, and
the lot of ground on which it stood."' On December
19th, the General Assembly of Maryland passed the

first distinct and definitive law in this country.

The first law was, however, very meager and crude,

and by no means as useful as that which to-day

forms part of the statute law of every State in the

Union.
This law was at first greatly disliked, and met

with opposition in the courts and in the legislative

bodies ;
yet it has steadily grown in favor, until

its importance and benefits are acknowledged alike

by both. There is yet much room for advancement
before that point is reached ; and a law is upon our

statute books which, giving an undue advantage to

some, recognizes and protects the rights of all.

It may not be out of place, then, to say that this

important law, which was created in 1791, had for

its mother the principles of the civil law of Eng-
land, as we have stated ; and for its father the

minds of Jefferson and Madison, both of whom were

at that time members of the Commission which rec-

commended the passage of such a law.

And so it is that to-day we have in this State a

lien law, a creation of the Constitution, and an enact-

ment of the Legislature. On page— will be found

the text of such portions of the law as it will be

at all necessary to keep before us.

Testing Drain Pipes.

A writer in the Ironmonger, from long practical

experience in testing drain pipes, confidently recom-

mends for that purpose what he terms a "smoke

test," and which gives evidence as to leaks both to

sight and smell. The materials that he employs

are soiled cotton waste and sulphur, the smoke from
which after ignition is blown into the drain or
pipes. If leakages exist in the latter inside of the
house, the smoke and smell both issue forth and
show that something is wrong, and geuorally tell

also just where the fault or faults are. Sulphur,
as well known, isDne of the bcHt disinfectants, and
a dose of the fumes from this to the drains, after

disease has been in a house, would effect much
good—///. Scientific News.

In our March issue we presented the correct facts

connected with the building interests in San Fran-
cisco. Since then nothing has developed to justify

a more •favorable statement of conditions. Our
"Building Intelligence" report shows the move-
ments consu in mated during the past thirty days.

It would be more pleasing to write up glowing
accounts of "booms" in building operations, btit

until reliable facts warrant^ such a course we shall

do no such thing, leaving fictitious and unreliable
statements in this connection for the columns of the
Evening Bulletin and other journaLs, which have
from time to time put forth positive statements in re-

gard to building improvements, which, in actual
facts, contained not ten per cent, of correctness.

This " writing up " booms for effect's sake may be
wise, but we fail to discern the wisdom feature ; and
shall, therefore, confine ourselves to sustained and
assured facts, even if by so doing we are compelled
to chronicle extreme dullness, or only moderate ac-

tivities. Moderate, with fair prospects, is the more
proper term at the present time.

In this connection we quote from Magee's Real
Estate Circular for April

:

" There was rather more activity in the real estate

market last movk'Ci.f but there was no improvement
in prices. The latter have not been lower within
seven or eight years. Where sellers are determined
to realize, they can do so only by more or less heavy
sacrifices. It should distinctly be understood, how-
ever, that properties thus sold are not an index of

the general state of the market. If any Hte buyers
were to attempt to duplicate their purchases in ad-

joining property, or in the immediate vicinity, they
would quickly discover the impoawibility of doing
so. There has recently been much more inquiry for

a fine class of residences, at $10,000 to $15,000
each, and for fine ranidence lots at about the same
priest. Sales of lots to the poorer classes, at $1,000
to $2,000, have been dull for a month past. There
is not so much inquiry for business investments.

All persons interested in real estate are anxiously
waiting to get some indication of what the next tax

rate is likely to be. That question will have an
important bearing on the real estate market. The
total number of .sales made in March was 267, of

the value of $1,629,015."

Market Reports.

Paints.—The local market has almost driven

competition away. This is as it should be, as it is on
our manufactures that San Francisco must look for

her future welfare. There is a very good demand,
with large stocks on hand.

Hardware.—A moderate demand only for build-

ing materials, although the demand in other lines

is exceptionally good. Nails remain the same.

NAIIiS.

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $3 70
O ....'. ...O I/O

6 " " 4 20
5 and 4 " " 4 45
4 and 5 pennies, brad heads, at «. 4 95

6 " " 5 20
O ........ 4 1/0

10 and upward ** ...^.'.. 4 70

3 penny fines " y^, . ... 7 20

Glass.—Prices remain the same as our last re-

port. A full stock is on hand.

Lumber,—Receipts to date have been much the

same as they were a year ago. The market, how-
ever, is much brisker and the prospect much better

than it was at that time, although as yet the build-

ing boom has not commenced; consetjuently the de-

mand for building that was so confidently expected

at the beginning of the year, has not as yet sprung

up. Heceipts ot Lumber since January Ist

:

Lumber, feet 43,023,782

Shingles. No 11,173,510

Laths, No 5,034,500

A correct price list of lumber will be found below.
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Pine.

Coniinon Rouirh, up to 40 foot, per M foot . ..$21 UO

4Vto50 • '• .... 22 00

.... 23 OO

. . .

:

25 00

... 27 00

.... 17 00

a

n

I a-

ill

I'll'

"..1

51 to GO *

CI to 70 •*

nto80 "

ifiiso Rough . , iooj-i.' • • •

< (

<«

<«

XJommon liou^h, sized witTi praner $2 addi-^^

:: tionul on alx>vo ratoH, per M feet.

No. 1 Floorinjj, (> iucbos and over, ** 28 00
'— • «« . 4 *' and under, and 1^x4

and l^xG Flooriji^^ and Stopping " 30 00

Rough Clear. for Flooring, $1 00 loaa than "

above rati'H. •

Second Quality Flooring and Stepping, per
;5zz 1^ feot T 22 50
^—

"Ship riankVi^)ugh .^:^^per M fj»t.^. 26 00

r-^„ " riMuxl 1 Hide, .j^ •" '"• 30 00

—_ r^«*^ . ' *« 2 sides. . .
^ ** ^^^.^ 32 00

f f

- i L^Jixk-JPlauk, Rough «* 31 00

Dre^iiied... ....35 00

-Tiuthfl ,^^ .-. . . .^-^r. .per M . . 3 50

aVi>ol Slat* ,SE^i— . •

.

,ias^^^> [' " 10 00

— - Shak
"tr

lieiiwood PoHtH per piece

~-^" Redwood. —
-Rough Morchantabl&^^._.^i.,^..per M feet..

RcfviBe.it

Surface No. 1. .

'• 1 xG ..

•' No. 2. .

• •.-•-•-

Rustic, No. 1, 1 x _
1* No. 1^4^ x^KX^,

(4

No. 2
under 10 feet

-T-. «t a., 1^ X 4 and li x G ^
C in, 12 ft and over.

*' 7t*> 11 feet. ..

*« under 7 feet. .

' No 2

_A»

«(

C(

<(

T & G., Beaded, 12 ft & over, perM feet

•* * 7 to 11 feet.

" under 7 feet..

Half-inch Surface
"

Pickets, Fancy
*•' Rough, pointed
«* '• 8<iuare .7. . .

.

Siding, ^ inch « »-* * — -

Shingles •- •• •• P*'^ ^
Battenf

,
|-inch, lineal feet

11

21 00
17 00
-32 50
30 00
25 00
30 00
32 50
27 50

27 50
32 50
30 00
28 00
25 00
25 00
32 50
'/8 00
25 00
27 50

25 00

Two-story and basement dwelling on Bush street,

between Webster and Fillmore. Owner, Mrs. Wafer

;

architect, W. P. Moore. Cost, .

,.,,»,
Alterations to scouring house of Falkner, Bell «

Co. on Sixth and Townaend streets. Architect, H.

Mitchell ; contractor, James Geary. Cost, $2,000.

Oue-HU)ry building on Main street, between How-

ard and Mission. Contractor, Hennessey. ^

—Two-story dwelling on the comer of Scott and

Haight streets. Owner, J. D. Feldmau ;
architect,

H. Geilfuss ; contractor, F. Klatt. Cost, $8,050.

Two-story house with brick basement for bakery

on Valencia between Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth

streets. Owner, Peter Kail ; contractors, Walker &
Grant ; architect, H. Geilfuss. Cost, $4,750.

Sixteenth street, between Valencia and Mission,

hall and stores. Owner, J. A. Goldman ;
architect,

H. Geilfuss ; contractors, Walker & Grant. Cost,

$4,600

Two-story frame dwelling of 9 rooms. Owner,

D. H. Whittemore ; contractor, W. H. Wharff. Cost,

$3,450.
SANTA ROSA. ^

A blacksmith shop and wagon factory, 70x90, is

being erected on Fourth street.

FUE8NO.

Mr. A. B. Butler is erecting a commodious fann-

house near town. Architects, Meeker & Banks;

contractor, H. Webber. The building will cost

about $5,000 when fully completed.

«4

Building Intelligence.

II
J-

-

The past month has been an unusually dull one,

as far as lottiufcr of contracts is concerned. We do

not remombcr of a month, even in the dull year of

1880, that showed such a remarkable quietness in

building operations as the month that has just

passt'd. The promised boom, so confidently expected

at the beginning of the year, has not as yot made

its ai»ixnirance. While the city nhows such a dull-

ness in building, our country advices from most

every quarter rejx^rt that the present sea-son starts

with more building operatiolis and better prospects

for their continuance than any time for the past five

years. Oakland is worse than San Francisco

;

architocts have had very little to do there for some

time ; but they are hopeful, and waiting for better

times. Her twin sister, Alameda, on the contrary,

nhows a lively feeling in regard to the erection of

residence's, and almost on every hand is heard the

carpenter's hammer. The new buildings at the

end of the mole, at the West Oakland Point, will

..c

be started some time during the month, and give

employment to a large number of mechanics. A
great many architects in this city have plans pre-

-^ pared for buildings, which would go ahead if the
~" owners could get them built for a few hundred

dollars less than the bids. A little concession on

the part of owners would cause a great deal of work

t-o commence that is now held in abeyance. We do
' not think that houses can be built any cheajxjr than

the bids call for without some one being swindled.

SAN FRANCISCO.

street, between Montgomery and Kearney. Owner,

S. Mosgrove ; architects, Wright & Sanders ; con-

tractor, Quinn. Cost, about $20,000.
- Three houses, stores and dwellings) comer of

Mission street and Lafayette place, and three two-

story dwellings on Lafayette place. Owner, F.

McMurray; architect, A. A.Bennett; contractor,

F. Crowl.v. Cost, $12,000.

Five-story t)rick builditig for malt-house on Bran-

nan street, between Fifth and Sixth. Owner, H.

Swieg ; architect, W. Winterhalter ;
contractor for

brickwork, C. WorraL Total cost, about $10,000.

House on the comer of Polk and Geary streets has

been raised, and a new story for a store added.

Day's work. ^^^

—

'

,

~ „ , .

Three-story addition to the wagon shop on Market

street, between Ninth and Tenth.

Four two-story frame dwellings on the corner of

Gough and Fell streets. Owner, C. G. Moxley;

architect, J. J. Newsom ; contractors for, brickwork,

Sandford & Lundberg ; carpenter work, Thompson

«fc White. Total cost, about $7,000.

West side of Dupont street, near Sacramento,

two-story brick building, to be used for stores and

work -shop in rear. T. J. Welch, architect. Cost,

when completed, in the neighborhood of $12,000.

One-story building for stores on Butte street.

Owner, Robert Day ; architect, T. J. Welch ; con-

tractors, Smith tfc Laherty. Cost, $1,425.

One-story dwelling on Clara avenue, between

Sixteenth and Seventeenth street*. Owner, Mr.

Kearney ; architect. T. J. Welch ; contractor, Geo.

Hansbro. Cost, $2,600.
. , .

The Lynch monument has arrived, and is bemg
placed in position. Architect, T. J. Welch.

Two-story brick building in the Corporation Yard,

Sacramento street near Drumm. Owner, City of

San Francisco ; architect, P. J. O'Connor ; contracts

or, John Hughes. Cost, $20,713.

Alterations of building on south side of Hayes

street, between Franklin and Gough. Owner, H.

Levy ; architects, Curlett & Eisen ;
contractor, H.

Parker. Cost, $1,700.

OAKLAND.

Cottage house of 5 rooms and bath on Eighth

street near Wood. Owner, W. Huntington; con-

tractor, Mr. Cougan. Cost, $1,600.

One-story frame building for store on the corner

of Webster and Ninth streets.

At Shell Mound Park, (race-track) additions to

dining-room, pavilion, etc. H. Geilfuss, architect.

Day's work. Cost, about $1,500.

ALAMEDA.

Two-story frame dwelling on Central avenue near

High street. Owner, Peter Sather ; builders, Gil-

bert & Brown. Cost, $5,500.

Two-story frame dwelling on Willow street.

Owner, Cobum ; contractor, Lemmier.

Cost, $2,200."

Cottage on San Antonio avenue near Chesnut.

Owner, G. W. Kneedler ; builders, Gilbert & Brown.

Cost, $1,000.

Comer of Santa Clara avenue and Walnut street,

cottage of 5 rooms. Owner, F. Lawrence. Cost,

about $1,000.

rOUTLAND, OREGON.

Three-story brick building for bank and office

uses. Owner, Captain Ainsworth ; architect, Clin-

ton Day. Total cost will be in the neighborhood of

$45,000.
PORT C50STA.

Two-story frame cottage on the Eckley ranch.

Owner, F. K. Eckley ; architects, Curlett & Eisen ;

contractor, T. J. Hamilton. Cost, $2,500.

Publication Notices.

We have received from Bricknell & Comstook,

publishers. New York, Part No. 6 of Modern Archi-

tectural Designs and Details. Its cuts and illustra-

tions are finely executed, and in character, excel--

lent. We think No. 6 is the best of the series so

far issued, and certainly worth many times it» cost

—$1 for each several "part," or number. We have

not received orders for this work equal to its intrin-

sic merits. It is a plate work which should be in

every architect's library, and one from which every

carpenter and builder may glean many valuable

suggestions. Also, in printed form, " Specifications

for Frame Houses, ranging from two thousand to

twenty thousand dollars "
: third edition, by Wil-

liam T. Hallett, Architect. They are full and_

comprehensive, and cover all the points involved,

as much as can be in a printed form. A torm of

contract accompanies each set, and other valuable

information of practical use to every builder. Or-

ders for either of the above, and all other eastern

publications, received at this office, where samples

of each may be seen.

The Sted Square and lU Utes, by F. T. HodgRon, Is an

excellent little book, which should be in the bauds of every

carpenter. It contaiuft numerous lllustrationH and treaii&ea

upon the Square, and excellent information for tbose who

have not acquired a full knowledge of the use of that Im-

portant mechanical instrument. Wise heads, who "know it

all
" do not need this or any other work or advice ;

but men

who " live to learn." will find much in Its pages to instruct

them. Price, 76 cents ; to be had at this office at publish-

er's price.

The Work-Shop Companion is full of valuable information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all classes, in the form of

receipts, rules, methods, processes, etc., for almost every-

thing in general use in workshops and households, irice,

35 cents- to be had at this office at publisher's price.

SAN RAFAEL.

One two-story frame building, comer of A and

Fourth streets, stores with dwellings above. Own-
er, J. Lunstead ; contractor, I. Shaver. Cost,

$2,800.
Dwelling for Mr. Crittenden. D'Anis, builder ;

days work. Cost, about $6,000.

THE GENERAL MERCANTILE

COLLECTION AND BUSINESS CO.

330 PINE STREET, ROOMS II and 12.

Chas. Evans, Counsel, . £•. P. Edsall, Sec.

L. W. Frisbik, Special Counsel m Lien Caaes.

Mechanics' Lien La"w^.

"Mechanics, material men artizans, an^J^f.^h^thpy^hal^
class, shall have a lien upon the property upon which they have

bestowed laborlor furnished material tor the value of such abor

done and matefial fu^ll^hed; ^^ the Legislature bI all provide

by law for the speedy and efficient enforcement of such Hens.

~" MechanS material men, artlzans. architects, fn^ /abore"

of every class, perfunnlng labor upon or f'ir"tsh'"«
"™»J^i^'f„\[f'

or used In the construction, alteration, or repair of any mlmng

cla"m building, wharf, bridge, ditch, flume, aqueduct, tunne .

fcnc^' machinery, railroad, wagon road, or other structure shal

have aT^len upon the property upon which they have bestowed

labor or furnished material for the value of such labor done

and material furnished. This lien shall not be affected by the

fit that no money is duo, or to become due. on any contract

made by the owner with any other party.

^The land upon which any building. Improvement, or struc-

ture Is constructed, together with a convenient 8P«ce about the

slme is also subject to the lien. The liens provided for In this

Ihaoter are preferred to any lien, mortgage, or other Incum-

braSce whTcrmay have attached subsequent to the time when

thP l.nildlnc ImDrovement, or strtMJture was commenced, worX

?oU.t ma'teS^rwere commenced to t^ furnished; fUo^o any

lien mortcace or other incnmbrance, of which the "en-hoiuer

had'n™ noflcl and which was unrecorded at the time the build-

ing ?T?;"rovem^nt, or structure was commenced, work done, or

the materials were commenced to be f\imi8lied.

"Elery original contrHCtor, within sixty days after the com-

Dlction of his contract, and everj person save the orlgina con-

tractJ? claiming the benefit of this chanter, must, within thirty

(lavs afSr the completion of any building improvement, or

structure or after the completion of the aiteration or repair

fhoreof or the performance of any labor in a mining claim flic

for reSord with*^tho County Recorder of the county in which

such SopeV y or some part thereof is situated, a cam contain-

ing a stJtetnont of his'^demand arter de<iucting all just credits

knd oItS with the name of the owner, or reputed owner, if

known Ind also the name of the pei-«on by whom he was em-

^ov^'Jr to whom he furntsliod the materials, with a statement

S 7h?it?ms%Tme'Siven, and conditions of h»« contr^t; ajid al^o

a descrlDtion of the property to be charged w 1th the Uen, sum

deS fo? identiflcationl which claim must be verified by the

nftth of himself, or ofsome other person.
,

- No lien provided for in this chapter binds any building, mln-

inir claiin improvement, or structure for a longer period than

ninety days a?ter the same has been filed, unless proceedings be

wmmenced in a proper court within that time to enforce the

saS™ or if a credit be given, then ninety days after the expira-

tion of such credit; but no lien continues in force for a longer

time than two years f^om the time work is completed by any

agreement to give credit."—Statute.
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It afford.s us great pleasure to be able to announce
the fact that a society has finally been organized in
this city in the interest of the architectural profes-
sion upon this coast. A cx)de of laws for the gov-
ernment of the association has alsggbeen adopted,
with the following upon its title-pagi^

:

CONSTITUTIQ]
ANT>

BY-LAWS
O^i' THE

-PACIFIC COAST-L

Entered at tha Post Office at San Francisco, Cal.,
£is second-class matter.

Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all
parties, whose interests are represented or involved in its
general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted to please those who love channels of pure thou(?ht and
rnoral training. The higher, better, and exactly truthful in
all matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to
existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may

: appear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-
pure influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its statements of price-liBts, etc., etc., will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interests of any person or persons, but
giving true and correct reports for the information of all
its readers. Its improvement in every department will re-
ceive constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generallv in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications in ciUes where understood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest convictions and purposes will control its
management

; and any reference made in its columns to
established or Inceptive interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or any other—will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, withoui any design or intent to
PUFF

; t. e., " praise with exaggeration."

A]>Vi:KTI8I9i& R^T£8.
On outside of front cover, and page following Build-

Ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 50
Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read-
_ ing matter, per square, each insertion l 25On other inside pages, per square, each insertion. . . . 1 00
With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-

isements continued for six or 12 months.

Our July Number.

We are looking forward to No. 7 of present vol-ume with promising interest. By that time w© ex-
pect to perfect arrangements which will enable us
to issue a greatly improved journal. We shall add
to its number of pages, enlarge its plate department,
and so far improve its general character as shall
prove gratifying to our many readers. We there-
fore ask the kind influence of our readers in secur-
ing new subscriptions. It requires money to pro-
duce a good book, and the sources of revenue of all
journals are the subscription and advertisement re-
ceipts. Give us these sufficiently, and we will cer-
tainly give value in return. New subscribers arecommg in daily from all parts outside of California,
and we appeal to the citizens of this State
to make our Western Coast list fourfold its
present number. It should be the ambition
01 every owner of real estate, architect and
Duuder, to have this, the only journal of its^nd upon the Pacific Coast, handsomely sus-

ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.
Founded May, a. d. 1881.

We withhold the insertion in full of the code
adopted, as changes and additions will doubtless be
found necessary to render them entirely complete.
It is provided, in sec. 1 of the Constitution, that
' 77te officers of the Association shall hold office until
the^rst Monday in May, or until their successors are
elected.'" Those elected for the first term—con-
structively to hold office until May, 1882, are as
follows: President, Augustus A. Laver; Vice-
President, John Wright; Secretary, George H.
Wolfe; Treasurer, H. C. Macy; Admission Com-
mittee, P. J. O'Connor, W. Mooser, and T. J.
Welsh.
Meetings were held April 26th, and May 3rd and

6th, the latter being the first regular meeting held
under the by-laws, as provided, on " thefirst Friday
ofeach month.'' We regret that physical indisposi-
tion rendered our attendance at either of the three
last meetings impossible.

In the formation of this society the architects of
the coast have placed themselves in a position be-
fore their respective clients and the public subject
to criticism. If the affairs of the organization shall
be prudently and wisely managed, and its out-
growths and enunciations be so x)ermeated with in-
telligence and good judgment, as to merit apprecia-
tion and respect from all observant sources, its
members may reasonably anticipate professional
and personal benefits, and a strengthening of public
and individual confidence in the members of the
profession upon this coast.
As a profession, we have drifted about for many

years upon the sea of individualism, without any
of the advantages accruing from organized, frater-
nal harmonies and kindly interchanges of views
and opinions upon material and often-disputed
points and issues. And this fact should be pre-
eminent in the mind of every affiliate in the new
organization : that a discerning public will observe
and scan our actions as a society, and judge of our
intelligence as men, and qualifications as architects
by our organization developments.
We pray not to be understood as anticipating a

lack of ability, willingness, or determination on the
part of members to delineate and maintain all the
necessary qualifications to an influential and suc-
cessful career; but simply to direct the minds of
one and all to the high position assumed by those who
have consummated this organization, and plsiced

themselves conspicuously—not only before the peo-
ple of this coast, but to a certain extent, before their
professional bretltren in other parts of Qur own and
other countries. For whether an enviable success
or deplorable failure attend the organization, the
facts of the case will be heard of through this and
other journals, and the reputation of the architects
of San Francisco will go abroad with honor or dis-
honor to themselves, as the ctise may be. But our
personal knowledge of the abilities and qualifica-
tions of many of those who have joined in this good
work forbids a doubt as to the results destined to

flow from the movement under notice ; and we feel

confident that after the hand that wields this pen
shall write no more, the architects of this coast will
continue their society organization, and make it a
permanent success, with increased and enlarged
influence for generations to oome.

«^*i^-

,

••Bushiesa Boom—Proof that it has at Last
Got to San Francisco."

So said the San Francisco Chronicle in its issue of
May Ist, and in proof of the statement gave the re-
sult of reportorial interviews with twenty-two
retail establlHhments, some importing portions of
their stock, and all of whom gave favorable ac-
counts of increased and increasing trade. We are
pleased to learn that the '* boom has at last got to
San Francisco," and hope that it will diffuse itself
into the building business ; which, although greatly
^mnroved upon the years covered by the withering
and blasting Kearney & Co. devastations upon
the interests of this city and State, are as yet but
moderate in extent in this city, as will be seen
by our " Building Intelligence " report, elsewhere
appearing in this journal. While it would be a
great pleasure to us to record a long list of build-
ing improvements each month, we cannot, as has
been done by the daily journals of this city, over-
ride the actual facts, and represent building activi-
ties as "exceedingly lively," when but a very
moderate condition of things exists. We have no
objections to the daily press telling their readers
"big stories" about building improvements, if
they desire to do so ; but our readers may depend
upon this as a fact, that the monthly "Building
Intelligence" report of this journal gives a very
nearly complete record of all the buildings com-
menced within each month. We may occasionally
miss a few, but they are noticed the following
month, Ro that our report for the entire year will
be found practically complete. The Evening Post
of May 7th fills two-thirds of a page of similar
character. Both journals named are in the main,
if not entirely correct in their statements, as far as
the general trade of the city is concerned.
There is a vast improvement in all classes of busi-

ness, and the outlook is certainly encouraging, and
this must necessarily lead to a stir in real estate
improvements. For with trade and commerce live-
ly, business healthfulness must follow ; and with
this realized, demand for additional stores, ten-
entents, and bomeefeead* beoomts a certainty.

—

The general prosperity of this city and State has
never been better, and while limitness surrounds
building of)eration8 in San Francisco, in the interior
they are active. The large shipments of building
materials from San Francisco, and the reports from
all sections, sufficiently confirm the fact that great
prosperity abounds throughout the Golden State.
It is also certain that a considerable number of fine

residences will be commenced in San Francisco this

year, some being in the market for bids, and the
plans for others in progress of preparation. -

A Wonderful Wood.

We have in this State a wonderful wood known
as ' * mountain mahogany. '

' The trees do not grow
large. A tree with a trunk a foot in diameter is

much above the average. When dry, the wood is

about as hard as boxwood, and being of a very fine

grain, might, no doubt, be used for the same pur-
poses. It is of a rich red color, and very heavy.
When well seasoned, it would be a fine material for
the wood carver. In the early days it was used in^

making boxes for shafting, and in a few instances

for shoos and dies in a quartz battery. Used as a
fuel it creates intense heat. It bums with a blaze

as long as ordinary wood would last, and is then
found, (almost unchanged in form) converted to a
charcoal that lasts about twice as long as ordinary
wood. For fuel it sells much higher than any kind
of wood; indeed, a cord of it always brings the

same price as a ton of coal. The only objection to

it as fuel is, that it creates such intense heat as to

bum out stov^ more rapidly than any kind of coal,

however bad.— Virginia City Enterprise.

Read Our Building Intelligence Report.

It presents a pleasing showing, as compared with
our last month's statement, and largely so over

May of last year, both in the number and expen-

aiveneas of buildings.
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•^ Manufactories upon the Pacific Coast

Too fmiuent intelligent reference cannot be made

• to the matter of manufactories upon this coast. In

the early davs of California, her gold mines were

the chief, and almost exclusive interest, and so con-

tinued for a considerable period of^e, until her

1 wide-spread acreage ol virgin 8o^,<^«"^«°«f'*t^
that untold millions of wealth awaited the labors

of earnest husbandmen, in localities where gold did

not exist. Then in their order, appeared the vine

-

- yard and fruit interests, each adding their tributes

is auxiliaries to the vast natural resources of the

Golden State ; and the silver developments of adja-

cent states and territories added their influence m
demands upon the mechanical industries—particu-

-larly in San Francisco—and the circulation of mil-

^^ons of dollars among its working olasses and man-

-^ufactories. And as the outgrowth of all this, nu-

Z=„»«rou8 manufacturing euU^rprises have been ^tab-

wished in this city and various parts of «ie btate.

Tanging from almost numberless " small affairs up

z»^.Z.^.Z ,.r..«««r.u.a liftrmammt. and "paying well^ to many prosperous, pormauont, and "paying well

— establishments. ^ • a u„
The following statements are fully sustained by

rr^^^Iexisting facts : That this State enjoys largo natura

-^=^ advantages in climate, in resources in nearly all

1-^:^ kinds of crude material, and in geographical posi-

^tion- that all wisely conceived and judiciously

^ IH

< 1

' J
o

managed manufacturing ventures, so far attempted

upon this coast, for the production of, and pro-

ducing articles of practical use and value, have

proved successes to a greater or less extent, and

many of them handsomely so; that there &tq no

diflicultics in the way of establishing extensive

manufacturing enterprises of various characters,

which may not be overcome or eiiualized by intel-

ligent and determined men, backed up by the neces-

sary means ; that there is a vast and inviting field

of operation and commerce, and innumerable rea-

sons why the wealthy men and capitalists, and the

sterling business men of this city and coast should

embark in manufacturing enterprises, which to-day

are above all things most necessary to the general

prosperity of the State.
r i *.

We will repeat but one single illustration of what

may be done, when the right men combine in the

doing. Daring the earlier history of California—

up to 1860, or later—doors made of * California

stating that numerous movements are on foot and

in contemplation, looking to the establishment of

cotton mills, and manufactories of various kinds,

within the bounds of the State of California. We
hope that the information conveyed in the state-

ments may prove correct, and that a considerable

number, if uot all, the interests mentioned may be

perfected. If all, and at an early day, then cer-

tainly there will be a " boom " in business, as every

such enterprise must and will require the labor of

carpenters, masons, machinists, laborers, and opera-

tives in all the lines of mechanism involved.

The inducements justifying cotton-mill ventures

are many. Portions of California, and some of it«

adjacencies, are destined to become cotton-producing

districts, and with a home demand for the raw ma-

terial it will not bo long before the industry of cot-

ton planting will result in such successful attempts

in producing good, if not superior, grades of cotton

as shall stimulate its extensive culture. It is a fact

in connection with the people of this western coast,

that when necessities arise and become apparent,

there is always found some one equal to the emer-

gency—particularly when fair, if not large, profits

attach. It was a prevailing opinion, up to as late

as 1854, that there was no clay within the bounds

of California suitable for the manufacture of bricks;

but the fact has since been demonstrated that thou-

sands of millions have been produced from California

clay, the majority of which have compared favor-

ably' with the best bricks made in the United States.

And in the early times the doubt was freely ex-

pressed, that this State "never would become a

grain-growing and agricultural State " ;
yet its

fields have yearly yielded their millions of bushels

of grain, and the products of its vines and fruit

trees enjoy an enviable reputation throughout the

civilized world.

Tho great drawback experienced in this city has

been the withholding of capital by "our wealthy

With the exception of the lamented Hal

style. In case of a wheel breaking, the inventor

claims that the g^iard will support tho car till the

train can be stopped. Wa will notice the invention

at greater length in our next issue, and hope in the

meanwhile our railroad engineers will not be back-

ward in giving us their opinions on the merits of

the invention. We will only add that if there is

the practical merit in it claimed by the inventor

we hope that our California railroad managers will

be the first to make the practical test.

- Bugar-pine" were but lightly esteemed, and their

use confined to the cheaper class of houses. J^ven

in buildings of but moderate pretensions, architects

^ generally specified, and owners required, " Eastern

_ W doors;' and the market was well supplied with

the eastern manufactured article. The manufac-

r turers of sugar-pine doors met with but little en-

couragement, and neither architects or owners could

- be induced by any system of argument to accept

the home production as good and sufficient. Final-

ly some of tho large dealers in doors became inter-

ested in the manufacture of " sugar-pine lumber,

- and being satisfied that the native lumber was
=~

e(iual to the imported, except only in the fact that

it contained more resinous matter—which could be

overcome—they resolved to (;lear the market of

- " Eastern doors " by diminishing importations, un-

_ til it was difficult to find any of the Eastern made

in San Francisco ; and in a short period of time op-

position to sugar-pine doors passed away—and to-

day, in all classes of houses, except where those

made of " hard woods" are used, sugar-pine doors

are accepted with universal satisfaction. In this

way, a few resolute men resolved upon and effected

the establishment of a great manufacturing "^^er-

= est, which has resulted in individual wealth to

men. •— — 1 • j i

ston, and some few of similarly large mind and

heart, the vaults of the rich have been to too great an

extent st^aled against the risking of their wealth

in enterprises not fully demonstrated. Solicitations

for financial assistance are generally met with re-

fusals, unless the proposed thing shall have passed

the ordeal of actual demonstration—to effect which,

the means ^solicited have been a necessity. Many
" good things" have been "shelved" for want of

means to demonstrate and perfect. Men who have

accumulated large fortunes have a right to their

enjoyment and application ; but a liberal circula-

tion in proper channels may help thousands, with-

out injury to the party circulating.

But if, as stated by the journals mentioned. East-

em capitalists are directing their attention to Cali-

fornia, and surveying the probabilities and possi-

bilities of the situation, it is altogether likely that

new interests will be established, and results follow,

alike advantageous and profitable to the parties

themselves, and beneficial to the common interests

of the entire State.

We Bee no reason why white labor should not be

secured at as low rates in California as in almost

any other part of the United States. Flour, and

the common necessaries of life—particularly when
purchased in considerable quantities—can be ob-

tained as cheaply as in any other city in the Union,

and the working classes can supply their wants for

as small a sura as is possible elsewhere. Perhaps
K «.«• ill 1_"T_

themselves, and retained within our own borders as

- a State, millions of dollars, which otherwise would

-rr-^ have floated into the purses of those who first sup-

plied this market with doors, to say nothing of the

tens of thousands of doors exported through the

Golden Gate and into neighboring states and terri-

--Z tories. This is but one of many illustrations that

might be recited ; and if there were in San Fran-

- -- Cisco a sufficient number of determined «nd enter-

_ prising men who would "go and do likewise" in

other connections and lines of manufacture, it

would require but a few years to perfect the estab-
~-' ^lishment of numerous manufactories, which would

-r supply not only the wants and requirements of this

__- coast, but add largely to our population, and stim-

ulate our shipping interests in the carrying of large

exports to other countries.
=^^=^'=^ Several columns have appeared during the last

house rent is the only thing that averages higher

in California than in the Eastern States. But with

the establishment of manufactories, tenements for

the operatives can also be provided at comparatively

small cost, and such arrangements carried out as

will secure labor at satisfactory rates.

A California Railroad Invention.

- Several columns nave uppwatw* ^Aui^^-g „^^ ..-«- „« vk^ "-"-"— --—, «

month, in the Evening Bulletin and Morning Call,
J have it weigh just the same to the foot

We direct the attention of onr readers to an article

in this issue, entitled the " Traveler's Safeguard."

The description by the inventor, Mr. J. Dene-

chaud, Sr., is explicit and furnishes full explanation

of the details and minutiae of the operation. The

merits, feasibilities, and utilities of the invention

we hope to see thoroughly discussed by our railroad

engineers, and we. will take pleasure in presenting

their different views to the public. The first thing

that would be noticed by examining the models, is

the extra size and weight of the new rail, as pro-

posed by the inventor. He claims, h^yeyer, that

he can make the rail, according to his design, and
' " ' ' as the old

Infernal Machines—Plank Sidewalks.

We are aware of the special meanings and appli-

cations of the term infernal, but use it as we do m
this c^sf^—feelingly and intelligently. When no

other material than Oj-egon pine planks could be

found for sidewalk purposes, necessity compelled ._

submission to their use in California ; but their dis- -^^zi

continuance should long since have been enforced

by municipal regulations, for many reasons : S'lrst,

they are not durable ; second, they are not health- _^
ful, retaining dampness in and under them, inter-

mixed with decaying animal and vegetable matter,

to be evaporated into the common atmosphere by

the sun's rays, to the detriment of human health

;

third, 'they are sin-and-profanity-producing agen-

cies, having caused more swearing by men and

boys and naughty words by the gentler sex, than

any other one "miserable thing " in common use.

In illustration, we will make a little calculation, as

follows: Tho size of "city blocks," north of

Market street, is 275x412^ feet, and south of Mar-

ket, 550x825 feet, making a fair approximate girth of

about 2,000 feet, by an average width of 16 feet, or

about 64,000 feet of 2-inch plank to each block Up

to 1860, say there were 1,000 blocks surrounded by

wooden sidewalks, and a greater number since, con-

suming fully the (luantity of lumber above stated

to each block, making the total sidewalk plank in

use at that date 64,000,000 feet. Imagine that

amount of planking nailed with an average of 12

spikes to each lineal foot, or a total of 24,000,000

spikes. Of these, imagine that one- in each 100 of

the number stated—a reasonable proportion—to

have become loosened by the decaying of the sleep-

ers and other causes, and their protrusion above the

surfaces of the planking from one-half inch to two

inches. With this as 9. positive fact, then imagine

the long trails of one in each twenty ladies' dresses

each day hooking on these spikes, and by the im-

petus of the walking motion ripping dresses, skirts,

furbelows, etc.; the ripping and tearing sometimes

extending to the waist, and not unfrequently drag-

ging skirts from their fastenings, and we reach one

of the items of provocations arising from plank side-

walks. To this there is to be added numerous

"trip-ups," prostrating female forms full length

on the sidewalks, stumped toes, corn concussions,

torn shoes, etc., and we have the general average of

trials endured by the ladies ; enough, if imposed

upon the sterner sex, to bring forth whole volumes

of profanity. Then with 24,000,000 spikes sticking

up in all directions, imagine the proportion of the

hurrying throng of men stumping their toes, trip-

ping up, and frequently falling prostrate by contact

with a " cursed sidewalk spike," or a ridge of from

one to six inches high, caused by the plank swelling

up ; and if there is anything that will draw out the

real inwardness of a man's nature, and test his

temper fully, it is to trip up and fall in the public

streets, particularly so when his hat leaves his head

and sails up or down the street before a minature

gale—a San Francisco westerly wind. We have

heard men, while chasing their renegade head-cov- -

erings, express their sentiments most freely, and

generally in language not remarkable for its polwh

and refinement. As a police regulation, plank side-

walks have sometimes been useful in tripping up

culprits in their attempts to escape ;
but, a* o*^^^r

times, the rogue has secured the advantage by the

fall of the policeman. On one occasion we saw a

runaway horse checked and thrown by the reins

catching on one of the sidewalk spikes.

The reasonable probabilities are that, for many

years, particularly when long-trail dresses were

fashionable, it cost the ladies of this city all oi

$20,000 annually to repair damages to their ward-

robes from this one cause, and the good effect oi

thousands of " excellent sermons " have been lost

on the same account. We have seen clusters of ir-

reverent men stand " to see the women trip and

tear their dresses," on their way homeward from

church, and many a well-intended admonition m-

spired by the services of the hour has been cut
short by a single sidewalk spike.

But the mo're dangerous feature to life and limb
is^that of tho plank swelling and raising in ridges.

Perhaps fully 10,000 persons have stumbled and
fell annually, with more or less physical injury,

over these sidewalk stumbling blocks which bulge
up every season ; and at times the side\^alks of San
Francisco have been in a most wretched and dan-
gerous condition in hundreds of places.

OUR PERSONAIi EXPKIUENCK.

On the 16th of April List we loft home full of an-
ticipations for the day. Within three minutes
after leaving our home, in passing the property
owned by Mr. J. D. Spreckles, on Capp, Twenty-
first and Howard streets, we encountered one of
those szvelled up 7teck-breakers, and by a miastep was
thrown violently prostrate, with the following re-

sult, vwT Best pantaloons torn across the knee six

Jnches, under pants ditto, the skin and flesh torn off

more than the size of a trade-dollar, tho knee-cap
driven three inches above its natural seat, and the
tendons and muscles badly strained, ruptured, and
lacerated, followed by excruciating pains and suf-

ferings, with the certainty of a damaged limb for

life ; for a knee-joint so badly injured and strained
never again retsovers its former soundness and
strength, particularly in one who has passed his
sixtieth year.

-The total cost of laying «(

the entire block would not be a sufficient remunera-
tion for so severe an injury, which might have been
prevented by fifteen minut.e8' work in placjing the
two planks causing the accident in their proper
position.

Labor " Strikes. *>

- '_ They are reported as occurring in various parts of

the United States and Europe, from various causes,

and of different characters. In California there

has been nothing during the past five years to war-
rant or sustain movements of this kind. Still, the
unwise spirits which more generally influence men
to such a course, exists among certain classes. Not-
withstanding the'very moderate condition of things

in building activities at the present time in San
Francisco, there are men foolish enough to assume
the role of *' strikers."

Just after our April number had gone to press

we noticed some ten or twelve men sitting on piles

of lumber in front of a row of buildings then ready"

for. lathing, and piles of laths lying around,

awaiting use. In answer to inquiries, wo were in-

formed that *' the lathers wanted an increase in

pay for lathing "
; this, in the face of the fact that

business was and is dull, without a single argument
to sustain a "strike" upon any of the usual

grounds assumed in such cases—of the demand for

labor being greater than the supply, or an attempt
by any one to reduce existing or former rates. In

this, and all cases of similar character, a decidedly

ridiculous and absurd feature becomes prominent—
an absence of ordinary intelligence ; for whether
the lathing in question was executed at a low or

high figure of compensation, the reasonable prob-

abilities were that when the work was done an
"idle spell" would follow, and the rates offered

could have no effect upon the month's or year's

earnings of the strikers, as far as the days employed
are concerned.

To their discredit we state, from personal know-
ledge, that lathers in San Francisco, more than any
other class of working-men, are inclined to organ-

ize petty strikes. In hundreds of cases plasterers

have contracted for jobs, basing their estimates

upon the then hitherto ruling rates for lathing,

which, in many instances, have been considerably

above the " lowest prices," only to find themselves

confronted, when " the buildings have been ready
for lathing," by a demand for greater pay for the

lathing-work, and consequent loss or no profit to

themselves.

This department of house-building is regulated

only by the " get all you can " rule, with absolute

uncertainty for a single day as to prices, when the
slightest pretext arises for an upward move.
The most provoking and detestable feature in

connection with "strikes" exists in the character
of the parties who incite them . It seldom happens
that reliable, steady, trustworthy, and intelligent

eraploy68 lead in such movements. Such mem find

better success in the more rational method of meet-

ing their employers upon conservative grounds,
and obtaining redresses, advances, and reliefs
through the channels of argument and sound rea-
soning. True, in some ca»<e8, even the better class
of operatives may bo forced to assume the defensive
by refusing to comply tvith, or submit to oppressive
rates, rules, and n^gulations ; but as a rule, prevail-
ing in a large majority of cases, strikes are brought
aboyt by one of two classes of menj the shiftless,

indolent, and really worthless kind, who despise
labor in every shape, with never-ceasing desires to

reach a condition of life which thtjy are unwilling
to attain by the exercise of the natural possibilities

within the circle of surrounding circumstances. In
our personal and professional experiences, we have
noticed men playing the part of mechanics and
workmen, whose every movement has been badger-
like and provoking—natural idlers and shirl^ers

—

each stroke of the implement of labor being applied
with^ sluggiMhnoss clearly indicative of innate and
natural laziness. Such men are generally talky,

visionary, effervescent in sentiment, and full of

conceived great projects, the merits of which they
seek to enforce with a professed earnestness which
would do credit to a really honest legislator, or an
absolutely pious preacher. These characteristics

well qualify them to assume the role of demagogues,
and to practice intrigues and delusions upon others
naturally more honest, but uot mentally fortified

against tho designing acts of those who devise

schemes professedly in the interest of labor, political

reform, etc.; but the soul and secret of which is to

relieve themselves from the common daily duties

and obligations of life—to earn bread by the sweat
of their brow. ^^^-r^-

A few of this knavish kind, distributed through
a company of working people, never fail to create

discontents, and stimulate unwise and irrational

views and opinions, entirely in conflict with right

and reasonable business principles^and ecouomies.
And it is in this, and by this class of beings, that

the greater number of such movements are created

and prosecuted.

The history of strikes fully demonstrates the fact

that the sorrows, privations and loss of life, growing
out of them, and the impoverishment and miseries re-

sulting from them, outweigh the benefits secured in

isolated cases one hundred to one.

** Thoroughly Sewered" Cities not always
the Most Healthful.

AirnCLE NO.' I.

Strange as it may appear to those who have not

made sewers and sewerages a matter of study, so as

to comprehend and understand the many details and
involvements in connection with them, it is never-

theless a fact, that in cities and towns " sewered in

all directions," the average mortalities are often

greater than in places where there ate but few or no
underground sewers. With this as a fact, a seem-

ingly strong argument presents itself against street

sewers, which abstractly considered, is well sus-

tained ; for the ostensible objects and purposes of

sewerages are to preserve and protect the health of

communities and remove the dangers incident to de-

caying matter and fluids " deposited upon the sur-

face of the soil or in cesspools; and if sewers fail

to accomplish this, and do not afford the reliefs pro-

posed in their construction, by improving sanitary

conditions, then their utility must be questioned

;

and if greater mortality exists in well-sewered cities

than in those where surface resources for the deposit

of discarded matter and liquids are adhered to, the

question naturally arises, are not sewers a failure in

a sanitary point of view ? If after all proper care

and mechanical and engineering skill has been ex-

ercised in their construction, health and life de-

stroying results ensue, the decision must be adverse to

their use
;
provided such results are clearly attribut-

able to the sewers, and not to connections, agencies,

and appliances which tap but form no part of the

underground conduits. But if such results are from

sources or causes outside of the sewers themselves,

then these, and not the sewers, become defendants in

the issue. For although each sewer laid, contained

millions of feet of the most deadly gases imagina-

ble, they could do no harm, so long as confined with-

in the shells or walls of the sewer. It is not because

gases by natural processes form in sewers, that peo-

ple die from their effect, but because escapes are

provided by which such gases are liberated, and

permitted to distribute themselves in the atmosphere

breathed hy human beings. The most vicious dog

if securely chained—the most savage beast, if con-
fined in an unbreakable cage, and the infuriated bull
if safely restrained by strong ropes, are rendered
helpless and harmless, so long as thoir restraint and
confinements continue secure. But these removed
and the destruction of human life to each or either
is a plaything and pleasure. And so with sewer-
gases and all other lifo-destroying agencies ; so longi
as they are prevented from, entering the humaal
system in any form, either atmospheric gaseousi-r
fluid or solid, their deadlinoss must remain harmless.

It is uot because deadly agencies exist, nor bo-
cause they are sometimes handled, and to greater or
lesser extent connected or associated in common
affairs of life that evils flow ; but because such
agencies are injudiciously and unwisely handled,
and so used as to i)ermit them to inflict their injuri-
ous effects. - - '

We wish it were in our power to enforce upon tlie

minds of our readers, tho materiality of the views
expressed in this connection. • But it is difficult to
reach "public sentiment," even with the most
startling statement of fact, involving the lives o%r-

every man, woman, and child in the community.
Earthquakes, thunder, lightning, fire, and storms
stir up tho fears and tremblLngs of people generally,
because they are fierce, noisy, and quick in their
actions; not so the quiet, secret, and slow agencies
which are every moment of time working their des-
tructiveness and yearly sendijig to untimely gravoa..
hundreds of thousands of the human family—more
in number by a hundred fold, than all the earth-
quakes, fires, storms, and shipwrecks that occur
within an equal period of time.
There is by far, a too-limited intelligent general

understanding of sewer matters. They are looked
upon simply as underground channels for the carry-
ing off of waste fluids and matter, while the more
essential characteristics are overlooked. The fact
that they are chambers and conduits in and through
which death distills and circulates some of its most
effectual agencies, enters the minds of but very few
persons. Still this indifference on the part of the
living does not abate nor neutralize the actions
provided by natural laws, which tire not day nor
night, but are ever and always at work, wherever
places exist favorable to their operations.

Sewers, as before stat*id, are constructed for the
purpose of carrying off dLipirded matter and fluid,

much of which is animal and vegetable, and large
proportions of which find lodgment at the bottoms
and on the sides of the sewers, there passing rapidly

to decay, and the formation of vapors antagonistic
to all life, especially in mankind ; consequently
they become generators, reservoirs, and conduits of

aeriform fluids, which should no more be trifled with
than the most dangerous explosives known in chem-
istry or manufacturing operations.

Readers, it is a simple matter to tap a street

sewer for the connection of a side sewer, but re-

member that this simple operation opens an avenue
for the introduction of a terrible enemy into your
household ; and unless you maintain firm mastery

over it, will play upon and perhaps destroy your
own, or the lives of your loved ones.

(to be continued.)

Mean People.

THOSE WHO READ PAPERS, BUT NEVEB SUBSCRIBE
IX) THEIR SUPPORT.

There is a class of people who are absolutely

mean. Honest they claim to be, and may be in a
general sense, but it is little less than dishonesty
on the part of those who are able to pay for journals

to borrow them from others to obtain their contents,

or in other ways to gain possession of them, for the

purpose of extracting the information and instruc-

tion contained in their columns. Every line of a
printed journal costs its author money, and no one
enjoys the right to appropriate to his own use and
benefit that for which he pays nothing. We daily

meet persons who have something to say in praise

of this journal and its contents, and tell how eager-

ly they peruse its pages, but whose names are not

upon our subscription list. This is a shame, and
we suggest to such the absolutely unfair and dis-

honorable course they are pursuing. If it contains

instructive ^nd interesting matter—a fact which we
have never heard questioned—then every man who
reads it should subscribe to its support. And if all

free readers will send in their subscriptions, we will

soon be able to increase its interest in all depart-

ments. Let all Subscribe at once.
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help sustain uuwise and demoralizing warfare in

trade and commerce. It is far more desirable that

all business and manufacturing operations should

continue in legitimate channels and upon fairly-

remunerative bases, allowing all parties concerned

to reap a right and just return for their respective

participation.

House Property in America.

At the present season there will be the customary-

amount of grumbling on the receipt of the applica-

tion from the collectors for the tax on rent, inhabit-

ed house duty, and other *' queen's taxes, " especial-

ly as there is an intimation that prompt payment is

desirable because the Government is short of money.

But on the whole it is the amount levied, rather

than the manner of assessment, which is the cause

of discontent in England. In the United States,

on the contrary, there is some kind of a sliding

scale in use, through which the humbler class of

holders of property would appear to be subjected to

what must be deemed to be injustice. The foliowr.

Pacific Coast Industries.

etc.
Although canning and fruit, meat, fish

nreserving establishments cannot properly bo deno-

minated w *' mechanical industries," still they are

so closely allied thereto that a recognition of them

in this connection cannot be rejected. If not strictly

mechanical in themaelves as a whole, they are one

of the great feeders which assist in sustaining

inechanical operations iu many connections. A can

—of preserved fruit is but an insignificant affair
;
yet

its production, in the estabUshmente where pre-

pared, entails the use of Hteara-l)oilers. steam-en-

gines more or less powerful, and intricate machin-

ery—kettles, pipes, elevators—a line of tin-workers

tools and implements, and numerous other appli-

ances Besides these material necessities, thousands

of busy hands—male and female—are employed in

^^
paring, hulling, cleaning, and preparing the raw

materials for the various processes through which

they are required to pass. Then comes the niore

skillful labors of those who conduct the various

manipulations of stewing, sweetening, curing, and
- seasoning the several classes of things preserved.

While all this is going on, a corps of busy tin-

smiths are cutting up sheets of tin, melting bars of

solder, and making cans for the reception of the

prepared delicacies ; and after the cans are filled,

they are passed into the hands of the "sealers,

who close thera permanently aj?ainst the action of

the atmosphere. Meantime, the artist has prepared

the various designs, and the printing-press has been

: busy producing the more or less beautiful designs

of labels adopted by the respective efetablishments.

To all this there is to be added the pasting on of

labels, assorting, arranging, boxing, and paciking

the several kinds. So that a single can of preserved

fruit prepared for market, requires machinists to

make, set up, and keep the machinery in order
;

engineers to run the machinery ; men and women
^^

to prepare the fruits, etc.; others to cook, stew, sea-

son, etc.; sheet-tin manufacturers to furnish the

tin,* and tinsmiths to make the cans ; and a line of

operatives to paste labels, box-makers to make boxes,

glass-houses to furnish the glass receivers for certain

kinds of pickled and preserved things, men to assort

and pack, porters to handle, and teamsters and

horses to transport ; to say nothing about clerks,

accountants, and numerous other details, all propor-

tionally involved in the production of a single can

of fruit. '

, - , .,j. t .\.

Besides all this, the erection of buildings for the

purposes of carrying on operations, by which em-

ployment is given to masons, carpenters, plasterers,

painters, iron-workers, roofers, etc.; and dealers in

the various lines of building materials come in for

their share of the common benefits derived from

canning establishments.

In this connection we cannot refrain from refer-

ring to the elegant building, now in course of com-

pletion, by Sol. Wangenheim & Co., on the corner

of Davis and Sacramento streets. It covers the

entire lot—91 ft. 8 in. on Davis street, by a full

depth of 1 17 ft.—with cellar, area under sidewalk,

and four stories above sidewalk. The accompanying

cut sufficiently illustrates the general character of

the edifice.

Having enjoyed every facility and opportunity to

see and know for ourselves, we unhesitatingly state

that the operations of the establishment named are

conducted in an admirable manner, cleanliness and

care in every department being conspicously man-

ifest; and,when the new building is entirely complet-

ed, it will equal if not surpass any other upon the

Pacific Coast in all the essentials of a complete

manufacturing establishment.

The business of preserving fruit in California has

already become an important industry, and the

world-wide reputation gained for this commodity

assures still greater results in the future. While

the '* home trade " and that of the adjacent States

and Territories is large and well establinhod, a

market for California preserved fruits is found

east of the Rocky Mountains, in Europe, China,

Japan, Australia, and all countries having com-

mercial intercourse with San Francisco. Still,

while this and kindred industries stimulate fruit

and other culture, and give employment to thou-

sands of men and women, a reckless multiplication

of their number must be attended with injurious

effects in the creation of unhealthful competition.

" Overdoing " things has resulted iii the crippling,

and sometimes the ruin of enterprises which might

otherwise have continued and prospered. Business

rivalries, stimulated by over-production—supplies

greater than demands—are always productive of

evil; and in this connection, would work great

injury, as the farmer and fruit-raiser, at present but

indifferently remunerated for the products of gar-

den, field, and orchard, would be compelled to sell

at ''ruinously low prices," or permit them to fall

and rot upon the ground, on account of the prices

obtainable not being sufficient to pay for picking,

packing and shipping. And during periods of

great competition, tribute is enforced upon the

working classes engaged in the respective opera-

tions, and their wages, often no more than sufficient

to "keep soul and body together, " are reduced to
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ing simple account of a poor man's grievances mani-

fests a state of things which is incomprehensible to

an Englishman :
" I had $2,000 in gold left me by

legacy many years ago. Before the war I lent it

;

it was repaid to me in paper, in virtue of the legal

"tender acts and decisions. In 1870, full of the idea

so enthusiastically preached, that it was to the im-

mense advantage of a working-man to own his own

house, I bought one which had been built several

years' The price was $4,500. J. pa^d $1,500 down

and gave a mortgage for $3,000 more, spending

considerable in improvements. It was assessed at

$3,600, and the taxes were $12 on $1,000. The

interest on the mortgage was 7^ per cent., the

mortgagees being taxed for it, and charging me 2^

per cent, extra to make up for the tax, which there-

fore came out of me instead of them. Last year the

assessment had been raised to $5,000, and the taxes

were $18.50 per $1,000, making $92.50 of direct

tax. I paid $225 for interest, of which $75 was

due the mortgage tax ;
$7.50 per year insurance,

and allowing H V^^ ^^^- ^^^ repairs, or $76 more,

I was paying $400 a year for a house that was dear

at $300. I had just $1,500 of my own
;
paid taxes

on $8,000. I could not endure it, and turned the _

whole property over to the mortgagees, sacrificing _

all I had put in ; so that the financial legislation

of the State and Nation and municipal extravagance

had robbed me of all the money 1 had in the world.

I immediately rented the house of the mortgagees

at $200 per year, half of what i had been paying,

and they will only have to pay taxes on $5,000,

while so long as I had it I paid on $8,000. / was

taxed on the money I invested in the property, on

the money I borrowed to make up the residuary

value of the property, and on that same value over

again ; while as soon as the men I borrowed the

money from took it away from me, the latter

amount was not taxed at all. The simple act of

transferring the title to another party seems to have

reduced its value $3,000, and /can't see any reason

for it. There is just as much of it as ever, and it is

capable of furnishing just as much revenue; yet it

has to pay but little more than half so much. What
equity is there in taxing a man not only on all the

property he uses, but on all the money he has to

borrow to retain the use of it ? If I had not put in

ANY money, and mortgaged it for the whole value, I

should have been taxed on $10,000. So it seems

the value of property rises in inverse proportion to

the amount of ready money the man has that buys

it ; and the rich man who pays cash is only taxed

half as much as the poor man who has none. If

this is not legislating for the rich against the poor,

what is it? In plain words, I had to pay $75 a

year as a penalty for the crime of having only $2,-

000, instead of $5,000."

The above extract is an Englishman's opinion, as

expressed in the ''London Architect

^

How to test Drain Pipes.

Take soiled cotton waste and sulphur, ignite it,

and blow the smoke into the drain or pipes. If

leakage exists in the latter inside of the house, the

smoke and smell issue forth, and show that some-

thing is wrong, and generally tell also just where

the fault or faults are. Sulphur, as well known, is

one of the best of disinfectants, and a dose of the

fumes from this to the drains, after disease has been

in a house, will effect much good.

^ »- i--/j«—

Travelers' Safeguard.

T have projected to render almost impossible the
derailment of steam cars and their disastrous conse-

quences. To this end I have invented a new rail,

together with a little apparatus, simple but very
strong, which is placed between the wheels of both
the fore and hind trucks of either freight or passen-

ger cars, and on the cowcatcher of the locomotive.
At the extremity of the arms of the apparatus, is

placed a disk, which glides in a groove dividing my
rail, thus giving it double function, and forming a
now combination to which I have given the name
of *' Travelers'' Safeguard.'''*

I hope my system will be well understood from
the drawing, which shows my rail at its end, with
the apparatus in place. The rail from its peculiar

shape is much firmer than the ordinary one, and its

preservative and lateral flange extending its entire

lengthTwould suffice of itself, in most cases, to pre-

vent derailment. From the fact of my rail being
laid on this lateral flange, which is imbedded its

entire depth in the wooden cross ties, it is not as

liable to break as the ordinary ones, either from
wear and tear of service, or constant exposure to the

weather. As the combined systems work together,

the arms of the safeguard glide along the groove
in the rail, the trains are so strongly bound and ad-

here so strongly to the track, that nothing in the

world could compel the wheels to leave the track ;

not even the breaking of a wheel, the breaking of

the axle, or of the rail itself, if that were possible.

A train with my system in use cannot be derailed,

because the protective flange of the rail and the

arms of the safeguard will always maintain the

equilibrium of the train until it is brought to a stop.

This power of resistance does not in the least im-
pede the movement of the train, there being not the

slightest friction in the groove while the train

moves straight along. Friction takes place when
there is a movement which might send the wheel
from its place; but this does not even jar or shake the

train, the disk on the opposite side touches the bed
of the groove and gliding along compels the train

to resume its proper place, in a manner that the pas-

sengers in the oars have not had any intimation that

there had been a danger of derailment, as not the

slightest shock was produced.
I will endeavor to set before you, as concisely as

possible, some of the advantages claimed for my
Safety System. My rail is a double T or flange, and
when worn out on one side may be reversed, its

form and great solidity rendering it available for

double and even quadruple service. While the rail

at present in use being but a single T rail and pre-

senting a surface of about two inches in width, on
which roll the wheels, whose rims are at least four
and a half inches wide, it is evident the rims, over-

spreading the rail more than half their width, must,
in a comparatively short time, render the rail entire-

ly unfit for use, especially if we take into consider-

ation the deviation which the wheel is obliged to

make in response to the movement of the axis of ar-

ticulation of the trucks when turning curves.
With my safety system, on the contrary, the rim

of the wheel in revolving rests its entire surface on
the T or flange of the rail, which is proportioned to

the width of the wheel (this width could, if desir-

able, be reduced to three inches, without in the
least lessening its strength or impairing its use.)

It follows, accordingly, that with my system each

T or flange can readily perform the service of two
of the ordinary rails ; and being a double T or flange,

it naturally follows will perform the service of four

of the rails at present in use, and even the wheels
will last a much longer time.

My rail affords every desirable guaranty of solid-

ity of the road-bed, being imbedded to the full hight
of its lateral aisle ; and kept in place by a simple

clasp on each one of its cross-ties, it gives to the

road-bed a power of resistance heretofore unknown,
and henceforth we can dispense with all the iron

couplings, with their bolts and screws now useless.

As a matter of economy in the laying of the

road, it is susceptible of proof that my rail can be

laid with less than one-half of the intermedial cross-

ties now used, and still possess much greater so-

lidity.

Let us take, for example, the track between San
Francisco and New York, which is, I believe, three

thousand two hundred and ninety-six miles, accord-

ing to official figures, and we reckon there are six

million one hundred and twenty-six thousand three

hundred and seventy-five intermedial cross-ties, an

average of one thousand eight hundred and fifty-

nine per mile. My new rail can be laid, with every

guarantee of solidity to the road, with eight hun-

dred and eighty cross-ties per mile, giving a total

of cross-ties between New York and San Francisco

of two million nine hundred thousand four him-

dred and eighty-five, a saving of three million two

hundred and twenty-five thousand eight hundred

and ninety- five cross-ties. I would add that with

my system the cross-ties will last much longer than

is possible with the present mode of laying, because

of the great injury they sustain from the enormous

spikes now driven into them to secure the rail, and

which must be withdrawn whenever necessary to

change a rail. With the new system we economize
not only the cross-ties, but as well a great amount
of labor.

Far from me the idea fiiat railroad companies
should adopt my invention without thorough in-
vestigation. On the contrary, I will be most nappy
at all times to present myself before competent gen-
tlemen who would honor me with questions and an
opportunity to answer them.
In this connection I have frequently asked my-

self— what objections might be made r And after

much reflection, two main ones presented them-
selves to my mind. The first is— Is it then neces-

sary that all rails at present in use should be re-

placed by your new rails ? This would be too ex-

pensive—in fact, impossible—as it would interrupt
travel, etc. To this I answer— No; it is by~no
means necessary to replace all the rails ; the ex-
change need only be made in the dangerous places,

such as curves and deep declivities ; and for the oth-
ers it may be effected gradually, as change of rail is

daily necessary, this being entirely practicable, as

the surface of my rail is exactly of the same hight
as the rails now in use. —
The second objection is

—"You say your rail is

stronger than the old cue; being larger, it must be
heavier." To this I answer— Yes; that is quite
natural, but what matter if it be heavier, when it

can perform four times the service of the present
rail. My rail is easily laminated, and, as before
stated, less liable to break—firstly, because of its

natural strength ; secondly, because of its shape

;

and the discontinuity of its profile suffices to pre-

vent its breaking. The manipulation will not cost

more than for the old rail, and the freight will not
exceed the freight ou tw<j ordinary rails. Neverthe-
less, should my rail cost a little more than the old
one, that is more than compensated for by its length
of service and its greater safety, which greatly in-

crease its intrinsic value. I then hope that in con-

sideration of this, and the uniform strength that
they are to give to railroad tracks, of which they
are so much in need, and of all the other advan-
tages that they are to give, that it will be preferred

to the old rail.

By the solidity of my new rail, the spreading of

the bed is prevented. The wheels revolving on the
entire surface of the rail, the cars move without
noise and seem to glide without movement, as a
light skiff on a sea of oil ; so that hereafter no more
derailments, and no more jolts and shakes, so disa-

greeable to the passengers and so damaging to the

rolling stock, will occur— the which damages are

frequently the cause of disasters, and which bring
consequently the breakage of wheels, axles, and of

rails themselves, and this so frequency of late^__It_

is useless to add that each of these breakages bring
about a derailment in a short time as its conse-

quence.
Heretofore I had thought of intrusting to the

engineer or fireman the operating of the safe-

guard, or to the brakemen; but with a slight modi-
fication it may be operated with steam or compressed
air, which now controls the brakes, principally that

which I here describe, and which I have specially

worked out for that purpose, and capable of being

lifted with facile movement above the track when
necessary, as for example to pass level crossing, or

in shifting cars on depot tracks or sidings.

My invention may be summed up as follows :

Great improvement in the track, with large saving

to railroad companies, besides affording to passen-

gers confidence and tranquillity—and, above all, a

guarantee of safety to their lives.

With confidence in my invention, I hope the

gentlemen to whom I have the honor of submit-

ting it will appreciate its merits, give it their con-

sideration, and a place among useful inventions.

Working models of my invention can be seen at

ray residence, 108 Eighth Street.

Very respectfully,

J.-. DENECHAUD, Sr., c.-.R.'. f.'.,

Office, N. W. cor. Washington and Kearny Streets.

San FiiAHCisco, December 17th, 1880.

CEi^iiULOiD IN A New Role,—It is reported that

celluloid has of late been successfully applied in the

form of a veneer in the ornamentation of furniture.

It is used in this way in imitation of malachite, or

colored marbles, for table tops, and for panels in

imitating tortoise-shell and other costly materials.

The globular form of the earth was first suggest-

ed by Thales, of Miletus, about 610, B. C.
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— What is required to institute and carry

_to a success a manufacturing enterprise?

—Nature is generous with her gifts ;
but she

forces man to the exercise of his endow-

ments, to develop them, and give the sub-

stance a form for his appreciation and enjoy-

ment.
— The very many natural resources of this

Coast are marvelous, and they impress all

tliinking visitors with the conviction of a

great future. With but few exceptions,

_these wondrous gifts of Nature are at pres-

-^ent but mere curiosities, and are spoken of

'"and written of only as such—with prosy

theories^ their practical value if utilized.

r — ip
p ^Y^Q business man, scientist, or to the

practical thinker who comes amongst us,

it is a matter of surprise that our people,

with their wealth, do not develop these

resources, and build up our coast with a

_^_working and useful population, instead of

Tlpursuing the selfish course they are now,
^ which is that of the usurer. -

Our capitalists and business men are

blind to their own interests, in not in-

teresting themselves in the establishment

. 'of manufacturing enterprises, which will se-

cure for them a certainty of fair returns

_for their encouragement.

_The people of this Coast cannot afford to

Messrs. Whittier, Fuller & Co. several

years since commenced the manufacture of

White Lead in this city.

They purchased ground on Fremont
street, between Howard and Folsom, cov-

ering a surface of 137 6-12x275 feet, and

thereon erected factories and sheds, for the

purposes of the business.
, _ '^ ^

'^ \
Their whole works, machinery, and ap-

pliances, are on the most approved plans,

and excel in detail and completeness those

of any other White Lead factory in the

world.

let existing opportunities lie idle, as a de-

-^-zT' pendency on foreign sources means ourim-
" poverishment. Manufacturing guarantees

r the reverse, as it fnriiishes employment to,

" and retams among us, consumers, that vital

quantity in a progressive and permanent

This is essentially a home institution,

from the ground through to the finished

product of their mills.

Few can realize the iqiportance to the

whole community of this enterprise.

In the first place, it encourages the de-

velopment of our mines, as all the pig lead

used is the production of our own coast.

It thus gives the Miners employment.

As all lead ores have to be smelted to

get the metal.

It thus gives the Smelters employ-

ment.

The transportation from the producing

points invokes aid of the carriersj

!

ill

1

4

V. ;

.=i_i prosperity

We have much pleasure, however, in be-

^IllintT able to refer to some notable excep-

tions to the general apathy of our business

and moneyed men.

--.^Heading this article will be'seen an illus-

tration of the results of the energy and

.. public spirit of one of the leading and pio-

neer mercantile firms on the Pacific Coast.

It thus gives Teamsters and Trans-

portation Companies empioyment.

A very large quantity of oil is used

in the grinding of the lead. All this

oil is crushed from seed raised in this

State.

It thus employs the Farmers.

All the potslised in corroding-sheds are

The maintaining of a factory requires

the services of machinists, millwrights, and

laborers

:

It thus giveSlBrhpTdyment to an Army^
of Operatives.

And in fact, everything in and about the

works is of home manufacture. N'ow, lohat

does the employment of the many branches

of industry hereinbefore enumerated dem-

onstrate f This fact : that as they are all

consumers, their wants engage every busi-

ness on the Coast to supply them.

The product of the

Pioneer White Lead VVorks

Is not excelled by any other make in the

world. It is guaranteed strictly pure; it

is white, veryfinely ground, and has superior

body and coveriiig properties,
^

The manufacturers announce their deter-

mination to always offer it to consumers at

less prices than any imported brands.

As against the imported, there would be

great economy in its use, even at equal

prices. All painters know that White Lead

that has been packed any considerable time

loses a great deal of its vitality, in the ab-

sorption by the kegs of a considerable quan-

tity of the oil ; leaving a hard mass in the"

keg, involving time and expense in its ex-

traction and working up for use, and a

costly addition of oil.

made here.

It thus gives empioyment to the

Potteries.

The Pioneer being all freshly packed,

all this expense is avoided.

We know what the White Lead is, and

we have no hesitation—in fact we take

pleasure—in recommending our brother ar-

chitects to write it in their specifications

and to insist on its use : first, on the score

of quality; second, economy; third, the

general benefit to all of ics.

i\
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jII & Cos '^Massillon" Pony Saw IVIill

Especially Adapted to Farm Engines-Capacity from 3,000

to 7,500 feet per day.

\.^.
lA

m:.

\i

4^,3 ^\

To have

a saw -mill

that could

W' be easily moved from

\ pi ace to place is a desid-

^eratum. that has long

been devoutly hoped

for by more than one

of our mountain tim-

ber section owners. The above cut gives a

splendid illustration of the manner in which

lumber may be manufactured with a small

capital and minimum cost.

This mill is made by the firm of Kusseil

^fe Co, Massillon, Ohio, and they have

-deemed it best.to bestow the name of their

-town upon their own inventions, and so it

is to-day that the

~*^ Massillon Pony Saw-mill

Is known nil through the great lumbering

regions of the West. We are satisfied that

when IhisnTventknT^as been bronglit 4o

1 >

i^

the notice of our California capitalists and

lumbermen, they will at once take meas-

ures to put these mills in operation all

over the coast. When they consider that

the principal item of expense, viz., log-

ging, can be so much reduced by the use

of one of these mills; and also that they

can cut a great deal of timber that would

otherwise be left standing, simy)ly because

it was too far away from the mill, we have

no doubt that a correspondence will at once

be opened between them and Messrs. Rus-

sel & Co., resulting greatly to the benefit

of each party.

"The mill is one which needs only trial

to recommend itself. Having many calls

for mills to run with our engine, we looked

the ground over thoroughly, and after test-

ing several, selected this pattern as the

best. We have made many improvements,

and such as will commend themselves to all

who are in want of mills. Our object has

been and is to furnish a mill which will do

good work, and the most possible of it, with

the farm-engines of to-day. We furnish

the mill, both single and double, with saws

from forty to fifty-six inches in diameter

below, and twenty-six to thirty inches

above.

'^To those not familiar with the diilerence

between right and left-hand mills, we would

say : The term docs not refer to any special

convenience of either hand, but to the side

of the mill at which the saw is placed, the

teeth pointing in a given direction. The

left-hand mill is adapted to all engines hav-

ing the band-wheel at the right of the en-

gineer as he stands at the fire-box; the

right-hand, to those having the band at

h\» leit^ Dm* engine goes with left-hand

mill.

'^Though left-hand mills only are com-

monly kept in stock, we aim to be prepared

to furnish right-hand as well. The top-saw

attachment enables the purchaser to handle

with ease the largest logs, and at the same

time allow the use of a saw adapted to the

power used. We furnish jeithei' solid or

patent planer-tooth saw. This last is es-

pecially recommended for the inexperi-

enced, being easily kept in order, and re-

quiring but a few moments to change from

the dullest to the sharpest condition, and

this without the use of a file. In the ab-

sence of special orders, we always send the

saw of standard gauge. Those desiring

thinner saws should order early enough to

enable us to procure such from the factory.

" Our Pony Mills have a capacity of from

3,000 to 7,500, or even 10,000 feet of lum-

ber per day, depending upon the power

used. A good ten-horse engine, with prop-

erly proportioned boiler, will make from

-

3,000 to 5,000 feet, and even more.
' 'Ihe light cheap engines falsely rated

ten-horse, are not desirable saw mill en-

gines, and we do not recommend our mills

to be run with them. Our thirteen-horse

engine will cut from 4,000 to 6,000 feet per

day ; the sixteen-horse. from 5,000 to 8,000,

and even 10,000 feet per day.
*' Unless ordered shorter, each mill has a

thirty-foot carriage and sixty-foot track.

We use the lever-set, with either indepen-

dent or simultaneous head-blocks. These

are two in number, but more may be added

whenever needed, without special fitting or

tearing the mill apart. Wrenches, mill-

bar, cant-hooks, oil-can, and sixty feet of

main belt, with wheels and axles for lum-

ber-car, make the outfit comptete. A tight^

ener, shown in the cut, adds to the power

of the belt. The top-saw attachment has

independent tightener, and can be put on

any mill we build.
'' We propose to furnish those who order

of us a strictly first-class mill, the best for

the work designed in the market ; to this

end we shall spare no labor or expense.

Improvements are constantly being made.

Though but two years in this business, we

have met with great encouragement froni

our customers, and can safely assure all

who purchase that in the * Massillon' they

have a mill which has already won for it-

self the front rank."

C. P SHEPPIBLD.
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N. W. SPAULDINO. J. PATTERSON.

Pai^Sai MaifactiiriBi Um
17 and 19 Fremont St., San Francisco.

BSSXSItfTIALLY A HOME INDUSTRY
« ^•^ >

This establishment has the most ample and complete facilities for the manufacture of
Saws of every description. Repairing in all its branches, retempering, straightening,
gumming, grinding, polishing, etc.

^
We make a Specialty of the Manufacture of the IST. W. Spaulding Patent Circular

Saw Plate, with inserted adjustable teeth. This is an invention of incalculable value
to the lumbermen and sawyers, as the plate of the ordinary saw, which is very expensive,
beoomes useless when the teeth are worn out. But this patent plate is so constructed
that when the teeth are worn out, they can be detached and new ones inserted, thus
saving the valuable part, i. e., the plate, and affording the advantages of a new saw at
a nominal expense.

We would call the particular attention of woodsmen to our Cross-cut Saws. We
make them of any desired length, and ship them ready for immediate use. We guar-
antee our new Patent Tooth Saws, with our patent drags or clearing teeth (either double
or single), to excel in cutting capacity any other make of saw.

With our improved machinery we are enabled to grind these saws from the tooth to

the back with a perfect bevel. Our saws therefore can be used with less set than
those of any other manufacture.

All of our saws are made of the finest quahty of steel. We keep on hand saws of

every description ; cross-cut with classified cutting teeth and single and double drags,

tenon or framing with diversified teeth, pit, taper drag, gangmill or sash, muley, narrow
pointed or ship carpenters, steel-back butchers, buck or wood, hack, table, compass, key-

hole, pruning, etc. .

iVb saw is allowed to leave this establishment until it has been tested ; we therefore

are enabled to guarantee every saw that comesfrom this house.

EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FA8 K8T AB U08TE DOCEttl."

[While this column is open to all. fHnuors as well as me-chanics, engiuoers as well as architects, women and children
as well as those of the " nobler sex," we would call parti

°

ular attention to one and all to have their questions and thoinformation desired to bo in accord, as f^r us poHsible. withthe interests of this journal and for tho carrying out of those
principles for which the only monthly of its kind this side
of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to answer all questions in a fair and impartial manner, and if itbecomes necessary, will furnish cuts for tho illustrations ofany problem, provided wo regard the solution thereof
as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would uriteupon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their
questions, concise in the language uwjd ; let the writing be
distinct, and one side of the paper only to l)e us« d • give fullname and address, and particularly mention if their proDername shall be used. i

»' *»
*

We want it distinctly understood that tfie -rrspohfiibility
of signed articles rests with tho authors

'

Correspondents will please direct all coramnnications to
tho business manager of this it>nrTiiil—

Q

in Myiitifmniirv
street, rooms 12 and ^aj

"^ ffu-iiwm^join«ry

^ Btjs. Man. OF AncniTKCT.—To what nation is
due the orodit of the invention of the railroad PWhen did steel raila first come into use r* You will
oblii^e me by answerinjr tho above questionH in your
nejct. ^-. ._=^. F. L F.. Sacramento.

Ans.—To England is duo the t-rcdit of invent-
in j^ the railroad, now HO extensively used throu«;hout
the world, and particularly in tlioso United States,
but it was only by degreea that wo arrived at the
prestnf method. It was in 1610 that it wan firat
used to relieve drauu'ht animals, on the wooden
tracks, in the mines of Hnrtz, in Germany. In 1G7G
it was adopted in the mines of Newcastle, Enj^land,
where, in order to lessen the destruction of the
wooden rails, metallic strips were plnced over them.
Cast-iron was used to replace wood in 17(57, but beini^
found too brittle was rejected and wrought-iron sub-
stituted durinjf the year 18U5. This continued to
bo employed until the method of laminating the
rails was discovered in 1820, and it is only since 1862
that steel rails have come into u.se.

Wo have received three communications, the past
month, all referring to the same subject. A debat-
ing society that finds itself at a loss to select a good
subject to discuss, must b«} composed of very crude
materials. However, if a subject is wanted that
will create an almost endless discussion, we will
give the following, hoping all three societies will
discuss it and send us tho results of their argu-
ments : Rksolvei), that the invention of making
steel, directfrom iron ore^ is the most usefuLinvcntion
of the past fifty years. .

Bus. Man. op Akchitkci'.—You will oblige me
greatly by giving me a formula for a composition
to fill holes in iron castings.

F. G. S., Marysvillo.

Ans.—Sulphur, one part ; sal ammonioa, two
parts

;
powdered iron turnings, eighty parts ; make

into a thick paste with water immediately before
using. The materials should also be kept separate
until the time they are wanted.

Whitkwash fok Oui-side Work.— A thrifty
housewife wants us to give her information " so she
can make whitewash that will stay on wood and
will not scale off."

Take of good quicklime one half a bnshel ; slack
in the usual manner, and ^d one pound^common
salt, half a pound sulphate of zinc (white vitriol),
and one gallon of sweet milk. The salt and the
white vitriol should be dissolved before they are
added, when the whole should be thoroughly mixed
with water to give proper consistency. The sooner
the mixture is then applied the better.

A NEW LEADEN iiooF is being placed on the cu-
pola of St. Peter's, Rome, which it will take two
years to complete. Something of the magnitude of
the building may be inferred from the fact that the
roof was begun 17 years ago, and although the
laborers have not been constantly at work, the work
is enormous. The roof is divided into 16 sections,
each of which requires 1,000,000 pounds of lead.

Send for a copy of the "Steel Square and
its Uses," handaomely bound and illustrated.
Price 75 cts.
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.

There are but few questions upon the discussion

of which we could enttir, surrounded with greater

divert?ity of opinions, than the subject-matter of

jhis—the first of a series of articles on Architectural
'
Competitions. And as it is our purpose to pursue an

impartial and exhaustive review of both sides of the

subject introducecl, we hope that all brother archi

tects ai^d others interested in the issue will send us

the results of their experiences and observations, and

their special views upon either side,

' But we shall reserve the right to withhold the

publication of communications in which personal

feelings are too prominently manifest. We are

aware of the fact that many architects feel ag-

-^rieved at i-esults which have transpired, in con-

nection with which they claim to have suifered

r unfair treatment. And as all architects, like other

J .-men, are not supremely angelic in temperament and

dibposition, a sense of wrongs imposed sometimes

—^prevents statements entirely divested of personal

feelings ; and sometimes the desire for a little re-

venge intermixes. We shall strive for a square, un-

biased relation and development of facta on both

_ Hides, leaving the merits of the issue with those who
may feel interested in it.

— \Ve make these remarks simply because, to some

extent, we understand the proclivities of the human
mind, and the aptitude that exists in mankind to

« HtHte en«e« in which they are in any special manner
- — interested, ho as to " make the best of the story

"

-^^-for themselves and that prejudices provoked or

worked up by grievances real or imaginary often

lead to extravagant recitals— and these we desire

to avoid, believing that fair and rational discussion

and argument always produce better results.

We are aware that the questions in issue are com-

plex and diversified ; and we entertain no idea that

we shall be able to make the subject in hand so con-

clusively plain that there will remain no differences

of opinion. The first inquiry that presents itself is :

ii: What first gave rise to architectural competitions

;

and how were they conducted? We are not re-

I'

I-

»

tjuired to look back very far to find the commence-

ment of the competitive system. At the early part

of the present century architectural study was in so

lethargits and dormant a condition, that it may have

naturally occurred to more than one individual that

by the adoption of the competition system some lat-

ent talent might be developed, and the abilities of

untried and obscure men be made known, who would

infuse new spirit into the art. Even at that period

a few eminent, practical men existed, possessed of

great learning and scientific knowledge, and whose

memories will ever be held in veneration and re-

spect ; a large majority, however, were content to

work out the details of their designs much accord-

ing to the rule of thumb, copying as they thought,

the correct proportions of their buildings from old

sources, but failing to catch any of the vigor of the

style in which they were working— when a few

men of real genius were brought to light through

the competition system. These, catching the true

spirit of architecture, threw such fire and original-

ity into their work as to produce buildings of which
even the ancients might have been proud, and hand-

ed down to posterity edifices "full of grace and
beauty," in harmony of conception, perfectness of

proportions, and elegance of adornments.

The success of a few men in this direction gave

an impetus to the competition system, and the con-

ijfiived or real glory that attaches to the production

tify its being extended to what is now so common,

viz., the advertising for designs for buildingis of

every conceivable sort and size, often combined

with instructions of the most vague description,

and sometimes in terms even insulting in character.

We shall more particularly refer in the course of

these articles to competition in the larger and more

costly buildings.

The Building News of November, 1879, has a few

remarks upon this subject, so much to the point

that it is with pleasure we copy them. "In the

first place, it must be allowed that the profession is

not what it used to be before the system of competi-

tion was introduced, and that the art has sunk in

reputation ever since. Architecture is now, far

more than it was, a commercial industry, and com-

petition has done much to place the product of the

architect's skill on a level with other commodities.

The conse<iuences have been fruitful of mischief.

The art has been brought to a level of manufac-

ture ; architecttiral design has passed virtually into

the hands of a few experts, whose only object is to

turn out drawings of exteriors without the slight-

est regard to structural or architectural principles
;

feats of draughtsmen are mistaken for architecture,

while the standard of professional morality has been

considerably lowered by the practice of competing

architects sending in designs far in excess of the

real cost. But there is another aspect of the ques-

tion, and one which concerns the younger and less

fortunate members of the profession. How are the

less fortunate of the profession to obtain the position

and the emoluments of the more successful, if open

competition be done away wilh ? Here we have,

unquestionably, the greatest difficulty to solve."

If this criticism of competition be correct, and

the result of the competition system be to lower

art, so that showy exteriors are made regardless of

architectural and structural principles, we have at a

very serious sacrifice purchased the few examples of

fine buildings that have come to us through the

medium of competition ; and taking into considera-

tion, also, the enormous ainount of time and money
that has been expended—the heart-burning and dis-

appointment that have resulted to nine - tenths of

those who have engaged in competition work—there

is scarcely a building in the country, however grand

and beautiful it may be, justifying the sacrifices

made in its production.
[to be CONTINUKD.]

individual or society of men. With all the knowl-

edge possessed by any, there is more for them to

learn ; and after all who may enroll their names

upon the archives of the new society shall have

passed away, there will still be heights and depths

in architecture which future generations will not

be able to reach, and neither centuries nor the whole

of time itself will exhaust its fountains. Brethren,
^

lot us seek to enjoy at least some of the dew-dropa^

as they fall from the leaves of the great tree under

which we seek shelter.

Various Gleanings from Exchangas.

The destruction by fire of " Le Printemps " great

dry-goods house in Paris is supposed to have been

caused by the ignition of escape gas from a defect-

ive pipe. Within nine hours from the time the

alarm was struck, the whole interior of the enormous

building, eight stories in height, was entirely de-

stroyed, and jK)rtions of the walls had fallen, caus-

ing a loss of $2,000,000. This great destruction of

property, it is alleged, was caused by insufdcienuy.

of water supply, and a singularly inefficient fire

department, with apparatus of very primitive char-

acter.
,

The suggestions presenting themselves in ,thift

connection are, that in the older cities of EuropOi^

great care is practiced in the erection of buildings,

so as to render them substantial and safo against all

contingencies, without due regard to the devas-

tating possibilities of fire—a sort of ostrich-like

Diffusion of Architectural Knowledge.

i

iA *' an elegant original design ^''^ has to a greater or

less extent created a fascination among certain class-

es of architects, which, in places where the compe-
tition spirit predominates, raises the question wheth-
er private practice is not thereby compromised, and
whether men who devote their energies, and whose
minds and thoughts are absorbed in the production

of "splendid specimens of pencil, pen, and brush
' work," to the neglect of the more important—con-

structive science—are not lending themselves to the

establishment of a system which must naturally

work an injury to the profession. ^
Although it is open to grave doubt, whether the

''system of competition, even for a large building, is

the best means of obtaining a perfect design, few,

perhaps, would be inclined to take very violent ex-

ception to an honorably and fairly conducted open

competition (if such a thing were possible) for a

very costly and magnificent building ; but even the

most ardent admirer of the system would never jus-

In many of our eastern and European exchanges

we find reports of proceedings in societies formed in

the interest of the architectural profession, and lec-

tures by learned and able professors and others, de-

signed to unfold and elucidate the many grandeurs

which for ages have surrounded the science upon

which so much has been written, and which to-day

remains as fresh and as prolific in challenges to the

ablest of mankind to grasp its intricacies, as when
the foundations of the Vatican and Mausoleum of

Rome were laid, or birth was given to the first

thoughts and conceptions which culminated in the

spires and domes of the many world-renowned edi-

fices which have stood for centuries as monuments
to the skill of those great men who spent their lives

and mental energies in the production of those great

architectural magnificences which have rendered

their names immortal and their memories imperish-

able.

Architecture in its higher relationships has been

neglected by many at least of those professing its

practice in San Francisco. We have settled down
as a profession into grooves of our own making, each

following more his personal inclinations than pursu-

ing and incorporating in his practice the advanced

knowledge sought aft«r by our professional breth-

ren in other parts of our country and the enlight-

ened cities "beyond the seas." Architecture is a

science of growth and expansion, ever developing

new features of beauty and utility, and those who
fail to pursue its revealmenta closely, and gather

its fruits as they ripen, naturally lose the advan-

tages which flow from an earnest pursuit after more

extended and perfected knowledge.
We trust that with the establishment of a society

in San Francisco, the spirit of kindly, earnest seek-

ing after the more perfect will actuate its members,

and that measures will at once be adopted to insti-

tute courses of lectures, and other auxiliaries calcu-

lated to make many of us masters of our profession,

as far as mastery in architecture is possible in an

idea, which presumes safety in the mere hiding of

the head in cases of danger, while the whole body

remains unprotected from assault.

Fire is no respecter of costly or carefully con-

structed buildings, as the history of conflagrations

presents innumerable illustrations where edifices

supposed to have been entirely fire-proof, have been

destroyed by the devouring element ; while in other

portions of the globe—San Francisco for instance

—

the most inflammable character of buildings are

erected, and but seldom, since the great fire of '51,

has any great destruction of property occurred,

mainly because ••our fire department" is perfectly

organized, under good control, and supplied with

the best of everything in the line of fire apparatus.

Precautions against dangers are well enough in their

way, but being fully prepared to meet and success-

fully combat them when they present themselves^ is

equally necessary to safety.

Anotheh.—" The destruction gf the new theater

at Nice, standing upon the banks of the Mediter-

ranean, resulted from a like cause—the ignition of

escape gas. One hundred and fifty persons are

known to have perished. The narrow, dark, and

tortuous corridors were soon choked by the strug-

gling crowd "
; and to render the terrible disaster

ridiculous, the fire facilities employed con^^isted

mainly of lines of men passing " buckets of water,

dipped from the sea "—a method frequently resort-

ed to in our boyhood days, fifty years ago and prior

thereto, when hand-engines only were known, and

the supply of water in many cases, was pumped

by hand from the "street pumps" to supply the

machines.
The Board of Health of Newton, Mass., have is-

sued a set of regulations which, among other things,

requires that before any plumbing or drainage

work is undertaken in any building, a complete

plan of all the pipes, traps, cesspools, and other

items, shall be submitted to the City Engineer for

his approval or modification, as the case may be

;

and that no work shall be carried out except in ac-

cordance with plans so approved or modified,"

Such a regulation would be good, provided the

"City Engineer" is a qualified party, and pos-

sesses the integrity necessary to adjudge every case

upon the basis of actual merit, without special

prejudice or favoritism to any.

Our Illustrations.

Plate A represents a conveniently planned Coun-

try Residence, with inexpensive showy exterior.

The internal arrangements are shown by the plans

in connection with the " Front Elevation." Ad-

ditional rooms may be obtained in the roof-story or

loft, if desired. Plate B represents a perspective

view of the building. We state no specij&c amount

as the cost of the building, as the sum can be made

to vary from $3,500 to $5,000, according to the

economies practiced. Plate C represents four ex-

terior views for a small cottage.

Security In House Drainage.

In our April issue we presented an article upon
the above subject, which has led to numerous in-
quiries by parties interested in house ownership.
Although the suggestions were new to many of onr
readers, they were not so to us, as we have applied
the same principles in our professional practice,
and can vouch for the correctness of the method pro-
posed.

We direct attention to an article in the pres-
ent issue, entitled ''The most thoroughly sewered cities
notalways the most healthful "—this being the first of
several articles upon the same subject—a subject in
which every reader of this journal, and every mem-
ber of this and all other communities, are deeply in-
terested, or should be. We submitted the suggestions
contained in the heading of said article to on of our
principal practical plumbers, and were surprised to
hear him express the opinions, without qualifica-
tions, that " the more sowers the better," "nonsense
to talk about sewers making cities unhoalthful."
It ift this sort of jumping at conclusions that pro-
duces ct)mraon errors. Wo shall develop our posi-
tion in the matter in the course of the series of ar-
ticles contemplated

; but it is simple raahness on the
part of practical men, to pronounce as absolutely
certain, propositions surrounded by many contingen-
cies, and ifs and ands.

Blue Streaks.

.^_What is the matter with papa ? he seeiM a8»cro8s
as two sticks. I'm afraid he will' bite my head off
sometime : can you tell me, John ? Certainly I can.
Papa has a lot of men he calls " wood butchers," up
at our new house ; they think themselves smarter
than all creation, when the fact is they don't know
as much as our " Sancho." They told papa not to
have an architect, as they could make the drawings
and specifications, and save him the expense. Papa
says they have spoiled the house, and that it looks
more like a quail trap than anything he knows of

;

he says nothing is right, and it looks like—well]
I won't say it ; it is a cuss word. The stairs are so
steep and crooked that Mrs, Ross, who was in there
yesterday to see the house, fell and broke her leg,
and will be laid up for two months. She says papa
is foolish to let those men spoil his house. But papa
cannot help himself; he signed a contrao^ supposing
it all right. You ought to hear him swear. Jones,
the plasterer, says the walls are getting full of blue
streaks, from the effects of the bad words papa says
when he is up there, I wish the house was finished,
so that papa would be good natured like he used
to be.

N. B.—Conversation which actually took place
between the daughter and son of an acquaintance
of the writer. 3

The Walnut Supply.

Speaking of the rapid disappearance of walnut
from the forest, the Northwestern Lumberman says :

To-day a dry-cull is thought more of in this market
than a counter-top was two years ago. In Boston
some grades of walnut have advanced at least $12
per thousand in the past year, and prices in other
markets a^e proportionately higher. Dealers are
thick in the walnut regions, eagerly, and we might
say ravenously, picking up the green lumber, and
we hear of unscrupulous buyers offering mill-men
an advance of from $5 to $10 per thousand for their

V-cut if they will repudiate the contraqts which holi
it. Furniture manufacturers in both the East and
the West are getting anxious, and seriously consid-
ering what wood will take the place of walnut, the
scarcity of which is giving them so much trouble.
Indiana, heretofore, has been looked upon as the
great walnut State, but it is now practically strip-
ptJd of that kind of wood. Canada West, that once
produced walnut of fine quality, now yields but
little. The bulk of the future supply must be ob-
tained in the States further south. We hear it es-
timated that the furniture establishments of this
city (New York) cut up nearly 400,000 feet^f lum-
ber daily—all, except a very small part of it, being
walnut. Chicago dealers are buying all the walnut
they possibly can. They look upon it as an invest-
ment, and we hear of heavy contracts nearly every
day. We hear of sales of firsts and seconds at $70 ;
culls at $38 ; oak at $26, and butternut at $35.—
^he American Ship.

Straw Lumber.

There can be no question that the straw lumber
IS admirably adapted to many kinds of finishing
work, barrels, table and counter tops, fine doors
and ornamental work ; and we are assured that it
can be produced and sold in competition with the
finer grades of pine, or in competition with wide
walnut, at about one half the price of the latter.
The standard manufacture is in widths of 32 inch-
es, a length of 12 feet, and a thickness correspond-mg to that of surfaced boards. These dimensions
may be varied to suit such orders as may be given,
and embrace any width, length, or thickness. Un-
like lumber, however, narrower widths are the most
costly. The straw lumber may be ripped with the
hand-saw, or upon the buzz-saw; may be run
through the sticker for the manufacture of mold-
ings, and takes a nail or screw about as well as oak.
It may be finished with varnish or with paint, and
is susceptible to a high polish. It is practically
water and fire-proof, being manufactured under 500
degrees of heat, and we are assured has been boiled
for some hours without any apparent change of
structure. Its tensile strength is greater than that
of walnut or oak, and its weight about one-fifth
greater than the former when dry. It is madd from
any kind of straw, including hemp and flax fiber—
in fact, from any material that will make pulp—
and a ton of straw will produce 1,000 feet of boards.
The pulp is rolled into thin sheets, a nu mber of
which, corresponding with the thickness of the
lumber desired, are placed together with a peculiar
cement, which is claimed to be water-proof, and are
then rolled under a pressure sufficient to amalgam-
ate them into a solid mass, which may be worked
wii/ii Ihe plane, i£ desired.

When it is remembered that it takes 100 years to
grow a tree to maturity, suiting it for commercial
purposes, and a tree producing 32-inch lumber will
require fully twice that time, while 20,000 feet per
acre is a large yield under the most favorable cir-

cumstances, it will at once be realized that where
2,000 fe«t can be taken from an acre of ground, for
an indefinite number of years, the process which
enables such a result to be accomplished, and which
will yield a really valuable lumber, is one of vast
importance. We look ior valuable results in the

'

future in the manufacture of lumber from what is

practically a waste material, but which will be pro-
duced in endless quantities so long as the United
States maintains its character as a grain-producing
country. The factory at the time of its destruction
by fire was turning out 20,000 feet per day, and had
*ordei«8 for 10,000,000 i^^t.—Chicago Lumberman.

Postal Money Orders.

Though but sixteen years old, the Postal Money
Order System has become a gigantic business. The
present head of the Money Order Department, Mr.
C. F. McDonald, was its originator. The money
handled last year amounted to over $100,000,000, and
the work of the department is rapidly increasing.
About one-eighth of the business is done in the
city. In 1879 the transactions numbered 1,161,-
378, amounting in money to $43,652,273.37. This
was an increase over 1878 of 100,119 transactions
and $5,000,000. The next year showed 1,351,095
transactions, amounting to $51,231,749.04. This
was a gain over the previous year of 189,720 trans-
actions and $7,579,475.67. The money orders is-

sued during the last fiscal year numbered 7,240,537
for the whole United States. This in money
reached the enormous sum of $100,352,818.83. The
fees paid to the Post-Oflice Department amounted to

$916,452.80.

—

Scientific American.

Intelligent San Francisco Correspondent.

T)^^ American Architect and Building News- con-
tains the following from its San Francisco corres-
pondent

:

•Building materials and labor is about the same
as tor the last three months.

It was thought the connection .of^he SonthOTfl—
Pacitic road would open up the trade of Arizona
and Mexico, but as yet there are no indications that
way. If such a state of business continues, there
will not be much improvement in our line.
"No further steps have been taken as yet toward -

completing the chapter it was proposed to form
here by the architects, and it is somewhat doubt-
ful as to its being carried out."
In this way.erroneous reports about California are

constantly being circulated. True, San Francisco
has not -gobbled up" all, nor an extr^ conspicu-
ously large proportion of the trade opened up by
the Southern Pacific road, but it has secured a fair
share, and it is not likely that our merchants and
others will permit favoraole trade opportunities to
slip through their fingers. But whether much or
little comes through the channel named, San Fran-
cisco and California are prosperous at present and
prospectively, and there is no good reason for the-^
statements referred to. There are good prospects * in
our line," even if the Southern Pacific feature
brings this coast nothing. The germ of prosperi-
ty IS within our own borders, and while dullness
has prevailed to a large extent, no sane man with
an intelligent understanding of matters will pre-
dict decline and prostration to a State in which
every element of prosperity is inherent ani abounds.
His say about the " chapter" is amusing. Be-

fore his " doubtful " prognostications were in type,
the chapter completed its work, and is now fully
organized, with officers elected, and constitution
and by-laws printed.

Market Reports.

Lumber.—For the past month the receipts of
lumber have been very heavy. We report an in-
creased demand, and prices very steady.

Keceipts since January Ist

:

Lumber, feet ; 70,691,370
Shingles No

. ^..,, ,., ,,,,„,.,,,,,-,, 16770020
Laths, No 6,579,200

Nails.—The general demand has been very good.
There is a full supply on hand. Since January Ist
we have imported 77,524 kegs.

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $3 70

I
^ " "

3 95

5 and 4 " «
4 45

4 and 5 pqpnies^ brad heads, at 4 95
6 " ««

f; 00

10 and Upward •' 470
3 penny fines **

7 20

Paini'S.—The demand is far in excess of the same
time last year. No change to report in prices.

Building Intelligence.

To Anneal Lamp Cliimneya

The following receipt is from a Leipsic journal
devoted to the glass interest : Place your tumblers,

chimneys, or vessels which you desire to keep from
cracking, in a pot filled with cold water, add a

little cooking salt, allow the mixture to boil well

over a fire, and then cool slowly. Glass treated in

this way is said not to crack even if exposed to very
sudden changes of temperature. Chimneys are said

to become very durable by this process, which may
also be extended to crockery, stoneware, porcelain,

etc. The process is simply one of annealing, and
the slower the process, especially the cooling por-

tion of it, the more effective will be the work.

We present a much larger report this month than
we did in our April issue. By comparison with
May of last year, we find a large increase in the
number of buildings in course of erection, and of
far greater value. Still, many of the architects in
San Francisco have but few new engagement's on
hand, and some offices are entirely idle. We know
of some, and have heard of many owners of real
estate, who *' want to build,'' but the disposition in
this direction is, in a majority of cases, controlled
by an unwillingness to expend the requisite amount
of money to procure desired results. People who
build houses now, want all modern improvements,
and ''first-class'' everything, yet confine thek id^as
to the cost of buildings heretofore erected, with but
a limited or no supply of the things now desired. The
opinion prevails that wages are less and materials
cheaper ** than they used to be " ; but even so far
as this may be true, the difference is fully overcome
by the demand for better and more carefully ex-
ecuted workmanship, and the use of more and better
materials. If owners would be satisfied with the

«::
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same general character of buildings now as were

considered fine or good five or ten years ago, build-

ings could be erected for less sums than at the for-

mer period named. But everybodv wants better

buildings, and we simply silgj^est the difficulty of

producing better at loss than the cost of inferior edi-

fices a few years ago.

zz We will here mention another material fact as

affecting pro8j)ective improvements. Hundreds of

our best mechanics have left this city for want of

steady employment. Some have gone to Portland,

Oregon ; others into the interior of this State

;

some to Honolulu, etc., but the gregjber number

shaping their course eastward of the Rocky Mount-

ains, from whence have come so many reports of

' brisk times and good wages." Consequently,

greater, rather than less, wages may reasonably be

expected, should a "boom in building activities"

jet in.
.

,
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Three-story brick building on Montgomery ave-

onuo near Jacksca street. Owner, J. G. lis ; archi-

tects, Huerne & Henrickson. Day's work .
Cost.

$5,000.
Two-story and basement frame dwellings on

Ellis street near Leavenworth. Owner, Wm. Shar-

on ; architect, Gaynor ; contractor, J. J. McCready.

Cost $8,000.

Two-story and basement frame dwelling on but-

ter street near Jones. Owner, — Kohler ;
architect,

P. R. Schmidt ; contractors, Terrill & Slaven. Cost

$12 000.
— Central Gas Work« on King street between Second

and Third. Brick buildings for offices ;
gas receiver;

cost $50,000. Owners, Central Gas Company ; ar-

chitect, H. D. Mitchell; contractors. Hughes &
McCann. ^ . i.

Two one-story frame stores on Hayes street be-

tween Gough and Octavia. Owner, Lies ; archi-

flect, A. Pissia; contractor, J. T. O'Brien. Cost

$1,600.* —.
Two 2-Btory frame buildings on Fulton street be-

tween Van Ness avenue and Polk street. Owner,

L. Murr ;
architects, Curlett & Eisen ;

contractors,

Ross & Hutchinson. Cost $4,000.

Two stores in El Paso, Texas. Owner, Morris

Ulman, of San Francisco ; architbcts, Curlett *&

Eisen. Day's work. Cost $4,000. (All mUl work

was worked in this city; we hope this, is but

the beginning for that section of country).

^ One-story cottage on Scott street between Haight

and Page. Owner, Theo. C. Bee ; architects, Cur

Two-story and basement frame dwelling on Post

street, between Octavia and Laguna. Owner, Dr.

Van Den Bergh ; architect, A. Schroepfer ; con-

tractors, Waterbury & Maxwell. Cost, $5,000.

Two-story frame and brick basement on the cor-

ner of California and Octavia streets. Owner, Mrs.

Atherton ; contractors, Moore Bros. Cost, $22,000.

Buildings on N. W. corner of Kearney and Broad-

way streets are having a new front. Owner, Dr.

Hillard ; day's work. Cost, $ .

"Two-story frame dwelling with brick basement

on Van Ness avenue, between Washington and

Jackson streets. Owner, Van Wycke ;
con-

!'. ,1.

i
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lett & Eisen; contractor, David Perry. Cost, $1,550.

Alterations to August Cahen's residence at High-

iland Park. Architects, Curlett «& Eisen. Day's

^otV. Cost, $800.

Alterations to residence at the Eisen vineyard,

Fresno county. Owner, F. Eisen ; architects, Cur-

lett & Eisen. Day's work. Cost, $1,000.

Wine cellar at the Eisen vineyard. Day's work.

Curlett & Eisen, architects. Cost, $6,000.

- Additions to three buildings on Folsam street be-

tween Twelfth and Thirteenth. Owner, A. Borel

;

contractor, J. Scheerer. Cost, $2,250.

Four-story and basement brick building on comer

Market and Main streets. Owner, — Gibbs ; archi-

tect, Cleaveland. Day's work.

Two-story and basement brick building on Mis-

sion street, between Third and Fourth. Architect,

H. T. Bestor ; contractor, C. Chisholm. Cost,

$10,000. ^ ^
Frame dwelling on Geary street, between Web-

ster and Fillmore. Owner, H. Oleovich ;
architect,

"W. C. Hoagiand ; contractor, R. P. Hurlbert. Cost,

$4,500.
Alterations of two tenements on Park Avenue.

Owners, S. Plageman & Co.; builder, F. Klatt

;

day's work. Cost, $1,000.

Repairs and additions to house No. 1524 Jackson

street. X)wner, Captain Jason ; architect, P. B.

Schmidt ; contractors, Waterbury & Maxwell.

Cost, $2,500.
Three-story frame dwelling on Vallejo street,

near Sansome. Owner, D. Fleming ; architects,

Townsend «& Wyneken ; contractors, Jeffars &
McCann. Cost, $2,675.

Two-story frame dwelling on the corner of Scott

and California streets. Owner, W. J. Callahan

;

architects, Wright & Sanders; contractor,

Burpbee.- 6^, $7,500.

Two-story frame dwelling on Bush street, near

Baker. Owner, J. W. Wetmore ;
architects, Mc-

Dougall & Son; contractor, A. Jackson. Cost,

$2,100. .

tractor, Samuel Hills. Cost, $-

Two two-story and basement frame dwellings on

Scott street, near Sacramento. Owner, Thomas
Holt ; contractor, F. Swett. Cost, $5,500.

Two-story frame dwelling and brick basement on

Twenty-first street, between Valencia and Guerrero.

Owner, Mr. Rugge ; contractor,-j— Clayburgh.

Cost, $3,000.
Two-story frame dwelling on Twenty-fifth street,

between Guerrero and Dolores. Owner, Mrs. M.

E. Lightner; contractor,—— Binet, Cost, $2,200.

Three-story frame dwelling with basement on

Van Ness avenue, between Eddy and Ellis streets.

Ownel-, Captain Winkleman ; architect, Charles

Mau ; contractor, F. Crowley. Cost, $15,000.

Two-st«ry frame dwelling on Washington street,

between Webster and Fillmore. Owner, Santiago

Arrillaga ; architect, H. C. Macy ; contractor, J.

T. O'Brien. Cost, $2,700.

Additions to house on Shotwell near Twenty-first

street. Owner, Newman. Day's work.

Two-^tory frame building on Eighth street, bet-

ween Howard and Folsom. Owner, F. Denhand ;

contractor, H. Meyn. Cost, $1,800.

Barn on Sixth street, between Bryant and Bran-

nan. Owners, Peters & Cowie ;
contractor, D. C.

Keller. Cost, $1,500.

Additions and repairs to dwelling on Ivy avenue,

between Larkin and Polk streets. Owners, J. & J.

Brown ; contractor, D. C. Keller. Cost, $600.

Small dwelling on Market street, near Eleventh.

Engine-house and works on the corner of Fourth

and King streets. Architects, Hoffmann & Curtis.

Cost, $1,874.
'

Crystal Palace, between Sutter and Post, Fill-

more and Steiner streets. This job is fairly under

way, and the contract for brick-work, sewers, and

grading let to Mr. McCarty for $10,300 ; architect,

Victor Hoffman.
Two-story frame dwelling on Harrison street,

between Ninth and Tenth. Owner, McEleany ;

architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractor, R. Doyle. Cost,

$2,200.
Two-story frame dwelling on Eddy street, be-

tween Devisadero and Broderick. Owner, Mrs.

Webster ; architect, T. J. Welsh; contractor, G.

Hansbrough. Cost, $3,000.

Cottage on Clipper street, between Church and

Sanchez. Owner, T. Fagan ; architect, T. J.

Welsh ; contractor, Doyle. Cost, $1,200.

ST. IlETiENA.

Alterations and additions to dwelling of Mrs. W.
B. Bourn. Day's work. Probable cost, $12,000.

STOCKTON.

Two-story dwelling for T.*W. Miller. Architects,

Percy & Hamilton ; contractor, A. F. Gilbert. Cost,

$3,200. .--^^ - , ~^^-^- .
^-^-.

Two-story dwelling for Stanton Cartep. Archl-

tects, Percy & Hamilton ; conti'actor, A. F. Gilbert.

Cost, $4,000.
Two-story dwelling for Judge Patterson. Archi-

tects, Percy & Hamilton ; contractors. Carle &
Crowley. Cost, $4,000.

Two-Htory dwelling for Justus Schomp. Archi-

tects, Percy «& Hamilton; contractors. Griffin &
Schacker. Cost, $4,000.

One and a half-story dwelling fo.r J. M. Long.

Architects, Percy & Hamilton; contractor, S.

BlaisdcU. Cost, $2,200.
—

.

—

jPubUcatlcfcr Notices.

Tht Steel S<iuare and Its Uses, hy F. T. Hodgson, Is an

excellent little book, which should be in the bauds of every

carpenter. It contains numerous illustrations and treatises

upon the 8<iuare, and excellent Information for those who
have not acquired a full knowledge of the use of that im-

portant mecnauical instrument. Wise heads, who "know it

all," do not need this or any other work or advice ; but men
who " live to learn," will find much in its pages to instruct

them. Price, 75 cents ; to be had at this office at publish-

er's price.

The Work-Shop Companion is full of valuable information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all classes, in the form of

recoiDts, rules, methods, processes, etc., for almost every-

thing in genei-al "tise in workshop* and households. Price,

35 cents; to be had at this office at publisher's price.

COMMSHCZAIi

INSURANCE CO. OF CALIFORNIA
FIRE A.1VI> 3IA.IIINB:^—-

Principal Office, 405 California Street,

San Francisco.

JOHN H. WISE, President.

CHA3. A. LATON, Secretary.

OAKLAND.

Frame school-house on Seventh street, West Oak-

land ; two-story, 50x90. Contractors, Kennedy &
Coveney ; owner. Father King. Cost, $9,000.

Two-story brick building on the comer of Broad-

way and Tenth streets. Owner, Smith. Day's

work.
At Highland Park, Brooklyn, two-story dwell-

ing. Owner, S. J. Sinclair ; architect, H. D.

Mitchell ; contractor, Alex. Watt. Cost, $5,000.

BERKELEY.

Deaf, dumb, and blind educational building at

Berkeley. Owner, State of California; architects,*

Wright & Sanders ; day's work. Cost, $40,000. '

Two-story dwelling for John LeConte. Architect,

Clinton Day ; contractor, Broad. Cost, $5,000

ALAMEDA.

Five-room cottage on Taylor avenue, near West
End avenue. Owner, L. H. Werson ; contractor,

J. W. Dawson. Cost, $1,200.

Same locality as above, Mr. C. L. Lassen is

erecting a residence. Contractor, J. W. Dawson.

Cost, $1,000.
Small cottage in rear of water-works building.

Owner, Captain Thompson.

BAN RAFAEL.

Additions to dwelling, with stable. Owner, Wm
Babcock ; architects, Newsom Bros.; contractors

Moore Bros. Cost, $6,000.

-
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THE GENERAL MERCANTILE

COIiLECTION AND BUSINESS CO.
330 PINE STREET, ROOMS 11 and 12.

Chas. Evans, Counsel, E. P. ^dsall, Sec.

L. W. Frisbie, Special Counsel in Lien Cases.

Mecb allies' Lien Lavr.
*• Mechanics, material men, artlzana, and laborers of every

class, shall have a lien upon the propt-rty upon which they have

bestowed labor.or furnished material, for the value of such labor

done and material fumi^^u•d ; and the Legislature shall provide

by law for the speedy and efficient enforcement of such liens. _
—Constitution. ^,. . , i ». ^^

" Mechanics, material men, artizans, architect*, and laborers

of every class, performing labor upon or furnishing material to,

or used In the construction, alteration, or repair of any minmg
claim, building, wharf, bridge, ditch, flume, aqueduct, tunnel,

fence, machinery, railroad, wagon road or other structure, shall

have a lien upon the property upon which they have bestowed

labor or furnished material for the value of such labor done

and material furnished. This lien shall not be affected by the

fact that no money is due. or to become due. on any contract

made by the owner with any other party.

"The land upon which any building. Improvement, or struc-

ture is constructed, together with a convenient space about the

same Is also subject to the lien. The liens provided for in this

chapter are preferred to any lien, mortgage, or other incum-

brance which may have attached subsequent to the time when

the buildine imbrovemcTit, or structure was commenced, wort

done, or materia'is were commenced to be furnished ; also to any

lien, mortgage, or other incumbrance, of which the Hen-holder

had no noticl, and which was unrecorded at the time the build-

ing improvement, or structure was commenced, work done, or

the' materials were commenced to be furnished. ^ ^^ _
"Every original contractor, within sixty days after the com-

pletion of his contract, and everv person save the original con-

tractor, claiming the benefit of this chapter, must, within thirty

days after the completion of any building, improvement, or

structure, or after the completion of the alteration or repair

thereof, or the performance of any labor in a mining claim, me

for record with the County Recorder of the county m which

such property or some part thereof is situated, a claim contain-

ing a statement of his demand aller deducting all just credits

and offsets, with the name of the owner, or reput^ •^'^®^'J
known and also the name of the person by whom he was em-

ployed
'

or to whom he furnished the materials, with a statement

of the items, time given, and conditions of his contract; and also

a description of the property to be charged with t^^e lien, suffl

cient for identification, which claim must be verified by ine

oath of himself, or of some other person. -
" No lien provided for in this chapter binds any building, mm-

ine claim, improvement, or structure for a longer period tnan

ninety days aaer the same has been filed, unless proceedings oe

commenced in a proper court within that time to enforce tne

same, or if a credit be given, then ninety days a<^er the explra

tionof such credit; but no lien coutiHues in force for a longer

time than two years from the time work is completed by any

agreemeat to give credit"—Statute.
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Its columns will be devoted to the best interests of all

parties, whose interests are represented or involved in its

general character, not excluding occasional articles calcula-
ted to please those who love channels of pure thought, and
,moral training. The higher, better, and exactly trvihjul In

^11 matters, will be sought for. It will be free to refer to

existing wrongs and abuses, in whatever direction they may
.•ppear. Its management will be uncontrolled by any im-
"pure Influences or motives, and rise above all mean person-
alities. Its statements of price-lists, etc., etc.. will be
obtained from the most reliable sources, never bending to
serve the special interests of any p>er8on or persons, but
giving true and correct reports, for the information of all

itsreadem. Its improvement in every department will re-

ceive constant attention, so that eventually it will compare
with the very best of its kind now published. The special
character of matters generally in this city and State may
cause departures from the established methods and rules
which control like publications In cities where imderstood
practices and regulations prevail. But under all circum-
stances, honest comvictlons and purposes will control its

management ; and any reference made in its columns to
established or inceptive Interests on this coast—manufact-
uring, inventive, or any other—will be upon the grounds
of merit in the thing noticed, wiiKont any design or intent to

fvrr I. e. praise with exaggeration."

ADVERXIBinO RATES.

On outside of front cover, and page following Build-——S^ ing Intelligence, per square, each inst^rtion fl 50
Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read-

ing matter, per square, each insertion 1 26
On other inside pages, per square, each insertion .... 1 00

With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-
tisementB continued for six or 12 months.

The Present Outlook.—Future Prospects.

From time to timewe have stated in this journal

the true and uninflated condition of affairs in this

jjity and State, particularly in reference to building
activities and prospects. Every possible care has
been observed in securing correct and reliable in-

formation, and presenting our readers monthly
with a Building Intelligence Report, more nearly
correct and reliable than has appeared in any other

journal published in San Francisco. We have on
several occasions contradicted statements made in

the daily papers, and in every instance such contra-

dictions have been sustained by facts. During the

months of December and January last, " every-
body " entertained the impression that a *' splendid

trade " in the building line would be opened in

San Francisco during the spring months, to be fol-

lowed by a boom during the summer. But Febru-
ary, March, and April came and passed without
yielding the anticipated and wished for results, and
governed by the evidence of things around us, we
gave our readers substantial and unimpeachable
reports of what was beiug done ; not in anything

inflating or overrating, nor in aught undervaluing
the facts as they appeared. This course will be
continued, and our readers may rely upon receiving
monthly, fair and reliable recitals of facts as they
develop; with this understanding, that when busi-
ness is dull, we shall not seek to find nor manufac-
ture columns of statements for effect sake. It may
be good policy to write up and publish glowing
accounts of things around us, and by words make
the ** desert blossom as the rose," and swear that
acorns grow on pine trees ; but such efforts so di-

rected never prove a fact, and we shall attempt no
such thing. When times are prosperous or dull,
as the case may be, it will be so stated, believing
that an intelligent community prefer correct infor-
mation. _^___
At present it is our pleasure to irtftte that matters

generally look well in this city and State, and that
the permanent prospects are good, and not for many
years have they been more encouraging and grati-
fying upon this coast. We base the prediction that
a considerable, if not emphatic boom in building is

in store for San Francisco, to be developed within
a reasonably short space of time, upon the fact that
all classes are recovering from the severe depres-
sions which have so long hung over the interests of
this city and State, and every department of com-
merce, trade, and mechanical operations are doing
well ; while in many of the prominent lines, a
greater business is being done than has ever been
experienced in San Francisco in the same lines.

Consequently, with good busineFs in all directions,

enrichment of the mas8e«» as well as of individuals
must follow ; and with this bettered and prosperous
state of affairs, increase of building operations is

sure to follow.

The immense structure ten stories high, com-
menced by the Messrs. Spreckles at the Portrero for

the purpose of a sugar refinery, which, when com-
pleted, will be the largest sugar refinery in the
world, will give employment to a very large num-
ber of workmen and laborers.

The Phelan Building on Market street is progress-

ing reasonably rapid, the walls of basement being
up to sill course, and the cast-iron columns, etc., of

street fronts in place. The difficulties encountered
by the owner in clearing the lot has retarded pro-

gress—one at least of the store tenants refusing to

leave, and did not do so until many weeks were ex-

hausted in restraining and^ejectment proceedings.
From time to time for several years the statement

has appeared in the daily papers, and otherwise
circulated, that Mr. McCreary was about to clear

the lot, N. W. comer of Pine and Davis streets, and
erect a new building thereon. The same story was
restated several months ago, at a time when, as

stated to us by interested parties, nothing had been
determined upon, nor any move made in reference

to the commencement of a new building. Now,
however, the matter has assumed practical shape,

tenants notified to quit, plans preparing, and pre-

liminary arrangements in progress. This building

will have a frontage of 137^ feet on Pine street,

and 137| feet on Davis street, with cellar and four

stories above sidewalk ; a full report, with the

names of the operating parties, will appear in our

Building Intelligence.

Mr. Gibbs' brick structure, comer of Market and
Main streets, is up to store level, and the cast-iron

work for main story being set. In opposition to

the " Crystal Palace " heretofore noticed, another

covering several 50-vora lots is in contemplation

by one of our wealthy citizens.

We have personally been consulted in reference

to the improvement of a prominent comer lot in the

central part of the city, upon which, subject to cer-

tain contingencies, it is contemplated to expend

$250,000 in the erection of a building.

We have also an application from parties of un-

exceptional responsibilities for a building to cover

an entire 50-vara lot or more, located withi© the

bounds of Stockton street and Van Ness avenue,

Bush and O'Farrell streets. A long lease at liberal

rental will be entered into with anyone owning
property within the limits defined, who will erect

a suitable building, at an expense of $100,000 to

$150,000, as the case may be. All these, with the

many other improvementM noticed in our building^
intelligence report, must engage a young army of^
mechanics and building operatives, and when under
way, it may truthfully be claimed that a boom in
building activities is being enjoyed.
To these may be added the noon to be commenced

cable road on Valencia and Market streets, the ex-
tensive ferry slip improvements at the Oakland
landing, the Montgomery avenue cable line exten-
sion—all of which still further illustrates what is

in store for San Francisco. These various enter-
prises and improvements will call into circulatioi

millions of dollars, and give aid and comport ia
ten thousand directions. The millions of gold ex-
ists, and the improvements referred to will operate
as a means of transferring much of it from vaults
and hiding places, into the pockets of the working
classes, and producers of, and dealers in the various
classes of materials required. As clouds and winds
indicate the coming storm, so do the commence-
ment of large operations which require material—
and labor assure of employment and comfort to the
maasea.

V

After Damages.

John Clifford, who, some sixteen months ago, be-
came a conspicuous personau:e in connection with
the new City Hall of San Francisiio, as the archi-
tect appointed by our present city officials, is seek-
ing damages in the courts of Chicago against oer*-

tain parties in that city, who furnished the San
Francinco Chronicle, in its tirade a^:ainst him, with
statements by no means complimentary to Clifford,

either as an architect or reliable man. We shall

await with interest the result of the trial, doubting
whether recovery is possible under the circumstan-
ces. One thing is certain, the pressure brought to

bear against Mr. Clifford was weighty and dam-
aging ; but if the case as set up by the Chronicle
was a persecution not sustained by actual facts, it

was a great wrong to the party attacked, and he
should be entitled to redress. But all the facta sur-

rounding Clifford's movement8 in San Francisco,

was calculated to bring upon him the results which
followed, and it will require strong evidence to

change existing adverse opinions of him, bo»h as a

man and an architect. His freely expressed unap-
preciation of the members of the profession in this

city, and his many unguarded and derogatory
statements from office to office, each reflecting upon
the abilities of the last one visited, and dealing in

laudations upon the one present, soon became
known, and brought upon him the contempt of a

majority of the members of the profession in San
Francisco, all of which was probably the result of

what one of the defendants in the suit mentioned
saw fit to designate as defective mentalism. One
eastern journal has stated that he made the plans

for a certain building etc.,^tc. This is an error,

so far as we know, and we profess to be rightly in-

formed. Clifford did not make the plans for any
sort of a building while in San Francisco, but was,

through his "sand lot" and Dennis Kearny con-

nections, appointed by our present sand-lot-elected

city officials, architect of the new City Hall, to fill

the place mside vacant by Mr. Hatherton's resigna-

tion, which he held for less than two months. -

4:

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been such that we

have had 500 additional copies bound,

which we will send to any address at the

reduced price of $2.00 per volume.

The Lemon Verbena.—The well-known lemon

verbena ia systematically gathered in Spain, where

it is regarded as a fine stomachic and cordial, used

in the form of a decoction. It is said that if it be-

used one need never suffer from flatulence, diarrhoaa,

or lose of appetite.
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Specimen Correspondence.—A Clear Case of

Dementia.

i4^

.1

There appeared in the Ar^onaui of May 7th, what

purported to be a letter from a Washington, D. C,
correspondent to that journal; but whether from

Washington, D. C, or the Stockton or Napa Luna-

tic Asylum, Cal., is not certain, for a person who

-^ould pen statements so at rariance with facts, and

HO indiscriminate and unjust in representations,

must have been influenced by the spirit of maljco.

or have reached a condition of mind, that whether

writing from the snow-clad peaks of the Andes or

Sierra Nevada, would as likely imagine himself

roaming through the orange groves of Sicily, Los

Angeles, or Florada, or walking the streets of China

or Japan, as being seated in regions of perpetual

snow. His hallucinations are so ** horribly " amus-

ing that we reproduce that portion to which we

specially refw. He aignshimaeli **P.,'^ and writes

as follows:
~"

— ''Of all the stupid, unimaginative, unenter-

prising, uneducated artists, it strikes me that San

Francisco architects take the lead. It seems to me
that the genius of architecture in California died

.^ith the old man Bugbee. If there is a really a hand-

some private residence that ha did not plan, I am
not advised of it. The insufferably plain house,

with its hall and side rooms, its narrow staircases

leading up from the front door, the inevitable bow

window, the cheap and nasty scrollwork of the plan-

ing mill, all built upon a uniform model, is in

dreadful contract with the beautiful, inexpensive,

and varied houses that adorn the city of Washing-

ington. {Afem.—K any architect advertise in the

Argonaut, except him from this sweeping criticism.

You may except Mr. Augustus Laver, if he does not

advertise.) Yes, Washington is to be a beautiful

city. A city for the residence of fashionable,
-^--^^'--

wealthy, and cultured people, in which there will
' ^_ be no riots, no labor strikes, no uprisings. There

-— are no manufactories, and there will be neither

__ trade nor commerce to any great extent. Its citi-

-^^—"— zens, both in private and official circles, will be
"^

'Z'^ loyal, peaceable, and law-abiding, through their in-

terests. Sometime their will be a great university
'-

at Washington. There should be; and half the

: various lesser schools that are dignified now with

•'7~~I~ -the title of college and university, should be aban-

doned, and among them those of California, Oregon,

^ Hnd Nevada, in the combined faculty of which

TIIKHR AKK NOT FIVE REALLY LEARNED AND SCHOIi-

"liULY MEN.** Z - .

We have copied the foregoing as a singular speci-

men of reckless, untruthful, and slanderous journal-

ism. If San IVancisco architects are not, the writ-

er **P." 18 "imaginative"— that is, in the con-

coction of statements entirely at variance with facts.

•* Educated" in the art of grossly misrepresenting

an entire profession, many of whom would refuse to

exchange their "stupidity " for the kind of educa-

.• tion displayed by this Washington, D. C, lunatic,

..who has certainly exhibited the spirit of "enter-

^priae *' with a vengeance, by grouping together some

fifty or more persons, engaged in the practice of an

—honorable profession, only a fractional number, if

any of whom are personally known to him, to ena-

ble him to understand, and intelligently state his

opinion as to their status

—

stupidity considered ;
and

denouncing them all in terms of unqualified sever

ity. And to complete his *' enterprise " and *' im-

aginativeness," he enters the sacred confines of

the tomb, and invokes the spirit of the dead ; not

from good and worthy motives, but for the purpose

,of defying and insulting the living, many ofwhom

ii •.

ii.i' m

V

•ll'

i *-xS

i.ii*

were highly esteemed by "the old man Bugbee"
while living, as his professional equals. While the

late Mr. Bugbee was with us, he planned many
very fine residences, and enjoyed an honorable rep-

utation in the profession, but no intelligent man,
fairly informed in reference to the "private resi-

dences in San Francisco," enjoying any regard for

truthfulness, and honest representations, will in-

dorse the mean insinuation of **P." There have

been scores of
*

' really handsome private residences'

'

built in San Francisco, both before and since Mr.

B.'s death, which he did not plan; and "P." sim-

ply exposes his wanton ignorance of existing facts,

or a total abandonment of all care to be oorrect in

his statements.

^^ *• Except him from thiB sweeping criticism *' is a

Rpecie of ** taffy '* which no sensible man will rel-

ish, and should be received by those who advertise

in the Argonaut—" if any **—as a play upon their

good sense ; for it is only a covering to the other

term—"stupid." By the same rule, if all the

architects of San Francisco, who are now a set of

ignoramuses, would advertise in the journal named,

they would at once relieve themselves of all " stu-

pidity," V^ant of " enterprise," lack of "imagina-

tion," etc., and by so spending a few dollars

monthly, might die in peace, assured that after-ref-

erence to them would be as "the genius of archi-

tecture.** . ___ . .

Instead^^e reoaetic^ in San Francisco being
" all built upon a uniform model," the fact is notor-

ious, that there is no city upon the face of the earth

where greater diversity of styles of architecture is

displayed.

"Bow windows'* are almost universal, and we

hold it as an evidence of good sense on the part of

the many thousands of owners who would not build

a house without them. They are invaluable ad-

juncts, furnishing increased conveniences, comfort,

sunlight, and protection to health. But uniform-

ity is not the rule, except in the "real estate

houses" built for speculative sale, and the lesser

grade of residences, where economics are enforced

by limitedness of means. But this fact does not

prevail, and such is the experience of architects

generally, that almost every owner when contem-

plating a new building wants " something new "

and different from everything previously built

;

and in the better class of residence, while conform-

ities may exist in certain respects, the desire for

differences, improvement, and increased conven-

iences is prominent ; and in hundreds of oases,

owners have refused to adopt certain features sim-

ply and upon no other grounds than that the/Same

thing exists in some other house. Consequently

architects in San Francisco are taxed to the full ex-

tent of their abilities—beg pardon—their " stupid-

ity," to device and create new things to meet the

deversified requirements.^

—

^ "— —-^
It would, however, require toomuch space in our

columns to notice all the outrageous suggestions pre-

sented in the quotation from "P.;" his slurs upon the

pucational institutions of the coast, in which there

are not—so he says—/zz/r really learned and scholarly

men, which virtually means there are none ;
thus

placing the professors of learning upon this entire

coast on a par with the "stupid" set practicing

architecture in San Francisco.

His language in reference to Washington City, D.

C, being or becoming the nursery of the " fashion-

able, wealthy and cultured," where "labor strikes,

riot and uprisings" will not occur, is an insult to

the industrious, progressive, developing and sustain-

ing portion of the citizens of the United States
;
and

the spirit and disposition that prompt such utter-

ances, is of tlw class which is working dethron-

ment and death to the crowned heads of Europfc,

and vitalizing the cries of the masses against the

brazen assumptions of the few. The capital city of

our country is no more the special home by right,

of that class who have become rich, either through

the channels of toil and labor, or dishonesties of vari-

ous forms, as the case may be, or whose official life

is sustained by the gold and silver drawn from

"trade and commerce," than the heritage of the

humbler classes. And the man whose inflated im-

agination carries him beyond the god-defined limit,

that he is more than a " worm of the dust " wrig-

ling out life's narrow span, simply awaiting that

call which will pass his mortality to a decaying

mass of " Mother Earth," fails to comprehe^^ his

being, or the inevitable of his creation.

Finally, returning to the main issue, the compar-

ison of the architecture of San Francisco, a city of

but little over thirty years, with all of its residence

sonably worth from 10 to 40 per cent, more ; and

the whole tendency has been, and is, to demoralize

the science by limitations in costs; and "P." to

the contrary, notwithstanding every thing consid-

ereAi^the architecture of San Francisco, in thousands

of cases, is not only good, but really elegant; and

would be BO considered if erected in Waphington

City, D. C, if frame buildings were permitted with-

in its limits. " P." tacitly admits—and such is th©

fact—that there are some splendid brick edifices iifc

this city, by confining his " sweeping criticisms'*

to residence buildings. That there are in this city

many fine specimens of architecture, both in design

and construction, will not be disputed by reasona-

ble and unprejudiced parties qualified to determine

their merits. Difference of opinions there may be

as to styles and general appearances; some admiring

as beautiful, that which to others may not be accept-

table. This, however, is a condition common to the

architecture of every city upon the face of the

globe ; and while we have diversities of styles in

our brick edifices, there exists also the indisputable

fact, not controverted even by the brilliant " P." of

the Argonaut, that taste, judgment, and architeci

ural skill has been exercised in their designing and

construction; and that too by the very men who
hav£ been denominated by the man in Washington,

D. C., as " stupids " of the first water.

However " stupid *' the architects of San Francis-

co may be, there is in them enough of good sense

not to value such slanderous scurrility as wortb the

least consideration, and we should not have noticed

it in these columns, only for the purpose of refuting

a gross misrepresentation which should never have

appeared in a San Francisco journal. It certainly

misrepresents facts to the outside world, and so far

is injurious to the best interests of this city.

Adulterated Linseed Oil.

BY ALFRED H. MASON, F. C. 8.

A few tveeks ago I was consulted by a friend, as

to a method for the detection of a known adulterant

in boiled Jinseed oil. My friend had previously

taken the opinion of five well-known profeasional

chemists, and as their results were somewhat di-

vergent, it occurred to him that I, perhaps, might

know of, or could ascertain, some project for its'

certain detection ; or, as a buyer of the article for

export, I might have noticed the adulteration.

It has been defiaitely ascertained that about two

hundred and fifty tons of this adulterated oil have

been shipped from Liverpool to foreign ports, and as

the adulterated article is unfit for the purposes to

which boiled linseed oil is applied, it is rather a

serious matter, and a fraud of this nature affects

the commercial reputation of our city. I take it,

therefore, that the nature of the fraud having been

detected, and being in possession of the facts as to

the method of procedure, it is a duty to make these

facts public, and perhaps this Association will be

doing a good service to our merchants by making

them cognizant of the risks they incur.

The adulterant employed was mineral oil, sold as

neutral oil. This oil has a specific gravity of 0.865,

and it flashes at 280 deg. Fahr. Genuine boiled

linseed oil does not flash until heated to 540 deg.

Fahr.; the adulterated oil flashed at 330 deg. Fahr.

The specific gravity of genuine boiled linseed oil

is 0.940 ; of the adulterated sample, 0.9146.

It has been ascertained that in the manufacture

•H witu ail i.1 !«> 1-" of this adulterated oil, about thirty per cent, of_
buildings built of wood, where wealth and fortune neutral oil is mixed with the linseed oil previous te-

has been more the incentive and aim of it. inhabi- boilm|.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.^^^
Thomson '« method

tants than magnificent structures, with one of the

oldest cities of the Union, where hundreds of mil-

lions have been expended in the erection of public

edifices, all of which are of brick, stone, etc., is un-

equal and unfair. Particularly in view of the fact,

that but very few opportunities have offered, giving

liberal exercise of skill to the architect of San Fran-

cisco, and none where restraints in some form have

not been interposed, even in the most costly edifices

so far erected. While in the lesser line of "first-

class " houses, almost severe restrictions are gener-

ally defined ; and in the whole range of moderate

cost residences down to the humble cottage, limits

in cost are prescribed, which enforce economies by

the architect engaged, at the sacrifice of better arch-

itectural delineations. It is the common experience

of every architect on this coast to meet the issue of

producing buildings for a stated sum, which is rea-

was employed. The sample was boiled with an

alcoholic solution of caustic soda, by which the

vegetable oil was converted into soap. This is then

mixed with sand, and treated and washed with pure

petroleum spirit, distilled at a temperature under

190 deg. Fahr., which dissolves out the mineral oil,

leaving the soap insoluble. The spirit is then dis-

tilled off from the spirit solution of mineral oil, at

a temperature not exceeding 220 deg. Fahr., and the

residue of the mineral oil weighed and calculated

on the weight of the original mixed oil taken.

By this method twenty-four per cent., by weight,

of mineral oil has been abstracted from the sample

—specific gravity 0.8720—the sample itself being

0.9146—far below that which genuine boiled linseed

oil ought to y^Q.—Paper read befoee the Liverpool

Chemists'' Association.
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.

In resuming this subject, perhaps it would be
well to give our readers the opinions of some lead-
ing architects upon both sides of the question.
Through the courtesy of one of our most prominent
professional brethren, we have been able to collect

a large fund of information upon the subject-matter
of these articles, and it is with pleasure we place
before our readers the opinions of men high in the
profession both in the.. Old and the New World.
One of London's prominent architects writes :

*' I quite agree with all arguments brought for-

ward against competitions. There is one, however,
which might be introduced in their favor; a weak
one perhaps, but one not altogether ignored by the
younger members of the profession I have heard
it often said, that were it not for the opportunities
offered by competitions, young beginners without
namn or connection would not be able to make their
talents known. Competition has often done much
to give advanced pupils and clerks a start in life,

and it is to these, and to advance, or at least

encourage their endeavors and interests, that com-
petition should be resigned by those, who, from
age, reputation, and social position, are able to
make their way without its undignified and uncer-
tain help.

Another London architect writes :

" I have never once engaged in any competition,
but from what has come under my notice, I have
reason to know that competitions, as now conducted,
are unworthy of any honorable profession."

A prominent architect in St. Louis sends us the
following

:

** I am glad to see your journal, as a representa-

tive of the profession on the Pacific coast, take up
the subject of Architectural Competitions. You
courted opinions from your brother professionals,

and I will say, I hail with satisfaction any steps

that may be taken to relieve our profession from the
liability of evils caused by competitions. ' The sys-

tem is a degradation to our art, and in no other
profession could it have found existence. ' I think
it is a mistake to urge in its defense that latent
talent is developed. I have never known of an
instance of success, unless private interest in some
shape has been brought to bear—even admitting
this argument, the benefit is immensely over-bal-

anced by the mischief. I will be pleased to read the
opinions of those architects in your city, whose
veiws do not coincide with ray own. I consider

that no fellow or associate should enter into a com-
petition on any terms whatever, and if you succeed
in inducing all the members of the institute to

agree in rejecting all the blandishments exercised

by crafty composers of advertisements which fill our
professional papers, and to resolve that in future
they will not supply designs, except on the usual
professional terms, you will deserve the best thanks
of all who are anxious to give architecture and
architects their proper place, and raise them in

public esteem .

"

Another archit,ect writes

:

' * I shall be pleased to give my best support to

the carrying out of your proposition for making it

incumbent upon Fellows of the Institute to discon-

tinue engaging in any open competition, or in lim-

ited competitions, where substantial honorariums
are not offered to each competitor. It may be that

at first a pecuniary loss would result to some of us
from the adoption of such a resolution, but there

can be no doubt you are right in saying that, when
our determination became publicly known, commit-
tees would hesitate before advertising for designs,

and the ultimate benefit to the profession would be

incalculable."
A prominent architect writes

:

** I sincerely hope you will be successful in your
attempts to amend the disgraceful system of com-
petitions. I have had a fair share of success, but I

also have been a heavy loser of time and money,
sometimes under circumstances of a painful nature,

on account of the ignorance and unfairness of com-
mittees, who settle in one hour, what, if competent,

would take them a week. I should gladly sign a

document never to compete again, if the Fellows of

the Institute take the matter up in any feasible man-
ner that may be suggested."
A London architect writes

:

**
I have for many years given up joining in pub-

lic competitions, but found myself compelled occa-

sionally to accept an invitation to submit a design

in private competition. With regard to open com-
petitions, in which I had my fair share of success
in early life, the works have never been carried into
execution with results wholly satisfactory to me,
the reasons generally being that the unHuccessfnl
competitors are on the alert to find some opportunity
of damaging the position of the successful architect,
and it is almost impossible to steer clear though the
work. —

.
,

-

. . .—. — -^ r,^^

We have given extracts from several letters,
more or less condemning the system of competi-
tions. We have several letters on hand from those
who have been benefited by the system, and we
propose to give them in detail, as the information
they contain is both interesting and suggestive,
and which cannot fail to be useful in leading to an
impartial review of the whole subject.
A "successful architect " writes

:

*'I am largely indebted to competition for what
success I have achieved, and, but for them, should
not have had a chance of obtaining all my larger
works. The great advantage of competition ia^
that it gives the younger members the profession a
chance, and it also has an educating ivjlaence over
the unsuccessful. I believe 1- have never gone in
for a competition without winning, or learning
a great deal. I feel sure that they have had a very
great influence in raising the standard of proficien-
cy in our profession."

Extract from a " common-sense " letter

:

* * I think it quite hopeless to secure any com-
bined action on the part of our profession—in refer-

ence to the important subject to which you call at-
tention—nor do I agree that total abolition of com-
petitions is a thing to be desired."
A prominent architect, who has engaged largely

in competitions, writes

:

** You appear to hope that the competition sys-
tem may eventusdly be discontinued. I hope not.
And if the three hundred and fifty Fellows, and all

in future to be elected, are expected to sign a dec-
laration that they will never compete unless each
competitor is paid for his drawings, (I think the
signatures will be very few) they would cut them-
selves off from all competitions. Many architects
in good position have earned their fame and prac-
tice entirely through competition. The
mistake is not in competing, but in the manner in
which so many competitions are conducted. » «

The difficulty, of course, is in drawing up the rules
by which competitions are conducted. At present,
a competition means that each architect must send
in a large set of drawings, perspectives, etc., all at
great cost of time, and the successful man finds that
he must then set to work to draw out fresh plans,
for the competition sets are seldom used. The only
fair way is to have nothing but sketch plans, to
small scale, just to show the general arrangement,
and sufficient elevations and perspective to give the
outline and idea of the exterior, in fact. If I were
asked by a committee to arrange a competition, say
for a church, for instance, I should ask half a dozen,
or any number of architects, to meet at a certain
time, and let them, in an hour, give a sketch or
plEin, the architects own designing would be ob-
tained quite sufficient for selection, and it would
not be a matter of number of clerks, and longest
purse. At present, I think very few architects,

who have sufficient work of their own, compete,
unless specially requested to do so ; and any rules

that may be drawn up will be almost entirely for

those who compete, because they have little to do,

and leave it off as soon as it is not longer necessary.

When I commenced practice, years ago, I had little

to do excepting compete. I was successful for a
church and schools, but the chairman who had a
nephew in the competition, was determined I should
not carry out the work, and paid me two and one-

half per cent, out of his own pocket. His relative

then did the job. I never compete now, unless

specially asked to, and then very seldom. In the

last, for a church, I refused to compete unless the

committee agreed to sketch plans on one sheet of
paper,' this they did, and I am carrying out the

work satisfactorily."

A young architect writes :

*' As I started in practice, unknown, in a strange

town, I cannot tell how I should have procured a
livelihood without the chance of gaining such
works as I have in competition ; for beside the ac-

tual benefit derived from the work so obtained/4he

fact that I had been intrusted with works of im-

portance, secured confidence in my abilities, and
private works were intrusted to me," * t

We have now placed before our readers the opin-
ions of the more favored of our profession, who,
having good connections, or succeeding to estab-
lished practices, have been nble to maintain a high
position without resorting to competition. We
have also given the evidence of a few fortunate
men, who, commencing without friends or intereHt
of any sort, have succeeded by their own talent in
raising themaelres to honorable positions, through
the medium of competition. T^ere is, however, a
third class, who must not be forgotten, and in our
next we will call attention especially to a class that
has been the means of causing more annoyance to

professional architects, and been the means of

bringing the profession into disrepute, so much so,

that we will coin a word and call them ** heart'

burning draughtsmen.'' ^

[to be fyt^gTiyrnr.rK]
~

Portland Cement.

Forty yecurs ago Portland cement was practically
unknown. Previous to that time Roman cement
was employed in almost every building of import-
ance. The introduction of the new cement was
met on all sides with groat opposition, but its emi-
nent hydraulic properties and great strength event-
ually asserted themselves, until at the present time,
Portland cement is synonymous with strength.
But, like all manu&ctures which assume large pro-
portions, there are unfortunately both good and
inferior cements to be met with.
The recognized tests for Portlond cement are its

weight per striked bushel, the fineness to which it

is ground, its color, and its tensile strength. With
the exception of the tensile strength, which is an
absolute test, these tests are really only problemati-
cal, for it is evidently possible to obtain a matei iai

that, in weight, color, and fineness, may approxi-
mate to the standard required in Portland cement,
and yet not be cement. Hence, a bad or damaged
cement may possess all these re<|uisite qualities and
yet fail in the crucial test of strength. It is also

possible to have a cement that is of the required
strength, but would yet fail to give the results ex-

pected of it when made into concrete or mortar.
Concrete or mortar being a combination of aggre-

gates, which are united into a compact mass by
means of the cement, it follows that the cement
should possess strength ; that it should be so finely

ground as to thoroughly intermingle with and
separate all the aggregates used, thus cementi-
tiously uniting each particle ; that it should set

fairly quickly, and that it should neither expand
nor contract during setting.

Without describing the manufacture of cement,
which is carried out in various ways, according to

the nature of the raw materials used, it may be

considered a combination of carbonate of lime,

silica, and alumina in certain proportions. These
ingredients are obtained in different localities in

various forms. Thus, on the Thames, the white
chalk, which is nearly a pure carbonate of lime,

is used in connection with Modway mud, which
contains the silica and alumina. In the north of

France, in the neighborhood of Neufchatel and
Devres, a natural cement-earth is found, generally

at the foot of the chalk hills. This material, which
much resembles gray chalk in appearance, contains

in many instances the exact proportions of lime,

silica, and alumina for the production for a high-

class cement. At Madras a cement is made from
lime produced from sea shells, used in combination
with a river mud. At Rio de Janeiro, coral lime'

and a river mud are used. From these facts it will

be seen, that wherever carbonate of lime, silica, and
alumina are meet with, in fairly easy convertible

form, there Portland cement can be made. The
process by which the cement is manufactured may
be briefly divided into three stages : The thoroughly
mechanical combination of the raw materials, their

calcination, and the reduction of the clinker by
g^rinding to the Portland cement of commerce.

It is unfortunately impossible to lay down an

absolute rule by which to determine the value of a

cement Almost every property—whether to its

advantage or disadvantage—which it possesses may
be traced to more than one cause, and might, tfifeYe-

fore, lead to opposite results in practice ;
and when

it is remembered that an opinion, to be of any

practical utility, must be given in a few days, and

before the cement is required for use, it becomes

entirely a matter of experience and thorough

knowledge of the process of manufacture to be
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Specimen CorreBpondence.—A Clear Case of

Dementia.

There appeared in the Argonaut of May 7th, what

purported to bo a letter from a Waahington, D. C,
corro8jK)ndent to that journal; but whether from

WaHhiugton, D. C, or the Stockton or Napa Luna-

tic Asylum, CaL, is not certain, for a person who

^=wmild pen statementji so at varianpe witn facts, and

so indiscriminate and unjust in representations,

must have been influenced by the spirit of malice,

or have reached a condition of mind, that whether

writing from the snow-clad peaks of the Andes or

Sierra Nevada, would as likely imagine himself

roaming through the orange groves of Sicily, Los

Angeles, or Florada, or walking the streets of China

or Japan, aa being seated in regions of perpetual

juiow His hallucinations are so " horribly ' amus-

ing that we reproduce that portion to which we

_ 8i)ecially refer. He signshimself 'P.," and writes

S3 follows

:

"Of all the stupid, unimaginative, unenter-

pi ining, uneducated artists, it strikes me that San

Francisco architects take the lead. It seems to me

Ihat the genius of architecture in California died

-with the old man Bugbee. If there is a really a hand-

term—"stupid.'* By the same rule, if all the

architects of San Francisco, who are now a set of

ignoramuses, would advertise in the journal named,

they would at once relieve themselves of all ** stu-

pidity," want of " enterprise," lack of "imagina-

tion," etc., and by so spending a few dollars

monthly, might die in i)eace, assured that after-ref-

erence to them would be as "the genius of archi-

tecture." .

Instead of the residences in San Francisco being
" all built upon a uniform model," the fact is notor-

ious, that there is no city upon the face of the earth

where greater diversity of styles of architecture is

displayed.

"Bow windows" are almost universal, and we

hold it as an evidence of good sense on the part of

the many thousands of owners who would not build

° house without them. They are invaluable ad-

i4=

"w \

1

some private residence that ha did not plan, I am
not advised of it. The insuffornbly plain house,

with its hall and side rooms, its narrow staircases

hading up from the front door, the inevitable bow

window, the cheap and nasty scrollwork of the plan-

ing mill, all built upon a uniform model, is in

dreadful contract with the beautiful, inexpensive,

and varied houses that adorn the city of Washing-

ington. {Mem.—\i any architect advertise in the

Argonaut, except him from this sweeping criticism.

You may except Mr. Augustus Laver, if he does not

'"Advertise.) Yes, Washington is to be a beautiful
"^

city. A city for the residence of fashionable,

wealthy, and cultured people, in which there will

be no riots, no labor strikes, no uprisings. There

are no manufactories, and there will be neither

trade nor commerce to any great extent. Its citi-

zens, both in private and official circles, will be

loyal, peaceable, and law-abiding, through their in-

t^irests. Sometime their will be a great university

at Washington. There should be ; and half the

various lesser schools that are dignified now with~
the title of college and university, should be aban-

~ doned, and among them those of California, Oregon,

^ and Nevada, in the COMBINED FACULTY of which

TIIKKK AUK NOT FIVE RKALL-Y LEARNED AND 8CHOL-

AIU.Y MEN." ""^"^
' -~ ^

We have copied the foregoing as a singular speci-

men of reckless, untruthful, and slanderous journal-
^" ism. If San Francisco architects are not, the writ-
~

er "P." IS "imaginative"— that is, in thfe con-

coction of statements entirely at variance with facts.

— •Educated" in the art of grossly misrepresenting

an entire profession, many of whom would refuse to

exchange their "stupidity " for the KIND of educa-

tion displayed by this Washington, D. C, lunatic,

— who has certainly exhibited the spirit of " enter-
^^

priie
'
' with a vengeance, by grouping together some

fifty or more persons, engaged in the practice of an

honorable profession, only a fractional number, if

any of whom are personally known to him, to ena-

-T- ble him to understand, and intelligently state his

opinion as to their status

—

stupidity considered ; and

denouncing them all in terms of unqualified seyer-

^ ity. And to complete his " enterprise " and " im-

aginativeness," he enters the sacred confines of

the tomb, and invokes the spirit of the dead ; not

irom good and worthy motives, but for the purpose
— ofdefaming and insulting the living, many ofwhom

:were highly esteemed by "the old man Bugbee"
while living, as his professional equals. "While the

late Mr. Bugbee was with us, he planned many
very fine residences, and enjoyed an honorable rep

utation in the profession, but no intelligent man,
fairly informed in reference to the " private resi-

dences in San Francisco," enjoying any regard for

truthfulness, and honest representations, will in-

dorse the mean insinuation of "P." There have

been scores of
*

' really handsome private residences'

'

built in San Francisco, both before and since Mr

juncts, furnishing increased conveniences, comfort,

sunlight, and protection to health. But uniform-

ity is not the nile, except in the "real estate

houses" built for speculative sale, and the lesser

grade of residences, where economics are enforced

by limitedness of means. But this fact does not

prevail, and such is the experience of architects

generally, that almost every owner when contem-

plating a new building wants " something new"
and different from everything previously built;

and in the better class of residence, while conform-

ities may exist in certain respects, the desire for

differences, improvement, and increased conven-

iences is prominent; and in hundreds of cases,

owners have refused to adopt certain features sim-

ply and upon no other grounds than that th«/iame

thing exists in some other house. Consequently

architects in San Francisco are taxed to the full ex-

tent of their abilities—beg pardon—their " stupid-

ity," to device and create new things to meet the

deversified requirements.

It would, however, require too much space in our

columns 1^ notice all the outrageous suggestions pre-

sented in the quotation from "P.;" his slurs upon the

pucational institutions of the coast, in which there

are not—so he »a.js—/ive really learned and scholarly

men, which virtually means there are none ;
thus

placing the professors of learning upon this entire

coast on a par with the "stupid" set practicing

architecture in San Francisco.

His language in reference to Washington City, D.

C, being or becoming the nursery of the " fashion-

able, wealthy and cultured," where "labor strikes,

Tiot and uprisings" will not occur, is an insult to

the industrious, progressive, developing and sustain-

ing portion of the citizens of the United States ;
and

the spirit and disposition that prompt such utter-

ances, is of the class which is working dethron-

ment and death to the crowned heads of Europe,

and vitalizing the cries of the masses against the

brazen assumptions of the few. The capital city of

our country is no more the special home by right,

of that class who have become rich, either through

the channels of toil and labor, or dishonesties of vari-

ous forms, as the case may be, or whose official life

is sustained by the gold and silver drawn from

"trade and commerce," than the heritage of the

humbler classes. And the man whose inflated im-

agination carries him beyond the god-defined limit,

that he is more than a " worm of the dust " wrig-

ling out life's narrow span, simply awaiting that

call which will pass his mortality to a decaying

mass of " Mother Earth," fails to comprehend his

being, or the inevitable of his creation.

Finally, returning to the main issue, the compar-

ison of the architecture of San Francisco, a city of

but little over thirty years, with all of its residence

buildings built of wood, where wealth and fortune

has been more the incentive and aim of its inhabi-

tants than magnificent structures, with one of the

oldest cities of the Union, where hundreds of mil-

lions have been expended in the erection of public

edifices, all of which are of brick, stone, etc., is un-

equal and unfair. Particularly in view of the fact,

that but very few opportunities have offered, giving

liberal exercise of skill to the architect of San Fran-

cisco, and none where restraints in some form have

Bonably worth from 10 to 40 per cent, more ; and

the whole tendency has been, and is, to demoralize

the science by limitations in costs; and " P." to

the contrary, notwithstanding every thing consid-

ered, the architecture of San Francisco, in thousands

of cases, is not only good, but really elegant; and

would be BO considered if erected in Washington

City, D. C, if frame buildings were permitted with-

in its limits. " P." tacitly admits—and such is the

fact—that there are some splendid brick edifices in

this city, by confining his " sweeping criticisms"

to residence buildings. That there are in this city

many fine specimens of architecture, both in design

and construction, will not be disputed by reasona-

ble and unprejudiced parties qualified to determine

their merits. Difference of opinions there may be

as to styles and general appearances; some admiring

as beautiful, that which to others may not be accept-

table. This, however, is a condition common to the

architecture of every city upon the face of the

globe ; and while we have diversities of styles in

our brick edifices, there exists also the indisputable

fact, not controverted even by the brilliant " P." of

the Argonaut, that taste, judgment, and architect-

ural skill has been exercised in their designing and

construction ; and that too by the very men who
have been denominated by the man in Washington,

D. C, as " stupids "of the first water.

However " stupid " the architects of San Francis-

co may be, there is in them enough of good sense

not to value such slanderous scurrility as worth the

least consideration, and we should not have noticed

it in these columns, only for the purpose of refuting

a gross misrepresentation which should never have-

appeared in a San Francisco journal. It certainly

misrepresents facts to the outside world, and so far

is injurious to the best interests of this city.

Adulterated Linseed Oil.

r '

1*B.'8 death, which he did not plan; and "P." sim-

: ply exposes his wanton ignorance of existing facts,

• or a total abandonment of all care to be correct in
' - ' his statements.

I— *• Except him from this sweeping crltioism " is a

specie of '* taffy " which no sensible man will rel-

ish, and should be received by those who advertise

in the Argonaut—"if any "—as a play upon their

good sense ; for it is only a covering to the other

not been interposed, even in the most costly edifices

so far erected. While in the lesser line of "first-

class " houses, almost severe restrictions are gener-

ally defined ; and in the whole range of moderate

cost residences down to the humble cottage, limits

in cost are prescribed, which enforce economies by

the architect engaged, at the sacrifice of better arch-

itectural delineations. It is the common experience

of every architect on this coast to meet the issue of ^,.* ^-^— .-
-

producing buildings for a stated sum, which is rea- 1 Chemists' Association.

BY ALFRED H. MASON, P. C. 8.

A few weeks ago I was consulted by a friend, as

to a method for the detection of a known adulterant

in boiled linseed oil. My friend had previously

taken the opinion of five well-known professional

chemists, and as their results were somewhat di-

vergent, it occurred to him that I, perhaps, might

know of, or could ascertain, some project for its'

certain detection ; or, as a buyer of the article for

export, I might have noticed the adulteration. _^
It has been definitely ascertained that about twO~

hundred and fifty tons of this adulterated oil have

been shipped from Liverpool to foreign ^x^rtrt, and as

the adulterated article is unfit for the purposes to

which boiled linseed oil is applied, it is rather a

serious matter, and a fraud of this nature affects

the commercial reputation of our city. I take it,

therefore, that the nature of the fraud having been

detected, and being in possession of the facts as to

the method of procedure, it is a duty to make these

facts public, and perhaps this Association will be

doing a good service to our merchants by making

them cognizant of the risks they incur.

The adulterant employed was mineral oil, sold as

neutral oil. This oil has a specific gravity of 0.865,

and it flashes at 280 deg. Fahr. Genuine boUed

linseed oil does not flash until heated to 540 deg.

Fahr.; the adulterated oil flashed at 330 deg. Fahr.

The specific gravity of genuine boiled linseed oil

is 0.940 ; of the adulteirated sample, 0.9146.

It has been ascertained that in the manufacture

of this adulterated oil, about thirty per cent, of

neutral oil is mixed with the linseed oil previous to

To determine the adulteration, Thomson's rnethod

was employed. The sample was boiled with an

alcoholic solution of caustic soda, by which the

vegetable oil was converted into soap. This is then

mixed with sand, and treated and washed with pure

petroleum spirit, distilled at a temperature under

190 deg. Fahr., which dissolves out tiie mineral oil,

leaving the soap insoluble. The spirit is then dis-

tilled off from the spirit solution of mineral oil, at

a temperature not exceeding 220 deg. Fahr., and the

residue of the mineral oil weighed and calculated

on the weight of the original mixed oil ttiken.

By this method twenty-four per cent., by weight,

of mineral oil has been abstracted from the sample

—specific gravity 0.8720—the sample itself being

0.9146—far below that which genuine boiled linseed

oil ought to he—Paper read befoee the Liverpool
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.

In resuming this subject, perhaps it would be
well to give our readers the opinions of some lead-
ing architects upon both sides of the question.
Through the courtesy of one of our most prominent
professional brethren, we have been able to collect

a large fund of information upon the subject-matter
of these articles, and it is with pleasure we place
before our readers the opinions of men high in the
profession both in the Old and the New World.
One of London's prominent architects writes

:

"I quite agree with all arguments brought for-

ward against competitions. There is one, however,
which might be introduced in their favor ; a weak
one perhaps, but one not altogether ignored by the
younger members of the profession I have heard
it often said, that were it not for the opportunities
offered by competitions, young beginners without
name or connection would not be able to make their
talents known. Competition has often done much
to give advanced pupils and clerks a start in life,

and it is to these, and to advance, or at least

encourage their endeavors and interests, that com-
-petition should be resigned by those, who, from
age, reputation, and social position, are able to

make their way without its undignified and uncer-
tain help.

Another London architect writes :

" I have never once engaged in any competition,
but from what has come under my notice, I have

—reason to know that competitions, as now conducted,
are unworthy of any honorable profession."

A prominent architect in St. Louis sends ua the
following

:

" I am glad to see your journal, as a representa-

tive of the profession on the Pacific coast, take up
the subject of Architectural Competitions. You
courted opinions from your brother professionals,

and I will say, I hail with satisfaction any steps

that may be taken to relieve our profession from the

liability of evils caused by competitions. * The sys-

tem is a degradation to our art, and in no other
pr<^)fe88ion could it have found existence.' I think
it is a mistake to urge in its defense that latent

talent is developed. I have never known of an
_ instance of success, unless private interest in some
shape has been brought to bear—even admitting
-this argument, the benefit is immensely over-bal-

anced by the mischief. I will be pleased to read the
opinions of those architects in your city, whose
veiws do not coincide with my own. I consider

that no fellow or associate should enter into a com-
petition on any terms whatever, and if you succeed

in inducing all the members of the institute to

agree in rejecting all the blandishments exercised

by crafty composers of advertisements which fill our
professional papers, and to resolve that ip future

they will not supply designs, except on the usual
professional terms, you will deserve the best thanks
of all who are anxious to give architecture and
architects their proper place, and raise them in

public esteem."
Another architect writes

:

" I shall be pleased to give my best support to

the carrying out of your proposition for making it

incumbent upon Fellows of the Institute to discon-

tinue engaging in any open competition, or in lim-

ited competitions, where substantial honorariums
are not offered to each competitor. It may be that

at first a pecuniary loss would result to some of us

from the adoption of such a resolution, but there

can be no doubt you are right in saying that, when
our determination became publicly known, commit-
tees would hesitate before advertising for designs,

and the ultimate benefit to the profession would be

incalculable."

A prominent architect writes

:

" I sincerely hope you will be successful in your
attempts to amend the disgraceful system of com-
petitions. I have had a fair share of success, but I

al8o*have been a heavy loser of time and money,
sometimes under circumstances of a painful nature,

on account of the ignorance and unfairness of com-
mittees, who settle in one hour, what, if competent,

would take them a week. I should gladly sign a

document never to compete again, if the Fellows of

the Institute take the matter up in any feasible man-
ner that may be suggested."
A London architect writes

:

" I have for many years given up joining in pub-
lic competitions, but found myself compelled occa-

sionally to accept an invitation to submit a design

in private competition. With regard to open com-
petitions, in which I had my fair share of succaas
in early life, the works have never been carried into
execution with results wholly satisfactory to me,
the reasons generally being that the unsuccessful
competitors are on the alert to find some opportunity
of damaging the position of the successful architect,
and it is almost impossible to steer clear though the
work. — -

. —
.

We have given extracts from several letters,
more or less condemning the system of competi-
tions. We have severjil letters on hand from tho«e
who have been benefited by the system, and we
propose to give them in detail, as the information
they contain is both interesting and suggestive,
and which cannot fail to be useful in leading to an
impartial review of the whole subject.
A "successful architect" writes:
"I am largely indebted to competition for what

success I have achieved, and, but for them, should
not have had a chance of obtaining all my larger
works. The great advantage of competition is,

that it gives the younger members the profession a
chance, and it also has an ediu-ating ivjiaence over
the unsuccessful. I believe I have never gone in
for a competition without winning, or learning
a great deal. I feel sure that they have had a very
great influence in raising the standard of proficien-
cy in our profession."

Extract from a " common-sense" letter :

*

' I think it quite hopeless to secure any com-
bined action on the part of our profession—in refer-

ence to the important subject to which you call at-
tention—nor do I agree that total abolition of com-
petitions is a thing to be desired.'^—;—^

A prominent architect, who has engaged largely
in competitions, writes:

" You appear to hope that the competition sys-
tem may eventually be discontinued. I hope not.
And if the three hundred and fifty Fellows, and all

in future to be elected, are expected to sign a dt«-
laration that they will never compete unless each
competitor is paid for his drawings, (I think the
signatures will be very few) they would cut them-
selves off from all competitions. Many architects
in good position have earned their fame and prac-
tice entirely through competition. * * The
mistake is not in competing, but in the manner in
which so many competitions are conducted. * *
The difficulty, of course, is in drawing up the rules
by which competitions are conducted. At present,
a competition means that each architect must send
in a large set of drawings, perspectives, etc., all at
great cost of time, and the successful man finds that
he must then set to work to draw out fresh plans,
for the competition sets are seldom used. The only
fair way is to have nothing but sketch plans, to

small scale, just to show the general arrangement,
and sufficient elevations and perspective to give the
outline and idea of the exterior, in fact. If I were
asked by a committee to arrange a competition, say
for a church, for instance, I should ask half a dozen,
or any number of architects, to meet at a certain
time, and let them, in an hour, give a sketrch or
plan, the architects own designing would be ob-
tained quite sufficient for selection, and it would
not be a matter of number of clerks, and longest

purse. At present, I think very few architects,

who have sufficient work of their own, compete,
unless specially requested to do so ; and any rules

that may be drawn up will be almost entirely for

those who compete, because they have little to do,

and leave it off as soon as it is not longer necessary.

When I commenced practice, years ago, I had little

to do excepting compete. I was successful for a
church and schools, but the chairman who had a

nephew in the competition, was determined I should

not carry out the work, and paid me two and one-

half per cent, out of his own pocket. His relative

then did the job. I never compete now, unless

specially asked to, and then very seldom. In the

last, for a church, I refused to compete unless the

committee agreed to sketch plans on one sheet of
paper ; this they did, and I am carrying out the

work satisfactorily.
'

'

A young architect writes :

" As I started in practice, unknown, in a strange

town, I cannot tell how I should have procured a
livelihood without the chance of gaining such
works as I have in competition ; for beside the ac-

tual benefit derived from the work so obtained, the

fact that I had been intrusted with works of im-

portance, secured confidence in my abilities, and
private works were intrusted to me," *

We have now placed before our readers the opin-
ions of the more favored of our profession, who,
having good connections, or succeeding to ettab-
lished practices, have been able to maintain a high
position without resorting to competition. We
have also given the evidence of a few fortunate
men, who, commencing without friends or interest
of any sort, have succeeded by their own talent in
raiiiug themselves to honorable positions, through
the medium of competition. There is, however, a
third olas«, who must not be forgotten, and in our
next we will call attention especially to a class that
has been the means of causing more annoyance to

professional architects, and been the means of

bringing the profession into disrepute, so much so,

that we will coin a word and call them ^* heart-

burning draughtsTnen^'-^===^

[to be continueix]

Portland Cement.

Forty years ago Portland cement was practically
unknown. Previous to that time Roman cement
was employed in almost every building of imiwrt-
ance. The introduction of the new cement was
met on all sides with greiit opposition, but its emi-
nent hydraulic properties and great strength event-
ually asserted themselves, until at the present time,
Portland cement is synonymous with strength.
But, like all manufactures which assume large pro-
portions, there are unfortunately both good and
inferior cements to be met with.

The recognized tests for Portlond cement aire ""its

weight per striked bushel, the fineness to which it

is ground, its color, and its tensile strength. TVIth"
the exception of the tensile strength, which is an
absolute test, these tests are really only problemati-
cal, for it is evidently possible to obtain a material
that, in weight, color, and fineness, may approxi-

mate to the standard required in Portland cement,
and yet not be cement. Hence, a bad or damaged
cement may possess all these requisite qualiti,es and-
yet fail in the crucial tost of strength. It is also

possible to have a cement that is of the required

strength, but would yet fail to give the results ex-

pected of it when made into concrete or mortar.
Concrete or mortar being a combination of aggre-

gates, which are united into a compact mass by
means of the cement, it follows that the cement
should possess strength ; that it should be so finely

ground as to thoroughly intermingle with and
separate all the aggregates used, thus cementi-

tiously uniting each particle ; that it should set

fairly quickly, and that it should neither expand
nor contract during setting.

W ithout describing the manufacture of cement,

which is carried out in various ways, according to

the nature of the raw materials used, it may be

considered a combination of carbonate of lime,

silica, and alumina in certain proportions. Thes&-
ingredients are obtained in different localities in

various forms. Thus, on the Thames, the white
chalk, which is nearly a pure carbonate of lime,

is used in connection with Medway mud, which-
contains the silica and alumina. In the north of

France, in the neighborhood of Neufchatel and
Devres, a natural cement -earth is found, generally

at the foot of the chalk hills. This material, which-^

much resembles gray chalk in appearance, contains

in many instances the exact proportions of lime,

silica, and alumina for the production for a high-

class cement. At Madras a cement is made from
lime produced from sea shells, used in combination

with a river mud. At Rio de Janeiro, coral lime

and a river mud are used. From these facts it wiUL
be seen, that wherever carbonate of lime, silica, and
alumina are meet with, in fairly easy convertible

form, there Portland cement can be made. The
process by which the cement is manufactured may
be briefly divided into three stages : The thoroughly

mechanical combination of the raw materials, their

calcination, and the reduction of the clinker by

grinding to the Portland cement of commerce.

It is unfortunately impossible to lay down an

absolute rule by which to determine the value of a

cement. Almost every property—whether to its

advantage or disadvantage—which it possesses may
be traced to more than one cause, and might, there-

fore, lead to opposite results in practice ;
and when

it is remembered that an opinion, to be of any

practical utility, must be given in a few days, and

before the cement is required for use, it becomes

entirely a matter of experience and thorough

knowledge of the process of manufacture to be

>
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able to irive a reliable opinion aa to th^ auitability

Ma ^e.^ent to the wort for which it i» jnt^nded,

bT reference only to the problematical testa
_

%n usiDK cement, a. with ^"^'""^tZ tetter
-kind the leaa the quantity of water used the better

ifhe result^he r^aaou d plain : the water hae to

-te eva^rated in courao of time, and that which .a

=-°^evaSrated must Be«e«"'ily leave Y^^uutnlto.

-Wnd (filled with air. of <»'»;'«
)'.**"'7'<rvir, more

lanuuaee the more water there i» put in, the more

wXr there ia to evaporate out, and the more porous

" Wewrid like to hear from auch of our rea^era

_£ a. have made any practi.al 7-«''-'>-
'",X,"^ ^,

the values of difterent cement*. One will think ol

= what another will not. and seeing that cement «
"
^min« more and more into uso, it is extremely im-
coming «"

,....,,, ,v,..„,,,^v,lv iinderataiid its^ ^'^^Z ZrwrswYd tror"ou«hly «.nderata..d its

=. r-sUtiea, There is one reat^ctiu which ..^^^^

Lug extensively introdu<^, which "U«ht to re

ceive the careful considerations of architects. We

X to fire-proof floors. We find iron joists placed

Tt^^rUiu iutervah, and cement slabs, whether flat

slate or so-called arched slabn ; and it is desirable

that we should understand the exact behavior that

JB to be expected from such slabs.

1M* - r

— Number Eight of •'Copyrighted."

-^As the respective num"b^8 of " The Series '' have

appeared, we have -solely from a sense «f."ght

and duty, criticised each fairly upon its mentii, or

rather its demerits, and have not given expres-

sion to a single word not honestly believed and ful-

ly sustained by incontrovertible facts And we

s^ak understandingly when . e say, that ;the views

. ciprt'ssed in our several reviews ba^e 'n^ ^-^^ ap-

proval of every architect upon the Pacific coast

not personally inimical to us, or who, for special

reasons and purposes, are disposed to excuse and

favor a transparent error. And no candid and im-

partial man, capable of determining the merits of

the issue, has or will undertake to dispute or con-

trovert the views and statements expressed in this

journal, in reference to the subject matter involved

in this present writing.
^

The proprietors of the journal in publishing the

=-^ries'' of errors, will, of course, naturally seek tx)

defend and sustain their "enterprise," more, doubt-

lesft, from a determination to make a success of it,

than a set intention to misrepresent and mislead.

Consequently, all propositions facts, and state-

ments, not in harmony with and calculated t« fa-

Tor their pet project, are rejected. Opposing fact«,

"however forcible and conclusive, bear but little
.However loruiuic tmvx y^^^^-^—

'^, .» • •„

weight with them in the issue. Of course, this is

— the common rule in all disputes and controversies.

'

. The side most, or perchance altogether in error, (as—
^in this case) will contend and battle as earnestly

and persistently in sustainment and perpetuation

of such error, as will the opposite, with all the ad-

vantages of truth and correctness to their support.

- And many bad things, both public and private, in-

-. iurious to all concerned, are vitalised and enforced

- through and by persistent and determined ettorta

on the part of those who advocate them. Some-

times for purposes base and dishonest, or from mo-

tives of personal ambitions, and the desire to be

L^: successful, at whatever sacrifice of truth and right

may be necessary to secure coveted results. lo

win," rather than ''to be right/' is the ambition~
and motto with many ; and the fact that the man-

agers of this "copyrighting" measure have been

informed by leading architects of this city, as well
^^

as by this journal, that they were prosecuting a

great mistake and error, raises the question whether

the Bulletin's supreme purpose in this matter has

not been a determination to sustHin an undertaking

originated by its proprietors without due and prop-

er regard for the rights and wrongs involved. ** No.

8 of Series " is so entirely destitute in features of

interest, that we pass the plan without comment.

The " letter " and " specifications " are character-

istic specimens of architectural incompetency.

Certainly, any ordinary carpenter, who has had

any fair experience at house building, and is capa-

ble of using the pen, would do as well or better.

And we know that there are lads in apprenticeship,

who have not assumed position in the profession as

-€* qualified draughtmen," capable of producing far

more consistent and intelligent specifications. It

.I . . 1.1 ^^.^.-.livYiuTifoT.^r ivf> n.rp
more consisteui* ihha jui^mg'-aav ..j^x. --

this is more severe than complimentary, we are not

to blame, as one calling himself an architect, and

'H) far repres^jnting the profession in this city, has

published, or prepared for publication, and made

public through the columns of a daily journal of

influence and extensive circulation, plans and speci-

fications, which, being considered and used as the

criterion of judgment upon the abilities and quali-

fications of the architects of San Francisco, places

them as of very low order ; and in common with

the great mass of the profession, we feel compelled,

in self-defense and respect, to repudiate and con-

demn so palpable a wrong. If parties i»«««H^t'«^^

in the science of architecture, and unqualified to

prepare and oomplet« consistent plans and specihca-

iions, see fit to do so in private practice, and can

find clients to employ them, it would be a matter

between the parties themselves, and receive no no-

tice from UB. But, unfortunately, conspicuous er-

rors committed by one member of any profession to

a certain extent affects the reputation of the entire

body ; and we hold th^t no one is justified in using

personal privilege to the disadvantage and discredit

of the many. And if in the community where

such things occur the matter is considered as an

idiosyncrasy, that^ct is not always known m dis-

tant communitiesTSnd serious considerations and

conclusions are substituted.
^ t\ r nnr.

A communication from a Washington, D. C, cor

respondent to the Argonaut is noticed ^^^ ^"^ ^^^

colJrmn of this issue, in which he says. Of a^lUie

stupid, unimaginative, unenterprisiJig, uneducattd

aZts] it strikes me that the San i'ranc'^co archi-

tects take the lead.- We presume that this Wash-

itirf(>B. -D. O., ro»a was led to this conclusion by

reading a copy of the BuUetin
"^^^^^^^^f . J^^J^

the series." and taking it for granted that the Bui

Utins laudations of its protege, making him the

paragon of the profession in this city, was true, and

that with that as ^ fact, and " one of the series
,

as the proof in illustration, no other conclusion

could be reached. And certainly, it the architects

of San Francisco generally are " stupid unimagin-

ative, unenterprising, and uneducated, J. O. r,

has not proven himself an exception by his copy-

righted productions. We also notice m our east-

©ro exchanges, that while some have referred favor-

ably to the main facts made to appear, in reference

to the cost of buildings in San Francisco-which

made to appear feature we have re^^atedly de-

nounced as untrue, and challenged and defied the

proofs—extracts from the specifications have passed

around as specimens of the ridiculous manner m
which wei)f San Francisco build homes ;

thus at-

taching dSgrace upon the profession in this city,

and educating the distant sentiment that architect-

ure in San Franci»c;o is yet in a m<.st crude and un-

cultivated state ; all of which we consider a wrong

and injustice,which should not be tolerated, much

less patronized and encouraged by an influential

journal. The certificate accompanying No. 0,

proves nothing substantially, particularly to. us,

with the facts in our possession. That a house or

houses may have been built as stated, and for the

amount named, we will not dispute, but we not

only doubt, but affirm as a fact, that they are not

erected as required by the papers mentioned. And

we reaflirm our former statement that it is impossi-

ble for any one to erect such a building for the sum

of estimate accompanying No. 3, without the con-

tractor, material men, or others suffering loss.

And more than this, there are things required by

the specifications which are so absurd and ridicu-

lous that no owner would insist up^m their applica-

tion and no builder would ever introduce them.

Helping people of moderate means to secure homes

at small cost is well, when the help proposed is le-

gitimate and proper in itself. But we dispute the

propriety of journals or persons pursuing courses

calculated to impoverish the working classes in

home-building, to the benefit of owners of r^l es-

tate. Those who ' spend their last dollar, and

even run in debt to build a homestead, have the

houses builded to the good ; but the mechanic who

executes the buildmg at a bread-and-butter price,

has nothing to show for his labor, when his labors

are completed ; and when the work is undertaken

at losing rates, the contractor and his ia^nily.^ii
^f

has one, not only lose^ the benefits of his hard toil,

but is placed at the mercy of creditors, and gener-

ally denounced as dishonest, because he is unable to

pay his debts ; while those who secure his services

at less than a right and proper compensation, enjoy

the benefits of his losses. The law of equity is the

right of every man, and no one should seek gam
through the mistakes, or by misleading others into

errors. This is a point in our opposition to the

''copyrighting'' scheme of the Bulletin, as it tends

to create wrong estimates of values in the mmds of

owners, draws into contracting operations men who

are not qualified to estimate and determine cost

of construction, who, imagining that they can

"perform wonders," undertake impossibilities,

while the contracting business generally suffer, be-

cause public sentiment is perverted and demoral-

ized in regard to cost of constructions.

Hot and Cold Baths.

The London Lancet in a recent number points out

the difference between hot and cold baths. The

effects of the cold bath, it says, being mainly due

to impressions made upon the cutaneous nerves, the

modificBtions of the cold bath largely depend on

the power of increasing its stimulating action.

The colder the water the more violent the impres- _
sion. The frequent change of the water, such as

is found in the sea or in running streams, increases

the stimulating effect. Great force of impact, as

when water falls from a height or comes forcibly

through a hose upon the body ; the division of the

stream, as is seen in shower baths and needle baths,

and the addition of acids or salt to the water, all

act it would seem, by increasing the stimulating

power which the water eierte upon the outaneoutz

nerves. .1 i_- j-

Warm baths produce an effect upon the skin di-

rectly contrary to that brought about by oold wa-

ter The cutaneous vessels dilate immediately un-

der* the influence of the heat ; and although this

dilation is followed by a contraction of the vessels,,

this contraction is seldom excessive, and the ulti-

mate result of a warm bath is to increase the cuta-

neous circulation. The pulse and respiration are

both quickened, as to the oold bath. The warm

bath increases the temperature of the body, and by

lessening the necessity for the -internal production

of heat, decreases the call made upon certain vital

processes, and enables life to be sustained with a less

expenditure of force. While a cold bath causes a

certain stiffness of the muscles, if continued for too

long a time, a warm bath relieves stiffness and fa-

tigue The ultimate results of hot and cold baths,

if their temperature be moderate, are about the

wme, the difference being, to use the words of

Braun that " cold refreshes by stimulatmg the

functions, heat by physically facilitating them

;

and in this lies the important practical difference

between the cold water and the hot water ayatems.

Utilizing Strav^r Lumber.

The straw lumber, or pressed boards, de«;ribed

some time since, seems to be coming into use The

Lawrence (Kans.) Tribune says: " S. A. Hamil-

ton the proprietor of the straw lumber factory of

this place, had on exhibition yesterday a sewing-

machine table, and it was the unanimous opinion

of all persons present that it was as finely finished

as any they ever saw, proving beyond doubt that

the straw lumber is susceptible of a finer finish than

any native lumber grown in the United States, if

not equal to rosewood, or any of the fine imported

wood used for our best furniture. There is no mis-

take about the success of this enterprise. This lum-

ber will be splendid for bmlding railroad coaches, for

inside and outside finish ; for roofing aiid weather-

boarding all classes of buildings, as well as for m-

side finish. The uses of this lumber are unlimited

;

but for sewing-machine tables, organs, pianos, and

that class of furniture which requires a fine V'}^^^_

it has no superior for finish, no equal for durability

and cheapness. It never warps nor cracks, is insen-

sible to change in the weather, and can be made

perfectly fire-proof. "—/>^if/ Mechanical News.

Preparing Floors fob Dancing.—If planed

well, paper the floor with sand-paper, then wax it

with beeswax and turpentine. To prepare it, melt

in an iron pot two or three pounds of common yellow

wax ; when melted, take the pot off the fire and

allow the wax to cool a little, then add one pint of

turpentine for each pound of wax, well mix, and

wash the boards with the mixture, using a larg«

paint brush ; the wax must now be well worked in

the boards by friction. The surplus wax may be

wiped off with a stiff cloth. Beeswax and turpen-

tine, with friction. Is the best plan extant—in

fact, at the present day is still in vogue m many

of the phftteaufl in the south of France.

Aainiiiity.

Multitudes expose their ignorance and shallow-
mindedness by absurd and foolish utterances. The
absence of good sense is often demonstrated by the
indiscriminate waggling of ungoverned tongues.
A class who have scarce begun to understand the
first principles of true manhood, glory in the base
delights of vituperations and assertions, which,

_though intended as reflections upon others, simply
illustrate the pitiableness of those who give expres-
sion to them, when the subject of attack is not well
chosen. Prudent and intelligent men fortify and
season their statements with discrimination and
fair judgment, qualifying their speech by the exer-
cise of right and honest intent, and a due regard of
the facts which do exist ; erring not rashly nor
willfully, but innocently, if error is committed.
The special intent in this connection is to rebuke

a common practice among a class mere novices in
the sciences of architecture, who having gained a
preliminary knowledge thereof, inflate themselves
terribly with shallow conceits in their personal
abilities, not realizing that to complete an educa-
tion in architecture, a thorough mastery of the con-
structive science is a special prerequisite ; and only so
far as men rightly understand the mechanical con-
structive science are they qualified to assume the
title or practice of architects. Yet, thousands do
assume to be "skilled in the art of building " whose
information in that line is inferior to many of the
journeymen mechanics who they attempt to direct by
plans and specifications. And the profession is often
slurred by workmen, because the " fool of an archi-
tect " in control has designed or detailed impossi-
ble or ridiculous things ; and by unintelligent
delineations reduced the higher or first ** in the art
of building" below the lesser or secondary. Yet,
it is no uncommon thing to hear such men speak
derisively of others in every essential respect their
superiors. " He is only a carpenter," ** he is only a
brick mason," "he is only a mechanic," are expres-
sions often applied to men practicing architecture,
who iflory in the fact that when they plan and
specify a building, they " understand whereof they
spak"; and by their practical knowledge of me-
chanical principles and practice are able to avoid
the stupid and silly blunders so often made by those
whose intelligence in the same line is simply scholas-
tic and speculative. If truthful discrimination al-

ways accompanied such intended slurs, there would
be no objection to the application ; but when applied
to men who have honorably passed from the ranks
~of mechanical to professional pursuits, carrying
with them the advantages of large mechanical
experiences, by which their architectural studies

are simplified and rendered more correct and thor-

ough, the application forcibly exemplifies the style

and type of mind from which it emanates. But
small streams are generally noisy and shallow, in

which large fish are not found.
We are not advocating, but do most heartily con-

demn the attempts of men to ape the architect

—

whether carpenter, mason, or mechanic of any
class—who have not attained a fair mastery of first

pursuits, and are good at nothing. And we equally
condemn the assumption of architectual duties by
men who have simply picked up a limited supply of

ideas from plans and designs originated by others

skilled in the art of designing. Architecture is too

weighty a matter to be comprehended and under-
stood by any process short of close application,

incessant study, and constant practical experience.

And those who suppose that they have measured its

depths by a few years of office instruction, or oth-

ers who imagine that, having walked in its shades
and shadows, they are qualified to scale its mount-
ian heights—simply assuming the lion skin, while
the braying detecte the voice, and the foot-prints

the hoofs of the ass.

While measureless honors are due to the many
giant minds in all ages who, without more than
incidental mechanical experiences, grasped and mas-
tered the intricacies of architecture in a high degree,

others whose first pursuits here exclusively me-
chanical, have also given to the profession and the

world architectural examples and illustrations of

priceless value. And many of the best works upon
architecture published have come from the brain and
pen of those who were first mechanics and then
architects. And the presumptuous novices, who
assume too much for themselves, often glean their

best knowledge and ideas from the published works
of ** carpenter-architects."

As far as the architects of this city are concerned,
the greater number of the most prominent among
them at one time "shoved the jack-plane," or
"slung the trowel"; and if there is a pleasing
reproach in this fact to some, the enjoyment of that
fact is still more pleasing to those who enjoy the
distinction. And many of the best illustrations of
architectual skill in San Francisco are from this
branch of the profession. At the same time, we
withhold no honorable consideration from the many
gentlemen of large experience who have made
themselves proficient in the profession without hav-
ing devoted any portion of their time to special
mechanical pursuits. But we have yet to meet the
first acknowledged competent architect who depre-
ciates the great advantage of mechanical experi-
ences in connection with architectural studies and
practice on the part of those intellectually qualified
to enter the profession. ,

?ho Iron Interest of Cdlifomla.

The existence of iron in almost unimaginable
large quantities in California, has been a prevailing
opinion among those who are to any extent familiar
with iron ore deposits, and have given the matter
attention. The indications in the various localities
are so marked and well-defined, as to dispel all doubt
upon the subject. And in conclusive proof of this
proposition, the results attained at the smelting
works near Clipper Grap, Placer county, establishes
the certainty that California can supply all the pig
iron necessary for home consumption, and if cost of
transportation would justify—the markets of the
world beside. All possible credit is due to the en-
ergy and enterprise of Mrssrs. Egbert Judaon, An-
son P. Hotalling & Irwin M. Scott, who have
opened the first page in the.great iron history of the
golden State. We are indebted to the San Francisco
Morning Call for the following facts: In 1862-3,
efforts were made in the legislature by bounty offer-
ings, to any one who would produce the first speci-
men of smelting from California iron ore, but in
vain ; and so the matter rested. Senator Higby,
however, did take quantities of the Placer ore east,
had it smelted, and converted into steel. The
amount of capitol at present invested, is $300,000.

In this connection we may mention that the only
other smelting works on this coast, were established
by the " Oregon Iron Company," at Oswego, on the
Williammett« river, a few miles above Portland.
The first blast furnace here was built in 1865, but
the company failed. Afterward the Oswego Iron
Co. was incorporated, and commenced blasting in
1868 with a capacity of 18 tons per day. The com-
pany owns 2,000 acres, including the famous " Pres-
sor bed " or deposit. The quality of the Oregon ore
is hematitio, and yields forty per cent, of metallic
iron. This the Placer county works use charcoal,
which fuel produces the strongest iron known, and
will produce more iron than any other fuel. Char-
coal possesses the mysterious power of "chilling"—a process the iron manufactories use, but do not
thoroughly understand.
The company's works are sittiated about ten miles

from Auburn, on the Clipper Gap road, which, be-
yond being a wood station and delivery point for
the products of the works, is unimportant. The
furnace has a capacity of 40 tons for each 24 hours,
with all modem improvements, and being nearly »,

duplicate of a blast furnace in Chicago, 66 feet high
I 17 feet at its greatest diameter; the California
furnace being 47 feet high. The furnace stands in
the southerly end of the building, which is 150x200
feet, with 13 beds to receive the molten metal. The
blowing engine is 135 horse-power, and discharges
4000 cubic feet of air per minute.
There are (May 29th) some four hundred tons of

metal on the ground, beside 200 tons shipped to San
Francisco, and the accumulation of 30 tons per day.
The quality of the ircwi is considered the best that
has ever b^n offered on this coast. At the founda-
ries where it has been used, it required sixteen blows
to fracture a pig of the Placer county metal, while
a Scoteh pig of the same thickness and area, yielded
at <me blow of the sledge-hammer in the same hands.
But the tensile resistence of this iron is better de-
monstrated, under rule, by the following:

In Scotch pig iron, same conditions, resistance
ceased at a strain of about 6,000 pounds. The Placer
county iron is said by all experts to equalthe Salis-
bury (Conn.) metal for the manufacture of car
wheels, and can be rolled into " merchaurs bar " of
best quality.

The furnace is at present supplied with ore from
deposits immediately in the neighborhood of the
works. There are fine cuts within short distances
of each other, and in two, true fissure veins, with
well-defined walls, have developed. The 640-acre
tract on which the buildings are situated, and where
the mining is yet in its incipient stages, is no doubt ,

one vast iron field, as every evidence exists of ore in
every direction. Beside this apparent inexhausta-
ble supply, the company have in possession some
eighty acres, called the "Scott mine," about four
miles from the works, on a portion of which, visible
from the road, two cuts have been made,'revealingf ^

ore of the richest quality. A magnificent body of
ore has been exposed here. The character of the -

ore generally is what is known as "red hermatite.""
of cherry red to a reddish brown color, and which,
with the exception of magnetite, carries a greater
percentage of metatic iron than any other variety.
While magnetite assays 72.41, hematite gives 70.
Pure hematite is the ore that furnishes the iron for
the manufacture of Bessemer steel. The number of -
hands employed are :

^ —
Furnace hands ._ii,V.^IZI.

.

50
Employed in mining 40
Charcoal burners and teamsters , 75
Incidental 12

Samples Marked.

N0.4

** 1

Resistance.

. 18.387 flss. per sqr. inch
,.18.629 •• " " "
.17.887 •* " * *'

Total... 177

Quack Carpenters.

No trade is so pestered with quacks, botches, and
pretenders, as that of the carpenter and joiner's. Go
where you may, the ubiquitous botch, with his brier-

root saw. battered jack-plane, and defective square,
is ou hand, ready to undertake the designing and
erection of a back fence or State court-house. Gifted
with a mind that rises above the ordinary concerns
of life, he looks with contempt on the man who has
"fooled" his time away learning a trade, or who
fritters away his employer's substance by making
good joints and lasting work.

It makes no difference to him what kind of a
building you may have to erect, he is always ready,
willing, and able to do it, and can make the price

to suit. Tell him how much money you wish to

expend, and the size, style, and character of build-

ing you want, and you will find him equal to the
difficult task of making one fit the other. He is

full of promises, and will guarantee all kinds of

good things if you will only let him have a con-

tract. When the work is completed—according to

his idea of completeness—if it stands to be complet-
ed, you are astonished, though not charmed, at the

"emphasis" of the joints and peculiar bear -skin

like finish of the work. The quarreling, the pro-

fanity, the law-suits, suicides and murders that fol-

low, are interesting, romantic, and delightful in the

extreme, but amid all this, the " botoh " never loses

his equanimity ; his work may tumble down, his

doors may not swing, his sashes may jam in their

frames, his stairs squeak and grumble under the

load of an infant, and his joints be visible to the

naked eye half a mile distant, yet he pursues the

even tenor of his way, and, like Eugene Sue's
" Wandering Jew," he leaves disease, misery, deso-

lation and death wherever he leaves his hammer-
marks—which are numerous enough, God knows

—

and seems alike ubiquitous and imperishable. It

may be that, like many other loathsome animals,

the "botoh" is a necessity in the economy of na-
ture ; if so, the laws of nature are not nearly so

perfect as we once thought them. — Builder and
Wood' Worker.

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been such that we

have had 500 additional copies bound,

which we will send to any address at the

reduced price of $2.00 per volume.

With our July number we shall make an im-

proved showing in <yax cut department.
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PIONEER WHITE LEAD WORKS
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What is required to institute and carry

"to a success a manufacturing enterprise?

Nature is generous with her gifts ;
but she

forces man to the exercise of his endow-

ments, to develop them, and give the sub-

stance a form for his appreciation and enjoy-

ment.
Tlie very many natural resources of this

Coast are marvelous, and they impress all

thinking visitors with the conviction of a

great future. With but few exceptions,

these wondrous gifts of Nature are at pres-

"~ent but mere curiosities, and are spoken of

and written of only as such—with prosy

^^^theories on their practical value if utilized.

To the business man, scientist; or to the

practical thinker who comes amongst us,

_it is a matter of surprise that our people,

with their wealth, do not develop these

'resources, and build up our coast with a

_ working and useful population, instead of

3 pursuing the selfish course they are now,

which is that of the usurer.

^ Our capitalists and business men are

blind to their own interests, in not in-

_ teresting themselves in the establishment

of manufacturing enterprises, which will se-

cure for them a certainty of fair returns

for their encouragement.
,^ The people of this Coast cannot affordJo
=^ let existing opportunities lie idle, as a de-

-^ pendency on foreign sources means ourim-

jyoverishment. Manufacturing guarantees

the reverse^ as it furnishes employment to,

and retaiyis among us, consumers, that vital

quantity in a progressive and permanent

prosperity.

We have much pleasure, however, in be-

ing able to refer to some notable excep-

tions to the general apathy of our business

and moneyed men. ^^—

Heading this article will be seen an illus-

tration of the results of the energy and

public spirit of one of the leading and pio-

peer mercantile firms on the Pacific Coast.

Messrs. Whittier, Fuller Sd Co. several

years since commenced the manufacture of

White Lead in this city.

They purchased ground on Fremont

street, between Howard and Folsom, cov-

ering a surface of 137 6-12x275 feet, and

thereon erected factories and sheds, for the

purposes of the business.

Their whole works, machinery, and ai>

pliances, are on the most approved plans,

and excel in detail and completeness those

of any other White Lead factory in the

world.
This is essentially a home institution,

from the ground through to the finished

product of their mills.

Few can realize the importance to the

whole community of this enterprise.

In the first place, it encourages the de-

velopment of our mines, as all the pig lead

used is the production of our own coast.

It thus gives the Miners employment.

As all lead ores have to be smelted to

get the metal,

It thus gives the Smelters employ-

ment.

The transportation from, the producing

points invokes aid of the carriers : ^

It thus gives Teamsters and Trans-

portation Companies employment.

A very large quantity of oil is used

in the grinding of the lead. All this

oil is crushed from seed raised in this

State.

it thus employs the Farmers,

All the pots used in corroding-sheds are

made here.

It thus gives employment to the

Potteries.

The maintaining of a factory requires

the services of machinists, millwrights, and

laborers

:

It thus gives employment to an Army
of Operatives.

And in fact, everything in and about the

works is of home manufacture. N^ow, what

does the employment of the many branches

of industry hereinbefore enumerated dem-

onstrate f This fact : that as they are aU

consumers, their wants engage every busi-

tiess on the Coast to supply them.

The product of the

Pioneer White Uad Works

Is not excelled by any other make in the

world. It is guaranteed strictly pure; it

is white, veryfinely ground, and has superior

body and covering properties.

The manufacturers announce their deter-

mination to always offer it to consumers at

less prices than any imported brands.

As against the imported, there would be

great economy in its use, even at equal

prices. All painters know that White Lead

that has been packed any considerable time

loses a great deal of its vitality, in the ab-

sorption by the kegs of a considerable quan-

tity of the oil ; leaving a hard mass in the

keg, involving time and expense in its ex-

traction and working up for use, and a

costly addition of oil.

The Pioneer being all freshly packed,

all this expense is avoided.

We know what the White Lead is, and

we have no hesitation—in fact we take

pleasure*—in recommending our brother ar-

chitects to write it in their specifications

and to insist on its itse : first, on the score

of quality; second, economy; thirds th£

general benefit to all of us.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
*• FAB EST AB H09TE DOOKIU."

[While this column is opeu to all, farmers as well as mo-
chanicH.engiuoors as well asarchitectb. woiueu and children
aK well as those of the " nobler sex." wn would call partic-
ular attention to one and all to have tludr questions and the
information desired to be in accord, hh far as possiblH with
the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those
principles for which the only monthly of its kind this side
of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-
swer all questions in a fair and Impartial manner and if it
becomes necessary, will furnish cuts for the illustrations of
any problem, provided we regard the solution thereof
as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urKe
upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their
questions, concise in the language used ; let the writing be
distinct, and one side of the paper only to be used • give fullname and address, and particularly mention if their proper
name shall be used.
We want it distinctly understood that the responsibiUtv

of signed articles rests with the authors.
Correspondents will please direct all communications to

the business manager uf this journal—340 Montyomerv
street, rooms 12 and ra;J -^ ^

BusiNKSS Manaorr op Akchitkci- :—Does Ros-
endale Cement mixed with mortar made of Santa
Cruz lime cause a white matter to ooze from
hriokfl, resembling alkali ? G., San Jose.

— Anb.—Neither Rosendale nor Portland Cements
will have the effect you mention.

:=An8Wek to '• Vai.t.ey home."—a field 81 rods
square has one of its comers clipped off by a line
meeting the sides at GO and 80 yards, ren^MJctively,
from the corner. A man oomuience*i plowing around
the field, turning a furrow ouo foot wide. How
many *' rounds " will he plow before the unplowed
portion becomes a Hquare ?

Bisect the angles A E F and C F E, and produce
the bisecting lines to meet in G. Draw S H per-
pendicular to E F. _ :^ _ / .

There will be as many " rounds " as the width I
H of the furrow is contained times in G H.
We will leave the solution of the problem to our

readers, and trust that some of them will send us an
analysis of their calculations.
In this case, E B==60 yards ; B F=80 yards ; E

F=100 yards ; T H^l foot or | of a yard, and the
number of rounds is 360.

Business Manager of Architect :—Is there a
rule by which the proportions of the rise and ru7i in
a pair of stairs can be obtained ?

L. M. S., Menlo Park.

Ans.—Various ru^es exist to ascertain the propor-
tions of the rise and run; but all of them only hold
good within certain limits. One of these rules is

founded on the principle that it takes twice as much
effort to raise the body a certain height, as to walk
the same distance on level ground.
Now, the usual convenient step is a&sumed to be

25 inches
; therefore, if twice the rise is subtracted

from 25 inches, the remainder ought to be the run
of the steps in proportion to such rise. According
to this rule, the run for a 6-inch rise would be 13
inches, and for an 8-inch rise, 9 inches.
Another rule assumes the proportion of 6 inch rise

by 12 inch run as the standard. The product of
those is 72. Now, to find the run for any other rise,
divide 72 by the rise in inches, and the quotient is
the run. By this rule a 7 inch rise gives a 10 2-7 inch
run, and for an 8 inch rise a 9 inch run.
In this connection we will say a few words in

regard to a common error, viz.: When the height
of a story is 14 or 16 feet, a person will arrive at the

landmg of a flight of stairs 7oi(h less muscular effort
by having the risers 5 inches, with 14 inch run,
than if the riser was 8 inches with a 9^ run. On a
narrow step the foot has about room enough to
plant Itself firmly, and during the act of raising the
body, the weight is supported by the leg while in an
almost vertical position

; but on the wide step, the
foot has to be moved forward so far, that during the
act of raising the body the leg must support the
weight m an inclined position, whieh takes more
power. From this, it would appear that a 5 inch
rise, in combination with a 9i run, would make easy
stairs. Such is not the case, Kowever. The natural
elevation of one foot above the other while con-
tracting the leg is about 8 inches ; in swinging the
elevated foot forward it descends slightly and will
strike gently on the next step when the rise is about
7 to 7^ inches; while when the rise ia only 5
inches, the foot will again descend so much in
order to strike the step, that the useless expenditure
of power is felt. *

On the other hand, when the rise is increased
much more than 8 inches, the extra or unnatural
effort which has to be made to elevate the foot high
enough in order to plant it on the next step will
make the steps '* haitl ",

Business Manager of Architect : —To settle
a little difference of opinion among students, will
you please give in your next issue the epiUph on
the tomb of the great architect, Sir Christopher
Wren. Students, Santa Clara.

AN9. — -—

^

'• Beneath lies Sir Christopher Wren, the builder of thla
church and city, who lived upwards of 90 yeArs,

not for himself, but for the public good.
Reader, seekest thou hia monumeiit?

Look Around 1

"

Business Manager of Architect':—While ob-
serving our Court-house, we had the curiosity to
calculate how many square feet there were on the
surface of the dome. No two of the party agreed,
and we have left the matter to you for settlement.
Please answer in your next.

L. S. AND Party, San Joe6.

Ans.—You do not give either the circumference
or diameter of the dome ; we are unable, therefore,
to answer your question.
To find the surface of a sphere, multiply the cir-

cumference ofa great circle by the diameter; or, mul-
tiply the square of the diameter by the quotient 3.14.

Business Manager of Architeci':—Can you
inform me how to make a paste to put fancy cards
or pictures in an album ; something that will not
cause the paper to wrinkle, and yet hold the pic-
ture perfectly secure ? F. D., Berkeley.

Ans.—Make a thick paste of starch, and str^n
through a linen cloth to remove lumps ; add a few
drops of oil of cloves. When you apply the paste,
use a moderately stiff brush.

We have been requested to publish an article on
preparations for filling porous hard woods. The fol-

lowing article will give all the information neces-
sary :

A Filler for Porous Hard Wooi>8.—Use boil-
ed oil and com starch stirred into a very thick paste.

Add a little japan, and reduce with turpentine.
Add no color for light ash. For dark ash and
chestnut, use a little raw sienna ; for walnut, burnt
umber and a slight amount of Venetian red ; for
bay wood, burnt sienna. In no case use more color

than is required to overcome the white appearance
of the starch, unless you wish to stain the wood.
This filler is worked with brush and rags in the
usual manner.
Let it dry 48 hours, or until it is in condition to

rub down with No. sandpaper, without much
gumming up ; and if an extra fine finish is desired,

fill again with the same materials, using less oil,

but more of japan and turpentine. The second
coat will not shrink, it being supported by the first

coat. When the second coat is hard, the wood is

ready for finishing up in any desired style, or to any
degree of nicety, by following up the usual meth-
ods. This formula is not intended for rosewood,
and will not be satisfactory if used therefor.

—

T. F.
Page^ in the Coach Painter,

Business Manager of Architect :—Can you
tell me of a church whose dome is gold-plated 'i A
member of your society made a remark to that ef-

fect, but could not give me the particulars. By
answering, you will oblige G. F.
Ans.—The dome of the Invalides at Paris is gilt •

the dome of the Church of St. Isaac at St. Poters-
bnrgh is covered with gold plating of some thick-
ness, and in the sun's rays shines like a star of the
first magnitude at a distance whence no other part
of the city is visible.

Business Manager of Architect' :—Will you
please illustrate an easy method by which the cen-
ter of a circle can be obtained ? W. R. K.
Ans.

Take thret? points anywhere in the cin;umfereiic,.
or^ro

: draw the chords A B and B C ; bisect them
by the perpendiculars E O and D O, and O ; their
point of intersection, will be the center sought.

Business Manager of ARCHiTFxn' :—When and
where was coal firat used for smeltinj^ iron ore ? ^

Foundryman.
Ans. — In 1735 the problem of smelting iron

with pit coal was successfully solved by Abraham
Darby at Coalbrookdale.

Liquid Wood.—We are informed, says the North-
western Lumberman^ that sawdust can be converted
into "liquid wood " and afterward into a flexible
and almost indestructible mass, which, when incor-
porated with animal matter, rolled and dried, can
be used for the most delicate impressions, as well as
for the formation of solid and durable articles. To
accomplish this, the method pursued is to immerse
the dust of any kind of wood in diluted sulphuric
acid, sufficiently strong to affect the fibers, for some
days, the finer parts being passed through a sieve,
well stirred, and allowed to settle. The liquid is

drained from the sediment, and the latter mixed
with a proportionate quantity of animal matter,
similar to that used for glue; the mass is then
rolled, packed in molds and allowed to dry.

New Words.—The new edition of Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary, numbering 1,928 quarto
pages, contains neariy 5,000 new words, or new
meanings of old ones. These words range over the
fields of science, medicine, invention, discovery, re-
search, etc., departments which in this age are
constantly yielding fresh ideas, requiring new
words to express them.
That they have not been hastily compiled is evi-

denced by the accuracy of and careful study given
to their etymology and definitions.
The intelligent reader, or any reader who would

be intelligent, will find this feature of the diction-
ary quite indispensable.

The Morning Call of the 15th ult. reproduces
without credit, a large portion of the ** Building
Intelligence " of this journal in its May issue. The
Call often cries thief, thief at other journals which
it charges with using matter from its columns with-
out credit. How is it when the Call uses the mat-
ter culled from this journal without credit ? Our
'•Building Tnt^'lligr nee " is not obtained without
cost in time and labor, and as we publish the only
correct, or approximately correct information in this
direction, it is only fair that we should receive full
credit, particularly from journals which constantly
boast of their great enterprise.

;jg^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2 00 in advance.
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Hablta of Young Mechanics.

n

. Let all young meohajiice and apprentices who

read this remember that there are many things in

shop associations which have a tendency to mislead

young men. A boy may be placed in a shop where

the men read very little, and seem to have formed

a pnmidice against all manner of scientific litora-

ture. A whop of this character is very dangerous to

a young man who wishes to fill a high position in

the profession he may choose. The men referred to

will ridicule the first appearance of a disposition to

study, and the sooner the ambitious young man

gets out of such a shop the better, unless he has a

will strong enough to stick to such a shop, live

down prejudices, and afterwards take charge of the

shop. Let young mechanics and apprentices select

_4he business they intend to follow for life, and,

"iifter careful consideration, adopt it with a deter-

mination to stick to it. Do not learn a trade or

profession simply because some relative or friend

-wishes you to do so. Many a youth has learned a

bu8i^e8s after this fashion, started for himself and

failed. He blamed the business as the cause »« ni«

failure when he alone was to blame, because he had

Inade a wrong choice and was unfitted for the busi-

-=aflik He simply tried an experiment to see if he

=was adapted to the business, and the result proved

— that he was not. We advise young mechanics to

^Ifive up the idea that the world owes them a living.

They indeed have a chance to earn their living, but

.^bere w nojaw which says that the world shall

^bring the" HvJftf up to a man's mouth. Another

idea that should be given up is that the old man
^( which is a too common and irreverent expression

^ for father), or some other relative, is going to die

=^and leave them a fortune. These ideas are well

li

calculated to occupy the time which a young naan

should give to study. Another suggestion is that

a young man should spend the time out of the shop

largely in study, bearing in mind the fact that a

man is always better paidfor the labor which em-

^ bodies thought and mental labor, than for that which

merely requires muscular effort.

Not long since we heard an eminent man m his

profession remark: "I expect to buy books, and

study as long as I live." We cx)uld suggest no bet-

ter course for adoption by the young mechanic than

the above, and if followed np zealously, it will

produce pleasant results. Hard work is a pleasure

to the youth or young man whose purpose is fixed

gij^regard to his future course, and we hope that our

^^lung friends will profit by the practical examples

to prove what the brokers call a " permanent invest-

ment," and so did Mr. Periolat, especially when Mr.

Otto H Matz, by the influence of the German mem-

bers of the Board of Commissioners, was awarded

the first prize, and elected architect of the building ;

but Messrs. Armatrong & Egan representing to him

that if they secured the commission their protita

from " extras, charges and percentages from con-

tractors " would be at least two hundred thousand

dollars, of which he would have a third, he was

stimulated by this dazzling prospect, as well as by

the hope of recovering his former advances, to re-

newed efforts. Fortunately for him, Mr. Matz, as he

says, "got drunk one night, and talked too loud,

and offended the commissioners. There were still

two other prize designs, but as their authors had no

money or influence, this circumstance was unimport-

ant, and, as he says, he "bought up enough com-

missioners to get the job transferred to Kgan. i he

average price of a commissioner was about two thou

sand dollars, and when su^^sequently the city author-

ities appointed another architect to design their wmg

of the joint building, he was obliged to buy a num-

ber of aldermen at one thousand dollars apiece to

have this half of the "job " also handed over to Mr.

Egan ; so his whole outlay was something twenty-

four thousand dollars. In addition to this, he ex-

pended eight thousand dollars in procuring for^ Mr.

Egan the commission for erecting the Criminal Court

building, and had him also appointed architect of

the insane asylum, so that his actual outlay was

nearly thirty-five thousand dollars. In return for

this, Mr. Egan, instead of sharing his profits with

him' as he agreed, had only paid him fifty-two bun-

dred d.dlars, notwithstanding that he had obtained

for him to pay him fifteen thousand dollars as extra

on account of changes in the plans, with the express

understanding that a part of rhis amount &!.J»ald->>e

applied to his claim. Feeling himself aggrieved by

this treatment, he resolved, as Mr. Egan expresses

it, to •* squeal " upon the ungrateful aifohitect, and

it* is to^e carrying out of this purpose that the

present developments are due.— 7^4^ American Arch'

itect and Building News,

to a host of unsuspecting victims. Typhus fever

has slain its thousands, and diphtheria its tens of

thousands, through the direct instrumentality of

these much-coveted "conveniences." Unfaithful

workmanship, in the first place, is often the source

of this dire mischief ; but subsequent neglect, aris-

ing usually from total ignorance ot the harm which

is liable to ensue from any derangement or mishap,

is quite as often at the root of the calamity.

Prince Albert of England is said to have owed

his untimely death to the noxious atmosphere

caused by neglected drains in the palace in which

he lived. The Prince of Wales, a few years since,

was nearly carried off by a similar disease, begotten

by like conditions. The recent alarming illness of

the wife of the President of the United States was

at first imputed, by p-rsons not conversant with

the facts, to supposed defects in the drainage of the

White House; but this conjecture was promptly

set aside by a statement that '* there was not a sin-

gle stationary wash-stand in the Executive Man-

sion." In other words, the house was held to be

in good sanitary condition, not because it was sup-

plied with "modern conveniences" of this sort,

but because it was happily without them.

The moral of which is, not that wi should re-

turn to the rude and comfortless ways of life which

our forefathers, knowing no better, were content

to follow, but that we should realize the fact that

the improved facilities by which we live and move

and have our being do not relieve us from the nec-

essity of a daily exercise of prudence and common

sense. They may lighten the burden of the hands,

but they impose a new responsibility upon the

brains. The fact should never be lost sight of by

those who enjoy the c<»nvenience& of a modern

dwelling, that the lux'ury they prize so highly is,

in the respects we have ^^^^^^\^ a source of continual

peril, t<J be averted only by constant watohfulne»8.

— The Leffel Mechanical News.
i ____
2 ^

'"

Our Illufltrationa.

Costly Conveniences.

There is a tendency in the art of house-building

to do away altogether with the cumbrous necessi-

ties which require the service of human hands, and

to make everything self-regulating and automatic.

At the nresent rate of proirress we shall soon need
JTungfriendswillprofitby the practical examples I

At ^^^P^^
^^^^ ^^ J ^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

before them, and be encouraged to push forwar<l to
, . , man-servant or maid-servant to fetch

the final success, which is sure

efforts.—American Machinist.

to crown zealous

{

Young architects, who show themselves over-

ready to spend precious time and money upon com-

petitive designs for public buildings in distant cities,

where they have no friends or influence to help

them, may learn a useful lesson from the testimony

now being taken before the committee appointed to

investigate the transactions of the architect who

has had in charge the construction of the Chicago

Court-house. Our readers will remember that this

architect, Mr. Egan, was not long ago accused of

conspiracy with a " ring " of contractors and others

to defraud the country of a large sum of money,

which he was said to have accomplished by means

of duplicate plans and specifications, one set of

which was signed as constituting a part of the vari-

ous contracts, while the other set, providing for an

inferior class of work, was actually followed, the

Idifference in value between the two being appropri-

"~ated by the " ring." The accusation was made by

one of the conspirators, Mr. C. F. Periolat, who pro-

-fessed to have turned State's evidence in order to be

revenged upon Mr. Egan for neglecting to divide

the spoils as agreed. According to Mr. Periolat's

etory, now repeated under oath, he being at that

time influential with the city and county officials,

was in 1874 introduced to Mr. Egan, of the firm of

Armstrong & Egan, who were preparing competitive

plans for the new building, and made with these gen-

r-tlemen a contract setting forth that they were in

need of three thousand dollars to meet theBeea 01 mree t-nousnuu uunaia kvj nitrcn. vn^ expense xk^uw. ^^^^ — —— <V 1 ur 1
'

n'
of Dreoarine plans, in consideration of that amount tion of cleanliness and bealthfulneas a» well.

nothing for man-servant or maid-servant to fetch

or carry. Our light will be electrically supplied,

our heat for all purposes will be furnished from a

central source, elevators will supersede stairways,

and no doubt even cooking and washing, which are

the last ditch, the impregnable inner fortress in

which believers in old fashioned housekeeping in-

trench themselves, will be accomplished by some

new miracle, requiring nothing of the lady of the

house except to preside over it with grace and lux-,

urious ease. As for the hired girl, we may say-

without malice that the human family will be

happily relieved of her presence. Articulated or

stuffed she will be gazed at in the museums of a

future generation as we now contemplate the recon-

structed monsters of a pre-historic age. She will

be, not to speak uugallantly, the Megatherium of a

dead and gone epoch of civilization.

But in the midst of this happy progress, it is well

that we should bear in mind that convenience may

be gained at the sacrifice of health, and that when

so purchased it is a bad bargain in every way. In

no other respect is this so strikingly true as in

those departments of house-building which are in-

trusted to the plumber. Many people have now-a-

days a fixed conviction that a house is not fit for

occupancy, because not thoroughly " modem,"

which does not include piping for hot and cold wa-

ter in every sleeping apartment, fixed wash-stands

and bath-tubs, with drainage into the public or

private sewer, and water-closets under the common

roof, similarly provided as regards the carrying off

of impurities. This is the perfection of conven-

ience. And in theory, no doubt, it is the perfec-
* " " " But

• Plate A is a plan and elevation of a one-story

cottage, containing hall, parlor, dining-room,

kitchen, two chambers, bath-room, closets, etc.

The sizes appear on the ground plans. The cost

can be made to vary from $1,6U0 and upwards, ac-

cording to economies or elaborations introduced.

Plate B represents a two story residence specially

adapted for the country. Its many conveniences and

excellence of arrangements are shown by the plans.

Two buildings of similar design and character,

erected from plans prepared in this office, have

recently been finished at costs, respectively—|>3,«U0

and $4,500. Plan B can be varied from $3,800 and

upward.
» ^ 1 TT u •

Plate C shows several details, A C and H being

designs of crestings or barge and verge board

finishes of cornices in certain style of houses. The

sizes can be changed to suit circumstances. D,

E, and F are sections of water tables, and I, a hand

We have frequently been requested to give detail

cost of our niustrations, but we prefer not doing so,

as that should be done by the architect engaged in

the erection, and unless complete specifications

were prepared, no better than approximate value

could be stated ; and specifications prepared by one

architect might vary cost 25 per cent, over or under

those prepared by others.

to be advanced by the said Periolat they would, if

successful in securing the commission, pay to him

one-third of all fees, percentages and emoluments to

be derived from the said work; while if unsuccessful,

they would pay him nothing. Most people would

consider three thousand dollars so advanced as likely

in practice, the lamentable degree of its shortcom-

ing is proved by the sad experience of many thou-

sands of households. The deadliest enemy of life

and health in a modem city is sewer-gas. The em-

anations from a defective or obstmoted drain-pipe

leading from a sleeping apartment have been fatal

The regular monthly meeting of the _^^j/^
Coast Association of Architects occurred on Friday

evening, June 3rd ; but owing to a change in the

hour of meeting from 2 P. M. to 8 P. M., and a

change also in the place of meeting, but few were

present, and no business was transacted. The next

meeting will be held the first Friday in Julr. ^\

which it is hoped that every architectr having at

heart the best interests of the profession will be

present.

Mr. a. F. Knorp informs his friends that he

has resumed business again at Mechanics' Mill, 411

Mission St. Mr. Knorp's ability as a manufacturer

of office and library furniture is well known. ^^

designs are neat and elegant ; moreover, his con-

tracts are carried out to the letter, always giving

satisfaction.

Send for a copy of the "Steel Square and

ito Uses," handsomely bound and iUuBtratea

Price 75 cts.
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Fatal Accident— Wcuming to Careiesa Me-
chanics Building Scaffolds to Work on.

A happening occurred on the 10th inst. in the
new building of Messrs. Sol. Wangenheim *& Co.,
comer of Davis and Sacramento streets, which re-
sulted in the death of one man, and serious, if not
finally fatal injuries to another.
The case has been variously stated by the daily

papers, with pardonable errors of detail, as it is al-

ways'diffioult for a reporter to obtain the correct
facts, particularly when the case is surrounded by
conjectural circumstances, as in this instance. For,
although there was a considerable number of work-
ing people, male and female, engaged at labor in
the story from which the party fell, no one was eye
witness to the circumstances of the fall ; but from
all the information obtainable, the facts are as fol-

lows : The building is four stories in height above
the cellar, and at the time of the accident was near-
ing completion. A number of painters were at
work in the fourth story, and the machinists in the
cellar fitting up the engine, elevator, etc. One of the
painters, Joseph F. Tyrrell, was engaged in painting
some window frames, etc , near the elevator shaft,
to get at which a scaffolding was necessary. This
he provided, using as one of tiie ledges or bearers a
piece of old, dry, 2x4-inch Oregon pine scantling,
in which, unnoticed by him, was a large knot. As
soon as Tyrrell reached the soaffol 1, the ledger
broke at the weak point, and participated him
down the elevator well. At the same time the ma-
chinists were busy in the cellar, and at about the
identical moment of time when the painter began
liis descent, Andrew Rhyner, one of the machin-
ists, stepped upon and started the elevator, and had
only ascended about one foot above the ma^n floor,

when the descending body of Tyrrell reached the
elevator, and in some manner struck or knocked
Rhyner so as to cause fracture of the skull ; and
the concussion was such, that Mr. Jardine, the
machinist contractor, who was near the engine,
supposing that the elevator was crushing its way
through some unnoticed obstruction, shut off the
steam immediately, only to find that the contact
which caused the alarm was that of two human
bodies—the one descending a distance of about fifty

feet, meeting the other ascending upon an elevator.

-"^^Without intending special reflection upon the
painter, who has paid dearly for his lack of caution
in preparing a scaffold, it must be admitted that
such absence of care on his part caused the terrible

affair, resulting as it has in the death of one man,
to whose goodness as a steady, upright, and worthy
man, and a superior mechanic, his employer and
shop mates strongly testify ; and to the other, per-

manent injury for life at least, if nothing more
serious.

The Pacific Coast-Press Association termin-
ated it« third annual session on Wednesday, June
3d, by a very enjoyable banquet at Giamboni's res-

taurant. A goodly number of ladies were present,
and two hours were pleasantly spent in disposing of
the excellent collation provided for the occasion, and
speeches by members of the press and friends present

.

The leading sentiment expressed at the banquet and
during the several sessions of the association, was the
improvement of journalism in its editorial manage-
ment and the establishment of those kindly and
generous feelings, relationship and understandings,
calculated not only to insure purity of thought and
expression, but forever debar and make disreputable
nil violations of the strictest rules of propriety in
any connection.
During the session numerous matters of interest

were passed upon, the constitution amended so as
to admit to membership in the association all editors
and duly accredited reporters and correspondents of

joumalH of acknowledged respectability.

A '* Scrap Book" containing the history of the
organization, from its inception up to the present
time, was presented by Mr. W. P. Bartlett, on be-

half of the donor, Mr. N. C. Hanks of the Pacific

Specimen, which was received with thanks by the
association.

The office of Historian, to be combined with that
of the Corresponding Secretary, was created ; and
for the purpose of preserving a complete historical

record, it was ordered that all adverse criticisms of
the organization, by the press of this State, shall al-

so be placed in the Scrap Book for future reference.

. The Executive Committee was instructed to make

all necessary arrangements for a grand excursion at
the close of the Annual Session of 1882, to the Gey-
sers, and through Sonoma and Lake counties.
The election of officers for the ensuing year result-

ed as follows

:

President, Wm. Saunders of the Woodland Dem-
ocrat,

First Vice-President, W. P. Bartlett of the Liver-
more Herald.
Second Vice-President, John S. Hayes of the Pacific

Coast, Holister.

Secretary, Wm. H. Barnes, Weekly Call, San
Francisco.

Corresponding Secretary and Historian, N. C.
Hanks of the Pacific Specimen.
Treasurer, J. E. Wolfe, California Architect and

Building Review.
Executive Committee, S. Cassidy of thePetaluma

Argus, L. M. Holt of the Riverside Press^ and F .

F. Carnduff of the Biggs ^^r^r^. ;

Great harmony and pleasant intercourse prevailed
throughout the entire session, and the occasion as a
whole was a gratifying success.

We promised in our last to s^y a few words re-

garding the inventions of Mr. Denechaud. The
few remarks following will apply to inventions in
general. Many good inventions fail of profitable
recognition because they are premature. They
propose innovations which existing prejudices will
not sanction, and are consequently regarded for the
time being as impracticable or visionary. All such
must bide their time. Railroad men as a class are
not prejudiced against alleged improvements be-

cause they are patented, but it is possible that
many good inventions of this kind remain for a
time unrecognized from sheer inability on the part
of the roads to discriminate by actual test between
what is valuable and what is worthless. They
must have some evidence of the merits of devices
that are brought to their attention, aside from the
representations of inventors and patentees. A more
statement of what is claimed in their behalf by in-

terested parties, even when it is supported by a
string of first class testimonials, does not produce
a very stunning impression upon superintendents
and managers, nor do they want in such cases an
elaborate estimate of hypothetical savings. They
want to know just how the device will work in

practice. The saving it will accomplish they can
figure up at their leisure, or if they do not figure

it at all it will be none the less on that account.

We are requested to announce to our readers that
the firm of Bicknell & Comstock, of N. Y., is dis-

solvod by mutual consent. The business hereafter

will be carried on the same as heretofore by Mr.
William T. Comstock, who has been known as a

member of the firm for the past four years, and who
is thoroughly conversant with the business.

We understand that Mr. Bicknell will, for a time,

retire from active business, as the close confinement
to it for the past sixteen years renders it judicious

for him to take a season of rest.

For the present his office address will be the same
as heretofore.

A Beautiful Compliment to the PHYSiaAN.

—

I dare not place any gift, however beautiful, or any
success, however brilliant, above the talent or the

skill which can relieve a single pang, and the self-

devotion which lays them at the feet of the hum-
blest fellow-creature.

—

Oliver Wendell Holmes,

Market Reports.

Lumber.—The receipts np to date of this year

are largely exceeding those of 1880. From our

many exchanges we notice that mills in the

northern part of the Srjite are very- busy. The
local mills that are dotted here and there all over

the State report that they have all the orders they

can fill. We report an increased activity in de-

mand, with no changes in prices as yet.

Receipts since January Ist:

Lumber . . .:V>:. 83,337,494

Shingjes.... 22,174,110

Laths ^^^^» ..• 7,600,200

Since May Ist tiere has been exported over a mil-

lion and a half feet, of the value of about $35,000.

A correct price list of lumber wUl be found below
Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet.. .$21 00
41 to 50
51 to GO
61 to 70
71 to 80

Refuse Rough.. ».»^..^»...^.,
Common Rough, sized with planer $2 addi-

tional on above rates, per M foot.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, " ....
**

4 " and under, and 1^x4
ipnd 1:1 x6 Flooring and Stepping •• 30 00

Rough Clear for Flooring, $1 00 less than
above rates.

Second Quality Flooring and Stepping, per
M feet 22 50

22 00
23 GO
25 00
27 00
17 00

28 00

• t • •

Ship Plank, Rough . ..... ..^ per M feet. . .

• __Planed 1 side. .^^
" " 2 sides...

Deck Plank, Rough
*'

Dressed.
Laths.
WoolShitfi
onake8.-r i i

.

* • <

.

tt

ti

««

• fc*-7» • ,. .
.
per M

,

•••*•••••*••• it

• • • • • •

Redwood Posts per piece

liedwood.
Rough Merchantable.v;T7; . .per M feet..

" Refuse
Surface No. 1

' 1x6
" No. 2

Rustic, No. 1, 1 X 8
" No. 1, 1 xlO
" No. 2
" under 10 feet

T. & G., Ij X 4 and 1^ x G .

6 in, 12 ft and over
7 to 11 feet..

under 7 feet.

No 2 ......

.

T^jfeii., Beaded, 12 ft & over, per M feet .

.

" '•
7 to 11 feet.

" ** under 7 feet..

Half-inch Surface
Pickets, Fancy

Rough, pointed. ....

square, .itrsr^x '. » »

»

•

t*

<(

tt

• t

(

t

If

<«

<t

(C

n
1

1

((

1

1

(«

<(

«*

41

26 00
30 00
32 00
31 00
35 GO
3 50

10 00
-9 00

11

21 00
17 00
32 50
30 00
25 00
30 00
32 50
27 50
27 50
32 50
30 00
28 00
25 00
25 00
32 Si)

28 00
25 00
27 50
25 00
18 00
15 00
22 50
2 25

Jo

Siding,^ inch. .....rr;^^Trrrr **

Shingles ...^j,^. per M...
Battens, ^-inch, lineal feet • * ...

Nails.—The demand is more active, and a slight
advance in price is noted. Since January 1st we
have imported 89,791 kegs.

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at $3 75
8 -

6
5 and 4
4 and 5 pennies, brad heads, at...

6 " "

8 •• *'

10 and upward '* ...

3 penny fines "

Paints and Oii^.—A full supply, with limited
demand, and no change in prices.

BUILDING rNTELLIGENCE. '

tt

It

it 400
4 25
450
500
5 25
500
4 75
7 25

Our report is much larger in point of numbers
than the preceding month. It will be noticed that
the greater part of the buildings in our list are of
very medium price. We have received reports

from a great many places saying, that there were
many buildings in course of erection, but unaccom-
panied by name of owner or cost price. Our friends

all over the country ought to take pride in helping
us to build up this part of our journal, so that w^e

can lay before our readers an accurate and com-
plete list of buildings that are being erected in ev-
ery part of the State.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Four-story brick building with basement on the

N. W. cor. Pine and Davis. Size 137^x137^.

Owner, A. J. McCreery. Architects, Wright and
Sanders. Brickwork, Worrall ; carpenter work,
Moffat. Total cost about $150,000.

Two-story, basement and mansard, frame build-

ing on comer of Franklin and Washington sta.

Owner, L. L. Baker. Architects, Curlett & Eisen

;

brick foundation, Watterson & McGuire ; approxi-

mate cost, $40,000. -

Old Ladies' Home on Masonic avenne between
Turk street and Point Lobos lioad. Three stories

\

tl
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\

4 \

'I k'

- 1.1
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with basemeull Architect, T. J. Welsh. Brick-

work for foundation McGowan& Butler. Day a

work. Probable cost, $60,000.

Two-story building for 8. F. Glass Works on

Berry st., between 4th and 5th sts. Owner, New-

man. Day's work. Cost, $50,000.

Two-story dwelling on comer Jackson and Uill-

^more st«. Owner, Capt. Von Bergen Architecte

^S. and J. O. Newson. Day's work. Cost $20,000.

Frame dwelling, two story and attic, on the W.

W. corner of Vallejo and Octavia. Owner, J. M.

Martin. Architects, Percy & Hamilton. Con-

tracitor, H. 8. Gray. Cost. $4,400.

Two-story, rough basement and attic, frame

dwelling, on N. side Pacific avenue, west of Stem-

t,r. Owner, Chas. E. Heise. Architects, Bercy &
Hamilton. Contractors, F. H. Powell, and J. B.

Cogswell. Cost, $5,40a.-

4«

=^555-
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Three two-story frame dwellings on1^ «^V^
tween Valencia and Guerrero. Owner, ^'^^
wards. Contractor, J. W . Wilcox. Cost, $6,000.

Two-story frame dwelling on Van Ness Avenue,

near Grove st. Owner, Mrs. Mercer. Architect

T. J. Welsh. Carpenter work, J. Fumess. Cost,

$5,0()0. ^ .^ . . .

Two-stery frame dwelling on 8. side of Jackson

St., between Polk and Van Ness avenue. Owner,

E. W. McCarthy. Architect. T. J. Welsh. Car-

penter work, R. Doyle. Cost, $4,000.

Cemetery improvements for the Baylias ^tate.

Architect, T. J. Welsh. Contracter, M. Roth.

Coat, $620. , ....

Olemintina st., east of 4th ; additions to building.

'Owner, P. J. Soamps. Days work. Cost, $1,W0.

One-story and basement frame dwelling on Bak-

er St., between Bush and Pine. Owner, Mrs. John-

ston. Contractor, Fred Richtor. Cost, about

$1,000.
Repairs and alterations to buildings on corner

5th and Harrison sts. Owner, C. Vallet. Con-

tractor, Stratton. Cost, $800. -

One-story frame dwelling on Waller«t, between

Fillmore and Steiner. Owner Mclntyre. Ar-

chitect, Mooser. Contractor, F. Gauterau. Cost,

<sl 300. '

"
Additions to building on !?Oth st., near Guerrero.

Owner, John Downing. Contractors, Moore Bros.

Cost, $1,400.
Improvements to building on comer of 14th and

Noe sts. Owner, Joost Bros. Day's work. Cost,

$1,500.
Two-story frame building on 24th st., near Guer-

rero. Owner, Meeker. Contractor, Girvin.

Cost, $2,000.

^ One-story cottage on 24th st., near Guerrero.

Owner, Meeker. Contractor, Girvin. Cost,

Additions to building on comer 17th and Dol-

ores. Owner, J. Flach. Contractors, Terrill & Slav-

en. Cost $2,500.

School-house comer Clement avenue and Jeffer-

son St. Architects, Curlett & Eisen. Contractor,

L. Larribee. Cost, $4,175.

Store and dwelling on comer Leavenworth and

Glover sts. Owner, Reilly. ArchitoCti

Cuthbertson. Contractor, Hodgkins. Oii|0t,*»;$2,-

700.
Additions and alterations to building on comer

of 4th and Townaend. Owner, Mrs. Knowl. Con-

tractor, Jos. Dutton. Cost, $3,000.

Additions and alterations to building on Clara

St., between 3rd and 4th. Owner, Mrs. Coleman.

Contractor, Jos. Dutton. Cost, $1,000.

Two-story dwelling on Mission st., near 18th.

Owner, Dovvdall. Contractor, J. Blake. Cost,

$2,200. ^ ^ .

One-story building on Hayes st. near Ootavia.

Owner, S. Weilheimer. Architects, Kenitzer &
Raun. Contractor, Chisholm. Cost •

One-story frame dwelling on 15th avenue, be-

tween R. R. avenue, and M. st. Owner and

builder, Dwyer.
Alterations and improvements to building on

10th avenue, between R. R. avenue and M. sts.

Owner, J. Beatty. Cost, $800.

Cor. R. R. ave.and 15th ave. Alterations and

improvements. Owner, H. Dieckman. Days
^irork.

One-story frame dwelling on comer 6th avenue

and L st. Owner, J. G. Johnson. Contractor,

T. Parkinson. Cost, $1,400.

Water works on Perry st. near 4th. Owner,

Judge Hastings. Contractor, F. Crowley. C^t,

about $10,000.

Bam on 25th st., near Sanchez. Owner,

Bushwell. Contractor, Wilcox. Cost, $400.

Air tight niches in the receiving vault of Ma-

sonic Cemetery. Architects, Hueme & Hennksen.

Contractor, Jos. Thomhill. Cost, $1,500.

Addition to building 110 and 112 Bealest.

MENT.O PAUK.

Laundry, dairy, stables, ete. Owner, J. C.

Flood. Architect, A. Laver. Builder, C. Acker-

son. Day's work.

CONTRA COBl'A CO.

Two bridges for Daniel Cook. Architect, A.

Laver. Builder, C. Ackerson. Day's work.

PETAIiUMA.

One-story brick building on Main street. Owner,

W. P. Henshaw. Architects, Huerne & Henrik-

sen.

Improvementw and Additions to brick buildings

on Main street. Owner, Festus Noedham. Archi-

tects, Hueme & Henriksen.

HAYWAKDS. -^ ,.

Two-story dwelling, with stable. Owner, Ira H.

Chapman. Architects, S. and J. C. Newson. Con-

tractors, Holt.& Son. Cost, $5,000. _^

VALIiBJO.

Additions to building on corner of York and So

noma streets. Contractor, Wm. Brownlie. Cost^

$4,000.
BOISE CITY.

Twcstory brick and stone school building, with

Mansard roof. Architects, Curlett «fc Eisen. Con--

traotor T. J. Hamilton. Cost, $4,800.

Cottage on Alabama st., between 25th and 26th.

Owner, L. J. Luca». Day's work. Cost $600.

!- One-story and basement frame building on Har-

rison and 25th sts. Owner, Slaven. Day's work.

Cost, $1,000.

Fitting up offices in building comer Davis and

California sts. Owner, Levy & Co. Contractors,

Bowles & Darrow. Cost, $800.

Two-story frame dwelling with stores, on N.

side of Howard, between 6th and 7th sts. Owner,

John Beck Architect, H. Geilfuss. Contractor,

F. Klatt. Cost, $4,000.

Bakery with dwelling above, near comer of Rail

Road Avenue and 13th avenue. Owner, Fred.

"Ikleyer. Architect, Zimmerman. Carpenter work,

C. E. Dunshee. Brickwork, F. Mendel. Cost,

$3,250.
Two-story frame double tenement on Ellis st

,

between Fillmore and Webster. Owner, G. A.

Friermuth. Architects, B. McDougall & Son.

Contractors, Norton & Walker. Cost $3,700.

Two-story dwelling on Geary st., between Scott

and Devisadero. Owner, W. F. Perkins. Archi-

teHits, B. McDougall & Son. Contractors, Terrill

& Slaven. Cost $2,000. ; ^^ *"

Improvements and alterations to Bush St. M. E.

Church, on Bush st. between Scott and Devisade-

ro. Archtect, B. McDougall & Son. Day's Work.

Total cost about $4,000.

Repairs on building on 4th st., between Harrison

-and Folsom. Owner, Sam Abrams. Architects,

Curlett & Eisen. Contractor, Morriss.

Alterations to school-house on corner of Noe and

Temple sts. Architects, Curlett & Eisen. Contract-

or, p. Perry. Cost, $4,800.

BERKEIiEY.

Two story frame building on comer University

avenue and San Pablo avenue. Lower part for

stores, upper part for Odd Fellows Hall. Owner,

Fraiericks. Cost, .

Two story frame dwelUng on Virginia street, near

Shattuck. Owner, S. H. Littlejohn. Contractor,

C. R. Lord. Cost, $2,500.

Cottage on Pine street, near Channingway.

Owner, Thos. Graber. Contractor ,
John Fones.

Cost, $1,300. " "

'

. ^
One and half story dwelling on Bau.ir^Tt way,

near Choate street. Owner, W. H Chapman.

Contractor, B. C. Alleyn. Cost $1,500.

Cottage on Arch street, near Vine. Owner, Mrs.

A. C. Aiken. Builder, W. C. Aiken. Cost,

$2,000.
AliAMEDA.

One story and basement residence, on Central

avenue near Grand street. Owner, Ma^e Dep-

pen. Contractor, D. Straub. Cost, $2 000

Cottage on corner of Oa^ street and San Antonio

avenue Owner, Mrs. Everett. Builders, Gil-

bert & Brown. Cost, $2,200.

Two story frame dwelling on Santa Clara avenue,

between Union and La Fayette streets Owner

Gen. W. H. Carpentier. Builders, Gilbert »»

Brown»
OAKLAND.

Two story dwelling on East side of Adeline be-

tween 16th and 17th streets. Owner, C. H. Schief-

fer. Architect, Chas. Mau. Contractor, Haskell,

Srailie & Co. Cost, about $4,800.
,^^..4^.

Comer 11th and Urove, repairs and additions.

Owner and Builder, Larose. Cost ——

.

Alterations and additions to dwelling on 9th

street, between Castro and Grove Owner G.

Frank Smith. Day's work. Cost about $1,700.

Publication Notices.

The Stetl Square and Its Uses, by F. T. Hodgson, is an

excellent little book, which should be in the hands of every

pRroenter It contains numerous illustrations and treatises

urvCLuioSauare, and excellent information for tliose who

SavelJot acquired a fuU "^owieu^o u. vl2» use of that im-

nortant mechanical instrument. Wise heads who "know it

all
" do not need this or any other work or advice

;
but men

who •• live to learn," will find much in its pages to mHtruct

them. Price, 75 cents; to be had at this olflce at publish-

er's price.

The Work-Shop Companion is fall of valuable information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all clasBeB. in the form of

r«ceiDt8 rules, methods, proceaaes, etc, for almost eyery-

Iht^K in ^nTral use in workshops and households. Price,

35 cents .to be had at this office at publisher's pnce.

BODIE.

Two story brick warehouse, 40x75 feet. Owners

Wheaton & Luhrs. Architects, H. Geilfuss. Days

work. Cost about $7,000.

LIVERMOHE.

Pastoral residence for Rev. P.
^^^^'^J^'^^^"

tect, T. J. Welsh. Contractors, Jetfars & McOann.

Cost, $3,000.

HANFOHD, lULAUE COUN'IT.

Two-stoi^ brick building. Owner, J. T. Baker.

Architect, W. Scrof. Cost,
f
4,500.

Brick store. Owners, S. Jacobs & Co. Archi-

tect, W. Scrof. Cost, $3,500.

INSURANCE CO. OF CALIFORNIA
" FIRE AIVO MA^KHVE.

Principal Office, 405 California Street,

San Francisoa

JOHN H. WISE, President.

CHAS. A. LATON, Secretary. j-

Mechanics' Lien Law.
"Mechanicr material men, artizans, and laborers of even;

rlai«^Srimve a lien upon the property upon which they have

''f V*^V.?iimL wffi bridKe, ditch, iume, aqueduct, tunnel,
claim,

^"'^^ffiv railroad waKonrowl, or other Uructurc. shall

fence, mac*^^"®'^^;,^^" ^nnprtv unon wh oh they have bestowed
have alien «Pf" ^^l^^riJU'^the v^^^ la^"*- d»"«

^*^i*' "/JnllfSsS This Uen shall not be affected by the

?la tharno^mrey is due. or to become due. on any contract

S'a^e by the o^^^' -[J^^Yy'bSirdrnTTmprovement, or struc-
'• The land upon

^J'^|\,JJ^i^g a Jo^^en ent space about the

tare 18 constructed, together witn a conve^^^^^
^^ ^^.^

Hame.lsalsosub.ect to thellen. The^^en8p^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^

chapter are ^r«i«"cd to any nen, moir^^
^,^^^^

brance which may J^Z,t*"fr.truc"u?lwaS commenced, work
the building in^F«^«r^«"V^jS?o be furnlHhed ; a^w to aiiy
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Our Enlargement and Imppovement—No. I.

It is with feelings of great satisfaction and
pleasure that we direct the especial attention of
our readers to the marked improvement shown
in the present issue of this journal.

.
Four additional pages have been added; also,

dx plate, or illustration pages, instead of three
and four aq heretofore, and new and larger type.
All this is the result of the liberal encouragement
received, and the determination on our part, as
heretofore announced, that improvements should
appear hand in hand with the increase of sub-
scription and advertising patronage. And hav-
ing to this extent redeemed the promises made
in previous issues, nothing shall be left undone
to make it worthy of still greater encouragement,
with the hope that the efforts put forth to estab-
lish in San Francisco a journal of high merit
and superior excellence, will receive that cordial
and hearty subscription co-operation, support
and indorsement from all architects, contractors,
^wners of real estate, mechanics in all bzanches,
and the entire people of this western slope of
our great country—which will enable us to per-
fect in splendid style all that has been and is

contemplated by the management of this journal.
And as an inducement to friends at home and

abroad to lend the helping hand in doubling up
our subscription list, we promise— life being
spared— another and greater improvement in the
first issue of 1882. Let this assurance stimulate
interest on the part of every reader of this jour-
nal—particularly here in San Francisco and upon
the Pacific Coast—so that thousands more may
add their subscriptions, thereby enabling the
greater improvements in its every department,
and making it. a credit to the city of its publica-
tion.

We have repeatedly stated and mean it, that
this enterprise was not started merely for pur-
poses of personal gains and profits, but to estab-

lish a publication in the interest of the archi-
tectural profession, mechanical operations, sani-
tary sciences, the proper construction of build-
ings, etc., etc., which would render it invaluable
to every man or woman who either plans, erects,
owns, or hves m a building of any class, char-
acter or description. Consequently, we appeal
to all such, asking that our subscription-list be
enlarged and extended, until the possibilities ofpH^mg ami distribution shall be exhaustiid.^

While greater success will be more remunera-
tive to us It will also insure to our patrons a
journal ^o£. superior excellence; for with the
means at conunand, every facility known in the
tyi)ographical and printing arts, and every known
and available process and facility in the produc-
tion of splendid cuts and illustrations, will be
secured; to the end that San Francisco-the
much-abused and misrepresented city—may be-
come the place of publication for one of the in-
trinsically, mechanically and editorially, most
valuable journals published in the English lan-
guage.

While we have not the slightest idea that our
past efforts have approached perfection, or been
beyond criticism, it is a pleasing reflection that
during the two and one-half years of this jour-
nal s existence, not a single unfavorable notice
has come to us through the columns of papers
published on this coast, or in the Eastern States-
but on the other hand, hundreds of most favor-
able, and sometimes very flattering notices have
appeared. We hope to continue the good esteem
of all contemporaries, both at home and abroad
and extend to them the free use of all matter
appearing in our columns, simply asking due
credit in return.

The apology we offer for the defects in our
illustrations hitherto, have been in part at least
beyond our control. To produce them in as good
shape as we desire would cost more for each
issue than the whole typographical and printing
work, while eastern journals have at their com-
mand numerous processes which produce excel-
lent cuts at comparatively small cost. But with
the help of our friends, and the increase of re-
ceipts, all this will in time be overcome and
regulated satisfactorily.

Mr. Laver s effort, by ordering, in addition to
its publication in full in this journal, the print-
ing of 500 copies in pamphlet form.
The proceedings were of the most harmonious

and pleasing character, and great satisfaction
was expressed- by those in attendance. At the
next meeting—̂ rs^ Friday in Augiist—the dis-
cussion of important matters in connection with
the profession wUl occupy the time of thA Asso-
ciation. --^-—.— .- -^—— —

i

All question as to the success and perpetuity
of the Association was set at rest by the tone
spirit, and vitality manifest at the recent meet-
ing; provided the members meet in encouraging
numbers, and practice the goodly feeling and
earnest interest manifested on that occasioiu-
All that is necessary to the permanent establish-
ment of a large and influential Architectural
Association upon this coast is, that the members
of the profession join heart and hand in the
work, and pursue a course sustained by intelli-
gent and honorable understandings, personally
professionally, and in society affiliations.

'

'{',1

.>!!

The Pacific Coast Association of Architects.

The regular meeting of the Association was
held on the afternoon of first Friday in July.
The attendance was not large, owing to the fact
that the time atid place of meeting was not rightly
understood by many of the members, some of
whom have since expressed to us their regret
and disappointment at mistaking the hour of
meeting as eight, instead of two, p. m. A com-
mittee was appointed at the late meeting to make
permanent arrangements, both as to time and
place, which, if done in time, will be noticed in
this issue. We hope members of the profession
will inform themselves fully and correctly upon
this point, and all be present at the next and all

succeeding meetings.
The meeting was called to order by the Presi-

dent, Mr. Laver. After the disposal of such
matters as claimed the attention of the Associa-
tion, Mr. Laver read the very interesting and
instructive address which appears in full in this
journal, and which contains many excellent sug-
gestions' which should be read and pondered
over, not only by architects, but by all who are
in any manner interested in the purity of archi-
tecture, or the erection of edifices and structures
of any description.

The Association manifested its appreciation of

Read the Last Paragraph Particulaply.

Architects, contractors, cakpenter.s, brick
MASONS, painters, PLUMBERS, AND ALL OTHER
BUILDING OPERATIVES, MECHANICS ENOAOBD IN
OTHER MECHANICAL PURSUITS, OWNERS OF REAL
ESTATE, and all tenants of houses without dis-
tinction, within the range of our circulation,
which reaches all parts of this coast and east of
the Rocky Mountains, and many parts of foreign
countries, who do not subscribe for this journal,
deprive themselves of a valuable medium of in-
struction and information. It is pronounced by
thousands to be worthy of liberal support, yet it
is far from what we intend to make it when our
subscription list shall include or exceed Twenty
Thousand paying subscribers.
We call upon one and all of our patrons to

lend their assistance in consummating the re--''^^
suits intended

; and in return, we will produce
monthly, and if found advisable, semi-monthly,
or weekly, a journal which none shall surpass.
The energy, understanding of necessities, and

determination requisite are in reserve, and will
be brought into practice as soon and as rapidly
as our high subscription hopes, aims, and ex-
pectations are reached.
We prefer publishing a journal of this char-

acter, with 20,000 to 100,000 subscribers, to"

—

being a San Francisco Supervisor, or architect
of the New City Hall, which John Clifford, in
his cause of action against Drake, of Chicago,
stated to be worth a quarter million of dollars!
Query:—If an architect could make $250,000 '

by a professional engagement, on a salary of:
$150 to $200 per month, what would be his ag»
by the time he secured that amount, deducting
current living expenses, provided he acted hoa-
estly and did no stealing? and how roBMf
centuries would it require to complete Snn
Francisco's '

' big elephant '^
? At a lay-up of $600

annually, more than 151,840 setting sun» would
pass over his head, and sink beneath the western
horizon, before John C. would ''pass in ha
checks," or the finishing touch be applied to the
city's head-quarters.

J-

\%

1

;

I

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been _su5b_ that we
have had 500 additional copies bounds

which we will send to any address at the

reduced price o4$2.00 per volume.

4x
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Not too Much to Say or Ask.

There is no good re.oson wliy this should not

become one of tlie most prominent P^'^'^l^ /"

the United States; representmg, as it does, tn^

-^itTr^ Pacific Coast in all matters c<mneeted wiHT

-the architectural profession, buUdmg {"terests,

sanitary and mechanical sciences, and tlie re-

Lrcea of this God-blessed hentage-the west-

ern slope of our common country.

_ Thus far but one sentiment hiis been expressed

and that is, that such a journal is greatly needed

fn this section of country-that the Califokn a

Architect and Building Review has fairly and

well filled this necessity, notwithstanding the

:rdver8e circunistances which have thus far ren

dered it less valuable and interesting than it
fJM'Mi II less ViilUAUl^i w"-^ q.

__would have been under more favorable condi

-- - tions. and much less than it will hereafter be, as

^ we intend to press it up to a high standing

among the journals of its class, as rapidly as may

^^ be possible. -
, i ^----^-

^Q contemplate and promise such enlarge-

ments and improvements as will render it unex-

ceptionally excellent in all of its departments

^::;=^an(l all we ask in return is a generous support——— coequal with its merits, and our ettorts to make

it satisfactorily good in all respects.

MUiMkM

Picked Up the Trade.

>^

'i^
•

' 1 1
*

ill!
r
1^

Yes, a great many people "pick up trades
;

and more generally, after f.dlowing them for a

quarter of a century, more or less, inake but

poor apologies f.>r workmen. Tins picking up

trades is somewhat like a lad commencing his

studies in arithmetic at the compound numbers

without any prior knowledge of the rudiments

or value of figures. The one never becomes

proficient; nor the other, as a rule, competent

L a mechanic. Occasionally, when a man has

reached the years of maturity, he may attain

considerable proficiency in any pursuit to which

he with diligence applies himself, provided he

possesses the will and determination to succeed

in his attempts at new acquisitions. But diligence

alone will not secure success, unless accompanied

by determination and purpose. In some, tlie

troit of character understood by the term nat-

ural genius," develops itself, which controlled

bv strength of purpose and good judgnient,

helps the possessor wonderfully. To get up

stream against a more or less rapidly descending

current requires not only that the boatman shall

be strong of arm and muscle, but equally so ot

will and purpose; and even these possessed yet

unapplied, avails but little. The powers in men

must be brought into exercise to render them

valuable. And it is only when all these, or to

the extent to which they are applied, do men

become competent. In but few cases compara-

tively, do men reach a good reputation in any

pursuit picked up during the years of maturity,

witho t the advantages, discipline, and training

experienced in and by years of apprenticeship.

^n all things the mind must be schooled and

=="educated, and by degrees led to perfected under-

standings; and it is a law of our humanity that

the early years of life is the better and proper

time to begin the educations which are to control

the future. True, sometimes men are endowed
"^ with—or inherit—special and natural fitness in

certain directions; and although circumstances

may for a time prevent their development, when-

ever opportunities offer more than ordinary re-

sults follow. But as a rule, apprenticeship seJv-

* itude and training is a prerequisite to mechan-

ical proficiencies. The reasons are obvious: but

few men are so constituted that they can or will

bend their manhood views of life's work to be-

come boys again. Maturity of years brings also

maturity of conceptions and ambitions, and the

*
'little things" which are so essential m perfect-

ing a mechanical education, and which boys in

- apprenticeship are forced to observe and pracUce,

are lost to those who "pick up" a trade during

the years of manhood. We do not condemn,

but rather applaud the ambitions of those who

seek the avenues of mechanism, for the purpose

of bettering their conditions, or as far as possible

retrieving the lost opportunities of early life;

but it is inconsistent with the order of things,

as expressed in every law and rule of human

reason and experience, to suppose that those who

fail to receive the preliminary training of ap-

prenticeship in any line of mechanism can in-

cidentally secure to themselves that deep and

thorough knowledge of practical mechanical art

and science, which those possess who commence

at the right period, and pass through all the

cultivating and maturing stages which fat and

qualify the perfect mechanic. ^
A New York "Tinker Plumbing^ Trick.

Wehave^een^ome "awfuUy" bad plumbing

work done in San Francisco, and known of tricks

of the most rascally character being played, but

nothing to surpass in absolute mechanical villany

the following. We find the story related in a

recent number of the Sanitary Eii^neer, which

says-
" Strange as it may seem, the soil-pipe for

one floor, or that portion of it running-from the

first to the second floor, was made of old tomato-

cans, soldered together. Then, from the second

to the third floor, a two-inch sheet-tm pipe was

run to take the drainage from a sink. Our

readers will not be surprised at the assertion of

the occupant of the store, that he was * stunk

out of the place.' To a plumber there certainly

could be no saving in using tomato-cans for soil-

pipe as the labor was considerable. It seems

the man who did this job was a tinker, and he

either did not know how cheap iron sod-pipes

were, or else realized he was unable to put them

up and felt competent to solder the tin cans,

which he doubtless got from the ash-box for

nothing. The cost of the solder consumed was

probably the only expense he reckoned, the labor

not being an item in his calculation. This state-

ment will seem improbable to many of our

readers, but we can assure them that this novel

soil-pipe has been brought to us by Mr. James

Muir, one of the best-known plumbers in this

city, whose men discovered it as above related.

The' trap was made in the same way, but was

destroyed in taking it out."

If any of the readers of this journal can pro-

duce a more rascally example of dishonest prac-

tice in San Francisco, we shall be glad to hear

from them, and shall not be greatly surprised at

any statement that may be made; for we have

seen so many bad things in the plumbing line

that we are beyond the reach of absolute doubt

Still, with thousands of examples of similar

character before them, seven^tenths of the

owners of buildings will hunt around to find just

such mechanical frauds, preferring to pay them

small prices for their worthless work, rather than

employ really competent and reliable inechanics,

at fair compensation. The illustration of

'' ivretphed plumhhig work" analyzed, will, in a

majority of cases, develop the fact that they are

the outcome of a disposition on the part of the

paying parties to economize outlay. Fifty to

one hundred per cent, is a reasonable range or

limit between the respective cost of ordinary

good class of plumbing work andtinkerism ;
and

results are always proportionate to the grade of

plumbers employed. Sometimes, however, the

better class of plumbers turn out imperfect

work, because, to secure work in some cases,

they are " beat down" in theic prices, either by

personal propositions, or rabble competition;

and upon the principle that self-preservation is

the first law of nature, under such circumstances,

economies are introduced wherever possible.

Architectural Competitions.

NUMBER IIJ.

In our last we referred to a third class, to

which we would draw attention. We mean those

to whom competition, has been lamentably dis- ^
appointing, and who have befen tempted by the __
allurements of the competition system to give ^-

up promising appointments in established offices

which have been filled by others. Mho m their

turn also have been drawn away m a similar

manner, until the profession has been in a meas-

ure overrun with quite an army of men, in

many cases not possessing sufficient power to

command success in competition, nor sufficient

practical knowledge and experience to be usefulm --

other than very inferior positions as architectural

draughtsmen. And it is among this class that

we find the effect of competition is never to en-

courage the generous sympathies of compejiitors,

but always to provoke envy, false hope, and

self-conceit insuff'erable. There is more heart-

burning among tliese would-be architects, caused

by their failures in competing for designs, than

is caused by the result of competitions m any^

other profession. .
"

So far, we have seen tliat the firmer mainten-

ance of the competition system lies in the sup-

position, that modest merit can thus obtain its

reward. This we hold to be an utter fallacy.

Modesty will wait; it is immodesty that will not.

Merit can wait; it is demerit that cannot. I he

man who in professional life is the most fortu-

nate is he who starts without false aids, without

fallacious incentives, without self-ccmceit, and

without hurry. Waiting patiently, working

diligently, and walking uprightly, until he has

reached the age of matured usefulness, he then

attains that position which matured usefulness

alone can permanently hold, because it alone is

worthy to hold it. In plain language—at the

age of forty, which is recognized as the earliest

at which a man may expect to acquire a position

in a profession as distinguished from a trade, he

finds himself beginning to know the world well;

youth has passed into full manhood, and he ha^

five and twenty years before him ^i^ring which

to employ his energies at their best, and to win

respect for a meritorious old age. What does

such a man want with competitions ? What can

he gain by them }
, , • x j

Our concluding article upon the subject under

consideration will appear in our August number,

and will be confined to competitions m talijomia.

Castings.

Send for a copy of the "Steel Square and

its Uaes," handsomely bound and illustrated.

Price 75 cts.

Castings seem to take to themselves peculiar

freaks of irregularities, the causes being difficu t

to define They occur sometinles in the sand,

sometimes in ramming, sometinies in venting,

and often with wrong facings. For instance, the

quality of facing sand must always be graded,

according to the casting to be made heavy or

light, deep or shallow in the mold. Again,

inferior coal in facing sands is detrimental.

Possibly the dealer in foundry facings has been

grinding inferior stock, instead of getting a

carbon in the form of coal-dust to stand the

iron pouring against the mold There has been

dirt and slate ground m with the coal. This is

a cause of scabby castings, together with two

fine a sand, or a sand without body which al

molders dread, except for very light work It

molders could only have good sands, good irons,

and good facings, and the same stock supplied

each time, there would be little need of com-

plaint ;
but the geology of our country is no

such as to admit of digging moldmg-sand at

every foundry back-door, when molding-sand

costs from $40 to $50 a car delivered in ^

foundry-yard, as we know it does m many m

stancess.

—

Amer. Machinist
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Pacific Coast Association of Architects.

After the introductory remarks make by Augustus Laver, the first
President of the Association, thanking the Fellows and Associate Mem-
bers for the honor they had been pleased to confer on him, the follow-
ing lecture on In What Architecture Consists," was delivered by MrLaver at the rooms of the association. ^

San Fbanoisco, July^ 1st, 1881r^^?t==z—^^.^

Fellows and Associates of the P. C. A. A.

:

Architecture is generally defined tobe ''the Artof Building," but this
definition does not carry with it a sufficiently positive and extended
meaning. If the art of building be considered relative to Architec-
ture, it is nothing more than construction, and if it be considered rela-
tive to our wants, it appertains to all ages, and to all countries ; but the^rt of Architecture, far from being common to all ages and nations, is^confined to a few centuries,, and only a few privileged countries, andought to be defined, "The art of bundin^^iSWrding to certain rulesand proportions determined by natural causes, and the perfected fac-
ulties of man The art of building is found amongst all savage

-nations, but the art of Architecture can only be the result of society
enlightened by civilization and mother arts.

It is an art that requires great judgment and diversity of studies to-
enabie a connoisseur to form correct opinions of the works of others
and 18 acquired by theory and practice.

'

The theory of Architecture is that knowledge of it acquired by the-study of the remains of antiquity, by the writings of the most learned
authors, and by meditation.

The practice is the knowledge which is gained by the executing and
conducting of buildings. ®

The etymology of the word Architect indicates that the person
thus designated is the inspector and chief of those employed in the
erection of edifices, and that he has the general direction of the works
and their Execution, which supposes a union of rare quaUties and ver^
extended l|:nowledge. —- ^

_ When-iarg^consider the time required for the study of Architecture
the necessary expense incurred, and the various difficulties incident to
the attaining of that degree of talent which warrants the assumption of
the title of Architect, how unimportant the remuneration it presents
to those who follow it as a profession, notwithstanding that its utiliiv
doubtless ranks it first amongst the arts.

Furnish a painter with a small piece of canvas, pencils, and a few
colors, and if he be a talented artist, he will in a short time produce a
painting of considerable value, his fame and fortune resting entirely
within the power of his pencil, because he is unfettered, and has only
to closely study nature in all her beauties, and reproduce them on
canvas.

With the Architect it is very different; he is often fettered by
some peculiarity in the site ; or by the requirements of the buildincr he
is called upon to produce, or by the qualities of the materials to be
use J in the construction, and it may be by the idiosyncrasies of his
client

;
and hence, in order to appreciate or criticise any work, no mat-

ter how extensive or insignificant, an intimate knowledge not only
of the art itself is required, but also of all the circumstances incident to
the production of the design. These remarks are pertinent to the
course often adopted in the selection of designs submitted in competi-
tion—far too often, I regret to say—that the judges are totally incompe-
tent for the task set before them, and the man of talent is driven away
to make room for the patronized, and therefore arise those productions
which are found so unworthy of being transmitted to posterity.

Literary knowledge and history are much more requisite to the
modern than they were to the ancient Architect.

Vitruvius required that an Architect should be able to assign a sat-
isfactory reason for the employment of every architectural object which
his design might present.

How much more indispensable, then, are these studies at the present
day, since by the adoptions we may make of the antique Architecture,
an Architect finds himself perpetually necessitated to employ an infin-~
ity of parts or ornaments, the common and parasite use of which can
only be ridiculous, if not directed by an enlightened and judicious
mind.

The knowledge of history, as it includes that of Architecture, dis-
closes the revolutions of an art which, more than any other, is hnked
to the destiny of the nations that employ it.

In following its origin, progress, and decadency, the student will
distinguish the changes of taste, and varieties of style, adopted in dif-
ferent ages by different nations, and he will habituate himself to the
discernment which the monuments of antiquity require, and the studies
he ought to deduce from them.

To a thorough conception of Architecture there should also be
added an intimate knowledge of sculpture and painting.

It is astonishing to contemplate how great a number there were of
the celebrated ancient Architects, who to a proficiency in Architecture
united a superiority in the other arts, of which it is rare in the present
day to attain eminence in one.

"

Without going so far back as to the Greeks and Romans, we find
this union of superior talents in individuals in the flourishing centuries
of modern Italy.

To make a just enumeration of these Architects would be almost to
except none.

It was as rare at that time to possess but one art, as it is in our
_ day to possess more than one. —

^
,

,- - .—^^
It would form too long a list to mention all the early celebrated

painters and sculptors, who also possessed, to a very high degree, a
knowledge and taste in Architecture, and who have left posterity in
doubt under which of the arts their names ought to be particularly
inscribed.

Amongst these are Giotto, Michael Angelo, Domenichino, Raffaelo,
etc. Opposite to this list may be placed the great masters in Archi-
tecture, who, to a knowledge of that art, united in a more or less
eminent degree a practical knowledge of the other arts, at the head of_

rwhich stand Brunelleschi and Ammanati, who left more than one mon^
ument of their knowledge of sculpture; Saiisovino, Palladio^ and Saa_
Gallo, who were equally able sculptors; liiaiiiante, Vignola, Albtjrtiy
and many others, who exercised in turn the pencil and the compass^^

It may be proved that there exist few beautiful architectural pro»-
ductions which are not the result of a combined knowledge of the arts
in those who were their authors. The reason of this union of the art8,_
formerly so common, but at the present day so rare, was, that

*

in
former times one spirit presided over the arts, one cliain connected
them, and this common bond was drawing on a practical knowledge of
proportions which form the basis of Architecture, Sculpture, and
Painting.^:

By consulting the memoirs of the lives of the celebrated artists of
that period, the truth of what is here advanced will be discovered,
namely, that their early education was the same, and that the most
able Architects formed themselves in the school of the most eminent
painters.

Architecture consists in fopning an edifice or building so that it

shall have all its parts in j>erfect relation to each other, and be of a
convenable character, which is always determined by the uses for
which it is intended.

— A building which is convenient is one whose parts are such as its

destination requires, and this destination determines the form of the
plan, style, and sky-line of the exterior, the number and situation of
the apartments, entrances, vestibules, halls, and approaches; and to
add to the above, a judicious laying-out of the surrounding grounds
will enhance the effects.

A well-proportioned building is onp which in all the parts of its

plan presents such harmony in its divisions that each portion has evi- -

dently an essential relation t<j the others, and in the projected eleva-

tions, it is necessary that the heights should be adapted to the length,

and that the apertures should be supported by symmetrical and pro-

portioned planes. The genius of art consists in having an eye for

proportion, and it requires the deepest study with a correct taste.

But Architecture having necessity for its foundation, there results,

first: That its beauty ought to imprint thjs character of necessity,

and the necessity of all its parts ought t<j be apparent. Secondly

:

That the ornaments ought to be derived from the nature of the edifice

itself, and result from the want which it might have of them. Hence
to ascertain the merits of architectural compositions, the following rule

may be advantageously employed ;

Examine if each and every part separately and collectively unite to

the greatest possible extent a characteristic expression of beauty, con-

venience, and real and apparent solidity.

Whoever adopts this rule, which is founded on reason, will neither

be imposed upon by authority, celebrity, nor custom. They will also

observe the following rules :

The first is of indispensable necessity in all kinds of buildings, and
in each of their parts, and cannot be neglected without the risk of

incurring censure ; such as false bearifigs, planes over apertures, shape-

less and misplaced pediments, penetration of pilasters, bastard orders,

different orders in the same plan, or in projection; as also the most^
solid placed under the most delicate, or the heaviest under the light-

"

est, without their intermediates. These are necessary deductions,

drawn from the true principles of beauty, propriety, and solidity,

which properties ought to be found in every building, and iioi oiUy

existj but be apparent.

The relations of the dimensions in the orders are not of a precision

that admit of no variation. What necessity is there, for example, that

the Ionic columns should be exactly nine diameters high, or the me-

topes perfectly square? But it is only in case of necessity that these

proportions should be deviated from, and care should be taken only to

give them a latitude of certain circumference, and to endeavor to pro-

duce beauty by various means, at the same time being attentive to

those invariable principles and necessary rules, the transgression of

which can only produce wanderings that will serve rather to shock our

ight than enlighten and conduct our reason.

The Architect, therefore, requires some judgmentTo enable him to

determine in all cases the particular expression of character which hia

edifice should assume; how to dispose the accessorie8__and awljacent

i ^«
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objects and surroundings ; to overcome by fortunate inventions, accord-

ing to the nature of the site ; to give it a uniform yet varied appear-

ance, and to prevent confusion in those parts where the different wants

are found to be in^ opposition ; to determine the size of the various

parts according to the uses to which they are to be appropriated
;
and

to distribute and reunite them in such a manner that each part will be

found placed where it is most suitable or convenient, and that the

whole will present both exteriorly and interiorly a convenient, solid,

and beautiful edifice, analogous to its kind and destination.

No one part ought to predominate to the detriment of another
;
and

while there is no appearance of excess, still nothrng should be- omitted

that could be desired for its completion. •

It will thus manifest the genius of the artist, and thus alone will it

be beautiful in its details and total, and so much the more so in pro-

portion as the total and its parts present distinctly, and at first glance,

a free accordance and a combination that agreeably fixes the sight.

The appearance of such an edifice gives rise to an inexpressible

pleasure and fascination in the beholder. It awakens in the mind ex-

alted and enlarged ideas. The spectator feels those delightful emotions

and agreeable transports which are excited by productions bearing real _

marks of superiority of mind. Thus there is one principle of architect-

%ural design which is indispensable: Fitness. In the works of the

Great Architect, who has strewn the universe with his glorious and

_ his beautiful creations, as far as our finite powers are able to gauge

infinite wisdom, we find indubitable evidences of an intention to make

all beauty subserve purposes of the highest but most practical utility.

Ask the professors of different sciences whose pursuits are the investi-

gation of various departments of nature, and the astronomer will tell

you of the dependence of all heavenly bodies upon each other by in-

fluences so proportioned -that any derangement would be felt through-

out the universe ; of gravity, which rules the planets in their courses

and bows the snow-drop's pensive head ; of the laws of light ; of the

succession of the seasons ; and of the recurrence of the tides.

The natural philosopher will appeal to various phenomena, and will

prove that the storm and the' earthquake are not oniy grand, but bene-

ficial in their influences, and promotive of new phases of beauty ; that

the thunder is not only awful and the lightning glorious, but that elec-

tricity is an active agent in promoting civilization and enterprise ; that

—chemistry is ever engaged in decomposing existing bodies, when their .

^sphere of usefulness is closed, in order to restore their elements to use-

fulness of another kind, perhaps to be graced by beauty most . trans-

cendent.
'

-=r:— The geologist will tell us of animals which lived in former ages—the
Umastodon, the mighty megatherium, the plesiosaurus, and ichthyosaurus,

"and many others ; the ammonite and the trilobite, having a resem-

blance to existing species modified by a regard to an antediluvian

world : whilst the natural historian will refer to the works of the infe-

rior animals, and will show h(jw in the beaver-dam and the bee's honey-

comb, the principle of fitness reigns paramount; and the ti*aveler will

- speak of the EsquLmaux's hut and the Arab's tent, which are constructed
~ in obedience to its dictates.

Turn where we will, it is only in the architectural constructions of

civilized man, that we find the most extraordinary discrepancies be-

^tween the arrangements of a structure and its purposes.

Are, then, inconvenience and unfitness evidences of civilization, or

are they rather to be regarded as proof of the forgetfulness of that in-

Z^ structive principle upon which all excellence must be based I Stated

thus nakedly, the question can receive but one answer. Yet, how
~^

otherwise are we to account for the superiority of the beaver and the

humble-bee. Much of the unfitness observable is due to the sickening

cant with which the study of Architecture is overlaid. Each amateur,

according to prejudices accidentally imbued, assumes that his favorite

__ style embodies all excellence, and that others are barbarous substitutes;

— and the generality of the profession are either equally prejudiced, or

are governed by the prejudices pf their patrons, and can admire no
excellence which is not recorded by Vitruvius, practiced by Palladio,

or inculcated by the ecclesiologist, just as the whim may take them.
_^ So long as Architects will not work out for themselves a standard

%i

-= of excellence—so long as they take their ideal from the whim of their

patrons, and it is not the result of study and investigation—Architect-

ure will continue as subject to the fluctuations of fashion as do cos-

tumes and the like, and the country will from time to time be overrun
by a mania for the Classical, the Italian, or the Gothic styles, as time
and chance may determine. If we glance at the course pursued by our
early architectural predecessors, we shall find that they can be imitated

with better effect by studying the spirit rather than the letter of their

practice.

We find in the earlier ages, except when the art is in a manifestly

transition state between two styles, that it is uniformly governed in

its main characteristics by the climate, the materials, and the habits of

the people, modified by the associations derived from a preceding age

or from other countries. The elements of the colossal Architecture of

Egypt attained their most perfect development at Thebes, and were
gradually refined to the slender proportions of Athens and of Rome.

Of the private edifices of the Egyptians and the Greeks we have no
remains, but their temples and their tombs are embodiments of their

religious superstitions, were conducive to the purposes of their erec-

tion, and are evidences of their Architects' adhesion to the principle of

fitness; whilst at Pompeii the Architect of later Rome acknowledges

the force of the same principle by studying the convenient arrange-

ment of the different buildings there preserved, and by their appropri-

ate decoration.

The irruption of the Northmen completed the destruction of the ener-

vated remains of Classical Architecture, as then practiced, and prepared

for the evolution of a new style, as different as possible in its princi-

ple of beauty and effect ; but the Mediaeval Architects—those noble

Freemasons who cherished the lamp of science, and the elements of

civilization, ift-'an age whose internal history is but imperfectly re-

corded—have left no proof that they wished to traverse this first prin-

ciple of success in the art; but in their cathedrals, their convents,

their castles, and in all their works, have left enduring evidence that,

according to their knowledge, the material was that most suited for the

purpose to which it was applied, whilst the external forms of the edi-

fice, its outline or plan, and its elevation, were due to the climate, and

to the convenient occupation of the building.
;

"--~
', '.

-*4 the hl^l i embowed Toofr
__-^ With antique pillars massy proof,

And storied windows richly dight,

Casting a dim religious light,"

Were all subservient to the great purpose of the building ; not stuck on

or about at random, without judgment and without taste. Their col-

umns and arches, their buttresses, pinnacles, and moldings, were feat-

ures essential to Constructive excellence. • —T^T^-r^lr^
The most ordinary portions of buildings were refiined by the taste

and imagination of the Freemason into evidences of his just apprecia-

tion of the purposes of the art which he studied with scientific earnest-

ness, elevated by his artistic feeling, and consecrated by his religious

devotion.
. r n j

Since the dissolution of their mighty union, their art has wofuUy de-

clined in consequence of Ihe assooiatis:^ of ideas, produced by the re-

vival of ancient learning, of the increased influence of the Italian

Republics upon the art, and of the promiscuous application of religious

edifices at the Reformation in the sixteenth century.

Here we reach a new era in Architectural History, and a glance at

this and subsequent periods will afford a clue to our deficiencies. The

confiscation of church property, as in some European countries, and

its bestowal upon laymen, would open a wide door for the admission

of numerous incongruities ; since many buildings erected for relig-

ious societies had to be adapted to the use of private famUies, and

ecclesiastical edifices of one church applied to the use of another.

Hence a necessary violation of the principle of fitness of the original

design; and so also of the amveraion of fortified castles and mansions

to the purposes of a peaceful age: and as there are in all times men who

more admire the errors of those above them than the unpretending

excellencies of their own sphere, the blemishes thus produced would

find frequent copyists in new buildings of humble rank, or for par-

venues ; and the absurdity is often heightened by association with but-

tresses that strengthen nothing, turrets with blank loop-holes that

perhaps contain the chimney-flue, battlements never manned, draw-

bridges never raised across moats innocent of water, portcullises that

are never lowered, and arms hung up for monuments which have never

been bruised in the stricken field; and occasionally, to give additional

piquancy to this mimicry of the baronial hall, a belted knight cased in

mail, with lance and shield, kept watch on a carpeted staircase, doing

no deeds of bravery and chivalry, but a mere man of straw after all.

The revival of literature produced a morbid craving for examples

~^f the temples described in the ancient authors, and as the writings

and sculptures of the ancients were manifestly superior to those which

were indigenous, it was hastily concluded that so must be their Arch-

itecture, and therefore were the temples of an extinct or degraded

people to be revived and adapted to modern use.

In the absence of correct knowledge of the sublime works of

"Athens, many barbarisms passed muster as classical beauties, and were

worshiped as facsimiles of the glorious achievements of the age of

Pericles. Experience seems to prove that in its purity this style is

quite unsuitable for any country but those which are blest with a

climate similar to that of Greece. Classical Architecture, at any rate tor

the present, has, in the United States, succumbed to the Queen Anne,

Renaissance, Italian, and Gothic styles, but it has left its marks in the

numerous unsuitable edifices throughout northern countries, in whicti

the colonnades of Southern Europe give shade and damp to tne

buildings it is sought to enlighten; or by the placing of French windows,

or fire-places for warmth, which are for the most part introduced in

downright violation of all propriety of the style, or are masked witn

all the ingenuity of which the Architect is capable ;
whilst upon ana

around this specimen of pure art are placed statues a laUrec, (that is,

one remove from a state of nature) as though they would persuade tne

thriving denizens of a northerly clime that it is the sunny bouth.

The portico now introduced is generally a mere ornamental excres-

cence, stuck on and not embodied as an essential feature of the accom^

modations required, as though Architects took the idea from meeting

TFfE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW: M
bull with a stag's head, or some similar malformation of nature, which
to his perverted imagination, appeared worthy of duplication We
have many illustrations of this, where the portico is placed at the top
of so many steps, that any one wishing to shelter under it, may be wet
through before reaching it.

The introduction of the essential features of one class of religious
edifices into churches whose cerem<mial is independent of such acces-
sories, is in bad taste, as suggesting discordance and controversy where
harmony and union are most desirable.

In like manner, the formation of niches without statues, and where
there is no probability (jf their being provided, is objectionable
as suggesting a feeling of incompleteness, when, in fact, none is
intended

Should the foregoing to the smallest degree furnish any new data
for meditation to the thoughtful student in Architecture, or enable the
more advanced architectural i)ractitioner, in the pursuance of any
given work of his art, to render it a more ujsthetic and enduring mon-
ument to his skill, the j)urpo8es of my humble eftbrt will have been
achieved. Let, however, the ambitious Architect who thus cherishes
the desire to establish such a lasting monument, be not deceived, but
recall the expressive lines by Lord Byron :

" Jjet not a monument give you or me hopes,
Since not a pinch of dust remains of Cheops."

San Francisco, Cal., July 1st, 1881.

Laying Bricks Properly.

The Builder and Wood Worker in reviewing the
" Hollow Wall," question, among other things,
says: "Inasmuch as common masonry is very
jporous, not merely because the bricks are porous,
"but also because it is impracticable to Jill the
joints, nfiost particularly tJie upriyht joints.^' We
differ with our contemporary upon this point, as
bricks can be so laid in ordinary walls, by
skilled workmen, as to bed them thoroughly and
fill every joint and interstice perfectly. The
diflBculties of the case exist in the general dis-
position among American contractors and me-
chanics to rush work to reach (quantities rather
than quality. If good mortar is used in suf-
ficient quantities, and the bricks are well "shoved
up " and no carelessness or neglects practiced,
every joint in a wall containing a million of
bricks may be perfectly filled. But in work
undertaken by contract at low figures, the in-

terest of the contractor lies in the piling in of
the greatest number of bricks each day by each
man employed. Consequently, the "boss"
crowds his workmen to the greatest extent, and
each workman knowing that the " slow men,"
however skillful they may be as mechanics, are
likely to be the first discharged, strive to make
the best impression possible, with the knowledge
that such impressions are most effectually made
by laying up the greater number of bricks per
day. This state of things can scarcely be won-
dered at, since owners are unwilling to have
work done by the day, on account of its greater
cost, but require contract agreements, often with
fierce and sometimes unfair competition, thereby
dividing interests ; for the chief concern and
purpose of every man who undertakes a contract,
is to make all the money reasonably possible out
of the engagement ; while on the other hand,
the owner's paramount interest is founded in the
character of work for which he is expected to

pay his money. But, as a rule, the contractor
has the advantage, unless the superintendence
is under the watchful eye of some thoroughly
competent and skillful man as "clerk of the
works," to be ever on the alert ; and even then,
in a majority of cases, the most that can be is

made of every possible opportunity to profit by
every advantage that presents itself ; all of

which is perfectly natural under the contract
system of operation, because the pecuniary in-

terests of the contractor are in absolute conflict

with every move which increases the cost of

execution. But none of these facts establish the
"impracticability" of solidly laid-up masonry,
when the conditions surrounding the work are

untrammeled by limitage of cost, and the par-
ties doing the work are fully competent to its

execution in a proper manner. If our contem-
porary simply proposes to apply the term im-
practicable to the prevailing rules and customs
practiced in connection with contract work, and
not as a mechanical fact, then it is correct. The
point of argument with us is, that defects which
exist through comviLon customs and practices,

should not be charged as inherent defects in

mechanical principles.

Because walls have been built in San Fran-
cisco, and perhaps in other cities, with "chunks"
of timber thrown in, and dry bricks little better

than shoveled in, all done to make bulk of wall,
it creates no argument against either the mechan-
ical possibility or practicability of solid masonry.
And the porousness of brick walls is more owing
to the careless manner of laying bricks, and the
quality and quantity of mortar used, than to the
porous nature of the material. Nine-tenths of
the sweating and dampness found in brick walls,
could be overcome by the free and right use of
mortar containing a proper quantity of good
cement. For we contend that every joint can be
entirely filled, and if this is done with the proper
character of mortar, the porous feature must be
nearly, if not entirely counteracted, even with-
out grouting . Bufr walls ^rorlt ot^'sahmm'^-ajidr
soft bricks, laid in stuff called mortar, sometimes
composed essentially of sand or loam, with
merely lime enough to "swear by" and no
cement, cannot be disnominated masonry in any
reasonable mechivnical »i»^'^"T8tanding or appre-
ciation of the term.

It Sometimes Happens this Way.

That clients interview architects, and relate
their proposed plans of operation in reference to
the erecticm of buildings, giving outline details
of size, character, expenditure, etc , and then
for the assumed purj)ose of learning the amount
of incidental expenses, inquiry is made as to
the architect's charges for plans, specifications,

superintendence, and full architectural serv-
ices; and when the regular, right, and proper
amount of five per cent, is named, an objection
is at once interposed to a percentage arrange-
ment in any sum, followed by the proposition
that a specific amount shall be named to cover
all architectural cost and charges. To effect

such arrangements, various, and more generally
specious arguments are used, sometimes strength-
ened by promises of " something better in the
future," to support which, fine-spun stories of

contemplated things are dished up and served
out with as much pretense of fact as a schem-
ing politician would use in his efforts to secure a
nomination for a "fat office." And the argu-
ments thus employed are farther urged to induce
a moderate " lump bid." In other cases, ^* per-

sonal injiuence^^ is suggested as an inducement for
I departure from established rates. Meanwhile,
the final magnitude and extent of the contem-
plated improvements are obscured as much as

possible, until a satisfactorily low arrangement
is consummated, and the work of plan-making
commenced. This point being reached, discovery

is made that funds will not be so limited as at

first supposed, and the expenditure of an in-

creased amount is determined upon, as far as all

else but the architect's fee is concerned; that

being agreed upon, must not be changed, al-

though the general outlay and architect's labor

may be increased twenty-five or fifty per cent.

And the newly-discovered conditions are further

found to warrant more costly details, all of

which are expected to be carried out by the

architect without additional charges. The im-

positions imposed in such cases are certainly

unfair and unreasonable; but more generally

architects submit to them, rather than provoke

a disagreement, and such owners reap the bene-

fit of their shrewd management. Lying is not

regarded as a virtue by men of fair business in-
tegrity, and when perpetrated through the de-
ceptions heroin outlined, meanness is added;
yet it is ohen done by persons who estimate^
themselves highly, and make pretense of being
just and fair men. ——.

—

^—
We kn(jw of instances where architects have

been thus ensnared, in which the amount of
money paid did not cover the actual expendi-
ture of the architects for draughtsmen's services.
In one case, the owner could not afford to pay
more than $300 for the plans and details of his
private residence; and secured them for that
sum, with the promise that his jii-m had pur-
chased a lot on Market street, between Third
and Fourth streets, with the intention of erect-
ing a large, five or six story brick building
thereon, and that the architect in consideration
should have the preference on better tenns.
The residence cost about $30,000, which, at the
established rates of live per cent, would have
given the architect $1,500. But when the brick
building was on the market, instead of the then
principal of the firm being true to his state-
ments and promises, the matter was thrown open
for competition, not by competitive drawings, but
upon price. Consecjuently, a large number of

architects were interviewed, and bids for services
received, varying in amounts from $2,500 down
to less than $1,000, if the statement of the prin-
cipal party was true. But the architect^who
made the plans for the residence, and who want-
ed $2,500 for the firm's building, which was
only about two and one-half per cent. , was dis-

carded, and the work given to another, who
received about one per cent, for his services.

In another case, an agreement was made be-
tween an owner—a very prominent citizen of

San Francisco—and an architect, up<m the basis

of a dwelling which was to cost about $6,000 to

$7,000, not exceeding the latter sum, but which
did cost $15,000, not through defaults or failure

on the part of the architect, but because, after

the bargain was made, the plans were shaped
out, and the size and character of the budding
made such, that it could not be built for less

money. In this instance, " personal influence"
was the strong point urged in argument to beat
the architect. Occurrences such as those relat-

ed, to which hundreds of others might be added,
may sometimes benefit financially those who
resort to them ; but at the same time they exert
a demoralizing influence upon those who ar©^

made to endure their hardships ; and it is a settled

and natural fact in all relationships, that men
are not made more virtuous and honest by the
imposition of wrongs upon them, and sharp
practices in any direction simply stimulate the
"get even" propensity, and breaks down the
walls and barriers established by well-regulated

and honorable business rules.

We do not claim exceptional virtues and hon-
esty for architects, over and above all other

classes of mankind, for they too are human,
and as likely to be in some degree contaminated
with the spirit of the age in which we live as

others; but "beating" them, and obtaining

their services for less than fair compensation,
particularly through misrepresentation, is not
calculated to enlarge and increase their sense

and purposes of right.
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Some Rich White IVIen ** alle same " as

Chinamen.

The Pressure of Wind.
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One of the material and forcible arguments

urged against tlie immigration of Chinamen to

this country is, that they hoard up their earnings

and send or take them to China— thus to a cer-

tain extent robbing the places where such earn-

ings have been obtained, of the benefits arising

from investments in permanent improvements

or operations by those wlio have grown rich or

well-to-do, through opportunities and facilities

occurring in their resi)ective cities or places of

operation.

The same argument holds good, as far a? t^aii-

fomia is concerned, against those of our own.

race who came hi>lier in the "early times"—

many of them witli scarce a "second shirt to

tlieir backs"—who having grown rich tlirough

the opi>orUinities existing in this goodly land,

take themselves and their California - obtained

wealth, and locate and invest their means in

other States and cities, against the best interests

of the State that gave them the wealth enjoyed.

We complain of sparseness of population,

limitedness of development, apathy of enterprise,

and sluggish general advancement as a State.

The cause of all this is, that too many of those

who have accumulated iirealth, instead of becom-

ing interested in the general welfare of this city

and State, and applying the means reaped from

operations exclusively and especially Californian

in character, have become selfish and gold-

loving, caring nothing for the public good which

did and does not in an excessive degree return gold

to their pockets; and in innumerable instances,

by land-grabbing, stock, and other manipula-

tions—Spring Valley water, gas, and numerous

other corjiorations—enforced upon the masses

severe and unjust wrongs and oppressions—all

for the purpose of raking in and multiplying

personal or coq)orate wealth, to the impoverish-

ment of the many.
— What better than Chinamen are such men, as

Ifar as the public good and the less fortunate of

~our people are concerned ^ Have not the millions

held by Flood, Fair, and others of their class,

been drawn from the pockets of the common
people? How is it, if their transactions have

been fair, that >i\\ese men have multiplied their

riches to scores of millions, while the thousands

who have been gulled by the devices and well-

—planned schemes wliich have been vitalized by

these managing men, are beggared to-day ? The

face of facts plainly proclaims and establishes

^ dishonesties and villanies of the worst character,

covered by legal practices; and these lie between

those who have accumulated millions, and those

who have nothing to show as the result of their

investments in the same operations, but have
— lost everything that they once possessed.

It would be a ridiculous and monstrous falsifi-

cation to assert and advocate that honesty had

been the rule of all, in a partnership of any sort,

with all the members otherwise equal in the

6ocial and ordinary proprieties of life—where

one member of the firm became personally rich,

— and all the other members, and the firm as such,

became bankrupt. In such cases but one con-

clusion can be, or is ever reached; and that is, of

rascality on the part of the successful member.

And the rule that applies to commercial and

business firms applies also in matters where the

men who manipulate great interests accumu-

late scores of millions, and all others in the same

interest lose everytliing.

Such men, and all others who draw the life-

blood out of our community and leave this city

and State with their wealth, whether honestly

or dishonestly obtained, to invest it in other

_ places—leaving California to take care of itself

~~ and work out its own salvation—are no better, as

far as the interests of the masses and the common
good of the State is concerned, than the mean-

est Chinaman that ever walked the streets of San

Fraoicisco, or trod the ^orea of the Pacific Coast.

In a paper before the American Society of

Civil Engineers, Mr. C. Shaler Smith gives the

result of many years' observation of wind-press-

ure and its efiects. He has personally visiled

the IX cks of destructive storms as soon as possi-

ble after their occurrence, for the purpose of de-

termining the maximum force and the width of

the path of the storm in every instance. The

most violent storm in Mr. Smith's record was at

East St. Louis, in 1871, when the^ wind over-

turned a locomotive, the maximum force devel-

oped in so doing being no less than 93 lbs. per

square foot. At St. Charles, in 1877, a jail was

destroyed, the wind force required being 84.3

lbs. per square foot At Marshfield, Mo., in

1880, a brick mansion was leveled, the force

required being 58 lbs per square foot. Below

these extraordinary pressures, there were sundry

cases of trains blown off rails and bridges," etc.

,

blown down by gales of wind of from 24 to 31

lbs. per square foot^ Mr. Smitb observes tliat

in all his examples he has taken the minimum
force required to do the observed damage, and

has considered this as the maximum force of the

wind, although, of course, it may have been

much higher. Some of the hurricanes were very

destructive, 4;he ^ine at- Marali£eld having cut

down everything along a path of 40 miles long and

1,800 feet wide, killing 250 people. Mr. Smith

has formed the conclusion that, notwithstanding

these examples, 30 lbs. per square foot is suth-

cierit'wind pressure to. allow for in a working

specification. As reasons for this conclusion, Mr.

Smith expresses doubts as to whether a direct

wind or gale ever exceeds this pressure. Whirl-

winds may exceed it, but the width of the path-

way of maximum efi"ort in these is usually very

narrow. Mr. Smith has only found one exam-

ple (already quoted) wherein the path of press-

ure over 30 lbs. per square foot exceeded 60

feet wide. This pressure is in itself very unus

ual.—American

The act concludes as follows, expressing the

conviction of the Legislature as to the impor-

tance of the law:
" [Emergency.] Inasmuch as the health of

the people is endangered, an emergency exists

requiring this act to take effect immediately;

therefore, this act shall take effect and be in

force from and after its passage."

—

Sanitary En-

gineer.

LIm-Wood.

The use of elm-wood for various purposes is

claiming the attention of manufacturers. The

elm marketed is known as the ' * gray elm. " Elm
of any knid is rightfully desijgnated, when it is

called "tough"; and tough it is after the manner

of the toughest leather. Its grain is not straight

and easily separated like oak, or some oiher

woods, but it is interwoven, gnarled, knotty, and

tough, as any one may learn who attempts to

cut it. The elm in use is the water-elm found

in high plaeesr v Until lately it was let alone and

considered useless; but any farmer where elm

grows, knows the value thereof. When a new

axe-handle is wanted, he does not buy the cheeky

and cross-grained helves manufactured, to wear

out speedily, but makes one of his own handi-

work from an elm limb. Such helves will out-

last a dozen of the machinery-cut kind. For

all kinds of farming implements elm is particu-

larly desirable, as well as for wheel stock and any

contrivance that requires strength. One firm is

said to be supplied with a half-million feet of

elm. The wood is coming into general use, and

is a valuable addition to the hard-grain woods.—
The Northwestern Lumberman. _____

A Very Mean Practice.

The Illinois Plumbing Law.

The Chicago Times gives the text "of the law

regulating the inspection of tenement and lodg-

ing houses, recently passed by both branclies of

the Legislature of Illinois. We quote it sub-

stantially entire:

*^Any architect or architects, builder or build-

ers of, or other person or persons interested in,

any projected tenement, lodging-house, or other

place of habitation, in any incorporated city of

50,000 inhabitants, shall submit plans and speci-

fications of such building to the Health Commis-

sioner, for his approval or rejection, as to the

proposed plans for the ventilation of rooms, light

and air shafts, windows, ventilation of water-

closets, drainage, and plumbing.

"Any plumber or other persons interested in,

the contract for the plumbing work of such

buildings shall receive a written certificate from

the Health Commissioner before commencing

work on the said building or buildings, and shalL

proceed according to the plans, specifications,

and instructions approved by the Health Com-
missioner.

"Any plumber, or other persons interested in

the plumbing work, after the completion of said

plumbing work, and before any of the said

plumbing work is covered up, shall notify the

Health Commissioner that said building is ready

for inspection ; and it shall be unlawful for any

plumber or other person to cover up or in any

way conceal sUch plumbing work, until the

Health Commissi(mer approves the same."

The violation of the act on the part of archi-

tects is punishable by fines of 8100 to $200; and

on the part of any plumber by fines of the same

amount for the first otfense, and of $10 addi-

tional for each day that, after the first convic-

tfon, he refuses to comply with the provisions

of the act.

W^e dislike to express harsh or hard words,"

but annoyances sometimes provoke them, and in

this instance the provocation arises from a very

mean cause or practice—that of parties who are

anxious U) read this journal, but who refuse to

subscribe for it because they can borrow it of

some one who does subscribe and pay for it.

There is a species of small meanness in such a

course which no honorable-minded man should

practice, unless he be actually too poor to pay

the subscription price. And to relieve those

who are thus unfortunately circumstanced, from

the humiliati(jn of sponging upon others, we will

furnish them regularly, free of charge, provided

the fact of absolute poverty is shown.

But the fact in a majority of cases is not

actual inability to pay, but a disposition to obtain

without cost something desired. Many of these

pertinacious parasites spend more for drink, at

cards, or in other nonsensical ways, in one

month, than would pay the subscription pnce of

several journals and newspapers for a whole

year.

The fact that this journal is quoted by others

in all sections of the United States, and also by

European journals, and supplies the fullest and

only correct list of building improvements going

on in this and other counties of the State, and is

filled monthly with valuable and instructive

building, sanitary, scientific, and other matter,

should induce every owner of real estate, every

tena7it and occupant of rented houses; every arch-

itect, and every builder and mechanic m all lines

and branches of mechanical operations,^ to at once

place their names upon its subscription-roll.

We intend not only to maintain its present ex-

cellence, but to make it infinitely more worthy

of support and encouragement, and we hope that

thousands more upon this coast and from all

sections of the country will aid us m perfecting

and consummating the many high purposes con-

templated,
,

—^— , ,
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items In General.

There is a theory held by many, that altitude
has a controlling influence on the character and
proclivities of the human race, and that the
higher development is to be found at the higher
altitudes. However this may be, it is a fact,
that all the saviors of the world, the great
prophets and teachers, were natives of high lands,
and what is, perhaps, better still, of good cli-
mate and pure atmosphere. * * # The
movement of the human race within the historic
period has been from tlie interior of the conti-
nents to the seashore. When the caravan was
the means of commercial carriage, tlie great
capitals of the world—Babylon, Nineveh, Pal-
myra, etc.—were in the interior of the continents;
but when the seas began to be traversed by im-
proved methods of navigation, the great commer-
cial marts were transferred to the shores of the
seas, at harbors, and at the mouths of great
rivers. * * * —Lecture in Kansas City Re-
view.

Calipornia Redwood. — We presume the
selected qualities, 3ft. 4in. and that suitable for
special purposes, such as veneers and curly pieces,
are offered for sale in the Eastern markets. We
find it advertised in Eastern journals. Redwood
shingles also find a market in the Eastern States.
We have received several letters in reference to
the use of redwood shingles, where rain-water is

stored in cisterns, so far as the discoloration of
water, etc. , is concerned.

-*- -. -'V

A PIECE of zinc placed on the live coals in a
liot stove will effectually clean out a stovepipe,

^1=!:- the vapors produced carrying off soot by chemi-
cal decpmposition.*

The largest stone ever quarried in Iowa was
taken out of the Anamosa quarry a few days
ago. It was 55 feet long, 4 feet 8 inches wide,

:—^ and 3ft. 4 inches thick, and was cut out of solid
rock, and there was not a crack in it.*

A LOG of walnut veneer has been imported to
New York from France, which for size, color, and
freedom from blemishes has rarely been equaled.
The largest sheet was nearly four feet stjuar^,

and the entire log contained 9,000 square feet.

Its companion sold for $5,000.*

Bands of music are forbidden to play on mosf^
of the large iron bridges of the world. A con-
stant succession of sound-waves, especially such
as come from the playing of a good band, will

excite the wire vibrations. At first the vibra-
tions are very slight, but they will increase as
the sound-waves continue to come.*

*L^ffeVs Mechanical Newt.

The silk industry of America for the year end-
ing June 30th, 1880, employed 34,440 opera-
tives, nearly one-half of whom were women.

The peanut crop for 1880 amounted to 2,200,-
000 bushels, yielding to first hands $2,150,000.

The doctors best friend— imperfect plumb-
ing work and defective sewerage. These multi-
ply patients and keep the doctors btlsy^

There is no surplus of good workman in any
of the lines of building or mechanical operations
in San Francisco, nor in California generally.

The unskilled labor of the State is also fully em-
ployed, except, perhaps, a few scrubs not wor^
a penny a day. Six of them stewed down would
not produce one average good hand.

The great need of the Pacific Coast is in-

creased manufacturing enterprises. Too many
millions of dollars have been and are being sent
abroad for things which might be made or pro-^

duced within our own borders.. If those who
have acquired their wealth in California will not
improve the opportunities that abound to de-
velop the resources of this State, we hope that
Eastern and European capital will come this way
and possess this goodly land, prolific in ten

thousand means of wealth to those who will
enter and occupy. So far, all well-undertaken
and judiciously-managed manufacturing vent-
ures have proved successes, and still there is
room for many more.

[From the Dru/^gisfs Circular.]
.

Brown Stain for Wood.—Paint over the
wood with a solution made by boiling one part
of catechu (cutch or gambier) witli thirty parts
of water and a little soda. This must be allowed
to dry. in the air, and then the wood is t(j be
painted over with another solution made of one
part bichromate o^ potasli and thirty parts of
water. By a little difference in the mode of
treatment, and by varying the strength of the
solution, various shades of color may be given
with these materials, which will be permanent,
and tend to preserve the wood. -^^—

—

To Clean Smoky Walls. —Brush them with
a broom, then wash tliem over with strong pearl-
ash water, and immediately rinse them with
clean water before the pearlash is dry. When
dry, give the walls a thin coat of freshly-slacked
lime, containing a liberal proportion of alum dis-
solved in hot water. Finish with whiting and
good size. Be careful not to apply the size dis-
temper till the lime-wash is dry, as the latter
will destroy the strength of the size, if the two
come in contact while wet.

To Darken Oak Framing.—Take one ounce
of carbonate of soda, and dissolve in half a pint
of boiling water. T'-^^^sii.j^ sjHmge or piece of
clean rag; saturate it in the solution, and pass
gently over the wood to be darkened, so that it

is wet evenly all over. Let it dry for twenty-
four hours. Try first on an old piece of wood
to see color. If too dark, make the solution
weaker by adding more water. If not dark
enough, give another coat. Tiiis may always be
kept ready for use in a bottle corked up.

How TO Use Oil Stones. — Instead of oil,

which thickens and makes the stone dirty, a
mixture of glycerine and alcohol is used by
many. The proportitms of the mixture vary
according to the instrument operated upon. An
article with a surface—a razor, for instance

—

sharpens best with a thinner licjuid, as three
parts of glycerine to one of alcohol. For a grav-
ing tool, the cutting surface to which is small, as
is also the pressure exercised on the stone in

sharpening, it is necessary to employ glycerine
almost pure, with but two or three di'ops of
alcohol. ^ •

[Fi'om Builder aiid Wood Worker.]

**Some amendments to the Mechanics' Lien
Law have recently been under consideration in

the New York Assembly, which if adopted, will

place the mechanic and laborer on a sure footing

with regard to their wages, as it will give work-
men precedence over all other creditors or mort-
gages. This will be all very well for the work-
man from one standpoint, but it will probably
have the effect of preventing money being bor-

rowed, as the lender would not like to run the

risk which the law would impose."

(

(

The death of a young physician in St. Louis
i-ccently is attributed to the fact that the waste
from the safe under the wash basin in his sleep-
ing room was connected with the main-basin
waste below the trap, thereby affording free in-
gress of sewer gas into the room.''—Sardtary
Fiujineer. [This sort of stupid iin-plumber-like
plumbing is to be found in San Friuicisco, and
thousands of Californiaiis are now resting in the
cemeteries near this city from this and similar
causes—and still many owners of property disre-
gard the fact.

—

Ed.]
The total building exj)enditure8 in New York

in 1872 was ^27,000,000. In 1877, less than half
that sum. In 1880, $24,000,000.

"The Sanitary CoNniTiON of New York,"
by George E. Waring, Jr., contains the ff»llowing
in regard to a San Francisco invention of William
Smith. * * • '' One of the best forms of the
hopper closet is that known as • Hellyer's Arti-
san,' which has a peq)endicular rear wall, and
the flushing discharge of which pours with con-
siderable force into th« trap. It may be efiective-
ly flushed by a cisteni of simple ccmstructicm placed
at a moderate elevation. The other, the invention
of William Smitli of San Francisco, is most clean-
ly and efrectivc. Tlie acc(>nii)anying illustration

luiprovtd cahlorma uloHef Hopper Clu8<t.

" There are no less than 175,brick-yards along
the banks of the Hudson River, some of which
turn out 125,000 bricks daily."

" There is every prospect [in New York] of a

rise in building labor and materials during the

coming fall. Building supplies are light, while

the consumption is enormous, and steadily in-

creasing. These facts point strongly to enhanced
values.

"

'* At no time since 1872 have the building

trades in New York city been so brisk as at

present.

"

The artesian well in Providence street, Bos-

ton, 1,850 feet deep, it is believed will give

360,000 to 400,000 gallons daily. Ten or twenty

such in San Francisco would go far towards solv-

ing the "water question," and lessen the coin

chances of the Bayly & Co. class of Supervisors.

shows a modification of the fonii and an*angement
of this closet which seems to meet every require-
ment. It has no moving parts ; its basin stands
full, so that dejections are received immediately
into water, and their odor retained ; and its

discharge is eff'ected with such force that nothing
which ought to gain admission to a water-closet
can fail to be carried completely away, in a flood
of such abundance as thoroughly to flush the soil-

pipe and drain. The supply is taken from a tank
standing at a considerable elevation ; or, by a
more recent device, from a lower elevation

through a pif>e standing full of water for its

whole length. In either case, the main supply
is delivered in the form of a forcible jet at the
bottom of the trap, flowing with sufficient force

to carry with it the contents of the bowl. A
branch from the main supply flushes the bowl,
and as the flow ceases, fills it again to the
required height.

Cah'fornia Glass Works.

A lengthy description was given in the Even-
ing Bidletin of recent date, of the San Francisco
and Pacific Glass Works, which commenced
manufacturing operations on the 24th of last

month in their new establishment, \^ich occu-

pies a lot 224x220 feet on King street. This is

a combination of two rival companies, which
existed up to about five years ago. It is an
incorporated company with ^100,000 capital.

The new works have a capacity of fourteen tons

of manufactured glass daily, employing 125 men
and boys. Other enterprises in this connection

are c6ntemplated by the company, which will

employ a large additional force of employes.

^y Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2.00 in advance.

4'
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U'tf PIONEER WHITE LEAD WORKS.
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What is required to institute and carry

I - to a success a manufacturing enterprise?

^ Nature is generous with her gifts ;
but she

~-
forces man toHhe exercise of his endow-

^^ ments, to develop them, and give the sub-

stance a form for his appreciation and enjoy-

ment.
,

The very many natural resources of this

=- Coast are marvelous, and they impress all

* thinking visitors with the conviction of a

—^ great future. With but few exceptions,

these wondrous gifts of Nature are at pres-

ent but mere curiosities, and are spoken of

.
.'. and written of only as such—with prosy

V— theories on their practical value if utilized.— To the business man, scientist, or to the

__ practical thinker who comes amongst us,

it is a matter of surprise that our people,

with their wealth, do not develop these

J resources, and build up our coast with a

=^- working and useful population, instead of

pursuing the selfish course they are now,

which is that' of the usurer.

Our capitalists and business men are

\

1|

l«nrr

i??

- :blind to their own interests, in not in

- teresting themselves in the establishment

of manufacturing enterprises, which will se-

cure for them a certainty of fair returns

for their encouragement.

The people of this Coast cannot afford to

let existing opportunities lie idle, as a de-

pendency on foreign sources means our im-

poverishment Manufacturing guarantees

the reverse^ as it furnishes employment to,

and retains among us, consumers, that vital

quantity in a progressive and permanent

prosperity.

We have much pleasure, however, in be-

ing able to refer to some notable excep-

__ iions to the general apathy of our business

and moneyed men.

Heading this article will be seen an illus-

tration of the results of the energy and

public spirit of one of the leading and pio-

neer mercantile firms on the Pacific Coast.

Messrs. Whittier, Fuller & Co. several

years since commenced the manufacture of

White Lead in this city.

They purchased ground on Fremont

street, between Howard and Folsom, cov-

ering a surface of 137 6-12x275 feet, and

thereon erected factories and sheds, for the

purposes of the business.

Their whole works, machinery, and ap-

pliances, are on the most approved plans,

and excel in detail and completeness those

of any other White Lead factoryjn the

world. ~ ''"'

This is essentially a home institution^

from the ground through to the finished

jyroduct of their rniUs.

Few can realize the importance to the

whole community of this enterprise.

In the first place, it encourages the de-

velopment of our mines, as all the pig lead

used is the uroduction of our own coast.

It thus gives the Miners employment.

As all lead ores have to be smelted to

get the metal, ^

It thus gives the Smelters employ-

ment.

The transportation from the producing

points invokes aid of the carriers :

Tlie maintaining of a factory requires

the services of machinists, millwrights, and

laborers

:

It thus gives Teamsters and Trans-

portation Companies employment.

A very large quantity of oil is used

in the grinding of the lead. All this

oil is crushed from seed raised in this

State.

It thus employs the Farmers.

All the pots used in corroding-sheds are

made liere.

It thus gives employment to the

Potteries.

It thus gives employment to an Army

of Operatives.

And in fact, everything in and about the

works is of home manufacture. Now, what

does the employment of the many branches

of industry hereinbefore enumerated dem-

onstrate f This fact : that as they are all

consumers, their wants engage every busi-

7iess on the Coast to supply them.

The product of the

Pioneer White Lead Works

Is not excelled by any other make in the

world. It is guaranteed strictly pure; it-

is white, veryfiyiely ground, and^has superior

body and covering properties.

The manufacturers announce their deter-

mination to always offer it to consumers at

less prices than any imported brands.

As against the imported, there would be

great economy in its use, even at equal

-

prices. All painters know that White Lead

that has been packed any considerable time

loses a great deal of its vitality, in the ab-

sorption by the kegs of a considerable quan-_

tity of the oil ; leaving a hard mass in the'

keg, involving time and expense in its ex-

traction and working up for use, and a

costly addition of oil.

The Pioneer being all freshly packed,

all this expense is avoided.

We know what the White Lead is, and

we have no hesitation—in fact we take

pleasure—in recommending our brother ar-

chitects to write it in their specifications

and to insist on its use : firsts on the score

of quality; second, economy ; third, the

general benefit to all of us.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FAS K8T AB H08TE DOCKBI."

[While this column is open to all, farmers as well as me-
chanics, engineers as well as architects, we would call partic-
ular attention to one and all to hav« their questions and the
information desired to be in accord, as far as possible, with
the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those
principles for which the only monthly of its kind this ^-ide
of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-
swer all questionh in a fair and impartial manner, and if it
becomes necessary, will furniah cuts for the illustrations of
any problem, provided ^ we r^-gard the solution thereof
as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urge
upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their
questions, concise in the language used ; let ihe writiuj; be
distinct, and one side of the paper only to be us- d

;
give full

name and address, and particularly mention if their proper
name shall be used.
We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

of B gned articles rests with the authors.
Correspondents will please direct all communicationalQ

the business manager of this journal—240 Montgomery
street, rooms 12 and ^3.]

— Business Manager of Architect:—When
were tents first used, and by whom were they
invented? By answering you will oblige a num-
ber of campers in the

California Redwoods.
—Ans.—Jabal, a son of Lamech, the Canaanite,
was the inventor of tents, that he might remove
where he pleased to feed his cattle. (Gen
iv:20.)

Business Manager of Architect: — Why
are stones softer and more easily worked when
first taken out of a quarry ? g.

Ans.—Probably on account of the water ex-
isting in the pores 'or interstices. When the
stones are exposed to the sun and air, the water
is evaporated^ and the stones become hard.

Business Manager of Architect:— What
forms of buts or hinges did the ancients use on
their doors ? K. T.

Ans. — Doors turned anciently upon large
pivots in the center, let into sockets in the lintel

and threshold, so that one of the sides turned
inward and the other outward.

Business Manager of Architectl—What is

meant by a straight-joint floor? B. D.

Ans.—A floor is laid with boards of equal
widths

;
generally tongued and grooved, but in

sonxe parts of the country floors are laid with
square-edged boards, omitting the tongues and
grooves. . No general rule for nailing prevails,
but our special view upon this point is fully pre-
sented in the February number, vol. 1, of this

journal.

Business Manager of Architect:—An illus-

tration of a simple way to bisect an obtuse or
an acute angle would be thankfully received by
one who has made a study of the problem in

your last, in answer to " Valley Home." Will
send you a difterent solution from your own,
and you can use it at you think best.

L. T. B. , Sonoma.

Ans.—Extend line C E. With C jus a center,
and any radius, draw an arc cutting at A B, which
join. Draw C D parallel with A B. Draw line E
D square with line C Dy cutting at D, and angle
A E is bisected.

Sawdust from
cleaning jewelry.

box-wood is very useful in

Business Manager of Architect:—I have
selected a site for a large house, but before
building, sank a well to see how far water was
to be found from the surface. The first two feet
was a rich loam, then four feet of very stifl"

clay, then quicksand, in which the workmen did
not seem to make much headway. What I
want to know is: Is such ground capable of hold-
ing with safety a large two-story house with brick
basement? J. K. R., San Diego.

Ans.—It. dei)end8 on the skill of your archi-
tect. If your footings are broad and compact,
your building will stand as well as if built on
solid rock. St. Paul's Cathedral, one of the
largest and weightiest buildings in the world,
stands upon a layer of clay only from four to
six feet thick, above a quicksand forty feet
deep; yet from the breadth and compactness
of its footings, the goodness of its masonry, the
equipoise of its several parts, and the masterly
skill with which it is joined together, it is freer
from flaws and settlements than all other great
buildings in the world, however good their
foundations.

Business Manager of Architect:—Will you
please illustrate a method for setting a gauge for
an octagon without drawing the figure. B. Y.

Ans.—Let B D E H be any square. From B
with the radius A B, draw A C. Set the gauge
to equal C Hi -. -^

Smoky Chimneys.—We have received a very
lengthy article in regard to a cure for smoky
chimneys. A gentleman has just finished a fine

mansion, but is "bothered to death by vol-

umes of smoke pouring out of the wrong end of

them." We would have to make a personal

examination before prescribing a remedy. In

this connection it would be well to heed the

advice of Dr. Franklin: "Should the chimney
of a house, for want of previous consideration,

be found to smoke, no afterthought will com-
pensate this want of forethought. And he who
has begun in this manner can only expect to

have the ill-construction of a chimney to combat
with, which is often impossible to alter. " There

is no greater mistake than supposing that smoky
chimneys were unknown before our times, and
that the unsightly contrivances on their tops—
frequently abortive—are the notable inventions

of the present day. From the first introduction

of flues, smoky chimneys have been always pro-

verbial nuisances, although from obvious causes

such complaints were infinitely fewer than they

are now. Smoke often returns into a room of a

morning when the fire is first lighted, not from a

fault of the chimney, but from the cold air in

the flue, which prevents the smoke getting up

till the chimney is warmed, and the air in it

rarified.

make researches, and find out how long before
that time files were^rs^ used.
The term lightniiig, as applied to a file, is

known principally by those using the s^iws of that
name, and to some extent }>y those using other
cross-cut, M-shaped, saw-teeth.

BusTness Manager of Architect:— Three
men are carrying a stick of timber thirty-two
feet long. To insure an equal weight to be car-
ried by each, how far back from tlie end of tlie

timber should a bar be placed, so that two men
having hold of the bar and one at the end of the
timber shall have each an equal weight to carry ?

Suppose one end of the stick is larger than the
other, is there a rule by wliich wc win ejisily ascer-
tain where the carrying-bar sliould be placed ?

Subscribing Mechanic.—
Ans.—Ist. Eight feet, or <me-rjuarter of the

length of the timber. This will apply to any
stick of equal thickness and width throughout.

2nd. Find the center of gravity by balancing
the timber across a lever. From this center the
man at the end must be twice as far as the two
men with the bar.

The above is the rule that is generally used l)y

our mechanics. Suppose, however, that the
stick is round, eighteen inches diameter at one
end, four inches at the otlier, and twelve, feet
long. Will some of our friends inform us how
the rule would operate in such a cise I

Suppose a stick of timber ife thirty-two feet

long, twelve inches diameter at one end, eight
inches at the other, and it is necessary for the
small end of the stick 4o be placed in the "build-

ing first. Now, witli five men carrying the
stick—two pairs having carrying-bars, and one
on large, end— how will the nien have to be
placed, so that each will carry an equal weiglit /

We hope some of our mechanics will send us
a solution of this problem.

Business Manager of Architect:—Why is

it we sometimes feel so cold in our back wlien
sitting by a large fire in an old-fashioned fire-

place, while at the same time we are scorching
in front — no door or window being open to

cause a draft? S. A. L.

Ans.—Because it is the nature of cold air to

rush toward hot, and not hot air to cold. On
this account, the doors should never be placed

directly opposite the fire-place. __^

California Architect:—I have a post, the

lower half of which is to be square. The upper
half is to be octagon shape, so that the angles of

the octagon shall be in the middle of each side

of the square. Will you please illustnite a sim-

ple method by which I can draw tlie octagf)n?

Caufornia Architect:— Can you tell me
when^ie^ were first used ? What are lightiiit}^

files?
Vallejo.

Ans.—Would respectfully refer our inquirer to

I Samuel, thirteenth chapter, twenty-first verse.

It will interest him, and no doubt others, to

Ans.—Let A B C D be the square. Draw the

diagonals A D and C B and the center lines-(?/-

and g h. From the center i, with a distance

equal to half the width of the square, as i h,

mark on the diagonals the points kl m n. Join

e k^ k g^ g I, etc. , and you have the figure re-

quired.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FAB EST AB H08TE DOCKBI."

[While this column is open to all, farmers as well as me-
chauies, engineers as well aH architectH. we would call partic-
ular attention to one and all to have their questions and the
information desired to be iii accord, as far as possible, with
the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those
priuciples for which the only monthly of its kind this -ide
of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-
swer all questionh in a fair and impartial manner and if it
becoiu'^s uecesKury, will furnish cuts for the illust'rations of
any problem, provided we regard the solution thereof
as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urgeupon our patrons the nt-cessity of being pointed in their
questions, concise in the language used ; let the writing be
distinct, and one side of the paper only to be us. d • give fullname and address, and particularly mention if their propername shall be used.
We want it distinctly understood that the responsibilitv

of s giied arttcleH rtsts with the authors.
- CorrespondentH will please direct all communications to
the business manager of this journal—240 Montgomerv
Street, rooms 12 and .3.]

^

Business Manager of Architect:—When
were tents first used, and by whom were they
invented? By answering you will oblige a num-
ber of campers in the

CALiPORriA Redwoods.
Ans.—Jabal, a son of Lamech, the Canaanite,

was the inventor of tents, that he might remove
where he pleased to feed his cattle. (Gen
iv:20.)

Business Manager of Architect: — Why
are stones softer and more easily worked when
first taken out of a quarry 1 g.

Ans.—Probably on account of the water ex-
isting in the pores or interstices. When the
stones are exposed to the sun and air, the water
is evaporated, and the stones become hard.

Business Manager of Architect: — What
forms of buts or hinges did the ancients use on
their doors ? K. T.

Ans. — Doors turned anciently upon large
pivots in the center, let into sockets in the lintel
and threshold, so that one of the sides turned
inward and the other outward.

Business Manager of Architect:—I have
selected a site for a large house, but before
buildmg, sank a well to see how far water was
to be found from the surface. The first two feet
was a rich loam, then four feet of very stiff
clay, then quicksand, in which the workmen did
not seem to make much headway. What I
want to know is: Is such ground capable of hold-
mg with safety a large two-story house with brick
basement? J. K. R., San Diego.

Ans.—It. depends on the skill of your archi-
tect. If your footings are broad and compact,
your building will stand as well as if built on
solid rock. St. Paul's Cathedral, one of the
largest and weightiest buildings in the world,
stands upon a layer of clay only from four to
SIX feet thick, above a quicksand forty feet
deep; yet from the breadth and compactness
of its footings, the goodness of its masonry, the
equipoise of its several parts, and the masterly
skill with which it is joined together, it is freer
from flaws and settlements than all other great
buildings in the world, however good their
foundations.

make researches, and find out how long before
that time tiles were Jirst used.
The term lightning, as applied to a file is

known principally by those using the s^iwHof that
name, and to some extent ))y those using other
cross-cut, M-shaped, saw-teetlw - ~

Business Manager of Architect:—Will you
please illustrate a method for setting a gauge for
an octagon without drawing the figure. B. Y.

Business Manager of Architect:—What is

meant by a straight-joint floor? B. D.
Ans.—A floor is laid with boards of equal

widths
;
generally tongued and grooved, but in

some parts of the country floors are laid with
square-edged boards, omitting the tongues and
grooves. No general rule for nailing prevails,
but our special view upon this point is fully pre-
sented in the February number, vol. 1, of this
journal.

Business Manager of Architect:—An illus-

tration of a simple way to bisect an obtuse or
an acute angle would be thankfully received by
one who has made a study of the problem in
your last, in answer to "Valley Home." Will
send you a dift'erent solution from your own,
and you can use it &t you think best.

L. T. B. , Sonoma.

Ans.—Let B D E H be any square. From B
with the radius A B, draw A C. Set the gauge
to equal OH.

Ans.—Extend line C E. Witli C as a center,
and any radius, draw an arc cutting at A B, which
join. Draw C D parallel with A B. Draw line E
D square with line C Dy cutting at D, and angle
A E is bisected.

rit

Sawdust from box-wood is very useful in
cleaning jewelry.

Smoky Chimneys.—We have received a very
lengthy article in regard to a cure for smoky
chimneys. A gentleman has just finished a fine

mansion, but is "bothered to death by vol-

umes of smoke pouring out of the wrong end of
them." We would have to make a personal
examinati(m before prescribing a remedy. In
this connection it would be well to heed the
advice of Dr. Franklin :

'

' Should the chimney
of a house, for want of previous consideration,
be found to smoke, no afterthought will com-
pensate this want of forethought. And he who
has begun in this manner can only expect to

have the ill-construction of a chimney to combat
with, which is often impossible to alter." There
is no greater mistake than supposing that smoky
chimneys were unknown before our times, and
that the unsightly contrivances on their tops-^
frequently abortive—are the notable inventions

of the pf'esent day. From the first introduction

of flues, smoky chimneys have been always pro-

verbial nuisances, although from obvious causes

such complaints were infinitely fewer than they

are now. Smoke often returns into a room of a

morning when the fire is first lighted, not from a

fault of the chimney, but from the cold air in

the flue, which prevents the smoke getting up
till the chimney is warmed, and the air in it

rarified.

Business Manager of Architect: — Three '

men are carrying a stick of timber thirty-two
feet long. To insure an equal weight to be car-
ried by each, how far back from the end of tlie
timber should a bar be placed, so that two men
having hold of the bar and one at the end of the
timber sliall have each an equal weight to carry I

Suppose one end of the stick is larger tlian the
other, is there a rule by which we can easily ascer-
tain where the carrying-biir sIkjuUI be placed ?

Subscribing Mechanic.

Ans.—1st: Eight feet, or one-quai-ter of the
length of the timber. This will apply to any
stick of equal thickness and width throughout.

2nd. Find the center of gravity by balancing
the timber across a lever. From this center the
man at the end must be twice as far as tlie two
men with the bar.

The above is the rule that is generally used by
our mechanics. Suppose, however, that the
stick is round, eighteen inches diameter at one
end, four inches at the other, and twelve feet
long. Will some of our friends inf(»nii us Ikjw
the ridfe w^vxjtLd operate in suoh a case.?

Suppose a stick of timber is thirty-two feet
long, twelve inches diameter at one wkI, eight
inches at the otlier, and it is necessary for tlie

small end of the stick to be placed in the build-
ing first. Now, with five men carrying the
stick—two pairs having carrying-bai-s, and one
on large end—how will the men have to ,b©
placed, so that each will ciirry an e(|ual weiglit i

We hope some of our mechanics will send us
a solution of this problem.

Business Manager of Architect:—\\liy is

it we sometimes feel so cold in our back when
sitting by a large fire in an old-fashioned fire-

place, while at the same time we are scorching
in front — no door or window being «)pen to
cause a draft? S. A. ,L.

Ans.—Because it is the nature of cold air to
rush toward hot, and not hot air to cold. On
this account, the doors should never be placed
directly opposite the fire-place.

California Architect:—I have a post, the
lower half of which is to be square. The upper
half is to be octagon shape, so that the angles oi

the octagon shall be in the middle of e.ach side

of the square. Will you please illustrate a sim-
ple method by which I can draw tlie octagon ?

—

Caufornia Architect: — Can you tell me
when /Ze5 were first used? What Sive lightning

JUes?
^

Vallejo.

Ajjs.—Would respectfully refer our inquirer to

I Samuel, thirteenth chapter, twenty-first verse.

It will interest him, and no doubt others, to

Ans.—Let A B C D be the square. Draw the
diagonals A D and C B and the center lines e /
and g h. From the center i, with a distance
equal to half the width of the square, as t ^^—
mark on the diagonals the points kl inn. Join
e k, kg, g ly etc. , and you have the figure re-

quired.
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Bus. Man. of Architect.—(1) What is alkali?

(2) What will be the effect on a brick wall where

the bricks have been made with alkali-water

(3^ Does alkali-water have any effect upon mortar^
^ ^ Subscriber.

Ans —(1) The term alkali is of Arabic origin;

Icali being the name of tliej)lant from the ashes

of which an alkaline subieirnue was first procured.

But chemistry and science have developed many

other alkalies-vegetable, mineral, and volatile

to whicli ourlimitedness of space will not permit

us to refer at length. We presume, however,

that ''Subscriber" alludes particularly to the

alkaline or whitish incrustations which so often

anpear upon the face pf_brick walls erected m
this city. We liave not made nor seen any

analysis of this substance, and therefore cannot

state its special properties; but it is generally

accepted as being alkaline-salt, produced by salt

water used iii the manufacture of the bnclcs

(2) As illustrated in the erection of hundreds ot

buildings in San Francisco, it produces the in-

crustatibn referred to, causes perpetual dampntys

inside of buiidings where such bricks are used
;

and from the fact that cement finishes upon the

exterior faces of such walls, and the interior

plastering of such buildings, when brought in

contact witli the bricks, soon decomposes and

scales off, establishes the injurious effects in

bricks so made. And the fact that such bricks

are universally rejected by all architects, engi-

neers, and persons familiar with, and qualihed

to determine the value of building materials,

sufficiently sustains their unsuitableness for

building purposes. (3) It does, for the reasons

above stated in answer (2). The alkaline-salt per-

petuates dampness, and conseijuent- decomposi-

tion in mortar materials.

Our Illustrations.

t«^l

\

"•'
' i •

^ ^
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Ed. Architect -.—Will you be kind enough

to give me a brief description of the way common

nails are made ?
Apprentice.

Ans. The details of construction are numer-

-ous and too complex for explanation without

diagrams elaborately described. The iron is first

rolled inU) plates having a thickness correspond-

ing to that of the nail to be made, measured

from one flat side to that of the other, and a

width somewhat greater than that of the finished

nail. When the nails are to be annealed for

clinching, the length of the plate is transverse

to the grain of the iron, in order that the grain

may be lengthwise of the finished nail, to insure

greater flexibility in clinching. The plate -is

-then placed in a feeding device, which feeds it

forward to dies or cutters, which cut a tapering

blank from the end of the plate. This blank is

then gripped by holtUng jaws, which clamp it

firmly, while a punch or header abuts against the

"widest end of the blank, and upsets a sufficient

_ portion of the metal to form the head.

In one somewhat noted machine, the plate is

made of a width sufficient to permit blanks for a

- number of nails to be cut simultaneously from

its end. In this apparatus, rotating cutting dies

are used to sever the blank from the plate, and

the nails by this machine are made with chisel-

shaped points.

We are anxious to improve this journal m
every particular, and none more so than m its

plate department. In time we shall produce

them as finely executed as .those of^ny journal

published. ^
Plate No. 1 represents a well-arrangad and

convenient country residence of moderate cost;

containing parlor, sitting-room, dining-room, kit-

chen, laundry, pantry, closets, etc., on main

floor, with conservatory at one side, and veranda

in front. Also five chambers, two bath-rooms,

dressing-room, and ample closet conveniences,

on second floor. • t? x

Nos. 2 and 3.—A country residence in Hiast-

lake style, by H. D. Mitchell, architect. The

plans explain themselves—with entrance hall,

parlor, dining-room, kitchen, pantries and clos-

ets on main floor; and five chambers, bath-rooms,

closets, etc., on second floor, and roof-story in

the center section.

Nos. 4 and 5 present a front elevation, de-

signed for a special purpose, but which waa sub-

stituted by another in the Eastlake style, which

will appear in a future number. The elevaCion

and plans shown will make a fine residence for

either city or country adoption. ^ The rooms are

large, and the general arrangements complete

and convenient.
^

j^o. 6.—An inexpensive design tor wooden

mantle- . . .

We name no sum as the approximate cost in

either case, for the reason that no correct esti-

mate can be made without complete specifica-

tions; and the additional fact that the cost of

buildings can easily be varied one hundred per

cent, or more, according to finishes adopted and

applied; and the further great reason, that

those who intend to build should consult and

engage a competent architect, carefully avoiding

the frauds who disgrace the profession by their

gnorance of all correct knowledge of the science

The Perfection Water Closet.

£jMJia6a vALyc

of house construction.

Brick Making Fifty Years Ago.
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Cementing Labels to Metals—For attaching

labels to tin and other bright metallic surfaces,

first rub the surface with a mixture of muriatic

acid and alcohol ; then apply the label with a very

thin coating of the paste, and it will adhere most

as well as on glass. _^_

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been such that we

liave had 500_^additional copies bound,

which we will send to any address~at the

reduced price of $2.00 per volume.

A correspondent of the Pittsburgh Chronicle,

writing from New Cumberland, W. Va.
,
says :

'* A little over fifty years ago one Sam McCoy

made the first fire-brick here in Hancock County.

A comparison of the way he prepared the clay

then and the way it is prepared now would show

what a stride the brick business has made m
keeping pace with the times. McCoy spread the

clay out in thin layers and tramped it fine by

oxen ; he then made brick and shipped them

south. In 1831 Mr. Freeman came here and

started a small yard on Gable Run ;
the molding

was done by Thomas Anderson. Year after year

the business increased, and machinery was

erected to suit the occasion, but since 1860 the

greatest strides have been made, so that at the

present time, one, to make examination of the

difi"erent works, would think that it would be

impossible to make any other improvements in

the machinery line. At some of the works they

have machines by which they make 25,000 and

30,000 per day. We now, under the present

facilities, manufacture about 22,000,000 brick,

and prepare for market about 50,000 tons of fire-

clay. Besides this we manufacture quite an

amount of sewer-pipe, and all branches of terra-

cotta work, probably in the neighborhood of

10,000 tons annually. All the raw material -we

find imbedded in our hills, and during the win-

ter season gives employment to our people m
mining it. Besides this, we have the largest

carbon-black works in the United States. Here

this carbon is manufactured from natural gas,

which is found in large suppUes at the Clifton

brick-works, owned by Messrs. Smith, Porter &
Go. They utilize this gas for burning brick, for

running their engines, and everything where

fire ia necessary."—T/te Mechcmic,

The above engraving shows the working parts

of a California Water Closet, which is being gener-

ally introduced all over the East, as well as this

city. It is the invention of Messrs. Milne &
Gantz. It is altogether new in its general feat-

ures, and therefore merits notice.

Many of our Eastern exchanges contain the

following— illustrating that California devices

(sometimes at least) secure acceptance and in-

dorsement in the great centers of manufacturing

interests east of the Rock Mountains. We
should be derilict in duty to our California in-

ventors, should we not notice such approval of

our home production.
*< It is universally conceded that a water-closet,

to be sanitary, must be so constructed as to re-

tain a large body of water in the porcelain bowl,

and have an automatic valve, so that in case the

body of water is removed, either by leaking or

siphonage, the valve will again fill the bowl au-

tomatically. It must also have an overflow, so

that in case of any disagreement of the supply

valve the water will be carried off instead of

overflowing. The water-closet we offer has not

only all these advantages, but we consider it the

most perfect and the most simple ever invented.

It is so constructed that there is no fouling

chamber, and architects and plumbers can see

at a glance that no closet is more hermetically

sealed, with or without a trap, against all smell

and sewer gases. The rubber ball is made for

steam, and will last ten years. The workmg of

the float, shutting and opening the valve, is so

gentle and smooth that nothing can get out of

order. The iron part inside is enameled, and

we will sell nothing but enameled ones, as aU

iron, after some time, will absorb the soil, and

is bound to produce more or less smell in the

room. This advantage will make it, besides,

perfectly sweet and clean.

"

BunsTiNG Power of Ice.—Ed. Hagenbach_

experimented, during the past severe winter,

upon the bursting force exerted in the expansion

of water when freezing. Two interesting ex-

periments were made with cast-iron hand

grenades. The outer diameter was fifteen cen-

timetres (5.9 inches), the inner diamster 15 cen-

timetres (5.04 inches). The shells were filled

with water, closed with a screwed iron plug, and

exposed to the cold. Both shells were broken,

and a curved thread of ice was projected, by

means of an ice column, from the upper surface.

One of the plugs was evidently thrown out witn

great violence, and to such a distance that it

could not be found. The curvature in that case

was bent upward.— TTiedmann's Annalen.

^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2.00 in advance.

/
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Plumbing Inspection Law of New York.

The Sanitary Engineer states : ''That the bill
to secure the registration of plumbers and the
supervision of plumbing and drainage in New
York and Brooklyn, has become a law, notwith-
standing the risk tliat was incurred of killing it,

bv attempts to amend on the part of certain
plumbers of that city, who, w'e think, were ill-

advised and mistaken in their efforts. No doubt
many reputable plumbers were induced to sign
a petition against the bill, solely through a mis-
conception of its scope and what it was contem-
plated to secure, and also to a misapprehension
regarding the character, intelligence, and pur-
pose of those who are to be intrusted with its

enforcement.
"We think that our leading plumbers should

show a disposition to give the Board of Health a
fair chance, and set an example by promptly
applying for registration, and not wait until
March next. It is our purpose to print the
names of the master plumbers who register, in
the order in which they make application.

* * Before another year rolls around, we believe
the well-meaning men who opposed the measure
will congratulate themselves that their eflbrts

were unsuccessful. "-
.

:- This journal has heretofore recommended the
enactment of a law or municipal ordinance for
San Francisco similar to what we suppose the
New York law to be; for the reason, that a
large proportion of the plumbing work done in
this city and in other sections of the Pacific

Coast, is of the most rascally character
; and we

hold that stringent laws should be in force which
would entirely abolish, or at least abate, a system
of privilege which permits any scallawag to hang
out his "Practical Plumber" sign, by which
many innocent parties are misled into plumbing
engagements with parties who are entirely in-

competent to do any sort of plumbing work as it

should be done.

The Iron Girdeius or lintels being used in the
construction of the Phelan building, on Market
street, to carry the outside walls of the super-

structure above the store story, consists of

six sections of double-flanged rolled iron, with
three-quarter inch webs, making total size 21
by 23 inches. The six pieces are bolted,

strapped, and bound together in the strongest

manner, in lengths to suit the several spans.

They were made by Messrs. J. R. Sims & Son, at

their extensive works on Beale street, and are said

to be the heaviest girders ever made or used on this

coast for a like purpose. The rolled iron is the

product of the Pacijic Rolling Mills of this city,

situated at the Potrero, and which turns out all

the usual devices in rolled iron.

The carrying capacity of the girders referred

to being perhaps ten times greater than the
loads that will repose upon them, there can be
no question as to sufficiency of strength.

Some architects practice the rule in determin-
ing the size of wall-girders or lintels, to increase

dimensions correspondingly with the number of

stories to be erected. But in our opinion, the

practice is an error. We contend—the span
between bearings being equal in either case—that

the weight upon a girder ceases at the point in a

wall where the crown of an arch described from
the center point between the bearings terminates.

It would be an exceedingly poorly-constructed
wall in which a hole of any given dimension
might not be cut, without more of the brick

material falling than would form a semi-circular

arch
; in but few cases as much as this, so long

as there remain sufficient buttresses at the sides

to prevent spreading. Consequently, with this

as a correct conclusion, the main consideration

should be in the bearing strength of the columns
or piers receiving the girders, which are required
to carry the entire weight above then\, including
that which rests upon the girders or lintels ; and

when more metal is used for girder purposes
than is necessary to meet the arch suggestions
made, with proper and usual allowance added
for safety, expense of construction is increased,
without any corresponding benefit or security.

Judge Mackenzie, of Toronto, has rendered
a decision of some importance to the Canadian
architects. iTie local statute allows an extra
fee to a certain class of witnesses, but to. the
argument that architects ought to be included
in this class, he replied that architecture could
not be considered a profession in the Province,
inasmuch as architects are not required to i)as8
a government examination, are n(jt organized by
law, and are not recognized by statute. He
added that he had in a previous case advised the
architects to combine and seek incorporation.
This advice we can heartily second. Nothing
would tend more to confirm and establish the
standing of the profession, already honorable in
Canada through the character and work of many
of its members, than such association as is indi-
cated in Judge Mackenzie's remark. By this
means the credit of individual probity and talent
would be extended to the whole body, while
every member, instead of feeling himself isolated,

would be sustained and encouraged in his best
efforts by ihe countenance of his fellows. All
architects who have practised in the smaller
towns can appreciate this privilege, which not
only helps them to resist that tendency to become
the slaves of their clients from which they often
suffer, but by th«?£i ?elatr<}fi nluh" their fellows

,

keeps alive that interest in the work of others
which is of so much importance in fitting them
for a wide range of professional duty. If we
are not mistaken, the American Institute of

Architects includes Canadian members, but if a
similar society should be formed in the Dominion,
it will, no doubt, cheerfully give up its claim to

represent the whole continent, and will welcome
its younger rival with all possible good offices.

—

The American Archit^t and BuUdinq News.

Something in the shape of houses between the

cheap tenement and the palatial residence is

loudly called for in all our cities. People of

moderate means, but of respectable connections

and proclivities, want decent houses in respect-

able localities. It may be said that they are too

fastidious, but tastes are not to be discussed. A
man cannot be urged into liking what he dis-

likes. He may assent to the statement that he
is no better and earns no more than the man
with whose social tastes he has no affinity, but

he will not associate with such a man, and does

not care to be his next-door neighbor. Some
houses are building in this city which will meet
the requisition of the '* respectable men of mod-
erate means," but many more are wanted, as the

great demand for decent tenements shows.

Such men make good tenents, and it will pay

well in the long run to build decent houses for

them.

—

Springfield (Mass.) Union.

Other cities than Springfield need decent tene-

ments.—Sanitary Engineer.

Here in San Francisco also.

New Instrument for Computing Distances.

An instrument of simple construction has been

devised for measuring the distances and heights

of mountains, the apparatus consisting of a com-

mon telescope, with a level attached, a scale of

equal parts in the eye-piece, and with a mirror

of plate glass fastened to the object, so that it

can be seen at an angle. Two images are vis-

ible—one through the glass, and the other by re-

flection from its surface—and any two objects may

be made apparently to coincide by turning the

mirror through the proper angle. Selecting the

mountain whose distance is to be measured, and

as the other object, any convenient, well-de-

fined point, the telescope is moved through a

known distance, and the apparent change of
position of the two images is measured by the
scale. From this the distance may be measured
with the accuracy needed for an ordinary map.
The altitude is then determined by leveling the
telescope, and reading the apparent elevation
from the graduated scale, which is now turned
round. Unlike the theodoUte^ iiduca ii4>t4uv»>lve

the finely-graduated circle or delicate mounting.

Ives' Burglar-Proof Door Bolt;^

The above cut illustrates the perfection to

which our inventors have attained in providing
a simple, yet strong and secure door bolt. For
simplicity and safety they cannot be excelled.

It is not necessary to be a mechanic to insert

these bolts. Get a 13-10 inch bit, with a bnice.

About one foot above the lock, bore a hole, in

depth corresponding to the length of the bolt.

Use a ^ bit for the knob or thumb key. Exactly
opposite in £he door-jam, bore a hole for

the striking-plate. Use exactly these sizes of

bits and you will be sure to be right, as the

bolts are made to drive in exactly that size. No
other cutting or fitting is required. Two small

screws fasten the escutcheon in place.

This cut represents the same features as No.
1. The same sizes of bits are required, only the

face plates require a little more time to insert.

These bolts are made in different styles of finish,

ordinary nickel, and real bronze trimmings.

This bolt is intended for use on either inside or

outside doors. Hobart B. Ives, of New Haven,
Connecticut, is the patentee and manufacturer

by whom the trade is supplied. The Gordon
Hardware Company are the agents in this city.

Such, however, is the popularity which these

bolts have attained, that they are to be found in

every hardware store in the State. Samples

can be seen at this office.

Market Reports.

With larger receipts, there is less lumber on hand than at

corresponding date of last year. The Pine Lumber mills are

generally busy. We understand that many of the redwood
mills are idle from a scarcity of logs. There is ao change
in prices. "

' ;

Receipt! since January Ist :

Lumber 19,124,644

Shingles * 29,807,110

Laths 9,301,700

A correct price list of lumber will be found below

:

Pint.
Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet $21 00

41 to60 " " 2200
" 61 to 60 " " 23 00
«* 61 to 70 " " 26 00
** 71 to 80 " " 27 00

Refuse Rough " 17 0«

Common Rough, sized with planer $2 additional on
above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, '•' 28 00
" 4 " and under, and 1^x4 and li^x6

Flooring and Stepping 30 00

Kough Clear for Flooring, $1.00 less than above rates.

Second quality Flooring add stepping, per M feet 22 6«

Ship Plank, Rough " 2600
Planed 1 side :... " 30 00

" " 2 sides...' " 8100
Deck Plank, Rough " 3100

" Dressed " 86 00

Y.
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-V 44 3.2 r>0
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Eustic, JTo. Y^'rr^.'-

" No. 1,1x10....
" No. 2 • • • •

" Under 10 feet

T. k O., Uxiand Ij x 6

6 in. 12 ft. and over.

.

<« "7 to 11 (fet. . .r. .

" •' under 7 feet. ...

«' •' No. 2

T. k Q., Beaded, 12 feet an. 1 over
,r " 7 to 11 feet. ...
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—35 00
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27 fiO

27 50

3150
30 00
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25 00
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32 50

"28 00
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25 00
ItiOO

15 00
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^ Nails.—Remain the same a« our Tast

wo have imported 93,185 kegs,

ir 10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at

8 '' "

g •• " jiAjm»? * **

_ 5and4 " _^
*'

^_lu*
*"""*'

- 4 and 5 pennies, brad headBTH
6 "

8

10 and upward
3 penny fines

Since January Ist

.$3 75

, 4«K)

. 4 28

. 4 50

5 00
5 25
500
4 75
7 25

-Paints -A Hli«ht i...provemeut in the market is noted.

PioSe^lVad sells for 8 ind 83i ctn. Atlantic SH and U cts.

¥uilding Intelligence.

The merry stroke of the hammer is now heard in «*ery

part of our^State. Advices from all sections ^the.-^X^y
SroHcni a very favorable showing for an increased activity in

building 01 eratiouK during the fall months. We Prese"t a

very c^mp ete report for this month in tluK city. It will be

notfcS that very few large or expensive buildings have l>een

?otmen'edS our lasV We 'would extexjd our thanks^

friends in the country who have forwarded building iiiteli-

gencc. Wo again call upon all to furninh us with a descri^

Uonof buildings being erected in their neighborhood Be

sure and have the information written so there cannot pos-

gjbly be a mistake in regard to locality or figures.

BAN FRANCISCO.

^ Two-Story frame dwelling on Van Ness »^«°"«'
°Xfr?rf

"

son. Owner. Paul Fleury; architects. Hueme & Henrick-

"S'nrrrrcoJta-^o^nTolktlS; near Fulton Owner. D.

Dockery; architects, Huerne & Henricksen; contractor, ,

""impro'i^ments to M. J. O'Connor's building on Pine st^.

near Front. Architects, Huerne & Henricksen; contractors.

McGowan & Butler ; cost, $3,400. .

Two story dwelllQg with basement, on Capp street, near

Sixteenth. Ow;,er B. H Madison; architect. J.>0. 3ehrcns,

contractor. L. D. Frichette ; cost, $8,(MW.

Thr^-story frame building with brick basement, on Post

street between Stockton and Powell. Owner Yerein Ein-

Sirhi -architect. A. Schroepflfer ; contractor, F. Klatt
;
cost

^*L?Jidg^e^-et. between 18th and 19th, two-story and base-

ment frame dwelling. Owner. Alessandro brichetto; con-

trAttor L Cunio: cost about $2,000.

Two one-st^ ind basement frame dwellings on Minna

street, west of Tenth. Owner and builder. Chas. A. Acker-

—«on : cost about $2,500.

Aru^itional story to building, previously reported, on Mis-

sion st^'betieen 3rd and 4th.' Architect. H. T. Bestor ;
con-

^^"cr^tSr;tn<l SL:^^^^^^^^^ cottage on Baker betw^n

CaUfornra aiKl Sacramento sts. Owner and builder. Geo.

"^BtnLnlVn^erTush and Baker. Owner, J. W. Wetmore^

Two story frame dwelling with brick b'^«™«"'«
/S^Ann

«t. STtween Mason and Taylor. Owner, Mrs. Lakmann

;

contractor. — Hansen ; cost about $3,500. wik^^
'Two-sto% frame dwelling on Roach .tree J>«tween rnbert

aid Green. Owner, H. McCormack ;
builder. T. Daniels.

^*^w^sfo^y fS^^I^Sfri^VS Ridley-street,near Ouerrero.

Owner J Anderson. Day's work. Cost about $2,000.

Addi'tions and alterations to building. 456 Guerrero ;
cost

''^Two^srry frame dwelling with brick basement on 8. E.

corner of Octavia and Sacramento streets. O^^^^'f • °;
"•

Cooper: architects. Molera & .^^brian: contractors brick

work, Smith & Downs ; carpenter work by the day ;
cost,

*^St*Se.hou8e for Pioneer Woolen Mills. Superintendent,

Charles Furth. Day's work ;
cost, $5,000.

Two 8to?y frame building 'for boarding-house at Pioneer

Woolen Mills. Day's work ; cost about ».,000.

Additions and alterations to house. 1315 Green street near

Larkln. Owner. E. W. Lewis ; builder, E. W. Lewis; cost,

*'ThL three-story frame dwellings on west side Kearny st

between Vallejo and Green. Owner, - Kohler ;
cost about

^'\h?ee-story frame building for furniture factory, at junc-

tion of Market. Polk and Fell sts. Owner, A. N. Levy
;
con-

tractor, F. Goodwin ; cost, $3,000.
r>nlnr«R st

One-story and basement frame dwelling on Dolores st

between Valley and 29th fits. Owner and builder, R. ^erg-

^'tJ<Story\t2°me dwelling on Guerrero, between 24th and

25th s^ owner. - Kriss ; architect. W. Winterhalter ;
con-

tractor H. Thorn Wohrden : cost $2,500.

Two 'one-story cottages on 24th street, near Guerrero.

Owner - Meeker ; contractor, Chas. Girvin ;
cost. $3,000.

One-ktory frame dwelling on 3eth street, between Warren

and Bartlett. Cost about $800. ,^^^ . .

improveiaents and alterations to dwelling on 19th street

near Valencia. Owner, - Lockhardt ;
contractor, F. X.

^T^wo^s'ioryTriii^ cottage on 19th street, between Guerrero

and Valencia. Owner, — Edwards ; contractor. J. WiUcox ;

""^Twl^'to^ frame cottage on 19th street, between Valencia

and Guerrero. Owner, — Edwards ; contractor, J. Wilcox ;

'''En..*ine-h*ou8e for Union St. Railroad--two-story frame

with brick basement. Contractor Geo. Walker ;8uperin.

tendent of Oouhtruction, W. H Mllliken : cost $25,000.

One-story frame dwelling on Treat avenue, between 24th

and 25th sts. Owner. P. Toomey: contractor, P. J. Smith ;

""""rmpr^ements to frame building on Ocean House Road,

near Industrial School. Owner. Chas. Haley; contractor,

P. J. Smith ; cost, •

. , j i

Buildings on corner Pine and Sansome are being demol

MOUNTAIN VIaw.

Two-Btory brick building, 80 by 88. Stores on first floor

hotel above. Owner, Martin Murphy ; architect, John Gash.

BAOBAMENTO.

Old City Water Works Building on N. E. corner Front and

I street is being changed into a police station. Owner, City

of Sacramento; architect, A A. Cook ; contractor for briCK

work. Henry Tuston; carpenter work by the day. Cost,

48 000 ~ —
^hree^story brlc* building on Fifth street, between J and

K. Owner, L. L. Lewis; architect, A. A. Cook ;
contractor,

H. Ooates ; cost, 7,500. ^ ^ _^ , ^.

Two-story frame building with brick basement on Eighth

street between M and N. Owner. M. Hanrahan ;
architect,

A A. Cook ; contractors. Carle & Crowley ; cost, 3,60 >.

One-story frame cottage on Seventh street, between P and

Q. Owner, S. Sluay ; architect, A. A. Cook ;
contractor, M.

Madden ; cost, 81,750. . „ «. t. «tv
Alterations and improvements to M. E. Church on 7th

street between J and K. Architect, A. A. Cook ;
carpenter

contractor, U. M. Reese; cost, $1,500.

-!-•
,. RED BLUFF.

Three-Story brick building on south-east corner of Oak and

Main streets. Size. 36 >i by 116. Owners, Masonic Order t

architect, A. A. Cook; contractor, Hans Hansen; cost,

*
The Odd Fellows are erecting a two-story totick building

on Main street ; architect, A. A. Cook. ^r-r-—
BOISE OITY.

The contract price for the school house reported in our

last should have been $48,000, instead of the amount stated.

LIVBBMOBB

.

Frame building, with brick and s^one cellar, on Llvermow

avenue, to be used as a soda factory. Size. 26 x 88. Owners,

Gardetnever Brothers ; contractors, Smith k Hatch.

Two-story frame dwelling, with a one-story brick addition

for kitchen, east of town. Owner. Henry Callaghan. A

large barn is being erected on the same premises,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Benicia.—Mr. J. L. Junes Is building a house in the

""
Lot'^NOEL^s^-Two-rttnbarn near town; 50 x 135. Owner.

"^'suisr-iTwts^o'rftrame dwelling for Senator J. F.

Weindell. Builders, Hall & Co. _in -«^
FBMNO.-Mr. R. Madera is erecting a planlng-mill and

^"ri^ide.-Two-story dwelling on Sixth street. Owner.

^'s!.'«^BjRNAMiNO.-Large brick hotel. Owner. Mr. Starke.

ctovEEDALT Brick line-cellar, 50 x HO. Owner. JaS.

^W^AND -Cottage on Railroad street, near Lincoln

av^S^ Owner John Jacobs ; Builders, Myrick k Pool.

CottS^ on Sixth street, north of North street. Owner. Wm.

Wishart.

(n • cost aoouv s^.aiw. „ .. > x

Two-story frame'building for a bakery, on Polk street near

Bush. Owner. John Feldbush; architect, W. Schrof; con-

tractor — Miller; cost. $5.(X)0. ^ ,^

Imp^vements on dwelling 1407 Bush street near Polk.

Owner. J. D. Feldbush. Day's work ;
cost about $2,000

Improvements on Bay View Distillery. Owner«^^,cofield

It Tevis; contractor, P. J. Smith ; cost about $20,000.

Yern.nntst. between Colusa and Yolo sts two-st^ry frame

dwelling. Owner, M, Connolly; contractor, J. G. Chase;

^°S)ntra?t for carpenter's work on L. L. Baker's house, cor-

ner of Fran Klin and Washington streets, was let t<>Chas. H-

Ackerson. Architects, Curlett & Eisen; cost, $13,000.

Additions ai d alterations to house on Jackson street. l>et.

Stockton and Powell sts. Owner, — Tinoco; architect, A.

Pissis ; contractor, Lienard ; cost, $2,000. ^,. . ,

Repairs on houHC on East street, between Mission and

Market. Owner, 8. L. Johnson; architect, A. Pissis. Day s

^*One-8tory frame cottage on comer of Filbert and Fillmore.

Owner Pat McCoy; contractor, J. G. Chase
;
cost, $1,050

Two-'story stable on Capp street near 21st. Owner, J. D.

Bpreckles; architect, C. Geddes; contractor. W. F. Fletcher;

*'°Epi8cI.pal Church on Fulton stre. t, between Fillmore and

Webster. Architects. Wright & Sanders ; contractor. Burp-

^Mo^menVfo?'Pope k Talbot at Masonic Cemetery. Ar-

chitects, MaDougall & Son ; cost^ $2,oOO
n«r,^*

Two-story fra.ne dwelling on Washington street. Owner.

J, T. Dunn; architects, Percy fc Hamilton ;
contractor, A.

Jackson; cost. $1,900. ^, „ r^ v, a »-
Additional story to house on N. E. corner Bush and Bat-

tery sts. Owner. -Newman; architect, W. Mooser ;
con-

tractor, J. McCarthy ; cost, ^,000.

iehert preparatory to the erection of a five-story and base-

ment brick building. Full particulars in our next.

Additions to dwellings on Stevenson street, between 9th

and 10th. Cost,
OAKLAND.

Two-storv cottage on Telegraph avenue, near Hawthorne

^t. Owner', John Brereton ; architect, Jolin Newsom. Day s

work. Cost about $4,000.
, „ ^ ^

Alterations to house comer Sixth and Broadway. Owner,

Mrs. Collins ; architect. C. Mau ;
contractors, Haskell k

Smilie ; cost, $2,000. ^ ^ ^13.1,
Brick building on Eighth, between Broadway and Frank-

lin. Owner. Mr. Wimmer ; arehitect, C. Mau. Day s work.

Cost $5 000
Alterations to house corner of Eighth and Myrtle streetg.

Owner. Dr. Tremly; architect. C. Mau. Days work ;
cost,

*•> (V)0

One-story frame dwelling near Shell Mound Park. Day's

^One-story cottage on Peralta street, between 14th and 16th.

Owners. Jordan Brothers; architects, T. D. Newsom & Co.

Day's work ; cost, $1,500. ^, ,. t. ^a
Two-btory dwelling on Eighteenth between Chestnut and

Linden sts. Owner, Mrs. Ward ; architect, 0. Mau ;
con-

tractors. Hill & Dahle ; cost, $2,500.

ALAMEDA.

One-Story cottage on corner of Buena VisU avenue and

Walnut street. Contractor, E. B. Hayes.
n,..^^

Cottage on Alameda avenue near Willow street. Owner.

Mrs. N. J. Ashton; builder. J. W. Bones. „ , . .

Cottage residence on Buena Vista avenue, near Park street.

Owner, — Miller.
BAN JOSE.

Brick store on First street, between Santa Clara and San

Fernando sts. Owner. D. M. Delmas; architect, Theo. Len-

''F^ame^dielifr^'at the Willows. Owner I^wlsBenhis^ ;

architect, J. T Burkett. Day's work ;
cost, $2 000.

Frame dwelling on Sixth street, between Santa Clara and

San Fernando sts. Owner. David Renaldo; architect, J. O.

McKee? cost. $1,650.

Publication Notices. —
._

—
The Steel Square and lU Uses, tty F. T. Hodgson, is an

excellent little book, which should be in the hands of every

camenter. It contains numerous illustrations and treatises

SX the Square, and excellent information for those who

S??enotac(iuireda full knowledge of the use of that im-

portant mecnanical instrument. Wise heads who "know it

all
•• do not need this or any other work or advice

;
but men

who •• live to learn." will find much in its pages to instruct

Jhem. Price, 75 cents; to be had at this office at pubUsh-

er's price.

The Work-Shop Companion is full of valuable information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all classes, in tbe form of

receipts, rules, methods, processes, etc. for almost ^ry-

thing in general use in workshops and households. Price,

35 cents; to be had at this office at publisher's price.

Moder^ Architectural Designs and ^«^i^. (P*'^*?^."^?^!?^

nublished by W. 8. Comstock, formerly Bricknell * Com-

E. h^ tLn received. This series of " P"t«
' -^^P,^

books of plates exclusively-showing plans and details for

bnildings of various pretensions, is gotten up in exce lent

s yle, afd should meet with extensive sale Ev^T;
»ff;^\«/,'

and builder should supply himself Tf^th the full feries

Price $1.00 each " part " or number. Can be had, tog^^^e'

with all books published by this enterprising firm, at the

office of this journal, at publishers' prices.

The July 9th issue of the American Machinist, one of omr

most acceptable exchanges, makes a splendid appearance in

its full dress of new type.

Numerous other meritorious publications would »ceive

' notice at this time, but together with
^./'^'-fJ^°^°* ^^^^I

teresting matter on hand, are necessarily crowded out noi-

withstanding the increase of pages in this ^s^^e
f

this

journal. We consequently u.ge upon our frlenda

OftiK AND ALL., lo come up w«tti Addlilonal

Subscript ton«. so that we may be «"^»>'«^
^^

Increane the number of its page* *® ***! f" .,!«
provide ample space for nearly <louble the

prest^nt amount of reading matter.
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Frame owelling on corner of Third and Julian streets^

Owner, S. 0. Houghton; architect, J. T. Burkett. Days

work ; cost about $3,600.
, ^ n rv w«i-»,^ .

Frame dwelling on First street. Owner, C. T. Ryland ;

architect, Theo. Lenzen. Day's work Cost, «5.00e.

Dwelling at the Sansevain Villa. Owner. Wm. Ross
;
ar-

chitect, W. C. Hamilton; cost, $3,700.

Frat^e dwelling on the Los Coches Bancho, two miles 8.W.

from San Jose. Architect, W. O. Hamilton; owner, M.

Ross; cost. «i.700. ^„ .aa^a .f .
The Eagle Brewery is having large additions added, at a

I cost of about $4,600. ^ - i, * .i caa
A Bilk factory is being buUt at a cost of about $1,600.
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Building Activity.

Although building activities in San Francisco
,.>ave by no means reached a '* boom," they how-
ever present a healthful appearance. The entire
force of skilled labor is generally employed, with
occasional '' worked out " breaks. Fair to adtive
business prevails in all departments of trade,
and but few are idle who would not be ''expen-
sive hands " at one-half the wages paid to compe-
^nt workmen. This is particularly applicable to
carpenters, among whom many of the lesser class
are employed, while that class who entertain a
natural hatred of labor in any form— constitu-
stitutional idlers, who prefer poverty with rest,
rather than comfort with ''too much labor''—
are as usual wasting the hours of precious to
every industrious man, but of no value to the
class referred to.

But general, reasmuible activities prevail, giv-
ing a healthful tone to business of all kinds ; for
with the employment of the working classes
dealers in all manner of materials and supplies
feel the effect.

The consumption of bricks will be considerable
during the near future, in the erection of the
building heretofore noticed, to be erected for
Mr. Andrew McCreary, comer of Pine and Davis
streets

; Senator Fair's building on Sansome and
Pine, prepartory to the erection of which the
old ''Blumenberg trap" has been demolished

;

nie new structure contemplated by Mr. Dean on
Market street, for which the plans are prepared,
and the tenants of the premises notified to
leave

; together with a number of other brick
buildings in course of erection ; all of which will
not only engage the full force of journeymen
bricklayers, but may be delayed for want of suffi-
cient help.

The Lateral Support Question.

In view of the great interest manifest in the
matter of [' Right of Lateral ISuppoxJ^'^ we have
copied a lengthy article from one of our ex-
changes, giving an important decision in relation
to the perplexed and perplexing question under
notice. It will be read with interest by all archi-
tects, owners, and members of the lei/al profes-
sion.

^

Endless inquiry and questionings have been
snbmitted to us, and our uniform reply has been
and now is, that the laws and ordinances govern-
ing m this State are fully stated in two of our is-
sues m 1880, (respectively, April, page 36, and
July, page 07) by which it will be seen that the
city ordinance provides that adjacent owners
shall underpm the buildings to a depth of four-
teen feet

;
but this ordinance is rendered inop-

erative and without force by the Code, which
provides that *' coterminous omiers are entitled to
th^ lateral and subjacent support ivhich his land
receives from adjoining land,'' etc., which in plain
English means that the party building must un-
derpin and support the property of adjoining
owners at his own cost and expense.

Pacific Coast Association of Architects.

The regular meeting of the association was
held on the 6th inst. The number present was
small, i)resumably owing to the session being
called during the busiest houi-s of the day, 2|
P. M. Many who had stated their intention to at-
tend, failed to be present. Consequently a rea-„
olution was adopted that the future meetings
be held in the evening. It is earnestly desired^
that a large if not full representation of the so^
ciety be on hand at its next session, as matters"
of interest will then be introduced.
The announcement of the death of Mr. Vitru-

vius Frazee was received with profound sympa-
thy for the bereaved widow.

4 I!

The July number of this journal appeared on
the 15th ultimo. On the 18th, the Evening Bul-
letin of this city pillaged our entire "Building
Intelligence " report, without any due acknowl-
edgment, simply omitting the names of some of
the architects and builders engaged, and in the
last line or two of the article adding a few words,
for the purpose of making its reculers believe that
the matter extracted from our columns was
'' Bnlktin enterprise." So it was—at our ex-
pense. The following letter sent to the office of
our contemporary explains itself :

^,:', July 19th, 1881.
'Editors of tfie Evening Btdletin :

Gentlemen:—Pennit us to call your attention
to the fact, that the list of improvemeiits, additiwis,
and new hwises, published in your issue of Mon-
day, July 18th, was copied in full from the col-
umns of the California Architect and Build-
ing Review, without the proper or any credit
due in such cases. We presume that the omis-
sion was an unintentional oversight, which you
will have the fairness to correct in your next
issue. Respectfully, etc., etc.

At the time, we did not suppose that the fair-
luss due and asked for would be forthcoming,
as that is an article in which our contemporary
but seldom deals, when other motives and pur-
poses can be served or gratified by the opposite
course. Of all the journals published upon this
coast, there is none more boastful of its virtues,
fairness, and enterprise than the Bulletin, nor
any which more severely denounces what it con-
ceives to be dishonorable and dishonest journal-
ism in others. Is it not therefore truly surpris-
ing, that a journal so full of denunciation against
irregularities in others, and pretentious in its

own correctness, should practice that which is

recognized as extremely disreputable journalism ?

How much greater is the sin—crime—of the
Chronicle, jumping from one extreme view of the
** Baily ordinance" and "Spring Valley water
question " within a few days—for coin, as the
Bidletin intimates—than a deliberate act of pla-

giarism? Both are journalistic and moral irregu-
laties; but the latter is the meaner, because the
smaller method of making business capital, if not
coin.

Drawings were laid before the assdciatibn^Mr. Gash of San Jost^, representing a pyramidi-
cal tower 200 feet high, c(mstructed with four
principal comer supports, of four and three-inch
hollow iron, united in their respective lengths
by sieves, etc., and otherwise sustained and
braced with transverse and diagonal iron rods
and braces. The four comers are intended to
rest in well-anchored foundations at each of the
four comers of the two street-crossings. The
proposition stated is, to erect several of these
towers in San Jose, and surmount them with
strong electric lights and reflectors, up<m the
presumption that four or five such lights will
afford sufficient illumination within municipal
jurisdiction.

In Memopiam.

t

It becomes our painful duty to notice the
demise of the late Vitruvius Frazee, an honored
and worthy member of the architectural profes-
sion in this city, who has died since the issue of
our last number. Our personal acquaintance
with him was limited; but those who knew him
most intimately speak only in his praise as an
intelligent, earnest, and conscientious gentleman.
His sickness was caused by exposure to change
of climate, and the hot sun and water of the
Sacramento Valley, where he had been operating
in the insurance companies' interest, as civil en-
gineer. He has left a widow in exceedingly
moderate circumstances.

This is the third time since the issuance of
this journal as a monthly—in January, 1880

—

that we have been called upon to chronicle the
death of brother professionals in this city. But
while such occurrences are always surrounded
with sadness to the living, they bring the re-

pose of eternal rest to those who pa6s away,
and renew the warning to all—Be ye also ready

;

for the brittle thread by which the living hold
on to life may to any be severed ere another sun-
beam shall break through the eastern sky, or the
chill of another evening settle around the habita-
tions of mankind.

I
•

4

ir!

2j^=^ Subscription price of this journal for

1881 will be $2.00 in advance.

Lemon Juice in Diphtheria.

Dr. J. R. Page of Baltimore, in the New
York Medical Record, May 7, 1881, invites the
attention of the profession to the topical use of
fresh lemon juice as a most efficient means for

the removal of membrane from the throat, ton-
sils, etc. , in diphtheria. In his hands (and he
has heard several of his professional brethren
say the same) it has proved by far the best

agent he has yet tried for the purpose. He ap-

plies the juice of the lemon by means of a cam-
el's hair probang, to the affected parts, every
two or three hours, and in eighteen cases on
which he has used it the effect has been all he
could wish.

—

The Illustrated Scientific News.

\ '> ^i
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Sanitary Plumbing Laws.

In no large city in the Union is there less gen-

eral interest taken in regard to siuiitary matters

tlian in San Francisco. We liave ordinances
=^ and municipal regulations wliich prohibit and

ft>rbid violations of conspicuous stinitary princi-

ples, but these are observed by many more from

the fear of prosecution and punishment than

from a realizing sense of the consequences at-

tendant upon their violation. It therefore fol-

lows that infractions are innumerable ;
for those

^ who are controlled in their acts only by legal

^restraints evade and override them whenever

/ poamblo to do so without danger of detection.

^=^ Hence the necessity for stringent Tiygieiiic laws

!._ and regulations, and efficient means for their

^' enforcement and observance. But the laws and

ordinances bearing ui>on the subject-matter in

hand are not sufficient, since they affect only the

fitli ',

i: '11^

'.

^^^^ larger and more notorious features in connection

with sanitiiiy measures ; while beyond these are

. . other great and grave considerations unaffected

by any legal restriction or control, and in which
==-— no other than individual interest, measured by
^

the understanding, caprice, or avarice of each, is

. ; taken. The laws that exist will not allow those

• • glaring acts and e.\p<'.suiv.s wliicli are notoriously

offensive to sight and smell ;
but the tens of

thousands of other means which produce sick-

ness and death are passed by uncared for by
' any official ])rovision. And the fact that yearly,

thousands of the inhabitants of the Pacific coast

'T^'are sent to untimely and premature graves by
_ -

.

; means of sewer gas and defective plumbing work,
_' awakens not the slightest concern, nor stirs to

- -. — action those who understand the seriousness of

Z^ZH- the fact stated ; while in the eastern cities of our

•_ country and throughout Europe conventions of

—^ - scientitic men—scientists, professors of learning,

sanitary engineers, skilled plumbers, architects,

and learned divines—have been held to consider

^~~II~~ the great (questions of sanitary imp<^ and advis-

ability. No movement of the kind lias ever been- - attempted upon this coast, other than such inef-

_ fective and incidental discussions as may have
" occupied the hour" in debating clubs or other

restricted connections. Voices from the tomb
^ . chide us, who are so indifferent to vital inter-
^~^

eats, to arouse ourselveB from the lethargy and
- stupid indifference that has so long prevailed,

"^ and in sympathy with suffering humanity to use

the wholesome means which nature has provided

to counteract the evils which its decay imposes.

We have again and tigain endeavored to enforce
-

- -----'
• these considerations upon the minds of our read-

- ~" ' ers, and shall c<mtinue to do so, with the hope

that our well-intended efforts will not be wholly
- fruitless. As a result of discussiims in conven-

tions, by the secular press, and cla«s journals in

^ther parts of our own and in foreign lands, and

truly practical and competent, many of whom
we have in San Francisco, under which they

disguise themselves, while neither knowing nor

caring anything about the liner and essential

points involved in skillful sanitary plumbing.

We have heretofore advocated, and still advo-

cate, the enactment of such laws as will provide

the necessary remedies, and the appointment of

such inspectors as may be required to make sjTch

laws effective ; with the additional proyision^feat

every such inspector who shall be guilty of con-

nivance, compromise, or neglect in the strict and

faithful performance of his duties, be punished

by imprisonment in the State prison for a period

of ten years ; thus making the penalty equal to

that fixed by our statutes for the crime of man-

slaughter ; at lower, rates than which it should

not be fixed, as every act of neglect or unfaith-

fulness might produce one or more deaths. And

if penalties of like character attached, and were

enforced in all cases of official irregularities,

wltlwnt any possible escape, all the howling and

growling about dishonest officials would disap-

pear quickly. It is because they can do it with

impunity that n^gues are so eager for office, and

STEAL all that they can "get away with safely" ;

and fraud plumbers jSerpetrate their mechanical

villanies, because the thing is possible. ;

action upon which default occurred, personal

criminal action should be maintained; so that

men who receive, misuse, and misapply moneys

rightly belonging to others, would receive the

punishment due to crime ; crime, because the

common law of the world proclaims and declares

all obtainment of money or values belonging to

one party by another, other than by correct and.

legitimate means, to be criminal in character.

And we claim that our theory is sound, that a

man loses equally and m.^^imi as much irom a

loss, whether intentionally or accidentally nn-

posed; and losses are equally not pleasing or

enjoyable by the loser, whether the result of

direct theft or the outgrowth of another's folly

or ignorance. Hanging never restores the life

of the victim of murder, but it inculcates a dread

and fear on the part of vicious men lest the in-

dulgence of brutal passions should compel them

to gymnast upon the end of a rope. And if busi-

ness defaults and irregularities were m&de p^i7iis}y,

Better than a Lien Law.

able under the laiv, there would be fewer to nsk the

consequences of indulgence in them, and no ne-

cessity for lien laws would exist. Men fre-

(luently undertake contracts with the positive in-

tent of defrauding, and there are occasionally

owners to be found to join in well -laid plans ta

secure advantages and profits through such ar-

rangements; and this sort of robbery is mcuie

^ the clearly demonstrated necessities of the case,

New York, Illinois, and other State? have passed
'* plumbing laws," the object of which is to pro-

tect the health of the respective communities, by

—instituting sucli regulations and control over the

^execution of plumbing work as will save the

slaughter of tens of thousands by the foul sewer

vapors which are conveyed into homes and dwelling-

_ places through imperfect plumbing work. Equal

with any other city in the world, San Francisco

needs the best of hygienic regulations ; for, while

there are less of miasmatio conditions than in

some other places, the strong winds of summer
act as a powerful agency to force back the gases,

and the high elevations of the greater portion of

the city causes the sewers to operate as gasome-

ters or retainers of the poisonous vapors ; so that

they contain a much larger volume of gas than

sewers in other cities, where the altitudes. of its

avenues are less than in this city.

Beside this, there is no other place on earth

where meaner and less skillful plumbing work

. is done, by a class of beings calling themselves

"practical plumbers" — a title stolen from the

Lien laws are tl^e outgrowth, the necessity

vitalized by the rascalittfe^ and dishonesties (;f

those who undertake contracts at prices 'below

values, or with the intent to defraud and cheat;

and that class of owners with whom strict hon-

esty is only contingent ; men who are not only

willing to do wrong themselves for the sake of

personal gain, but equally so to connive with oth-

ers in concocting schemes designed to swindle

those who may fall within their power. And

that other class of mankind who never let an op-

portunity slip, by which they can avoid pay-

ment, however just the obligation or serious

and severe the consequences of their rogueries.

The '
' better than a lien law " is this :

that

laws be provided which would impose criminal

liabilities upon those who undertake contracts

at less than right values, tvhen thereby others

are nuide to suffer loss. A law establishing the

doctrine that men shall be held to strict account-

ability for their errors of judgment in matters

which involve the interests of others would be

wholesome in its effects, and corrective of nine-

teen twentieths of the irregularities which fur-

nish arguments in favor of lien law en&ctment ;

which strike only at the results and leave the

came untouched. The damming up of streams, or

changing their course, has no effect upon the

source from whence they come. The source of

all evils must be reached and corrected before a

perfect remedy can be applied, and all remedies

which stop short of the fountain-head, are in a

degree, at least, ineffectual.

Dishonesties are enlarge 3 and fraudulent de-

signs shaped in ten thousand forms, "because

condemnation is spared to those who perpetuate

them. Toleration of wrongs has been the fos-

tering sun and the zephyr breeze that has vital-

ized and sustained them, and caused them to be-

come not only possible without great discredit

to the actors therein, but sometimes to make

them almost fashionable. 0, it will soon blow

over, has encouraged thousands to make ten,

twenty, or fifty per cent settlements, with as

1 ;« +v,« " T.oat>T^P fund " laid awav for

emy and profitahU, because there is no special

law covering, and by which such transactions

may be punished. Cases are known in this and

adjacent cities where parties have received con-

siderable sums of money on account of contract,

and for^llie deliberately conceived purposes of

swindling their creditors, have proclaimed acci-

dental loss of the whole sum, by "being robbed,"

" losing it out of my buggy," and other delusive

stories. Others have secured for themselves

homesteads, pianos, and other expensive luxu-

ries and conveniences, at the expense of cred-

itors, without being held to any accountability.

These things are repeated with impunity because

they furnish a method by which men can sUal

with< )ut being punished for the theft. A little

strong and effective law-making in this direction

would do more toward purifying the contracting

atmosphere than all the lien laws that can be

enacted.

much more in the " reserve fund " laid away for

personal purposes, because it can be done under

the law, and without any considerable nsk.

We hold that every man who engages in the

contracting business, whether building houses

or otherwise, who fails to pay his bills, should

be liable and subjected to thorough legal inves-

tigation, with the alternative that unless positive

cim-ectness and hmiesty were shown in the trans.

The Mechanics' Fair, 1881.

The exhibition of the Mechanics' Institute

Fair of San Francisco, opened on the 2d inst.

,

with the usual preliminary exercises, and encour-

aging prospects of another brilliant success with

its close. The usual drawback has again been—

experienced during the first week, that of the

exhibitors' tardiness in filling and fitting up

their respective stalls. It is to be regretted

that this should always occur, as the fact being

known, a great many persons refuse to attend

the exhibition during the first week or ten days,

because they know that the display will not be

full, nor its arrangements completed short of

that time. Consequently, the receipts for at

least the first week are greatly diminished, be^
cause the ''send-off" lacks commanding inter-

est. Whereas, if the patrons of the fair knew

that the exhibit would be full and interesting

from the commencement, it would create an en-

thusiasm which would greatly enhance the prac-

tical and financial results of the fair, both to the

managers and exhibitors.

Large Driving Belts.—Messrs. T. Icke &
Son, of the Heath Leather Works, West Brom-

wich, have just manufactured two very large

machine-made driving leather belts One belt is

469 feet long, 14^ in. wide, | in. thick, and

weighs about one ton. In making it up 24,000

copper rivets, weighing 2| cwt. , have been used.

The length of the other belt is 180 feet, the

width 16 in., and the thickness | in.—The Tim-

ber Trades Journal.

, 1:-,. .-- ..

Legal Notes and Cases.

In the case of Ward vs. Kilpatrick, decided
by the New York Court of Appeals on May Slst
1881, which was brought to foreclose a mechan-
ic's hen for mirror-frames i>repared to be set in
the parlors and halls of eight houses—those in
the halls to be arranged to serve the purposes of
hat-racks and umbrella-stands—the work was
done and the frames set in, but payment was re-
fused, and fhis action was brought. *

^^
Finch, J., delivered the opinion, and said:

** Had the articles furnished become so attached
to the buildings in progress of construction as
to justify a hen under the act of 1875 I The lan-
guage of its first section is: * Every person per-

-^rming labor upon, or furnishing materials to
t>e used m the construction, alteration, or repair
of, any building, etc., shall have lien upon the
same.' Labor upon the building, materials used
in its construction, are the tests of the lienor's
rights. In other words, the work and the ma-
terials, both in fact and in intention, must have
becoine part and parcel of the building itself.
The inquiry approaches so nearly the doctrine of

^fixtures as to make the decisions in that respect
authorative, and the necessary guides to our con-
clusion. If, as between vendor and vendee, the

^iiirror-frames in question would have passed by
a deed of the real estate, without special enu-
meration or description, it will follow that they
formed part of the house and were elements in
its construction, and so furnished a basis for the
lien claimed. The general subject was much
discussed in this court in McEea vs. Bank, GO N.
Y.

, 489. The results arrived at were as precise
and definite as the nature of the subject would
pennit, and must form the basis of our judg-
ment. The question arose between mortgagor
and mortgagee, and three requisites were named
as the criterion of a fixture. These were: first
actual annexation to the realty or something
appurtenant thereto; second, application to the
use or purpose to which that part of the realty
to which it is connected is appropriated; and,
third, the intention of the party making the
annexation to make a permanent accession to
the freeliold. The mirror-frames in the present
case were actually annexed to the realty; they
Were so annexed during the process of building,
and as part of that process; they were not
brought as furniture into the completed house,
but themselves formed part of such completion;
those in the hall filled up and occupied a gap
left in the wainscoting; they were an essential
part of the inner surface of the hall, and of a
material and construction to correspond with
and properly formed part of such inner surface^
and those in the parlor fitted into a gap purpose-
ly left in the baseboard. Both those in the hall
-and those in the parlor were fastened to the wall
with hooks and screws, and they could be re-
moved; but their removal would leave unfinished
walls, and require work upon the house to supply
and repair their absence. They were fitted to
the use and purpose for which the part of the
Jbuilding they occupied was designed; theyformed
part of the inner wall, and t>heir construction
and finish was made to correspond with the
cabinet-work of the rooms. In each house they
faced each other and formed the most prominent
feature cf the internal ornamentation. They
were intended by the owner to be permanently
attached to the buildings, and to go with them
when sold, as essential parts of the construction.
Three of the houses were in fact thus sold The
owner testified as to those frames, that he re-
garded them as * the most attractive portion of
the house ' ; that he stated to the agent of the
maker that it was very important to have a few

_^of the frames in immediately, ' so that a party
who would be desirous of purchasing the house
could see those mirrers and hat-racks '

; that the
agreement with Mr. Evers was, that he should
go on immediately and put in the frames iij two or

w .f l^""
^''"^''^' '»^ *8 *« be able to show

what the houses would be, without delay '
; that

the kind of work he called this particular work
that was to be done, was ' cabinet carpentering';
that on one or more occasions he complained of
the work not having been done, adding ' and
that 1 could not get my houses ready for market';
and tiiat he was very streillioiifl about having the
frames put up, ' because he wished to show the
houses to some parties.' These facta indicate
very plainly the purpose and intention of the
owner to permanently attach the frames to the
building, and make them a part of the structure.
it tollows that they become parcel of the realty
and as between vendor and vendee would have
passed by deed. The recent case of McKeaqe vs.
Ha^urmr Fire Im. Co., 81 N. Y., 38, doeT not
ijonflict with this conclusionT ~Tn that case the
proof showed that the mirrors ' were not set into
the walls'; were put up after the house had been
built

;
were capable of being easily detached with-

out interfering with or injuring the walls ; and
were as mere furniture as pictures hung in the
usual way. The difference between the cases is
obvious. We are of f.pinion, therefore, that
the work done by the lienor was work upon the
house, and the materials furnished were used in
Its construction. The objection that no he^
attached cannot be sustained.

'^
* * * » *

It is the general rule that, upon the boundaries
of his own land, if he does not interfere with
any natural or prescrii)tive watercourse, the
ownet: may erect such barriers as he may deem
necessary to keep off surface-water or overffow-
ing floods coming from or across adjacent lands

;and for any consequent repulsion, turning jiside,
or keeping up, of these waters to the injury of
other lands, he will not be responsible; but such
waters as fall in rain or snow on his land, or
come thereon by surface drainage from or over
contiguous lands, he must keep within his boun-
danes, or permit them to flow off without artifi-
cial interference, unless within the limits of his
land he can turn them into a natural water-
course. Cairo ({,• Vlncennes Railroad Co. vs. Ste-
vem, Supreme Court of Indiana, May 4th, 1881
—From the A, A. 6: B. Ktws,

The Lien Law Question.

We are in almost constant receipt of com-
munications in reference to the Mechanics' Lien
Law of this and other States, submitting numer-
ous propositions and making inquiries as to
the validity, application, force, and ettect of the
California statute.

The readers of this journal were furnished a
full digest of the law as it now stands in the
July issue of last year. Opinions differ widely
upon the lien law question, and the greater
number of dealers in building materials, archi-
tects, and mechanics, have each formed opinions
and reached conclusions from their several stand-
points of theorizing and logic, which cannot be
changed by any system of reasoning that might
be urged by others. So that, until a substantial
decision by the Supreme Court is received, all

must rest content to feed u|X)n the sweetness of
their respective views.

That there should be a fair, just, and equitable
lien law is a generally admitted necessity; but
the differences of opinion as to what constitutes
such features of equity, etc., are so disputed
and diversified that it is questionable whether a
law can be framed which will receive universal
assent and approval. Many of the legal equities
established by statute meet with no special gen-
eral opposition, because their action, enforce-
ment, and benefits bear alike in turn upon all

litigants; and those who wage legal combat
under them receive the advantages provided by
the statute governing the issues, without any
presumption or fact that the law is framed to
favor one side more than the other. But in the case
of lien laws, they all seek to protect oji^ class of

litigants, without furnishing any protection to
ihe other. They provide how the mechanic,
material-man, and others, may establish and
secure their respective interests, but make no
provision for the protection of the owner. These
are left for his pei-sonal management, and if fie
fails to compreheml ami devise protectums for him^
selfyli& must s ffer the consequences. Ctmse-
quently, all plaintift's in lien-law suits, whose
claims are in themselves vaiid^are specially aided
by the statutes in the recovery of the claims set
up; and defendants must abide the result, al-
though they may have paid full arui fair mdue
for the purijoses involved in the suit. This fact,
however, furnishes no defense nor relief under
the law, which provides that ''parties of the first
part " to all contracts shall be held rusponsible
for all indebtedness created in the execu tion
thereof, and pay all amounts remaining unpaid
thnmgh the defaults and dishonesties of others,
over whose acts they have had and could not
hold or exercise any control. Hence, while lien
laws generally provide absolute protection to one
class of litigants, the other is left powerless,
beyond such persmud protection as they may in-
stitute and exercise; thus placing defendants in
such cases upon the shady side t>f the hedge,
liable to plunge into any pit that may have
been dug by others, while plaintiffs pursue their
course ujuin the bright side, where the sunbeams
of '' special law " makes their pathway clear.

In the discussion of lien laws, and all <juos-
tions and issues arising in connection with them,
we sball strive to present the equities involved,
rather than the special interests of any class;
and we hope that those who entertain different
views upon the subject from those expressed in
the columns of this journal, will exercise a spirit
of generous fairness, and a willingness to admit
the value of arguments oj)po.sed to their own for
what they are worth. Lien laws have for all

time been peqjlexing issues, and the wisest of
legislative bodies have found them difficult ques-
tions U) handle and shape, with unifonn justice
to all parties, for the reasons, that, to make the
protections proposed complete, there must, to
some extent at least, be hardships iinpose<l upon
the other side. And we here again repeat, that
this jounud favi^rs, and wUl always favor, a fair,
eqmtable, and just lien late, which provides
safety to the interests of all parties concenied*
We believe that such a law can be framed; and
when we occupy a seat in the legislative halls of
California—something that will never happen

—

among our first efforts will be that of proposing
a lien law which will render losses by mechanics
and material-men impossible, and at the same
time deal fairly with owners.

Remarkable Tree Growths.

The fir-growths of Puget Sound form one of
the wonders of the American world. They aver-
age 200 feet in hight, and some specimens liave

been cut that measure 320 feet in length and
thirteen feet in diameter at the base, with a
straight and well proportioned log length of
ninety feet to the first limb. The cedar taees"

are in like proportion, and are most valuable for

wooden wares of all kinds, while the firs are the
best for spar and ship timber yet found in any
country. There are few nations that do not
use them in ship-building. One-fourth the
wealth of San Francisco was culled from the
shores of Puget Sound, while the government
slept, and to-day all the principal steam mill

owners who saw and prepare for maket from
100,000 to 200,000 feet a day to each mill—and
there are thirty or more mills—are residents of

San Francisco, where they invest their profits, to

the great injury of residents of the Sound. There
is, apparently, no exhaustion of the timber,

and a century will probably elapse before Puget
Sound forests will be cleared of their immense
resources of varied tree growths. —Lsffel^t Me-
chanical News.
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<fi *: "ITNew Principle in Cast-Tpon Girders.

Fig. A.

H

I
'^ii

We give space to the following from the pen of Mr. P.

H. Jackson, who enjoys an enviable reputation in refer-

ence to his practical, expert, and scientific attainments in

all " iron construction " matters. His theories in connec-

tion with iron girders are well sustained, an(i we believe

correct. Of course any desired strength may be attained

~ in any class of girders, by the use of a

sufficient (mantity of metal properly em-
ployed. But the employment of materi-

als in excessive quantities, beyond actual

necessities, is simply a waste of money
and materials. Consequently all devices

which propose equal or greater strength,

by the use of a lesser quantity of the more
costly materials, deserve considerations

commensurate with^their importance. [Ed.

Fig. A is an elevation of a girder exper-

imented on. Length, 25 feet; distance

between supports,' 23 feet, 2 inches; hight

from bottom of tie to under side of arch,

2 feet, 3 inches. The cross section of arch

(see Fig. B) was 16 inches wide, by IJ

rods broke. At each ot'tKe a1)utting ends a lamina of

lead was used to fill in between the castings which were

not nicely fitted, as the strength at this ^lace waa so much
in excess of requirements. This was to make up for the

irregular surfaces. The draft of the pattern-making is

fuller in the middle on each i)iece. To make up for the

closing-up part of the lead when the compressive force

was exerted, as well as to straighten the tie-rods when
loaded, the arch was cambered three-quarters of an inch

above the true

arc. The
rule

j«a»*r:::~»»»:

iron, when used for long spans and subject to

cross strain, as well as overcoming the inher-
ent delinquencies caused by the unequal distri-

bution of the metal, causing weakness, if not
positive rupture unobservable, made to exist by
contraction of the metal in cooling. The 25-

foot girder is in front of premises, 231 First
street, where it may be examined.

I would respectfully invite discussion of the
engineering faculty respecting the merits herein

4 i^

Fig. B.
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inches thick at bottom, and the greatest hight 10 inches

Two of 2^ inches diameter wp^ught-iron tie-rods sustained

the tensile strain. Fig. C shows the knuckle-joint, the

round cast on the center piece, and the socket cast on end

pieces, with the strut cast on same pieces ; this latter rest-

ing on the bottom on the tie-rods. Fig. D sh9ws end of

girder.

At the top of the arch will be seen a space of IJ inches.

Whatever may be the deflection, no part of the arch ex-

cepting the knuckle-joint touch, so that compression is

only exerted on the line of the

bottom flange.

The cross section of arch (see

Fig. B) is of the Hodgkinson form

for straight girder and mode to

sustain a 16-inch brick wall ; con-

sequently, from its broad bearing

for the wall, it is largely in ex-

cess on compressive resistance to

the tensile capacity of the rods.

The following is the cost of this

girder in San Francisco, where

materials and labor are higher

than in the East and in Europe:

Weight of arch casting, 3080 lbs. @ 3J cts $100 10

, «t ^«_«< tie-rodsand nuts, 902 lbs. @4i cts. 40 59

Fitting 4 bolts and lead.-. ^ 50

-Drayage and Painting • 3 00

^149 19

Had this been made to sustain 186 tons as a safe load,

3he "breaking load being three times greater— the same

casting to be used, but to have three 3-inch diameter rods-

it would have cost

:

"3080 lbs. casting as before 8100 10

3 3-inch rods, 1848 lbs. @ 4i cts 87 78

Other expenses. ,^ .'• • ^ ^
$197 38

$48 19

same
applies lo"

each one of these

three sections as

that of a continu-

ous arch in one
piece of its length

—that is, they are

subject to a bend-
ing moment and
a thrust force—
and both compres-
sion and tension

^e brought into

play, as that of a

straight girder

;

but less tension

than compression, being of arch form, as mentioned in a

previous part of this article. But it must be borne in

mind that the compressive force exerted on each of these

three short arches, or sections of the long arch, equivalent

to three small girders, each 7 feet, 9 inches, is the compres-

sive force of the whole length, 23 feet, 3 inches, while the com-

pressive and temile force tratisversely exerted is 07ily due to

the load m a length of 7 feet, 9 iiu^Jm. Therefore the com-

pressive force to resist the tie exerted on a single section

<r&-

Difference

Fig.D.

It was loaded with 117 tons and 1741

pounds of railroad iron over the length

between the supports ; under this weight

it deflected at the joints a quarter of an

inch below the true arc. The foundation

on which the girder rested settled seven

inches, so that loading had to be stopped

at the above weight. I have no doubt it

would have carried 225 tons, or until the

strut Closed Over.

of 18 feet, 9 inches, consisting of 8 bays, making the en-

tire length 150 feet, is eight times what it would be if the

girder was only 18 feet, 9 inches. So, by a proper number

of bays suitable to the length, this matter may be so reg-

ulated as may best suit any desired end.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 are for a railroad bridge, which

may be made 500 feet in length, and of a suitable number

of bays. It will be seen that the top of strut is round,

and the ends of arch are socketed to meet the round of the

strut. Provision is made to prevent the

girder raising, by being loaded only on

one end, with a tendency to raise at the^

other—as that of a railroad train on the

one end. This is effected by the bottom

edges of the casting pressing together.

It will be seen that the ends of arch in-

close the strut. • Provision against lat-

eral deflection is made for long spans by

widening the ends where they abut and

inclose the struts.

To sustain the bridge floor, wrought-

iron rods or suspenders may run inside

or on outside of the cast-iron struts.

This construction weighed in all its bear-

ings will be found to be much cheaper for equal strength

than any now in use. Girders of long spans for a bridge

can be made, as it were, in a day, and taken to its place

of destination and readily put together. By this mode of

construction, I have found a means to apply for the

world's use the heretofore universally condemned cast-

strut.

QO-

The Presidential Cold-Air Machine.

The apparatus which proved most satisfactory

in cooling the chamber of the wounded President
was furnished by a Mr. Jennings, of Baltimore.
It was devised for use in a new process of refin-

ing lard. According to the inventor's descrip-
tion, the apparatus consists of a cast iron cham-
ber, about ten feet long and three wide and three
high, filled with vertical iron frames covered:
with cotton terry or Turkish toweling. These
screens are placed half an inch apart, and repre-

sent some three thousand feet of cooling surface.

Immediately over these vertical screens is placed
a coil of inch iron pipe, the lower side of which
is filled with fine perforations. Into a galvan-
ized iron tank, holding 100 gallons of water, is

put finely granulated or shaved ice (and salt

when a low temperature is refjuired). This water
is sprayed upon the sheets in the lower tank con-

stantly. In each end of the iron chamber are
openings thirteen inches square. To the outer end
of this chamber is a pipe connecting with an out-

door air conductor. To the opposite end is con-
nected a similar pipe leading into an ice chamber
at its top, and from the bottom of the same a
pipe leads to a small exhaust fan, and from the
fan the now cold and dry air is forced direct into

the President's room through a flue some twenty
feet in length. Air at 99 degrees temperature
to-day is supplied at the rate of 22,000 cubic

feet per hour at the register in the President's

room at 54 degrees, and with the windows and
doors open the temperature at the President's

bed (twenty-five feet away) is maintained steadily

at 76 degrees day and night. When the cold-air

machine was introduced, it was intended to keep
the windows and doors closed, and under these

conditions the machine would create and main-
tittn a temperature of 60 degrees in the hottest

weather, without using the auxiliary ice air

chamber now used, which was the suggestion of

Professor Newcomb and Major Powell, to meet
the requirements of cooling the room with the

doors and windows open. The closing of them
gave the room an air of gloom. An extra ice

chamber, fan, and engine has been put up in a

room opening into the hall near the first appar-

atus, to be used in case of accident, and to cool

the corridors of rooms adjoining the President's.—Scientific American.

acknowledged that Cordone furnished them with
all the timber they required. It appeared, how-
ever, that they had knowingly allowed some de-
cayed pieces to enter into the construction, and
they were therefore both condemned to six
UKjnths' iinprisonmertt and a fine, while Cordone
and the mason were exonerated. Although
examples of builders being held to answer in
damages for injuries to their workmen through
insufficient safeguards are not rare here, it must"
be acknowledged that rickety stagings, ill-secured
ladders, and unguarded hatchways are too much
matters of course among us; and contractors
who can boast of having built sixty large struc-
tures of masonry without an accident are rare
indeed.

—

American Architect.

The well-known mechanical engieneer,J^as. W.
See, of Hamilton, O. , as Secretary of the Board
of Trade of that city, thus outlines its manu-
facturing advantagoo i

A TRIAL took place recently in Rome which
should be followed by many similar ones in other

countries. A contractor, Cordone, was engaged
in building a house in the Via Voltumo, and
had engaged two professional scaffold-builders,

Cardinali and Diamanti, to construct the staging.

While the work was going on, six workmen had
occasion to carry a large stone, slung from a

pole, along the scaffold, when one of them allowed

the pole to slip from his shoulder, letting the

stone fall upon the planks, which gave way and
brought the whole structure down, killing several

men. All the parties were arrested and brought
before the court. Cordone testified in his own
behalf that he had been in business forty-seven

years, and had during that time built more than

_ sixty large houses, without ever before having
had to lament the least accident ; and many wit-

nesses confirmed his assertions. The foreman
of the masons said that the scaffold was solid and
strong ; and the scaffold-builders themselves

The tendency of the modem factory is to
locate outside, but within easy reach of large
cities. But few concerns can afford all desired
room if it must be paid for at city prices.

Ground rent, water rates, taxation, and insur-
ance, all at city prices, are burdens indeed to
the city manufacturer competing with his neigh-
bor in the suburbs. These burdens have led to

the present.practice of doing the business in tht?

city and the manufacturing in the suburbs.
In this spirit Philadelphia factories are locat-

ing in Chester, Wilmington, etc.; New York
uses Jersey towns ; Chicago uses Grand Cross-
ing, Pullman, etc.; while Pittsburg work is

largely done in Alleghany, Beaver Falls, Sharps-
burg, McKeesport, etc.

Our city seems specially fitted as the place for

the Cincinnati factory. Distance twenty-five

miles by railroad or canal ; trains at all hours
;

good water-power'; all expenses for premises low

;

workmen clean-minded and not given to the
vices of cities; workmen owning their homes,
and thus becoming a permanent reliance ; com-
munication in town and with city by telephone

;

supplies ordered in the evening are on hand next
morning.
Many of the best concerns in the country are

now located here on premises which few could
afford to occupy in a metropolitan city. Our
city's product has a most excellent reputation

abroad, and many of its manufactures lead their

respective Hues in the country.— American
Machinist.

Chinese Mechanical Methods.

The anvil of the Chinese smith is not flat like
the anvils of other countries, but convex on its

face, or working surface; and the bellows of the
Chinese forge, instead of moving vertically, has
a horizontal stroke. The paper of the Chinese
is thin and weak ; it is printed on one side only^
but doubled to present a folded edge at the rim
of the leaf and a printed surface on either side.

The chain pump of China has a square barrel

—

that of other lands cylindric. Brass is made
elsewhere by nielting together copper and zinc
in a crucible ; in China, by suspending thin
sheets of copper, heated almost to melting, in

the vapor of molton zinc.

The Gennan silver of Europe is made by
combining the materials in their metallic condi-
tion; its Chinese equivalent by mingling the
ores of the metals and reducing them together
to produce the -aH^.-—Spangles ai e made, nut

I

Sanitary Uses of Trees.

It is generally known that trees and shrub-

bery take the carbonic acid thrown out in the

breath of men and animals, separate it into

its component parts—cabon and oxygen—give

back the latter to be used over again, and work
np the former into wood and fruit. It is also

coming to be generally understood that forest

trees do important service in prompting rain-

falls, and in helping to retain the surface water

im: springs, streams, and general use. It is also

known that certain species planted in malarial lo-

calites help to render the latter healthy by some-

how using up the deadly miasma. It would
now appear that trees growing near drains carry

off the sewerage water. A gentleman whose
cess-drain was constructed just like his neigh-

bors', and in the same kind of soil, has found it

unnecessary to clean it out, while the others had

to be cleaned out frequently. An examination

showed that three large trees, whose roots had

penetrated into the vicinity of his second or

waste cess pool, were clearly the channels through

which the waste all escaped. Whether it was

changed into plant-food, as is likely, or was ex-

haled through the leaves, in either case it was

disposed of with equal safety.

—

The Leffel Me-
chanical News.

by cutting or stamping from sheet metal, but
flattening wire first bent into annular form.
Pewter vessels are not cast, but are shaped by
hammering upon a block. The primative mill
used in many countries—in Normandy for

crushing apples for cider, in South America for

pulverizing ores, in our own country for powder-
ing the scoria of assaying pots—and composed of

a wheel traveling in a groove or channel, has,

among western nations, its wheels running con-
tinuously in a circular track, around a vertical

axle ; in China, its wheel working to and fro in

a semi-circular track, and around a horizontal

center of movement.
Chinase lanterns are not made of horn, like

those of the Romans, or of perforated metal, as

long since in our own country, or of glass, as is

now universal, but are of varnished paper
stretched on bamboo frames, sometimes of little

cost for the multitude, sometimes of great in-

trinsic worth, and blazoned with titles, for the

mandarins. The domestic industry of other

lands has obtained the healthful acid of vinegar

from the acetic fermentation of the sweet juices

of fruits; the Chinese, by placing in water the

sea polypus found along the coasts.

Fish culture, now a matter of solicitude in

our own and other countries, is old in China,

but the Chinese fish culturist puts the spawn in

an egg shell and places it under a setting fowl,

and aiter due delay breaks the shell into water

wanned by the sun. These are not trifles.

They show that in the earliest period of her ex-

istence, China drew nothing from other lands.

In what she required she originated all, she im-

itated nothing.

—

Leffels Mechanical Nevus.

A Suggestion to our Farmers.—A great many
of our exchanges of late have very well written

editorials in regard to the scarcity of black-wal-

nut timber. We would like to see some of our

farmers experiment in ree^ard to raising walnut.

It will grow from the seed, and on ground that

is unfit for ordinary cultivation. Many a farmer

might make his land profitable by setting it out

in walnut trees, which will never eat their heads

off, and will yearly increase in valuft

Several Chicago manufacturing establish-

ments have been compelled during the past two
months to advertise for skilled labor. Common
labor is ordinarily plenty, but there can scarcely

be said to be an over-abundance of it, while

skilled mechanical labor has been positively in

demand. Drautjhtsmen have also had their

hands more than full.

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been such that we

have had 500 additional copies bound,

which we will send to any address at the

reduced price of $2,00 per volume.

1^^
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Mechanical Parasites.

n-'Ti. ^

4'U

All mechanical operations are afflicted by what

may be termed mechanical iMirasitos, which as-

sume various shapes, but are more or less hurt-

fai. The world is by no class of its inhabitants

moM^honored and benefited than by its tndy

ISn^enrmechanics: K^^^^^^^^

toil who produce beauties of endless sliapes and

forms out t>f the crude matter and material de-

rived from the world's great laboratory. It is

beyond the possibility of computation to esti-

mate the number or value of things produced

by the hand of man from the metallic deposits

which for ages have remained within the secret

cliambers of earth, and figures and language fail

in the recital and enumeration of what has been

produced from the growth of the soil ; while me-

clianical art has utilized almost every substance

the other, matters mechanical are considerably

mixed ; with the advantage more in favor of the

former, with their respective purposes of money-

saving on the one hand, and money-making on

the other, with skUlfid imchanism as the sacrifice

upon the altar of avarice and greed.

Pepainting the Palace Hotel.

Communicated.

- to some practical and useful purpose.—But that

During the past two or three months, workmen

have been engaged painting this ''l<irgest hotel

in the world" It needed painting badly, and

should be touched up with the paint brush

yearly to help conceal or disguise its architect-

ural deformities, which is a subject of daily com-

ment and remark. "It looks like a great big

box," has been repeated ten thousand times
;

and'when to this is added a dirty, dingy appear-

ance for want of a coat of paint, or a good wash-

ing down with water, it presents a condition of

'it
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wliich hjis been well done, has been the work ol

men worthy the title of "skillful workmen";

those who have cultivated and caused the great

tree of mechanics, both practical and scientific,

to grow until thei^: towering tops have reached

up into ethereal space, measuring planets, spheres,

and the celestial bodies, and bringing the heav-

ens within scope of comparative converse with

earth through means and appliances conceived

and perfected by the mechanical and scientific

skill of lUdster workmen.

In contrast with these are the parasitical

hordes, whom to denominate mechanics in any

fair or right sense would be a perversion of terms,

a libel upon the mechanical art. Yet the labor

markets of the world are well supplied with this

class of material, and every avenue of mechanical

operations thronged with such men, ranging

from fair and tolerable workmen down to the

" unmitigated botch," a class to which the term

mechanical scaveit^ers might consistently be ap-

plied.

While gems in mechanism may sometimes be

found, the far greater proportion of labor prod-,

ucts portray the finger-prints of novices, or the

matured, unskillful spoilers of g(x)d materials.

In house -building upon the Pacific coast, this

lesser mechanical element is largely represented,

and they generally make success of their af-

tempt.'i, because the generality of owners and

employers fail to distinguish or appreciate the

difference between skUlfid workmanship and sk>p-

shop snbstitutiom. Consequently, the better

classes are demoralized and degraded, by being

brought into competition with this lesser ele-

ment, whose love of money -making overrides

and supplants all considerations of nicety of

workmanship—a sentiment which, reversed, fitly

applies to all, except a few owners—those whose

love of saving and economizing overrides and

"supplants all considerations of good w<yrk at a

/air and right consideration. While this condi-

- tion of things bears heavily upon the skillful

classes, and stimulates the opposite in their

violations of mechanical principles, rules, and

practices, it als<^ weighs heavily upon qualified

^architects, who from ttie causes mentioned, havfr

imposed upon them (merous, severe, and multi-

plied duties. The ordinary cares and obligations

•- involved in planning and superintending the exe-
^ cution of buildings and work is sufficiently ardu-

ous, in view of the pay received, at full rates
;

but when to this is added the numerous vexa-
- tions and unpleasant things which grow out of

- this demoralized sentiment in reference to good

work, and the letting of contracts to inferior

men, the situation often becomes almost unen-

durable. It is within the experience of many
^ of the prominent architects in San Francisco,

that they have used the hatchet and chisel freely

in tearing down, or personally compelled the re-

^"Tinoval of miserably defective attempts at work-

"~^manship. So that, between the parasites and

unappreciative owners on the one hand, and

_ skillful mechanics and competent architects on

extreme inelegance. But the imdm (yperm

by which its present painting is being done is of

questionable propriety, being a violation of all

'''iisiial mles of trade.'' Owners may, if they

choose, do a great many things within the stat-

ute of personal privileges, which are violations

of business regularities and departures from cor-

rect business customs, which, if justifiable in

any one case must be equally so in all, and with

this consummated and made the rule, would lead

to the upsetting of all mechanical operations.

As we are informed, the owner furnishes all

of the materials at his own cost: right. But

whether the employment of a number of work-

men, some if not all of whom are non-residents

of San Francisco, at m«^thly wages and board,

is a consistent and proper business procedure on

the part of a wealthy owner is a question not

affirmatively answered by the working classes gen-

erally. It certainly has the appearance of whit-

tling things to a very fine point, a course par-

donable with men of small means and limited

recourses ; but not commendable in those who

have accumulated large fortunes and wealth.

For any and every act which has a tendency to

disrupt and break down the regular, proper ndes

aitd practices of traxh, works an injury to the

community in which such things i)ccur. General

prosperity and enrichment is the outgrowth of

business successes among those who have made

the mechanical, manufacturing, and other arts

a life study ; and that which retards or discour-

ages them, opens the door of poverty to the

masses, and reduces honest labor to a condition

of menial servitude. The mechanical and other

arts have reached their present grandeur by and

through the genius, skill, and devotion of the

earnest, hard-working sons of toil, and the crip-

pling, or undervaluing of these is both ungener-

erous, unkind, and hurtful, whether it be the

master painter in his manipulations of white-lead

and paint stock generally, the artist who pro-

duces sublime beauties upon canvass, or those

who from crude metals and materials, work out

and perfect tens of thousands of useful devices.

The following is from the pen of one who has

had large experience in connection with archi-

tecture and practical building in San Francisco.

If tlie language employed is not as concise nor

as well chosen as it might be, the intent of the

writer is sufficiently explicit to convey his views

and intended- i«0»f?i«g3^"-"JE^i^°»^ -^^-*«^=^-^=s:. mm^^

A dwelling can be social and pleasant as well

as an individual. The rooms can be so placed

relative to each other as to be convenient and

easy to reach. Bedrooms can be so placed that

nearly all of them will receive the first rays of

the rising sun Sitting-rooms can be located so

as to be most agreeable at the time they are most

in use, and on the side of the house least ex-

posed to cold winds or storms. The library can.

be in a retired position without being isolated/

The kitchen and dining-rooms can be on the
"

"e uf the house, well lighted and -v/oU ven

-The New Industrial Exposition.

tilated. Few people imagine how far a well-

planned house goes towards making a happy

home. Many persons give themselves credit

for being amia|[)le and social in their dispositions,

when in fact it is priiicipally owing to their

pleasant and agreeable surroundings ;
most

likely due to the skill of their architect. Place

the same persons in an illy-contrived dwelling,

and they will soon begin to fret and complain ;

they cannot tell what is the matter ;
they only

know that their home is not agreeable ;
com-

plaints are made of the disorderly condition of

the furniture and things in general ;
the hus-

band, perhaps, accusing the wife of carelessness

in not keeping the house in better order; every-

thing seems in the way; the servants are dis-

satisfied and constantly changing ;
all hands are

querulous and unhappy. Why \ Just because

some unskillful architect, perhaps more unskillful

builder, has undertaken something he knew but

little about.

Some of our builders, and a few of our archi-

tects, think that if the outside of the house is

profusely ornamented, they have accomplished

their purjjose, not being aware, that no amount

of decoration will compensate for a bad plan.

Wives, especially, should see that their homes

are planned so as to suit the requirements of

the family ; so that there will be no striking

changes in their mode of life, unless it is for

the better. They should look to convenience

rather than display, remembering that their

house is to be built for use, not for show. They

should be sure of having a good, well-digested

plan, that will suit exactly, before going any

further. A house can be designed and con-

structed in such a manner that it will be the

most pleasant place in the world to the family

occupying it, just as cheaply as the most disa-

greeable house, if a well-qualified person is em-

ployed to do it. Any architect that has studied

his profession can very soon find out the habits

and requirements of his client, can suggest im-

provements, and discourage propositions known

to be undesirable. A family should avoid a

badly planned house the same as they would a

i
house infected with disease; B-

The New England Manufacturers' and Me-

chanics' Institute have nearly completed their

large exhibition building on Huntington Ave.

,

Boston, and the first grand exhibition will open

August 18th. Various kinds of manufacturing

processes will be fuUy exemplified on the prem-

ises, including boot and shoe making (with over

a hundred machines), paper making, glass mak-

ing, carpet weaving, cloth weaving, and lead-

pipe making.
Machinery in motion will be exhibited by a

large number of the leading machinery manu-

factuters of New England. The machinery de-

partment includes 125,000 square feet of floor

surface. The whole building is 540 by 384 feet,

covering five acres of land, and has an exhibi-

tion space of over eight acres.—^wi^r. Ma/:hmist.

Toughened Glass.

From the results of a large number of experi-

ments it is found that the elasticity of tough-

ened glass- is more than double that of ordinary

glass, and that toughened sheets bend much

more readily than ordinary sheets. Single

toughened glass has a resistance 2.5 times, and

demi-double toughened glass a resistance 3.1

times, that of ordinary double glass. PoUshed

toughened sheets, of thicknesses varying from

0.006 meter to 0.013 meter, have a resistance

3.67 times as great as ihat of ordinary sheets of

the same thickness, and the resistance of rough

toughened sheets is 5.33 times that of ordi-

nary rough sheets.—De la Bastie,

.. •

Faulty Competitions Among Mechanics.

The question, Why is there so much differ-

ence in men's figures ? is an inquiry familiar to
all architects ; and owners may well express it,

and wonder at the fact. There is scarcely a job of
work let by competition in which the figures

.I5^lbmit|-ed as the sum of estimate do not create
surprise on the part, of all concerned, vaiying'as
they do from five to one hundred per cent ; and
in some cases, two and three hundred per cent.

This state of things certainly illustrates a great
wildness and lack of good judgment and intelli-

gence on the part of some who do the figuring,

and greatly tends to lessen confidence in the in-

tegrity of such competitions ; for owners, discov-
ering unreasonable discrepancies among bidders,
running up somewhere into the differences stated,
naturally conclude that there must be something
wrong ; and, being unable to reconcile the. great
inconsistencies which appear, very naturally pre-
judge the motives of the '

' high man," as evidence
of dishonest intent ; and if the work is let to the
''lowest bidder," and his bid is materially less

than all others, anxiety and fccir is entertained
that the '^ low man " will compensate himself for

his low figuring, by omissions and neglects in the
work proposed. Consequently a feeling of dis-

trust in such cases permeates the entire opera-
tion ; and if unpleasantness in some form does
not manifest itself, the case may be considered
an unusual one.

There is no good or logical teasons why this

should be so, and the solution of the problem is

found in many common causes : First, In this

section of the world a very large proportion of

those who estimate upon work offered in compe-
tition, are not practiced mechanics, and have
gained all the knowledge possessed by the
" picking-up " process—a system of education by
which no man living can attain a correct under-
standing of the thing " picked up." And those
who work by the ** picked-up " rule, never can be
relied upon for accuracy in any particular gov-

erned by the rule. If they happen to strike the
right figure, it is all the work of chance, and the
only purpose that their random attempts serves

is to distract and o infuse right understandings
of correct values.

Again : many who estimate upon work, unfor-

tunately for themselves and the trade generally,

enjoy but limitedly the advantages of a good ed-

ucation ; and as a consequence, errors in figures

are of common occurrence. Such men may be
good at carrying timber, etc. ; but when required
to '* carry " figures in summing up columns, their

disadvantages assume material proportions. We
were once called in in an arbitration matter,

where one of the contracting parties signed the

contract with ' * his X mark "
; still he was a '

' boss

buUder," wears good clothing, and assumes to be
a person of considerable importance.

Others fall into error through lack of arrange-
ment and system, and a failure to follow and
conform their method of figuring to the arrange-

ment of the basis of calculation, i. e. the specifi-

cations. Those who prepare specifications follow

Ihe natural flow of thought wnich comes to them
during such preparation ; and whether wisely or

unwisely defined, it is the safer way for bidders
to foUow the channel in its natural course, rather
than to attempt to measure its length by ** going
around the hill." Many of the errors which
sometimes results disastrously to men in figur-

ing come from this cause
;
jumping from one to

another portion of the specifications, and not ad-

hering to the line of their arrangement, almost
invariably results in the oversight of something
intended and specified, by which the party figur-

ing becomes the sufferer. No two men ever per-

sue the same line and arrangement of thought
upon any subject ; and a second party desiring
and seeking to arrive at conclusions founded in

the thinking of a first party, the more nearly he
confines himself to the method of thinking estab-

lished by the first, the more certain will he be
in the final result. We have known men to leave
out the entire stain work, chimneys, sewers, and
other items respectively, because they were for
the time being passed for the consideration of
other things, and finally forgotten altogether

;

while if the value of each had been determined
in the order in which they were placed in the
jxritten. g"id«a^-Tsikft ?p^i»^^*i^>»^—tji^jphances of
oversight would have been less. Honest mean-
ing men, fairly and entirely competent to esti-

mate values, may and do often make mistakes,
and involve themselves in losses and difficulties.

But such men generally accept the responsibili-
ties and consequences of their errors, and do
well and faithfully in the face of understood
losses

; and by nothing more than under such
circumstances is the integrity of men developed.
And it is a source of pleasure to us personally to
be able to call to mind quite a number who have

" passeu. irne ^jrcioal orlo88C8"Tftrougii errors iii esti-

mating with hoiwr to themselves. Yet such sacri-

fices of personal interests are but seldom appre-
ciated; and it is more to the credit of any owner of

property, who, having secured the benefits And
profits of a fair man's blunder in estimating, by
which the owner saves largely in the cost of the
work contracted for, to " throw off" on the man
who has suffered loss by existing or past con-
tracts, when contemplating additional improve-
ments or work. Yet it is frequently done, and
the sufferer scarcely afforded even chances with
others, upon the unkind presumption that in the
second operation the loser /\j^ould seek to make
good in part or as a whole the losses already
sustained.

But the class of bidders who do most to bring
discredit upon mechanical operations are those
who are positively dishonest in intent, purpose,
and practice. There are such men, with dishon-

est motives and designs as the mainspring of all

their actions. A party once remarked to us, in

speaking of a third party, that the party referred

to was *' such an infernal liar that he would
rather lie on credit than teU the tndh for cash.''

So with some men who disgrace the name of me-
chanic : they prefer to practice wrongs on credit

rather than act uprightly for honestly earned
coin ; and such men frequently meet with en-

couragement through their skillful management
of matters, and the delusiveness of arguments
and pretentions cunningly handled and urged by
them. Many of the worst scoundrels that have
ever lived have been masters of the art persua-

sive— alluring and deceiving by wordy devices

and argument. And unfortunately, some at

least of these slimy specimens of humanity as-

sume the robes and claim the title of ^^ Hmiest

Mechanic," only to defile and dishoner them.

Catalpa Wood.—It is believed that the rail-

road tie of the future will be cut from the catalpa

tree. The Fort Scott, Texas, and Gulf Railroad

has planted three hundred acres of young trees,

and the Iron Mountain Railroad one hundred
acres, near Charleston, Mo. On the track-bed

of the latter company ties of this wood have lain

in the muddy silt of the Mississippi for twelve

years, and are still in a good state of preserva-

tion. They have outlasted two sets of white oak

ties, and bid fair to survive the third. Fence-

posts in Indiana and Illinois are now sound,

after having been in service for forty, fifty, and

even seventy-five years. In the muddy regions

about Cairo, where it is grown extensively, it is

used as '* comer-stones " for the most substantial

buildings. It is of an elastic nature, but not so

soft and light as cotton-wood. Dr. John A.

Warder, president of the American Forestry

Association, claims for the catalpa a durability

and power of resistance to the influences of the

elements possessed by no other wood. It is

found in the Mississippi Valley, and on the

shores of the tributaries of the great river. It

bears a large, white, highly-perfumed flower, and

grows quite rapidly.

—

Boston Herald.

Sewer-Gas Scare in the Eastern Cities.

A number of our exchanges have lately con-
tained recitals of cases where owners of build-
ings have caused the removal of all wash-basins
and fixtures communicating with street sewers
by means of waste pipes. In such cases
the wash-stand, wash-basin, and pitcher fur-
nishes the substitutes.

If tin's is in fact a necessity, it demonstrates
that, by proper manipulations and effort, danger-
ous improvements may be rendered popular; for
it is also a fact, that of late years the introduc-
tion of stationary basins have become almost uni-
versal in all classes of houses. And if they are
a source of danger to human health, the sooner
they are dispensed with the better. But we are
not convinced that they are the fearfully-to-be-
dreaded thing indicated. The tearing-out move-
ment ilhmtratps the spiggot and bung-hol«-id«»j-
and the results are exactly in harmony with the
admonitions and warnings so freely and often
given in the columns of this and all journals of
like character; the " spiggot" feature being re-
presented by the penuriousness of owners in pre-
ferring to engage frauds to execute the plumbing
work of their buildings, because by so doing a
few dollars could be saved; and the ** bung-hole'*'
process by the tearing-out process.

If the plumbing work of the basins torn out
and discarded had been done by skillful hands

—

by men fully conversant with the true science of
plumbing, and understanding the practical part
thoroughly—the cast out basins would have re- I

%
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-^ What is required to institute and carry

to a success a manufacturing enterprise?

Nature is generous with her gifts ;
but she

forces man to the exercise of his endow-

ments, to develop them, and give the sub-

stance a form for his appreciation and enjoy-

ment. r

- The very many natural resources of this

"Coast are marvelous, and they impress all

thinking visitors with the conviction of a

_great future. With but few exceptions,

these wondrous gifts of Nature are at pres-

ent but mere curiosities, and are spoken of

and written of only as such—with prosy

"theories on their practical value if utilized.

:"—To the business man, scientist, or to the

practical thinker who comes amongst us,

"it is a matter of surprise that our people,

with their wealth, do not develop these

:. resources, and build up our coast with a

working and useful population, instead of

pursuing the. selfish course they are now,

which is that of the usurer.

Our capitalists and business men are

blind to their own interests, in not m-
"
teresting themselves in the establishment

- of manufacturing enterprises, which will se-

cure for them a certainty of fair returns

- for their encouragements

if^'

The people of this Coast cannot afford to

let existing opportunities lie idle, as a de-

pendency on foreign sources means our im-

poverishment. Manufactx^ring guarantees

the reverse, as it fumisheg employment to,

and retains among us, consumers, that vital

quantity in a progressive and permanent

prosperity.

We have much pleasure, however, in be-

ing able to refer to some notable excep-

tions to the general apathy of our business

and moneyed men.

Heading this article will be seen an illus-

tration of the results of the energy and

public spirit of one of the leading and pio-

neer mercantile firms on the Pacific Coast.

Messrs. Whittier, Fuller & Co. several

years since commenced the manufacture of

White Lead in this city.

They purchased ground on Fremont

street, between Howard and Folsora, cov-

ering a surface of 137 6-12x275 feet, and

thereon erected factories and sheds, for the

purposes of the business.

Their whole works, machinery, and ap-

pliances, are on the most approved plans,

and excel in detail and completeness those

of any ntH^r White Lead factory in the

world.

This is essentially a home institution,

from the ground through to the finished

product of their mills.

Few can realize the importance to the

whole community of this enterprise.

In the first place, it encourages the de-

velopment of our mines, as all the pig lead

used is the nroduction of our own coast.

It thus gives the Miners employment.

As all lead ores have to be smelted to

get the metal.

It thus gives the Smelters employ-

ment.

-The transportation from the producing

points invokes aid of the carriers :

It thus gives Teamsters and Trans-

portation Companies employment.

A very large quantity of oil is used

in the grinding of the lead. All this

oil is crushed from seed raised m this

State.
sL —

\

•
, —

It thus employs the Farmers.

All the pots used in corroding-sheds are

made here.

It thus gives employment to the

Potteries.

X— : ^V -— -

The maintaining of a factory requires

the services of machinists, millwrights, and

laborers

:

It thus gives employment to an Army

of Operatives.

And in fact, everything in and about the

works is of home manufacture. Now, what

does the employment of the many branches

of industry hereinbefore enumerated dem-

onstrate? This fact: that as they are aU

consumers, their wants engage every busi-

ness on the Coast to supply them.

The product of the

Pioneer White Lead Works

Is not excelled by any other make in the

world. It is guaranteed strictly pure; it

is white, veryfinely ground, and has superior

body and covering properties.

The manufacturers announce their deter-

mination to always offer it to consumers at

less prices than any imported brands.

As against the imported, there would be

great economy in its use, even at equal

prices. All painters know that White Lead

that has been packed any considerable time

loses a great deal of its vitality, in the ab-

sorption by the kegs of a considerable quan-

tity of the oil ; leaving a hard mass in the

keg, involving time and expense in its ex-

traction and working up for use, and a

costly addition of oil.

The Pioneer being all freshly packed,

all this expense is avoided.

We know what the White Lead is, and

we have no hesitation—in fact we take

pleasure—in recommending our brother ar-

chitecte to write it in their specifications

and to i7isist on its use : first, on i^^f^^^

of quality ; second, economy ; third, tne

general benefit to all of us.

OKIGINAL DESIGN FOR A BUSINESS EDIFICE. -^Wolfe & Soy, AficmiECTs.
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COMPETITION DESIGN FOR ODD FELLOWS HALL, S..F.—John J. Newsum, Architect.
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Our Illustrations.

Cut No. 1 is an imperfect representation of a

design for a very liaiidsome business editice. The
illustration, although poorly representing the

original drawings, furnishes an idea of what is

intended. In this connection we again express

regrets that the producing facilities at present

available in this city ai'e not equal to those em-
ployed by eastern journals, and sometimes fail

to do justice to our earnest desire in furnishing

meritorious illustrations. Hut the time is not

far distant when this will be overcome, and per-

fect illustrations be secured. To this end we
urge our friends to help extend the circulation

of this journal, as the measures contemplated in

this connection

WILL COST us FULLY |10,000.

Cuts 2 and 3 are elevation designs, by John J.

NewBon, architect for the contemplated new
" udd Fellows Hall," designed to be erected on
the lot foniiing the south-western intersection of

Market and Seventh street in this city. This be-

ing one of the ** comi>etitive designs" for the

building named, it may be our pleasure to present

others in future numbers. But architects in

the competition must V)ear in mind that all draw-
ings ofiered for repnKliiction by process for this

journal must be " line drawings." Coloring, and
shading other than lines, will not answer. We
shall express no opinion as to merit until a de-

cision is rendered by the committee having the
competition in charge. . ^^

Cuts 4 and 5 represent a convenient, well-

arranged cottage, with parlor, family room, din-

ing-room, kitchen, two chambers, fi«rvant's

room, bath-room, and excellent closet and pan-
try conveniences. It is designed for either city

or country adoption ; and if adopted for the
latter, side verandas may be added ; and if de-

sired, by the omission of the bay-windows, a
veranda may be continued across the front.

observed, was more than twenty years ago, when
this action commenced—they converted an old
dwelling-house into a coach factory and ware-
house. In doing this, they took out the internal
walls, and erected upon their own soil, but close

to and adjoining the neighboring house, a large

stack of brick - work, which served both as a
chimney-stack and as a support to the main gird-

which were fixed also into their own oppo-

-jL

•

'

The Right to Lateral Support.

The right to lateral support from the adjoining
soil has at last been laid down and legally defined
by the highest court in the country. After a
long course of litigation, the well-known case of
Angus vs. The Commissioners of Public Works
has been decide4 by the House of Lords in the
plaintiffs' favor. Upon no other question, per-
haps, has there been of late years so great a divis-

ion of opinion among the most eminent lawyers.
The case was tried in the summer of 1870 before
Mr. Justice Lush, who ruled that there was a
legal right to such lateral support ; but this was
reversed by Chief Justice Cockburn and Justice
Mellor, while their decision was set aside by a
majority of the Court of Appeal. So important
was the principle involved, that the House of
Lords consulted with the judges who recently
gave their opinions, and in which they seemed
to be almost equally divided. But now, by the
judgment of the Loi-d Chancellor, this question
is set at rest, and the easement of support has
been legally recognized and explained. It must,
however, be admitted that there still remain
some practical points upon which doubts and
difficulties are likely to arise in the future. See-
ing the very complex cliaracter of the rights
themselves, and the complicated state of facts
upon which they may often .depend, it is impos-
sible that one case should settle everything. But
this decision does a great deal in th^ way of solv-
ing a very puzzling problem ; and, as it affects all

who have to do with house-property and with
building, its results and consequences need to be
carefully considered.
The material facts upon which the case turned

are such as may happen .any day to anyone con-
cerned in rebuilding upon an old site. Messrs.
Angus & Co. are co%ch-builders of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, and in the year 1849— which, it wiU be

ers^

site wall, and carried the floors of the factory.

This large new stack of brick-work was, of course,

far heavier than*the old wall it succeeded, and
so required more lateral support from the ad-
joining soil. But it must be taken to be good
law that the owner may build as he chooses upon
his own land, and so that Messrs. Angus were
entitled to erect this stack of brick - work, al-

though it pressed more heavily upon the adjoin-

ing soil. Yet, as they had no grant to do this

from the owner of the adjacent land, their claim

to receive lateral support from his soil could oidy
ed tqron prescription, or upon uninter-

rupted enjoyment for over twenty years. This
was the foundation of their case ; for from 1849
down to about 1874 there had been no attempt
at interfering with this enjoyment. At that

time, however, the Commissioners purchased
the adjoining premises, and foi;^hwith proceeded
to pull down the old house, intending to erect a

public office on the site. For this purpose they
employed Mr. Dalton as their contractor, and
he, in the course of the work, excavated the

ground adjoining the plaintiffs' factory, leaving

a thick pillar of clay around the new stack of

brick-work, and also shoring up as usual. Not-
withstanding this, however, the ground beneatli

the plaintiffs' stack gave way, for want of lateral

support, and their building fell down. At the

trial a verdict was given for the plaintiffs, with

£1,943 by way of damages ; and that verdict

has now at length been affirmed by the House
of Lords.

These facts are common enough in this age of

rebuilding, and are such as cannot fail to come
before every architect and builder in the course

of an average business. It must first be observed,

that the plaintilla sued both the owners and the

contractor, and that both sought to get rid of

their liability : the Commi8si<mers alleging that

Dalton alone was liable as thei;* contractor, while

he tried to throw the responsibility upon his sub-

contractors. But these contentions wholly failed,

as the House of Lords affirmed the ruling of the

Court below, and held that both the Connnis-

sioners and their contractors were equally liable.

This they did upon the well-known and recent

case of Bower vs. Peate, (Law Rep. 1, 2, B. Div.

321) which was decided in 1876. In that case it

was held that a house-owner who orders work to

be done, from which, in the natural course of

things, injurious consequences to his neighbor

must be expected to arise, unless means are

adopted by which these may be prevented, is

responsible for such consequences, even if he has

intrusted the work to a contractor, and even if

he has used the necessary precautions in engag-

ing such contractor. It foUows from this, that,

if an adjoining house ought to have been under-

pinned, and Irom an omission to^do so by the

contractors it was injured, the house-owner who
employed the contractor is also liable for the

damages. Passing lightly over this point, the

Lord Chancellor said the questions arising upon

the appeal were really two. First, whether a

right to lateral support from adjoining land can

be acquired by over twenty years' uninterrupted

enjoyment for a building proved to have been

newly erected at the commencement of that

time. Secondly, whether, if so, there was any-

thing in the facts of this case sufficient either to

disprove the acquisition of such right, or to make
it dependent upon some question of evidence

which ought to have been submitted to the jury.

We do not propose to follow Lord Selbome
through his learned and laborious judgment

;

but to get at all a clear idea of the point at issue,

it must be borne in mind that the right in ques-
tion is an easement, and therefore that it is not
a natural right, but one purely conventional,

and which mupt be based either upon an actual

grant or upon prescription. As was said by that

very able and acute judge, Mr. Justice Willis,

in the leading case of Bonomi vh. Backhouse,
(Ellis Bl. and Ellis, 655) "The right to support

of land and the rjght to support of buildings

stand upon different footings as to the mode of

acquiring them ; the former being jyrima facie a

right of proj>eFty, analogous to the flow of a

natural river or of air, while the latter must be

founded upon prescription or grant, express or

implied—but the character of the rights when
acquired is in each case the same." Thus, then,

before an owner can acquire a right to lateral

support for his building from the soil of an ad-

joining owner, something must have been done
or happened. If that adjoining owner has given

his neighlJ)or leave to build as high as he choosey,"

and of what weight he likes, then the right tu

lateral support has been granted, and there is

an end of the matter. But where nothing is

said or done by eitlier party, the question arises,

when and how does the claim made by the owner
building or rebuilding to a lateral support from—
the soil of the adjoining owner ripen into a right \

The answer to this question is now given by the

House of Lords, and is, putting it shortly, "after

over twenty yeai*s' uninterrupted posse.ssion.

"

As soon as this lateral support from the adjoin-

ing soil luis been enjoyed for more than twenty

years without interruption, then the land adja-

cent becomes affected by the lateral weight as

an easement or servitude ; .-jdA- the adj.j-JxiT^

owner is placed legally in the same position as

if he had from the first granted the right of sup-

port to his neighbor's buildings. When, there-

fore, twenty yeai-s had passed since Messrs.

Angus altered their old dwelling-house into a

new factory, they had, by virtue of this period

of enjoyment, acquired the same right to lateral

support from the adjoining land. as if its then

owner had granted them that right by deed and
with all due formalities ; but this would not have
happened had the adjoining owner done any-

thing to prevent this enjoyment by taking such_
steps as might have been necessary upon his"

own lana.

But here we come to the real knot of the ques-

tion, the very c?iu' of the case. For, how is it

practically possible for such an adjoining own^r

to prevent this enjoyment from running on into

a right \ He can hardly be expected to dig up
the foundati«^)ns of his own house, so as, by tlie

excavation, to dispute the claim which is actu-

ally made by his neighbor to lateral or increased

lateral support. Yet in no other way can the

acquisition of this right be disputed ; for merely

to protest would be useless. This point was
pressed upon all the courts in argument, and

was, in fact, the main reason why the Queen's

Bench Division decided against the plaintiffs,

holding that it was practicably impossible for the

servient owner to prevent the easement from be-

coming complete. But the Lord Chancellor dis-

posed of this question by laying it down that

"The policy ami jmrpose of the law, on which
both prescription and the presumptions which
have supplied its place when length of posses-

sion has been less than immemorial rest, would
be defeated or rendered very insecure, if excep-

tions to it were admitted on such grounds as

that a particular servitude (capable of a lawful

origin) is negative rather than positive ; or that

the inchoate enjoyment of it before it has ma-
tured into a right is not an actionable wrong

—

or that resistance to, or interruption of, it may
not be conveniently practicable." But, though

this must now be taken as the law, it may easily

put people in a very serious dilemma. Suppos-

ing the owner of one of two old houses, tt) pull it

down and rebuild an edifice twice as high and
more than twice as heavy, what course should

be taken by his neighbor ? If he does nothing,
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then time will run on. At the end of twenty

yeara tlio right to lateral support from his soil

will be acipiiretl for the new building, and he

will hold hia land subject to this burdensome

easement or servitude. Should lie also wish to

p«ll down and rebuild, then he will be put to

greitt expense in the way of underpinning and

the like
;
and shcndd anything happen to the ad^

^ I *

i!"
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joihing building, he will now be liable to malce

compensation. In other easements this difti-

culty does not arise. It is true the owner of a

])uilding may open as many lights as he chooses

over his neighbor's land, i^ut should that neigh-

bor object to their becoming ancient lights, he

can ei*ect a hoarding up(m his own land, and so

«hut them up effectually, or comi)el him to come

to terms and enter into an agreement by which

tlie right will be stopped from becoming com-

plete ; »o Jilso with a claim t o a ^^^^^^ */ ^y^^y-

( )bviously, with regard to lateral support, there

is 116 flUiJh Biiuple method prjssib

H<»use of Lords have held that the law is the

Siime {IS to both classes of ciisements, although

practically there is so serious a difference. Of

course no one can secretly acquire a right ;
and

tlius, if the old building in this case had been

altered internally, so as to require more lateral

8upp<»rt, but in such a way that the change could

not be easily discovered, then the plaintifi's would

have failed to make good their claim. But'as to

tliis tlie Lord Cliancellor held that an alteration

of a main wall was a tiling that the adjoining

owner could not help seeing, and that it was, in

effect, a notice to him that an extension of lateral

RuppfJjIrwfis being ac(}uired, and that it should

4»ut him upon incjuiry, and lead him to take Buch

steps as might he necessary to atop the tight

accruing.

But though this last case has laid down an im-

l>ortant principle, it still leaves open a point of

even higher imp(»rtance. The Lord Chancellor

assumed that the owner of land has a right to

l)uild there(»n as he chose, and, asa conseciuence,

that the adjoining owner could not legally object

to the additional 8er\'itude which was thus being

imposed upon him in the way of lateral support.

He held, in sh(.rt, that this building or rebuilding

Architectural Competitions.

PARTICULARLY REVIEWED FROM A CALIFORNIA

STANDPOINT.
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would not be an actionalde wr<mg for which the

adjoining owner could sue and recover damages.

Yet it is clear that this point is by no means cer-

tain, and that it still remains to be decided. If

the courts held that an owner had a right of ac-

tion against his neighbor for imposing a heavier

burden upon his soil, this could be quite in ac-

C(»rd with the Lord Chancellor's view ;\s to the

j>olicy and purpose of our law, while it would

also put the parties in a fairer position than they
— are at present. Although the Lords will not

allow the fact that it is, to say the least of it,

very inconvenient for an adjoining owner to

- prevent the ripening of this right to lateral sup-

~"port, by pulling down his own premises and dig-

ging up his own foundations, to interfere with
— the theorj- of the law ; still, the existence of this

awkward fact must be admitted, and cannot be
" denied. How it will go with any one who will

''be bold enough, in the future, to raise this point,
"- we cjinnot giiess; but we are^stire that the mak-

-^ing it an actionable wrong is the only way to

reconcile the claim to lateral support with com-

_ mon sense and common justice. Apart from

this question, however, the existing law shows

that the owners of house-property have to face

a new danger, and that it behooves all who pro-

' pose to build or to rebuild to make careful in-

quiries before purchasing as to what rights have
— been ac([uired in the way of lateral support by

the adjoining owners.

—

The Building News.

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been such that we

have had 500 additional copies bound,

which we will send to any address at the

reduced price of $2.00 per volume^^

The several articles which have appeared in

the columns of this journal upon the subject of

Architectural Competitions, have sufficiently

presented the arguments,^foand coll7 although

they might be continued to much greater length.

We shall therefore confine this and future

articles upon this subject mainly to our personal

experiences and observations in this city and

State; prefacing with the remark, that we are

entirely opposed to competitions generally—be-

lieving them to be a fruitful source of many
evils; and more frequently, unjust and prejudi-

cial to the best interests of the architectural

profession, than fair or beneficial; particularly

so as far as the Pacific Coast is-concemed, for

ittany- roftoons which we shall state plainly, as

covering nearly all cases of "competitions," which

have come before the architects of this section

of country—the exceptions being few—and that

which has occurred i» likely to be repeated.

Unless under the control of parties not only

of fair business and general intelligence, probity,

and honor, but of some practical experience or

direct knowledge of the underlying principles of

right, which forms the basis of all correct compe-

titions, mistakes, injustice, and unfair results,

are almost inevitable; for in this, as in all other

affairs of life and business, there exists special

natural or conventional elements of ri^ht, which

jnust be observed to preserve harmonies "and in-

sure etpiities. The enforcement of personal con-

ceptions and conclusi(ms of right is defensible

and proper, when affecting individual interests;

but in all matters of more general character,

combining diversified interests, the rule which

more conqJetely and ecpiitably comprehends and

satisfies all the conflicting elements and issues

involved, should be observed, even at the sacri-

fice of personal views; and the absence of this

right understanding hjis led to the numerous un-

pleasant results which have occurred, and sur-

rounded competitions with so many uninviting

aspects, that really competent architects hesitate

or decline to engage in competitive contests.

Another objection exists in the fact, that in a

majority of instances, j^ersonal or other amsidera-

tiwin have been more pcjtent than actual merit

in securing the adoption of i)lans submitted in

architectural competitions. It is an indisput-

able fact, that rejected plans in many instances

have been far more meritorious than those ac-

cepted—some of them conspicuously so. There

are several reasons for this. If the committee,

whether representing the interests of the State,

city, county, church, or mutual association, as a

whole, or any one or more members thereof,

have poinU to gain, the first and material con-

sideration with them is to throw the work irito

the huiuk of mine pliunt, usable competitor^ who

can he hunMed at pleasure, or one who is known
to be all right in managing matters satisfactorily;

holding the plans submitted by such parties as

of secondary importance, and snseeptibl^ of

chwige; the change being one of the points, and

easily accomplished by selections from accepted

plans " second " and " third," which have been

secured by premiums awarded for purposes, and

either of which, as a whole or in the main, may
be preferable to the one receiving the first pre-

mium, but made "second" and "third" for the

purpose of disposing of their authors.

Reader, do not think that we are running off

in wild speculative ideas, throwing mud, etc.

;

for we shall recite s<mie facts before disposing of

the subjects under review, which will fully jus-

tify and sustain every allegation Reducible from

the statements made. And if we should pursue

an investgation at length into the history of

competitions as a whole, we should find a large

amount of dirty work; sometimes effected through

the assents, neglects, and indifferences of really

goodmen otherwise, and sometimes by the willful,

deliberate, and intentional maneuverings of pre-

tenders, and recognized by the public,
'

' reliable

and trustworthy " parties. For it is a lament-

able fact, that very bad people sometimes dis-

guise their real characters by the assumption of

virtues not possessed, and gaining political, reli-

gious, and social standings, for the purpose of

practicing designs, by no means in harmony witli^

the upright and honest laws of either God or

man.
Again: as a rule approaching universality,

the statements made by the controlling parties

have not only been uncertain and unreliable, but

oftentimes deceitful, delusive, and sometimes ab-

solut'Cly false. We understand that this is very

strong language, but it is neverthelss justified

by facts; and if the true inwardness in every
—

competition case could be known, but few would

be found in which there were not cortx^ealed pur-

poses ami fyreferences for certain parties to whom
advantages have been given more than to others. -

The conditions and requirements prescribed

and asserted in reference to cost, bonds, etc.,

as fixed determinations from which "no depart-

ure Vould allowed," have possessed no other

force or practical value, than to deceive and —
place restraints upon those simple enough to be

governed and controlled by them ; while favored

parties, and those understanding the science of

manipulating such matters, have disregarded all

"committee" conditions, instructions, and limit-

ations, relying up<m their abilities to secure the

adoption of plans presented by them, without

the slightest regard to the financial basis and

other requirements adopted and proclaimed as a

guide in the contesW^ -^ -.

—

^

In this manner, many sometimes more com-

petetent than the successful party or parties,

have been placed at an unfair disadvantage ; for

the man who designs a building with the barrier

of financial limits before him, and by him rec-

cognized as of force and effect, cannot be ex-

pected, whatever his qualifications may be as a

skillful architect, to equal others who operate

with full liberty of feelings, and under the advan-

tagesand inspirations which flowsfrom unrestrain-

ed freedom to do as they please. Consequently,

many competent and proficient architects are

often placed low in the competitive scale, by

not throwing all " prescribed basis" to the wind,

and exercising their own judgment as to what

will allure and win ^^ committee'' favor and ax^-cept-

ance.

Fourth.—Because, while some may have been

benefited by successes in competitions, they are

nevertheless demoralizing in their tendencies

and general effect, both to individual members
and the profession generally; for the reason that

the greater number of those who engage in such

contests recognize and understand that shrexvd

management is necessary to success ;
and while

the mind and hands may be mechanically em-

ployed upon the producton of the .winning de-

st^, the deeper and tireless thoughts and med-

itations are equally active in working up points,

and devising the ways and means most likely to

avoid defeat, and make success certain. Schem-

ing, plotting, planning, and influence-seeking be-

come, to a greater or less extent, a material fea-

ture in all cases of competitions; and truth is by

no means jeopardizd by the assertion, that con-

cealed if not glaring falsehood more generally

becomes a material ' factor in every instance.

Men who are determined to make a success of

any coveted yet unassured thing seldom scruple

at the means necessary to attain the coveted

prize ; and the more pressing and uncertain the

result, the greater the diligence practiced to over-

come the uncertainties, and questionable acts

lose their offensiveness under probable or threat-

ened defeat.
^^

/Ti/^/t.—Because "building committees, or

boards of trustees to whom the management of

competitions are generally intrusted, seldom en-

joy, as a whole or individually, more than a

4

vague and superficial knowledge of the many
essential and material considerations involved;

and as a consequence, injudicious, unwise, and
impractical conclusions are reached and acted

upon. This is a natural consequence; for when
men undertake to manage, define, and determine

matters in reference to which they enjoy no
really practical ideas, it is simply absurd to sup-

pose the avoidance of gross blunders by them
possible. But if this was the only material fact

involved, there would be less grounds of objec-

tion; but others of more serious character exist,

among the more prominent of which is, that, in

all bodies where broad and full intelligence

upon the questions or matters under control

do not prevail in a fair degree, it more gener-

ally happens that some one individual member
assumes to know a great deal, if not all; but still,

in fact, not enough to understand that his self-

conceived knowledge is more egotism than good
udgment and a right understanding of necessi-

ies; butltlT this serves the purpose of ledMng
the committee, and in many cases where the body
maybe composed of three, five, or ten members,
the business is largely if not entirely controlled

by some individual member; the rest V)eing tmll-

ing if not desirous to escape the work and duties

of their position as committee-men, by intrusting

the_whole affair to the one willing individual,

they holding themselves in readiness to approve
almost anything that the one may recommend.
The accepted rule, that '

' in the multitude of coun-

cil there is wisdom," often fails of exemplifica-

tion in plan competitions, as far as * * commit-
tees" are concerned.

These statements of facts may not please some,
and to others may give offense; but neither dis-

pleasure nor offens6 on the part of anyone can
change the stubborn realities which have so often

occurred, and which are likely to be repeated in

a majority of cases hereafter. We know whereof
we write, and are sustained in every assertion

made by facts which are known to many who
have suffered gross injustice from the causes set

forth in these statements.

But our purpose is not to impugn the motives

nor question the integrity of "competition
committee-men," as a whole. The things com-
plained of more generally arise from one or both
of two causes: either that a majority of those

who accept appointments upon such committees

do 7wt comprehend the character, requirments,

and duties involved by such acceptance, which
default in comprehension makes them actors in

errors not deliberately intended; or, on the other

hand, men who conceive projects by which they

can loest serve their purpose of either profit

or notoriety, so manage matters as to secure

for themselves controlling personal influence,

through and by which, under pretexts both

plausible and cunningly devised, they secure

positions on committees, and for the purpose of

avoiding oppositions and rendering it possible

for them to exercise full sway, further secure the

appointment of others as co-operating members,
who are the least likely to take much interest in

the matter, or who can be controlled by personal

solicitations. ___^_
The history of any number oF"~competition8^

fully sustains this view of the case, and we shall

name some of the cases in proof, in a general

way, before closing this series of articles.

We had intended this as the closing chapter
upon the subject in hand, but its pursuit opens
up and unfolds so many features worthy of no-

tice, that a necessity appears for extending its

consideration into the succeeding issue of this

journal.

For the purpose, if possible, of making our
position clear in reference to the question under
discussion, we repeat, that our severities are in-

tended to apply only to a large majority of cases

—the small miiwrity standing upon grounds so

high as to be beyond the reach of question as to

abilities, intelligence, and the exact justice and
fairness of their management. But in this, as

in almost everything else, there have been so

many bad things done by the greater number,
that the lesser are brought under the clouds of

well-sustained suspicions which hang over all
'

' committees on competitive plans. " And we
volunteer the suggestion to honorable gentlemen
who consent to ^erve in such capacities, that

great wisdom, prudence, and exact fairness, not
only as these may be personally understood, but
in the broader sense conforming to the actual

rights and equities which have existence under
the strict rules of right, as they exist in all cases

of fairly defined and contested competitive issues.

Men who mean to act fairly and do .right, yet

for want of fuller and better information err,

must expect to suffer the reproaches which are

generally meted out to those who do the same
things intentionally and designedly. The censure

which follows is cast upon the doing, and unin-

tentionally fails to furnish a sufficient shield to

those who make mistakes which impose disap-

poihtrhent and loss upoii others. And^ tliis~ts"

not altogether unjust; for a loss or injury sus-

tained, is equally severe and painful, whether
the result of accident, unintentional error, or

premediated design. The latter may be more
aggravating, but the effect in either case must be

the same.

Glass-Coated Tin for Fruit-Cans.

The liability of evil effects from the chemical

action of acids and salts, in the substances

packed in tin cans, has for a long time been a

serious drawback to the canning and packing in-

dustry in this country as well as in England,

and much study has been devoted to the subject

of an improved material. A firm at Dunstable,

England, it is said, has invented a method of

coating tin-plates with a material which inter-

jx)ses a film resembling glass, between the sur-

face of the metal and the fruit or other contents.

The insoluble portion of the composition is sili-

cate of lime or fluo-silicate of lime (glass powder),

previously acted on by fluoric acid ; the soluble

portion being silicate of soda and potash. Pref-

erably, that silicate of lime is used which has

been produced by double decomposition from

polysulphide of calcium, chloride of calcium,

and hydrate of lime ; or there may be used a si-

licate of the earthy bases or metals, or precipi-

tated gelatinous silica. The alkali may be fixed

or removed by a bath containing a dilute solu-

tion of fluo-silicic acid, when fluoric acid has not

been used, or a dilute solution of any other suit-

able acid. To make the composition, mix the

soluble with the insoluble silicate in equal pro-

portions, although these may be varied according

to the consistency required. The plates are coated

with the composition with a brush, or by dip-

ping into a bath. After coating, the plates are

dried by heat and are ready for manufacture.

This invention furnishes a plate with a surface

somewhat resembling glass without the aid of

fusion ; and this coating, which is perfectly in-

soluble and unaffected by acids or salts, cannot

be separated from the metal, which may be

bent or worked in any manner desired, and cans

thus made possess all the virtues of glass and

tin.

—

The Leffel Mechanical News.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company
have done something handsome in the way of

organizing and endowing a beneficiary association

for the benefit of their employees, which many
manufacturing establishments might creditably^

emulate. The plan embraces life and accident

insurance, and weekly allowances, and the asso-

ciation has a membership of over fourteen thou-

sand, with benefit payments of nearly six thou-

sand dollars during the past year, on account of

deaths, accidents, and sickness. The company

beUeve the better state of feeling thus promoted

among their men, and the avoidance of lawsuits

as a result of railroad injuries, will repay them

for their expense and trouble.—^mer. Machinist.

Another "Old Landmark" Gone.

The old "Blumenberg Building," which in
part at least has occupied the lot south-east corner
of Pine and Sansome streets, during the past
twenty years, has been torn down to make room
for a new five-story edifice, about to be erected
by the honorable Nevada Senator, Cohjiiel Fair.

To the new building we shall more particularlyrr-

refer hereafter. The old edifice was one of those
wretchedly constructed brick buildings, which -

should have been forbidden by city ordinance,
as inferiority in every particular was practiced

in its erection. It was erected upon leased

ground, which furnishes some excuse for the
omissions practiced, as far as the party holding
the lease was concerned, but none in view of the
fact that San Francisco used to experience occa-
sional shocks of earthquakes. Although it has
stood without material damage during the earthiz
vibrations which have occurred within its his-

tory, still no one felt safe within it, 'and had it

tumbled during any one of the shocks, or at

any time, no great surprise would have been ex-
pressed. Its insufliciencies in c<mstruction were
made clearly manifest in its reduction. The re-

moval of the bricks from the walls was accom-
plished almost as easily as though sand only had
been used in their laying up. This, however,
has been of advantage to the contractor conduct-
ing the pulling-down operations, as any desired

portion of the walls were tumbled without diffi-

culty by the number of men it would have re-

quired to overthrow about the same number of

dry bricks piled up in wall shape; and the slight

friction received in sliding a wheelbarrow full

down the "skids," a distance of one story,

served to clean the apology f(jr mortar from
four fifths of the bricks. Had an "extensive
conflagration " occurred within its walls during
its existence, it is altogether likely that many
human lives might have been sacrificed, as the

walls never would have withstood the heat and
the effects of falling timbers. But it has i)assed

away, and we hope that no more of its kind will

be permitted within the city limits of San Fran-
cisco.

A Revolutionary Relic.

The enterprising proprietor of a machine shop

at Troy, N. Y. , not to be outdone in such things,

says he has secured at considerable expense a

section of the tree under which Burgoyne sur-

rendered, proposing to use it for an anvil bl(»ck.

Let no other shop-owner despair. Our confi-

dence in the enterprise of the inhabitants of

historic Stillwater leads to the belief that they

will honor the order of every machine shop in

the country for a similar section. How many of

that tree are there ?

—

American Machinist.

Market Reports.

LuxBER.—The demand bas been steady : stoclc on hand is

just large enough to meet the requirements of any demand
made upon it. No change in prices.

Receipts since January Istj

Lumber.. .......... • .»•• ••• •••• i-M,iio,oo*

Shlnj;les.;'.;*...*>**.«*i*««fcv.ii. 3«,810,'>40

Laths 11,204,500

A correct price list of lumber will be found below

:

Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet |21 00
22 00
23 00
25 00
27 00
17 00

(I

<<

It

II

II

II

I .«.«..

.

>..**••••

28 00

41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to TO

71 to 80

Refuse Rough *„....,
CJommon Rough, sized with planer |2 additional on

above rates, per M feet

.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, "
'« 4 «' and under, and 1^x4 and 1^x6

Flooring and Stepping 30 00

Kough Clear for Flooring, $1.00 less than above rates.

Second quality Flooring add stepping, . . : . .per M feet 22 60

Ship Plank, Rough '' 26 00

Planedlside. ......^*** 30 00
" " 2sides V..V. '* 3i00

Deck Plank, Rough •••^ " 3100
" Dressed..i.v.v.....;........ " 36 00

Ml

If
(

M)

I**"

l{ !

I 'I

./



ii!-ii^*'s«i^ic <tf-r .t*«*^::«*#JO»««i'#eb,'#

I

t

¥

l^

HI?

iJ

0^-

I^thfl p«5>^
Wool BlatS •

^^

Hliakes , ^
Iledwowl PoBts P^^ P

Redwood.

Rough Merchantable per M
•• Rcfuae

,j

Surface No. 1 ••••• „
" 1»6 ••••- •

a— " No. a.., —

^

Rustic, No. 1,1x8
^^

" No. 1, 1 X 10
•« No. 2
" UnrttT -10 feet

T. k Ot., li X 4 and Ij x 6.

•• 6 iu. 12 ft. and over
'* " 7 to 11 feet

__^ u . "«< under 7 feet
-

—

-ti -•« No. 2 ^.^nfr.

T. k G., Beailed, 43 feet and over.
n '« 7 to 11 feet
'• " under 7 foot ..

Half-tnch Surface...... -^^
Pickets, Fancy ...i-... . r. ...

___ii__Jtough, Poluted,

3 60
10 00
900
11

<»

...«•••...•

*-.-•• *.i *.*..-•

»..«••

. . « •-•-«-•-

<«

«4

((

II

S<iuare. f-,.-n. . TTT^*' - * « — ' --^

«r

feet 21 00
17 00
32 60
30 00
25 00
80 00
32 50

27 50

27 50
31 60
30 OO
28 00
25 00
25 00
32 50
28 00
25 00
27 60
25 00
18 00
15 00
22 50

Siding. }i inch ^.». ___>, n
Shingles P°!.'*,.^

^
Battens, X inch, lineal feet '4^

Nails.—liomain the same as our last. Since January Ist

we have imported 97,320 kegs.

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at.

8 ' "
•

6
5 and 4 " '

4 and 5 pennies, brad heads, at

6
8

•••••«• )•••••• •••••<

TT

10 and upward "

3 penny ttnos " —
Paints.—A sli^hi improvement

Pioneer lead sells for 8 and 8)^ cts.

13 75
400
4 26
4 50

'.'.'.'. 600
525
6-00

4 76
.'

7 25

in the market is noted.

Atlantic 8 Ji and 9 cts.

Building Intelligence.

Two-story and basement frame dwelling on Pacific Av-

enue, between Pierce and Steiner. Owner,—
" M^^T^

^
contnictor. W.N. Fletcher ; architect, Smith ;

cost

*^Tw(^8t^' and attic frame dwelling on Pacific Avenue,

between Pierce and Steiner. Owner, ; contractor, A.

Flood ; architect, Smith • cost, $3,600.

Five-story brick and iron building on comer of Fine ana

Sansome streets. Owner. Jas. O. Fair ;
architect, Oay-

nor: brick work. Butler & McGowan, $44,900 ; iron work,

McConnell, $28,600 ; total cost of building wUl be about

$250,000. . , ^ . i.

Brick building for factory, on Mission street, between

6th and 6th. ^ „ ^ * *

Additions in rear of building 1419 Howard street.

Additions to Columbia Foundry, 180 to 186 Mam street.

Owner, R. Llewellyn ; day's work ; cost about $2,000.

Two-story and basement frame building on southeast cor.

of Powell and Green. Owner, Cassasa ;
contractor, G.

Rocca ; cost, about $2,500.

Two-story irame dwelling with rough basement on Cali-

fornia street west of Lyon. Owner, L. Deely ;
days work;

cost about $2,000. x x i, * .„ vaa^
One-story frame building on Pierce street, between Eddy

Alterations and improvements to residence on northwest

corner Union and Powell. Owner, Chas. Baum ;
architect.

McDougall & Son ; day's work : cost $2,600

—Raising of buildtngs and hew bgick. foundation . QB Powell

street, between Sutter and Bush.

Two frame residences and two bams, near Bay View Dis-

tillery, Hunter's Point. Owner, E. Steiner; builder, Jos.

Scheerer ; cost about $6,000.

Frame residence on Hayes street, between Webster

Fillmore. Owner, Thos. Adams ;
architect. T

contractor OhriB. Chisholm; cost. $8,000.

Frame building for store, comer of Scott and Greenwich

streets. Owner. H. Klinck ; architect. T. J. Welsh; con-

tractor, Jas. McCann ; cost, $2,300.

Repairing and additions to building on Sutter street, bet.

Laguna and Buchanan. Owner, William Miller; architect,

T J Welsh- contractors, Gilmore & Bruce; cost, $1,580.

Tenement' house on Natoma street, l)etween 6th and 7th

streets ; architect, T. J. Welsh ; contractor, Thos. Wilcox;

^^St'able on'Alabama street, between 24th and 25th. Owner,

Rev P Casey • architect, T. J. Welsh ;
contractor, R. Doyle.

Plans for proposed Italian church are finished. The cor-

BIVERSICS.

Dwelling north of town. Owner, J. H. Fountain ; cost,

$2,600.
Photograph gallery. Owner, A. M. Turner.

H. M. Beers is erecting a frame building.

C. J. Gill is erecting a residence. Contractors, Boggs &
Ripley ; cost, $2,000.

Mr. Branch Is building a two-story residence.

_ _
BACBAIftEMTO.

Two -Story frame residence, with brick foundations, on

west side 8th St., between N and O. Owner, P. J. Bpacher

;

architect, A. A. Oook ;
contractor, W. g:. Mead ; cost,

$2,200. * ^ . ^ ,

Raising of and additions to a two-story and basement resi-

dence on corner of 4th and M streets. Owners, Locke &
Travenson ; architect. A. A. Cook ; contractor, Wm. Snarr;

cost, $4,006.'

BED BLUFF.

Two-Story frame residence, with brick foundation. Own-

er, John Heavy ; architect, A. A. Cook ; contractor, Hans

Hansen; cost, $4,100.

Two-story brick building, corner Main and Pine streets.

Owner, M. Oorrlgan; contractor, HauH Hansen; cost, $8,0C0.

Two -story frame dwelling on Jefferson St. Owner, N.

Crocker; contractor, Hans Hansen; cost, $3,100.^ 1

MISCELLAMEOnS.
"

RuTHEHfoRi> .
—Bwmr ^ X 40. Owner. Beeretecher.

and
J. Welsh ;

The building operations during the past month have been

much less than the preceding three months. Very few

houses to rent have been built during the past six months.

We think property owners in certain sections of the city

have let a good opportunity pass. Take the section west of

Sixteenth Street. It has been a hard matter for some time

to find a modern-built house to rent. And it no doubt

wouM BurprlKe many not conversant with the situation to

take a stroll over that section and notice how few in number

are the houses having the signs on them " To Rent. Laoor

and materlalH of all kinds have been very cheap : but the

Bt<<ady demand of the country has reduced the supply of the

former so much, that It is difficult to obtain good carpenters;

and aK for masons, they are extremely hard to find. _V ery

cheering indeed »re the reports from all over the State.

There is not a town we hear from but what has more or

less buildings in process of erection. And the farmers gen-

erally are making improvements in the way of erecting

new barns, repairing fences, etc. This is particularly no-

ticeable in our grape-growing counties. There are several

large buildings soon to be started iu tills city that will

make thint,'H li>"k a littl*- more livelv.

"We emphatically protest aRainst our contempo-
raries using this intelllKence from our columns,
and palminK it off as the result of their own labors.

It costs ua much time and money to compile this

information, and while we are perfectly willing:

they should copy, still we demand that this Jour-

nal should receive credit for the information

here given. - . _
_ BAN rBANCISOO,

Five two-story frame dwellings, with

Stanley Place^ between Ist and—2nd,
brick basement on
south of Harrison.

Clinch ; contractor,

„ Call-

^wner, 6. H. Light ; architects,

contractor carpenter work, F. Klatt; total

It-L

Owner, Peter Donahue ; architect, B
J.J. Doyle ; cost, $16,000.

Two-story frame dwelling on Shotweli street, between

2l8t and 22d streets. Owner. Baumgartner ; architect, Chas.

Geddt's ; contractor, W. N. Fletcher; cost, $3,500.

Two-story frame residence, with brick basement, on

foruia street, near Scott.

Wolfe & Son

;

cost, $6,950.

Bulkhead and grading work on California street near

Scott. Owners, Light & Callahan ; architects, Wolfe k
Bon ; contractor, T. H. Day ; cost, $509.

, ^ .

Four-story brick building on east side Mason street, be-

tween Eddy and Turk. Owner, Charles Glein ; architects,

Curlett & Elsen ; contractors, Quinn & Hennessey ;
cost,

812 oOO.
Four-story brick building for Piladelphia Brewery on 2nd

street between Tehama and Folsom. Owner, John Wieland;

architect, W. Winterhaltor ; contractor brickwork, J. Haff;

carpenterwork, Schweitzer ; cost, about $85,000.

Two two-story frame dwellings on northwest comer of

Geary and Devisadero streets. Owner, Charles Ahlbom ;

architect, H. Geilfuss; contractor carpenter work, P. Stecher

;

One-story frame dwelling on east side Yalencia street,

between 25th and 26th. Owner, P. Kalb ; architect, H. Geil-

fuss • contractors, Githins & O'Neil ; cost, $1,600.

Two-story frame dwelling with brick foundation on south-

east corner of Howard and 2l8t streets. Owner. W. S.

Weeks ;
architect, J. 3. Behrens ; contractor, 8. M. Hills ;

^^Two-'btory stable ori comer of Buchanan and Haight sts.

Owner, R. McElroy ;
architect, J. Marquis; contractor, J.

^Sacramlnt^ street, near Van Ness Avenue; three two-

story and basement frame dwellings. Owner -—-Loupe ;

architect, P. R. Schmidt ; contractor, Riddell ;
cost

about $20,000. ,

ner stone will be laid the latter part of this month ;
style of

architecture, Romanesque ; T. J. Welsh architect.
- - - * _

.

ALAMEDA. •

Cottage on Alameda Avenue, near Willow Avenue. Own-

er F W. Nlese ; contractor, C. Kaselau ;
cost, »500.

Stable on Taylor Avenue, between McPherson and Pros-

pect streets. Owner, H. Fortmann ; cost, $500.

Cottage on west side Pearl St., between Encinal Avenue

and Central Avenue. Owner, E. K. Howe ; builders, Gil-

bert k Brown ; cost, $2,000.

Two -story and basement house with stable, on SanU
Clara Avenue, bet. Chestnut and Willow streets. BuUders,

Gilbert & Brown ; cost, $7,000. ^ ^^ ^ ^^ _^
Two-story frame dwelling, with bnck foundation, on S. w.

comer Santa Clara Avenue and Lafayette st. Owner, Isaac

Manheim ; contractor, 0. W. Bartbman ; cost, $5,000.

OAKLAND.

Two-Btory residence on 6th Avenue and 20th St. Owner,

A. A. Moore ; cost, $10,000.
^, . ^.^ a

Two-story brick building on Central Avenue, bet. Bth and

7th Avenues. Owner, M. Stewart ; architects, Newsom Bros.

;

Brick' building oa cor. Central Avenue and 6th Avenue.

Owner, Uiram Tubbs ; architects, Newsom Bros. ;
contract-

ors brick work, RemiJUwd Bros. ; carpenter work by the day
;

cost, about $8,tX)0.. ,, ^. ^ ^ -a „
Two -story dwelling for H. A. Moore. Contractors, Has-

kell & Smille ; architects, Matthews & Son ;
cost, about

Two" and a half-story frame dwelling, with brick founda-

tion, cor. 16th and Filbert. Owner, Wallace Everhon ;
archi-

tects, Newsom Bros. ; day's work ; cost, $16,000.

One-story cottage In North Brooklyn. Owner, HannMi ;

architects. T. D. Newsom k Co. ; day's work ; cost $1,200.

Large additions to building are being made at the Stock-

yards.
STOCKTON.

Two-Story brick building. Owners, Austin Bros. ;
archi-

tects, Percy & Hamilton ; cost, about $20,000.

Three-story pressed brick front building. Owners, Matter-

Large stable for Capt. Neibaum ; contractor, J. W. hcJUlian.

St Helena.—Additional story to fermenting house ; also,

building for a distillery. Owners, Beringer Bros, "rwo-

story dwelling on Charter Oak Avenue. Owner and builder

,

J. W. McMillan. ^ . ^ „ .,

CoBDELiA.—Large wine cellar. Owner, Judge Hastings.

PoBT Costa.—Granger's Business Association Is erecting

a large warehouse and wharf.

Dalles —Two-story frame dwelling on comer 4th and

Liberty streets. Owner, J. 8. Schenck ; contractor, H. Glenn

;

w'heatland.—Two-story brick building 52 x 86 on 4th

street. Owners. I. O. O. F.; architect, A. A. Cook.

Nevada City.—Additions to a two story frame school-

house. Owner, Nevada City ; architect, A. A. Cook ;
cost,

Benioia—Additions to the freight depot at the Arsenal

;

contractor, Charles Davis.

Dixon.— Two -story school building.

Geo. Murray ; carpenter work, Henry &
$6,100. . ^„
Tehama.— Brick warehouse, 60x202.

Coluba.—'Two-story brick school-house.

som Bros. ; cost, $12,000.
, .,

,

... -i.

Petaluma.—Three-story brick building, with basenaent,

for the Masonic Order. Architect, W. Schrof ;
cost, about

$30,000. ,^ ., .

J. F. Cook is building a two-story residence on the county

road, six miles from town. ^_, .. . „,, ,
Woodland.—Mr. Bames Is erecting a brick building for a

Pinole.—Several buildings are in process of erection at

this point. .

^ "^ """~~"
*7

Brick contractor,
Prltchard ; cost,

Architects, New-

Publlcation Notices.

son k
work ;

Williamson ; architects, Percy k Hamilton

cost, about $10,000.

LTVEBMOBX.

story frame building on Ist St.

day's

Two-storv frame building on isi oi. Owner, S. Levy ;

^^Two-sW frame building on Ist St. Owner, Fred. Mally

;

architect, E. L. Fischtr; contractors, Meyers & Bradshaw ;

cost. S2,200. . ^ i^ ,. /1X. I.

Two-story frame building, parsonage for Catholic Church,

on Main St. Cost. $3,000.
r».r,ioi t«

Two-story frame residence, near town. Owner, Daniel in-

man : contractor, H. Harrington ; cosi, I4»0()0.

One- story frame building. Owners, Gell«h Bros.; cost,

$800
One -story frame residence, near town. Owner, C. G.

Sperry ; contractors. Smith k Hatch ; cost, $1,000

One and a half story residence,

Dougherty ; cost, $1,500.

SAM JOSE.

Two-story dwelling, on the Alameda. Owner, Capt. Rog-

ers; architect, J. Gash; contractor, A.J. Mcllwaln
;

cost,

$5,000

We have received Vol. I. of " Palliser U$<ful Details," pub-

lished by Palliser, Palliser k Co., Bridgport. Conn. It con-

sists of ovt r forty page8-20x26 inches-each page being

filled exclusively with details In original design, showing

about every conceivable thing In connection with house

constmctlon and finishing. The publication price uf $3 per

volume is certainly very low for a publication containing so

larce an amount of practical Information and instruction.

It cannot be otherwise than useful to all practical architects,

and especially so to students of architecture, and builders

who undertake the construction of buildings for which

plans and details are not furnished by architects. Orders

for same received at this office, and copies sent to any ad-

dress as soon as a supply can be had from the East.

•• Twenty Thousand Synonyms," arranged in " bird's-eye

view " form, by Lebbus H. Rodgera, of New York is a use-

ful and handy sheet for those who " drive the qui 1 to any

extent, and desire to avoid the disagreeable practice of re-

peating the same word many times In the same connection.

In addition to the 20,000 "synonymous words other val-

uable tables, and mles for spelling, punctuation, use of

capital letters, letter wrltlng^_jatc.,. _ftecojnpany. Price,

25 cents per copy.

The Kansas CUy Review is always interesting and wel-

come Its August number conUlns numerous articles upon

Ethnology, Anthropology, Botany, Astronomy, Meteorology,

etc., etc. _^ -_ : _ __

Steel Square and IU Usa, by P. T. Hodgson, Is an

^9 WW W ^^
near town. Owner, H.

excellennitt"ie boo"k, which should 'be in the hands of every

paroenter It contains numerous Illustrations and treatises

upon the Square, and excellent Information for tbose who

Sa?e not acquired a m knowledge of the use of that im-

portant mechanical instmment. Wise heads who -know It

all
" do not need this or any other work or advice

;
but men

who " live to leara." will find much In Its pages to instruct

them. Price, 75 cents; to be had at this office at publish-

er's price.

The Wvrk-Shvp Companion is full of valuable information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all classes. In the form of

receipts, rules, methods, processes, etc. for almost eveiy-

thlnjz In general use in workshops and households. Price,

35 cents -to be had at this office at publisher's price.

Numerous other meritorious publications would receive

notice at this time, but together with a large amount of in-

teresting matter on hand, are necessarily crowded out, not-

withstanding the Increase of pages in this issue^ of this

journal. We consequently urge «P«« ^-f.^*;**"^*!
ONK AND ALL., »o come up witli Addiiional

Subscriptions, »«» that we may be enabled to

increaae the number of iU pages to **>• »»« »®

, ^ ^ -X, V, 1^ n 1 nrovide ample space for nearly double tnt
Architect, John Gash ; builder, - Oamp-

| V^^^^^^l amount of reading matter.

kali to be used for school-house and church at Los Gatos.

Built by the Catholic Fathers of Santa Clara. Contractor,

I
Cornelius Drew; cost, $1,200.

The Brush Electric Light . Company are erecting a tower,

to be used to illuminate the streets jln place of gas. It is to

be 200 feet high.

beU ; cost, $2,600.
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Present Appearances.

spirits which controlled the bubble "reform
movements" proclaimed in 1878-9. Consequent-
ly, a large amount of building was done in

Oakland—more than sufficient to meet natunil
growth and demand, and the present dullness in

that city is not to be wondered at. Oakland is

by no means exhausted, and the prevailing lull

will change into at least fair activities, in due
course of time, although at present there is next
to nothing being done in house construction.

** Number Ten/'

No movement of special large importance has

developed since our August issue. But the gen-

eral sentiment among all classes is, that a still

greatly improved condition of things is in store

for the people of California. We have recovered

from the next to death-like inactivities of late

preceding years, and approached that degree of

prosperity in all lines of operation, which recall

the years when the sunbeams of ''doing well"

shone upon the pathway of all, and none who
were willing to work found excuse for idleness.

The piles of building materials to be seen in

all sections of the city indicate the state of facts

surrounding building activities. From any of

the prominences within the city limits, new con-

structions may be seen in all directions. True,

the number of mechanics which were once in

San Francisco has greatly diminished; but
those who remain find but little difficulty in

obtaining employment; except it be those who
would always rather ''hunt for work" than per-

form labor, so long as they can procure means
and methods of living, without starvation or

actual sufiering.

Reports from various county and town dis-

tricts represent a most lively and prosperous

condition of things, and a healthful state of

affairs rule all around. There is, perhaps, less

doing in our sister city across the bay, Oakland,
than in any other corporate community in the

State. This is natural enough; for while San
Francisco was groaning under the infliction

of Keameyism, and numbers were leaving

through fear or disgust, Oakland reaped benefits

from ^an Francisco's losses, as many located

there and in other near localities, rather than
remain under the semi-terrorism created by the

The Evening Bulletin still persists in making
itself ridiculous, by nfiCR«ior>a.11y pnblifllnng ann

thing for people to laugh at, in the shape of

"copyrighted" absurdities. The last—No. 10
—is about the worst yet produced, possessing
not a single admirable feature in plan or design,

and specifications which would not be creditable

even to a country carpenter, who had '

' picked
up " his trade in the western wilds of civiliza-

tion.

The plan porti6n"of No. 10 is too absurd^to
justify a single comment, and we should pass
the whole aflair as unworthy notice, were it not
that the proprietors of that journal arrogate to

themselves integrity and intelligence in its man-
agement. To whatever extent these traits may
be practiced in other connections, they are con-

spicuously absent in the " copyrighting" depart-

ment, which has been a continuous series of ab-
surdities and false representations.

The statement that, '
' with such complete

directions," etc., clearly illustrates willful pur-
pose to deceive and mislead, or consummate igno-

rance or stupidity in reference to the subject-

matter represented. In proof of this, it is only
necessary to quote a single section of the speci-

fications, which is characteristic of the whole as

to "completeness." -_

is able to betray more completely his " com-
plete " incompetency and want of architectural

intelligouce, he would be a profitable investment
for the show-man.
We agree with our contemporary in the use of

the term " complete," but not in its application.

Why these fraudulent, deceptive, and untruth-
ful representations are perpetrated ; by a respect-

able journal is beyond the comprehension of all

intelligent architects and builders. For the
'* specifications " are wholly deficient through-
out, and only calculated to misguide those who-
are simple enough to accept them. Any man
"possessing limited mechanical knowledge " as

i

f,s
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K PLUMBING AND TIN W0KK7
" Provide and properly fix " (fix is a good

phrase when one does not understand the proper
term to use) "one cast-iron slop-hopper, a.nd. put
from same a 3-inch No. 24 galvanized-iron pipe
connected with the drain-pipe.

"

" Lay on " (Macbeth !)
" as directed from the

tank in the roof galvanized-iron water service

pipes to the sink and the slop-hopper, and with
a stop-cock near tank."

(As no supply-pipe to the tank is mentioned,
we presume that' the well, spring, or water
source is contained in the tank itself

;
|ind as no

size of pipe is mentioned, the kind of " complete-

ness " practiced is made apparent.)
'

' The sink to have hroAS screw-bottom, hot and
cold water-cock, and brass strainer to the waste.

"

(Who would dare to say that this is not '

' com-
plete "—stupidity ?)

" The slop-hopper to have a brass hose-cock."

(A " completely " new idea. .But why should

not slop-hoppers have brass cocks ?)

" The sink to have a 2-inch lead waste-pipe,

properly trapped, with brass trap-screw, con-

nected with the drain-pipe.'*

(Connecting the stop-cock with the drain-pipe,

as suggested by the " complete " document, in-

stead of, attaching to the trap itself, is new, if

not sensible.) ''
-

"
" Cover the projections of the outside finishes

where required with tin or zinc, properly dressed

and tacked."
" Put tin flashings around the chimneys, prop-

erly chased, stopped, dressed, fastened, and stopped

in."

We have given all that is said about plumbing
and tin work, and if there is a man on earth who

specification, if he meant honest work and fair

dealings with the owner, and if, upon dishonest
intent, with innumerable extras in view, the
document commended by the copyrighting jour-
nal as "complete" would serve such purposes
completely.

The Refreshing Showers are Falling^

The large increase of stibseribers to this jour-
nal during the past month is of the most gratify-_
ing character. Within the limits of San Fran-'

—
Cisco the returns have been cheering ; while from
distant places, reaching from New South Wales
to Canada, and from all portions of the United
States, they have come in pleasing numbers.
There are many reasons why this should be so.

" Everybody" says that the California Archi-
tect AND Building Review is un excellent jour-
nal—equal to any published in the Eastern
States ; that just such a journal is needed upon
the Pacific coast ; that its influence has already
made a decided impression upon the building in-

terests in all departments ; and that in time it

must and will become a power for good, to
owners of real estate, architects, contractors,
and mechanics generally. All of which is true,
and to its present good qualities others will be
added, until we shall be able to challenge criti-

cism.

-M

<i

The Steel Square.

Itj

We commence in this number a series of ar-

ticles upon the steel square, in which we shall

seek to pursue its history, manufacture, descrip-
tion, and uses, to an extent that will be both
pleasing and instructive to our readers. The
subject is one of diversified interest, and we
seall be indebted to any of our readers who will

furnish us with illustrations of special character.

Almost every man who uses the square has dis-

co.vered some new application peculiarly his

own; and we hope that the mechanics of the Pa-
cific coast will assist us in making this the mostr
instructive and valuable treatise on the steel

square yet published.

*

No Rats in the Pacific Isles.

It is a remarkable fact that there are no rats
in the islands of the Pacific Ocean. Repeated
attempts have been made to acclimatize the
rodents there, as the flesh is much relished by
the natives as an article of food, but the attempts
thus far have failed, as they invariably die of
consumption.

—

L' Union Med. (Of course, of
course.) r

jr^=-" Subscription price of this journal
lasi will be $2.00 in advance.

for
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THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW^.^

A New Principle in Cast-iron Girders.

MODE OF USING CAST-IRON WHEN SUBJECT TO

TRANVKRSE STRAIN, BY WHICH ITS WHOLE

CROSS SECTION IS COMPRESSIVELY EMPLOYED

WITHOUT TAXING ITS COMPARATIVELY FEEBLE

TENSILE RESISTANCE.

-—

^

Cast-iron possesses the eiiormous compressive

resistance of 03,000 pounds to the Bq^^f "1^^'

while its tensile strength is but f^om U,000 to

15,000 pounds. The ratio computed by Mr.

Hodijkinson is about G^ to 1.

The object attained in this construction is a

l»ei-fect girder. When employed, the bottom or

tie rod is tension, and the arch is compression

in every part, with no tensile «t^/^^.^^^*^T^^'

ih^ latter an object never before attained. Ihe

J'

Vv-
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tensile strain of the iie rod is exerted at-thu^Krt=

tom or intrados of the arch, and this force is in-

creased in the ratio of the increment of the load

on the arch. The remaining part of the arch

above the bottom is naturally compression due

to the load. A summary of the peculiarity of

this arch is as follows :

- Device for employing cast-iron, compressively

-^nframii^ the tensile stram^^h^ to iraiisverse

strain The tensile strain on tie rods recipriKaUy

rtHliz^d in compressive resistance at the mtrados of

the arch, thm destroying teimle strain m every

mrt of its cross-sectim. Another advantage in

construction of a metallic girder made in sections

of its length, should the tensile strain at the in-

trados of the arch exceed that of c«7?P^^««^.^,^

by the action of the tie rods, the deflection of the

-arch is limited to the le^i^th of a bay only. For

instance, a girder 150 feet i\l«^g^^> "^^^^,
"J

ten bays each 15 feet long the deflection that

would injure the strength of the "material in the

arch is limited to the k,^th of a bay of 15 feet,

instead, as in other constructions, its weak-

ness by deflection would extend over its whole

safe employed load. The area of the tie rods to

resist this compression at 8 tons working strain

per inch, provided the arch ha^ proper rise,

would be 23i inches, or inore than three of three

(3) inches diameter rods. Tie rods are cheap—

merely bars of wrought iron with threads and

"V raikoad train entering on a bridge borne

by these girders, the opposite end is prevented

from raising by the abutting parts on the bottom

of the arch compressively exerted. There is no

part of the arch in which tensile strain is em-

ploved. The object of this device was to con-

struct a perfect girder. The whole arch resisting

in compression the tensile strain necessarily ex-

erted; and using this essential resistance to

render indiff'erent a most destructive force to

cast-iron, v\z.,teix^e strain; showing an econ-

omy in this mutual antagonism, an equilibrium,

and forces negatived. I have endeavored to

make a continuous arch, embodying the prmci-

-plt^H of the VouQBoir arch . Mine. lA ° "^'-^I'^Tia

^ _- length

I

It

is

#*

1*

» .
-
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The neutral axis of this girder exists between

the tie rod and the bottom or intrados of the

arch or midway between the antagonistic forces.

With the segmental arch in one piece, and the

tie rod to resist the neutral axis, it is near the

bottom of the arch and travels upward as the

hmd is increased, as the neutral axis will exist

wherever the two opposite forces cease to exist,

being indiff-ei-ent to either force. The economy

in the use of this mglected matenal-cast-iron-

for long spam when mbject to cross strain, ^ i^i its

impUnimi^d by ivhich its temiU strength is not

called into play; also another grave objection is

bv an une(iual distribution of the metal causing

weakness in the casting ^l^en^^/"^^"^J^^ „*l\'

molten to the solid state, and from that condi-

tion until cold. The heavy parts in contraction

control the thin or weaker parts ;
or if the for-

mation of the mold is su«h that the ends of a

long casting set deep in the mold and ofl^er a re-

sistance to the contrition o^^^^^
"^/^^Jj^^^^.

'

forming from a liquid to a solid state, both of

these inherent weaknesses continue a,nd increase

till cold These weaknesses are entirely due to

separation, or taxing its comparatively feeble

tensile strength, a^^d not m th^ least mjunng it

in its compressive resistance; as cast-iron is never

in a contracted state other than cold ;
and as

loner as cast-iron is used compressively, it makes

no difference how many pieces it may be in its

length providing its abutting parts squarely or

equalYy meet, and are kept in line. Take for

instance the area of the abutting parts of the
"^

25-foot girder shown, or the cross-section of the

inffom flanee in the centre of a bay, it being 16

^nre^w'd^ly n inches thick equals 18 inche.

Eicrhteen (18) inches multiplied by 93,000

pounTs toVe inch equals 1,674,000 pounds or

7^ tons. Taking it at one-fourth when em-

ed%e have the resistance of 186 tons as a

pies oi i/iic—* ^juuuwxx »>....

continuous arch, employed compressively over

its entire cross-section.

AVoussoir arch is cmnposed of many blocks

to make up its length, and without the use of

cement or mortar between the blocks; with the

exception of friction of the blocks as they slide

downwards, taking a more compressed position

as the load upon them is increased or the abut-

ments yield. There is no tensile strain what-

ever upon them ; and the calculation only has

to be m^e as to the strength of the material in

its compressive resistance. With a continuous

segmental arch, made in one piece of its length,

there is at every point a bending moment and a

thrust force. Therefore, a continuous arch

brings into play both compression and exten-

sion, as that of a straight girder, but with more

of compression than extension. See page y ol

W. Airy's book on Iron Arches.
_ ^

-

With an iron arch in one piece of its length,

the wrought iron tie rods elongate in the ratio

of 1-1000 of its length to every ten tons tensile

strain per square inch of cross-section ;
and this

elongation is considered the measure of the elas-

tic force of the metal.

At this strain the elongation would be for a

25-feet girder, same as shown in the drawings

A 3-10 of an inch ; and 25 feet equals 300-1000

inches, equals 3-10 of an inch. At this elonga-

tion of the rods, be the material of the arch cast

or wrought iron, the arch loaded will have so

far straightened as to cause great tensile strain

at the bottom, giving free play to the tensile

strain caused by the load.
. . . , r

By this formation of cast-iron into girders for

long spans, using it compressively m the man-

ner of employing cast-iron columns having a

resistance of 60 per cent, in excess of drought-

iron ; that is, comparing the tensile stren^h of

wrought-iron at 25 tons to the inch, and the

compressive resistance of cast-iron at 41 tons

or the compressive resistance of wrought u«on at

18 tons to that of cast-iron 41 tons, is equal to

227 per cent; also that it is so shaped that its

deflective strength for long spans may be made

in as short sections as desired, and the tensile

strain on the rods as increased is utilized to de-

stroy the power of the load to rupture the arch,

and introducing in the way proposed for long

spans, and subject to cross-strain, this now tug-

UcUd and discarded material, so easy of forma-

tion into any shape, and so quickly made, and

cheaply, too, requiring but ittle fitting after the

castings are made. The prime cost of a 25-foot

girder is S150. The girders in common use in

this city, to sustain IQO tons, and 25 feet long

supported only at the ends, are sold at about

$350 each. -P- ^' Jackson.

Editor California Architect:—Your Jour-

nal is a welcome monthly visitor, and I assure

you that I read it with great interest. I hearti y

Lree with the sentiments expressed m an article

in your July number, headed, '* Better than

*
It^s'eemrto me that if the doctrine advocated

in that article controlled business transactions

more, there would be a better state of things;

and men would cultivate honesty instead of try-

ing to get the advantage in all they undertake

It is but little use for a man to try and act

square, for if he does, others will try to beat

him out of a chance to live, by taking work so

cheap that no honest man can live, and pay his

way, at the prices for which many jobs are tak-

en. In my opinion, there ought to be a law that

no moneys paid by owners should be used for

any other purpose than paying the bills due on

the work, both for wages and materials, and the

party receiving the money should not have the

right to apply it to any other purpose

IfIsW^e?y weirto talferabotrt th^^ight ta^da

as you please, and personal liberty; but when

men can only have these by cheating other peo-

ple out of their money, then I think there ought

to be less of such liberty and freedom allowed

by law.
Subscriber.

If the rule prevailed, or the statutes of

the State made it so, that all moneys paid by

owners should be held and used solely for the

purposes of their payment, without any discre-

tionary rights upon the part of t^ie party receiv-

ing them, to appropriate or apply them to pur-

poses, other than those cleariy and legitimately

within the operation calling for their payment

the basis of action would become healthful. It

is aU well enough to boast of personal rights

and freedom of Sction but when the enjoyment

of these imposes losses upon others, the losing

feature assumes a distasteful aspect. It ib de-

licious to revel in "perfect hberty " and feel

that there is no power of restraint to check the

exercise of ''inalienable rights"; but not so

pleasant on the part of those at whose expense

such glorious things are enjoyed. And it were

well that limits to personal liberty were fixed, so

that men would not always dare to do as they

please with moneys intrusted to them for certain

implied specific purposes. And if the law of the

State made it imperative upon those receiving

contract moneys to preserve the correctness of

their use and application, there would not be a

hundreth part of the failures which do occur

The rule that men may do as they please with

moneys received in business transactions, while

their solvency is questionable and unestablished,

is by no means a good one. Better that men

fail upon the first, rather than multiply unwise

contract engagements, and extend and increase

indebtness by repeating losses upon successive

operations, until the -lapping' process wiU

reach no fari:her, and submissson to absolute in-

solvency becomes inevitable.

Mummy Paint.

Apologetic—Personal and family illness has

rested heavily upon us during the past two

weeks, and to some extent interfered with our

editorial and professional labors.

A gentleman passhig tlirougli Long Acre the

other day peeped into a little shop, and started

suddenly at the sight of Beveraldead bodies^

They had been dead for over 2,000 years; they

were mummies. Where did they come from?

From Thebes. Are more coming? Yes, plenty.

There appears to be a regular business going on

in mununies, between Thebes and Long Acre.

The mummies are brought over enveloped m
their rich bituminous covering, and horresco

re/erem-ground up, bones, casing, coverings,

bitumen, and all. What for? Why for paint

There seems to be no burnt sienna like ground

mummy. The artists are wilUng to pay high

prices for this mmnmy paint. ^Our ^^^^emy

wallsmaybe Umned with the dust of thePtolemies.

—London Truth
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Being a History and Description of the Square. Methods and rules given by which the length and bevels are ob"

tained of all kinds of rafters, braces, collar beams, brackets, etc. Its application to the various cuts in stair building-

The whole designed to be a complete help to mechanics, by which they can work in a systematic manner all the various

problems in regard to the cuts in carpentry.
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Architecture is necessarily one of the oldest of the arts.

Men were forced to build dwellings of some kind before they

could find leisure to indulge the instinct for music, painting,

or aculpture. In the process gf development, the conception

of the square must have been one of the earliest plane tigiires,

and have come into use early in various combinations. Men
may have dwelt in caves at first ; but after the first rude hut

was invented, made of reeds, branches, bark, etc., came the

more substantial hut formed by laying down the trunks of

two trees" parallel, and crossing them with others laid at

either end, and so building up by layers successively placed

in a similar way. Such were the. buildings of the earliest

Clialdeans, Assyrians, Egyptians, Phoenicians, and others.

The square figure is seen in the represented designs of the

Tower of Babel, one of the earliest important known struct-

ures. It is probable that it existed in the ark still earlier.

This takes us back in the common chronology twenty-four cen-

turies before the Christian Era. The City of Babylon was a

perfect square, and the bricks used in it^ buildings and walls

were square ; so probably were those in Babel. Now, to

form small squares correctly, and to introduce them in end-

less combination into buildings, it needed a guiding instru-

ment of some kind. So the scj[uare, {^ a constructive tool,

came into use.

Among the ruins of Babylon, Ninevah, andPetra, it is said

to have been found represented. There are pictures and

sculptures from the ruhia of Thebes in Egypt, showing the

square in the hands of the artisan. A whole " kit " of tools

was found in a tomb in Thebes, consisting of hammers,

adzes, hatchets, chisels, and squares. This is the most satis-

facti^ry evidence we have of the earliest use of this tool. Marks
upon some of these show that they were made nearly thirty-

five centuries ago; and as the mechanic arts at that time in

Egypt were at the liight of their development, these tools

must have been known to that people over 4,000 years ago.

We need not be surprised that they used the square, when we
see what good square work they did 2,000 years before Christ.

Evidences of its use are also seen in ruins in India, which

are thought by some to antedate those found in Egypt.

Among the ruins of the Aztecs, or people before them, in

Peru and Brazil, it has also been found ; and though tools of

stone and flint, such as axes, hatchets^, hammers, etc., were

doubtless tlie first used by the primitive man in these ruins

that date back beyond history, the square is found, and

specimens may be seen in the British Museum. *

The Greeks were an inventive and poetic people, and they

created for themselves all things afresh. They lay claim to

the invention of tools. But the mechanics' arts flourished in

these old first empires ages before Greece was kn(^wn. The
Greeks ascribed the invention to Doedilus; but he was a

myth—only the type of a skilled artisan. Herodotus, the

father of Greek history, does not mention him; neither

does Homer. In his poems. Homer mentions the hatchet,

plane, augur, and rule ; but not the square, unless by nde he

means the square. He lived about 800 years before Christ,

as supposed. Pliny says that Theodorus, a Greek of Samos,

invented the square and level. He was a very eminent arch-

itect in his time; but the square, as we have seen, was in use

before Greece was known ; and it must have been used before

his time even in Greece, as Athens was built before his day.

The square was regarded by the ancients as a symbol of

completeness. Simonodes speaks of a man, square as to his

hands feet, and his mind, etc. Aristotle uses a similar fig-

ure. We have borrowed from them the metaphor, and speak
of acting on the square, square accounts, square meals, etc.

But though the stjuare as a tool was known and used thou- p
sands of J^r«-g£^ i^ Turlifl.^ in fhp. va.]lpiy r^f f>ift y.npliraft^n

M 10.M M

w

and oT the Nile, in the cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
among the unknown races of America, in the rock cities of

Petra, and possibly by Tubal Cain himself, yet it was not
the square that it is to-day. The men who, over 4,000 years
ago, could plan the great pyramid, square it with the true
astronomical points of^the heavens, who knew the north star,

and could fix the angle at which its light should slide into

the recesses of the great'monument, who could set the true
meridian of that spot, and mark the hour when the sun
would cross it, must have been skillful in tlie use of so simple
an instrument as the squared So thelneirwho planned~and

z.*«

K

built the marvelous cities of Thebes and Memphis, Babylon,
Athens and Corinth, and Ephesus with the Parthenon, the
Temple Diana of the Ephesians, Rome and its Colosseum—all

these inventive geniuses of these old days must have skill-

fully handled this primitive, right-angled little tool. How
else could they have done such square work ?

When the Temple ofj^Solomon was built, we are t<jld that
*' no ax, nor hammer, nor saw, nor any instrument of

iron" was heard in the building. The great timbers were ^-
hewn and shaped so exactly in the forests of the distant

mountains by the skillfuLmen of Tyre, that when they were
shipped over the sea and lifted to their places quietly on the

sacred hill, no instrument of iron was needed. They fitted

exactly as if they had grown there, like the joints of the hu-

man body. The men who could thus square their work com-
mand our admiration as we look back upon them through the

dim and clouded history of the centuries ; but still they did

not know the square as we know it. In fact, we did not

ourselves know its full uses, intelligent as we Americans claim

to be, until recently. The Steel Square, with its body, and its

tongue, and its heel, with their graduated Unes, the octagonal

square, the 6race measure, the one-hundredth scale, the Essex

Board Measure, etc., is an invention known only within a

few years.

The man or men who'iplanned the great pyramid really ^
^uared the circle, if Taylor and Smith are correct in their

^^

statements. He or they'solved the problem which has puz-

zled all geometers and mathematicians for thousands of years.

For it is shown by Smith that the ratio of the vertical liight

of this pyramid is to twice the width of the base as the diam-

eter of a circle is to the circumference ; or, expreBsing the

same truth differently, the vertical hight is the radius of a

circle, the length of whose circumference is equal to the sum
of the lengths of the four sides of the base, and this, says

Mr. Smith, is equivalent to squaring a circle. Now, if this

statement is a Correct]|one, then the architect either design-

edly constructed the pyramid so that the vertical hight should

hold that relation to the base, or it was an accident. Which-

ever was the fact, we only wish to show that, however ad-

vanced was the knowledge of tools and of architecture in

those remote days, there is still room for improvement ;
and

the Square is one of the tools which has been brought to its

present perfection only within the past ten years, ioid there

is no question, that, however much the artisans of that day

knew of their craft, they did not know the marvelous amount

and almost endless variety of the work to which the Modern
Steel Square can be applied.
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U: A New Principle in Cast-iron Girders.

MOPE OF USING CAST-IRON WHEN SUBJECT TO

TRANVERSE STRAIN, BY WHICH ITS WHOLE
~" ' CROSS SECTION IS C(#IPRESSIVELY EMPLOYED

--^^WITHOUT TAXING ITS COMPARATIVELY FEEBLE

=iF^=- TENSILE RESiSTANCBr—

—

,'

. ~,; . '

' -^

»'

Cast-iron possesses the enormous compressive

resistance of 93,000 pounds to the square inch

while its tensile strength is but ^^oin U 000 to

15,000 pounds. The ratio computed by Mr.

Hodtrkinson is about G| to 1.
.• „ :„ a

Tlie obiect attained in tins construction is a

perfect girder. Wlien employed, the bottom or

tie rod is tension, and the arch is compression

in every part, with no tensile strain whatever;

fhe latter an ohject^mver before attaitied. Ihe

-

antagonistic foice of cuinprcaaion ^-rew&t-^ttia

-f

rj~

\i

^ » i
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tensile strain of the tie rod is exerted at thebot

torn or intrados of the arch, and this force is in-

creased in the ratio of the increment of the load

on the arch. The remaining part of the arch

above the bottom is naturally compression due

to the load. A summary of the pecuharity of

this arcli is as follows :

Devke for employhig cast-vrmi, compremvely

neutralizinq tM temiU stirtin due to transverse

strain Thii temile strain on tie rods recipi'(KaUy

utilized in compressiw resistance at tke intrados of

the arch, thm destroying tensile strain in every

~mrt of its cross-section. Another advantage in

construction of a metallic girder made in sections

of its length, should the tensile strain at the in-

trados of the arch exceed that of compression

-l3V the action of the tie rods, the defkction of the

arch is limited to the length of a hay only, tor

-instance, a girder 150 feet i^ length, made m
ten bays each 15 feet long, the deflection that

would injure the strength of the material m the

' arch i^ limited to the length of a hay of 15 feet,

= instead, as in other constructions, ite weak-

ness by deflection would extend over lU whoU

'

^''The neutral axis of this girder exists between

^the tie rod and the bottom or intrados of the

arch or midway between the antagonistic forces.

With the segmental arch in one piece, and the

- tie rod to resist the neutral axis, it is near the

bottom of the arch and travels upward as the

load is increased, as the neutral axis will exist

wherever the two opposite forces cease to exist,

being indiff-erent to either force. The economy

in the use of this neglected material—ca^t-tron--

for lonqspam when mhject to cross strain i^ i^i its

emploument hy wJM its teimU strength is not

called into play; also another grave objection is

bv an une(.ual distribution of the metal causing

weakness in the casting when forming from the

molten to the solid state, and from that condi-

tion until cold. The heavy parts in contraction

control the thin or weaker parts ;
or if the for-

mation of the mold is such that the ends of a

long casting set deep in the mold and off-er a re-

sistance to the contraction of tjie metal when

forming from a liquid to a solid state, both of

safe employed load. The area of the tie rods to

resist this compression at 8 tons working strain

per inch, provided the arch has proper rise,

would be 23i inches, or more than three of three

(3) inches diameter rods. Tie rods are cheap—

merely bars of wrought iron with threads and

"^A railroad train entering on a bridge borne

by these girders, the opposite end la prevented

from raising by the abutting parts on the bottom

of the arch compressively exerted. There is no

part of the arch in which tensile strain is em-

ployed. The object of this device was to con-

struct a perfect girder. The whole arch resisting

in compression the tensile strain necessarily ex-

erted- and using this essential resistance to

render indifferent a most destructive force to

cast-iron, viz. , t^risHe strain; showing an econ-

omy in this mutual antagonism, an equilibrium,

and forces negatived. I have endeavored to

P..VA a continuous arch embodying the princi-

ples of the Voussoir arch: Mine is a sectional

Editor California Architect:—Your Jour-

nal is a welcome monthly visitor, and I assure

you that I read it with great interest. I heartily

agree with the sentiments expressed in an article

in your July number, headed, -^'Better than

a Lien Law." , , ,
• j a j

It seems to me that if the doctrine advocated

in that article controlled business transactions

more, there would be a better state of things;

and men would cultivate honesty instead of try-

ing to get the advantage in all they undertake.

It is but little use for a man to try and act

square, for if he does, others will try to beat

him out of a chance to live, by taking work so

cheap that no honest man can live, and pay his

way, at the prices for which many jobs are tak-

In my opinion, there ought to be a law that

" « «g

]TJT|m|T|T^^

-F-^

-^ rW

these inherent weaknesses continue and increase

till cold These weaknesses are entirely due to

separation, or taxing its comparatively feeble

tensile strength, and not in the least injuring it

in its compressive resistatue; as cast-iron is never

in a contracted state other than cold
;
and as

long as cast-iron is used compressively, it makes

no difl'erence how many pieces it may be in its

length, providing its abutting parts squarely or

eoua^i; meet, and are kept in line. Take for

h?stance, the area of the abutting parts of the

25-foot girder shown, or the cross-section of the

bottom flange in the centre of a bay, it being 16

incCwVby li inches thick equals 18 inche.

Fi^rhteen (18) inches multiplied by 93,000

-Vouit to the inch equals 1,674,000 pounds, or

?U tons. Taking it at one-fourth when em-

p^yed, we have the resistance of 186 tons as a

continuous arch, employed compressively over

its entire cross-section.

A Voussoir arch is composed of many blocks

to make up its length, and without the use of

cement or mortar between the blocks; with the

exception of friction of the blocks as they slide

downwards, taking a more compressed position

as the load upon them is increased or the abut-

ments yield. There is no tensile strain what-

ever upon them; and the calculation only has

to be made as to the strength of the material in

its compressive resistance. With a continuous

segmental arch, made in one piece of its length,

there is at every point a bending moment and a

thrust force. Therefore, a continuous arch

brings into play both compression and exten-

sion; as that of a straight girder, but with more

of compression than extension. See page y ot

W. Airy's book on Iron Arches.

With an iron arch in one piece of its length,

the wrought iron tie rods elongate in the ratio

of I-IOOO of its length to every ten tons tensile

strain per square inch of cross-section ;
and this

elongation is considered the measure of the elas-

tic force of the metal.
, , i r

At this strain the elongation would be for a

25-feet girder, same as shown in the drawing

A 3-10 of an inch ; and 25 feet equals 300-10UU

inches, equals 3-10 of an inch. At this elonga-

tion of the rods, be the material of the arch cast

or wrought iron, the arch loaded will have so

far straightened as to cause great tensile strain

at the bottom, giving free play to the tensile

strain caused by the load.
. , . , .

By this formation of cast-iron into girders for

long spans, using it compressively in the man-

ner of employing cast-iron columns, having a

resistance of 60 per cent, in excess of drought-

iron ; that is, comparing the tensile stren^h of

wrought-iron at 25 tons to the inch, and the

compressive resistance of cast-iron at 41 tons

or the compressive resistance of wrought iron at

18 tons to that of cast-iron 41 tons, is equal to

227 per cent; also that it is so -shaped that its

deflective strength for long spans may be made

in as short sections as desired, and the tensile

strain on the rods as increased is utilized to de-

stroy the power of the load to rupture ttie arch,

and introducing in the way proposed for long

spans, and subject to cross-strain, this now neg-

UcUd and discarded material, so easy of forma-

tion into any shape, and so quickly made, and

cheaply, too, requiring but little fitting after the

castings are made. The prime cost of a 25-foot

girder is $150. The girders in common use in

this city, to sustain 100 tons, and 25 feet long,

supported only at the «^d«' ^^
V^^^^^^* ^^"^*

$350 each. ^- ^- Jackson.

no moneys paid by owners should be used for

any other purpose than paying the bills due on

the work, both for wages and materials, and the

party receiving the money should not have the

right to apply it to any other-purpose

- oz

5- W
P ^61 j2

it is all very well to talk about the right to do

as you please, and personal Uberty; but when

men can only have these by cheating other peo-

ple out of their money, then I think there ought

to be less of such liberty and freedom allowed

by law.
Subscriber.
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Being a History and Description of the Square. Methods and rules ^iven.by which the length and bevels are ob-

tained of all kinds of rafters, braces, collar beams, brackets, etc. Its application to the various cuts in stair building-

The whole designed to be a complete help to mechanics, by which they can work in a systematic manner all the various

problems in regard to the cuts in carpentry.

-<»< •»>-

Architecture is necessarily one of the oldest of the arts.

Men were forced to build dwellings of some kind before they

could find leisure to indulge the instinct for music, painting,

or sculpture.—

I

n the process of development, the conception

^ L\

If the rule prevailed, or the statutes of

the State made it so, that all moneys paid by

owners should be held and used solely for the

purposes of their payment, without any discre-

tionary rights upon the part of the party receiv-

ing them, to appropriate or apply them to pur-

poses, other than those clearly and legitimately

within the operation calling for their payment^

the basis of action would become healthful. It

is aU well enough to boast of personal rights

and freedom of action but when the enjoyment

of these imposes losses upon others, the losing

feature assumes a distasteful aspect. -It is de-

licious to revel in " perfect liberty and ^eei

that there is no power of restraint to check the

exercise of ''inaUenable rights"; but not so

pleasant on the part of those at whose expense

such glorious things are enjoyed. And it were

well that limits to personal liberty were fixed, so

that men would not always dare to do as they

please with moneys intrusted to them for certain

implied specific purposes. And if the law of the

State made it imperative upon those receiving

contract moneys to preserve the correctness ot

their use and application, there would not be a

hundreth part of the failures which do occur

The rule that men may do as they please with

moneys received in business transactions while

their solvency is questionable and unestablished,

is by no means a good one. Better that men

fail upon the first, rather than multiply unwise

contract engagements, and extend and increase

indebtness by repeating losses upon successive

operations, until the 'tapping' process will

reach no farther, and submissson to absolute in-

solvency becomesinevitable.
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Mummy Paint.
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ApoLOGETic.^Personal and family ilbiess has

rested heavily upon us during the past two

weeks, and to some extent interfered with our

editorial and professional labors.
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A gentleman passing through Long Acre the

other day peeped into a little shop, and started

suddenly at the sight of severaldead bodies^

They had been dead for over 2,000 years; they

were mummies. Where did they come from?

From Thebes. Are more coming? Yes, plenty.

There appears to be a regular business going on

in mununies, between Thebes and Long Acre.

The mummies are brought over enveloped in

their rich bituminous covering, and horresco

referens-ground up, bones, casing, coverings,

bitumen, and all. What for? Why for paint

There seems to be no burnt sienna like ground

mummy. The artists are willing to pay high

prices for this mummy paint.
^ ^^^^ff^^.^^J

wallsmaybe limned with the dust of thePtolemies.

—London Truth,
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of the square must have been one of the earliest plane figures,

and have come into use early in various combinations. Men
may have dwelt in caves at tirat ; but after the first rude hut

was invented, made of reeds, branches, bark, etc., came the

more substantial hut fonned by laying down the trunks of

two trees parallel, and crossing them with others laid at

either end, and so building up by layers successively placed

in a similar way. Such were the. buildings of the earliest

Chaldeans, Assyrians, Egyptians, Phoenicians, and others.

The square figure is seen in the represented designs of the

Tower of Babel, one of the earliest important known struct-

ures. It is probable that it existed in the ark still earlier.

This takes us back in the common chronology twenty-four cen-

turies before the Christian Era. The City of Babylon was a

perfect square, and the bricks used in its buildings and walls

were square ; so probably were those in Babel. Now, to

form small squares correctly, and to introduce them in end-

less combination into buildings, it needed a guiding instru-

ment of some kind. So the square, as a constructive tool,

came into use. 3» ———
Among the ruins of Babylon, Ninevah, andPetra, it is said

to have been found represented. There are pictures and

sculptures from the ruins of Thebes in Egypt, showing the

square in the hands of the artisan. A whole " kit " of tools

was found in a tomb in Thebes, consisting of hammers,

adzes, hatchets, chisels, and squares. This is tlie m^st satis-

factory evidence we have of the earliest Jtse of this tool. Marks

upon some of these show that they were made nearly thirty-

five centuries ago; and as the mechanic arts at that time in

Egypt were at the hight of their development, these tools

must have been known to that peo^^le over 4,000 years ago.

We need not be surprised that they used the square, when we

see what good square work they did 2,000 years before Christ.

Evidences of its use are also seen in ruins in India, which

are thought by some to antedate those found in Egypt.

Among the ruins of the Aztecs, or peojjle before them, in

Peru and Brazil, it has also been found ; and though tools of

stone and flint, such as axes, hatchets, hammers, etc., were

doubtless the first used by the primitive man in these ruins

that date back beyond history, the square is found, and

specimens may be seen in the British Museum. *

The Greeks were an inventive and poetic people, and they

created for themselves all things afresh. They lay claim to

the invention of tools. But the mechanics' arts flourished in

these old first empires ages before Greece was known. The

Greeks ascribed the invention to Doedilus; but he was a

jnyth—only the type of a skilled artisan. Herodotus, the

father of Greek history, does not mention him; neither

does Homer. In his poems. Homer mentions the hatchet,

plane, augur, and ride; but not the square, unless by ndehe
means the square. He lived about 800 years before Christ,

as supposed. Pliny says that Theodorus, a Greek of Samos,

invented the square and level. He was a very eminent arch-

itect in his time; but the square, as we have seen, was in use

before Greece was known ; and it must have been used before

his time even in Greece, as Athens was built before his day.

The square was regarded by the ancients as a symbol of

completeness. Simonodes speaks of a man, square as to his

hands feet, and his mind, etc. Aristotle uses a similar fig-

ure. We have borrowed from them the metaphor, and speak

of acting on the square, square accounts, square meals, etc.

But though the 8(|uare as a tool was known and used thou-

n N M M
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and of the Nile, in the cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
among the unknown races of America, in the rock cities of

Petra, and possibly by Tubal Cain himself, yet it was not

the square that it is to-day. The men who, over 4,000 years

ago, could plan the great pyramid, square it with the true

astronomical points of^^the heavens, who knew the north star,

and could fix the angle at which its light should slide into

the recesses of the great'monument, who could set the true

meridian of that spot, and mark the hour when the sun

would cross it, must have been skillful in the use of so simple

an instrument as the square. So the men who planned and

built the marvelous cities of Thebes and Memphis, Babylon,

Athens and Corinth, and Ephesus with the Parthenon, the

Temple Diana of the Ephesians, Rome and its Colosseum—all

these inventive geniuses of these old days must have skill-

fully liandled this primitive, right-angled little tool. How
else could they have done such square work ?

When the Temple of^Solomon was built, we are told that

" no ax, nor hammer, nor saw, nor any instrument of

iron " was heard in the building. The great timbers were

hewn and shaped so exactly in the forests of the distant

mountains by the skillfuLmen of Tyre, that when they were

shipped over the sea and lifted to their places quietly on the

sacred hill, no instrument of iron was needed. They fitted

exactly as if they had grown there, like the joints of the hu-

man body. The men who could thus square their work com-

mand our admiration as we look back upon them through the

dim and clouded history of the centuries ; but still they did

not know the square as we know it. In fact, we did not

ourselves know its full uses, intelligent as we Americans claim

to be, until recently. The Steel Square, with its body, and its

tongue, and its heel, with their graduated lines, the octa<fonal

square, the hrace measure, the one-hundredth scale, the Essex

Board Measure, etc., is an invention known only within a

few years.

The man or men who'iplanned the great pyramid really

squared the circle, if Taylor and Smith are correct in their

statements. He or they'solved the problem which has puz-

zled all geometers and mathematicians for thousands of years.

For^it is shown by Smith that the ratio of the vertical hight

of this pyramid is to twice the width of the base as the diam-

eter of a circle is to the circumference ; or, expressing the

same truth differently, the vertical hight is the radius of a

circle, the length of whose circumference is equal to the sum

of the lengths of the four sides of the base, and this, says

Mr. Smith, is equivalent to squaring a circle. Now, if this

statement is a (iorrect^one, then the architect either design-

edly constructed the pyramid so that the vertical hight should

hold that relation to the base, or it was an accident. Which-

ever was the fact, we only wish to show that, however ad-

vanced was the knowledge of tools and of architecture in

those remote days, there is still room for improvement ;
and

the Square is one of the tools which has been brought to its

present perfection only within the past ten years. And there

is no question, that, however much the artisans of that day

knew of their craft, they did not know the marvelous amount

and almost endless variety of the work to wliich the Modern

Steel Square can be applied.

[TO BE OONXnrUBD.l
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Number V.

The article in our August number upon the

subject of architectural competitions, has stim-

ulated considerable comment and inquiry, and

we have been called upon to answer many ques-

tions suggested by our plain statements of facts

—

some wondering almost to doubting, whether we

have not overstated the case. We answer, that

we have not; but could and shall, contining our-

selves within the range and limits of truthfulness,

make further statements of similar character,

strongly in discouragement of architectural

competitions. Statements liave been furnished

us, which if put in print, would fill a whole vol-

ume of this journal, by no means complimentary

to prominent personages into wliose hands the

management of competitive contests have been

confided. The prevailing sentiment, that men
who have gained a fair business, social, or

religious reputation, are above and "cannot

afford" to commit a wrong of this or any other

character, is a mistake. A good reputation is a

grand acquisition and attainment, but it by no

means purities and purges men from, nor fortifies

them against, the weaknesseswhich cluster around

and impregnate our- poor humanity ; and often

the wisest and best of mankind are seduced into

acts of folly or error, which serves to demonstrate

the frailty and uncertainty of human virtues.

While some maintain an unsullied reputation

through life, and pass dowai to the grave with

scarce a stain or blemish, by far the greater

number fail to preserve unspotted robes.

The point of argument in all this is, that we
have asserted that gross wrongs have been com-

mitted by parties of good general repute and

standing, in connection with plan competitions

;

and that severe injustice has frequently been done

by men who would resent with indignity every

intimation calculated to reflect upon or call in

question their unimpeachable integrity. As we
have heretofore stated, such acts are not always

the result of deliberate purpose, but the offspring

of uncomprehended and unrealized ignorance,

or the absence of a proper understanding and

realization of the rights of contesting parties in

competitive issues. The sentiment is too often

indulged in, that an architect's work, as exem-

plified on paper, is an immaterial, unimportant,

and uncommercial something— unentitled to

more than contingent considerations, and subject

to any disposal that the inconsiderate and unap-

preciative many see fit to decree. The fact that

plans—however meritorious or insignificant they

may be—are the result of intense study and

earnest brain and hand work, to some never

appears; and rude and unmerited rejection have

in thousands of instances been extended, where

respectful consideration and appreciation has

been deserved. This is one of the pivot points

of the issue upon which injustice has turned.

Those who produce the least meritorious plan

often toil and labor hardest, stimulated in their

fruitless efforts by hopes of success; and it is

but little less than cruel unkindn^ss on the part

-of those seeking plans by competition to throw

^pen the doors to all who may "be disposed to

try;"" for while success may bring joy to the

^heart of the successful, defeat sends its arrow of

disappointment deep into others, causing tenfold

more injury than benefit.

Competitions, as generally conducted, are but

little less than practical dishonesty, and are so

intended in a great many instances, however

much the dishonest feature may be repudiated

or denied. Not a criminal dishonesty, which if

proven, would subject those guilty of it to legal

punishment; but one of moral turpitude, to

which no penalty attaches. We hold that every

act of deception and misrepresentation, it mat-

ters not for what purpose designed, nor what

excuses or coverings may be made to intervene,

is dishonest in character. And when committees

or persons put forth statements, and advance

inducements which influence others to spend

time and labor, with in fact not the slightest

probabilities of any pay or reward in return, the

act is not only condemnable, but should involve

a responsibility under the laws of the State.

Yet, as we have stated in previous articles upon

this subject, this thing has been repeated hun-

(jreds—perhaps thousands—of times ; andwe shall

hereflfter establish our position in the matter by

statements of cases which will sufficiently illus-

trate the correctness of the assertions made.

For in seven-tenths or more cases there

is either a fixed intent on th^ part of

"committees," or some one or more members
thereof, to specially favor some certain party, or

a strong preference that such party shall be the

successful one ; and to this end, influences are

used and matters manipulated, so that failure of

success shall not occur. Transparent defects

and deficiencies are excused and palliated in the

one case7 which, appearing in others, are used

as forcible arguments in condemnation and re-

jection. To serve purposes, the mountain is

diminished to a mole-hill, or its peaks reared

high into the azure skies. The forms and

methods by which these things are done are

numerous and diversified, and the good-meaning

and upright members of generally honest com-

mittees are sometimes ensnared by the devices

resorted to, to secure decisions in certain direc-

tions. If the majority of the body are untram-

eled by personal favoritism, so much the better

for those who from ^'motives of pure frieruhhip''

desire to serve the interests of some one pre-

ferred ; but, we ask, is it less than shameful and

infamous when several persons are induced to

compete for a certain understood prize, upon

promises that each and all shall enjoy equal

chances in the contest, that any one or more of

those offering the reward shall lend his or their

special influence in favor of any one of the con-

testants? Yet this has been done in so many
cases of competitions, that those familiar with

the modm operandi adopted are prepared to

question the integrity of any proposed competi-

tion oftered ; and thousands of architects in all

parts of the United States have refused to en-

gage in competitive contests, from well.-sustained

conviction that unqualified fairness is not an

assured certainty.

Our purpose in these articles is to reveal the

true inwardness of the competitive business, and

make prominent the facts which are interwoven,

to a greater or less extent, in and through nearly

every case of competitions which has occurred
;

and the fact that such contests are intrusted to

the management of "high-minded and honor-

able men" is never an assurance that strict fair-

ness will be practiced. For it seldom happens

that some "influential party" does not realize

the advantages to be gained by a decision in

favor of some special competitor ; and to secure

these, all possible influences are brought to

bear, to effect and determine the conclusion of

the "committee;" all of which is done with the

avowal of "entirely disinterested motives," and

the pressures brought to bear often sway and

control the judgment and action of committees,

who might otherwise pursue a materially differ-

ent course.

The fact is beyond successful denial, that the

individual rights of competitors are but seldom

taken into account. There is no class of men
who study more diligently, or labor more earn-

estly, hopefully, and incessantly, than do consist-

ent, qualified architects, when they consent to

take part in competitive issues, nor any who de-

serve right treatment more; and whenever a

committee on competitive plans or individual

owners fail to recognize these facts, they inflict

a painful wrong, and impose a hardship. We
speak not in behalf of the "wire-pulling,"

scheming tricksters, who spend their time in

seeking to find and manipulate matters and in-

fluences in their favor, so that they may " win,"

with or without regard to the merits of their

plan productions; but that more consistent,

modest, and laborious class, who govern and reg-

ulate their actions by rules in harmony with the

dignity and high character of the noble science

of architecture. For noble and grand it is as

a science, around whose base the pigmas may
play and gather the fallen leaves, without being

able to reach its higher branches, upon which

grows and clusters the rich, ripe fruit of beauti-

ful conceptions, consistent and harmonious de-

leniations, and the innumerable encompassments

which demand and require a high order of in-

telligence to rightly comprehend and under-

stand.

But in these days of universal personal-inter-

est serving, of twisting, turning, palliating, and

conniving for the sake of gain, doing almost

anything, legal or illegal, just or unjust, which

promises gold as its reward— tribute is laid up-

on every sacred thing. Even personal honor,

truth, and integrity are placed in the balance, to

be weighed down by filthy lucre ; and it is be-

cause there contaminations exist so largely in

connection with plan competitions, that pure-

minded and honorable architects so generally

refuse to join in them. -

Another strong ground of objection exists in

the fact, that innumerable iniquities have devel-

oped in connection with a large majority of com-

petitive awards, bringing discredit to the archi-

tectural profession, which is generally made to

carry the principal burden of all irregularities

which occur. The architect is made the sacrifi-

cial "scape-goat," upon whom the sins of com-

mittees, contractors, and all others are placed;

and he is sometimes, by force of circumstances,

compelled to bear them quietly, and submit

to the fury of the flames which demand the sac-

rifice.

Again, as illustrating the almost certainty of

injustice, if not positive fraud and double-deal-

ing on the part of the managing parties, is the

fact, that men are sometimes made judges of

plans in competition who do not enjoy the first

qualification necessary to a correct and honor-

able determination of the merits of the plans

presented for their consideration : absolute stu-

pids in this connection, although otherwise smart

and intelligent. As a case in point: a preten

tious gentleman, assuming more than average in

telligence, and a successful business man, acting

as a competitive judge, remarked in our hearing

—pointing to an elaborate gothic window placed

in the front of a church edifice—" That is a

beautiful door '*
; and when informed of his mis-

take in not being able to distinguish between a

door and a window, he was reluctant to admit

the error. Thousands of this kind have been

made arbitors in competitions; and,we ask,where-

in lies the probability of fairness, when subject-

ed to such contingencies ? There are but few

men, even among the commercial business

classes, who are competent to read and under-

stand drawings of the most ordinary character,

when submitted for their inspection. This is a

well-known fact to all practicing architects.

Successful business men often display their total

incapacity to comprehend the plans fcr a home-
stead, in which they are supposed to be deeply

interested, and with the appointments of which

they should be familiar, occupying as they nat-

urally must, a considerable amount of
*

' think-

ing over " and discussion in the family circle.

Yet frequently it is difficult for an architect to

malce some owners understand the plainest

drawings. But with all this as a fact, such par-

ties are often placed upon committees to secure

"competitive designs" for halls, churches, so-

cieties, pubUc, and State edifices. And it is safe

to assert, that of gentlemen fairly and fully qual-

ified to criticise and understand drawings for

which competitions have been invited, they will

not average three in ten. Consequently the

majority as a rule, are controlled by the opin-

ions of the minority ; and not unfrequently the

* - «

enti/re committee is resolved practically into a

single member, whose single " say so" becomes

the edict of the body.

Under all the circumstances related, we ask,

is it not the most likely thing imaginable, that

gross injustice should be practiced in connection

with plan competitions? If deception, trickery,

personal favoritism, and interests divided between

two or morej does not control, equal uncertainty

exists in the disqualifications and incompetencies

of the managing parties.

While we haye written plainly in condemna-

tion of competitions as hitherto conducted, gen-

erally, we admit that they might be rendered

feasable and unobjectionable by the adoption

and observance of the following rules

:

1st. That none but conscientiously correct,

honest, and intelligent parties, who are capable

of reading, understanding fully, and adjudging

fairly, plans submitted, shall be appointed as

"committeemen" to procure plans. Not men
who are ostensibly so, but such in spirit and in

truth, beyond the reach of all personal and cor-

ruptive influences, and able to resist all pressures

beyond the dictates of honest heart and judg-

ment. Men enjoying a practical or a well-acquired

knowledge of the science of architecture and
practical construction, for these are the funda-

mental elements involved; and it must be

confessed, that men who are ignorant of the

principles and theories of a proposition or fact,

cannot be qualified to determine issues. As well

ask an untutored herdsman, whose eyes had

never scanned the pages of printed volumes, to

pass judgment upon the laws of gravitation, or

explain the science of astronomy. "Smart,"
"able," and "intelligent" men in certain things

may be ",very fools" in others; and the "fool"

feature has often been manifestly developed in

numerous competitive issues.—
^ 2nd. Every statement made by *

' committees
"

should be matured with care and judgment

;

every requirement cautiously prepared ; and,

when enunciated, scrupulously observed, to the

ruling out of every plan and statement and

proposition presented by contesting parties

not in strict accord and compliance with the

proclaimed basis of operation.

3rd. All competitions should be confined

within certain limits. Any oiu qualified archi-

tect should be competent to fulfill the require-

ments in any case. But if competition is made
the rule, then not more than three or five should

be allowed to compete. These five or three

should be selected with due regard to their ac-

knowledged architectural capacities, and the

doors closed against all others. Fhose selected

should all receive pay for their services, with

such liberal inducements as would warrant com-

petent men to employ their time at a risk in

making plans. Neither State, associations, nor

_ individuals have a right to ask men to spend some-

times hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of dollars,

in labor and expenses to work up ideas fora special

purpose, without offering a fair compensation

for the services rendered. One of the many
evils in this connection, is the matter of pre-

miums, which are made so insufficient in amount,

-""iihat less than the larger sum named would not

compensate for the plans ; to obtain which

6th. All competitive drawings should be ex-

ecuted in simple lines. Not a particle of shading

or coloring should be allowed of any type or

character; and if committees would act wisely,

they would reject all shaded or colored plans

;

as the skillful touches of the artist's brush has

led to the adoption of plans otherwise defective,

and far inferior to others upon which no deceiv-

ing tints have appeared, causing after regrets

to the parties deceived, and furnishing clubs to

outside parties, with which to pound and bruise

the heads and shoulders of those making the

mistake. It is an admitted fact, that well-shaded

"beautiful plans" have more often been adopted

because they ^^pleased the eye,'- over others in-

finitely better in every or a majority of practical

respects, which have been submitted alone upon
their intrinsic merits as plans.

(To he conti/mied.)

HowJ8u4he Expense of Building Now?

rates are averaging but small profits to contract-

ors, and any breakdown on present cost of build-

ing can only be effected by calamitous conditions

in general business— a something not to be
coveted even by those who desire to " build

cheaply." ^

To THE CaLIFORNLA. ARCHITECT AND BuiLDINQ
Review :

Mr. Editor ;^In the last number of your pa-

per, under the heading, " Better than a Lien

Law," you say " a little strong and etiective law-

making would do more toward purifying the

contracting atmosphere than all the lien laws

that can be enacted." I say, give us less law.

Wipe out such laws as have brought about the

present condition of things. Have laws that

will protect our honest contractors, not such as

will injure them, by giving protection to the ad-

venturers that crowd in from other States, and^

from the lands beyond the seas, who immediate^

ly upon their arrival in tliis city enter into

induces and stimulates the many qiiestionable

methods adopted to secure the first premium.

lUiberality in this and all other matters encour-

ages and provokes a disposition to dishonesties

or devices not governed by the moral law.

4th. Men of unequal architectural caliber

should not be brought together in such contests.

If the purpose shall be to run the competition up-

on the basis of cheapness, then the class most

familiar with, and who are not qualified for any

other than, shoddy work should alone be called

in. Putting some who profess to be architects

against others who creditably maintain the dig-

nity of the profession is both absurd and unkind.

The dreams of the one class are worth more
than the most vivid conceptions of the other.

This question is asked many times daily by
owners of real estate in San Francisco, who are

in a measure, at least, inclined to improve their

property, but hesitate upon two points: first,

cost; second, will it pay? As to cost, we will

answer, that through the unwise competitions

existing among contractors, buildings are being

erected in this city at but little more than prime

cost of materials and labor, and in many in-

stances for less amounts, footing up with losses

to some one. But the expense of building at

the present time is greater than it was two and

three years ago, for the reasop. that rough lum-

ber which then could be bought for about $13

per thousand, is now held at $21, showing an

advance of $8 per thousand. Other classes of

lumber have advanced correspondingly. The
secret of this phase of the lumber market is,

that during the former "low market" times

the demand was so small that dealers were will-

ing to let their stock go at almost any price,

rather than remain entirely inactive. But during

the past eighteen months, and especially the past

twelve months, conditions have so materially

changed, that manufacturers and dealers have

returned to compensating prices, and with the

advance added, are disposing of large (quantities

of stock.

The cost of plastering has also advanced from

20 to 25 per cent. , but is still 30 per cent, less

than ruling prices five years ago. At the ex-

treme low rate of 17 and 18 cents per yard for

two-coat work—one brown or float coat, and one

white coat of lime putty, and plaster-paris

—

the quality of work was the meanest and thinest

possible, with no profit to the boss plasterer.

And at the present prices of 20 to 22 cents,

there is no pay for good two-coat work, and an
inferior quality of work is resorted to, to com-

pensate for the low figures. Really good two-

coat work cannot be executed at much short of

28 to 30 cents per yard ; and owners who seek

to secure their plastering done at the lesser fig-

ures effect no saving, the quantity of material

used and the quality of the work done consid-

ered. Mechanics are simply unwise in break-

ing prices down to an extreme, at which they

must resort to whittling things to a fine point,

or suffer loss. Plumbing materials and labor,

glass, hardware, brick-work, etc., will average

now about the rates ruling during the past

twelve months. Carpenters' wages are better

by 50 cents per day ; and taking every thing in^

to consideration, the cost of buildings will aver-

age an advance on rates of two years ago about

15 to 20 per cent, and fully that figure less than

the cost of building four and five years ago.

"Will building be cheaper?" is also asked.

We answer no, unless some at present unforseen

set-back comes over this city or State to dimin-

ish present prospects. Those who delay, await-

ing lesser building rates, will have to wait a

long while, we hope and pr&y. For present

successful competition, as far as estimates go,

with our best and most worthy men. These

strangers, being aware that a low estimate on

work is the best recommendation, and that un-

der the lien law they can use the credit of the

owner, instead of their own individual credit to

carry on the work, and that material and niill

men are ready to go their security, if by so doing

they can secure the sale of lumber or mill work ;

these bondspien trusting to luck to get paid

for the material furnished by themselves, and to

their lawyers to get clear of resp<msibility in

case of a deficiency of funds. If responsible

contractors should insist that the lumber men
and others in the bujlding line should refuse to

go security for any except good men, on penalty

of withdrawal of custom, these irresponsible ad-

venturers would find it impossible to get bonds-

men, and would be obliged to take a back seat

until they had established a reputation and

proved themselves worthy of trust.

But to make it certain that none but respon-

sible men could take contracts, I would wipe

out from our statutes all that portion of the lien

law referring to material-men or sub-contract-

ors, and make all payments due or becoming

due to the contractors, subject to attachment

by any of their creditors, giving no preference

to those who furnished material or labor under

the contract that was attached. This would

place contractors on the same footing as mer-

chants, and would oblige them to be careful of

their individual credit. This would enable good

and true men to build up reputations that would

be of great value to them, and would make it

almost impossible for an irresponsible man to

secure any contract of importance, or to serious-

ly injure the building business by his reckless

estimates. I can see no good or plausible rea-

son why material men or sub-contractors should

have special laws enacted for their benefit.

Our grocers, butchers, tailors, etc., have to

trust to the individual credit of their customers,

or demand cash. Why not force those engaged

in the building business to do the same ? It

seems to me that the lien law was got up for

the express purpose of injuring the contractmg

business, and is detrimental to the best interests

of all engaged in building, be it owner, contract-

or, material-man, or mechanic. I would retain

only that portion of the law that affects the

contractor and owner.
^

Yours respectfully,

John J. Newson.
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How a Doctor is Created.

Oil Quid est creare? (TVhat is creating ?)

Ans. E nihdo facere. (To maJce out of no-

thing. )

Rej. Bene; te doctorem nunc creavimus.

(Very well; m rmv have created you a doctor.)

—Exchange,

$}.
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Among the great questions of the period,

there is none which more deeply concerns the

whole human family than those of sanitary, san-

atory, and hygienic import. Issues and consid-

erations which involve, and to a large extent

jeopardize the life and health of communities

and individuals, must be regarded as of vital

~ import, justifying and demanding the most earn-

est and diligent effort on the part of those who

comprehend the situation, the enforcement of

Cvities, and their inseparable connection with

nan life and happiness.

-^ The interest in this connection at present is

world-wide in its scope ; our own country being

in the lead from natural causes, brought about

mainly from rapid spread and grotvth, and the

self-reliant disposition of the masses, who

—

thrown upon their own resources in building up

_ segregated homes for their families, or in plant-

ing the nucleis around which towns and cities

have been constructed— naturally introduced

- methods and systems the more economical and

simple in character, without any consideration

of after consequences. Hence the privy-vault

_and well were generally located in near proxim-

ity, with no attention paid to the character of

• the stratifications existing between the two

points of location, and a general violation of all

rules recognized at the present time as of indis-

^
pensable importance in a sanitary point of view.

The accompanjring extracts from the Sanitary

i' Engineer are sufficiently full of interest to war-

rant reproduction in our columns.

The following extract from the July report of

the Health Officers of Yonkers, N. Y., shows

J that there is culpable neglect of sanitary super-

vision in that thriving little city. The officials

who permit such nuisances to exist ought to be

punished without mercy.

. *'Foul air does much toward swelling the
"

death-rate from cholera infantum. Not infre-

-j -^ 'qtiiently we find dwelling-houses located within

twenty feet of pri\^-vaults of the most offensive

_ nature, without the slightest effort at ventila-

--^tion. There is one very notable example of this

kind of vault in the first ward, where a monster

privy-vault is situated' in a filthy yard, sur-

rounded on every side by dwelling-houses, some
- of which are unfit for habitation, and are a

~ standing disgrace to the city. This huge vault
'
is constantly receiving the excrement of about

100 people, and the well which supphes those

persons with water is located only twenty-five

feet from this foul receptacle.

"

The Brooklyn master-plumbers contemplate

calling a meeting to discuss the new law passed
'.

by the State Legislature conferring supervisory

powers on the Board of Health in the matter of
* plumbing and drainage. Dr. Hammond, Sani-

tary Superintendent, says that every decent

—^ plumber would appreciate the new law. The

only people who dislike it are builders of paste-

I

'K
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board houses, and plumbers who do cheap and

unsatisfactory work.

—

N. Y. Herald.

This, we believe, is the conviction of competent

plumbers, whose willingness to do honest work

will be freed from dishonest competition by the

intelligent enforcement of the new law. In this

* connection, we will quote from an address re-

cently delivered to working plumbers of Lon-

don, by S. S. Hellyer, in which he said that the

"trade was injured by a class of men who as-

—^ sumed to be plumbers, painters, glaziers, paper-

hangers, bell-hangers, and tin-plate workers, and

every other trade, and it was difficult to say who
or what was a plumber.

"

He contended that no man should be entitled

~r to call himself a plumber until he understood

the art of plumbing, and he would insist upon

every man being licensed before being able to

write sanitary engineer on his board or door-

plate ; and before this, he should pass an exami-

nation before authorized examiners.

,

" There is no trade so important as plumbing.

The medical man was now fully alive to the

value of house sanitation, and when he had rea-

son to believe that his patient was suffering from

a complaint attributed to bad drainage, he at

once called upon the head of the house to set

the drains in order : and the plumber should be

equal to the occasion. A badly ventilated waste-

pipe, or a drain ventilating itself into a house

through the service-pipe, a drinking fountain

badly placed, or with any connection with the

water-closet, was quite sufficient to make a house

unfit for occupation. Now, when anyone was

allowed to set himself up for a sanitary engineer,

regardless of any competency for it, how were

the public to know the skilled man from the un-

skilled and unqualified man? There was no

means of testing his knowledge or qualifica-

tion."

The Italia/n TimeSy of Rome, Italy, has insti-

tuted a movement of great value to tourists to

that city, namely, a sanitary inspection of the

hotels. In this work, the paper has secured the

co-operation of the hotel proprietors themselves,

some of whom have requested inspection made,

and engaged to carry out any improvement

which the inspection commission may recom-

mend. This commission consists of some of the

leading physicians of Rome, assisted by a prac-

tical sanitary engineer.
_

-

We have several times advocated in this jour-

nal the adoption of a sound, practical plumbing

inspection law, which would weed and crowd out

the hoard of pretenders who claim to be practi-

cal plumbers, but who play upon the ''practical"

string, because there is none to attune its music

in accord with the pure strains of scientific

plumbing harmonies. The people of no city on

earth have been more imposed upon than those

of San Francisco, by men assuming qualifications

not possessed ; resulting in the corruption and

debasement of innumerable mechanical inter-

ests. New York, Chicago, and other places

have passed such laws, and so long as they are

maintained free from political contamination,

they are sure to work beneficially to the people

of the several communities. The New York

law provides the following certificates, which, in

force in San Francisco, would rule out many who

practice as practical master and journeyman

plumbers

:

Health Department, \

New York,^.^.. •••••• ••188 /

Registratum of Jmimeyman Plumber.

Under Chapter 450, Laws of 1881, and in

compliance with the rules and regulations which

have been established by the Board of Health,

I a journeyman plumber,

residing at No Street, do hereby

register and make the following statement

:

That I am years of age, and served an

apprenticeship of years with

in the city of ..i t *»^* I
that I have worked

as a journeyman .years, and am now em-

ployed by doing business at

Street. And I hereby agree to com-

ply with the rules and regulations that are and

shall from time to time be established by the

said Board of Health.

And I agree to comply with the rules and regu-

lations that are and shall from time to time be

established by the said Board of Health.

(Signature)

In his annual statement. Dr. Sykes of Mex-

borough, England, says that a considerable out-

break of typhoid fever occurred in June, 1880,

from the pollution of the water supply and the

filthy state of the privies. In a group of thirty

cottages, there were no less than forty-five cases,

two of which were fatal. Dr. Sykes adds, that
'

' in too many instances at Mexborough, as else-

where, the builders of houses have proceeded on

the principle of digging two holes in the back

yard, within a few feet of each other, one of

which they call a well, and drink out of it, the

other use as a receptacle for faecal and liquid

matter, and call it a privy ; never considering

that the liquid contents of the latter drain into

the former, and change what should be pure^

water into nauseous poison." ..

Sanitary Items.

(Signature)

,

)

The cry of warning seems to come from all

parts of the United States and Europe, in refer-

ence to defective plumbing work and imperfect

sewerage. In this connection, the " White _
House " at Washington, the capitolof our coun-

try, and dwelling-place of the chief magistrate

of the nation, has become conspicuous. Tlie ill-

ness of Mrs. Garfield during the spring months

is attributed, in a large degree, if not entirely,

to malarious causes occurring from the imperfect

condition of the plumbing work of the building.

Ai;^d our beloved President has also been made

a greater sufferer from the same cause. It is

not impossible but that the blood taint, from

which he has suffered so much, was greatly ag-

gravated by the contaminated atmosphere of the

building, caused by the distribution of the

poisonous vapors through the appartments.

If this condition of things exists in one -of

our national buildings, where economies in cost

are not considered in the execution of the plumb-

ing or other works, what must be the state of

things generally in dwelling-houses throughout

the land, in ninety-five one hundredths of which

cheapness and economy of expenditure controls

! every department of construction. Cheap, i. e.

low-cost, plumbing means nothing more nor less

than defective work. And when the masses

realize the truth of what we have so often re-

peated in this journal—that thousands are yearly

consigned to untimely graves through imperfect

plumbing—they will begin to apply the advice

so frequently volunteered by sanitary journals,

and intrust their work only to those familiar

with the correct science of plumbing, and who

possess the integrity to perform work with a full

appreciation of the serious involvements associ-

ated with this department of mechanical opera-

tions. Owners who act wisely will observe as

much care and caution in the selection of a man
to plumb their dwelling-places as they practice

in the choice of a physician. From no one

cause, not even personal uncleanliness, have doc-

tors profited more than from the results of bad

plumbing work.

Heaxth Department,
New York, 188

Begistration oj Master Plumber.

Under Chapter 450, Laws of 1881, and in

compliance with the rules and regulations which

have been established by the Board of Health,

I, a master plumber, resid-

ing at No Street, and carrying

on business at No Street, do here-

by register and make the following statement

:

That I am years of age, and served an

apprenticeship of . . . . . .years with

in the city df ;
that I worked

as a journeyman years, and have carried

on the business of a master plumber years.

Railroad car-wheels are now kept in their

place without being keyed on. In former times

they were almost sure to precipitate an accident

;

besides, keys would drop out by the constant

jar, and be weakened by the axle and wheel.

Axles are turned to fit the wheel snugly, and

are driven in place by hydraulic pressure. Pre-

vious to being driven, the axles are covered with

a thin coat of white lead and oil, which hardens

in a short time and holds the wheel so firmly in

place that a pressure of from 100 to 140 tons is

required to remove a broken axle from the wheel

in which it is placed.— T?ie Lefel Mechanical

News.

Pneumatic Clocksr

A CALirORNIAN INVENTION.

ikmoa.' ;TXfijtr* f

With the fast railroad traveling, and the tele-

graphic connections and quick communications
between distant points, space seems to have
been shortened and time become more valuable,

so that the old style of time-keepers or clocks,

of which every one goes its own way, but never
two alike, would not keep up with the time ; in

fact, correct and uniform time over a whole city,

or in the departments of large establishments

and institutions, such as railroad and ferry

depots, hotels, large manufacturing concerns,

schools, first-class private residences, etc., have
become to be a necessity, and many means have
been tried to accomplish the desired end.

We feel glad to state that it had been re-

served for California to put into operation the

most valuable invention, and at the same time
the most simple and unfailing means of obtain-

ing uniformity in the registration of time, ever

suggested.

The inventor and patentee of this wonderful
system of indicating time at different places, by
means of one standard regulation, is Hermann
J. Wenzel of San Francisco, and his motive
power for the subsidiary clock-faces is the in-

exhaustible one of airr r
— .^^

—

"^"^

Before we give a description of this inven-

tion, we would like to enter our protest against

the statements of European and Eastern sci-

entific journals and daily press, some of which
have lately given a lengthy description of the

Pneumatic Clock System in Paris, where it has

been introduced since 1879, and where it is

claimed as a late invention ; and even some
of our local papers have copieJ it, without men-
tioning that this invention is a genuine Califor-

nia one, and has been introduced here since

1873 ; and up to this time, in all the most prom-
inent buildings and private residences, more
than a thousand clocks have been in operation,

and given everywhere the best satisfaction. It

has been introduced in some of the departmwit
buildings in Washington, and the Pneumatic
Clock Company of New York has been organized

arid working under Wenzel's
patents.

Mr. Wenzel desires us to

state distinctly that the
clocks in the east wing of

the new City Hall are elec-

trical clocks, and not made
by him or his system, and
therefore he is not responsi-

ble for their reputation. He
has furnished the west wing
(Mayor's office, street de-

partment, etc.) with air
clocks, and if any one of

them should be out of time,

he would like to be notified

of the fact.

The air -clock system is

very simple in its operation.

One of our cuts represents

a glass dial, showing air-

pumps and simple dial move-
ment; the other, the regu-

ulator or standard clock,

made to operate any desired

number of clock-dials.

Such a regulator, of per-

fect construction, and run
by a weight, is set up in any
convenient place of the

building. A very simple

air-pump is attached, con-

sisting of two inverted glass

cups, or cylinders, suspended
on a lever, and moving every other minute up
and down into glass jars, partially filled with
glycerine, which will not freeze nor evaporate.

A small pipe runs through the jars, one end
reaching above the liquid. The other end is

conducted and branched off to the different

clocks in the building. The clocks so connected
contain only dial-works and small air-pumps.

Wlien the cylinder on the main clock is de-

pressed into the liquid (which serves as an air-

tight packing), the air is compressed, and by
compression through the pipes causes the small

cylinders in all the clocks to rise and start the

hands a minute ahead.

The next minute the cylin-

der on the main clock is rais-

ed out of the liquid, and the

pressure on the small cylin-

ders released, and in descend-

ing will start the hands an-

other minute ahead. '

By lifting the cylinder on
the main clock above the li-

quid, the air in the pipes is set

free, and anyexpansion or con-
traction is neutralized, so that

the pumping of the air is re-

duced to a simple mechanical
operation, which, by its posi-

tive action, will move the

hands on all the clocks sim-

ultaneously, and consequent-

ly they will each and all show
the correct regulator time,

and require no further atten-^

tion whatever.

The connecting pipes are

similar to gas-pipes ; but of

smaller diamfeter, J inch for

mains, and J inch for branch-

es. They should be laid in

the building before lathing or

plastering is commenced, so

as to have them covered the

same as gaspipes. They are

subjected to a thorough and
searching test before being

covered up. Regulators and
clocks in operation can be
seen at the inventor's office,

328 Kearny street, San Fran-
cisco.

Learning a Trade.

Referring to the recent inauguration of a class

in the science of plumbing, under the auspices

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

a correspondent of the Philadelphia Record says

:

'*If this will diminish the number of young
men whose highest ambition seems to be to

stand behind the counter and wear good clothes,

it will be a public benefaction. Tliere's a great

deal of money in trades, and very little in

counter-jumping; and yet only one young man
in a hundred is willing to blacken his hands
with tools. It is not always the boy's fault,

however. A gentleman of my acquaintance, who
is a broker in Exchange place, said to me re-

cently: *I ought to have been a machinist; I

would have been rich by this time. When I

was a boy, I wanted to go into the Allaire

Works, but my father was afraid it would soil

my hands. He wanted me to be a gentleman.

The result is, that I have never liked my busi-

ness, and never made more than a living at it.

Had he let me go in as an apprentice, in the

machinist trade, I would have been building

engines and coining money by this time, and

my whole heart would have been in it.' The
fathers of to-day in New York are the same.

They would almost as soon bury their sons as to

make them apprentices. The result is a race of

mediocre clerks and book-keepers, who part

their hair in the middle, smoke cigarettes of

paper, and find their intellectual level in the

flash newspapers of the day.

—

The Mechanic.

Recerrtly^a Philadelphia^ pressed "brick, in^

tended for the city hall in that city, was sub-

jected to a compre»sion test in the powerful

hydraulic press, at the Watertown arsenal, and
stood the test of 500,000 pounds, remaining be-

tween the plates full five minutes. From appear-

ances, the pressure could have been increased

another 100,000 without affecting it. This

speaks well for the manufacturers of pressed

bricks.

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been such that we
have had 500 additional copies bound,

which we will send to any address at the

reduced price of $2.00 per volume.

1:
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PIONEER WHITE LEAD WORKS.

I
'

f

- What is required to institute and carry-

to a success a manufacturing enterprise?

Nature is generous with her gifts ; but she

forces man to the exercise of his endow-

jnents, to develop them, and give the sub-

stance a form for his appreciation and enjoy-

ment.

The very many natural resources of this

Coast are marvelous, and they impress all

thinking visitors with the conviction of a

great future. With but few exceptions,

these wondrous gifts of Nature are at pres-

l«nt but mere curiosities, and are spoken of

and written of only as such—with ])rosy

theories on their practical value if utilized.

-To the business man, scientist, or to the

^practical thinker who comes amongst us,

it is a matter of surprise that our people,

with their wealth, do not develop these

resources, and build up our coast with a

working and useful population, instead of

pursuing the selfish course they are now,

which is that of the usurer.

Onr capitalists and business men are

blind to their own interests, in not in-

teresting themselves in the establishment

of manufacturing enterprises, which will se-

cure for them a certainty of fair returns

for their encouragement.

The people of this Coast cannot afford to

«

tH" »

let existing opportunities lie idle, as a de-

pendency on foreign sources means our im-

poverishment. Manufacturhig guarantees

the reverse^ as it furnishes employment to,

and retains among us, consumers, that vital

quantity in a progressive and permanent

prosperity.

We have much pleasure, however, in be-

ing able to refer to some notable excep-

tions to the general apathy of our business

and moneyed men.

Heading this article will be seen an illus-

tration of the results of the energy and

public spirit of one of the leading and pio-

neer mercantile firms on the Pacific Coast.

Messrs. Whittier, Fuller & Co. several

years since commenced the manufacture of

White Lead in this city.

They purchased ground on Fremont
street, between Howard and Folsom, cov-

ering a surface of 137 6-12x275 feet, and

thereon erected factories and sheds, for the

purposes of the business.

Their whole works, machinery, and ap-

pliances, are on the most approved plans,

and excel in detail and completeness those

of any other White Lead factory in the

world. -

This^s 'essentially a hom^e institution^

from the ground through to the finished

product of their mills. .

Few can realize the importance to the

whole community of this enterprise.

In the first place, it encourages the de-

velopment of our mines, as all the pig lead

used is the production of our own coast.

It thus gives the Miners employment.

As all lead ores have to be smelted to

get the metal,

It thus gives the Smelters employ-

ment.

The transportation from the producing

points invokes aid of the carriersj.^

It thus gives Teamsters and Trans-

portation Companies employment.

A very large quantity of oil is used

in the grinding of the lead. All this

oil is crushed from seed raised in this

State.

It thus employs the Farmers.

All the pots used in corroding-sheds are

made here.

It thus gives employment to the

Potteries.

The maintaining of a factory requifes

the services of machinists, millwrights, and

laborers

:

It thus gives employment to an Army
of Operatives. -

And in fact, everything in and about the

works is of home manufacture. N^ow, what

does the employment of the many branches

of industry hereinbefore enum^erated dem-

onstrate? This fact: that as they are aU
consumers, their wants engage every husir

7iess on the Coast to supply them.

The product of the

Pioneer White Lead Works

Is not excelled by any other make in the

world. It is guaranteed strictly pure; it

is white, veryfinely ground, and has superior

body and covering properties.

The manufacturers announce their deter-

mination to always offer it to consumers at

less prices than any imported brands.

As against the imported, there would be

great economy in its use, even at equal

prices. All painters know that White Lead

that has been packed any considerable time

loses a great deal of its vitality, in the ab-

sorption by the kegs of a considerable quan-

tity of the oil ; leaving a hard mass in the

keg, involving time and expense in its ex-

traction and working up for use, and a

costly addition of oil.

The Pioneer being all freshly packed,

all this expense is avoided.

We know what the White Lead is, and

we have no hesitation—in fact we take

pleasure—in recommending our brother ar-

chitects to write it in their specifications

and to insist on its use : firsts on the score

of quality ; second, economy ; third, the

general benefit to all of us.

i:

Plate No. L THE MHOLBEOOK BLOCK," CORNER MARKET AND BEALE STREETS.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FA8 B8T AB HOaTB DOOSKI."

[While this column is open to all, ftfmen u well as me-
chanics, engineers as well as architects, we would call partic-

ular attention to one and all to have their questiouH and the

information desired to be in accord, as far as possible, with

the interests of this Journal and for the carrying out of those

principles for which the only monthly of its kind this Hide

of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-

swer all questions in a fair and impartial manner, and if it

becomes necessary, will furnish cuts for the illustrations of

liny problem, provided we regard the solution thereof

as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urge

upon our patrons the necessity of Ix^ing pointed in their

questions, concise in the language used ; let the writing be

distinct, and one side of the paper only to be used ; give full

name and address, and particularly mention if their proper

name shall be used.
We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

of signed articles rests with the authors.
Correspondents will please direct all communications to

the business manager of this journal—210 Montgomery
street, rooms 12 and 13.]

I
and go over the second side in the same manner.
Watch closely for the glazed points. Some teeth

will want just a little brushing from the file,

some may not want touching at all, while others

will probably req ire several strokes to bring

them to a sharp point. None of them should

be filed in the least after the glazed spot has dis-

appeared. This is the operator's only guide in

keeping the teeth of an even length. When a

saw is in very bad shape, I have often jointed

it right over again, after filing as above de-

scribed, and then repeated the operation It is

difficult to get the teeth all of an equal length

and size at one filing, particularly if they are

quite uneven. After tsJting the saw from the

clamp, it is well to lay it flat on the bench and

run an oil stone over each side, to take off the

feather edge from the teeth. I never used a file

for this purpose, for I think it is liable to cut

Business Manager of Aechitbot^:—I have off ^o much.
^ .1 u -i,^-*^^ ^^

examined thoroughly all the mechanical works "T^e cause of saw-teeth
^f.^^.^J^^^^^^f^

L^vtr library, but fail to find onefrom whieh I
one side than on the other is^ that thev are fiMu^^

-m-uar iii/rwrj, k^v * ^ ,

^^ filing
*^ * poiut the tirst time gomg over them ; then,

can get practical information in regard to filing

saws properly. Will you send me any work you

have on the subject, or else give me some prac-

tical suggestions through your valuable
'

' Every-

body's Column"? Yours truly,

R. F. B., Sacramento.

Ans.—We have from time to time published

in this journal practical information regarding

the proper method of filing saws. The follow-

ing ideas by A. A. F., of Byesville, Ohio, are

the best we have read, and we publisk them for

the benefit of all mechanics who want their saws

in proper trim

:

* * Having properly placed the saw in the

clamps and jointed it, as described in my last

letter, all is now ready for filing. I always be-

gin at the point end of the saw. A great secret

of success is, to have the teeth all of an even

length and size when done. Suppose the saw

was in very bad shape before jointing, some of

the teeth would have been reduced by that oper-

ation nearly one-half their length, while others

very near them will have been barely touched

by the jointer. Every tooth will show a glazed

or bright glossy spot on the top or point. This

spot must be distinctly seen and closely watched

as the filing progresses, for as soon as it is lost

sight of, the filing becomes guess-work, and al-

together an uncertainty. The light often reaches

the jaaw from such a direction that the eye has

to be placed over and at one end of the saw,

in order to see the bright points spoken of.

Suppose the first dozen teeth are equal in size

on both sides. Begin by holding the file at an

angle of about 45 degrees with the side of the

saw. Drop the handle to an angle of about 20

or 30 degrees below the level. Hold the file

firmly, but not in a cramped manner. File be-

tween every other pair of teeth, letting the file

cut about equally the back of the one and the

front of the other, until about one-third of the

glazed point upon the teeth disappears. When
. this is accomplished with one pair, move the

next, and so on. When a tooth is encountered

that shows a larger glazed point than the one

—next opposite, let the file do all, or nearly all, of

its cutting against it. It makes no difference

which side of the file the tooth may be, but do

not try to file any tooth up to a finished point

the first time across it. After going over the

saw in this manner, turn it and clamp it, end for

end, in the vise ; begin again at the point, and

go over the second side in like manner, but do not

yet try to finish any teeth. Reverse the saw-

again, and again go over the first side. This

time, the row of teeth that is set from the oper-

ator are the ones to be particularly watched.

File them until the bright point disappears, but

not a single stroke more. Bear the file slightly

toward the one tooth that is being particularly

watched, so as to do most of the cutting upon
it. After going over the saw in this manner
for three or four times, again turn it in the vise

when the saw is turned, the file is allowed to

bear on both its sides. The result is, it cuts off

the front side of the tooth that was brought up

to a point from the back, and thereby makes it

too short. If this tooth had not been brought

up to a point the first time, it would not be in-

jured in going over it in this manner.

'*In conclusion, I will say that to keep a saw in

the best order, it must be filed little and often.

Always keep the saw keen and sharp. A little

brushing up once a day, that will not take over

five minutes, is much better than filing it once

in three days, or once a week, consuming half an

hour at the operation. A saw should cut, not

tear, its way through the wood.

"

1—

BusiNE-ss Manager of'Architect:—What is

the most effective way of lusing India-rubber, so

as to thoroughly remove J>encil marks 1

I 1 Amateur.

Ans.—In using India-'rubber, it is better to

rub in the direction of 1M Uiies rather than across

ikem; and when there is much lead upon the

paper, it is better thai? the friction should be

rapid and light, than siow and hard. The rub-

bing should not be backward and forward, by

which the lead rubbed p& by one stroke is rubbed

on again by the next ; but the action should be

like planing or filing, namely, in one direction,

the rubber being raised in the backward motion.

Business Manage^ of Architect :—In read-

ing of the construction of a bridge, I noticed

that the piers were Built on a bed of beton. What
is beton? S. R.

Ans.—A kind of concrete, which, owing to its

composition, has the property of hardening un-

der water.

Glass floorings are now being made in France,

the upper surface being molded in diamonds.

Paint for Fire-brick.—There should be noth-

ing very difficult in making a mixture of mineral

pigments which will closely imitate brick-red. The
work of renovating brick fronts is usually con-

fined to a few painters, who make it a specialty.

It requires substantial scaffolding and other

special paraphernalia which the general run of

painters do not have. Those who undertake

this class of work make something of a secret of

their particular mixture; but a little experi-

menting with small quantities of common red

pigments will enable any intelligent person to

strike the proper shade, which, on drying, will

most closely approximate to the desired brick

color. In the preparation of the pigment for

use, the same method would be followed as in

case of any paint for out-door work. A mixture

of Venetian red and brick-dust in suitable pro-

portions in oil will ])r()bably come very close to

the mineral used by house painters fur this pur-

pose.

—

Manufacturer and Builder.

Reported Literary Discovery.— An im-

portant and hitherto unknown treatise by Coper^

nicus, on the movements of the celestial bodies,

has been discovered in the archives of the as-

tronomical observatory at Stockholm. This

treatise is said to fill a very valuable place

among the writings of the great astronomer.

There is no doubt as to its genuineness, as it is

soon to be published and given to the world.

Paper plates, as well as paper napkins, are in

vogue in Berlin restaurants. Each plate is used

but once, of course.

Our Illustrations.

Business Manager of Architect :—Will you

please give me a recipe for making red ink to

use on rubber stamps ? N. M. J.

Ans.—Dissolve a sufficient quantity of good

fuchsine (aniline red) by trituration in warm
glycerine. ^^ -

^
.
_:- ^

.

H r- t..

To Remove Rusted Joints and Nuts.—
Kerosene oil or naptha, or even turpentine, will

in a short time penetrate between minute crev-

ices in joints that have been long in contact,

whether bolts, or nuts, or steam joints. They

should be ignited when possible, when the ef-

fects of heat and diffusion will soon loosen the

metals. Nuts rust so tight sometimes that no

wrench will remove them without breaking off

the bolts. A gentle hammering on the sides

and top will sometimes start them a little. A
driven joint, or rust joint, between flanges,

formed by cast-iron borings and sal ammoniac in

solution in them, cannot be parted by any means

short of destroying the casting. The scrap heap

is the only remedy.

Plate 1 represents the *^ Holbrook Block " south-

east corner of Market and Beale streets. It is,

admittedly, one of the finest business structures

in San Francisco, covering a full 50 vara lot

(137' 6" X 137' 6"). The entire building is occupied

by Holbrook, Merril & Stetson, importers and
jobbers in stoves and metals, and manufacturers

of tinware, except the first three stories of the

easterly store, which is occupied by J. R. Kelly

& Co. The site occupied by this building was,

in the ** early days" of San Francisco, the high-

way for vessels and steamers, with considerable

depth of water. The "filling in" is sand, and
furnishes a good foundation for even so large a

building as that represented. The foundation

consists of several thicknesses of planking, laid

below low-water level, and covering the entire lot.

Plates 2 and 3 represent the residence situated

on the southeast comer of Franklin and Gough
streets. The plans explain themselves. The
frontage of the building is 30' 6" with 3' 6" addi-

tional at the break on south side, besides the bay
windows. Total depth 75 feet, with the bay
windows additional. The details of the structure

are but poorly represented by the cut, which

fails to bring out more than a general idea of the

building, while in fact its dellniations and pror^

portions will compare in execution with any
building of similar class in San Francisco. The
exact cost is uncertain, as much of the work was

by day labor, and more than ordinary expense

incurred in bulk-heads, etc. $15,000 is perhaps

a near approximate of total expense.

Plate Jf, shows two original designs for portico,

balcony, and post ornaments ; the fruit example

being used on the portico of the above mentioned

residence. Also a design for front fence. The
long and short pickets or sections are sawti out

of lumber of any desired thickness, from 7-8 to

2 inches, leaving both face surfaces flat, and

binding the whole together by rails on the in-

side, and a molding along the faces.

Plates 5 a/md 6 are designs for picturesque

cottages in the Eastlake style.
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The History of Fireproof Saf«%.

In regard to Ihe invention of fireproof safes

in America, the accounts we have are conflicting.

It is said, that something over fifty years ago the

discovery was made by a mechanic who attempted

to boil water in a kettle that was covered with

plaster of Paris. He found that it was almost

^ impossible to heat the water to a boiling point, and

concluded that plaster of Paris, therefore, waa a

great non-conducter of heat. In relating his

experience to several, there probably was among

them some one who conceived the idea of apply-

Hng it to fireproof safes. After this discovery,

little, if anything, was used in this country for

filling safes but plaster for about twenty-five or

thirty years. This substance for hlling kept it»

- place until about fifteen years ago when it was

—generally given up. The reason for abandoning
'

the use of plaster is thus given : It was used not

plaster (this was the alum safe ^ready alluded

toV also for the furnishing of the filling with

cavitres to prevent the rupture of the paHs from

the expansion of moisture by freezmg In 1864

a patent was taken out for a filling of alum in

sinall lumps rolled in plaster and then imbedded

Hry clay. In 1865 a filling of epsom salts,

either alone or combined with sulphate of lim^

was obtained.—^o5to?i Herald.

in its dry Atate, but mingled with water, and a l
-

lowed to set after being poured in between the

casings. This filling, it was found, attracted

moisture from the atmosphere, and either pro-

duced oxidation of the metal in contact or

formed sulphuric acid, of strength enough to

corrode the iron. It is not an uncommon thing

to find old safes that were filled in this way, with

holes eaten through their panels. When it

became apparent that the set plaster was cor-

roding the metal, it was thought that dry plaster

might do ;
but, though a poor conductor of heat,

it was found defective in having no water to give

otr, and alum, which contained a large percent-

age of water, was mixed with it, and found to

' answer the puqiose very well. '

Some twenty years ago, before the use ot

plaster as a filling was abandoned, the use ot

hydrauHcs and other cements was commenced.

The cement was simply mixed with water and

put in to set in the same way as plaster Ihe

property of absorbing water varies with the dif-

ferent kinds of cement, but that variety which

absorbs the most water is obviously the best

fitted for filling purposes. Some kinds of cement

will absorb one-third to one-half their volume of

water, while there is a kind used which, it is

said, will absorb an equal volume of water;

that is, a barrel of cement will absorb a barrel of

water. Cement, at the present time, seems to be

the favorite filling with most 8afe-maker8,and it is

found not to corrode the iron, on account of the

alkali which is in it, which has a preservative

tendency on that metal. Pure cement is used

by the best safe-makers", though it is said some

nux in sand which injures the filling, and de-

stroys, to an extent, its non-conducting proper-

ties Asbestos has been used, but was found to

be not a good non-conductor, and was soon

— abandoned. ,

About twenty years ago a Boston man took

out a patent to line safe doors, ai>d flanges with

^Boapstone, but in practice it was found that, in a

long-continued fire, the soapstone heated to a

very high temperature and retained its heat, so

that it in turn was abandoned. In 1860 a patent

was taken out for the attachment of the plaster

Do it Well.

It is not, after allTi^ln'ucli what a man does

as how he does it. He may be a good mechanic

at sawing wood, and as such deserve credit

There is a scientific way to shovel gravel that

brings about the best results with the least ex-

penditure of energy. Whatever honest occupa-

tion a man may, from choice or necessity, engage

in, he deserves credit in proportion as he does

his work well . It donbtleaa calls foi. different

talent to do some things than it does to do

torv of a platform of nine pJAnks used for mixing

mortar. It had been us^ for this purpose by fa-

ther, son, and grandson, and finally, being no

longer needed, ^as. suffered to remain on the

ground, and became overgrown with grass; but

after ai^iod of over sixty years the planks were

ag^ bought to light, and were found to be still

i^a state of perfect preservation.

The method given above appears to be es-

pecially adapted for wood employed for architect-

ural and other special uses, where the methods of

impregnation with creosote a^d metallic salts

would be objectionable._^T/ie I>ru^^i«t.' areolar

and Chemical Gazette.

taiem to uu ovjin^ v^..^^^^
,

4.4.: „„ 4.^

others; but any man who succeeds in getting to

the head in one vocation, has demonstrated a

probability that he may succeed in another. Me

has at least earned the right to try. He has

shown that he has one of the qualities necessary

to success in any direction ; viz. ^^^e quality of

doing well what he is able to do.^ One of the

gravest and commonest mistaken of th» young

man is the idea that what he is engaged in is not

worth doing well. That idea well stuck to will

beat any man, young or old No one gains a

right for higher work except by the way of pres-

ent duty well done. We have known boys,

every way qualified to become good mechanics,

go through an apprenticeship and scarcely know

more at the end that at the beginning, simply

because they were always going to do some otfier

job well. The present is the one every time.

Demonstrate your ability to do something well,

and the opportunity to advance will not be

wanting. No man ever rose to respectable dis-

tinction in any other way.-American Machinist

Lime as a Rpeservative pf Wood,

Building Notes.

At least three hundred buildings—great and

small—are jtiow injrocess of construction at

Peoria, 111. _ ,^ .._

„Tha- scarcity of brick in Springfield, 111., is

seriously interfering with the progress of the

building boom. The demand is so great that

manufacturers have great difficulty in filling all

their orders.

The building furore shows, in New York, no

signs of abatement. All kinds of houses are be-

ing projected. The greatest opera house known

to^thJB continent is one, while immense buddings

was UilS.CU UUI; H^i vii^ «vv,... X

filling to plates suspended between the walls, so

that in shrinking, its diminished size will not

permit its falling from its place
;
patents were

also taken out for the use, for filling, of pure

alumina; and also for the same purpose, of sul-

phate of iron mixed with plaster of Pans. In

1863 the following patents were taken out
:
For

the construction of a safe with two air and steam-

tight casings, one within the other, and with the

intermediate spaces filled in with material capa-

ble of generating steam under high heat, the

latter melting fusible plugs in the outer casing

to permit the exit of the steam ; also for the use

of filling made of plaster of Pans set with a

solution of starch ; also for a filling fonned of a

compound of calcined and powered gypsum and

alum in pieces imbedded in the plaster in such

relative proportions that the water of crystalb"

zation in the alum evolved by h^at shall set the

The method of preserving wood by the appli-

cation of lime is said to be found to work well.

The plan i^^to pile the planks in a tank, and to

put over all a layer of quicklime, which is grad-

ually slacked with water. Timber for mmes

requires about a week, to be thoroughly impreg-

nated, and other wood more or less time, ac-

cording to its thickness. The material, it is

stated, acquires remarkable consistency and

hardn;ss on being subjected to this sim^e

process, and the assertion is made that it will

never rot. Beech-wood prepared in this way

for hammers and other tools for iron works, is

found to acquire the hardness of oak, without

parting with any of its well-known elasticity or

toughness, and it also lasts longer.
^

The above statement, which we notice in a

number of the technical papers, is apparently

worthy of some consideration as it IS confirma-

tory of numerousstatementsto the sameeffeot that

we have met elsewhere. The plan is exceedingly

simple, reciuiring no special apparatus to carry

out, and his the^merit of being cheap It has

long been known that wood set in mortar is pre-

served against decay, audit is somewhat singular

that no systematic attempts to utilize this

knowledge have yet been made. One of the

naval journals not long ago contained the state-

ment that some forty years ago a coasting

schooner, built of unseasoned Maine timber, and

loaded with lime, went ashore and bilged. Ihis

vessel was raised some time afterward, and is

still in service. Vessels employed in carrying

lime, the same journal remarks, will last longer

than others. . , -, _«„^,.
The most interesting case m point, however

is made out by a writer in the now discontinued

London Mechanics' Magazim. It relates the his-

for offices, stores, warehoilfe6&, as well as great

apartment flats, are under way.

There is no marked change in the line of

building operations in Chicago at present. Ac-

tivity is noted on all sides. The advance in the

cost of building materials, while it has deterred

some from buying lots, and ^^her turned their

attention towai-ds improved property, has by no

means put a stop, and hardly a check^Jo^buUd-

ing operations throughout the city.

We do not think there is another city in the

country which has so many enterpnse& under

way and in contemplation as Pittsburg has at

the present time. These enterpnses include

iron, steel, glass, and other works; rai ways,

s?eam, horsi, elevated, and inclined) ;
electric

lighting; gas for heating purposes, bridges, new.

building^, etc. It might be added that many

more buildings would be erected were wages and

materials not so high. The demand for bnck

and bricklayers was perhaps never greater.

Mr. Stevens, of San Francisco, who is a con-

tractor and builder, stated that budding opera-

tions were, at the present time, more active than

they had been at any time for the past five or

six years. All brick masons are now fully eni-

nloved. Besides the numerous buddings now

under way in various parts of the city, many more

are already contracted for. These facts are a sure

indication that we have '
' touched bottom, and

are now on the ascending grade toward a general

and solid prosperity. _ ._ -:

Some time since, the use of sawdust in mortar

was recommended as superior even to hair tor

the prevention of cracking and subsequent peel-

ing off of rough casing, under the action ot

storms and frost. Some one by the name of

Siehr, says that his own house, exposed to pro^

longed storms on the seacoast, had pieces of

mortar to be renewed each spnng ;
and after

trying, without effect, a number of substances to

prevent it, he found sawdust perfectly satisfa^^

torv. It was first thoroughly dned, and sifted

through an ordinary grain sieve, to remove the

larger particles. The mortar wa^ made by mix-

ing one p^rt of cement, two of lime, two of

sawdust, and five of sharp sand the sawdust

being fi^t well mixed dry with the cement and

aB.nd.—Journal of Industry.

Send for a copy of the "Steel Square and

its UaeB." handsomely bound and iUuatrated.

Price 75 cts.
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Disgraoeful Plumbing in Chicago.

We take the following reports of inspectors

of tenement houses in Chicago from the Chicago

Times. The condition of things they show is an

outrage and a disgrace, and it is to be earnestly

hoped that the recent law of the State of Illinois

regulating the building and plumbing of tene-

ment-houses will prevent its continuance. If

the statement of the Times is correct, that these

are only a few cases from long lists published

weekly, the emergency clause of that law wag
abundantly justified.

j^o. — State street, two-story and basement

frame, 22x100 feet, 30 rooms, occupied by 56

persons. Plumbing and drainage very bad;
* privies overflowing. Place filthy in the extreme.

Filth and garbage fill the area under the side-

walk, and stagnant water from the waste-pipes

under the hallway of the basement. The waste-

_ pipes are untrapped. There is scarcely any
ventilation for the 29 persons who live in the

~ basement. The walls are black as night, and
the whole premises are a disgrace to civilization.

No. — and — Clark street, three-story and
basement frame rookeries, containing 28 rooms,

in which live 41 persons. Plumbing work leaky

and untrapped. Drainage stopped up, privies

overflowing,|reeking, and foul yard strewn with

garbage ; roof leaky, and walls dirty.

Three-story frame dwellings, 34 rooms, occu-

pied by 54 persons. Water-pipes broken, drain-

age bad, and privies full and overflowing. The
waste-pipes do not connect with the sewer. The
waste-water spreads itself over the ground under

the building, where it remains stagnant, emit-

ting foul and offensive vapor. The yards are

full of ashes and garbage. The catch-basins

have not been cleaned for three years. The
walls are black and grimy, and the waste-pipes

|
aented.

are untrapped.

DEFINING POSITION.

We wish it to be clearly understood, that while

we are and ever shall be ready to expose errors

and wrong-doings, properly within the mission of

this joumaly when aupported by well-authenti-

cated statements of facts, we recognize no obliga-

tion resting upon us to go beyond a reasonably

right and proper course to find irregularities,

and stir up issues which contain the elements
of bitter strife, criminations and recriminations,

and more generally ending in personal hostili-

ties and abuse. Consequently, in all such cases,

we shall require full and well-sustained state-

ments from complaining parties, or such sure

and unmistakable evidence of the presence of

wrong as shall dispel all doubt as to their ex-

istence. We might easily place ourselves eter-

nally in *'hot water," by random statements

made upon superficial conclusions and outward
appearances. But this would be neither wise

nor profitable to any one, and might be produc-

tive of many evils. If any of our readers have
grievances to relate, we will give them respect-

ful hearing, reserving the right to use or discard

them as best judgment shall dictate. We shall

shrink from no duty made apparent, and shall

deal with all matters and issues fairly and just-

ly, fearing the frowns of none, nor courting the

smiles nor favors of any. At the same time, we
extend the request, that all architects and con-

tractors furnish us with such statements of facts

known to them, as contain points of interest,

from which general or special instruction may
be derived. We desire that all our readers shall

feel that they have personal interests in the

character and success of this journal, as being

the only one upon the Pacific coast in which the

interests of architects, contractors, manufactur-

ers, and owners of real estate are specially repre-

Of another house 20x30 feet, three stories,

with 23 rooms, occupied by 27 persons, the in-

spector says :
" It is impossible to describe the

actual degree of filthiness of these premises.

The ground floor is in itself a mass of reeking,

stinking, sickening filth. One of the catch-

basins is solid with refuse, and the other is hor-

ridly filthy. Some of the waste-pipes do not

connect with the sewer, but empty on the floor,

and the contents are thus allowed to roam
around promiscuously at their own stinking will,

until they reach the catch-basin, if they ever

succeed in doing so. The soil-pipe is defective,

and the box in which it is inclosed acts as a ven-

tilator for the cellar, but carries all the foul air

to the rooms above, making the stench in them
unbearable. "

—

Sanitary Engineer.

bustion of wood or coal. The smoke that is al-

lowed passage through the house soon becomes
absorbed in the white surface of walls and ceil-

ing. Paris-white is a great absorbent of heated
vapors, be they from the stove, lamps of kero-

sene, or gas-burners. A new house with its hard
finished plastered walls will receive these dis-

colorizations to a certain extent, but will event-

ually become soiled and stained by the cjncen-

tration of acids and oils. To whiten new walls

with preparations of whitening and zinc, care

should be taken iw its proportions ; when fully

combined it should be laid on- with long

bristles brushes with short handles, and very

thoroughly manipulated, and laid out evenly

with as thin a coat as is consistent with the

work to be done. Thin coats are the more ad-

hesive, and binds evenly, leaving no bunches
or ridgy brush marks surging all over the work«
It is not necessary that the brushing should al-

ways be one way, as in painting, but it should

be blended smoothly together, until the work is
"

uniform in surface. Jn tinting the walls, avoid

^

deep shades, as they eventually deepen with age-

Light, warm iinta, or neutral colors, produce
cheerfulness. Walls laid in with color serve as a

fitting background for pictures or other orna-

ments. Plain or gilt borders in paper, can bo
applied, and will define the color-line between
the ceiling, and wall, and add a rich finish to the
whole. Where the rooms are to have a renewed
coating, the^-^w«Hs should htr scraped trff and
sponged thoroughly, well pointed up, and rub-

bed down with sandpaper, leaving a clean,

smooth surface to receive the whitening. In

making up the stock, use the best paris-white

and French zinc ; to bind this, use white glue in

the proportion, three-fourths in ounces to the

pounds of the mixture to be used.

T. E. W. C.

TO ADVERTIZING PATRONS.

A Word With Our Patrons.

We return thanks for the generous bestowal

of advertizing patronage, and feel pleased at the

profitable returns that have followed. Many
have reported favorable results in city and
State trade, and others in orders from beyond
our State limits and the mountain lines which

separate us as a people from the Eastern States.

Consequently, mutual advantages have been de-

rived through our advertising columns, which

are free to all, and denial oi** exclusive privi-

lege" should not give offense. The rights ac-

corded to one are due to each, and each should

be willing that all should receive coequal notice

and advantages.

The (N. Y.) New Building Law.—We have

before us a copy of the law amendatory to all

previous enactments, bearing upon and regulat-

ing the construction of buildings in the City of

New York, passed by the legislature, and re-

cently signed by Governor Cornell But the

full amount of matter for present number of our

journal being in print, a further reference to

said law will necessarily have to be deferredT

until our October issue.

To Subscribers.—Since last issue, we have

been questioned in reference to omissions on our

part to notice certain claimed irregularities in

connection with a public edifice erected in this

city, in the construction of which it is charged,

thatavery considerable proportion of the materials

specified were not used. In connection there-

with, it was hinted that we had not performed a

faithful part as the representative journal of

the architectural profession and building inter-

ests in this city, and that motives and influences

personal or otherwise, had induced the omission.

To all this we answer, and here and now re-

peat with positive emphasis, thatwe did notand do
not now know an)rthing about the matter referred

to, beyond the ex parte statements made by
the complaining parties. We have never seen

the specifications, nor has our attention been
called to them, or the fact of the case, if the ir-

regularities related have been practiced. Con-
sequently all suppositions or inferences of neglect

of duty on our part is without the shadow of

foundation in fact.

Whitening in Paris-White and Zinc.

House whitening of late years has grown into

quite an extensive business. While that of pa-

per hanging has not been so generally patron-

ized. In many of £he better class of houses,

fresco painting, as more exclusive, has been the

rule, and very extensively adopted. While

others, not so realistic in their taste, adopt

the brilliant semi-fresco, combined with the

more elaborate paper hangings, producign

splendid effects for house embelishment. White

walls, composed of pure paris-white with blanc

de zinc, have their admirers ; for it bespeaks at

once for the house a healthful cleanliness. An
odor of purity permeates every apartment that

has undergone the manipulating process of the

artisan whitener. The use of coals, kerosene, and

gas, as manufactured at the present time, is a

sure and effectual mode of destroying all whiten-

ed surfaces in ^ very short time. The many
new and revised patents for stoves and ranges

do not remedy the evil, but continue to clog

With soot its interior linings as well as the chim-

neys, and the smoke is carried by currents of air

into all parts of a house. What is wanted in a

stove or range is a draft sufficient to carry off

freely all the gases and smoke generated in com-

Market Reports.

LuNrBKB.—The demand for lumber is fully equal to the

supply. It will be noticed that the receipts of lumber
this year far exceeds that of last year.

Receipts since January 1st

:

Lumber .........186,170,789

Shingles ^^.,^^^u^^^^,s,,.._jt^^^_>^ *^«^Ji'*l°
Laths L.7r. ...• 11,101,300

A correct price list of lumber will be fotmd below

:

Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet $21 00
" irtosa •• " 22 00

51 to 60 «' " 23 00
" 61 to"0 " " 25 00
" 71 to 80 " " 87 00

Refuse Rough " H 00

(Jomtnon Rough, sized with planer $2 additional on
above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, " 28 00
« 4 ." and under, and 1^x4 and l|x6

noorihgThd Stepping 30 0^
Rough Clear for Flooring, f l.OU less than above rates.

Second quality Flooring add stepping per M feet 22 60

Ship Plank, Rough " 26 00
" PlanedlBide ." 30 00
«« " asides " 3 J 00

Deck Plank, Rough " 3100
Dressed " 35 00

Laths per M 3 50

Wool Slats " 1000
Shakes • " 9 00

Redwood Posts per piece 11

Redwood.

Rough Merchantable per M feet 21 00

Refuse
;;

''""

Surface No. 1 *,:••

1x6 «v>«... •'•'
No. 2

Rustic, No. 1, 1x8
" No.l,lxlO •

" N0.2
" Under 10 feet

17 00
32 50
30 00
25 00
30 00
32 50

27 50

27 60

t
^

¥

' rr
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x.*^a.

li

T. & O.

UxiandU X 6 ^-.-..-P®'^ ^ feet

6 in. 12 ft. and overi-r.-i.i-v-wT*"^' ,,

" ^ to 11 feet ,i,,....
•• under 7 feet • •"• •

•• No. a
\,

,
Beaded, 12 feet ant over

^^
.« «« 7 to 11 feet

^^
• « " under 7 feet

^^

Half-inch Surface ^ i\;jJ2^"ll «_
Pickets, Fancy T.,..

^^

•

«* EOUgh, Pointed. .rr^inr^nrriT •'-—-"

w «' Square ,,

Hidjnj.'. H Imb

inch, linear i6eT. .... ... r. . .
*

.
•

per M

$3160
30 00
28 00
25 00
25 00
32 50
28 00
25 00
27 50
25 00
IHOO
15 00
22 50
2 '25

HoShiugleH .

*NAiLM.-Si"n7e Jauuary Ist we have imported 146,^87 kegs

Prices are steady hero with a good demand

10 lo «0 pennies, are quoted at

8
6

5 and i

Wo-
andTwo-Btory frame building for the Oallfomla State

manTHo^itHl, on Sacramento street between Lyon

Bake? "architects, Wright & Sanders ;
contractor, J. S.

^'i^e'Tsti.rTinfSment frame dwem^^^^^^^

j^srct/Tv^tr^Tt^rc^^^^^^^^^

*\^te"rationB to dwelling, No. 828 Fulton street. Owner, 0.

Han^n; architect, W. Winterhalter ; contractor; Huwe

;

"""citv ffload Company is having the roof of one of their

Btfbles on MUs^n streJt, opposite Fo^'^^^f^tt^'/^^.f^^ '"^

a^dit^nal story added. A large brick vault is to be

PKTALTTMA.

block,
work ;

Owner, A.
cost about

an

........

H

4 and 5 pennies, brad heads, at

6 '•

8 "
"

-^itnd upward
-—^"

3 penny fines

Paints.—The fall
"
mand for both city and count y orders.

<<

iu\(it>A Dav'swork; cost, about $4,000.
/^ v„

Two-8to?^ and b^ement frame dwelling on Fair Oaks

Btr^t bet^S TweSy-fourth and Twenty-fifth. Owner, M.

A IpomerryTarchitect. Chas. Qeddes ; contractor, W. T.

^^TTo^To^'/r^me'^d'^elling on San JoSe Avenue near

Twenty-fourth street. Owner. Etlwards; contractor, W. P.

"^
TwS°siory1ram;*?Stta«e on Twenty-fourth street between

SanTosl Avenue and Guerrero street. Owner. Edwards,

rnntractor W, P. Carman; cost, $1,900.
. , .i

Mr. Shards is erecting five cottages on Twen y-fou^h

street and San Jose Avenue. Day's work ; cost, about $1,500

demand 1b opening up with » large de-
1
each.

frame dwelling on Seventeenth street between

-^S^rhez and Church. Owner. J. McKeiney ; contractor,

cost. $2,600

«Y •••••* . .^

aX r.- T ' « * * * ' • •

I •«•«••• •

$3 75
400
425
450

i
6 00

, 5 25
. 500
4 75
7 25

t'
Building Intelligence.

rr

•fr

We report a more cheering aspect in "K^^ *o ^»^"^/^8

matters generally. We have been called upon to chronicle

tSI lettiSoTmorec^^^^^ this month than we have for

some time past Right here we would set ourselves aright

?u on , ThiSr WhSuver, in this colvmn, we speak of eA^ASX

MONTH we want it understood that it meam from iXe t^of
Zmok!!!totke tenth of the other, ^ur publicat on day b^^^^^

the I5th of each month, we are enabled to collect informa-

'' TherMs I muTlM^tter feeling amongst those of the well-

to dJdais and many are contemplating building nstead of
to-rfo cla88, ana mauy

advised of contemplated im-

fS«r.trr 'cLtStCi "ail'^^
(hat Uvelv t mes are ahead for a great many in the above

npntloned locXty One prominent real estate owner has

S,nSi uiTn VSar^ to th^e e-^^^V'^^'for'^r/';?'
men's cott:i«e8.| To use his own ^ordB. -just for a^«c, you

know as money will »oon be so pltrnty that I won t Know

whaTto dH^th it. Banks won't have it, so I am going to

mil'e the w^/rking men invest a little of their earnings in

^"I dm?^ence"^'nly »2!ioO exists between buyer and seller

on a pecrof property that is valued up in the tens of

tJousa^iir If ^he^bu/er can get it •t his figure a fine f^ur-

Ktorv brick building will be erected. Why such a smnii

amount on such valuable property, should cause both

Dart?est<rbe at loggerheads is more than we can conceive

Sb we re narked a few months ago. things would be much

brii^^teT i

• own. r». would try to calmly reconcile their dif-

terences, inntradof the almost mulish way that seems to be

"''wTw'oufd ''adtise all who contemplate building, that it

win be a ?. ng time before material and labor is any cheaper,

Tnd ^NOW is the time to build. Labor is very scarce now

Tndt^e chances are decidedly in favor of *' ^^'^P^^* «fii
scarcer and therefore drarer. Lathers can only be had at

an advance of fifty cents per thoaBand. and few to be had at

?h«t pri -e We hear it is i^ contemplation soon o advance

ISmlSr a little. The demand for the latter is full up to the

'"SSi^eamest advice to all who contemplate building is to

secure a reBpon^ible. competent architect, have your contracts

l^gnedVnmed^atHy:^ud thus secure a comfortable home or

^t'lSfs^JnTecTJoTrwoumsay that Californians ought

to considerthemselves blest in regard to our glorious

wintera! There need be no cessation in building on account

of weather.
^ BAN FRANCISCO.

Four-story brick building on Market street between Beale

andTain Owner. W. E. Dean ; architect,

D

. Farquharson;

cost,— .
~~ - -y

It 1-.

'"'SoS'three.^too-framedweiringoncornCT^^^^^

and Buchanan. Owner, C. P. Blethen :
architect. H. Hock-

holzer • contractor, Conrad fc LeBar; cost, $22,000.

Thra^ two -story (rtime dwellings on Sacramento street

- near Buchanan. OWner, C. P. Blethen ;
cost. .

Two-story frame dwelling, brick foundation, on Golden

Gate Avenue between Hyde and Larkin. Architect, W.

MooBi^r; contractors, Quinn & Hennessey; cost, Jf.OOO.

New front in brick building on Essex street between

First and Second. Owner, Petersen; contractors, Moore

^Twdsto^i^ ^f?k^" dwelling. No. 1503 Buchanan street.

Owner <". Benson; contractor, Corahau; cost, S1.600.

Two one story frame cottages on Scott street between Pine

and Bush. Owner, P. H. Vey ; architect, R.Warren; con-

tractor. J. T. O'Brien ; cost, $2,300. ^ . . ^

/Additions and repairs to residence No. 1621 Post street,

""^wner. W. Mills ; architect, J. J. Newsom ;
contractor, W.

Hall • cost. $3,000. -r , •

Additional story to dwelling on Turk street near Larkin

Owner, J. Nichols; contractor, S. M.Baldwin; cost, about

Thr^-Btory brick building on Valencia and Army streets.

OwneTu. H. Bancroft; architects, Hoflfmann & Curtis;

contractors, Terrill & Slaven ; cBt, $6,000. „ x .

SaiBine and additional story to building on Powell street

betwin auSer and Bush. Owner, Mrs. E. M- Scott
;
arch-

Sb Hoffmann & Curtis; contractors. Lentall & Powell ;

"Id'd^iiions to house on Silver street near Third. Owner,

. King ; contractor, Culverwell ; cost, $1,000.

^TVo-bToV; frardwelllng with basement on Jon^ street

neirEddy Owner. Baldwin; architect. J. A. Remer ;
cost.

''^RalX'S?'and additional story to building No. 721 O'Far-

rellstrS Owner. Levy Bros. ; contractor. J. Martin; cost.

*^Three^'?^-8tory and basement frame dwellings on Ellis

Bt^ercorn^? of Leavenworth. Owner. W. Sharon ;
archi-

te^! J P Gaynor ; contractor. Terrill and Slaven
;
cost,

*^CoitJictTr the foundation of the Italian Church men-

tion^ in our last, has been let to O. E. Brady. Architect.

''ieX'^'i^ S;1lSg'on Silver street Owner ^edy;
architect T. J. Welsh ; contractor. J. L. Binet

,
cost, .

%epaf^ to dwelling on Sutter street ^tween Laguna and

Buchanan. Owner. W. Miller ; architect, T. J. Welsh
,
con-

r«if'tc>r« Gilmina fc Brewer ;
cost. .

AddUions to dwelling on O'Farrell street near Hyde.

Owner. Kelly; architect, T. J. Welsh; contractor, G. W.

°¥;:o'?w'o^8iorr;;rbasement frame dwellings on Grove

st^ t neir Laguna. Owner H W. Meyers :
architect, Geo.

A Rordwell- cobtractor. A. Jackson; cost, $4,000.

Two Itorf four-tenement house in rear of above. Owner,

H.W?Meye^; architect, Geo. A. Bordwell; contractor, A.

'^*^vrsiory"ri*ck'SSilding on Market street between Sixth

and SevS^ Owner. A.^ Jenks ; architect, Schroepffer

;

JnntrSr for brick-work, Butler & McGowan; carpenter

work Wm. PlnTs ; cost indefinite, but with present ideas

parried out will be about S3j,000.

Sr J.Llsettels about to erect eight tenement hoiw^ on

Valencia and Eighteenth streets ;
contractors, Githmg* &

O'Neil- cost not fully determined. ,, , a
-Two^stbry frame dwelling southeast corner of Jackson and

FranklfHreets. Owner. W F. Myers ; architects. Curlett

jt FlHen- contractor. P. Crichton; cost. $9,000.
*
-^wisto^ frame dwelling on nouth si^e Sacramento street

between Laguna and B&chanan. Owner, G. W. Hudson,

architects. Curlett & Eisen ;
contractors, Ingerson k Abbott

;

^''rhTrt^nth avenue and Railroad avenue, South San Fran-

co, tw^tory cottage ;
contractors, McCann & Jeffries; cost,

*^(^ner Seventh avenue and N street. South San Francisco,

one^story duelling. Owner, J. Bordenotte ;
contractor.

""^^.tstir^'fi-ame Spelling. 1,627 Turk street. Owner Dr.

Vandeburgh; architect, Schroepffer; contractor, W. Piuns,

'"''TwiBt^.frame on Everett Btreet, between Th|^^and

Fonrth BtSets. Owner. J. J. Marks ;
contractors. McCann

^iddSs'^o'bJflCg on Fifth and Townsend streets.

Owner Getchen ; contractor, Wiseman ;
cost,—

-

Additions to building on Eighth street, between Mission

*°Tw?rwo'lt^'r7hou8e on Sutter street, between Hyde and

LarSn. Owner, Sellinger ; architect. P^. Schmidt ;
con-

tractor John Furness ; cost, about $10,000.

Two twc^storfand basement frame dwellings on comer of

Sacramento street and Van Ness Avenue. Owner^ Ivanco-

vich ; architect, P. R. Schmidt ; contractors, Conrad & Chia-

holm ; cost, about $20,000.

Brick building adjoining the Masonic

Johnston; architect, W. Schrof; days

Oulun & Brainard are having an additional story made to

their brick building on Washington street, near Main.

About twenty buildings have been erected in this place

this year, at ao average cost of about $2,000 each.

SACRAMENTO.

Frame building on Eighth street, comer of H. Owner,

O, W. Ohesley ;
architect, Seth Babson ;

contractor, Bovyer;

cost. $8,»00.
. ALAMEDA.

Alterations to dwelling on Willow street, near Santa Clara

Avenue. Ownw, Dickinson; arohitectr^. A. BordweU

:

contractor, B. F. Ellis ; cost, $2,500.

MISOELLANKOTJ8

.

Contra Costa CouNTV.-Bllliard room, dairy, and laundry.

Owner, Daniel Cook; architect, A. Laver ; day s work
;
su-

perintendent, Chas. H. Ackerson ; cost, $-25,000. „ . .

^REDDiNO.-Two-story brick building. Owner. School

District ; architect A. J. BryaB ; contractor, J. A. Walker .

'^TEHAMA^.-Two-story frame building. Owner School Dis-

trict ; contractors. Swain & Hudson ; cost, $4.6ue. _

Berkelky —Two-Htory frame dwelling. fOwner. T. Booth;

architeeta. J. C. MattUews & Son ;
cost, $3,<KiO. ,' .-

Cottage near town ; architects. Matthews & Son ;
cost,

Menlo Park.—Two-story frame residence. Owner. J. J.

Felt; architect, Schroepffer; contractors, Waterbury &

St^'helbna —Lime "house and lumber sheds. Owner. F.

Pellet: contractor, W. T. Simmons.
ANTioca -Two-story frame bnilding for hotel. Owners.

Doran& Co.; architect, T.J. Welsh. ^ n^-.,„
DEOOTO.-Mr. L Palmtag is erecting a frame building.

Contractors, Chas. Collins & Chris. Meyer.

Bknicia.-^D. N. Hastings is erecting a twostory frame

'^'SANT^CLARA.-Two-Btory frame dwelling. Owner, John

Morgan ; architect. H. D. Mitchell; cost about f2,0iX).

ALVARADO.-Two-story frame building for school-house^

Architects. Percy & Hamilton ; contractors, Haskell, Smjlie

& Co.; cost. $4,087. »._, . -^..^^^
Fresno.—Mr. Burch is building a brick residence. •

One and one-half-story residence on corner 8 and inoi-

umne streets. Owner, Willard SulUnger.

ItrvEBBiDE,—The Baptists are erecting a

tractors. Boggs & Ripley ;
cost, $4,125.

RUTHKBTOBD—Two-Btory frame dwelling.

Harrlss ; cost, $3,500.

Galt —One-story frame building, comer

streets. Owner, Dr. Martin ;
architect, G. W.

work ; cost, about $1,000.

Benicia.—One-story cottage. Owner. «. A^

Two-Btory store and residence, comer

streets. Owner. G. W. Leathe.
n^^^r- Kd

San RAFAKL.-Two-story frame dwelling^ Owner. Ad-

ams f architect. W. F. Smith ; contractor. W. M. Fletcher;

cost, $4,600.
WOODLAND.

One-Story frame dwelling, comer R. R. street and Lincoln

avenue. Owner. W. W. Porter ; contractor, G. K. Olemrr

cost, $1,850

church. Con-

Owner, H. H..

Fifth and E
Swain ; day's

Dumer.
Fourth and H

Re'modeling into Board of Exchange Rooms, of the old Pi-

oneer Block. Owner, A. D. Porter ; contractor, G. K. Glenn.

"T^m^Tuilding for Baptist Church on First street south

of Main ; architect, S. Caldwell ; contractor. G. K. Glenn .

"^Th^^iory brick building for hotel, third flo<)r to be UBed

by the Masonic association ; architect, N D Goodell
;

first

?wo stories will be done by day's work thix^ floor by con-

tract to W. H. Winnie ; cost, for hall alone, $«.580.

One-story frame dwelling, corner First and Lincoln av-

enue • contractor, 8. Caldwell ; cost, 1,350. «, * j

Post-office building on Main street, between First and

Second; architect, G. K. Glenn; cost, $3,300.

FrSme residence on the comer of Second and Court streets^

Owner, Dr. Welges ; acrhltect . Pelton ; contractors, A. Stamp

& James Amesbury cost, $4,2o0.

Publication Noticea.

OAKJ.AND. _

One-and-a-half story frame cottage on San Pablo Avenue.

Owne^lcharles Klinkner; architects. S.& J. C. Newsom;

contractors, Ingerson & Abbott ; cost, »2,600

Two-Btory frame residence on Seventh Avenue and East

Twenty-First street. East Oakland. Owner? Judge Cham-

Sn; a^hitects. S. fc J. C. Newsom; contractors. Gee

®
oSe'sto?^*cSe. comer Market and Cheatnut streets.

Owner, F. Delgerj architects, Matthews & Son ;
contractor,

Rvan : cost $1,200. . .,, „,,

One story and basement brick store, comer of Eleventh

and Washington. Owner, F. Smith ; architects, Matlhewb

&Son: cost, about $8,000.
, ^ ^, /-, n-^o

One-story dwelling oB Webster street. Owner, Collins

;

architect. 6. F. Mau ;
contractors, Ingerson & Abbott

;
cost,

$4 000
Two-Btory house at Mountain View Cemetery. Owner,

Marble Association; architect, C. F. Mau; contractors, In-

gerson & Abbott ; cost, S5,000. ,,,,,, . , * j •„

We received quite a large list of buildings to be erected in

this place, but we defer mentioning them until the contracts

I

are signed.

We have received Vol. I. of " Palliser Us^ul Detaxh, pub-

lished by Palliser, Palliser & Co., Bridgport, Conn. It con-

sists of over forty pages—20x26 inches—each page being

filled exclusively with details in original design, showinn

about every conceivable thing in connection with house

constmction and finishing. The publication price of $3 per

volume is certainly very low for a publication containing so

large an amount of practical information and instruction.

It cannot be otherwise than useful to all practical arc^hitectB.

and especially so to students of architecture, fnd buildern

who undertake the construction o'^^«"<*i°P /^^^
^^i'l^

plans and details are not furnished by architects. Orders

for same received at this office, and copies sent to any ad-

dress au soon as a supply can be had from the East.

The Steel Square and Its Uses, by F. T. Hodgson, is an

excellent little book, which should be in the hands of eve^

carpenter. It contains numerous illustrations and treatises

upon the Square, and excellent information for tbose who

have not acquired a full knowledge of the nse of that im-

portant mechanical instmment. Wise headB who "tn^w it

all
" do not need this or any other work or advice ;

but men

who " live to leam." will find much in its pages to mBtnict

Siem. Price. 75 cents; to be had at this office at publifib-

er's price.

The Work-Shop Companion is full of valuable information

to mechanics, housekeepers, and all claBses, in the form oi

receipts, mles, methods, processes, etc. for almost eve^

thing in general use in workshops and households, i^ice,

36 cents • to be had at this office at publisher's price.

a?^
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event would have received perhaps no more than

respectful attention and sorrow, less keen and
universal, leaving no lessons to impress the

thoughts of mankind. But the Almighty Ruler
of worlds has, from time to time, marked peri-

ods in the history of the human family by ex-

traordinary events, which have caused nations,

and sometimes the universe of mankind, as

in the case of him whose death we all sincere-

ly mourn, to pause in their in>^etuous and
thoughtless rushings on through life to meditate

upon the uncertainties of human conditions. To
this end, an inscrutable Providence seems to have

interposed his purposes for good to man, by de-

manding of us as a nation our best, most hon-

ored, and purest man, to whom all eyes and
hearts were turned with confiding trust, hoping

that wisdom, integrity, and honesty of national

rule would be amplified in his career as chief

magistrate of this great republic. But the

finger of eternal purposes has cut short those

hop^, pointing higher than human spheres,

and bidding all to look to him who dieth not,

and whose government shall have no ending.

The ^^Eastlake Style" of Architecture.

. adVertisiho rates.
I 111— — ~

'

-On outside of front cover, and page following Build-

ing Intelligence, per square, each insertion $1 60

Outside of back cover, and page next preceding read*

ing matter, per square, each insertion 1 26

On other Inside pages, per square, each insertion . 1 00

- With reasonable reductions for larger spaces, and adver-

tisements continued for six or 12 months.

The assassin's work is completed. A noble

and good man has been slain. James A. Gar-

field is no more. After a life more pure and
honored than is vouchsafed to the greater num-
ber of mankind, he has passed from the sweet en-

dearments of a happy home, the embrace of

loved and loving hearts, and the associations of

his fellow-men, to enter upon that better life

beyond the surging strifes and turmoils of time,

to reap the rewards that await those who, by
living well and worthily on earth, enjoy after

they have laid their laurels down, and kissed the

hand of death.

It would be a fruitless effort were we to attempt

to add a single word of praise to the memory of

the great and good man who has fallen by the

assassin's hand, or seek to express the world-

wide as well as national grief and heart-felt

- sorrow everywhere and by all expressed at the

sad event. He has gone to rest; gone where

the^struggles ani ills of life are hushed in the

quiet stillness and peaceful calm of that repose

beyond this eventful life ; that state of being

where neither goodness nor greatness shields

from the terrible ills that surround mankind at

every tread.

He lives no more, yet forever speaketh ; for

history will carry down upon its pages to future

generations the golden life examples which the

fallen has bequeathed to his race by his death.

Its lessons are immortal, and will continue for-

ever. And the seed sown with his suffering and

death, will germinate and bear fruit through all

coming ages. The good man dieth, but his

works remain imperishable and indestructible.

The saxirifice to us as a people was great, but

the fact of its greatness enhances its value. Had
some less worthy atnd good man been slain, the

This modem idea of architecture is of com-

paratively recent origin, being the outgrowth of

conceptions originating with Mr. Charles E.

Eastlake of England—not as a style of house

architecture, but in connection with house fur-

niture and internal decorations, as contained in

a published work by Mr. Eastlake, entitled
'

' Hints on Household Tastes. " Its peculiar

features, iKJwever, soon became popular, not

only in the sphere of the mechanical arts to

which it was first applied, but in the external

embellishment of buildings. This popularity,

to a greater or less extent, has spread throughout

all sections of the United States, and is now be-

ing greatly sought after upon the Pacific coast.

Unfortunately, it is simply a ** style "—not a

classified ''order" of architecture, with defined

principles of treatment, and rules of application

and delineation. It is so unrestrained in its

requirements, that the wildest conceits of the

uneducated pretender may be imptjsed, and

the most absurd and distorted features defend-

ed as " in keeping with the style." Delineated

with accurate taste and good judgment, its ap-

plication in the construction of a certain class

of buildings may be made pleasing to the eye
;

but the excessive gaubery indulged in by a class

of reckless adventurers, who abuse the integrity

of this new idea by extravagant, unsightly, and

ill-conceived creations of their own, is calculat-

ed to -render it offensive and repulsive to those

enjoying a fair degree_ol refinement in the

aesthetics df architecture ; this may cause its

rejection even as a "style," except by a limited

number who prefer oddities and peculiar things

because they are such.

Could Charles E. Eastlake behold some of the

extravagant delineations covered by his name,

he would doubtless cry to the gods to blot out

the monstrosities as hideous deformities. Ju-

dicious liberties and combinations are excusable

in all orders and styles of architecture ; but

when they run rampant, with no regard to con-

sistency, beauty, or harmony, the doctrine and

rules of propriety cease, and disorder and dis-

traction ensues. The tendency of the "new
style " runs in this direction, as it provides the

basis upon which unqualified men may operate,

and find a defense for their stupid creations.

" All can't invent that imitat-e,

No wore than those who clothe as can create."

And so it runs with the Eastlake style.

Those who can invent nothing meritorious in^

architecture, can imitate the new idea ; that is

to say, they can scribble up something that looki

pemdmry and give^ it the name of Eastlake.

Building and Prices.

The architects, or at least some of them, are

talking bearishly about building schemes. They
think prices too high, and report an unwilling-

ness among investors to engage in new enter!L_

prises until the price of labor and bricks is low-

er. It is probably true, that wc have been over-

doing the building of houses, not only m Kew
York, but all over the country ; and the conse-

quence has been a material advance in labor in

certain departments, such as bricklayers, masons,

and an enhancement in the price of bricks,

lumber, and other building material. But, not-

withstanding the apparently excessive building,

rents are advancing everywhere. There are

perhaps more houses in the market for sale than

the public care to buy just now, but there are

not enough houses to rent. But the architects

are not to blame for their bearish talk ;
this is

the dull time in the year for them, even the

briskest seasons, and their interest is on the

side of lower prices in labor and material. If

they succeed in talking down quotations, they

will make building business all the brisker by

and by.

It is not, however), reasonable to expect any

serious set back in the-price of labor and mate-

rial. The volume of our currency is steadily in-

creasing ; we have nearly doubled the circulation

of gold, silver, and paper since January, 1879, and

every month shows new additions to the circu-

lating medium. There were exceptional reasons

for the advance in bricks last summer, but the

higher price of labor will make every purchas-

able commodity dearer. The laborer has an ex-

cuse for his additional wages, in view of the in-

creased cost of living. The prices of flour, veg-

etables, and rent have all advanced, and the la-

borer, to make both ends meet, must get more

jvages. Hence we do not look for any reduction,

either in the price of labor, or in the manufac-

tured articles on which labor- is employed.

—

Real

EsUite Record.

'' Seasoning Timber.

A new mode of seasoning timber has been in-

troduced by Mr. C. Rene, pianoforte maker, of

Stettin, Germany, who utilizes the property of

oxygen, particularly of that modified by the

electric current, to prcduce the desired eflfedt.

It is very well known, that wood seasoned for

years is much more suitable for all purposes

than if used soon after it is thoroughly dried^

Several artificial means of seasoning have been

introduced, but no system at present appears to

be largely adopted ; and if a cheap and simple

process was discovered, it would no doubt tend

to improve woodwork generally, which ^is now

too often finished in a defective manner, owing

to the damp state of the timber used. This is

often noticeable in the doors and windows of

newly built houses. Mr. Rene introduces his

process particularly for musical instruments,

though there seems no reason why it should not

be used for many other purposes also. Instru-

ments thus treated are said to possess a remark-

ably fine tone, and are not likely to deteriorate,

but improve with age, as did the famous violins

of the old Italian masters.— I7i« Builder and

Wood- Worhir.
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Both Sides in Error.

It is not pleasant to contemplate inharmonies
and discords in any connection. Life, at best, is

full of bitterness, and everything which tends to

stir up and vitalize antagonism is to be deplored.

Owners of real estate are not generally rogues
and cheats, nor are mechanics, as a whole or in

the main, dishonest swindlers and villains. Yet
the course of things in connection with the build-

ing business upon this coast has run in chan-
nels which have created, to a considerable ex-

tent, this to be regretted state of feeling. The
experiences of a large number of owners have
embittered every sentiment of their natures, to

the extent of placing all mechanics upon the roll

of condemnatjoji, and bunching them together,

as a band of base and unreliable men. This can

only be in part justified.' Because one party

may have perpetrated a wrong—a swindle if

"you please—upon another , that fact is not a jtts^

titication for universal condemnation. Nine
men may prove themselves to be dishonest, yet

the tenth may be as pure as it is possible for hu-

man nature to be ; and if all are to be con-

demned because even a majority are bad, then
the innocent must be made to suffer. But matiy
of the causes of complaint are made bitter by
the ill-nature and rash judgment of the com-
plaining parties, and often, where only slight

provocation exists, mountains are reared, and
false colorings produced.

In like manner, many mechanics in the vari-

ous branches entertain revengeful feelings

against owners, upim general principles, and
ccmsider it a rightful and justified privilege to

practice every advantage that offers, to beat the

owner. No kindly sentiment controls their act,

nor do they hesitate to perpetrate any species of

meanness or revenge. Some take delight in do-

ing ignoble things, "just for the fun of it," and
gloat over deceptions practiced. All this is

wrong, and should not be. All mankind are

but human, and liable to commit errors, even
in moments of calm reflection, when judgment
and cool deliberation control the mind and
heart, and passion and. excited earnestness are

held in subjection. Buf when the rash and unru-
ly mental and jjioral element is permitted to as-

sert themselvCT, and the passions and lesser feel-

ings of the moment allowed to dominate, life

becomes embittered and piercing as the cold

north winds, freezing and chilling the finer sen-

timents of the soul, and multiplying unnecessa-
ry shadows over life's otherwise sufficiently

^eary pathways.

The Largest Arch.

According to the Scientific American, this

country possesses the largest masonry arch in

the world—an arch which forms part of one of

the most important engineering achievements of

Becent years, the aqueduct by which the city of

Washington it supplied with water. The arch
in question carries the aqueduct over the Cabin
^ohn Creek, with a span of 220 feet. The
hight of the arch is 101 feet, and the width
of the structure 20 feet. The arch forms an arc

of a circle, having a radius of 1,342,852 feet.

When the center scaffolding was removed, the
arch (unlike all other works of the kind) did
not seitle, the keystone having been set in win-
ter, the center struck in the summer. The
other notable masonry arches of the world are

the Chester arch across the River Dee, at Ches-
ter, England, with a span of 200 feet ; the fa-

mous center arch of the new London bridge over
the Thames, with a span of 152 feet ; Pont-y-
Prydd, over the Taff, in Wales, 140 feet ; the
bridge across the Seine at Neuilly, France, with
five spans each of 128 feet ; the nine spans of

Waterloo bridge, London, each 120 feet ; and
the celebrated marble Rialto bridge in Venice,

with a span of 98J feet.

—

Jov/mal of Industry,

The Manufacturing Interests of the United

States.

" The United States produces nearly all the

flannels, blankets, and carpets we use ; nine-

tenths of the woolen shawls, fancy cassimeres,

suitings, coatings and hosiery we wear ; two-

thirds of the worsted dress goods; four-fifths of

all the wool our country needs ; and more than
four-fifths of all the woolen fabrics worn by our

people. Not one American in twenty but is clad

from head to foot, out and out—his coat, boots,

hat, linen, and flannels, his watch, his knife, his

pencil, his gloves, his jewelry, each and all

American products."

—

Philadelphia Commercial
Bulletin.

The foregoing is but a limited encompassment
of the grand industrial interests of the country.

Within the lifetime of millions of people now
enjoying the blessings of this great land of lib-

erty, we^ were~TargeIy'^eperidant upon England
France, Germany, and other European nations

for thousands of manufactured things ; in metals,

woods, and fabrics of every texture and kind,

which to-day are produced upon our own soil in

better shape by the almost innumerable host of

skilled mechanics and artisans who have, in

nearly every line, equaled those of foreign

countries ; and in many, reached beyond and
grasped grander results in mechanical sciences,

to an ej^tent not only placing American manufac-
tures arid products upon an equal footing with
those of other nations, but so far excelling and
surpassing them in innumerable connections, as

to open the markets of the world for their sale

and purchase.

From pins and needles, and children's toys, up
to the powerful and most massive machinery im-
pelled by steam or other forces; for nursery,

household, farm, agricultural, manufactures,
and other purposes ; tools and implements of in-

calcuable varieties ; the'* iron horse, "labor-saving

machinery, in all their multifarious forms, have
been so far perfected by American mechanical
genius, that the Old N^^ld is forced to acknowl-
edge superiority, and iCccept results which have
been developed by the indomitable mind-powers
and energies of the unwearying sons of toil and
invention in the United States.

In this, there is a lesson of political import.

One which points to the fact, that the free and
liberal institutions of our country are far better

adapted to the development of human thought
among the masses, than the domineering, mon-
archical, and imperial countries of Europe. The
liberty and privileges enjoyed under a free gov-
ernment, may be, and sometimes doubtless are,

abused and prostrated to corrupt purposes and
actions, in both social and business life. But
there can be no successful denial, that where all

trammels and restraints are removed, and the
masses are allowed to think for themselves, and
to reduce their thinking to practical shapes, im-
measurable benefits follow. It is the inthrall-

ment and debasement of human kind that pro-

duces ignorance and vice, and reduces millions of

our race to the level of the brute creation ; or
worse, because instinct and passions are strong
even in the baser classes, and these, unrefined by
the sweeter influences of more elevated life,

must produce debasements in numerous forms,

and impose conditions upon which the cultured
and refined cannot but look with feelings of sor-

row and sympathy.
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Architects' Fees.

So much building is going on in Paris at pres-

ent, it is said, that the stock of iron for build-

ing purposes is entirely exhausted, and no iron

of this description is to be had for love or mon-
ey. Some builders actually pay the 6f. duty for

Belgian iron, merely to be able to get on with
their contracts.—Jov/niaX of Tndiistry.

We find the following in " Hallett's third edi-

tion, revised and enlarged, Printed Form of Spe-
cifications," a publication largely accepted and
followed in the Eastern, Southern, and Western
States

:

~-
: SCHEDULE OF FEES

In common use among architects of the United
States.

Full professional services, (including supervi-

sion) 5 per cent, on total cost.

Details and general drawiijgs and specifica-

:tions, 3J per cent.

General drawings only, 2J per cent.

Preliminary drawings only, 1 per cent.

For work costing $5,000 or less, 4^ per cent,

for the drawings, and 3 per cent, additional for
supervision. _
For warehouses and storage buildings, 3 per
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5l^^ Subacriptlon price of this journal for

1383, wUl be $2.00 in advance.

cent.

For decorative work, monuments, furniture,

etc. , 10 per cent. -__^^

For alterations of buildings, an additional

charge for survey, adaptation, and measurement.
Altering drawings and specifications after they

have been perfected, an additional charge in pro-

portion to the time employed.
Selecting or purchasing materials, furniture,

pictures, carpets, etc., a percentage to be agreed
upon.
Time spent in visiting parties out of town, at

their request, whether commissions are finally

giren or not.

If the client is already in possession of a por-

tion of the building material, the architect's fees

to be computed upon total values.

Necessary traveling expenses are paid by
client.

Fees are successively due as the work is com-
pleted in the order of the above classifications.

Until estimates are received, charges are based
on the proposed cost, and payments to be made
as installments of the entire fee.

Drawings, as instruments of service, are
THE property of THE ARCHITECT.

(If the foregoing, or some other compensating
scale of charges, were adopted by architects gen-
erally, there would be fewer impecunious men
in the profession, and a greater degree of integ-

rity and honesty in the erection of buildings.

Architects who are well or fairly paid for their

services, can aflford to practice unimpeachable
correctness in all matters. While those who
perform services for less than paying rates

must look to sources outside of their clients for

remuneration.

—

JEd,)

A Novel Architectural Design.

A building of novel design, intended for a
restaurant, is being constructed at South Atlan-
tic City, New Jersey. The structure is to be in

the form of an elephant, and will be 44 feet in

hight, 85 feet long, and 22 feet wide. The ani-

mal's legs, which are to be 22 feet in hight, will

be supported by heavy piling 25 feet under
ground, and the two back legs will be filled with
spiral stairways, by which the would-be diners

may obtain entrauice to the interior. The trunk
will touch the ground, as though the animal were
feeding, and the tusks will serve as chimneys
through which the smoke and odors of the kitch-

en, located in the head, may escape. On the

back will be a howdah 22 feet in hight, which
will serve as a balcony, and a row of seats will

also surround the trunk. The interior will be

so arranged through a system of sliding doors,

as to be available either for a large theater or

dining-room, or as apartments for private parties.

Nineteen car-loads of white and yellow pine from
the forests of Maine and California, and three

car-loads of heavy bolts, will be used in the con-

struction of the monster. Its estimated cost is

I
placed at $27yOOO,—The Leffdl Mechanical News,
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struction. To provide for this drawing out in length, the
measure on the roller was cut a little short. But with this
method tkere could be. no absolute accuracy , on account
the varynig hard and soft qualities of the metal employed.
Many patents were taken out about the time of the last-

mentioned nnprovement, but most of them were clumsy, ill-
arranged, and inaccurate. There was a demand for a higher
order of tool, and in the march of mechanical genius, the old
square was doomed to be left behind. Equal to the emer-
gency, Mr. Charies B^ient, the inventor of many of the im-
provements in the modern square, came to the front, as an
example of what thought and an aptitude for mechanical in-
ventions could accomplish. His machines for doing the fine
work on the steel squares are marvels of mechanical inge-
nuity. Sargent's Square—the advanced square of the
DAY— is made wider and thicker than the old square t)! the
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Having now traced the origin and early history of the
square as far as it is in our power so to do, let us turn our
attention to the square of our forefathers, and follow, step by
step; the-improveiiients that Tiave been made in its manufac-
ture. Contrast the plain iron square, as it was two generations
ago, with the beautiful steel square of to-day—the simpli-
city of the one, the complexity of the other. Consider the
material used for the one; the simple machinery required to
produce that plain tool with its single line of figures, and
graduated only to \ inches; the time taken to do the work

;

the number any shop, forty years ago, could turn out. Con-
trast the materials used to day ; the machinery that had to
be invented to grind the beautiful instrument we now use, and,
if tapered, to lin^ them with absolute exactness ; to space the
lines with precision; to make all the subdivisions of the inch,
from the half to the one-hundreth—in English, Spanish, and
French measures—and all thia at -one i>assage through the
machine

; to straighten the edges, to square the inside and
the outside

; and these complicated processes all done by au-
tomatic action—machinery that to the unskilled looker-on,
seems to act with intelligence. See what an advance in me-
chanic art, in invention, keeping up with the demand in
skill, in methods of applying power, and in the astonishing
results. Consider the uses, the applications of the two so
different tools. How limited the one; how almost infinite the
other. Look at the house-carpenter or the farmer with the
old square in his hand. What mystery is he about to per-
form ? He marks a straight line, or measures a simple given
length, or possibly marks out a right angle. That is all.

When that is done, he has about exhausted his resources.
But what is now done by the artisan with the modern

square ? He almost works miracles with it. To the gray-
haired backwoodsman they uxmld be miracles. The problems
solved by it are myriad. They would fill volumes, the ge-
ometry of which would puzzle the college student. Yet the
natural mechanic, trained to skilled work— though unedu-
cated in school—solves with the greatest ease and pleasure.
Truly, the square of our boyhood was a simple tool. Merely
a piece of iron, bent at right angles, with one long and one
short end. Little dpnts along the edges, with numbers along-
side of each, were all the guides we remember that marked
the inches. We never heard of the body, the heel, or the
tongue. It had no such parts. We looked in vain for the
octagonal divisions, the brace measure, the hundredth scale,
the board measure—all were lacking. They were only possi-
bilities in the human mind, lying like ungrerminated seeds
biding their resurrection—development. They come with the
growth of mechanical inventions. And as we look upon the
beautifully artistic border around this article, a fac-simile of
Sargent & Co.'s No. 100, we marvel at the strides of genius,
and wonder what kind of a border that plain old iron square
would make, with its one line of humble digits struck into it-
one at a time—with a heavy hammer, wielded by the brawny
arm^of the blacksmith

; that was the way the figures became
impressed in the first old iron squares. Let us now follow the
various improvements that have been made, and note the
vast amount of study required to bring the square to its pres-
ent state of perfection. First, we have the substitution of
steel for iron ; then the blades, instead of being stamped,
were placed between marked rollers, and, under pressure,
were drawn from end to end, and thus stamped.
The result of this method was, that the Square was increas-

ed from one-eighth to three-eighths of an inch in length,
according to the quality of the iron or steel used in its con-

previous generation; the square of our boyhood, and the
old method of hand work with a hanmier, is no longer follow-
ed. Everything is done by machinery, in the most accurate
manner. There are machines for grinding on a revolving
stone to a smooth and perfect surface, and a perfect taper
when required. There are machines for graduating all the
lines, even to hundredths of an inch, with a perfection of a
theoretical scale. There are machines for lininy, that is, for
running the parallel lines lengthwise on the blade. And all
these different and complicated machines are automatic

; they
seem instinct with intelligence. They take the square and
hold it to the revolving stone until polished to perfection.
They hold it to the gravers' tool until every line is distinctly
cut. They hold it in the great iron jaws of the stamp, that
shut with a power of ttoo hundred and forty tons, and every
mark, every figure, line, and dot, is struck on the glittering
steel face with the precision of a die. For instance, when a
square is ready to be lined, it is laid on what is called a re-
ciprocating bed, which holds it firmly, and a tool connected
with the bed cuts a line. This reciprocating bed is on a frame,
and by ingenious mechanism is made to go backwards and for-
wards in its true place by guides. On the bed is arranged a
pair of parallel jaws, between which the blade of the square
is stamped. There is an arm (one or more) extended forward
and provided with a graving tool, ending in cutting points.
These points are regulated by guides, adjusted by set screws,
so that the lines are cut to the same depth, however the sur-
face may vary. As the bed is moved backwards and forwards,
the square is brought to these cutting points, and the lines
are cut. A spring keeps the arms down to their work, or
allows them to rise when the line is cut. The arm is raised
by a cam-shaft and carried back clean of the work.- So these
cutters are guided in their work at every point, lifted up or
depressed, thrown off and brought back, shifted in any direc-
tion, all by mechanism nicely adjusted. So also, an ingen-
ious mechanism is arranged, by means of which a square can
be held firmly, while a graving tool, moving in either direc-
tion, marks the lines, graduated with scale accuracy. By
this machinery, all rules and squares can be lined, and grad-
uated rapidly, cheaply, and with absolute precision. Another
marvel of self-acting machinery is the grinding machine. In
this, the implement, held to a reciprocating bed, rendered self-
adjustable, is made to pass backwards and forwards beneath
a revolving stone. It is fixed upon a plate, which is made to
nse gradually and press against the surface of the stone.
This graduation is so perfect, that when the plate has risen
as far as it can, the square is perfectly ground.
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Unjust and Undeserved.

Slurs and insinuation are sometimes indulged
in, directed against the capacities and qualifica-
tions of architects in San Francisco, because there
are so many buildings in the city which, in gen-
eral appearance and character of construction,
are not evidences of skillful architecture. Par-
ticularly so in connection with those erected
during the first ten or fifteen years of Califor-

nia's existence as a State. But the facts con-
trolling t^eir erection are not considered, al-

though sufficient in themselves to quiet all

unfavorable comment and criticism as far as the
architects of to-day are concerned. The ejreater

number of the ''old constructions" remain,
both brick and frame ; and as compared with
the more recently constructed edifices, are dis-

graceful failures. Many of the old low-story
frame buildings are dilapidated, far behind pres-

ent style, and some of them about as ill-con-
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least shadow of attempt at beauty of design or
finish. A considerable number of them have
been remodeled, and some of the present pre-
tentious residences are the shells of old houses,
remodeled and transformed into decent homes,
as far as decency could be worked up out of a
bad base of operation. A great many have been
moved from original sites of construction, and
some of them more than once. But time is

doing its work, and the past order of things
yielding to the onward march of modern im-
provements.

1 - The illustrations in connection with the early
brick building are of similar character ; the
greater part being exceedingly plain, unskillful
in design, and exhibiting no feature of architect-

ural taste and skill. Those erected east of

Montgomery street, in the filled-in district, not
only fail in pleasing appearances, but were
erected upon such insecure foundations that
many of them have sunken in parts, are out of
plumb, and if not supported by adjoining struct-

ures, present the appearance that they would
tumble down. This, however, is not probable,
as it is not so easy a matter to '* throw " even a
Jractured and dilapidated edifice or wall.

~ But the fact is, that hundreds of buildings
have been erected in San Francisco, in the con-
struction of which there was no architect en-
gaged. At one time, the almost universal sen-
timent was, that any sort of a building was good
enough for California. But few owners looked
to permanency of residence or business upon
this coast, and buildings were *' put up," not
constructed in any proper sense of the term,
under the impression that those who had them
" put up " would soon hie away upon the wings
of fortune to other places ; hence neither beauty
nor substantiality were considered. And when
a change in the condition of affairs came, there-

had been so little to call into exercise architect-

ural skill, that the number of competent archi-

tects were limited, and the difficulty of training
public sentiment to adopt better methods, at in-

creased cost of construction, was difficult. The
dawn of improvement in architecture was ham-
pered by the unwillingness of owners to pay the
cost and value of better buildings; and it was
only by slow degrees that matters equalized
themselves.

But all this has passed, and substantial, well-

constructed buildings are demanded ; and it may
truthfully be stated, that there is a goodly
number now practicing the profession in San
Francisco, and have been for many years past,

fully competent to deal with the most advanced
modem ideas in house construction. The main
drawback being the absence of willingness on the
part of owners to permit expenditures which
would give full play to the better architectural

talent of the Pacific Coast.

As yet, no marble, sandstone, or granite fronts

adorn the street architecture of San Francisco.

Brick, cast-iron, mastic, cement, etc., is the Uri€»

of material used, even in the more pretentious
structures, many of which are as beautiful as can
be, with the materials used in their construction.
But at the same time, it must be admitted, that
many of the buildings erected in this city within
the past ten or fifteen years, and have cost con-
siderable sums of money, are far less than beau-
tiful—overburdened and ungraceful structures,
justifying the general remark and surprise that
certain parties have managed to monopolize a
large proportion of the "heavy buildings" who
have not produced a single admirable result

;

while more competent men have been almost
without engagements. Occasional mistakes and
misconceptions are possible with every architect,

but when grossness and clumsiness become the
rule, surprise may well be entertained at the
success of those who practice them, and also at
the peculiar inducements and influences which
lead otherwise judicious and far-seeing men to
accept architectural bastardy for professional
skill,

—

All this, however, simply illluntratoo the
fact that men of positive qualifications and abil-

ities in all pursuits in life are often set aside,

and preference given to others, whose principle

force lies in the two sides of their face, com-
monly called cheek, and tongues full of deceit

and selfishness ; men who enjoy but a limited
amount of those finer traits and qualifications,

which, in those who do possess them, add credit

and respectability to the pursuits in which they
are engaged.

What Trees to Plant for Fuel and

Timber.

The attention of our people in the older States

is being properly turned to planting rocky

ridges and worn out pastures with forest trees.

This work is done by those having no expecta-

tion of cutting timber themselves, but with a
view to improve their property for future sale,

or for their heirs. These old pastures are now
worth $10 or less per acre. Forty or fifty years

hence,* covered with heavy timber, they would
be worth ^300 or more per acre. Two elements
may safely enter into this calculation of the
profit of tree planting : the steady growth of the

trees, and the constant increase in the price of

fuel and timber. There is great diff'erence in

the price of the varieties of wood, but still more
in the rapidity of their growth. Hickory grows
more rapidly than white-oak, and in most mar-
kets is worth a quarter more for fuel. Chestnut
grows about three times as fast as white-oak,

and for many purposes makes quite as good tim-

ber. It is in great demand by the ship-builders

and cabinet-makers. The chestnut, the tulip

tree, and the hickory attain a good size for tim-

ber in twenty or twenty-five years, and the

spruce and pine want about fifty years. The
maples grow quite rapidly, and are highly prized,

both for fuel and for cabinet purposes. On
light sandy land, the white pine will grow rap-

idly, and cannot fail to be a good investment for

the next generation. As a rule, the more rapid

growing trees, if the wood is valuable, will pay
better than the oaks. — The Leffel Mechanical
News.

•jf;,-;- .-^tar- ..-x -^ Tt^..MA .-rfK

Distemper.

Ceilings and walls are often finished in dis-

temper, but very often turn out unsatisfactory
from the want of knowledge in the mixing and
laying on. Absorption in the wall should be
checked or stopped, or one part will absorb more
color than another, and an uneven or spotty
appearance results. Various preparations are
used for preparing walls, and to stop absorption.
One of these is to mix about a dozen pounds
of the best whiting with water, adding thereto
enough parchment or other size to bind the
color, about two ounces of alum, and the same
weight of soft-soap dissolved in water; mix well,

and strain through a screen or coarse cloth. Tn
mixing the distemper, one writer says, "two
things are essentially necessary : clean and well-

washed whiting, and pul-e jellied size." The
whiting should be put to soak with sufficient

soft water to cover it well and penetrate its bulk.
When ooakod aufficiently,. tlie water ahould-be-

A ''(ffood Foreman?'
a^JLIt. - icv^J •

.^-v^"^"

An Incident of the Recent Storm.—The
Booth Times reports that the stables in Dacre
Street, Kirkdale, belonging to Messrs. Monk &
Newell, contractors, were flooded by the down-
pours of rain, and a carter, opening a door to

let out the horses, was confronted with a vol-

ume of steam, which he fancied was smoke.
He immediately raised an alarm of fire, and
two fire-engines soon arrived from Hatton Gar-
den, City, for the purpose of extinguishing the

flames. On gaining admission to the stables the

firemen found that the steam had been thrown
off" from a sack of lime which was nearly covered
with water.

—

Timber Trades Jotmwi-. ' -

•4.

poured off", which will remove dust from the
whiting. It may then be beaten up to a stiff"

paste by the hand or spatula. Size is next
added and mixed^ together. Care should be
taken not to break the jelly of the size any more
than can be avoided. Another caution is that
distemper should be mixed with jellied size to
lay on well ; the color then works cool and floats

nicely, but when the size is used hot, it drags
and gathers, and works dry, producing a rough
wall. A little alum added to the distemper
hardens it, and helps to dry out solid and even.
The best size is made from parchment clippings,

which are put into an iron kettle filled with
water, and allowed to stand twenty-four hours,
till the pieces are thoroughly soaked ; then they
are boiled for five hours, and the scum removed.
The liquid is then strained through a cloth.

For mixing colors, the whiting and the color

required, finely ground, are dissolved separately

and then mixed to the required tint. For ex-

ample, lamp-black mixed with whiting makes
gray, and the most delicate to the darkest shades
may be obtained. For French gray the whiting
required is taken and soaked in water, and
Prussian blue and lake, finely ground in water,

are added to prodnce the necessary shade or tint.

Buff" may be made by dissolving in like manner,
separately, whiting and yellow ocher. A little

Venetian red gives a warm tone. A good salmon
tint is produced by acjding to the dissolved

whiting a little of the same red, just sufficient to

tinge. Drabs of various tints can be easily made
by grinding up finely a little burnt umber, and
mixing it with the dissolved whiting. The
sooner the distemper color dries after being laid

on, the better, and the best plan is to close

windows and doors during laying, and throw
them open afterwards.

—

The Building News.

Pearls.

With the exception "of about $3,000 worth of

pearls, which come from fresh-water mussels,

and are found all over the Union, principally in

the Miami River^ Ohio, the American pearls

come from the Gulf of California. These are as

fine as any Oriental pearls, and are valued as

highly. The fresft-water pearls are almost all

small, but brilliant and somewhat rosy in tint.

About half of the California pearls are black,

and command a better price than the white

pearls. Some years ago about 80 per centum of

California pearls were black, the proportion hav-

ing diminished rapidly during th« last ten years.

The largest pearl ever found in this country was

the celebrated one found about twenty years ago

in a New Jersey pond, and sold to the then

Empress Eugenie.

Send for a copy of the " Steel Square and
its Uses," handsomely ^oun^ and illustrated.

Price 75 cts.

The necessity for a competent man to assume
control and direction of all mechanical opera-
tions is well understood ; but is not always the
cJise that men fully qualijied for the position can
be found. Of those willing and anxious to as-
sume charge, there is never a scarcity ; but the
mere act of exercising delegated authority in
'• bossing" a force of workmen, abstractly con-
sidercid, by no means comprehends the duties
and responsibilities of a good foreman. Men
sometimes manage to secure the position who
lack nearly every essential qualification, and are
permitted to exercise authority over far better
and more capable men than themselves. This
fact may appear somewhat singular, but it is

^nevertheless true. Men of inferior parts fre-
quently work themselves into prominence among
their fellows through an unexplainable personal
force of character, such as frequently facilitates
successes in persons in connnon life in whou)
intiinsic worth and genuine meiit aie almost en-
tirely absent. Many of the worst frauds that
have trodden this "footstool of the Almighty "

have achieved species of successes, and made
themselves prominent, and sometimes world-wide
notorious, by irrational and peculiar means ; and
so it often happens in the appointment of fore-
men, that parties are placed in charge of works,
and empowered to order and direct operations,
whose limited understanding and qualifications
suggest their proper place as servants, rather
than masters.

'* Good foremenT^&xv. ah^xit as scarce as really
honest men. All men are honest, judged by
their own declarations

; but how many are so
beyond question ? How many whose every act
of life defies criticism in the stiict iui^jrity point
of view I- Generally honest, and strictly so under
all circumstances, are two entirely diflferent

propositions. Of "good foremen," there are
multitudes in every class of mechanical opera-
tions, if the testimony of each be accepted in
his own behalf

; but when measured by the rule
_of positive competency, the " shoits." far out-
number those of full measures. The mere fact
that a man '

' is a driver "—i. e. , forces the great-
est amount of labor [Kissible from those under
him, and by a sort of brute force secures more
than reasonable results for each day's opera-
tions— is a good foreman only in a selfish and
ignoble sense.'' Such characters are in marked
contrast with those who, by kind words and
more gentle, reasonable, and proper influences,
lead and induce others under them to " do their
best " for their employers, by steady work and
personal interest in matters generally, and es-

pecially those intrusted to their execution.
The doctrine asserted by some, that when a

man assumes formanship his whole duty is

pledged to his employer, is far from being
strictly correct. We admit that this should be
his first and chief purpose, but not at the sac-
rifice of the equitable rights of the owner, and
those who are employed as workmen, or others
who have interests involved. There is no theory
or law, either divine or human, which justifies

methods of operations supremely advantageous
to one party, without any consideration of the
rights of others. The law of right runs through
and permeates every transaction in life ; and no
one is entitled to more than a fair and proper
share of the benefits accruing. All this the
good foreman understands and recognizes ; and
while he remains steadfast and faithful to his
employer's interests, he also exercises due con-
siderations in other directions, and acts fairly
and justly to all parties.

A good foreman should be not only a good
workman, understanding the principles, theo-
I'ies, and practice of his trade or calling, but
should also be a well-versed student of human
nature, ready and prompt to assert his own
nghts and those of his employer when en-
croached upon ; but at the same time willing to

tvv -i)*^ ^JtBf.* .<- - l-'M^ -AT. --. ri' 7 <.*» nKra^'flSm-j*k ~-.r^
:- - » JL--!--- -W- IVrC-' rz^,2S!^ ']

extend civilities to others, exercising the spirit of
forbearailt;e when patience is reciuired without
humiliation, and in all ways proving himself to
be the right man in the riglit place.
Good foremen are the essential arms of all

industries, upon whom great responsibilities
rest. Millions of millions of money are in-
trusted to their management and control in dif-
ferent parts of the world, and massive fortunes
have been accmnulated by persons and tirms
through the skillful management' of good fore-
men

; and thousands of cases of failures have
resulted from the mismanagement of inconqie-
tent parties in charge. The foreman in many
instances becomes the more valuable personage
than the proprietors or *

' bosses. " Great interests
have been perserved from impending financial
ruin through the wise and judicious manage-
ment of competent foremen. In the house-con-
tracting business, doubtless thousands of failures
have occurred, and millions of coin been lost by
workmen, material men, and others, through
-the-

•
- - —mcompetenc)' of foreman.—The wastage of

niaterial, loss of time in arranging and putting
into execution details which should be easily
comprehended and provided for, loss of time in
coiTecting mistakes and miscalculations, tearing
down and re-executing things -improperly done,
frequently foot up an amount far in excess of all

conceived contract profits ; and this often re-
peated, even on small jobs, must result in fail-

ure, sooner or later. It matters not whether the
" foreman " is an employed party, or the con-
tractor personally acting in the capacity, the
ai)pplication is the same in either case, as far as
results are concerned.

Kentucky's Biggest Tree Felled.

The Lumber of the Future.

The increase of population causes the denud-
ing of land which may be cultivated, and while
it augments the demand for buildiiiir material, it
reduces the 8ui)ply. A proj^er system of arbori-
culture may, to some extent, mitigate the in-
convenience of a want of timber, but it has long
been ai)parent that other material must eventu-
ally be introduced to take the place <jf wood.
Scientific discoveries and mechanical contrivan-
ces have brought many things into use whose
value was formerly unknown. It has been
shown that the most durable car-wheels may be
made of paper, and any one who has noticed the
strong and substantial articles which are made of
"paper-mache" will readily perceive that light
materials may be converted into very dense sub-
stances. A scientific cotemporary declares, that
in future years timber will be made of straw,
and the article below gives the results of some
experiments which have Imumi mnd^ tn fpaf ifB

A gigantic tree has been chopped down near
Carr's, Ky. , that was probably the oldest and
the largest in Kentucky. It measures 18 feet
in diameter at the root base. The cut was
made 6 feet above the ground, where its diam-
eter was at least 12 feet, and its circumference
36 or 37 feet. From the cut to the first limb
can l)e made eight good length rail -cuts, each
10 feet long, which would split enough rails to
fence a small farni. The first limb was nearly
a half-dozen feet in diameter, and it would have,
by itself, made a very large saw-locr. Nearly all

the small linibs had fallen and decayed away.
Its plank measurement is computed at nearly
50,000 feet, besides several limbs that would
make, altogether, 25 cords of wood. On the
day f'f the fellinej a large concourse of people
marched from Vanceburg to the place. Col.
W. S. Randan able speaker, was the orator of
the day. He, and others qualified to be good
judges of such things, supposed that this mighty
forester was four or five centuries old. There
were to be distinctly seen over 300 rings, and it

is not known how long since it completed its

growth, as it has been dead for many years.

—

Ck>rrespondence of the Louisville Commercial.

Mr. Charles Salkeld, foremen painter at the
locomotive shops^ the Lake Shore road, at
Elkhart, Ind. , uses a dryer that enables him to
put on two coats of lead in a day. He can paint
a tank and engine in two days, varnishing and
lettering included ; and the paint wears better
than when put on in the ordinary way and many
days given it for drying. In dry weather he
can even put on a coat of white lead every hour,
and have it a good wearing job when finished.

He also uses a transparent filling for wood,
which wears after being varnished as well as
paint, with the additional advantage of showing
the natural grain of the wood ; and furthermore,
he can, by a peculiar preparation, give to any
varnish greater elasticity, and a gloss that will

stand longer than that of ordinary varnish, and
without cracking. His work is an actual de-
monstration of this.

—

The National C'ar-Builder.

value. It is as follows

"The lumber of the future is to be made of
straw. It is to compete with that of the better
class, as there seems to be no necessity of intro-
ducing knotsand shakes int( > the aitificial material.
It is manufactured in any desired lengths, from
12 feet upward, and as much as 32 inches in
width. The cost is such as to compete with
better or finishing grades of i»ine, and the local-
ity of competiti(m cannot vary much, for straw
is usually cheap where lumber is cheap. Some
samples recently exhibited held a nail as well as
wood, are susceptible of high -finish, and can be
polished to any extent desirable. It is water-
proof, and therefore must be durable as pine or
oak, while it is as well adapted for roofing pur-
poses as for fine interior work. It is susceptible
of being worked by the ordinary tools of the
carpenter, and once fitted for its }>lace it will
not be apt to shrink or swell. Samples resem-
ble hard wood, about aa dark as oak, but more
dense in texture, with a si)ecific gravity of one-
fifth more than thonjughly seasoned black-wal-
nut. For finishing, it will not be reijuired U) be
as thick as ordinary lumber, as its tensile
strength is about double that of wood. The fu-
ture will introduce a complete change in V>uild-

ing materials. Tliese will include i)aj»er for
doors and window frames, floors, moldings, and
roofs

;
glass for porches and pillars, cornices and

walls
;
iron for beams, joints, and rafters, with

nt)t a splinter of woocLin the whole construction,
which will be replied with straw lumber, .if

needed."

—

The Philadelphia Commerciid World.

^Hard Putty.

The CarrUtye Monthly gives the following for
a hard putty that will dry in one day : Take the
whitening, mash all the lumi)8 out on the stone,
and mix it into a stifi* paste, by adding equal parts
of japan and rubbing varnish ; then add as
much keg-lead as you think will make it work
free with the knife ; then add the rest of the
whitening until you haye it to suit you. Thij
will sand-paper good with one day's drying, fl
you want putty that will drj' (piicker, take dry
white lead and mix with equal parts of japan
and varnish, to which add a few drops of turpen-
tine. This is very soft for puttying, but can be
sand-papered in from two or three hours, it be-
coming perfectly hard in that time.

—

The Leffell
Mechaniccd News.

A Troy mechanic has brought out a steam
whistle that goes entirely around any imaginable
chime, and discounts the best example of a cal-

liope. The sanguine inventer claims that it gets
entirely away with all known musical scales, and
discourses all sorts of music. It is said, how-
ever, that disinterested but unappreciative neigh-
bors intimate a willingness to dispense with it for

a small consideration.

—

American Machinist.
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PIONEER WHITE LEAD WORKS.
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"What is required to institute a^d carry

to a success a manufacturing enterprise?

Nature is generous with her gifts ; but she

forces man to the exercise of his endow-

ments, to develop them, and give the suj)-

stance a form for his appreciation and enjoy-

ment.

The very" many natural resources of this

Coast are marvelous, and they impress all

thinking visitors with the conviction of a

great future. With but few exceptions,

these wondrous gifts of Nature are at pres-

ent but mere curiosities, and are spoken of

and written of only as such—with prosy

theories on their practical valufi if utilized.

To the business man, scientist, or to the

"practical thinker who comes amongst us,

it is a matter of surprise that our people,

with their wealth, do not develop these

resources,, and build up our coast with a

working and useful population, insj^ead of

pursuing the selfish course they are now,

-which is that of the usurer.

_ Our capitalists and business men are.

l)1ind to their own interests, in not in-

teresting themselvf'S in the establishment

~bf manufacturing enterprises, which will se-

cure for them a certainty of fair returns

for their encouragement.

= The peo])le of this Coast cannot afford to

let existing opportunities lie idle, as a de-

pendency onforeufn sources means our im-

poverishment. Manufacturing guara^itees

the reverse^ as it furnishes employment to,

and retams among us, consumers, that vital

quantity in a progressive and permanent

prosperity. >

We have much pleasure, however, in be-

ing able to refer to some notable excep-

tions to the general apathy of our business

and moneyed men.

Heading this article will be seen an illus-

tration of the results of the energy and

public spirit of one of the leading and pio-

neer mercantile firms on the Pacific Coast.

Messrs. Whittier, Fuller & Co. several

years since commenced the manufacture of

White Lead in this city.

They purchased ground on Fremont
street, between Howard and Folsom, cov-

ering a surface of 137 6-12x275 feet, and
thereon erected factories and sheds, for the

purposes of the bnsiness.

Their whole works, machinery, and ap-

pliances, are on the most approved plans,

and excel in detail and completeness those

of any other White Lead factory in the

world. . —
This is essentially a home histitation^

from the ground tlirough to the finished

product of their rniUs.

Few can realize the importance to the

whole community of this enterprise.

In the first place, it encourages the de-

velopment of our mines, as all the pig lead

used is the nroduction of our own coast.

It thus gives the Miners employment.

As all lead ores have to be smelted to

get the metal,

It thus gives the Smelters employ-

ment.

The transportation from the producing

points invokes aid of tlte carriers :

It thus gives Teamsters and Trans-

portation Companies employment

A very large quantity of oil is used

in the grinding of the lead. All this

oil is crushed from seed raised in this

State.

If thus employs the Farmers.

All the pots used in corroding-sheds are

made here.

t thus gives employment to the

Potteries*

The maintaining of a factory requires

the services of machinists, millwrights, and
laborers :

It thus gives employment to an Army
of Operatives.

And in fact, everything in and a^out the

works is of home manufacture. Now, what
does the employment of the many branches

of industiy hereinbefore enumerated dem-
onstrate f This fact : that as they are all

consutners, their wants engage every busi-

ness ,on the Coast to supply them.

The product of the

Pioneer White Lead Works

Is not excelled by any other make in the^

world. It is guaranteed strictly pure; it

is whitey veryfinely ground^ and has superior

body and covering properties.

The manufacturers announce their deter-

mination to always offer it to consumers at

less prices than any imported brands.

As against the imported, there would be
great economy in its use, even at equal

prices. All painters know that White Lead
that has been packed any considerable time

loses a great deal of its vitality, in the ab-

sorption by the kegs of a considerable quan-

tity of the oil ; leaving a hard mass in the

keg, involving time and expense in its ex-

traction and working up for use, and a

costly addition of oil.

.The Pioneer being all freshly packed,

all this expense is avoided.

We know what the White Lead is, and

*we have no hesitation.-—in fact we take

pleasure—in recommending our brother ar-

chitects to write it in their specifications

and to insist on its use : firsts on the score

of quality ; second, economy ; third, the

general benefit to oU of us.

It
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
'* CAB K8T AB H08TE DOOEKI."

[While this column is open to all, farmers as well as me-
chanics, engineers as well as architects, we would call partic-
ular attention to one and all to have their questions and the
information desired to be in accord, as far as possible, with
the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those
principles for which the only monthly of its kind this side
of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-
swer all questions In a fair and impartial manner, and if it

becomes necessary, will furnish cuts for the illustrations of
any problem, provided we r'^gard the solution thereof
as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urge
upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their
questions, concise iu the language used ; let the writing .be
dit^tinct, and one .side of the paper only to be used

;
give fiill

name and address, and particularly mention if "their proper
name shall be used.
We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

of signed articles rests with the authors.
Correspondents will please direct all communications to

the business manager of this journal—240 Montgomery
street, rooms 12 and i3.]

SSSrMXNAGER OF ARCftlTEOT :—Will you
"piease tell me through your Journ^al the best
-way of removing Btaina from pressed brick ie

' G , San Jose.

Ans.—Turpentine, vinegar, and acids are gen-
erally used by bricklayers. Strong vinegar,
from its cheapness and acidulous properties, is

as good as anything else for the purpose men-
tioned.

Business Manager of Architect :—In past-

ing scraps in my books I notice that gum arabic
sometimes renders the print illegible. Can you
tell me the cause of it ? L. A. R.

Ans.—Because it renders the paper transpar-
ent, and therefore the print is illegible.

Editor California Architect:—Can you
give through your columns a recipe for prevent-
ing drawings made with a soft pencil from being
*' smutted? ^\ It would greatly oblige the inquir-

er, as well, I think, as many others. —
Ans.—We intend to adhere strictly to our

rule not to answer anonymous questions. If

th€ writer of the above will refer to our back
nuTibers he will find the above question an-
swered.

Business Manager of Architect :—I noticed

in the paper last week that a joist 3 inches thick,

12 inches wide, and 16 feet long, when set on
its edge, would support 16,000 pounds; and the
same piece -of timber when placed on its side

would support 3,850 pounds. Will you please

give me a rule for arriving at this result ?

Lucius B., Sacramento.

Ans.—Evidently the timber referred to was
not redwood. We suppose the weight used was
placed in the center. If so, the rule is as fol-

lows : Multiply tlie square of the perpendicular
by the horizontal, in inches, at the center, and
that product by 600 ; then divide by the length,

in feet, and the quotient will be the load, in

pounds, at the middle of the timber. If the
load is nearer one end, the same stick will sup-

port a greater weight, and the strain will be in

proportion to the product of the two ends of the
stick, measured from the point where the load
rests.

Business Manager of Architect:—I think
others beside myself, on these Islands, would be
much interested in a description of the process
to polish woods. Will you kindly explaia the
method of so doing in your ''Everybody's Col-
umn. E. M., North Kohala, H, I.

Ans.—First have your wood perfectly smooth.
This can best be done by the use of an iron
plane, set very fine. Finish with the scraper,
which is merely a thin plate of steel set in a
piece of wood. Then use sand paper until the
work has an even surface ; reduce the lines pro-
duced by its use, by using the finest sand-paper,
marked 00. After this, rub over with a bit of
flannel dipped in linseed oil, and allow to dry.

Repeat the oiling, and set the work aside for a
day or two, until the oil is fairly absorbed. If
the wood is porous, it nmst hejiiled; and fortius,
use whiting, colored so as to resemble the wood,
and kept dry. Rub the wood with linseed oil,

and then sprinkle it with whiting. Rub the
latter well in, wipe it off carefully, and give
time to drv. For the polish take alcohol (95
per cent.) \ pints; shellac, 2 drains; gum ben-
zoin, 2 drams; put in a bottle, loosely corking it,

and stand it near a fire, shaking it occasionally.
When cold, add two teaspoonfuls of poppy oil,

and shake well together. This polish should be
applied by means of a rubber, and not by a
brush. Lastly, wet a linen cloth with a little

oil and alcohol, without polish, and rub till dry.
Remember : Keep the rags clean ; as the polish
depends, in a great degree upon keeping every-
thing free from dust and dirt. To insure suc-
cess, the work must be done in a warm room, free
from dust. Of course E. M. will find that it

will take considerable practice to polish woods

Our Illustrations.

nicely.

The same correspondent wants to know ''how
to measure trees standing in the forest " He
fails to state, however, whether he wants to find

the hight of the trees ; or a method of measur-
ing the amount of lumber in a standing tree, or
—in fact, the question is too indefinite. We
wish all bur correspondents would remember the
instructions at the head of this column.

" 0, give me anything made with beans I" ex-

claimed a Boston man, taken sick in the West,
when asked wli&t he would-^^ve^ to eat. They
complied with his recjuest They gave him cas-

tor-oil.

The following is a recipe for a perfume, the
odor of whicli will be retained on the handker-
chief, even after it is washed: Extract of rose,

4 ounces; tincture of ambergris, 8 ounces; tinc-

ture of musk, 2 ounces; extract of vanilla, 1

ounce.

To protect lead pipe from the action of wa-
ter, form on the inside surface an insoluble sul-

phide of lead, by filling the pipe with a warm
and concentrated solution of sulphide of potas-

sium or sodium. In fifteen minutes pour out the
solution and allow the pipe to dry.

Mechanical Enterprise.

At 4 o'clock Tuesday morning, September
15th, a fire broke out over the cupola in the up-

per story of Bussey & McLeod's stove foundry

at Troy, N. Y. , which destroyed the nickel plat-

ing and mounting dep.artments, a loss of prob-

ably more than $50,000. While the firemen

were yet fighting the fire in the rear of the build-

ings, which are all connected, the firm were ship-

ping stoves as usual at the front. , The contract

was let for the new buildings, and the contractor

had lumber delivered, the morning of the fire.

Work was commenced the same day in New
York City on- the electrical apparatus for nickel

plating, in addition to which the firm had found

time to issue a circular to their customers, notify-

ing them that business would be fully resumed
within two weeks. Tlie next morning fifty men
were removing the smoking ruins, and the con-

tracting masons were busy excavating for the

foundation.—American Mcu:hinist.

The earnings of 41 railroads in this country,

on a mileage of 32,119 miles, for the month of

June, were $18,058,006, against $13,068,485

last year, when the number of miles operated

was 28,606. From January 1st to June 30th

the earnings of 43 roads aggregated the enor-

mous sum of $102,171,690, a gain of nearly

$12,500,000 as compared with the same period

in 1880.

—

American Machinut.

Plate 1 represents an original design and
plans for a picturesque residence, in hirmony
with styles largely ado[)ted in the Eastern
States for country and river-side homes. Its

peculiar features will be by some considered ele-

gant. By careful treatment in its constructive
delineations, great effect and large conveniences
may be secured.

. Plates 2 and S are the design and plans for a
comfortable nine-room cottage in the Eastlake
style, beside bath-room, and ample closet ac-

couK>dati<)ns.

Flaie J^ represents two one-story cottages in
same style, by Newsom Bros.
The cost in either case depends upon the char-

acter of materials used, the manner of construc-
tion, the class of workmanship employed, and
the elaborations adopted; all of which consid^
ered, will vary the cost of construction from five

to one-hundred per cent.—Parties contemplate
ing the erection of building of duy character,
will best conserve their own interests by employ-
ing experienced and competent architects, rath-

er than being led away by the random statements
of parties wholly incompetent to plan or direct

the construction of any class of building in a
proper manner, and never within the amount pro-
posed by them ; for instance, in one case known
to us, the owner was assured that the total ex-

pense of the building- would not be more than
$5,000, but the final footing up reached nearer
$14,000.

Spontaneous Growth of Forests.

A writer in a West Virginia paper combats
the opinion held by many arboriculturists, that

an open countrj^ is never converted into a forest

through the operation of natural causes ; and as

establishing the fact that such change does
sometimes <jccur, brings forward the case of the
Shenandimh valley. When first settled, about
160 years ago, it was an open prairie-like region,

covered with tall grass, on which fed herds of

deer, buftalo, elk, etc., and having no timber^

except on ridgy portions of it; but, in conse-

quence of its settlement, the annual fires were
prevented, and trees sprang up almost as thickly

and regularly as if seed had been planted. These
forests, having been preserved by the farmers,

cover now a large part of the surface with hard-

wood trees of superior excellence. These facts

would also seem to substantiate the theory that

the treeless character of the prairies of the West
is due to the annual burning of the gi-ass by the

Indians.

—

The Leffel Meduinical News.

How Sleigh Bells are Made.

It has no doubt been a mystery to many how
the iron ball inside of sleigh bells got there, and
it is said to have taken considerable thought on
the part of the discoverer before the idea struck

him. In making sleigh bells the iron ball is put

inside a sand core, just the shape of the inside

of the bell. Then a mould is made just the

shape of the outside of the bell. This sand core,

with the jinglet inside, is placed in the mold of

the outside, and the melted metal is poured in,

which fills up the space between the core and
mold. The hot metal bums the core so that it

can be shaken out, leaving the ball within the

shell. Ball valves, swivel joints, and many
other articles are cast in the same manner.

—

Hatiey's JournaL

In London, as well as in New York, Chicago,

and Boston, the past year has been one of great

activities in building operations.
.
According to

the Metropolitan Police, in the Builder, the

number of houses erected in the city of Lon-
don, in 1880, was 24,945. Seventy miles of

new streets were placed under care of the police

during the year.

—

American Architect.
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The Best White Lead.

Among the several brands of No. 1 wliite

lead, none ranks higher on this coast—and de-

servedly so—tlian the " Pioneer," manufactured

by Whittier, Fuller iV: Co., at their extensive

'' Pupyieer White Lead Ii'orA\s" in this city. It

has n(»w been on the market and in daily use by

all painters for so long a period, that its genuine

(qualities tis a superior paint is fully established.

We have used it extensively in our practice as

architects, and have not found it in any case to

fail in giving entire siitisfaction, either m appear-

ances or (lu/ibiHty. And being a California pro-

duction, and of as good quality as the very ])est

produced in either tlie United States or England,

should secure its universal use in California, at

least, for local re<ison, as well us for its excellence

in quality, and upon merit, wherever it is ottered

-for sale. —-— — '

Better Times Ahead.

A/- ••_

J

m

(From Magee'8 Real Ebtate Circular.]

^
' If one were to judge by the number and value

of real estate sales made in September, the con-

clusion would be reached that it had been a very

dull month in land transactions. But the facts

reveal a ditierent state of things. Last month

was really one of the best months, both for ac-

tual sales and active inquiry, that has been

known for several years. It was especially re-

markable and hopeful in this, that advances

were ottered for a larger number of properties

sold in it than in any month for at least six

years. We know of six cases where advances

have been ottered for properties which have

either been recently sold or have been for sale

at lower rates than those now asked. This is

cheering, it must be admitted. We note, too,

for the first time in several years, quite an in-

creased activity in fine residence lots ;
the north

end, with a view of the bay, having for the mo

Consequently, the entire road will, in time,

have to be taken up and be reconstucted in

a proper manner. The Turk street line of

horse-cars is denounced in plain language, for

its half-dead, spavined, worthless horses, and

general incompleteness. But it fails to men-

tion the Howard street omnibus line, perhaps

because it considers it too worthless and wretched

to be worthy of notice. We say from daily

experiences, that it is uncjuestionably the worst

managed road in 8an Francisco, and can display

a more dilapidated, broken-down, balky set of

horses than any other stable in the city ;
while

for coarse, ungentlemanly drivers and bad man-

agement, it leads all other roads, exceptions be-

ing allowed for an occasional civil man at the

reins. The cars are fearfully unhandsome,

clumsy, and strongly odorous ; and the dumping

of transfer passengers at Third and Howard

street in a puddle of horse urine, deposited by

the horses on the *' stand" of the outgoing

branch i^r side of the I'oud, to walk- 5Q taJZ^feet

over a rough cobble street, to reach the crossing

leading to the transfer car, when one strangely

happens to be on hand, is an outrage upf)n the

traveling public.

The New York Building Law, recently

signed by the Governor of that State, is before

us. The "text" occupying eight columns of

the Heal EsUite Record, equal to nine columns of

this Journal. It contains 42 sections, and pro-

vides many judicious restrictions and safety regu-

lations in the erection of buildings of a^y charac-

ter. The Record says :
" Under the old law,

the department was forced to serve a personal

notice upon the owner, before the latter w-as

bound to make needful changes in his buildings,

or put fire-escapes on his buildings, according to

law. This sometimes was impossible. Here-

after, if the owner cannot be found, all that is

necessary is to post the notice on the building.

If not attended to, the legal penalty can be
end with a view oi cue oay, iiaviiig loi tuc im*- ^i "''i' rt,tLcinii.vi i.

, j-, i j

^lllthe preference, W^ would liUe to call '^^'r^.'Z^Tt'^^Z^^
owners' attention to the fact, that the present is

not a good time to force property on the market.

Patieirce and liolding stiti' for firmer prices is

now needed. There is an increased demand for

inside, paying, well-impn)ved business property.

There is very little of such property for sale.

The total number of sales made in September

was 192 ; value, ^025,085.
" Any one who invests in city, small town, or

country land in California, within the next two

years, or any c»ne wlio engages in manufacturing

here, is more likely within the next ten years to

make money than at any time within the past

twenty years. The State is bound to go ahead'

very fast for the next five or seven years.

We are to liave blue times and depression no

longer. The signs all point to better times.

The progress made in manufjvcturing, fruit, and

grape growing, cattle and sheep raising, and,

above all, in railroad building, will astonish even

the most sanguine within the next few years.

Hundreds of investments and openings in both

city and country, now neglected and despised,

will soon be seen to have had very large profits

in them. We repeat now, what we have more

than once said before, that if capital is not safe

in this city and State, we doubt that it can be

made safe anywhere."

The Circular is very empbatic in its comments

upon our street railroads, properly praising the

California and Geary street cable lines for their

almost elegant carriages and dummies, and the

creditable management of the roads. The Sut-

ter street line is mentioned as one of the neith-

er-one-thing-nor-another affairs, as far as the

construction of the roadway is concerned. This

is true. It was built by a man jKJSsessed of

great energy of character, but one of the most'

gfconomical managers on earth, as to first cost of

everything done by him, without any consider-

ation of the worthlessness of shoddy makeshifts.

fire-escapes, charging it against the property.

In other words, the Building Department has

the same i)ower- which the Board of Health has

weilded in providing for the sanitary health of

the city."

"It must be confessed that the new law is

not all that it should be ; it is defective in many

important particulars ; but it seems to be impos-

sible to get a thoroughly eflicient law through

an Albany legislature. Still, every amendment

is for the better."

One of the provisions is in reference to dwel-

ling-houses ''om hundred feet in hight, aivd

ov^r.'' Special attention has been paid to the

avoidance of wood partitions for bearing pur-

poses, and the introduction of iron columns and

iron girders to sustain the weight of floors. The

spans between bearings are carefully defined,

and restrictions placed upon the do-as-you-please

system of construction. The law is too volumi-

nous to permit a detail review of all of its provi-

sions in this Journal ; but it provides the text

for the framing of a law by some future Califor-

nia legislature, whenever it shall be possible to

have assembled at Sacramento a body of intelli-

gent, practical-minded men as law makers, who

will consider the public interest of more impor-

tance than schemes for personal aggrandizement

and profit, with considerable "public plunder"

thrown in.

We hope the time is not far distant when a

good, sensible, and practical building law, and

plumbing and sanitary laws will be enacted in

this State. They are all greatly needed, and

cannot be too soon created. San Francisco can

boast many elegant and substantial buildings

within its limits ; but it must be corifessed that

there are many fearful shams—buildings, in the

erection of which the economies have been whit-

tled down to their finest point, without much re-

gard to permanency or security. Consequently,

a necessity exists for such regulating and con-

trolling laws as will compel the proper construc-

tion of buildings.

We have city ordinances which propose to

,

govern methods and manners of construction

;

but in effect they are almost entirely inopera-

ative. Scarce an architect in San Francisco

gives even momentry consideration to their pro-

visions, and tli(jusands of things are done every

year which are in direct violation of municipal

enactment. We have from time to time noticed .

flagrant violations, sometimes resulting in the .„

stoppage of the work for the time being, but

some how or other, the ordinances have always

been nullified or compromised in such cases, and

the parties allowed to proceed, except such as

have been obstinately unwilling to make com

promises ujfon a cash basis. What is needed in

this State, is a general law, formed by intelli-

gent, competent, practical men, who fully un-

derstand the correct principles and science of -

-Construction, and a supervising board or com-
__

mission to enforce compliance with such provi

sion as might be established by a wise, judicious,

and practical building law.

Many generations passed away, before the

necessities for such a law became apparent in

New York. We hope that less than years will

be substituted for generatioyis when the "Gold-

en State " will have enacted one of the best and

most practical building laws in existence.

The Lumber Question.

At no very distant day the growing scarcity

of lumber will lead to a much wider use of iron

and steel. Iron could now be profitably used

where luml)er is, to a large degree, but abund-

ance and present cheapness are the lame excus-

es for a savage destruction of the mighty for-

ests, which, when once gone, are virtually gone

forever.

At no time in our history has there been such

an enormous consumption of lumber. During

the season just closed, six billions (6,279,950,-

000) feet, of lumber have been felled in Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The logging

this comiiig season will reach seven and a half

billions. The available supply in those States

is eighty-one and a half bilUons feet, or a

twelve years' stock. Michigan lumber has been

shipped to Maine, showing the resources of that

State are almost exhausted. Southern pine is

advancing, supplies of spruce are light. A gen-

eral advance in lumber is thought extremely

probable, in view of all these facts. They point

unmistakably to the increased use of iron and

steel. The probability of this is strengthened

by the economies which are being introduced m
iron production through new processes and in-

ventions. Lumber must necessarily advance in

price, and iron and steel must as necessarily de-

crease in cost, until, at last, a meeting place will

be reached, which will stimulate the appbcation

of iron and its products to many purposes now

dependent for supply on lumber alone. For

endurance, safety, beauty, and economy, iron

must sooner or later drive lumber out of active

competition, and thus open up a far wider de-

mand for the products of founderies and mills.

—Journal of Industry.

IM

A new ballot box has just been submitted to

the French government. It has two locks, each

opening with a different key, and an apparatus

which clips a stub or comer from the ticket de-

posited by the elector, and drops the stub into

one part of the box, the ticket going into the

other division. Simultaneously the machine

registers on a tablet before the voter the number

of tickets cUpped. The ballots must agree in

number with the stubs, and both with the "tell-

tale," and the voter sees for himself that his

ballot has been cast and taken account of.

—

Lef-

fel Mechanical News.

Architectural Competitions.

VI.

We have thus far discovered nothing to
modify, but much to strengthen and confirm, the
position assumed adverse to architectural com-
petitions. ~*^— '— '"'

'

'

Numerous cases might be related, in which
attempts at fairness, and purposes to avoid in-

justice to competitors have appeared, but it is

so nearly impossible to attain these conditions
perfectly, that it is safe to assert that absolutely
right, just, and equitable procedures seldom
occur. —
We will refer to a case of present or recent

occurrence directly in point, in which the com-
petitive drawings were to be submitted on the
1st inst. In this case, advertisements were in-

serted in one or more class journals of large
large circulation, by which means the invitations

Zlio compete were extended to every State in the
Union, and presumably, to every city and town
of any importance ; in fact, every architect in

the United States was invited to join in the
contest.

The case referred to is that of the " Watkin's
Institute Building." The advertisement reads
in part as follows. "Designs for a block of
buildings to be known as the ' Watkin's Insti-

tute Building,' to be built at Nashville, Term.,
will be received by the undersigned until the
1st of October, 1881. The character of buildings
contemplated are as follows : 112 feet on Church
street, by a depth of 245 feet, 9 inches, with
a grade in the lot of 21 feet, 5 inches in the 245
feet, 9 inches. The pla1f?to contemplate a block
of stores four stories high, with tower addi-
tional."

"In the rear of the ' front block ' is to be a
separate building, 75 feet by 112 feet, intended
for library and reading-room on first floor, and
public hall and lecture-room on second floor.

The front block to be used for store purposes,
trith all necessary accesses, flues, fireplaces,

drainage and sanitary appointments.
"The number of drawings required—floor

plans for each story, front elevation and sections,

traverse and longitudinal drawings, sufficient to

delineate all parts in full.

"

" The plans accepted by the commission to

be retained, and all others to be subject to the
casualities of loss or destruction, to be re-

turned upon the request of their authors, pro-

vided they have been enclosed in mental or strong

pcvper four inches in diameter.

"The cost of the entire improvements, includ-

ing all the buildings, not to exceed $80,000."
For all this the " commission" propose to pay

the magnificent sum of $300 for the best plan.

No. 1 ; $125 for No. 2; and $75 for No. 3.

To our view of the case, the propositions pre-

sented in this case are an insult to the archi-

tectural profession of the United States. Yet
it is but little in excess of numerous others in

its absurd and unfair requirements ; and we
cannot believe that any qualified architect, not'

enjoying special understandiiigs with the com-
mission, will give or has given countenance to

anything so pregnant with unfairness as com-
plying with the invitation to compete.
1 The probabilities are, that the gentlemen in-

terested in the matter are intelligent and just

men in their special positions and callings in
life; but they have certainly undertaken, in
connection with the " Watkin's Institute,"

something far beyond their capacities in fair and
equitable dealings.

1st. The limit of $80,000 is too small, judged
by any standard of building values known to us,

provided good materials, substantial construc-
tion, fair workmanship, and skillful architecture
are required.

2nd. The compensation offered amounts to
but little more than one third of one per cent for
No. i, about <wie sixth of one per cent, for No. 2,

and about one tenth of one per cent, for No 3—
prices at which no respectable or qualified ar-
chitect would render services—an amount,
even for No. 1, scarce equal to the cost of jour-
neymen draughtsmen's wages. The scale of prices
established by the profession generally, and
recognized as just and fair, are strongly in con-
trast with the " commission's " opinions of
values for architectural services— being one
per cent, for prelimitiary drawings, which means
no more than sketches or unfinished drawings,
which would amount to $800 in the case under
consideration, if the submittal was confined to
that class of drawings. But the drawings re-
quired are of a class which, according to the
scale, comes within the 3J per cent, rates, with-
out specifications, which would place the amount
at $2,800 on the $80,000 fixed as the cost of the
building.

These facts simply illustrate the enormity of
the wrongs imposed, or sought to be imposed,
by those seeking competi tive drawings.—itris
not a sufficient excuse to say that " no one is

obliged to compete," when offensively mean
propositions are put forth. There are rules, or
should be, governing all values, whether per-
sonal services, or goods and merchandise ; and
those who go beyond these, and seek to obtain
more than is right for their outlay, transcend
the bounds of fairness, by seeking to subjugate
the rights and equities due to others by the
pressure of opportunities presented.
The case in point, with which there are in-

numerable parallels, exemplifies the boldness
with which men enjoying honorable positions in

communities will do unjust things—acts which,
if of similar unjustness were extended to them,
would be resented as insulting. There is per-
haps scarcely a single gentleman in any pro-
fession who would not consider and resent an
offer made for his services at one-seventh or
one-sixteenth of recognized professional rates,

as oflensive. Yet in this, as in many other
cases, we find learned and educated men

—

presuming the " commission "to be such

—

bartering for the professional services of others
at proposed rates of the most insignificant

character, averaging per day, for the time ex-
pended in getting up fairly delineated drawings,
no better pay than the averages paid to hod car-

riers and coal heavers : illustrating the extent to

which abuses are generally carried in such cases

;

for while we make direct reference to a special

case, we refer to it only as representing the cmn-
mon practices in connection with "competitive
designs."

Asking or inviting men by advertisement, cir-

culars, or otherwise, to render^killful professional

service for next to no compensation at all, is ex-

tremely demoralizing in character, as it tends to

stimulate and vitalize scheming designs for self-

protection on the part of those who accept the
contingences in such cases. Certainly men of

character and standing will not and do not ex-

pend time and labor in making plans in which
there is no sutficient coin inducements. Men do
not devote their time, talents, and energies to

any profession or pursuit for the mere pleasure

of doing so. Pay and profit is the incentive in

every instance of human toil, whether professional

or mechanical ; and those who seek to obtain the

services of others at less than fair rates, under
any pretext, do an unjust thing, and provoke dis-

honest or compensating acts ; for if men, per
force of certain conditions interposed, submit to

unfair exactions, that submission ceases when the

opportunity for equalizing matten? present them-
selves. But aside from the compensation feature,

the meaner injustice exists in the dishonorable

and seldom exceptional practice of trifling with
the rights of those simple enough to engage in
" competitions " with no other dependence than
the merits of their designs. A dependence by
no means certain in character, as the fact is well-

ki\own among architects, that personal favorit-

iflm, influence, jmd intereflta more generally over-

ride all considerations of both justice and merit,
and but few " committees" or "commissions"
consider it any ofl^ense against moral or personal
rights to award premiums to the most meritori-
ous designs, for the purpose of secuHng tlie right
to use tliem, and then appointing a favored party,
who may have failed altt)gether, or at best only
submitted the plans to which the second or third
premium has been awarded, and that, too, in
numerous cases for the sole purpose of rendering
the selection of such parties plausable' and de-
fensible.

We do not make these statements at random,
but with substantiating facts in our possession.
And, as we have Jt>efore stated in the course of
these articles, if all the unjust, unfair, and dis-

honorable truths in connection with competition
designs could be presented in our volume they
would exhibit an array of double-dealing, decep-
tions, and impure manipulati(^)n8 by no means
creditable to the " honorable " class of gentle-
men who generally have managed them. IrT
various ways, and especially in competitive " de-
sign " operations, architects seem to be consid-
ered by many as mere toy men; men to be played
with ; men who will do anything and submit to
any proposition, however unfair or unjust to
secure business, without reserving to themselves
any rights which others are bound to respect.

Consequently, all rules of business and scales of
compensation established by architects or archi-

tectural associations are disregarded, and those
who dictate competitions fix their own standard
of values upon the services sought to be obtained

;

and, unfortunately for the honor of the profession,

there are always some who are ready to accept any
proposition in which there is a shadow of busi-

ness chances, however remote and unreliable
they may be.

As a matter of course, the facts stated in this

connection, adverse to the system of competitions
as a whole, will not be readily conceded or ac-

cepted by parties outside of the profession, nor
by some who have profited by their successes in

competitive plan-making. But the rejection of

that which is true never impairs the integrity of

the fact itself, whether confessed or denied.

The Umbrella Man.

We are acquainted with a gentleman who car-

ries an umbrella until it is worn out—by no
means a common occurrence. His explanation is,

that, as he never ventures out, rain or shine,

without it, sheer force of habit prevents him
from leaving it where he stops, the common
fate of all umbrellas. If an apprentice to any
trade adopts in the beginning the i^lan of never
doing a poor job, he will form a habit that will

stick to him like the gentleman's umbrella, and
that in later years will bring him in large re-

turns. Few realize the enormous power of

habit. The young man engaged in mechanical
pursuits who is going to do the next job right,

never amounts to much. The young man who
can't be diverted from doing this job right can-
not be kept down.

—

American Machinist.

Editors California Architect :—In com-
mon with many others, I am pleased with your
journal. It is doing a good work among house-
building mechanics, and it is a matter of com-
mon remark, that its influence for good is being
felt. I wonder that you, or some one else, did

not begin such a journal sooner. It seems sin-

gular that thirty odd years should have gone by
without a paper like the Review being published
in California. But better late than never

; and
I hope you will succeed well- There are a great

many points to be thought of and written about,

and the way you handle matters is good Go on
and prosper ; and I hope that every mechanic in

the State will subscribe for your paper.

A WorkiN'o Man.
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Commercial Colors.

The colors of the present day are becoming nu-

merous, and the market is flooded with an un-

bounded variety. Color makers and grindera

are accumulating in all parts of the United States,

so much so, that the public is at a loss to deter-

mine the nature or origin of the colors they pro-

duce. Many years ago painters mixed and

ground their own colors in oil or distemper.

Sign painters, as well as carriage painters, used

the muUer and stohe~slab, for pulverizing and

grinding fine colors. House painters used paint

mills to grind lead, as well as colors. The pure

dry colors were tlien easily obtained, and were

prepared by the painter when wanted. The

apprentice of that day was well employed in mix-

—ing and running colore through the mill. Com-

mercial dealers, to accommodate the trade, com-

jiienced conipounding and grinding colors by

power mills, thus doing away with the labor of

tlie paint-shop, in the preparations o£ colora.

Lassins. The Vandyke Brown, Rubens Brown,

and the Ultramarine Ash, or Gray. Ivory and

Blue Black, with the superb Lakes of Carmine,

Scarlet, Purple, Indian ^ Florentine, Hamburg,
and Kermes. These are the principal colors

used, though not all permanent ; but they are

sufficiently durable, if properly employed, as to

their chemical relations. Trade colors are

made to sell, and the artist must select his col-

ors from the various makers, until he is assured

of their purity and permanence. The time may
come when manufacturers will turn their atten-

tion to the production of pure natural or me-

tallic colors, in a imm ii>disputable, and on which

a safe reliance can be placed. All painters' ma-

terials, as well as pigments, need to be prepared

with greater nicety as to their fitness, rather

than that of splendid showcase goods. If we

are to have great painters, there must be in em-

bryo the rudimental materials to perpetuate that

greatness down the future pathway of renown.
^^^^-^ .-— :- J. E, W. C. .

IfJ
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The manipulator, or mixer of the shop, is now
found in the paint and color works, and one man
now, by the aid of the machine mills, does the

work of a thousand. The mill colors are gener-

ally well ground, and put up in assorted pack-

^ ages, in all quantities to suit the nuirket. The

result of this mode does not cheapen the cost of

painting, but rather adds to the cost of material,

and the art of color mixing is lost to the shop.

Not only is the compounding of crude colors

lost, but the manual labor and skill thus takea

from the painter leaves but little or no shop

work to do, and limits his skill to one of brush

work, which many handy men can do, though

not so well. At this rate of innovation, the

painters' occupation will soon be numbered
among the lost arts. The general public is the

j^most benefited, especially amateurs, by the

growing enterprises of the factory system. This

mode of color and paint manufacture for com-

mercial purposes is becoming very unreliable to

the trade. As it is, painters select the best col-

ors known to them for their own use, and leave

the bulk of tin ware and label paints to the

amateur public. Eastern and western factors re-

sort to chemical and other vile mixtures to cheap-

en the production, and thus enrich their corpor-

• ators, from extensive sales. These colors are put
' on the market as pure, unadulterated stock

;

they are quack compounds, with flaming pastels

to enrich the package, Ihe more easily to tempt

the uninitiated buyer. It may be urged, that the

exigency of the times re<iuires the presence of

color-men, to do all the work of mixing crude

colors, or, more properly, to manufacture the

pigments, by levigating the native product, to

^ dry and grind them in such vehicles as is need-

ed for their use. " To be sure, that is so," says

the amateur. But when we see the work of

^~ most color-men, whose goods are patent mix-

tures, are fugitive or fleeting in their nature,

— then it isr, we opine, a change is needed in the

labels of all oil colors, with the maker's name in

full, to guarantee each package. Consumers
would do well to procure the unadulterated dry

colors, and pass them through the hand mill un-

til the required fineness is obtained ; and they

will find the colors thus treated are pure, and
the cost much less than the commercial article.

The foregoing applies with equal fotce to the
— tube colors used in the artist's studios ; for the

color-men of Europe have, for a long period, en-

grossed the work of the painters' atelier. " Then
there are a greater variety of color used by por-

trait and landscape painters; such as the fine

permanent BlancJ d'Argent, or Silver White,

Aureolin, the Orange Ladmums, Naples Yellow,

Sienna, Chinese Vermilion, the Madders of Car-

mine, Rose, Pink, and the blues of Ultamarine,

Lapis Lazuli, or Blue Stone, Lobult, Cerulean.

Then there is the Neridian, and the transparent

Oxide of Cromium, sometimes called the Emer-

ald Oxide of Cormium, Terre Verte. Of Purple

Madder, Gold Purple, Rubens Madder, Purple

To Make Wood Fire- Proof.

P. Folbarry, of New York, has devised a

method of making wood incombustible, without

in any way altering its outward appearance.

Wood prepared in accordance with his process

may possibly be charred just at the surface,

but the heat to which it is exposed; though ever

so intense, can never penetrate right into the wood

ajnd -touch its fibres. - ^n^ber petrified- in this

way is particularly suitable for staircases that

are" to resist a conflagration. The composition

devised by the inventor is as follows : Fifty-

five pounds of sulphate of zinc, twenty-two

pounds of potash, forty-four pounds of alum,

twenty-two pounds of sesquioxide of manganese,

twenty-two pounds of sulphuric acid at sixty de-

grees, and forty-five pounds of water. The

whole of the solid substances are put in an iron

vessel, containing the water at a temperature of

113 degrees Fahrenheit. When all this solid

matter is dissolved, the sulphuric acid is poured

in slowly, until the whole is saturated with it.

The solution is now ready, and in order to pre-

pare timber with it, the pieces must be put on

an iron grate in a suitable recipient, in accord-

ance with the size of the pieces and the object

for which they are intended ; care being taken

to leave half an inch between any two pieces.

The composition is pumped into the recipient,

and after the whole of the spaces have been filled

up, it is left there in a boiling state for three

hours. The wood is then taken out and placed

on a grate-like wooden stand in the open air, to

make it dry and firm. When thus prepared, the

impregnated wood may be used for ship-building,

and building in general, for railway carriages,

scaffxjldings, posts, wooden pavements, and gen-

erally for all purposes where it is desirable that

the material should be able to resist fire.— The

Phiadelphia Commercial World.

Two-cent Stamps.

Wewould particularly call the attention

of those sending us stamps, either for copies

of the California Architect and Build-

ing Review, or for the payment of books,

to send us the amount in TWO-GENT
stamps. We have now a plethora of three

and six cent stamps on hand, and only de-

sire stamps of the smaller denomination,

either one or two cent.

Many persons suppose that Chamois skins are

derived from the animal named the Chamois.

In fact, the skins so called are the flesh side of

sheep skins, soaked in lime water, and also in

a solution of sulphuric acid. Fish oil is poured

over them, and they are then carefully washed

in ft. solution of potash.

The Commercial Advertiser of Honolulu con-

tains a lengthy detailed description of the King's

new palace, from which we glean the following :

''The main body of the new palace forms a

substantial rectangular mansion, with a tower at

each of the four corners, which are not made
parts of the main building, but flank the veran-

das, which would otherwise run all around the

building. Also a middle tower in the front

and rear elevation, of greater dimension. These

tower features were designed to produce a more
imposing-eftect to the building; but in point of

fact, such is not the case, and as seen at a dis-

tance, the palace does not look so large as it

really ia. Many criticisms have been indulged

in, both as to design and internal arrangements.

Some of these have been captious ; some mutu-

ally destructive; others no doubt justified by

the rule of common sense, and the inspirations

of the aesthetic sense—:

—

^^»l^ '
^

, - , - .̂

—
"The exterior design cannot be described in a-

few words, or referred_fcQ_ any rprngniy,(Ml order _
of architecture. * American Florentine ' is the

nearest approach to a name. The facade of

front is 140x54 feet high—two stories. Each

tower is capped by a square campanile, having

poncave outlines, so common in the Italian archi-

tecture of the Middle'Ages ; the central towers

being three stories, with a hight of eighty feet.

The main floor is nine feet above ground, ap-

proached by wide iron ^teps.

.

^

" Tliu internal arrangements consist of one

large hall 28x70 feet, and a staircase six feet

wide. At the right-hand side of the hall is the

throne-room, 40x70, less eight feet separated by

a screen behind the throne for an anteroom.

At the left of the hall is the dining-room and

apartments, 32x45 feet. Also a smaller room, -

25x32 feet, which may be used as drawing-room.

The dining-room is strikingly handsome, but its

appearance is marred by a series of ventilators

below the cornice. The staircase will be hand-

some, the massive balustrade and other details

making up for their narrowness. The hall above

is 28x50 feet. By changes made in the original

plan, an available floor-space has been obtained

for dancing, a needed arrangement, as no ball-

room was provided in the original plan, except

by encroachment upon the sacred precincts of

the throne-room. The king's room is 25x30,

with dressing and bath rooms attached. Adjoin-

ing the library, designed also to be used as a

Privy Council ' chamber, an apartment 22x30

feet. The music-room in front is 22x30 feet.

The Queen's apartment is similar to the King's

rooms. Two guest chambers, 23x30, are also pro-

vided. The tower rooms are 12x12 feet, com-

niunicating with interior rooms. The baggage

rooms, telephone appointments, basement, bil-

liard room, kitchen, store-rooms, bath-rooms,

office, etc., and the general details of finishes

and elaboraties, are given, but at too great a

length for our columns in full."

In the same journal we find a full description ^^
of the new mansion for Mr. Claus Spreckels.

-^

"Many new residences have been erected dur-

ing the past twelve months in Honolulu for our

prominent citizens, but they are all thrown into

the shade by that which has been built for

Mr. Claus Spreckels on Punahou street, Mr.

Charles Geddes of San Francisco, architect.

This handsome structure, with its lofty tower,

presents an imposing appearance, and is the

most conspicuous object in the south-eastern

part of the town. It is situated on a plot of

land formerly belonging to the trustees of the

Oahu College, having a large frontage to Puna-

hou street, with adequate depth. The house is

placed about three hundred feet back from the

street line, and near the middle of the grounds.

This site was purchased by Mr. Spreckels some

time ago, at the auction sale of Punahou lots, for

the sum of $5,000. The ground stiU remains

very much in the sUte in which it was at the

time of the sale, except that a number of the al-

geroba trees have been removed, to make way

for the house. It is almost exactly level, and
from its dimensions and the position in which
the house has been placed offers fine scope for the

genius of whoever may be selected to lay it out

Land plant it.

" The house itself is of two stories, with an at-

tiq—if the real handsome apartments above the

second floor can be so designated. Above the

third floor, over the main entrance, rises a hand-
some tower, which adds much to the appearance

of the structure, and commands a really fine

view, especially to the westward. ,The main
building, which is wholly of wood, on a brick

foundation, is about 60 feet by 52 feet, and is

completely surrounded by a veranda 13 feet

wide, and at the second story by a balcony 11

feet wide. The veranda and balcony each give

a promenade of 300 feet. The ornamentation
of the exterior is elaborate but chaste, the only
florid feature being the columns of the veranda
and balcony, of which there are 30 in each.

"These Bre of that order of Grectairarchitecture

known as the Composite ; the capitals being a

combination of those belonging to the Ionic and
Corinthian orders. The work in the ornamenta-
tion of the tower is particularly elaborate, and
has a very pleasing effect. The ground-floor of

the house is raised about seven feet from the

level of the ground, and is approached by a

handsome flight of steps. There are also similar

flights on either side and at the rear of the

building. The hight of the ground floor rooms
is 16 feet ; of those on the second story, 15 feet

;

and of the attic, 10 feet, 6 inches, except the

room under the tower, where it is 15 feet.

There are four rooms on the ground floor ; two
front parlors ; one 20 feet x 35 feet ; and the

other 20 feet x 30 feet ; a dining-room 19 feet x
30 feet, with, in addition, a great bay, the whole
width of the room ; and a music room, 19 feet x

26 feet, with a similar bay. The hall is 14 feet

wide by 34 feet, 6 inches. The kitchen, pan-

tries, and servants' apartments are in a separate

two story building, 26 feet x 31 feet, standing at

the back of the house, and divided from it by
the veranda. At the front entrance, and dis-

tinct from the hall, is a vestibule 12 feet x 15

feet. On the upper floor rooms are laid out ex-

actly like those below, with the exception that

the dressing and bath rooms are cut off" from

them, and that there is, in addition, a boudoir at

the front of the building, over the main hall.

The ceiling of the hall is pierced by a long open-

ing with oval ends, through which the handsome
skylight of stained glass is seen. This adds very

greatly to the appearance of the hall, besides se-

curing unlimited ventilation. A stained glass

window of lai^e dimensions is also to be put in

as a light to the, staircase. In the original de-

sign of the house it is not intended to make any

use of the attic story, but Mr. Spreckels recent-

ly decided to have it divided, and the rooms

plastered. The plaster work of the two main
floors is already completed, including some very

handsome work in the moldings and centers.

A great deal of the internal work is finished,

but all the more ornamental part of it has yet to

be begun. The whole of the work has been

done under the superintendence of Mr. James
M. Kelly, who was sent from San Francisco by
Mr. Spreckels to take charge of it. The plas-

tering being supervised by Mr. J. D. Ramsey, a

tradesman of experience from San Francisco.

Mr. Kelly estimates that everything will be com-
pleted by the end of the year. This palatial

mansion is estimated to cost about $60,000—

a

low cost for a structure of such proportions and
superiority of finish.

"

In 1390, some friars in Switzerland wished to

build a windmill, to save the labor of grinding

com by hand ; but a neighboring landlord, who
had bought the country around, forbade them,

because, he said, he owned the winds. The
bishop was appealed to, who said that the winds

belonged to the church, and could not be used.

The ^tna Insurance Company.

From the Coast Review we learn- that the -^tna
Insurance Co. of Hartford, whose advertisement
appears in this number, has been enjoying for
some time past a period of great prosperity. It
has recenty increased its cash capital to $4,000,-
000, and its assets to nearly $9,000,000. It has
the largest capital, the largest surplus, and the
largest assets of any company in America
Starting in the year 1819, it haa passed success-
fully through all the great conflagrations, paying
out nearly $55,000,000 for losses, and is in a
better condition to-day than ever before. Its

conservatism and careful management is the
secret of its success. Mr. George C. Boardman,
its general agent, before hisdeparture forEurope,
placed Mr. N. W. Winton, formerly of Santa
Barbara, in charge of the city and county agency,
and Mr. T. E. Pope, the present special agent and
adjuster, in charge of the general agency. These
gentlemen have had considerable experience as
underwriters, and under their careful and con-
servative management, the ^tna enters upon a
new era of prosperity.

A Useful Plumb Rule.

Get a good piece of board, a little larger than
may be desired, and strike a circle on its face at

each end, taking care that they are both struck
from the same center. Plane straight on the
edge until the sides of the circle are touched on
each side. When this is done the piece of board
will be of parallel breadth. Then a line drawn
through the center, with a slit for the cord and
an opening for the play of the bob, will com-
plete the plumb.

Periodically for the last ten or fifteen years,

we have heard that the steam engine was about
to be superseded by some motor or other. Just
at present it is the electric motor that is to do it

;

but since it seems reasonably well demonstrated
that it requires two steam engines to generate
electricity for one electric motor, it seems prob-
able that steam engine manufacturers won't shut-

" A three-story building in process of erection

for the Alleghany R. R. Co., Richmond, Va.,
owing to the bad design of the roof, *was
crushed by the weight of the slate.' Two men
were killed, and four injured." * * * It is

claimed that the road managers are not respoQr
sible, inasmuch as the building had not passed

into their hands. But it is questionable whether
a company permitting the erection of an inse-

cure and faulty structure upon their premises,

under plans furnished and approved by them

—

the approval being a virtual assumption of re-

sponsibilities, can evade the involvments of the

case. If the fall had resulted from defective

execution, or a lack of proper care on the part

of the builder, then the obligations would be
changed. But if the plans furnished by the
company were defective and insufficient, and
the fall occurred by reason thereof, in our
opinion, the company must assume all responsi-

bilities.

up shop just now.—Ametican Machinist

Among the new discoveries made within the
past few months is a large body of asbestos.

This was discovered about six miles from Dead-
wood City. The croppings can be traced for

nearly 300 feet. I Tests have been made which
prove that this body of abestos is equal to any
yet discovered in America.

%—

.
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Schemes for utilizing sawdust have become
common.' It is now proposed to start a pulp

factory at Ottawa, Ont. , with a capital of $20,-

000, for making pulp out of sawdust, the stock

to be used for making printing and wrapping
paper.

The demand for bound volumes of this

journal for 1880 has been such that we
have had 500 additional copies bound,

which we will send to any address at the

reduced price of $2.00 per volume.

"Wild cherry- is a wood for which a large de-

mand has sprung up in the United States. In

supplying the place of walnut, cherry is a very

valuable wood, and care should be taken of the

growing trees. It is used very extensively in

making ebonized furniture. It has a very close

grain, takes the best stain, and is capable of

high polish. Besides its use in furniture, cher-

ry is used largely in the internal fittings of cars

and public buildings. The tree is common in

Michigan and other timbered States, and is im-

ported from the United States. The tianber is

probably as enduring as walnut.

—

Lumberman's
Gazette.

Meeting of Architects Postponed.

Owing to the absence from the city of the Presi-

dent and severad members of the Pacific Coast

Association of Architects, the October meetiflrg'

was not called. The next meeting y^^e held

the first Friday in November, at^wliich time it

is hoped that all will be present. Several new
members will be proposed, and business of im-

portance transacted.

"^Iw manufacturer who does not advertise

rarely has to run his machinery night and day,

and is not compelled to the disagreeable task of

declining orders because he has too much to do.

And yet some men will advertise.

Subscription price of thia journal for

1881 will be $2 00 in advance.

Market Reports.

LuMBEB.—The death of the President caused a lull in the

demand for lumber. But since the obfiequies, the demand
has been resumed, and at present time i» fairly active. No
change in prices since our last.

Receipts since January 1st :

Lumber .-., 160.696,333

Shingles 60,975.410

Laths 12,615,600

A correct price list of lumber will be found below

:

Pine.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet $21 00
" 41to50 " " 22 00
" 5lto60 " " ...230O
" 61 to TO " " 35 00
" 71 toaO " " 27 00

Refuse Rough .-. " 17 00

Common Rough, sized with planer |2 additional on
above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, ** '

; ;..>».. 88 00
" 4 " and under, and ljx4 and 1^x6

Flooring and Stepping 30 00

Kough Clear for Flooring, $1.00 less than above rates.

Second quality Flooring add stepping, per M feet 22 60

Ship Plank, Rough " 2600
" Planedlside " 30 00
" " 2 sides.... " 3^00

Deck Plank, Rough. ** 81 00
Dressed * ' 35 00

Laths ,..;... :.^. . .. .......per M 3 50

Wool Slats " 10 00

Shakes " 9 00

Redwood Posts per piece 11

Redwood.
Rough Merchantable per M feet 21 00

" Refuse
Surface No. 1 ^....

" 1x6
" No.2

Rustic, No. 1, 1x8
" No.l,lxlO

" Under 10 feet

T. k G., Iix4andli x 6..
" 6 in. 12 ft. and over. ...
" " 7 to 11 feet
'* " under 7 feet
" *' No. 2

T. & G., Beaded, 12 feet and over
" " 7 to 11 feet
• « •« under 7 feet .

(C

' ^*d?* *.**.? *

(i

17 00
32 60
30 00
26 00
30 00
32 50
27 60
27 60
3i60
30 00
28 00
26 00
25 00
82 50
28 00
25 00
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.per M feet $27 50
" 25 00

Half-Inch Surface /.

.

Pickets, Fancy
• * Rough, Pointed
" «' Square.... ;

SldinR. H inch "
Shingles per M
Battens, J< inch, lineal feet "

Nails.—Since January Ist we have imported 155,620 kegs

The demand is steady and active, with an upward ten

dency.

-vlO to 60 i)ennie8, are quoted at $4 00

18 00
15 00
22 50
2 '25

•(

I • •••• •-•-• i

» • • 1^ • • • <

8
6

6 and 4

4 and 5 pennies^ brad heads, at

6

8 **

10 and upward
3 penny fines

Paints. -There is a fair demand for the fall trade.

PIONEER is the only brand quoted, as its excellent qual-

ities, and the fact that it is strictly a home production, has

about driven all other brands out of market.

We quote Pioneer White Lead 8h cts. per lb.

.-^..u.|^ - - .-
i

4 25
4 50
6 00
5 25
5 50
5 75
500
7 50

The

Building Intelligence

—In almoBt every town ind hamlet throughout our great

State, is heard the merry sounds of the saw ana hammer.
Carpenters are not to be had, even at advanced wages. Orders

are received every day in this city for good workmen, but

there are not enough hereto supply our own demand. We
advise those contemplating buildinn that now is the^time to

commence building operations. Wages

spring than they are at the present txmr.

many c(mtciLplated improvements that

body of men at work all winter.

The Mt chanics' Pavilion, which haw for many years occu-

pied the site on Ei^ht street between Mission and Market, is

will be higher next

There are a great

will keep a large

site on Eight ^'treet
' down, and rebuiltto be torn down, and rebuilt on the block Dounaen Tty Larlcfn

Hayes, Grove, and Polk. The architects of the prDpo.sed

change kindly showed us the elevatioQ and ground plans of

the new building, and we were surprised to see into what a

fine building an old baru-like building could be changed.

Some of the old rookeries that have so long disgraced the

west side of First street between Mission and Market are

being torn down to make way for improvements.
The old buildings corner of Market and Beale have been

removed, and a splendid brick edifice will be erected.

The property on the fi. E. corner Pine and Sansome has

been sold, and a splendid new building will be erected, to be

occupied by a bank.
The 0. P. B. R.. intend building warehouses, car-houses,

shops, etc., at Oakland Point, under the direction of their

architect, Mr. Arthur Brown. Estimated expenditure $100,

000.
Other changes are in process of development. Our read

era will find a full list of buildings below

dies* Homo, on Valencia St. and Twenty-seventh. Owners,

Episcopal Society. Architect, Harold D. Mitchell ;
con-

tractor, S. 8. Emory; cost, $2,500.

Two-story dwelling on Twentieth, west of Capp. Owner,

E. Porter; architect, G. A. Bordwell ; contractor, J. Geary;

cost, $2,iO0.
, „, ^x

Raising and additional story to house on corner of Tenth

and Mission.
Two houses on Pacific, between Stockton and Powell

Owner, Mrs. Doran ; architects, Hoffmann & Curtis ; con-

tractor, A. J. Moody.
Four tenements on Dolores, between Sixteenth and Seven-

teenth. Owner, J. C. Stedman ; architects, Hofl'maun & Cur-

tis ; contractor, Geo. Tressler.

Three-story brick building on Washington, between Du-

pont and Stockton. . Owner, Hop Kee Co. ; architects, Hoff-

mann & Curtis ; contractor, John McFadden.
One and one -half story frame dwelling on California,

between Pierce and Scott. Owner, C. Hirschfeld ;
archi-

tects, Sam. & Jos. 0. Newsom ; contractor, J.Doherty ;
cost,

$5,000.
Three-story brick house on Fremont, between Market and

Mission. Owner, G. W. Gibbs ; architect, Cleaveland;

days' work ; cot^t, about $40,000.

Additions to building on Mason, between Union and Fil-

bert. Owner, Mrs. Ackermaft;_ contractor, R. P. Hurlburt

;

cost, $2,500. . . -^-

One -story brick bnildii^f on coTBer^)^ Fifth and Town-
wtnd Owriftr, Whitney ; contractor. Mahoney Bros.

;

cost, about 115,000.
Sixteenth, near Valencia. Alterations to building. Own-

er, Mrs. May; contractor, R. P. Hurlburt; cost, $1,200.

Conservatory at 30 Laurel Place. Owner, Capt. Nelson;

contractor, R. P. Hurlburt.

ALAMEDA.

Congregational Church on Central Avenue between

Grand and Union streets. Cost about $3,000.

One-story frame cottage, five rooms and bath, on Pearl

street between Enciual and Central Avenues. Owner, E. K.

Howe ; builders. Gilbert & Brown ; cost, $2,000.

Two-story and basement frame dwelling, twelve rooms
uifTi sfabl.', on Ffanta Clara Avenue hftw-en Willow and

Cliestuut streets. Owner, Wm. Johns ; builders, Gilbert*

Brown ; cost. $7,000.
'

One-story frame cottage, ten rooms and bath, on Paru

street between Clinton and San Jose Avenues. Owner, E.

Wheaton ; builders. Gilbert & Brown ; cost, $3,500.

Two-story frame dwelling, ten rooms and bath, on N. W.
corner Grand and Clinton Avenues. Owner, H. Daniel

;

builders, Gilbert h Brown ; cost. $4,750.

One-story frame dwelling with Mansard roof, eleven

rooms and bath, with stable, on Grand street betweet Clin-

ton and San Jose Avenues. Owner, T. W. Floyd ; builders.

Gilbert & Brown; cost, $5,000.

SKATTLE, W. T.

Warehouse 24x60. Owner, Wusthoflf ; contractors, Thomas
& Goodman.
One and one-half-story residence. Owner, Wra. Good

;

contractors, Thomas k Goodman.
One and one-half-story residence. Owner, B. Wetmore

;

contractors, Thomas & Goodman.
Large tenement house. Union and Eight streets. Owner,

L. 8. Rowe ; contractor, E. W. Rea.

Two-story frame. Owner, B. F. Day.
Two-story dwelling. Owner, H. L. Yesler ; contractor,

L. M. Bobbins.
Additions to dwelling of W. P. Humphrey.
Additions to dwelling of Dr. Root.

BIVEBSIDBii

Two-^tory dwelling. Owner, T. W. Cover; contractors,

Boggs & Ripley ; cost, $6,800.

Two-story dwelling. Owner, Dr. J. D. B. Stillman ; con-

tractors, Boggs & Ripley ; cost, $4,000.

One-story cottage. Owner, Dr. J. D. Gill

Boggs & Ripley ; cost, $1,9U0.

One-story cottage. Owner, E. Rosenthal
;

Boggs & Ripley; cost, $1,600.

One-story cottage. Owner, Miss M. E. Call

BoBgs & Ripley ; cost, $1,100.

One-story cottage. Owner, C. Fessenden
;

Boggs & Ripley ; cost, 1 ,475.

One-Btory cotugft, (}w\^t, D. Wilder : contractorB. Boggs

contractors,

contractors,

contractors,

contractorsj-

& Ripley ; cost, $900
Two-story dwelling. Owner, Mr. Treat; cost, $1,600.

Two-story dwelling. Owner, Mr. Pechner; cost, $1,200

One-story cottage. Owner, Mr. Russell ; cost. $8 lU.

"7~

Two-story dwelling. Owner, A. P. Johnston; cost.

«6,C00
One-story dwelling.
One-story dwelling.
Two-story building.
One-story building.
Two-Rtory dwelling.
Two-story dwelling.
One-Btory cottage.

Two-story cottage.

Two-story dwelling.
Two-story dwelling.

Owner, Mr. Ascrof t ; cost. $3,400.

Owner, Mr. Combs ; cost, $900.

Owner, H. M. Been ; cost, 83,300.

Owner, H. M. Been ; cost, $500.

Owner, H. M. Been ; $3,000.

Owner, J. Sunis ; cost, 12,400.

Owner, M. Parker ; cott, $900.
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six-story and basement pressed brick and granite building,

on corner of Webster and Sacramento. Architects, Wright &
Sanders; contractor, J. S. Burpbee ; cost, $100,000.

Stores and lodging-house N. W. comer of Jessie and Sev-

'enth. Owner, J. Sheehy ; architect, T. J. Welsh ; contract-

ors, J. G. Jeffries and James McCann ; cost, $23,000.

Two-story frame residence on comer of Gough and Val-

lejo. Owner, F. Barnard ; architect, T. J. Welsh ; days'

work; cost, aixmt $12,000.

Frame building on Haight, between Webster and Fillmore.

Contractor, R. Doyle ; architect. T. J. Welsh ; cost, $3,300.

Two-story frame dwellim? on Sacramento, between Laguna
and Buchanan. Owner, Mrs. Rounday ; architect, Pel-

ton ; contractor, J. Fumess ; cost, *8,00U.

Two-story and basiment 4-tenement house, on Octavia, be-

tween Gea-T and Post. Owner, W. Luideman ; architects,

Kenitzer & Raun ; contractors, Norton A: Walker ; cost, $8,000.

Two-story and basement frame dwelling, on comer of Do-

lores and Day. Owner, O. Krenz ; contractor, R. Bergfeld
;

cost. $3,000.
Corner of Post and Laguna, Mr. Goldie is having his house

raised, and an additional story added. Contractor, M.
O'Rourke ; cost, about $800.
" Two -story and basement frame dwelling, on comer of

Gough and Broadway. Owner, Mr. Brook-* ; architect,

Pelton; contractor, J. Fumess; cost, $8,000.

One-story frame building, on Twenty-fourth, between Mis-

sion and Vilencia. Owner, J. Horn ; contractor, G. R.

Bolles; cost, $1,800.

Frame building for stores, on Seventh, near Mission.

Owner, A- D. Starr : contractor, J. P. Shephard ; cost, $3,000.
^ Two-story frame building for stores aud dwelling above,

corner of Bush and Laguna. Owrer, Mrs. Drager; architect,

Bestor ; contractor, R. Parker ; cost, $9,000.

Remodeling and additions to bui'ding on Bush, between
Octavia and Laguna. Owner, F. Martin ; contractor, F.

Roettger ; cost. $2,000.

Building for coal depot on Ellis, between Powell and Ma-
son. Owner, Knight ; contractor, W. M. Fletcher ; cost,

$750.
Fillmore, between Clay and Washington. Stable, with

rooms overhead. O. Peterson. Architect, J. Marquis; con-

tractors. Little & CummingK ; cost, $5,000.

One-story cottage on Herrman, between Webster and Fill-

more. Owner, A. J. Wynn ; architect, Bestor ; contract-

or, McKay; cost, $1,500.

Freight shed and office for South Pacific Coast Railroad

Company. Contractor, T. H. Day ; cost, $2,640.

Two -story frame store and dwelling, on Hayes, near

Gough. Owner, B. Daniels; architect, W. H. Bayless ; con-

tractor, J. Dutton; cost, $2,300.

Two-story frame, east side Valencia, between Sixteenth

and Seventeenth. Own-^^r, August Schade ; architect, H.
Geilfuss; contractor, J. Blake; cost, $2,700.

~ Alterations and additions corner Twenty-first aud Shot-

well. Owner, L. Feldman ; architect, H. Geilfuss ; con-

tractor, P. Stecher ; cost, $3,000.

Remodeling St. Luke's Hospital, to be used for an Old La-

One-story brick building, dwner, Delmas; architect,

Theo. Lenzen ; cost about $2,000.

Two-story frame dwelling near'Milpitas. Owner. R. 8.

Barber; architect, Theo. Lenzen ; contractor, Silbey; cost,

$3,500.
Two-story frame dwelling, with brick basement, on the

Alameda. Owner, N. Cadwaller; architect, Theo. Lenzen ;

day's work ; cost, $10,000.

Two-story frame dwelling with brick basement, eight

miles from town. Owner. H. W. Edwards; architect, Theo.

Lenzen ; contractor, Jacob Lenzen ; cost, $7,500.

One-story frame dwelling on Santa Clara between First

and Market streets. Owner, C. Wright ; architect, J. Gash,;

day's work; cost, $1,400.
i

- «t «,
Two-story renidenee on Riverside Farm. Owner. W. W.

Montague ; architect, Theo. Lenzen ; contractor, Starr &
Lendrom; cost, about $8,000.

One-story dwelling in South San Jose. Owner,
Owsley; architect. Theo. Lenzen ; contractor, Jacob Lenzen;

cost, $1,200,

Two-story frame dwelling comer Park and Delmas Avenue.

Owner, F. Schilling ; architect, Theo. Lenzen ; contractors,

Miller & Matthewson ; cost, $3,000.

Pavilion, bowling alleys, etc., at Newark Park. Owners,

South Pacific Coast Railroad Company ; architect, H. Geil-

fuss; contractor, Jacob Lenzen ; cost, $7,400.

SACBAMENTO.

Three-story frame with brick basement on comer of

Seventh and O streets. Owner, A. F. Hilbora ; architect, N.

D. Goodell ; contractors. Carle & Crowley; cost, $9,600.

Three-story frame, with brick basement, on corner Tenth
and L streets. Owner, Chas. McCurrie ; architects, Babson

& Seadler ; contractors, Carle & Crowley ; cost, $14,500,

Three one-story frame cottages with basement on If street

between Fifth and Sixth. Owner, Henry Tesler ; contractors.

Carle & Crowley; cost, $4,500.

Two-store frame with brick basement on Tenth street be-

tween J and K. Owner, M Kesler ; architect, N^D, Good-

ell ; contractor, M. Madden : cost, $4,500.

LOS AKOELES.

Two-story and basement brick buildfing for Normal School.

Owners, State of California ; architects, Curlett fc Eisen ;

day's work ; cost, $50,000.

OAKLAND.

North side Tenth street between 0h«8nut and Linden sts.,

two-story frame dwelling with brick basement . Owner, F.

C. Hoag ; architect and builder, W. H. Wharff ; cost, $4,200.

STOCKTON.

Two-story dwelling for F. Thomas. Architects, Percy &
Hamilton ; contractor, H. Robinson ; cost, $4,000.

Dwelling for A. Kilhas. Architects, Percy & Hamilton ;

contractor, A. F. Gilbert ; cost, $2,000.

Owner, J. Meyers"; cost, $1,200.'

Owner, M. Stefler ; cost, $2,000.

Owner, Mrs. Aberdieu ; cost, $2,300.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wheatland.—Contract for the I. O. O.F. Hall was let to

Swain k Hudson, of Marysville. Architect, A. A, Cook

;

cost, $11,000. ^ ^^
Benicia.—Lyons k Hunter are constructing a shed to cover

Gas Company's tank.

Red Bluff.—One-story dwelling with brick basement on

Washington Htreet. Owner, Q. H. Chase ; contractor, Hans
Hansen ; cost, $1,4(0.

Colusa.—Contract for school-house let to Warner. 8.

& J. 0. Newsom, architects; cost, 89,000.

Redwood Citt.—Additions to the Court House. Architect,

A. Laver ; contractor, Jacob Lenzen; cost, $12,760.

Santa Cbdz.—Hotel and country resort. Owner, B. 0.

Brown ;
architects. Hoffmann & Curtis.

St. Helena.—One-story building. Owner, J. R. Kettle-

well & Son. ^ .., „ ^
BiGos.—House and barn. Owner, Mr. Henderson ; con-

tractorM, John Myers and W. Webb.
San Rafael.—Seven miles from town, two-story frame

dwelling. Owner, Geo. Pacheco : architects, Kenitzer k
Raun ; contractor, Geo. W. Bond ; cost, $7,000.

Ruthebfobd.—Near town, two and one-hslf-story bam,
34x86, first-story will be stone, balance frame. Owner, G.

Niebaum; architect, W. Mooser ; contractor, J. W. Mc-

Millan ; cost, $7,000. „ „ .

Near town, two-story frame dwelling. Owner, H. Hamss;
architect, J. Marquis; contractor, J. W. McMillan : cost,

$4,000.

Publication Notices.

HEALDBBUBO. f'

Mr. Chas. York is erecting a wagon shop in North Healds-

burg. Contractor, Goodspeed.
Mr. Hebron is erecting a cottage. Contractors, Goodspeed

A: Combs.

Modem ArdiiUetural Designs and Details, published by Will-

iam F. Comstock, successor to Brlcknell & Comstock, in 10

parts njakes—bound—a very handnome and valuable book of

designs for houses, and plates of details, useful alike to archi-

tects and builders. The " parts," or numbers, separately,

can be hid at this office, at publisher's price, of $1 each, or

the ten *' parts " neatly bound for $10. All other books on

architecture, steel square, and all other subjects, can be had

through this office at publisher's rates. Orders from all sec-

tions of this western coast, and places bordering upon the

waters of the Pacific Ocean, filled with promptness.

We have received Vol. I. of " Palliser Useful Details," pub-

lished by Palliser, Palliser & Co., Bridgport, Conn. It con-

sists of over forty pages—20x26 inches—each page being

filled exclusively with details in original design, showing

about every conceivable thing in connection with house

constmction and finishing. The publication price of $3 per

volume is certainly very low for a publication containipg so

large an amount of practical information And instruction.

It cannot be otherwise than useful to all practical architects,

and especially so to students of architecture, and builders

who undertake the construction of buildings for which

plans and details are not furnished by architects. Orders

for same received at this office, and copies sent to any ad-

dress as soon as a supply can be had from the East.

The Steel Square and Its Uses, by F. T. Hodgson, is an

excellent little book, which should be in the hands of every

carpenter It contains numerous illustrations and treatises

UDon the Square, and excellent information for those who

have not acquired a full knowledge of the use of that im-

portant mecnanical instrument. Wise heads, who "know it

all
" do not need this or any other work or advice ;

but men

who " live to leara." will find much in its pages to instruct

them. Price, 75 cents; to be had at this office at publish-

er's price.

The Wm-k-Shop Companion is full of valuable information

to mechanics, houdekeepers, and all classes, in the form oi

receipts, mles, methods, processes, etc. for almost every-

thing in general use in workshops and households. Price,

35 cents • to be had at this office at publisher's price.
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IS alike possible and a fact, that she can also
boast equality with the very best journals pub-
lished in the English language. ~;^

A Word To Our Patrons.

We are exceedingly anxious to make this
journal all that we intend it shall be. To this
encji, we renew our earnest request that each of
our readers lend the helping hand. A little

personal effort on the part pf each will surely
add one or more new, for each present, sub-
scriber to our list. This result will be a gain
and benefit to each and all of our readers ; for
the increase of subscriptions will enable us the
sooner to complete contemplated improvements,
and make this the standard class journal of the Pa-
cific Coast. It has already gained an enviable
reputation and standing among the journals of
the eastern States and Europe, and its influence
for good to the mechanical, manufacturing, and
industrial interests of this State and coast is

destined to be large. We have worked our
way upward under great disadvantages, and in
the face of conditions generally which would
have caused timid men to falter and fail. But
it was not until all the probabilAies and possi-
bilities were fully considered, that the resolve
was made to venture upon the difficult task of
establishing a new class journal, in the midst of
a people who for thirty years had trained them-
selves to depend upon distant States and cities
to supply the demand for a journal of this char-
actor. And now that the mountain haa been
scaled, and the mastery gained over obstacles
which at the beginning seemed almost insur-
mountable, the call is made upon our many
patrons to increase their zeal in making this the
GREAT PUBLICATION SUCCESS OP THIS WESTERN
COAST. The success which has come, and contin-
ued to increase with each months' publication, has
had the efi'ect of creating the still greater desire
that thousands more may add their subscriptions,
and so make manifest to the world, that while
California leads in innumerable connection, it

Pacific Coast Association of Architects.

The regular -monthly meeting of this associ-
ation was held on the 4th inst. , President Laver
in the chair

; the number present was larger th^n
at any previous meeting since the organization
of the society, and greater interest and earnest-
ness manifest.—We-&incerely hope that at an early day 6very
qualified architect in this city, and on the Pacific
Coast, will unite in efforts to establish and make
this association one of the most flourishing and
influential in San Francisco

; that it is capable
of being made a power for good, both to archi-
tects and the public at large, there can be no
question. The sooner the narrow confines of
selfish, ambitious, and personal interests in their
contracted senses can be enlarged into a broader
and more generous and liberal spirit, the better
it will be for the honor and dignity of the pro-
fession. In architectural, as in all other rela-
tionships where personal considerations and
interests control the action* of men, the tend-
encies lead awav from the higher, better, and
more enlarged, lying within the grasp of those
who combine with honest intent_4Q_improve
themselves by uniting with kindred minds in
the pursuit of improvement. This we are au-
thorized to say, that it is the earnest desire of the
promoters of the organization that every worthy
and reputable gentleman competent in the noble
science of architecture should unite in the good
work. The arguments favoring the establishment
of such a society in San Francisco are equally
forceable with those surrounding the profession
in any portion of the United States ; and we are
satisfied, that if the actual and legitimate facts
appealing to the architects of California were
fully realized by each, none would withhold his
presence and co-operation.

A committee of three, consisting of Messrs.
Mitchell, Welsh, and Wolfe, were appointed to
revise the present by-laws of the association,
and formulate a scale of charges for architect-
ural services.

The following-named gentlemen were elected
members of the association: Theo. Lenzen of
San Jose, O. Morgan of Los Angeles, 0. Ever-
ett of San Francisco.

Ex-Senator Donovan being present, submitted
the *' Titus Sewer Gas Trap" for the considera-
tion of the association ; a committee of three
was appointed to examine the same, and submit
the result of their investigation at the next reg-
ular meeting.

Letters were regid from A. ^. Bloorof New
York, referring to the formation of a ''chap-
ter" in San Francisco. The matter was dis-

cussed, and several present signified their will-

ingness to unite in an effort to organize a branch
chapter in this city. This matter will receive
further attention at the next meeting, and some
definite action may be expected for the purpose
of effecting such an organization.

The fact being stated that the managers of the
California Architect and Building Review
intended to adopt a new heading, or frontispiece,

for the January issue of that journal, it was
generously resolved, by unanimous resolution,

that the sums of $25 and $15 respectively, be
appropriated as competitive awards for the two
best designs for that purpose ; the designs to be
presented at the next regular meeting, and their

respective merits adjudged and determined, and
the awards made by the association.

We most heartily and sincerely appreciate
this unexpected and generous act, not alone for
its intrinsic value, but as evincing the good es-
teem and appreciation in which our humble ef-
forts to establish a journal in the interest of the
architectural profession on this coast is held by
the members of the association.

Signature Hieroglyphics.

Many amusing stories are told, even rtf learned"
^^ great men—

B

tatcamen, divines, editur8,"^Trd-
lawyers—who have been unable to decipher the
meaning of sentences sometimes produced by
their own pens, except by mental recollections
of what they intended to communicate. And it

is by no means uncommon to see names sub-
scribed to missives which are more like the og-
hams and hieroglyphics of the ancients, than
modern penmanship. If such persons could but
recognize the onerous taxation involved upon
printers in these facts, they would certainly be
more careful. Many pious and good men who
*' would not for the world" cause a fellow-being
to say naughty words, are fearfully at fault, and
unwittingly "make printers, sweai;Jiketrogerft."
-A composrtor who is compelled to spend one-
half of his time in striving to reduce the pen or
pencil scratches Before him to plain English
would be more than human if he did not do a
little profane thinking, even if he restrained his
tongue from expressing the emotion of his tor-
tured soul ; and editors, too, if they were not
the most patient of human kind, would echo the
refrain from the compositor's rooms over some
of the manuscripts received.

Tons of manuscript have been tossed into the
waste basket because of the difficulty, if not
the utter imjxMssibility, to read them. Time is

money with editors and compositors, as w^cU as
other people, and it is reasonable to expect that
communications which require an hour to
"make out" the true intent and meaning of
sixty minutes writing, should meet the waste
basket fate.

All this we write, because subscriptions to
this joumrl have poured in upon us so rapidly
of late, and among them there have been so many
names subscribed which required the full corps
of this office, from the managing editor down to
the "printer's devil," to decipher the signa-
ture, and in many cases from professional and
business men who ought to be able to

.:^^*write their names plainly.

Two-cent Stamps.

We would particularly call the attentioa
of those sending us stamps, either for copies
of the Califoenia Architect and Build-
ing Keview, or for the payment of books,
to send us the amount in TWO-CENT
stamps. We have dow a plethora of three
and six cent stamps on hand, and only de-

sire stamps of the smaller denomination,
either one or two cent.

*»•

In San Francisco, with the houses nearly all

of wood, and with a population of 233,000, the
total assessed valuation of all property, real and
personal, is $253,000,000. In Hamilton County,
Ohio, which includes Cincinnati, and has a
much larger population than San Francisco, it

is $207,0()0,0(X), and in St. Louis, with a popu-

lation of 340,000, it is only $165,000,000.—
Southern Ma/nufacturer and Builder. •
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Immigration.

We have before us a pamphlet, the contents

of which was read before the Board of Trade of

8an Francisco, October 4th, 1881, by Mr. Sum-

ner W. Bugbee, setting forth the necessity for

the right kind of immigration to this coast. The

strong and irrefutable facts of the case are re-

viewed at some length, but not exhausted, and

showings made which should bear weight upon

the subject discussed. - . __

We of California boast the inheritance of ** one

of the most favored spots on earth," with re-

==sources endless, climate unsurpassed, wealth in

minerals, cereals, vines, and orchards, beyond

computation, and in manufacturing and natural

. advantages calculated to make the city of San

^Francisco and tlie State of California all that the

—most favored cities and States of the Union are

or pan bg ;
yf^^ wit.h all these, we lack popula-
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tion, and the uninitiated might reasonably ask

why this is so.

The first and strongest reason comes from

across the broad waters of the Pacific Ocean,

from a race of beings who have not a single

sentiment in harmony with those of the Ameri-

can people, except the love of money, and with

Tio regard to the means of its obtainment. Vir-

tue, truth, innocence, and human liberty are

baubles to them, when sacrifice of these brings

gains and profits. They seek our soil, not to

perpetuate the rule of government, and the so-

cial and business relationship which has made

\iBji. great nation, but to overrun the land with

ho'rdes of human slaves, to battle against and

crowd down and out the American and European

^sons of toil, who have built up the greatness of our

God-blessed country by the hard labors of their

hands and sinewy arms, and the arduous and

untiring application of their mental and physical

energies.

The few advantages that Chinese and Chinese

slave labor have been to California are insignificant

. when compared with the stupendous evils which

have flowed from and exist by their presence.

Many of those who have employed this cluss of

labor in the past have profited thereby finan-

cially ; but Chinamen have been the greater

gainers, because they have learned many of our

manufacturing and mechanical arts, and used

them upon our'- own soil, and not only closed

the dooi-s of opportunities against the white la-

boring classes, but have so tortified themselves

by the advantages made possible to them, that

capital itself feels the withering blow of Chinese

competition. There is .scarcely an avenue of

trade and manufacture which has not been en-

croached upon by Chinese Josh worshipers ;
and

if our "Golden Gate " remains unbarred against

their coming, without any restrictions, the in-

ducements for those of our own race to seek a

liojne upon the shores of the Pacific will dimin-

ish, and the time not be far distant when hordes

of Chinese, if unhindered, will sweep over our

favored State, and increase the difficulties in the

way of immigration by people of American and

European origin. This is the first and greatest

evil and drawback upon the increase of popula-

tion within the Pacific States, and is the first

for which a remedy should be found and applied

;

because so long as it is permitted to continue

i^nmolested, it gains strength, and becomes the

more formidable and difficult to manage. It is

a disease on the body politic, which demands

the surgery of restrictive laws without delay.

Land monopolies upon the Pacific Coast will

have an ending. Railroad managers understand

their own interests too well to hold and keep

their vast domains intact ; and other large land-

owners will in time divide up their tracts, and

make room for others to sow and reap ; or,

should the present holders maintain their grasp

too long, the old relentless messenger, who

sways the powers of death, respecting neither

conditions nor possessions, will dissolve the

ban<ls of life, so that heirs and liligants shall

have the opportunity to divide the spoils left

them by avaricious pre-emptors and first settlers.

Naturally, all other obstacles to greater liber-

ality and more equal division and ownership of

the soil will come to pass ; but the settling

among us of a race steeped in ignorance, vice,

idolatry, and semi-barbarianism will be an in-

curable evil which no power can remove, if per-

mitted to obtain permanent root upon American

territory ; and it behooves not only the working

classes, but the mercantile, commercial, and

business men of our country generally to look

to this matter and save themselves. For not only

will these people ruin the laboring classes of our

own race, but when and as fast as they obtain

knowledge of our methods, and mechanical and

manufacturing arts and sciences, they will plant

their foot upon the throat of every industry, and

subjugate every interest to their own terms.

They come to us with smiles and kind words,

but only to perfect themselves in a tliuruugh

understanding of what we as a people have thus

far in part taught them, that they may be able

in the future to meet and conquer us on every

field of business battle.

The capital which the merchants and masters

from the Celestial empire will be and are able

to control, and the million of serfs and slaves

which it is in their power to import and employ,

will defy all attempts on the part of the Ameri-

can people at profitable competition. And as

an inevitable sequence, the Chinese will become

masters of the situations, arid command an influ-

ence and business power befdre which all present

conditions in maiiufacture, traffej'and commerce

must yield.

This is no fancy foreboding of improbable re-

sults, but the solid facts presented and clearly

deducible from what we of California have to

our sorrow learned during the past thrty years.

Tens of thousands of our own race have been

driven away from this State and coast, and every

branch and sphere of business has been injured

by the people whose further coming, to the det-

riment of a better class of immigration, we em-

phatically denounce as a great wrong against the

people of this western section, as well as the

entire white population of the United States.

How Forests Produce Moisture.

BO is increased as the temperature is raised, not

by a steadily gaining rate, but more rapidly as

the heat is increased. There can be no evapo-

ratio^i when air is saturated with moisture, and

no deposit of water in any form until the tem-

perature is reduced to the point of saturation.

It is not yet determined as to how far the cool-

ing and moistening influence of a grove may ex-

tend. It must depend upon many circumstances,

and especially upon the slope of the surface, and

the direction of the winds. The eff'ect is often

apparent to the eye from the freshness of th©^

herbage in adjacent fields for many rods in width.

The efl"ect of the woodlands in retaining snows

where they fall, and in delaying their melting

in the spring, has been everywhere observed in

snowy countries. In such localities, the snow

cannot be drifted by the winds, and when it

melts it disappears slowly, sinking into the soil

rather than flowing oft' upon the surface. The

elfect of this delay, in checking a too early ap-
pearance of fruit blossoms, cannot be mistaken.

The result is in fact similar to that of consider-

able areas of water, such as our northern lakes,

along the borders of which, especially on the

lee-side, fruits are found to flourish with the

greatest success. In a country interspersed with

clumps and belts of woodlands, the snows drift

less, and, melting more evenly over the surface,

cannot fail to be beneficial to the interests of

agriculture, and more especially to meadows and

pasture.

—

Leffel Mechanical News.

Southern Timber.

Dr. Franklin B. Hough, United States Com-
missioner of Forestry, gives the following expla-

nation of the effects of forest on moisture : It is

a matter of common remark, that our streams

dhninish as the woodlands are cleared away, so

as to materially injure the manufacturing inter-

ests depending upon hydraulic power, and to

require new sources of supply for our State ca-

nals, and for the use of cities and large towns.

Many streams once navigable are now entirely

worthless for this use. The mode in which this

influence operates will be readily understood

when we consider the effects of forest upon the

humidity and temperature of air.

A deciduous tree, during the season when in

foliage, is constantly drawing from the earth,

and giving off from its leaves a considerable

amount of moisture, and in some cases the

amount is very great. This change of state from

a fluid to gaseous condition is a cooling process,

and the air near the surface, being secured from

the sun and from the winds, becomes, by this

means, so humid that a rank, succulent vegeta-

tion often springs up and thrives, which in an

open field would wither and perish in an hour.

The air being thus charged with moisture and

cnoled, does not take up by evaporation the

rains which fall, and the soil, being more open,

readily allows the water from melting snows and

from showers to sink into the earth, from whence

a portion appears in springs and in swamps,

which give rise to rills and streams.

The air at all times holds more or less watery

vapor in suspension, and its capacity for doing

The New Orleans Democrat, in the course of

an interesting article on Southern timber and

its superior qualitiy-for manufacturing purposes,

says : They have been cutting timber in the

counties and parishes along Mississippi Sound

for a century or so, yet the latest forestry report

shows that in these counties from seventy-five

to ninety-eight per ceiit.* of the area is wooded

land. The greater portion of this State is for-

est, the timber being of the greatest variety-

pine, ash, oak, and cypress—while Mississippi,

Florida, and Arkansas are equally good fields

for saw-mills and lumber-yards. New Orleans,

indeed, is the center of the largest section of

wooded lands in the Union, and will in time

wrest from Chicago its claim to be the lumber

capital of the country; and from Cincinnati,

the manufacture of furniture, boxes, etc. In the

many estimates of the wealth of the South, this

is something that has never been included.

There will be a department especially devoted

to Southern woods at the Atlanta exhibition.

—

Southern Manufacturer and Builder.

Steel Paint.

A new industry or manufacture has been un-

dertaken in England, namely, the production of

paint from steel scale, for the protection of iron

and steel from corrosion in any position and in

any climate. The scale for this purpose is that

which falls from the metal as it passes through-

the rolls, and this is ground by special machinery

until it becomes as free from grit as flour, and

then it is intermixed with boiling oil and color-

ing matter. The paint is of two kinds—the an-

ti-corrosive, for use above water, to prevent

structures from rusting, and the anti-foul-

ing, for use under water, to prevent ani-

mal and vegetable life from attaching them-

selves to ships' bottoms and other iron work.

It is claimed that, if painted with two coata of

the composition, a vessel may go to India or

Australia, and rfeturn with a clean bottom ;
the

anti-corrosive covering, it is also asserted, is

much more effectual for blast furnaces that gas

tar.

—

Leffel Mechanical News.

1^ Subscription price of this journal for

1882 will be $2.00 in advance.
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Being a History and Description of the Square. Methods and rules given by which the length and bevels are ob-

tained of all kinds of rafters, braces, collar-beams, brackets, etc. Its application to the various cuts in stair-building.

The whole designed to be a complete help to mechanics, by which they can work in a systematic manner all the various
problems in regard to the cuts in carpentry.
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It was not our intention, in commencing this series of art-

icles, to illustrate any part of the machinery connected with

the manufacture of the square. But during^ the past month
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we have received letters from different parts of the State,

asking us to give a cut of the machine that could stamp the

marks, divisions, and numbers on the square with such abso-

lute precision. To please such inquirers, and others we hope
as well, we introduce to our readers two cuts of Bement's ma-
chine for Stamping squares. These machines, we believe, are

owned exclusively by Sargent & Co., New Haven, Conn.,

they having secured the patent; these machines work auto-

matically, and with the precision of a cylinder printing-press.

As will be observed by looking at the cuts, the machine
consists of a pair of vibrating jaws working upon axes paral-

lel to each other, so that the faces of said jaws approach each

other as they move into the same line ; one of the said faces

4>eing provided with dies, corresponding to- ys}i» figures or

marks to be made upon the square, and so that the blade of

the square carried between the jaws as they come together

will be depressed by said dies.

Fig. 1.

a

w _

Fig. a.

Fig. 1 is a vertical section of this machine. A is part of

the frame work which supports the jaws B and C. These are

hung in a bearing on the frame, so as to vibrate up and down,

the surface moving in an arc of a circle drawn from their

bearings. A vibratory motion is imparted by a crank, Z>,

through a connection, F F; in order that the two parts may
move perfectly togetherrso that there will be no sliding of

one upon the other, this connection is made to but one of the

jaws ; between the jaws a plate, E, is arranged, supported

vertically by guides. This frame is connected to each of the

jaws by two sets of flexible straps ; one set is connected with

the plate above, or at the upper end, and with the jaws be-

low ; the other set is connected at tlie lower end with the

plate, and at the upper end with the jaws respectively.

Hence, as one jaw moves, the straps in connection with the

other jaw causes that to move with it to the other extreme,

and to carry with them the plate E.
When standing in the extreme upward and oi>en position,

the blade is placed between the jaws against the frame E^
the frame serving as a guide for the proper position of the

bladcj and the ;jawt<; tri^if D^Uffg turned, carry the blade down
between them, the relative posTlion of the faces of the jaws

being such that the blade so carried in between them will be

impressed by the dies, so as to leave the impression of the

dies on the blade. In order to adjust the jaws so that their

faces may bear the proper relative position to each other,

the bearings, H, of the jaws are set in grooves in the frame,

as seen in the figure, and in rear of these bearings I place

wedges, /, so that the bearings may thereby be forced for-

ward or be allowed to fall back and thus adjust the jaws to

the desired relative position.

To hold the jaws back in their bearing ; the jaws are form-

ed with trunnions at their ends, and over these trunnions a

cap, iV, is set, as seen in the figure, and a spring, P, placed be-

tween the caps, the tendency of which is to force the jaws

apart. In order to provide for slight variation in the thick-

ness of the blade, the faces of the jaws, T, are made separate

from the jaws, and back of the faces are placed India rubber

cushions, as shown at /, in solid black in the figure, so as to

allow the jaws to yield to slight variations in the thickness

of the blades.

We have not the space to illustrate further the machinery

required for the manufacture of the square. It will be readi-

ly understood from the foregoing, the amount of time, pa-

tience, and perseverance that was required to bring such

machinery to perfection.

After the squares have been lined and stamped, they are

sent to the receiving room, where great care is given in, pol-

ishing and packing the squares for shipment. And it may
be safely said that whatever part of the world one may be in,

if he has use for such a tool, Sargent's Square No. 100 stands

at the head of the list for accuracy and finish.
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We have now given a full history of the square,

with an account of its manufacture, and of the ma-

chinery used. In our next we will give a full

DESCRIPTION OF THE SQUARE, explaining the U8e of

every figure and line upon it; to be followed by
monthly articles on the uses of the square, in which

we will give rules for obtaining the angles, length,

and bevels of every description of rafters, hips, jack-

rafters, braces, purlins, collar-beams, etc.
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'' The Sand-Hill Rangers."

Sucli is the designation applied to that class of

pretending mechanics in the region of San Fran-
cisco, who are as ignorant of all true and correct

mechanical principles, as the braying ass is of

the sanctity of the Sabbath, or the sacredness of

holy edifices devoted to the worship of tlie Most
High. California has been more cursed than

any other place on earth, by the inflictions

which such men inpose upon mechanical pur-

suits. They are worse than the seven plagues of

Egypt, because these had an ending, and the

people of Egypt recovered from their scorge;

and should similar visitations or other calamities

come upon, tlie people of the present period,

"every meanartliat might be employed as a reme-

dial or removal agency would be recognized as

legitimate and proper. If it should happen
•again that showers of frogs should fall upon the

earth , measures would be devised and adopted

THE CALIFORNIA ARCHITECT AND BUILDING REVIEW.

to destroy the unwelcome ^jroakers r ^^d trteat

if the other class of smaller vermin mentioned

1

M

Si

^ in the li»t of the seven plagues should swarm
upon mankind, the comb manufactories of the

— United States would soon supply a sufliciency of

— the fine-tooth toilet implements to free the land.

— '"But the class of creatures known as sand-hill

rangers, which swarm and settle in all places, to

the common injury of worthy mechanics and
^r- .artisans, must be tolerated as legitimate evils,

— enjoying certain personal "inalienable rights,"
— of which, under the laws of the land they can-
—^Tit/»/%fe' deprived, and fof fhe suppression or^rc-

striction of whicli there exists no legal state or

national enactment, nor any standard of busi-

ness or moral equities, however hurtful and in-

jurious the course i)ursued by such parties may
be to men who have qualified themselves as me-
chanics, and deserve encouragment and protec-

tion against all hurtful influences. The same
class of men are known elsewhere as "botches,"

with which every mechanical pursuit is more or

less incumbered. If such men confined them-
selves to pursuits for which alone they are qual-

ified, they would till a more fitting place in life

;

but when those who p< )ssess a low order of intel-

lect, are coarse and rude in every thought and
conception, have never passed through any of

the necessary trainings which alone can qualify

for mechanical iiuistery in any line of operations,

assume the character of competing or master

mechanic, it is demoralizing in the extreme.

Competent men very justly complain that they

are often brought in competition with this lesser

class, and most naturally denounce the unequal
condition which exist in this connection, and the

disposition of owners to countenance and encour-

age those who enjoy no other recommendation
in a mechanical sense that " cheapness"—a bait

by which so many have, from time to time, been
caught. For those who undertake work at less

than a fair value must necessarily, and do, seek

every advantage to " save themselves," without

any regard to the character of the tiling pro-

duced. And in men who are strangers to the

ennobling inspirations of mechanical pride, all the

better sentiments are lost in the desire and de-

termination to secure profit at any sacrifice.

And when sacrifices are to be made, it is an as-

sured fact that the officiating personages will se-

cure their own safety. Hence, owners who
engage such men, simply upon the basis of low
figures, are guilty of an indiscretion which shows
lack of wise discrimination and judgment ; for

the same rules of values which applies to cheap
goods and merchandise attaches with equal force

to mechanical productions and operations.

The effect of all this is most fnjurious in a

very broad sense—far too broad to be compre-
hended in a single article in this journal, urdess

every column should be occupied, and then the

whole story could not be told.

To the question. Is there no practical remedy ?

we answer, There is none within reasonable

reach. To effect a remedy a decided change in

many directions would be necessary; changes of

euch magnitude that even the bravest and most
earnest philanthropist would falter at its un-

dertaking, if impressed with the greatness and
extent of the necessary work. '^Public senti-

ment" would have to be reached, and remodeled,

and educated, to recognize and appreciate the

difference between, and value of, mechanics as a

fact, and mechanics oiily in p7'etenses; the crea-

tion of a willingness on the part of those having

work done to pay its full value ; the establish-

ment of a system which would discriminate be-

tween the value of the services of the competent
and the incompetent; the reformation of the

men who devote their time and baser energies

to the injury of all mechanical arts and sciences

in Svery connection ; the elevation of mechanical
pursuits to that higher plain of operations which
would secure perfect fidelity, honesty, and integ-

rity as a rule of action;—and, in a word, correct

and purify every influence surrounding the vari-

ous^ pursuits ofkbor^reli^yin^ them from the

enslavement of unequal and injurious competi-

tion. But as all this, or any part thereof, can
only be effected by touching the purses or pock-

ets of those having work of any character done,

it is safe to say that the evils fastened upon the

mechanical arm of our great country cannot be
removed. For gold is the god which most men
worship, and the idol before which they bow

;

engaged in mechanical pursuits will continue to

be what are in contradistinction to proprietors,

superintendents, foremen, etc., termed work-
men. This does not, and particularly it should
not, imply that they know less of the business of

their trade ; but before the proper incentive to

action can be offered to, and accepted by, me-
chanics, it must be evident to them, that, in lift-

ing themselves up, they are not to be dragged
back by others; and it must also be equally

plain to those who employ them, that, in paying
one man the wages to which he is justly entitled,

they will not be expected to pay twenty men
more than they are entitled to receive.

No one thing can do so much to improve the
mechanical standing of the country as a knowl-
edge of the fact, that swift and substantial rec-

ognition awaits every material advance of the
individual workman; and further, that work-
men should see that no jealousies on their part

stand in the way of such a consummation.
;

It is a point worthy of more consideration

and that which proposes to diminish one's bank
^

To Get Com, You Must Sow Corn.
account or cash on hand, beyond luiavoidable

necessities, at once produces an antagonism
w^ithin th^a^abr" <ii imp^eeii)iiities.».-v:i!»

Individual Advancement of Mechanics.

than it has received, botTi froni those wlio pay
and from those who receive wages, whether
more cannot be done to develop the latent abil-

ities of some mechanics, thereby directly bene-

fiting all parties immediately concerned, and
indirectly benefiting the whole country.

—

Amer-
ican Machinist.

While an honest difference of opinion may
exist between those who pay and those who re-

ceive wages, there is one point upon which the

more thoughtful of both classes are agreed, and
that is the impracticability, or n\pre than that,

the impossibility, of giving to each individual,

amongst a large number of workmen, his share

of the total amount paid as wages. It might, at

first thought, appear that employers would be
the least interested in this matter ; but some ex-

perience, and a good many expressions from this

class, lead to the belief that they appreciate even

more than the workmen themselves do, the fact

that strict justice cannot be done in this respect.

The classing, for instance, of a certfiin number
of men us machinists, and consecjuently entitling

them to so many dollars and cents in the way
of wages, has too much of the old patriarchal

economy about it to suit the times ; and the

matter is not particularly bettered by dividing a

shop's complement of men into a first and second

class, and grading their pay accordingly. The
fact is, that the services of every individual me-
chanic have, or ought to have, a value as dis-

tinct as his own individuality, and should be paid

for without the slightest reference to anything

else. Nothing else will bring out all there is in

a man, and nothing is more needed at the pres-

ent time than individual progress. We say
'* ought to have," because the plan of leveling

men in respect to wages has a powerful influence

towards leveling them in respect to ability. In

a world of dollars and cents, these representa-

tives of something to be bought with them are

the great incentive to action, and when you
make it manifest to the individual that pains-

taking on his part will not put him in possession

of more of them, that incentive is lost.

It is natural, and in every way commendable,
that a man should endeavor to earn and receive

as much in the way of wages as possible, but

improvement in this respect, as in every other,

requires exertion ; in the case of the mechanic,

for instance, an exertion in the way of study

beyond that required to enable him to maintain

his present standing. It is in the best interests

of all, that the inducement shall be such as to

invite every one to make his best efforts. In

The enterprise displayed and the power pos-

sessed by-the press of th** present daytnftr-the *

outcome of appreciation and liberal patronage by
the masses. While many have reaped wealth and

fortunes by publication ventures, people of all

classes have received in return for their small

subscription outlays an amount of infonnation

and practical knowledge which cannot be calcu-

lated by any standard of values. Hence, it be-

comes an essential necessity with every reader

of public journals to seek and sustain the purest

and best, and liberally aid such as aim to in-

struct and benefit those who peruse their col-

umns. In this respect, there is no journal pub-

lished in the English language which more sin-

cerely and honestly proposes to furnish its read-

ers with more valuable and instructive matter

than the California Architect aiul Building Re-

view—information the more valuable, because

involving matters bearing largely upon home,
health, and life comforts, the developments of

State resources, the wise, judicious, and proper

improvement of real estate, and the many sani-

tary and other sciences which contribute to the

happiness of mankind.
Hence we say, every citizen of San Fran-

cisco, and the people of the entire Pacific coast,

should extend a hearty support to this the only

journal of its kind published west of the Rocky
Mountains, and the only channel through which

the innumerable important and valuable facts

connected with home, building, sanitary, and

other pertinent sciences can be obtained. The
daily press furnishes occasional items upon

these subjects, but each number of this journal

is a whole volume in itself, as compared with

any daily publicatioSr

its further claims to support, particularly upon

this coast, are its recognition by Eastern and

European journals as the sta7ulard and official

journal of the Pacific States in all matters ar-

chitectural, and others represented in its col-

umns. Consequently, a large proportion of its

articles are from time to time copied into

journals published in other places, and through

them spread all over the country. It therefore

becomes the duty of every individual interested

in the welfare of California and the western

States generally, to do all that may be in his

power to increase our subscription list, as by do-

ing so it will enable the carrying out ©f all the

grand purposes contemplated by us, and assist

us in producing a journal which shall have no
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A Word in Defense of Master Plumbers.

So much has been said and written in con-

demnation of plumbers and plumbing work gen-
erally, that one might fairly conclude—accept-

ing the statements made as the criterion of

judgment—that plumbers are about the least

honorable and trustworthy class of mechanics
engaged in building operations. But as there

are exceptions to all general rules, it would be
veiy severe and harsh indeed to contend that

no exceptions exist among plumbers, and that,

to a man, they are guilty of , all the bad things

charged against them as a class.

Such a proposition could not Teceive the in-

dorsement of intelligent men; for while there

exists innumerable illustrations of shameful and
disease-producing plumbing work in all parts of

the United States and Eurof>e, there are also to

be found in every city splendid specimens of

meehanioal ^ill and proficiency in the plumbing
art. And it is but just to state further, that

numberless defective jobs of plumbing work are

the result of carelessness or incompetency, or

in many instances, what is still worse, the will-

ful neglect and reckless indifference of the

journeyman intrusted, in good faith, with the

proper execution of the work. Master plumb-

ers are frequently made the responsible victims

of their employees' bad doings ; nor would it be

safe or consistent to attempt to abate this re-

required and called for, who executes work gen-
erally with as little regard as possible to neat-
ness and correct workmanship where specified

to be done in a " workmanlike manner," is no
nearer virtuous and saint-like than the wicked
sinner who does '* wretched plumbing work."
The painter who studies the adulteration of

every admixture of paint where purity of mate-
rial is contracted for; the plasterer who uses

five barrels of lime where six is called for and
required to make good work, and ten pounds of

hair where fifteen is the quantity for which he
receives pay; the tin-worker who fraudulently
uses coke tin, where I. 0. leaded plate or cross-_

tin is specified, who burns and corrodes with
acid where resin solder is required and should
be used; the foundryman who delivers castings

five to twenty-five per cent, lighter than the
specified weight, or marks up weights, and charg-

es ten per cent, more pounds than is delivered
;

those who break windows and ^^ swear to God''

that they tnew nothing about it ; the " mill-

man " who uses unseasoned lumber, and pledges
his honor that it as " dry as a bone," who works
in twisty-grained, sappy, gummy wood, fit only
for the flames, where the best qualities are the
standard specified, who substitutes one and one-
half or one and three-fourths inch sash-pullies,

to cut and ruin the sash-cord, for the sake
of saving four to ten cents in the cost of a
window-frame, where necessarily larger pullies

are provided for ; the stair-builder who uses un-

The Classic Orders.

the nature teWiings, a large proportion of those |
superiors on this coast or elsewhere.

^?onaibi.lii;y,.««.weigMo^ .i£ft--4iunge upon ^^^^^^'^
»seasoned rumDrf in stair work' and ^fects stairs

piece of plumbing work done, particularly where I

^^^^^^^ lumDer in stair worKT, ana erects staiis

connections are made with the sewers. And al-

though the master plumber may intend ever so

faithfully and honestly that every thing shall be

unexceptionally perfect, that good intent is

valueless as against the results which must nec-

essarily flow from every imperfect piece of

plumbing work done. Consequently, the point

should be unerringly guarded, that no workman
be intrusted with important work, whose me-
chanical skill, sanitary knowledge, and reliability

is not beyond all question.

But this other fact also exists, that journey-

men are often furnished with all the necessary

best material in abundance, and receive strict

orders to observe and practice the most correct

rules, and the latest developed improvements in

plumbing science; but from the force of habit,

or a perverse and persistent rejection of the

more advanced theories, or an obstinate deter-

mination to '*do it my way," or the " old way,"

bad things are repeated in thcfusands of cases,

against the master plumber's wishes and instruc-

tions. And many of these defects are perpe-

trated in a way and manner beyond easy detec-

tion, and remain unexposed until their bad

effects develop themselves in some tangible

form. All this goes to establish the necessity

for care and watchfulness on the part of those

assuming ''master plumber" obligations and

responsibilities. And it is a great pity that

means cannot be devised which would correct

the wrongs which exist, and purify plumbing

operations to the extent of freeing them from

the severe censure cast upon them.

The great hue and cry is raised specially

against plumbers and bad plumbing work ; and

justly so, as these, more than all else, affect the

sanitary conditions of every house and building

erected. But dishonesty and unfaithfulness in

other connections and departments of building

operations, as an abstract proportion, are no

less to be commended than the bad doings of

dishonest and unfaithful plumbers. The brick

mason who uses soft bricks whefe the best qual-

ities are contracted for, who uses but two bar-

rels of cement where three is called for, who
throws the bricks in the wall where they are re-

quired to be properly laid and well bedded, is no

less dishonest than the plumber who performs

unfaithful work. The carpenter who uses sec-

ond-quality materials where No. 1 is specified,

who furnishes or drives one nail where three are

which in a month or two after they are finished

shrink and squeak, producing " a horrid noise
"

every time they are ascended ; the mantle-man
who sets mantles so carelessly as to endanger
the destruction of the building by fire ; nor any
other man or set of men who perpetrate the

thousand and one bad things so often and
generally done in connection with the erection

of buildings—are a whit less dishonest and con-

demnable than the meanest plumber that ever

wiped a joint, or set a patent water-closet, wash-
basin, or sink defectively : barring this differ-

ence, that the rogueries of the latter tamper
with human health and life, while the equally

dishonest acts of the others simply touch the

owner's pockets.

Upon the simple point of honesty and integ-

rity, every man who fails to do fairly and faith-

fully every thing that he agrees to do is dishon-

est to the extent of his wrong-doings ; still the

greater censure is deserved by plumbers, be-

cause unvarying perfectness in their work is an
essential necessity to the sanitary condition of

buildings ; and we should approve and indorse

all such laws as would attach criminal liability

upon every plumber who should be guilty of

executing defective plumbing work ; and such

there should be, as well as laws to punish medi-

cal malpractice.

To Draughtsmen and Architects.

For mutual accommodation and convenience,

we shall hereafter keep a registry in the office

of this journal, for the purpose of entering the

names of all draughtsmen seeking engagements,

and architects requiring additional help, so far

as they respectively may see fit to avail them-

selves of the opportunity offered.

The reason for this is, that numerous applica-

tions have been made to us by draughtsmen

seeking employment, and architects requiring

help ; and had we been in possession of the nec-

essary information as to names and addresses,

we might have served the interests of both par-

ties. This we propose to do hereafter in the

manner suggested, and invite all draughtsmen

seeking situations to call and enter their names

;

and if architects, who may wish to secure addi-

tional help, will make application by letter or

personally, we will cheerfully extend them all

the information and assistance in our possession.

Once the basis of all meritorious archit^tur-
al C(jriceptions and practice, are so far disre-

garded nowadays, as to be seldom adopted in

their purity, although largely drawn upon in

many cases to assist modern {esthetics and con-^

ceptions in architecture. But the days of fol-

lowing have gone by, whether the departures and
new originalities are or are not improvements up-

on the old. During the present century, a new era

in developeme^is of every nature has come to pass.

Turn our thofll^hts and scrutinies in whatever
direction we may, we find ''changed" written

upon the face of everything that can be named,
within the spheres of domestic lifa, in home
circles and associations, in manners and cus-

toms, in all sciences, theories, and practices, and
even in religious beliefs and doctrines ; in all,

the old has passed away, or has been so much
fihan gftd by the prf>v;n1ing spirit and sentiments
of the latter years of the nineteenth century, that

it may be claimed that the generations of the last

fifty years have remodeled the affairs of the uni-

verse, bringing to the surface, and into practi-

cal use and application, tens of thousands of

hitherto latent agencies, powers, forces, and
developments—material, intellectual, and ele-

mental—which for ages have remained unruveal-

ed within the great laboratory of Nature.

It is therefore reasonable that the progressive

spirit of the ag<e „^h<iJ4d^ii|;eiLinto and iutlfttittpe

all architectural and building sciences ; nor

w^ould it speak well for those who profess to be

disciples of the great designers of the earlier

periods, who conceived and perfected the

"grand old orders," to admit, that while pro-

gression and advanctment is marked ui»on all

things else, that improvements in harmony
with present tastes in architecture cannot be
made.
Amidst the mighty rush of new conceptions,

originations, and inventions in all things, archi-

tecture has kept pace in attempts, if not in per-

fectness and beauties, with the most advanced
ideas of the times. The theories, teachings,

and practices of our forefathers and the ancients

are in numerous particulars discarded, or so

modified and simplified that the learner of to-

day must hold the " old works " as mere " books

of reference "
; the principals and rules of exe-

cution now in practice being so greatly at vari-

ance with the old, that the study of the new
becomes a necessity to qualify for present prac-

tices. In scarcely any connection are the roles,

principals, and practices of ten decades ago

strictly adhered to ; and the architecture of the

present period is made conspicuous by its con-

trasts with the examples of olden times. But
in no other connection are changes and the in-

troduction of new ideas more difficult, for the

reason, that the effects of new things in architect-

ure are seldom fully understood or realized, un-

til presented in practical demonstration, at

greater or less cost and expense, when, whether
good or bad, they must remain to the credit or

discredit of those who originated them. So that

all attempts of architects to introduce new coB-^

ceptions, are more or less surrounded with un-

certainties which can only be favorably relieved

after constructive delineations shall have se-

cured approval and admiration.

Certain timbers of great durability, when
framed together, act upon each other so as to

produce mutual destruction. Experiments with

cypress an'd walnut, and cypress and cedar,

prove that they will rot each other while joined

together, but on separation the rot will cease,

and the timbers remain perfectly sound for a

long period.

—

Leffel Mechanical News.

Send for a copy of the "Steel Square and
its Uses," handsomely bound and illustrated.

Price 75 ots.
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PIONEER WHITE LEAD WORKS
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What is required to institute and carry

to a success I manufacturing enterprise ?

Nature is generous with her gifts ;
bu she

forces man to the exercise of his endow-

ments, to develop them, and give the sub-

stance a form for his appreciation and enjoy-

ment.
~

The very manv natural resources of this

Coast are marvelous, and they impress all

thinkinff visitors with the conviction ot a

oi-eat future. With but few exceptions,

these wondrous gifts of Nature are at pres-

ent but mere curiosities, and are spoken ot
i

and written of only as such-with prosy
|

theories on their practical value if utilized.

:

To the business man, scientist, or to the !

practical thinker who comes amongst us,
|

it is a matter of surprise that our people,
|

"With their wealth, do not develop these !

resources, and build up our coast with a

,

working and useful population, instead of

pursuing the selfish course they are now,

which is that of the usurer.

^ Our capitalists and business men are

blind to their own interests, in not in-

'
teresting themselves in the establishment

of manufacturing enterprises, which will se-

^^ur^loTIhem a certainty of fair returns

~
for their encouragement.

_: The people of this Coast cannot afford to

let existing opportunities lie idle, as a de-

pend€7icy onforeig^i sources means ourim-

poverishment Manufacturing guurantees

the reverse, as it furnishes eniploymejit to

and retains among us, consumers, that vital

quantity in a progressive and permanent

prosperity. . ,

We have much pleasure, however, m be-

inff able to refer to some notable excep-

tions to the general apathy of our business

and moneyed men.
-^

Heading this article will be seen an illus-

tration of the results of the energy and

public spirit of one of the leadmg and pio-

neer mercantile firms on the Pacific Coast.

Messrs. Whittier, Fuller & Co. several

years since commenced the manufacture ot

White Lead in this city.

They purchased ground on l^remont

street/between Howard and Fol^m, cov-

ering a surface of 137 6-12x275 feet, and

thereon erected factories and sheds, for the

purposes of the business.

Their whole works, machinery, and ap-

pliances, are on the most approved plans,

and excel in detail and completeness those

of any other White Lead factory in the

world.
, . ^., ^-^^

This is essentially a home institution,

from the groimd through to the finished

^product of their mills.

Few can realize the importance to tne

whole community of this enterprise.

In the first place, it encourages the de-

velopment, of our mines, as all the pig lead

used is the nroduction of our own coast.

It thus gives the Miners employment.

As all lead ores have to be smelted to

get the metal.

It thus gives the Smelters employ-

ment, ^^___
The transportation from the prodncing

points invokes aid of the carriers :

It thus gives Teamsters and Trans-

portation Companies employment.

A very large quantity of oil f/ised

in the grinding of the lead. All this

oil is crushed from seed raised in this

State.

It thus employs tlie Farmers.

All the pots used in corroding-sheds are

made here.

It thus gives employment to the

Potteries.

The maintaining of a factory requires

the services of machinists, millwrights, and

laborers

:

It thus gives employment to an Army

of Operatives.

And in fact, everything in and about the

works is of home manufacture. I^ow, what

does the employment of the many branches

of industry hereinbefore enumerated dem-

onstrate ? This fact : that as they are aM

consumers, their wants engage every busi-

7iess on the Coast to supply them.

The product of the

Pioneer White Lead Works

Is not excelled by any other make in the

world, 'it is guaranteed strictly pure; it

is white, veryfinely ground, and has superior

body and covering properties.

The manufacturers announce their deter-

: mination to always offer it to consumers at

less prices than any imported brands.

As against the imported, there would be

great economy in its use, even at equal

1 prices. All painters know that White Lead

I that has been packed any considerable time

I
loses a great deal of its vitality, m the ab-

sorption by the kegs of a considerable quan-

titvof the oil; leaving a hard mass in the

keg, involving time and expense in its ex-

traction and working up for use, and a

costly addition of oil.

The Pioneer being all freshly packed,

all this expense is avoided.

We know what the White Lead is, and

we have no hesitation—in fact we take

pleasure—in recommending our brother ar-

chitects to write it in their specifications

and to i7i8ist on its use : first, on the score

of quality; second, economy; third, the

general benefit to all of us.
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RESIDENCE OF C. H. LIGHT, CALIFORNIA STREET.—Plate 2.

FLOOR PLANS OF C. H. LIGHT'S RESIDENCE.—Plate 3.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FA8 EST AB H08TE DOCEBI."

[While this columu is open to all, farmers as well as me-
chauicB, engineers as well as architects, we would call imrtlc-

ular attention to one and all to have their questions and the
informatiou desired to be in accord, as far as possible, with
the interests of this journal and for the carrying out of those
principles for which the only monthly of its kind this i-ide

of the continent, was established. We will endeavor to an-
swer all questions In a fair and impartial manner, and if it

becomes necessary, will furnish cuts for the illustrations of
any problem, provided we regard the solution thereof

as beneficial to the majority of our readers. We would urge
upon our patrons the necessity of being pointed in their

questions, concise in the language used ; let the writing be
distinct, and one side of the paper only to be usfd

;
give full

name and address, and particularly mention if their proper
name shall be used.
We want it distinctly understood that the responsibility

of signed articles rests with the authors.
Correspondents will please direct all communications to

the business manager of this journal—240 Montgomery
street, rooms 12 and j3.]

— Business Manager op Architeot:— How
i

-
.i

- , -

^any architects are there^thetJlrttect-Stat^sr-^V^^^ .
conaequenUy exi^enge, are now W H»a4e to vary from41,800 to ^,600 ,

T G„« T^a« sold for a ijood price, and are in great demand. —
San Jose.

Ans.—By the last census, about 2,000.

Business Manager of Architect :—Why do
draughtsmen use India ink in preference to

liquid ink ? Apprentice.

Ans.—In the first place, it gives the finest

and clearest black of any ink known ; second,

it is unchangeable ; and third, it does not cor-

rode the fine and expensive steel instruments

with which it is used.

tC

which could not be seen by the naked eye.
Even the sweepings, after great care has been
taken to pick up every bit of metal that may
have fallen on the floor, are preserved, and in

New York City sell for $70 a barrel. It is cal-

culated that when a jeweler's shop floor is to be
renewed, the dirt accumalated in the crevices
will more than pay the cost of the new floor.

It is said that the receipts from the sale of the
refuse of starch mills, which is used by farmers
as feed for hogs and other stock, constitute a
large part of the profits, and that if this refuse
could not be sold, some mills would be compell-
ed to stop, or be run at a loss.

The paper "trimmings" of a large printing
oflice, like the Harper's or Appleton's, are worth
thousands of dollars a year.

Lumbermen have found uses for nearly every
part of a tree, and scraps, that a few years ago
accumalated so rapidly as to be a source of in-

Our Illustrations.

Calculating the Length of Rafters.—D.
M. W., of Caledonian Station, Mich., gives the
following rule for ascertaining the length of raft-

ers in roofs of one-third pitch, where there is no

Plate 1 represents ^^ParrutVs Building j^' which
is particularly referred to in another column, un-
der the head of " Granite a^ul Sandstcme Fronts
in San Francisco."

Plates 2 and 3 represent the front elevation
and plans for Mr. C. H. Light's residence, now
in course of completion, on the north side of

California street, east of Scott street. Its com-
pactness of aiTangement, without "cramping"
at any point, is a special feature. The cellar

accomniodati<ms are not shown, but are ample-
and convenient. As is our custom, we say noth-
ing about cost, as on a more level lot, and with
"slop-shop" construction, the figures may be
varied 25 per cent.

No. 4 is the elevation and plans of a neat and
exceedingly convenient cottage, sufliciently ex-

plained by the cut. The cost of its erection can

Timber in Brazil.

purlin. Multiply the width of the building by,^^ ^ ^ cabinet work The muiraninima tor
6, and point off one figure to the right for inch-li?f„!'?i^^n?„"'^®\^T .u. n^^^ T_^P'^'"'^'.. '^.^:

es ; e. g. suppose the width to be 18 feet : 18

multiplied by 6 equals 108, or by the rule, 10
feet 8 inches is the length of the rafter requir-

This rule will work on any width of build-
a.r : WV '

Business Manager of Architect :—Is there

any known remedy for the prevention of soot

gathering in a chimney. L. R.

Ans.—It is said that such gathering of soot

in a chimney may be prevented by putting a

quantity of salt into the mortar with which the

interior courses of bricks are to be laid. The
philosophy of the method is thus explained :

The salt in that portion of the mortar which is

exposed, absorbs moisture from the atmosphere
every damp day ; the soot, thus becoming damp,
falls into the fire place, and dangers of fire are

averted.

tig.
^teat-

Diphtheretic Plumbing.

Business Manager of Architect:—Why is

borax used in soldering any two sections of

metal together ? Beginner, S. F.

Ans.—Because it dissolves any oxides which
may exist on the surface of the metal, and pro-

tects the latter from the further action of the

air, so that the solder is enabled to come into

actual contact with the surfaces which are to be

joined.

Friend Architect:—I am much bothered

sometimes with the tops of my oil lamps coming
off; can you tell me of anything that will, by its

application, be the means of making them stay

on ] Of course it will have to resist the action

of kerosene. Mrs. W. J. B.

Ans.—Take 3 parts of resin, one of caustic

soda, and 5 of water ; this composition is mixed
with one-half its weight of plaster of paris ; this

composition is of great adhesive hower, and ia

not permeable to kerosene.

The Value of Scraps.—Few people appre-

ciate the value of little and apparently insignifi-

cant things. In some foreign countries the

litter of domestic animals is carefully collected

and sold to farmers. Not a few people make a

living, gathering fertilizers in this way.
In the shops of jewelers, and others where

articles are manufactured of gold and silver,

great care is taken to prevent the waste of the

precious metal ; every particle of filing, scrap-

ing, or grinding is preserv^ed for the assayer.

The wheels upon which gold and silver have
been polished, when worn out, are burned, and
the fire develops particles of the precious metals

There is so much carelessness and neglect of

the simplest sanitary laws in a great part of the

plumbing that is done nowadays, that it will

scarcely be thought fanciful if we classify this

sort of work underthe general term, diphtheretic

plumbing, since it is to the increase of diphtheria

and kindred diseases that such work directly

tends. It is a sufficient proof of the extent to

which the evil in question has grown, that we
find plumbers themselves admitting, discussing,

and seeking a remedy for it. The plumber is re-

garded by some people as a being entirely devoid

of conscience, with a clearly defined disposition

to render the minimum of service for the maxi-

mum of pay. But the responsibility for bad
drainage, defective plumbing, and impure air,

rests quite as much with contractors and builders

as with the plumbers. Bad plumbing is cheaper

than good, and so far as what is visible on the

exterior is concerned it looks about as well. The
contractor, therefore, whose chief anxiety is to

have the margin on his contract on the right side

for himself, feels little uneasiness about the sort

of air which the occupants of the house are to

breathe. He pays for cheap plumbing, and the

plumber gives him what he pays for.

—

Boston

Joii/riial.

Within an era of half a square mile, Agassiz
counted one hundred and seventeen different

kinds of woods, many of them admirably fitted,

by their hardness, tints, and beautiful grain, for

Painters' Colic.

The painter is often asked what the painter's

colic feels like. He could not probably de-

scribe it better than to say to those who do not

wish to try the experiment, that if the strands

of a rope, while being twisted together, should

be passed through the bowels horizontally, and

the whole abdominal viscera be twisted with it,

a faint idea might be formed of the lead colic.

It is supposed that painters, in the aggregate,

pay an interest on their life of twenty-four per

cent.—that is, they shorten their lives about

two months every year for the privilege of fol-

lowing the noxious business, and getting a taste

of the colic every other moon. In fact, it is

statistically true that the average lives of paint-

ers do not come up.to the standard longevity.

—

Haneifs Painters^ Manual.

toise-shell wood, undoubtedly the most precious
wood in the world, is found in large quantity on
the tributaries of the upper Amazon, where the
water can be most easily applied as motive power.
Tli6 pao de sangre, the rosewood, the pao'sl^-
ferro (iron wood), or Apuleia Jerrea, the various
species* of jacaranda known to natural history

students under the name of Dalbergia nigra
Machaerium violaceum^ and Platypodium elegans,

the white and black maratjuatiara, the maca-
cauba, the paso santo or holy wood, (Kailmeyera)
and the saboarana, both of which are rivals of

the most beautiful walnut, are wasted yearly on
the Amazon in amounts ample enough to veneer
all the palaces of Europe. Maurice Mauris, the
explorer, believes that with the facilities which
the Brazilian .Government is ready to impart to

enterprising industry, the export of these com-
modities would develop immense profits in the

shortest time, while the capital invested need
not be enormous. It is only necessary that these

woods be introduced into the market to obtain u

decided preference over those now most sought
after in tne two hemispheres. Still richer is the

country in timber for the purpose of construc-

tion. The acapu {Vouacajxyna Americana) is

most plentifully found there, and often in the

most imposing proportions. Mr. Mauris has

seen dining-tables six feet in width made wholly
out of one piece. The wood, like all its kindred,

macaranduba and itauba, or stone wood, fur-

nishes ship timber as durable as teak. The
longer these remain in water, the stronger and
harder they become. The former will compare
the more favorably with the teak, inasmuch as it

is more compact. A pistol bullet which will

pass through an inch board of teak wood, will

not penetrate half an inch into a board of acapu.

The itauba tree, too, offers many advantages
over teak ; it branches off naturally into keels

and ribs of any size, and is lighter and more
resistant.

—

Journal of Applied Science.

Brain Power and fVlachine Work.

The day of brute force in the machine shop
has gone by. The entire operations to-day are

more of the brain than the muscle, and since

some one must furnish the brain wcrk, it is a
pertinent question for the individual machinist

whether he shall educate himself to supply the

larger part of it, and get paid for it, or whether,

on the other hand, he shall put himself nearer

the level of the machine he operates, and allow

some one else to get paid for thinking. This is

a matter the mechanic has to settle for himself.

American Machini^.

*4.
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Sewer Gas and Its Dangers.

S:l

t

There is said to be a distinct, odorless, and

non-analyzable element which has been denomi-

nated sewer-gas, and which is as deadly in its

effects as sulphureted hydrogen. If this is true,

it is seldom met with. The term sewer-gas is

more commonly and properly applied to the

4)ent-up foul odor which may be found in any

sewer or its connections. It is easy to under-

stand that this gas is laden or saturated with

particles of decaying animal, vegetable, and ex-

creinentitious matter, which finds its way into

the sewer. If this gas is breathed into the

lungs, thus laden with poison, the blood must,

of necessity, be contaminated. Further than

this, the air which escapes from the sewer may

bear with it the germs of contagious diseases,

"and deposit them where least exi)ected. It is

possible—it is proPabte—that the%lood'pc>isnn-

ing resulting from the breathing of sewer-gas is

due to chemical changes in organic matter which

has been taken into the lungs. This may come

from a sewer, catch-basin, drains, priyy-vaults,

or waste-pipes. Sewer-gas, or its equiqalent, is

genemted in an out-door privy-vault, but it

comes so soon in contact with the surrounding

atmosphere, that it is rendered comparatively

harmless. The air which escapes from seweya.

into houses is dangerous, because it is not di-

luted nor disinfected by pure air, and because

its continenient' tRtteicSm'^ts pal^ttc^y.- If all

sewers were open at the top throughout their

entire length, there might be no danger from

the exhalations, except possibly from the germs

of contagion which may have been carried into

the sewers by water used in bathing the bodies

of the sick. But this danger could not be so

^great as that which, to a limited extent, attends

the breathing of the atmosphere which has

swept through a sick-room, and which many

people do unavoidably and with apparent im-

punity breathe. In some cities of Europe, sew-

age ia conveyed away in open gutters, without

serious discomfort or danger. In others, there

are open man-holes leading to the sewers, and

the gases generated are allowed to pass off freely

and without danger. Sewer-gas is to be feared

when it insidiously and persistently finds en-

trance to houses, offices, or building of any de-

scription in which people live or work. There

are some people who believe it can do no harm
;

others know by sad experience that it is de-

structive of health, and robs life of enjoyment,

but they imagine that they are helpless against

it. Again : there are many thousands suffering

from its effects, and they are entirely ignorant

of the fact. In mercy, to this third qjass, the

warning note should be sounded ;
and for their

especial benefit, as well as for those who know

no remedy, the means for shutting sewer-gas

out of houses, if there are any, ought to be

made known in the fullest and widest possible

sense.

The sanitary surroundings of the poor are

80 often the theme of pencil and tongue that

it has come to be believed that death and

disease do their work mainly among the middle

and lower classes. Decaying garbage, cesspools,

and miscellaneous filth, in gutter, yard, and

house, are known to be hot-beds of malaria.

Children in overcrowded tenement-houses and

old rookeries standing on an island in some sea

of stagnant water die by the dozens every week,

and people allude to the circumstance as a nat-

ural consequence. But an emissary of death is

lurking in the homes that are known as marble

fronts, and he performs his duty with relentless

certainty. There may not be so many deaths

among the young on paved streets and in well-

ordered houses, but there are delicate children

and feeble men and women. The physician's

skill goes far toward prolonging life, and so

cheats death of immediate victims ; but there

is lack of ruddy health and vigor in brick man-

sions as well as m frame hovels, even though

the fonner are supplied with all the auxihary

conveniences which ingenuity can invent. The

man who can control his circumstances supplies

himself and his family with the best food; secures

ample recreation for the relaxation for his strain-

ed powers ; enjoys the advantage of society—and,

in short, avails himself of, and provides for those

under his charge, all that is supposed to promote

health. And yet he often rises from bed in the

morning with a headache, and suffers from gen-

eral depression ; feels more weary than when he

retired; is afflicted with a* disordered stomach,

due to dyspepsia, according to his physician
;

contracts catarrh and diphtheria, and often falls

into the hands of a fatal fever. He seems ex-

ceedingly susceptible to changes in the weather,

and his blood i& always ready to absorb every

poison that comes near him. The reason of all

this is, in very many instances, that the houses

in which these people live have defective drain-

amrnie~sTreet sewers' are thus ventilatedr

to marble
age, sewers are

into them. Sewer-gas is a curse

fronts as well as cheap houses.

The construction of house -drains is now

left almost exclusively to - drain - layers and

plumbers, who are permitted to do work to suit

themselves alone. When completed-, the work

is so effectually concealed, that no one could

find out, if he desired to, whether it was well

done or not. The result is, that competition

has reduced the work to a sham, and those

Kavisea which do not have defective drainage are

an exception. The worst of it is, that the peo-

ple themselves, who must suffer in consequence,

do not realize this, and are so slow to learn the

facts, that the penalty of death, even, has been

and must be paid over and over again for the

ignorance. .

An essential elejment of sewer-gas is sul-

phureted hydrogen, a deadly poison. This is m
itself a sufficient argument that there is danger

in breathing sewer-gas ; but, as a man knows

that what fire destroys cannot be restored, and

will not insure his house until his neighbor's

has been burned, argument heaped upon argu-

ment wiU not convince many people that sewer-

gas is as destructive of life as fire of buildings,

until the actual results are placed before them.

Sewer-gas does not always kill. It poisons

the blood of once healthy men and women, and

destroys or cripples their capacity for business

or enjoyment. It robs men of ambition, and

women of beauty. It paves the way for specific

diseases which would otherwise never send

strong men to bed for months.

From A recent work entitled " Sewer-Gaa and its'Dangers,;;

by Georok Pbbbton Brown, noticed in our " Book Notica,

and for sale at tbis office.

Iron from Black Sand.

A valuable iron ore, in the form of black sand,

exists in large deposits on the east beach of

Block Island, and D. C. McCotter and another

man from Brooklyn, N. Y. , are going to use it

in making steel. New processes, and a machine

for separating the black sand from the silicon

have been invented, which clear 100 tons of

sand in 10 hours. As the mineral ore pours out

of the chutes it is placed in bags, each holding

112 pounds, and shipped to Hoboken, and thence

to Rockaway, N. J. There it is loaded On wag-

ons, and afterward taken to the furnace. It is

mixed with charcoal, taken by elevator into the

hopper and distributed into sixteen large cylin-

ders holding about ten tons, and heated to a red

heat; then it is tapped at the bottom and let

down into a large oven still kept at a r^d heat,

and there bums out all the charcoal. The iron

doors are opened, the sand is hauled o\x\ into a

large charcoal fire, and forms a mass \^hich is

hammered by large steam hammers into blooms,

weighing form 200 to 300 pounds. Larg^ build-

ings will soon be put up on the island, land, as

the supply of sand is practically inexhaustible,

the industry is likely to become important.—

SpringUdd BepiMican. _---.- _

Needed Plumbing Regulations.

We have repeatedly urged the necessity for

the adoption of such protecting municipal ordi-

nances or State laws as would, to some extent

if not entirely, control and regulate those

branches of mechanical operations, which so

materially affect human health and life in our

midst. We have effective enactments against

the abuse of the brute creation, and the inhu-

mane treatment of children in a physical sense,

but the greater evils which produces a thousand

times greater and far more general suffering,

disease, and death itself in family circles, is al-

lowed to continue without a single corrective ef-

fort. The medical faculty, without a dissenting

voice, affirm that a very large proportion of the

sickness prevailing among the inhabitants of

San Francisco is malarial in character, and

largely produced from causes arising from de-

TectiTB"pl uiiibiiig work and imporfoot sewerages.

—

But these serious facts and considerations are

treated with singular indifference, receiving no

practical remedial attention. If it is brutal and

liihuman to beat and abuse horses, cows, goats,

hogs, and four-footed beasts generally, is it not

more cruel to permit abuses which inflict disease

and produce death to human kind, even through

the at present legitimate means of unskillful

plumbing and sewer works ? Why should women

and children, in particular, be subjected to condi-

tions which endanger their health and lives?

The common law' defines that ''involuntary

homicide " is that class of killing in which the

'' intent to kilV is wanting. But we ask, if a

man, woman, or-child is deprived of his or her

existence by means lacking the *' intent to kill,

are they any more or less dead than if slain by

the assassin's hand ? To this there is but one

answer, and no other conclusion can be reached

than that, where death is caused by other than

natural causes, a degree of criminality attaches.

And this criminaUty is repeated and continued,

because incompetent men are intrusted with

the execution of important and intricate branch-

es in house construction, because they ^^ of-

fer to do the icork cheaply.'' And so long as

price-cheapness, and not competency and hon-

esty of execution, is continued as the standard

by which work is let by owners, just so long will

increased disease and fatalities prevail in this

or any other city where the same rules are prac-

New York, Chicago, and other cities have

learned to realize the value of these facts, and

have wisely set to work establishing laws, which,

to some extent at least, will exclude from prac-

tice or hold in check, that class of heartless men

who care not what may he the result and conse-

quences of their botchery and mechanical mal-

practice, so that they pocket the profits gleaned

from their wretched work.
^ ^ vr

But unfortunately, the people of California

are an enduring and patient set,= not easdy per-

suaded nor provoked to take any interest m
matters outside of their respective personal rou-

tines ; and before any special effort is made to

follow the examples of the Eastern cities, a con-

siderable amount of press preaching and exhorta-

tions will be necessary. But meanwhile, the

managing angel—ii such there be m charge ot

this department of life's matters-will contmue

to perform the functions of his position, and

not fail to fulfill his mission, so long as owners

of real estate and the public authorities remain

indifferent. But we may be answered, that tnis

subject is discussed and talked about everyday;

ves so it may be, but it is only talk. There

has as yet been no practical doi'ny in any direc-

tion of a public or general character, and taiK

will never accomplish that which can be done

only by the adoption and practical application

of wise, mechanical, and scientific principles.

j^- Subacriptlon price of this journal for

1882 will be $2.00 in advance.

Granite and Sandstone Fronts In

Francisco.
San

In an October number of this journal, it was
stated that ''as yet no marble, sa7id8tone, m
granite frmits adorn the street architecture of San
Francisco.'* We now propose to correct and
explain away in detail, so much of error as is
contained in the statement quoted ; admitting
at the same time, that it should not have occur-
red, as the buildings hereinafter referred to
were erected under our personal observation

;

but those which should have been excepted are
so few in number that they were for the time
being overlooked. The following will show the
substantial facts in this connection.

''Farrotfs Building;' situated at the north-
west comer of Montgomery and California
streets, was the first ''granite front" building
erected in this city. It was built for Mr. John
Parrott in 1851-52, with a frontage of 65 feet on
Montgomery) and 76 feet 6 inches on Califuri- - on uaiiiunua
street, and three stories in hight above side-
walk.

The stone used in this case was " China gran-
ite." The plans were prepared and sent to
China, and all the stone cutting done by China-
men, and shipped to San Francisco. In the
erection of the building, the blocks— being
marked and numbered—were carried up incline
stagings to their proper places, in rattan slings
suspended to poles, or Chinese carrying-bars,
upon the shoulders of Chinamen ; no hoisting
apparatus being used by them. The building
as it now stands is represented by plate No.
1 in present issue. Prior to 1855, '

' other gran-
ite fronts" were erected in the regular order of
their correct dates of erection.

i
''LeCount dh Strong's Building," 417 Montgom-

ery street, four stories above sidewalk.
''Masonic Buildiny,'' 420 Montgomery street,

38 feet frontage, and four stories in hight above
sidewalk.

** Express Building,' north-east comer Mont-
gomery and California streets, 69 and 63 feet
frontages respectively, and four stories, with the
first story only of granite.

"Amwry Buiklii}^," same as the ''Express
Building," with frontages of about 60 and 60 on
on north-east corner of Montgomery and Sacra-
mento streets. The three last named were erect-
ed for Mr. Samuel Brannan, and from the best
information obtainable, the granite was also im-
ported from China.

"Steve IVhipple's Building," on Commercial
street, four stories above sidewalk, all granite
front.

\614 Washington street, erected in 1854 of im-
ported stone, marble in part or as a whole, four
stories.

\ySelby's Building," California street, between
Battery and Davis streets, two story.

All of the above are "old time stmctures"
of the plainest character, and there may be a
few more which have escaped notice, but their
importance is so trifling, that they would add
but little to the interest of the subject in hand,
if particularly mentioned.

Later.—The two finest specimens of *' granite
fronts " were designed by Mr. David Farquhar-
son as follows

;

'* San Francisco Stock Exchange," erected in
1876-77, having a frontage of 77 feet 6 inches on
Pine street, by a depth of 137 feet 6 inches, and
a total hight, from sidewalk to main cornice,
of 85 feet. It has office basement, and four
stories above, and cost in its construction about
$400,000. The main street front and the two
sides, fronting on courts, are all of granite, from
the Penryn and- Rocklin quarries. Placer Coun-
ty, Cal. The columns and portions of the street
front are highly polished. A handsome tower
rises to a considerable hight above the main
cornice.

The Real Estate Building," on Montgomery
street near Pine, has a frontage of 45 feet, by a

hight of 73 feet above sidewalk to main cornice,
and mansard roof and tower additional. The
front is of Penryn granite, portions of which
are also finely polished. In this there is also
basement offices and four additional stories.
Its cost was about $90,000.
There are a number of buildings in which

granite has been partially used. The most con-
spicuous of these is the United States Branch
Mi7U, corner of Fifth and Mission streets, the
basement of which is all of granite. Messrs.
Wright & Sanders, achitects, are also introduc-
ing granite piers and comers and other parts in
the erection of Mr. McCreery's building, now
in course of erection at the norfh-west corner of
Pine and Davis streets, amounting to over $30,-
000 for the granite work alone, with total cost of
building about $160,000.

"McOreery's Building," 310 Pine street, and
211 Sansome street, were designed by Messrs.
Wright and Sanders, with Penryn granite baae-

-ments, and the uoiTnnny?3f~m5in~ 8tori6fl, and th6
remaining portions of ^e fronts of "Goodrich
sandstone," San Jose.

OTHER STONB FRONTS AND BTJlXDiNGS.

"The Jenny Lind Theater," the present Old
City Hall, was built for Mr. Thomas Maguire,
the "veteran manager," in 1851, with Sydney
sandstone front.

" The Union Building,'' northeast comer of
Kearney and Merchant street now owned by the
city;^and mnde part of the Old City Hall, is in
part a Benicia sandstone front. But as this stone
at the time of its introduction—about 1855—was
considered soft and weatherable, it failed to
create a large market, although time has demon-
strated that it wears well.
" The United States Branch Mint " above the

granite basement is built of Nanaimo—Queen
Charlotte Island sandstone. But this experi-
ment In building material from the northern
British possession did not prove satisfactory, as
from nearly every block of stone used there
exuded a brown stain, apparently like iron
rust, which required a force of workmen for
several months washing the face of the building
to kill the stain. It is only fair, however, to
state, that the Government was badly treated in
this matter, the croppings and top stone from
the ledge being substituted for the better sam-
ples shown when the stone was adopted.

" The Bank of California "—Farquharson and
Kenitzer, architects—has both fronts (67 feet 6
inches on California street, and 80 feet on San-
some street) of Angel Island bluestone. Its
hight from sidewalk to main cornice is 42 feet

6 inches, and to top of balustrade 46 feet 3
inches. The cost was about $150,000. The
block or lintel over the main front doorway
weighed seven tons.

" Of artificial stone " there are several ; but
during the past few years this class of material
for building purposes has died out in San Fran-
cisco and its use almost entirely ceased.

The purpose of this article being simply to
enumerate the number of buildings erected with
granite or stone fronts, we have not criticised

the character or qualities of the respective

stones mentioned, as we intend hereafter to

make that a special subject. But the showing
made, which includes about all there is of the
kind in San Francisco, leaves them numerically
so few, that our previous statement is entitled

to excuse. The proportion is certainly small for

a city numbering 250,000 inhabitants and en-
joying an assessed value of property, real and
personal, as follows : real estate and improve-
ments, $155,834,879; personal property, $66,-

598,521 ; total, $222,433,400, with the further

consideration, that, with the exception of busi-

ness houses, San Francisco is a wooden city.

The Longevity of the Ancients.

1^* Subscription price of this journal for

1882 will be $2.00 in advance.

Can man reach and pass the age of a hundred
years ? is a question conceming which physiolo-
gists have different opinions. Buff'on was the
first one in France to raise the question «f the
extreme limit of human life. In his opinion,
man, becoming adult at sixteen, ouglit to live to
six times that age, or to ninety-six years. Hav-
ing been called upon to account for the phenom-
enal ages attributed by the Bible to the patri-
archs, he risked the following as an explanation:
"Before the flood, the earth was less solid, less
compact than it is now. The law of gravitation
had acted for only a little time ; the productions
of the globe had less consistency, and the body
of man, being more supple, was more suscepti-
ble of extension. Being able to grow for a
longer time, it should, in consequence, live
for a longer time than now.

"

The German- fiBttsler has miggeflted on the"
"

same point, that the ancients did not divide
time as we do. Previous to the age of Abra-
ham, the year, among some people of the East,
was only three months, or a season ; so that they
had a year of spring, one of summer, one of fall,

and one of winter. The year was extended so as
to consist of eight months after Abraham, and
of twelve months after Josepli. Voltaire re-
jected the longevity assigned to the patriarchs
of the Bible, but accepted without question the
stories of- the great ag^s^ attained b^ Bbrae men
in India, where, he says, "it is not rare to see
old men of (me hundred and twenty years."
The eminent French physiologist, Flourens, fix-

ing the complete development of man at twenty
years, teaches that he should hve five times as
long as it takes him to become an adult. Ac-
cording to this author, the moment of a complet-
ed development may be recognized by the fact of
the junction of the bones with their apophyses.
This junction takes place in horses at five years,
and the horse does not live beyond twenty-five
years ; with the ox, at four years, and it does
not live over twenty years ; with the cat, at
eighteen months, and that animal rarely Uves
over ten years. With man, it is effected at
twenty years, and he only exceptionally lives
beyond one hundred years. Tlie same physiolo-
gist admits, however, that human life may be
exceptionally prolonged under certain condi-
tions of comfort, sobriety, freedom from care, re-

gularity of habits, and observance of the rules of
hygiene, and he terminates his interesting study
of the last point (" De la L(mi,'evite Humaine ")

with the aphorism, "Man kills himself rather
than dies."

—

M. De SolavilU, Popular Scieme
Monthly.

Girls as Engravers.

A wood-engraver gives the following reasons
for not employing females: " I have employed
women very often, and I wish I could feel more
encouraged. But the truth is, that when a
young man comes to me and begins his work he
feels that it is life's business, jle is to cut his

fortune out of the little blocks before him.
Wife, family, home, happiness, and all are to be
carved out by his own hand, and he settles

steadily and earnestly to his labor, determined
to master it, and with every incitement spurring
him on. He cannot marry until he knows his

trade. It is exactly the other way with the girl.

She may be as poor as the boy, and Jis wholly
dependent upon herself for a living, but she
feels that she will probably marry by and by,

and then she must give up wood-engraving. So
she goes on listlessly; she has no ambition to ex-

cel; she does not feel that all her happiness
depends on it. She will marry, and then her
husband's wages will support her. She may not
say so, but she thinks so, and it spoils her work.
—Paper World.
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Health Offlcers' Report— Bad Condition

of Sewers.

I'M

I'

In recent reports by Dr. Meares, Health Offi-

cer, reference is made to the fearfully bad con-

dition of the sewers of San Francisco, particular

those south of Market street. The Doctor,

however, simply reiterates what has heretotore

appeared in the various issues of this journal,

durine the past and present year. We have re-J

=^atedlv referred to tlie matter, and gave hgures

in connection witli '•' Tii^ Established Gnuks of

by such a course, and the thousands of lives that

m)iad be preserved within the next ten years,

the outlay would be m&ny times compensated.

Continual crying out against evils that exist

never furnishes a remedy. It is alone in the re-

moval of the cause that the remedy can be

found.

Departures from Old Styles.

'Hrhe desire among owners^ of real estate for

something new in architecture seems to prevail

in all sections of the United States. The de-

San Framis^\'' which exposed all the source ot
j-

--
n;7arch;tects for'new ideas and concep

facts stated by the Doctor, or that can be stated,
I

m^^^
in house planning and construction, no

i

as the real cause of the tr.3uble.
.
It is a well-un-

derstood fact that water will not jUnv through a

level channel with any washing force ;
it will ot

course discharge itself at any outlet that may ex-

ist lower than the inlet, but the sluggishness of

_its.jnoUon permits the heavier matter to settle

and lodge in the passage-way, and there remain,

only to be carried otf when decomposed and re-

solved into a semi-liquid state. Consequently,

when sewers have no fall whatever, they become

the reservoirs of filth in an increased degree,

and it requires no philosophizing to demonstrate

their superlatively injurious character.

The figures heretofore given in this journal-

February, 1880, p. 7—show that, taking Sixth

street as a rule, 2,400 feet of the lower end of

^hCL street sewer are 'Mead level." The entire

sewerage of the soutkem-section -of the city is

comparatively in the same condition. And along

the '^ eastern city front" the '* base grade ex-

tends 1,000 feet in from the water front. AVith

these facts in vfew, how can it be otherwise than

that the sewers in those sections should be re-

peatedly choked, and become reservoirs of in-

fectious gases Nor will it ever be otherwise,

so long as the sewers remain at their present

grades. .

'

, .>

*' Health Officers" may continue to report the

fearful condition of sewers in certain localities,

"but so long as those underground conduits re-

-niain at a level—with not a particle of descent or

tions in house planning and construction, not

only among the better-to-do and wealthy classes,

but people of limited means want *' something

dittering from the old styles." If no better

than a small cottage is contemplated, it is ex-

pected that some new idea will be introduced.

Hence tt often occurs thatteBtoreHisy no means

in harmony with the general character of build-

ings are introduced, for- the purpose of satisfy-

ing this common desire among owners for de-

partures from former styles. But the "odd-

looking things," if such is produced, frequently

operate to the disadvantage and discredit of the

architect ; for if the general effect and result,

or the details are bad, the blame is placed upon

the architect ; and if good, there will generally

be some one to claim a division of credit, if not

all the honors, for having "suggested," "ad-

vise^," etc

L,'>

grade—so long will they contain unusual quan

tities of decomposing and poisonous matter.

An ordinance was passed in 18G1, or there-

abouts, by the Board of Aldermen or City Coun-

cil raising Folsom street about seven feet, which

would have provided a superb fall for the sewers

in that section, and relieved the conditions which

have since sent hundreds, if not thousands, to

premature graves ; but some of the far-seeing ( ?)

property owners, to save themselves the com-

paratively trifling expense which would have

been involved by the then proposed change of

grade, preferred to do what they did—secured

the "killing of the ordinance "— which has

proven a ruinous piece of manipulation to all

property in that section- of the city. The penny-

wise-and-pound-foolish doctrine has never been

more fully illustrated; for at that time sand-

hills were plenty, but few buildings had then

been erected, and the cost would have been

light ; while the injury inflicted by the vacation

of the ordinance counts up into the millions.

Property to day is not worth much more than

one-half of what it would have been in that sec-

tion had the grade been raised as stated. It is

now rated as "low, flat, and damp," and not

choice property ; while, had a right and proper

grade been established, it would unquestionably

have become a favored portion of San Francisco,

possessing, as it does, splendid' advantages in

many respects.
i • , v u

To do at the present time that which should

have been done twenty years ago—raise the

grade with a uniform fall from Mission street to

the outlets of the sewers—will involve ten times

the cost under present circumstances. But still

it is the only thoroughly efi'ective remedy for the

difficulty, and should be done, however great the

cost ; and taking into consideration the increased

value that would accrue to the property affected

The fact that certain peculiar features may

have been introduced and urged by positive or-

ders from the owner, never appears nor inter-

venes to protect the man of plans. He must

shoulder all responsibilities, and submit without

redress to adverse criticisms and comment, be- ^^ placed upon the clean granuiai

cause he cannot gain the ear of the many who
^,j^^ ^^^^^ method is applied solely

criticise, and there are none to plead his defense. ^^^ a^nnnd dficrree. Chantring the

This fact points to a defect on the part of many

architects in the conduct of their profession—-a

willingness to comply with almost every possible

suggestion made, for the purpose of avoiding a

seeming opposition to client's wishes. This is a

great mistake ; for while the party applied to,

to prepare the plans for a building, enjoys no

arbitrary rights in the premises, he certainly

can claim the exercise of his own discretion in

many ways; and if necessary, rather than be

the party originating a design and plans calcu-

lated to provoke non-appreciation and ridicule,

he can decline the proflfered engagement ;
and

those who prefer to accept any business oppor-

tunity, with all the consequences involved, can

have no one but themselves to blame, should

they permit or be parties to the introduction of

some disreputable thing.

bonate of soda, which might suggest the reception

of carbonic acid into the blood, were noticed.

Of the ten cases of which a detailed account is

given by the author, one rather serious case may

be related, in which the burns had spread over

half the body. The whole face was stripped of

epidermis, the hair was singed off, and the front

of the neck, chest, and abdomen, and the dor-

sum of the foot, presented burns in the second

degree ; bums of the third degree were also

found on the right mammary gland and on the

right forearm, all the muscles of which were ex-

posed, as if prepared by dissection. A solution

of the bicarbonate of soda was applied to these

burns, with a most conspicuous success; the pa-

tient felt relieved, and a cure was effected in

four weeks ; but the healing of the burns on the

right breast and on the forearm lasted two

months. The scars which were left were insig-

nificant, and the mobUity of the fingers was

nearly normal. As regards the application of
__

bicarbonate of soda in bums, the author distin- -

guishes three methods : 1. Powdered bicarbo-

nate of soda is strewn over the burned parts.

2 Linen rags, sprinkled with a solution of bi-

carbonate of soda (1 in 50) are laid on ;
as soon

as these rags become dry, they are replaced by

others, or are moistened again in the solution.

3. Linen rags are applied in the same manner,

but are kept constantly upon the bums, and

moistened by pouring the solution over them.

The first method suffices only for burns of the

first degree. Change of the moistened rags is

chiefly adapted for bums of the thijd 4esree,_

attended with much suppuration. In exchang-

ing the dry rags, the pus which has accumulated

undemeath them must be carefully washed off^,

that it may not be received into the blood ;
and

then a fresh rag soaked with the solution must

be placed upon the clean granulating surface,

third method is applied solely in bums of

the second degree. Changing the compresses

would in these cases only irritate the exposed

surface, and, by causing a more copious suppura-

tion, delay the healing process. The benefacent

eff'ect upon burns of the solution of bicarbonate

of soda the author considers due to the anaes-

thetic, antiseptic, and disinfecting property

which the bicarbonate owes to the ready disen-

gagement of carbonic acid from it. Herr Troizki

has also made experiments with other antiseptic

and disinfectant agents, but has come tothe

conclusion none are sauseful as the soda.— iM/^-

gists' Circidar.

The London Medical Record says, that Dr. J.

Troizki adds his testimony to that already pub-

lished as to the value of solution of bicarbonate

of soda as a dressing for burns. He says, that

during the previous year, he noticed twenty-five

cases of burns, mostly of a severe nature. Six-

teen of them were received at a fire in a village,

during a strong wind, when the inhabitants, in

order to save their property, were obliged to

work in the flames. In all these twenty-five

cases, bicarbonate of soda was exclusively ap-

plied. The result of this treatment was so fa-

vorable, that the author considers himself justi-

fied in pronouncing this remedy the best and

most efficient in burns of all kinds and degrees.

Even in extensive burns of the second and third

degrees, the pain was soon alleviated by the ap-

plication of compresses soaked in a solution of

bicarbonate of soda ; and the wounds soon

healed, leaving but few scars andjio impairment

of the functions of the aff"ected parts. No evil

results from this extensive application of bicar-

Don't Stop.

Do your work at once. Don't stop to dawdle.

And if ever you find yourself where you have

so many things pressing upon you that you

hardly know how to begin, let me tell you

secret : take hold of the first one that comes to

hand, and you will find the rest all fall into file

and follow after like a company of well-drilled sol-

diers; and though work maybe hard to meet when

it charges in a squad, it is easily vanquished if you

can bring it into line. You have often seen the

anecdote of the man who was asked how he

managed to accomplish so much in his life. My
father taught me, was the reply, when I had

anything to do to go and do it. There is the

secret—the magic word vow.—Southerti Manu-

facturer and BiiiM'Cr,

To Prevent Glue from Cracking.—The

cracking of glue, which frequently occurs when

glued objects become very dry, or are subjected

to the heat of a stove, it is said may be prevented

by the addition of chloride of calcium to the

^lue, which prevents its drying so completely as

to become brittle. Glue thus treated will ad-

here to glass, metals, etc. , and can be employed

for affixing labels to bottles.—Le/ei Mechanical

News.

\'
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Diphtheria Facts.

Good Health for November contains a lengthy

article in reference to the '* serious nature

of the disease (Diphtheria), its contagious

character, and its alarming prevalence in this

State (Michigan) at the present time." The
State Board of Health, after careful and thor-

ough consideration of the matter, have pub-

lished a document setting forth:

1st. That when a child or young person has

^ sore throat, bad odor to*^ts breath, and es-

pecially if accompanied with fever, should im-

mediately be separated from all other persons.

2nd. Any person known to be sick with diph-

theria, should be promptly and eflectually

isolated. 3d, 4th, 5th, refers to proper notifi-

cation of the health officers. 6th. The room
occupied by diphtheria patients should be
cleared of carpets, drapery, and all but neces-

-sary articles, to ^ivoid poisonoua infecti^i..

Fresh air and sunlight are essentials. 7th. The
discharges from the throat, nose, and mouth
are extremely liable to communicate the disease,

and should be received in vessels containing a

strong solution of sulphate of iron (copperas), or

on soft cloths, which should be immediately

burned. 8th. The urinations and bowel dis-

charges are also dangerous, and should be
passed in vessels containing the above solution,

and be disposed of by burial in the ground, at

long distance from all possible contact, or on
cloths which should be immediately burned.

** Sulphate of iron (copjJeras) dissolved in

water, in proportion of one and one-half pounds
of the sulphate to one gallon of water, is a good
solution for chamber-vessels, or water-closets,

etc. When much is required, it may be pre-

pared by hanging a basket containing sixty

pounds of copperas in a barrel of water."

9th. The clothing, towels, bed-linen, etc., on
removal from the patient, should at once, before

removal from the room, be placed in a pail or

tub of boiling hot zinc solution—one gallon

water, sulphate of zinc four ounces, common
salt two ounces. 10th. Attendants should keep

themselves and patients as clean as possible,

frequently washing their hands and using disin-

fectants. 11th. There is danger from contact

with convalescents, untd, beyond all question,

every vestige of the disease disappears. Nu-
merous other precautions follow in reference to

disinfectants, destruction of clothing, etc. "Do
not kiss or take the breath of any person with

sore throat. Do not drink from the same cup,

blow the same whistle, or put his pencil or pen

into your mouth.'' (The precaution in italics

should not be needed. It is an absurd and

foolish practice. The result of a bad habit

which parents and school teachers should man-
age to correct.

—

Ed.)

in the right direction, and which it would be
well for us to follow in this country. Mr. 8.

Stevens Helyer, a writer and lecturer on scien-
tific subjects, has been invited by the National
Health Society of London, to deliver in the hall

of the Society of Arts, in that city, a series of

practical lectures on sanitary plumbing, for the
benefit of working plumbers. It is proposed to

instruct them iu the technicalities of the art.

The lectures are to be free, and prizes and cer-

tificates will be given to those who pass a satis-

factory examination in the subjects under dis-

cussion.

Such lectures would have the tendency to ed-
ucate the plumbers in their occupation, and
would go a longway towards improving all plumb-
ing work in the hands of those who would do
good work if they knew how. As to the dishon-
est plumbers, they should be treated in an alto-

gether different manner. Dishonest plumbing
ahmild^beJifiLLaa.aLiinme and puiiiflhfiiaa_aiiclL_.

If we have no society with sufficient public in-

terest to furnish such a course of lectures, it

would not be a waste of money for the munici-
palities to furnish them. It might be possible

that many plumbers would refuse to take the
time to attend the lectures, on the ignorant sup-

position that they already had learned their

trade ; but when it should come to pass that

builders preferred employing only such plumb-
ers as have received a certificate of examination,
they would soon interest themselves to attend.

If, as the experts tell us, a very large share of

all the plumbing done \^ defective, then plumb-
ers can only plead in excuse their ignorance or

dishonesty. If they are ignorant, surely they
should be glad to be instructed ; and if they are

dishonest, the law should take them in hand and
punish them in accordance with their deserts.

We certainly hope that the English plan of pub-
lic free lectnres to the plumbers will be tried.

—

Industrial World.

full. Five barges and two steamboats are ply-
ing upon the Chagres River. Another steam-
boat at Panama is used for hydrographic surveys
of the bay.

—

Scientific Americaii.

Advice To Learners.

Do not seek to learn too rapidly, nor affect to

comprehend great facts and principles in haste.

Remember that substantW and perfected
knowledge can only be attained by careful and
diligent application, submissive willingness to

accept the teachings of those who have acg^uired

right understandings through earnest devotion
and practice, and resolute determination tf>

reach the higher spheres by untiring efforts to

perfect the foundation work. Never seek to as-

cend a single step in life's work, until, beyond
all peradventure, that which is below it is com-
plete, or rightly underst(x>d in every partr

Ilaste has brought ruin to tens of thousands
of young men. Restive under the restraints

imposed by tuition ; impatient at tha delays
required in perfecting the details of a thor-

ough mechanical or business education ; ambi-
tious over-reachings to attain that which should
be patiently waited for, until, by persistent and
persevering industry, they should be gathered as

well-earned trophies—have caused multitudes to

miss the mark they might have made, and pass

through life at a level far below what might
have been reached with a more prudent and
wise beginning.

Testing Drain Pipes.

—

^

-TB*I

The Panama Canal.—Work Done*

How to Treat Plumbers.

The sanitary importance of good plumbing

cannot be overestimated. The relation of poor

plumbing and sickness in the household is miich

closer than people generally suppose. Nowhere
does cause more rapidly follow effect than here.

Of course every one who builds a house under-

takes to provide for the right kind of plumbing

;

but between the carelessness of the builder, and
the ignorance—or what is worse, the dishonesty

—

of the plumber, half out houses are nothing but

receptacles for the most deadly poisons, often

becoming germinating places for pestilential dis-

eases. Accounts of inspections of houses in dif-

ferent parts of this city, which have recently

been published in our daily press, show a large

number of residences where the plumbing is of

the worst possible description. No wonder that

in such houses the occupants are afflicted with

diphtheria, scarlet and typhoid fevers, rheumat-
ism, and a variety of blood poisons. A move-
ment is being inaugurated in England which is

The President of the American Branch of the

(De Lesseps) Panama Canal Company has is3u6^

a statement of the condition of the work. Not-
withstanding the obstacles encountered in the

luxuriant vegetation and the thick forests, there

has been opened and recorded transversely to the

axis of the canal over 200 kilometers of paths,

and also a passage from 20 to 30 meters has been
made from one end of the Isthmus to the other,

according to the proposed hnes of the Canal

Commission. For meteorological studies, to

which especial attention has been given, four

stations have been established—at Colon, Gam-
boa, La Boca del Rio Grande, and Naos Island.

Geological surveys have been made and are now
in progress. It has been ascertained that be-

tween Colon and Lion Hill the canal will not

encounter any rocks. At the present time two

steam sounding apparatus are being put up sim-

ilar to those at Colon. At this station the sam-

ples brought up by the spoons have given an

exact structure of the soil. It is shown to be a

succession of layers of clay, representing the de-

gradations of a greenish pyroxenic rock, which

through its gradual degradations and decompo-

sition has produced this formation. At other

places the ground, bored to a depth of 25 me-

ters, has revealed nearly every way, instead of

successive formations methodically arranged, a

chain of derived rocks growing softer and softer.

The thickness of the mellow soil is quite remark-

able, and, in a word, the soundings have given

results beyond expectation on the whole line of

the canal.

Work on the canal has been commenced. The

company now have 200 cars, 12 locomotives, 2

pontoons, 2 steam cranes, 18 flatboats, 2 dredges

with change pieces, ribbon-saws, rails, etc., a

part of which is already at Colon and the re-

mainder is on the way. TJie storehouses at

Colon cover an area of 1,400 meters, and are

A writer in the Ironmo7iger, from long practi-

cal experience in testing drain pipes, confidently

recommends for that purpose, what he terms a

''smoking test," and which gives exidence as to

leaks both to sight and smell. The materials that

he emoloys are soiled cotton waste and sulphur,

the smoke from which, after ignition, is blown
into the drain or pipes. If leakages exist in the

latter inside of the house, the smoke and smell

both issue forth and show that something is

wrong, and generally tell also just where the

fault or faults are. Sulphur, as well known, is

one of the best disinfectants, and a dose of the

fumejs from this to the drains, after disease has

been in a house, would effect much good.

—

III.

Scientific News.

Market Reports.

LuMBXB.—The demand for lumber has been very large for

the past month. Some dealers are short In neveral kinds,

it will be noticed that there has been a rise of f1 00 per

thousand " all around." Stocks on hand are very low, and
if the present demand keeps up, " the Iwelve-hour tytUm
might get a set back.

Receipts since January Ist

:

Lumber 163,608,333

Shingles .;
60,975.410

Lathi 16,348,100

A correct price list of lifenber will be found below

:

Pint.

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet
" 41to50 •' '

n 51 to 60
61 to 70

71 to 80

..122 00

..23 00

..24 00

.. 26 00

.. 28 00

Refuse Rough " .......1800

Common Rough, sized with planer $2 additional on
above rates, per M feet.

No. 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over, " 29 00
'< 4 *' and under, and 1^x4 and 1^x6

Flooring and Stepping 31 00

Mough Clear for Flooring, $1.00 less than above rates.

Second quality Flooring add stepping, per M feet 23 50

Ship Plank, Rough " "" ""

" Planed 1 side "
" " 28ide8 "

Deck Plank, Rough , ......^ "
** ^ Dressed .V.' •

.

tT, . .^.

.

Laths.. ,*..... :.. ..;. r.. .. . . .
.
per M

Wool Slats
Shakes

-ut,

27 00
31 00
33 00
32 00
36 (iO

350
1100
900
11Redwood Posts pe' P^ec®

Redwood.

Rough Merchantable P®'??^^^?oS
Refuse

,^

^**""

Surface No. 1

•• IX « • ••••

No.2

18 00
33 50
3100
26 00

.*.,

i

i

ji

)

p^

4^

fe

"^

i

i.1

I!

~^imM^ ifr^r" ^ -^ -*

•M--^ »^ ' -V ^
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Rustic, No. 1,1x8 per M feet

" No.l,lxlO
•' No. 2
" Under 10 feet

k O., Iix4andli x 6....
" 6 in. 12 ft. and over,
«« *« 7 to 11 feet
«• " under 7 feet. .

.

T.

,•••>•••
-*4-

—— T. fc O
No. 2,

<<

4<

Mt-

<<

Beaded, 12 feet an<l over
" 7 to 11 fefit

" under 7 feet .

Half-inch Surface
Picketaj. Fancy • •

=""^ -tf^T-rRougb, Pointed
»« «' Square

41
;•••«• • • • '

.per M

ISlOO
33 50
28 60
28 50
33 «»

31 00
29 00
2B0O
20 00
33 50
29 OU
26 00
28 60
25 00
HUO
15 00
22 50
2 >^8idlnp,*%'IpcL ..... .-.'.

. . • i" a.'
..»*•. .v *

Shingles
JBatteuB, Ji inch, lineal feet

Nailp —Since January we have imported 180,891 kegs

DealerB are generally well Bupplied. Prices are very lirni.

$4 00
4 25
4 50
5 00

10 to 60 pennies, are quoted at

8 "

6 and 4 " "
. . . »«'» »««

»

»»»»«»« •

'

• < • (.• J f_» r !.?. . v^*. «.•.•-• • .

A ..nd fi pennie«, brad heads, at "
^g

fi M *• _J .,......»•••••• _ __6
8

is a fair demand for the fall trade.

Sim-
5 75
500
7 50

The

One-story and basement brick building on Pl^e
«JF^' ^:

tw^^rSaSome and Battery 0^"«f«U^*C cost sWo*
architect, T. J. Welsh ;

contractor, T H. I>ay
^

,^"^;' JVoT'
FtPnairs to building on Stevenson, between 18th and 19th.

Valencia and Market. Owner. F. Lampe ;
architect, P. R.

^.•hmidt• contractor, r. Klatt ; cost, f6,600.

Two stoA frame dwelling oA Steiner street, near Haight.

Ow^r a!^W Stott ; architect, J. Marquis; contractors,

""SL's^to^^Vame'buiXg for warehouse, on Spear street,

near MaS iwner. M. J^ O'Connor ; architect i>.Huerne

;

brick contractor, O. E. Brady ; carpenter work. F- Buckley

,

•'thrftto-ffy frame dwellingsoncorner21st and Jessie.

Owner J Garrick ; day's work ; cost, about fb.OOO.
""

Two-'sJory frame'dwelling on Lapidge stree .
between 18th

and 19th. Owner, Lintall ; cost, about *2,000.

One story frame on corner of Valencia and 19th.

?wotTstory frame dwellings on Stevenson s^ree^^^ be ow

18th. Owner, McDermott; contractor, J. Tressier
.
arcui

tects. Hofifman & Curtis ;
cost, f2,500. tt^„.,^ atTi^^i

Two story and basement frame dwelling on Howard street,

between 12th Snd 13th. Owner. Capt. C. L^Foye ; architect,

W. F. Schmidt; contractor, Wm. Pluns; Ppst, »3,200

Four-story brick building comer of Mam and Market.

Owurr^rl-l>ean-f architect, D. Fatquhars^jjconteactor,

Owner, Wm. Starr;

M. J. Smith ; con-

builder,

R.

10 and upward
3 penny fines

Paints There lo «• »—— —~— — —
PIONEER is the only brand quoted, as its excellent qual-

ities and the fact that it is strictly a homo production, has

about dr.ven all other brands out of market.

We quote Pioneer White Lead 8H cts. p<'r lb.

Building Intelligence.

i'h

1

For tie first time fof several years, mi chanics can look

forward to the holidays with a glad and happy feeling,

knowing they have the wherewithal to purchase presents

for the dear ones at home, and tliat a prosperous season is

—beft>re tb«m. Our prediction in our last, that wages would

CO hinher. is being verified. It is a mechanic's own fault if

he is not busv. From all quarters of the State, we have

^ratifying aKsurances that building improvements are being

contemplatf d. We refer to the list below fur particulars.

SAN FBAKCISCO.

^ Two-story and basement frame dwelling on Chattanooga

Street, between 21th and 25th. Owner, W. G. Buchanan ;

^^rchitects, Wolfe fc Son ; contractor for carpenter work. P.

J. Hiirlburt ; cost, about $5,500.— Two-story frame building for store and residence, on cor-

ner 5th and Naloma. Owner, N. P. Perrine ;
architects,

Wolfe & Son ; contractor, J. T. Whitney ; cost, $3,600.

Two-story building on Mission, near Fremont. Ownere.

Bigelow & Morris ; architects, Wolfe k Soir; contractor, R
McCann ; cost, ^ _ ,

Old buildings north-east corner Pine and Sansome are be-

ing removed, to make place for a four story and basement

hrick building. Owner, Anglo-California Bank ;
architects

Kenitzer & Raun ; contractors, Mahoney Bros. ;
cost, about

Four'story and basement brick building oq. Beale street,

near Market. Owners, M. 0. Hawley & Co.-^4ttchxtect8,

Wright & Sanders : carpenter contractors, Terrill ft Slaven

;

brickwork, W. E.Stevfiis; cost, o %. -i^ „„
Spear street, between Howard and Mission. Rebuilding

and additions to lumber yard. Owner, A. A. Wigmore;

contractor, R. Brotherton ; cost, $1.8tK).

i^ili.l

Two-story brick building on Pine street, between Kearney

and Dupont. Owner, Robinson; contractors, McCann &

Four one-story cottages on Baker street, between Califor-

nia and Sacramento. Owner, H. Hinkle ; day's work ;
cost,

about $1 ,900 each.
Two-story frame with basement, on California street, be-

tween Gough and Octavia. Owner, Chas. L. Hinkle ;
day's

work • cost, about $8,000,

Additions to Westeru Addition Music Hall, on Califoniia

street, west of Fillmore. Owner, D. Short; contractor.

Alterations to building corner Post and Leavenworth.

Owner, J. G. Eastland ; architects, Curlett & Elsen ;
day s

Mechanics' Pavilion is being removed to block bounded

by Hayes and Grove, Polk and Larkin. Architects, Curlett

& Eisen ; contractors, M )ore Bros. Cost cannot be fully

given, as the contractor has the privilege of using lumber,

etc., in old building, and the cost of such material does not

enter into the amount of contract.

One-story cottage on Sacramento street, between Pierce

and Scott. Owner, Geo. Brooke ; architects, Curlett &
Eisen ; contractor, D. Perry ; cost, $2,000.

Thrce-^tory frame building on Broadway, between Powell

and Stockton. Owner, Jos. Sartov ; architects, Curlett A

Eisen ; contractor, G. Rocco ; cost, $2,800.

One-story and basement frame cottage on Sacramento

street, between Baker and Broderick. Owner, Ed. Hill

;

architects, Curlett & Eisen ; contractor, A. Flood ;
cost,

$2 OOO.
One-story frame cottage on Sacramento street, between

Baker and Broderick. Owner, A. Wenzelberger ; architects,

Curlett k Eisen ; contractor, A. Flood ; cost, $2,000.

Two-story frame dwelling with basement, on corner 24th

and Guerrero. Owner and builder, White.

Two two-story frame dwellings on Guerrero street, aear

24th. Owner and builder, Edwards; cost, about $2,000

Additions to building corner San Job6 avenue and 23rd

Additions to building 1605 Post street. Owner, Samuels

;

contractor. F. Klait ; cost, ^ o. -„
Dwelling on Laguna street, between O'Farrell and Geary.

Owner, Hogan ; contractor, P. Laherty ;
architect, T. J.

Welsh ; cost, $2,400.

^Tw^o'^Joiy'aTbal^nt frame dwelling on south side bf

Plurbclwi^rLarkin and Polk. Owner R J. Techau ;
arch -

tects, McDougall & Son; contractor, J. OBrien. cost,

**rh?ee-8tory frame dwelling with brick basement on south-

eaft^TmerS 3rd and Howard.
O-^^^J^'^'^^^^i^^, X^^^

U)T ;
architect. H. Geilfuss ; carpenter work, F. Klatt

,
brick-

work McCarthy ; cost, $'25,000. ^ , . -r*!,

Two-story frame building on Mission street, ^tween x5th

andlCth owner, McCarthy; architect, W. Schrot ;
con-

trRctor R. Dovle ; cost, $2,726. „ , v
Two-'story^and basement frame dwelling on Broadway, be-

tween LeaVenworth and Jones. Owner. Keenan ;
contractor.

"bSBXliJ^Bron Tehama Btreet, betw^. 6th and

6th. Owner, Brodsynski ; contractor, J. Martin; cost.

*^^^me building for restaurant in Golden Gate Park, west

of the c^nservHfory. Built by A. P. I>«°^^«";;^,^/^^I
.f^'f^^"

ments with the Park Commissioners. Architect J. A.

Remer • contractors, McCann & Jeffries ;
cost, $12,000.

TwJ-'stoi? fJime building, with brick additions, on How-

ard BrrLt^between 15th and 16th. owner. Wagner Bros ;

architect H. Geilfuss ; contractor, B. Dryer; cost, $4 100.

Two two-story frame dwellings on Buchanan street, near

TylJr Owner. H. Levin.on ;
architect, W. H. Bayless ;

con-

tractor Jos. Dutton ; cost. $5,000. ^ , „ ^

Two st.^ry addition to Industrial Iron Works on Beale

street, between Howard and Folsom. Day »
^«J,^- „.^,i„„

One-story frame building on corner of 8th and Mission.

Ownet D J. Oliver ; architect. T. J. Welsh ;
contractor, J.

^
Shed SS'coT^Howard and Main streets. Contractor,

J H Fieae : cost. $1,500. „ , ,

Dwelling on California street, between Bachanan and

Webster. Owner, F. Wiitram ;
contractor Jackson.

Dwelling on corner 2l8t and Church. Contractor, F. C.

Klebauer ; cost, $3,000.

ALAMEDA.

Two-storv and basement frame dwelling on Central ave-

^nue and Willow streets. Owner, Or- J -J-
McLean; archi-

tects. Babson k Beadier ; contractors, Haskell k Smilie
;
cost.

^^Tlstory frame on Santa Clara, between Willow and Wal-

nut streets. Owner. A. W. Snow ;
builders. Gilbert &

Brown; cost. $3,500. n„„^, a
Two-story frame residence on Union /street. Owner, A.

Hackmeir ; contractor, U. Rappel.

One-story cottage on San Antonio avenue, near Oak shtjet.

Owner, A. M. Sheriff ; builder, J. W. Bones; cost, $1,360.

One-story cottage adjoining above,

builder, Jos. Neal.
One-story building fqr store. Owner,

tractors, Lybns k Hunter. , « « wo
Two cottages on L street. Owner, 8. M. wiison

"Oiie-story cottage on H street. Owner and builder, J

Muldowney.
MIBGELI.ANE0IT8.

St Helena.—One-story cottage. Owner, H. Risley; con-

tractor, W. T. Simmons.
, ,„ ^ . ,. n ^

Bekkklet.—Two-story frame dwelling. Contractor, B. C.

Allyn • cost. $2,600. Two-story frame on University avenue.

Owner, Anderson; contractor, R. A. Boyington ; cost $1,4»0

San Rafael.—Two-story frame dwelling comer of Nye and

Mission street. Owner, Grove Adams; contractor, W. M.

Fletcher ; architect, W. F. Smith ;
cost $5,000.

Oakland.—One-story brick building for tin shop on 13th

street, near Broadway. Owner, W. W. Montague ;
contract-

ors, Bemillard Bros. ; cost, about $1,000.

AsTOBiA.—Five new canneries are in process ot erection at

or near this place.

Piedmont.—One and one-half-story frame dwelling. Own-

er, H. Craig; architects, S. fc J. C. Newsom; day's work;

cost, about $5,000. ^ , ^.i i. x

Pktaluma.—One-story cottage on comer C and 5th streets.

Owner, G. W. Elelman. One-story cotUge on Main street.

Own fcr , M . Joycfia -.

Publication Notices.

SANTA CLABA

One-itory brick building, comer Franklin and Washington

streets Owner. H. C. Frank; architect, Theo. Lenzen

;

contractor. W. S. Boylcs ; cost, $2,200.

BAM JOSE.

One-story brick building on Santa Clara street between

ist and Market. Owner. J. Balbach ;
architect Theo. Len-

zen ; contractor, G. E. McDoughall ; cost, «1.600

Two-story frame dwelling on 2nd street. Owner, J. J.

Burt; architect, J. O. McKee ;
contractor, W. S. Boyles

;

cost, $3,000.
BED BLUFF.

Two-Story frame building on High street, for school-house.

Owners, Sisters Catholic Convent ; arcnitect, B. J. Clincn

;

contractor, H. Hansen; cost, $4,600. .,„.^^ .

Additions to store on Main street. Owner, S. Alward

;

contractor, H. Hansen ; cost, $l.<]p0.

Two-story frame dwelling on Washington street

W. Fickert; day's work ; cost, $3,000.

Odd Fellows' Hall is being extended 14 feet ;
contractor,

A fl CrRtnor
Two-story dwelling with brick foundation. Owner, J. C.

Hunt ; contractor, Chris Helder.

Owner,

TEHAMA

.

archi-Two-Rtory frame building. Owner, John Simpson

tet A J. Bryan; cost, $2,650.

One-'story frame building. Owner, Chris Heider ;
archi-

tect, A. J. Bryan ; co3t, 1,226.

BENIOIA.

streets
Two-story frame dwelling on comer of Ist and D

Builder, Wm. Bennett. ^ * «*», rk««,n,.
One-story cottage on L street, near East 6th. Owner,

Burke J
builder, J. NeaL

We have received a copy of Sewer Gas andUs Dangers hj

QooTue Preston Brown, published by Jansen.McClurg & Co.,

Chicago. It is not simply a scientific treaties on the subject

of sewer gas. but a practical investigation by an ••impartial

inquirer " as to what extent sewer gas is responsible tor the

Sickness and discomforts of city life. The astonishing

prevalence of sewer gas poisoning, and consequent illnesB

and death in all cities, and among all classes, is clearly set

forth The facts are presented in a plain and comprehen-

sive manner. If ther^ is any" doubt that sewer gas is a dan-

gerous enemy to health and happiness in f»»i»il'es. it must

be dispelled by the stern facts presented in this book. a)p-

ies can be had through the office of this journal. Price,

$1.26.

. Tjts SLtel Square and its Us« —We have received another

large invoice of this valuable little work. No mechanic

should be without it. Price, 75 cents.

Palliser, Palliser dk Co.'s meful DetaiU.-^ince their intro-

duction in our catalogue of useful publications the sales

have been large. Wo have a full supply on hand Sold at

publisher's price, $3.00 each set, 20x26 inches, with 40 pages

of detail drawings.

A supply of all books mentioned la par caUlogue con-

stantly on hand.

Cameron's Plasterers' Manual.-VThile all its suggestions

may not harmonize with our California practice, it is an

invaluable book of reference. conUining many useful in-

stmctions which cannot be retained in the memory ;
such as

tables, dimensions, capacity of cisterns, weights, measures,

etc. Price, 75 cents.

The Art of Saw-Filing, by H. W. Holly. A really valiiable

treatise on the subject named. Every carpenter should se-

oTwa%y But few mechanics know how to file saws prop-

erly and those who perchance may be proficient can give no

special rule for the result. Thousands of dollars are waste-d

e?ery day by saws not being properly filed and set. and wholr

volumns of oaths are repeated, caused by tbe vexations at t.md^

in« irregular and ill-shaped saw teeth. Correct saw-flhng is

an^ IssenUal to good work and the workman's comfort.

Price, 75 cents.

The Carpenters' Manual, by John D. Edwards. A v«7 use-

ful little book, containing a large range of practical ideas n

connection with mechanical studies. Carpenters and bmld-

era wni find it of much more value than its cost-50 cents.

Modem Architectural Designs and DdaiU, P^^^^^^f.^ ^J l^'Vo
iam F. Comstock, successor to Bricknell & ComstocMn 10

parts, makes-bound-a very handsome
a^Vi^^'itvi't^rohi

desigiis for houses, and plates of details, useful alike to archi-

tects and builders. The •' parts," or numbers, separately,

Stn b^had at this office, at publisher's price, of $1 each, or

5Se ten '^"ts " neatly bound for $10. All other books on

architectu?e, steel square, and all other subjects can be had

thiough this office at publisher's rates. Orders from all sex-

tans of this western coast, ard places bordering upon the

waters of the Pacific Ocean, filled with promptness.

We have received Vol. I. of " Palliser Useful Details,'' Pub-

lished by Paiullr. Palliser & Co.. Bridgport, Conn. It con-

gfsts of over forty pages-20x26 inches^ach page be ng

filled excrusively with details in original design showing

about everir conceivable thing in connection with house

JoSstmctiS and finishing. The Publication pnce of W per

volume is certainly very low for a P^l^^^^^^S ^^.^^JJ^J^/Xf
laree an amount of practical information and instruction.

I? cannot iS otherwise than useful to all practical "cliitect^

and esneci^lly so to students of architecture, and builders

whoTndertake the construction of buildings for which

Dlans and details are not furnished by architects. Orders

?o? same received at this office, and copies sent to any ad-

dress as soon as a supply can be had from the East.

Thi> ^teel Sauare and Its Uses, by F. T. Hodgson, is an

iinfi?miflSok which should be in the hands of every

cimen^ i c^iin^^^^^ illustrations and treaties

^„ t^HniiArP and excellent information for those who

ll^el^tSredl^^^^^ the use of that inj-

SoSlnt iSanical instmment. Wise heads, who "know it

??w> di not SSd this or any other work or advice
;
but men

who " U?e tJ^rii '• will And much in its pages to insWt

Them. >Sce. 76 cents ; to be had at this office at pubUsb-

er's price.
, , .. _

The Work-Shop Companion is fall of valuable information

to m^chaScs. h^usekeVrs. and all cl^e« in the form^^^

Zi^Mv,ta rules methods, processes, etc, for almost everj

ISng in ^neralTse in workshops and households Price,

36 SfntB : to be had at this office at pubUsher's price.
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Our Closing Issue for 1881.

Satisfied with the past, we look forward with
pleasing anticipations for the next ensuing year.

Since the establishment of tliis journal in San
Francisco, it must be admitted by all who un-

derstand the true conditions, past and present,

that a very much better state of feelings exist

among the architects of this city, while members
of the profession in other places have been
brought into closer intercourse and more friend-

ly relationships. Emnities and jealousies, which
in former years had estranged and antagonized
members of the profession, liave, in some degree
at least, been modified, and harmonies vital-

ized and established, where coldness approach-
ing personal disrespect formerly prevailed.

There is a lesson in this fact worthy of notice,

illustrating how men of good purposes and equal

claims, personally, to kindly recognition may
run apart and become unfriendly, if not abso-

lutely enemies. Men may educate and train

themselves to love or hate each other, according
to the control asserted over their wills and dis-

positions. Those who are so minded may find

in all nature that which is beautiful and lovely,

challenging the purest sentiments of the human
heart, and in mankind, enough to enlist their

sympathies and forbearance, if not to incite their

admiration ; while it is also possible for them,
as many do, to build up around themselves the

walls of selfishness so high and strong that the

sunlight of kindness and generous impulses

never enter ; where the mildew, and cold chilli-

ness of unappreciation of all around them, robs
life of the few pleasures which might be enjoyed.
It is therefore to us a source of indescribable

pleasure, if to any extent this journal has had the

influence of opening the brighter pages, and un-
folding the truer light which now appears. And

if life shall be spared, we hope that the past is but

the beginning—the gentle showers which preceed

the more copious down-pourings from the skies.

And to this end we earnestly request that every

present subscriber wiUpromptly renew his sub-

scription, and with it, induce others to add their

names to our subscription list. It should be re-

membered that large outlays and expenditures

are necessary in the publication of such a jour-

nal ; and also that liberal patronage inspires

greater zeal and effort, and stimulates energies

in publishers. Therefore, to enable us to en-

large and improve upon the past, and make this

journal the pride of the architectural profession

and^he better classes of mechanics upon the Pa-

cific coast, we ask and invoke the earnest co-op-

eration of our patrons to increase the facilities

necessary to the greater purposes in view, by add-

ing largely to the number of those, in all sections

of the country, who have thus far sustained us by

the ready payment of their yearly subscriptions.

In our next volume, 1882, we propose to pre-

sent our readers with several series of articles

upon special sebjects of great interest to the en-

tire people of the Pacific coast in particular, and

to our patrons in various parts of our own coun-

ty, and those beyond great oceans whose waters

wash the shores of the American continent.

There are numerous topics special tc Califor-

nia which have never heretofore been given to

the world but in part, and many erroneous im-

pressions and understandings exist, because of

such incomplete and imperfect representations.

A story half-told is akin to falsehood in effect,

as a partial relation of that which is in itself

true may lead to false conclusions, and so estab-

lish an error. Our purpose will be to treat with

fullness every subject, taken in hand, so that

when we shall have done with it, a right under-

standing of all the material facts, at least, shall

be fully reached.

We should outline the special matters contem-

plated, but for prudential reasons prefer to re-

serve them to ourselves, knowing that among

publishers of journals, as in all other matters,

the standard of moral ethics is not so largely de-

veloped or mantained as to preclude or render

disreputable in any effechud seme, the appropri-

ation of anything that may be discovered, the

taking of which is not legally criminal. Moral

rectitude in business pursuits is not as broad as

the firmament, nor as pure as the white mantle

which covers the mountain tops in midwinter.

improved condition of things has prevailed,

bringing us to the threshold of another, rich in

prospects and cheering hopes. From a fair de-

mand for labor and materials at the commence-
ment, we end the year with no surplus of either,

and increased demand and value for both, with

a further advance almost certain for the future.

Competent mechanical labor is scarce at the pres-

ent time, and with the many improvements now
in progress during the ' * midwinter " ' * rainy

season ' months, and the many others that will

be commenced before the first month of the

coming spring, argues not only that gw^d work-

men will be scarce, but that there will be a pos-

itive insufficiency to supply the demand. AmL
as scarcity of materials in certain lines now ex-

ists, it is fair to presume that prices will be
strengthened by continued and increased re-

quirements.
There is a greater number of brick buildings

under way at the present time, than has been

at any one period during the past seven or eight

years, and many more are contemplated ; near-

ly all of which are and are to be of no mean pre-

tensions, costing from lessor amounts up to

^400,000 or more—for business purposes, not in-

cluding the new, ** largest sugar refinery in the

world," which will approximate a million dollars
ii-

Review of the Closing Year— 1881.

Twelve months ago we represented the state

of things as they then appeared ;
and it is ex-

ceedingly pleasing to be able to state the present

fact, that 1881 closes down upon a better state

of affairs in San Francisco than has existed at

the same period during eitlier of the preceding

five years. No exciting ''boom" in building

activities has marked the period named, but a

steady, healthful improvement has rolled over this

city and State, and we close the year with

bright promises for 1882. We have deprecated

the°inflated statements which from time to time

have appeared in our city daily journals,

which, if they had been absolutely correct,

would have made San Francisco and California

one of the most flourishing and prosperous sec-

tions on earth. But we have found the more

substantial satisfaction in a representation of

facts just as they have existed ;
denying all the

" boom " assertions, and saying no more than

was actually Irue ; that during the various peii-

oda of the closing year, a healthful, steady, and

in cost by the time it comir.i^ces opdroiionaj

Our monthly reports of BaUdiivg IntelligeTice

have given the very nearly true and correct

facts in connection with building improvements,

barring, first, that from personal motives, one or

two parties have furnished us untruthful reports

of buildings under their control, to create the

impression that they were doing a great deal of

work. But as these are few, the effect upon
the general results is unimportant ; and the fact

that such parties are known to us, like decep-

tions will be avoided hereafter. And we here

interpose the remark, that as all deceptive tricks

are liable to detection and exposure, it will be

the wiser course for all parties furnishing us

information, to be particular in their state-

ments and representations, as we shall most as-

suredly expose any attempt at deception, and if

need be, mention names in so doing. We pro-

pose exclusive truthfulness in the conduct of this

journal, and will not knowingly permit a mis-

representation in any case. Secondly, we have

in some few cases found it difficult to obtain

the correct facts. From motions of positive ug-

liness, parties who might have furnisned the de-

sired information have refused to do so. Some
architects ** don't want their business exposed,"

and some owners '
' prefer not to let the public

know what they are doing." But in nearly all

such case, we have^scertained the approximate

facts, and the reticent parties have not succeed-

ed in ** keeping their business to themselves,"

however much such a course might have grati-

fied their selfish natures. In such cases, con-

cealment is impossible when the obtainment of

facts are deemed necessary ; and with our in-

creasing facilities for gathering "building

items," there will be but little gained by any

one either seeking to mislead or suppress facts

in reference to what is doing. And we hope,

further, that before the approaching year shall

end, the sentiments of owners and the few archi-

tects who are reluctant to impart information,

will become convinced that no harm can accrue

to any one by simple statements illustrating the

progress that is being made in the improvement

of real estate in this city, while such statements

are and will be gratifying to the community,^

and with the widespread circulation of this

journal, people in other places will be able to

understand the correct state of facts in this con-
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nection, in San Francisco and on
coast,.. ;.

•

If there was a *
' bi\ilding permit " system in

San Francisco, similar to those established in

other Eastern cities, the obtajnment of building

information would be an easier matter. But

the " go ahead, "do as you please " rule governs

fjperations on this coast, and each owner com-

mences building when he pleases, except in cer-

tain localities in business centers, where permits

to occupy portions of the street, etc. , are re-

quired by city ordinance. ,

The Outlook in California is almost e(iual

to the best that could be desired. General pros-

perity abounds. The "smash" which occurred

m stock operations some two years or more ago,

in addition to the sand-lot calamity, left those

who had invested in them next to penniless.

The masses were impoverished, business pros-

trated, and universal depression ruled. But

aince then, mnn havft directed thcir attentions
' ....... • t

V u- *»

the expense of the former can be considered in

no other light than unwise policy. The old ad-

age, that "fools build houses, and wise men live

in them," is verified when men pay more for land

than fair and reasonable rentals will j ustify . Peo-

ple sometimes pay fancy prices for residences,

but they more frequently "go begging" when

once unoccupied, particularly during unfavor-

able business conditions. Such prices can only

be maintained in prosperous times ; and these,

together with the many other well-known facts,

should influence niodei-ation instead of inflation

in the value of real estate. Reasonable prices

for land, either in cities or country, invite im-

migration and investment, while high or excess-

ive values simply stimulate the spirit of specula-

tion, which itself must have a limit, and more

generally is followed by ruinous reactions, leav-

ing the last man stranded upon the barren, un-

washed shore—at least during the receding tide,

if not forever. -- - "

""'
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and energies toward legitimate pursuits, and re-

=^Cuperation and recovery from the disasters

^brought upon us by the "raking process"

- itmong stock manipulators, finds the people of

- the Golden State at the present time well to do,
^ and financially strong and vigorous. Thousands

_ who had been, through such losses and hard

_ times, driven into rented rooms and small tene-

ments, now feel that they can afford to live a

^ittl6 better, and liaverbeBnof late and are

seeking more commodious quartei-s. Branching

out and extending is the present order of things,

and but few are found upon the complaining

list." M lines of business are active «>"'l ,nruiit-

able. One of the surest evidences of a suostan-
^

tial financial condition among all classes, is the

_ fact that the. hundreds of small and large " im-
~ mense^ retaiF dry goods houses are daily

^ thronged with purchasers, and more yards of

~
dress fabrics are being sold now than has been

_ for many years within a similar given period.

Tlie same state of facts exists in all other de-

partments of trade. The ten-cent coffee-saloons^

" "coflfee and doughnuts or pie for ten cents,"

furnish another illustration. During the " dull

times," thousands of business men lunched at

- these places, who, until then, had indulged in

the luxuries furnished at *
' first-class restau-

- rants." These are returning to their old habits

^, of the more expensive luncheon, and the ten-

cent establishments have fewer patrons. And
so we find in all directions a greatly improved

state of affairs, with all the tendencies upward
_ and onward. -,—

^

^ Real Estate, both for business and residence

purposes, is no longer at a stand-still. Choice
~ property is in good demand at better prices than

- at any time during the past five years ; and some

property owners are becoming a little feverish,

anticipating a return of "old prices for lots."

This, however, is not to be desired. Real estate

values in San Francisco have in former years

^ reached too high a figure, more through the spir-

it of speculation than otherwise. The purchase

of property upon the basis and for the express

purposes of selling at an advance, without appre-

ciation of actual value for improvement purposes,

Summary of Building Improvements

San Francisco for 1881.

in

The
>i

monthly reports of " Building Intelli-

gence ' appearing in this journal for the year

1881, have been so nearly correct and complete,

that they may safely be»ocepted as representing

the approximately correct state of facts iov the

year.

The greatest difficulities encountered in mak-

ing UP pur reports, have not only been the 4in-

willingness of owners and a few architects £b

communicate facts and figures, but in some

cases a disposition has been manifest to mis-

lead, by exaggerations or suppressions. And as

we have elsewhere stated, there being no
" building permit " system established by ordi-

nance in this city, the work of gathering in this

class of information has been surrounded with

more or less difficulty and uncertainty ; but at

the same time we are confident that we have

missed but little, and that our totals will aver-

age very nearly correct. In some cases the cost

of buildings has been omitted for four reasons
;

first, it is difficult to determine at the com-

mencement what the cost of "day's work"

operations will be ; sometimes they are very

elastic, and spread out far beyond all first cal-

culations and estimates. Secondly, in some

cases statements of cost are refused, although

the other facts may be furnished. Third, the

several branches are frequently "let separate-

ly," and but seldom that they are all awarded

at' the same time. In many cases, the letting

of each branch is delayed until the progress of

construction demands the letting ; so that the

final cost is sometimes not ascertainable until

the work of erection is very far advanced. And
fourthly, for special reasons on the part of the

interested parties, the statement of cost is by

request withheld.

This summary includes all buildings reported

in this journal fnom December 10th, 1880, to

^ ^
December 10th, 1881 inclusive, and shows the

is not healthfid. It forces and drives prices up following :

•>"^
to a standard beyond all reason, and to render

them valuable as investments—if built upon—the

rentals must be enormous, and the "high rent"

system never works to the advantage of any city,

as it compels higher prices and greater profits on
goods sold, greater rental for family residences,

and consequent increased cost of living— all of

which are held in argument against cities where-

in it costs all that those who are not most fortu-

nately situated to live. About the first thing

considered by parties contemplating a change of

residence, is the cost and expense of living ; and

many turn away from places in which they would

'prefer to reside on account of " high cost of liv-

ing." And as this city and State need popula-

tion—immigration—more than excessive value

in real estate, that which tends to the latter at

Of alteration and repairing jobs 09

(This number, however, does not include

all of this class, as we have reported only

the more prominent cases, leaving the many

of smaller importance to take care of them-

selves.)

Of brick buildings -27

Of residence buildings 407

Total reported erections during the year 533

The total approximate cost of all these, ac-

cording to the amount of cost reported, has

been ^,382,482, to which add $408,250 as the

approximate cost of 43 cases, in which no sum of

cost was named, the total for the year will be

$3,790,732.

TTiese figures may not be strictly accurate,

for the reason that the approximate figures may
not be correct ; and the further reason that in

numerous cases the buildings have been erected

under disjointed contracts, separate to the re-

spective branches, and more or less by " day's

work," so that reliable information has been

impossible, until final completion and the foot-

ing up of expenditure accounts. And it often

occui-s that even when all contracts are sup-

posed to be let, and the totals assumed, inci-

dentals, changes, etc.^ swell the amount from 5

to 25 per cent, above the first estimated figures.

Upon this basis, it might be safe to add a per-

centage to the totals mentioned, for the pur-

pose of showing more correctly the amount of

money which has changed hands during the

year, in connection with the building and real

estate improvement interests of San Francisco

for the year.
-^ We have placed the San Francisco Sugar Re-—

—

finery improvement at ^500,000. Whatever

—

amount more or less than this may be the

proper figure, the difference is to be added or

deducted as the case may be.

The " Phelan Block " is included, at $300,000.

Several others reach sums varying from $75,000

to $200,000 each. From this showing, it will

be seen that the year 1881 has been one of

greater prosperity than either of the preceding

five yeara or more, with very favorabie indica-

tions of still greater prosperity for 1882. The

contrast between 1881 and 1880, as derived

from our monthly reports for the prior year,

shows as follows :

Total number of building operations of

all classes, during 1880 307

Total cost of same - .$1,754,435

Increase of building investments in

1881 over 1880 $2,030,288

The foregoing statement of facts alone does

not, however, indicate a very prosperous condi-

tion of things, as far as the architects of San

Francisco are concerned, there being about

seventy-Jive in the practice of the profession in

this city, as the 533 buildings reported, without

any deductions being made from that number

for reasons stated, would give to each architect

only about seven engagements for the year, as

an equal average ; and reducing the total stated,

by allowing the excesses beyond the average to

those who have had not less than two for each

month, and the further reduction of the many

cases in which no architects have been engag-

ed, would make the pro rata very small among

those who have had no more than an average

of the lesser number of city engagements. But

this is materially changed by the further facts

that a large number of plans have been prepared

in this city for erections " in the country ' and

distant places. Fully one-half or more of the

engagements in some of the offices have been out-

side of San Francisco, includingalmost all sections

of this State, Nevada, Sandwich Islands, Cen-

tral America, etc. , etc. Still, even with these

facts considered, the number of architects

practicing in San Francisco is very large for a

city in which there has been but 533 buildings,

counted separately, erected during a prosperous

vear

If we shall be able to gather additional facts

of interest in this connection prior to the issue

of our January number, they will appear in due

time. And with the advantages secured in ob-

taining reliable building information, our read-

ers may rely upon the correctness of our reports

for 1882. And when, one year hence, we shall

repeat our " summary," there is but little doubt

that it will be as nearly correct as it is possible

to make statements not verified by sworn testi-

mony.

Send for a copy of the ' Steel Square and

its Uses," handsomely bound and illustrated.

Price, 75 cents.
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Being a History and Description of the Square. Methods and rules given by which the length and bevels are ob-
tained of all kinds of rafters, braces, collar-beams, brackets, etc. Its application to the various cuts in stair-building.
The whole designed to be a complete Jielp to mechanics, by which they can work in a systematic manner all the various
problems in regard to the cuts in carpenU'y.

<'•!
In the daily pursuit of mechanical operations, the

workmen should hold steadfastly to the motto, Ac-
CUBACT m all things. It should be the first and most
essential requisite, and ever present in his mind. Of
necessity, for work to be accurate, tools must be
in the same condition; but, like our common hu-
manity, only a few of the instruments need are what
they purport to be, exactly true and correct. Espec-
ially is this fact true of the Steel Square. A consider-

able portion of them being faulty and imperfect,

varying from a " hair's breadth " to material inaccuracy.

The APPROXIMATELY square is not a square. The
term admits of no deviation from two perfect right-

angle Uqes, Yet upQn^tegt, only a portioi^ o^the im-

plements used for the purpose will be found faultlessly

true, although perfectly true squares are an absolute

the junction of the ^* body?/ and the *V tongue)" gener-
ally called the heel.

'The FACE side of the square is ibftt side which is |
seen by holding tbe short arm in the right hand and
the long arm in the left.

The manufacturer's name and the trade number are

always stamped upon the face side. The reverse side
|

is called the back. i

Of the two arms which ijorm the square, the longer

is called the **body," or \" blade," while the shorter

arm is called the ** tongue."\ The former is 2 feet long
and 2 inches wide, while tlie latter is generally 16

inches long and one and ^ half inches wide. The
"tongue" of the ^uare, how4ver;*'io of dt^crcct-

i=w

lengths ; the dimensions given are those of most of the

squares in common use upon tlii Pacific Coast. In the

necessity to perfect workmanship in any connection. Eastern States, the tongue is generally 18 inches long,
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^^ Even if true when they leave the manufacturer's hand
^jz the handling and use, and frequent falling and abuses

—3 to which they are afterwards subjected, and sometimes
_~ by exposure to extreme heat and cold, changes the
~^ relationship of the " tongue " and " blade," and hun-
—£ dreds of mechanics and others pursue their daily avo-

cations with perhaps not one absolutely true square
among twenty workmen.
The result of using such squares is a large amount

of imperfect workmanship and loss of time, which
could be avoided by the workmen making a practice of
" trying " or " truing " his square at regular intervals.

Unfortunately, many of our mechanics have no well-

defined views or rules, by the exercise of which they

will be enabled to select, not only well-finished, but

strong, durable, and accurate tools, which can be de-

pended upon in every emergency.

It will not always do to accept any certain tool,

simply because the maker's name upon it has given it

a world-wide reputation, and therefore of necessity

must be good. Of course it is always best, as well as

cheapest in the end, to call for tools having the greatest

reputation, and recognized as the standard of its kind

;

as it is then that a good judge of tools is enabled

3 to put into practice all those little points that may
come under his observation during the lime he may
have been working at the bench or shop.

^^\^ There is no instrument in a carpenter's or mechanic's
'^ kit " that should be more strictly and accurately cor-

rect in every particular than the one under present

-^ consideration. And we propose to be so explicit in

our explanation and description of the square, that

even an apprentice, after reading these articles, can,

not only be able to pick out a good and true square,

^ but also be able to explain intelligently to any one the

^ use of every mark, figure, and line upon it.

^ The best square known to the trade is that stamped

with the number 100 on the face side of the square, at

I
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on account of the *' regular franking " of buildings be

ing more generally adopted thaii on this side of the.

continent. A square with a tongue 18 inches long is

generally known in California as a framing square.

On the outer edge of the face side of the square, the

divisions or graduations are marked into sixteenths of g^§te

an inch on both the " body " and " tongue," while the t- 1

inside edge is graduated to eighths/of an inch.

On the back of the square, thjj/ outer edge of both
" body " and " tongue " are gra(J«ated into twelfths of

an inch ; while of the inner e*l^, the " body " is gradu-

ated to thirty-seconds of an inch and the " tongue " to

eighths.

Our readers will bear in mind that the description

here given applies only to the best grade of squares

that are manufactured. On cheaper grades the inner

edge of the back of the square is divided on both body
and tongue into eighths of an inch, and on some, the

smallest division is the quarter-inch. Observe that the

border around these articles is a perfect fac-simile of

the best square there is made.
The first marks that attract one's attention upon

examining the square are the divisions into inches,

and subdivisions of inches. It will also be noticed that

the numbering of the inches on both " body " and
'' tongue " commences at the heel. This is done

simply because it is more convenient to measure from

that point. "-

In picking out a square, notice that all the numbers,

and division-marks are clearly and sharply cut. It is

in this particular that the result becomes so apparent of

the wonderful accuracy of the Bement machines, a de-

scription of which was given in our last number.

'l?
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TO BE CONTINUED.

This series of articles on the square was commenced in our

September number. Back numbers can be supplied at 20 cents

each.
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The Pacific Coast Association of Architect^.

The regular meeting of the , association was

held on Friday evening, December 4th, Presi-

dent Laver presiding.

After the reading and approval of the minutes

of the proceeding meeting, Mr. Sanders, chair-

man of the committee appointed at tlie Novem-

ber meeting to examine and report upon the

" Titus Sewer Trap," read the report of the

^m committee, giving an elaborate description and

explanation of said trap and its operation, so far

asi they had been able to investigate its practical

working ; and also suggested some possible objec-

tions, such as that of accunmlations gathering

^n the seat of the valve, thereby preventing a
perfect closing or seal This portion of the report,

however, being hypothetical, cannot be considered

as proof of an existing fact.

The report was accompanied with a resolution

fiuiii the committoo/'' that having; examined the

Titus Sewer Trap to the full extent of oportun
^

ities offered, we have discovered no reasons why
~

the claims of its inventor may not be accepted

as reliable."

Tlie view taken of the matter was, that this

being a California invention, the members of the

- association felt disposed and anxious to give it a

hearty indorsement and recommendation ;
but it

was deemed to be the wiser course, not to commit
" the association upon this or any other question,

which was not beyond all peradventure, an abso-

lute and unqualified «ertaintyrli»"wn to^such
- by unquestionable pnwtical demonstration, or

sustained and accepted theories and facts.

This we may state as a fact, that the associa-

tion will at all times aid and assist by all proper

- means, those seeking its influence and indorse-

ment—particularly in home discoveries and

inventions ; but in protection of its integrity as

an association, and to render its recommendations

of value, it is but right and proper that its

members carefully contest and scrutinize every

matter presented for investigation and indorse-

_ ment, so that no errors be committed, and the

association be preserved beyond the reach of

blame or accusation, through hasty and im-

matured action or personal influence.

present feeling that the reputation of the profes-

sion and the association were to some extent

involved in the issue, the designs were refered

to a committee of three, consisting of Messrs.

Sanders, Curlett, and Curtis, who were invested

with discretionary powers in the matter.

We hoped to be able to fulfill the promise

made of a new heading for our January issue.

If this fails, it will not be our fault, as we are

controlled by the facts above related, and shall

have to exercise patience and await the result,

and trust that our patrons will be content to

share with us the annoyance of an additional

month's delay, should that occur.

Mr. Laver stated his purpose to seek his

former possition as architect of the New City

Hall, basing his claim thereto ujjon the fact, that

having designed the edifice and prepared the

plans for it, he was better qualified to under-

stand them in all their details, and should have

the priviledge of directing and superintending

fV.»i r ^vppntinu The members present signified

xi-_- „ ^^;..+;rx« r»f Mr T ,a.v p.r'a nositioii . alia

m

»l.

i
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Matters of general iruhlk interest legitimately

come within the scope of the association purposes,

1: but those which patake more or less of personal

and individual Inmness importance, however in-

trinsically excellent and valuable they may be,

_ can be indorsed and recommended by the

association only so far as they assume a ge^ieral

p^djlic character, over and above all special

67m7i€S5 considerations. There are a thousand

excellent devices and inventions, which might

with equal propriety be laid before the associa-

tion as deserving favorable recommendation,

and the entire time of the members of the so-

ciety might be occupied upon examining and

investigating committees.

The committee to whom was refered the re-

construction of constitution and by-laws of the

association, submitted their report, making

numerous changes and additions, which under

the rule were required to be laid over for one

month. And in view of the proposed organiza-

tion of a chapter of the '' American Institute of

Architects," which may absorb the present

organization, a further delay in acting upon the

proposed alterations of the by-laws may be

necessary.

Seven designs were presented as the result of

_lhe competition invitations extended by the

their appreciation of Mr. Laver's position, aiid"

resolved without a dissenting voice, to approve

and advocate the justice of his application. The

secretary was instructed to secure the signatures

of as many architects as were in harmony with

the action of the association to a recommendatory

petition in Mr. Laver's favor. There being no

further business requiring attention, the associa-

tion adjourned to meet the first Friday in Jan-

uary, 1882. ^ . 1

A few members of the profession have since

the meeting expressed dissent to the action nof

the as8(.ciation in this matter, as scarcely^n

harmony with the objects of the association ;
but

at the same time, without exception, admitting

the equity of Mr. Laver's claim to the appoint-

ment. Several who personally approve the re-

turn of that gentleman to his original position m
connection with the New City Hall, have with-

held the influence of their names to the petition,

but with no feelings of opposition to the appoint-

ment. •

• ^'n t-

There are precedents, however, m justitication

of the action of the association, in which similar

organizations have recomended individual mem-

bers for certain positions ;
and if the Pacific

Coast Association had attained full growth, and

become strong and vigorous, with perfect under-

standings and harmonies among its members,

and all feelings of jealousy and mistrust subdued,

a proposition of the kind under notice might

have been received and determined with more

certainty of general indorsement.

We trust that the members of the association

will become more strongly impressed with the

necessity of regular attendance, so thatall future

actions may be beyond the reach of irregu-

larities, and the association become strong m
the great work which it is destined to accomplish,

by united and earnest efforts on the part of its

members. Let there be a full attendance at the

next rugular meeting, to be held the first Friday

in January, 1882.

Sanitary Progress in Ireland.

Probably, if most of our readers were to ex-

press their conception of Ireland and its people,

it would be by picturing a mud cabin, with pigs

and chickens having full range in the family

room, and general squalor and dirt. But it is

interesting to have, on the authority of the Lord

Chancellor of Ireland, a statement of a large ad-

vance in the sanitary condition of the island.

This has been brought about by the action of the

public health authorities, under various health

acts. From the account of the Lord Chancellor

it appears that by various acts, down to 1872,

the sanitary administration was taken from the

parish vestries, transferred to the guardians of

the law in 18G6, and finally, in the year first

named, to the Local Government Guard, which

was then created. In 1874 the whole of Ireland

was divided into districts, known as urban and

rui-al sanitary districts, the former having a pop-

ulation of about G,000 each. In towns the gov
«—-
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erning body of the town IS also the sanitary

authority in the rural districts ;
the poor law

Unions and boards of guardians are the health

authorities. There are in all 66 urban and 163

rural sanitary districts, and in each a complete

sanitary stafl' has been organized.

By the Public Health Act of 1878, all previ-

ous legislation was repealed, amended, or re-

enacted so as to bring into one statute the whole

of the sanitary law of the island. The Act deals

with sewerage and drainage, scavenging, water

supply, Ibatemertt o?Tiuisance8, superriKsa*' of-

lodging houses, markets, and slaughter houses,

and infectious diseases ; and in the opinion of

the Lord Chancellor its value was readily recog-

nized by local authorities, the amount of loans

obtained by them from the Board of Works for

sanitarv improvements, under a provision of the

Act, having arisen from £37,584 in 1875-76 to.

£200,000 in 1880-8L
, , .

As to the importance of the work already

done, the Chancellor thinks it cannot be over-

estimated ; but he regards it as highly important

that the sanitary work should not stop with lodg-

incr houses, but be extended to the wretched cab-

ins of the lower clasaes.—>Sanitan/ Engineer,

association, for the frontispiece, or title-page

^ of this journal. Five of the designs presented

^ exhibited considerable taste and skill in their

""""^execution, but as a whole were not entirely

satisfactory to the association. In some of the

best, local objects and features not of general

interest, nor having any significence or bearing

in connection with the character of the journal
^

for which they were intended, and the members

Renewal and Payment of Subscriptions.

We trust th^very present subscriber will at

once renew his subscription, and each i^duceat

least five others who have not, to subscribe. We

mean progression and improvement m our pub-

lication work, and hope our friends will sustain

us handsomely. Send $2 for 1882. Remit-

tances by postal money-order, bank-check, or

any other convenient means will be duly ac-

knowledged. If postal stamps, send the two-

cent denomination. We want a circulation of

not less than

20,000 PAYING SUBSCRIBERS.

Bound Volumes for 1881

Will be ready for delivery by the 1st of Janu-

ary, 1882, at ^2.50. We have on hand a few

copies of 1880, and will forward either or both

to any address.

Forecasting.

It seems plain enough to us that no part of

the city front is destined to be the scene of

greater manufacturing activity than that between

Francisco, Beach, Leavenworth, and Larkin.

A. S. Hallidie has said, that, as soon as the sea-

wall is continued there, he and others will build

and run an iron manufacturing estabhshment

on a large scale, immediately eastward of the

Selby lead works, between Hyde ^nd Leaven-

worth. Other works are contemplated by other

companies. There are ah-eady there the very

important and profitable Pioneer Woolen Mills

and the Selby Smelting Works. A new cable

line on Hyde street is needed, and this, we

doubt not, will be provided before long by the

Clay street company, within whose jurisdiction

it lies.—McQee's Real Estate arcular.

Credit to the Four Supervisors.

The four supervisors who so firmly fought the

Bay-Shore Railroad franchise deserve great

credit and commendation. They are Supervis-

ors Stetson, Eastman, Taylor, and Torrey. We
are sorry these men are now goin^ out of otlice.

We are especially sorry that the city is losing

Mr. Stetson. He is not only a thoroughly hon-

est, but also an exceedingly able, m&n.—McL^ee «

Real Estate Circular,

g^ Subscription price of this journal for

1882 will be $2.00 In advance.

The American Institute of Architects.

The fifteenth annual session of the Institute

convened at the city of Washington, D. C, on

the 16th of November, 1881. Mr. John H. B.

Latrobe of Baltimore delivered the opening ad-

dress, selecting for his subject— "Washington
and the Capitol at the beginning of the present

Century." The address is spoken of as one of

great interest, and was received with the deep-

est attention. It occupies about three and one-

half columns in the Baltinuyre American, and is

altogether too lengthy for reproduction in full

in our columns. The following extracts must
suffice :

-^^,. .. .
.v >.->--

**The permanent seat of the Government of

the United Stages was selected only after much
contention and bitter debate. Fisher Ames, on

the 27th of August, 1789, doubted ' whether the

Government would stand the shock of a selection

which involved as many passions as the human
heart could display.' Wadsworth, of Connecti-

cut, said * that he did not dare to go to the Po-

tomac* He feared the whole of JNew England"

would consider the Union dissolved. ' There was

much more said in the same style. Finally, the

Senate adopted an amendment to a House bill,

and by a vote of 10 yeas to 7 nays fixed upon

Germantown as the permanent seat. In this

amendment the House concurred by a vote of

31 yeas to 24 nays, notwithstanding Mr. Madi-

son's asking for delay, Hhat the eye of America

should be indulged with an opportunity of view-

ing it before it made it their fixed abode.' In

'^ddtpting the Senate's' armendmentv-hrowever, the

House added a proviso 'continuing the laws of

Pennsylvania in force within the ceded district

until Congress should otherwise provide. ' This,

of course, sent the bill back to the Senate for

concurrence ; but it being wdthin twenty - four

hours of the close of the session, a motion was

carried to postpone the further consideration of

the bill to the next session of Congress. At the

session of 1790 the same angry debates were re-

sumed ; but at last, on the 16th July, an act

was passed authorizing the President to appoint

comiiMssioners to survey, under his direction, a

district of territory, not exceeding ten miles

square, between the mouth of the Eastern

Branch and Conococheague, when the Presi-

dent, himself an old surveyor, described, by

metes and bounds, the district which, by his

proclamation, dated Georgetown, March 30th,

1791, became the permanent seat of the Govern-

ment of the United States. Mr. Jefferson, in

his Ana, says that the selection was a compro-

mise brought about by Hamilton, by which he

secured a majority for the assumption by Con-

gress of the debts of the several States
"

were to be erected, L'Enfant refused to submit
his work to public inspection, his excuse being

that certain neighborhoods would be seized by
speculators, and shanties run up where he de-

signed palaces to be constructed. This not be-

ing General Washington's view of the matter,

the commissioners took possession of the map,
and L'Enfant's further services were dispensed

with. In 1812, he was employed by Mr. Madi-
son to plan a fort on the Potomac below Wash-
ington ; and later, Mr. Monroe offered him a

professoi-ship at West Point, which he did not

accept. There are those yet living who remem-
ber seeing him, in his somewhat peculiar dress,

wandering, an aged man, in the streets of Wash-
ington as late as 1825. In this year he died,

taking his place in the ranks of the vast host of

the forgotten 6e?ie nieritos. He lies buried on
the Digges farm, close by his last work for the

United States—the fort on the Potomac."
" The Act of 16th July, 1790, had directed

the commissioners to provide, prior to Decem-
ber 1st, 1800, suitable buildings for the accom-

j>

*'To prepare the plan of the future city, the

commissioners appointed Chas. Pierre L'Enfant

to be their engineer. He had come to America

as an officer in the French line in 1777, was

wounded in the assault of Savannah by D'Es-

taing, was taken prisoner, was exchanged in

1782, became major of engineers in 1783, was

sent to France by the Society of the Cincinnati

to arrange for the engraving of its gold badge,

and being accomplished in many ways, was em-

ployed on his return by Robert Morris to de-

sign a palatial residence in Philadelphia, which

never rose above the cellar story. In 1789, we
find him preparing the old City Hall in Wall

street. New York, for occupation by Congress

after the adoption of the Constitution."
*' It would appear from a letter of General

Washington, dated April 30th, 1791, that he in-

tended the seat of Government to be called ' the

Federal City.' But in the instructions given by

the commissioners to L'Enfant, they say : 'We
have agreed that the federal district shall be

called the Territory of Columbia, and the fed-

eral city the City of Washington,' which was

made the title of the map. When this was fin-

ished, and the public sales were about to begin,

from the proceeds of which the public buildings

modation of Congress, on plans to be approved

by the President ; and in March, 1792, a pre-

mium was off"ered of |500, or a gold medal, by
advertisement."

" The result of the advertisement for plans

for the Capitol and President's house verified

these remarks, and inasmuch as pains had been

taken to publish it in all the principal towns

and cities, the architectural ability of the United

States may be reasonably supposed to have been

brought to light, as it existed in the last decade

Ofthe "Efightefeftth century?" " ""

**I have had access to some eight or ten

of the designs off'ered in competition. All of

them are bad, very bad, indeed— the greater

part below contempt, and some border upon the

ludicrous. In one, a triple window has a cor-

nice broken by an arch over the central opening,

on either side of which is a man rampant, with

one foot on the arch and the other on the level of

the cornice. This competitor evidently thought

himself strong in statuary, and placed an array

of figures on the parapet of the President's house

of the most portentous description. Another

competitor exhausted himself on the face of a

clock, where the twelve letters in the words

United States are used to mark the hours. The
spread - eagle seems to have been regarded as an

essential in some of the designs, and the bird

exhibits itself on pediments and in weathercocks

in most extraordinary shapes. One of these na-

tional birds is carefully drawn with the wings of

a penguin and a breast - plate of thirteen circles,

ingeniously arranged. Another competitor has

devoted the greater part of his labor to portray-

ing the separate chairs of senators and represent-

atives, and indicating the color of the leather, or

other material, for the seats. Another ventures

upon perspective, and makes a sad affair of it.

Take them all in all, they are, indeed, a sorry lot.

" Among the competitors, however, were Will-

iam Thornton and James Hoban. To the first

was awarded the premium for the Capitol, while

the other obtained that for the President's house.
*' In an address delivered at the tenth annual

convention of the Institute, Thornton is spoken

of as ' an English amateur who had come from

the West Indies, was a thorough man of the

world, founded a race-course, and sported blood-

ed horses.' Thornton was more than this, how-

ever : he was a man of genius and a philanthro-

pist, who off'ered to take a colony of negroes from

the United States and establish it on the coast

of Africa, anticipating the work of the American

Colonization Society. But he was not an archi-

tect—claiming, indeed, no more acquaintance

with architecture than he had acquired in two

weeks' study in the Philadelphia library. Inca-

pable of appreciating the diflficulties of the pro-

fession, self-reliant, impulsive, and impatient, it

was not to be wondered that he quarreled with

those who undertook to execute his suggestions,

for his plans amounted to little more. The ad-

dress just referred to says, further, that Thorn-

ton * succeeded in having the plans of Stephen I.

Hallett, a French architect who had been one of

the competitors, superseded by his own, and in

having the premium awarded to himself.' This

does not appear to have been the opinion of Mr.

Jefferson, who was Secretary of State at the time,

and greatly interested in the subject. In a let-

ter addressed by him to Mr. Latrobe, July 28th,

1804, he says, referring to the plans in competi-

tion :
' Many were sent in. A council was held

by General Washington and the board of com-

missioners, and after a very mature examination

two were preferred, and the premiums given to

their authors. Dr. Thornton and Hobins (sic).
'

*' I have the very drawings. On the margin

of one is written, in Mr. Latrobe's (father of the

speaker) hand :
' Given to me by George Blag-

den, as the only existing drawing of the Capitol,

May 3, 1803. ' On another :
' Received by B. H.

Latrobe from the President of the U. S. , Janu-

ary 12, 1805 ; ' on the third, ' Plans of the Capi-

tol received from D. Thornton, April, 1806,' I

have in my possession what purports to be Hal-

lett's original design, obtained by Mr. Latrobe

from Mr. James Greenleaf, a prominent person

in Washington at the time, who seems to have

received them from Hallett himself. That he

(HaUett) was an accomplished architect, seems

to have been admitted on all hands ;
nor does

the fact that he was employed to carry out Thorn-

ton's plan absolutely mihtate against his claim

that this was in fact his own. That Thornton

and the commissioners quarreled with him, is

very ceit^n^f^and^ about July, 1794^ he^ ^vas dis-

charged.
'

' Hallett's successor was George Hatfield, an

English architect of talent, skill, and experience.

a refined and estimable gentleman, who, among
other edifices, designed the City Hall in Wash-

ington. During four years of strife with Thorn-

ton and the commissioners he kept his place,

but at last was driven away ;
and in May, 179^,

~
ceased to be employed at the Capitol.

" Mr. Latrobe came accordingly. His salary,

being ^1,700 while visiting Washington occasion-

ally only, increased to $3,500 when he made his

permanent residence there. The eight or nine

months, as we will see, extended to ais many
years.

" When Hatfield went down, like Hallett, be-

fore Thornton, Hoban, the architect of the Presi-

dent's house, took charge, with no better fortune

than his predecessors. Thornton was still im-

practicable and the commissioners offensive. He
kept his place, however, until 1802, when the

executive authority was transferred to a commis-

sioner, and in 1803 Mr. Jefferson, then Presi-

dent, appointed Benjamin H. Latrobe as sur-

veyor of the public building, which was the title

of the office of architect.

*' Although for the purposes of the present

narrative it would suffice to state the simple fact

of Mr. Latrobe's appointment, yet the letters of

Mr. Jefferson conferring it have an interest that

leads me to insert them :

** Washington, March 6, 1803.

i'Sif— Congress have appropriated a sum of

money ($60,000) to be apphed to the public

buildings under my direction. This falls, of

course, under the immediate business of the

superintendent, Mr. Munroe, whose office is

substituted for that of the board of commis-

sioners. The former post of surveyor of the

public buildings, which Mr. Hoban held till the

dissolution of the board (at $1,700 a year), wiU

be revived. If you choose to accept it, you will

be appointed to it, and would be expected to

come on by the 1st of April ; indeed, if you

could make a flying trip here to set contractors

at work immediately in raising freestone, it would

be extremely important, because it is now late

to have to engage laborers, and the quantity of

freestone which can be raised, delivered, and cut

in the season is the only thing that will limit the

extent of our operations this year. I set out to-
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morrow for Monticello, and shall be absent three

weeks, but shall be glad to receive there youi-

answer to this. Accept my friendly salutations

and regards. Thomas Jefferson.

<*p S. — On the raising of the freestone be

pleased to consult Col. D. C. Brent, who can

give you better information and advice on the

subject than any other person whatever, having

been much concerned in the business himself.

"Architects were not regarded socially, as a

general rule, at the beginning of the century m
the United States as they are now. In a letter

to Volney, dated July H, 1811, Mr. Latrobe

says :
' Thinking only of the profession, and of

the affluence which it yields in Europe to all

who follow it, you forget that I am an engineer

in America; that I am neither a mechanic nor a

_inercliant, nor a planter of cotton, rice, or to-

bacco. You forget—for you know it as well as 1

do— that with us the labor of the hand has pre

cedence over that ot the mihd ;
tliat an eiignxeer

Boston ; Alfred Stone, Providence ;
and Wm.

Spotter, New York.

House-Painting.

House painting is a subject seldom treated to

a proper discussion of its merits. And it is for

this reason we wish to offer a few reflections up-

on a topic of so much importance to the owners

of dwelling-houses. In some foreign countries,

the houses are tinted with colors derived from

Nature's own laboratory, and they are composed

of red and yellow ochres, which, with white

wash, serve to adorn their concrete or ad^ht

buildings. The rude distemper colors were ful-

ly in harmony with the natural surroundings ot

climate and people. In Mexico, we find some

very picturesque places, where, on the mountain

sides or along the cliffs of a canon, as at the city

of Guanajuato, the highway is adorned with res-

idonoQB of the moRt beavitiful style. Graceful
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is considered only as an overaeer of men who

dig and an architect as one that watches others

who hew stone or wood. But, in fact, the pro-

fession is becoming by degrees better known and

respected. ' It may be added that in this respect

things, indeed, have changed in eighty yearns.

'' Too brave to yield to mere opposition, how-

ever violent ; too proud to cbnciliate by flattery

to avert it, confident that his works would be

his vindication, Mr. Latrobe's voluminous cor-

respondence shows throughout that he never

lost sight of the dignity his profession required

him to maintain; and as he loved it, so he fought

for it, and in the end he won.

'« It would not be right to omit, m an account

of the old Capitol, several whose names are asso-

ciated with it. Lenthall, the clerk of the works,

la man of singular ability, I have already men-
^
tioned. Another was George Blagden, who was

in charge, after Hallett and Hatfield and Hoban

left, and on whose integrity, intelligence, and

skill Mr. Latrobe seems to have placed implicit

confidence. Then there were Andrei and-Gui-

^seppe Franzoni, brought, at Mr. Jefferson s m-

- stince, from Italy, in 1805-the first a sculptor

of architectural decoration, and the other of hg-

ures. Besides their own handiwork, they in-

structed others ; and in one of Mr. Latrobe s

letters he speaks of .four Americans, taught by

Andrei, engtiged upon the Corinthian capitals ot

the Hall of Representatives.
" It was Franzoni who modeled the corn-stalk

columns already referred to, and a statue of Lib-
'

erty, which, with other of his work, was destroyed

when the old Capitol was burnt. He was fol-

lowed in 1815 by his brother, Carlo Franzoni-a

man of decided genius, great readiness, and a

thoroughly educated sculptor. He modeled the

ficmre of History in Her Car, with which we are

all familiar in the present Hall of Statues
;
also

figures of North and South Carolina, represented

- as sisters, the arm of one around the neck of the

other ; Massachusetts and Maine, a mother lead-

ing her child, for Maine was as yet a district

only There were figures of the heroic size, a

part of a series intended by Mr. Latrobe to have

places in the building. Another work ol Carlo

Franzoni is the figure of Justice m bas-relief m
the law library of the old north wmg. Other

sculptor followed these—Consici,Capellano and

more ; but with the old Capitol the names of An-

drei and the Franzonis ought to be inseparably

associated."
i j. j «„

After this address, officers were elected, as

foUows : President, T. U. Walter, Philadelphia
;

Treasurer, O. P. Hatfield, New York ;
Secretary,

A J Bloor, Philadelphia ;
members of Board ot

Trustees, Messrs. H. M. Congden, E. T. Littell,

J C Cady, and Napoleon LeBrun all of New

York ;
Committee on Publication, Messrs. A. J.

Bloor Philadelphia; H. H. Holly, New York
;

T M Clark, Boston ; John McArthur, Phila-

delphia ;
members of Committee on Education

Messrs. Wm. R. Ware, New York ;
N. Clifford

Ricker, Champaign, 111. ;
Henry Van Brunt,

pillars in long colonnades, arched portals and

corridors, and all built with a parti-colored sand-

stone. This stone is quarried from a mountam

above the city, called the - El Buffa " There is

said to be unlimited quantities of this lined and

beautifully variegated sandstone, m colors ot

blue pale green, and chocolate or amber, the lat-

ter predominating. Thus we find in nature, pro-

visions made for decorating the palatial residences

in the most elaborate manner. In countries

where the great centers of population exist,

where architecture is enthroned, and the me-

chanic arts thrive, and the hum of machinery iS

heard, there we shall find civilization advanced.

So we find in our large cities and ^^o^"?. "^^^^^

United States, where industry and thrift have

enriched the population, there we shall see

beautiful houses, from the humblest cottage to

the palatial residence of the wealthy classes.

And what adds more to their beauty than the

manner in which these houses are painted / In

villages or suburban towns, where the landscape

surroundings of dwellings are great adjuncts to

their beauty, the style of their painting is nec-

essarily more free. And large plain houses

look well in white, with green blinds. The villa

or gothic formed cottages look well invariably m
a suit of colors, though some plain or less adorn-

ed ones look fine in a negative color.

Body tints to all houses with picturesque sur-

roundings should never be draped with heavy

tones in the base or approaches to the dwelling.

For instance, a stylish house painted with hght

shades, the painter should not suffer the under

shadows to become too deep. The lighter toned

base lines raise into prominence the object

painted, and heavy colored hues and approaches

(in the form of porches with their steppings) are

depressed, and the house has the appearance of

sinking, and is lost to view behind the garden

foliage Bright cheerful colors are the
\

hxi^na

msto" to the pastoral cottage. In cities, the

painting of houses is more complex, for there is

a great diversity of taste, and is less homogene-

ous than in the country towns. The colors em-

ployed are generally heavy in tone especially in

business portions, where the dark shades pre-

dominate. White paint looks well but a short

time, for the simple reason that dust soils it easi-

ly • but the great detriment to white pigments

in 'cities is the prevalence of sulphuric acid va-

pors in the air, coming from the great consump-

tion of coal, and the many refineries m the city

In fact, all paints composed of carbonat of lead

are more or less effected by it as weU as by the

saline influence of the trade-winds coming from

the Pacific Ocean. The best protection to paints

in this climate is pure boiled oil, for it dries

quicker, and thus holds the oil on the surface,

whereas, the raw oil will penetrate more while

hardening, and has less hold on the pigment

The enduring qualities of oil is Probably about

the same ; though I would incline to the. boded,

as there is less foots or sedimentary particles m
oil that has been treated with heat. The season

best adopted for painting is cool weather,

which in this climate is in the fall, winter, and

spring months. Avoid the dense fogs that pre-

vail, in order to retain the gloss of the oil,

which is the great preservative of our buildings.

Thin coats of paint are much better than thick

ones, as the oil is the life of the mixture
;
and

by putting on two thin coats instead of one

thick or heavy coat, to old work, the durability

and beauty of the work is more than doubled by

the operation. In mixing paints when dry pig-

ments are used, time should always be allowed

for them to become thorou|dily incorporated be-

fore using ; as in the case of immediate use, the

building suffers for the want of oil, and the

shade of color is affected and sometimes whoH^

changed by the dry materials in their contmued

absorption, deepen in shade, or they macerate

under the friction of the brush, leaving spots of

a different tone on the. body of the color. To

avoid this danger, all colors entering into w
mixt"^^ «^nii1d be ground in oU, and the whole

1 T 1 1 1 L„J i-'U.n/->ii/-«l-i •4-ho aTT»ain_
compound should be passed through the strain-

er thus securing a continuous even shade of

paint. In laying on paint, where there are sev-

eral ioumeyroen at work, care should be given

to the brushes, that they are all provided

with brushes of the same length, so that each

person may employ the same amount of color

;

whereas, if the brushes are of dissimilar lengths,

the short or stubby tool will carry less paint,

and spreads that little farther, and injures the

general effect of the work to be done.

J. EA. W. \J.

Ventilation of Chambers and Sleeping-

Rooms.

A vast amount of sickness and enfeeblements

are experienced in families from the unwise

habit of sleeping in poorly ventilated, or entirely

unventilated, rooms. There is nothing more

prejudicial to human health than breathing and

re-breathing the vitiated atmosphere of a close

bedroom. Such rooms, above all others, should

be thoroughly ventilated—much more so^ than

''sitting" and '^living" rooms, because in the

latter the air is constantly undergomg chajiges,

by the opening and closing of doors, i^i^ the

pkssage to and fro of persons ;
while chambers

have none of the benefits derived from outside

doors, and such changes as do occur are from the

in-door air, which, from the moment it enters

within the walls of a building, commtncts its pro-

cess of deterioration-except the little direct

irt&h air which finds its way m through the

cracks and joints of the operings, or an occa-

sional raising of windows. Almost eve^ one

has at times noticed, upon entering chambers in

which people have slept, the impure character of

the airf and the more or le^s offensive smell that

has existed in them-sometimes reaching an un-

bearable condition to those who have just pnor

thereto enjoyed the health-imparting freshness

of the uncontaminated out-door atmosphere

The sweth^^ of refreshing sleep is but seldom

experienced by those who shut tJiemselves up for

the night in close rooms. I>"1V'l^.^^^T^r^
fall upon them ; but the morning light finds them

not refreshed and invigorated as are those who

sleep in apartments in and through which cur-

rents of pure air are permitted to pass.

''Sickfolks" sometimes findrehef from camp-

ing," or sojourning at catering-places and the

benefits received are generally attributed to a

''change of air," or the water, and other causes,

but the underlying secret is more in being forced

to breath a greater amount of fresh air, and re-

lief from close sleeping-rooms, than any other.

Direct drafts should be avoided, but otherwise

sleeping-rooms should be thoroughly ventilated

and filled with pure air.

2^- Subscription price of this journal for

1882 will be $2.00 in advance.

Why the "City Press" do not always

Copy oup Reports.

During the closing year the "daily press" of

San Francisco has frequently indulged in glow-

ing "head-lined" statements of building activi-

ties, ^^ Booms m Building Operations,'^ etc., all

of which have been in a measure pardonable, al-

though not correctly setting forth the actual

facts.

We can very readily understand the motives

actuating our contemporaries in this connection,

and do not charge any impure niotive in the

course pursued, inasmuch as the purpose of such

statements has been to revive, stimulate, and
encourage investments and improvements. We
have so long remained under depressed condi-

tions, and extreme dullness has pressed so heav-

-Uly upon the people of California prior to the

present year, that all classes have become restless

under sueh^ev^Fe^ buoinoss restraints and depres

there is at least a reasonable certainty of erection;

secoTxdly, we have noticed references to buildings

in other journals which had been reported in

this journal one, two, or three months prior, and
sometimes we have seen the same improvements
noticed and commented upon more than once,

thus duplicating and magnifying actualities.

But in closing our third year of journalistic

labors, no other than kindly sentiments are en-

tertained toward any, and it would be an act of

inflfjratitude did we not return sincere thanks for

the many scores of complimentary notices vol-

unteered by the journals of this and other

States. We hope to be able in the future to

justify all that has been said in commenda-
tion and praise, and to win still greater ap-

proval and approbation, both from our contem-
poraries at liome and abroad, and from every

reader of this journal.

sions, and experienced extreme eagerness to wit-

ness a bursting asunder of the bands which have

so long fettered all interests. There are but few

communities less calculated to endure prolonged

adversities with patience, and none which more
quickly and vigorously spring into activities

when the dawn of light and relief appears.

Hence, it is pardonable in the journals of a city

populated with such as are found in San Fran-

cisco, to lead in advance of coming events, even

by a little elaboration of facts for the purpose of

inspiring hopes and arousing energies which

othorwise sriight haie remaiAe^. .
il^^ctive. ._This_

has been done repeatedly, without harm to any,

by statements of a general character, that a

"boom" in building existed in San Francisco.

But so far such statements have been only the

"wish as parent to the thought," nothing of a

boom character having thus far been enjoyed.

The most that could at any time be claimea, with

exact truthfulness, was simply increased activi-

ties sufficient to encourage and sustain the hope

that in the near future building operations

might assume enlarged proportions—equal to the

years when every man's hands were full, and the

Macedonian cry went forth, "Come over and help

us.** Anticipations and hopes have been con-

strued into fixed facts, and good prospects trans-

formed into realities.

On the other hand, the monthly reports of

building intelligence appearing in this journal

have shown in detail the true condition of build-

ing activities for each thirty days, closing with

the tenth of each month. In no one month
during the three years' existence of this journal

have the actual facts sustained the "boom"
theory ; but it would not have been consistent

in those journals who had during any one month
made very iarge^ statements to cast shadows over

their assertions, by copying our more moderate,

yet approximately at least, correct record of

facts, showing far less than sufficient to sustain

the "boom " idea. Hence it has occurred, that

when we have been able to make the better

monthly showings, our reports have been by

some of our contemporaries copied in full with

proper credit ; by others, the larger operations

have been culled and commented upon, while

others in some cases have appropriated our mat-

ter entire, without the decent editorial fairness of

proper acknowledgments. But the months in

which the reports have shown a moderate state

of afiairs, with but few or no large buildings

commenced, no reference has been made to

them.

This may be good policy, but it does not af-

fect the status of this journal as furnishing the

more reliable reports of building intelUgence

for this city.

There is also these two material facts which

operate in this connection : first, our reports are

always made up by careful personal canvass,

with all reasonable care to avoid errors and

omissions, containing only such cases as have

passed to contract, and in reference to which

Unskilled labor, Apprenticeshi p, and
Chinese Labor.

Every Carpenter and Meohanlo

Within the boundaries of the Pacific States

and Territories, without regard to trade or pur-

suit, should subscribe for this journal. It is the

only publication issued west of the Rocky Moun-
tains in their interests, and none should with-

hold his hearty personal support and influence.

Its improvement and enlargement simply awaits

liberal in-pouring of cash subscriptions, which will

enable and stimulate greater outlay, and its con-

sequent greater value to all classes of subscrib-

ers. It Sists w h.TgG t*mount of money to carry

on a publication work of this^ind—much more,

comparatively, than an exclusively literary jour-

nal, without illustrations ; and nothing less than

TWENTY THOUSAND PAYING SUBSCRIBERS

will be sufficient to furnish the funds necessary

4o conduct this journal upon tlie extermive and
comjirp.h^.nAive. scale, and hoMs laid out for it by its

'
' Unskillful labor is likely to have a struggle

against low wages and high-cost living this win-

ter. The prices of the necessities of life have

advanced fifteen to twenty-five per cent., but

wages have not. Skilled mechanics, on the other

hand, have all they can do at good wages.

Young man, le.arn a trade, and learn it well.

—

American Mechinist
Our contemporary is right, so far as it goes

;

but it presents only the exterior aspect of af-

fairs—a trimming of the branches, while the

subtle worm iVatwork at the' root of the g^feat

tree of labor. It is well and right to advise ev-

ery young man to learn a trade, but it is one

thing for youths to receive this advice, and an-

other to secure a place to learn a trade. In the

Pacific States, particularly, it is a very difficult

matter for lads to obtain situations as appren-

tices, and the same difficulty more or less exists

everywhere ; so that the advice given points to

a something beyond the reach of available op-

portunities to hundreds of thousands of the ris-

ing generations, who enjoy all the natural qual-

ifications to become first-class mechanics ; and

thousands of "hoodlums" swarm the great cit-

ies of the United States, because they cannot

find employment as apprentices to learn trades.

And this exclusion from better advantages nat-

urally forces them to such means of livelihood

as can be obtained, or to idle or vicious practices.

But the EVIL GREATER THAN ALL OTHERS is

that of Chinese labor, which, if permitted to

spread itself throughout the United States, will

a thousand times told, increase the difficulties in

the way of young men learning trades, and sur-

round both skilled and unskilled labor with con-

ditions which will depress and humiliate both ;

while the Mongolian hordes will grow fat, and

laugh at the increase of cost of living, as they will

do everywhere, as they have done on this coast,

import or produce from fishing, gardening, and

the like, nearly every edible, wear no apparel

except those made by Chinese hands, and occu-

py sheds, shanties, and dilapidated structures,

—

such, that if no better accommodations were pro-

vided for the convicts of our county, the voice

of humanity would everywhere be heard in de-

nunciation of such inhuman treatment. There

is neither speculation nor prophecying in there

statements, but facts fully established by 30 odd

years experience in San Francisco, and all other

cities where the Chinese have located in consid-

erable numbers. So that while the advice for

young men to learn a trade is good, the more

essential is to direct all efforts to making the

learning possible, and to drive back the oriental

flood, which threatens to deluge the land, and

which, if not checked, is certain to bring with

it the debris of a race of people, the masses

of which are by education and in effect as an-

tagonastic to the laboring and every other best

interests of the country as it now is, as it is pos-

sible to conceive.

managers.
The supposition that there is a too limited

field on this coast for the producticm of a c<m-

tinuously interesting publication of this charac-

ter,

IS NOT A FACT. —

—

We find the sources of interest and informa-

tion unlimited, and we propose to use them pro-

fitably to our patrons—not only the mechanical

classes, but to every occupant of buildings,

WHETHER AS OWNER OR TENANT.

». O-WTDiers oLjeal estate and heads of families

will find in its columns suggestions, facts, and
illustrations of great value in reference to cor-

rect methods of construction, sanitary, and other

sciences, and matters of local interest. We
therefore ask one and all to aid us by their sub-

scriptions and personal influence in making this

the most valuable and instructive

ABCHITBCTURAL, MECHANICAL, AND SCIENTIFIC

JOURNAL

published within the confines of the Pacific

States.

The Cultivation of Chestnuts.

The Rural New Yorker remarks : As a re-

munerative crop, chestnuts have not received

their share of attention, and we presume it will

be long ere the raising of chestnuts-trees is

made a part of our rural industries. But may
there not be money in it? In some foreign

countries the chestnut crop is equivalent to the

wheat crop in America, both as respects its

money value and the uses to wliich it is put.

Chestnut bread, a thing of which Americans

are wholly ignorant, constitutes the principal

food of thousands in Europe and Asia. The

fruit is ground into meal, and puddings, cakes,

and bread are made from it. Ohio statistics

show that her chestnut crop is valued at $60,-

000, and it could soon be made to reach ten

times that amount. The tree is of quite rapid

growth, attaining the hight of fifteen to twenty-

five feet in five years, from the seed. It is, as

we know, valuable as timber;. can it not be

made more valuable here for its fruit ?

To Preserve Iron from Rust.

M. Ventura Serra, after many years of exper-

iment and observation, having noticed that

knives used in cutting plants belonging to the

family of Euphorbiacea3 did not rust, is led to

recommend for this purpose an alcoholic solu-

tion of gum (resin of) euphorbium. This, when

applied to steel, iron, or copper, forms- a thin,

uniform, and very adherent layer, which effect-

ually protects the metal. Experiments with

copper immersed in sea-water—a ship's sheath-

ing—were followed by gratifying results.
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EVERYBODY'S COLUMN.
" FAB K8T AB HO«TE DOCKBI."

rWhile thiB column is open to all. farmerB as well as me-

rnfoi^naUon desired to b« in accord, .h far as P«««;^1«V^^'^

ISe JSeresis of this journal and
'«^>,V/»I^y'"« ^S tMs ^^^

principles for which the o^/y
""""^^^J "^n^'J^^deavor to an-

of the continent, was establinhed. Wf.^^/^f"^,!?'?^^ "^ it

swer all questions in -
/^>f^^^^-^^'^^^^^^^

of
becomes necessary, will f^^^niBh cuts lor tne^

^^^^^^^
any problem, provKled we r^-gard ine bom

J^beneflcial to the »n»J«"ty of our readers. We would urg

!!rr^ir.*azrra'p'^tS^r^-'--'r.^ei? proper

°Tef.nt H Smctly™aerstoodth.t the responsibility

of signed .rtlcles rests "''^ tl'«
'"'f7,- eommnnlc.tlons to

thrK'r 'm«rr "oT-tMt'^ot^iL.-**) Montgon^er,

Street, rooms 12 and i3.] _.

Business MXyAOKR uf Architect i I tako

the liberty, being a stanch supporter of your

Journal, to ask a few questions which I hope

vou will answer explicitly, as the answers will be

of interest to a large circle of your readers

Ist When and where was glass first made f

2nd, A description of the process for making

plate glass. 3rd , Why would it not be profitable

for a company to make plate glass in California ?

How is stained glass made? A. J. w. &.

Ans -Ist. According to Pliny, the Roman

writer, glass was first found by some Phcemcian

sailors, whose ship was driven ashore at t^he

.»cu.iiv of.the r««j: Belus in Syria JThe sea be-

ing rough, they cooked their ainner on the

beach. No stoftes being handy on which they

could rest their cooking utensils, they took

some pieces of nitrum with which their vessel

was laden, upon which they rested their kettles

This substance and the sand, melted by the heat

of the fire, ran together and made glass, whicli

the sailors were suprised to find among the

ashes. This story however, is not to be relied

"

upon as it would take a much stronger heat to

nielt glass than could be obtained frmn an open

-fire It is certain, however, that the Phwnicians

-knew how to make fine glass, which they cut,

engraved, gilded, and stained in the most beau-

tiful colors. They probably learned the art from

the Egyptians, wh<^ made glass at least J,UUU

-
years before Christ. In some of the tombs

near Ancient Thebes are stUl to be seen pictures

of workmen blowing glass in the same way it is

blown to-day. The Greeks knew how to make

very beautiful glass, and a large number of an-

of it runs over the edge and faJls into water.

As soon as the plate is cool enough to be moved,

it is put into the annealling oven, where it stays

five days. When the plates are taken from the

oven they are examined to see if they are fat tor

large plates; if any are found with flaws in

theiu, they are cut up into small plates ihe

plates are finally ground by rubbing two of them

together with sand and water, and are then pol-

ished bright with emery and water, and finally

with FELT rubbers. n ^^ e

3rd We suppose it would be profitable tor a

company to make plate glass in Calif()rnia pro-

vided all our dealers would buy exclusively from

the home company.

4th. Stained glass is made by painting the

surface of clear glass with various materials

chiefly the oxides of metals mixed usually with

oil of turpentine. The pictures are painted

with brushes like oil paintings. The glass is

then heated red hot in a furnace until thecolora

become stained into it. By this means, a com-

plete picture can be made on one large pane ot

glass, which in old times was made up of a great

number of small pieces set in lead frames,

Ans. to C. R.—The word lath is from the

Anglo-Saxon latter, and signifies a rod or stall.

Business Manager of Architect : Please

settle the following controversy between two

students. A claims that the design of the '^ Co-

rinthian Capital," in the order of architecture

of that name, was the result of deep study on

the part of one of the ancient architects. B
claims that it was by accident that the order

originated. Who is right ? _ , ,^
T. &D., Berkeley.

Ans.—The idea of the Corinthian capital is

said to have been derived from a plant called axj-

ANTHUS, which has pointed prickly leaves. The \

story is, that a young girl of Connth died, and

her nurse collected the articles which she had

loved, put them in a basket on her grave, a.nd

laid a tile on top of it. By chance, the basket

was placed on the roots of an acanthus plant,

and this, sprouting in the spring, partly covered

the basket with its leaves, some of which, reach-

ing the tile, turned downwards. An architect

named^Callimachua, who happea&d_to see^it, wa8_

struck by its beauty, and thought it would make

a fine capital for a column ; and by changing it

a little, he made the Corinthian capital and

column.
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cient cups, bottles, vases, and urns of many

shapes and colors, found in tombs on the island

of Cyprus by General di Cesnola, are now an the

MetropoUtan Museum of New York. The mak-

ing of glass was- not carried on in Rome until

about the first century before Christ. After

Rome was destroyed, the art of fine glass mak-

ing was nearly lost, and only churches and pub-

lic buildings had glass windows. For a long

time, the Venetians made the best glass m i^u-

rope, and it is probable that they first made glass

mirrors. Three hundred years ago, gla^s win-

dows were so rare in houses in England, that on-

ly castles and houses of the rich had them, and

the window frames were often taken out and

packed away for safe keeping, when the family

were not at home.

2nd. The glass is dipped out of the melting

pots into smaller ones, called cisterns, which are

so made that they can be hoisted out by means

of a CRANE, and their contents emptied upon

what is termed a casting-table. This is a large,

thick iron table, made perfectly level and

smooth. The melted ^lass is poured qmcldy

over the table, being kept from running off the

sides by long strips of metal, which are just as

high as the thickness of the glass to be made.

A heavy copper roller, whose ends rest on the

strips, is then rolled over the glass, which

spreads it out to the same thickness on all parts

of the table. If there is too much glass, some

. A correspondent desires us to give a full ac-

count of the art of lithography. We have not

the spax^e to detaU all the various operations

necessary to produce a fine lithograph Briefly

stated, the operation is as follows :
The artist

draw^.his. picture op.tbf.Btone, }^^,^,^2Jf^^
on paper, using crayons made mostly ot falTdW,

wax, hard soap, and sheUac colored with lamp-

black ; and the ink used is a little piece of cray-

on mixed with water. When the drawing is fin-

ished, it can be easUy washed off with a wet

sponge ; but weak nitric acid is poured over

it the acid unites with the alkali in the soap

of the crayon, and the rest of the crayon cannot

be washed off The acid also eats into the

stone a little in all the parts not covered by the

ink, and this leaves the line of the drawing a lit-

tle higher than the other parts. After the draw-

ing has become dry, it is ready to be printed

from. The stone is fastened on the bed of the

press, and then wet with a sponge. The water

wets all the clean part* of the stone, but

not the parts drawn upon by the greasy crayon.

The drawing is then inked with the common print-

er's roller ; the ink sticks to the greasy hues of

the drawing, but not to the wet part of the

stone. The pictures are then produced on pa-

per, the same as any ordinary printing is done.

Editor of California Architect and Rb-t-

viEW -—Will you please answer the following in

your next issue, and oblige : If an architect gets

a copyright of his drawings on a structure in

process of erection, can another party obtain a

patent on said drawings or structure.

"

Architect.

Ans —Your question is rather complex. A
copyfighl;; mccThfomilJy'Wtth the law regul^U»g-

the same, will protect your drawings, but fur-

nishes no protection to the structure erected

under said drawings. A copyright applies only

to representations and designs made on paper,

parchment, canvas, cloth, or other fabric-pho-

tographs, paintings, chromes—the pwtures ol

structures, machinery, etc., etc.; but not to the

thing or structure produced in mecJuimcal exe-

cution from such drawings. These can only be

protected by caveat or patent.

"Oup Illustrations."

Business Manager of Architect: WHiat

materials were stoves made of before iron was

used ] When were iron stoves first used.

J. (jr. 1.

Ans —The Romans used stoves made of brick,

tiles, soapstone, or slate. In Sweden and Ger-

many, stoves made of tiles and plates of porcelam

are still in use. Iron stoves were first made in

the early part of last century.

Business Manager of Architect : In Every-

body's Column, a few months ago, you informed

your readers that the largest bell in the world

was at Moscow. Perhaps it would mterest your

patrons to know that there is a much larger

bell in Japan. The Moscow bell is 19 feet 3 in^

ches high, whUe that in Japan is 24 feet, and 16

inches thick at the edge. It has no clapper,

but is rung by means of a great beam of wood,

which strikes it on the outside. R- J •

Architect and Building Review: What is

a ioggle joint, and how is it made ?

•' ^^ '' Apprentice.

Ans.—It is a joint made between two bodies

by cutting jogs or notches in their sides, and fit-

tmg in pieces. The joint is called joggle joint,

and the pieces put in are called joggles.

Plate No. 1 represents plans and designs for

a two-story cottage in Eastlake style, with attic-

story additional, adapted to country or suburban

localities. S. & J. C. Newsom, Architects.

Plates 2 and 3 are the elevation and plans for

a proposed "bathing palace," designated to be

erected in San Francisco, a full description of

which will be found in another column.

During the next volume of this journal, we

shall make a much better showing in our illus-

trations. We have before stated the difficulties

in producing meritorious cuts ; but as soon as

the better facilities can be reached, they wiU be

availed of, and this department of the journal

be made equal to many of the Eastern journals

in this particular. And when we secure the

minimum of our ambition—20,000 paying sub-

scribers—neither in cuts nor reading matter wiU

this journal be excelled. A beautiful illustra-

tion of the "Tabor Grand Opera House and

Hotel," Denver, Colorado, will appear m the

January issue, together with several other lUus-

trations.

Physicians and Population.

The Practkien gives the following table, a^

showing the proportion between physicians and

population in the countries named :

Austria 5^^
England ^
France f^f;

K^.^:v;:;;::::::v.::::::::::::::6i^
Switzerland • ' 'YV

United States ...... i
i,oz4

I -I

%j

Plate 1.—A COTTAGE IN EASTLAKE STYLE.
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A Ppojeoted Immense Bathing Establish-

ment.

and the restoration of the- blood to a healthy

circulation. • xi.

No. 6. Hot Sulphur Baths, surpassing the

We give space to the following, in view of ^^Sp^j^^g^*^'
Electric Baths, with all the ad-

manifold benefits, both to the city of San *ran-
^^^^^^ scientific appliances.

,

Cisco as a grand and much-needed permanent ^^ ^ ^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^. ^.^^^ ^^ ^e peculiarly

improvement, and to the inhabitants of the city
^g^^^^-^^g ^^ all cases of skin diseases, and m

as a health and pleasure resort.
^^^ impartation of clearness to the complexion.

Our illustration plates show the plans as at ^ ^.^ ^^^ Improved Russian Bath, pro-

first contemplated, but new features have since •
• - - ,

i -~ .^ ..„„iof,

shape, perfected plans will be prepared, suffi-

cient for all the purposes indicated.

Presuming the total cost of the enterprise to

be $100,000, the results as shown by the fore-

going figures will amount to five and three-eighths

per cent, upon the investment; or allowing a

margin of fifty per cent., the net profits will

amount to more than two and one-half per cent,

per month. _

nrsi coniemuiateu, uwu ii«^" ^^.,^^^

suggested themselves, which will necessitate

chlnge and enlargement. The enterprise is

under the preliminary control of Dr. It. m.

Baronidis, professor of botai^. But as soon as

the company can complete its organization and

incorporation, the entire management will be

controlled by a duly elected board of directors.

The number of shares will be 10,000, with a par

value of $20 per share. It is confidently hoped

that the people of this great city will encourage

and sustain the enterprise. It will be known as

No 8 The New Improved Russian Bath, yCO'

\

r A-«uu^«»iit.a

vided with benches so arranged as to regulate jo Draughtsmen, Students of Architecture,

fi,. famnpratnre from 40 to 120 degrees. These and Architects.

The Nubiaii Bathii\^ Palace.

The location of the .palace is not yet fully de-

termined: one site proposed being upon the

margin of the bay, so as to obtam a constant

supply of pure ocean water from each inflowing

tide, and the other in a more central part of the

city, in which case, a supply of water will be

obtained from the company recently organized

to introduce salt water into the city by wave or

tidal power. (It may not be out of place for us

here to remark, that the j?j:gjectjp, utilize the

wave and tidal forces of the bay and ocean is

one to which we have given much study and at-

tention during the past fifteen years, aoid know

that it is both possible and practical. We pub-

lished an original article on this subject m No.

3, volume 1, of the ''quart./ij/" series of this

ioumal—1879-and without having any inter-

est direct or indirect, in the company organ-

ized, or any knowledge of their processes, we

are Confident of the success of the undertaking,

provided the company shall have nm^'^r^^^^^^^^

same or some better methods than those settled

uDon by ourselves.)

The PROSPECTUS for the bathing palaces sets

forth, that it will, in any case, be located withm

easy reach by several lines of street cars. Ihat

it will be the largest, most elegant and com-

plete bathing establishment m the United

States, containing many new features in bath-

ing sciences. That every possible appointment

necessary to absolute completeness, including

medical attendants, etc., wil be introduced.

Bathing, particularly in salt water ^ an aux-
^ ^^^ _^

iluary to health, is admitted by all intelligent
^^^^^. expenses for aU purposes

persons, and is highly recommended by the

Ldical faculty of tlie world Two o^^^t^e spe- ,. . .

the temperature from 40 to 120 degrees. These

and all other baths will be divided into com-

partments, for the exclusive use of healthy an

invalid patients respectively. ,
, , ,. ,

No 9 Swimming Bath% for both ladies and

gentlemen. The water will be entirely changed

by each inflowing tide from the ocean, and so

provided with pipes and heating facilities, so as

to insure at aU times a pleasant and safe tem-

perature of the water to those desiring prolonged

baths

No! 10. The Genuine rw/cts/iBat/i- Harem

"
^No. 11. Hot Salt-Water Baths.

No. 12. Steam Baths.
'

The baths, as a wholQ, purport to supply rem-

edies for nervous afflictions, fevers, chills, ery-

sipelas, rheumatism, ulcers, ademantus, swelled

and sore limbs, scald head, psoriasis, liver com.

plaints, diseases of the kidneys, general debility,

asthma, neuralgia, paralysis, and to improve the

circulation of the blood, strengthen the eye-

sight, and relieve all the ordinary aihiients of hu-.

"^The^establishment will be conducted under

exclusively botanical systems. No mercury or

other injurious mineralswiU be used m any con^

nection. It is intended to make it not only a

place of pleasure and comfort to patrons, but

also a ^ . . , ^

.

Health Instivu.tw)i,

Where the afflicted may find relief for almost

every malady or disease known to suftermg hu-

""m^cost of the improvement is not as yet fully

determined, and cannot be until one of the two

sites in view is selected.

The receipts and profits are set down as fol-

lows

$500.00
Monthly Rentah from stores and rent

able apartments .• •
•

Estimated receipts from the various
^ ^^^ ^

baths • ^

Total monthly receipts .^....^. . • • ^^'^^'^

cial attractions will be the newly patented sys-

tem of bathing, denominated The Nusian, Dry

A^osPHERicrkEDicATED Baths, and its swim-

m™g baths, tempered by a system of hea ing

TppLtus, which will regulate the temperature

oFthe wkter to a degree which will prevent

chills and cramps, and afford most pleasant and

agreeable ablutions to bathers.

^In connection, there wdl be seP*r?te,
^?f

elegant parlors and waiting-rooms for both la-

Ses and gentlemen, a gymnasium, a restaurant

where every delicacy of the season may be ob-

S, and'^a splenlid musi. and ^n^^^^^l
haU A description and classification of the

baU. are given aUollo^
^^^

cated Baths, constructed in apartments, and so

T^rm^ so as to insure the most perfect results

^^l 2 The Earth-Mud Baths, constructed

upon scienti6c principles, so far as to compel tlie

"nfusion of herbs, sulphur, salt water, etc to

an extent which will render them unexcelled by

anv natural hot or cold mud bath.

?Io 3 Steam Baths, with herbs and sulphur

infusions from three separate boilers.

Net monthly earnings. $4,837.50

The above figures, as monthly receipts from

the batlis, are based upon the followmg esti-

mates : ^ oAT^nnti

No. 1,10 daily, at 81.50 9^<^
1 00 300.00
\q""[ 300.90
*50'""

.. 300.00
'50'""*

.... 300.00
000"" 600.00

50 .... 300.00

*50/.'. 300.00

No. 9; 25 c. for ladies and gentlemen,

andm c. for children . .^
1,375.00

No. 10, 10 persons day at $1.00 300.0U

No. 11, hot salt-water baths 5b^-^

No. 12, steam baths
'

No. 2, 10

No. 3, 20

No. 4, 20

No. 5, 20

No. 6, 10

No. 7, 20

No. 8, 20

((

((

n

15,387.50

Should the central location be determined

J^Te salt ocean water will be rn^e o Bow

in^coktinuously, and the displaced '^
^"^

J^o P^

-srJl:Ko=^„rwlIl^t^^^^^^^
-S.'^So™r^^=rrs=-adapte^^^^ ,„,,^^e assumes practical

the cure of nervous affections, stiffiiess of joints,
|

As soon

The following suggestion has been made by

several members of the profession, which, if en-

tertained by the parties addressed, may be made

both interesting and advantageous. The propo-

sition points to the formation of a *' School ot
^

Designs" at some future if not an early day.

The present idea is, that somany as are willing to

engage in the contest, prepare plans and designs _
for building, and submit them in competition ^
upon merit ; each set of plans submitted to be^
accompanied by one dollar in cash, with the un-

derstanding that the total amount so deposited

shall be paid to the party presenting the most

meritorious set. But as the matter may be pre-

sented at the next meeting of the Architectual

Association for discussion, we shall offer no

further suggestion at present, other than to say

that such a course, or some other of equal or

greater feasibility, would tpnd to stimulate the

ambitions and develop the talents of our young

men in their^preperation for future practice ot

the profession.
'

\ " ' ^""
..

" " ,,'

This may be met by some of our less liberally

minded bretherii with the objection, that there

are already too many crowding into the protes-

sion, and '* the thing is being overdone. Be

this as it may, the matter proposed will not

increase the number of aspirants for professional

honors, and it is not so much the numbers iy»

the quallJkatUyns of those who incline to archi-

tectural persuits that affects the general reputa-

tion and interests of the profession.

Such young men as have resolved to become

architects will do so to the extent of opportuni-

ities afforded, whether the present practicing

'members smile or frown ui>on their efforts

to qualify ; and no amount of opposition that

may be interposed will deter them from their

pu^ose. Consequently the question arises

whether it will not be the wiser course for

the present practicing members to unite m
efforts of some sort calculated to instruct and

educate those who will -occupy the field, a ter

many of the older heads shall have been laid

low in the dust," in the grand science of archi-

tecture. In law, medicine, and the innumer^

able other arts and sciences, large facilities are

provided for beginners, and the learned men of

each give freely from the great « orehouses of

their personal experience and knowledge. fe<>ci-

eties are formed, conventions held, lectures de-

livered, essays r^ad, books published, and every

thing calculated to unfold the mysteries of each_

are Lorted to ; and this fact is beyond dispute

that those who reveal and teach most, gather

and increase the more.

There is certainly no good reason why all this

may not be in connection with the architectual

Lfession. Those who have established a good

reputation as competent architects cannot be in

any degree harmed by the course outlined
;
but,

o^the^ontraiT, are more likely to be grea ly

benefited, a* the exercise of generous impulses

and right motives tends to enlarge ^^d happify

those who take pleasure in hem while the

influence of such acts naturally ejeva^tes and

ennobles the interests involved ^"^ Btnnulates

the better qualities of heart and mmd in those

who are seeking instruction.

Subscription price of this journal for

1882 wiU be $2.00 in advance.
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Secret Remedies.
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The Tabor Opera House—Denver.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THEATER IN AMERICA.
>>

(4 '

H
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As far as we understand the facts of the case,

Mr Edbrooke, of Edbfookeand Burnham, acted

as the supervising architect of construction,

while the plan and details were more es-

pecially the work under the direction of

Mr. Burnham. Mr. Burnham is well remem-

bered in this city, as at one time interested in

tfie professional department of this ofticc
;
and

none will question his abilities to produce even

ro^^IauUful " a building as the Tabor Opera

House is represented to he.—Editor.

We gleam the following from a three-and-one-

nuarter-column notice of this splendid '* Temple

,;f the Muse," in the Denver Tribum Colorado:

*' In entering into a description of this tairy-

4ike place-or in attempting to describe its beau-

ties-one ^nust lose sight of lengths widths,

hights, and depths ; for, to say that the hand-

some railings around the balconies were four

inches and a half wide, and that the massive cor-

nice were so many feet in thickness, would be

much like attempting to describe a poetic crea-

tion by giving the dimensions of the objects rep-

resented. The interior is so complete, m such

perfect harmony, that one almost forgets to be

critical. The writer has, therefore, discarded

the dry measurements as uninteresting and

Lxe^Y unimportant in comparison with the

KrandeuTaiiJF'etrcl)eauTy of -ttm theater. Let

the gentle readet imagine that he has passed

through the marble entrance into the dazzlmgly

bric/ht rotunda, and on into the foyer of the par-

quet. Although the heavy curtain hanging
'
across the main entrance to the auditorium be-

tween two massive mirrors, shuts out the view

of the stage and theater itself, yet there is so

much of beauty all around one, that he lingers

before going further.
x r 4.T,

*' The massivenes* and strange beauty ot tne

architecture of the ancients has been revived.

It is old, yet new. It is like a realized dream

of the grandeur of the great works of a thousand

years ago. Architect Edbrooke followed wliat is

known at the "Modified Egyptian Moresque

style, and the decorations are in keeping with

the construction As one looks at the high ceil-

ing, with its massive girders forming a graceful

square around the dome in the center, from

which swings a briliant chandelier ; then at the

pacroda-like arrangement of the boxes, and at

the proscenium arch, beautiful in its simplicity

and richness, he finds one thing present in all

—reality. There is no tinsel used. There is a

solidity, a richness, about everything, that one

must examine and realize before he can appre-

ciate. Governor Tabor might have saved ^30,-

000 by using cheap woods in the interior con-

struction of the Opera House, in the place of the

highly polished and carved cherry wluch is to be

found in all parts of the building, even where it

will never be seen, unless one takes the trouble

to peer into nooks to look for it. What attracts

attention at once are the novel boxes. Al-

though the theater would be beautiful without

them, yet it would lose its chief charm were

they ^constructed in any way other than as they

are. History tells of boxes in the olden-time

theaters of southern European countries, for

people of note, that were much like them ;
and

yet these are so novel, so original, as to not be

the counterpart of anything. Not only is orig-

inality shown in the construction of the boxes

separately, but in the manner in which they are

arranc^ed. In most theaters, private boxes are

partly on the stage ; that is, in the proscenium.

They are not at 'all satisfactory places from

which to view the play. Indeed, one cannot

see the center of the stage unless he sits m the

extreme front of the box. In constructing the

boxes as he did in the new Opera House, Archi-

tect Edbrooke not only avoided the stereotyped

styles, but gained two decided advantages ;
viz.

the boxes are handsomer, more unique, and a

better view of the stage can be had from them

then from the old-styled proscenium boxes
;
and

as they are located in the auditorium, they nat-

urally shorten the sides of the galleries, which,

in most theaters extend to the proscenium,

making it impossible for persons occupying back

seats on the sides to see the stage. It was a

happy thought that suggested a shortening ot

the galleries, and the construction of the boxes

in this novel style. The boxes are so peculiar

in appearance, that it is difficult to give one a

correct idea of them. There are three "on either

side of the theater, rising one above the other.

They seem to be entirely distinct from the walls

of the building.

"The Tabor Grand has an advantage over near-

ly every theater in the country, in that, it is not

nrcessary to illuminate it in the daytime, if so

desired. Light is admitted through two large

windows of cathedral stained glass, one on the

north side of the building, and the other on the

east side, up in the amphitheater. It might be

stated here that there was an object in so con-

structing the Opera House that it would not need

to be made light by artificial means in the day-

time. Conventions and meetings may not only

be held there, but it is said that Governor la-

bor has a plan for uniting the stage more close-

ly with the church, which may bring the Opera

House into use in the daytime. The Governor s

idea is to throw the house open on Sunday, and

invite the different divines of the city to preach

there in the afternoon. The religious services

in McVicker's theater in Chicago have proven a

popular Sunday afternoon feature m, that city

for some time past, and there is no doubt that

like services would be hailed with real pleasure

in Denver. jl . . _ . , ., ,. ^
*' There is nothing cheap in the building

deed, expensive woods have been used where

cheaper material would have answered the same

purpose . This fact is the more wonderful and the

more commendable, when the disposition of this

Western country to make a false show is consid-

ered. Even in the remote corners of the ceiling,

where stencil work could not have been detected

from 'frescoing, the latter was done with as much

care as it had been in the most conspicuous

places in the theater.

"There is, perhaps, no better criterion for one

to base his judgment of the character of the

work in the interior of the new Opera House

upon, both as to solidity, richness, and beauty,

than the double columns of cherry that run

from the floor of orchestra to the cornice m the

cove, forming a support, apparently, for the

heavy girders that cross the ceiling. Ihese

pillars, it might have been stated in connection

with the description of the proscenium, add

greatly to the beauty of the arch. To look at

them, one would think these massive yet power-

full pillars were carved from solid pieces of

wood, so cleverly has the mechanic put them to-

gether. They are of cherry, highly polished,

and almost without ornament, except near the

top, where they join the (iornice.

'' About half-way upthe pillars are gas fixtures

of the most elegant and graceful designs—rich,

yet not gaudy, being of delicately-formed and

highly polished brass work. At the top of the

pillars there is a gilded carving, which is a pleas-

ant relief to the long, unbroken column of dead

'' About all that remains to besaid, is to tell by

whom this beautiful Temple of the Muses was

designed and decorated. The architects were

W J. Edbrooke and F. P. Burnham, who also

designed the Tabor block. Mr. Edbrooke has

been on the scene of the construction of the

building almost daily since the first stone was

laid. The Opera House building and the hand-

some theater in it form one of the broade&t

pieces of architure in the West, and almost the

perfection of art has been obtained at every

point, It is said that one hundred tliousand

dollars have been spent in the fitting up of the

interior of the theater after the walls were plas-

tered, and nearly half of this fortune was ex-

pended on the hard woods in which the interior

'' The decorations were made by J. B. Sullivan

& Brother, of Chicago. Mr. J. B. Sullivan

himself having been in Denver superintending

the work since May last. Although this firm

have done many artistic pieces of work m the

theaters of Chicago, and in churches and m lodge

rooms all over the country, and right here in

Colorado, for that matter, havingjust completed

the decorations of the handsome Opera House at

Colorado Springs, yet never before, so Mr. Sulli-

van says, have they attained the perfection that

is to be found in the work just finished.

*' The stage and its arrangements were built

under the direction of John C. Alexander, one

of the best stage carpenters in the country. He

has been in Denver and at the theater superin-^^

tendincy the work since February last. To him

the credit is largely due that the stage of the

Tabor Opera House is the most perfect m its

appointment of any in the country."

In our January, 1882, issue we shall present

our readers with a handsome cut of this beauti-

ful edifice.

What is an Inch of Rain?

An inch of rain is that quantity which, falling

upon a level surface, and not absorbed or allowed

toxun off, wauld st^nd^e inch in depth. The

amount of water faUing on one acre^jawfl

when the rainfall is one inch would astonish any

one who has given no thought to the subject.

On each square foot of surface there would be

144 cubic inches, and on one acre, which contains

43 600 square feet, would be 6,272,640 cubic

inches, which, reduced to imperial gallons each

containing ten pounds avoirdupois, would be

22,623 gallons, or 226,230 pounds, something

m^re than 113 tons weight to the acre. The

average annual rainfall in this locality approx-

imates 50 inches; consequently, each acre re

ceives 5,655i tons weight of water in a year.

This amount of water would require a train ot

565 freight cars to carry it. If one had to water

a 640-acre farm at this rate, it would require

figures like those of the distance to the nearest

fixed star.—A^amas aty RevUw of Science.

The Redwood of California.

We notice that many of our exchanges have

recently contained articles in reference to the

redwood of this coast, which gives only a par-

tially correct and Umited account and description

of that material. The '' indestructible state-

ment is imaginary. We have m preparation

a series of articles which will appear in the earlier

numbers of our 1882 volume, in which we pro-

pose to give all the facts bearing upon the sub-

ect, and shall avail ourselves of the advantages

of the thirty years and over of personal, practi-

cal experiences in the use of redwood for build-

ing and innumerable other purposes. We hope

our contemporaries everywhere will reserve tur-

ther statements in reference to this matter untU
.

our articles appear, in which they may find aU the

substantial facts, and some which may be new

and interesting.

In house-painting, graining in imitation of

wood or marble is to be condemned, on the

ground that all shams are despicable. Besides,

the result achieved is less pleasurable as an object

to look upon than would be the natural wood,

however common its quality, if it were properly

filled and oiled. Shams of all ^^i^ds are to be

avoided, and as graining, however little it may

succee3 in its aim, is intended to deceive, it is

a sham, and therefore should never be counte-

nanced by persons of isAie.—National tar-

BaUder.

Secret remedies are undoubtedly among the

greatest evils of modern times. Not only is se-

crecy the effective cloak of pure quackery, but
the paying sale of these nostrums can be effected

only through the most extensive advertising of a

peculiar kind—intended to lead the reader to be-

lieve that the inventor of the "great discovery"

is an honest as well as able physician ; that he
(the reader) himself is certainly more or less af-

flicted with some one of the ills described in the
advertisement, and that to try the preparation

offered as the remedy best adapted to symptoms
wliich he is suddenly convinced that he notices

in himself, cannot possibly do any harm, and is

a great deal cheaper than to go to a '' regular"
physician. If there is any really active ingredi-

ent in the preparation at all, it ie much more apt

to do serious injury than good, for it would of

course be mere accident if the diagnosis and treat-

ment, both determined by the patient himself

"With the aid of a random guide, should prove
nearly correct. The advertisement or descrip-

tion of a secret remedy usually enumerates a
sufficient array of diseases and especially symp-
toms to be sure to hit the case of any and every

reader who has the slightest inclination to think

that his "system" is ''not right." Now, were
the ingredients of the '* cure" named, the confi-

dence of the patient would perhaps vanish at

once, or he might go so far as to actually make
some inquiry into the matter, and change his

mind ; or the gross absurdities of the claims of

the vendor might be exposed by intelligent phy-

sicians..^ BxitsQ long as the compositiuLL of the

''remedy" is not published by the inventor or

manufacturer^ it is almost certain to remain at

least partially a secret, if, as is generally the

case, it is a complete mixture of organic sub-

stances ; for the character and composition of

such mixtures cannot possibly be fully deter-

.niined. While the presence of certain sub-

stances in such preparations may be infallibly

demonstrated, and even the quantity of those

ingredients determined, yet there may be other

:and very active constituents in the mixture which

elude observation entirely, or the character of

which can only be guessed at. As a rule, how-
"ever, it would be extremely unsafe for a vendor
ol a quack nostrum to make a false statement

concerning the composition of his cure-all ; for

while it may be impossible to make a complete

quantitative analysis of an unknown mixture so

as to show what the real constituents and their

proportions are, it would be a comparatively easy

matter in every case to expose any material de-

ception.

—

Sanitary Engi^ieer.

ment of patents to the purchaser as might be
necessary to carry the title, in conformity with
the patent laws.

The defendant admitted the judgment and
ownership of the patents, but claimed that the
latter were not subject to seizure and sale under
the proceedings. The lower court took the

same view, and dismissed the bill ; but on appeal,

the Supreme Court of the District reversed the
decision of the lower court, and, in a very inter-

esting and exhaustive decision, held substantially

as follows :

'

' A court of equity may direct the sale of the

interest of an inventor in his patent in order to

satisfy a judgment obtained against him in a

coprt of law, the writ of execution having been
returned nulla bmia, and for that purpose will

re^juire the patentee to make an assignment of

the patent, as provided in Section 4,898 of the

Revised Statutes of the United States ; and in

default of such assignment within a limited time,

will appoint a trustee, with authority to execute
tlie same. " . /—'

' —
. .

The second case occurred in the Supreme Court
of California, Pacific Bank vs. Robinson, decided

April 19th, 1881.

The court held that " a patent right issued un-

der the laws of the United States may be required

to be assigned to a receiver, under proceedings

supplementary to execution, who may sell the

same and apply the proceeds in satisfaction of

judgment."
Thus, although an ordinary sheriff's sale of a

debtor's patent right would ^e good for nothing,

it appears from the foregoiUfg cases, that, when
proper supplementary proceedings are taken, the

courts may compel the debtv^rtsfraakean assign-

ment of his patent for the benefit of his cred-

itors, or appoint a receiver for the patent, whose
conveyance to the purchaser would be good.

—

Scientific American.

devices more perfectly, they will make their

power felt, both in reference to labor itself, and
the management of great commercial, manufac-
turing, agricultural, and mechanical interests ;

for they are naturally smart and quick to learn

;

and if we, as a people, consent to their coming,
they will assuredly become aggressive, and wrest
from us the blessings which have made us a
great and happy nation.

Ten Cents Per Day.

Can a Patent be Sold by Sheriff for Debt,

Like Other Property ?

This question is frequently asked, and hereto-

fore, in the absence of any definite decisions of

the courts, we have be#n accustomed, for many
years, to answer that an ordinary sheriffs sale of

a patent would be invalid ; while an assignment

of the patent by the owner would hold good and

carry title against^«uch sheriff's sale. Further,

we have held th»t the proper way for a creditor

to obtain title to a debtor's patent is to procure

an order from a competent court, compelling the

debtor to sign a deed of conveyance.

This subject has lately received the attention

of two separate courts, and we will here present

the substance of both decisions.

The first case was in the Supreme Court of

the District of Columbia, Murray vs. Ager, de-

cided January, 1881. Murray, having recovered

a judgment of $2,164 against Ager, who was the

patentee of certain grain-dressing inventions,

represented to the court that the only means he

had to realize on his judgment was from the

patent. Murray accordingly asked the court for

an order compelling Ager to execute such assign-

In a recent lecture before the University of

California, the Hon. J. F. Swift, a member of

the late treaty commission to China, stated that

the boats or barges were towed from one certain

point to another by Chinese ; that it required

four days to perform the trip, and that the poor

creatures who were made to do the work, which

in our own happy country has never been done

by less than horse or mule power, received for

their four days' services the sum of forty cents,

or TEN CENTS PER DAY, out of which the virtual

slaves were required to defray their individual

expenses of food, clothing, etc.

This is the race of beings whose labor some

are seeking to introduce, and which itself is

striving to gain a position in competition with

white labor in the United States. In some

operations, the rates of pay in China is doubt-

less greater ; but allowing the same ratio of dif-

ference as exist between the compensation of

mechanics, artisans, and common labor in our

own country, and the result would be about

TWENTY CENTS PER DAY, or Icss, for Chinese me-

chanics

Can it be that in the near future, or ever, a

race of people thus demoralized and degraded,

not only in respect to their rights as human be-

ings, but in all social and moral aspects, shall

swarm to this goodly land and drive out, or crush

down to the lowest depths of poverty and deg-

radation, those of our own race and blood who

are compelled to support themselves and their

loved ones by daily toil ?

Think of it, workingmen of America, and

weigh the issues well! The flow of Chinese

immigration must be thecked— substantially

stopped- or before its torrentlike coming every

mechanical and manufacturing interest of the

country in white hands must and will be made

to tremble. For as they gain strength by addi-

tional numbers, and learn American arts and

Sanitary Inspection of Schools.

We wish our school boards would read and
act on an editorial in the Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal, on "The Sanitary Inspection

of Schools." To the breathing over and over of

"the sewage «^f the atmosphere," or, in other

words, of air vitiated by human lungs and bod-
ies, together with innutrition, the Jourruil at-

tributes a high degree of the respcmsibility for the

2,074 deaths the past year in Massachusetts,

froiti pulmonary diseases, between the ages of

five and fifteen alone, or during the school

years. Schools propagate contagious diseases,

(and here it will be remembered that in their

attempts to check the spread of them, the efforts

of the Brooklyn Board of Health were first di-

rected to the schools), and their insufficient ven-

tilation and bad sanitary condition often "dete-

riorate the constitution to the point of establish-

ing diseases which sometimes produce death,

sometimes a lasting invalidism—making the

individuals wretched—and sometimes simply

enfeeble health, which imparts weakened con-

stitutions to children and children's children."

In this respect, the experience of Brussels is

valuahle. In thai city, in 1874, iivt phjrBictans

were appointed to the sole work of inspecting

schools. Their investigation extended to faults

in construction, heating, ventilating, size of

rooms, windows, kind of desks, etc., tempera-

ture, and daily condition of the air, and causes

tending to vitiate it ; and health conditions

arising out of school routine, as instruction, ex-

ercise, gymnastics, etc., care of eyes, length of

recitations and time of study, means of regula-

tion of infectious diseases, with vaccination,

directions for the training of children whose

health was below the average. The result was,

that no one of the infectious diseases reached

the hight of an epidemic in Brussels since the

inspection began ; while other cities of Belgium

suffered severely. The general health of the

pupils has also improved, and scholars have

more nearly the training suited to them indi-

vidually.

—

Sanitary Eiigirieer.

Salt as a Prophylactic in Diphtheria.

In a paper read at the Medical Society of

Victoria, Australia, Dr. Day stated that, having .

for many years regarded diphtheria, in its early

stage, as apurely local affection, characterized by

a marked tendency to take on putrefactive de-

composition, he has trusted most to the free and

constant application of antiseptics; and when

their employment has been adopted from the

first, and been combined with judicious alimen-

tation, he has seldom seen blood-poisoning en-

sue. In consequence of the great power which

salt possesses in preventing the putrefactive de-

comj>osition of meat and other organic matter,

Dr. Day has often prescribed for diphtheric

patients living far away from medical aid the

frequent use of a gargle composed of a table-

spoonful or more of salt dissolved in a tumbler

of water, giving children who cannot gargle a

teaspoonful or two to drink occasionally.

Adults to use the gargle as a prophylactic three

or four tim^s a d&y.—Kansas City Review of

Science.

^^ Subscription price of this journal for

1882 will be $2.00 in advance.
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Proper Size of Vent Pipes to Traps.

Hartford, Nov. 2, 1881.

To THE Editor of the Sanitary Engineer :

In the plan of plumbing adopted by the New

York Board of Health, Provision No. 9 reciuires

that every trap be protected from syphonage by

a special pipe not less than one and one-halt

inches in diameter. It seems to me that a pipe

of this size is miiiecessarily large, as the waste

pii>e8 from basins and bath tubs are seldom over

one and one-quarter, or one and one-half inches

in diameter. If a ventilating pipe two inches

in diameter is sufficient to protect a four-inch

or larger water-closet trap, why will not a halt

or three-quarter inch vent answer for a basin or

bath trap ( If the waste pipe from bath tub or

basin empties into a vertical Une of soil pipe at

appoint above any other fixture, can there be

any question as to the efficiency of the small

~vent CoJWBCTicixi

[The necessity of providing for air pipes of no

less size than that of the waste pipes arises

from two causes. First, the fact that air will

not move through a pipe without friction and

this form of resistance increases very rapidly as

the size of the pipe diminishes. For instance

8up]>ose we wish to furnish air at a given rate ot

discharge, say one tenth of a cubic foot per sec-

ond, and we provide a pipe of one mch diameter

_ to supply it. Tlie section of the inside of this

pipe is .785 square inches, and the required

velocity would be ^^^ inches or 18^ feet per

- 9ec<»^«^:»**w suppi>8e Uie dianieter^of i-he^gige.

to be reduced to one-half, from one inch to one-

half an inch. Its interior section would be re-

duced /our/oW, viz., to 0.19 square inches, and
-

the velocity of the air current would therefore

be increased fourfold, viz., to 74 feet per sec-

ond or fifty miles an hour. But friction in-

creases very nearly with the square of the veloc-

ity so that we encounter four times four, or

^een times as much friction by forcing the

same quantity of air through the i inch pipe as

was incurred by using the one-inch pipe.

Just what this friction really is in figures may

been reproduced from the original laminae by

photography, without any alterations or additions

by a draughtsman, nuist cause great surT3ri8e to

everv geologist and paleontologist who will at

once recognize the structure of well-known cor-

al types on several of the plates. The majority

of the meteorites containing these forms are

part of the celebrated great meteoric fall ct

Knyahinya in Hungary, which took place on

the 9th of June, 18GG.

How to Obtain this Journal Free of Cost.
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^e a difficult point to determine, but we know
|

it increases jyro rata with the length of pipe,

and is sensitely aggravated, too, by changes of

direction. ,

.

Actual experiment has shown, when ordinary

lengths are used, that the smaller sizes of pipe

would be insufficient to prevent syphoning ot

traps for the above reasons. But still another

reason exists in the liabiUty of collecting frost

or ice from condensation of vapor inside the

pipe near its exposed end. So we think the

regulations, of the New York Board of Health

are quite justifiable in this particular, and

should be enforced.]—*Samta)n/ Miigmeer.

To any of our subscribers or other parties

who will forward to this office four new names in

addition to their own, and eight dollars m cwiti

or by postal money order, bank check, or other

circulating medium, we will send this journal

for the year 1882, and a copy of the Steel Sq^uire

and its Uses, free of charge. Single subscription

price, $2.00 per annum ; steel square and ite

uses, 75 cents.

Or we will furnish teri copies for one year,

sent to separate addresses, for fifteeii dolUirs to

the parties securing the ten new names ;
i^addi-

tion to whichwe will send or give a copy of Falli^-

et's Useful DetaiU, price $3.00 or either twooi

the following named books: '^ Pidliser's Model

Homes," ''100 Useful Designs," "Stepping-

stone to Architecture," " Practical Draughts-

man," ''Proportions," or ''Saw Filing

Our obiect in making liberal offers of this kind

is to secure at once 20,000 cash subscribers,

which we can do if those whose interests have

fen"lSi(I'wirbe sp^Ctaily -adTsn&a** by iM^

oreater success of this journal will only take the

matter in hand, and work for the desired result.

To this end, there are two strong inducements

presented : first, in the premiums offered which

in themselves will yield a recompense for the

services required ; and second, the accomplish-

ment of the object sought will injure the publica-

tion of a journal in Cabfoania which shall not be

excelled by any other published in the United

States. Give us the support asked for, and in

return we will produce a journal of superior ex-

cellence.

of small or mean pretense, but based upon

broad and comprehensive views and purposes,

challenging the hearty aid and encouragement of

every individual seeking or desiring to attain in-

creased knowledge and information.

ALL ALONE.

Thus far the work has been prosecuted almost

entirely single-handed. But few have assisted

in furnisliing matter for these columns, but

these few have been duly accredited ;
and our

own pen and brain have produced all not other-

wise ascribed^- - But a& there are able writers.^

within reach, we shall, as soon as the greater

prosperity sought is attained, sectire «- corps ot

contributors upon various subjects, with whose

assistance the columns of this journal will be

made bright and intensely interesting to every

aeacher after that which is edifying and in-

structive.

Crooked Things.

Is there Life in other Planets?

;•
'' <

The question, so often mooted of late, appears

to be answered in the affirmative by the discov-

eries of the eminent geologist, Dr. Hahn. In

meteoric stones, and especially in the class called

chondrites, on account of the peculiar spherical

enclosures found in them, he has recently ob-

served an entire series of organic remains. By

a laborous process of grinding down and polish-

ing these fragments, he succeeded m producing

a large number of thin laminae, or dehcate stone

shavings, which he subjected to a careful series

of investigations under the most powerful micro-

scopes. He has recently published a book on

this subject, containing, on thirty-two plates,

more than one hundred representations of these

laminte of meteorites, every one of which con-

tains different forms and figures, which Dr

Hahn positively identifies, not as mmeraloyical

but as m-qanic, and, in fact, as zoologicalformations

belonging to the different classes of sjyonges cor-

aU, ^dcriiwids. These pictures, which have

Praise and Commendations have come to us

from all quarters, personal and journalistic for

what we have thus far accomplished ;
but the

past is but a mere index and outline of the tu-

ture, when our subscription list shall contain

twenty thousand cash subscribers.
•

We are earnest in this matter, and hope that

our patrons will not weary at the frequent refer-

ences made to it, as we sincerely and honestly

contenq3late a great publication work in fean

Francisco, and hope to enlist that general inter-

est in our behalf, which will speedily enable the

accomplishment of the desired object.

We have thus far in nothing nusled or de-

ceived ; and certainly, after being so well sus-

as we have been, it would be moral insanity on

our part to attempt deception. Our motto has

been and shall ever be, onward and upward,

with strong confidence and trust that those whose

interest we serve,

ARCHITECTS, MECHANICS, AND OWNERS OF REAL

ESTATE,

will extend that sustaining and support which

will enable the perfecting of our highest ambi-

tions. ^^^„
OUR EASTERN AND FOREIGN PATRONS,

in like manner, will reap a rich harvest from

the accomplishment of the object in view, as

there are vast fields of information and interest

thus far unexplored in California, which will be

entered, and their hidden treasures brought

forth in due time. The Pacific coast is prolific,

not only in gold and other precious metals, ce-

reals, vines, fruits, and other and similar pro-

ducts, but also in innumerable connections, in-

teresting to the mechanical, manufacturing, and

scientific world. Our appeal is, therefore, not

Because nature has crooked the channels

through which rivers run, and nvulets and

mountain streams pursue their flowing to the

seas, furnishes no barrier to men making them

straight, when good purposes can be served by

so doing. Neither is the natural crookedness

in mankind a sufficient justification for contm-

ued perverseness and submission to wrong im-

pulses. If there was nothing irregular or un-

even in nature or humanity, if all was straight

smooth, and well shapen, there would be but

little for man to do but live on in inertness and

enjoy the things mac^^perfect to h^ W-by
Him who created all things well. But the or

der of things is differently designed and there

is a great and noble work for men to perform,

and they only accomplish a good and worthy

part in life who aid in correcting m themselves

and others that which needs and may be cor-

rected, and beautifying where crudeness and ir-

regularities exist. Trees, shrubs and flowers

are made the more ornamental and beautiful by

the trimming and training employed in then-

culture ; and so may men trim and tram then

thoughts and acts as to render themselves orna-

ments in the great garden of life. Those who

climb the hiiher, obtain the better view x>f

things below, and from the mountain s top may

see a thousand beautiful things not seen by

those who linger in the valleys below.

Renewal and Payment of SubscHptions.

We trust that every present subscriber will at

once renew his subscription, and each mduce at

least five others who have not, to subscribe. We

mean progression and improvement in our pub-

lication work, and hope our nends will sustam

us handsomely. Send $2 for 1882. ^^'^
tances by postal money-order, bfnk-check, or

any other convenient means will be duly ac-

knowledged. If postal stamps, send the two-

Lnt denom^ We want a circuktion of

not less than

20,000 PAYING SUBSCRIBERS.

Bound Volumes for 1881

Will be ready for delivery by the 1st of Janu-

arv 1882, at $2.50. We have on hand a tew

copies for' 1880, andwiU forward either or both

to any address ?

Discovery of Extensive Pine Forests.

ThTTecent exploration pari;y of Colonel

Mercer up the Spanish River, in the provmce

of Ontario, is said to have discovered v^pme

forests, containing upward of 24,000,000 wu

feet of 'a superior quality of P^^^ ^^^J^frf
facilities for getting it to market equal to the

\yQfii,—Scientific American. j

A Growing Evil Among Workmen.

Far be it from us even to intimate an unwor
thy reflection, or seek to cast a single reproach
upon the thousands of good, true, and worthy
mechanics, artisans, and laboring men, who
perform diligently the daily toils of life. But
we have noticed the fact, that, in San Francisco
at least, many of our mechanics and working-
men are inclined to hurtful indulgences and
practices. We have repeatedly seen some of

them strongly under the influence of intoxicat-

ing beveii^ges" during working-hours, arid the
lager-beer pitcher or pail is a frequent thing in

buildings in progress and in workshops. This
state of things has increased with the reduction
of beer to " five cents a glass," and thousands
go home with unsteady step, after a hard day's

work, from the effects of too much yielding to

the baneful practice. The evil is not only indi-

vidually great, but damaging in other directions,

aside from the want and unhappinesa which it

causes in the home circle. When men are
"full," the hand becomes unsteady, and a
great amount of poor workmanship is turned out
by positively good mechanics, while under the
debasing influence. We have often noticed a

marked difference in the character of work done
in buildings : the afternoon work being greatly

slighted, if not emphatically botched, as com-
pared with the morning operations. This is

particularly noticeable in plastering work, and
we have personally frequently been compelled
to reject and condemn "white coat finishes"

put on after four o'clock p. M.

It is not -pleasant- to contemplate the fact"

hinted at, and we earnestly interpose the en-

treaty that the working-men of San Francisco
pause and contemplate the results which must
flow from the pernicious habit. It is wholly
unnecessary in any sense, and certainly con-

demnable from every point of view, more espe-

cially during working-hours, when steady hands
and unclouded intellects are absolutely a pre-

requisite to good work and faithful service.

Beside the effect produced for the time being,

indulgence in the use of intoxicating beverages
is cancer-like. When it once grows into a daily

habit, and finds root in the moral sensibilities,

the cure becomes difficult. A breaking away
before the evil practice becomes established is

an easy matter, when the strong will of man be
determined. But, like all other wrong practices,

when tolerated and permitted to gain an ascend-

ancy, it most generally asserts a positive mas-
tery, which subjects the individual to the slav-

ery of submission, too frequently tenninating
with a terrible ending.

Master mechanics also should interpose their

authority, and forbid the use of strong drink
during working-hours. They may, if they will,

do much in this direction, by giving preference

always to men of strictly temperate habits, and
employing those who will drink, only wh6n
compelled to do so by force of circumstances-
The master cannot compel his employees to fore-

go the use of strong drink, but they can and
should discharge from service every workman
who insists upon its use during the hours of la-

bor.

Two-cent Stamps.

We would particularly call the attention

of those sending us stamps, either for copies

of the Califoej^ia Architect and Build-

ing Review, or for the payment of books,

to send us the amount in TWO-CENT
stamps. We have now a plethora of three

and six cent stamps on hand, and only de-

sire stamps of the smaller denomination,

either one or two cent.

Health of Memphis.

Memphis is an unhealthy city, having had for
the last six months a death-rate more than
double what she ought to have, with a propor-
tionate increate in the number of sick.

The causes of this seem to be mainly a foul
water supply, and insufficient drainage. At the
time of the sanitary survey of Memphis, the
water was declared t(^ be bad by the commission.
Nothing has been done to improve the water
supply. On the contrary^ the recommendations
or tlie commission as to the place for on^et of

the sewerage, and the importance of keeping
the bayou free from excreta, have been lost

sight of, and it seems probable that a certain

amount of the sewage of the city is being re-

turned to its unfortunate inhabitants through
the water works.

Sewers have been cf)nstructed for a large

part of the city, but the subsoil drainage sys-

tem, which was insisted on as an essential x>art

of the system of sewerage agreed upon, has not
been introduced. The Memphis Avalanche says

truly : "It is a reasonable proposition, that so

long as Bayou Grayoso is an open sewer, and
Wolf Creek conglomerate is furnished for drink-

ing water, Memphis will continue to be an un-
healthy city. It is clear that a great mistake
has been made in calling a halt in the work of

sanitary reform before that work was half done.

It -should have been continued at any cost. It

is cheaper to expend a million dollars or so in

securing good water, and cleaning out the bayou,

.tlian it is to go on .fcpfl^year to year burying
twice as many people as there should be buried.

And there can be no considerable growth for

Memphis until it can show -a better health rec-

ord." In all of which we beUeve the AvalancJie

to be entirely right.

—

Sanitary Etigi^ieer. -

The Sanitary Engineer.

The announcement is made in the December
number of the Sanitary Enyineer, that here-

after it will be issued weekly. We are heartily

glad that the showers of prosperity have fallen

so copiously upon this—one of the very best

technical journals of the United States—as to

enable its proprietors to made the advance pro-

posed. There is no journal published in the

English language upon sanitary matters more
worthy of patronage and support, and none

—

ourselves excepted—that we more cordially rec-

ommend to public favor.

The Pneumatic Clock.

This, being a purely California invention,

should enjoy favor equal to its great merits

from all Califoniians ; and we can recommend
it to our Eastern and distant readers as a time-

keeping device of superior excellence. We
should be pleased to see the demand so largely

increased for this ingenious clock invention, as

to require a large establishment erected for its

manufacture, and another great industry estab-

lished, giving employment to hundreds of skill-

ful workmen.

College graduates in mechanical engineering

are on the increase, and similarly institutes for

conferring this or analogous titles. This is a

sign of progress, and one which promises excel-

lent results, providing that due care be taken

that the graduates have acquired the best at-

tainable practical and theoretical education. A
graduate of a technological school cannot be ex-

pected to be a mechanical engineer in the high-

est sense of the term ; but he should have such

a standing and attainments, which will, on the

theory of probabilities, cause him, within a few

years of further experience, to occupy a position
of usefulness in his profession. The danger to
the giving of the title, at the present time, is

the lack of uniformity in preparations and ac-
quirements in different institutions. The grad-
uates of some institutions are all deserving of
the title in the sense here used ; while other
institutions have too low a standard to make it

desirable to give the title to any of its gradu-
ates. The former college graduates will suffer

by the standnig of the latter, as well as will the
profession and civilization at large. There is a
remedy. If a final examination were all of the^
same desirable standard, every institution desir-

ous to give the title of meclianical engineer to
its graduates would have to work up to this.

Such a standard could be defined by the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers, if they
would take the matter in hand. A committee
of that society might be made to act as an engi-
neering board ; and wefeel sure that the best in-

stitutions would be glad to co-operate with such a
board, abide by its decisions, and have the
standing of its graduates such as to enable them
to comply with the demands. Tliose institu-

tions which could not come up to the require-
ments of the board would continue as hereto-
fore, but should be deprived of the right of giv-

ing to their graduates a title which they do not
deserve. The relation, too, between the mechan-
ical engineers of experience and the youug. nieii,

entering the profession would become of the
most pleasant and satisfactory nature ; and alto-

gether we imagine a desirable end would be
gained.—American Engi)ieer*

The Destroyer of the Spruce-Trees.

Maine's lumbermen—and therefore a large

part of the rest of her citixens—are fouch dis-

turbed by the destructive insects which are kill-

ing the spruce-trees, not only in that State, but
in the adjacent British Provinces. The pine
has lost its pre-eminence, and the spruce was
getting in a position to be the representative

tree ; but the Urocenus albieconus—if the thing

has been correctly identified—the Augusta Jour-
nal says, is killing off the spruce faster than the
lumbennen could have done it, and greatly to

their detriment. The white-horned Uroeeriis—
for that is what his name means— is about an
inch long, and with wings which spread to two
inches. They are as likely to destroy the pines

into which they bore as the spruces, so far as

the entomologists know. These insects are very
prolific, and not at all uncommon. In England
it has been often noticed and recorded, but_

there it was injurious only to ornamental trees,^

not to those on which so much depends in a
business way, and in whose preservation so many
people are interested, as the spruce forests of the

Northeast. The prospect seems to be, that

things will go from bad to worse. Unless some
smaller insect comes to the front, and destroys

the eggs of the Urocenis, it is hard to see wliat

is going to save our spruce-trees.

—

Illiistrated

Scientijic News.

Substitute for Sash Cords.

We refer to the advertisement of Mr. Thos.

Morton, New York, not for the purpose of puff-

ing an advertiser, but because there are but few

things in connection with house construction,

which ''give out" more quickly than the or-

dinary rope sash cords, particulurly when
plate glass is used. We speak from personal ex-

perience, both as to the non-lasting of the rope,

and the excellence of the Champion and Cable

cords offered by the New York firm. They
work splendidly, and the material of which they

are made precludes all question as to durabil-

ity.
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Market Reports.

LUMBKB.--We present the -mended^ price^ lUt^^as^ i«i^^^^^^^^

building in charge

mand to fill contracts shortly, to go

Receipts since January Ist r

Lumber
Shingles
Laths

_»»Atj»j»»**

'

A correct price list of lumber will be found beiow

.

.186,709,830

. 71,566,416
13,392,851

ttaHows' new buiiamg in marKe will belp the building

Wm of l^sTahead. Much has been said about a one-half-

Sonyoliar building on the property where Piatt s Hall

now stands.

We have mentioned the above just to show the •• pros-

pect" for the coming year. We might enumerate manv

buildings, but we will only do so when we know the bmld-

Ings are really " going ahead."

UVBBMOBX.

SAN FBAKCISOO.

Tliree-story frame dwelling, with

Hayes, between Octavia and Laguua.

Pine.

II

Common Rough, up to 40 feet, per M feet. ^^>
i» 41 to 60 *

t« 51 to 60
i» 61 to 70
II 71 to 80

Refuse Rough .•••:*1\;l" , „
"

Common Rough, sized with planer

above rates, per M feet

.

-

No 1 Flooring, 6 inches and over,
•,

•

"/ " 'a 'i Ilk_rio. 1X1^^ B>
^ ^^ ^^^ under, and 1^x4 and lix6

-nooring and Stepping

.^ fM60
.... 23 50

.... 24 60

.... 26 60

.... 28 50

.... 18 60

brick basement, on
Owner, Ohas. Dietle

;

SucrHnreUrr»;rcontV."ctu;^-H. Thom Wohrden ; cob^

$13,600.
Two-story frame dwelling, on corner

Owner, Fred Hund ; architect H. Geilfuss;

Sylvester Grant ; cost, f5,500
' tn

Ellis, near Taylo

Post and Scott,

contractor,

Two Vwo-story* frame dwellings on Taylor near Ellis and

,; on Ellis, near Taylor. Owner, J. Morton ;
architects,

contractor, Chris. Chisholm; cost,one on
Kenitzer
113,500.

near
Raun

;

Two-storr frame building. Owner. O'Brien ;
architect, T.

J. Welsh ;
contractor, A. Pare ;

cost, f2,«84.

BED WOOD OITT.

Twostory frame building. Owner, Ohas. Prior
;
architect,

A. Laver; contractor, J. Lenzen; cost, fJ,.58.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Maxwell.-Twcstory frame building for hotel. Con-

tractor, J. O.White; cost. $2,200. «-,««• w \r
One and one-half story frame cottage Owner, W. M.

Tavlor- contractor. J. O. White; cost, $1,800.

'''^illVams.- Frame
^ ^^^^^^g./.T T* n WMte- coItS

OhriBtian Church Society; architect, J. 0. White; coptract-

or. Wm. Foltjoui ; cost, $2,800.

Grand Island. -One-story frame ^iiiWing

Myers; contractor, J. 0. White; cost, $1,200.

West Buttks.—Frame building

tractor J. 0. White ; cost, $1,200.

12 additional on

32 50

35 00

$1 less than above rates.

....perM feet 27 50

_.: " 28 60

Rough Clear for Flooring.

Second quality Flooring and Stepping

Ship Plank, Rough ...:

« Planed 1 side....**
•< " 2 sides .....

Deck Plank, Rough •

*' Dressed... •

Laths. .......•.•• * A^«^«A£*.

Wool Slats •••••
t,

^wooi' Posts.'.:.*.;;;. .v.v.v:;;.T;*.v;;.v.v.v^r piece

>*•• » r»»»-» *

I*. •*••'•« • • • '

II

• per
li

M

82 50
35 00
33 60
87 50
3 75
10 00
12 00
17 }<

Two two-story frame dwellings, on Van Ness Avenue be-

twe^n Hayes and Grove. Owner P. R. Schmidt ;
architect,

p R Schmidt : contractor, W. Pluns
;
post, about $10,000.

Six two-story frame dwellings on comer of Larkin and

Sacramento. i)Y/»^V,3- Hiukle ; days' work; cost, about

Four onc-'stbryfnme-dwellings, with basemente, on Lyon,

near n*lilornia. Owners. G. and H. Hinkle; days work;

Owner, Annie

for school-house. Oon-

dwellings on Castro, near

days' work; cost, about

Redwood,

Rough Merchantable.
•< Refuse. .......

.perM feet 22 50
'• 18 50

Surface No. 1^^.,. « . tsf^*j.- xj-'r-S.-fS^'-^"
" 1 X o • ..».••••••
'* No. 2..... ,,,...••...

Rustic, No. 1, 1 x8
" No. 1, 1 X 10 .TVT^f..

" No.2 •

»' Under 10 feet

T. & G., Iix4 and 1^ X 6 ...».

" 6 in. 12 ft. and over. .^....
<' ** 7 to 11 feet <

" " under 7 feet ..r,

«• «' No. 2

((

II

I*

-M-

& G.
II

,,ii
It

Beaded, 12 feet and over....
•• 7 to 11 feet

• I " under 7 feet ....

Half-inch Surface. • •

Pickets, Fancy .........
" Rough, Pointed *..
II «» Square

Siding, klnch ^ ^
Shingles P*^.

Battens, Ji inch, lineal feet

NAiL8.-4d and 6d are very scarce. There has been an un-

usual large demand for these two sizes dunug the year

Nails of all sizes, however, ^e scarce. Below will be found

a correct price list.
. 5 .««..« i. „.

Since January we have Imported 189,140 kegs.

...••..>•• c* ^o

...TT^rr.-.T;;. 4 5o

35 00
32 6U
27 50
32 50
36 00
30 00
30 00
36 (>0

32 60
30 00
27 50
27 60
36 00
30 00
27 60
30 00
27 60
20 00
17 60

S5 00
2 50
Ic

California. Owners,

cost, about $2,000 each.

Two two-story and basement

Market. Owner, M. J. Lovell

^''^B'Jick building on Jessie, between Third and Fourth, to

be used by the Electric Light Company. Contractor Jos.

Thornhill; superintendent, J. Drury ; architects, Ourlett &

Eisen- cost, about tB.OOO,

Two-story frame building for store and dwelling, on How-

ard, between Eighteeth and Nineteenth. Owner, Mr. Hayes;

architect, Chas. Geddes; contractor, W. M. lletcher; cost,

Two-story frame dwelling on Nineteenth,'near Mission.

Owner Wheelaud ; cost, about $2,000.

Repairs and alterations to house 1356 Post. Owner, S.

Newman ; architects, Wolfe & Son ;
contractor, 'P. A. Moar

;

cost, about $1,500. «.i„v*^^.,»K
Two-story frame dwelling on Lapidge, between Eighteenth

and Nineteenth. Owner, J. Perry ;
contractor, J. McCann

;

architects. Hoffmann k Curtis; cost, $2,6LKJ.

One-story cottage on Noe, between Fifteenth and Six-

teenth. Owner, Chas. Hansen ; architect. W. Wintei halter

;

contractor, H. Meyn ; cost, about, $1,000. .

Alterations and additions to building on comor of Powell

and EUii. Owner, I. Wormser ; architects, Wright k San-

ders; contractor, Moflf»tt. -^____i____
Remodeling house corner of First and Harrison. Owner,

Joseph Goetz; architect, T. J. Welsh; contractor,

Binet ; cost, $2,450

PublicaUon Notlcea.

*• Practical Lessons in Architectural Dratmngs, by Willfam B.

T'iif>iin A M Architect, published by Comstock, N. 1., la

oneof themo^tiSrcti^^^ useful books of its kind that

we have noticed. It contains 33 full-page plates of llus-

trations (one in colors), and 83 wood-cuts, showing methods

of construction and representation." „ ,_ ^ ,„^n „,
•• This book was stigge^Ud by the frequent call for a work of

a restricted technical diaracter, one which would g\ve to the

Uudent who already has some knowledge of geometrical dra^ng*,

STiyiformatxon necessary to properly prepare hu w<^rk for the

""'umiy also be read with advantage by many practicing

nrphltects Who judged by their delineations in construc-

?Jon have ^yeJ leaned ^,ut little correctly. Copies can

be had at this office, at publisher's prices. $2.50.

•« Pallisei-'s Useful Details." and '^ Model Homes," »re^^o

in large demand, at $3 and $1 respectively. They are both

good and useful publications.

•• Sewer.Oas and iU Dangers," by George Pj^^^ton Brown,

iV'one ofthe best practicffi books on tTnt^subJect published.

Eve?y plumber, architect, and owner should have a copy

ft treatesthe subject handled vigogously and practically.

Price $1.25.

We have received new invoices of "The Art of Saw Fil-

ing" by Holly, and the " Workshop Companion, both

valuable and instructive little works, copies of each of

which should be in the hands of every mechanic. Prices $1.

and 36 cents, respectively.

J. L. When

ate quoted at..

I........

\\

10 to 60 pennies,
8 "
6 "

6 and 4 "
4 and 5 pennies,

6

8 "

10 and upward
3 penny fines

Paints —The PIONEER Is the only brand quoted, as its

excellent qualities, and the fact that it is strictly a home prc^

duction, has about driven all other brands out of market.

We quote Pioneer White Lead 8}^ cts. per lb.

II

<( ....

,

brad heads, at.

.

*.* . .

.

u .

II

4 75

6 25
6 50
5 75

6 00
6 25
7 75

1 B M
1 1

'

1 ^
it;;

l;wlbi ••v!

Building Intelligence.

N1

'fitm
ill

4

In another column will be found a summary of building

improvements in San Francisco for the past year. There is

shown a very remarkable contrast between this year and the

preceding one. It will well repay a careful perusal.

It is pleasing to notice the joyous feelings with which the

coming holidays are regarded by the working classes from

those of former years, when dullness reigned supreme in

all lines of mechanical operations.

Any one who has noticed our eourse during the psst year

will have observed that we have been studiously careful

not to report any building until the contract has been sign-

ed This has been necessary in order to keep np to the

standard marked out for this journal at its Inception, From

time to time, in the daily papers, reports of buildings about

to be erected have been given ; and in numerous instances no

foimdation whatever was had. except the street rumor,
'
I

heard so and so." , ,

It is certain that 1882 will witness a large increase in

buildings, both in number and amount, over this year

The plans for Blythe's new building are about ready, and

work will be commenced in January. Estimated cost about

$.500 000. Lent's new building will cost not far from $100,-

000. ' Negotiations are in progress for several new buildings

on Market street. R'fore the year 1882 is ended, it is prob-

able that the new church for the St. Mary's congregation

will have been commenced. Large improvements are con-

templated at the Cliflf House. We have been personally in-

formed of numerous improvements "lat will take place at

the "Mission." It is hoped that those having **^- '^'^'^

Two-story iVilding comer of Mission and Eighth. Owner,

D. J. Oliver ; architect, T. J. Welsh ;
contractor, J. L. Binet

;

cost, about $5,500.

Corner of Vallejo and Webster, repairs to conservatory.

Owner, Dr. Brigham ; contractors. Moore Bros. ; cost, about

fsftOO

Alterations to building 615 and 617 Dupont. Days' work
;

T. J. Welsh, architect.

Alterations to building on Post, near Laguna. Owner,

Chas Gottschalk ; architects. Curlett & Elsen ; days' work.

Rebuilding house No. 361 First. Owner, Huntington;

contractor, R. P. Hurlburt ; cofct. $2,650.

Store-front and offices on Fremont, near Mission. Owner.

Reynolds & Rix ; contractor, R. P. Hurlburt ; cost, $750.

One-story frame building on Langdon. near Fourteenth.

Owner R. Cummings; contractor. J. W. Wilcox; cost, $900.

Two-'story frame building, with basement, on Church,

between Twenty-first and Twenty-second. Owner and build-

er F O. Kleebauer; cost, $2,000.

Additions to sheds for Central Pacific Railroad at foot of

Market
One-story frame and brick building on Spear, near Market.

Owner, A. Carrigan. ^, i,i_ »»,

Four tenement houses on Stevenson, between Eighteenth

and Nineteenth. Owner, 8. McDevitt ; architects, Hoffman

k Curtis, „ „ - __

Repairs and additions to building on S. E. comer of Mar-

ket and Main. Architects, Hoflman & Curtis.

BACBAMENTO.

Alterations to building on comer of Second and J streets.

Owner, A. Gallatin; architect, Hamilton; contractors.

Carle k Crowley ; cost, $10,000.

Copies of all the works from time to tin

iournal may be had at this office at publisht

stamps are remitted for books or subscriptions to tnis journa.,

^ori?^ends Will obllge^by_ sending the two-c.nt d^nomin.

time noticed in this

sher's pr
tions to t

two-cent

tlon. or one-cent and three-cent If the two-cent

talnable. The larger denominations are mconvenieat.

P/i7/ijtrr Palliser dk Co.'s Useful Details.—Since their Intro-

duction TA oSrcrta1(iiie of iseful publications the sales

have l^n large. We have a full supply on hand Sold at

pSblisS^r's price. $3.00 each set, 20x26 inches, with 40 pages

of detail drawings.

A supply of all books mentioned In our catalogue con-

stantly on hand.

Plasterers^ ManuaZ.-Wbile all its suggestions

mavnot harmonize with our California practice, it is an

Svlluable book of reference, containing many useful In-

stmct^ons which cannot be retiOned in the memory ;
such as

structior^s wn
^^ dBterrxB, weights, measures.

Cameron's

tables,

etc. Price, 76 cents.

The Art of Saw-Filing, by H. W. Holly. A really valuable

tre^Us^on the subject nailed. Every carpenter should se-

r^,t a^onv But few mechanic, know how to file 8a^^•s prop-

«lv and those who^rchance may be proficient can give no

sS^ial rule forThe result. Thousands of dollars are wasted

e?^ry dly by saws not being properly filed and set. and wholo

vllSnns of oaths are repeated, caused by the vexations aiUnd-

rniT^^lar and ill-sht^ped saw teeth. Correct saw-flhng is

1^^ Sial to good work and the workman's comfort.

Price, 75 cents.

The CarpenUrs^ Manual, by John D. Edwarda A very use-

fnl little S)ok. containing a large range of practical uleas m
coLnecion^ih mechanical studies. Carpenters and build-

era wTllflSd it of much more value than its cost^-W centH.

OAKLAND.

Two-Story brick building for stores and dwelling, on

Thirteenth street, near Washington, ^wner.-—- Hamilton

;

Architects, Matthews and Son ; contractors, Haskell, Smille,

k Co.; cost $9,500.
ALAMEDA.

One-story cottage on
Bucna Vista Avenues.

Webster street, between Pacific and

Owner and builder, G. B. Moore.

Modem Architectural Designs and D^ls P"^"«^e^\y Will^

^ V n«m«tnrk. BuccesBorto Brlcknell & ComstCKiK^n lu

ke to archi-

tects and builders. The " parts," or numbers, separately.

BTEBKELET.

Audubon street,

dwelling for Prof,

cost, $9,100.

near the
B. Moses.

University,
Architect,

two-story frame
F. W. Beardslee;

AM JOSE.

-I

School-house near town. Owner. Orme School District

;

contractor, D. L. WaUon ; architects, Hoffman k Curtis.

LOS 0AT08.

One and one-half story frame cottage, with atable. Archi-

tects, 8. k J. C. Newsom ; days' work ; cost, about $5,000.

BOSS VALLEY.

the Odd

Two-story frame
Ames ; architect, W,
cost, $6,600.

dwelling.
F. Smith

;

with stable,

contractor, W
Owner, —
M. Fletcher;

wi?ers of the Pacific Ocean, filled with promptness.

er's price.

The Workshop Companion is full of valuable information

to mech^cs! hTuseke^epers, and all
t**^' -.^^^^.^efer;-

t^f^ints rules, methods, processes, etc., for almost ev j

fhSg in general use in workshops and households.

35 ^nts ;^?Xbad at this office at publisher's price.

Price,

r^H


